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CALVIN NUTTING & SON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Iron Doors i Shutters
Wrought Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, Tie Bonds,

Burglar Proof Ban'i Vaults and Safes.

ArcMtednral, Plain & Ornamental IronWorL

Sole Manufacturers of the

Patent Tubular Wheelbarrow.

227 ami 229 MAIN ST,. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

M l\imi li Mmi Works.

CUT, MTAi^KD, and UKOU7«fl> OliAf^S.

(Jlass Cuttins^ Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Stained Glass Works,
1213 & 1215 Howard St.

Fr H ROSENBAUM & CO ,

DEPOT OF

P/a^e and IVindoiv Glass.

MANTTFACTORY OF MIRRORS
((Quicksilver and Patent Back). i

]Vo. 507 market Street, opp. HanMOme.
|

ENLARGEMENT.
As the result of most gratifying Subscrip- i

tion support and advertising patronage, over i

^oo inches ofprinted matter have been added to I

each issue of this Journal over its former size. I

Its subscription price remains the same, $2 per
annum, in advance.

Subscribe; it should receive the united sup- i

port of io,ooo paying subscribers on this coast.

Mechanics' Lien 1ia,yi, 'with Supreme Court
Decisions. Complete, from Deerinq's Code i

Of Civil Proceduke. New and only correct

copy. PuhlUhed by thin Journal, bound in cloth.

Price, 50 cents. Sent by mail to any address,

postage paid. |

Every Architect and Mechanic should have a Copy, j

The Trade Supplied.

WEgTOl^N W^ W0RK3.

(Successors to Jons R. Sims & Son),

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wrought-Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. Sole Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

CHAMPION METALLIO WhEELBARROW.

fron Roofs and Gasonietefs Afanu/actured
to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,

Between Mission and Howard.

/^ivr^v VERY RARE, AND

Mantels, witl Newest styles ol Grates,

FecLestetls, T'a.'toles, 3Btc.

Waeeroom-BRANNAN STREET,
Between Fifth and Sixth.

J. A F. KBHSRI/ER.

:' MANUFACTURCD BY

„A.A.GRIFFING IRONDD.

437 C M M U N I PAW AVE.

Descriptive circular and references sent on application.

TEOS. DAT & C 3., AGENTS PACIFIC COAST,

122 and 124 Sutter Street,
- San Francisco.

PI.EAKE MENTION THIH PAPKR.

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap,

KKMT IX VU'E.

Ree imniended by all the Arehiteeta
in California.

OFFIOE-19()1 Broadway, Oak-
L \ SD.

For Sale by Plumbers.

J. KEMP &L CO.,

TUI(MIJI(5, f^\i% ti^m%
1 .... AND ....

CABINET MAKING-.
112 MISSION STREET, bet. Main and Spear, San Francisco

JAMES R. KELLY, EDWARD DENNY & CO.,

IMPORTER OF PAINT,OILS,WINDOf &LASS Drawing Paper and Materials.
AND .MANUKAc'ruRKK OK T„K

[

idtlieiatical wA Immg Iflstmniettts,

TTVr'PT7''RTQ"H' A "DT 17" TWTVTT'T^ "D A TTVTT*
'

Stationer.s, Printers, and Blank-Boole Manufacturers; Civil En-
XAYJ.jrj:jj:vion.a.J3ijJli iyi.iJi.JliU JTAliNl.

gineers. Surveyors, Architects, ard Draughtsmen's Supplies.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California and Sacramento Streets, San Francisco.

tf^ Send for Sample of our New Detail Paper. "^1

Sole Agent for Chance Bros. & Co.'s 16 oz., 21 oz., and 26
oz. C. M Glass, Polished Plate, and Mirrors.

an and 2a» Market (i^treet, 8. F.
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BROWELL'S PATENT CHIMNEYS.
iK§WftL3 vnranFiif© i.'^j^Li-iMrTOiis

T Brmach. T OrnnrlA. Socket Pip#. 'Hmlaevr. lacreasen bB^bCutk

tl Hoi* Trap. p. Tmp. H. Trap. ;B«iilllEltan

All Sizes t>f the above on hand and for sale at the Lotrest Prices.

First Premium Silver Medal of Mechanics' Institute awarded for Patent
Chimneys and Ornamental Chimney Tops.

ARE THE ONLY CHIMNEYS where BANDS and FILLING can
be used to make a SMOKE and AIR-TIGHT JOINT, and with
Iron Rods or Strapped to the Buildingf.
Th« U. S. Circuit Court lias granted me a perpetual injunction a.u'ainst L. E. Clawson and Jos. S.

Brown. All persons are cautioned a^'ainst u-itiLT a?)v improvement in sectional cliimneAS patented
by mt Manufactured and for aalc b'. J. BROWIIIjL, 727 Montgomery Street, S . F.

REESE L LE WELL YN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,

133 and 135 Healc Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Wm. H. Milliken,

Mectiauical Eniineer and DrangMsman,

GEO. H. .STEVENS. F. KRAJEWSKI.

MANUFACTUREK OF

MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts aid Macliiiiery Castinp

MILLIKEN'S PATENT HYDRAULIC RAM

E L E VAT O R,
I

Contractor and Destsner I

FOR THE CO^'STRUCTIO^f OF ELEVATORS, CABLE

PAILWAYS, SMOKE BURNING APPARATUS

ENGINES, BOILERS AND ALL OTHER

KINDS OF MACHINERY.

F. KRAJEWSKI & CO.

MACHINISTS
AND. . . .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Rail Bolts, Bi ackets, :Krewel Ho<1m, etc..

FOR S$TA1R 1V<»RK.

Wood-working Machinery and Tools, Band Saws, Scroll

Saws, Circular-saw Tables of all descriptions. Shapers, Wood
Turning Lathes, Housing Machines, lioring Machines, Dowell
Machines, etc., etc. Moulding Knives, Mortise Machine Chis-

els, Blindslai Stamps, etc.

Shafting and Machinery Put up to Order

.4T MIIOKT XOTU'E.

OF ALL KINDS. Offiee, «« California St., RoomM I» and •t». 516 & 518 5th St., San FranClSCO-

Maile in representation of An('i^•nt and Mod-
ern Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau

rel. B'aek Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and CoslB

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood, i

ENAMELED. POLISHED.
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (set in brick). Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO., ^°\?i'«?Jl^.'^t.^if^Sf^.'^'
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Pacific Rolling Mill Co.,
T 1
X MANUFACTURERS OF ^^^ --^^fP^y

^
Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames.J

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON,

Bridi

L

Rolled Beams, Lag Screws,

Rolled Beami, Doable, Nuts, Washers, etc.

Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Steamboat Shafts,

Bridge and Machine Bolts, Cranks, Pistons,

Connecting Ro<ls.

Rolled Beams, 4, 6, 8, and lOJ inch.

Mining Machinery Forgings,

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Hammered Iron of every description.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Block, Room I.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40. 50,

and 56 pounds to the vard. ±
IMHAUS & TRIEBEL,

Importers of and Dealers in

ALL KINDS OF HARDWARE
-AND-

Building Materials.

D. ZEaLIO,

Carrara Marble Works.

MANUFACTUHER OF

I Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

1319 M!SSIO^f STREET,

Between 9tli and 10th, SAN FKANCISCO.

Sole Agents for

Burglar -proof SASH LOCKS.

San Francisco Wire Works

C. H. GRUENHAGEN.

669 Mission St. bet. Third & New Montgomery,

SAN FRANCISCO.

HaMufacturer oi

LIB SEAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TEADE.

403 HAVES ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS
PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORK,

Every Description of Metal Goods Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC. Wire Gales k SMttcrs. Bank k Dice RalllDg,

Old work refinished, repaired, and plated equal to new. I

g^^.^ J-JxtureS, Wire FiffUrCS, & Hat Stonds.
Silver Plated Amaleaniatiiie Plates, for sav-

uig gold in Quartz, Plaier.Ciavfl.anJ Beach Mining. AjCheS, Flower Stands, BaskctS, Trcl-

O.W and e.'55 MISSION STKEET, ,. -m-^ n j n i e
„ ., , a„ , „ ,. ^ , lises,Wmaow Guards, Coal Screens,

Between New Montgomery and Tliird, San Francjaco, Cal '

£. u. DENNisToiir Proprietor. 1 Fenders, etc., etc-

Harvey s Hot WaterRadiator

Ho. 23 STEVEHSOK STEEET,

NEAR FIRST,

San Francisco.

'FOR-

RESIDENCE

No. ^66, Caledonia Ave.,

Oakland.

PRIVATE RESIDENCES

AND

PUBLIC DWELLINGS.
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THE SPRINGFIEInD GAS nfEACHINZ:,
Manufactured by GILBERT & BARKER, Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Massachusetts,

Improved under nearly . -OVER-

Twenty Years
Manufacture and Experience,

Fs offered in a more Perfect
l!$tate than ever before.

It is especially adapted to

LigMiniCountryHouses

HOTELS, STORES,

Blocks of Buildings,

(ULLS, FiCTOBIES, EIC,

500 in Use
ON THE PACIFIC COAST,

And all
giving

Peifett Satls'action,

Send for Illustrated Circular jfiv-

\ivg full Information.

A.F.NYE &CO.,

Importers of Gas Fixtures,

609 & 611 MARKET STREET

(Grand Hotel),

SAN FRANCISCO.

Hole Asents.

Address DIBBLE MANUFACTURING CO., Trenton, N. J.

GORDON HARDWARE CO.

AGENTS IN

^ l>!lAir FKANCIHCO ANu

^ liOS Angeles, Cal.,
2 AND

Q SEATTLE, W. T.

RBOISTERKD

IHEMACITE
I mm KNOBS,

^ BRAWER KNOBS,
t SHUTTER KNOBS,

EOUSE TRIMMINGS.

For all interior woric these l(nobs are unsurpassed. New and beautiful designi.

Fully guaranteed to stand as'long as the doors. vodtratein price.

GERMANIA^VHITE LEAD
Gnaraiiteeil to li3 Superior to any Lead made for Fineness, WMteness, and Coiering Capacity.

ACME RUBBER PAINT,
Mixed Eeady for Use.—All the Latest Shades and Colors.—Send for Sample Book.

Manufactured by the OEYSTAL PLATE GLASS CO., of St. Louis, Missouri.

SULLIVAN tc RAVEKES,
Manufacturers of White Leads, Colors, and Zincs,

SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO
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J. P. SHELDON,

ff and Bndge Builder

Particular Attention paid to

PILING
FOUNDATIONS

FOB CITY BtriLIINOS,

Solicited.

27

Steuart

St.,

S. F.

INCORPORATED A. D. 1819.

CASH ASSETS,

$9,054,610.58

PACIFIC BRANCH3U CALIFORNIA STREET,

^ojStAINS
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

SAMItCABOTJR.

SENDFOR Boston
FULL DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

JOSEPH SMITH,
CONTRACTOR FOR

BRICKWORK, STONEWORK,

GRADING,

SEWER WORK and PATENT CHIMNEYS

Agent for Gladding McBean

Sewer Pipes, Patent Chimneys,

AMD TERRA COTTA WARE.

BRICK FOUNDATIONS
Put under frame building' at the shortest notice and most

reasonable rates.

YARDS: Valencia Ht., bet. 17th and IMth,
and ;i9:t3, «»it5, 21>.37 Mission Street, bet. «5th
and Stttli.

'©

N. W. WINTON, GEO. C. BOARDMAN,

San Francisco Agent. General Agent.

Established A. D. 1822. Capital, $5,000,000.

e *i»i,i) ®f

General Agents for Pacific Coast.

IC E3:

309 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

M. B. RICHARDSON.

BRICKLAYER & BUILDER.

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS,

CEMETERY WORK OF ALL KINDS.

Agent for

Kinney's Tubular Fountain Enclosure

for Cemeteries.

0£Bce, 314 Montgomery St.,San Francisco.

Residence, 624 Shotwell Street.

Shop, Broderick and O'FarrelL

W. D, PERINE,

MANUFACTURER OF

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Garden Walks,

Basement Floors, Carriage Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building Stone,

URNS, VASES, STONE COPING and STEPS

Entrance to Cemetery liOts, Casliets,

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 28 New Montgomery St. OAK

LAND OFFICE, 467 Ninth st. Residence, 809 Oak gt. Oakland
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WALL
Imitation Stained G-lass,

l^OOEZSH FUET "WOUII.

COOKS BROTB[l±;]RS,
108 & 110 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

COMfMERCIAL

Insurance Co. of California
FIRE AND MARINE.

Principal Office, 438 Kalifornia 8t, Ms Deposit SuiMlDg.

SAN FKANCISCO

JOHN H. WISE, President.

CHAS. A. LATOX, Secretary.

MAEBLE MAHTELS

ONYI BELGIAN BLACK, TENNESSEE

ITALIAN AND STATUARY

TILE FACING, HEARTHS & FISE GRATES.

w. H. Mccormick,

827 MARKET ST., BET. 4th AND 5th.

CEO. L. HENZEL,

Flectfic and Mechaoical Call Bells,

SPEAKING TUBES &. TELEPHONES,

Patent Door Openers and Letter Box Plates. Ga»' Lighting

by Electricity.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

Besileses, 1912 Steiner Street; llassfactor^, 1909 Stelner Street

Bet Bosh anl Tiae, SAH FBAHCISCO.

ri^" Telephone No. 4118.

T!ieModsr!iEoiiss-I!arpsiilsr's[!o!iipaiiio!!.

By W. A. SYLVESTER

45 FULL PAGE PLATES; 210 PAGES.

Printed on leavy calendered paper, and snbslaulially tennd.

Contains rules for framing pitch, hip, valley, French and
Mansard roofs, trusses, splayed and circular work; plain and
winding' stairs, markings on rules and squares.

THE SLIDE ETTLE AND HOW TO USE IT (8 pages)
Builder's estimates, glossary, ei}fht plans for houses, etc.,

etc. Manj- who own more expensive works on carpentry
have bought this book, sayintj that it is more easily under-
stood and that it contains all that the majority of workmen
require, beside givini; much valuable information not given
in other works. 4,000 copies sold in three \ears attest its

popularity. Nearly 70 copies of an earlier and much inferior
edition were sold in 8 days by a canvasser in Newp-Tt, R. I.

Another sold 15 copies in Boston in a single daj'. Get a copj'
and study it these long winter evenings. Single copies sent
free by mail on receipt of the price, §2.00, by Cup Its, Up-
ham & Co., 283 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. David
Williams, 83 Reade Street, New York. Jansen McClurp & Co. ,

Chicogo, III. A. L. Bancroft & Co., San Francisco, Cal,

Only canvassers are supplied by W. A. Sylvester, 8 Chester
Avenue, Chelsea, Mass., and C. S. Atkinson, 230 Michigan
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

NOTICE,
OWNERS and CONTRACTORS !

Bell Hanging, Gas Lighting,

Locksmithing in All Its Branches.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

^^^IL L & FI^CK.
769 MARKET STREET.

B0A\ri30IN^'S
EOTAEY TOP

Kitchen cabinet
County and State Rights For Sale.

An entirely new principle for giving access to content

without the use of drawers.

All contents are made accessible by one simple movement

of the top.

For Simplicity of Construction, this table will commend
itself to all who wish to engage in its manufacture.

For County or State Rights for Pacific Coast, or any part

of the United States, inquire of

li. ^I. B01V1>0IW, Stockton.

9^ Full particulars in regard to above Cabinet can also be

had by addressing the office of this Journal.

GRANOLITHIC PAVING COMPANY.
(STTJ^K.T'S I'^TEITT. )

All kinds of Artificial Stone Work, Steps, Corridors, Sidewalks, Base-

ments, Engine Seats, Foundations, Etc.

W. S. SOMERVILLE, Manager, 422 Montgomery Street,

s.A.3^ :fi?.^:i^oisoo.
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irrHGSE who labor to make human actions harmonize, find great

'2. difficulty in piecing them together and causing them to assume
the same gloss; for in general they contradict each other in so

strange a way that it seems impossible that they should have
issued from the same workshop.

—
Montaigne.

When we truly and earnestly aspire to be, that in some sense

we are; the mere aspiration, by changing the frame of the mind,
for the moment realizes itself.—Mrs. Jameson.

One principal point of good breeding is to suit our behavior

to the three degrees of men—our superiors, our equals, and those

below us.— Swift.

Rectitude is the first law of the gentleman: When he says
"Yes," it is law; and he dares to say the valiant "No," at the

fitting season. The man of rectitude will not be bribed, it is

only the low minded that sell themselves.—Smiles.

Science has been well defined to be knowledge reduced to

order; that is, knowledge so classified and arranged as to be

easily remembered, readily referred to, and advantageously

applied.— C. Bavies.

The Year Begins Well.

summary of building intelligence for JANUARY, I8S6.

62 Frames, total cost $265,150
4 Brick " "

247,000
13 Alterations and additions 111,100

79 Total cost J623,250

for same month in 1885.

62 Frames, total cost $239,850
2 Brick,

" "
314,000

9 Alterations and additions 39,300

73 Totalcnst 1590,150
Less errors in published statement, Jan., 1885 .. . . 12,435

Correct totals for January, i885 1577,715

By the above it will be seen that the building activities for the

month ending with present issue leads the same period of 1885

by $45,535.

Its Seventh Volume.

WITH,
present issue commences the seventh volume of

this journal as a monthly, and its eijjjhth, including
the quarterl^^of 1879. As will bo noticed, the enlarge-

ment, commencing with present number, increases i;he length
of the book two inches, thus adding 576 inches of additional

printed matter each month, the number of pages being as

heretofore, thirty-two.

Early in its history it was recognized, and by action of
San Francisco Chapter confirmed as the official organ of the

profession on the Pacific Coast, which enviable recognition it

continues to enjoy, and no elfort in the future, within possibil-

ities, shall bo wanting in rendering it worthy of that dis-

tinction.

Situated as we are, far distant from the great principal
centers of commerce, manufacturing, building, and other great
interests and enterprises of the country, and at the extreme

westerly terminus of communication across the American
Continent, with not a foot of territory between us and the

setting sun, short of the shores beyond the broad waters of

the Pacific Ocean, other than the intervening islands; with
mountain ranges and vast spreading, barren plains, separating
us from advantages at easy command to all our Eastern con-

temporaries; with entire lack, or high cost of many facilities

and things necessary in making up an acceptable journal, its

great success is phenomenal.
Sir P. Buxton has well said: "The longer I live, the more I

am certain that the great difference between men—between
the feeble and the powerful, the great and the insignificant

—is

energy, invincible determination, a purpose once fixed, and
death or victory. That quality will do anything that can be

done in the world, and no talent, no circumstances, no oppor-
tunities, will make a two-legged creature a man without it."

It was the spirit of the above quotation that influenced the

founding of this, the first journal published upon the Pacific

Coast, in the interest of architectural and building sciences,
and that too under the most forbidding and unauspicious cir-

cumstances and conditions, within and without—has sustained

it, lo, these seven years, and will be its inspiration in the

years to come.
Whatever of abilities or talent may have been lacking in

the past, there has been no absence of honest purposes and
desires. The great ambition has been to establish perma-
nently, a class publication devoted to the interests represented
in this journal, and such has been accomplished to an extent

magnificently beyond the expectation of thousands who, in

the daj's of its beginning, doubted the possibility of perma-
nency. But it has been done, and, all things considered, fairly
if not handsomely done, and, although "the future is a great
land, a man cannot go around it in a day, cannot measure it

with a bound, cannot bind its harvests into a single sheaf,

and is wider than the vision, and has no end," its hopes in-

spire and its promises encourage earnest, persevering effort,

the fullest developing possible of which the patrons of this

journal may expect to realize during the year just entered

upon, of which the present issue is the representative number.

Wishing happiness and prosperity to one and all of our kind

readers, we ask a return of the consideration, in a renewal
and continuation of subscription and advertising patronage,
and the generous support that has heretofore come to us

from all quarters.

Lien Law Decision as to Proper Time of Filing Lien.

TTTIIE Supreme Court of California has rendei'ed an

•Ij important decision in the case of Perry, Woodworth
& Co. vs. Brainard, which definitely settles a feature

of the lien law which has been a subject of innumerable

disputes, some holding that the maturity of claim, by
delivery of materials, or the completion of a sub-contract

was sufficient without regard to tli'e completion of the

building or works; an error also entertained by lawyers
not well posted in this department of legal practice, as

was manifestly the case with the legal minds who advised

and misled the plaintiffs in the above action to file a lien
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prior to the proper time, and then further inducing their

clients to i-eject the common-senhie and logical decision of the

Superior Court Judge, and still further advise an appeal to

the court of last I'esort, only to meet defeat an^ heavy cost,
which in such cases are general]}' considerably weighty.
The decision of the lower court was that the lien sought

to bo enforced bj' the action had been filed -prior to the com-

pletion of thu building, and was therefore prematurely filed.

Such being the case, judgment was rendered in favor of the

defendant and against the lienors. This not being satisfactory,
the case was appealed to the Supreme Court, which tribunal

confirmed the judgment of the Superior Court.

In support of the decision. Justice Ross—Justices Myrick,
McKee, Sharpstein, and Thornton concurring

—quotes from
the lien law: "Every original contractor within sixty days
after completion of his contract, and every person save the

original contractor, claiming the benefits of this Chapter,
must, within thirty days after the completion of any building,

improvement, or structure, or after the completion of the

alteration or repairs thereof, or the performance of any labor

in a mining claim, file for record," etc., and make the "within

thirty days after completion," the groundwork of the decis-

ion. Other cases of similar import are mentioned, denying the

existence of "privity of contract between the owner of the

building and the sub-contractor, but the sub-contractor's

rights are based simply and solely upon his contract made with
the contractor."

The decision further says, by the contract, the owner

agrees to pay a certain sum and "this sum is a fund which

may be held under the statute for the payment, so far as it

will yo. of all the various sub-contractors, for woi'k and mate-
rials furnished by them to the contractor, who is the principal
and head of all; and all the parties entitled to payment or con-

tribution out of this fund should be able to reach the fund and

get their proportionate shares." "One contractor ought not
to bo able to roach this fund and appropriate it to the extent

of his claim before another sub-contractor should reach it, for

if the fund should not be sufficient to pay the claims of all the

sub-contractors, then each should be paid only a proportionate
share thereof." "The amount of all the claims of all sub-con-

tractors can be ascertained only after all the work and ma-
terials have been furnished, and after the building has been

completed, so far as the contractor is required to complete
the same; for the whole of the work may in fact be done by
sub-contractors only, or the last item of work performed or

materials furnished may be performed or furnished by a sub-

contractor. The building in such a case will be completed
by a sub-con tractOT-, and the sub-contractor completing the

building or furnishing the last item of work or materials

therefor, is entitled to his proportionate share of the general

fund, equally with the sub-contractor who furnished the first

item of work or materials, or any intermediate portion
thereof."

Building Prospects—1886.

had their fingers firndy fixed upon the throat of labor, with

power to crush out all opposition, and master the situation. But
the daring, aggressive move made was a grand mistake against
the invaders of labor rights, and resulted in the overthrow of a

gigantic Mongolian combination. And the outlook to-day for

Chinese labor is more gloomy to them than it has been at any
period in the history of the State.

The feeling inspired by the results in this connection is of the

most pleasing character, and one of the immediate effects is the

substitution of several hundred of our own race, some of them
with families, as permanent, congenial fellow-citizens, instead of

a like number of human beings having no sympathy with the

laws, institutions, or welfare of our common country, beyond the

mercenary purposes and perversions ever present with that people.
These facts in this connection are material only so far as they

bear an influence upon the future of San Francisco, which they
do in this wise: that every white person added to population, as

against a Chinaman, is a gain in a general sense, as each individ-

ual so added becomes a consumer of American product, while the

Chinaman spends nothing that can be saved and carried away to

his foreign home.

But the more desirable feature of the case is the influences

that flow from this improved condition of things; the healthful

feeling incited, not only among the working people, but among
employers and manufacturers, who feel a relief in the break that

has been made, which foreshadows a redemption from the thral-

dom that has rested upon them, and the prospect of freedom from

that cruel competition which so sternly threatened destruction to

honest white effort in legitimate pursuits.

Following the movement of the cigar-makers will be the other

branches of manufacture, so much demoralized by the invading
hordes of Chinamen. TIiq boot and shoe trade, from men and
women's fine work, down to common slippers, is largely in the

hands of Chinese operatives, and together with many other

branches of manufacture, demands the pruning knife of refor-

mation. And as one by one, the white men, girls, and boys re-

assert their rights to perform such labor, and purify the present

polluted streams of operations, a more healthful state of affairs

will arise, and, with the Mongolians gone, a bettered condition of

things will come to pass, and brighter skies will span the heav-

ens of manufacture and labor upon the Pacific Coast, and lead to

numerous building improvements.
All this foreshadows the better future, and points to increased

wealth among the working classes, and increased demands for

white men's homes. Aside from all this, with the large amount
of building done during the past five years, there are compara-

tively few houses to rent. This fact presents encouragement, and
with the low price of all kinds of building materials, and the

abundant supply of mechanical labor, it is fair to anticipate a

prosperous year in building pursuits.
Without committing the unwarranted error indulged in by

some of our daily contemporaries, of inflating prospects by state-

ments of "
contemplated work," much of which, as published, not

likely of consummation, we may state the assured fact that a

goodly number of plans are in preparation in architects' offices,

and the outlook for spring is good.

errs a matter of course, all statements reaching beyond the

/H present hour, are more or less speculative and hypothetical.
J But well trained human judgment may safely venture to step
a little beyond the limits that hold the future in abeyance, and
surmise the probabilities that are to be. The past and present
are the measures by which the future may be measured and

weighed, and upon which results yet unborn may reasonably be

predicated and predicted.
There have been but few years since the organization of this

State, in which all the conditions have been more favorable at

the commencement of the year, for general prosperity throughout
the State.

Timely and abundant rains have gladdened all hearts, in cities

and country districts, and the common feeling everywhere pre-

vailing is buoyant and cheerful. Large crops and harvestings
are confidently anticipated, and the promise of abundance in all

directions seems assured. As a natural sequence, confidence and

hope abound in all circles of active life, and the opening of the

year 1886 is full of prospective blessings

Among the prominent good influences aflFecting and produc-

ing this desired state of things, is the turn matters have taken in

regard to the Chinese labor question. The monster evil had set-

tled down in our midst, taken strong root, and was fast sending
its tendrils into every field of labor, trade, and commerce, until

it became bold and defiant, and put forth its shoots in an arro-

gant strike, demanding the discharge of white men, and asserting
the Mongolian right to control at least the cigar manufacturing
trade. 'The serfs and slaves of the six companies felt that they

Royal Institute of British Architects.

TT7HB journal of proceedings is regularly received at this of-
^
Y fif''^: ^'ifl contains much of interest, as showing the earnest

interest taken by the members in matters pertaining to

architectural sciences. The fact cannot bo successfully con-

troverted that all such organizations, properly conducted, are

a source of special profit to every active member, of general
benefit to the profession, and from which the building com-

munity derives great advantage.

Stand by the California Journal; Besieged But Not

Dismayed.

Y / I ITIIIN the past sixty days, the Pacific Coast cities and
III towns, especially San Francisco, have been /ai'Wiy^yot/ef/

V. with thousands of sample copies of Eastci'n class jour-
nals. They have boon sent from every section of the United
States v?hero such journals are published, done up in best pos-
sible style, and with every attention to a))pearances, so as to

render them attractive, and catch subscribers.

A host a(/ainst one. Si'igly and alone, we are called upon
to combat this mighty avalanche of competition

—this well-

drilled and oquip])ed host of com])etitors, who come not with

modest mien awaiting a welcome, but with bold eflf'ronter)' and

aggressive strides, entering not only workshops, offices and

business places of all kinds, but private residences, soliciting
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patronage ami support, and seeking to allure to their sub-

scription net all who can be reached through the devices

incorporated in Christmas numbers.

Unparalleled efforts. The number of Eastern journals rep-
resented this year, and the mass of sample copies distributed,

exceeds, ten times over, those of any loi'mer year, irom
which it is fair to infer that heretofore California has been
considered an unpropitious field, or the recognized great suc-

cess of the California Architect and Building News has
influenced a changed sentiment toward this coast among our

contemporaries, who, after having failed for so many j'ears to

adequately supply the wants of the Pacific States in class

literature, are now generously willing to divide with us the

crop produced from our planting.

OverJoiiig. If eacli succeeding year from the present time
shall continue to develop corresjjonding increase, enlargement
and improvement in class journals, that has characterized the

past five years, a full decade of years will not have passed
ere their patrons will i-eceive monthly issues as large as Web-
stei-'s Unabi'idged.

Don't undemtan'l . Eastern contemjioraries may not be
able to comprehend the situation, because their pathways lie

through much larger and broader fields, where competition is

scattered through scores of adjacent States; but the dumping
down in San Francisco of several tons of "sample copies,"
makes a very decided impression upon the "

sample cofij^
"

market, and floods it. But " he that wrestles with us

strengthens our nerves, and sharpens our skill; our opponent
is our helper." So we consider it, and not only propose to

hold our own in the fiice of the avalanche of interlopers, but

to so far excel them in supplying a journal specially adapted
to this coast, that their presence will be eminently immaterial.

Support the homejournal. Every individual in any manner
id entified with, or interested in building matters, whether
as architect, owner, contractor, material men or otherwise,
should subscribe for this journaL

The Cohesive Strength of Stone.

IN
all cases which have come within my notice, the stone possess-

ing the least cohesive strength, or that which will crush with
less pressure than anyother, is nevertheless strong enough, when

once fixed, for almost all practical purposes. No architectural

members have to sustain greater pressure, in proportion to their

size, tlian the muUions of large Gothic windows. The tracery in

the great north window of Westminster Hall is now executed in

Bath stone, which is remarkable for having the least cohesive

strength of all the specimens experimented upon and described

in the report on the stone for the new House of Parliament.

Some of the mullions of that window are less than 9 inches wide
and more than 50 feet high, sustaining not only their own weight,
but also the whole of the tracery beneath the arch.

The eastern window of Carlisle Cathedral, built of a friable red

sandstone, is 50 feet high; the mullions are smaller and the trac-

ery much heavier than in that at Westminster, yet in neither of

these examples are there any symptoms of crushing. The cohe-

sive strength of stones is never more severely tested than during
their conversion by workmen from the rough state to being fixed

in their final situation in a building. During these operations,
iron levers, jacks, lewises, and various other implements, are

applied, frequently without judgment, and with but little regard
to the mechanical violence which a stone will bear; therefore, it

may be considered a useful practical rule that, however soft a

stone may be, if it resists the liability of damage until out of the

mason's hands, there can be little doubt of its possessing sufficient

cohesive strength for any kind of architectural work.—C. H.
Smith.

A Graphic Illustration of Roof Framing.

The following article introduces to the readers of this journal
a contributor well and favorably known upon this coast, and
in many of the Eastern cities, as one possessing special abil-

ities in the delineation and exemplification of acute and difficult

geometrical, mathematical, and mechanical problems, in domes,
roof frannng, ground arches, and constructural works generally.
His monthly contributions will prove instructive and valuable to

every architect and mechanic.—Ed.]

A GRAPHIC DESCRIPTION AND ILLUSTRATION OP THE METHOD OF
STANDING HIP AND VALLEY RAFTERS IN POSITION OVER

GROUND PLANS.

Although the science of roof framing md kindred mechanical
sciences have for generations received the attention of hundreds
of able minds, its simplification is still a matter to be more fully

developed. Innumerable methods have been introduced, maiiy
of which possess merit, and mu.st be regarded as good. The

object of the present and succeeding articles is not to set aside

any of the good things done in the same line, but to still further

assist in rendering plain, and simplifying, to the clear understand-

ing of the most ordinary mechanical intellect, the matters treated

upon.
The method of determining the length and cuts of the mem-

bers of a structure, by the air of "graphic" diagrams, is practi-

cal, accurate, and reliable, and commends itself especially to the
student of architectural, engineering, and mechanical sciences.

By its simplicity and conclusiveness, and the absence of technical

phrases and algebraic symbols, the uneducated and less learned

cannot fail, with but little study and application, to understand
and comprehend its intricacies.

The usual process of calculation when applied in detail, becomes
laborious and wearisome even to the professional mind. Hence
the ease and accuracy with which the general result is reached

by the graphic method, commends itself even to the less cultured,
as superior to any system that requires long calculations and
mental effort. The method of graphic diagrams offers better

facilities—those denied by the more complicated principles— -and

enables the reaching of results by a simpler and less difficult

process.

Explanation: Draw ground plan, A A A A; draw the eleva-

tion, B C B; square out from the back of the common rafter,

B C, both sides, C D and B D, as shown; take B 2 in the com-

pass, describe the curve, 2 D, cutting line, B D. Now take the

distance A .3,
line from face of gable to line of deck on the level;

set compass to the distance A 3, and stand in C with it, describ-

ing the curve, cutting the lines squared from the back of common
rafters, at D D; connect D D'; now we have the length of valley
rafter to stand in position over 2 3.

Now to get the length of timbers and cuts in the deck of the

building, continue the deck lines, E E; make a seat line, 1 1;

square up to 4; 1 to 4 is the height of elevation; 4 '1 is the length
of deck rafter; take the distance '1 4, and describe curve, cutting
deck line at E; '1 E is the length of rafter to stand in position
over 1 '1. Now we come to the more difficult part of the cuts

to be found. Examine the ground plan, and connect the

line 2 1, and square up to 3; make 1 3 equal to the height of the

elevation; now take 2 3 in the compass, and stand in E with it;

describe the curve, X X, from E; now take another compass, and
take the distance '1 2, and from '1 describe from 2; cutting curve,
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X X, fi'om E, the point now found, 5, is an important one, as it

finds the direction and lean of timber when in position.
Now to find the point 6 is all that is needed to get at all of

the cuts and lengths of timbers; move to the other end of plan;
draw line, 7 8; square up to 9, 7 9 being the height of elevation;
connect 8 9, and take it in the compass; come back to 5; stand in

5; describe curve, cutting at 6; now take the distance 1 3 in the

compass, and stand at E and draw the curve 2 2; when tliey cut

at 6, connect E 6; then 6 E is the distance that will lay level in

position over 1 3 in the ground plan. Repeat that same rule on

the four corners, and cut all around the outside edges; hinge and
stand up, and you will have a model showing every timber in

position. Weaken with the back of a knife or compass, on each

hinge line, and stand up on the ground plan line; cut all around
the outside of the figure, and there can be no possible mistake.

In the next diagram another form of roof will be treated.

Models in card-board, illustrating the foregoing, can be seen at

the office of this journal. M. J. Marion.

Mr. Garrett's Porch.

IN
our November issue we gave a brief account of the unfort-

unate litigation between Messrs. Robert Garrett, President

of the Baltimore and Ohio Railro d, and his neiglibor, Henry
Janes, the mil ionaire merchant of that city, by which the latter

has sought to prevent Mr. Garrett's erection of a certain porch in

front of Ills palatial residence, now buildint; on Mt. Vernon

Place; and we remarked upon the ambiguities and puerile con-

tradictions which are so apt to characterize our building ordi-

nances. The latest intelligence is that Mr. Janes has announced,
that in case his suit fails to stop the erection of Mr. Garrett's

porch, he will relieve himself of its obnoxious proxin;ity by

moving out of his own residence, which he will then donate to the

Colored Orphans' Association of Baltimore for use as an asylum for

their dusky proteges. Here's a "how-d'ye-do," unquestionably,
of a very pronounced type, and one that affects not only Messrs.

Janes and Garrett, but all the other residents of this especially
aristocratic section of Baltimore. It suggests remark upon the

great desirability of so amending our legislation against nuisances

as to protect public-spirited citizens, who have erected costly

homes, from wanton spoliation by the recklessness or malice of a

neii;hboring owner. It is pi linly a crying outrage if all the

other residents in Mt Vernon Square must have the value of

their investments in that section, amounting to many hundreds

of thousands of dollars, imperiled by a quarrel between neighbors
Janes and Garrett, in which the neighbors have no part and

which they are helpless to control. It is a well-understood

principle that no man has a right to use his property so as

unnecessarily to injure that of his neighbor, and in all cities

there are laws which in this view prohibit the erection of

slaughter houses, rendering establishments, and other unhealth-

ful nuisances.

But the law fails to recognize the fact that there are many
erections which cannot be strictly defined as injurious to

health, which yet destroy the value of adjacent property

just as c mpletely. Such is the case above cited. If Mr. Janes

establishes his colored orphan asylum next to Mr. Garrett, the

result cannot fail to be a disastrous depreciation in all the prop-

erty on Mt. Vernon Square. In St. Louis, recently, a livery
stable proprietor drove a profitable trade for several years by

purchasing lots in a choice residence section and advertising his

purpose to build a stable there. In a number of cases he wis

bought off" only by the payment of a large bonus from the adja-

cent property owners, whereupon Mr. Russ 11 would immediately
select another lot and repeat the transaction. P^or a while tliis

fellow established a sort of reign of terror among property holders

in the finer parts of the city and earned the title of "
livery stable

fiend," and he recently had an imitator in Chicago. Of course we
cannot here outline the necessary enactment to protect the commu-

nity from such outrages, but it will doubtless provide for a consid-

erable enlargement of the definition of the term nuisance so as to

cover injury to property as well as to health.—Irdand Architect

and Builder.

Toughening TiMBEB.—An exchange says: It is claimed that by
a new process white-wood can be made so tough as to require a cold

chisel to split it. The result is obtained by steaming the timber

and submitting it to end pressure, technically
"
upsetting

"
it,

thus compressing the cells and fibers into one compact mass. It

is the opinion of those who have experimented with the process
that wood can be compressed 75 per cent, and that some timber

which is now considered unfit for use in such work as carriage

building, could be made valuable by this means.

Real Estate Transactions, 1885.

TOOTHING more clearly indicates the degree of prosperity
I / prevailing in any cit^' or locality than the number of real

L estate tninsactions, and the prices pnid for building lots

and land, under a well-balanced market uninfluenced by either

depressed or excited conditions.

The real estate circular furnishes the following items of

facts: Sales in 1884, 3,874; value, $13,374,207. In 1885,

3,650; value, $13,250,000. City hall lots have increased in

value, twenty per cent within twelve months, the present

prices being from $850 to $1,000 per front foot, for a depth of

one hundred feet. The cable road street-ears have been
instrumental in retarding increase in values in the older dis-

tricts of the cit}', and increasing those in the outlying sec-

tions, where, a few j-ears ago, and until the extension of the

cable roads, they remained at nominal prices. The difteronce

in time required to reach localities ten blocks beyond the old

limits is a matter of small consequence, requiring less than
one minute per block.

Two years ago a lengthy article appeared in this journal,

advising the immediate improvement of all lots on Market

Street, inside of Ninth Street, with substantial first-class build-

ings. If this had been done, there would now be clustered

around the city hall center, the natural centering point in this

city for large retail stores for generations, if not for all time, one
hundred or more prosperous business firms. All this is des-

tined to be at a not remote period. The pioneers in this

direction are the new Odd Fellows' Hall, with its fine stores,

and the Murphj' Building now occupied by one of the most

enterprising and progressive dry goods firms in the city. The

three-quarter million dollars spent in the erection of these

two edifices simply reflect the character of future impi-ove-
ments in that neighborhood; in fact, those who own property
having a market value of $1,000 to $1,500 per front foot, can-

not afford to do less than erect ver^" Gne, Jirst-c/ass structures.

Mr. Magee, of the drciilar, most excellent authority in a^l

matters connected with real estate, says: "All of Market Street,
as far out as Valencia, w-ould now be fine retail store property,
if the owners would only build suitable stores on their land.

The city hall lots should have been built on five years ago."
So it was strongly urged and argued by us two years ago,
and we appreciate endorsement from Mr. Magee, even at the

present time.

It is but a matter of time when this will be done, and busi-

ness pushed solid out to Jvinth Street. "Out to Valencia

Srcet,
'

about four block-; further westerly, might properly
be improved with frame structures to last a few years and then

give way to more permanent buildings.
Business for architects. The foregoing foreshadows future

prospects for architects. P]ven the older portions of the city

present a large field of work to be done, in the removal of

old and worn-out buildings, and the substitution of new edi-

fices of greater or less cost; in addition to which will be all

the growth in residence improvements which follows business

enlargement and progression, and the erection of large brick

buildings on principal streets, will necessarily stimulate im-

provements on all cross and adjacent streets, and in neigh-
borhoods where some must locate to obtain lower rent rates.

^^ s

Fall of a Brick Wall—One Man Killed.

'HILE the December number of this journal was being
worked off", a rather sad affair happened on Seventh

Street, in the city of Oakland, resulting in the death

of a human being, who was standing idly upon what proved
to be a fatal spot.
A brick building, twenty-two feet frontage, and three

stories in height, was in course of construction, and so far

advanced as to be up to the level of the third-floor joist. A
cast-iron girder was placed at the proper point to provide for

the store front openings. About the girder, and resting

thereon, were the two side wings or sections of brick-work,
the center portion of the front wall being omitted to provide
for building a bay-window through each story, twelve feet

wide.

Without any sign or warning, the iron girder dropped to

the ground floor, and with it fell in a mass all brick work

resting on the casting, and a portion of the westerly wall,

the easterly wall being a party wall. The man killed was

standing directly under the girder and front wall, at the time

of the occurrence, and was badly crushed.

There are two reasonable accountings for the let-down:

one, that the girder was defective, and yielded under the

superincumbent weight placed upon it; the other, that the
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brick seating on which tiie westerly end of the girder rested,

gave WHj', owing to the soaked condition of the bricks from
the heavy rains, and the soft mortar in the joints, the cement
in which had not set suflBeiently to produce any hardening
effect. The wall that fell, facing the heavy rains then so

copious and continuous, ver}' naturally kept the new brick

work very tender, and added greatly to the general weight;
and it is altogether likcl}' that the secret of the tumble was
iu these suggestions.
The girder was defective, in that there was a flaw in the

bottom plate, which, although 1 Jxl4 inch, was rendered of no
value by the flaw. But the center rib, 1x24 inch, with a top
or crown flange, 1x5 inches, was more than sufficient to carry
safely all the load imposed, with no more than five feet of
front wall at the sides of the building.

strike the cultivated eye as the squeak of an ungreased wheel
assails the ear. Now is the time to brood over these things,
and plan something better for the ensuing year."

—Timber.

S. F. Chapter of Architects.

0WING
to the regular meeting night falling on New

Year's, no session was held for the month of January. It is

to he hoped that the members of the profession will re-double

their interest in the Chapter work the current year. There are

possible results which should call forth the united energies and
efforts of every architect upon the Pacific Coast.

Commingling and friendly intercourse is necessary to a health-

ful life, and every hour spent in developing that which may be

attained by fraternal association is as seed sown in good ground.

Self-preservation, if no higher purpose, should induce every

reputable practicing architect to unite in right effort to preserve
the integrity of the profession, which of late years has suffered so

much from the innovations of the scale bugs, teredos and other

Tuinous and destructive professional insects.

P. S. A called meeting of the Chapter was held on the 8th,

but being out of the regular order of time, but few were present.
After reading of minutes, ordering payment of bills, and re-

ceiving the application of Mr. Seadler, of Sacramento, to become
a fellow, the Chapter adjourned to meet the first Friday in

February.

Nature and Art in Arboriculture.

IT
does not need the arguments of Hazlitt to convince any-

body who will give live minutes' consideration to the subject,"
remarks the Daily News of Monday last,

" that we have no
source but nature from which to borrow ideas of real beauty,
and nature never yet gave us a single example of a flower-bed

laid out with geometrical figures, or a flowery bank cut up by
zigzags and straight lines. Nature abhors a straight line almost

as much as she does a vacuum, and all her operations in woods
and fields are a perpetual protest against formal regularity. No
doubt, it is our right and our privilege to prune and pinch, to tie

and train 'the growth of the luxuriant year,' and if we insist

upon it, nature will fall into line, but only under protest. We
may plant and prune as we please, but if we want really beauti-

ful effects, we must, after all, be guided by the principles on
which nature works in all her loveliest achievements. ' The art

itself is nature,' as Shakespeare profoundly expresses it, and we
must conform to nature's laws, or all the beauty we shall attain

to will be of a bad and bastard type, however much we may ad-

mire it for a time. It will be but of the type which Pope so

neatly satirizes when "lie speaks of the garden where grove nods

at grove, each alley has a brother, and half the platform just re-

flects the other. This is the journeyman artificer's style of gar-
den planning

—the cunning of the compass and the straight edge.
We have had enough of this sort of thing and are tiring of it.

What we want is a new style, in which the freedom and irregu-

larity of nature are combined with the neatness and order that

should characterize the garden plot
—the order which is Heaven's

first law, not the order which delights in clipping shrubs into

exact spheres, which always will have tulips planted in beautiful

straight lines, and exactly so many inches apart, and which year
after year has, for the sake, we suppose, of a neat and orderly

appearance, nipped and clipped all our embankment planes into

sprouting scaffold poles, utterly destroying the natural character-

istics of these fine free-growing trees. The ' mixed border,' as at

present managed, is not altogether satisfactory, though it is

pretty safe to predict that it will be in the direction of the mixed
border combined, perhaps, with the massing of color shown in

the formal beds that future developments of flower-gardening will

be effected. We have in some of our parks and public gardens

many an odd corner in which nature and art are combined with

exquisite effect; but as yet these odd corners are the minor feat-

ures of our public gardening, and stars and garters, stripes, circles,

squares, gridirons, bootjacks, and hot-cross buns, are still pre-

dominant, and very often they are worked out in colors that

Science of Architecture.

rspecia] for this Journal. By F. Hillert, Architect and Mechanical Engineer.]

(Continued.)

TT7HB purpose of the expansion apparatus is to take the in-
^

I
^ creased volume of water, increased by the expansion ca-

pacity of heat. For the size ofthe apparatus, see the same
for water heating, which is located at the highest point of the

arrangement. Since the water is heated to 200" celsut,

the highest point must be closed. By reason of this condition

the expansion apparatus is a pipe closed and filled with air

(expansion pipe), or is a suction and compressing valve (ex-

pansion valve) surrounded and closed in by the expansion
reservoir.

The expansion pipes have a width of CO to 70 mms. (2^'^"
to

2|-J"), and its length is from ^ to
^^j

of the whole string of

pipes. The expansion pressure valve must be so loaded by
weight (inclosed in the resei-voir) that at a pressure of about
15° atmospheric the same opens, and the expanded water by
heat flows into the reservoir; the expansion suction valve at

the cooling of thearrangemeiit permits the water (contracted
in the pipe) to run in and fill up the sj'stem from the reser-

voir.

III. .ME.\N OR MIDDLE PRESSURE WATER HEATING.

This system can be deducted from the warm (low pressure)
water as well as from the hot (high pressure) heating.
From a warm water (low pressure) heating arrangement a

middle pressure heating can be made, when, as in the high
pressure heating, the highest point of the pipe is closed by a

pressure valve, furnishing the possibility of heating the water
above 100°.

From a high pressure heating apparatus we obtain a mean

pressure heating arrangement, so soon as the first is calcu-

lated, that the required heat in the room is so arranged that

the water in the fire-coil is not heated above 120°.

The advantage which the warm water middle pressure

heating apparatus has over the warm water low pressure

arrangement is in the somewhat smaller first cost. The dis-

advantages arc, in the higher pressure all the parts have to

sustain by the insertion of the pressure valve.

The advantage which the middle pi'essure heating appa-
ratus has over the high pressure, consists in the smaller

tension in the fire-coil, and in the lower temperature of the

water, giving a milder and less strong radiating heat, a larger
reserve of hot water. The disadvantages are only in the first

higher cost of the arrangement.
Apparently, in general, for warm water heating the form of

low pressure is the most recommendable, and for hot water

heating that of mean pressure.

STEAM HEATING.

The same depends on the extraction of the so-called latent

heat of the steam. In a similar manner, as with water heat-

ing, steam is conducted to heaters placed in rooms to be

warmed. In the heater the condensation of the steam to

water sets free the latent heat to be given over to the walls

of the heater, and by the same distributed to the surrounding
air.

The important parts of the steam heating arrangement are:

(a) the steam boiler; (b) the conducting pipes for the steam and

for the condensed water; (c) the condensation apparatus.
The steam boiler for steam heating is constructed on the

same general principles as a steam boiler for industrial pur-

poses. Important for boilers for heating purposes is the

volume of water and the tension of the steam. The first

(water) is selected in large quantities, since the use of

steam is very irregular. The use of steam is large at the

starting of the heating, before a Constance of heat distribu-

tion in the system is arrived at. Tubular boilers are, in

general, less to be reeommen<led than smoke-flue boilers

Under certain conditions it may become necessary to use

tubular boilers, which may be the case when the same is

placed under rooms which are occupied, a municii)al i-egula-

tion forbidding the putting up of common constructed boilers

in such ])laecs, which may bo avoided by using the tubular

boiler (so-called inexplosivos). They all agree in this respect,

that, through the small quantity of water and steam in them,
a considerable large damage by ex])losion is excluded.

The use of such boilers calls for a very careful attendance,
and a larger measure of water-feeding ca])acity, since by the

small volume of water in the tubular boiler and the large
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beating surface of the same, it may happen, at the beginning
of the tiring, to be impossible for the feed-pumps to supply

—
by the fast creation and use of the steam—the loss of water
in the boiler as fast as required.
The feed apparatus for tubular boilers, according to those

circumstances, have from two to three times the capacity of
those for boilers with a large quantity of water.
For the pressure in the boiler, if possible 3 to 4 atmos-

pheres can be taken; for pipes and heater, not above 2° atmos-

pheres. The reduction of the pressure is made by a so-called

reduction valve. For feed water for the boiler the condensed
water of the heaters should be used as much as possible.

In the disposition of the steam conducting pipes special
care must be taken to avoid a cooling otf of the pipes as
much as possible, and the condensation water to run off with
the direction of the steam. The best manner is to lead the
steam in a main pipe direct to the highest point of the

arrangement, and from there conduct the same by the short-
est route to the heater. Is this method of conducting impos-
sible by local reasons? And when there should be a necessity
to place the main conduit of the steam lower than the heater,
then the conducting pipes in all cases must run ascending,
the incline to be in the direction of the motion of the steam;
also, care must be taken that the condensing water has an
outlet at its lowest point. All branching oft for steam must
bo made at the upper circumference of the main steam con-

ducting pipe.
When more heaters are to be placed in the different stories

above each other, the common steam- conducting pipe can be
used for the condensing water conduit from the heater, by
connecting the admitting and discharge pipes from each
heater with the steam pipe, and insert in the connecting pipe
of the discharge a " back-lift valve," which must be so bal-

anced that, when the surlace of the condensation water in the
heater reaches a certain height, this column of water will

open the same, giving an opportunity for the water to escape.
The steam pipe, arranged for the common use of steam and
water, is not recommendable; it is difBcult to remove the air

accumulated from the heater, the action of the back-lift valve

making a disturbing noise all along the pipe. It is therefore
better to arrange separate steam and condensing watei- pipes,
and insert in each of them, with the boiler, a valve.

The section of the steam pipe should be taken at least as

large as the section of a safety valve required for a boiler, to
furnish the needed amount of steam. For long conducting
pi])es this manner of calculating

—
taking from praxis

—is iii-

sufBcient, and it is then to be recommended, to make correct
calculation, considering all the losses of pressure and resist-

ances.

Pipes not used for the emitting of heat should be protected
by surrounding them with non-conducting material, and care
must be taken that by the interpolation of "

compensators"
and movable bearings, the expansion of pipes does not produce
untightness and leaking.
The condensation water—draw off—pipes, which must

also be run with care, must descend continually' to the end.
The diameter of the same—steam having a 1696 larger vol-

ume than the formed condensation water—can be much
smaller than the steam pipes; but it also must be considered
that the condensation water conduits, at the beginning of the

heating and before the state of continuance is established,
the condensation being more intense, must carry off quick all

the condensed water.
The heater applied for steam heating is similar in form as

the warm water heater described before. In the construction
of the same, precaution must be used to prevent any untight-
ness and leakage by the sudden start and letting on of steam.
All tightening of joints, etc., must be made with metallic or
mineral stuff; all organic matters are, therefore, to be excluded.
For the calculation of the heater the previous formulas for

warm water heating can be used
;
as an average figure maj'

be taken, that a wrought-iron steam heater can condense in

the state of continuance—the temperature of the surround-

ing air being 20° 1.5 kg. (3.31 lbs.) of steam per square meter
(10.76 sq. ft.) in an hour's time, emitting about 800 uni(s of

heat, provided that the surface being washed by the steam is

like the heat-emitting surface. With other heaters a corre-

sponding lower (heat-emitting) figure must be bi-ought in ac-

count. Special precaution must be taken, and means ]iro-
vided for the removal of the atmospheric air from conducting
pipes and heaters; also when the system is placed out of

work, and air to be admitted. For this purpose air valves
are to be put in, to be opened and closed by hand, or self-act-

ing arrangements being attached to do this hand work effect-

ively in the proper time.

The three sj'stems of central heating first discussed may
be combined to the forms (1) Water air heating; (2) Steam
air heating; (3) Steam water heating.
The two first combined heating arrangements are to be

constructed by uniting the calculations for air and water re-

spectively steam heating. With both kinds all the warming
apparatus can be placed in one heating chamber, and from the
same conduct the warm air, as with air heating, to the rooms
to be heated. Or, right square under the rooms to bo heated
is placed a heating chamber, and led to the same from a com-
mon fire place, the warm water representing the steam. By
the last method we have the advantage, that the warm air

can ascend perpendicular, and that for large horizontal dis-

tances a single fire-place is sufficient.

The steam water heating arrangement can either be ex-

ecuted as a warm water heater, by which the water is not
heated direct by the fire, but by steam; or an oven for a

steam heating aj)paratus is constructed, containing and hold-

ing a larger quantity of water which is heated by steam, thus

supplying a large reserve for heating after the steam has
been shut off. It may be recommended to name an apparatus
after the first arrangement

" Steam warm vvater heating.'
This sj'stem is, on account of its expensiveness, only at such

single instances to be recommended where the different

warm water beating arrangements shall be served from a

single fire, and the horizontal extension does not permit a

concentration of the heating boilers. The second combined

system, properly called "steam water heating," has of late

been frequently applied for rooms where a quick warming
with a longer ''after heating," as with warm water, is desired.

The heaters for steam water heating, which do exist in

many various constructions, can be classified in the direct

and indirect. The direct water heaters contain a space filled

partly with water, the other part with steam, heating gradu-
ally the water. Bj' the indirect steam water heaters, the

space for the water and for the steam is separated, and the

transmission of the heat from the steam to the water is done

through a common surrounding wall.

Saw and Hatchet Carpenters.

11 fHEY are getting to be pretty plentiful of late. They always
X. appear in great numbers when times are dull and regular

skilled mechanics are slack of work. But it may be neces-

sary to explain to some of our readers what a " saw and hatchet
"

carpenter is. He is a man who has no regular trade or business,
but has learned to use a hand-saw and hatchet so as to be able to

put up a tolerably passable rough board fence. He then consid-

ers himself a jack-at-all-trades, and is around in season and out

of season making bids on all sorts of jobs, from a chicken-coop up.
There is nothing he will not undertake to do, and if he can

arrange to get the material oh credit he don't allow any such

slight consideration as the price of the job to prevent his getting
it. His hatchet is not the genuine G. Washington brand, and

generally serves a better purpose in beguiling the unsuspecting
citizen into giving him a job, or the accommodating lumber
dealer into furnishing him the material, than in the actual execu-

tion of the work.

To an inquirer not personally acquainted with the skill of car-

penters of the city, business in the building line would appear

phenomenally dull. It is the saw and hatchet gentlemen who
make nearly all the complaint. It is true that many worthy and

competent carpenters are slack of work, and the price of their

labor fluctuates with the demand for their services. It is impos-
sible to fix uniform prices on small rough jobs or house repairs,
where the saw and hatchet man abounds. They are nuisances to

the retail lumber dealer and the dealer in building material.

They ruin the business of the honest, skilled mechanic, who has

served his time and mastered the trade, and produce unsightly
"
puckers" around the mouth of the retail lumber dealer, who so

very often has to " whistle for his pay." An instance very

recently was brought to our notice where an unsophisticated

property-owner—a widow—asked for bids on some cheap build-

ing. The bills for the material aggregated $570, and the bids ran

all the way from .fSOO down to $500. Of course the saw and

hatchet man got the job, and made whatever he got for it olf the

lumberman and the employes, and it is natural to suppose that

the widow got a poor class of cheap work. We have I'eason to

believe that the class of workmen we allude to is not confined to

any particular locality, but prevails over the entire country to the

great detriment of the skilled mechanic and annoyance of the lum-

ber dealer, besides being an imposition on the citizen. A reform

in this matter is much needed. If a citizen has work that is

needed at all it is worth doing well, and ought to be worth a fair

living price.
—Southern Lumberman.
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who must obtain, an idea from his neighbor before lie

can complete the work, is not the man to make a suc-

cessful mechanic.

The machinist who don't know what to do, or how
to do it after he has got a hint, is a sorry chap on a

strange job. He is in misery, and so are all around
him. He gets nervous, jumps here and there, picks

up a tool and lays it down again without using it; he
asks everybody's advice, and don't know what to do
with the advice after he gets it.

If a man finds himself in this condition he ought to

study to overcome it. Let him learn to think out the

effect of a blow before he strikes, and he will soon be

able to tell just what kind of a blow will produce a

desired result.

Here is the whole secret of being a good mechanic:

to be able to see in advance just how a finished job
should look; to see what cuts are needed to shape the

matter as desired, and to know just how to make the

required cuts.

Watch the "
good machinist

" and you will see that

he knows in advance exactly the effect of every action

he takes. He is like a good artist. He sees the pict-

ure as completed, and knows what marks to make and

just how to make them.

An otherwise good man may have no confidence in

himself. He may be too easily led by surrounding
circumstances. He may underestimate himself, when
his method is best if he only had the nerve to stick to it.

The other extreme is often met with.

The "self-sufficient" workman is

the man.
What he doesn't know about a

job, never ought to be known.
This man is another who doesn't

know how to think. He sees or

hears of a certain way of doing,
and advocates that method with-

out thinking why and wherefore,
or if the method he advocates will

have the desired effect.

The thinking machinist is

neither of the above men. He is

between them, and never reaches

either extreme. He thinks when
he is not aware of it, and methods

and jigs suggest themselves to him nat-

urally
No matter how .ugly the job, a way to do it always

comes along by the time it is wanted. Such a machin-

ist is an example well worth following. He goes quietly

about his work, makes no fuss or confusion, and is

never at a loss for ways and means. Let us, therefore,

learn to think. Instead of running our brains on tell-

ing stories, and telling which is the best brand of to-

bacco, just try the effect of thinking out how work is

done, and how it should be done.

When a good way of doing a job is thought of,

then stick to that way, and have confidence that you
are right. The man who thinks is apt to have con-

fidence in his ideas, and can go ahead to the success-

ful completion of any job that comes to him—James F.

Hohart.

How Much Ventilation?

PLATE 3.—MAIN FLOOK PLAN.

Confidence.

CONFIDENCE
in one's self goes far toward success. The

machinist who is able to go about an ugly job feeling sure

that he can devise ways and means for successfully complet-

ing the work, is the man who is valuable to his employer. A
man who knows how to think, is apt to be such a man, while

the man who must depend upon some job he has done before, or

nNDER
the above title Mr. James L. Greenleaf, of the

School of Mines of this city, has published in Van Nos-

trand's Engineering Magazine for November, 1885, a

carefully prepared and interesting paper, designed, as he says, to

clear away from the minds of some people a feeling that the

asserted requirements of ventilation are made by enthusiasts and

hobby-riders.

After showing that healthy men are constantly vitiating the

air in which they live, and that the dangerous and unpleasant

impurity thus added to the air is mainly tlie organic matter given
off from the lungs and skin rather than the carbonic acid, he

goes on to discuss the practical question,
" How much air is nec-

essary per individual to keep the impurities down to a safe limit?"

His conclusion is that if we are content with a somewhat tainted

air, from 1,500 to 1,800 cubic feet of fresh air per head per hour

will answer, but that if we wish the air in our rooms to be

entirely free from traces of mustiness, and to be perfectly fresh
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to the senses, the supply must be from 3,000 to 4,000 cubic feet

per head per hour. The paper is one that should be read by all

architects and by all who are interested in the subject of ventila-

tion.

Finishing.

crrrOOD finishing is the process of applying to the surface

I ( I after it has been prepared, by filling and smoothing, or

^^- otherwise, a thin coating of varnish or other substance,
to render it durable, enhance its beauty, or change its appear-
ance. There are numerous methods of finishing, and a vari-

ety of materials are used, the varieties of varnish being the

principal. The distinctive qualities of these varieties are

treated under their proper headings.
In their natural state all woods are more or less porous,

consisting of bundles of hard fibers, with interstices filled

with a softer substance. These constitute the grain, and as

the hard or soft parts predominate, the wood is said to be

hard, fine, or close-grained, or soft and open-grained. To fill

these softer parts, or pores, and give to the whole an even,

uniform surface, hard, and capable of a brilliant polish, is the

object of the finishers' art. This hard, firm surface was

formerly gained by the successive application of several coats

of varnish, at least throe preliminary coats being required to

fill the pores; the inequalities were then reduced by fine sand

or glass-paper, and several additional coats laid on, the last,

after becoming thoroughly hard, being polished if desired.
^

In this operation, however, a great quantity of varnish is

absorbed by the open pores of the wood, and it is conse- •

quently so expensive that it is now seldom used. Eecourse

is therefore had to various plans to render the wood non-

absorbent before applying varnishes, and certain compounds
called fillers are largely used for this purpose.

Richness of effect may be gained in decorative wood-work

by using woods of different tone, such as amaranth and

amboya, or inlaying and veneering. The Hungarian ash and

French walnut afl'ord excellent veneers, especially the burls

or gnarls. A few useful notes on the subject are given by a

recent American authority. In varnishing, the varnishes

used can bo toned down to match the wood, or be made to

darken it, by the addition of coloring matters. The patented

preparations, known as " wood fillers," are prepared in differ-

ent colors for the purpose of preparing the surface of wood

previous to the varnishing. They fill up the pores of the

wood, rendering the surface hard and smooth. For polishing

mahogany, walnut, etc., the following is recommended: Dis-

solve beeswax by heat in spirits of turpentine until the mixt-

ure becomes viscid; then apply, by a clean cloth, and rub

thoroughly with a flannel or cloth. A common mode of pol-

ishing mahogany is by rubbing it first with linseed oil, and

then by a cloth "dipped in v(5ry fine brick-dust; a good gloss

may also be produced by rubbing with linseed oil, and then

holding trimmings or shavings of the same material against
the work in the lathe. Glass-paper, followed by rubbing,
also gives a good luster.

Logwood, lime, brown soft-soap, dyed oil, sulphate of iron,

nitrate of silver exposed to the sun's rays, carbonate of soda,

bichromate and permanganate of potash, and other alkaline

preparations, are used lor darkening the wood; the last three

are specially recommended. The solution is applied by dis-

solving one ounce of the alkali in two gills of boiling water,

diluted to the required tone. The surface is saturated with

a sponge or flannel, and immediately dried with soft rags.

The carbonate is used for dark woods. Oil tinged with rose

madder may be applied to hard woods like birch, and a red

oil is prepared from soaked alkanet root in linseed oil.

grain of yellow pine can be brought out by two or

coats of japan, much diluted with turpentine, and afterwards

oiled and rubbed. To give mahogany the appearance of age,

lime water used before oiling is a good plan. In staining

wood, the best and most transparent effect is obtained by

repeated light coats of the 'same. For oak stain a strong
solution of oxalic acid is employed; for mahogany, dilute

nitrous acid. A primary coat or a coat of wood fillers is ad-

vantageous. For mahogany stains, the following are given:

two ounces of dragon's blood dissolved in one quart of recti-

fied spirits of wine, well shaken, or raw sienna in beer, with

burnt sienna to give the required tone; for darker stains, boil

half a pound of madder and two ounces of logwood chips in

one gallon of water, and brush the decoction while hot over

the wood: when dry. paint with a solution of two ounces of

potash in one quart of water. A solution of permangatc of

potash forms a rapid and excellent brown slain.

IP

The
three

I

True and False.

HE statement of building intelligence for 1885, as appearing
in December number of this journal, and in the S. F. Chroni-

cle Alta, California, and other journals that used our table of

facts, were correct. The statement in an evening journal, mak-

ing the sum of expenditures $7,858,110 was not true, except in

this,
—to take the total sum of reports appearing in this jour-

nal, and upon general principles adding thereto ten per cent,

which gives the exact figures of |7,858,I10. But this was not

honest journalism, as the figures given by our contemporary were

presented to the readers of that journal as original facts, while

in truth the reports of this journal were taken as a basis, and

the ten per cent added, without one word of credit to us for the

pilfering done from our columns.

The attempt of the journal referred to, to furnish weekly

building reports in imitation of our monthly, are lamentable

failures. To make up large lists and delusive showings, our files

of two months or more back are sometimes resurrected and

paraded to swell up the list; cases are reported which have no

existence in fact; small jobs of a hundred or two dollars are

magnified into respectable operations, and extravagant exaggera-

tions utilized to swell appearances and bolster up appearances

beyond fair and legitimate facts.

For several years, and until a few months since, this was the

only journal that attempted to furnish reports of building

activities, which were depended upon monthly by the city press

generally, most of whom gave due credit, including the evening

journal in question, until it fell upon the idea of a new stroke of

enterprise in imitating and patterning after us, and fixing up

weekly reports.
One thing is certain, tlie grand flourish of $7,858,110 for the

year was not derived from any original data in possession of the

Evening Bulletin. It was borrowed capital without acknowl-

edgment.

Yellow Pine.

N places where wooden floorings or trimmings undergo severe

or constant use the valuable Southern yellow pine has become

almost indispensable. In ship work its durability ha,s been

long acknowledged, but it is only within a few years that its use-

fulness for house purposes has been appreciated. In forvner

times it was tedious stuff to work by hand, but its tediousness is

now overcome by improved tools and steam dressing, and the in-

creased call for hard pine wainscotings and ceilings that have

attended the active building operations of late has been readily

suppUed. No wooden flooring that is used bare is superior to

narrow strips of Georgia yellow pine. A well-laid surface of the

wood improves with age and friction; its resinous quality hardens

for it a sort of natural varnish. Art, too, has recently touched

this sturdy old timber. Thin door panpls are sawed out of planks

containing thick deposits of resin. When these panels are placed

in doors that the sun can strike, the effect produced is a rich, red

wine color, showing inside the room. There is a process of arti-

ficially seasoning pine. There is also one of steaming it, so that

the resin will show uniformity in the board, but the naturally

veined surfaces are handsome enough when properly smoothed.

The supply of this timber seems exhaustless. A large fleet of

schooners and other craft is devoted exclusively to its transporta-

tion from Virginia, North and South Carolinas, Georgia and

Florida. The latter State is renowned for the long boards that

are cut from its trees. Georgia owns the standard of quality,

but any untapped stock rates high. Trees from which the pitch

has been partly removed in the manufacture of turpentine turn

out lighter wood, but such cuttings have not the wearing merit

of sawings from virgin trees. Since the war, owing to better

railroad facilities, large tracts of new forests have been opened

to commerce. Europe, especially England, is a large buyer of

this wood. Its excellence in railroad work on account of tough-

ness and comparative lightness, is becoming recognized abroad as

well as in this country.
When yellow pine vessels become dismasted or capsized at sea,

they form most dangerous wrecks, and at night are an especial

terror to navigators. Their buoyant cargoes prevent them from

sinking, and they become, so to speak, a floating reef. Several

abandoned schooners have been known to drift about the ocean

from six to eighteen months. Not long ago one appeared on the

coast of France. Captains report these drifts to the Government.

The Govennnent in turn spreads the information, but the danger

is only partly provided against, as currents or driving winds can

vary the situation indefinitely.

A LITTLE girl of two and a half years burnt her finger for th&

first time the other day. She placed her finger on a hot potato,

and suddenly drew it back, exclaiming,
" O der's a pm ni it!
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The Mechanics' Lien Law, and Supreme
Court Decision.

CTTT considerable expense, we have had the Me-
/H chanics' Lien Law of the State of California

J compiled from Deering Code of Civil Procedure,
and had the same printed and bound in convenient

book form, with flexible cloth covers; price, 50 cents

per copy. Sent by mail to any address, free of

postage.
ALSO,

Such decisions of the supreme court as bear directly

upon lien law issues. Every architect, owner of

real estate, and every contractor and workman should

secure a copy. The trade supplied.

America's Sham Castles.—There is the trouble

with the American. If he has .f100,000 to spend,
he makes the building look like a $200,000 house.

I don't suppose there is a building in Detroit that

would make a decent ruin. We build for show.

We put on these abominable sheet-iron cornices, and

paint them to look like stone. If we have a sliingle

roof, we color it so as to look like slate or tiles. We
put up brick buildings and thinly face them with

stone. The only genuine thing, as well as the only

original thing about Amer-
ican architecture is the

pioneer log-house of the

backwoods. There the logs
were logs with the bark on,
and the roof was of clap-
boards split from the oak

blocks, the chimney was
built of clay, and stood

boldly and generously out

as if it were not a thing to

be hidden, but the warmest
and most inviting thing
about a house. The floor

was uncovered boards, and
the blackened beams over-

head stood boldly out in

the grateful light of a hick-

ory fire blazing on the huge,

ample hearth. The log-

house was a product of the

immediate land around it.

The clay dug from the well

made the chimney, the logs cut in the clearing made
the house. Now we live—or try to—in an age of

furnaces, of hot and cold water, of shoddy and sewer

gas, and die of malaria and diphtheria and all

modern improvements.
—Detroit Free Press.

One of the most encouraging features in the labor

movement is the desire for arbitration, for intellect-

ual entertainments, for laborers' night schools, lect-

ures, etc. The American workingmen recognize that

the true path to pursue is to know more, to un-

derstand the great and vital questions underlying
trade, commerce, manufacturing and government
itself. Mere tlieories take very little hold. Social-

ists have less influence than ever with the masses.

The wage-workers will not be led into the adoption
of wild schemes. Our public school system has

made it impossible for the brain and brawn of a country to

attempt destructive remedies. Men and women are aris-

ing out of labor ranks, becoming fair writers and lecturers.—The Tradesman.
PLATK 4.—SECOND FLOOR PLAN.

The- London plumbers and gas-titters are adopting a system
of registration, for protection against incompetent workmen, who
assume to do work on their own account and, by botching it, in-

jure the reputation of the trade.

It is stated that the Pennsylvania Railroad Company has under

consideration the Frost gasoline light as a means by which to fur-

nish illumination for its passenger coaches. The Frost light has

an illuminating power equal to seventy-five candles, or nearly as

much as a 6' Lungren burner.

Some investigations made relative to the heat of combustion of

stone coal have led to the conclusion by Meunier and others that

during the formation of coal a certain quantity of heat must have
been absorbed, since the theoretical heat of combustion was al-

ways less than that actually observed. From want of knowledge,
however, as to the real constitution of coal, it is regarded as im-

possible to determine the nature ol this absorbtion. It is also as,

fact that, from want of knowledge as to the composition of coal,
the heat of combustion cannot be calculated. It is well known
that two coals of precisely the same chemical composition may
and do afford very diff'erent degrees of heat in combustion.
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Child and State,

PUBLISHED
by, and in tlio intorcst of, the Boys' and

Girls' Aid Society of this city, contains the elevation de-

sign for the contemplated building, and nianj- inter-

esting fiicts and statements. Through the generosity of
Senator Fair, the society was enabled to secure an eligible
lot, and the timol}- gift of Mr. Crocker, of $31,000, supplies
the greater part of the fund necessary to active operations.

It is hoped that before the advent of 1887 the society will
not only have a " roof over its head," but a completed and
fairly, if not thoroughly equi])ped home for hundreds, who,
but for the doings of the society, might remain upon the
currents of life leading to unhappiiiess and a bad ending.
The 14,000 from the late Mr. Sharon will still further help

on the work; and pre-su|)posing some things not yet made
known, it is fair to set down, in the list of likely things, con-
sideralde sums from others moved by innate nobility of soul.
or by the example of the few million-
aires and wealthy men who have, h\
theii' grand gifts to deeds of charity
and public benefaction, reared monu-
ments of fame, which will perish
when, and not until, good deeds shall

no longer be considered meritorious.

Our Illustrations.

'ATTENTION is directed to the illustrations given in this

r\, issue. Plates I and 2 represent the front and side elevation .

of a very comfortable private residence, suitable for either

city or country. Plates 3 and 4 show the two floor plans, which

suiliciently explain themselves. As will be seen, the arrange-
ments are complete for a comfortable home, with possibilities for
additional rooms and enlargement. Plates 5 and 6 are the two
elevations for a convenient, moderate cost, suburban cottage.
There are but few journals, even during the holiday season, which
have produced illustrations of greater practical value than those
in present number.

[From an addresa b.v Professor Thurston, of Cornell University.)

At Bloomfield, New Jersey, the authorities are introducing
most successfully a course of instruction of both boys and
girls in the use of tools into their public school system. A

HousiN(i OF THE Berlin Populace.—A flood of light is let in on the sin-

gular spread of socialism in the Ger-
man capital by statistics showing that
in Berlin no less than 94,000 families,

comprising nearly 400,000 individuals,
have to live, sleep, and often work in

suites of a single ro6m. In 3,000 of

these rooms there is neither stove nor

fire-place. One-fourth of their tenants
are poor lodgers. Twenty-five thousand
families live in cellars under sanitary
conditions that are characterized as ab-

solutely shocking. Such meager accom-
modations as our despised New York
tenements afford, with their two or
three rooms to each family, are at a

premium, and would be accounted a

gi-eat boon by thousands. Only of the

poorest and the best classes of dwell-

ings
—those renting at 10,000 reichmark

a year or over—is there abundance, for

the Berlin builder is a speculator, not
a philanthropist. The poor have not
even the chance of going to church of a

Sunday, to meditate on better things to

come, were they so minded; for all the
Protestant churches and chapels in Ber-
lin have together hardly seats for 50,-

000, while the servantjjirls_alone_num-
b;^r over 60,000.—New York Tribune.

The Bronze Bacchus from the
Tiber.—The chalky incrustation which
covered the bronze statue lately found in

the bed of the Tiber has been removed,
and the admirable modeling of the
statue has thus been fully revealed. It is one of the most beau-
tiful works of the kind, and with the.exception of some damage to

the legs and left hand, is in a capital state of preservation. The
statue, about six feet, is doubtless that of the youthful Bacchus.
In the left hand is the usual staff, while the right probably held
a drinking-cup, in the attitude so often seen in pictures of the

god at Pompeii. The soft and feminine form, the ivy wreath on
the head, the luxuriously waving liair, which is modeled in the
manner of the hair of Apollo, are otlier proofs that the statue
was meant for Bacchus. It seems to belong to the first century
of the Roman Empire, when Rome was illuminated by the last

i-ays of Greek art. The lines and surfaces of the .statue in all the

uninjured parts are as fresh and pure as if the work had just left

the master's hand. The figure was only half buried, head down-
ward in the bed of the river, so that the action of the water has

roughened the lower parts. The eyes inserted are of ivory and

give extraordinary vitality to the expression.- -Zowrfon Daily
News.

Some Pittsburg men who looked for aleak in a natural gas pipe,
with a lantern, found the leak, and then went to the hospital.

PLATE 5.

manual training school affords a means of rewarding merit at

Girard College, where the best students and most promising
youth are admitted into the wood-working and machine shops
under instruction, and there, under the careful and skillful

tuition of expert mechanics, I have seen boys of twelve doing
work at the vise with hammer and chisel and file that many an
old workman might be glad to rival. The city of Chicago has a

manual training school; at St. Louis, Washington University is

doing excellent work in well-appointed shops. Boston, in her

great Institute of Technology, besides the classes of aspirant
mechanical engineers, has organized other classes of boys am-
bitious to learn the use of tools, and is cultivating the special
Yankee talent in a systematic and fruitful manner; and all over

the country these primary technical schools are springing up.
"A year or more ago, I received a letter from a capable and

successful superintendent of schools in a Western city, saying
that he had seen plainly th« approach of the new era in primary
education of the people for the work and life of the people, and
desired to be ready for its advent in his own city, and asked to

be instructed that he might intelligently direct the changes of

method and system inevitably to come in his own organization.
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He came East and worked in tlie shop and studied under in-

structors all sunimer, to obtaiTi tlie requisite knowledge and skill.

Fortunately, he proved a natural mechanic, and an extraordina-

rily capable man, and he is now ready to lead in the movement
when tlie looked-for time shall arrive.

" Trade schools now form a part of every school of engineering,
and schools of engineering are springing up all over the land.

"

Ancient Sanitary Laws.—That sanitary regulations are not

wholly the invention of the present generation, is evidenced by the

historical fact, which perhaps is not generally known to most

people, that more than two centuries ago the father of Shakes-

peare was fined by the authorities of Stratford-on-Avon for de-

positing garbage in the street in front of his cottage.

Brilding Report from Woodland, Yolo County.

TY^ESSRS. GILBERT & SOX kindly furnish us the follow-

11/ ing facts relative to building improvements in that part
u of the State:—

. "The private residences taken .alone are decidedly better, and
show a marked improvement over the majority of those of former

years, and confidence is felt that the buildings and improvements
for 188.5 will compare favorably with any town of same size in

Northern California in number of buildings and aggregate value.

ported), $55,107 5U, making the final value iiivesfcd in 1885,

SG0G,182..5O. This presents a gain over 1884 of 91 buildings
and $251,028.50 capital.

For comparison, we give a recajjitulation of the annual
statistics for six years, from 1880 to 1883 inclusive, present-

ing the number of' buildings, aggregate value, average value,
and largest single engagement each j-ear:

—

YEAR.
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MASONS' AND BUILDERS' EXCHANGE OF SAN FRANCISCO.

R0OM 11,314 MONTGOMERY ST.

BBlxtwwill be found a list of the members composing this Exchanjje. Boxes are pro-
viued for each member, so that architects, owners, or ottiers de:jiring tlie services of any
particular member, or those liaving boxes who are not members, and yet whose business
is directly connected with that of the Exchange, can readily secure the attendance of the
party sought, by leaving a note in the respective boxes.

Bradv, 0. E., President, 822 Valencia Street Box 22
Butler, Thomas, 593 Ash Avenue, Treasurer " 28
Bowers, T. N., Oakland, 804 Castro Street " 49
BENDiiR, JacjB, 1009 Clay Street "

73
Beck, .J., 10 Eleventh Street "12
Cain, E. K., 213 Page Street

'.

"
61

Calvert, John, 812 Hyde Street "

Cox, John, 608 Jones Street " 16

Clawson, L. E., 129 Oak Street " 2
Dunbar, \Vm., 27 Eleventh Street " 14

Downs, John, 269 Minna Street "
18

DuNPHY, Ed., 1006 Bryant Street " 34
Ferrls, Crawford, 9 Bourbon Street " 20
Glynn, Jas., 432 Clementina St "57
Hanavan, John H., nil Jessie Street "

15

Hock, T., 422 Crolden Gate Avenue " 60
H»FF, J., 516 Kearny St " 6
HiGGiNS, Robert, 1724 Jessie Street " 13
Hughes, John, 310 Seventeenth Street " 21

Jordan, D., 911 Webster Street " 59
Kneedler, G. W, 1013 Vallejo Street " 51

Kincaid, J. E., 221 9 Pacific Avenue " 45
Liebert, J. G., 330 Oak Street " 32
LoANE, F. M., 1512 Golden Gate Avenue " 38
Mitchell, Robert, 807 Turk Street " 26
McCarthy, John, 2509 Folsom Street "

7

McGoWAN, Matt., 6H Linden Avenue "
17

McDermott, John, 124 Tenth Street "
3.3

McGuirb, John, 212 Grove Street •'
74

MuLCAHY, Jas , 612 Larkin Street " 33
Nagle, Geo. D., 427 Montgomery Street " 24
O'Connor, J. J., 648 MiiJha Street "19
O'Brien, D. J., 323 Dupont Street .

" 31

O'Sullivan, p., 432 Ninth Strnet " 35
Rich ARD.SON, Geo., 513 Ell s Street "

gg
Richardson, M. B., 624 Shotwell Street " 10
Riley, J. P., 166 Perry Street, Secretary

" 38
Roberts, S. N., 54 Third Street " 55
Stevens, W. E., cor. Larkin and Market Streets "

.46
Schoenmaker, C, 323^ Chestnut Street " 62
Wagner, J., Potrero Avenue bet. 22d and 23d Streets " 3
Worrell, C. R., 888 Seventeenth Street " 5

Waterson, G. T., 638 Market Street " 46
Young, Lewis " 49

box renters—iron men.
Ralston, H. & J , Iron-men and Hnusesmiths Box 78
Lbwellyn, R., Columbia Foundry

" 77
Pknderqast, "Thos., Howard Iron Works " 72
W estern Iron Works " 69

stone.

ScHALiCKE, F. W., Patent Stone Box 75
SoMKRVELL, W. S.

, Granolitliic Paving Co " 55
Peterson, H. M., Sand and Gravel " 63
Richardson, M. B., Concrete "

1

brick.
Roberts & Davis, Sacramento Brick . Box 36
Remillard Brick Co " 23
Patent Brick Co "29
Peterson, T. W.& Co., San Jose, Brick Co " 68

patent chimneys.
Stevens, W. E Box 46
Browell, J "

71

Clawson, L. E " 2
miscellaneous.

Davis & Cowell, Lime and Ct-ment Box 43
41

30
Whiitier, Jas. E., Asphaltuni.
McClure, p. L., Grader and Waterman.
Sibley, L. B., Teamster " 40
Warren, Chas., Grader " 37
Buckman, a. E., Grader " 42
KBL.SO, John, Grader " 76
English W. D. & Co., Graders " 70
Bdtterworth, T. C, (ilazier • " 48
Ha rney & Son, Street Contractors " 54

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.
We want Live, Energetic, and Capable Agents in every county in the

United State.s and Canada, to sell a patent article of great merit, on its

MERITS,—an article havii'g a large sale, paying over 100 per cent profit,

having no competition, and on which the a^ent is protected in the exclu-
sive sale by a <leed given for each and every county he may secure from us.
With all these advantages to our agents, and the fact tliat it is an article
that can be sold to every house owner, it might not be necessary to make
an "extraordinary offer" to secure good agents at once, but we have
concluded to make it to show, not only our confidence in the merits of our
invention, but in its salability by any agent that will handle it with energy.
Our agents now at work are making from |150 to .fOOO a month clear, and
this fact makes it safe for us to make our offer to all who are out of

employment. Any agent that will give our business a thirty days' trial,
and fail to clear at least .|100 in this time, above all expen.seh, can return
all goods unsold to ua, and we will refund the money paid for them. Any

agent or general agent who would like ten or morj counties and work tli jui

through sub-agents for ninety days, and fail to clear at least §750, above
ALL expenses, cau rjturu all unsold and get their money back. >fo other

employer of agents ever dared to make such offers, nor would we if we
did not know that we have agents now making more than double the
amount we guaranteed; and but two salss a daywould give a profit of over
$125 a month, and that one of our agents took eighteen orders in one day.
Our large descriptive circulars explain our offer fully, and these we wish to
send to every one out of employment who will send us three one-c ent

stamps for postage. Send at once and secure the agency in time for the

boom, and go to work 011 the tjrins named in our extraordinary offer. We
would like to have the address of all the agents, sewing-machine solicitors,
and carpenters in the country, and ask any reader of this paper who reads
this offer, to send us at once the name and address of all such they know.
Address at once, or you will lose the best chance ever offered to those out
of employment to make money.

Renner Manufacturing Co.,
116 Smithfield St., Pittsburg, Pa.

Market Reports.

Hereafter we will give, as far as practicable, the Market Report (monthly) in the

following manner:—
LUMBER—Nothing doing in cargo lots, and prices for same are !

$2 below the following rates, which are for retail lots:

Rough Pine, merchantable per M feet," No. 2 " "
"

Redwood, No. 1
" "

" " No. 2 "

1x6 T. & G. No. 1 Pine " "
" " " No. 2 Pine " "

1x4 and Ijx4x6 T. & G. No. 1 Pine " "
" " " " No. 2 Pine

Stepping, Pine " "

Surface Redwood, No. 1
" "

1x4 T. & G. Redwood, 12 ft. and over " "

1x6 " " " " " " "

1x4 and 6 T. & G. Redwood, No. 2 " "

Siding, 4 inch " "

Fancy Pickets per M,
Rough

"

Rough Square
Shingles

"

Laths "

BattSns, 4x3 per lineal foot,
NAILS—Rates were recently reduced to:—

20 keg lots $3 15

100 keg lots. 3 20
Smaller quantities 3 25

(The redaction in above rates is caused by Eastern factories unloading
again on this ma. kct )

PAINTS AND OILS:—
Pioneer White Lead (local factory) 6c @ 6J
Cal. Linseed Oil, raw (single bbl lots) 45

" boiled
" " "

47i

Turpentine, per gallon 50

(There is a lively competition between Eastern Linseed and Home Majiu-
factures.)

BRICK—California Building Description, soft, per 1,000 $6 50
red,

" "
7 50

" " "
hard,"

"
8 50

1 50 to

$14 (10

11 00
17 00
13 00
26 00
21 00
28 00
23 00
37 50
30 00
28 00
25 00
20 00
22 50
25 00
15 00
14 00
2 00
3 25
Set.

Building Intelligence.

IVAere owners' names are left blank, it is so done in most instances by

special request.

Brnsh, bet. Montgomery
and Sansome. Five-story
and basement brick .

O . —Charles Crocker.
A.— Edward K. Swain.
Total ofcontractsawarded

for brick, carpenter,
iron, g ra n i te, stone,
steel, beam and vault

work amounts to 8130,-

000. Painting, plumb-
ing, plastering, and
other portions of the
work not yet let.

Broderick, cor. Water-
Three two-story fi antes.

O.— G. B. Beale.

A —Townsend & Wyne-
ken

C -H. B Hosmer.
$13,500.

Broadway, nr. Lea\en-
worth. Alteration.

O.— H. Mahoney.
C.—M. Murray.
*1,500.

Brannan Place, Green,
bet. Dupont and Stockton .

Three-story frame.
O.—Joe Vacarro.

Day work.
*6,000.

Bay, NE cor. Dupont.
tory.
O.—J. Mayer.
A.—H D.' Mitchell.
C.--W. E. Weilbye
*10,000.

Fac-

California, bet. Larkin
and Folk. Three-story

pressed brick.

O.— H. Camnbell.
C—W. B. Bradbury.
*2S,0OO.

day, cor Franklin. Two-

story frame.
O. — 1'. N. Lilienthal.

A .
— PisBis & Moore.

»3O,0OO.

CllUrch, corner Dorland.
Two-storv frame.
O.—C.'b. Williams.

A.— ('. Geddes.
C— J. Wilson.

*.'i,600.

Chattanooga, bet. Twen-
ty-second and Twent\ -third

Four one-storv frames.
O.—J. Bolg'er.
A.—Hucrne & Everett.

C—U.nle & Son.

»6,100.
"

California, above Mont-

gomery. Additions and al-

terations .

O.—Spiing Valley Water
Works Co. J. Schussler,

sup't of building.
Day work .

»6,0(X).

Clipper, comer Church.

Two-story frame .

O.—H. Bernhardt.
A.—J. Hoffman.
C —A. Klahn.
«3.60a. O

Oevisadero, nr. Page
One-story frame.
O.—Miss F.. O. Darrow.
C—H. Darrow.
«800.

Bupont, bet. California

and Sacramento. Addi-

tions and alterations.

O.—Joe Geozt.
A.—T. J. Welch.
C —J. L. Binet.

86.000.

DoloreM, bet. Duncan and
T we 11 1 ye i g h th. Frame
church .

0.—German Methotiist

Episcopal Cliurch .

C— A. Klahn.

*1,000.
l>orland, nr. Sexenteenih
Two one-story frames.
O. C. Coulsnn.
C- -G, M. Salisbury.

W.ooo.
E

Bddy, nr Mason. Addi-
tions and alterations.

O—U. H Twomblv.
C—C. M. .MclXinald.

»6,00O .

Eddy.nr. Devisadero. Two-
stor\ frame.
o' and B.—F. Buckley.
A.—Huerne & Everett.

S'2,000.

Ellis, nr. Gough. Two-
storv frame.
0-M. Foley.
A.-T. J. Welch.
C.—Emgerson & Gore.

15,600.

F
Fair Oaks, het. Twentv-

tourth and Twenty-fifth.
Three-story frame.

and B.—J. L. Binet.

Dav work.

»5,'000.
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Franklin, cor Golden
Gate ave. Three-story frame
O.—J. A. Bergerot.
A.—W. A Bayless.
C —J A Leonard .

«10,000.

Fulton, bet. Franklin and
Goufih. Three-story brick,
United States Brewery .

O.—F. Keonenbera&Co.
A.—H. Geilfu^s.
C—Brick work, T Haaf:

carpenter, W. Pluns.
$80,000.

G
CJeary, nr. Octavio. Two-

story frame.
O.—A. fl. Goldsmith.
A.—J. Marqui-s.C—H. Tibbets.

87,600.
tJreen, bet. Kearny and
Dupont. Additions.
O.—J. Picceroni.
C—J. Foster.

»1,200.

<)iOUSh. cor. Post. Two-
story frame.
O.—Mrs. J. V. Elvert.
A.—Kennitzer & Raun
C—F. Klatt.

»6,600. H
Hyde, bet. Greenvvich and
Lombai d . Two-story frame
O.-Mrs. Libby.
A.—Townsend & Wyne-
ken.

Day work .

?2,boo.

HampHhire, bet. Twenty
first and Twenty-second.
Two-story franie .

O.— V. Boseo.

Day work.
SSOO.

Haistit, near Broderick.

Two-story franie .

O.—M. Rilev.
A.—J. .7. Clark.
C—J. \V Smith.
*3,00U.

HampMhire, nr. Twenty,
first. One and one-half-

story frame.
O.—W. Coons.
C—J. B Williams.

81,800.
Howard, bet. Thirteenth
and Fourteenth. One and
one-half story frame.
O.—J. O'Connor.
A.—M. J. Welch.
C. —M. D. Creman.
tl,90n.

Howard, bet. Thirteenth
and fourteenth. Two-atory
frame.

O.—Maria Quinn.
A.— S. and J. C. Newsom.
C— D. B. Spangler.
82,250.

Haieht, nr. Broderick,

Two-story frame.
0.—M. Rilev.

A.—J. J. Clark.
C—J. W. Smith.

Hyde, bet. Sacramento and
Clay. Two-story franie.

d—M. Wunch.
A.—Kennitzer & Raun.
C—H. Meyne.
$7,500.

Jaekson, nr. Van Ness.

Two-htory frame.
O.—Ehza R. DinRerfeld.
A. —Percy & Hamilton.
C —B. F. KUis.

»2,000.
Jaek^ion, cor. Van Ness
Two-story frame.
O.— S. Tanes.
A.— Per,-y & Hamilton
C— B- F. Ellis.

*«,000.
Jarkson, nr. Van Ness

Two-story frame .

O. -,\lrs. E. Daninijfleld
A.—Percy & Hamilton
C—B. F. Ellis.

82,000.

L
IiOnibard,nr. .lones. Two
story franie.

O. and B.~J. P. Hunter.
Day work.
$3,600. M

Mission, bet. Fifth and
Sixth. Repairs.
O.—J- W. Brown.
Day work .

«2,600.

-lIcAllister, cor. Frank
lin . One-storv frame.
O.-B. Wiui -aas.

A.—H. Geilluss.
C —J Fuchs.
*1,700.

Market, nr. Fifth, south
side- Additions and alter-

ations.

O.—J. McCauley.
Da\- work .

*3,b00.
M, cor . Guerrero . Two-story
frame.
O.—Saiah B. Falackerley
A.—M J Welch.
C.—C. Buckley.
S2,800-

IHonteoniery Avenne ,

junction Stockton. Two-

story frame.
O.—
C—A. Alexander.
$2,500.

N
Nineteenth, cor. Lapidjje.

Two-story frame.
O.—J. "Thompson.
A.-T. J. Welch.
C—J. Blake.

«6,500.

o
O'Farrell, cor. Gough.
Two-story frame .

O.—I Selig.
A.—J. Marquis.
C —R Parker.

$14,000.
Oak, bet. Scott and Devisa-

dero. Two-story frame.
O.—P. Dufly.
Day work.

$2,600.

Oak, bet. Devisadero and
Broderick. Two-story frame
O.—N. Schlessinger.
A.—McDoU!,'all & Son.
C —J. A. Leonard.

$4,800.

BLUM, EPPSTEIN, & MARSH.
MANUFACTUREKS OF

Inlaid Wood Flooring
WOODEN MANTELS,

Hard Wood Interiors
Office and Parlors 126 Kearny St., 2nd Floor,

FACTORY 209-227 FELL STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, - -CAL

\rALL PAPER,
Interior Decorating,

WINDOW SHADES,

R,00]>i: ]\IOUL,13ITVGSS,
LINCRUSTA WALTON,

Paper Hang-erss' Tools
—And a full line of—

Ingrain Tapestry and Body Brussels Carpets

JAMES DUFFY,
917 MAKKET STBEET.

Oak, bet. Scott and De^'isa-

lieru. Additions.
O -and B.—J. WeifcTier.

Day work.

*l,.'iOO.

p
Pine, nr. Broderick. Two
story franie .

O. and B.—W. F. Lewis
Day work.
$3,700.

Polk, bet. Fulton and Grove
Two-story frame .

0.— B. Bowman.
A —T. J. Welch.C—J. Blake.
84,600.

Polk, nr O'Farrell. Three
story franie.
O.—H. Slessinger.
A.— P. R. Schmidt.
C—H- Keenan.
?8,000.

Pine, nr. Stockton. Addi-
tions.

O. —Miss Princ.
C—S. M. Hills.

»2,000.

Pine, nr. Larkin. Addi-
tions.

O.—Chicago Brewery Co.

Day work.
»80,000.

Pine, nr. Devisadero. Two-
story frame.

O.—Mrs. Mvrick.
A.—T. J. Welch.
C—A. McElroy.
*3,500.

s
Seventeenth, bet Noe
and Sanchez. One-story
frame .

O.—N. Bullerdieck.A—H. Geilfuss.
C- -F. Bohnenberg.
«,800.

Seventeenth, nr. San-
chez. One-story frame.

O. and B.— L. Sauer.
A.—Salfield& John.
82.000.

Saeraniento, 'Or. S ott.

Two three-storv frames.
O. and B.—Thomas Holt.

Day work. --

#8,000.

Sutter, bet. Scott and Dev
isadero. Two-story frame

O. and B.—James Geary.
Day work.

83,000.

Seventeenth, nr. Collins-
wood. One-story frame.
O.—W. Thomas.
Day work.
«1,500.

Seventeenth, nr. Noe.
One.story frame.

O. and B.—A. Sauer.
Day work.
81,700.

Seventeenth, nr. Noe.
One-story frame.
O.—
C.—F. Bohnenberg.
t2,000.

StevenHon, near Nine-
teenth. Additions.
O.-H. Walsh.
C—J W. Puwers.
81,800

Second, near Frederick.
One-storv franie.

O.—N.Treadwell.
C—B. Treadwell.

81,200.

Shotwell, cor. Twenty-
sixth. One-story frame.

O. and B.—C O. Smith.
Day work.
$2,000.

Shotwell, near Twenty-
sixth. One-story frame.
O.—A. Wadwell.
C.—McC orniack & Elam.
81,600.

T

Twenty-flrst.cor. Guer-
rero. Alterations.
O.—E. G. Denningston.
A.—Percy k Hamilton.
C— B. F. Ellis.

$2,000.

Twenty-sixth, cor. Treat
ave. One-story frame .

0.—W. Halpin.
Dav work.
81,000.

Twenty-third, nr. Bart
lett. Additions.
O.—H. Fitzgerald.
Dav work.
8800.

Twentieth, bet. Valencia
and Guerrero. One and one-

half-story frame.
O.—F. Mettmann.
C—F. C. Kleebauer.
82,000.

V
Van Ness Avenne, cor.

O'Farrell Work on the
Roman Catholic Cathedral
has been commenced Con-
tract to the amount of 812,-
000 h.a8 been let to O. E.

Brady for grading and fence
work.

Vincent, cor. Green. Two-
story frame.

O.—C. Munsanti.
Dav work.
82,300.

Valencia, cor. Twenty-
first. Three-storv frame.
O.—J. T. Pohei'm.
A.—B. E. Henriksen.
.C.—Moore Bros.
#21,600.

Valencia, bet. Nineteenth
and Twentieth . Two story
franie .

O.—G. Perini.
A.—B. E Heiiriksen.
C.—Moore Bros.

81,000.

Valencia, bet. Sixteenth
and Seventeenth Three-
stor^ frame.
O.—C. F. Hornung.C—F. O. Bergman.
810,0(0.

ALAMEDA.
Park, cor. Bueria Vista—2-story fr; o, H. Johnson; a, W-
Benson; c, liurns & Wright; 84,000.

Central Ave., nr Park—2-story fr; a and b, Louis Aime
day work ; *2,000.

Park—2-story fr; o, O. W. Coggin; o, Pattiani & Co.
; 83,.'i00.M In to, cor Pacific—1 story franie; o, Capt. Larsen' c H

Kiause; 82,000.
'

San Jose Ave.
tiani &0o.; 82,000.

Union, cor Eagle Ave—1 story ctg;
Walker; 83,600.

Pacific Ave., nr Peru—Two 1-storv ctgs; c. A. Walker'
83,600.

• 6 . .

Benton, nr Railroad Ave—l-story
work; 81,000.

-1-story ctg; o, Mrs. Fulton; c, Pat-

Mr. Bacon; c, A.

ctg; G. Soule; day

Willow-1-story ctg; o, J. N. Coleman; c, Pattiani & Co.;
83,260.

San Antonio Ave -1 story itg; o, F. Peters; c, Patti-
ani & Co.; 81,950.

BERKELEY.
Oxford, nr College Way— l-story fr; o, L. Dunaud; c, A.
H. Broad; 81,800.

DwiKht Way—2-story ctg; o, C. T. Wilkinson; c, Patti-
ani &Co ; $3,1,10.

University Cirounds—Additions; o, State of Califor-

nia; c, A. H. Broad; 82,600.

Opposite Station, Berkeley—l-story fr; o, Hansen
Bros.; day work ; 8500.

Owlght
'

Way— 2-story fr; o, H. Roach: c, C. R. Lord;
82,600.

Union, cor Alston Way—IJ-story fr; o, Mrs. Wilton; c, A.
H. Broad; $1,900.

Haste, nr Fulton— l-story ctg; o, Mrs. Cumniings; c, A. H.
Broad; 83,500.

University Oronnd Observatory—O. State of Cal-

ifornia; c, A. H. Broad; 83,000.

OAKLAND.
Seventh, cor Adeline—2-8tory fr; o, H. Sanders; c, A. B.

Larmar; 83,000.

EiShteenth, nr Adeline—O, A. J. Larsen; c, F. Nelson;
81,600.

KIrkhain, bet Seventeenth and Eighteenth — l-story
ctg; o, E.Thorsang; c, F. Nelson; Sl,'20O.

9fineteenth, cor Adeline—Alteration and additions; o, F.

Busby; c, G. A. Kirk; 84,000.
Thirteenth—l-story fr; o, Mrs. Jayne; c, Pattiani & Co.;

$2,860.

East, cor Thirtieth—l-story fr; o, N. R. Johnson; c, Patti-
ani* Co.; 82,850.

Brush— l-story ctg; o. Miss Patch; c, Pattiani &Co.;$2,000.
Kirkham, opp Ninth -1 story fr; o, H. Snow; day work;

82,000.

Sladlson, nr Sixteenth—Four 2-story frs; o. Dr. Merritt;
day work; 832,000.

Thirteenth, nrWest—Addilions;o, Mrs. Dr. Wilson; day
work; 890O.

EliEhteenth, cor Kirkham— IJ-story fr; o and b, H.
Wirth; day work; 81,500.

Crove, bet Fourteenth and Fifteenth—2-story fr; o, W. H.
Bayley; c, L. H. Campbell; $2,850.

Thirteenth, nr Jackson—2-sti»ry stable; o, Mr Upham;
c. Knight & Littlefield; 83,000.

Thirteenth, nr Harrison—2-story fr; o, Mrs. L. R. Casey,
a, Matthew & Son; c, W. Dahl; 83,000.

Castro, bet. Seventeenth and Eighteenth—2-8tory fr; o,
H. Fife; day work; 81,000.

West, cor Fourteenth—Additions and alterations; o, W.
Collins; day work; $1,000.

EAST OAKLAND.
Thirteenth, nr Fourteenth Ave—IJ-storv fr; o, N. R.
Johnston; c, Pattiani &Co.; $2,.'^00

Third Ave, bet Eleventh and Twelfth—IJ-story fr; o, F.

Clump; c, Robt. King; 81,000.
Fifteenth, bet Seventh and Eighth Ave—1 story ctg; o,
F. C. Brower; a, Robt. Trice, c, Moody & Carpenter;
S2,0O0.

Twelfth, cor Seventeenth Ave—1^-story fr; o and b, F.
E. Brumker; day work; 82,000.

MISCELLANY.
San Mateo—Two-story frame. O., R. Winson; A., Cope-
land & Banks; $3,500.

Merced—Front. Two-story brick. 0., Terker and
Selver; A., P. Manning; C, Meacy & Peck; $7,000. Four-
teenth. Frame buiid'ng. O., J. S. Wright; A., P. Manning;
C, Falla & OeWitt; $2,000. Seventeenth. Two-storyand
basement brick. O., Eluin Lewis; A., P. Manning; day work.

PARQUET FLOORS.

WM. HANNAM t. CO.,

Wholesale and Retail.

293 FIFTH AVE.,
NEW YORK.

J in. tongued and grooved, European styles,
iolid and substantial. Also, | in. Fancy Wood
Carpet Floors

<ySend 2-cent stamp for Book of Designs.

46NONE SUCH 99

See Cut in this Place

next Month.

CHIMNEY TOP ^VENTILATOR
THIS

VENTILATOft is especially valuable for regulating draft

(upwards and downwards) made by the light, unstable atmosphere
of the Coast Range of Mountains. The hundreds of tall stovepipes
erected on the chimney tops of houses indicate inconvenience and
trouble in the kitchen, the parlor, and chambers below.

San FR4NCISC0, October 26, 1S85.
To whom it may concern :

I take pleasure in stating that the " None Such" Chimney Top and Ventilator,
which was put upon the smoke-stack of the Baldwin Hotel about two months ago, has
given complete satisfaction.

It has increased the draft to such an extent that there is a perceptible saving
in the amount of coal consumed; smaller fires than heretofore will now answer to
keep up the steam, thus causing a great saving of the boiler also. We have heretofore
had much difficulty in keeping up the amount of steam steadily required, owing to
the lack of draft, all of which is now remedied by the use of the "None Such" Chim-
ney Top and Ventilator. I heartily recommend'its use to all persons, where a strong
draft is required. PEARSON S ARNOLD,

Proprietors the Baldwin.
All Sizes Manufactured and Sold by KNEASS & CO., 29 Taylor St., San Francisco,

SOI.K AGEXTS FOR THK PACIFIC COAST.
Aerents Wanted for Interior Cities, Oregon, Nevada, Washington Territory, and Arizona

JOB WORK IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
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IHapdware and Builders' Materials

IMPORTERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS.

Messrs. P. <& F. Corbin's Cold and Silver-Plated, Light and Dark Shades

of Plain Antique and Tuscan Bronze, House Trimmings.

^^^^——^^^— ALSO, A FULL LINE OF i^—^^—^-^^—

CARPENTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS, CUTLERY, ETC.
—————.^^—— SOLE AGENTS FOB ^—^^—^.^—^

Thomas Morton's Copper and Steel Sash Chains and Patent Attachments. The
Niles' Patent Door Knobs and Locks. The Norwich Patent

Knob and Screwless Spindle.
i\ p. LATSON. J- H. FERINE.

FBAXK P. LATSON & CO.,
28 and 30 New Montgomery St., cor. of Jessie,

rxi>KR PAIi.ACE HOTKIi. Telephone ISo. 7.5a. SAX FRAXflSt'O.

JOSEPH BUDDE S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet.

WITH TKAl'. WITH OFFSET.

This Closet is the best of a '-iiiil, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:
—

1. It has a simple, strong valve, sui-able for any jiressure.

2. Tt has a real s.m tary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same metal resting on face of the brass overflow i>i] e,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewer gas, even the closets

b«ing without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the flood chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

Tliis Clo.iet takes the lead; it has been sold since February, ISSii, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

* THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This hopper is constructed to take 2 2-inch pipes, one to the rif;ht and one to the left'

and a 4-ini:h le d r in tne center. It has a no a movable stiainer on top to take the sur

^a « water Tne lowt-r patt of the hopper with sule outiet is to be conne ted with thi

sewer pipe, either riijiit or lefr. The iijiper part is independent from the l-twer, ami is

made to swivel, therefore it will suit either position of pipe. This hopper can bo used

oidy lor surface, for wast«, or for leader; eitlier inlet will be stopped up with iron ciq^s if

so desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
This Closet is superior to all others, every worKinir part and bolt being made of brass,

rl'set anti \alvc extra heavy castiujf. I'articular attention is called to No. 4. Th sCI iset

has an o\ al basin fastened to the co\ er by brass clamps and bolts. No breaking of j>utty

Jiiints reipiirtd to renew a i an. The 1 Kiseniny of two lan,'e brass nuts wdl separate <Mjver

with basin fri^m the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass

rod.

These Closets have been in use since February, 1883. Plumbers and wholesale dealers

give them the best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper-
Basket Hop])er8 are made in one jiiece with Movable Strainer.

Side View, Combination Hopper. Xo. 48 FRRMOXT STREET, NASI FRAUVCIHCO, CAIi. No. 4,
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Wm. Bxnton. 0. S. Holmes. K. K. Ham.

B1MT01, HOLMES & C0._

A Complete Assortment of Building Lumber constantly on Hand.
SPARS AND PILES OF ALL SIZES IN STOCK.

Office, PIER 3 STETJA-RT STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Office of the Port Blakely Steam, Saw Mill, Buffet Sonnd.
CARGOES FURNISHED TO ORDER. ALSO YARDS AT ALAMEDA AND VALLEJO.

A. D. mOORE.

Proprietors PORT DISCOVERY MILLS, W. T.

H. C. SOUTH.

LUMBER YARDS SEAMOIVED ASfD PARTLY SUASOKKD

Head Office, PIER 10, STEUART ST., San Francisco

i LUMBER YARDS
^T—

I PINE AND REDWOOD LUMBER, j
-at—

San Francisco, V of all kinds and sizes, constantly on hand. \ Fresno, Fresno County.
Pier 10, Steuart Street. 1

| Tulare }

Stockton. San Joaquin County. I AISO, DRY SHINGLES, for lOng Shipments, Hanford. [Tulare County.
Modesto, Stanislaus County. I Posts, Laths, Window and Door Stock, etc. \^Lemoore, J

FOREIGN CARGOES Furnished to Order in Lengths up to 110 Feet.

PIIiE!« AlVn »«PARS FVRKl»«Hi:n IM CARGOES OR LOTS TO SUIT.

CALIFORNIA ARTIFICIAL STONE PAYING CO.
FOR

SIDEWALKS, GARDEN WALKS, CORRIDORS, OFFICES, CARRIAGE DRIVES, STABLE AND
CELLAR FLOORS, KITCHENS, ETC.

The Courts here and in the E^st have decided that Artificial Stone Pavements with plastic concrete and in detached blocks are infringements of the Schillinger Patent; abd also that

when the plastic material is blocked off with a trowel and cut thr<)u;<h far enouL,'h to control the cracking caused hy shrinkage, that such pavement is in law the same as if laid in detached

blo'-ks, and is un infrin;,'ement of the patent. All property owners liaving such pavements laid without the license of tlie abo\ c Company will be prosecuted.

Office. 404 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
EGBERT JUDSON, President. ALBERT H. REICHLING, Secretary. G. GOODMAN, Manager.

TURNER, KENNEDY & SHAIAT,
r A 7^ / ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^"*'*'*^^ ^^MJS, SAN FRANCISCO

M.^l/l/ l^l^l/LJi^ I' JLy (^ (A^ 1/(^ ¥ C^ y Yard Connects direct wlthC. P.&S.P.R.R.
Also With the Shipping.

Dov^^n ToAvn Office, No. 5 P*ost St., near Montgomery.

FABIAN JOOST.

Hardware
A Full and Complete Line of

Eeal Bronso House Trimmings
FROM THK CELEBRATED

RUSSELL & IRWIN MANUFACTURING CO.

IVEW RRiTAIX, COXX.,

The only I.orks having the Patent Antifriction Ijatcli.

LIGHT BRONZE. DARK BRONZE,
ANTIQUE BRONZE.

Just receive i, an entirely new design in both Light and Darlc

Bronze :

Unrivalled for Beauty of Workmanship.

1438-1440 Mission

BEHREND JOOST.

Importers,
A Complete Assortment of Locks, including the

EASTLAKE DESIGN
of Bronze Goods of

HAILOEY, WHEELEE & CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MORRIS SASH LOOKS,

WARNER'S PAT. ADJUSTABLE

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS,

60NNE PATENT DOOR OuBS.

Street, near llth, San Francisco CaL
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THE SAN FBASC3EC0

Embossed Glass Works,
997 MARKET ST-,

Corner of Sixth, San Francisco.

W. H. WABBEW, Proprietor

Artlitlpnr rUIn Oraamrntiii Ion* on all kinds
colors of Glas.s, EinlKissedor in Gold or Silver Look
ing Glass, for Vestibule Doors, Windows, Transom
Lights, Hall Lamps, Church Windows, Steaui Cars,
Boats, Horse Cars, Fire Screi^ns, Window Scrsens,
Conservatories, Flower Boxes for Bay Windows,
Borders and Corners. All kinds of Advertising
Signs. Illuminated Clock Dials for Jewelry Stores.
I guarantee to do better work and quicker and
cheaper than any one in the business.

Prices per square foot- from 60 cents and up-
wanis; 4, 6, and 8-inch corners and borders in all

colors kept in stock. Artistic designs drawn for
the trade.

THOS. C. BUTTERWORTH,

GhL^^ZIJBE,
AND DEALER IN

Wmdaw Ikss ofAll Bgscrlptkng,

No. 314 Montgomery Street,

Masons' and Builders' Exchange.

Box 48. Residence, 306 Twenty -first St., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending— AND

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street,

Corner «,f Mission,

SAIsr FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

ORNAMENTAL GLASS WORKS
145 VALENCIA STREET,

Glass Staining, Enameling, Bendinq,

Embossinff, Etc.

W. HOLST, Proprietor.

JAMES McCarthy,

1 Stevenson Street,
(Tvv.» toftrs from First-Pioneer MiII>),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Dwlgns to suit the varioiu deptrtnunt* in BuUdinga, etc

WEED & KINGWELL,
CALIFORNIA

Brass Works,
125 FIRST STREET,

M inufaetiirer.s of all kinds

of Bra^is, Composition ,
Zi n c

and Babbit Metal Castin^-'s,

Church and

STEAMBOAT BELLS.

A full supply of Plumbers'

Goods constantly on hand.

Agents for Slcbert's Eure-

ka Lubricators.

The Cut represents our Pat

ent Gordon Valve, particularly

adapted for outside jjarden

hose and lire pluo^s It is bet-

ter, and 25 per cent, cheaper,

than the common hose bib

GOLDEN GATE

fLhMM lILIiS
215 and 21 7 Main Street,

Between Howard and Folsom, SA.V I'RANCISCO.

Manufacturers . f

«^ CALCINED PLASTER, je;

( PLASTER OK PARIS. )

Marble Pust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

DAVIS & COWELL,
-Manufacturers "f

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Dr mm Street,
BetweeJi Claj and Washington, SAN FRANCISCO.

P O. Box 1042.

SEWER, WATER AND

CHIMNEY PIPE.
ANCOLN PLACER CO.CAL.

\358 MARKET ST. S.F.

J. H. DINNIENE,

Glass-Cutting, Embossing,

Bsnding, Engraving, and Designing Works,

NO. 108 MAIN STREET,

Bet. Mission & Howard. - San Franoisco

DrillinKor IIuIi-n and KepairinK of Broken

Articles a Npreialty. Kstlniatrs

<iilven on Plain (illaHS.

GROUND GLASS ALWAYS ON HAND.

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUFACTURF. AND DEAL IN

SUGAR POE, YELLOW PISE, SPRUCE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourth & Ciiannel Sts., San Francisco.

^'

A. KENDALL, /

Comer Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets, Frames,

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY.

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

JAMKS Young. W. }. Thomson.

BEALE STREET MILL.

YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

FRAMES, SASH, BUHDS
DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Street.

Made to Order, all kinds of Outside and Inside Finish and

Moldings. Brackets and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turiiinif.

in all their branches, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY,

FjJLHoy;sE"4i20o

• • • This marvelnus hon^e hns been built more than
SOOtijlPRfroinourii mis; it inm n t-lf \>}anne<lX\M\X.ilQ.f\oXila

ample room even for a larije faniily. l8t fl' or shown
ai)<)ve; on 2ti floor are 4 bed rooms and in attic 2 more.
Plenty of OlosetH. The whole warmed hy one chimney,
Lar^e illustrations and full description ot the above

Kf- well aP olSSotlier hounefi, rariL'inKlncos* frotii $-il'l)np

tc $6,5n0, may be loiind in "Siioim'Kli.'s Modkrx Low-
Cost HorsKS," alartfe quarto pamphlet, kIioh Inc: also
liow to HPlect sites, (fet loans, Ac, Sent i>o«tp;.id on ro-

ccipt oCfiitc. 8'ampptaken, orsentl $1 hill and wo will re
fitntheehanire. AddrHt-s. Hini.DiNO I'lav AssnriATiON,
Hvutign tbla rap«r.) 2i Beekman Sc, (Box 27U2,} N. Y.
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SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARCING

THE ONLY SELF-ACTINa, TiaST-SEAL WATER CLOSET IN THE WORLD.

A written guarantee
is given with each Closet

that money will be

retarned, after a six

months' trial, and any-

other closet substituted

in its place if this closet

is not, in the fullest

sense, everything that

is claimed for it.

kosiyiiClsaiiiiiisssIMli

Persons
Engaged in

Sanitarj [nterprises,

ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS

AND BUILDERS

Are especially invited o ex-
amine the practical

workings of

\i^\ htosiatie

Water-closet.

Awarded First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, held in San Francisco, 1882.

It turns every home into a sanitarium, and is

an assurance to those who trust it, that neither

sewer yas nor noxious vapors that invade our houses

freighted with disease and death, shall enter. It

is the invention of a Californian, and an Oakland

enterprise.

Its merits surpass description, but a few promi-
nent ones are mentioned below.

It is tlie only Self-Acting, Tiglit-Seal Water

Closet in tiie World ! It has no "overflow," ren-

dering it a positive seal against sewer gas and reek-

ing, noxious, poisonous vapors.

It Is Cleanly, because it always presents a clean

bowl. It rinses the bowl before and after each and

every operation.

It is Self-Discharging. No notice to "
pull the

lever," "letou the water," etc., is necessary or

proper.

A house in which it is in operation is free from

the stench, the smell, the unhealthfulness of one

in which other modern closets are in use.

It Is Economical. It measures the water ac-

curately, and uses, without variation, a similar

amount at each and every operation. Not a drop

but is utilized, thus dispensing with the superflu-

ous amount that escapes unused by other closets,

in order that their cumbrous and inefficient ma-

chinery may indifferently execute what has been

ill conceived.

It is Scientffic. Its action is governed by prin-

ciple, and under all degrees of pressure it works

the same. A tank fifteen feet high obtains as ready

and complete a response as one a thousand feet

high.

It may be attached to a "main" with perfect im-

punity. No back suction, however strong, can

draw from its seal a vestige of gas or a bubble of

air. It holds in its bowl water as pure as when it

left its font.

It is not a "water seal," nor does it depend on

"a weight" to effect its seal; but it derives its

power from the supply-pipe, and combines it so as

to fully accomplish this end.

Its simplicity, combining efficiency, renders

the true aim of perfect mechanical contriv-

ances. It will effect for the child all that the

adult may desire in its use.

It is not high priced when compared with oth-

ers. In the long run it is much cheaper. No
"set-screws," "springs," "pans," or "pulls," to

need repair or attention. Every article used in

its construction is of the best material and de-

signed to last.

As a sewer-fiusher it is most eflfectual. In this

regard it has no equal. "Obstructions in the

sewer "
are rendered improbable, as the sudden

discharge of water carries everything before it.

It is a water-economizer. It is impossible for

the water to escape it in a continuous stream, or

for any length of time.

W. E. Stevens, Sole Agent for San Francisco, N. E. Cor. Larkin and Market Streets.

It Tirill be a pleasure to demonstrate to all who may favor me with a call, the practical workings of the most perfect Wate
Closet that has, as yet, been placed before the Public.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists ot the following parts : A smoke

flue A, of firo clay, in S feet lengths, with rebated joints and

galvanized iron bands o.-er each joint. These bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a galvanized iron exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other for foul air . The outside pipe is put up in two feet

lengths also, and the whole is bound together and secured to

the studding by iron bands C every four feot

WM. E. STEVENS,

MAS©K AKB BUII-IIEK9
(LWatwIot niiFl;^ tUiiolu-A^ uw

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a threeincli conductor D

extending to outside of wall for fresh air, which, passing up,

becomes heated, and can be introduced to any room abo^ e by

a register E, near the floor. The ventilation of rooms is

effected by means of an opening F, with register near the

ceiling, by which the foul air escapes and is conducte 1 in the

air space around the flue to the roof. In addition to this, can

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass through

and between the joists t.i conduct by a small conductor G with

the above mentioned air space.

The lightest and safest patent chimney manufactured.

Approved by (he Board of Supe^^ isors.

WAREROOMS,

N. E. Comer of Larkin and Market Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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The California Architect and Building News,
S2.00 per annum, will be sent one year with
the following named Journals at the prices

given below.

American Architect and Builder, $6.00 (with this Journal). .$7.00

American Architect and Builder
(Gelatin edition) 700 " "

• • 8.00

American Artisan 1.00
" " . 2.50

American Machinist. - • 2.50
" " 4.00

Builder and Woodworker 1.00
" " • 2.50

Building 100 " "
. 2.50

Cincinnati Building Review 1.00
" "

•• 2.50

Decorator and Furnisher 4.00 " "
. • 5.00

Hall's Journal of Health 1.00
" " • 2.50

Inland Architect and Builder .. 2.00
" '•

.. 3.50

LeTells Mechanical News 1.00
" "

.. 2.50

Northwestern Lumberman 4.00
" "

•• 5.00

The Woodworker l.OO
" "

.. 2.50

TheBuUder 2.00
" "

.. 3.50

SUBSCRIPTIONS
TAKEV FOR ALL

Architectural (and other) Publications,

FOREIGN AND AMERICAN,
—AT—

Publishers Lowest Prices.

Either of the Boolcs mentioned below, and
the California Architect for 1886, will be sent
to any address upon receipt of price mentioned

California Architect and Bui ding News,$2.00 per Year

WITH
Science of Carpentry $5.60
Plaster, How to Make It 2.50
How to File Saws 2.50
Modern Perspective 7.25
Practical Geometry 2.50
Carpenter's Pocket Book 2 .85
Church Architecture 5.85
Practical Carpentry 2 50
Artisan 6.00
Architect's Companion 3.50
Building Superintendence 4.25
Hand Railing 3.00
DRAWING FOR
Carpenters and Joiners 3.25
Bricklayers 3.00
Cabinet Makers 3.00
Stonemasons 3.00

Cutting Tools 3.00
Carpenter and Joiner 8.50
Cumming's Details 7.00
Palliser's Details 3.25
Painter's Foreman 3.00
Universal Assistant 3.75
House Plans 3.50
Mechanic's Geometry 6.00
Gould's Carpentry 4.00
Hand Book of Legendary and Mythological Art 4.00
Mechanical Drawing Self-Taught 5.00
Suburban Cottages 2.50
Street, Store, and Bank Fronts 3.50
Dwellings for Village and Country 4.00
Hand-railing and Stair-casing 2.50
How to Build, Furnish, and Decorate 6.00
Household Tastes . . $4.00

|

Practical Estimator 2.00
ANY BOOK published furnished at lowest rates, post paid.

r« SEX1> a-«K\T 8TA3IP FOR CATALOtiU K. ^*

j^Country Mechanics furnished

with THE BEST OF TOOLS

AT LOWEST PRICES.

Address, CAL. ARCHITECT.

THIS PAPER
REAU (10 Spruce Strf

IN NEW YORK.

may be found en file

at GEO. P. ROWELL
& CO.*S Newspaper

Advertising Bureau (io Spruce Street), where a(hertisiiig

contracts may
be made for it

SUBSCRIBERS.

THOSE OF OUR SliBSCRIBERS

Desiring a copy of the New Mechanics' Lien Law
for 1886, with new Catalogue of Books, will be

supplied free of charge, by calling our attention to

this notice at time of renewing their subscrip-

tion.

NOTICE.

We will furnish

Architects, Contractors, Owners. Etc.,

With any material mentioned in the advertisements
contained in tiiis Journal .

Lowest Cash Prices Guaranteed.

We make a Specialty of

Hardware,
Paint, Oils, and .

Plaster Decorations, etc.

We can furnish Extra Fine Wood man-
tels, \<rith or i/vithout Plate Glass Mirrorsi
at prices ranging from $60 to $150.

Address the Office of this Journal:—

240 Montgomery St.,
- SAIT PBAIfCISCO.

A&IFT
Send 10 cents postage, and we will mai
you free a royal, valuable, sample box
of goods that will put you in the way of

making more money at once, than any-
thing else in America. Both sexes of

a 1 ages can live at home and work in spare time, or all

the time. Capital not required. We will start you. Im-
mense pay sure for those who start at once. Stisson & Co.,

Portland, Maine.

j^ MARVELLOXJSJPRICES.
BOOKS£ORjrHE MILLION^^^^, ^Z I, „„rJ nthfr Works by Famous Authors, Almost Oi yen Aivay.'

Complete Novels
a"^,0'f^tpa™p°feuo;,» ^m»..7

"
""em bu..d.o...;ir iii,..trated, .nd .„ .r.

r;.»-'
The l„Uoi.l.« book. »re pulih.hed m "":"

P?"'Pji', „, . .,„i \,riel, ol .ul.jocu, auJ »c u.u.k 1.0 oi-e eao
'i'""' ". "Ij

fron, Buod type upoi. B»»d
1"'P<=';-./''"Jte"iuU ilte IX, po..eJ. lo clolU oouad l^nu lUe>. OooK. .ould to.. »1.U«

Ual waliiHii liiiLiiii« llionin i""".*
^''-J^

eaoti. Kacli boon ii tonii^kie lu il»cll

?:;s:'VSerii^^.;°ior^;;?.oS;;^
JsrriS- ;s!

'T'or.'mm>°i'ilr'rst;He. for the Youn.. Th.

ll„e.r::ol™ uo!! of "a',' .tone, ever p.bL.aed. 1 i.« o"'"

5. Manual of EtiQUetle for L.J.e. «''» «';°"™'°-
J^

modem eliqiielte for all oecasioni^^
6. The Standard bi-ttcr Writer for Udle. and

Omllcmen a ™.iiplet« 50'do 10 corrc.pondei.ee giving

?.ah. dTreetioo, fo? .he co,npo„t.on of .eiier. of e.ery

kind, with innomeraWe lor.n. and examples.

7. Winter EveniiiB Kecrcatloin, a Urse collection

of A "ig "vradM. T..bieaax. Ua „e.. IMiilc. elc. for

.ojiai g.lhcr...?.. prtvau tbealncaU, a..d evenings at

'TlilaloiuM.'UecItatlons and KeadlnB*. «l"8«
and choVee SiTicciloi. for .cUool exhiuitiou. aad l.ubllc and

private enterlain'nenls. . „, . . t- t .
» Parlnr MubIc and Chemical hxnerlmenfa,

> boo:< which tells I11..1 10 p-rfjr.u lioi. Ir.- U ,.l a.i.u.l..?

trick, io majio and imtrnclive expcriiucuts with .implc

'Trho llnme Cook Book and Famllr PhT«l.

clan. coi.talnii.J hundred, of exocllei.t co.ki.i? reoi|.,-.

in 1 I'inl. to hou.ekeopjr.. al<0 lelli.is bow 10 cn.e all coin,

mon all iicnts by .Intl. le home remedy.
11. Manneraand Cuatoms In Far AwaT I,and«.

a very intere.ti.i'l and in.tructive boot of travel.. d.'.cni>

Ing the riec.iliar life, habits, manners and cuswius of the

people or foreign countries: llln.trated.

12. !«Uteen Complete Storlen by Popular Author.,

embracing love, hu iiorou. and detective stories. ..orto. nl

ociety life, of adventure, of railway life, etc., all very in.

Ij! The Badaot, of Wit,. Ilnmor and Fnn, « larse

oolleciloi. of thefunnv .t .rl .. «keKhe«, anecdote, poem.,

and joie. that have been wvitlm for »onie vear. . III'h im.

1». Uaofnl KnowledBS tor the Million, a ha..dy

bookof iMeniUnformatloQ for all, upon nia.iy and vav.ou*

A Novel, Ry Hugh Conway, author
luhiect. : tllu.tralod.

l.i. Culled Hack.

16 Atthe World'. -Mercy. A Novel By Florence

V ardei. .uthor ol The llo,..e on the Mar.h etc

11. Mildred Trevaiilon. A ^ovel. ByThoDnob-
es. aijilior of Mul.y lluwu,

"

etc.

li). Kuril l>uy». A ^ovel. By Hngb Conway, author

°\j''T'iie Myrtcry of the nollj Tree. A Novel,

ill the auilior of Uora I home."
, t, r, , p..

iO Shadows on the Snow. A
.v.;v<;l

Bj B L Far

jcon. author ol Br. ad ana-Cheese a.,d-K,.se. >",

21. The Uray Womun. A Novel. Bj Mr^. l..askell.

author or -Marj Batlon. etc.
-n-nv.o r^niUn.

•« The Krolen Ueep, A Novel By Wllkie Collin..

•"i'"'uidcin;VT:rli."'TNo;S: By Xirs. Bear,

'^ri;."cupi'i-.Jsei'"*5.'i"t"BytheAuthorofDor.

"TBaek lotheOldRome. ANoyel. BjUaryCwl'

^^: :;-x« iioti'ir.ilr^'Vvf _

a
np-.,,^

By -...

"Srl^S^we^inille!^ «ri;r-°i'i!o,';:r- Sy tb.

•"i°i;;'.pe'r°u:ie-rSerro..
A Novel. By Miss M. K

'"«'!''i:';.o"lCr °iN*ov"erlri.tV,'i"ecl. B.y. author »•

g,"u:bruKM«rrl»,e. A Noy.l. By Wi.kle Collin.

°Tl.°,;via''li;r.;T5.o,e,. ByMr..Ann S.Stepbea.

J - ......1... ..r •l-udv Audley 8 oecrei, e.t
don. a. .....ror

'-"t:,. J.,,/.,, or the Ha.DtAms. A
M t..l<-Ii: "«

l'.' """hoTof-ThrBlr.hJlark.'eto.

*•""* Jioiden- irawn!"ANn,.l. By the author .1

'SVaSe'.-Fn.e. aN-'I- By «r.. Alexander,

"sTaUtcr Ro'ic":""^ NclVel Bj '^""« ColUb.. •"">«'

°',8''';'nnc."'"i No';.';:"'B;'Sir.. Henry ^"ood. author ..

•S."T'h""L««rel Bn.h. A Novel By Mis. «.loc»,

•",'o'""Amo.'lt"r,"en'"' A ^o^TZ' oZ.o KMot, author

of "'Ad." Sed." • The Mill on the floss,- etc.

01 u:irrt i/:i¥^, rm.

««l.. llsiilered Letter, or Uoocy Order, and addres. at one.

will .end any two of lhe.e books and v>,, ,-".-. .^.-. —
'Tie "lllii! imper. .nd hook.

fo_r
fl oenj. In

.tn_n„...
Anjrl

,r all lea llus imper. .nd hook, tor n cent. ."
•.";m-

".-^ -

Vi.<(o""sv„d p a fpanklin News Co., Pnilaa a, ra.
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CONTRACTORS and BUILDERS.
H. A. SHELDON,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
SSiiO Mission Street, San Francisco.

Estimates furnished for work in Country as well as City.

STORES AND OFFICES FITTED UP.

B. F. ELLIS,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
Resilience, corner Railroad and Eijjhteenth Avenues,

South Sun Francisco.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 McAllister St.,

SA.V FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA.

W. LITTLE,

(Succesdur ti> Little h Cummin^)

CARPENTER AND BUILDER
128 GEARY STREET.

THOS. MERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
112 CLAY STREET,

lictweeri Da is and Drumni, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

St"ie8 and Otfices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing' promptly
attended to.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

J. A. LEONARD,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Office and Shop at No. 1342 Bush Street.

C, p. MOORE,
531 Grove Street.

G. H, MOORE,
No. 1 Russ cor. Howard St.

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
15 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
1125 YORK STREET.

SAN FRANCISCO.

J. W. BALDWIN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
Cor. Stevenson and Annie Sts.,

UPI'KR SIDR PALACE HOTEL.

<i*enoral Jobbing and Kepairn Attended To.
Offices and Stores fitted up. Second-hand Store fixturi-S,

Doors, and Sashes, bouifht and sold. Residence, 721 Seven-
teenth Street.

B. BICELOW & SON,

CON TRACTORS & BUILDERS,
Residence, 1407 Church Street.

All Kinds of Jobbing, Store and Office Fittings.

JOHN BAMBER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
Office and Shop, 8 Taylor St., near Market.

All kinds of Jobbing, Store and OflSce Fitting.

GILBERT & SON,
Woodland, Yolo County, Culilbriiia.

CONTRACTORS & BUILDERS,
Are prepared to furnish Sketches and

will submit Estimates for work in
Midd e and Northern Cali-

fornia.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Kesidence, 615 Jessie Street.

T. H. DAY,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Residence, 1012 Devisadero Street.

J. K. DALMAS,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
1011 Twenty-First Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THOMAS F. MITCHELL,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
YOLO AND UTAH STREETS.

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
324 Guerrero Street,

Betwceij 15th and 16th, SAN FRANCISCO.

All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

21 I Waller Street.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER
Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between 18th and 19th Streets.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
1207 POLK STREET.

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 905 Oak Street.

W. E. CUMMINCS,

CARPENTER and BUILDER.
General Jobbing promptly attended to.

W. E. CUMMINGS, Res. 727 Geary St.

NOTICE
To subscribers of the Inland Architect in connection with
this journal; After February 1, 1883, the subscription p ice

of the inland Architect and Intermediate jVeicj! HHinher
will be S^3.00 per annum.

All new? and present subscribers, sending; us ^3 50 before

February 1, 18S0, will receive the Inland Architect and
California Architect and Building Nkws for 1 year from
date of subscription .

GEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
S. E. Cor. R. R. Ave. and Walnut St.,

ALAMEDA, CAL.
All Kinds of Jobbing: promptly attended to.

AUGUST KLAHN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
1711 CHURCH STREKT.

VEITCH & KNOWLES,
CONTRACTORS & BUILDERS,

362, 364 & 366 Thirteenth Street,

Between Franklin and Webster, - OAKLAND, CAL.

BUIltlllS^GS COXXRACTF.D FOR
AT ANT POINT ON THE COAST.

A NEW BOOK FOR CONTRACTORS.

''The Practical Estimator," By j. d. Sibley and a.

O. Kittredge, 100 pajjes, 16mo., cloth, Sl.OO.

Contains a list of all the items ordinarily entering into a
building, so arranged as t) be a convenient and systematic
reminder of what is to be listed in making an estimate.

HANDY ESTIMATE BLANKS.

Single copies, 15 cts Per doz., #1.60.

i^rsend stamp for our new catalogue.
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PAINTERS-HOUSE, SIGN, and FRESCO.

J. F. SULLIVAN,

HOUSE & FEESCO PAINTEE.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

Order Box, Nos. 14 and 16 Ellis Street.

EDWARD NORMAN,

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.

122 G»lden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

JNO. E. W. COLEMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENEE,
No. 924 Folsom Street,

Between Fifth and Sixth, SAN FRANCISCO.

House and Sign Painting, Graining;, Varnishing, and Polish-

ing. Walls and Ceilings Whitened -or Kalsomined, with or
without colors.

C. CASHMORE,

Painter, Grainer,

PAPER HANGER & WHITENER.
530 VAL.E\'CIA STREET,

San Francisco.

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

108J JESSIE ST., SAN FRANCISCO,

J

nasi CLASS AETISTS tUI ts rnrmsiioa for Work in my Llaa

FOE AMY PAEI 07 THE STATE.

J. F. LYNCH,

PAINTEE AND WHITENEE,
Paper Hanging, Tinting, Frescoeing, etc.

608 LARKIN STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

CEO. ECCERS & CO.,

VAENISHEES & POLISHEES,
House Finisliingand Ebonizing a Specialty.

Shop, 43 1 FOURTH STREET,
(vJP 8TA1R8.)

Residence, 336 THIRD ST., San Francisco.

J. H^^JRT,
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,

Kalsomining, Tinting, Etc.,

No. 270>^ Tehama Street, S. F-

All work at reasonable rates.

CHARLES E. BROAD,

GEAINEE AND MARBLEE,
1000 Hyde Street, corner Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

CUS. V. DANIELS,
(Succe.ssor to THOMAS & DANIELS.)

OALIFOENIA PAINT GO'S
House Paintings Department.

K^ Estimates hirnished on worli in any part of the State. ^J

403 Market Street, San Francisco.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTEE AND WHITENEE,
232 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

C^Orders left at Helmken's, 618 Kearny Street.

JOSEPH THOMAS,

PAINTER,
CALIFORNIA FAINT COMPANY,

41tt Jackson Street, San Francisco.

AH orders will receive prompt attention.

PLUMBERS AND GASFITTERS
J. D. WELCH,

Practical Plumber, Gas & Steam-fitter.

Cor. Fillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

JOHN T. CRAY,
230 Sutter Street,

PEAOTIOAL PLUMBEE, GAS
And Steam Fitter.

Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and
guaranteed.

JOHN BOHN,

Plumbing and Gas Fitting

112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

BUSH & MALLETT,

aA.8 ^ISriD OIL

Sanitary Plnmliiiig and Gasfitting

34 Geary St., above Kearny.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Gas Fitter,

72»« Waaliingtnn St. Opposite the Plaza,

SAN^ FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at-

tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IMPORTERS OF

(aras FixtuT-ess and.

P*lviiiil>ers' Suppliess.
122 AND 124 Sutter Street.

CALIFORNIA PLASTER DECORATION WORKS,

C E". SOI3:iLIjlB£?y, Proprietor,

861 MISSION STREET. Bet. Fourth and Fifth, SAN FRANCISCO.

CENTERS. BRACKETS, MOULDINGS, Etc.

ARTIFICIAL STOKE ORMAMENTATIOHS, WOOD CARVING AND MODEUBG,
FROM AGRICULTURAL DESIGNS,

Casting Patterns, Hoald tillnklns, Papier-Marhe, XInc and Composition Ornaments

Fivii Premium Awarded at the Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

FRITZ & KEAN,

r»LU]VtBEK:S, liITC,
Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance with sound sanitary principles.

130 Geary Street, San Francisco.

P. R. O'BRIEN,

Plumber and Gas Fitter.

334 Pine Street. San Francisco.

L. McNALLY It CO.
Importers and Manufacturers of

And Dealers in all kinds of IMnmbiiiji Material.

626 California Street, San Francisco.
BuilUin)^ fitted up with (Jas. Water, and Steam Pipes at tiie

lowest niaj-ket ra'es. Jobbin>f and Sliip l'luinbin>; promptly-
attended to Gas Fixtures re-bronzed, etc.

A New Work.

FOR PLUMBERS
Principles of House Drainage,

Fully Iltustrattd.

By J. PioKSRiNO Putnam, Cloth »I 00

Sanitary House Inspection.

A new work, by Wm. Paul Gerhard.

In cloth »1 00

Sewer Gas and Its Dangers.

An rxposition of common delects in house drainage and
practical uiformation relating to their remedy.

Illustrated by 21full page-plaits.

By Gborob Prkston Bkown. Clvtli f1 26
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BRICKLAYERS.
WM. E. S-^EVENS,

Bricklayer and Builder,

06Sce, 316 Montgomery St.

JOS. THORNHILL,

Bricklayer and Contractor,

Office, No. 35 Post Street, San Francisco

Boilers, Furnaces, Ovens, Grates, Etc.

O. E. BRADY,

Bricklayer and Builder,

822 Valencia Street.

DRAWING FOR BRICKLAYERS.

F. M. LOANK. J. F. RlLKT.

RILEY & LOANE,

ALIi KINDS OP BRICK WORK.
314 Montgomery Street, Room 11.

DRAWING FOR STONE MASONS.

ELEMENTS OF FREEHAND, OBJECT
AND PLAN DRAWING.

Two Double and Thirty-two Single pages of IllustrationB.
Cloth, $1.60.

Lessons in Freehand and Object Drawing,
and Concise History of Masonry.

Six Double and Twenty-five Single pages of Illustrations.
Cloth, 81.50.

PLASTERERS
J.R. ToBiN. Alex. Mennie

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS I'OR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PUSTERING,
CELLARS AND SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to,

Residence, 864 Mission St.

H. B. HEADLEY,

2913 California Street,

Workmen in my line fiin.ished fur any part of the Country.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING. COLORING, ETC.

Residence, 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 625 Gough.

D. F. MULVILLE,

PLASTERER.
20 Fair Oaks St., bet. 21st and 22d.

P. B. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street.

IS" All Jobbing promptly attended to.

H. EACAN,

PLASTERER,
110 BERNARD STREET.

Between Pacific and Broadway, Jones and Leavenworth.

PLASTER AND PLASTERING,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS;
How to Make and How to Use, and Rules for Computing and

Valuing the Same. By FRED. T. HODGSON. Cloth, $1.

PLASTERERS' MANUAL.

Revised Edition. Giving Description of Tools and Material

Used in Plastering, with Forms of Contracts, etc.

Cloth, 75 cents.

STAI R BUILDERS.

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry Street, JBet-ween 3d antl -^ttli.

Constantly on Hand or Made to Order,

STAIR RAILS, POSTS,
BALUSTERS, ETC.. ETC.

J. R. DREW,
STAIR BUILDEiR.

Shop in Enterprise Mill,

Steuart Street, bet. Howard and Folsom,

San Francisco.

F. Mclaughlin,
HTAIR, I3TJIL1)1i:K.

Fancy Newels Made to Order, and Archi-

tects' Designs a Specialty.

Shop, 120-1 22 Main St.,bet- Mission & Howard
SAX FRAKC18CO.

JP. B- IVTcKAY,
512 and 514 Fifth St., near Bryant.

Manufacturer of

INSIDE and OUTSIDE FINISH,
Stairs, Balusters and Newel Posts,

And All Kinds of

HARD WOOD FINISH.

N. P. LANGLAND,
Stair Builder & Wood Turner,

IVo. 407 Mission St.. SAN FRANCISCO.
Mechanics' Hall, Second Floor.

MISCELLAN EOUS
A. E. BUCKMAN,

314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER,
trading, .MaradauiixinK and St-wcriiiK

Done on Mhort Notice,

I. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
SS" AH Kinds of Grading, Macadamizing;, and Sewerage

Done on Short Notice.

718 VALENCIA STREET,
Between Eigliteenth and Nineteenth.

PINCK & HAMMOND,
IMET^L HOOFERS,
All liinjs of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing, Galvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Chimney-tops. IS' ROOFS repaired
and painted.

All Jobbing promptly attended to.

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

CRONAN & DUNBAR.

Galvaniz3Cl Iron Cornice Work
A SPECIALTY.

Ventilators, Chimney Tops, Etc.
Worlc d'Hie by us guaranteed.

1073 Market Street, bet. 6th and Tth.

JOHN P. SHELDON,
WHARF & BRIDGE BUILDER,

And General Contractor.
All kinds of wharf building materials constantlv on hand-

Particular attention given to country jobs and city founda-
tions.

No. 27 Steuart St., San Francisco, Cal.

A. F. NYE & CO.,

IMPORTED

Fine G-as Fixtures,
609 & 611 MARKET STREET.
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A. F. KNORP,
MAIN STREET MILL.

ELEVATORS,

RAILROAD CARS, MILL WORK,

GENERAL JOBBING WORK.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

MOULDINGS, BRACKETS,

Door and Window Frames,

Planing, Sawing, Turuing, Shaping, Wood

Carving,

120-122 Main Street,
- - - San Francisco

J. W. WESSON,

Pfqlff 9iil9ii
S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone Ko. 430.

RANSOME'S PATENTS
LICENSES AND TERRITORIAL RIGHTS FOR SALE,

Situation Wanted.

A Number of Draughtsmen want-

ing positions have left their

address at this Office.

ARCHITECTS M OTHERS

Dcsiriiiff same will please comninnicate

witli us,

SAVAGE, SON & CO..

MPHE nm\j

ARTIFICIAL STONE PAVEMENTS
Granted 1882.

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
Granted i 884.

CONCRETE MIXmG MACHmES,
Granted 1884-85.

APPARATUS FOR CONCRETE BUILDINGS, Granted 1885.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

EMEST L. RANSOME, 402 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

AND-

MACHINE WORKS,
135 to 145 FREMONT STREET,

SAN FBANUlSCO, CAL.

Architectural Iron Work of every description.

. PLUMBERS' PIPE AND FIHINGS.

Mantel Grates, Stable Fixttires, Ventila-

tors and Builders' Hardware.

a- SEND FOR TEICE LISTS.

DBCORATIONS.
Plastering Repaired and Whitened.

763 Market St., San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

SASH LOCKS ^ DOOR BOLTS.
A very important feature uf the IVES' SASH LOCK is in

its securely locking' when closed and simultaneously drawing
the meeting rails closely tf^^cther. All tlie movements are
a -complished by cams without the instrumentality of springs,
thus avoiding the possibility of getting out of order.

IVES' PATEXT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with a bit,

and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts

afford. Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Dour Bolts are protected
by nine letters patent, and are manufactured in over forty

styles of finish.

HOBART B. IVES & CO.,
Sole Manufacturers and Patentees,

New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.

HUNTINGTON, HOPKINS & CO,,
San Francisco, Cal., Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast.

BURR'S NEW WASTE PIPE HOPPER, For the NEW PLUMBING LAW.

a w .=

ill

3 •a 3

11

This Sl.ip Hopper completely traps the foul air and gases

arisii (f from brains and Sewers. Burr's Stench Trap
is superior to all others, and is the only one wljich preverjts

the drain-pipes from becoming stopped up. It can be pUced
in the yard, kitchen, or wherever convenient. The Trade
Supplied. The specifications of Architects call for Burr's No.

1 IIol'l'RR AND Trap Combisf.d, which is the best recommended
for its superiority. Mrnil for Circular.
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This hood protects the pipe and makes

it look neat; the front is open, making it

an open trap Hopper. It has a 2 and 4-

inch outlet.

Address 667 Mission St., San Francisco

BURR'S WEATHER STRIP, Harsha's Patent.
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CURLETT & CUTHBERTSON
Architects,

Offices, 307 Phelan's B lilding, Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

A. A. BENNETT,
Architect,

Rooms 45 and 46,

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

WRIGHT & SANDERS,
Architects,

No. 418 California Street,

San Francisco.

PISSIS & MOORE,
Architects,

217 Sansome Street, Room 1,

San FranciNoo.

JA8. SEADLER,
Architect,

SACRAMENTO,
Sutter Block, Corner J and Fifth.

A. LAVER,
Architect,

San FrantisfO Stock Exchangee Building,
Pine Street, bet. Sansome Hi. Mont^i^oniery,

Room 1».

! HUERNE &
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BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
FULL LINE

-OF-

Light and Dark

MANUFACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures.

The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that wiH not wear

out or break.

Dunham, Carrigao
& Co M

-DEALERS IN-

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Ktc, ii:tc-

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

Manufacturers of Saws
OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION.

Nos. 17 and 19 FREMONT STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAi^.

AGENTS FOR

C. B. PAUL'S FILES, H. BOYERS' LACE LEATHER.
C. p. SHEFFIELD. N. W. SPAULDING.

J. PATTERSOX. SAW aEFAiBiira m all its beancees.

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY,
-— i^oi^

Planing Mills,

Railroad Shops,

Car Builders,

House Builders,

Cabinet Makers
ETC., ETC. SINGLE SPINDLE UPRIQHT SHAPER.

NO. 2 SCROLL SAW.

GOODELL & WATERS
CORNER THIRTY-FIRST AND CHESTNUT STREETS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

tW Parties in corresponding will obli^^e us by nientii'iiiny: tins jutper. BRACKET BAND SAW.

Pacific Press Publishing Mouse
12th and Castro Sts.. Oakland, 529 Commercial St., San Francisco.

Prmters, EngraveES, iiadeis, Electrotypers,! Stereotypsrs,

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Kine Catalogue Work: a Specialty.

.Send for Estimates. Tliis Journal is among the many printed by the Pacific Press.
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'I Single Copies, 20 cents.

CALVIN NUTTING & SON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Iron Doors i Shutters
Wrought Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, Tie Bonds,

Burglar Proof Bank Vaults and Safes.

Architectural, Plain & Ornamental Iron Wor][,

Sole Manufacturers of the

Patent Tubular Wheelbarrow.

227 ana 229 MAIN ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Class Mmi and Umi Works.

Crx, MTAl\ei>, and <^KOrMl> Ut.A$$t$.

Glass Cutting Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Stained Glass Works,
1218 & 1215 Howard St.

ARCHITECTURE.

(Civil.) A Theoretical and Practical System of Buikliny;

BY EtDWARD SHAW.
102 Plates. To "hngr is added a Treatise on Gotliic Aiclii-

tecture, by T. W. Snloway and Geo. M. Harding, Architects.

(Bleventh Kaition) ill Cloth SIO.OO

Fr. H ROSEXBAUM & CO

Plate and Window Glass,

MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS
(Quicksilver and Patent Back).

No. 5U7 Market IStreet, opp. Sansonie.

PARQUET FLOORS.

WM. HANNAM & CO.,

Wholesale and Retail.

1 293 FIFTH AVE.,
NEW YORK.

Seven-eig:liths in. tonirued and
r.'oved. Kurnpeari styles, solid

and sub^tantiid. Alsi., % \n. Fancy Wood Carpet Floors.

«afSend two-cent stamp for Book of Designs.

Mechanics' Lien Law, with Supreme Court
Decisions. Complete, from Dkering's Code
OF Civil Procedure. New and only correct

copy. PuhliK/ied by this Journal, bound in cloth.

Price, 50 cents. Sent by mail to any address,

postage paid.

Every Architect and Mechanic should have a Copy-

The Trade Supplied.

Sewer

GARLAND
Gas

WESTERN IR0N WBRKg.

(Successors to John R. Sims & Son),

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wrought-Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. Sole Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

Champion Metallic Wheelbarrow.

Iron Hoofs and Oasometera Manv/actured
to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,
Between Sliesion and Howard.

VERY RARE, AND
be.*i:tiful,!ONYX

Mantels, wltli Newest Styles ot GrateS:

I^e^estals, Taloles, Etc.

Wareroom-BRANNAN STREET,
Between Fiftii and Sixth.

J. & F. KEtiiSRIiER.

J. KEMP & CO..

,^f^P' Tupipiij, ^mf^, ^^m^,
Recommended by all the Architects I

ill California. i

(JFFICE-lO.ii HnoADWAY, Oak-
land. CABINET MAKING.
For Sale by Plumbers.

; 112 MISSION STREET, bet. .Main and Spear. San Fiancis

Architectural Perspective.
J^^^^s r. kelly, edward denny & co.,

:
IIPORTER OF PAINT.OILSIINDOW GLASS :

Drawing Paper and Materials.

I Matleiatlcal and SnrveyiDg InstrumeEts.(For beginners.) A New Work, partioularly valuable to those
desirinjf to become proficient in Practical Perspective. Con-
taining Plates and Examples.

BY F. A. WRIGHT.
In Cloth mS.OO

AXD MAXUFACTURER Or" THE

xTv/r-nxnT-iTr..TT a t-it t-, » r-rtr i-it^ t^ a TT.Tm
'

Statloncrs, Printers, and Biiuik-Book Slaiiufactuvers; CixilEn-
IM-TILKISHABIjE mixed PAINT, gineers. Surveyors, Architects, ard Draushtsmen's Supplies.

.Sole A^cnt for Chance Bros. & Co.'s l(ioz.,21oz.,and26
I

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
oz. C. .M Glass, Polished Plate, and Mirrors.

, Between California and Sacramento Streets, San Francisco.

ftil and •i'iSt Market Street. S. F. it--^ Send for Sample of our New Detail Paper, "^tlR
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BROWELL'S PATENT CHIMNEYS,

SL^^^ItLS V8Ti3FLlfS> i./^f^tflT'^^TO®^

T Ornnrla* Socket PJp«. HMtacer. lacreaMn alMBBCsm,

niind Hol* Trap> P. Trap* 0. I^apk
\

All Sizes of the above on hand and for sale at the Lowest Prices.

First Pre.'nlam Sliver Medal of Mechanics' Institute awarded for Patent
Chimneys and Ornamental Cbimney Tops.

ARE THE ONI.T CHintNElTS where BANDS and FILLING can
be used to make a SMOKE and AIR-TIGHT JOINT, and with
Iron Rods or Strapped to the Buildingp.
The U. S. Circuit Court has granted me a perpetual injunction a^^ainst L. E. Clawson and Jos. S.

Brown. All persons are cautioned against usine an y improvement in sectional chimneys patented
by me. Manufactured and for sale bv J. BROWELL. 727 Montgomery Street, S . F.

REESE LLE WELL YN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY.

133 and 135 Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Wm. H. Milliken,

Meclianical Engineer anil DrauElitsman,

MANUFACTURER OF

MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts and MacMnery Castings

OF ALL KINDS.

MILLIKEN'S PATENT HYDRAOLIC RAM

E L E VAT O R,
Contractor and Designer

FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF ELEVATORS, CABLE I

PAILWAYS, SMOKE BURNING APPARATUS

ENGINES, BOILERS AND ALL OTHER

KINDS OF .MACHINERY.

Office, 9* Califttrnia St., Rooms 19 and *0.

"
IT IS ALMOST HUMAN."

The lorlon

DOOE CHECK and SPEIHO
Renders Slamming of Doors an Impossibilit} .

FRANK D. MORRELL,
' ase Markft Nt., nr. Front, San Francisco.

CARPENTER and JOINER.

ILLUSTEATLD BY 86 PLATES.

In cloth,

BY JAMES H. MONCKTON,

Address this office.

«5 00

ENAMELED, POLISHED,
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS

MaJe in representation of Ancient and Mod
ern Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau-

rel. Elack Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Costl

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood. I

RANGES
French (set in brick). Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles I Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Fainted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO., ^-ii^«?Jl^.'^tv^if^S?i'''
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Pacific Rolling Mill Co.
1

JJ. MANUFACTURERS OF

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON,

S.^3Sr I^I^-^IrTOISCO, C.A.Ij.

L

Rolled Beams,

Rolled Beams, Do'xble,

Angle, Channel, and T Iron,

Bridge and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws,

Nuts, Washers, etc.

Steamboat Shafts,

Cranks, Pistons,

Connecting Rods.

Rolled Beams, 4, 6, 8, and lOi inch.

Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames.

Mining Machinery Forgings,

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Hammered Iron of every description.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Block, Room I.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, .35, 40, 50,

and 56 pounds to the vard. ±
No. 29:

Tie Latest, Lowest m Price,

AND MOST ACCURATE

IRECTORY
Of tho Architects in tho United States and Territories ever pntlished.

Hoinid in Ihmrd. Sentfree on receipt of^l.oo^ by t/ie

USEFUL PUBLISHING CO., 1293 Broalway, New Yort
CaII the Httciitioii of the Architect to your production aiul be assured that

if it hail 3IEKIT you have also reachtnl the Owner,
Builder, Mason, Decorator, etc,

BLUM, EPPSTEIN & CO.,

MAUUPACTUBERS OF

Inlaid Wood Flooring
WOODEN MANTELS,

Hard Wood Interiors

Office and Parlors 126 Kearny St., 2(1 Floor.

FACTORY 209-227 FELL STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

T>. ZEGM.IO,

Carrara Marble Works.

MANUFACTURER OF

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

1319 MISSION STREET,

Between Dlh luid 10th, SAN FRANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

Kvery Descrijttion of Metal Goods Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC.

Old work refinished, repaired, and plated equal to new.

Silver Plated Amaleraniatins Plates, for eav-

iny jfold in Quartz, Placer, Gravel, and Beach Mining.
G5» and 655 mSSIOSf WTHV.Wt,

Between New Montgomery and Third, San Francisco, Cal.

K. ^i, DEKNISTO^V Proprietor.

San Francisco Wire Works

C. H. GRUENHAGEN,

669 Mission St. bet. Third & New Montgomery,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Manufacturer of

PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORK,

Wire Gates & Slwtters, Bank & Olce Ralliiig,

store Fixtures, Wire Figures, & Hat Stands.

Arches, Flower Stands, Baskets, Trel-

lises, Window Guards, Coal Screens,

Fenders, etc., etc-

Harvey s Hot WaterRadiator

Ho. 23 SmEKSOH STEEET,

NEAR FIRST,

San Francisco.

-FOR-

RESIDENCE

'

No. ^66 Caledonia Ave.,

Oakland.

PVarfning
-AND-

PRIVATE RESIDENCES

AND

PUBLIC DWELLINGS.
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THXS SPRINGFIEIiiD GAS IKEACIIINSp
Manufactured by GILBERT & BARKER, Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Massachusetts,

Improved under nearly

Twenty Years
Manufacture and Experience,

Is offered in a more P^Tfect
State than ever before.

It is especially adapted to

LpfigCount[|
Houses

HOTELS, STORES,

Blocks of Buildings,

HULLS, FJCIOBIES, ETC,

V-

OVER

500 in Use
ON THE PACIFIC COAST,

And all
giving

Perfect Satisfaction

Send for Illustrated Circular giv-

ing full Information.

A. F. NYE & CO.,

Importers of Gas Fixtures,

609 & 611 MARKET STREET

(Gkand Hotel),

SAN FRANCISCO.

Sole Asents.

WALL PAPER,
Interior Decorating,

WINDOW SHADES,

PTOOIVI IVIOXJL13IIVOH,

LINCRUSTA WALTON,

JPaper Hang-ers' Tools.
—And a full line of—

Ingrain Tapestry and Body Brussels Carpets

JAMES DUFFY,
917 MAKKKT il^TREET.

Address DIBBLE MANUFACTURING CO., Trenton, N. J.

fiORDON HARDWARE CO.

AGENTS IN

SAW FKAKCISCO and

I1O8 Angeles, Cat..

AND

SEATTLE, W. T.

HEMACITE
BOOR MOBS,
BRAWER KNOBS,

SHUTTER KNOBS, .

'

HOUSE TRIMMINGS.

2
H
R

O

SO
>
H
W

"9

M

For all interior woric these knobs are unsurpassed.
Fully guaranteed to stand as long as the doors.

New and )>eautiful designs.

Moderate in price.

G. CASHMORE,
BRADSTREET'S,

T/ie Weekly Financial and Commercial Newspaper,

-PUBLISHEU BY THE-

m ALL ITS BRANCHES,

IlEALEK IN

~l) Paints,
Oil,

Glass,
AND

WALL PAPER,

550 Vaiubncia St., - = San i'^i^ANCisco.

OWNERS
who are about to lie-paint, Drain, Fresco, or otherwise beau-

tify thuir hfnnes or property, will save time and money liy eommunieat-

ing with me.

Bradstreet Mercantile Agency,
/s Now in Its Thirteenth Volume,

And stands at the head of all the finaneial and commercial periodicals of

this country, and ia surjjaase
' by none in Europe. In the twelve volumes

already issued can be found more original and carefully prepared matter—
facts and figures

—
relating to busines.s topics than can be found in any

other i)erio(lical for the same period. Nor is it surprising tliat it luis

reached and maintains this position, for it is owned and publislied by a

large corporation
—The Bradstreet Company, witli its cash capital and

.assets of over )|1;I,400,000, its nearly 100 br<inch offices, and its small army
of over l,(iOO salaried eniploy<?s and 65,000 regular correspondents. This

organization makes extensive investigations into industrial and other

matters, gathers full reports of tlie condition and prospects of the leading
crops, and exhibits regularly the state of business, practically making
HrmUlrefl's the authority as to the condition and prospects of the commer-
cial world. It needs but a glance at the ncwspajier to satisfy any one that
its publishers have been ambitious more than avaricious, for in no wi»y are

its pages made up to cater to the popular taste or to serve the purposes of

loud or insinuating advertisers. No trivial or sensational matters are ever
to l>e found in its columns, but the whole 900 large pages a year .ire so

solidly packed with news, reports, iliscussions, decisions, find data as to

make lirmUlterl'n an !vcceptable an<l almost indispensable journal for pro-

gressive business men. I'l-ice, Five Dollars a Year. Executive Offices,

270, 281, 283 Broadway, New York.
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J. P. SHELDON,

Whaff and
Bnrfge

Builder,

INCORPORATED A. D. 1819-

CASH ASSETS,

$9,054,610.58

PACIFIC BRANCH3U CALIFORNIA STREET,

SAN FHA
N- W. "WINTON, GEO. C. BOAR OMAN,

San F^rancisco Agent. General Agen.t.

Established A. D. 1822. Capital, $5,000,000.

>Stains
FOR SHINGLES,

CLAPBOARDS, FENCES.EITC.

Sam H Cabot
7^|tB^ STREET
'°»ilr^ Boston
SEND FDR CIRCULAR

C» MML® ®«

General Agents for Pacific Coast.

OIFiFIC EJ:

3Q9 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

JOSEPH SMITH,
CONTRACTOR FOR

BRICKWORK, STONEWORK,

GRADING,

SEWER WORK and PATENT CHIMNEYS.

Agent for Qladding McBean

Sewer Pipes, Patent Chimneys,

AMU TERRA COTTA WARE.

BRICK FOUNDATIONS
Put under frame building at the sliortest notice and most

reasonable rates.

YARDS: Valencia St., be?.. 17tli anil INtli

and !i033, %»35, 2»37 9Ii88ion Stp«'et, bet. 25th

and »6th.

M. B. RICHARDSON.

BRICKLAYER & BUILDER.

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS,

COJPIIVCJS,

CEMETERY WORK OF ALL KINDS.

Agent for

Kinney's Tubular Fountain Enclosure

for Cemeteries.

OfiBce, 314 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

Residence, 624 Shotwell Street.

Shop. Broderick and O'FarreU.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Co. of California

FIRE AND MARINE.

Principal Oloe, 439 Ealiforiiia «t, 2af8 Deposit BnilJicg.

SAN FKANXiSCO

JOHN H. WISE, Viesident.

CHAS A. LATON, Secretary.

W. D. PERINE,
MA.NUVACTURKR OF

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Garden Walks.

Basement Floors, Carriage Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building Stone,

URNS, VASES, STONE COPING and STEPS

Entrance to Ometery liOts. Caskets,

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

SAN FKANCiSCO OFFICE, 28 New Muntgoniery St. OAK-

LAND OFFICE, 467 Ninth st. Residence, 809 Gale st. Oaliland.
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WALL
Imitation Stained Qlass,

iiiooiiisii fuet woue.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

THE CELEBRATED

For Genersl DranglitiM and lor llie Bine Process,

''Bon Accord" Detail, Paper,
Profile and Cross Section Papers,

Perfect Joint Drazving Instruments.

QUEEN & CD'S Improved TRANSITS and LEVELS, TAPES,
CHAINS, RODS, UULES, and DRAWING MATE-

RIALS of E^e^y Description.

List and Description of our TEN Catalogues
sent on application.

QUEEN & CO., Philadelphia.

CEO. L. HENZEL,

Flecbic and Mechanical Call Bells,

SPEAKING TUBES & TELEPHONES,

Patent Door Openers and Letter Box Plates. Ga» Ligliting

by Electricity.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

Sesideice, 1912 StEiner Street; Uasnfactory, 130S Steiaer Street

Bet Busli asd Fine, SAIT FSAUCISCO.

^Teleplione No. 4118.

MARBLE MAUmS,
ONYI BELGIAN BLACK, TENNESSEE

ITALIAN AND STATUARY

TILE mm, HEARTHS k FINE GRATES.

"w. H. Mccormick,

827 MARKET ST., BET. 4th AND 5th.

TlieModsr&Eouss-Ilarpeiiler'sCoiiipm

By W. A. SYLVESTER.

45 FULL PAGE PLATES; 210 PAGES

Printed on leavy calenilerel naper, and snManlially tionnd'

Ctmtaiiis rules for framing pitch, hip, valley, French &x\^

Mansard roofs, trusses, splayed and circular work; plain an'l

winding stairs, markings on rules and squares.

THE SLIDE EUL^ AND HOW TO USE IT (8 pages)

Builder's estimates, glossary, eight plans for houses, etc.

etc. Many who own more expensive works on carpentry
have bought this book, saying that it is more easily under-

stood and that it contains all that the majority of workmen

require, beside giving much valuable information not given
in other works. 4,000 copies sold in three years attest its

popularity. Nearly 70 copies of an earlier and much inferior

edition were sold in 8 days by a canvasser in Newport, 11. I.

Another sold 15 copies in Boston in a single day. Get a copy
and study it these long winter evenings. Single copies sent

free by mail on receipt of the price, $2.00, by Cupj les, Up-
ham & Co., 283 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. David

Williams, 83 Reade Street, New York. Jansen McClurg & Co. ,

Chicogo. 111. A. L. Bancroft & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Only can\ assers are supplied by W. A. Sylvester, 8 Chester

Avenue, Chelsea, Mass., and C. S: Atkinson, 230 Michigan

Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

NOTICE,
OWNERS and OONTEACTORS !

Bell Hanging, Gas Lighting,

Locksmithiiig in All Its Branches.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

769 MARKET STREET.

B0^v^i30i:Nr'S

EOTAEY TOP

Kitchen cabinet
County and State Rights For Sale.

An entirely new principle for giving access to content

without the use of drawers.

AU contents are made accessible by one simple movement

of the top.

For Simplicity of Construction, this table will commend

itself to all who wish to enj,'age in its manufacture .

For County or State Rights for Pacific Coast, or any part

of the United States, inquire of

li. M. BO^VDOIK, Stockton.

tS" Full particulars in regard to above Cabinet can also be

had by addressing the olfice of this Journal.

GERMANIAAVHITE LEAD
Guaranteed to lie Superior to any Lead made for Fineness, WMteness, and Covering Capacity.

ACME RUBBER PAINT,
Mixed Ready for Use—All the Latest Shades and Colors.—Send for Sample Book.

Manufactured by the CRYSTAL PLATE GLASS CO., of St. Louis, Missouri.

SULLIVAN $c RAVEKES,
Manufacturers of White Leads, Colors, and Zincs,

SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO.
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Material Facts for Owners' Consideration.

/T^'OOD buildings are sometimes erected without the profes-
I^ sional services of an architect. But whether as good and

as complete as they would have been under the planning and

superintendence of a competent architect, is a question. Tlie

proposition suggested is reasonabh'. For the incessant and per-

petual study of an architect is to discover and develop new ideas,
to determine and mature better plans, to overcome difficulties

encountered in prior experiences, to provide against defects and
errors which may have occurred, and in a word concentrate the

entire energies of his mind and brain to producing improved re-

sults; and it is not reasonable to suppose that among men of

equal intelligence, education, judgment, industry, and advan-

tages, those who devote their time, and employ their mental and

physical energies in special pursuits, can properly understand and

practice their selected avocation, and, by incidental application,
also understand as proficiently those specialties which others,
their equals in all intellectual and physical senses, have made
matters of constant study and daily application. Men generally
master not more than one thing or calling, and as the " old saw "

goes,
"
They that are jacks at all trades master none." We ad-

mit that there are a host of contractors who would have become
most excellent architects had they so appli(>d tliemselves. But a

reasonably perfected knowledge of architecture can only lie ob-
tained by the possession of the natural (jualiKcations of mind and

judgment, and constant practice and study. Incidental scholas-

tic and superficial knowledge does not, by any means, qualify men
to assume the practice of a profession, than whicli no otlier re-

quires the more intense exercise of every mental and intellectual

faculty. Hence, we find men calling themselves architects who
are simply pretenders, mere frauds, aspiring to be what they can
never become, through fatal defects in their natural or acquired
qualifications. But mistakes sometimes occur even with the
best and most careful architects, and generally when no architect

is employed, and most always when buildings are ntrusted to

the manipulations and control of parties whose presumption is

only equaled by their fearful lack of judgment, and complete ig-
norance of every correct principle of architecture.

Building Movements.

BUT
little of more than ordinary interest has developed dur-

ing the pg,st month in building circles. Yet our monthly
report presents a more favorable showing than has either

of the preceding months of the present year. Our January
report sliowed a gain over the same month for '8.*) in the sum of

$4.5,.'),3.5, which was followed by a falling ofT in February and
March of |608,218. But May furnishes returns in building
facts which places it $320,781 ahead of May of previous year,
and so far recovers the lost ground of the two prior months.

The architects' offices generally in this city have been, and are
well filled with engagements, so much so that we have not been
able to find competent draughtsmen to fill the many orders sent
to this office for lielp. The offices in San Francisco are well sup-

plied, with but occasional applications for draughtsmen, and then

always ior first-class, covipeAent men. From other parts of the
State orders have been received, but in every instance with,
" send us good man," thus indicating that the tendencies are
such that it requires the best of architectural and drauglitnian
skill to meet the demands of clients. But the supply has not

been, and is not at present equal to the demand.
The prices of building materials and labor remains in favor of

owners, and the fierceness of competition
—if the recklessness

illustrated by the figuring done by some contractors is worthy to

be so denominated—removes all liability of contracts being let

for more than a fair value on the transaction
;
and as often as

otherwise the contract amount falls short of paying one hundred
cents on the dollar at completion. So that, as a rule, gains and

advantages are mainly with owners.

Some of the amounts given in our building intelligence list are
but partial. Those on the Nightingale building, of .$8,926, and
on the Davis liros.' building, of |34,18,^, being sums in addition
to partial statements heretofore made on the same structures.

The .$249,,'500 on J. C. Flood's building includes only the car-

penter work, $102,000; cast-iron work, $49,000; wrought-iron
work, 145,000; grading, $.5,500; and brickwork, f48,000.
There are several contracts yet to be let. The summary for the
month shows :

119 frame buildings value, $496,126
4 brick " "

312,870
18 alterations and additions "

78,050

141 Total for current month $887,046

COKRESPOKDINO MONTH OF 1885.

147 engagements total value, $566,265

Gain in May, 1886, over same, 1885 $3?0,781

The exigency of getting a living, and this is especially true in

large towns and cities, compels many children to begin work
when they ought to be at school. This is unpleasant, but it is

nevertheless a fact. As labor makes the wealth which pays
taxes, it is no more than an act of justice that children thus

compelled by circumstances to work through the day should be

provided with facilities for pursuing in the evenings the studies

they have dropped. To this end evening schools, including those

equal in every respect to the "
high schools," now a part of the

school system of most towns and cities, should be established.

This would enable many an ambitious young man to do with

greater dispatch and less labor what he will probably do anyway,
viz., acquire a fair education of the kind attained in schools. In
these times the need of education is pressing, and every facility
for its acquirement should be provided. As previously inti-

mated, a young man of the right quality is likely to learn any-
way, but as the labor of those who are obliged to work in years
when they ought to be at .school goes to enrich the community,
they have a right to demand that the way lie smoothed for them.—American Machinist.

The State Department at Washington has issued a pamphlet
belonging to its series of U. S. Consular Reports, entitled

"Scouring of Wool in Belgium, Great Britain, and Germany."
The pamphlet illustrates three machines used in Belgium for this

purpose.
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Bay ^Vindows over Street Lines.

SAN
FRANCISCO has been, and not inappropriately, styled

the city of bay windows. Within the past twenty years or

more, but very few—safe to say not more than two and

one-half per cent—of all dwelling and tenement houses erected

within the county limits, other than those in the erection of

which the closest economies have been practiced, that one or

more bay windows have not been added. When attached to

buildings sitting back from the street lines, the number and

sizes are always regulated by tlie pleasure or caprice of the owner

or architect. But when projecting over the lines of streets, the

sizes are supposed to be regulated by the "
fire limit laws," which

prescribe both width or spread, and projection beyond the face of

the walls.

Until recently, the limitations as to sizes have been a source

of annoyance and vexation to both architects and the firewar-

den's department of the city government. The limit of spread
across the front has heretofore been entirely too restricted and

arbitrary in all cases; so that an architect in preparing plans
was allowed no greater privilege' in proportions in a frontage of

twenty-five feet, than he would be entitled to apply in one of

eighteen feet, with the restricted width of eight feet no greater
than would be proper for the eighteen feet front. Consequently,

buildings of greater cost, size, and pretensions were denied the

proportionate necessary increase of spread.

• CORNER BAY WINDOWS,

Until the recent amendment, were also prohibited by the ordi-

nance. But the ordinance being so framed that parties with

sufficient influence might, and often have danced through its loose

meshes by securing permits of privilege not common to all, ex-

cept through channels not understood by some, who recognize
ordinances passed by the proper authorities as general and con-

clusive alike upon all. Hence tiie iniquitous special permit

practice worked injustice; for even if two parties applied for like

privileges, the one being in good favor or possessing the neces

sary influence outside the true merits of the case, and the other

having in some way rendered himself obnoxious, or gained dis-

favor in certain directions, tlie one might, and in cases has been

denied privileges granted to the other. This sort of thing has

been done in this city in many cases of "
special permits," other

than bay windows.

THE ORDINANCE AMENDED.

The universal objection to the restrictions enforced by the

original ordinance, and the numerous conflicts encountered by the

ffuardians of tlie law in the matter of bay windows—architects

and builders generally disregarding the limits prescribed, and ex-

ercising their individual judgments in the matter—the amend-

ments following have been passed by the Board of Supervisors,

and are the law in the case until clianged by subsequent munici-

pal legislation.

Ordkr No. ,—Amendatory of Sections 27, 36 and 38 of Order No. 1.752, to

define tlie Fire Liniita of the City and County of San Francisco and makinfj: regulations

coneerniti^f the erection and use of building in said City and County.
The People of the City and County of San Francisco do ordain as follows:—
Suction 1. Section 27 of Order 1,752 is hereby amended so as to read as follows:—

[Bay or Oriel Windows—Swell Fronts.]

Skctios 27. No person' shall build a bay or oriel window which shall project over

the line of any street more than three feet, or more than nine feet in width, nor shall the

bottom of said bay or oriel window be less than thirteen (13) feet from the sidewalk. No

bay or oriel window shall be constructed upon any street, lane, alley or place which

is less than thirty-five feet in width. No swell front shall be erected unless the walls are

entirely of fireproof materials, and no bay or oriel window shall project from any swell

front. Bay or oriel windows constructed in frame buildings shall have piers or spaces of

not less than live feet in width between them. Bay or oriel Windows constructed in

brick buildings shall, for a two-story building, have piers of not less than six feet in

width between them, and for a four story building, the piers separating said windows
shall not be less than eight feet in width; and no bay or oriel window shall be more than

fo\ir stories in height above the sidewalk. No bay or oriel window shall be erected on the

corner of any brick building. The joists of bay windows in brick buildings shall be sup-

ported on lintels of iron at each story, said lintels to be the full width of the wall anil rest

eight inclies on each jamb, and the top of the openings shall be covered with a brick or

stone arch. The exterior framework of such bay or oriel windows constructed in brick

buildings shall be covered with fireproof material.

Suction 2. Section 36 of Order 1,752 is hereby amended so as to read as follows:—

[Scuttles and Skylights in Roofs.
)

Section 36. All store buildings o\er one story in height in the City and County of

San Francisco, whether already erected or hereafter to ho built, shall have scuttle frames

and covers or bulkheads and doors made of or covered with some fire-proof material; and

all scuttles shall have ladders leading to tlie same; and all such scuttles or bulkheads

shall be kept so as to be ready f^r use at all times, and all scuttles shall imt he less in

size than two (2) feet by three (3) feet; and if a bulk head is used or substituk'cl in any
building in place of a scuttle it shall ha\ e stairs » ith a sutlicient guaril or handrail lead-

ing to the roof. The door in Oie biilkiiead or any scuttle, shall at no time be locked, but

may be fastened on the inside by movable bolts or hooks.

All skvlights of buildings outside of the fire limits where placed less than three feet

in height 'above the roof shall be enclosed with a substantial railing not less than three

feet in height. Within the fire limits all skylights exceeding twenty superficial feet shall

have the frame and the sash forineil with iron, and if not glazed with glass, three-six-

teenths of an inch in thickness, shall be covered with protecting screens of No. 10 (or

heavier) wire with meshes of not more than one and a half inches, said screens to be se-

cured to the iron frames at least three inches from the glass.

Sbcnon 3. Section 3S of Order 1,752 is hereby amended to read as follows:—
[Removal of Dangerous Walls, Buildings, Chimneys, Smokestacks or Other Appurtenances

to a Building, Sheds or Fences.
|

Skction .31. Whenever, in the judgment of the Bo.anl of Fire Wardens, any build-

ing, wall, chimney or smokestack, or other appurtenance to a building, shall, from any
cause whatever, be in a situation to be dangerous to persons or property; or when any
wooden building within the fire limits shall, in the judgment of the said Board, be dam-

aged by lire or decay to the extent of forty (40) per cent ol its actual value, to be esti-

mated above the line of sidewalk in front of said building, the Hoard of Fire Wardens

shall immediately give notice to the owner or owners i>f such building, wall, chimney or

smokestack, or other appurtenances to a building, sheds or fences, or to his, her or their

agent, or the person having the control thereof, if the itwner cannot be found, to remove

the same forthwith; and the person receiving such notice shall, within forty-eight hours .

after receiving the same, comply with the requirement thereof. In the event of a dis-

pute as to the amount of damage caused by fire between the owner and the Board of

Fire Wardens, said liispute shall be determined by arbitration of competent mechanics,
the owner to select one arbitrator, the Board of Fire Wardens the other; and in case that

the arbitrators so chosen cannot agree, they shall select a third, and the decision of the

majority shall be final and conclusive—all expenses of the arbitration to be paid by the

owner.

Heretofore, corner bay windows have not been allowed, and

still are forbidden in the erection of brick buildings. But Sec-

tion 27 as amended, omits frame buildings from this restriction.

Consequently, those who desire them, can erect corner bay win-

dows at the intersection of any two streets, over the sidewalk,

where the distance from the sidewalk to soffit of the bay is not

less than 14 feet.

A Queer Suit against an Architect.

TTTHE story runs thus: Some year or more ago, a lady called

'I* on Mr. T. J. Welsh, architect, and entered into an ar-

rangement for plans, specifications, etc., for two buildings,

to cost f10,000. The agreement for compensation was fixed at

five per cent for full professional services, and two and one half

per cent should the liuildings not lie erected. They were not,

and the arcliitect allowed his claim to remain un-settled until—
to save an " out-law"—suit was commenced in a justice's court for

the sum of |250, being the agreed sum for plans, specifications,

etc. Rather than meet the case in court, the lady, by her at-

torney, proposed a compromise, and the claim was settled for

$150, and receipt in full passed. No demand at the time of set-

tlement was made by the client for possession of the plans, etc.,

l)ut a few days afterward, the architect was asked to surrender

possession of the papers. This he refused to do upon tiie ground
that all plans, drawings, and specifications were the property of

the architect producing the same, and that tlie client had no

right to their possession, beyond the uses to be made of them in

case the work went on.

The lady client not being satisfied with this, upon advice of

her attorney, commenced an action against the architect to re-

cover the plans, etc., and also the money paid him, claiming that

he had not performed his contract with her. The case occupied
about a full day of the time of the court, and the testimony ad-

duced by the arcliitect proving conclusively, that by the rules of

architectural practice in this State, and generally throughout the

United States and in Europe, the plans and specifications made

by an architect are his, and not the client's possessory property,

beyond the uses for which they are intended to be applied in the

progress of the work proposed to be done undc^r them. Judgment
was rendered in favor of the defendant.

This decision, as far as it goes, establishes the rights of archi-

tects and owners in reference to the ownership and possession of

plans, etc., even if paid for by the client. An architect is not

supposed to sell his plan.s, drawings, and specifications, but simply
to embody and delineate on paper his own and his client's

thoughts and ideas, shaping and utilizing them to best advan-

tage; and tlie compensation received for services goes no f rtlier

than payment for his professional knowledge and skill in pro-

ducing the desired results, to be exemjilififid in actual construc-

tion in case the work goes on.

This may appear to some as a hardship upon owners, but it

has another bearing of great importance to architects, who, as a

rule, suffer injustice? aveij time they part possession with plans,

etc., worked out by them, as thereby they lose control over t\w

results of their studies, and make it possible for others to reap

the benefits which should be enjoyed by the men who conceive

and shape the form of thought, and mechanical and professional

ideas which might never have been conceived by others in the

same form. It is simply retaining possession of tlie thing legiti-

mately owned.

Great Influx of Strangers.

CTT S the result of the railroad war and low faies, very many

r\ thousands of people, representing nearly every section of

J tlu! United States, have "come to see California" giMier-

ally, and San Francisco in particular; some from motives of

pleasure and curiosity; others uniting with these, liusiness ob-

jects and interests, and possible permanent abiding in this State

or city; and a large luimlx'r of working jieople inspired by the

liope tliat the d<>maiid for labor upon this coast would be such as

to give employment to all wage-earners wjio might avail them-

selves of the unpreced(!iit(Hl oi)portunities alfonhnl by the railroad

people of crossing tli<! Continent " for a .song." Of the latter,
—

those wlio have come to California with no other expectation or

purpose tlian to find work as journeymen mechanics, artisans, or

laborers,—a v<?ry large proiiortion must meet di.sap|iointment; as
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the labor market was well supplied before the cotntnenceinent of

the great rush of visitors or iintnigrants which has within a few
weeks added so many thousands to th(! nundier of strangers
" within our gates."

Tlie peophi of California would only too gladly welcome that

condition of things whicli would give cniployniciit to knis of

thousands of the hardy sons of toil, other than those whose homia
for years have been in this city and State; but with no new

special developments in business enterprise, nor any unfolding in

any direction demanding an increase of skilled or unskilled labor,
over and above the resident supply, it is impossible that more
than a limited number of the more persevering and diligimt seek-

ers should find employment.
New discoveries, recjuiring large foi'ces to operate them, or

offering inducements to those willing to risk the uncertainties of

fortune in pursuit of prospective results; the expansion of great
interests and improvements demanding a large amount of manual

labor, and tht? employment of thousands of working people to

prosecute them, present inducements and justify the concentra-

tion, and gathering together at available points of a sufficient

number of men to meet and supply the demand. But a rush of

people to a given center, where none of these exigencies exist,
and all the conditions are normal, with supply fully equal to de-

mand, disappointment must result to some.

A ClIANCK FOE EAUNEST MEN.

Although what we have written expresses the general condi-

tion of things in California, as far as any considerable nundjer of

wage-earners recently arrived are concerned, there are neverthe-

less, reasonably well sustained good prospects for a goodly number
if really competent and qualified men to find employment. This
of course will depend largely upon the earnestn(;ss with which
(!ach in his njspective calling shall seek to secure an engagement.
The chances for the competent and skillful men are fair, but
those who are not will find it difficult to obtain more than inci-

dental opportunities to labor as per diem workmen.
This however may be added—that the element of versatility

and progressiveness abounds in California, and there are doubt-
less very many as yet undeveloped means, methods and chan-
nels of business successes and enterprises possible of introduction
in this State; so that those who may fail in the realization of their
first conceived purposes, may, by the exercise and practical aj)plica-
tion of that genius so universally accorded to the descendants of the

Pilgrim Fathers, lead to results of—at present, unthoughtof magni-
tude. Necessity is .said to be the mother of invention, and it is to
be hoped that many who have come, not finding openings ready
made for them, nor grooves run, into which without effort they
may settle, will go to work and make openings and plow new
grooves in which to operate, alike with profit to themselves and
benefit to the general interest. The resources of California are

by no means exhausted, but remain awaiting further develop-
ments which, we hope, will, in many directions, be stimulated by
the massing of so many new people on this coast at the present
time.

The Growth of San Francisco.

yyiEWED from the early days
—the time when the briny

ocean tides ebbed and flowed over nearly every foot of that

portion of the city now occupied by substantial brick build-

ings in which the great bulk of importing and mercantile business

V

is at present transacted; the days when steam-ships of three, four,
and five thousand tons lay at anchor, or securely moored to piers
and wharves, three and four blocks inshore-ward from the pres-

ent eastern bulkhead or water front; when the block upon wliich

the present post-office and appraisers' building was so deep in

mud and tide water that tht; bottom could not be reached by the

longest pile possible of being driven for foundation purposes;
when tlie entire site of the city was subdivided into valleys, by
high iiills of natural formation, or ridges of sand ground, and
thrown up by the ocean upon the western shore of the p(;ninsula,
and by the winds driven acrcss land and piled up in sand hills and
dunes, to altitudes toweringabove the tallest buildings,

—San Fran-
cisco rightly stands as a marvel of energy and enterprise.
The amount of money expended in cutting and filling to pro-

duce the present contour of the city's surface, would be sufficient

to purchase the land out and out, and to erect substantial build-

ings for a city of twenty-five thousand inhabitants in any other

new and promising section of country.
The present and prospective greatest business street of the

city, Market Street, as late as 18.^8, was, west of Tliird Street, a
continuous siind hill diverging northerly after passing Fourth

Street, thereby forming "St. Ann's Valley," including the site of

the present Baldwin Hotel and Theater, with the location of

which California tourists generally are familiar.

Golden Gate Park, uoV ranking well, and destined in time to

be second to but few in the United States as a public park, was,
but a few years ago, a, Vjarren, desolate waste, covered with sand
drifts and dunes, and stunted growths, seemingly ashamed to

claim membership in the tree fanuly.
But with all these drawbacks and disadvantages, the city now

spreads itself over many s(juare miles of territory, and the ex-

pansion still eontinu(!s; while the vacant places within the older

limits are being filled up with permanent structures, niany of

them being in pretensions and cost, "good enough
"
for the better

parts of the metropolis of the United States.

From time to time there existed the spirit of complaining and busi-

ness grumblings that things were not better, and money making less

easy than in the early days of California's existence. Still the
car of progression has rolled on and is still advancing, and even

many of those who have complained most, have become rich or

well to do. And taking in the entire situation, it is reasonable

and altogether likely, that within a generation from the present
time, San Francisco will spread to fully twice its present size,

and double, if not triple its present number of inhabitants.

As far as its building improvements are concerned, about one-

tenth of the city is included within the fire limits, within which

brick, stone, iron or other indestructible material alone is per-
mitted in the erection of buildings. But beyond these limits,

wood is used exclusively, except for business structures. The
most costly residences are, with a single exception, wood con-

structions, including the private residence of Senator Leland

Stanford; that of the late Mark Hopkins, costing about

$1,000,000; the residence of Chas. Crocker; Senator Herst; Por-

ter Ash; and many others of the millionaire class.

J. C. FLOOD, BANKER,

Being the only notable exception; his city residence now in course

of coiTipletion being of imported stone, brick, etc. No small

amount of reflection has been cast upon Mr. Flood, in view of

the fact that liis great fortune has been drawn mainly from the

jjockets of the people of this city and coast, and the universal

sentiment is that it would have been but a small act of justice on
his part to have confined his expenditures to and among those,
and the community in and from whom and which he has gathered
his great fortune.

The street and section of the city where the Stanford, Hop-
kins, Crocker, Flood, and other mansion residences stand, was,
as late as 1860 or later, a rough, ungraded hill-top, covered with
sand and shrubbery, and by no means desirable, being over 300
feet altitude above tide level, and adjudged unsuitable for practi-
cal life, owing to the difficulty of assent. But the grand view
afforded from this elevation, taking in the whole scope of country
over land and water, from all pai'ts of the compas, was indescrib-

ably inviting and fascinating, and by degr(!es tlie tax upon limbs

and muscle to make the ascent, yielded to the magnificence of

the prospect when home was reached.

THE CABLE-STREET KAILKOADS.

When this device as a street-car motor became a certainty, a
demonstrated fact, hills no longer bore a forbidding aspect.
When it was made sure that the ascents up steep grade could be
made with th(^ same ease and personal comfort, and a great deal

more of scenic and romantic luxury than on level roads, the hill-

tops so far as traversed by the new mode of travel, soon gained
favor, and advanced in value more than double within a single

year.
These cable roads have not only helped and improved hill

property, but in every direction where they are' operated, prop-
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erty has advanced in value, and thousands of. people of moderate
means have been enabled to secuie comfortable homes with

ample grounds, long distances from business centers, yet rendered

practically not far away by the splendid means provided in al-

most all directions, of traveling by cable road at the rates of five

to eight miles per hour, at a cost of five cents for a distance of

three or four miles—more or less.

LOOK WELL AHEAD.
With all that has been accomplished, with all that is, and with

all that appears in the future, it inust be conceded that great

things have been achieved in San Francisco; that with all the

vices, immoralities and cosmopolitanism permitted within her

borders; with all that might have, but has not been done for her

greater improvement and prosperity, she presents a record in

fact unequaled by but few cities in the Union.

Science of Architecture.
[Special for this Journal. By F. Hillert, Arcliituct and Mechanical En^neer.]

TO
make a reliable scale, and to measure the same tempera-

ture felt everywhere alike, two cardinal points are selected

and fixed, depending on the invariability of- the freezing
and evaporating point of the water; those points carefully fixed,

then the space obtained by expansion, being divided in respect-

ively 100 parts for. Celsius and 80 parts for Reauumr, called the

positive or -l- degrees of teraperatur-e, negative or -
degrees below

the solidification of water, used for the measui'ement of cold

temperature. On the continent of Europe these scales are most
in use, for all days and scientific purposes; for the last are the

most convenient and best adapted. We here and in England
use Fahrenheit scale. The zero point is the freezing point of quick-

silver; 32 degrees of the same correspond to the zero point of the

other scales, and the temperature of the boiling water at respect-

ively 80° and 100° corresponds to 220° of Fahrenheit. Are Fahr.,

R., and 0., the respective scales above named, then are, compara-
tively, Fahr. = 32 -)- 10. = 32 -i- »R.; 0. = | (Fahr.

-
38)

=
JR. R. =

I (Fahr. -32) = AC.
Metallic thermometers are used for the measuring of tem-

perature;, and the action of them depends on the diU'ereiit expan-
sive capacity of the different metals to be used. When two or

more strips of different metals of different expansive tendency
are fastened together, the action of heat will liend them; caused

by the different expansion of the metals joined, giving hereby
means to ascertain the temperature existing. They are used for

measuring high temperatures up to 900° Celsius, when quick-
silver thermometers cease to be reliable.

The term " absolute heat
"

is used to scale the expansive

capacity of gases, and begins with 273° below zero of the centi-

degree scale. It is the point where the expansive capacity of the

air form bodies ceases. (Is it the freezing point of
air?)

The absolute temperature for 20 centidegrees is equal to

273 -f- 20 = 293° absolute.

The metric system retained, is adopted by Federal law, be-

sides our scales in use. It originated during the French first

Revolution, and was intended for general adoption. The spirit
of the social French Revolution was extended and made service-

able to science. It was acknowledged as necessary to change the

old system of weight and measure, and substitute for it a natural

unit of measure, i. e., one existing in nature, which, when lost,

could be found, and used again. The leading French savants,

Borda, Lagrange, Laplace, Monge, and Condorcet, used the proposi-
tion as means for the measurement of a European geographical

degree, to recommend the establishment of a universal unit of meas-

ure, which was found to be an aliquot part of the earth's meridian.

After the completion of extensive labors by a commission, was,
on the 9 frimaire VIII. (29 Nobr. 1800) as result of this meas-

urement, the 10,000,000 of a meridian quadrant
—443,296 old

Parisian lines as the true and definite meter—proclaimed and

adopted. In the meantime it has been acknowledged, and the

impossibility to find a natural measure, to which the experiment
with a pendulum, swinging seconds, has considerably added.

The metric system has been established in France, Belgium, the

Nederlands, Italy, Portugal, Greece, and Roumania and made ob-

ligatory in Oermany and Austria. The change re((uires extfsn

sive labors to change measures, formulas, and calculations to the

metric system, of which nations shrink, having not the taste

ftnd time for scientific progress.

1 meter is eqnal to 3.23 feet

I square meter is etjual to 10. 70 square feet

1 cubic " " " 35.31 cubic feet

1 foot " "
l.;«)5 meter

1 square foot " " 0.0U2 Hquare meter
1 cubic foot " " 0.028 cubic meter
1 iiicfi

" " 2.54 centimeter
1 square iacli

" " 6.45 square centimeter
J cubic incfi

" "
,,,., 16.38 cubic centimeter

To measure the velocity of the air, anemometers are used..

The instruments in practice, therefore, are Rotatory Anemome-
ters, consisting of a very small, light-winged wheel, made of alum-

inum, and being propelled by the pressure of the air. An indi-

cator, attached to the spindle of the wheel, furnishes the number
of revolutions made in a certain time, from which the velocity of

the air, with the aid of a constant, found for each instrument,

sepaiutely, can be obtained.

Tlie common Rotatory anemometers are used to find the:

mean average velocity, but do not give any variations in the

velocityof the current during the operation; if not, special arrange-
ment (not frequently found) of the electric and acoustic kind,,
are attached. These apparatus are best fit for long(!r periods of

observation. By them can only be found the mean quantity of air

passing through a channel of a certain section during a certaim

period of time, i. e., one hour under given conditions; for example::
for the examination of the effect of a ventilation arrangement for

the contracted and guaranteed quantity of air to be furnished.

Since the velocity of the air in the different places of the

channels in general will not be the same; since, farther, by the
introduction of the anemometer in the channel a small decrease
in the same and a consequent deviation in the direction of the;

current is made; also the constant of the instrument to be re-

liable after a certain time, must be Ibund anew and from other

causes, those measurements of velocity can only give approxi-
mate results, with which we must be satisfied, since means are

wanting and have not been found up to this time for a complete
and correct measux'ement of the velocity of the air.

Another kind of anemometer is the statistic, i. e., those

which give the momentary velocity of the air, to be seen direct on
a scale. They are best suitable for a controlling apparatus, andl

for the correct working of the ventilation system.
The above described instruments are only fit to measure the

velocity of the all' when the same is neither too hot nor too

much soiled, and are unfit to measure the draft in a chimney, or

heating arrangement. Other instruments are therefore con-

structed. To regulate the current of air in the channels, throttle

valves, slide valves are used.

To measure the degree of moisture contained in the air,.

hygiT)meters are used. These instruments have not the purpose
to give the value of the moisture, but only the proportion be-

tween the moisture contained in the air at present to that con-

tained in it of the same temperature, when the same would be in a
saturated condition. This ratio is designated

" the relative

moisture."

The point of saturation (thaw point) is different with the

different temperatures, and the following table furnishes the

quantity of moisture contained in 1 cubic meter of air at the state

of .saturation.

-20 °C 1.06 gr water +15 "0 12.81 gr. water +60 "C 129.80 gr. water
-15 "

1.3'J
"

-1-20" 17.23
"

-1-70" 177.41

-10 " 2.39 "
-i-25

" 22.95 "
-j-SO

"
2!K).88

- 5 " 3.36
"

-f30
" 30.23 " +90 " 420.52

+ " 4.89
"

-1-35
"

.39.51
" 4-100" 591.92

-I- 5 " 6.81 "
4-40

" 50.95 "
-f-112" 860.

-1-10
" 9.38 "

-j-50
" 8272 "

-i-120"l,120.

According to tiie present state of investigation, a degree of

saturation of the air of from 40 to 60 per cent is the most favorable

for the human health.

There are two different kinds of hygrometers. The first kind

is based thereon, to decide for the moisture presently contained

in the air, the temperature of the thaw point, and from the same
under assistance of the actual existing temperature of the air to

find the percentage of saturation; the second kind of instrument

uses the changes of a delicate hydroscopic body produced and

conditioned by the moisture of the air for the direct finding of the

percentage of saturation. Tlie last kind of hygrometer is for use

the most recommendable, and are those of Saussure, and others.

The first kind are those of Daniell, August, and Regnault.

Apparatus for moistening tlie air. With air heating the

moistening is mostly done by placing open vessels filled with

water in the heating chamber. The filling of the pans (arranged
for a variable water surface) and the conti'ol over the same must
be done from outside of the heating chamber.

This metiiod of moistening the air is incomplete. An im-

provement can bo made when the water pans are so arranged that

the air warmed by the heater is compelled to pass over the sur-

face of the water. For this purpose the heating chambers in a

certain height are divided into two compartments, in one of tliem

water pans are placed (arranged with ovei-flows), one on top of

the other, with spaces between them, compelling tii(! he.ated air to

pass over the water surfaces. The effect of moistening is cer-

tainly increased with the increase of water surfaces. Approxi-

mately can be taken, for each square meter of the channel, 15

square meters of water surface.
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A self-regulating apparatus may be constructed which will

fulfill the condition that when a certain desired state of moisture

is passed, the apparatus will discharge, self-acting, the wanted

quantity of water. A hygrometer of a separate construction

closes an electric current, which opens a valve by means of an

electric magnet, discharging steam or water spray so long, until

the desired degree of moisture is regained, when the interruption
of the electric current will close the valve and stop the flow.

The reason of writing the above was a displeasure felt by the

passing and enforcement of certain municipal laws—and other

matters—which are and were erroneous, having no basis. They
createdispleasure in society and do not give the comfort and protec-
tion which a beneficial law should. Once begun, one subject leads

machine, requiring of him only the mechanical labor as attendant.

They do not wish to acquire, and have not the scientific knowl.

edge; hence criticise and condemn what they do not understand-

" Hard "and "Easy" Stairs.

THERE
is no feature in house and building construction

which should be more carefully considered, or receive

greater attention from architects, than the stair work; as

the stairs are a part and portion of the edifice used by every one,

young and old, in passing from story to story, and a sense of

fatigue or comparative comfort follows each successive assent.

The architect may not, and is not supposed to understand as

to another on the same scientific matter; it is inexhaustible, and

may be proceeded with by abler men.
Practice was the forerunner and the foundation of the sciences

in the course of progress of human culture. The tire made by
friction by the primitive man, to prepare his food and to warm
himself when cold, compared with the making of steam for prepar-

ing all raw material by mechanical process for the protection and
comfort of men; and with chemical process by decomposition, etc.,

for explosives and thousands of other things, is only a slight illus-

tration.

There has been a cry by practical men against theory, when

hardly anything can be and is done by them without using the in-

tellect, either direct or indirect. The men, for instance, attending
to a shaping machine; the Chinamen, attending^to the loom, work
under and use the spirit and genius the ^inventor placed in the

fully as the skillful stair builder, the manypractical details of

construction, gained and made perfect by daily and incessant ap-

plication; or the science of obtaining the numerous intricate lines,

cuts, bevels etc., involved in stair-building ;
but he should un-

derstand most perfectly every requirement necessary to produce
stairs that will afford the greatest amount of comfort to those

who may use them.
Stair builders are never to blame for " hard "

or uncomfort-

able stairs, ivhen controlled hy plans made by another. Whether
" hard

"
or "

easy
"

depends altogether upon the allotment of

space for construction. The limitation of horizontal distance for

run, to vertical height from floor to floor for rise, at once deter-

mines results
;
for if the run is made less than it should be, as

compared to the height or rise, no amount of money that might
be expended, nor the skill of a thousand stair builders, could pos-
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sibly prevent the curtailment of comfort resultant from the lack

of sufficient horizontal space.
The rise, height from floor to floor, is absolutely arbitrary,

admitting of no concession or compromise; and upon this fixed

factor, all other calculations in stair building must be based; so

that ease and comfort, or hardship and fatigue, depend wholly

upon the proper accommodation of run to rise. Hence, if the

architect restricts the space within which the stairs are to be

built, to less than what is necessary for the purpose, he thereby
establishes an insurmountable obs'acle to «asy-stair construction;
and in every case where the ascent of a flight of stairs is not

comparatively comfortable, the responsibility rests upon the

party designing and planning the same, whether stair builder or

architect— if an architect is engaged, and his plans limit the

space of run and rise for the stairs, he alone is responsible for

the results. No stair builder, however skillful he may be, can

possibly make easy stairs where the horizontal and vertical dis-

tances are not proportionately correct.

PROMOTERS OF AILMENTS AND DISEASE.

The importance and materiality of the subject-matter under

notice is nmch greater than most people suppose.
" These stairs

do tire me so;
" " It puts me all out of breath to go up these

stairs," etc., are perpetual and incessant expressions, particularly
with the feeble and aged; and frequently smart and active people
find themselves well out of breath -by going upstairs a little

lively; all of which goes to set up the fact that a vast amount of

physical force and energy is required and expended in the ordi-

nary use of stairs—millions of people the world over, being every
moment of time in the act of ascending or descending these in-

dispensable house conveniences. And the fact is well known,

especially among the medical fraternity, that "
climbing stairs

"

is a most injurious exercise to weakly and ailing persons
—those

not blessed with strong physical frames and sound lungs. The
doctor's prohibit is placed upon multitudes, and untold numbers

of prostrations upon beds of suffering have origin in too much
stair exercise. And this being true, that ascending stairs is

hurtful to those who are not strong, is it not an extra tax upon
the strength and energies of every man and woman who is re-

quired or compelled to pass from floor to floor by means of stairs?

It is more tiresome to even the strongest and stoutest of men to

ascend stairs to the height of fifty feet, than to walk on level

ground twenty times that distance. Althougli a man might, and

very pos.sibly could,
" walk all day

" without exhaustion, it is

doubtful whether a human being could be found, capable of en-

during the fatigue of one single hour's continuous ascent of

stairs, particularly of those denominated "hard "
to ascend. The

strain upon the muscular and physical forces would be far too

great for human endurance. It is questionable whether in the

entire population of San Francisco a single individual exists who
would be able to perform the feat, antl if found, the condition at

the ending of the performance would be

EXCEEDINGLY DILAPIDATED.

All this serves to verify the common every-day experiences
and aversions in families and among business men and people

generally to the use of stairs. The ever-present disinclination in

this regard remains unexpressed from the force of circumstances,—the compulsory ascent of stairs as the only means of reaching
the upper stories. People do not "

go up-stairs
"
for any pleasure

found in the act of going up. There may be pleasures reached

through and by the act, but not in its performance. And it is

safe to say that if necessity, curiosity, or some other special in-

centive never existed, rendering the use of stairs more or less

compulsory, they would remain unused.

Stair building is one of the necessities created by the hud-

dling together of communities of people, in cities, towns, and vil-

lages within limits which require structures of more than one

story in height, to furnish appartnients suflicient for the pur-

poses of business and domestic life. When mankind dwelt in

tents, and spread their dwelling-places over large tracts of land,

the stair builder was unknown. But the centralizing and con-

tracting effect of civilizing brought about the necessity for

buildings with multiplicity of stories, to utilize which, stairs

became an indispensable requirement as a means of reaching the

several levels placed above one another; and for ages they
have been submitted to as an evil without remedy. But dur-

ing later years,

NUMEROUS DEVICES IN PASSENfiEK ELEVATORS

Have been invented and brought into practical use to relieve and
obviate the fatigues and exertions of " stair climbing." And
hundreds of thousands of persons who are "

afraid of elevators,"
and speak of them as "

dangerous" are nevertheless willing to
" risk their lives

"
upon these "

dangerous contrivances," to avoid

the discomforts of reaching upper stories by means of stairways.

All this goes to show that stairs, while a common necessity
in house construction, are more a source of enforced convenience

than of comfort and healthfulness. And being so, their most

perfect apportionment of run and rise should receive the most
skillful and careful consideration, as no amount of expenditure
of money, nor all the elegance and beauty of design or workman-

ship, can relieve the extra hardships imposed upon those com-

pelled to use stairs not built in conformity with the best under-

stood rules productive of "
easy stairs."

What Is the Difference ?

SOME
of our readers may think that too frequent reference

to the subject of .sewer ga.ses, is made in the columns of this

journal. If health and life are immaterial considerations,
then it is true. If they are important and valuable, then too

much cannot be written or said. There is no intelligent person
who will presume for one moment to dispute or deny, that where
those poisonous vapors are bi-eathed day and night, sickness and
death must ensue. Their fatal character is beyond controversy,
and the rapidity of their work depends only upon the quantity
inhaled.

Reader, permit us to suggest the following: If a man should

fell his wife, mother, child or friend to the floor by a blow, and
he or she should die from the etlects of the blow, would not a

death be caused by the hand of him who struck the blow? Or if

either should be pushed into the waters of the bay, and were

drowned, would not he who did the pushing be responsible for

the death? In either case, it would be murder, ho'micide, or

manslaughter. Now then, if a man builds a home for his family,
and its construction, appointments, and defects are such that the

sewer gases are admitted, and loved ones die from the ett'ects of

those gases, is it any less a death? The blow caused death, the

drowning caused death, and the gases cau.sed death. The only
difference is in the manner and circumstances of the case.«. We
shall not presume to say that there is the same degree of guilt
in either case, but that the result is the same is certain. A man,
woman, or child when killed, is killed, the only remaining ques-
tion being the means and manner of producing the death. And
when death occurs, whatever may be the cause thereof, the usual

stereotyped notice occurs,
" In the jtrovidence of God, etc., it

phased the Lord to call him or her away," thus making the

Almiglity responsible in all cases, while in so many instances in

this connection sickness and deaths are caused by men assuming
to know a great deal, yet possessing but a small amount of

proper, practical knowledge in many important respects in the

erection of homes for their families; doing, or permitting things
to be done, at variance with all right rules and principles famil-

iarly known to all intelligent physicians and architects to involve

dangerous risks, if not fatal consequences. If the Almighty
Being has anything to do with such cases, he simply makes fools

of men, causingthem to build imperfect and incomplete houses,
and employ incompetent men to plan them, and others to execute

the blundering work, so that he may kill off' some loved one.

We hold that God is not responsible for the bad judgment of

men in the erection of their homes, nor does he require the blun-

derings of either architects, plumbers, sewer layers, or any other

to work out his purposes. If he uses these means in any way it

is to punish those who fail to observe the natural laws of creation

and life, and bring upon themselves bereavements and sorrows.

A New Device in Blinds.

IN
answer to several inquiries concerning Hill's Patent Inside

Sliding Blinds, now being introduced on this coast, and whose
advertisement appears on page 80, we give the following

short description.
These blinds are made by machinery specially constructed for

this work, from the best material; they are finished by hand, and
are very neat, economical, and convenient. Although con-

structed of light material, it possesses more durable qualities
than a hinged shutter. It can be closed with the window raised,

and will not blow open or rattle.

As inside blinds are an important feature in most every build-

ing, too much care cainiot be exercised in selecting that system
and style of blinds whose general qualities are simplicity and
convenience. Considerable objection has been raised against the

inside folding blinds now in ordinary use, many people preferring
to be without any rather than be bothered with their curtains con-

tinually catching when folding in and out. Many also object to

the pock(!t at i!ach side of the frame, as it forms a receptacle
for dirt and dust.

The Hill lilinds are formed in compartments or sections, and
are made to run in grooves, each, section sliding past the other

with secreted springs to hold them in position at any point.

They are very easily managed, and are entirely out of the way of
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any article upon tlie window-sill; they do not in any way inter-

fere with the curtains or draperies, and by pressing the blinds to

the riglit, they can be instantly removed, and taken from the

room and cleaned.

Wherever introduced, these blinds have given entire satisfac-

tion. They are very popular in the Eastern States. And, as they
are handsome in ap[)earance, neat and durable, and cost consid-

erable less than the folding blind, we think it would be advanta-

geous to thonc. interested, to call on Edward B. Hindes, 330 Pine

Street, room 55, who is agent for the as.sociation on this coast,

and see full size models.

Luck—"Good " and " Bad."

TTTHERE are but few words in the English language more
^
I * bandied and misapplied than the term. Luck; which is

used to express some unknown, invisible, undefined some-

thing, having no tangible, existence or application other than a

speculative, convenient sentiment, utilized to fill endless numbers
of gaps in the experiences and vicissitudi's of life,

—a substitute

for the less acceptalile idea of destiny; for if a man possesses in

his moral, mental, or physical nature, or is specially surrounded
with an influence or controlling principle or element which en-

titles him to the comihon appellation of a lucky or unlucky indi-

vidual, then his fortunes or misfortunes must be the result of an

agency not under his control, and not the result of clear discern-

ment, good judgment, and prudent and discrete action; but is

the enforcement of success or non-success by a power or principle
which is wholly above and beyond the control of the recipients.

Those who pass through life enjoying its common comforts and
successes without any specially noticeable occurrences, are con-

sidered simply good, careful business men, in nowise indebted to

freaks of either good or bad luck. But those who by acts of

shrewdness, cunning, or unscrupulous boldness mai:e big strikes,

and gather in great fortunes—perhaps millions—are regarded as

"lucky;" "every move they make wins," while others of equal

integrity and caliber would fail of like success under similar

opportunities, because restrained by broader and more liberal

views of justice and right beyond themselves.

The extravagant and reckless, as well as the weak-spirited,
and those frequently out of work, alike draw their qualifications
and consolations from the same source—"luck.

"

Those who have swamped fortunes in wild .speculations, attrib-

ute their adverses to "ill luck." The criminal with the blood of

his fellow creature upon his hands, and those guilty of lesser

crimes, unite to patch up treaties with conscience by persuading
themselves they have been the victims of circumstances— unlucky.

For all the faults and failures of men, their positive sins and

culpable short-comings,
" luck

"
is the antidote.

The Greeks and Romans fully accepted the theory of "
luck,"

calling it destiny. Alexander the Great depended upon this pre-
text for human failure.s. Pliny says,

" Some people refer their

successes to virtue and ability, but it is all fate." Napoleon be-

lieved in his "star." Cromwell and Lord Nelson had similar ideas.

There are such things accredited as happy and unha[)py acci-

dents and happenings. We read of a painter who produced a

long-sought effect by throwing his brush at the canvas in a fit

of rage. Franklin ascribed his turn of thought and conduct

through life, to the finding of a copy of Cotton Mather's essays.
It must, however, be admitted that very many most singular

things occur. One man may seek to extract the juice from an

orange, and perhaps meet his death by choking from the lodg-
ment of a single seed in his throat, while another may have an
iron bar run through his body and survive; another may but

pierce his flesh with a thorn and die, despite the efforts of the

best medical treatment, while another may swallow a jack-knife,

pass it, and live on the full period of life unharmed by the event.

The thing called " luck
"

is but a bugbear—a delusion for the

unphilosophical, spiritless, and indifi'ercMit to rest upon. The suc-

cessful of human kind are tho.s(! who do the right thing in the

right way and at the right time. Those called "
lucky fellows

"

are no more nor less than men who have been quick to utilize

opportunities, and persistently follow up advantage, hunting for

additional agencies and sources of wealth, and handling and pro-

tecting their gains in the one direction of profit and increase.

Luck as a doctrine or theory is demoralizing, delusive, and mis-

chievous, and a cloak and covering for human faults and weak-
nesses. The things attributed to luck and chance as commonly
understood, are but combinations of events, coming and going
like all things in life, which, if seized upon at the right time, and

successfully manipulated, yield their reward; while if neglected
and allowed to pass by unimj>roved, they are but as the fleeting

winds, those securing advantages being called "lucky," and those

who do not, because they failed to succeed, through indolence or

inactivity, are awarded the royal plume of "
unlucky dogs."

TTTIIE New York Court of Appeals has recently decided a
' I » case involving a building contract, confirming the decision

of an inferior court. The New York Daily Register gives
a rather meager report of the case, hxnt there are several inter-

esting points in the decision. The circumstances seem to have

been that a certain builder contracted in the usual form to

erect a house under the direction of a firm of architects, and
with the ordinary stipulation that no payment should be made
until a certificate of the architects that the payment was due
had been presented to the owner. There was another provision
in the contract to the effect that disputes concerning the con-

struction or meaning of the plans should be decided by the ar-

chitects, but thatauy other difference between the parties should be

submitted to the arbiti-ation of two competent and disinterested

persons, to be selected in a specified manner; and a forfeiture for

delay in completion was also agreed upon. The house was not

completed for four months after the contract time, but the owner
then moved in. The builder applied to the architects for a final

certificate, but was told that the owner had instructed them to

give no more certificates. He then went to the owner, who

pointed out some little matters still remaining unfinished, and
told him that when those were done he would pay at once the

balance due, after deducting the amount of the forfeiture for

delay. It would seem that this promise was not fulfilled, for the

builder subsequently brought suit for his money. The defense

claimed that the certificate of the architect was agreed to be a

necessary prerecjuisite to obtaining payment, so that the owner
was not bound to pay anything until this had been produced;
and as the builder failed to bring the certificate, he had no right
of action against the owner for refusing to pay.

Many ilecisions show that under ordinary circumstances this

is an unanswerable argument but in the present case it was

not disputed that the owner had instructed the architects

to give no more certificates, and the court held that the owner,
who had introduced the .stipulation in regard to certificates

into the contract for his own benefit, might waive it, and that,
"

if he accepted the house as under a completed contract, the

plaintiff would be entitled to recover, although no certificate

had been given, and even if the architect was not satisfied."

Another point was made by the defense, that, as the contract

provided that all differences not relating to the construction of

the plans should be decided by arbitration, this stipulation should

have been complied with before bringing suit. In regard to this

the court held that it was no more the duty of one party than of

the other to resort to arbitration, and as the defendant, so far as

was shown, took no steps toward the selection of arbitrators, it

was unnecessary to consider this defense. The questions which

the jury was called upon to consider were two in number, the

first being whether the owner accepted the house as a completed

building under the contract; and whether, if it was so accepted,
the delay in its completion was caused by the owner's fault.

What was the jury's decision we do not know, but the Court of

Appeals held tliat these (luestions were properly submitted to it,

and confirmed the verdict. The case is called Smith versus

Alker, and seems to have been decided some time in March last.

It is worth observing that the ground on which the jury decided

that the owner had virtually accepted his house as complete seems

to have been rather his promise to pay the contract price when
certain small alterations had be(!n made, than liis occupancy of

the building. It has been decided more than once, we think,
that the owner's moving into a new house does not constitute an

acceptance of it, but in the present case the fact of his moving
in, coupled with the assurance to the builder that he would pay
the balance of the price, less deductions for delay, as soon as

some small matters had been attended to, seems to have been

regarded as a virtual acceptance from which he could not retreat

without good reason.—American Architect and Building News.

Carpets and Decoration.—It is a great point in house deco-

ration to secure carpets that accord with wall and ceiling tints

and patterns, where these have bc^en ali'eady put on. Irregular

patches of color in i arpet do not show well w. ere wall and ceil-

ing hav methodical and carefully considered designs. The car-

pet, too, should be responsive to warm, or brilliant, or delicate
'

tones in these. Many a decorator suffers in reputation from the

incongruity of a carpet introduced after he has done his work.

As a general rule we are inclined to think that any recurrence of

geometrical patterns, inclosing compartments of large size, is

fatal to the success of a carpet design. The best patterns are

neither up and down, nor "
all over," but are evenly distributed

over the whole area, or arranged with reference to a center

toward which the accessories work. Some excellent combina-

tions are those in which, on a field or ground of some secondary
shade, the pattern consists of some small repeats, touched slightly
with primary colors in various tints, relieved or edged with

gray.
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SECTION OF MAIN COUNTER AND ELEVATION OF SIDE DESK.

SIDE ELEVATION BROKER'S DESK.

New Zealand Insurance Company. ,

IN
November, 1883, we illustrated the proposed new building

of the New Zealand Insurance Company, to be erected in

this city on their property, .310, 312, 314 California Street.

The Pacific Coast manager, Mr. Hugh Craig, has lately returned
from a trip to the head office, Auckland, New Zealand. The

company, for the present, have decided to let the old buildings
remain and fit up for their own convenience No. 312. To carry
out this idea Messrs. Wright it Sanders were employed to pre-

pare designs for the interior fittings. How well their instruc-

tions were carried out may be seen by a visit to the company's
new quarters between tlie hours of 9 a. m. and .5 p. m.

The contract for the carpentei' and mill work was given to Mr.
W. A. Knowles, of Oakland. The interior decorating is the
work of Cook Bros., 108 and 110 Post Street.

A general idea of the arrangements may be gathered from the

accompanying desk elevations and interior perspective on fol-

lowing pages. All the woodwork is in solid Eastern oak.
The wainscot is surniounttd by a band of Lincusta Walton
15 inclies in width. The frieze and cornice are frescoed in cool,

light greys, producing a very pleasing effect, and displaying ex-

cellent taste in this style of decorating. A vault of solid brick
and cement 18 feet 6 inches by 9 feet 9 feet has been built

across the rear of the room. The area of tlie office is 18 feet 6

inches by 68 feet 6 inciies, and is only sufficient for the City Fire
and Marine Departments.

REAR ELEVATION BROKER'S DESK. FRONT ELEVATION BROKER'S DESK.
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We note from the last quarter's report of the Underwriters'

Fire Patrol of San Francisco, that tliere are ninety-six fire com-

panies operating in this city, and tiiat the receipts of the New
Zealand Insurance Company are neither least or last. The New
Zealand has, since its advent upon this coast in 1875, taken a

prominent position in the matter of receipts, as well as figuring
in every large tire, and many of the smaller ones, from which our

city has suffered during the last eleven years.
The property upon which the offices are located was purchased

from Sir Robert Burnett, Aberdeen, Scotland, the Newhall

heirs, and M. Rosenbaum of this city. The frontage of the three

properties is 60 feet on California Street, with a depth of 124 feet,

with a rear frontage on Halleck Street of 60 feet 6 inches.

When foreign capital, represented by companies of this stand-

ing, comes among us and identifies itself with our citizens, we
cannot do better than give it our earnest support. Had the

above investment been made by a company hailing from London,
we would not have been at all surprised, because we can give
them a much greater return than can be obtained in the United

Kingdom. But it has remained for the most progressive and

youngest of Britain's daughters to come to us and put New Zea-

land money, which brings a higher rate of interest at home, into

property in San Francisco.

We wish them continual prosperity, and hope the receipts of

this bold and conservative company will so far exceed the losses

and expenses as to justify them in soon erecting the large build-

ing and spacious offices for which Messrs. Wright & Sanders

have already prepared plans.
The following brief history, showing the progress of this com-

pany, was handed to us by Mr. Hugh Craig, Manager for the

Pacific Coast :
—

" The company was established in Auckland, New Zealand,

May, 1859, with a paid-up capital of $24,225. In 1862 its paid-

up capital had increased to |75,000; in July, 1863, to $150,000 ;

in July, 1864, to $225,000 ;
in January, 1865, to $250,000 ;

in

1871, to $375,000; in 1873, to $500,000; and to-day the paid-up

capital stands at $1,000,000; assets, over $2,750,000, with un-

limited liability of shareholders."

To I.MITATE Black Rosewood.—The work must be grounded
black, after which take some red lead well ground and mixed in

the usual way, which lay on with a flat, stiff brush in imitation

of the streaks in the wood: then take a small quantity of lake,

g'ound fine, and mix it with brown spirit varnish, but not with
more color than will just tinge the varnish, and if still too red,

add a small quantity of Vandyke brown. If the work is well

done, the surface, when varnished and polished, will scarcely be
known from rosewood.—Painters' Magazine and Coach Painter.

Shingle Roofs Should Be Well Painted.—There is no

portion of a building of greater importance, and none subject to

greater
" wear and tear," than the roof. And as a general rule,

no part which receives so little attention after it is on. Owners
seldom trouble themselves about the roof so long as it keeps out

the rains, and no effort is made to preserve it, until it begins to

leak; by which time the decay assumes such magnitude, that

patching and repairs simply prolong for a year or two, the time

when the putting on of a new roof will become inevitable. All

exposed portions of buildings require constant attention and care,

and this is supremely true in reference to roofs, whether laid of

shingles or metal. Shingle roofs may be preserved for a life-^

time, by being properly painted when new, followed by additional

coats at proper intervals. The preservative advantages of paint-

ing shingle roofs have not attracted general attention from either

owners or architects, although there is no place in the known
world where the necessity is greater than in California, particu-

larly in San Francisco, where as an almost universal rule none
but thin redwood shingles are used. The severe and sudden

changes to which roofs are subjected, of hot suns, heavy fogs and

dews, drying
" north winds," occasional spells of "

scorching; heat,"

heavy rains, etc., etc., are very severe upon so light a roof cover-

ing as the fragile redwood shingles. It is, therefore, wise to

protect them by painting, which increases durability, adds largely
to appearances, and if a really good fire proof paint is to be

found, and is used, gives security from fire to a considerable ex-

tent; as burning embers falling on a roof so painted, will not ig-

nite the shingles.

Editor California Architect—Dear Sir: How few there

are who give credit to the architect, or appreciate his many per-

plexing studies. He is expected to furnish, off-handedly, all

information demanded of him, by whomsoever asked, whether
the inquirer be a tailor, a shoemaker, a hatter, a blacksmith, or

even a full-blown flower of femininity
—an old maid. Even the

judicial mind makes demands upon the mental resources of the

architect, and but little credit is given for the numerous and
varied experiences and studies necessary to all this. The profes-
sional architect is looked upon as one whose mind is equal to a

common library.

If duly qualified as such, he stands at the head of all the pro-
fessions. He must be a good geometrician; must be skilled in

the art of writing up contracts and bonds; must be fully convers-

ant with the strength of all building materials—wood, iron, stone,

bricks, cement, etc.; also the market value of lumber of all grades—hardware, wrought and cast iron, glass, paints, slate, plumbing

ELEVATION OF ONE-HALF MAIN COUNTER.
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materials, etc. Also enjoy a knowledge of the difficult science of

acoustics—a study requiring a large portion of a life-time to

gain proficiently. In addition to all these, the mechanical science

of construction, ventilation, proportions, symmetry, foundations,

stairs, and innumerable other things must be well, if not abso-

lutely perfectly understood.

But in the matter of remuneration, it is too often the case that

the professional man's services are demanded upon the basis of

but little better than day's labor compensation, although his serv-

ices are expected to be almost inestimable. If the standard of

remuneration for architectural professional ser% ices could be meas-

ured by the rules applied in other professions, where far less hard

mental work and general knowledge are required, the profession

would represent a large amount of wealth. The doctor, for a

dime's worth of powder, or a shilling's worth of fluid, accompa-
nied by a grasp of the wrist and a glance at the tongue, is at lib-

erty to demand live or perchance ten or more dollars as a fee for

services received if not rendered in good faith, which multiplied

by numerous patients each day, must—as it does in numerous

cases—rapidly augment the cash or bank account of the medical

man, and enable him to erect buildings, and luxuriate in all the

pleasures of a fine span of horses, with appurtenances, etc.

The legal brother professional likewise for an hour's consulta-

tion may demand a fee of twenty-five to a thousand or more dol-

lars, and the charge is more frequently paid than refused. But

the architect is drawn down u.der taught, financial lines, with-

out any of the soft snaps enjoyed in the other professions.

The architect must con-

tent himself with wending
his way to buildings
under charge as best he

pleases, through mud, slush,

and dust, and move around

through mortar beds, under

plasterers' scaffolds, to be

besmeared with the com-

pound of lime, sand, and

hair; climb up ladders and

upon scaffolds of not over

safe construction, over roofs

and dangerous places, some-

times spoiling a whole suit

of clothes, lime burning a

pair of boots, and knocking

fifty per cent out of the

value of a silk hat, if such

a luxury is indulged in,
—

all in daily devotion to the

duties imposed upon him
as an architect.

But these are not all; at

the office, numerous inter-

views draw upon time, and

days in each month are

wasted in profitless intru-

sions upon valuable time.

Endless questions have to be

answered, work on the

boards criticised and cor-

rected, calculations and es-

timates prepared, documents

to write up, and the days
filled up with cares and

watchfulness for the best

interests of clients, and

sketching and planning car-

ried late into the hours of

night.
Pardon if I have assumed

too much in this writing; but

I have been so much in con-

tact with architects' offices

in so many States and large
cities in the Union, that I

feel an interest in the high
and honorable profession,
and regard its worthy, in-

telligent, and proficient

practitioners as men en-

titled to the highest con-

siderations. Alid pity it is

that the profession
is marred by a single

', comj^eiindividual whose exalted standing in point of honor, wjmpv^ncy,
and invulnerable integrity and trustworthiness are not such >>i5 to/

defy criticism.

The following cut furnishes a graphic il'ustration of finding tlie

cuts over a quarter turn stairs. Let B be the face of cylinder; make

C, D the center of rail; make half breadtli of rail right and left of C,

as F F; square through center of rail from C and D to 5', as tangents

of rail falls there; space off" the risers in the cylinder as shown;,

set up the height of risers, as 1, 2, 3, 4; now continue line D, 5

to J; take compass and stand in 5, and draw curve from F to line

5 J; do the same with curve I; next draw the line of pitcli from

J to J, 4; continue line from D to K; likewise line .') to L; square

from K, D, over to L, from j
itch line J, J; square through L; take

compass, and stand in 1; open out to K; draw curve N, cutting

line M, M at 2; connect 1 and 2; which will give the tangent

in mould; make line J, O parallel with line 1, 2; make line P, 2

parallel with J, 1; we will then have the parallelogram wherein the

mould is found.

Now to find the bevel, draw through 5, 5' to 6; square from 6

over to 7; stand at 7; draw curve 8 to 9; connect 9, 5; that gives

the bevel; breadth of r il is found at 3, 3; take breadth of rail; lay

off" each s de of 2 and J; now find the pin points, and draw the

curve of n ould; after mould being drawn, you can cut and stand

up as a model.

Explanation: Cut around curve S; cut from J to 5', from 6 to

J 4; from 4 to line D; hinge from 5' to 1, from 5' to D, from J to

6; cut across the joijits and stand up.
M. J. M.

"^''^-T,
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S, F. Chapter of Architects.

TTTHE regular routine of business being disposed of, and the

•I* mcnilier designated to address the Chapter on " Ancient
and Modern Plumbing" not being present, and having by

letter informed the Secn^tary that it would be impossible for him
to prepare a paper for the occasion which would be to him satis-

factory, or instructive to the Chapter, other subjects were taken

up and discussed until a late hour, with earnestness and profit.

Mr. Williams presented a drawing delineating a device for

safety at elevator wells in cases of fire, which was favorably
received and commented upon. The necessity for greater

security in this connection was admitted, and it is only a matter

of time when—as the outcome of destructive conflagrations
—a

practically perfect method will be found, serving that purpose,
without the necessity of inclosing elevators in brick or iron

shafts.

The recent destruction of Bancroft k, Co.'s building, and facts

known in connection with its construction, were freely talked

over, with no flattering comments as to its sufficiencies as a five-

story structure. It is generally understood that the best quality
of hard-burned brick, laid in mortar composed of a good and
sufficient quantity of Portland cement, were not imposed require-
ments at the time the building was erected; consequently the

walls were not the most difficult ever built to topple and fall.

The ruins, of course, expose the system of bond iions employed,
which, if sufficient to meet the requirements of the fire law at

the time the building was built, would not be so considered at

the present time by any qualified architect.

The construction of the walls was such as is geneiully em-

ployed in California, as far as the hond is concerned
;

i. e.,

headers each fifth course. The value of this method of bonding
was contrasted with that of the English and Flemish bond, with
no concession in favor of the former, except custom and cheap-
ness.

This was followed by a general and earnest discussion of tli(^

matter of plan competition in connection with tlie Stockton

Court House, Hall of Records, and jail.

The course determined upon by the Board of Supervi-sors hav-

ing the ii'atter in hand was reviewed in plain terms and con-

demned as unjust, iniquitable, and promotive of, if not designed
to cover up purposes and intents which dare not face the clear

light of square and upright dealings. It is well understood, and
well and conclusively known by all intelligent architects having
any experience in such matters, what is meant and intended by
$800 for the first, $400 for the second, and $300 for the third

best plan
—all of which, however, to remain the property of the

Board. The joker in such cases is an old familiar card, and can-

not be played with impunity upon those understanding the game.
It may ))e tliat the San .Joatiuin County Board may be better

than other Boards have been, and may be innocent in the error

they havf! made. But if so, then they had better seek shelter by
resigning, as the responsiliility of what they propose to do nnjst

rest on them, whether they are acting and do act understand-

ingly and intelligently for themselves, or are the servitors of

others.

There have been too many of the unfair and unjust, and too

few honorably and equitably conducted competitions for inforn)ed

and compettmt architects not to feel aggrieved at the repetition
of what, upon its face, is transparent in the ca.se under review

;

and while tlie members of the Chapter recognize their entire in-

ability to reform the abuses practiced in such cases, or to con-

vince those who have happened or managed to be placed in

position, to repeat another competitive wrong in the Golden

State, they have the right, as architects, citizens, and men, to

express in unmistakable terms their hearty disapproval of the
method and manner of competition resorted to by the Stockton

managers.
Mr. Sanders presented a drawing, delineating a most ingenious

device applicable in testing the strength of timbers in various

ways, utilizing a one pound weight in a given position to pro-
duce a pressure at another point of 2,000 pounds. The whole
affair is simple and possible of being made useful in many ways.
Mr. S. proposes to complete a working model of the device.

A connnittee was appointed to consider the Stockton competi-
tion matter, and report resolutions in reference thereto to a

special meeting of the Chapter, to be held on the 14th inst.

"Family colors" is a term familiar to English coach painters.
In this benighted land of ours, under the new order of things,
there is no distinction in "

regard to color or previous form of

servitude."

Pure linseed oil may be free from adulteration, yet unfit for

use, because not properly refined, or freed from mucilaginous
matter.

Transparent Colors.

IT
is well understood that transparency in the proper sense is

opposed to opaciueness. A transparent body
—

strictly speak-
ing
—suffers rays of light to pass through it, so that objects

can be seen distinctly.

Air, water, and glass are examples of transparent bodies. The
word, however, is sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes,
and, although in the use of a transparent color we cannot see the

ground color over which it is laid, still the groundwork exerts a

modifying influence on the so-called transparent color, and the
educated aye of the painter sees the ground color, or at least is

conscious of its modifying effect on the superimposed color.

There is a mutual support between the two, a giving and taking,
the end sought being what painters term depth and richness,
which camiot be gained by an opaque or heavy-bodied color.

An opa({ue color presents to the eye a compact film, while the

beauty of a glazing color is due to its property of lying loosely,
so to speak, and as varnish is employed the color is asserted by
the transparent medium.
The painter may obtain transparent colors in crimson, scarlet,

purple, blie, yellow, green, and bro'X'n, and semi transparent
ones of less purity of tone; and as the . may be used clear, over
various grounds, mixed with one another, or modified by small

proportions of opaque colors, every desired effect presented in

nature n)ay be correctly imitated, and the extreme richness be

produced on surface work.
Carmine and the lakes, from cochineal and the madder root,

supply all that is desirable in red.

Dutch pink, Italian pink, and patent yellow furnish the yellow
tones, and ultramarine stands unrivaled as a blue.

Verdigris, emerald green, and green lake add to the list trans-

parent greens of great beauty; and asphaltum has no equal among
the browns. Raw sienna supplies a dull yellow, and burnt
sienna a very valuable brown orange. The list might be some-
what enlarged, but those given comprise those which are most
useful.

An opaque color may be rendered semi-transparent by using a

large proportion of the vehicle to that of color, but such mixtures
are comparatively of but trifling value.

Transparent colors are usually applied so as to retain the tone
of the pigment, as it appears when moistened with oil or varnish.

Thus scarlet, crimson, and purple-toiwid lake are painted over

grounds of
liglit and deep vermilion, Indian and Tuscan red, and

as greater depth of color is desired, the change is made in the

ground color. A very brilliant red is produced, by giving a thin
wash of carmine over vermilion, and the same shadt; of carmine

may be deepened through browns of varying depths, the limit

being black. We may glaze lake over bine, or l)lue over lake,
and produce purple and violet hues, but this is not generally
practiced outside of striping and ornamenting. The red-toned
lakes place at the disposal of the painter a wealth of warm glaz-

ing colors; in fact, nothing better could be imagined.
Next in order is yellow, which is termed an advancing color,

and when free from the orange cast, and is glazed over

white, or delicately tinted grounds, produces brilliance, without

gaudiness.
Patent yellow gives clear, bright tones. Dutch pink and yel-

low lake, when "wet up," are of a dull yellow, and may be glazed
over drab ground-colors, with good efiect, but they are at present
employed to add j-ichness to what are termed sea, bottle, and
olive greens. In this arrangement, the true color of the yellow
is hidd<m, and its yellow tone interposes between the foundation
color and the eye, a yellow medium thus producing transparency
and richness that canmt be gained by any other means.

The soft, mild green, produced by English varnish over black,
is well known to coach painters, and they know also, that the

precise tone cannot be imitated.

A pure, dark, rich blue is supplied by ultramarine blue. It

may be classed as more retiring than many shades of green that
are popular, and yet blue is but little used for panels.

It is usually glazed over, dark lead color, and mixtures of

Prussian or Antwerp blue and white.

But that is by no means the limit, as it may be successfully

glazed over white, straw color, yellow, orange, etc., etc.

Verdigris is a'perfectly transparent, bluish green, of exceeding
beauty, and in former times was in constant use by coach paint-
ers, for the panels of heavy work.

Ornamental painters are now lavish of it on gold and silver

leaf, and it has almost lost its place as a panel color.

Among the browns, asphaltum is the most transparent, and
when painted over a dark groundwork, imparts richness, all its

own.

Transparent colors are sometimes modified or changed by the
addition of those that are opaque. Thus, burnt umber and yel-
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low lake, or Dutch pink, produce a soft, warm brown; Prussian
blue gives a rich green, and so on. The reverse of this process
is to add a small proportion of the transparent to the opaque
color, as lake added to Indian or Tuscan red, and to the strong-
bodied, mixed browns. Of course this is in the line of economy,
the purpose being to retain the body or covering power of the

opaque color, and a tinge of richness from the transparent one.
There is scarcely a limit to the variety that may be produced,
and hence the skilled painter has no difficulty in bringing out
new effects in colors.—Painters Magazine and Coach Painter.

Mistakes in Building.

OWNERS
are often sadly disappointed and grieved at their

mistakes in the means adopted by them to avoid the expense
of an architect, and obtain pi ms for their buildings. Some-

times they know, or become ac((uainted with some honest me-
chanic, to whom they are induced to intrust the whole matter of

plans, specifications, and construction, only to repent when it is

too late. The party towhom the proposition is made, elated
with the splendid opportunity opened up to him, and full of con-
ceit in his own abilities, uses all possible means to secure and
consummate the arrangement, and plans are made—and such
plans!—and the work progresses. Once under way, there is no
stopping it, and step by step the owner discovers and realizes,
one after another, grievous errors, which are difficult to remedy.
And when the building is completed, he simply feels disgusted.
Imperfect arrangement, poor construction, homely design, and
incurable defects crowd upon him, as the reward of his folly; and
regrets for his error haunt him day and night, but it is too late—'

the building is erected, and he nnist endure its defects.
But the first general dissatisfaction is primary and bearable,

compared with after experiences in their various details. The
plumbing work has, perhaps, been done by some tenth-rate man—some spoiler of good materials, who calls himself a "

practical
plumber," but who has not the slightest idea of what constitutes
a really good job, not to say first class. Nor would the payment
of ten times tlie value of the work done secure skillful workman-
ship at the hands of such men, for the simple reason that they
do not possess, and therefore cannot practice, mechanical skill and
abilities. And own<^rs who employ this class of plumbers are un-

fortunate, indeed. Hut to continue, defects show themselves in
all connections. Pipe.?, under the old free and easy rule, were
put in of insufficient capacity, wastes entkely too small, and
sometimes so cramped in making bends as to diminish their prac-
tical size one-half. " Tinker "

instead of "
wiped

"
joints; leaks

at various points and places; wetting and spoiling ceilings and
walls, and not infrequently carpets have to be torn up to escape
the deluge. All this w.as followed by a still more serious defect—one affecting the health and lives of the occupants, viz., im-

perfect or insufficient trajis, fiipe ventilation, bad sewerage, etc.,

resulting in the distribution of the vicious and poisonous sewer
ga.ses through the building, and as a consequence, the ill health
and sometimes premature death of loved ones. The intended

pleasant home
ijj

thus tran.sformed into a mere fume-castle, a dis-

ease-l)reeding chaniel house, not fit for human habitation.
All this is followed by continual repairing, tearing up floors,

removing finishes to get at concealed places, etc.; and for all this
the owner has been made to pay a good round piice, amounting
to more, as a rule, than it would liave cost him to have secured
a good building erected under the superintendence of a trust-

worthy architect. But bad plumbing work is not the only seri-

ous defect which so often occurs in such cases. The foundation
is often wholly insufficient, and settling occurs, with any quantity
of ugly cracks in the plastering. The structure is perhaps so

poorly braced that the edifice trembles with every wind that
blows. And when the rains fall, leaks are found at every ex-

pased window and opening, and the roof itself yields its proportion
of internal wettingss. But we will not continue our enumeration
of "bad thing.s," as to do so would consume columns of space.
Such cases are known to all architects, ancl many a "served him
right" is indulged in, upon the principle that a competent physi-
cian laughs at the sufferings of a patient whose pains and ago-
nies result from self-treatment or quack practice, and tlie edu-
cated lawyer smiles when his client gets himsijlf into a terrible

fix by intrusting his case to some pettifogger, or who tries to
work out the intricacies and problems of law by his own self-con-
ceived legal ingenuity.

UNCovEniNG THE Base OK THE SPHINX.-- Since the 7th of

January last, several hundred Jlgyptian fellaheen have been at
work under the direction of Hrugsch Bey (formerly commissioner
to the Centennial Exhibition) removing the sand which has hith-
erto enshrouded the great Sphinx up to its very neck. By the
end of this month the whole of it, amounting to over 20,000

cubic meters, will have been removed, and the grand old monu-
ment, raised by the Pharaohs over 4,000 years ago, will be again
visible in all its beauty. A high wall is being built around it,

to prevent the desert-sands from again submerging it.—New
York Mail and Express.

The Architect of the Celestial Kingdom.—The Mormons
have just had another revelation from Heaven, which indicates
that their propliet, the late Mr. Joseph Smith, is much more
innocently employed there than he was on earth. They are

building a big tabernacle at Provo, the second city in importance
in Utah Territory, and the architect, a Mr. Folsom, was much
perplexed about the entrances and exits, when (so he says) the

Prophet Joseph appeared to him in a vision and straightened
out the crookedness, remarking that architecture is his particu-
lar employment in the celestial kingdom. The Salt Lake Her-
ald, a journal run by Mr. Caine, the Mormon delegate in Con-

gress, observes:—
"As the arrangement is altogether novel, and a great im-

provement over similar edifices throughout the Territory, there
is no reason for discrediting Mr. Polsom's somewhat startling
assertion."

We recommend this seemingly well-attested vision to the con-
sideration of the American Institute of Architects. We have
heard that when the elevators were put into the Equitable Life
Assurance Society's Building on Broadway, the contractor suc-

cessfully consulted his deceased father or uncle, through a
medium in Ohio, for the plan of them. If the Institute can
make a permanent arrangement with the late Mr. Smith for

professional services in difficult cases, it will be a great thing
for American architecture, It is a pity that some way to com-
municate with him was not contrived during the building of our
local monstrosity, the New York post-office. But it may not
be too late even now to call him in for consultation about tlfe

Albany capitol.
—New York Herald.

Liens upon Puulic Buildings.—A decision of the supreme
court involving the question of the validity of mechanics' liens

upon public buildings, holds that liens of this character are con-

trary to public policy, and therefore void.

Parties contracting for the erection of this class of structures
should therefoi-e bear in mind the fact that the Lien Law affords
them no protection in case of failure on the part of boards, and
commission controlling constructive—public

—works to pay the
contract sum. There are methods by which collections may be

reached, through suits, relief bills, etc., but these are always
more or less vexatious, and often very expensive to the creditor.

Market Report.
Pine, Rough per M feet, $15 00

" No. 2 " "
12 00

" " "2 in lengths
• "

VA m
" " 40 to 50 feet lengths

" "
17 00" 50" 60 " •' " "
18 00

" " Selected " " 20 00" " Clear " ' 25 00" " Fire Wood " " 8 00
T. & O. Flooring, 1 X 6 " " 27 00

"
li X G, 1 X 4, li X 4, U X 3, I .. „ .^ ^
1 X

."}, and narrower ]
^""

" " No. 2 " " 22 00
Sepping

" " 35 00
No. 2 " "

27 50
Furring, 1x2 per lineal foot, OOJ
Redwood, Rough per M feet, 18 00

No. 2 " " 14 00
"

Surfaced " " 30 00
"

T. & G. 6 in. 12 ft. and over " " 28 00
" " "

7 to 11 feet • " 25 00
" " " under 7 feet .... 20 00
"

Rustic " " 30 00" " No. 2 " " 26 00
*' T. & G. Beaded, 12 ft. and over " " 30 00" " "

7 to 11 ft . .-

" " 25 00
" " " under 7 ft

.... 20 00
"

Siding, i inch " " 22 50
Pickets, Fancy per M, 25 00

Rough Pointed " 16 00
" "

Square
" 14 00

Battens, Jx.3 per lineal foot, OOJ
Shingles per M, 2 00
Laths, 1 1

" 3 25

/' li
" 3 75

NAILS—Rates were recently reduced to:—
200 keg lots 2 70
100 keg lots 2 75
Smaller quantities 2 80

PAINTS AND OILS:—
Pioneer White Lead (local factory), 5 ton lots OJc @ 6J
Cal. Linseed Oil, raw (single hbl lots) 45J" boiled " " "

47i
Turpantine, per gallon 68

BRICK—California Building Description, soft, per 1,000 5 60

red,
" " 6 60

" " "
hard,"

"
7 60
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Building Intelligence.
llarrlNOn, cor. Twenty sixth. One-story Minnesota, nr. Solano. Two-story frame

HroiKlway, south side, bet. Gouj^h and
Octavia. Two two-story frames.

O.— T. C. Delaniater.

C—G. M. Salsbury.
»5,000.

Bryant, nr. Third. Two two story frames.

O.— J. Curry.
A.—J. J. AT. I). Newsom.
0.— J. Adams.
?U,000.

Brodnrirk, cor. Hayes. Two-story
friinio.

O. -.1. Klopfer.
A.— H. Geilfuss.

C—T. Von Borstel.

»3,6()0.

BrolI<'rlck, nr. Hayes. Two-story frame,
two flats.

O. and B.-K. S. Williams.

Day worlc.

ts.'soo.

Broderir.k, near Grove. Two-story
frame.
O.—Mrs. Russell

A.—McDougall & Son .

('.—Kerrij^an & Lufkin.

*4,000.

Broderick, nr. Fulton. Two-story
frame .

<>.—H. R. I,evy.
A.—J. Chadwiuk.
C—H. G. Monrad.
$4,000.

Brodfi'lc^k, bet. Fulton and Grove.

Two-st TV frame, two flats.

O.—H.' Mayer.
A.—J. Chadwick.
C—H. G. Monrad.
¥4 500

Basil, bet. Baker and Lyon. One-story
frame.
O.—W. D. Nicholson.

C.-G. G. Gellespie.

f2,500.

Castro, cor. Fifteenth. "One story fra me
O. and B.—T. Darcy.
l>a> work.

»2,noo.

Castro, cor. ^Seventeenth. Two-story
frame.
O. -D. Wulzen.
Day work,
$6,'0U0.

Clinrch. nr. Twenty-fourth. Additions.
O.^J. Duffy.

Day work-
»700.

Columbia, nr. Harrison. Additions.

O.— H. B. Kuss.
A.—McDougall & Son.
C. -.1. n. McKay.
»'2,600 .

California, bet. Buchanan and Web;
ster. Additions.

O.—H. tirlun^er.
A.—C. Kenitzer.
C—H. Jackson.

85,000.

Devlsadero, nr. Oak. Two-story frame.

O.—J. Gatto.
C.—J. Sheppard,
«2,600.

Opvlsadero, bet. Hayes and Fell. Al-

terations.
O.-J. R. Dwyer.
A.~S. & J. C. Newsom.
C—J. H. McKay.
$600.

JDiipont, cor. Geary. Four-story and
basement brick.

O.—A, M. Davis, of Davis Brothers.
A.—Copeland & Banks.

Carpenter work —Treadwell & Thomp-
son, ?13,685

Iron work—O'Connell & Lewis, 21,419
Sidewalk li}<Itts—Mahoney Bros.. 4,081

Tolal, «39,185

Eddy, cor. Devisadero. Twj-story frame.
O. and B.- F. Buckley, Jr.

A.—J. H. Humphreys.
$3,600 .

Ellis, bet. Pierce and Scott One-story
frame.
O.— Mrs. Ijang.C—W. I'luns.

«2,.'i00.

Eighteenth, nr. Shotwell. Additions.
O.—F. Kruz.
Day work.
t6,b00.

Ellis, bet. Webster and Fillmore. Two
two-story frames.
O.—J. Levy.
A. -J. Martjuis.C—JfH. Sheppard.
16,600.

Fifteenth, bet. Ciastro and Noe Two-
storv frame,
o!—J. Healing.
A.—R. Warren.
C—J. M. Mahor.
¥4,800.

VnltOtt, ur. Scott. Two-story frame, two
flats.

O.— F. Volkmann.
A.—.-Sallifld* John.
C. B. Dryer.
*4,0()0.

FIfteentli, nr. Market. Two two-story
frames.
O.—H. Horstmann.
A.-Salfield & John.
C— J. Klein.

»7,000.

I^iftll, bet. Bryant and Brannan. One-

story frame foundry.
O.-W. T. Garratt & Co.

C— C. W. Kinsman.
$4,800.

Folsom, nr. Twenty-second. Five two-

gtory frames .

O.—M. Kane.
A.— M. J. Welch.
C— Barrett & Cremar.
$12,000.

Fulton, bet. Fillmore and Steiner. Two-

story frame.
O.-
Dav work.
$4,500.

Franklin, southwest cor. Post. Six

two-story frames.
O.-H. Moffat
A.—Curlett & Cuthbertson.
C— P. Crichton.

t42,500.
Eirteenth, bet. Noe and Castro. Two-
story frame.
O.—James Healing.
A.—Get>rge E. Voelkel.
C—Jos. W. Maher.

»4,.'-,00.

Freelon, bet. Fourth and Fifth Two-
story frame sohool-house.

O.'—Father Nugent.
A.—J. J. Clark.
C. —M. Lynch & Preston & McKinnen.
$9,600.

Fell, nr. Buchanan. Additions and al-

terations.
O.—Geo. Purlenki.
A.— H. Geilfuis.

C—H. Meyn.
$3,500.

G
Guerrero, bet. Eighteenth and Nine-

teenth. One-story frame.
O.—J. J. Carroli

A.~P. R. Schmidt.
C.—Cormack & Elam.
$2,200.

tjJear.y, cor. Taylor. Additions and al-

terations.
O.—F. Bruntz.
A.—J. M. Curtiss.

Day work.

$15,000.

Cirrove, bet. Larkln and Polk. Two three-

story frames.
O.—A. Fassman.
A.— P. R. Schmidt.
C—A, Norton.

$8,600.

Wrove, nr. Polk. Armory Building.
O. —2d Regiment, N. G. of California.
A. —John J. Clark.
Day work.
$6,000.

H
Hiekory, nr. Gough. Two-story frame.
Two flats.

O.-W. Lang.
A. - Salfield & John.
C -J. Klein.

$3,000.

Harrison, nr. Second. Additions.
O.—R Mayers.
C.—J. C. Brown.
$2,000.

Howard, bet. Eleventh and Twelfth.
Additions.
O.—J. Crowley.
A.—M. J. Welch.
C—E. & F. J.Owens.
$2,000.

frame .

O.—lohn Ryall.
'

C—J. O'Connor.
$1,700.

Harrison, bet. Twenty-flfth and Twen-

ty-sixth. One-story frame.

O. -Mrs. Curran.
C. -W. McKcon.
$900.

Herrtnian, nr. Fillmore. Two-story
frame.
O.—H. Eaeburg.
A.—W H. Bayless.
C. — Sehaffer & Co.

»2,S00.

Haisllt, nr. Fillmore. Two-story frame.

().—Mrs. C. Shaw.
A.—S. & J . C. Newsom.
<!.—J. Rebman.
*5,00».

HaiiClit, nr. Pierce. Two-story frame.

O .Dr. O. L. Fitch.

A. -A. J. Nicoll.

C. R. M. Murry.
$4,200.

Hyde, bet. California and Sacramento.

Two-story frame.
O.—A. Gros.
A.— Pissis & Mofjre.

C—James Geary.
$R,fl00.

Haitcllt, northwest eor Pierce. Tbree-

storv frame.
0."-T. Lundy.
A. -T. J. Welch.
C— J. A. Hayden.
$7,500.

Howard, bet. Fifth and Sixth. Altera-

tions.
O.—B. Pasqnale.
A. — B. E. Henriksen.
C —W H. Burt.

$1,250.

Jessie, bet. Eighteenth and Nineteenth.
Three two-story frames.
O.-W. Rippon.
C. -J. Campbell.
$5,000.

JaekMOn, cor. Franklin. Two-story
frame.

O. W. IL Martin.
A.—Curlett h Cuthberts'jn.
C—Brick work, R. Mitcheil.

$2 100.

tfones, bet. Filbertand Greenwich. Two
two-story frames.
O.—Mrs. B. Burke. •
A.—Chas I. Havens.
0.—Cremar & Barrett.

$6,300.

«lat;kson, northeast cor. Pierce. Three-

story frame.
O.— A. N. Drown.
A.—Curlett & Cuthbertson.
C.—Mahoney Bros.

$20,000.

I^apidiee, nr. Nineteenth. One-story
frame.

O. and B.—F. 0. Kleebauer.
Dav work.
$3,000.

IjOtt. bet. Tyler and Turk. One-story
frame.
O.—T. Kane.
C— Hocks & Kane.
$1,200.

XiOtt, bet. Tyler and Turk. One-story
frame.

O. —J. Hanley.
<).—B. Kennedy.
$1,000.

liyon, bet. Tyler and Turk. One-story
frame.

O. -B. Oolding.
C.—J. J. McKeagne .

$1,600.

Ijiberty, bet. Noe and Church. Two-
storv frame.
O" -M. Brock.
A.—Townsend & Wynekin.
C.—H. CragenbusU.
$3,500.

TO.

Market, bet Church *and Sanchez. One
and one-half story frame .

O.—J. B. Clott.

C—Cormack & Elam.
$2,000.

McAllister, cor. Webster. Three story
frame store and two flats.

O. —Mrs. A. Muschler.
A.—C. Kenitzer.
C—A. Miller.

$7,500.
Mission, bet. Twenty-first and Twenty-
second. Two-storv frarrte, two flats.

O. -G. W. Van Dorn.
C.—H Inwoid.
$5,000.

O.—J. Money
C.—C. E. Dunshee.

$2,000.

Mission, bet. Fifteenth and Sixteenth.

Tliree-story frame.
O.— J. W. Laliey.
A.— M. J. Welch.
C—W. F. Fitzpatrick.

$7,000.
M04S, bet. Howard and Folsom. Two-

story frame.
O. -J. Moore.
A.- M. J. Welch.
C—J. J. Dunn.
$3,100.

Mont|e«niery Ave., cor. Union.

Three-stor.y frame and brick basement.
O.— L. Goedecke.
A.- W. Moiwier.
C. —f. <J. Classen.

$12,000.
Market, near Jones. Two-story brick.

O.—Beixotto & Silverman.
A.—Copeland & Banks.
0.—Treadwell & Thompson.
ffit9l 1^5

Market, bet. Eighth and Ninth. Three-

story frame.
O.-L. Haber.
A. -C. Kenitzer.
C—0. F. Rupper.
$12,000.

Market, cor. Franklin.
O.—J. Nightingale.
A.—A. J. Barnett.

Plastering -John Donovan, $4,350

Plumbing—J. K. Prior, 4,576

Total, $8,926

Market, cor. Fourtli. Five-story and
basement brick .

O.—J. C. Flood.
A. -A. Laver.

Carpenter—C. C. Terrill, $102,000
Cast iron—K. Llewellyn, 49,000

Wrought iron - Sims h Morris, 46,000

Grading- A. C. Buckman, 6,500
Brick work -McGowan & Butler, 48,000

T,)tal. $249,.5O0

Mission, cor. Twenty-fifth. Three two-

story frames.
O. -C. Mangels.
A. - Chas. 1 . Havens.
C— D. B. Spangler.
S),000.

Mission, bet Twentieth and Twenty-Brst.
Three-storv frame.
O.—H. li. Headier.
A. -P. R. Schmidt.
C—A. Klahn.
$6,000.

Market, bet. Jones and City Hall Ave.

One-story brl<^k.

O.-W. Heller.

A. -P. R. Schmidt
C.-It: Mitchell.

$3,000.
Mason, nr. Filbert. Three story frame.

O. and B. —L. Wessman.
Day work.
$5,000

Montgomery Ave, cor. Francijco.

Three-story frame.
O. J. Cano.
C. -M. F. Harloy.
$3,600.

N
Noe, nr. Market. Two-story frame.

O.— J. Flo.xl.

C. —Dutton & Kennedy.
82,M0 .

Koe, nr. Sa?ichez. One-story frame.
O.—J. H. Car;ih.

A.— J, J. Clark.

$3,.500.

IVinth, cor. Harrison. Two-story frame.
O.—M. Bohanan.
A.— H. D. Mitchell.
C. -C. Orr.

$5,000.

o
OneOak, bet. Fillmore and Webster,

and one-half story frame.
O.—W. Lile.
C —H. G. Monrad.
$2,200.

Oak, bet. Fillmore and Webster. Two-
story frame.
O.—G. Gellispbec.C— Martin & Maguire.
$2,1)00.

Ortavia, cor. O'Farrell. Two-story
frame.
O.—G. Cohn.
A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C —Mahoney Bros.

$10,500.

O'Farrell, near Buchanan. One-story
frame .

O.-J. J. Brady.
C.— Bateman Bros.

$2,000.

ZD-CLrlrLa^zrcL S^rstezrcL of HoijLse IDra.ir:La,g^e-
STANDARD WROUGHT IRON STEAM PIPE, Special Fittings, CarefiUly Protected from Rust, SCREW JOINTS,

and only where NECESSARY for Branches, HAND -HOLES at Bends, supported ONLY at Bottom, therefore not affected by
SETTLEMENT of WaUs and Floors; in fact, a PERMANENTLY TIGHT SANITARY SOIL PIPE.

SEND FOR PAMPHLET. CALL AND SEE FULL SIZE MODEL.

WIM. T. BLUP^T, C E., 413 JVIontg^omer^- St., San Ii^iancisco.
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Pacific, cor. Elast. Two-storj' frame.
O.— Geo. Livingston.C—W. n. Wlmrff,
Sl,7(>0.

Protrcro Ave, bet. Twentieth and
Twenty-first. Two one-story frames.

O. and B.—C. E. Dunshee.
Day work.

¥2,000.
Post, nr. Scott. Two-story franie.

O. and B.—J. C. Wier.

i>ay work.

¥4",000.

I*iiic, but. Broderiek and Baker. Two
story frame .

0.~J. Cassidy.
A.—Chas. I. Havens.
C.-^M. W. Kain.

*5,'25a .

Pierce, bet. Tyler and Turk. Two-story
frame.
O.— M. Doolej'.

Day work.

»4,b00.

Pine, cor. Baker. Six two-story frames.
O. and B.— B. F. Norris.

Day work.

§10,000.

Post, liet. Broderiek and Baker. Two
one-story fianies.

O.— H. Johnson.
A.— E. W. Tiift.

Day work.
«3,000.

Pacific, nr. Fillmore. Two-storv frame.
o.—
A.^W. F. Smith.
C.-G. Hussy.
H.OOO.

Parl< Ave nr. McAllister. Two-story
frame and brick basement.
O.—California Title Insurance and Trust

Co.
-

A.-W. F. Smith.

Carpenter—Gray & Storer.
Bricft work— K. "Mitchell.

. «6,000.

R
Ridley, bet. Viilencia a?id Guerrero.

Two-story frame, two flats.

O.-D. O'Neill.

A.— R. Warren.
C—Chase & Taggart.
$4,000.

Ridley, cor Guerrer<). Two-story franie.

O.—O. W. Norilwell.
A.—H. Geilfuss.

O.—W. F. Kern.
85,600.

Rineon Place, cor. Bryant. Altera-

tions.

O.-H. DieclricI).

A.—J. i. Clark.
C— J. J. Dunn.
83,000.

S
Silver, nr. Fourth. Two-story frame.

O.—M Mepchtust.
A.—W. C. Hoaglarid.C— !. Selander.

*2,000.

Sau Jose Ave, nr. Twenty-seventh.
Two-story frame.

O. and B.— J. M. Uonieriord
Day work.

San Jose Ave, nr. Diuican. One-story
frame.

O. and B.—J. M. Comerford.
Day work.
»1 ,*700.

Seventeenth, nr. Sanchez. One-story
frame.
O.—Jas. Wolf.
A.—Huerne &. Everett.
C— W. J. Bownrigg.
«2,000.

Sutter, cor. Lacuna. Additions.
O.-W N. Butt.

Day work.

81,000.

Stevenson, bet. Ei.^hth and Ninth.
Two three-story frames.
O.— L. Haber.
A.- C. Kenit^er.
C—C F. Ruppee.
«8,000.

Sacramento, nr. Stockton, Altera-
tions.

O.-H. Rothschild.
A.—J. E. Wolfe.
C— J Smith.
S700.

Twenty-seventll, bet. San Jose Ave.
and Guerrero. Two two-story frames.

O. anii B.—J. M. Comerford.
Day work.
§4.000.

Twenty -tliird, cor. Bryant. Addi-
tions.

C.—G. Rottansfer.

Day work.

^5,000.
Twcnt3'-secon<l, bet. Valencia and
Guerrero, Two two-story fran.ea.

0.—Dr. M. A. Cachot.
A.- B. E. Henriksen.
C—T. Steel.

$10,950.

Twenty-Sixth, cor. Harrison. 7Vo-

story frame.
O.—.lolin Ryjill.

A.—M, J. Welch.
C— J. O. O'Connell.

$1,800.

Twenty-flrst, cor. Howard. Two-story
frame and brick basement.
O.-H. Lwieg.
A.— H. Geilfuss.

C—F. Klatt.

SI 6, 500.

Thirteenth, cor. Harrison. Two-story
franie.

O.^Geo. Masterson.
A.—John J. Clark.
Dav work.
§-4,b'J0.

Turic, bet. Tav lor and .Tones. Additions.
0.~M. H. La sak.

A.—J. M. Curtiss.

C.-C. B. Green.
*1 0,000.

Tnrii, nr. Franklin. Additions and al-

terations
0.—F. Bramah.
C—B. Pfarrer.

»6,000.

Taylor, cor. O'Farrell Twostory franie,
four fiats.

O.— L. M. Starr.
A.- -S. & J. C. Newsom
C—D. B. Spangler.
$12,000.

Van Mess, cor. Ash Ave. Four two-story
frames.
0.~J. Rich.
C.—Townsend & Wyneken.C—C. H. Plummer.
$20,000. W

Waller, bet. Buchanan and Web-stt-r.

One story frame.
U.—Thos. Magee.
A.—Curlett At Cuthbertson.
C —W. E. Cumniings.
82,000W ebster, bet. Herman and Waller. One-

story frame.
O. -L. Go<Michild.
A.—SaUield & John.
C.— 1>. B. Spangler.
*1,4(M).

Washington, btt. Octavia and La-

guna. Additions and alterations.
O.—Wm. Dunphy.
A.- T. J. Welch.
C—J. Blake.
$12,000.

l^ork, nr. Twentythiid
O.—M. L. O'Brien.
A.—G. P. Aston.
C—H. Wren.
*1,200.

Additions.

MISCELLANEOUS.
IfOS Angeles— Main cor. Court. Thrcc-storv and basement brick. O., Maxwell &

Morra; C, Curlett & Cuthbertson; if2",000. Two-story frame. O., W. H. Mansfield;
C, C. S. McNally; $6,000. Main cor. lAurel. Two-story franie. O., Dr. Custer; C,
S. H. White; $5,000.

Mapa—Caynms. Frame church. O., St. Johns Catholic Church; A., W. H. Corlett;
C, M. Vandellur; $5,000.

St Helena and vicinity. Two one-story frames. O., F. F. Barrett; C, Mixon &Son;
$2,000. Two-story frame O., W. J. Kibbler; C, Bassett Bros.; $7,000. Two-story-
and basement fiame. O., M. J. Blancliar; C, Mixon & Son; SfflOOO. One-story cot;
tage. O., Thos. Erwin; day work; $900. Three-story wine cellar; O., John Benson,
mason, J. I'eluehi; carpenter, Mixon &S'jn; $10,000. Two-story frame. O., D. R
McLennon;day work; $1,600.

San Jose—Market cor. San Fernando. Alterations to brick building. 0., Rev.
N. Congrato; A., Jacob 'jcnzen & Son; C, R. Summers; $1,250 San Fernando, opp.
San Pedro. O., Horticultural Society; A., Jacob Lenzen & Son;C. F. Davis; $6,000.
On the Alameda. Alterations. O , J. Ivancovich; A., Jacob Lenzen &Son;C., H. Skow;
$1,300. Second, bet. San Carlos anU San Antonio. Two two-story frames. O , J.

Hart; A., Jacob Lenzen & Son; C, R. Summers; $4,610. Santa Clara cor. San Fer-
nando, One-story frame. O., Mrs. Fairchild; A., Jacob Lenzen & Son; C, S. W.
I.*nning; $1,085. On Alameda, bet. San Jose and Santa Clara. Two-story frame and
brick basement. O., W. H. Clark; A., Theodore Lenzen; daj work ; $55,000. Chap-
man & Davis Tract. One-story Iranie. 0.,A. Oswald; A., Jaiob Lenzen & Son; C,
F. DaviB; $1,250. Vine, nr. Siin Fernando. One-story frame. O

,
Louis Pfau; A*.,

Jacob Lenzen & Son; C, C. Drew; $1,600.
San Rafiiel—Two-story frame. O., I>. H. Whittenmore; A., W. H. Wharff; $3,400.

Two-story frame. O.,
— Sweeney; A., Pissis & Moure; C, L, Frichette; $11,500.

HILL'S P/TENT ItiSIDE SLIDIIiG WipOW BLINDS
^re Adapted to ^ny Style of "Windo^sv

And Suitable for all Buildings, Dwellings, Stores, Office Buildings, and for Houses Built

to Rent, Boarding or Lodging-Houses are Lnexcelled.

tl^JkcV^HEY aro entirely inside of the wiii-

f }|,n
dow casiiifT, and while requii-ing

(cT)^^ no furring out or boxing, mal^e it^^^^ an impossibility to tear curtains, in-

terfere with phints or window ornaments, or

become broken by contact with chairs or
other movable articles.

The light can be admitted and sunlight
excluded fnjm any part of the window; can
be instantly removed and taken to any part
of the house to clean, and as easily replaced.

They can bo opened or closed with the
window raised, and without removing arti-

cles from the window-sill, and cannot blow

open or rattle. The Jilind is vcT'y light (one-
half inch in thi(;kness) and strong, ])ossessing
more durable (pialities than a hinged blind

one inch in thic^kness.

There is no saooino, banoino, or ok'ttinc

otiT of order!

They are made in three sections in height
(each section sliding past the others), and

any number of divisions in width correspond-
ing to the folds in the oldfashioned fokRng
blinds. They require no hinges—all trim-

mings i'urnishedwith blinds— are made of all

WOODS, finished or unfinished, and cost less

than old-style folding blinds. They have
been extensively used by the best architects

and builders throughout .the Bast and West,
and have given perfect and entire satisfaction

wherever introduced.

The following are a few of (he owners who
have ado])ted the Hill Blind in i)refercncc
to any other:

U. S. Government, four sets officers' (junrters, Pre-
sitlio Res., S. F. ; H. F. Brans, cor. (ieary and Taylor,
S. F.; J. C. Weir, Post, near Scott, S. F. ; John Mac-
Kenzie, cor. Grove and Broderiek, S. F. ; L. H.

Sweeney, San Rafael; R. B. (iray, cor. Paeitic and
Van Ness, S. F. ; Raymond Hotel, 1,600 windows,
Pasadena, Cal.

ENGLISH ^AMERIC/VN VENETIAN BLINDS
1 [VIr*R,ovii:i>.

The only Perfect Venetian Blind in the market. For samples, prices and information, address,

e;^*^77"-^isid :E3:iisr3D:E:s, 330 ^Ine St.,
PACIFIC COAST AGENT.

ISoom 55.
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Hardware and Builders' Materials
MPORTERS. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS.

Messrs. P. <& F. Corbin's Cold and Silver-Plated, Light and Dark Shades

of Plain Antique and Tuscan Bronze, House Trimmings.——————^ ALSO. A FULL LINE OF
f|

CARPENTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS, CUTLERY, ETC.
-^———^•^—• SOLE AGENTS FOli

_

iThomas Morton's Copper and Steel Sash Chains and Patent Attachments. The
Niles' Patent Door Knobs and Locks. The Norwich Patent

Knob and Screwless Spindle.
I V. v. LATSON.

FRANK P. LATSON 4S6 CO.,
J. H. FERINE.

28 and 30 New Montgomery St., cor. of Jessie,

UXIIRK PAIiACK HOTJBIi. Telephone No. 7ii!{. SASi VKANl'ISCO.

TURNER, KENNEDY <& SHAIAT,

Lumber Dealers,
FOURTH AND CHANNEL SmEETS, SAN FRANCISCO

Yard Connects direct with C. P. & S. P. R. R.
Also with the Shipping.

Do^^^Il To'svii Office, N^o. 5 P*ost St., near JVIont^omery.

JOSEPH BUDDE S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet.WITH TRAP.

^.—w .. _».w .
....u w.www.. ^Nn\\ OFl-SET.

This Closet is the best of it., '-ind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:
—

1. It has a simple, strong valve, suitable for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a- bell of the same metal resting on face of (he brass overflow pipe,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewer gas, even the closets

being without water. ,

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out
of the fioo d chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes the lea'd; it has been sold since February, 188.5, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This hopper is constructed to take 2 2-inch pipes, one to the right and one to the left

and a 4inch leader in the center. It has also a movable strainer on top to take the sur,
face water. The lower part of the hopper with side outiet is to he connected with the
sewer pipe, either right or left. The upper part is independent from the lower, and is

made to swivel, therefore it will suit either position of pipe. This hopper can be used
only for surface, for waste, or for leader; either inlet will be stopped up with iron caps if

so desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
This Chiset is superior to all others, every workini; part and bolt being made of brass,

closet and valve extra heavy casting. Particular attention is called to No. 4 . This Oloset
has an oval basin fastened to the cover by brass clamps and bolts. No breaking of putty
joints required to renew a pan. The loosening of two large brass nuts will separate cover
with basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass
rod.

These Closets have been in use since February, 1883. Plumbers and wholesale dealers
give them the best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper.
Basket Hoppers are made in one piece with Movable Strainer.

Side View, Combination Hopper. No, 43 FKKMONT STREET, saN FBANCIIstCO, CAli. No. 4.
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Wm. Renton. C. S. Holmes. R. K. Ham.

E1MT01, holm;

A Complete Assortment of Building Lumber constantly on hand.
SPARS AND PILES OF ALL SIZES IN STOCK.

Office, FIER 3 STETJA^RT STREET, San Francisco, Cal.
OfflcM of the Port Blakely Steam Saw Mill, I'liget Sound.

CARGOES FURNISHED TO ORDER. ALSO YARDS AT ALAMEDA AND VALLEJO.

(6NONE SUCH 19

CHIMNEY TOP ^
VENTILATOR

THIS
VENTILATOR is especially valuable for regulating draft

(upwards and downwards) made by the light, unstable atmosphere
of the Coast Range of Mountains. The hundreds of tall stovepipes
erected on the chimney tops of houses indicate inconvenience and
trouble in the kitchen, the parlor, and chambers below.

San Francisco, October 26, 1885.
To whom it may concern :

I take pleasure in statiii^ that the *' None Surh" Chimney Top and Ventilator,
which was put upon the ttinoke-stack of the Baldwin Hotel about two months ayo, has
given complete satisfaction.

It bos increased the draft to such an extent that there is a perceptible saving
in the amount of coal consumed; smaller fires than heretofore will now answer to

keep up the steam, tfius causing a great saving of the boiler also. We have heretofore
had much difficulty in keeping up the amount of steam steadily required, owing to
the lack of draft, all of wliich is now remedied by tlie iise of the " None Such" Chim-
ney Top and Ventilator, 1 heartily recommend its use to all persons, where a strong
draft is required.

- PEARSON & AKNOLD,
Proprietors the Baldwin.

AU Sues Manufactured and Sold by KNEASS & CO., 29 Taylor St., San Francisco,

SOliE AOEUVTM FOR THE PACIFIC COAIST.

Afi^ents Wanted for Interior Cities, Oregon, Nevada, Washins^n Territory, and Arizona

JOB WORK IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

*i0fWATER
MANUFACTURED BY ^

437 C M M U N I PAW AVE.

JEP\^SE\^GITy;)^J

Descriptive circular and references sent on application.

TH05. DAT t CO., AGENTS PACIFIC COAST.

122 and 124 Sutter Street,
- - San Francisco.

I'l.KA.-SK MKNTHiN THIS PAPER.

ALBUM OF MANTELS.
Containing 60 Designs

In Stone, SKte, Terra C'utta, iJrass, Brick, Tile, and wood
mantels.

BY C. C- BUCK.
Price, in cloth,

- - - - - *8 OO

CALIFORNIA ARTIFICIAL STONE PAYING CO.
soHziXjUiinsro-EE/'S i^j^teistt.

FOR •

SIDEWALKS, GARDEN WALKS, CORRIDORS, OFFICES, CARRIAGE DRIVES, STABLE AND
CELLAR FLOORS, KITCHENS, ETC.

The Courts here and in the East have decided that Artificial Stone Pavements with plastic concrete and in detached blocks are infringements of the ScliilUnger Patent; and also that
when the plastic material is blocked off with a trowel and cut through far enough to control the cracking caused by shrinkage, that such pavement is in law the same as if laid in detached
blocks, and is an infringement of the patent. A'l property owners having sucli pavements laid without the license of the above Company will be prosecuted.

Office. 404 Montgomery Street, San rrancisco.
EGBERT JUDSON, President. ALBERT H. REICHLING, Secretary-. G. GOODMAIf , Manager.

FABIAN JOOST. BEHEENT> JOOST.

Hardware
A Kull and Complete Line of

Eeal Bronze Houso Trimmings
FUO.M TIIK (T.r.KHHATKl)

RUSSELL &IRWiN MANUFACTURING CO.

TiV.W BRITAIN, €ONN..

The only Lo.ks liavin^' the Patent Antiflrirtlon Latch.

LIGHT BRONZE, DARK BRONZE,
ANTIQUE BRONZE.

Just recei\cd, an entirely new desi(,ai in b<»tb Ltglit and Dark
Bronze :

Unrivalled for Beauty of Workmanship.

1438-1440 Mission Street, near 11th, San Francisco CaL

Importers,
A Complete Assortment of Locks, including the

EASTLAKE DESIGN
of Bronze Goods of

I MAILORY, WHEELEE & CO.,)

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MORRIS SASH LOCKS,

WARNER'S PAT. ADJUSTABLE

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS,

60NNE PATENT DOOR OuBS.
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SACK'S AUTOWIATIC SELF-DISCHARGING

!»

THE ONLY SELF-ACTINa, TIGHT-SEAL WATER CLOSET IN THE WOELD.

A written guarantee

is given with each Closet

that money will be

returned, after a six

months' trial, and any
other closet substituted

in its place if this closet

is not, in the fullest

sense, everything that

is claimed for it.

kiOsiy!!Ui&ess!Eealtli

Persons Engapd in
Sanitary Enterprises,

ARCHITECTS. CONTRACTORS

AND BUILDERS

Are especially invited to ex-
amine the practical

workings of

Sack's htosiatic

Waler-closel.

Awarded First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, held in San Francisco. 1882.

It turns every house into a 3ANITArium, and is

an assurance to those who trust it, that neither

sewer ijas nor noxious vapors that invade our houses

freighted with disease and death, shall enter. It

is the invention of a Califoriiian, and an Oakland

enterprise.

Its merits surpass description, but a few promi-
nent ones are mentioned below.

I is the only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water

Closet in the World ! H /uis no "overflow," ren-

dering it a positive seal against sewer ijns and reek-

ing, noxious, poisonous vapors.

It is Cleanly, because it always presents a clean

bowl. It rinses the bowl before and after each and

every operation.

It Is Self-Discharging. No notice to "pull the

lever," "let on the water,'' etc., is necessary or

proper.

A house in which it is in operation is free from

tlie stench, the smell, the unhealthfulness of one

in which other modern closets are in use.

It Is Economjcal. It measures the water ac-

curately, and uses, without variation, a similar

amount at each and every operation. Not a drop

but is utilized, thus dispensing with the superflu-

ous amount that escapes unused by other closets,

in order that their cumbrous and inefficient ma-

chinery may indifferently execute what has been

ill conceived.

It is ScientiflC. Its action is governeil by prin-

ciple, and under all degrees of pressure it works

the same. A tank fifteen feet high obtains as ready

and complete a response as one a thousand feet

high.

Il null, be attaclied to a "nuiin" with perfect im-

punity. No back suction, however strong, can

draw from its seal a vestige of gas or a bubble of

air. It holds in its bowl water as pure as when it

left its font.

It is not a "water seal," nor does it depend on

"a weight" to eflFect its seal; but it derives its

power from the supply-pipe, and combines it so as

to fully accomplish this end.

Its simplicity, combining efficiency, renders

the true aim of perfect mechanical contriv-

ances. It will eflect for the child all that the

adult may desire in its use.

It is not high priced when compared with oth-

ers. In the long run it is much cheaper. No
"set-screws,"

"
springs,

""
pans,

"
or "pulls,

"
to

need repair or attention. Every article used in

its construction is of the best material and de-

signed to last.

As a sewer-flusher it is most effectual. In tiiis

regard it has no equal. "Obstructions in the

sewer" are rendered improbable, as the sudden

discharge of water carries everything before it.

It is a water-economizer. It is impossible for

the water to escape it in a continuous stream, or

for any length of time.

W. E. Stevens, Sole Agent for San Francisco, N. E. Cor. Larkin and Market Streets.

It 'will be a pleasure to demonstrate to all who may favor me ^ith a call, the practical -worltitiga of the most perfect Wate
Closet that has, as yet, been placed before the Public.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the following parts: A smoke

flue A, of fire c\a.y, in t feet lent^ths, with rebated joints and

t^lvanizcd iron bands o,er each joint. Tlicsc bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a pihanized iron exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around tlie smoke flue, which

may bo divided into two apartments— tlic one for fresh, the

other for foul air Tlic outside pipe is put up in two feet

lengths also, and the whole is bound together and secured t->

the studding by iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,

MASON AMm BUII^BISM^

(Uv/ATigHor riii(rl,/«( tUtiolAr.4.* torgrcnixw

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a tlirce inch coniluctor D

extending to outside of wall for fresh air, which, passinj; up

becomes heated, and can lie introduced to any room abo\ e by

a resistcr E, noftr the fl lor. The ventilation of rooms is

effected by means of an opening F, with reyister near the

ceiling, by which the foul air escapes and is conductc 1 in the

air space around the flue to the roof. In aildition to this, (an

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass through

and between the Joists to conduct by a small conductor G with

the abo\'e mentioned air space.

Tlie lightest and safest patent chimney nmnufacture.l.

Approxecl by the Board <»f Super\ isors.

WAREmX)MS,

N. E. Corner of Larkin and Market Streets.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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THOS. C. BUTTERWORTH,

&XiJ^ZIJBE,,
AND DEALER IN

No. 7 Ninth St., near Market.

Masons' and Builders' Exchange.

Box 48. Residence, 306 Twenty-first St., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

.

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street.

Citrner '.f Mission,

SAN FRANCI.SCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

GOLDEN GATE

PLiSfll MlliliS
215 and 217 Main Street,

ISetween Howard and Folsom, SA.V IRANCISCO.

XjTjoj^s & coisa:FA. nsTY,
Manufacturers of

«7 CALCINED PLASTER, je;

( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, ami Terra Alba.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

Silli iiii ilKii
Imptn-ters of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Drumm Street,
Between Clay and Washington, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. Box 1042.

ORNAMENTAL GLASS WORKS
145 VALENCIA STREET,

Glass Staining, Enameling, Bending,

Embossing, Etc.

W. HOLST, Proprietor.

JAMES McCarthy,

1 Stevenson Street,
(Two Joora from First— Pioneer Milln),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

DeaigTis to suit the various departments in Buildings, etc.

SEWER, WATER AND

CHIMNEY PIPE.
LINCOLN PLACER CO.CAL.&I

\358 MARKET ST. S.F.

1$ .1

J. H. DINNIENE,

Glass-Cutting, Embossing,

Bending, Engraving, and Designing Works,

NO. 108 MAIN STREET,

Bet. Mission & Howard, - San Francisco

drilling of Holes and KcpairinR of Broken

Artieles a Specialty. Kstlmates

Ciiven on Plain CSIass.

GROUND GLASS ALWAYS ON HAND.

€iTt]e*Xacran]ento*lroi]*Railiiig*Works,^

NI. J. IVEARION, Proprietor,

Nos. 304 and 306 BEALE STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

ARCHITECTURAL
AND ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS,

HOUSE SMITH,

Burglar and Fire-Proof Safes, Doors, Shutters, House and Cemeter J

Bailings. Etc. Latest Patterns of Wrought and Cast

Iron Cresting. All Work Warranted-

All kinds of Plinnbcrs' and (iiis Fitters' Work done. Tong.s
made and repaired. licader Hooks and Straps constantly on
hand. .Soldering Irons of .ill kinds niiule. Patent Awning
Frames furnished and Awning Braces. Blacksmith Work done
with neatness and dispatch.

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUFACTURP-. AND DEAL IN

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PWE, SPRUCE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourth & Channel Sts., San Francisco.

.^ Coast fknkg .

A. KENDALL,

Corner Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets. Frames.

DOORS, SASH AND BLmDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamenta Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

James Young. W. |. Thomson.

BEALE STREET MILL.

YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

PEAUES, SASH, BLIHDS,

DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Street.

Made to Orilcr, all kinds of Outside and Inside Finish and

Molding. Brackets and Scroll Sawing ud Wood Turliintf,

in all their branches, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

lHoi!;sE"«$120o

* • • ThlR marrelon'- )i u l I i bft^n buiU niorothan
SOOtl iiMfromour p aiis, i(i«j*oi r//f>/a«n*:(fth!it ItalTorda
ample room even tor a larie family. 1st fi- or ohown
above; on 24] door are A bed roomn and In attic 2 more.
Plenty of Closets. The whole wiinned by one oliiinney.
Larffe llliistratlona and full description ollbe abovo

af well af-' or39otber ImiiseB, ranirinKln cont r^^nl$^^KlIIp
tc $0,500, may be lound In "Siun'i'KM.'s MonKKX Low.
Cost Housbh," a larijo quarto pamphlet, BlmwinK also
how to select sites, get loans. Ac Sent rostonld on re-

ceipt of&0o. 8tampstaken,orsend$lbit1anil we willre*

ttirnthechaoffe. Addi^Ms, Bdilimno Plan Ah80CIAtion,
UeutioQ tbU Pftpar.) 2i Beekmaa St., (Box 2702.) N. Y.
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CONTRACTORS and BUILDERS.
H. A. SHELDON,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
SSiJO Mission Street, San Francisco.

Estimates furnished for work in Country as well as City .

STORES AND OFFICES FITTED UP.

B. F. ELLIS,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
KKSIDKNCE I

27 South Park, San Francisco-

Will buy Old Buildings or Contract for Removing the same
al Short Notice.

C. P. MOORE,
531 Grove Street.

O. H. MOOKE.
No. 1 Ru88 cor. Howard St.

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
15 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 IScAllister St.,

SAN FRANC rSCO, - - CALIFORNIA.

THOS. MERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
112 CLAY STREET,

Between Davis and Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Stores and Offices litted up. All kinds of Jobbing promptly
attended to.

W. E. CUMMINCS,

CARPENTER and BUILDER.

General Jobbing promptly attended to.

W. E. CUMMINOS, Res. 727 Geary St.

DRAWING FOR

CARPENTERS AND JOINERS,
With 250 Illustrations and

Drawings Copies.

BY ELLIS A. DAVIDSON. CLOTH, $1.75.

A NEW BOOK FOR CONTRACTORS.

''The Practical Estimator," By j. u. siblcy and a.

O. Kittredge, 100 pages, 18mo. , dotli, »1.00.

Contains a list of all tlic items ordinarily entering into a
building, so arranged as to be a convenient and systematic
reminder of wtiat is to be listed in making an estimate.

HANDY ESTIMATE BLANKS.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
1125 YORK STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

J W BALDWIN
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Cor. Stevenson and Annie Sts.*

UPl'ER SIDE PALAOK HOTEL.

tWeneral bobbins and Repairs Attended To.
Offices and Store-s fitted up. Second-hand Store fixtures,

Doors, and Sashes bought and sold. Residence, 721 Seven-
teenth Street.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 905 Oak Street.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER

Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between 18th and 19th Streets.

GILBERT & SON,
Woodland, Yolo County, California.

CONTRACTORS & BUILDERS.
Are prepared to furnish Sketches and

will submit Estimates for work in
Middle and Northern Cali-

fornia.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 615 Jessie Street.

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
324 Guerrero Street,

Between ]6th and 16th, SAN FRANCISCO.

All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

2 1 I Waller Street.

THOMAS F. MITCHELL,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
YOLO AND UTAH STREETS.

CEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
S. E. Cor. R. R. Ave- and Walnut St.,

ALAMEDA, CAL.

All Kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

J. H. McKAY,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
No. 124 Main Street,

Residence, 2833 Pine St., S. E. cor. Baker, San Francisco.

Single copies, 15 cts Per doz., K1.60

it^Send stamp for our new catalogue.

We Carry the Largest Stock

\ Architectural ^^ Works \

On this Coast.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Palleser's Complete Details^

CONSISTING OF FORTY PLATES,

Reduced to $2.00'!

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
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PAINTERS-HOUSE, SIGN, and FRESCO.

J. F. SULLIVAN,

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

510 market Street.

EDWARD NORMAN,

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

JNO. E. W. COLEMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,
No. 924 Folsom Street,

Between Fifth and Sixth, SAN FHANCISCO.

House and Sign Paintint;, Graining, Varnishing, and Polish-

iiig. Walls and Ceilings Whitened or Kalsoniined. with or

without colors.

C. CASHMORE,

Painting in all its Branches
—DKALKR IN-

PAINTS, OIL, GLASS, VARNISHES, ETC.,

530 VALiEIHCIA STKERT,
San Francisco.

Gt. OK SI,

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

108), JESSIE ST., SAN FRANCISCO,
FISST CLASS AEII5TS will bo Fnpnisliod for Work in ay Lino

We ant past of the state.

F. C. JAMES,
House, Sign, and Ornamental ^^----^„ . ,^^ „^

PAINTER & PAPER-HANGER.
HOUSE AND SISN PAINTING,

)

LYNCH & ARMSTRONG,
PAINTERS and WHITENERS,

IMITATION

Of Hard Wood, Fine Graining, Etc., a Specialty.

Wm liARKIIV HTREKT.
tIM' Particular Attention to Fine House Painting.

Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Etc.

2S Montgomery AvcnttCf Bet. Jackson and Washington Sts.

Orders Promptly Attended To. Terms Reasonable.

American, French, and English Paper Hangings.

HOUSE AND SIGN PAIi;rTING

Kalsomining, Tinting, Etc.,

No. 27034 Tehama Street, S. F.

All work at reasonable rates.

CHARLES E. BROAD,

GRAINER AND MARBLER,
1000 Hyde Street, corner Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

1605 Polk Street, Near Sacramento,

SAN FRANCISCO.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,
232 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

tff'Orders left at Helmken's, 616 Kearny Street

JOSEPH THOMAS,

CALIFORNIA PAINT COMPANY,
41» Jackson Street, San Francisco.

All orders will receive prompt attention.

PLUMBERS AND GASFITTERS
J. D. WELCH,

Practical Plumber, Gas & Steam-fitter.

Cor. Fillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

JOHN T. CRAY,
230 Sutter Street,

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS
And Steam Fitter.

Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and
guaranteed.

JOHN BOHN,

Plumbing and Cas Fitting

112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

BUSH & MALLETT,

a^S A.IS^D OIL

Sanitary PlnrnWiig anil Gasfitting

34 Geary St.^ above Kearny.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Gas Fitter,

72S Waiiihiugtnn 8t. Opposite the Plaza,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at-

tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IMPORTERS OF

Caras Fixtures a.nd

JPlumbers' Supplies.
122 AND 124 Sutter Street.

FRITZ & KEAN,

I^LUIVIBEK^S, KTC,
Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance with sound sanitary principles.

130 Geary Street, San Francisco.

P.'kV. O'BRIEN,

Plumber and Gas Fitter,

334 Pine Street, San Francisco.

L. McNALLY & CO.
Ini|X)rters ami Manufacturers of

And Dealers in all kinds of Plunibinj; M.aterial.

526 California Street, San Francisco.
Buildings fitted up witli Gas, Water, and Steam Pipes at the
lowest market rates. Jobbing and Sliip IMumbinjc promptly

, attended to Gas Fixtures re-bronzed, etc.

CALIFORNIA PLASTER DECORATION WORKS,

C- -P- SOI3:iILiXj:E3Ry, Proprietor,

861 MISSION STREET, Bet. Fourth and Fifth, SAN FRANCISCO.

CENTERS, BRACKETS, MOULDINGS, Etc.

ARTIFIJIIL SraSE ORNAMEHTATIOKS, WOOD CARVIKS AND MODELIM,

FROM AGRICULTURAL DESIGNS,

Castlnc PatternH. IHonltl MinkInK, Papler-Machc, Zinc nnd Composition OrnamentM.

First Premium Awarded at the Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

New Works.

FOR PLUMBERS
Principles of House Drainage.

Fully Illustrated.

Hy J. PiCKKRiNO Putnam, Cloth >1 00

Sanitary House Inspection.

A new work, by Wni. Paul Gerhard.

In cloth #100

Sewer Gas and Its Dangers.

An fXiMtsition of common defects in house drainage and
practical information relating tn their remedy.

Illustrated hy it fullftage />lates.

By Gkukuk I'KliHTON BuoWN. CI >th fl 26
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BRICKLAYERS.

XUl

WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklayer and Builder,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

JOS. THORNHILL,

Bricklayer and Contractor,

Office, No. 35 Post Street, San Francisco

Boilers, Furnaces, Ove»s, Grates, Etc.

O. E. BRADY,

Bricklayer and Builder,

822 Valencia Street.

DRAWING FOR BRICKLAYERS.

ELEMENTS OF FREEHAND, OBJECT
AND PLAN DRAWING

Two Double and- Tiiirty-two Single pajjei of Illustrations.

Clotli, Sl.fiO.

F. M. LOANK. i, F. RiLST.

RILEY & LOANE,

ALL KINDS OF BRICK WORK.
314 Montgomery Street, iioom 11.

DRAWING FOe STONE MASONS.

Lessons in Freehand and Object Drawing;
and Concise History of Masonry.

six Double and Twenty-fivo Single pages of Illustrationu,

Clotb, 81.50.

PLASTERERS.
J. R. ToBiN. At.Kx. Mennie.

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

CELLARS ANT SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT,

Joiiiing Promptly Attended to.

Residence, 864 Mission St.

H. B. HEADLEY,

2913 California Street,

Workmen in my line fun.isbed h>r any part of the Country.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING, COLORING, ETC.

Residence, 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 626 Gough.

D. F. MULVILLE,

FL ASTERER,
20 Fair Oaks St., bet. 2l8t and 22d.

PLASTER AND PLASTERING,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS;

How to Make and How to Use, and Rules for Computing and

Valuing the Same. By FRED. T. HODOSON. Cloth,*!.

^ P. 6. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street.

Its' AUJobbing promptly attended to.

H. EACAN,

PLASTERER,
110 BERNARD STREET.

Between Pacific and Broadway, Jones and Leavenworth,

PLASTERERS' MANUAL.

Revised Edition. Givinjf Description of Toola and Materia

Used in Plastering, with Forms of Contracts, etc-

Cloth, 75 cents.

STAI R BUILDERS.

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry Street, Bet^veen. 3d. and <ttl:i.

Constantly on Hand or Made to Order,

STAIR RAILS, POSTS,
BALUSTERS, ETC.. ETC. .

J. R. DREW. *•. Mclaughlin

DRE.w & Mclaughlin,

Stair Builders,
ENTERPRISE MILL,

220 & 222 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

512 and 514 Fifth St., near Bryant
Manufacturer of

INSIDE and OUTSIDE FINISH,
stairs, Balustebs and Newel Posts,

And All Kinds of

HARD WOOD FINISH.

N. P. LANGLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner,
do. 407 Mission St.. SAN FRANCISCO.

Mechanics* Hall, Second Floor.

M I SCELLAN ECUS
A. E. BUCKMAN,

314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER,
KradinK, IMacaclaniizins and NewerinK

I>one on Short Notice.

I. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
t^ All Kinds of Grading, Macadiiniizing', and Sewerage

Done on Short Notice.

718 VALENCIA STREET,
Between Eighteentli and Nineteenth.

PINCK & HAMMOND,
META^L ROOFERS,
All kinJa of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing, Qalvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Chimney-tops. IS' ROOFS repaired
and painted.

All Jobbing promptly attended to.

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

CROIifAN & DUNBAR.

Galvanizad Iron Cornice Work
A SPECIALTY.

Ventilators, Chimney Tops, Etc.
Work d'lne by ug (guaranteed.

1073 Market Street, bet. 6th and 7th.

JOHN P. SHELDON,
WHARF & BRIDGE BUILDER,

And General Contractor.

Alt kinds of wharf buifding materials constantly on hanil

Particular attention gi\ en to country jobs and city founda
tioBlS.

No. 27 Steuart St., San Francisco, Cal.

A. F. NYE & CO.,

IMPORTED

Fine Gras Fixtures,
609 & 611 MARKET STREET.
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A. F. KNORP,
MAIN STREET MILL.

ELEVATORS,

RAILROAD CARS, MILL WORK,

GENERAL JOBBING WORK,

OF tVERY DESCKIFTION

MOULDINGS, BRACKETS,

Door and "Window Frames,

Planing, Sawing, Turning, Shaping, Wood

Carving,

120-122 Main Street, San Francisco

J. W. WESSON,

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone So. 430.

STAR
TOOL AND MACHINE WORKS,

F. KEAJHWSKI, Proprietor,

516 and 518 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco-

WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Newel Rods, Etc.,
For Stair Work.

Situation Wanted.
A Namber of Draughtsmen want-

ing positions have Left their

address at this Office.

ARCHITECTS M OTHERS

Desirinff same will please commnnicate

Willi ns.

BUILDING SUPEEINTENDESrCE,

A Ne7(i Work.

PKICE THRKE »OI^I>ARS.

Send to this Office.

THIS PAPER'™'«^o'p""^°"^''"^
ADVERTISINQ BUREAU (10 Spruce Street), where advertising

T:^.ZIVA new YORK.

AdlFT
Send 10 cents postaj<c, and we will mail

jou Jree a r*»yal, valuable, sample box
of g(»od8 that will put you in the way ot

making rnore 7/iotic^ at once, than any-

thing else in America. Both sexes of

all a;fea can live at home and work in spare time, or all

the time. Capital not retiuired.
• We will start you. Im-

mense pay sure for those who start at once. Stinbon & Co.,

Portland, Maine.

RANSOMES' PATENT
A.ETII*ICI^L

Stone Pavement
Latest and Best,

AS LAID DOWN AT

SlxeldoiiL IBlocls:,
<Jov. First a^nd IMai'ltet Streets,

AND

JX. E. Cor. "Washing'toii and Stoclcton.

Send for Circular and Prices, Jfi^ Montgomery Street.

KEI^LETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DECORATIONS.
Plastering Repairod and Whitened.

763 Market St., San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

SASH LOCKS
.^^TEJIST'T

^ DOOR BOLTS.
A very important feature uf the IVES' SASII LOCK is in

its securely lockinjf when closed and simultaneously drawing
the meetinj,' rails closely toj,^ether. All the moveinents are

accomplished by cams without the instrumentality of springs,
thus avoiding the possibility of getting out of order.

IVES' PATENT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with a bit,
and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts
afford. Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts are protected
by nine letters patent, and are manufactured in over forty
styles of finish.

HOBART B. IVES & CO.,
Sole Manufacturers and Patentees,

New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.

HUNTINGTON. HOPKINS & CO,,
San Francisco, Cal., Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast.

BURR'S NEW WASTE PIPE HOPPER, For the NEW PLUMBING LAW.
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This Slop Hopper completely traps the foul air and gases

arising from Drains and Sewers. Burr'H t^trnrh Trap
is superior to all others, and is the only one which prevents
the drain-pipes from becoming stopped up. It can he placed
in the yard, kitchen, or wherever convenient. The Trade
Supjilied. Tlie specifications of Architects call tor Burr's No.

1 Hoii'ER AKnTRAP Combined, which is the best recommended
tor its superiority. Mend for Cirenlar.

g-1

E
n
8

S s

^ S !?
S 5 £

« 9- *

This hood protects the pipe and makes
it look neat; the front is open, making it

an open trap Hopper. It has a 2 and 4-

inch outlet.

Address 667 Mission St., San Francisco

BURR'S WEATHER STRIP, Harsha's Patent.
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BUILDERS' HARD^VARE.
FULL LINE

-OF-

Light and Dark

MANUFACTURED BV

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures,

The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that wiH not wear

out or break.

For Sale By *

Dunham, Carrigan
& Co

ii

-I1EALER.S IN—

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc-, Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,*

22 and 24 Main St., S, F.

SAV^Aaii:, so]Nr & co.,

Empire Foundry and Machine Works
135 TO 145 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO- CAL.

House Fronts, and Architectural Iron Work of every DescjHption.

Mantel Grates, SlaWe Fixtnres, Ventilators and BniMers' Hardware. ^sendfor Prke usts.

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY,
Planing Mills,

Railroad Shops,

Oar Builders,

House Builders,

Cabinet Makers

ETC., ETC. SINGLE SPINDLE UPRIGHT 3HAPER.

GOODELL & WATER
CORNER THIRTY-FIRST AND CHESTNUT STREETS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

tV Parties in corresponding will obli^fe us by mentioning this paper.

NO. 2 SCROLL SAW,

BRACKET BAND SAW.

Pacific Press Publishing House
12th and Castro Sts., Oakland, 606 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

Fdaters, Engravers, Siaders, Electrotypers, | Stereotygers.

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Kine Catalogue Work: a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Tounial is among the many printed liy tlie Pacific Press.



A MONTHLY JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO PACIFIC COAST INTERESTS

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
PACIFIC COAST ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.

VOLUME VII, No. 6. SAN FRANCISCO, JUNE lo, 1886. TERMS- 1
^^ P®'" ^sar, in Advance.

'

I Single Copies, 20 cents.

CALVIN NUTTING & SON,
MANUFACTURERS Of

Iron Doors i Shutters
Wrought Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, Tie Bonds,

Burglar Proof Bank Vaults and Safes.

ArcMtectnral, Plain & Oniainental IroiiWorL

Sole Manufacturers of the

Patent Tubular Wheelbarrow.

227 and 229 MAIN ST„ SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Fr. H ROSENBAUM & CO

Plate and Windoiv Glass,
MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS

(Quicksilver and Patent Back).

Mo. 507 Market Street, opp. Sansome.

Glass
Staining

ad
Emksiiis Works.

CUT. STA1X£U, and UUOVXU UliAHS.

Glass Cutting Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Staiueil Glass Woi ks,
1213 & 1215 H.iward St.

^ PARQUET FLOORS.

WM. HANNAM & CO.,

Wholesale and lletail.

293 FIFTH AVE.,
NEW YORK.

Seven-eighths in. tonimed and
grooved. European styles, solid

i

and suhstantial. Also, | in. Fancy Wood Carpet Floors.

I iC^TSeii;! two-cent stamp for Book of Designs.

Mechanics' Lien La'«7, vrith Supreme Court
Decisions. Complete, from Deering's C'odk

OF Civil Procedure. New and only correct

copy. Publv<lied by this Journal, bound in cloth.

Price, 50 cents. Sent by mail to any address,

postage paid.

Every Architect and Mechanic should have a Copy.

The Trade Supplied.

(Successors to John R. Sims & Son;,

MANUFACTURERS OF

ARCHITECTURE,

(Civil.) A Theoretical and Practical System of Building.

BY EDWARD SHAW.
102 Plates. To which is added a Treatise on Gothic At chi-

tt-iture, by T. W. Silloway and Geo. M. Harding, Architects.

(EIrventh Edition) in Cloth I.SIO.OO

Architectural Perspective.

(For beimners.) A New Work, particnlarh' vi.luable to those
desiring !•• become proflcientin Practical Perspecti.e, Con-
taining Pliites and Examples.

BY F. A. WRIGHT.
In Cloth ».3.00

GARLAND
, Sewer Gas Trap.

BEST IX rwK.
Uccommended by all the Architects

in California.

OFFICE-1901 Broadway, Oak-
\ LAND.

For Male by Plumbers.

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wrought-Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. Sole Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

C tfAMPION M ETALLIC WhEELBARROW.
Iron Roofs and Gasometers Manufactured

to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,
Between Mission and Howard.

niW^ VERY RARE, AND.W Jl.! i J\. B E .A U T I F r 1, !

Mantels, will Newesl Styles ol Mes,

'ed-estals, I'a'bles, ;tc.

Wareroom—BEANNAN STKEET,
Between Fifth and Si-\th.

J. & F. KE!!«iSRl,ER.

JAMES R. KELLY,

!
IMPORTER OF PAINT,0ILS1IND0W GLASS

AND MANUFACTURKK OK TIIK

IMPERISHABLE MIXED PAINT.
Sole Agent for Chance Bros. & Co.'s 16 oz., 21 oz., and 28

oz. C. M . Glass, Polished I'late, and Mirrors.

ail anil a23 Market Street, S. F.

J. KEMP & CO.;

Tui^wifii}, ^\m^\\, ^\m\\,
i. .... AND ....

CABINET MAKING.
112 MISSION STREET, bet. Main and Spear, San Francisco.

EDWARD DENNY & CO.,

Drawing Paper and Materials.

Mallieniatlcal anil Umm Inslrnieiits,

Stationers, I'rinturs, and Bhnk-lJuok Manufucturers; Civil Kn-
l^rineers, Survejors, Arcliitects, aid Draui^litsnien's Supplies.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California and Sacramento Streets, San Francisco.

itW Send for Saiuplu of our New Detail Paper. 'X£X
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BROWELL'S PATENT CHIMNEYS.

iiMEtLS VOm^FlIf© t/^Ji^LlfMirTOf^

T Brmach. T Qr«nt7a« Socket Plp^. 'Hedaeer. XncreRten gBtUfllCUTff,

Clnn't Uol«< Tr«|]. P. Trnp. ft. Trap. ^BttdttZIbcT^

All Sizes of the above on hand and for sale at the lioivest Prices.

First Pre-~nluni Silver Medal of Mechanles' Institute awarded for Patent
Chimneys and Ornamental Chimney Tops.

ARE THE ONLY CHIMNEYS where BANDS and FILLING can
be used to make a SMOKE and AIR-TIGHT JOINT, and with
Iron Rods or Strapped to the Building'.

The U. S. Circuit Court 1ms granted uie a perpetual injunction ag:ainst L. E. Clawson an'ljns. S.

Browu. All persons are cautioneu ajiaiiist usin.r any iinpro\enient in sectional chimneys patented
hv me Manutaetured and for sale \>\ J. BROWSLL, 727 Montgomery Street, fj . F.
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REESE LLE WELL YN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,

133 and 135 Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Wm. H. Millikeii,

Mechanical Engineer and Drauilitsinan,

MANUFACTURER OF

MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts aM MacMflery Castiiiis

OF ALL KINDS.

MILLIKEN'S PATENT HYDRAULIC RAM

E L E VAT O R,
Contractor and Designer

FOR THE COXSTRUCTIOS OF ELEVATORS, CABLE

PAILWAYS, SMOKE BURNING APPARATUS

ENGINES, BOILERS AND ALL OTHER

KINDS OF MACHINERY.

Office, 22 <'alift>rnia Mt.. Roomtt 19 anil !iO.

"
IT Is ALMOST HUMAN.'

Ilie lorloD

DOOR CEECE and SPEIKG
Renders Slammiiiy: of Doors an Impossibilitj .

FRANK D. MORRELL,
256 Market St., nr. Front, San FranciMi-o.

CARPENTER and JOINER.

(n>kr-A.Tio3\r..A.ij.)

ILLUSTRATED BY 86 PLATES.

In cloth,

BY JAM PS H. MOXCKTON,

Address the offire c>f this Journal.

»5 in

Marie in representation of Ancient and Moii

eiu Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau-

rel. Elack Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

ENAMELED. POLISHED,
A.\D

NICKEL-PLATED

GRMES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost!

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood. I

RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and ino.-'t

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles I Tiles I

ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Fainted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestib.des,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W. W. MOiNTAGUE & CO., ^%?i«u?JJ:..'^t^if.t?.'.'^'
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Pacific Rolling Mill Co.

JMANUFACTURERS OF

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON.

Boiled Beams, Lag Screws,

Rolled Beams, Double, Nuts, Washers, etc.

Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Steamboat Shafts,

Bridge and Machine Bolts, Cranks, Pistons,

L Connecting Rods.

RoUed'Beams, 4, 6, 8, and lOJ inch.

Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames

Mining Machinery Forgings,

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Hammered Iron of every description.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Block, Room 1.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 60,

and 66 pounds to the vard. ±
No. 29

"Tlie Latest, Lowest in Price,

ND MOST .\CCIKATE

RECTORY
Of the ArcMtscts in the Unltsd States and Territories ever published.

Bound in Board. Sentfree on receipt o/$i .00, by the

DSEFDL PDBLISHING CO., 1293 Broadway, New YoA
Call the attention of the Architect to your iiroductiim ami be assured that

if it has HERIT you havr also reached the Uwner,
Builder, Mason, Decorator, etc.

MARBLE MAHTELS,

ONYI BELGIAN BLACK, TENNESSEE

ITALIAN AND STATUARY

TILE FACING, HEARTHS & FI5E GRATES.

w. H. Mccormick,

827 MARKET ST., BET. 4th AND 5th.

D. ZEaLIO,

Carrara Marble Works.

MANUFACTUKER OF

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

1319 MISSION STREET,

Between 9th and 10th, SAN FRANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

Every Description of Metal Goods Plated with

GOLD, SHVEE, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC.

Old work refinished, repaired, and plated equal to new.

Silver Plated Amalgramatins: Plates, for sav-

ing- g-old in Quartz, Placer, Gravel, and Beach Mining.
05» and 655 IWIS^t^lO^ HTKEET,

Between New Montgomery and Third, San Fran<;isco, Cal.

K. «}. DKHTKISTOSf Proprietor.

San Francisco Wire Works

C. H. GRUENHAGEN,

669 Mission St. bet. Third & New Montgomery,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Manufacturer of

PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORE,

Wire Gates k MWm, Bank k Olce Railing,

store Fixtures, Wire Figures, & Hat Stands.

Arches, Flower Stands, Baskets, Trel-

lises, Window Ouards, Coal Screens,

Fenders, etc., etc-

Harvey s Hot WaterRadiator

Ho. 23 STEVEUSOH STREET,

NEAR FIRST,

San Francisco.

-FOR-

RESIDENCE

No. ^66 Caledonia Ave.,

Oakland.

IVarming
-AND-

PRIVATE RESIDENCES

AND

PUBLIC DWELLINGS.
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THE SPRINGFISI^D GAS MACHINX:,
Manufactured by GILBERT & BARKER, Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Massachusetts,

Improved nnder nearly
OVER

Twenty Years

Manufacture and Experience,

Is offered in a more Perfect
State than ever before.

It is especially adapted to

Liglitio|Count[f
Houses

HOTELS, STORES,

Blocks of Buildings,

HULLS, FACIOeiES, EIC.

500 in Use
ON THE PACIFIC COAST,

M all
giving

Perfect Sallsfactlnii

*^<!nd for Illustrated Circular giv
iMj full Information.

A.F.NYE &CO.,

Impoi'ters of Gas Fixtures,

609 & 611 MARKET STREET

(GRiND Hotel),

SAN FRANCISCO.

Sole Asents.

WALL PAPER,
Interior Decorating,

WINDOW SHADES.

PtOOlVI ]VIOUL13irVG^H,

LINCRUSTA WALTON,

r*aper Hang^erss' Tools.
—And a full line of—

Ingrain Tapestry and Body Brussels Carpets

JAMES DUFFY,
•17 MAKKET STREET.

Address DIBBLE MANUFACTURING CO., Trenton, N. J.

GORDON HARDWARE CO,

AGENTS IN

SAN FKAMCIISCO and

Ii08 Angeles, Cal..
AND

SEATTLE, W. T.

RBOISTERBD

HEMACITE
£ mm KNOBS,

g . DRAWER KNOBS,

% SHUTTER KNOBS,

SOUSE TRIMMINGS.

For all interior woric these knobs are unsurpassed. New and beautiful .iosiKns.

Fully guaranteed to stand as long as the doors. M.Kteratein price.

M

I

G. OASHMORE,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

DEALER IN

^1 Paints,
r Oil,

Glass,

WALL PAPER,

55© Yalencia St.^
- - San fi'i^Awcisco,

kWNERS who are about to lie-paint, (Jrain, Fresco, or otherwise beau-
'

tify thi

ing with me.
OWNEKS

who are aljout to lie-pi

tify their homes or property, will save time and money by oomniunicat-

BOWDOIN'S
Rotary * Top ^^^ Kitchen * Cabinet.

COUXTV ARTO STATE KI4>}IITM FOK SALR.

An entirely new princi-
ple for yiviniK' access to
contents witliout the use
of drawers.

All contents are made
accessible by one simple
mo\ement of the t<)p.

Por Simplicity of Con-
struction, this table will
commend itself to all *ho
wish to en^rag^ in its man-
ufacture.

Full particiilarH
111 reicai'il to above
<'iililiiet eaii be ha«l

by addreNHiiiK the
otnee of thiN Jour-
nal.

For County or State

Ki^'htfl for Pacific Coast.
oi any part of the United

States, inquire of

L. M. BOWDOIN, Stockton.
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J. P. SHELDON,

Wtiaff and Bridge

INCORPORATED A. D. 1819-

Stains
FOR SHINGLES,

CLAPBOARDS, FEN CES.EITC.

SAM h CABOT
70 Kilby St., Boston.

Send for Full Descriptive Circular.

JOSEPH SMITH,
CONTRACTOR FOR

BRICKWORK, STONEWORK,

GRADING,

SEWEE WORK and PATENT CHIMNEYS.

A^ent for Gladding McBean

Sewer Pipes, Patent Chimneys,

AK» XBRRA OOTTA WAIIK.

BRICK FOUNDATIONS
Put under frame building at the shortest noti«"e and most

reasonable rates.

YARDS: Valencia St., Ix't. 17tli and INth
and ii»S3, si»»3, 2»S7 MiHHion Street, bet. !i5th

and »«tli.

GASH ASSETS,

$9,054,610.58

PACIFIC BRANCH3U CALIFORNIA STREET,

N, W. WINTON, GEO. C. BOARDMAN,

San Francisco A.gen.t. General Agent.

Established A. D. 1822. Capital, $5,000,000.

% ^m,% ®f

General A^^ents for Pacific Coast.

IC El:

309 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

M. B. RICHARDSON,

BRICKLAYER & BUILDER.

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS,

CEMETERY WORK OF ALL KINDS.

Agent for

Kinney's Tubular Fountain Enclosure

for Cemeteries.

Office, 314 Montgomery St.,San Francisco.

Residence, 624 Shotwell Street.

Shop, Broderick and O'FarrelL

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Co. of California

FIRE AND MARINE.

Principal Office. 439 Kalifomia St., Safs Deposit Building.

SA.V FKANCISCO

JOHN H. WISE, Vresident

CHAS A. LATON, Secretary.

W. D. PERINE,
.M.^NirFACTlIRKR Of"

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Garden Walks.

Basement Floors, Carriage Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building' Stone,

URNS, VASES, STONE COPING and STEPS

Entrance to Cemetery liOts, Caskets,

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

SAN FKANCISCO OFFICE, 28 New Montgomery St. OAK-

LAND OFFICE, 457 Ninth st. Residence, 608 Oalc st. Oakland;
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WALL
Imitation Stained Qlass,

liCOOIlZSH FUET "WOEIS:.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

XOTICE,
OWNERS and CONTEAOTORS!

Bell Hanging, Gas Lighting,

Locksmithing in All Its Branches.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

^v\^il:l & :pinck.
769 9IARKET STREET.

Durham System of House Drainage.
STANDARD WROUGHT IRON STEAM PIPE, Special Fittings, CarefiUly Protected from Rust, SCREW JOINTS,

and only where NECESSARY for Branches, HAND -HOLES at Bends, supported ONLY at Bottom, therefore not affected by

SETTLEMENT of Walls and Floors; in fact, a PERMANENTLY TIGHT SANITARY SOIL PIPE.

SEND FOR PAMPHLET. CALL AND SEE FULL SIZE MODEL.

AV]\1. T. BLXJIVT, C E-, 413 JVIontgrornery St., San Fi-ancisco.

GAS FIXTURES, •:• AND MANTELS,

BUSH & MALLETT, 34 Geary St., S. F.
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THE To Our Friends.

rl.- I'JI J 'i- Il_. U't ^i. V D..n J^^#v HTnT.xf^ TRHE proposition announced in another part of this issue, offer-

LalirOI^ni& ill^CllllBC U Ot LJUllQlRD luB WS. T ing to aUpose .,/ our entire interest in this journal, will be

\ -I ^Y ^ a surprise to very many of its readers, and, in view of the

A MONTHLY lOURNAL ^^'^^ ^l^** *' **> '"'"'^ *" recoijnized as, one of .the journalistic suc-

cesses of the period, it will naturally lead to inquiry as to the

Devoted to Architecture, Decorating, and Furnishing. reasons for the course proposed.
We answer: It is a conclusion most reluctantly reached; but

PRICK. $a.OO FSR ANNUM.
^j^^^^ .^ ^^ ^^^^..^^ -^ htmian life when nature calls for relief

•riK- offici.il organ oC the Pacific Coast Association of Architects. Published from EXCESSIVE cares and labor; when ambitions should yield to

by the SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL PUBLISHING CO. the restful peace of contentment with that which has been

No. 240 MoNTtiOMERY STREET, Rooms II, 12, 13. accomplished.
_... More than is meet for pne to attempt, is not tvise; nor can

Suh>cribers will please notify us promptly of any fa.lure to receive th.s journal, ^^^ ^.^.^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ pursuits the time required for one,
^^^ also of any change in their address.

^^^j ^^ ^-^f^^^. ^^^^

Advertisements inserted at reasonable rates. Tins we realize, and therefore propose to relinquish our edi-
"~ — torial relationships, and devote ourselves exclusively to the duties

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., JUNE 10, 1886. of our profession as practicing architect, with the earnest hope
and desire that those who succeed us may, in every way, be fitted~"
and qualified for the responsible duties of directing and managingCONTENTS. its future successfully, profitably, and alike creditably to them-

Redwood m. Brick Foundations : 82 selves and to the class journal literature of the United States.-

Interiors and Furniture 8.3 The multiplicity of personal engagements, and other draw-

Honorable Emulations 84 backs and interruptions in our editorial work, have imposed
Report of Committee 85 uNDUE and EXCESSIVE mental and physical labors, and prevented
Art and Architecture >. . ob , ... . .

,

The Average Life of Buildings 88 the utilization of the

'numerous possibilities of the situation.

Which are practical, accessible, and important, and rightly

manipulated, sufficient in themselves to furnish an almost

exhaustless amount of matter and fact for future publication.
A change of management will also remove all the objections,

prejudices, and jealousies more or less existing among architects,

builders, and others, by reason of the fact of its being published

by a practicimj architect. For while it hj.s been edited and

conducted upon the broadest and most generous and liberal prin-

ciples, consistent with its reputation as a representative journal,

carefully avoiding and excluding all matter and references which

could—in reason, without torture or forced construction of plain

linguage, and a total disregard of fair interpretation of intended

meanings
—be charged as .designed for personal, professioiial ben-

efit, still there are those who claim to be able to trace the

personal feature in every issue, from which they draw the conclu-

sion and advocate the theory that a practicing architect in the chair

editorial, no matter what the qualifications, is improperly seated.

We have realized and do realize the delicacy of our position in

this regard, and have often restrained the free use of our pen in

directions where to have done so would have been attributed to

wrong motives on our part.
This restraint need not exist under a new administration, and

we hope our successor will exercise his fullest liberty without

fear or favor; for in California, of all other" places, those who
read journals of any class, like fire and force in the lines they

read, eloquence simplified to the common understanding, and

information and instruction plainly and clearly expressed.

AS AN individual ENTERPRISE,

It offers strong inducements for investment, as, in the hands of

right parties, it can be made

THE VERY BEST PAYING CLASS JOURNAL PUBLISHED WEST OF THE
ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

And the fact is beyond all question, that a journal of its kind

is an absolute necessity in San Francisco, to represent all inter-

ests in any manner pertaining to the architecture erection, dec-

oration, furnishing, and completion in every detail, of buildings
of every class, togetiier with all mechanical, laboring, manufact-

uring, and producing interests.

ITS PBESTKJE.

Occupying the field alone during the past eight years
—the

quarterly of 1879 includid-has gained for it a

Summary of Building Activities.

Ill HE building trades have been fairly active during the past
'
Ij thirty days, with results as shown by our summary of facts

and figures, as follows:—
Engagements, frame, 82 Cost, |34B,379

brick, I
"

10,000

Alterations and additions, 12
"

45, 160

Total for the month, 95
"

$401,539

FOB THE SAME PERIOD IN 1885.

Engagements, frame, 126
"

$469, 100

brick,2
"•

72,000
Alterations and additions, 20

"
60,810

Total for the month, 148
• "

1601,910
Sho ing a decrease for 1886 of—Engag inents, 53 "

200,.171

First Quarterly Report for 1886- Engagements, 252 "
$1,359,532

Second Quarterly Report for 1886—Engagements, 418 "
2,127,101

Total for first six months, 1886—Engagements, 670 "
$3,486,633

First Quarterly Report for 1885—Engagements, 291 "
$1,967,750

Second Quarterly Report for 1885—Engagements, 463 "
2,299,625

Total for first six months in 1885—Engagements, 754. .

"
$4,267,375

Showing a decrease for the first s x months in ] 886 of—En- .

gagement3,84
"

$780,742

In view of the fact that the preceding year was one of extraor-

dinary activities, the falling ott", as shown by present report,
should not be considered discouraging: for the movements in

building operations are fully up to the requirements of the times,
and a greater rush would simply add to the number of houses to

rent, which, while not numerous, are sufficient to suggest a little

moderation for the present.
The demand for good draughtsmen during the month has been

large, owing to the competition for the Court House and jail at

Stockton, which required a large force to coiiipile ten sets of

plans for a single building, three-fourths of which labor was sim-

ply thrown away, not a farthing being paid for the services ren-

dered, beyond the paltry sum of premiums, insufficient in amount
to compensate for a single set of plans, even had one architect

received the entire amount. But with the divis and e-xpenses

deducted, the actual l)alance to the premium parties will be but

little, and the rest of the competitors, who were silly enough to

waste their time in efibrts to secure results not assured upon
merit, can only console themselves with tlie glory of the attempt,
and hold their conceptions as the reward of tlieir folly, and be

ready for the next move made by some Board of Supervisors to

humbug ambitious aspirants into another farcical competition,
which nine-tenths, if not forty-nine-fiftieths, of all general com-

petitions are.

SUBSTANTIAL AND PERMANENT ADVANTAGE

Over all possible competition. And its most favorable recogni-
tion by tlie class journals of the United States and Europe has

secured to it a widely spread popularity and prominence, which

time, energy, and money alone could secure. The journal and
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all its interests are entirely free and clear

from all indebtedness and incumbrances.
Its future in the hands of an incorpo-

rated company of architects and build-

ers, collectively or separately, or of in-

dividuals seeking investment, with j^rop-
er editorial and managerial appoint-
ments, carl be made to yield a large
return upon the sum required in its

purchase and improvement ; particularly

so, if, combined with the journal enter-

prise, there is a v complete outfit and

presses added for general and job printing,
in addition to the journal work.

' We
have thus far continued the printing,

etc., of the journal l)y contract, but have

frequently considered favorably the ar-

rangement above suggested, and declined

its adoption solely upon the ground that

such a course would augment cares and

responsibilities of which we have had
more than we wish to continue in the

journal work alone, in addition to our
numerous architectural engagements and
duties.

It is but seldom that an interest of so

great v alue and assured prospects is of-

fered for Fale, but, feeling the twofold

weight of professional and editorial re-

sponsibilities, it is a ptirsonal duty to our-

selves to be content with the results of

the former.

Redwood vs. Brick Foundations.

IN
the "

early days of California," red

wood was considered to be a suitable

and lasting material for foundation

purposes, and was almost universally

adopted. Many stories were related in

regard to its durability, among which
was one, that a certain post then (1851-
52) standing in a "

perfect state of pres-
ervation

"
at Santa Clara, had been

planted by
" the fathers, a hundred years

ago." The general impression prevailed
that redwood would last for all time,
and nothing better was necessary for

foundations, as a rule. But experience
has demonstrated the fallacy of these

first formed opinions, and shown that

the redwood of California yields to the

processes of decay when placed in the

ground, varying only in rapidity of decom-

position, according to the special charac-

teristics of the earth, sand, or clay for.iia-

tion in wiiich it is bedded, and the sap-
less quality of the wood itself. The
black-heart redwood is far preferable to

the softer, more puncky and fibrous

wood, but for many years it has been
difficult to obtain the better kind in quan-
tities, without selecting and extra cost.

So that while some of the earlier put in

foundations, where the better quality of

redwood was employed, have lasted well,
the material generally used at the present
time, and for a few years back, is from

upland growth, and will not last one-

half as long, particularly with the common practice of the

day, not to spend any time in selecting the really good pieces,
and rejecting^he bad, but to "take it from the pile," using all

that does not possess conspicuously bad defects; and contractors

generally are not critical in their judgment on this score. When
a load of lumber is sent to a building, the next most important
question is its speedy consumption in the work of construction,
which might be retarded if portions of the materials were set

aside, and a delay occasioned until a substitution could be effected.

So, generally the good and bad go in together, either and both of

which answer all purposes to the fulfillment of the contract, and
the matter of last and decay is left with the owner, as a matter
to be attended to as after circumstances may develop.
The old wood foundations of very many buildings have been

substituted by brick, and many more will have to be. Some

very good structures rest on wood foundations, but the progress
of decay and settling is such that changes are necessary. Tlie

r(!moval of the poorer for the better and more durable is always

expensive, and more or less dafnaging to the edifice. The differ-

ence between wood and brick is so small that no prudent man
who is not pressed in circumstances is wise to build on wood
foundations.

There are, however, in San Francisco, localities where either

redwQod or Oregon pine will last for generations, if not forever.

Along the filled-in city front, whore timber is binlded below the
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tide level, rot does not occur. Illustrations establishing this fact

can be seen at the office of this journal, one of which is of Oregon
pine, taken from th(! foundation of an old brick building which
stood on the northeast corner of Battery and Sacramento

old bulkhead built on the line of Market Street, below First,
on the property of Mark Sheldon, Esq., as nearly as can be ascer-

tained, built in 1852, and removed in 1885, show no sign
of decay. Each of these were, however, buried in the mud,

at or below tide water. The fourth

example, in contrast, is from a
foundation renewed under a building
erected on Sacramento Street, above
Franklin. The house was built in

1874, and when re-underpincd, in the

latter part of 1878, the redwood taken
out was more or less badly rotten, and,

,as may be seen by the sample, portions
of the mudsills so thoroughly decom-

posed that chunks of it can be crumbled

up in the hand like so much dry earth,

scarcely sufficient fibrous tenacity re-

maining to resist the gentlest touch.

From the forfigoing, it is proper to ad-

vise that owners who desire substantial

and lasting buildings should in all

cases adopt brick, stone, or other in-

destructible material for foundations.

E'

>^w;^7rggy^ sout^

Streets. It was placed in the ground in 1852, as planking under
the walls of the building, and removed in 1875 for the erection

of a n(!w edifice. It is not only apparently as sound as ever, but
exhibits signs of petrification, and perhaps would have main-

tained its soundness for a hundred years or more, if it did not by
that time assume an everlasting character. Two other samples,
one of redwood and another of Oregon pine, taken from th-

Interiors and Furniture.

DITOR California Architect:
It certainly seems to me that per-
sons who contemplate building

homes for themselves will do well to

consider thoroughly all of the points
and features, present and prospective,
before giving orders for their plans,

^ow, we all know that the general
course pursued is to consult an archi-

tect, toll him what kind of a house is

wanted, how much money is to be ex-

pended, and if these primary considera-

tions are all satisfactory, the order is

given to pi-oceed with the plans. The
house is finally erected,

* but as the
total cost may have exceeded first ex-

pectations, economy becomes necessary
in the fitting up of the interior, and
the furniture and elaborations have to

be curtailed. Now, it certainly seems
to me that most people display a want
of good taste and judgment in profuse
exterior finishes, and exhaust their

means in that whicli possesses no prac-
tical value as far as the real comforts of

home are concerned, as compared with

the pleasures to be derived from a due
consideration of

,
and provisions for fur-

niture and internal finishes. But few
owners consider these points, or con-

sult with their architects as to what
furniture and finisi will best suit cer-

tain rooms. This matter they reserve

to themselves, and hence great incon-

sistencies exist in many fine edifices.

Now, ;n my opinion, it is important
that more attention should be paid to

interior fittings and furniture. The

greater portion of the leisure hours are

spent with the family around the fire-

side, and therefore it is highly impor-
tant that the surroundings .should be

pleasing, which cannot be when there

is a lack of harmony in those things
which the eye must see and the hands

handle. The furniture
ajid

decorations

should be suitable for the respective
rooms. Among the first thoughts in

connection with the building of a

home should be the matter of furni-

ture, so as -to secure -a final result

satisfactory in everyparticular, which can bo obtained by proper
attentioTi in the premises. Often the pleasure excited by exte-

rior appearances receives a check upon the survey of the internal

finishes and furniture. The confusions of styles, and aksence

of appropriateness, diminish the final admiration of all parts.

The trims aiul finishes of the rooms maybe in the Gothic style,

but the furniture may be of no style, or a medley of all styles
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—the chairs being, perhaps, Renaissance, the table no partic'u-
lar style, the mirror Grecian, the mantel- Egyptian, and the

carpet some gaudy thing without any particular appropriate-
ness or design. Too much care cannot be exercised in those
and all other particulars, so as to insure harmony and appro-
priateness. The matter of liardwood finishes is one which adds
much to the comforts of home where there w an appreciation
of the beautiful and elegant, while the extra cost to indulge in

them, in certain rooms, is not so great as to preclude their use

where absolute restriction in outlay does not exist.

FRONT ELEVATION.

But many men erect homes which thoy admire, but have no

conception of the style of its architecture. The only thing clearly
understood by them is, that the front door is the principal en-
trance to the building. But the effect of the interior finishes
and furniture is a different thing. The commonest mind is en-
abled to distinguish between interior harmonies and distracted

taste, or no taste at all. Consistency and harmony in these par-
ticulars enlarge and increase the pleasures ( f home.; for where
all the parts harmonize, pleasurable results follow, inspiring the

sentiment, "there is no place like home."
It is not necessary to expend lai'ge amounts of money to ac-

complish the suggestions herein made. As a rule, furniture can
be obtained made to order from original designs, at about the

price that aimilar things would cost in any first-class establish-

ment ready made, and it would certainly be more satisfactory.A word or two on the subject of finishing may not be amiss.
Take for instance the parlor. It should present a cheerful and
pleasing appearance. The trim may be in some bright-colored
wood, say butternut, prima vera or cherry, combined with black

walnut; or, if preferred, make it all black walnut. The fur-

niture should show quiet taste, simple in construction, but

strongly made. If carvings are added th(!y should be from
natural subjects. In fact, a piece of furniture should be
like a book—something from which to educate the mind. The
carpets should be of quiet colors, harmonizing with the curtains
and hangings. -The hall, if laid in hard wood, say two inches

wide, with a narrow carpet, presents a fine, appearance; and if

the hat-rack is placed in a recess, removes an obstacU; which gen
erally exists in halls; and if doors with cut or colored gla.ss in-

close tlie same, so much the better. A dining-room with floor of
hard wood, either continuous lengths of narrow widths or in
ornamental figures, would obviate the <!xpens(! of carpets, exc(!pt
the cost of a rug in the center for the table, which, with neatly-

paneled wainscoting, paneled ceiling, and trim of openings in

butternut or oak, or other suitalile hard wood, make a neat fin-

ish. The side-board should be built in a niche, and in my opinion
should be a picture of the building and part of the room. The
table should be of proper size, with the legs well under it, so that
those sitting around it would not be recjuired to hold a table leg
between their knees.

Now, my reader, let me remark, that when you are ready to

build, take the advice of your architect in reference to the in-

terior finish and furniture of your building. When you are sick,

you send for a physician. When you want to build, consult an

architect; and in doing so, consult him in everything, for his

studies and experiences qualify him to be your best adviser.

W. D. B.

Honorable Emulations.

PRACTICED
in the higher and more elevated senses, free

from all the belittling influences of the human mind, they
are proper and productive of good, and tend to higher devel-

opments, and greater and grander results to mankind. They are

simply the result of mind upon mind, thought feeding thought,
and he who produces the greater should honor the source from
whence his tliinking came. For the larger part of the brain,
scientific and mechanical developments of the nineteenth century,
derive their source of origination in something that has been sug-
gested, produced, or expressed in ages gone by. There is scarcely
anything of recent production which does not find its thought
inception in the past; as the steam, with its ten thousand applica-
tions and uses, came to light through the humble teakettle, and
the prolific brain of a boy. And thosi^ who have emulated and

iinproved upon those first thoughts, are indebted to a very insig-
nificant and humble origin.
The proudest achievements of the present day are largely the

borrowed ideas of the past. Perhaps the origin in many cases

may be very obscure, and tlieir obscurity may almost obliterate

identity, yet the germ has been planted in years ,or centuries

gone by, and as still and quiet inspirations have come to men
of later days, from inconceivable sources, their minds have

enlarged and expanded into greater achievements, w^hether scien-

tific, intellectual, or mechanical, commanding, and receiving the
admiration of the world. The world is a great school-house,
and all men are scholars, some bright and apt to learn, while
others are dull and slow, groping along in niediocracy and scaling
down to the lower grades of humble life, and some sinking into
the depths of vice and degradation. Tiie apt scholars grasping,
mastering, and perfecting the more difficult problems, bringing
forth hidden treasures of mind and matter, and making the world

wiser, brighter, and better. As the rains from the clouds descend
to refresh, invigorate, and fructify the earth, causing the seed planted
in the soil, the trees and flowers, to grow and mature, and pro-
duce other seed and fruit, so do good and bad, wise and unwise

thoughts spread broadcast before tiie world give )>irth to other

thoughts, simi-

lar in kind, and
the fields of

good and evil,

ad vancement
and retrograde,
are replenished
and enlarged by
the daily devel-

opments of life.

Personal glori-
fications toogen-

erally enter into

results produced
and laudations

are poured upon
those who have

simply improved
upon and per-
fected results,

from the con-

ceptions of some
other and per-
il aps humbler
minds to whom
the birtli right

I)roperly belonged. As Jacob, through liis motiier's devict", secured
to iiimself the i)irthright of Esau, so have thousands since that
time secured to themselves credit and prai.se for results produced,
which would not have becm conc(UV»"d or niacin d by them, had
not the origin existed in otlnu- (juarters. Still, liononilde emula-
tions are proper, and the world and society are improved and

PERSPECTIVE SKKTCH.
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rendered wiser and better by the opening up of new, and th« on-

ward march of improved thowjht. And wliile prescuit genera-

tions.rojoice in tlieir attainments over t\w past, they ar§ furnish-

ing ideas which will he emulated and improved upon in the fut-

ure, by those wlio will hereafter perform their part in the great
drama of life; and with increased learnings and experiences as

age after age rolls on in the great volume of time, other and

greater accessions will be made to the record of mind develop-

FIRST FLOOR.

ments, and one after another will appear on earth, simply to em-

ulate, and still further improve upon the past and present, adding
link to link, lengthening the great chain of human thought, re-

sults and developments, the ends of which will never meet, until

human, life sl^all cease, and tlie great family of mankind pass
from earth.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
APPOINTED BY

San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.
TO COSSlDElt AND RKrOKT Ul'ON TlIK MATTEK, OF

PLAN COMPETITION
FOIt THK ?ROrOSKI»

STOCKTON COURT HOUSE AND JAIL.

San Francisco, May 14, 1886.

'to t/ie offi-ers ami meniAers ofSan Fraiichco C'hapler, American InslUule of
Architect:—

YOUR
1 oimnittee to whom was referred for consideration and report,

the matter of competitive plans invited by the Board of Super-
visors of San Joacjuiu County, State of California, in connection
with the erection of a public building to be located in the city of

Stockton, and for the purposes of Court House and county jail, respect-

fully report and submit the following:
—

That the invitation issued to aichitect:4 by said Board to submit plans
for said btdlding, contains provisions and features recognized Ijy the pro-
fession generally as objectionable, and subversive of all right rules which
should govern in all such cases.

That the conditions and propositions are inequitable, and therefore

unjust; that the sums proposed as awards are insufficient—the coat of the

building considered—and not so apportioned as to be an inducement to

qualified and competent men, to employ their time and professional skill

in the preparation of plans; that the apparent arrangements are such as

to invite and make possible the practice of manipulations, the like of

which, in many well-known instances have wrouglit great injustice upon
architects who have relied wholly and only upon the merits of their plans

for success; that the retention by the Board of all plans receiving awards
of premiums, should receive the uunualifieil condemnation of San Fran-
cisco Chapt<^r, and all intelligent architjcts iiulividually, as a suspicious
means, through and by which gruat injustice raiy be, and in other cases

have been acctimplished, by the CDUti'olliug powers selecting any one set

of plans to receive the first premium, whutlier meritorious or otherwise;
thus preparing tlie way for placing the work in the hands of preferred

parties, and then in execution adopting in part or as a wliole, either of the

otlier premium plans, as the basis of construction; thus depriving their

authors of the professional credit and financial profits whicli should accrue
to them.

Such things are both supposalde and possible, because known to have
been so ofton repeated, that a large mijority of (jualiKed architects refuse

to participate in any class of competitions; the fact being recognized in

profeasiiinal circles, that fair and just results are seldom meeted out to par-

ticipants. >

The propositions tacitly expressed, to terminate all architectural serv-

ices with the adoption of plans, is unjust. If this is adhered to, then the

all-important ami material work of details and construction must be en-

trusted to some favored party, who may or may not bo competent.
Whether this is intended as challanging the integrity of arclntects, or is

provided to serve special purposes, it is a course which, if persisted in,

must and will militate against the best interests of the commonwealth

supplying the funds for construction. And if the proposition is not sug-

gested in good faith, with full intent to carry tlie s.ame into practical exe-

cution, then its present intimation is misleading and deceptive.
The Board ccitainly has erred in withholding the assurance of full

architectural services and fee to the successful competitor. The right of

an architect to furnish details, and supervise the eonstructipn of buildings

planned by him, is one recognized and held throughout the profession,
universal—as sacred. It cannot be (juestioned that the man who conceives

and matures thought and study into practical illustrations on paper, is the

better and only one fully qualified to exemplify such thoughts in practical
execution. Plans are but outward expression of general ideas in tangible
form—the germ of proportions and fitness lying in the development of the

unexpressed thoughts, made complete through the harmonies and com-
binations i 1 the details.

The need for the services of architects in planning important edifices,

ia universally coucedeil, in and by the fact that such services are sought in

all such cases, as an indispensable requirement
—Stockton not excepted;

anil so sought because of their value and materiality. Then why these

studied efforts to withhold from those whose services and skill are ad-

mittedly so essential, fair, full and right compensation for services per-
formed ?

An important omission also appears in the entire absence of any pro-
vision for an impartial and intelligent arbitration of the merits of the re-

spective plans. While this should be done by experienced and reliable

men, fully qualified by practical, architectural and mechanical exp-riences
—

men entirely disinterested and free from all bias and personal or local in-

terests or feelings,
—such determination, and the rights and equities of the

competing parties are left contingent upon the judgment, whims, and ca-

prices of the honorable Board, and such influences as may be brought to

bear.

It further appears that this is another of the numerous cases iu which

SECOND FLOOR,
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the attempt is being made to procure three sets of plans for a public building,
at a price far below the rates of charges established by architectural socie-

ties, and the usages of the profession the civilized world over—for a single
set—total cost of building considered; in addition to Va^ large wastage of

time and labor by those whose chances of any award is exceedingly remote
and doubtful.

While it may not be, and confessedly is not witliin the province,
power, or influence of San Francisco Chapter, nor any number of chap-
ters combined, to define and tlictatj rules, regulations, and methods of

procedures in matters of competition for any class of building, nor to pre-
scribe and regulate conditions, Kx rates of compensation, nor determine
the rights and privileges that shall be held as binding in such cases, we .

may, as a Chapter, and as individual architects, express our liearty disap-
proval of practices and procedures which are calculated to be, and in numer-
ous well-known instances have, been so prolific in impositions upon our
fair and equitable rights, that the echoes of favoritism, tricks, schemes,
plots, and manipulations are, and reasonably may be pre-supposed in every
case where general competitions are invited.

The intimations outlined may appear comprehensive, and to some
questionable; but the facts known in architectural circles are such that
we feel warranted in the assumption, that the reasonable and possilde
proofs fully sustain all and more than is intimated in this report.

We further recommend that no member of this Chapter, nor any rep-
utable practicing architect in this State, countenance or participate in the

competition in question, nor any of like objectionable character that may
hereafter be oflfered for general competition.

In conclusion, we claim that, as a Chapter, and as individual mem-
bers of an honorable profession, we have just and honorable rights which
should be respected by those desiring our professional service; that the

intelligence, knowledge, skill, and proficiency enjoyed by all qualified
architects, are the results of arduous study and earnest devotion to their

high calling, and as a Chapter, and as individual members, we would not
be just to ourselves to remain silent and permit infringements of our

rights to pass without an expression of disapproval.
All of which is respectfully submitted.

JAMES E. WOLFE,
HENKY C. MACY,
GEOKCE H. SANDERS,
WILLIAM CURLETT.

Commiilec.

The above report was unanimously adopted as expressive of

the views and sentiments of the Chapter upon the subject matter

involved in the report.

Art and Architecture.

[Special for this Journal. By F. Hillert, Architect anil Mechanical Enginer.]

IN
the first part of the present century, some architects at the

time had the praiseworthy ambition—so far as the ambition
went—to invent the sixth order of architecture; but it was

simply recommended to them to study the orders existing, to

study the principles of art and the laws of nature governing
them.

This continent was settled by the Caucasian race of Europe.
The southerly part was invaded and conquered by Spain, the

conquerors having in the one hand the sword, in the otlier the

emblems of Christianity. Judging from tlie constant strife and

struggle, the Spanish conquerors were not able and rigorous

enough to create out of tlie existing and destroyed civilization

a new and better culture. The object of the conquerors was to

gather from the conquered, treasures to be brought to the homes
of the conquerors; they gave nothing in return. Christianity
has not fulfilled its mission.

The northern part was peaceably settled by emigration from
nations of the European countries, the emigrants bringing with
them their customs, knowledge, culture, and unlimited energy,
to make themselves here a new and happy home under the wings
of liberty, social and religious, and a moderate climate, condi-

tions required for a progressive, higher culture, if not retarded

and stopped by political strife, interference and undisputed dis-

honesty.
The culture forming here had its beginning, its history, and

tradition at the homes of the emigrant, and to there we must
look and turn for information and assistance. So is it with art

and architecture. The architect cannot invent a new style of

architecture, unless he invents and applies a new building mate-

rial, of a diflferent cohesive structure than the one used in old

and present times.

Art and architecture, to produce works of art, result from
the collective exertions of all nations, from the very cradle of

humanity. A trufi work of art will only be produced by genius,
or by the application of rules on esthetics, reason formed from
art work, and based on the laws of nature, and not by trying
to produce something without that tliougiit and phantasy have
been exerted. The rule of tliumb will not make a new style.
Some works of pretension, aj)p(!aring in execution and in print,
show no symmetry and symmetrical equilibrium; do not bear out

the stamp of purpose and utility. They are unnatural; and not

truthful. Tliey show really the want of knowledge of the beau-

tiful, and of thought; and simply to criticise them in the spirit
of art, would be doing injustice, unless it is known that the

designer was in possession of the laws of the beautiful; when,
being conscious of the same, he would and could not help

using and applying them.
When architecture follows the dictations of popular fashions,

of an unartistical taste and useless purpose, and imitating those

vagaries and abnormities of an unhealthy imagination, over and
over again, then tliis is a sign of a d(!geucrated art time. When
architects of some pret<!nsions send off such work on the publicj
such artists have failed in their mission as instructors and cul-

tivators of the public taste. Art, then, has failed to take its

place in the general culture of mankind.

. Modern architecture has no new style or types. It uses old

perceptions, improving them in form and beauty, assisted in the
execution of this work by a perfected mcsclianism and skill. Dif-

ferent is it v?ith mechanical science, which in the last half century
has made large strides in the progress, aided by the progressive
sciences. To it society is indebted for the immense progress made
in every branch of human activity.

I. UNALIENABLE DRIFT IN MEN FOR ACTIVITY.

The . necessity of self-preservation compels man, even at the

lowest state of culture, to express his wants and make an
effort on the natural things surrounding him, to use them
to satisfy his wants. The cravings of hunger compel the indi-

vidual man to seek food to sustain his existence; the feeling of

cold, to find shelter; these, and other wants and needs, compel
him to exert his mental and bodily powers to provide against
them. The first and primitive drift in man, is a deeply seated

instinct for the exertion of his energies.
The result of his exertions on the outside world, and tlie ben-

efits derived hereby, create in him not only satisfaction, but also

the action itself. The feeling of his power, and the confidence

in using the same, create pleasure and delight in him. He is

urged from action to action; and therein rest in human beings
an unalienable drift and impulse, the proof of which every leaf

in history shows, and a glance in his own bosom proves.

II. THREE KINDS OF ACTIVITY.

In three kinds of activity, in which all hum m efforts range
and concentrate, this natural drift shows and expresses itself,

and obtains final results, wliich designate and mark the highest

™lifii^̂
possibilities of our feeling, actions, and thinking. As ideal, with-

out which human being is impossible, and accordingly to it, are

set up the ideas of lil)erty, immortality, and of God himself.

Liberty is the highest aim of our will, to wliich reason pre-

scribes the laws of morality, without whicii, liberty is impossible.
Tlie idea of God leads to truth, then out of the conception of God,
as the highest condition of the po.ssibility of all, follows the per-

ception of truth. The idea of immortality leads to beauty. Tlieri

the preservation of human products in their first original form,

amid the constant changes of nature, gives us a presentiment of

eternal duration, and we name, without prejudice to other defi-

nitions of beauty, the most perf(!Ct of such products, out of which,

more than of others, the semblance of imperishability is shown,

beauty.
The aims of all human (efforts are, therefore, in intellectual re-

spects, truth; in ethics, lil)erty, and in esthetics, beauty.

III. EXISTENCE OF THE SAMF,.

The natural instinct in its three different forms exists in every

man, and shows itself with all iiation.s, from the first and oldest

traces of human culture up to our present day. The child's
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question,
" Wliat is it," on seeing a strange object, is an expres-

sion of liis inner instinct after truth. The struggle of a grown
person with his bad instincts is nothing else but his effort for

liberty; and tlie crippling of tlie feet of the Chinese woman is

only tlie outcome of the instinct for beauty. Everywhere are

perceptible the traces and tlie results of the activity of these im-

pulses; here, in a known, clear practice; there, in an unknown,
instinctive expression; here, in a uniform, systematic relation;

there, in a sharp contrast of crude exaggeration and stupid neg-
lect. With the India man the intellectual capacity is very small,
the ethic laws deficient, and the esthetic creations, or forms, va-

riegated exaggerations of an unclear phantasy. Harmony and
accord predominated with the ancient Greeks. In the Middle

Ages the intellectual stood back. Ethic and esthetic were
shrouded and tied to positive, unremovable and fixed statuary
laws and forms. In modern times these splieres balance each
other more and more.

time created a clear way and put a stop by the secretions of the
sick places; at least it tried, even if not everywhere with success;
and open warfare exists yet between its spirit and the one of its

predecessor. But only in conflict man tries his powers, and is the
same decided, destiny will call on him again. But our time
makes its moral law by the sentence,

" Do good for the sake of

good," wliicli is comprehensible, and points hereby to the rapture
consummated to the obedience of human fancy or to the dogmas
of ecclesiastic by means of education to the belief of temporary
or eternal punishment or blessedness.

V. IN THE INTELLECTUAL SPHERE.

The thoughts of men moved in an uninterrupted progressive
education through centuries, even if the particular developing
epochs were only of short duration and seldom returned. But in

the time between them the attained culture acted quietly and

powerfully, in making large strides onward, and preparing out of

WALL OF A LIBRARY.

IV. PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT OP THE SAME. FIRST, IN THE

ETHIC DOMAIN.

Only those denying history will dispute progress, and deny the
educational advance made by mankind in ethical respect, during
the last thousand years. From barbaric custom and degrading
slavery, men lifted themselves to a regulated form of state, and
to nobler, finer sentiments. But neither the theocracy of the
Jews in their supersensible doubtfulness, nor the democracy of

the Greeks in their dissoluble development; neither the Jew's

polygamy, nor the Greek's contempt of woman, designate a

happy solution of the important part of the moral problem.
Milder customs and perceptions were brouglit about and intro-

duced by Christianity. But the sanctity of family, love of fel-

lowship, and the pure moral laws, stood under an outside influ-

ence, not necessarily belonging to the spirit of Christianity, and

gradually threatened to destroy the fruits of one and a half

thousand years—threatened to make the priest a god. Our

itself a new power, which again, together with the remnants of

the old, started the same developing process over again. From
the nearest outside things to begin, which thought men, as if it

were, the spelling of thinking, heVent over to other meditations

on himself, inquiring after the laws of thinking and the bound-

ary of his reason; he inquired after the connection of nature and
the cause of all being

—God.

VI. IN THE ESTHETIC SPHERE.

Not less is the same continuous succession to a continuous

higher development in the esthetic sphere in existence. If we
concentrate the exertions of the human intellectual drift in this

direction in the widest sense, we comprehend hereby every

change made on the objects nature has offered, and we will here

unite all arrangements for the exterior living
—all things that

serve for the necessity, utility, convenience, education and the

pleasure. It is evident that from the men of remote antiquity,

living in forest and caverns, to the men living in wooden huts or
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solid houses, the most influenced progress took place. Just so

from tliis to the one which gave to the letter thousand tongues;
to tlie wheel the speed of the wind; to the transmission of

thought the speed of lightning. So on in general and the whole.

A certain kind of things is between them, which we do not act-

ually call necessary, useful, instructive, or agreeable, but which

we call beautiful. These we separate and select from the many,
to explore, investigate, and unite scientifically; and this is the

problem of art history. To recognize their beauty and promi-

nently the spirit of them, is the subject matter of the line arts,

or esthetic, in a limited sense.

The word esthetic means every observation made by our

senses. In such an expansion it was used, setting in opposition
esthetic and logic in relation to the sensible observation and

reason. In the late new language, it is confined only to beauti-

ful tilings, and we understand, in general, by esthetic, the sci-

ence of the beautiful.

VII. coirriNuous progress in all tiirek spheres.

The progress in intellectual, ethic, and esthetic relation in-

creases in an uninterrupted succession, notwithstanding the seem-

ing retrogration and stagnation in the'activity of man; and with

his larger achievements grows his next problem, and so on; thus a

never-resting process of development is uninterruptedly effected,

being the result and consequence of preceding conditions and the

necessary conditions of all later exertions. Then it seems as if

at many times, many nations were at a complete standstill; that

the development and progress of tlie human race was at rest.

This was even only seemingly. Unobserved, here and there, are

germs of culture formed, and at another place just at the same

time important visible steps of pi'ogress are made. An illustra-

tion may be cited: the first centuries of our independent Chris-

tianity. They discarded the old culture, philosophy, forms of

state, literature and art, and returned in thinking and forming
to cruder customs, their ethic feeling inclined to supersensible

fanaticism, and missed frequently the right position and relation

to actual life. But notwithstanding this clearly visible retrogra-

tion, the most powerful progress was effected in the necessary
fuTYdamental principles, and later centuries proved that this

time was of a far-reaching consequence, and its appearance was

conditioned by the inner necessity.

VIII. COMiMUNITY IN ALL THREE SPHERES.

The expression of the esthetic impulse in man is the first;

then, before he is capable and in a position to think and to act

morally, other objects impress on his mind, througli his senses,

and liis necessary wants and requirements compel him to ap-

proach them direct, and unknowingly make them serviceable to

himself. His first exertions are instinctively those of forming,

moulding. From the simplest forms of formation, tlie club, broken

from a tree, -with which he killed an animal, meji progressed

continuously to ftiake a nmltitude of well-formed instruments

and tools, made well-arranged habitations, liereby above all as-

sisted by tlie promethic gift of the fire. But now he began to

act; the one was the master of the other; parents brought up
their children; families united to larger communities; and, lastly,

originated from many such families and communities a whole—
a State—in which ruled a law made and sanctioned by all, or

they were governed by the fancy of a chief. In tlie same time

the unknown impulse led men to inquire of the cause of the

nature surrounding him, and also of himself, and brought him

to think of the same as of a divine spirit. So was religion formed.

Inasmuch as not one has much truth, as imperfection and sham
is in each, they are, nevertheless, the most important means of

culture of the human race, and early man manifested the desire

to make himself of that which he venerated as the Jiighest cause,

a picture or image, to give to his sensitive views a nutriment

heretofore recjuired. If now he venerated the fire, it was easily
made

;
was it an animal, he shaped it as well as he could, or

something similar; was it a higher developed spirit, he fell to

the impossibility and adhered to the commands which the servants

of this god, the ecclesiastics, proclaimed as his divine will.

Fitting samples are the Brahman pictures of the India people,
with their fantastic monstrosities. Liberal thinking outside of

the ecclesiastic rules could alone be serviceable in this direction,

and, consequently, art returned to the simple and natural. So

with the Greek nation. When tlie human race has once outgrown
its primitive condition, its impulses are rarifiod and refined from

the instincts to the known, and are in a constant reciprocity,

leading in a constant flow to a harmonious expre.ssion of all im-

pulses together. The action must be forethought; the forming •

and shaping desired and wanted, and even thinking itself can

only, by exercise, give sense to tliose of action and forming and

made capable to turn to the abstract; then a purely contemplative

condition towards nature cannot be thought of. In this

large, general, and intensive reciprocity, men strive together for

truth, liberty, and beauty, and try to perfect their beings in

every direction.

(To be continued.)

The Average Life of Buildings.

TT^OW long does it take for a city to re-build itself?
"
said the

\^f Building Inspector.
"
Well, that depends upon the pro-

o
gressiveness of the city. I should say about seventy-five

years. That is the average life of a building now-a-days. There

are very few houses in this city that were standing seventy-five

years ago. The old houses on North Capitol Street, built by
General Washington, are older than that, and there are other

old buildings, but I am speaking of private houses. The build-

ings erected by the Government, under careful supervision and

at great expense, of course, are more durable structures than

those erected for private residences. The building which is be-

ing erected by Mr. Abell, on F Street, will cost more per foot, I

suppose, than most Government buildings. No; it may not be a

•good investment, but it is not being put up as an investment; it

is a monument. The new State, War, and Navy Department

Building is, however, just as well built as that. That building
will be standing a thousand yearsfrom now. It may, of course, need

some repairs before that time, and the roof, of course, may have

to be rebuilt. No material or work is allowed to go into that

building unless it is up to the standard. The army engineers
who have charge are very strict. Of course a privatO' individual

would not put up such a building. It would not pay. Yes;

good brick ought to be as durable as stone. It depends a great
deal upon tlie manner in which the bricks are laid. Good mor-

tar becomes harder with age. It becomes harder than the brick

itself. When dry bricks are laid during the warm months the

bricks will absorb all the strength of the mortar. Brick laid at

such a time ought to be wet. A wall erected in April or May,
or Octoljer and November, of sufficient thickness, ought to last

two or three centuries."— Washington .Star. .

In a recent editorial article entitled " Architectural Conserva-

tism Indoors," the British Architect draws the following charac-

teristics of English architecture:—
" We are, as a profession, too conservative, and too apt to re-

ject a useful suggestion because it happens to be new and contrary
to our preconceived notions of wliat is right according to recog-

nized rules and practice. We think some of the fault of this

conservatism can be traced to a lack of tjiorougli education, and

the consequent inability to found a correct judgment upon things

practical and theoretical, which may not have been included in

past experience. Then, again, we need a more liberal spirit of

inquiry amongst us, and instead of using a material or an article

merely because it is made by a particular firm, there should Ije

some certain knowledge on the part of the architect that no bet-

ter is in the market. And when a new suggestion is made, or a

new invention brought < ut, which has a reasonable likelihood of

being turned to practical account, it is as well to try how best it

can be utilized, rather than to see how efTectually we can put

stumbling-blocks in the way of its adoption."
Much of which is, -without doubt, equally true of our Ameri-

can architects.

According to the British Architect, there is some talk of

erecting the huge metallic tower invented by M. Eiffel, the me-

chanical engineer, on some convenient site within the precincts

of the PaY-is Exhibition Buildings, and it is also satisfactory to

know that a jury of experts will be impaneled to decide upon its

structural safety prior to its erection. It will be 300 meters in

height, and entirely constructed of iron. It will rest on five

pillars, forming four immense arcades, lofty enough to exceed in

height the towers of Notre Dame. On the summit of the tower

will be erected an electric lighthouse, and a terrace to which vis-

itors will be admitted. The form of the tower is specially

adapted.to give it stability in high winds. The oscillation at the

top, und'er the influence of the most severe storm, will not ex-

ceed 7.5 centimeters. On a first platform, at a height of 70 me-

ters, there will be a gallery of glass, which may be used as a

cafe, or restaurant. A lift will take visitors to the summit. The

expense of construction is estimated at from 5,000,000 to 5,500,-

000 francs.*

The elaboration of interior decoration with hard woods is in-

creasing to a great extent in the cities, and dadoes of satin,

maple, cherry, mahogany, etc., are freely used.
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WITH All ITS IHTEEESTS,

WILL BE DISPOSED OF

Parties Qualified to Assume Its Management
and Control.

California Architect i Building News
IS THE PIONEER JOURNAL

Published Within the Boundaries of the Pacific States of America,

IN THE INTERESTS OF

Architectural, Building, and Collateral Sciences,

AND THE

Manufacturing and Labor Arts and Interests.

Its publication as a Monthly was inaugurated during the dark and gloomy period of 1880

preceded by the Quarterly of 1879. And from the feeble beginning, which

then lacked all the essential elements of journalistic experi-

ence, in addition to the absence of innumerable

facilities requisite to its publication.

It Has Grown in Reputation and Influence,

Until It Is Now Recognized,

Throughout the United States and Europe,

AS THE

Representative and Leading Class Journal

Published West of the Rocky Mountains,

IN THE INTERESTS IT ADVOCATES.



The Following Notices, Selected from Scores of Like Character, Illustrate Its High Position and

Standing in the Field of Class Journalism.

The Oalifor.ma Architect and Biilpiso Nbws is consider-

ably enlarged and very much improved mechanically and
editorially, which places it in the fore rank of class journals,
where it belongs. It is a credit to tliis coast, and we take
pleasure in perusing its clear and entertaining pag-es.~^£a-
meda Semi-Weekly Argus, Jan. 23, 1880.

Another old friend, the Califosnia Architect and Build-
iNtt News, is greatly improved by its new form and style.—
American Architect, Feb. 13, 1886.

The first number of the eighth volume of the Califoknia
Akciiitect and Building News appears in an enlarged form
and new type These signs of prosperity denote an appre-
ciation of the journal by those in whose interests it is ably
conducted.— S. F. Chronicle, Jan. 18, 1886.

The California Architect and Building News.—We find it

one of the best architectural journals published, and, unlike
some joxunals, it believes in justice to all, and upholds all

legitimate efforts for the elevation of mankind, whether
"
professionals" or "laboring men." We wish it success and

rec immend it to our readers.—Granite Cutters' Journal,
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb., 1886.

The California Auchitkct and Building News has been

enlarged and much improved. Tlie number issued to-day
would be a credit to any city.— S. F. Daily Report, Jan. 16,
1886.

The California Architect and Building News in its new
dress and make-up renders it more acceptable than ever. It

is always replete with valuable matter, and is ever an ac-

ceptable visitor.- -Alameda Encinal, Feb. 3, 1886.

The (California Architect and Building News appears in

greatly improved and enlarged form. The current number,
we think, is the beat that has been issued. It shows wonder-
ful improvement within the past two years. It is just such
a journal as is needed for the Pacific Qo9si.—Northwestern
Farm and Dairyman, Feb. 11, 1886.

The California Architect and Building News, enlarged
and much improved in appearances. As to its contents, it

has always been go "Ki. It is the best class paper that comes
to our table, and we always find it worth peruB&l. —Lakeport
Democrat, Feb, 20. 1886.

The California Architect and Building News appears in

an enlarged form and new type. These signs of prosperity
denote appreciation by those in whose interest it is ably
conducted. It has a large circulation. We wish it success.
— Weekly Swn, Jan. 23, 1886.

The California Architect and Building News is the lead-

ing architectural monthly of the Pacific Coast. Its articles

are well written on important topics.
—Brooklyn Real .Estate

Review .

The California Architect and Building News is the official

organ of the association of architects, and is a fit represent-
ative of that interest. It should find a wide circulation.—
Petaluma Weekly Argus, Jan. 23, 1886.

The California Architect comes to us this month very
much improved in every way—a decided credit to the Pacific

Coast.— firicA-, Tile, and Pottery Gazette, Jan., 1886.

The California Architect and Building News is a very
useful and interesting publication. It is handsomely illus-

trated with designs for home and business buildings-—,R«no

Evening Gazette, Jan. 21, 1886.

The California Akcritbct and Building News is a monthly
journal devoted to architecture, building, decorating, and
furnishing, and is the official organ of the Pacific Coast asso
ciation of architects. In its enlarged form it is most admira-
ble.—.\ew Age, S. F,, Jan. 21, 1886.

The CALiFOtiNiA Architect, in its enlarged and improved
form, is a publication which will interest all who are con-
nected with the building tr&de,—News Letter, Jan. 8C, 1886.

The California Architect and Building News comes to us

very much enlarged and improved. It holds its own remark-

ably well against the older Eastern journals of the same
^^a.ii3.^Amencan Buildit}^ Association News, Chicago, Feb.,
1886.

The California Architect and Building News is an invalu-
able periodical, not only to architects and contractors, but to
house owners as well. It gives valuable plans forhoiises, and
careful attention to drainage, ventilation, and sewerage.—
Daily San Jose Herald, Feb. 3, 1886.

The California Architect and Building News comes to our
table enlarged and materially improved. This enterprising
journal, we are pleased to note, is keeping pace with the de-
mand of a growing constituency.—Nortkweitem Architect,
Feb., 1886.

ITS PUBLICATION IN SAN FRANCISCO,
DEVELOPED IN THE FULLNESS OF ITS POSSIBILITIES, is a universally accepted necessity; and under increased.

ENERGETIC, ENTERPRISING, AND COMPETENT MANAGEMENT,
Parties who can and will devote their TIME and TALENTS to the work, it is destined to become

A PEER IN AMERICAN CLASS JOURNALISM.

If from the adverse surroundings of its inception, with the many divided professional and other engagements and duties of its founder,

it has been brought to its present, but by no means *

ITS POSSIBLE STANDING AND REPUTATION,
What may it not become, with its interests and destinies under more Efficient, Diligent, Capable, and Scholarly Editorial and

Managerial Control and Direction ?

THE ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION requires a Journal of its kind to represent its interests; to assist in sustaining unselfish

and generous relationships; to advocate the right and expose wrougs wherever found in architectural circles, and assist in promoting frater-

nal ethics, and every right and reputable course calculated to elevate the honorable and worthy members of the profession far above the
reach of reproach or disrepute, and. by all reasonable, right means, fix upon those who degrade and disgrace the profession, the mark of

professional ignominy. In these directions this Journal has accomplished much, but more remains to be done.

CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS of every class need it as a medium through and by which they may learn of every new fact and

principle in mechanical science, and cultivate and develop into practice, those rules and methods best calculated to improve them as men and
master mechanics—to furnish them with all current, local facts of interest, and give information from every city and town upon the Coast
in reference to prospective works of public and private character.

TO MECHANICS AND WAGE-EARNERS it is a great necessity, as all men, high and low, learn and grow wiser by what they read,
and the impressions made upon the senses by lines and figures representing ideas and conclusions of facts.

MANUFACTURERS AND PRODUCERS of building materials and devices of every kind need it as a means of communication
with consumers.

THE COMMON INTERESTS OF THE STATE require it as a means of information at home and abroad, as to its unbounded
resources in timber, buildine; atone, marbles, iron, and numerous other valuable deposits and productions.

OWNERS OF PROPERTY require it as a channel through which they may be informed upon all matters relating to the erection of

buildings.
CARPENTERS, MASONS, PLASTERERS, PLUMBERS, PAINTERS,

Decorators, Furnishers, and Artisans Generally,

Require it as a nucleus in and around which their interests may center, and through which each alike may derive specif benefit.

Its Future is Full of Assurance and Promise.

With All Possibilities "Wiseiyl'Utilized and Judiciously Handled, but which, from force of circumstances, have been

to a large extent hitherto neglected, it may be more than doubled in every interest.

ITS ADVERTISING PATRONAGE.
But few Class Journals present better evidence of substantial prosperity and general favor than is shown by the advertising column

of this Journal. Yet not one-half of what may be, has been reached. LOCAL ADVERTISEMENTS can be greatly increased

and a large, neglected PATRONAGE FROM THE EASTICRN STATES SECURED.

THIS PROPOSITION OF SALE
Is made to relieve ourselves from the excessive and double cares and responsibilities involved in editing a Class Journal and pursuing the

responsible duties of practicing architect—to the latter of which we propose to devote our undivided attention, yielding control of the Journal,
we hope, to more able and competent hands. We also hope its future will pass to some one of the manor born—some live Californian,

familiar with all coast and local interests and requirements, either individually or in the form of an incorporated company. But if not this,

then that some Good—Eastern, "Western, Northern, or Southern—Man will enter the field with complete connections with all great
centers of business and lite, east, west, north, and soii'h, and give not only co California, but to the people of the United States, Europe,
and All Civilized Places on the Globe, a Journal of Peerless Merit.
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Editor California Architect—Dear Sir:

As I have been frequently requested by some of the most able

and competent master builders to give an easy rule for finding

the cuts and covering of conical, hexagonal, and octagonal roofs,

I offer the following, trusting it will be of service to theni in

laying out this kind of work.

The accompanying cut shows the timbers in position over

ground plan. The method of obtaining this result is as follows:

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, is the ground plan; 1, and 3, is the height of eleva-

tion. Make 1, 2, in ground plan, ecjual to the elevation, viz., 1, 3,

after which connect 2, 2, in the ground plan, which will give the

length of hip needed. S(|uare out from O, H, right and left, in-

definitely, then take the distance 2', 2 in the compass and stand

in O, describing curve, cutting line squared from H, then cut at

X, as shown; move compass to 2', and cut at X, and Y;
move compass to O, and cut at Y, right and left;

move compass to 2, and cut at Y, and -X; move compass to O, and

cut at X, and H. Thus obtaining the accurate length of all tim-

bers, lay the jack rafters, or cripples, a suitable distance apart,

and the problem is finished. To make a stand-up model, cut all

around the outside, following the straight lines, viz., H, to O, to

X, to 2', to Y, to O, to Y, to 2, to X, to O, to H. Now weaken

on all the base lines, fold from you, and the model will show

all timbers in their correct position. Yours truly,
M. J. Marion.

the marble in Oran, ready for shipping, at a price of 450 francs

—90 dollars per cubic meter. The marble of this quarry, orig-

inally of a pure white color, has assumed an ivory tint due to

presence of o.xides of iron. There is also a pink variety, capa-
ble of being highly polished. Other varieties are also found,

notably a yellow marble, similar to the giallo antico, a dark red

marble, resembling the rosso antico; another variety called pao-

nuzzo, on account of its resemblance to the colors of the feathers

of a peacock. Some of the varieties of marble were used in the

construction of the English church at Algiers. It is also ru-

mored that a French geologist has discovered clues towards the

finding in Upper Egypt of the Lucullan marble, a pure black

variety, used in Roman architecture.—Building.

Book Notices.

"A Plea for Sanitation in Factories and Workshops." By
Wm. Paul Gerhard, Consulting engineer for Sanitary Works, 6

Astor Place, New York.

Author of the following works: " House Drainage and Sani-

tary Plumbing," Hints on the Drainage and Sewerage of Dwell-

ings," "Diagram for Sewer Calculations," "Sanitary Questions,"
"
Sanitary Drainage of Tenement Houses," "A Guide to Sani-

tary House Inspection,"
" Domestic Sanitary Appliances," etc.

Mr. Gerhard offers professional advice on questions of Drainage,

Sewerage, Sewage Disposal, Water Supply, Ventilation, Heating,
and Sanitary Architecture. Plans and specifications also pre-

pared for house drainage, and the sanitary ar-

rangement of plumbing work. Correspondence
solicited.

" Builders' Work and the Building Trade."

By Col. H. C. Seildon, R. E. Bound in cloth;

price, 84.00. For sale by Jos. A. Hofman, 208

Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Oal.

This is an English work just published by the

Rivingtons, of London, England, and makes a

valuable addition to the two volumes, "Notes on

Materials and Building Construction," published
some time since by this firm.

This work has nearly 300 illustrations, show-

ing nearly every style of brick and stone work,

diagrams of constructive carpentry and joiner's

work, tiling and slating, and a lot of other in-

formation pertaining to the building trades.

Then^ is a very useful and practical chapter
on bricklayers' work; also one on concrete and

plastering; and some useful information is given
on painting, coloring washes, and the tools used

for cutting and rubbing for ornamental brick

work. Very useful hints are also given for es-

timating the cost of all kinds of brick, stone, and

concrete work. The methods of framing, in the

chapter on carpenter's work, will be found very

explanatory, as many illustrative diagrams have

been givei!. The other trades appear to be thor-

oughly dealt with. There are several useful
{ip-

pendices, giving experiments upon concrete slabs,

forms of specifications for concrete floors and

roofs, and several valuable tables.

^ This work will undoubtedly take its place as

a text-book of technical reference in all that

relates to practical building operations.

^ R.CniTECTS and sculptors will be much interested in the

j\ statements recently published in some of our foreign ex-

'
changes, that the long-lost quarries of valuable ancient

marbles have been rediscovered. Among colored marbles employed

by the Romans in their palaces and monuments some authors

quote the Numidian marbles. But this name is misleading, for

several quarries containing the genuine (jiallo antico, also a rose-

hued marble, and a brown breccio, are located outside of the geo-

graphical limits of Nuniidia. One of these is situated east of

Numidia, near Simmittu, in the Medscherdan Valley, along
the railroad between Algiers and Tunis. The other quarry
is said to have been discovered by a Mr. Delmoiite, dealer in

Carrara marble, and is described as being situated along a line of

hills near the village of Kleber. Mr. Delmonte offers to deliver

Cppp's Lists of Patented Mines.

Henry N. Copp, the land and mining lawyer of Washington,
has issued a book of 150 pa'.;es, which gives lists of about 10,000

mines patented by the United States up to January, 1886.

These lists are arranged by States and Territories, and there-

under by counties and districts. It also gives instructions for

the restoration of lost and obliterated corners of the public sur-

veys.

This publication is an added evidence of Mr. Copp's industry,

and will, without doubt, be in every mine owner's library. In it

we observe the names of many of our wealthly and enterprising
citizens. Parties contemplating the purchase of a mine can now

readily determine if it has been patented. Tlie purchase of un- ,

patented mines is a risky business, as lawsuits are frequently

purchas(!d at the same time. The book sells for fifty cents, and

can be had through the news dealers and of the publisher.
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Publications Received.

The May number of Art and Decoration contains fifty-four

illustrations among which are pictures in the National Academy,
two studio interiors in perspective, designs for stained glass

window, suggestions for panel in lobby of theater, sugges-
tions for rapotisse work, designs for tapestry painting, and

twenty illustrations by Raguenet, with many short, interesting,
and instructive articles pertaining to interior and exterior orna-

ment. Subscription price, |2.50 per year. Single copies, 25

cents. Published by Art and Decoration Company, 7 Warren

Street, New York.

The May number of the Inland Architect and. Builder is un-

usually attractive and valuable. The leading articles are remi-

niscences of the late architect, H. H. Richardson, who ranked at

the head of-4iis profession in the U. S., written by P. B. Wight,
and a practical illustrated essay on Brickwork, by George Beau-
mont. Reports of the Nebraska State Convention of Architects
and of the Cleveland meeting of the National Engineers' Society
are given, besides building news from over one hundred Western
cities. Among the illustrations are the new Court House at

Madison, Wis., the West Chicago Club House, a design by Ar-
chitect Beman for a Grant memorial, and several well-designed
residences by prominent architects. Architects and others inter-

ested in building will find the Inland Architect and Builder

profitable reading. Published by The Inland Publishing Co.,

Chicago. Subscription price, .$3 a year.

The American Architect and Building News (Gelatine Edi-

tion). The following is the table of contents for the May number:—
Contents.—Mural tainting

—Wood Architecture of the Northern
Hartz—The Erection of Colossal Statues—Concrete Floors—Pile Driving

—
Communications—Notes and Clippings

—Trade Surveys.
Illustrations. — Rood-screen in St. Peter's, Louvain— House at

Ottawa, Canada (Gelatine Print, issued only with Imperial and Gelatine

Editions)—Wood Architecture of the Northern Hartz, Germany—Court
House, Clar on County, Pa.—House at Garrison on Hudson, N. Y.—
Ancient Light-house, Island of Pharos—Modern Lighthouse, Island of

Pharos.

Subscription for the Gelatine Edition, $7.00. Published by
Ticknor cfe Co., 211 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

The June number of Mind in Nature, discusses the ques-
tion of " Mind in Animals," by Lady Murray-Aynsley, fol-

lowed by notes on "
Intelligence of the Elephant and the

Orang." Doctor Valin continues his quest for the "Spiritual Ev-
idences of Man's Descent," this time in the "Demon of Science."

A. N. Waterman asks, "Is Spiritualism Only a Nervous Disease?"
and F. A. Becher contributes " A Few Notes upon Mental Phe-
nomena and Mathematics." Professor Thwing tells,

" How to

Induce the Trance." John Wetherbee reviews "The Spirits of

Darkness." H. M.Hugunin describes an "Electrical CloudBirth."
Wm. Q. Judge in his remarks on, "Matters Touching Theosophy,"
replies to the discussion on "The Occult World "

in former num-
bers of "Mind in Nature."

There are also extracts from Rev. T. T. Munger on "Truth,"
from Doctor Pettegrew, on " Faith as an Element in the Cure of

Disease." "More Metaphysical Twins," is a report of several cases

where persons were seemingly united in some psychical manner,
that caused one to suffer the same mental or physical pains that

disturbed the other, even thoygh they were hundreds of miles

apart. All those interested in the problem of " Mind in Nat-

ure," will find this little magazine well worth ten cents. Cosmic
Publishing Company, 171 Washington Street, Chicago.

Decidedly unique and original is the little cycling scrap-book
just issued by the Pope Manufacturing Co., of Boston, Mass.

Upon the covers are fac-similes of the covers or front pages of

thirty-seven of the leading American publications, and inside are

between two and three hundred newspaper and magazine clippings
and quotations from prominent personages pertaining to the hy-
gienic, business, and pleasurable advantages of cycling. Bv an ar-

rangement of tint and type, the selections have the appearance of

genuine pasted scraps, which makes the book worth possessing as

a curiosity, as well as for the really valuable information it con-

tains. The book will be sent upon request free by mail upon
receipt of stamp, to any one interested in cycling.

Complaints are often made by those using iron saw-tables

that the table becomes charged with electricity to such an extt^nt

as to be disagreeable. The table is undoubtedly charged by the
friction of the belt. To prevent the table from becoming charged
run a small copper wire from the leg of the table to a water, gas,
or steam pipe. Anything that will carry oil' the current as fast

as produced will do the work efiectually.

Master Plumbers' Association.

Howard Building, S. ^V. Cor. Htocktoii & o'Farrell MtB..S. F., Cal-

MEMBERS.

Bush & Mallett 34 Geary Street

Bush, L» 316 Sutter Street

Butterworth, .lb 1809 Polk Street

CoMOR, J. H ». 528 Third Street

Daniel, Wm. L 234 Post Street

DowNES, Chas ; 41 Second Street
DuFFV Bros 17 Trinity Street

Enright, Wm. & Co . . .39 Sutter Street

FiRMLN, Jno. L. E Cor. Thirtieth and Bartlett Streets
Fritz & Kean 130 Geary Street

Gray, Jno. T 230 Sutter Street
HuFFSCHMiDT Bros 637 Clay Street

HOBRO, W. D 728 Washington Street

Keilley, C. J 214 Montgomery Avenue
Shepard Bros 108 Leidesdorff Street
Sweeney & Keabns • 623 California Street

Vance, K. A. . 623 Geary Street

Welch, J. D Cor. Tyler and Fillmore Streets

Wilson, Wm. F 25 Stockton Street

Williamson, H 329 Sutter Street

Doherty, John 349 Kearny Street

n

The Building Interest of Woodland and Yolo County.

FOR THE SECOND QUARTER OP 1886.

"P DITOR OP the Calipornia Architect: In comparison with
the corresponding three months of 1885, the reader will

readily see a decrease in the amount of capital invested this

quarter, and as a ready conclusion infer that the building inter-

est has taken a retrograde movement, and the following report is

conclusive evidence. But when the true cause is considered, the

eff'ect is not serious nor depressing, but, to the contrary, is believed

as an indication of prosperity.
The present outlook of the grain crop, the fruit of the or-

chard and vineyard, are, beyond a doubt, better and far more prom-
ising than ever before known in this county; therefore all are too

much engaged in preparing for the coming harvest to look after

building, which is considered of second importance, and the lull

is only an index of better and more prosperous times in the near

future; and with the coming fall it is anticipated that building in

all its branches will be brisk, and there will be plenty of work.

city of woodland.

15 frames, value. .-. ^ $40,005
7 improvements, value 4,550

22 Total $44,555

YOLO COUNTY.

22 frames, value $35,150
4 improvements, value 1,600

26 Total $36,750
Total for city and county, 48 buildings; value, $81,305.

Number for corresponding months of 1885, 45 buildings; value,

$120,600, presenting a decrease of 839,295. Accept "our thanks

for past favors and courtesies. Respectfully yours,

Woodland, June 4, 1886. Gilbert & Son.

The Building Interest.

SOME
idea of the relative spread of the rapidly growing cities

in the United States may be gathered from the following
statistics of buildings erected during 1885:—

Philadelphia -. 5,937
St. Paul 3,451

Minneapolis 3,,370

New York 3,368

Chicago 3,133

There were 7, 900 building permits issued in Philadelphia dur

ing the year. In the above computation, however, the only

buildings included are 5,627 dwelling houses, and 310 other sep-
arate and substantial buildings for factories, stores, etc. Smaller

structures, or additions to buildings already erected, are not in-

cluded. It will be seen that Philadelphia is 2,500 buildings
ahead of its foremost competitor. Twenty-five hundred build-

ings of this class furnish enough accommodation for a new city
of 10,000 inhabitants.—Iron Trade Review.

Carpenters,

AND
others interested in building: We call your attention to

the advertisement of lees' Fatent Sash, Lock, and Door

Bolt, on page XI. Mr. Ives offers to forward to any car-

penter one Ives' Patent Sash Lock for ten cents in stamps to

cover expense of mailing. These locks are undoubtedly the best

we have seen, and we think it would be an advantage to all inter-

ested in building to send for one of these samjjles before select-

ing any other style, and see the advantages obtained by using the

Ives' patent.
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San Francisco Chapter of Architects.

0WING
to death and sickness in the family of the Secretary,

tlie usual postal notices were not mailed in proper season,
and but few members received them until after the evening

of tlie meeting. Consequently, tliere were so few in attendance

tiiat all business, and the discussion of the subject appointed for

the evening, was deferred until the July meeting, reports in the

daily papers to the contrary notwithstanding. ^

Building Intelligence.

The San Rafael Unpleasantness.

WE have received several letters in reference to the school

building at San Rafael, in wjiich the position is assumed
that the Chapter of Architects should take the matter in

hand, as the name of one of its officers is, to some extent, mixed

up in the affair, which, as far as the purchase of the school-house

lot is concerned, has led to the resignation of the Board of Trus-

tees and their arrest for bribery, etc., terminating in the suicide

of one of the parties to the transaction—a man who, until the

exposures in the case became a matter of public concern and

notoriety, had maintained a good reputation for integrity and

good citizenship.
As far as the architect in question is concerned, the reflections

thrown out are wholly speculative and inferenttal, beyond the

fact that the new Board have found, or claim to have found, the

necessity for, and have advertised to " receive sealed bids for

doing certain work in the new school-house on Fourth Street, in

the town of San Rafael," etc., with all of which the Chapter cer-

tainly can have nothing to do, nor is it a part of the Chapter
work to interfere in matters of the kind, unless the same is

brought before it in some tangible form by the parties aggrieved.

Our Illustrations.

1 1
1HE two sketches representing views in Chinatown are from

'I' life, and correct in every part, except that there is but one

Chinaman represented for every twenty to be seen in the

same locality from early morn till midnight. The front eleva-

tion, perspective, and plans of cottage are self-explanatory.
The perspective and plans for a residence are those of a build-

ing planned by us, and erected at Honolulu, H. I.

The remaining illustrations carry with them sufficient explana-
tions.

Market Report.

Pine, Rough per M feet, $15 (H)
" No. 2 " "

" " " 2 in lengths
" "

" 40 to 50 feet lengtha
" "

" " 50 " 60 " " " "
" Selected " "
" Clear " "

" " Fire Wood " "

T. & G. Flooring, 1 X 6 " "
" "

li X 6, 1 X 4, II X 4, li X 3, \ ., ..

1 X 3, and narrower /" No. 2 ;
" "

Sepping
" "

N0.2 " "

Furring, 1x2 per lineal foot,

Redwood, Rough per M feet,

No. 2 " "
" Surfaced " "
" T. & G. 6 in. 12 ft. and over " "

" "
7 to 11 feet

" "
" under 7 feet

" "

Rustic " "
" " No. 2 " "

T. & G..Beaded, 12 ft. and over " "
" " "

7 to 11 ft
" "

under 7 ft
" "

"
Siding, 4 inch

" "

Pickets, Fancy per M, 25 00
'•

Rough Pointed
'

" "
Square

"

Battens, |x3 per lineal foot,

Shingles per M,
Laths, li

"
" H "

NAILS—Rates were recently reduced to:—
200keglots 2 70
100 keg lots 2 75

Smaller quantities 2 80

PAINTS AND OILS:—
Pioneer White Lead (local factory), 5 ton lots ftjc @ 6J
Cal. Linseed Oil, raw (single bbl lots) 451
" " " boiled " " "

474

Turpentine, per gallon 58

BRICK—California Building Description, soft, per 1,000 5 50
" " "

red,
" " 6 50

" " "
hard,"

" 7 50

12 00
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JII«AlliNter, nr, Steiner. Two-st<)ry
frame, two flats.

O.—Jiihn Dunhand.
A.— E. Jiihn.
C.~J. F. Long,
$A,000.

Slai'ket, l>et. Tenth and Eleventh .

Three-story frame store and two flats.

O.—Meade estate.
A.—T. J. Welch.
C—Anderson Bros.

S12,(KX).

AtadiHOii Avenue, oft Harrison, bet.
Fifth and Sixth. One-story frame.

O.—Thos. McCreagh.
A.—Pissis & Moore.
C—G. Tressler.

«2,500.

lYIarket, bet. Church and Eighteenth
Additions .

O.—G. Smith.
A.—Miller & Armitage.C—R. Doyle & Son.

«2,2O0.

Mission, bet. Third and Fourth. I'^our-

story and basement brick.
O.—Hermann Meese.
A.—Miller & Armitage.
C.—Brick work, C. Morrell.

«10,000.
Balance of contract not yet let.

JH.ark.et, bet. Sanchez and Noe. Two-
story frame.
O.^John Johnson.
A.—Chas. I. Havens.
O.—Jas. Gearv.

*3,000.

N
IVoe, cor Ford. Two-story frame.

O.—C. Gallagher.
Day work.
«3,boo.

O

Olive Avenue, bet. Polk and Van
Ness. Two two-story frames.
O.—J. W. Bridgeman.
-H. T. Bestor.
-Thos. Rendell.

|5,350.

Oak, cor. Devisadero. Three one-story
Irauie stores.

O.—
C—J. Sheppard.
$2,000.

Oak» bet. Pierce and Scott. One-story
frame.
O.-A. Wolf.
C.-B. Dryer.
«2,500.

Pariflf*, bet. Mason and Taylor. Addi-
tions and alterations.

O.—S. MfAnliff.
A.— Miller & Armitage.
C, --B. Kroeger.
*1,500.

Post, nr. Pierre. Two-story frame.
O. and B.—J. C. Wier.
Da J' work .

S6.500.

Pierce, bet. Post and Sutter. Two story
frame.
O.— Mrs. Durand.
A.-T. J. Welch.
C.—Sanuiel T. Green.
$3,500.

Page, cor. Broderick. Four two-story
franicH.

O. and B.~John. Hinkle.

Day work.
*16 000.

Q
<(llilin, bet. Valencia and Guerrero. Two-

story tranie.

O.—
A.—T. J. Welch.
C. -J. W. Smith.

$2,600.

s
Hutter, bet. Pierce and Scott. Two-

story frame.
O.—-Mrs. Bramer.
C— A. Walker.

¥3,200.
San4*hez, bet. Seventeenth and Eight-

eenth. Two-story frame.
O.—Jos. Clark.
A.—J. Marquis.C—Chalwiii & Wilson.
*3.000.

SailrliesB, nr. Seventeenth. One-story
frame.
O.— H. Petzola.
C —B. Pfaarer.
«l,8.'i0.

Seventeenth, nr. Sanchez. Two story
frame.
O.—P. Hallihan.
A.—J. J. Clark.
C.—J. B. Gunyan.
S3,600.

t^aii Jo»«e Avenue, nr. Twenty-seventh.
Two and one-halt story frame.

O. and B.—J. M. Comerford.
Day work.

. $4,000.
Stevenson, nr. Herriman. Two two-

story frames.
O.—Mrs. H. A. O'Brien.
A, -T. J. Welch.
C—H. A. Conrad.
87,000.

Nacraineiito. be:, clones and Leaven-
wortli. Two-storv frame.
O. and B. -ILGalhi^'lier.
Day work.

S!2,'2.'i0.

Steiner, bet. Pine and Calirnrnia. Two-
story frame.

O.—Chas. McLane.
A.—C. .7. I. Devlin.
C.—Lufkin & Kerrij,^an.

¥-',764.

Sacramento, bet. Jones and Leaven-
worth. Two-.story frame.
O.-Wm. llosan.
C,— H. Gallagher.
S2,000.

Sutter, cor. Laguna, Additions.
O.—W. Butt.

Day work.
$1,600.

T
Ttventy-secnnd, nr. Valencia. Two

three-story frames.
O.-Dr.T. D. Whitney.
A.—B. E. Henriksen.
C—Jos. Steele.

^^..^OO.

Twenty-third, bet. Valencia and Guer-
rero. One-story frame.
O.-
C—H. Norris.

$1,60J.

Ttvemty-third, bet. Valencia and Mis-
sion. Two-storv frame.
O.—
C—J. H. Thorn. Wohrden.
$3,000.

Turk. nr. Pierce. • Two-story frame.
O. -Mrs. J. Webster.
Day work.

$3,600.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Crass Valley—Two-story cottage. 0.,J. F. Kidder; A., J. E. Wolfe; day work; $8,000.

Saeraniento—Twelfth, bet. J and K. Three-story frame, brick basement, and Man-
sard-roof. O., Bishop Manogue; A., B. J. Clinch; C, A. .McElroy; $16,649.

Piedmont—-Two story frame. O., Mrs. F. C. Myers; A., Matthews & Son; C.,J. T.

Merrill; $6,000.

Orovllie~Two-8tory frame. O., N. Goldstein; A., P. R. Schmidt; day work; $6,000.
San Jose—East sid'e First, bet. San Fernando and San Antonio Streets. O., E.

Auzerais; A., Theodore Lenzen; C, Thos. Livingston; $1,400.

Cady Station, Sonoma Co.—Two-story stone winery. O.,
— Goldstem; C, S. F.

Building Co.; $12,000.
I>ixon—One-story frame. O., J. M, Gregory; A., J. E.Wolfe; day work; $2,000.

OAKLAND-
Fifteenth, No. 1507—Additions; o, M. Hanley; a, W. Kirk; c, J. H. Jones; $1,250.

£ig;hteenth, cor. Eighth Ave—2-story fr; o, Geo. Watson; a, J. J. & T. D. Newson;
c, Fess& Gale; $3,000.

Jackson, cor Thirteenth—Additions; o, L Upham; a, Matthews & Son; c, W. A.

Knowles; $4,500.

BERKELEY.
i-storyfr;o, M. Mereier; a, W. Mooser; day work; $2,000.

Union, bet. Oct^via and Laguna. Two-
story frame.
O.-O. and L. Ratto.
A.—W. Mooser.
C—G. B. Caraglia.
$3,500.

V
Van Mess, cor. Clay. Repairs.

O.—Mrs. Greenewald.
A.—J. E. Wolfe.

Day work,
$1,200.

Valencia, nr. Twenty-second. Two
one story frames.
O.— P. Dean.
A.—J. E. Wolfe.
C.—Alexander Flood.

$2,000.
Valeitcia, junction of Mission. Three-

story fram^.
O.— F. S. Wensinger.C—J. H. Mclnnis.
$11,1100.

Vaieiicia, cor. Twenty-fifth. Two-story
frame.
O.—A. Merry, M. D.
C.—A. Nelsen.

$2,500. w
IVasliington, nr. Fillmore. Two-story
frame .

O.—A. M. Starr.

A.—S. iSi J. C. Newson,
C.—John Rehman.
$6,000.

HILL'S PATENT Il(SIDE SLIDlIi& WipOW BLINDS

^re .A.dapted to A.iiy Style of TN^indo^v

And Suitable for all Buildings, Dwell

to Rent, Boarding o

T^IIEY are entirely inside of the win-

dow casing, and while requiring
5^'£|l'i) no furring out or boxing. mai<c it

an impossibility to tear curtains, in-

terfere with plants or window ornumoiits, or

become broken by contact with chairs or

other movable articles.

The light can be admitted and sunlight
excluded from any part of the window; can

be instantly removed and taken to any part
of the house to clean,. and as easily replaced.

They can be opened or closed with the

window raised, and without removing arti-

cles from the window-sill, and cannot blow

open or rattle. The Blind is very light (one-
half inch in thickness) and strong, ])ossossing
more durable qualities than a liinge.d blind

one inch in thickness.

There is no saqoino, banoino, or (iETTiNci

OUT OF order!

ings. Stores, Office Buildings, and for Houses Built

r Lodging-Houses are l. nexcelled.

They are made in three sections in height

(each section sliding past the others), and

any number of divisions inw'idth correspond-

ing to the folds in the old fashioned folding
blinds. They require no iiinoes—all trim-

mings I'urnished with blinds—arc made of all

WOODS, finished or unfinished, and cost less

than old-style folding blinds. They have
been extensively used by the best architects

and builders throughout the East and West,
and have given perfect and entire satisfaction

wherever introduced.

The following are a fdw of Ihe owners who
have adopted the II ill Blind in preference
to any other:-

U. S. (Joverninent, foiu- suts officers' qu.nrters, Pre-

sidio KuH., S. F. ; H. F. Bnnis. cor. (io.iry and Taylor,
S. F.; J. C. Weir, Post, near Scott, S. V.; .lohii Mac-

Keiizie, cor. (irove ami Rroilerick, S. F. ;
L. H.

Swcciioy, San Rafael; R. B. (iray, cor. Pacific and
Van Ness, .S. K. ; Raymond Hotel, 1,600 windows,
I'.asadcua, Cal.

BNGIvISH CAMBRIC A.N VBNBTIAN BLINDS
1 i\irarovjEi^.

The only Perfect Venetian Blind in the market. For samples, prices and information, address,
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Hardware and Builders' Materials
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS.

Messrs. P. & F. Corbin's Cold and Silver-Plated, Light and Dark Shades

of Plain Antique and Tuscan Bronze, House Trimmings.
-^^——^—^^^^ ALSO, A FULL LINE OF ^^^^—^^^.—^—

CARPENTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS, CUTLERY, ETC.
'

SOLE AGENTS FOU ^^^^-^^^^^-^—

jThomas Morton's Copper and Steel Sash Chains and Patent Attachments. The
Niles' Patent Door Knobs and Locks. The Norwich Patent

Knob and Screwless Spindle.
I »'. p. LATSON. FRANK P. LATSOX & CO.,

J. H. I'EBINE.

28 and 30 New Montgomery St., cor. of Jessie,

1I!«I>BR PAliACE HOTEIi. Telephone Ko. 753. SAK fRAKCISCO.

TURNER, KBNNEDY i& SHAW,
Lumber Dealers,

FOURTH AND CHANNEL STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

Yard Connects direct with C. P. & S. P. R. R.
Also with the Shipping.

Dovs^ii Town Office, ISTo. 5 P*ost St., near Montg^omery.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet.

WITH TRAP. WriH OFFSET.

This Closet is the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:
—

1. It has a simple, strong valve, suitable for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same metal resting on face of the brass overflow i)ipe,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewer gas, even the closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the floo d chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes tiie lead; it has been sold since February, 1885, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This Jiopixjr is constructed to take 2 2-inch pipes, one to tlie ri^ht and one to the eft

and a 4-inch leadtr in the center. It has also a movable strainer on top to take the snr,
face water. The lower part of tlie hopi>er with side outiet is to be connected with tlic

sewer pipe, either rig:l»t or left. The upper part is independent from the lower, and is

made to swivel, therefore it will suit either position of pipe. This hopper can be used
only for surface, lor waste, or for leader; either inlet will be stopped up with iron cai>s if

so desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
Tliis Closet is superior to all others, every workinjr part and bolt being- made of brass,

closet and valve'«xtra heavy casting. Particular attention is called to No. 4 . Th's Closet
has an oval basin fastened to the cover by brass clamps and bolts. No breaking of putty
joints required to renew a pan. The loosening of two large braMS nuts will separata cover
with basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass
rod.

Tlicse Closets have been in use since February, 1SS3. Plumbers and wholesale dealers

give them the best recommendation.

Side View, Combination Hopper. Wo,

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper-
Basket Hoppers are made in one pi,ece with Movable Strainer.

43 FRBlflOlVT t^TREET,... SAW FBAWCllliCO, CAI^
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Wm. TJevion. 0. S. IIOLMES.

MIMTOM. holm:
R. K. Ham.

Mr^"i

A Complete Assortment of Building Lumber constantly on hand.
SPARS AND PILES OF ALL SIZES IN STOCK.

Office, r>IER 3 STETJ^RT STREET, San Francisco, Oal.
Office of the Port Blahely Steam Saw Mill, Paget Sound.

CARGOES FURNISHED TO ORDER. ALSO YARDS AT ALAMEDA AND VALLEJO.

THE CELEBRATED

For General Dranghtlng and lor tie Blue Process.

"Bon Accord" Detail Paper,

Profile and Cross Section Papers,

PerfectJoint Drawing Instruments.

QUEEN & CO'S Improved TRANSITS and LEVELS, TAPES,
CHAINS, RODS, KULES, and DRAWING MATE-

RIALS of Every -Description.

List and Description of our TEN Catalogues
sent on application.

QUEEN & CO., Philadelphia.

TWoiernloiise-Ilarpeiiler'sConipanioii.

By W. A. SYLVESTER.

45 FULL PAGE PLATES; 210 PAGES

Printei onleavy calenflereipaper.anisnlstantially loniii'

Contains rules for framing pitch, hip, valley, French and
Mansard roofs, trusses, splayed and circular work; plain and
winding stairs, markings on rules and squares.

THE SLIBE BULE AND HOW TO USE IT (8 pages)

Builder's estimates, glossary, eight plans for houses etc.^

etc. Many who own more expensive works on carpentry
have bought this book, saying that it is more easily under-
stood and that it contains all that the majority of workmen
require, beside giving much valuable information not given
in other works, 4,000 copies sold in thr6e years attest its

popularity. Nearly 70 copies of an earlier and much inferior

edition were sold in 8 days by a canvasser in Newport, H. I.

Another sold 15 copies in Boston in a single day. Get a copy
and study it these long winter evenings. Single copies sent
free by mail on receipt of the price, $2.00, by Cupjiles, tip-
ham & Co., 283 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. David
Williams, 83 Keade Street, New York. Jansen McClurg h Co.,

Chicogo, III. A. L. Bancroft & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Onlj' canvassers are supplied by W. A. Sylvester, 8 Chester
Avenue, Chelsea, Mass., and C. S. Atkinson, 230 Michigan
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

>^ t

STREAM
^H

*iOT WATER
MANUFACTURED BY >p

^A.A.GRIFFING IRON CQ..4

437 COM MUNI PAW AVE.

Descriptive circular and references sent on application.

THOS. DAY k CO., AQE27TS FACIFIC COAST,

122 and 124 Sutter Street,
- - San Francisco.

l-LKAt;!! MUNTIUN Til tS PATER.

ALBUM OF MANTELS.
Containing 50 Designs

In Stone, Slate, Terra Cotta, Brass, Bricit, Tile, and wood
mantels.

BY C. C BUCK.
Price, in cloth,

- - - - »8 CO

CALIFORNIA ARTIFICIAL STONE PAVING CO,

SIDEWALKS, GARDEN WALKS, CORRIDORS, OFFICES, CARRIAGE DRIVES, STABLE AND
CELLAR FLOORS, KITCHENS, ETC.

The Courts here and in the Fast have decided that Artificial Stone Pavements with plastic concrete and in detached blocks are infringements of the Schillinger Patent; and also that
when the plastic material is blocked off with a trowel and cut through far enough to control the cracking caused by shrinkage, that such pavement is in law the same as if laid In detached
blocks, and is un infringement of the i>atent. All property owners having such pa\ ements laid without the license of the above Company will be prosecuted.

Office. 404 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
EGBERT JUDSON, President. ALBERT H. REICHLING, Secretary. G. GOODMAN, Manager.

FABIAN JJOST.

Hardware
A Full and Complete Line of

Eeal Bronso House Trimmings
FKOM TIIK CELKnUATEl)

RUSSELL & IRWIN MANUFACTURING CO.

NEW RKITAIX, COSIK.,

The only Locks having' the Patent Antifriction I.atoh.

LIGHT BRONZE. DARK BRONZE,
ANTIQUE BRONZE.

Just receixetl, an entirely new design in both Light and Dark
Bronze :

Unrivalled for Beauty of Workmanship.

BEHREND JOOST.

Importers,
A Complete Assortment of Locks, including the

EASTLAKE DESIGN
of Bronze Goods of

miLOET, WHEELER & CO,,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MORRIS SASH LOCKS,

WARNER'S PAT. ADJUSTABLE

SLIDING DOOR HANaERS,

GONNE PATENT DOOR KNuBS-

1438-1440 Mission Street, near 11th, San Francisco CaL
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SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARCINC

THE ONLY SELF-ACTING, TIGHT-SEAL WATER CLOSET IN THE WORLD.

Eeo&osiy!!I!lea!ili&ess!IsaIlli

Persons Engaged In
Sanltaiy Enterprises,

ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS

A written guarantee
is given with each Closet

that money will he

returned, after a six

months' trial, and any
other closet substituted

in its place if this closet

is not, in the fullest

sense, everything that

is claimed for it.

AND BUILDERS

Are especially invited to ex-
amine tlie practical

workings of

Sack's Hulonalic

Waler-dosel.

Awarded First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, held in San Francisco, 1882.

It turns every house into a sanitarium, and is

an assurance to those who trust it, that neither

sewer gas nor noxioms vapors that invade our houses

freighted with disease and death, shall enter. It

is the invention of a Californian, and an Oakland

enterprise.

Its merits surpass description, but a few promi-
nent ones are mentioned below.

I is the only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water

Closet In the World ! It Ivas no ^'overflow," ren-

dering it a positive seal against sewer gas and reek-

ing, noxious, poisonous vapors.

It is Cleanly, because it always presents a clean

bowl. It rinses the bowl before and after each and

every operation.

It is Self-Discharging. No notice to "
pull the

lever," "let on the water,'' etc., is necessary or

proper.

A house in which it is in operation is free from

the stench, the smell, the uiihealthfulnesa of one

in which other modern closets are in use.

It is Economical. It measures the water ac-

curately, and uses, without variation, a similar

amount at each and every operation. Not a drop

but is utilized, thus dispensing with the superflu-

ous amount that escapes unused by other closets,

in order that their cumbrous and inefficient ma-

cliinery may indifferently execute what has been

ill conceived.

It is Scientific. Its action is governed by prin-

ciple, and under all degrees of pressure it works

the same. A tank fifteen feet high obtains as ready
and complete a response as one a thousand feet

high.

It may be atiaclied to a " mtun " with perfect im-

punity. No back suction, however strong, can

draw from its seal a vestige of gas or a bubble of

air. It holds in its bowLwater as pure as when it

left its font.

It is not a " water seal," nor does it depend on

"a weight" to effect its seal; but it derives its

power from the supply-pipe, and combines it so as

to fully accomplish this end.

Its simplicity, combining efficiency, renders

the true aim of perfect mechanical contriv-

ances. It will effect for the child all that the

adult may desire in its use.

It is not high priced when compared with oth-

ers. In the long run it is much cheaper. No
"set-screws," "springs," "pans," or "pulls," to

need repair or attention. Every article used in

its construction is of the best material and de-

signed to last.

As a sewer-Uusher it is most effectual. In this

regard it has no equal. "Obstructions in the

sewer "
are rendered improbable, as the sudden

discharge of water carries everything before it.

It is a water-economizer. It is impossible for

the water to escape it. in a continuous stream, or

for any length of time.

W. E. Stevens, Sole Agent for San Francisco, N. E. Cor. Larkin and Market Streets.

It will be a pleasure to demonstrate to all who may favor me with a call, the practical 'workings of the most perfect Water
Closet that has, as yet, been placed before the Public.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the following,' parte : A smoke

flue A, of fire clay, in ? feet lengths, with rebated Joints and

l^lvanized iron bands o/er each joint. These bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a galvanized iron exterior

piiw B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments— the one for fresh, the

other for foul air. The outside pipe is put up in two feet

tenths also, and the whole is bound tty^fcther and secured to

the Btuddinj; by iron bands C every four feet

WM. E. STEVENS,

MASON AKB BUH^DEM^,
(IWAngrior run r|^ tuMil. *nt« mro'

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three incli conductor D

extending to outbido of wall for fresh air, which, paasin'; uji

becomes heated, anil can be introduced to an}' room above bv

a register E, near tlie floor. The ventilation of rooms is

effected by means of an opening F, with register near the

ceiling, by wliich tlie foul air escapes and is conducte 1 in the

air space around the flue to the roof. In aildition to this, lan

be a perforatod center piece, letting the foul air pass thrnuttli

and between the. Joists to conduct by a small conductor O » ith

tlie above mentioned air space.

Tlie lightest and safest patent chimney manufactured.

Approved by the Board of Supervisors.

WAREUOOMS,

N. E. Corner of Larkin and Market Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAU
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THOS. C. BUTTERWORTH,

GhL^^ZIEE,,
AND DEALER IN

Wlidow ^lassofAll Sgseiipllais,

No. 7 Ninth St., near Market

Masons' and Builders' Exchange.

Box -is. Residence, 306 Twenty-first St., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street.

Corner <.f JIissii)n,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

We Carry the Largest Stock

\ Architectural « Works %

On this Coast.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Palleser's Complete Details,
CONSISTING OF FORTY PLATES,

Reduced to $2.00!

JAMES McCarthy,

1 Stevenson Street,
(Two Joors from First— Pioneer Mills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs to suit tlie various ticpartnicnts in Buildings, etc.

GOLDEN GATE

2 1 5 and 2 1 7 Main Street,
lietwccn Howard and Folsom, SAN lUANCISCI).

Manufacturers cf

J^ CALCINED PLASTER. JS7

( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Drumm Street,
Between Clay and Wasliiiif,'ton,

P O. Box lb«2.

SAN FRANCISCO.

SEWER, WATER t<ND

CHIMNEY PIPE.
[LINCOLN PLACER CO.CAL.

\358 MARKET ST.S.F.

J. H. DINNIENE,

Glass-Cutting, Embossing,

Bending, Engraving, and Designing "Works,

NO. 108 MAIN STREET,

Bet. Mission & Howard, - San Francisco

Drilling or Iloics and Repairing of Brolicn

Articles a Speeialty. Kstimates

QiTen on Piain Cilass.

GROUND GLASS ALWAYS ON HAND.

rflie*SaGran]ei|to*lron-v Railing* Work8,i^

Nl. J. NlARiON, Proprietor,

Nos. 304 and 306 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

ARCHITECTURAL
AND ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS,

HOUSE SMITH,

Burglar and Fire-Proof Safes, Doors, Shutters, House ani Cemetery

Bailings, Etc. Latest Patterns of Wrought and Cast

Iron Cresting. AH Work Warranted- ^,

All kinds of I'lnmbers' and Oas Fitters' Work done. Tongs
made and repaired. Leader Hooks and Straps constantly on
hand. Soldering Irons of all kinds made. Patent Awning
Frames furnished and Awning Braces. Blacksmith Work done
with neatness and dispatch.

Sierra Lumber Company
MANU>'ACTURK AND DKAL IN

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPKICE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourth &, Channel Sts., San Francisco.

A. KENDALL, /

Corner Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets. Frames.

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY.

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

James Young. W. J. Thom.son.

BEALE STREET MILL.

YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

PEAMES, SASH, BLIITDS,

DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Street.

Ma<le to Order, all Itinds of Outside and Inside Finisll and

Moldings. Brackets and Scroll Sawing Mid Wood Turulng,
in all their branches, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

LHOipE"«$IZOO

\ PtAMi
• • • Tliifl niarvelnus hon«e hns Iwen built more than
SflOtt'.iiesfVdinonrp'juiH; </i>«>»rr//n/an««i that It affords
iitiiple room even for a larire laniily. Ist (1 or shown
ali<»ve; on 2tl lloor aro 4 bed rooiiiH and In attic 2 more.
l*Ii'iny of Clo«t'ts. The whole wiirni«Hl liy one chimney.
Lar^f illuMtratlonn and full descripliirn o> tJie abovo

af well ap or39 other housed, ranitintctncoii* froin$jtiliup
tc $6,.W0, may be toiind in "Snori'KLi.'H Modkrx Low-
Cost HonsKa," alari?e quarto pamphlet, Rliowln^ also
)iow to select siteB, gt't loans, Ac. S^'nt miHtnald on re-

ceipt oftM>c. Ktamps taken, or sends I hill ant) we will re
turntbechan^e. Address, BuiLDiN«I'i-ANAsf*of!iATioii,
'M«Dtloii(hitr»i>«r.) 2iBeekmanSt.,(Bux2702,)N. Y.
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CONTRACTORS and BUILDERS.
H. A. SHELDON,

GUNTRACTOR and BUILDER,
ZSZO mission Street, San Francisco.

Estimates furnished for woric in Country as well as City.

STORES AND OFFICES FITTED UP.

B. F. ELLIS,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
RESllm^cE :

27 South Park, San Francisco.

Will buy Old Buildings or Contract for Removing the same
at Short Notice.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 McAllister St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA.

THOS. MERRY,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

112 CLAY STREET.
Between Davis and Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

St«>rcs and OtTices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing promptly
attended to.

W. E. CUMMINCS,

CARPENTER and BUILDER.

General Jobbing promptly attended to.

W. E. CUMMINGS, Res. 727 Geary St.

DRAWING FOR

CARPENTERS AND JOINERS,
With 250 Illustrations and

Drawing Copies.

BY ELLIS A. DAVIDSON. CLOTH, $1.75.

C. p. MOORE,
631 Grove Street.

G. H. MOORE,
No. 1 Russ cor. Howard St.

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
16 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
1125 YORK STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

J. W. BALDWIN,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Cor. Stevenson and Annie Sts.»

UPl'ER SIDB I'ALACB HOTEL.

<xeneral Jobbins and Kepairn Attended To.
Offices and Stores fitted up. Second-hand Store fixtures,

Doors, and Sashes bought and sold. Residence, 721 Seven-
teenth Street.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

A. H, PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 905 Oak Street.

CEO. L. HENZEL,

Plectfic and Meclianical Call Bells,

SPEAKING TUBES & TELEPHONES,

Patent Door Openers and Letter Box Plates. Gtas Lighting

by Electricity.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER

Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between ISth and 19th Streets. .

GILBERT & SON,
W^ooillanil, Yolo County, California.

CONTRACTORS & BUILDERS.
Are prepared to furnish Sketches and

will submit Estimates for vrork in
Middle and Northern Cali-

fornia.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 615 Jessie Street.

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
324 Guerrero Street,

Between IBth and 16th, SAN FRANCISCO.

All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

21 I Waller Street.

THOMAS F. MITCHELL,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
YOLO AND UTAH STREETS.

CEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

S. E. Cor. R. R. Ave- and Walnut St.,

ALAMEDA, CAL.

All Kinds of Jobbinjj promptly attended to.

J. H. McKAY,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
No. 124 Main Street,

Residence, 2833 Pine St., S. E. cor. Baker, San Francisco.

SASH LOCKS @ DOOE BOLTS.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

Sosidesce, 1912 Steiner Street; Uaanfactory, 1903 Steiaer Street

Bet. Btuh'ind Fine, SAK FBAKCISCO.

0" Telephone No. 4118.

A very important feature of the IVES" SASH LOCK is in

its securely locking when closed and simultaneously drawing
the meeting rails closely together. All the movements are

accomplished by cams without the instrumentality of springs,
thus avoiding the possibility of t^etting out of order.

IVES' PATENT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with a bit,

and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts

afilord. Ives" Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts are protected

by nine letters patent, and are manufactured in over forty

styles of finish.

One Sample only Ives* Patent Sash Lock, mailed post-paid
to any Carpenter sending his address, with 10 cts. in stamps.
Illustrated price-lists, showing forty-six styles of goods,
mailed free.

H. B. IVES & CO.,

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees, New Haven, Conn.

Ives' Patent Sasb Locks and Door Bolts, sold by all dealers

in Hardware.
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PAINTERS-HOUSE, SIGN, and FRESCO
J. F. SULLIVAN,

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTEE.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

510 market Street.

EDWARD NORMAN,

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

JNO. E. W. COLEMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,
No. 924 Folsom Street*

Between Fifth and Sixth, SAN FRANCISCO.

House and Sign Painting-, Graining, Varnishing, and Polish-

ing. Walls and Ceilings Whitened or Kalsomined, with or

without colors.

C. CASHMORE,

Painting in all its Branches
-DEALER IN-

PAINTS, OIL, GLASS, VARNISHES, ETC.,

530 VAL.EKCIA t^TBEKT,
San Francisco.

House, Sign, and Ornamental

PAINTER & PAPER-HANGER.
Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Etc.

2$ Montgomery Avenue, Bet. Jackson and Washington Sts.

Orders Promptly Attended To. Terms Reasonable.

AmericaHy French^ atid English Paper Hangings,

J. H^^JRT,
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,

Kalsomining, Tinting, Etc.,

No. 270>^ Tehama Street, S. F-

All work at reasonable rates.

CiONTAINING RULES AND REGULATIONS

IN EVEEYTHINa EELATINa TO THE AET OP PAINTIN&, &ILDING, ETC.

Cloth, $1 50

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

1081 JESSIE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

FIEST CLASS AEHSTS will be Fnrnialied for Wori in my Line

FOS AH7 FAST OF THE STATE.

F. C. JAMES,

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,
1605 Polk Street, Near Sacramento,

SAN FRANCISCO.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,

232 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

e^'Orders left at Helmken's, 616 Kearay Street

CHARLES E. BROAD,

GRAINER AND MARBLER,
1000 Hyde Street, corner Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

PLUMBERS AND GASFITTERS
J. D. WELCH,

Practical Plumber, Gas & Steam-fitter.

Cor. Fillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

JOHN T. CRAY,
230 Sutter Stkket,

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS
And Steam Fitter.

Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and
guaranteed.

JOHN BOHN,

Plumbing and Cas Fitting

112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

BUSH & MALLETT,

a^S ^IS^D OIL

Sanitary Plninliin£ and Sasfittiiis

34 Geary St., above Kearny.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Cas Fitter,

7iiH Washingtnn St. Opposite the Plaza

SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at-

tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet, Steiner and Pierce.

FRITZ & KEAN,

Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance with sound sanitary principles.

130 Geary Street, San Fbancisco.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IMPORTERS OF

Cjras FixtvireiiS and.

JPlumbers' Hupplies.
122 AND 124 Sutter Street.

CALIFORNIA PLASTER DECORATION WORKS,

C- -P. SOI3:IXjIj:BR., proprietor,

861 MISSION STREET, Bet. Fourth and Fifth, SAN FRANCISCO.

CENTERS, BRACKETS. MOULDINGS. Etc.

ARTlFIClll STOKE ORHAIENTiTIOHS, WOOD CAEVIM AP MODELING,

FROM AGRICULTURAL DESIGNS,

Castins Patterns. IMonld Sinkins, Papier-Maehe, Kinc and Composition Ornaments.

First Premium Awarded at the Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

p. R. O'BRIEN,

Plumber and Gas Fitter,

334 Pine Street, San Francisco.

New Works.

FOR PLUIWBERS.

Principles of House Drainage,

Fully Illustrated.

By J. PiCKKRiNG Putnam, Cloth tl 00

Sanitary House Inspection.

A new work, by Wni. Paul Gerhard.

In cloth »1 00

Sewer Gas and Its Dangers.

An exposition of common defects in house draina^ and

practical information relating to their remedy.

Illustrated by 21full-page plates.

By aiOttOB PaasTON Bbowh. Cloth tl S8
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BRICKLAYERS.
WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklayer and Builder,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

JOS. THORNHILL,

Bricklayer and Contractor,

Office, No. 35 Post Street, San Francisco

Boilers, Furnaces^ Ovens, Grates, Etc.

O. E. BRADY,

Bricklayer and Builder,

822 Valencia Street.

DRAWING FOR BRICKLAYERS.

ELEMENTS OF FREEHAND, OBJECT
AND PLAN DRAWING

Two Double and Thirty-two Single pages of Illustrations.

Cloth, $1.60.

F. M. LOANK. J. F. RiLKT.

RILEY & LOANE,

ALL KINDS OF BRICK WORK.
3 1 4 Montgomery Street, Koom n.

DRAWING FOB STONE MASONS.

Lessons in Freehand and Object Drawing:
and Concise History of Masonry*

Six Double and Twenty-five Single pages of Illustrations.

Cloth, $1.60.

PLASTER ERS.

J . R. ToBiN. Alex. Mennie.

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,
CELLARS AM SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to,

' Residence, 864 Mission St.

H. B. HEADLEY,

2913 California Street,

Workmen in my line furnished for any part of the Country.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING, COLORING, ETC.

Residence, 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 626 Gough.

D. F. MULVILLE,

20 Fair Oaks St., bet. 2l8t and 22d.

PLASTER AND PLASTERING,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS;

How to Make and How to Use, and Rules for Computing and

Valuing the Same. By FRED. T. HODGSON. Cloth, $1.

P. B. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street.

l^ AUJobbing promptly attended to.

H. EACAN,

PLASTERER,
110 BERNARD STREET.

Between Pacific and Broadway, Jones and Leavenworth.

PLASTERERS' MANUAL.

Revised Edition. Giving^ Description of To:)Is and Materia

Used in Plastering, with Forma of Contracts, etc-

Cloth, 75 cents.

STAI R BU/LDERS

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry- Street, Bet^veen 3d and. 4rtl:x.

Constantly on Hand or Made to Order,

STAIR RAILS, POSTS,
BALUSTERS, ETC.. ETC.

J. E. DREW. F. McLaughlin

DREW & Mclaughlin,

Stair Builders,
ENTEHFEISE MILL,

220 & 222 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

512 and 514 Fifth St., near Bryant.
Manufacturer of

INSIDE and OUTSIDE FINISH,
stairs, Balusters and Ne\rel Posts,

Anil All Hinds of

HARD WOOD FINISH.

N. P. LANCLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner,
No. 407 Mission St.. SAN FRANCISCO.

Mechanics' Hall, Second Floor.

MISCELLANEOUS
A. E. BUCKMAN,

314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

OONTMCTOR AND GRADER,
Orading, Macadamizing and t^eiverlns

Done ou tihort ITotice.

I. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
X^ All Kinds of Grading, Macadamizing, and Sewerage

1 "lie on Short Notice.

718 VALENCIA STREET,
Between Eighteenth and Nineteenth.

PINGK & HAMMOND,
]VtET^L ROOFERS,
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing, Galvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Chimney-tops. ^^ ROOFS repaired
and pjiintcd.

All yobbing promptly attended to.

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

W. GRONAN,
(SoccEssoB TO Cronan & Dunbar)

Metal Hoofers,
1213 and 1215 Market St., Bet. 8th & 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin, and Sheet Iron

Work of every description . Hoofs repaired , etc .

All work done by me guaranteed .

JOHN P. SHELDON, ,

WHARF & BRIDGE BUILDER,And General Contractor.

All kinds of wharf building materials constantly on hand
Particular attention given to country jobs and city foiuda
ttons.

No. 27 Steuart St., San Francisco, Cal.

A. F. NYE & GO.,

IMPORTED

Fine Gras Fixtures,
609 & 611 MARKET STREET.
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A. F. KNORP,
MAIN STREET MILL.

ELEVATORS,

RAILROAD CARS, MILL WORK,

GENERAL JOBBING WORK,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

MOULDINGS, BRACKETS,

Door and Window Frames,

Planing, Sawing, Turning, Shaping, Wood

Carving,

120-122 Main Street,
- - - San Francisco

J. W. WESSON,

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone Ko. 430.

* STAR *

TOOL AND MACHINE WORKS,
r. KEAJEWSKI. Proprietor,

516 and 518 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco-

WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Newel Rods, Etc.,
For Stair Work.

Situation Wanted.
A Number of Draughtsmen want-

ing positions have left their

address at this Office.

ARCHITECTS iii OTHERS

Desiring same will please commniiicate

Willi ns.'

BUILDING STJPEKmTENDENCE,

A New Work.

PRICK THRRR DOI^I.ARM.

Send to this Office.

ntay be found en file

at GEO. P. ROWKLI,
& <H).*S NKWxrAi'Kli

THIS PAPER
ADVERTirtiNO BuRKAU (10 Spiuct; Street), where advertising

;::r.™aN new york.

A GIFT

Send 10 cents pontage, and we will mail

you free a royal, valuable, sample box
of goods that will put you in the way '»

making ynore inoiiej/ at once, than an.'i-

thliig else in Amorica. Both sexes of
all ages can live at home and work in spare time, or all

the time. Capital not required. We will start you. Im-
mense pay sure for those who start at once. Stinson & Co.,
Portland, Maine.

RANSOMES' PATENT
A^RTITICIAL

Stone Pavement
Latest and Best,

AS LAID DOWN AT

Slxeld-OnzL IBlocls:,
Cor. First and IVIax-lcet Streets,

AND

JN. E. Cor. Wasliing-ton and Stockton.
Send for Circular and Prices, Jfi'Z Montgomery Street.

KELLETT & McMURKAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DECORATIONS.
Plastering Repaired and Whitened.

763 Market St., San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

"NONE SUCH"
CHIMNEY TOP^VENTILATOR
THIS

VENTILATOR is especially valuable for regulating draft

(upwards and downwards) made by the light, unstable atmosphere
of the Coast Range of Mountains. The hundreds of tall stovepipes
erected on the chimney tops of houses indicate inconvenience and
trouble in the kitchen, the parlor, and chambers below.

San FR4NCISCO, October 26, 1885.
To whom it may coiieem :

I take pleasure in stating that the "None Such" Chimney Top and Ventilator,
which was put upon the smokestack of the Baldwin Hotel about two months ago, has
given complete satisfaction.

It has increased the draft to such an extent that there is a perceptible saving
in the amount of coal consumed; smaller fires than heretofore will now answer to

keep up the steam, thus causing a great saving of the boiler also. We have heretofore
had much difiicultv in keeping up the amount of steam steadily required, owing to
(he lack of draft, all of which is now remedied by the use of the " None Such" Chim-
ney Top and Ventilator. I heartily recommend its use to all persons, where a strong
draft is required. PEARSON & ARNOLD,

Proprietors the Baldwin.

All Sizes Manufactured and Sold by KNEASS & CO., 29 Taylor St., San Francisco,

SOIiE A«KNTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

Afijents Wanted for Interior Cities, Oregon, Nevada, Washington Territory, and Arizona.

JOB WORK IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

BURR'S NEW WASTE PIPE HOPPER, For the NEW PLUMBING LAW

E
rf

S.;?

Z !5
CIS ^s

« i

S (5

W a 9

a- s- S

< 6-

This Slop Hopper completely traps the fotil air and gases
arising from Drains and Sewers. Bnrr'i!) Stench Trap
is superior to all others, and is the only one which prevents
the drain-pipes from Injcttming stopped up. It can be placed
in the yard, kitchen, or wherev er «)nvonient. TUe Trade
Supplied. The specifications of Architects call for Burk's No.
1 Hoi'PBR AND Trap Combined, which is the best recommended
for its superiority. Send for Circular.

o .=

5 a S.r o .ir

» a s

o a * "»

This hood protects the pipe and makes
it look neat; the front is open, making it

an open trap Hopper. It has a Z and 4-

inch outlet.

Address 667 Mission St., San Francisco

BURR'S WEATHER STRIP, Harsha's Patent.
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CURLETT & CUTHBERTSON
Architects,

Offices, 807 Phelan's Building, Marl<et Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

A. A. BENNETT,
Architect,

Rooms 45 and 46,

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

WRIGHT & SANDERS,
Architects,

No. 418 California Street,

San Francisro.

PISSIS & MOORE,
Architects,

307 Sansome Street, Rooms 16 and 17,

San Francisco.

JAS. SEADLER,
Architect,

SACRAMENTO,
Sutter Block, Corner J and Fifth.

A. A. COOK,
• Architect,

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA.
Plans Prepared and Buildings Superintended in

every portion of tJie State .

A. LAVER,
Architect,

San Francisco Stock Exchange Building,
Fine Street, bet. Sansome & Montgomery,

Room 1».

HUERNE &
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BUILDERS' HARD^^^ARE.
FULL LINE

OF

Light and Dark

MAN0FACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.
,

AGENTS FOK THE

Giant Sash Chain i Fixtures.

The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that wiH not wear

out or break.

For Sale ^Ry

Duntianii Carrigan
k Co

ii

-DEALERS IN-

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

SAV^AOE, soisr & CO.,

Empire Foundry and Machine Works
135 TO -145 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO^ CAL.

House Fronts, and Architectural Iron Work of every Description.

Mantel Grates, Stalile Fixtures, Ventilators anft Bnilflers' Hardware. ^^send for Price usts.-^

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY,
r'on

Planing Mills,

Railroad Shops,

Car Builders,

House Builders,

Cabinet Makers,
ETC., ETC. SINGLE SPINDLE UPRIGHT SHAPER.

NO. 2 SCROLL SAW.

GOODELL & V\AATERS.
COENER THIRTY-FIKST AND CHESTNUT STREETS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

tS' Parties in corresponding will obli^'e us by nientianiDg this paper. BRACKET BAND SAW,

Pacific Press Publishing House
12th and Castro Sts., Oakland, 606 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

Printers, Engravefs, iiadeis, Ekctrotypers, f Stereotypers.

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Kine Catalogtie Work a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Journal is among the many printed by the Pacific Press.



A MONTHLV JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO PACIFIC COAST INTERESTS

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
PACIFIC COAST ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.

VOLUME VII, No. 7. SAN FRANCISCO, JULY lo, 1886. TERMS' I
^^ P®'" Ys^J"' ^^ Advance.

'

I Single Copies, 20 cents.

(JALVIN NUTTING & SON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Iron Doors i Shutters
Wronght Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, Tie Bonds,

Burglar Proof Bank Vaults and Safes.

Fr. H ROSENBAUM & CO ,

DEPOT OF

Plate and Window Glass.
MANUFACTOEY OF MIRRORS

(Quicksih er and Patent Back).

:Ko. 567 Sfarket Street, opp. SanNome.

WEgWE^N Wm W8RK3.

(Successors to John R. Sims & Son),

MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectural, Plain & Ornamental Iron WorL

Sole Uannfacturers of the

Patent Tubular Wheelbarrow.

.227 M 229 MAIN ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Glass
Staining

and Umi Works.

CrX, MTAl^fflD. and <iiKOUXI> liJI^ASS.

Glass Cuttinjf Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Stained Glass Works,
1213 & 1215 Howard St.

PARQUET FLOORS.

WM. HANNAM & CO.,

Wholesale and Retail.

293 FIFTH AVE.,
NEW YORK.

Seven-eiarhtlis in. tonirued and
jrooved. Europeau styles, solid

and substantial. Also, | inT Faiic.v Wood Carpet Floors.

(K^Send t,wo-ccnt stamp for Book of Designs.

Mechanics' Lien Law, with Supreme Court
Decisions. Complete, from Deering's^Codb
OF Civil Procedurk. New and only correct

copy. Published by this Jom-nal, bound in cloth.

Price, 50 cents. Seat by mail to any address,

postage paid.

Every Architect and Mechanic should have a Copy.

The Trade Supplied.

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Worlc, Wrouglit-Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. Sole Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the.

Champion Metallic Wheelbarrow.
Iron Roofs and Gasometers Manufactured

to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,
Between Mission and Howard.

niVTV^ VERY RARE, AND
Wl-l X J\^ BKAIITIFIJI. !

Mantels, will Newest Styles ul Grates,

tFed-estali^, TaToles, EJtc.

ARCHITECTURE.

(Civil.) A Theoretical and Practical System of Building.

BY EDWARD SHAW.
102 Plates. To which is added a Treatise, on Gothic Archi-
tecture, by T. W. Silloway and Geo, M. Harding, Architects.

(Eleventh Edition) in Cloth 910.00

Architectural Perspective.

(For beginners.) A New Work, particularly valuable to those
desiring to become proficient in Practical Perspective. Con-
taining Plates and Examples.

BY F. A. WRIGHT.
In Cloth S».<IO

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap.

BKST IK IJ«E.

t'commended by all the Architects
J

in California.

OFFICE—1901 Broadway, Oak-
LA.NT).

For Sale by Plumbers.

JAMES R. KELLY,

IMPORTER OF PA1NT,0ILS,WIND0W GLASS
ANT) .MANUFACTl.KKK OK TIIK

IMPERISHABLE MIXED PAINT.
Sole Agent for Chance Bros. & Co.'s 18 oz., 21 oz., and 28

oz. C. M . Glass, Polished Plate, and Mirrors.

'ii\ anil aaa Market Street. S. V.

Wareroom^BRANNAN STREET,
Between Fifth and Sixth.

J. & F. KFHSRI^ER.

J. KEMP & CO.,

Tui^wifl^, f^\i% ti^m%
1. ....AND....

CABINET MAKING.
112 MISSION STKEET, bet. Main and Spear, San Francisco.

EDWARD DENNY & CO.,

Drawing Paper and Materials.

Matlematlcal and Surveying Instrnments,

Stationers, Printers, and Blank-Book Manufacturers; Civil En-
gineers, Surveyors, Architects, ard Orauyhtbineii's Supplies.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California and Sacramento Streets, Sati F'rancisco.

X'D' Send for Sample of our New Detail Piiper. '^X
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BROWELL'S PATENT CHIMNEYS.

liL^^^IitS V3Tll?LiFL'i© i./^J^Lim^rTOliii

T Brnnrla* Svcbet PJpf. 'Hedacer. IncreaMlk BuftttCurt,

nun.' Uol»Tr»r. p. Tr«p. it. Trap. jtadoElioT-.

ij.ll Sizes of the above on hand and for sale at the Lovrest Prices.

First Preinlum Silver Medal of Mechanics' Institute awarded for Patent
Ohlmneys and Ornamental Chlnmey Tops.

ARE THE ONLY CHIMNEYS where BANDS and FILLING can
be used to make a SMOKE and AIR-TIGHT JOINT, and with
Iron Rods or Strapped to the Building.
The U. S. Circuit Court lias granted me a perpetual injunction against L. E. Clawson and Jos. S.

Brown, All persons are cautioned against usintr am- imprn\ement in sectional chimneys patented
by me. Manufactured and for sale b\ J. BROWELIi. 727 Montgomery Street S F »ecT(ot(/r //

. REESE LLE WELL YN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,

133 and 13s Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Wm. H. Milliken,

Medianical Engineer and DraugMsman,

"
IT IS ALMOST HUMAN."

The lorloii

MAWACTUREKOF joQE CHECK ^Xii SPEIHS

MILLIKEN'S PATENT HYDRAOLIC RAM

E L E VAT O R,
Contractor and Designer

Renders Slamming of Doors an Impossibilitj .

FRANK D. MORRELL,
!J50 Markrt St., nr. Front, Man Francisco.

MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts aiii Machinery Castings

FOK THE CONSTRUCTION OF ELEVATORS, CABLE

PAILWAYS, SMOKE BURNING APPARATUS

ENGINES, BOILERS AND ALL OTHER
KINDS OF MACHINERY.

CARPENTER and JOINER.

(3Nr-A.TIO»r-A.Ij.)

ILLUSTRATED BY 86 PLATES.

OF ALL KINDS.

I

BY JAMES H. MONCKTON,

In cloth, - J5 CO

OlHcv, Hit California St., Booms 10 and *0. Address the otfice of this Journal.

Xiibklii
Made in representation of Ancient and Mod
ern Marbles, and Woods of all kind.s. Lau-

rel, Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood.

ENAMELED. POLISHED.
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (.set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and mo.st

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles I

ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,
FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO., '"^^^l-^^^^^^^i^^^^^'-'
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Pacific Rolling Mill Co.
S.A.3Sr I^I?,.A.l:TCISOO, C..A.I_..

MANUFACTURERS OF

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON

L

Rolled lieams,

Rolled Beams, Double,

Angle, Channel, and T Iron,

Bridge and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws,

Nuts, Washers, etc

Steamboat Shafts,

Cranks, Pistons,

Connecting Rotls.

Rolled Beams, 4, 6, 8, and lOJ inch.

Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames..

Mining Machinery Forgings,

^teel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Hammered Iron of every description.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Biocl(, Room I.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 50,

and 56 pounds to the vard. ±
No. 29 :;

The Latest, Lowest ifl Price,

AND MOST ACCURATE

RECTORY
Of the Architects in the United States and Tarritories over puhlished.

Bound in Board. Sentfree on receipt o/Si.oo, by the

DSEFDL PUBLISHING CO,, 1293 Broadway, New Yort

Call the attention of the Architect to your production and be assured that
if it has BEKIT you have also reaehetl the Owner,

Builder, Masou, Decorator, etc.

MAEBLE MAHTELS,

ONYX BELGIAN BLACK, TENNESSEE

ITALIAN AND STATUARY

TILE FACIM, HEARTHS k F15E GRATES.

W. H. McCOKMICK,

827 MARKET ST., BET. 4th AND 5th.

T). ZEaLIO,

Carrara Marble Works.

MANUFACTURER OF

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

I3I9 MISSION STREET,

Between 9th and 10th, SAN FKANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

Every Deacription of Metal Gooda Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC.

Old work refinished, repaired, and plated equal to new.

Nilver Plated Amalsamatins Plates, for sav-

ing gold in Quartz, Placer, Gravel, and Beach Mining.
G58 and 655 miHt^lOK STKRET,

Between New Montgomery and Third, San Francisco, Cal.

E. 4]}. I>£9fNlST01V Proprietor.

Saa Prancisco Wire Works

C. H. GRUENHAGEN, .

669 Mission St. bet. Tliird & New IHontgomery,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Manufacturer of

PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORK,

Wire Gates k SMtters, Banlc & Dice Railing,

store Fixtures, Wire Figures, & Hat Stai ds.

Arches, Flower Stands, Baskets, Trel-

lises, Window Guards, Coal Screens, •

Fenders, etc., etc.

Harvey s Hot WaterRadiator

Ho. 23 STEVEUSOU STEEET,

NEAR FIRST,

San Francisco.

RESIDENCE

No. ^66 Caledonia Ave., |

Oakland.

-FOR-

PRIVATE RESIDENCES

AND

PUBLIC DWELLINGS.
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HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwellings by thie Most Approved

HOT WATER SYSTEH.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this line has given perfect satisfaction in eve y instance, and we will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

We also desire to call a tention to our

HOT AIKSUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY & CO.

614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.

WALL PAPER,
Interior Decora ting,

WINDOW SHADES,

LINCRUSTA WALTON,

Paper Hang-erss' Tools.

—And a full line of—

Ingrain Tapestry and Body Brussels Carpets

JAMES DUFFY,
917 9IAUKKT STREET.

Address.DIBBLE MANUFACTURING CO., Trenton, N. J.

GORDON HARDWARE CO-

2
H

O

AGENTS IN

SAN FRANCISCO and

liOS Angeles, Cat.,
AND

SEATTLE, W. T

RBGISTKRRD

HEMACITE
MQ^ KNOBS,

DRAWER KNOBS,

SHUTTER KNOBS,

HOUSE TRIMMINGS.

For all interior work these l(nobs are unsurpassed. New and beautiful des^na.

Fully guaranteed to stand as long as the doors. M.Hieratein prtre.

>
n
o

Norris Window Pulley Mortising Machine i Pulley.

CAPACITY:

Nine Mortises

Per Minute.

OVER
600 Machines

Now IN Use
TlEOUdlOUT THE CQWNTBY,

The Norris Machine and Pulley is used by nearly all the Leading Sash, Door, and Blind
Manufacturers of the following: Cities :

NASHUA.New
TER, Maesuchiisetta

Mia: WIUAA
COLUMHIA,
New Jereev' DANVILLE Virginia; AiiuuaiA, vieorj:ia; new naven, v.^nnouLicui. nirtiw^ur. iir^, rtiicm^-an; i-wui i^Anu, ui-eH:on; r^itiK, Feiiti.vuania; iwu
JOSE California- CHICAGO, Illinois; ROCK ISLAND, Illinois; MILWACKEK, Wisconsin; CEDAUIiruo, Wisconsin; ST. LOIMS, Missouri; KANSAS CITY, Mi

SACRAMENTO California; BELFAST, Maine; WINONA, Mill eso a; CANISTW), Now York; CINCINNATI, Ohio; CLEVELAND, Ohio; WASHINGTON, Di , „. _ „
VILLE Kentucky IIAMl'l'ON, Viiginia; TOLEDO, Ohio; S\NDUSKY, Ohio; HAMILTON, Ohio; CHILLICOTHE, Ohio; DKTKOIT, Michigaii; KVANSVILLK. Indiana; TRATTVILLE
Alabama- OALVK.STON, Texas; HOUSTON. Texas; COLUMBUS, Ohl .; CHATTANOOGA, Tennessee; RICHM ND, Virginia; LYNCIIBUKG, Virginia; CLINTON, Iowa; 1>ORTDEI'OSIt|
Maryland; I'ADUCAH, Kentucky; DANVILLE, Kentucki.

You poatively cannot afford todo without the NORRIS PULLEY AND MORTISER. It Is the only machine made that will mortise for every kind of Pulley. No dilHcult.v in sUrting
machine; no scraping off edges of bil«; nothing to got out of repair. It Is a heavy, solid, substantial machine, built for work, and we guarantee it to do tho times the work of any otiier

Pulley Machine. It docs not rei|uire any skilled labor to run It, no bolt tightonern to wear out tho belts. In fact, it is pronounced by all, and is i'ositivklv tho oNi.v machine for Mortising
Pulleys Our Pulleys are the stron.est and best made in the country. We make 600 different qualities, and If any other style of pulley was given to you it would not pay to use it We
refer you to the leading Sash, Door, and Blind Manufacturers o/ the entire country. Information and Sam|>lo8 sent on ..ppllcati n. Very respectfully yours,

C. SIDNEY NORRIS & CO., 36 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Md.

Bsuuri; DKNVEK, C.Iorado;
strict of Columbia; IA)U1S-
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J. P. SHELDON,

Wharf and
Bridge

Buildeh

.00"Stains
FOR SHINGLES,

CLAPBOARDS, FENCES, ETC.

Sam h CABOT
70 Kilby St., Boston.

Send for Full Descriptive Circular.

JOSEPH SMITH,
CONTRACTOR FOR

BRICKWORK, STONEWORK,

GRADING,

SEWER WORK and PATENT CHIMNEYS.

A^ent for Gladding McBean

Sewer Pipes, Patent Ghimneys,

ANO TKRRA COTTA WAKIC.

National * Assurance *
Company,

OIF ii?/EI_..a-:dtid,

Atlas Assurance Company,
OF LONDON,

BOYLSTO-N INSURANCE COMPANY, OF BOSTON.

H. M. NEWHALL & CO,
GENERAL AGENTS,

309 and 31 1 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

G. CASHMORE,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

SEALER IN

,|) Paints,
Fi Oil,

Glass,

WALL PAPER,

= Bam ^^amcisc©.

OWNERS
who are about to lle-paiut, Grain, Fresco, or otherwise beau-

tify their homes or property, will save time and money by communicat-

ing with me.

55© jf
AX,EHCIA px,

BRICK FOUNDATIONS
Put under frame buiklinj,^ at the shortest noti, e and most

reasonable rates.

YARDS: Valencia St., bet. 17th and ISth
and !i1>33, 2U33, 2»37 HiMHiou Street, bet. 2.5th

and 20th.

M. B. RICHARDSON,
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WALL
Imitation Stained Glass,

l^OOEZSH FUET WOnH.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

NOTICE,
OWNERS and CONTRACTORS !

Bell Hanging, Gas Lighting,

Locksmithing in All Its Branches.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

^W^ILL & Fi:NrcK,
769 MARKET STREET.

Durham System of House Drainage.
STANDARD WROUGHT IRON STEAM PIPE, Special Fitting, Carefully Protected from Rust, SCREW JOINTS,

and only where NECESSARY for Branches, HAND -HOLES at Bends, supported ONLY at Bottom, therefore not a£Fected by

SETTLEMENT of Walls and Floors; in fact, a PERMANENTLY TIGHT SANITARY SOIL PIPE.

SEND FOR PAMPHLET. CALL AND SEE FULL SIZE MODEL.

^VJVI. T. BLIJIVT, C E., 413 JVTontg^omei-y Ht., San P^i-ancisco.

GAS FIXTURES, •:• AND MANTELS

AGENCY SCANLAN & CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.,

FINE MARBLEIZED

Slate and Iron Mantels.

AGENCY CONVVAAY MANUFACTURING CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS.,

FINE WOOD MANTELS.

Gas Fixtures of Every Description, of Latest Designs.

'Piles, Grrates, and Mantel Trimiiiin^s. "^i

BUSH & MALLETT, 34 Geary Street, Above Kearny.
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Building Intelligence Facts.

^7T LTHOXJGH there has been a great deal of complaining about

r|_ dull times during the past month, the number and cost of

'
buildings reported as commencements since our last issue,

show that the work still goes bravely on, and that many own-
ers of property are by no means inclined to allow their real es-

tate to lie unimproved. This would not be the case were the

indications not encouraging and promising. Those who buy or

own building lots are, as a general thing, competent to judge

correctly the advisability of planting more of their means in

building improvements. And, further, such persons are gener-

ally cautious and calculating, and require good and sufficient ev-

idence to induce them to invest, which tltey are not apt to do
unless there exists at least fair assurances of satisfactory returns

upon the money invested. Hence it may reasonably be inferred

that the outlook is sound and prospectively good.
There is a permanent, healthy tone and under-current which

stimulate many owners to active operations in building improve-
ments, while others, who hold back, are strongly inclined to break

away from the influences that restrain them, which state of facts

assures of a continuation of activities. For those who "want to

improve," and do not from trivial cause, will not long remain

inactive, while others go ahead and reap the results of their

greater confidence.

As will also be noticed by the report, many of the improve-
ments are of the better class, and in the list of "flats," and
houses for renting, the cost indicates good buildings generally.
The labor agitation has had a somewhat retarding influence, as

some owners are disposed to resent by withholding expenditures,
when seeming arbitrary demands are imposed. But in the build-

ing trades in San Francisco, there have been no strikes among op-
eratives calculated to unduly advance prices. The tendencies

have rather been, among contractors, to under-value and under-

bid on work offered; so much so, that during the season the pro
rata settlements have been numerous.

REPORT FOR JUNE.
79 frame buildings cost, |512,526
2 brick " "

29,000
18 alterations and improvements

"
111,195

99, total of buildings total
"

$652,721
FOR SAME PERIOD I.N 1885.

96 engagements at a total value of }!457,721

Showing a gain for 1886 of 195,311
And a gain on preceding month of 1886 of 251,182

Has been freely expressed, but the query of personal qualifica-

tion to edit and manage such a Journal seems to intervene.

There has not been to us a single doubt expressed that, in right

hands, it is the

BEST CLASS JOURNAL PLANT WEST OF CHICAGO;

Still, the "
peculiar personal qualifications and fitness

"
called

for seem to be a barrier, and a thousand suggestions have been

volunteered as to the class of mind, intelligence and executive

abilities required in its conduct, all of which we know from

experience to be more or less imaginary and hypothetical; for

when the present management began its publication, in 1879, it

was without the slightest experience in connection with the pub-
lication business, and equally as little as editor and manager;
besides which, at the time of its commencement, the building,
financial and all other interests of the State, were encompassed
and engulfed by the terrible state of depression brought about

by sand-lotism, and the fearful gang of demagogues and pander-

ers, to the worst and most wicked passions and fancies of the

deluded and thoughtless crowds of unreasonable men, who were

incited to clamor and hope for Reform! with the ultimatum of

murder, arson and the annihilation of all
" bloated bond holders,"

which included a largo proportion of the successful and well-to-

do citizens of this city. This state of things brought about a con-

dition of approximate or absolute poverty and distress among
mechanics and the working classes, and great financial contrac-

tion in all directions. Yet with all these

MOST TERRIBLE CONDITIONS,

Which passed away only by slow degrees as time rolled on, this

Jourrud ivorked and paid its way, increasing in influence and

public favor, until it has reached its present high position among
the class journals of the country.

If, therefore, from a beginning unaccompanied by a single en-

couragement, other than a personal determination and purpose to

brave the issue, so much has been accomplished, what we ask

may not be anticipated for its future, with its foundations well

and firmly laid and cemented, its superstructures. all well pro-

portioned, and its surroundings all of the most favorable char-

acter.

WHO SHOULD OWN AND CONTROL IT?

Many personal propositions have been made to purchase, by
men seemingly well, if not in every respect qualified for its man-

agement, but who have not the financial resources.

The more general sentiment prevailing is, that it should be

controlhid by the architectural profession as a whole, or by o syn-
dicate ofprominent architects, to make it absolutely the repre-

sentative ARCHITECTURAL JOURNAL of California and the entire

Pacific States ami Territories.

Under such management and control, the splendid reputation
it has already gained by the unaided efforts of a single individ-

ual, would be increased ten-fold.

At present there exist jealousies and prejudices, which would

disappear, with the Journal under the general, interested manage-
ment of a number of reputable architects.

If, as some now suppose and say, the present and past suc-

cesses of the Journel are the results of the influence of one ar-

chitect and his office, is it not then fair to presume that if twenty
or more architects should concentrate their personal and office

influence in its favor, its

FUTURE WOULD BE GRAND BEYOND COMPARISON.

Present management urged to continue. A large number of

personal friends and patrons, among them many of our most

prominent professional brethren, leading contractors, advertising

patrons, and owners of real estate, have urged us to continue our

publication labors, adding, "The Journal must be continued;"
" It is a necessity on this coast;

" " Such a Journal we must
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have," etc., to all of wiiicii we have given the one reply stated in
our first announcement, that we want and must have relief from
the excessive cares, labors and responsibilities imposed by the

triple duties of editing and managing the Journal, and as

practicing architect, — a complication of more than any one in-

dividual can master successfully, without compromise of all per-
sonal comforts, and undue strain upon the mental and' physical
strength and energies.

Many well-informed parties have said to us during the past
month,

" We know of no one in San Francisco qualified to as-

sume its charge." This may be true as far as individual knowl-

edge is concerned, but it is not so as a general fact. There are,

beyond question, in this city,

HUNDREDS OF COMPETENT MEN

Who, if not familiar with all the details of monthly publications,
are sufiiciently qualified to master the situation within sixty
days, during which time the assistance that will be given by the

present management, will perfect them in the entire work.
If it passes to parties who are not practical architects, it will

gain instead of

LOSING ARCHITECTURAL FAVOR,

As such a change will secure, patronage in directions at present
inimical to its success; and infiuences now opposed to it among
mechanics will change to support, and so give it additional

strength and prosperity.
The many offers thus far received are held contingent upon

those that may follow. As we are not in haste to make the

change, we shall deliberate thoughtfully upon each proposition
submitted, hoping that when a clj^nge is made, it will be such as
to place the Journal in right hands, and thus make its future an
assured success for all time.

Appropriate Souvenir.

MR.
JAMES E. WOLFE—i^ear Hir: In laying the corner-

stone for the new Methodist Episcopal Church South, of

Woodland, on the 10th inst., we took the liberty to present
to the officers of the church the last number of the California
Architect, with your regards, which was accepted with thanks,
and the volume placed in the casket with many other valuable

articles, and the casket was sealed and deposited in the corner-
stone of the edifice, there to remain until some future generation
may, perchance, open it and again unvail to the world that May
number of 188G, from its long and peaceful rest, and those
columns you have so earnestly and ably furnished will be perused
by many an ardent observer, who will carefully scan the record
of the past and mark the infinite diversity of human aims in
this short-lived struggle of dependent humanity. Let us work
and work well, while the day lasts, and be ready when the great
Architect of the univeise has need for us, and hope that our
bodies may rest as secure and peaceful as the volume in the cor-

ner-stone, whfle our spirits and good influence will ever on.

Respectfully yours, •

Gilbert & Son.

Woodland, June I4, 1886.

Press Excursion.

TTTHE annual excursion of the Press Association will take
1 place this month. The members, in a special train over

the C. P. R. R., will leave this city on the I9th, and
will visit Reno, Truckee, Lake Tahoe, Carson, Virginia City, and
other points of interest. As press of business will prevent a

personal inspection of the country in regard to building news,
we have secured the services (kindly volunteered) of a brother

editor, and will report in tliis Journal the state of building activ-
ities as they exist over the line traversed by the excursionists.

All law-abiding citizens regret the late terrible scenes of
riot and bloodshed in Chicago, caused by the misguided anarch-

ists, and every true American citizen, whether native or adopted,
is ready to advise that they be stamped out, and to assist, if nec-

essary, in doing it. But that riot has been of value to the trade

organizations of the country in showing the public the great
difference between the anarchists and organized labor, officered

by men who are outspoken upholders of law and ordcir, and who
seek to hold in check the vast heterogeneous mass comprising
their asstfmblies. They counsel peace, moderation, arbitration,
and when very serious grievances appear they are ready to say
to employers,

"
Come, let us reason together."

A bound volume of this Journal, for either of the years. 1880,
1881, or 1882, will be sent free to all new subscribers for bal-
ance of this year and 1887.

Twenty-first Industrial Exhibition of the Mechanics'

Institute.

TTTHE annual exhibition of the 'Mechanics' Institute will l)e

1 opened in this city on Monday, August 16. Its general
character will be similar to that of its predecessors. The

Directors have separated the exhibits into two classes, viz., those
that are entered for exhibition, and those for competition. If the

latter, they must be in position, and receipted for^ on or before

August 26. If not entered by that time, under no circumstances
will such articles be allowed in competition, except with the
written consent of all the contesting exhibitors, and tlie sanction
of the Board of Trustees.

The following extract from the Rules and Regulations will

be of benefit to those desiring to enter articles for either exhi-
bition or competition:

—
The award of a gold medal for best general display wiU de-

bar any article in the same from competing for any other pre-
mium.

Space applied for and not occupied by August 21, may be

assigned to other exhibitors.

No articles will be allowed in the Exhibition of an explo-
sive, inflammable, dangerous, or offensive character.

No nostrums allowed in the building.
Articles must remain on exhibition until the close of the Fair.
All exhibitors will be required to keep the space under their

control clean, and in good order. All coverings over goods to be
removed before 11 a. m.

The greatest care and vigilance will be exercised by the man-

agers, and the most effectual means taken, through the agency of
the police and otherwise, to effectually guard and protect the

property on exhibition; but under no circumstanc(!S will the Me-
chanics' Institute, or the managers of the Fair, be responsible for

any loss or injury to articles placed on exhibition. The oivner
must take all risks.

The list of articles in the premium list is divided into forty-
seven classes. The prizes consist of gold, silver, and bronze

medals, and diplomas. Coin prizes will be given in the various
classes as follows:—

Horticulture and Farm Products. In the former class the first,

second, third, and fourth prizes are, respectively, |75.00, $50.00,
$40.00, and $25.00. In addition, special prizes will be awarded
to best display of flowers from private gardens. Premiums in

this class will be a medal and coin, the latter being in amount,
$15.00, $10.00, and $5.00, according to merit.

The largest premium to be given is in Class 47, Farm Products,
viz.: For the best, most extensive, and varied exhibit of farm

products (exclusive of live stock) by any county in the State, Gold
Medal and $250; second best display, Grand Silver Medal and
$150; third best display. Silver Medal and $100; fourth best dis-

play. Bronze Medal and $75.00.
All articles entered under the headings, Fruit,' Dried Fruits,

Nuts, Canned and Preserved Fruits, Vegetables, Dairy Products,
Honey, Meats, etc.. Wools and Cottons, will be subject to com-

petition for medals or diplomas, and a monetary prize, ranging in
value from $75.00 to $5.00.
The Directors have been very earnest in their endeavors to

include in the different classes all articles liable to be placed on

exhibition, but should anything be entered not included in the

list, they have reserved the right to declare the exhibitor entitled
to a special prize.
We sincerely hope that the Directors will take measures to il-

lustrate to their patrons the practical workings of technical
schools. This can be readily done, and perhaps l>e the means of

inducing some of our moneyed men to encourage the establish-

ment of such schools in many different portions of the State.
As an inducement to increase their membership, the Directors

wisely adopted a rule by which each and every one belonging to
the Institute can purchase a season ticket to thct Fair at one-
half the usual rates.

Risk of Contractors.

ONE
of the most serious risks which l)uilding contractors in-

cur and yet -one which many of them liabitually overlook
till a costly damage suit opens their eyes, is the civil re-

sponsibility of an employer for injurifss suffered by his employes
while in his service. A recent suit in Paris, reported in La
S'einaine des Construcieurs, is instructive as showing the ten-

dency of French courts to liold contractors to increased respon-
sibility for their workmen. A mason employed in the erection
of a building in Paris was .struck on tlie h(«ul and instantly
killed by a large piece of iron, which was accidiMitally dislodged
from an upper floor directly over where the mason was at work.
His widow sued the contractor for twelve thousand francs dam-
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ages. It was held to be a contractor's duty diligently to care for

the safety of his men by all reasonable means, to warn them of

the dangers attending their employment in various locations, and

to furnish adequate protection where possible. In this case, the

contractor, failing to do this or even to warn the man of his

danger, was responsible for the fatal accident, which a little more

care on his part might have prevented. The editor n marks, in

comment, that the tendency of the French courts is to increase

severity in estimating the responsibilities of employers for the

safety of tlieir workmen, and cites another case where it was ex-

plicitly held that contractors are bound " to care for the safety
of their men, and to protect them from the dangers incident to

their work;
"

that " under penalty
"
they must anticipate

"
possi-

ble causes of accident," and take, and cause to be taken by their

agents, all necessary precautions to prevent or avert them; that
"
they are bound even to guard the workmen against the conse-

quences of their own imprudence." The general rule of the

French courts is, further, to acquit the employer of responsibility

only where "the imprudence of the victim has been the sole

cause of the accident." This looks severe, but we should hesi-

tate to say it is not in strict accord with the dictates of a sound

public policy, as well as of humaiiity. It would certainly be

well for American confjjactors
to lay it to heart, as a measure of

their moral, if not legal, responsibility.
In connection with the rigid rulings of the French courts, it

may be well to note the tendency of English law on the same

subject. A recent case, that of Griffiths against the St. Kathe-

rine's Dock Co. of London, reported in the Building and Engi-

neering Times, furnishes an illustration. The plaintiff was in-

jured by the fall of an iron door, which had been in an unsafe

condition for a long time previous to the accident, and this fact

was well known to the defendant company, as was proved and
admitted on the trial. The court held that this alone was not

sufficient to make the company answerable in damages, that it

was necessary further to prove that this danger was unknown to

the plaintiif, up to the time of the injury. The general principle
was laid down that,

"
if a servant enters or continues in an em-

ploy, knowing of the danger incident thereto, he cannot recover,
since he might have escaped by leaving the service." It may be

well, perhaps, to admonish some classes of employes, that if they
continue in dangerous work, they do so at their own risk; but it

is not difficult to imagine cases where the peculiar nature of the

business or of the workman's position is such that he is practic-

ally unable to leave his employment, though he knows it to be

dangerous. In overcrowded London, a man who should throw

up one place might suffer much privation before he could get an-

other, and the new place might prove yet more dangerous than

the old, and farther from his home and in many other ways less

desirable. But it is difficult to imagine a reason other than

criminal negligence, why a corporation should knowingly permit
the premises occupied by its workmen to be in an unsafe condi-

tion and remain so; and the law which relieves a corporation of

responsibility for accidents which happen to its men through
such willful neglect to repair its own premises, on the heartless

excuse that the injured men knew of the danger, looks more like

a temptation to manslaughter than anything else. We trust it

will not be considered an authoritative precedent for American
courts.—The Inland Architect and Builder.

Farm and Fireside of April 1 gives some interesting figures

showing how the mechanics of Springfiiild, Ohio, are kept in

poverty. It cites two cases of losses, the first being a loss of

125,000 a year on coal. " The retail price of coal in Springfield
has been a dollar a ton higher than in Columbus, the difference

in price being more than double the difference in cost of haul-

ing." The five thousand families will burn during the year not
less than fifty thousand tons of coal, on which they have been

wrongfully taxed more than a half dollar a ton, or $25,000 per
annum, which might have been saved by uniting in the purchase
of coal. The other loss is one that comes through rum. Spring-
field maintains 175 saloons, and the estimate is made that the

25,000 inhabitants expend $350,000 annually, which enormous
sum is mainly drawn from the pockets of lalioring men.

The first Bessemer steel converted in the South was made at

Chattanooga, Tenn., on April 19, by the South Tredegar works.
The experimental cast of two gross tons proved excellent steel

under all tests applied. Tlie material used was pig-iron from

Cranberry ores, North Carolina, and shows that ore to be excel-

lent steel material. The plant lias a capacity of eighty-five tons

per day. The success has caused much gratification among
Southern iron-masters.

A bound volume of this Journal, for either of the years. 1880,
1881. or 1882, will be sent free to all new subscribers for bal-
ance of this year and 1887-

Building Permits.

C7TS we understiind it, in nearly all the Eastern cities, laws or

f\ ordinances exist, requiring the obtainment of building per-

y mits in all cases of the erection of new or remodeling of

old buildings. Such a regulation is good, and should be in prac-

tice everywhere, as it would regulate procedures and prevent

many of the difficulties which so often arise in San Francisco,

particularly in connection with the alteration of buildings within

the fire limits. At present, there are ordinances requiring permits
to open streets, for the putting in of sewers, etc., on which a de-

posit of twenty dollars is required, to insure the proper replacing
of the street, and also permits to occupy a certain portion of the

street during the erection of buildings, building areas, etc., in

certain parts of the city, at least. If this permit rule was gen-
eral and imperative in all cases, it would furnish an easy method

of ascertaining the extent of building improvements made during
the year. As it is now, everybody does and acts as he pleases,

and there is no check upon irregularities. There should be a

compulsory and imperative law upon this point. It would be an

easy matter for an owner, architect, or builder, to report every

improvement entered into, and obtain a permit; and a penalty
should attach to every violation of the rule. The do-as-you-

please practice is all well enough in most matters, but there are

others in which individual rights and privileges should be made

to subserve public interests. No harm could possibly result from

such a regulation, while the general information afforded by it

would be at least gratifying to every one interested in the growth
and improvement of the city. Speculative estimates are often

indulged in as to the amount of work under way at certain peri-

ods, often varying materially <rom actual facts. The permit

system would remedy this, and furnish daily statistics of what

was being done in the building line. Excessive or diminished

estimates of business conditions sometimes do harm, and the de-

gree of business prosperity is often misrepresented, leading to

wrong conclusions. In cases of death, and in other matters,

obligatory ordinances compel notices of the occurrences, because

the public good seems to demand it, and the growth and prosper-

ity of the city is a matter in which all citizens are interested, and

in reference to which they have a right to be informed, which

would be the case if a perfect permit system was established; one

which could not be ridden over with impunity, as too many of

the regulations on the ordinance book are.

The modern improvements of the past few years have re-

ceived great favor and general adoption in nearly all classes of

buildings
—but practically in the better kind. But with the con-

venience afforded by them, they have been the medium of a vast

amount of sickness, suffering, and loss of life,
—not of necessity,

but because too great neglect and carelessness have been practiced
in their application, and too much indifference to serious conse-

quences. The modern improvements as a general thing are good,
but the best invention in the world may be rendered worthless,

, or injurious by being tampered with by unskillful hands. There

are hundreds of ])relending mechanics, to whom it would be un-

wise to intrust anything recjuiring good judgment and practical
mechanical skill, and the greater number of defects and failures

in connection with the introduction of these improvements, grow
out of this one cause or fact. There is no good reason why wash

basins, etc., may not be set in any chamber or place, with perfect
freedom and security from all bad effects, yet there are hundreds

of ladies who object to their introduction, because of known
oases where they have proved offensive,

—while in fact, the whole

difficulty exists in thd incompetency of the superintending party,

or the mechanic doing the work, and not in the thing objected to.

Circumstances.

TTTHAT circumstances have a great deal to do in shaping a

'1^ man's life, no one can deny; for experience teaches us, and

observation and historical research prove it so.

Shakespeare says,
" Tliere is a divinity [or something else]

which shapes our ends, roughhew them as we will." There is no

absolute dictation or iron-bound fatality in this quotation, but

rather the opposite. While we would not ignore tlie existence of

a divine power in the universe, in whose hands, and under whose

control are all things in heaven and earth, while there is at times

some circumstances over which man has no control, still there is

nothing in these two facts which in any way hinder man from

being successful and happy if he observes well the laws of his

being and the laws that govern and control the movements of

ordinary life.

We are not, by any means, mere living and breathing human

machines, but, on the contrary, we are free, responsible agents,

gifted with the power of choice, and capable of discovering right
from wrong, and with full liberty to do what we will, and be

what we may.
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PLATE 1.—FRONT ELEVATION FOB A MERCANTILE EDIFICE.

S. F. Chapter Of Architects.

TTTHE regular night for the meeting of the Chapter occurring
'I* this month on the eve of the holiday, the attendance was

limited to but a few members. The time was, however,

profitably spent in general conversation and discussion of topics
of interest to the profession. The reading of papers by Mr.

Sanders was postponed until next month, wh(;n it is hoped then;

will be a full attendance.

Ash, oak, walnut, etc., must step down and out before

many years, and give place to mahogany, wliich is now used for

insides and for ornamental work on railway coaches; 10,000,000
feet of mahogany annually is now the figure, as against .'')00,000

feet five years ago. It is said that the mahogany is now but

slightly dearer than our native woods—walnut and cherry
—but

that it is superior to them, in that it does not warp nor

chock.
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Eight-Hour Movement.

TT7HE full strength of the eight hour movement at the end of
' I * the first week after May 1, the date of its attempted inau-

guration, was clearly shown by statistics published. The
total number of workmen committed to it in all parts of the

country was estimated by liradstreel's at 325,000. The demand
for shorter hours was early conceded to 150,000 without a strike,

and to 356,000 as the result of the strike, leaving 140,000 still

striking at the time referred to, or defeated. The trades in which
the movement was most successful are those connected with

house building, agricultural implement making, furniture making
and machine building. These trades are not subject to foreign

competition. In those which are subject to such competition,
either in the way of exportation of the domestic product or im-

portation of the foreign, the movement met with very little suc-

cess. The whole movement may be regarded as experimental.
In those branches of industry which yield sufficient profit to

warrant an increase of wages, for that is what shorter time most

commonly signifies, the increase has been very generally granted.
In others it has not been granted, or, if granted, it will be with-

drawn later. The principal part of the loss entailed by such an

experiment proceeds from the stoppage of machinery. This ma-

chinery may be of the nature of general business superintendence,
clerical force and organized system, as well as actual machines

and tools in use. A deduction of 20 per cent, from the producing

power of a large manufacturing establishment means more to

the community than a deduction of one-fifth of the laboring force.

The organization of labor has thus far proceeded upon a false

assumption, namely, that the wage-earners are a class having
rights and interests oth<!r than and different from those of other

classes. In a republic, where all men are equal before the law,
and where the theory of government presumes that the greatest

good of the greatest number will
.
be sought in the framing and

execution of all statutes, the idea of class rights and interests is

mischievous. The interests of the wage-earner are the interests

of all citizens. The time cannot be far distant when the need of

yet another organization among the workingmen of this country
will be recognized

—an organization to protect intelligent and
conservative m(!n in the exercise of their civil rights against the

oppression of those who follow the lead of dangerous demagogues,
and are blinded by ignorance, prejudice, and passion, to their own
welfare. The happenings of the past six months have been very
instructive as emphasizing the tendency of labor to oppress labor,
and the need of protection for those of independent thought and
action against its cruel coercion. The order of Knights of Labor,
however restrained, cannot accomplish this object. Its purpose,
as defined in its fundamental law, is not that to which a majority
of the thoughtful and intelligent wage-earners of the country can
subscribe. It demands a scheme of national and State legisla-
tion inconsistent with the best interests of the community, and

especially of the wage-earner. Those who are attracted to the

order by its profession of principles are not safe leaders of a

movement which wise men can follow.—Carpentry and BuiUJiiny.

Proportion of Rooms.

g
PEAKING on the subject of proportion of rooms, with ref-

erence to their sanitary features, Douglass Golton says:
" For purposes of ventilation the height must bear some

relation to the size. Adequate movement in the currents of air

cannot be secured in a room unless the height be proportioned to

the width and length. The minimum height must be fixed with
reference to that whicli will allow the currents of air to circulate

without being inconvenient to the occupants. Therefore, in pro-

portion as the width and length of a room are increased, so must
the height bo increased. On this account it is not advisable to

make rooms much less than ten feet high. With large rooms, as

the height should be increased in proportion to the size, if the

cubic space be the measure of the number of occupants, the area

or floor space per occupant would diminish with the size of the
room. As, therefore, the height of rooms is necessarily variable,
it follows that it is rather the floor space which must be consid-

ered in allotting accommodation to the occupants of a room than
the cubic space. In barracks a floor space of from 50 to 60, and

occasionally 80, square feet is allowed per occupant. These are
for rooms occupied by day as well as for sleeping-rooms. In

work-houses, for dormitories, a minimum floor space of 25 square
feet has been admitted, provided the ventilation was carefully
attended to. In nurseries and servants' rooms from 50 to 60

square feet are desirable per occupant—that is to say, a room 10
feet square, or 10 feet by 12- feet in area, should not contain
more than two persons. In school rooms which are only occupied
during parts of a day, and where the air can be changed between
the periods of occupation, a less amount would suffice, and from
15 to 20 square feet are sufficient."

OuK Illustrations.—
Plate 1,front elevation for

a mercantile or business

house. Plate 2, a cal>i-

net and case of drawers.

Plates 3, 4 and 5 descrip-
tions of the ferry steamer

Solano, the largest ferry
boat in the world. Plate

6, the lietter class of Chi-

nese garden huts, many
of them being far more
wretched in f.eneral ap-

pearance, the walls and

roofs being covered with

old tin cans, etc.

KKiURE

But few fully and right-

ly understand or realize

that errors may be com-

mitted in the erection of

a home for their families

calculated to produce sick-

ness and death to loved

ones. Yet it is so, and

those who contemplate
the erection, particularly
of private dwellings, can-

not exercise too much
care and caution in every

particular, so as to avoid

mistakes and errors of

every sort. Too often

pretenders, willing to render services for nominal compen-
sation, whose knowledge beyond the mere matter of draw-

ing lines and coloring plans is exceedingly limited, and so far

as possessed, of an imperfect character, are intrusted with the

responsible duties of an architect. Consequently when they
enter into detailments by specifications of that which is to be

done, they conglomerate ideas so badly, and specify so much at

variance with good mechanical judgment and common sense, that

a superabundance of serious blunders and impracticabilities at

variance with all proper mechanical principles follow. This is

particularly the case in reference to plumbing and sewer work,
than which there are no more essential features in connection

with house-building. They commit, virtually, criminal errors;
for their mistakes sometimes destroy more valuable lives than
their own. Both owners and architects should consider this

subject carefully, the former to avoid the mistake that all men
are competent in the lines of business or profession followed by
them, and the latter, not to claim an understanding of matters

beyond their actual qualifications and the reach of improvement.
No man is fitted to perform duties in any connection, who con-

ceives the notion that beyond the bounds of his own knowledge
there can be no advancement. Advancement and progression
have \)een going on since the day that Noah left the ark, and
sensible and practical men realize the fact that there is and ever

will be more to learn, and that the fountains of improvement
and knowledge will continue to flow so long as life lasts. It is

only simpletons who know it aU, and assert for themselves abso-

lute superiority of thought and practice. Care is therefore nec-

essary in the selection of parties to intrust with responsible

duties, and owners will best subserve their own interests by its

fullest exercise in connection with the erection of homes for their

families. There can be no question but that tens of thousands

of lives have been sacrificed by the employment of cheap, in-

competent architects, plumbers, etc., resulting in imperfect dwell-

ings, where, through defective plumbing and sewer work, the

poisonous gases have entered buildings, to work out their own
terrible results. The veriest fraud of a plumber will often asser*-

absolutely perfected knowledge of the intricacies in this con-

nection, and with the cavalierness of a highwayman claim that

those things that have occupied and puzzled capable minds are,

to him, well understood. Good meaning, honest owners are

often entrapped by such deceivers into a reposal of confidence,
which results injuriously. If the plastering, painting, and other

works of a building are poorly executed, each and all are annoy-
ances, but not fatal to health and life. Hence the importance
of certainty in these special directions, by and through which
alone healthful homes can be secured.

It would require 50,000,000 pounds of wire to erect a tele-

graph around the earth at the equator, and but a half-pound of

the thread made by a certain species of spider.
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The Ferry Steamers of California.

ry'KFiKf credit is unquestionably due those who conceived the

yir plans, and to the skill and genius of California mechanics
and artisans in the production of the many elegant and

powerful steam vessels used as "
ferry-boats

"
upon the bay of

San Francisco and its tributary waters.

Pre-eminent for massiveness and power is the Solano, the

special oljject 0/ the accompanying illustrations, plying between
Benicia and Port Costa, across the flowing and ebbing waters
of Suisun Bay, and completing the connection of Central Pa-
cific Railroad travel to and from Sacramento and across the conti-

nent, while the Piedmont and many other large and commodious

pa-ssenger ferry-boats, fill out the link between San Francisco and
Oakland. The Tihuron, Newark, Bay City, and numerous
other elegant ferry vessels—population and travel considered—
provide ferry facilities as great and comfiDrtable as are to be found
in any part of the world; and in the matters of convenience, size,
and completeness, the ferry steamers upon the bay of San Fran-
cisco are unsurpassed.

situated thirty-two mile's from San Francisco. To gain time was
the principal idea which led to the conception of the largest

ferry-boat in the world. Size, indeed, was needed in order to
accommodate the numerous trains, crossing and re-crossing, in

order that travelers and merchants would not suffer from long
and tedious delays incident to small boat accommodations.

It will be noticed that there are four lines of rails on the
deck of the steamer. To show its immense carrying capacity,
the following measurements will enable any one conversant with
railroad cars to estimate the number the Solano will take at one
time. The extreme length of the main deck is 494 feet 8 inches;

length of hull, 406 feet 2 inches; width over all, 116 feet; width
between wheel ca.sings 64 feet; height amidships, 18 feet 6

inches; height at ends, 15 feet 9 inches; draught when
loaded, 6 feet 6 inches; tonnage 3540 tons. From the above

measurements, it will be seen that there is ample accommoda-
tions for forty-eight freight cars, or twenty-four passenger cars,
besides locomotive and tender. As long trains have to be di-

vided, it is necessary that an extra locomotive accompany each

PLATE 3.—THE "SOLANO" IN DOCK, SHOWING GENERAL LONGITUDINAL APPEARANCE.

Equal credit is also due to the companies who have by their

means brought about these handsome results, in that home
lal)or and material have been employed in nearly every instance,
and local industries encouraged. Large amounts of money have
been disl)ursed aTiiong mechanics and working people in steam

ferry entcrj)rises. The first connection l)etween San Francisco

and Sacramento by Central Pacific Railroad was by way . of

Nilos; but the considenible grades on that route and tlie greater
business promise of a shore route, induced the company to seek

a right of way along the margins of San Francisco, San Pablo,
and Suisun Bays, and the straits of Oarquinez. But the first

change made in the location of the road, while it avoided grade,
did not diminish the distance, and this fact, combined with other

considerations, culminated in the building of a shorter and more
direct line of travel. The distance iKitwcen San Franci.sco and
the capitol city, Sacramento, by the "old river route," is one
hundred and twenty-five miles, and about the same by the first

located roadways. To overcome this, and n^medy the discomforts

of tedious traveling by water, the project was conceived of

building an air-line railroad across the tule and marsh land

and through the counties lying westerly from Suisun Bay. To
this end, proper surveys were made, showing a decrease of nearly

forty miles.

In order, however, to render the proposed new route practica-

ble, it was found necessary to establish a ferry at Port Costa,

train that is ferried over. Our engraving also accurately shows
the arrangement of the apron or stage by which trains are trans-

ferred to and from the lioat. This is so nicely arranged and
balanced tliat scarcely a jolt is felt by the passengers in the cars

when the train leaves the steamer for terraJlrma.
Two separate vertical beam engines propel the boat. These

were built by Messrs. Harlan and IloUingsworth, of Wilming-
ton, Delaware. The cylinders are 5 feet i\ inches in diameter,
with 11 feet .28 inches stroke. Each engine is fully capable of

developing 2,000 horse-power. Steam is furnished by eight

boilers, each 7 feet .25 inches in diameter and 16 feet long.

They are made of steel, and have 143 tulies 3.94 inches in diame-

ter, and 16 feet long. The total heating service is 19,630 s<iuare
feet. No coal is used, the stc^am being d(!veloped by the burning
of crude petroleum. The wheels are 30 feet in diameter and
have 24 floats. Each wheel can be worked indeptuidently of the

other. Unlike any other st(^amer that we have seen, tiie wheels

are not on a line, one being considerably in advance of the other;
tliis was done so that the boat could be (easily and (juickly
turned in order to enter the slips on each end of the ferry
route without injuring the same.

The above engraving represents' the general construction of

the Solano. Beneath each line of rails runs a deep Pratt truss,

the top flange of which is attached to the deck and the bottom

to the hull of the l)oat. The latter is dividwl by bulkheads into
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might be delivered to the town by that

name, and vice versa. So the name of

the county in which Benicia is situated

was given to the magnificent specimen of

marine architecture, justly entitled to be

called the largest ferry-boat in the

world.

Why Nearly All the Railroads Are

Four Feet and Eight and

One-half Inches Wide.

PLATE 5.—FIG. 2, Sf:CT10NAL VIEW OF HULL.

twelve compartments. There Are four balanced rudders at each

end of the vessel, 10 feet 6 inches long and 6 feet 6 inches high.

These are worked by hydraulic steering gear, but can be

actuated by hand when desired. The pilot-house is more than

40 feet above the deck. The stages, or aprons, for embarking
and disembarking trains, are massive iron structures, 98 feet G

inches long and weighing 150 tons. They are provided with

four lines of rails, and are controlled by hydraulic gear to adapt
their position to the rise and fall of the tide.

The two towers seem in the back ground (Figure 2) near the

center of the engraving, are similar to thos6 near the slip where

the Solano is at rest. They mark the entrance to the slip on

the Benicia side of the bay. The large mountain on the right is

called Mount Diablo. The track on the right is the one by which

passengers and freight are conveyed to Stockton, Los Angeles,
New Orleans, and way stations. It also connects at Lathrop
with trains for Sacramento and all points east to New York, via

Centnil Pacific Railroad. Immediately around the turn as

shown, are the innnense warehouses and docks of the Nevada

Transportation Company.
Some difficulty was experienced in selecting a name for the

subject of this article. The inhabitants of Benicia, with a just

pride, desired the leviathan to be named after that place. After

careful deliberation, the company decided that too much confusion

would likely be caused in regard to the distribution of mail

matter. Letters and packages intended for the boat Benicia

CORRESPONDENT asks: "Why
was the standard gauge of railroads

fixed at 4 feet ^ inches? "What

was the scientific reason for adopting the

fraction of an inch ?
"

There is no scientific or any other reason for it, except prec-
edent and custom. In fact, all scientific or practical considera-

tions that can enter into the question are against it. When Mr.

Stephenson built his first locomotive, he, for some reason best

known to himself, built it to the gauge of the old tramway?—
for vehicles drawn by horses—in England, which was 4 feet 8|
inches. That became what was known as the " narrow gauge

"

in England, and was naturally followed in this country to a very

great extent. Some of our roads have a gauge of 4 feet 8|

inches; others, 4 feet 8J inches; and still others, 4 feet 9 inxihes.

In England they have a 6-f6ot "broad-gauge," and at one time,

for a very little while, tried a 7-foot gauge. The Erie road,

built by English capital, was at first a 6 foot gauge, but in 1876

the changing of it to 4 feet 8J inches was begun, and now it is

all of that gauge. The Pennsylvania Railroad Company uses a

gauge of 4 feet 9 inches.because that is a compromise gauge be-

tween the former gauge of 4 feet 8J inches on the Eastern lines

and 4 feet 10 inches on its roads west of Pittsburg. It would

be W(!ll if the 4 feet 8.^ inches gauge could be widened a little,

to enable greater width of the fire-boxes of locomotives, and

consequently more powerful engines, such as it would be desira-

ble to employ.

LloiiT colors absorb less and reflect more heat than dark

colors. White is the best reflector, and black the best absorber

and radiator, provided the colors are not covered by coatings of

varnish.

PLATE 4.—ISOMETKICAL VIEW OF "SOLANO" SHOWING WHAKVES AND GENERAL APPROACHES.
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We will be pleased to re-

ceive for publication in tlii8

column items of iuforma-

I

tion in regard to practiea

ideas connected witii the

meclianical part of tlie

building trade. We espe-

cially invite suggestions

from apprentices and young

mechanics.

"A CAKPENTER i,s known by his shavings." He is also
known by the cliaracter of his work, and the state of his tools

may be known by the same standard.

To FiNij Number of Studs Required around the Outside
OP Building.—Take three-quarters of the circumference—in feet—of the outside of the building. Add one stud for e^ch corner,

angle, and opening; or, allow one stud for every foot of the out-
side measurement.

In planning stairs, think of your head room from the lowest

starting point to the highest landing, or somewhere in ascending
or descending stunning falls and broken limbs may accompany
bruised foreheads and broken heads.

Tub " Steel Square and Its Uses," as it originally appeared
in these columns, will not be published in book form. We have,
however, a work by that name which we will forward to any
address upon receipt of |1.00, either in coin or one-cent stamps.

Bad work is set out by the " rule of thumb."

Driving Nails.—The handle of a hammer should be grasped
at a short distance above the end of the handle, in such a man-
ner that the end of the handle projects an inch or more beyond
the side of the hand. The hand and the eye act so well to-

gether in concert that, after a little practice, the amateur will
have no difficulty in hitting a nail square on the head. If not
so hit, the force of the blow will be partly lost, and the nail will
be moved out of position. In driving nails in hard wood, a
hole should first be made, either with a brad-awl or a gimlet.
Sometimes a knot will cause a nail to swerve from its right
direction, and even to curl up, thrusting the point through the
wood at no very great distance from the hole at which it has
entered, "coming out," in workman's parlance,

"
to have a look

at the fool that is driving it.

One thousand feet of lath are 2,000 pieces, and will cover
120 square yards.

Jack Planes; Why so Called.—" Since every Jack be-
came a gentleman, there's many a gentle person made a Jack."
So wrote W. Shakespeare, Escj., in his inmiortal tragedy,

" Rich-
ard

III."
The term "jack" seems to have been applied to any

mechanical contrivance for replacing the personal service of an
attendant, or to an implement subjected to rough and familiar

usage. In England the most common name is John, and the
familiar synonym of that cognomen—Jack—was applied to the
plane. It is derived from the Jewish word "Jacobus," and was
corrupted into "Jacques" in France, and, being the commonest
Christian name in the latter country, was used as a contemptuous
expression for a common man; hence the term "jack" is ap-
plied as mentioned above. Besides the jack plane, we liave

roasting jack, jack screw, boot jack, jack towel, jack boots, black

jack, etc.

One and one-fourth yards of good sand will suffice for 100
square yards of plastering ;

1 1 barrels of lime for one cofit, and
2^ barrels for two coats, for same number of yards; one bushel
of hair to above quantities. One-third barrel plaster will hard-
finish 100 square yards.

Tall CniMNEva and Spires.—Lowell has four chimneys
over 200 feet high. Tlie Merrimack Company has two chimneys

283 and 206 feet respectively; also 110 steam engines. Glasgow,
Scotland, has a 446-foot chinuiey, not for smoke, but for chemical
fumes, and another chemical chimney of 350 feet; and Man-
chester, England, has one of 415 feet. The Merrimack Com-
pany's is the tallest smoke-chimney in the world. The Tremont
and SuffiDlk Company has one 225 feet, and the Lawrence Com- '

pany one 211 feet. The chimney of the Pacific Mills, Lawrence,
is 227 feet; that of the Navy Yard, Boston, 2.39.', feet. Bunker
Hill monument is 221 feet tall. Trinity Church spire, New
York, is 284 feet.

Fifty pounds of building paper will cover sixty yards.

Many thoughtless workmen seem imbued with the notion
that the more glue there is used in joining wood together, the

stronger will be the joint. This is a great mistake, for a thick

layer of glue makes a weak joint. ndeed, the thiimer, in

reason, the glue, the stronger will be the joint, the great desid-
eratum being the exclusion of air. If the air could be entirely
expelled from between two surfaces, they would adhere one to
the other without glue. In the manufacture of a certain sort of

glass, where one piece is ground against another to bring them
to a face, it is sometimes the case that the air is so perfectly
excluded that the two plates adhere so firndy to each other that

they cannot be separated without fracture. Glue should be used
while hot, and the surfaces to be joined rubbed together before
the clamps are applied.

Whitewash.—One-half bushel good, fresh, unslaked lime.
Slake it with boiling water, covering it during the process, to

keep in the steam. Strain the liquid through a fine seive or

strainer, and add to it a peck of clean salt, previously dissolved
in warm water

;
three pounds of good rice, ground to a thin

paste and stirred in while boiling hot; one-half pound powdered
Spanish whiting, and a pound of clean glue, which has been pre-
viously dissolved by first soaking it well, and then hanging it

over a slow fire, using an ordinary glue pot. Add five gallons
of hot water to the mixture, stir it well, and let it stand a few

days, carefully covering it over. Must he applied hot. One
pint will cover one square yard of finished surface. This wash
retains its brilliancy for years; can be applied to surfaced lumber
instead of paint.

Tints may be imparted to whitewash by adding a little blue

black, or indigo, or orange red, or Venetian red.

The Flight of Time.

ITS
tramp is steady, quiet, rapid, sure, and its periods certain.

It has been flying for myriads of ages, carrying with it growth
and decay, happiness and misery, light and darkness, sunshine

and storm; and still it speeds its onward course, heeding not the
wails of grief and anguish, as it lands one after another of the
human family beyond its confines. Its history is made up of

joys and sorrows, hopes and disappointments, bright suns and
dark hours, silvery lit and starry skies and midnight gloom;
balmy zephyrs and resistless storms, each and all passing away
in the breath of time. Millions of years mark its duration, and
millions more will yet pass to its account; yet it matters not
how fast it flies, if in its flight it bears no story of misspent
days and hours, as far as those now wafted upon its ever-van-

ishing course are concerned. Its records will tell how well or

badly each has improved its fleeing moments. That which has
been and is we know. That which is beyond in the vast im-

mensity of the 'jreat hereafter, is hidden from human knowledge
by the dark and impenetrable veil of uncertainty, througli and

beyond which no mortal eye hath seen or penetrated, except so
far as revealed to multitudes who live in the light of faith in

things not made manifest by sight, allured by the angel Hoj)e
to realize that when time and mortality to them shall have

passed away, a brighter and better condition awaits tluun, where,
purified from all the entanglements and ills of time, the realms
of purity and perpetual rest will be entered and enjoytxl ; where,
in the immortality that will abide forever, they will revel in

scenes of perp(!tual peace and uninterruptod love and purity.
Thus the votaries of Hope, holding faith in future bliss, draw
consolation to themselves, and the enibitterments of time are
mellowed and softened by the dews distilled from faith in things
hoped for. Still flying time stops not nor jmuscs in its speedy
passing away, nor stays its onward course, bt'cause from its em-
brace millions and millions of Ionian kind have passed away,
nor any remain beyond their allotted time to enjoy its enchant-
ments and opportunities.
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IX. THE SENSE FOB BEAUTY.

CTTS the first ef-

r\ forts in form-

/ ing must nat-

ural ly have been
crude and simple,
nevertheless m a n

tried any way to

give to the objects
of the same a form
which pleased him,
if only by its agree-

ability the purpose
inview was express-
ed. So is it proper,
even on the most

primitive or simple building, a projecting cornice is at-

tached, that the rain-water falling from the roof does not run
down the wall; but this cornice gives to the structure an in-

dicating and marked form, pleasant to him if only by the pur-

pose which is by it expressed. Gradually we seek, with con-

sciousness to perfect the necessary and required raw material

to such forms, agreeable to the purpose, which, on the whole,
finish and complete a work pleasant to our view. In this

way manifests itself in the highest degree the impulse or drift

to form the sense for beauty. But this sense for beauty is mani-

foldly graded, and shows itself in most different ways; never-

theless it is iJhe highest ornament of a nation, and the high per-
fection of the same by the Greek people, giving to them as such
the brightest luster, and shine for all time to come. With the

development of such perfections is necessarily united and con-

ditioned a high standard" of culture of the impulse for liberty
and truth; then the last impulse could not express itself either

with a nation existing in brutal stupidity, or with such living
in despotic fetters and bondage, or living together in immoral

concubinage. There would be the sense for beauty, and its ex-

pressions and manifestations for nobody's approbation and ad-

miration, and never would come to a perfect execution. Here
it would shrivel through fear, or grow wild in licentiousness.

Uniform harmonies, development of thought and will, are in-

dispensable for his own perfection, and by the same he gains
such active capacities as he can and must use and apply for

the general culture of mankind.

X. ITS IMPORTANCE FOR THE EDUCATION OF THE HUMAN RACE.

That the sense of beauty is necessary and unalienable for the

promotion of the education of the human race, is clear and evi-

dent in every way. If we would take the sense to feel it from
our world, we would cease to be human beings. Not only would
it destroy the one who is used to live in artistical ideas, and find

in its enjoyment the highest pleasure and satisfaction, but even
of the most modest and contented every attraction to live would
be taken away; from the simple peasant girl, the pleasure of a

flower; from the wild man of the desert, the delight in his

plumage and colored adornment.
With necessity is the sense for the beautiful implanted in

humanity, and in each human being are unquestionable traces

to be found. By the awakening, enlivening, and cultivation of

the same will be effected the imperceptible, uninterrupted, and
most powerful influence on the whole human race. He knows to

give form to the first religious inspiration; he permits the eye
to rest always, and always with love, on nature; it leads to deep
meditation over the same; it leads to respect of the sexes, to

mildness of manners, and, lastly, to art; and by artistical

works a considerable retractive effect is exercised. The im-

portance of the sense for beauty has been intelligently explained
and made to become universal property. It would therefore

appear as if beauty is only the servant of attaining truth
;
but

this is an illusion
;
for if this be true, it must be first established

that the highest purpose of life would be exclusively the attain-

ing of truth. But who will assert this, since the purpose of life

could be, with the same right, tiie perfect ennobling and refining
of our soul, the reaching of the highest good ? And, lastly,
should not also the attaining of the highest beauty, in the view-

ing of the "
epitome of all heavens" be revealed and disclosed,—

be a worthy purpose of life, but not an exclusive one ? But also

this cannot be correct. The spheres do not exclude, but con-

dition each other
;
are inseparable, and act always through and

by each other, so that it is no profanation of Christian mys-
teries, but a deep,' in itself supported, truth, when'in the meaning
and comprehension of the sense of the "undivided Trinity,',

truth, goodness, and beauty, the common aim of the intellectual,
the ethical, and the esthetic impulses of men have combined.
So aspires the sense for the beautiful to the same aim, and finds,

lastly, its termination in the same idea, in which rest the origin
and fulfillment of truth, and liberty, God.

XI. ART AND POETRY. '

As far as history dates back, we find in the earliest nations

the coincidence of activity in the sense of the beautiful in

the most difi'ering and manifold manner. The first traces of

the same appear in the habiliments of man, his utensils, arms,
and such like, which were embellished, not showing directly their

practical purpose, i. e., the seam in a cloak being covered by a

strip of cloth of a different color; or such as by the form of the

object the purpose and its conditions were directly visible and

evident, as in a column, as of something free-supporting. To
such structures nothing compels man but his own instinct and

drift, so that which he makes he gives its form a charm, pleasant
to the eye or ear, to read on his mind by the two organs, to give
him pleasure in the object made.

Such exertions in the sense of beauty we name art, in the
widest sense,' or poetry, poesie. Then here are the arts of form-

ing and sounding not yet separated, and the Greek word and

meaning taken therefrom means a making, producing, and form-

ing by tradesmen as well as artists and poets. The law which

guides and inspires him is his own feeling and sense. He is

able to bring the undet' rminable into form and shape. He is

able to perceive, if his inner instincts and impulses are ex-

pressed, that his sense of beauty is satisfied. The process which*

goes on in the mind of men we lead back to the fancy or im-

agination, that is, the capacity of the soul to conceive and put
before her things or objects which the organs of sense do not

observe. Free and independent out of his imagination and con-

ception, man learns to make and form beautiful objects and

things, and he uses for this purpose the natural material and

stuff, to bring them (beautiful things) into existence.

Xri. DIFFERENCE IN THE ARTS OF SOUNDING AND FORMING.

Is the material or stuff used or employed words or sounds,
then the objects formed belong to the dominion of the sounding
arts, poetry in the closer sense and the art of sounding or music.

Are the former objects of a bodily form, then they belong to the

domain of the forming arts, such as the art of building, sculpture,

painting. The means of the first group, that is, the condition

by which necessarily the work of the same reach our observation,
is time. Those of the latter group is space. The objects of the

first group act on the ear, and its forms are conditioned by the

motion in the time. Those of the latter act on the eye, and its

form is conditioned by bodily stuff being in space. Different

are both kind of objects, not by their origin and meaning, but

merely by the way and manner in which the originators brought
them to appearance and expression. There exists not only no

opposition and contradiction between each of them, but more
of a complete uniformity in their origin. Both are only daughters
of the same mother; but she gave them to different husbands,
and the children of the one worked with rule and square, the

chisel, the palette, while those of the other took to the pen and
to the lyre; but not one of them denies the common origin, and

they acknowledge and recognize each other as sisters and brothers,
and all breathe the same inspiration.
A series of pursuits and activities are rightfully included in

the arts, but with the same rights the objects of the same belong
to the beauties of nature. Those are all living, and man only
forms the living, without taking from them the conditions of

their origin and the passing from their existence. They form
and make a transition from nature to art, and consist principally
in the art of gardening, dancing, with the art of riding, to which

may be added mimic and the art of play acting.

XIII. ART AND THE BEAUTIFUL.

The common definitions and explanations of " Art " and its

spirit are, as known, insufficient and partly empty phrases. This

lays in the diflSculty of giving a definition of "
Beauty," and we

must limit ourselves to understand and comprehend the capacity
of man to produce beautiful objects, either immaterial, as the bodily
or the sounding, and further expanded and narrowed down to

the totality of all such things, which we call works of art, al-

though we should use analogy, as in the dominion of nature

(kingdom of animation), the kingdom of art. It' we would give
an abstract definition of art, we would lose ourselves in the

domain of phrases, or proceed solely descriptive, by separating
the human action from its subject and make it objective. In

the last manner may be seen in art a presentation, that is, an

activity, by which the inner thought or spirit comes to appear-
ance. But this illustration is hereby so limited and bounded that
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this activity has no useful, practical purpose, but only to produce
or represent. It is clear that by this definition man is forcibly

removed, but again being introduced in the same, it would only
make clear that art is nothing else but man's activity, respective

capacity, to produce and make beautiful things. In the same
time it has been tried, those which are beautiful things, to be

solved with this definition. Nobody and nothing gives us the

right to exclude man from this definition of art, since art is not

conceivable without a human representative, or its products
without a human originator. Art, man has alone.

XIV. WORKS OP ART.

The object and purpose of art are the making and creating of

beautiful things. Beautiful things made by man are therefore

works of art, and only because they are beautiful are they works
of art. The spirit of a work of art is its beauty, and, figuratively

speaking, the purpose of art is beauty. Things having another

purpose are called useful, lovely, agreeable, useless, or bad.

If now we review a multitude of such things, which generally
are included within the sphere of art, we find between them a

large number of such which, to us, do not appear beautiful, and
which we must call ugly as the works or objects of remote peo-

ple; nevertheless we don't object to adopting then as works
of art. The reason therefor is that such things and objects, at

the time they were made and to their people, appeared beautiful;
or were considered as such by their own maker. Who could in

real earnest call beautiful the images or figures of the Assyrians
at Khorsabad, the paintings of the Egyptians, or a Madonna of

the Byzantines; and who could call beautiful the abortions of the

Rococco? The decision on all these objects is, that they were

produced by the originators in a clear, or in an indistinct and with
an unconscious intention to make beautiful objects; or that, at the

time of their creation and making in general, they were thought
to be beautiful.

A complete contrary and contrast would be that which was
made intentionally to be ugly and was made ugly. Such an idea

of ugliness does not exist, since all which is ugly or kindred to it

has other purposes to fulfill; let it be for the existing of fear or

grief, a tickling of a sensual pleasure, or other perceptions or ob-

jects, transformations and deformities, as exist in nature. The

humoristic, the comic, and the satirical are connected herewith,
and will be mentioned hereafter.

An uncultured, coarse sense and mind will hold that as beau-

tiful which appears to a cultured and refined mind, hard, ugly,
and such like. With the general advance of education and cul-

ture, the appreciation of beautiful things will increase with the

individual man as well as with whole nations—and the human
race. In regard to its orginator, he shows by his work of art his

own coarse or refined sense, and since the same, with very ievi

exceptions, always corresponds and is the outgrowth of the sense

of beauty commonly existing in his people; then this work of art

will show the sense, way of thinking, and selise of feeling of the

whole nation. In the series of the works of art made by the

same is revealed its inner and particular development and his-

torical culture, which would, without the same, be forever lost

and unknown to us. What would we, for example, know of the

Greeks, if of the high temples and towns, of the marble figures
of the gods, of the pictures and utensils, no trace was preserved;
the genius of Homer would be dumb and silent to us, the muse
of Sophocles lost forever, and all that which, being kindred to

those spheres, would be to the slightest presentiment strange to

us. To think this, though, is already impossible, since Greek life

without art is not conceivable. By our works of art we will be

judged by posterity, justly, according to the merits of the present

age.
XV. BEAUTY.

Since the purpose and the spirit of a work of art is the beau'

tiful, we have now arrived at the question: What is beauty 1 A
general logical definition of beaUty cannot, by any means, be es-

tablished or put up; since it must be brought back to that capac-

ity of man which is not of a logical nature, the mind, feut the

beautiful is, nevertheless, not possible without certain practical

relations; the same are again to be put up with difficulty and ex-

plored, as the reasonable necessity of a conclusion is missing.

Then, from the divided opinion of men, and the want of proof

bearing the logical test of such opinion, to call an object beau-

tiful is to raise the question. Are objects beautiful themselves,
or do we only feel in our minds the impression of beauty; or.

Is beauty an objective property of bodies, such as gravity, ex-

pansion, color and such like; or, Is it only a subjective sensa-

tion in man transferred to one subject? Without illustrating
these points for and against it, and perhaps arriving at a result, it

may be sufficient to state that beauty is neither purely objective
nor purely subjective, but is both at the same time. If beauty

was purely objective, she must appear to all men alike, as a red

colored body must appear red to all; but would beauty be purely

subjective, she would not make on the' many one and the same

impression, but would appear different to all; so much diffei ent

from each other as each individual man's form, mode of think-

ing and of feeling, differs from those of another. At the same
I'esult we would arrive, when we reflect that beauty is not

purely spiritual, but is attached to a certain concrete form,

through which it operates on our senses by our eyes and our ears.

The peculiar form being unconditionally attached to the object,
is inseparable from the beauty of the thing itself; then the same

would, vvhen changed in its form, cease to be beautiful, ifi this

sense, beauty is something objective, adhering to the thing it-

self. Otherwise is this form, for such a one not comprehending
the same, just as incomprehensible as if beauty did not exist, and
he would not call the thing beautiful; but only the one will find

the same Ijeautif ul, having a suitable fine feeling, refinement, a tit

and proper way and manner of perception, from which it can be

concluded that the beauty is transferred to the things by the

person enjoying it.

But how are we to proceed 1 If from general truth, a logical
conclusion of the spirit of the beautiful cannot be formed, lays
therein generally the impossibility to get closer and nearer to the

same? or does a method exist which at least approximately leads

to this aim ? This is the empirical method, which tries to deduct

from experience a principle. It has been truthfully said that we
cannot proceed in the same way as in geometry, which goes from
the general to the special, and singly and from the spirit of the

thing to their properties and concludes, but we must content

ourselves, from only single pieces, to draw probable conclusions.

Of what sort or kind these conclusions must be is clear; that they
cannot be purely defining the object; nor be purely of a physio-

logical kind, to explore and investigate the affections and emotions

in the human mind; but must refer themselves from the relation

of the beautiful thing to man, which in the main will be object-
ive and formative explanations. But the conclusive character-

istic signs or marks which we perceive by viewing beautiful

things are these—that the thing itself pleases us well, and that

we in the same thing, merely as stuff" and as a body, posi-

tively take no interest. When we, for example, find a bronze

monument beautiful, we do not consider by far the value of the

material which, when coined to pennies, would make to many
no indifferent object. In this feeling, not wished for nor desired

(disinterestedly) lays a deep satisfaction in the mind of man to

make and produce beautiful things. The capacity and ability
on which this satisfaction and pleasure is based, is

"
Taste,"

which is man's esthetic capacity of judging things in regard to

the beauty of the subject; taste is ruling. The word "
taste,"

being raised to a school expression, is nothing else than the sense

for beauty of the single individual man, so that it is eas to be

seen, in regard to the definition . for the beautiful, we move
around in a circumference. Two illustrative reflections come to

our aid,
—one that the pleasure of the beautiful is not purely

sensitive, and the other, that in the appearance of the beautiful

thing lays direct the semblance of a spirit; both differences we
must recognize clearly and plainly by our intellect and reason.

If now this contentment and pleasure are not purely sensitive

and expanded, are not exclusively in our feeling, then they exist

necessarily in accord with feeling and thought, the mind and the

spirit, or, as may be expressed, in the harmonious play between

imagination and intellect. But that in the appearance of the

beautiful lays direct a spiritual sense, leads to the recognition
of the purpose of the beautiful thing, which directly becomes

perceptible; without that the intellect sees directly the purpose.
The point in question is the spiritual meaning of the beautiful

thing, which in the aspect comes directly to view, in the most
suitable manner, so that a perfect harmony between the spiritual

meaning and contents—the idea, and the outward appearance of

its form, exists.

XVI. BEAUTY OF NATURE.

It is now the time to mention in a few words the relation of

beauty in nature to beauty in art. In nature all things have cer-

tain practical reasons and purposes, and undergo and underlay an

uninterrupted change; and beauty is here only an adornment of

the necessary, even if the same in a liigher sense itself is needed,
and so united, that with and by each change, the same itself is

changed, dissolved, or destroyed. The conditions under which

beauty is attached to nature are inconstant, continuously begin-

ning and ending. Man alone is capable of producing things of

which beauty is not a subordinate aim, but is the sole and ex-

clusive purpose, untouched by the changes of nature, unalienable,

retaining its beauty, giving a presentiment of eternal duration.

(To le continued.)
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PLATE 6.—CHINESE GARDEN HUT.

Graining.

IN
graining work that is paneled, the lights and shades of the

panel should be stronger than on the rest of surface. The
rails and stiles of doors should be more simple than the panels

in the imitation of dark decoi-ated woods, as rosewood. If the cross

rails are full of work, make the upright stiles plain, for their

appearance is changed by their position witli regard to light.

Perhaps the greatest triumph in staining is imitating successfully

the curls of mahogany. Graining in maple wood is suitable for

dining-rc»oms ;
the color of maple varies very much, and there-

fore it is necessary to select a choice piece for imitation. Pol-

lard-oak graining suits well for a dining-room, with its warm color

and rich effect, the color varying from the lightness of maple to

the darkness of mahogany, so affording a range of choice. Oak
color is adapted to all styles of wainscot, harmonizing with warm
colors on wall space, whether this be papered or painted, and

making pleasing contrasts with cold ones. It also looks well oij

the ceiling cornices of lobbies. In wainscot graining the lights

and shades on the panels should be the strongest. If the prev-

alent color of a room be warm, the graining of the wood-work

should correspond ;
if crimson, maple, satin wood, or oak grain-

ing may be employed ;
if green, some cool-toned and light-col-

ored wood. Smoothness of surface is important in the grained
imitation of woods, as well as the rendering of deep, transparent,

and shadowy half tints. The grainer should n it revel, as we
have seen some do, in knots, which, indeed, should be left out,

as well as the representation of cross-grained stuff, whicii the

architects would avoid in real wood, whether for stiles, rails, or

panels. Where wood has been previously painted, the grainer
should examine it closely to see th5,t it is not liable to peel off,

and so spoil his work. Where marble has to be imitated, in

order to secure a transparent effect the best polished copal should

be used with colors, never turpentine.
—Painters' Magazine and

Coach Painter.

The world moves on, inventions and progress still rush to-

gether for the benefit of the present generation; but we look back

with a feeling of veneration to the art and talent displayed in

ancient architecture. In all the modem edifices of which we

pride ourselves, the striking features are but a reproduction of

the thought of the old masters, with the exceptions that we build

in a few months buildings that would have taken them years to

complete. We are gradually returning to the age of artistic

wrought iron, cunning designs in- brass, elaborate wood carving

and marble tessellatc pavements. Acquiring wealth rapidly, we

are less inclined to look at the cost of the work so artistic and

durable. The old Romans prided themselves on the marble floors

of their dwelliu^;s, and the proof of their knowledge of its dura-

bility is demonstrated by the recent discoveries made in Roman

ruins, where the marble mosaic pavement retains its original de-

signs and colors. Of late years, an Italian artist, Mr. Caretti,

has introduced this work in some of our new-fashioned residences,

and a handsome design for the hall of Mr. A. U. Kohn's house is

his latest « ork. Should, in centuries to come, Macaulay's New
Zealander be digging in the ruins of Chicago, a marble mosaic

pavement may be brought to 1 ght, and create a discussion as to

whether Chicage was an old Roman city or the creation of a

more modern age.

So.ME of our scientific exchanges are describing a kind of con-

crete that is said to be in use for building purposes in France.

It possesses the desirable qualities of solidity and hardness. It

is said to be composed of 8 parts of sand, gravel and pebbles; 1

part of common earth,.burnt and powdered; 1 part of powdered

cinders, and 1 i parts of unslaked hydraulic lime. These materials

are thoroughly beaten up together, their mixture giving a con-

crete which sets almost immediately, and becomes in a few days

extremely h ird and solid, which property may be still further

increased by the addition of a small quantity
—

say 1 part—of

cement. Among other constructions to whicli this material has

been applied is a house three stories in height. 65x45 feet, stand-

ing on a terrace, having a perpendicular retaining wall 200 feet

in lengtli and 20 feet high. Every part of this structure was

made of the hard concrete, including foundations, vaults of cel-

lars, retaining wall, and all walls, exterior and interior, as well as

the cornice work, mouldings, string courses, balustrades, parapets,

and the building is without band iron, lintels, or wood through-

out. _____

In order to render glue insoluble in water, it is only necessary

to add a little potassium bi-chromate to the water in wliich it is

dissolved, and expose the glued part to the light. One:fiftieth

part of the bi-chroraate will suffice.

A bound volume of this Journal for either of the years, 1880,
1881, or 1882, will be sent free to all new subscribers for bal-

ance of this year and 1887
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Glimpses of Sunshine.

"rV^ECHANICS are apt to coiiij)are their life of toil and

11/ scanty pay to a long season of cloudy weather. They
G feel tliat they are, under a shadow, hemmed in by cir-

cumstances which they cannot control, and that they must keep
on treading, as does the horse,. on an endless treading-machine.

Skilled mechanics here and there have good-paying positions, but

the great mass have all they can do to make ends meet. Prob-

ably this is partly due to this era of extravagance in the mode

of living and of dress. The American mechanic cannot submit

to live like a savage, nor even like some in our midst, who swarm

together like pigs. He is fond of home, and no matter how hum-

ble it may be, he will make it as bright and cheerful as his means

will permit; in fact, he is more likely to spend a little more

than he earns, than he is to pinch and deny himself to save a few

dollars eyery year.
But in the last ten or fifteen years the men who work at

trades have experienced a steady decline in their incomes, partly

from lower wages, and partly from lack of work*.

It used to be that men were employed from January to

December, but that day is past, and nine months is now about

the average time made. Week and piece-work prices were

formerly higher, and probably the employers obtained better

prices than they do now. But labor-saving machinery has placed

the employers on a footing by which they make as much clear

profit as formerly, but it is distributed over an increased output.

The mechanics, especially the skilled ones, have had no means

of competing by their labor, as an offset to the rapidity of steam

power. The effect has been to push them aside, or compel them

to accept greatly reduced pay, or turn their hand to something
else. There has been a steady weeding out of good mechanics,

and a steady influx of laliorers who had brains enough to feed a

machine.

Crowded out of their regular woi-k, and coiipelled to squeeze
in wherever there was an opening, it engendered a spirit of un-

rest, and a determination to make an effort to better their con-

dition by concerted action. We now witness the result in the

gigantic organizations that have been formed, and which are

making demands that are rapidly being acknowledged by the

public as reasonable and just.

For a time there was a chaos of doubts, fears, and misappre-

hensions OB the part of the public, and .even many workmen

stood trembling, and fearful that the demands of organized labor

would but increase their burdens. But when the workmen

stated their case calmly and fearlessly, and showed that they
were in earnest, and that nothing could swerve them from their

purpose to gradually and lawfully compel just treatment, a little

blue sky began to appear, letting in glimpses of sunshine in the

form of concessions by a generous firm here and there over the

country.

The Saturday half-holiday movement among merchants has

grown out of the great labor agitation, and it is plain to be seen

that capital is on the giving hand. Labor must not make un-

reasonable demands, even under sore oppression; but having once

decided on what is fair and just, it should 'not cease all lawful

efforts until its claims have been granted. The crying need of

the hour among mechanics and laborers is a little business knowl-

edge. They need to learn that but a small proportion of men
have the ability to start and develop an enterprise which may
give employment to hundreds of men.

They need to learn that out of these one hundred that are

steadily employed probably not one of them has the business

capacity to carry on the works for a single day. They need to

learn that the finished products must find a market, and that the

profits over and above the cost of labor, stock, and contingent

expenses are not always sufficiently large to warrant an increase

in the first cost.

When the majority acknowledge the above stubborn facts,

they will be much stronger in self-defense, for it will guard them

against foolish outbursts of temper, and strikes, which always
result in heavy losses of money and great privation in their

families. What labor needs is perfect organization, guided by
comuKm-sense views of business, and plenty of money to stand

out against oppression.
The money can he easily had; for if one million wage-people

pay in but one dollar a year apiece, a fund is at once created

that in a few years will command the respect of even the most

exacting capitalist.
—Painters' Magazine and Coach Fainter.

The Journalist for March says: "The trade journals are

a recognized and important factor in the journalistic profession,

and many of the brightest and ablest men in the country are

engaged in their conduct."

Amateur Carpenters.

IT
is an excellent thing for any man, whatever his business in

life may be, to acquire a fair degree of mechanical skill and

familiarity with tools and machinery. Such knowledge never

comes amiss, even if its possessor is so fortunate as to be under

no neci'ssity of ever using it as a means of livelihood; just as a

thorough practical ac(iuaintance with the minutest details of

housekeeping is valuable to any woman, though she may be sur-

rounded by luxury all her life, and have a servant to wait on

her at every turn.

But it does not follow, by any manner of means, that- an

amateur or half-trained workman is profitable to his (imployer,

even at half price, or at any price. Experiments of that kind

are oftener made, it would seem, in the various branches of car-

penter work than in most other trades—for the reason, probably,

that it is easier and more common to pick up in a desultory way
a superficial knowledge of carpentry than of other ciillings which

do not in fact require so much skill and judgment for their

thorou'^h mastery. To become a good carpenter, capable of esti-

mating a job fairly and perforniintt it honestly, is a matter of

not a few weeks or months, but of years of diligent and con-

scientious work. And while the temptation is very great, in

awarding the contract for a job, to give it to the lowest bidder

without due regard to the probability of getting the worth of

one's money, it is generally found that a single lesson of that

kind is sufficient. In a broad sense the rule that " the best is

the cheapest
" holds good in carpenter work, as in nearly every-

thing else.

A vigorous protest against the employment of what it calls

" saw and hatchet carpenters
"

is niade by the Southern Lii,m-

berman, which imputes to them not only want of skill, but want

of honesty as well. As an illustration, it mentions a building

contract which one of that class of carpenters offered to take for

$500, while the material alone came to $570. Somebody was

badly cheated, of course, and probably the lumber dealer, the

workmen, and the owner of the building all suffered more or

less. Incompetency and false pretense in all trades and pro-

fessions should be steadily discouraged; and the only way to put
an effectual check upon them is to give the preference invariably

to the trained workman, who has earned and can rightfully wear

the title he claims. »

What Will Come of the Labor Troubles.

DEFINITE
and excellent results will come out of the chaos

of strikes and violence and the accompanying discussions.

Experience is a thorough teacher.

The first result will be the cutting loose of respectable work-

men from association with the anarchists. They see with con-

sternation the hideous purposes of these social bandits, and are

hastening to denounce them. The manifesto of the Chicago

Knights of Labor has the right ring.

A second result will be an end of strikes and boycotts to force

non-union men out of employment. The utter collapse of the

great St. Louis strike and of the Third Avenue strike in New

York, and the multiplying arrests of boycotters for conspiracy,

settle that question. If men want to strike on their own ac-

count, they can do it; but by the same measure that their right

to quit work is defended, the right of other men to earn a living

by any employment that is offered them will be defended also,

and at any necessary cost.

A third result will be a little, longer in coming, but it will come.

American workmen, will learn the lesson which a majority of

British workmen learned several years ago, that the only suc-

cessful strike is the one that never occurs. The waste of strikes

has become so enormous that the imagination can scarcely picture

it. It has become a chief factor in trade depression, and, as

such, a prime cause of low wages. The only way to raise wages
is by keeping at work, respectfully presenting the demand for an

increase, and abiding loyally by the decision of conference or

arbitration, holding the strike in reserve as a last and extreme

resort.

The present disturbances are deplorable and disastrous, but

they will clear the air.—Jix.

Book Notices.

OSBORN'S TABLES OF MOMENTS OF INERTIA, AND
SQUARES OF RADII OF GYRATION. By Frank C.

Osborn, C. E. Is designed to supply partially, at least, a

need felt by engineers and draughtsmen engaged in struct-

ural works in iron and steel.

DIRECTORY OF ARCHITECTS FOR 1886. By Byan &

Co., Holyoke, Mass., and New York. Supplies in main

part the names and addresses of architects in the United

States, California included.
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STEAM HEATING PROBLEMS. Published by the Sanitary
Ungineer, New York. Contains many valuable suggestions,
and one hundred and nine illustrations, upon the subject
treated. Its authorship is a sufficient guarantee of its value
as a book of information upon its subject matter.

Report of Building Improvements for Woodland, Yolo

County.
Editor Califoknia Architect: The following statement pre-

sents tlie facts in connection with the Ijuilding interests in this

section for the first six months of (^ach of the years named.

1883.— 26 engagements of all classes value $ 73,350
1884.— 53 " " " "

135,8.32
1885.-91 " " "

. .

" oo,S200
1886.—100 " " " "

147,305

It will be seen by tlie above that the number of constructions
in the six months of 1886, is nine greater than in 1885, but in

cost, .f75,895 less. G. ct Son.

Market Reports.

OOEBKCTBD FOR JULY, 1886.

Pine, Rough per M feet, i

" No. 2 " "
" " " 2 in lengths

"
" " 40 to 50 feet lengths

" "
" " 50 " GO " '
" " Selected " "

" Clear " '

" Fire Wood " "

T. & 0. Flooring, 1x6 " "

li X 6, 1 X 4, \i X 4, li X 3, I ., „
1x3, and narrower /

No. 2 " "

Stepping
" "

No. 2 "

Furring, 1x2 per lineal foot,

Reilwood, Rough per M feet," " No. 2 " "
" Surfaced " "

T. & G. 6 in. 12 ft. and over " "
"

7 to 11 feet " "
" " " under 7 feet "
" Rustic .•

" "
" No. 2 " "

T. & G. Beaded, 12 ft. and over " "

7 to 11 ft .
" "

" " " under 7 ft
"

Siding, J inch " "

Pickets, Fancy per M,"
Rough Pointed ,

"
" "

Square
"

Battens, Jx3 per lineal foot.

Shingles per M,
Laths, li

"
"

14
"

NAILS—Rates were recently reduced to:—
200 keg lots

100 keg lots ; '. . .'

Smaller quantities

PAINTS AND OILS:—
Pioneer and Nevada White Lead, l.OOOlb. lots

" " " " "
less quantities

Pioneer White Lea<l (local factory), 5-ton lots

Cal. Linseed Oil, raw (single bbl. lots)" " "
boiled " " "

Turpentine, per gallon .„

BRICK—California Building Description, soft, per 1,000

.red,
" "

hard,"
"

M5 00
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Mission, bet. Twentieth and Tweiit}'-
flrst. Three-story frame.

O.—Wra. McCafferty.
A.—A. J. Harnett.
C—A. O. Fitzpatrick.
{10,600.

Market, cor. Franklin. Additional con-

tracts.

O.—John Nijjfhtingale.
Glass—F. H. Rosenbauni, 182,52.')

Sidewalk liglits—Mahonej Bros., 2,469"
Sheet metal- -Jos. Forderer, 1,026

1-ainting Smith, 2,200

Total »8,8in
Mission, bet. Third and Fourth. Tliis

buildinj; reported last month; four-story
brick .

O.—H. Meese.
A.—Miller tV Armitage.
Iron work, pluniliiti^, etc.

$3,000.

Oals, bet. Gou<<h and OcUi\ia. Altera-
tions .

O.— F. & B. Bernon.
A.—Townsend & Wyncken.C—J. T. O'Brien.

tl.OOO.

P
Paeifle, bet. Webster and Fillmore. Two-

story frame .

O.—G. H. Hooks.
A.—G. A. Bordwcll.
C.—Ingerson & Gore. -

$3,600.

JPacilir, nr Mason. Additions.
O.—H. Williams.

Day work.
$1,200.

l*acillc, cor. East. Two-storj' frame.
O.—A. Volhner.
A.—W. H. Wharff.
C. Tarr.

$2,000.
Point I^obos Avcnne, bet Ki^fhth
and Ninth Avenues. One-storv frame.
<>.—C. S. Nathan.
C.—C Sanborn.
$2,000.

Pine, bet. Hroderick and Baker. One
and one-half story frame.
O.—H. Weizer,C—T V. Steinmann.
$2,200.

Post, bet. Pierce and Scott. Twostory
frame.
O. and B.— J. O. Wier.
Day work.
$6,600.

P Hti*e«t, nr. TMrteent)) Avenue, South
San Francisco . Two orfe-story frames.
O.—D.O'Leary.
A.—J. H. Humphreys.C—F. P. Heald.

»2,000.

Pine, bet. Polk and Van ^"eMs. Altera-

tions.

O. and B.- O. S. Warriner.
A.—W. H. WharlT.

Day work.

*l,i)00.

Paric Avenue Itoa<I. One and one-

half story frame.
<>.—Frank Ixwne. '

A.—Pissis & Moore.
C.—Moore Bros.

*2,600.

s
Hntter, cor. Jones. Six-story frame and

brick basement. Family hotel.

O.—A. Baker.
A.—J. H. Littlefield.

Carpenter—H. Smith, $91,500
Brick work and cxcavatinj^—

Pierce & Burnett, 9,800

Plumbing—Sweeney & Kcarns, 17,777

Plastering and deafening
—C.

Dunlop, 16,000
Painting—Jos. Larsen, 7,930
Patent chimneys- I., . E. Clawson. 5,800

'

Cost,

Sutter, bet
ditions and alterations.

0.—A. Hayward.
A.—Percy& Hamiltfm.
C—W. Hall,
Brick work—J. McCarthy,

$148,807

Kearny and Dupont. Ad-

$19,300
6,948

Total cost, $50,000

Seventeentli, bet. Valencia and Guer-
rero. Two-storv frame. Two flats.

0.—Mrs. Matilda Hunt.
A.— E. John.
C—J. Klien.

$3,750.

Hntter, cor. Franklin. Alterations.
O.—M. Brown.
A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C—Degan fcOrforil.

$2,200.

Sliotweil, bet. Twenty fifth andTwenty-
sixth. One-story frame.
O arid B.— 0. O. Smith.

Day work.
$2,U00.

Steiner, nr. Oak. Two-storv frame.
O.—Mrs. M. O. Day.
A.— H. & J. C. Newsom.
C— J. Uebman.
*4,000.

(Stevenson, nr. Twentieth. Oae-«tory

cottage.
O .
—M. Bhierson .

A—Geo. E. Voelkel.

Day work.
$1,600.

T
Tayior, cor. O'Farrell. Additional con-

tract, for e.xtra story, on report of last

month.
O. -L. M. Starr.

C— D. B. Spangler.
$5,000.

Tiventy-llflll, cor. Bartlett. Altera-

tions and a^lditions.

O.—l.'nited Workmen Co-operative Boot
and Shoe Factory

A.—M. J. Welch
C..—Jas. Ross.

$2,(XXI.

Twenty-ronrtii, bet. Howard and
ShotwcTl. Two-story frame.
O.— J. F. Keilly.
A.—M. J. Welch.
C. -Crenier & Bassett.

$2,860.

Twentietli, bet. Valencia and Guerrero.

Two-story frame.
O. — A. Meyers.
A.~J. T. kidd.
C.—J. Bruce.

$4,600.

Turli, bet. Laguna and Buchanan. Three
twi)-storv frames.
0.~m! Kalinsky.
A.—C. I. Havens.
C. —Cremer & Ba.ssett.

*8,000.

Tni*i£, bet. Laguna and Buchanan. Two-

story frame.
O.—Mrs. Esther Kalinsky.
A.—C. I. Havens.
C- -Crenier & Bassett.

$4,000.

Turk, cor. Pierce. Two-story frame.
O. and B.—J. Uoherty.
Day work.

$4,000. V
Taleneia, nr. Twenty-second. Thre«
two-story frames.
0.—B. Curtaz.
A.—H Geilfuss.

C. -A. Miller.

Brickwork— J. Haff.

$14,000,
Vaieneia, nr. Twentieth. Additions,

O.—F. G. Ncrman.
A.—G, A, Bordwcll,
C—Joe, Dutton,
$2,000,

Van Bfess, cor. Grove. Two one-Btory
frames,
O,—J, Harris,
C—J. II, McKay.
$1,800.

Valencia, nr. Twenty-third, Altera-
tions and additions.
O.—W, A, Vondernienburg.
A.—M. J , Welch.
C—Thco. Von Bostel.

$2,800,

IVaHliinston, bet. Webster and Fill-

more. Two story frame,
O.—Miss Lee,
C—Soule Bros,

$2,000.

Webster, nr. Fell. Two one-story frames.
O.—J. Carroll.

A.—J. J. Clark.
C—Doyle & Son.

$2,800.

WasIlinBton, bet. Polk and Van Ness
Two-storv frame and brick basement.
O.—H.' W. Hyman.
A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C.-K. Sent.

$11 ,.500.

H. Wharff; day work;
A. Rowe; A., J. J. &

MISCELLANEOUS-
Oakland— One-story briik. O., A. Michel; A. and B., W.

2:3,0 0. Cor. Brush arul Thirteenth. Two-story frame. O.,
T. D. Newsom; C, Knight & Littlefield; $7,500.

Wilroy—One story frame. ()., R. Graef; A., Jacob Lrnzen & Son; C, J. J. Dorland;
$2,200.

Kiies Station—One-storv frame. O., California Nursery Co.; A., Jacob Lenzcn &
Son; C, J, D. Egan; $1,,5.5D.

San Jose -East side First bet. San Fernando and San Antonio. O,, E, Auzerais;
A., Theod re Lenzen; C.Thos. Livingston; cost, $14,000 -instead of $1,400, as

reported last nuinth. East side Market l)et. .Santa Clara and St. Johns. Two-story
brick. O , G. Promis; A., Theodore Lenzen; C, R. Summers; $6,500. South
siiie Santa Clara bet. Orchard and Vine. Two-story frame. O., Mrs. E. Buhot;
A., Tiieodore Lenzen; C, J. Mcllvain; cost, $1,.500.

Healdftlinrg—Methodist Episcopal Church. A., T. J. Welch; day work; $15,000.

HILL'S Pjl M SLlDIIiG VVipOW BLINDS
^re Adapted to ^riy Style of ^Windo^^^

And Suitable for all Buildings, Dwellings, S.ores, Office Buildings, and for Houses Built

to Rent, Boarding or Lodging-Houses are Unexcelled.

'G^JbcVi'IIEY are entirely inside of the win-

^<%I)R
''''^ casing, and wiiilc requiring

r®^*^ no furring out or boxing, make it

an imjjossibility to tear eurtitins, in-

terfere with plants or window ornaments, or
become broken by contact with chairs or
other movable articles.

The light can be admitted and sunlight
excluded from any part of the window; can
be instantly removed and taken to any part
of the house to clean, and as easily replaced.

They can bo opened or closed with the
window raised, and without removing arti-

cles from the window-sill, and cannot blow

open or rattle. The Blind is very light (one-
half inch in thickness) and strong, possessing
more durable (pialities than a hinged blind
one inch in thickness.

There is no .saoging, banging, or getting
OUT OF oeder!

They are made in three sections in height
(each section sliding- past the others), and

any number of divisions in width correspond-
ing to the folds in the old-fashioned folding
blinds. They require no hinges—all trim-

mings furnished with blinds—arc made of all

WOODS, finished or unfinished, and cost less
than old-style folding blinds. They have
been extensively used by the best architects

and builders throughout the East and West,
and haVe given perfect and entire satisfaction

wherever introduced.
The following are a few of the owners who

have adopted the Hill Blind in preference
to any other:

U. S. Government, four sets officers' quarters, Pre-
sidio Res., S. F.; H. F. Bruns, cor. Geary and Taylor,
S. F.; J. C, Weir, Post, near Scott, S. F. ; ,Tohn Mac-
Kenzie, cor. Grove and Brodcrick, S. F. ; L. H.
Sweeney, San Rafael; R. B. (Jray, cor. Pacific and
Van Ness, S. F.; Raymond Hotel, 1,600 windows,
Pasadena, Cal.

KNGLISH^ AMERICA^N VENBTIAN BLINDS
IMPIiOVliIl^.

The only Perfect Venetian Blind in the market. For samples, prices and information, address.
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Hapdwape and Buildeps' Matepials
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS.

.^ FTJUiXj XjIIsTE OIF

Messrs. P. & F. Corbin's Cold and Silver-Plated, Light and Dark Shades

of Plain Antique and Tuscan Bronze, House Trimmings.
-^^^^^-^^^^^ ALSO, A FULL LINE OF ^^—^^^-^-^-^

CARPENTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS, CUTLERY, ETC.
^^^^^—^——. SOLE AGENTS FOR ^^^^—^^——

j
Thomas Morton's Copper and Steel Sash Chains and Patent Attachments. The

Niles' Patent Door Knobs and Locks. The Norwich Patent
Knob and Screwless Spindle.

I V. V. LATSON. FRANK P. LATSOX & CO.,
J. H. PEKINE.

28 and 30 New Montgomery St., cor. of Jessie,

VXDRR PAI.ACE HOTKI'. Telephone Ko. 7Sit. SAW FRAWCISCO.

TURNER, KENNEDY & SHAIAT.

Lumber Dealers,
FOURTH AND CHANNEL STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

Yard Connects direct with C. P.& S. P. R. R.
Also With the Shipping;.

Dow^ii To^sTv^n Office, No. 5 Post St., near JVIont^omery.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet.WITH THAI'.

' "-yj — — —— WITH OFt'SET.

This Closet is the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:
—

1. It has a simple, strong valve, suitable for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same metal resting on face of the brass overflow jiipe,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewer gas, even the closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the floo d chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes the lead; it has been sold since February, 1885, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
Thta hoppor is constructed to take 2 2-inch pipes, one to the riglit and one to tlie eft

and a 4-incli leadtr in the center. It has also a movable stiaiiier on top to take tlic sur
/ace water. The lower part of the hopper with side oiitict is to be connected witli the
sewer pipe, either riflit or left. The upper part is independent from the lower, and i»

made to swivel, therefore it will suit either position of pipe. This hoj)per can be used
only for surface, for waste, 9r for leader; either inlet will be stopped up with iron caps if

so desired. .

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
This Closet is superior to all others, every workini; part and bolt bein;,' made of brass,

closet and valve extra heavy casting. Particular attention is called to No. 4 . Th h Closet
has an oval basin fastened to the cover by brass clamps and bolts. No breakin;? of putty
joints requirtd to renew a pan. The loosening' of two Iar'.fe brass nuts will separate cover
with basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass
rod.

These Closets have been in use since February, 1883. Plumbers and wholesale dealers
give them the best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper-
Basket Hoppers are made in one piece with Movable Strainer.

Side View, Combination Hopper. Wo. 43 FKKMONT 8TKEET SAN FRAIVCI»>CO, CAIi. No. 4
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Wm. Rbnton. C. S. HOLMBS. R. K. Ham.

IIMTOM. M0LM1S %l CO,

# %iHilliliilWiilil^^^
A Complete Assortment of Building Lumber constantly on hand.

SPARS AND PILES OF ALL SIZES IN STOCK.
Office, PIER 3 STETJ^RT STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Offici', of the Port Blakely Steam Saw Mill, Pmjet Sound.
CARGOES FURNISHED TO ORDER. ALSO YARDS AT ALAMEDA AND VALLEJO.

THE CELEBRATED

For General DranglitiDg and for tie Bine Process.

"
Boti Accord" Detail Paper,

Profile and Cross Section Papers,

Perfect Joint Drazving Instruments.

QUEEN & GO'S Improved TRANSITS and LEVELS, TAPES,
CHAINS, RODS, RULES, and DRAWING MATE-

RIALS of Every Description.

List and Description of our TEN Catalogues
sent on application.

QUEEN & CO., Philadelphia.

TlieModer&louse-Carpeiiter'sCoi&panioii.

By W. A. SYLVESTER.

45 FULL PAGE PLATES; 210 PAGES

Printed on lieaTr calendered paper, and snnstantially lionnd.

Contains rules for framing pitch, liip, valley, French and
Mansard roofs, trusses, splayed and circular work; pfain and
winding stairs, markings on rules and squares.

TH£ SLIDE BITLE AND HOW TO USE IT (8 pages)

Builder's estimates, glossary, eight plans for houses etc.

etc. Many who own more expensive works on carpentry
have bought this book, sayini; that it is more easily under-
stood and that it contains all that the majority of workmen
require, beside giving much valuable information not given
in other works. 4,000 copies sold in three years attest its

popularity. Nearly 70 copies of an earlier and much inferior

edition were sold in 8 dajs by a canvasser in Newport, R. I.

Another sold 15 copies in Boston in a single day. Get a copy
and study it these long winter evenings. Single copies sent
free by mail on receipt of the price, $2.00, by Cupi les, Up-
ham & Co., 283 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. David
Williams, 83 Keade Street, New York. Jansen McCIurg & Co. ,

Chictvo, III. A. L. Bancroft & Co., San Francisco, Cal,

Only canvassers are supplied by W. A. Sylvester, 8 Chester

Avenue, Chelsea, Mass., and C. S. Atkinson, 230 Michigan
Avenue-, Detroit, Mich.

iS^SH^^^^^^S^.

-• STEAM-^
^otwateh
MANUFACTURED BY

,A.A.GRIFF1NG I RON,CO.

437 COM MUNI PAW AVE.

Descriptive circular and references sent on application.

TEOS. DAT & CO., AaSNTS FACIFIC COAST,

122 and 124 Sutter Street,
- - San Francisco.

PLKAHK MKNTIUN THIH PAPIER.

ALBUM OF MANTELS.
Containing 60 Designs

In Stone, Sl<^te, Terra Cotta, Brass, Brick, Tile, and wood
mantels.

BY C. C- BUCK.
Price, in clotli,

- - - »8 00

CALIFORNIA ARTIFICIAL STONE PAYING CO.
SOI3:iXjXjIlTa-EI?.'S iF.A.TEISrT.

Foil

SIDEWALKS, GARDEN WALKS, CORRIDORS, OFFICES, CARRIAGE DRIVES, STABLE AND
CELLAR FLOORS, KITCHENS, ETC.

The Courts here an*! in the East have decided that Artiflcial Stone Pavements with plastic concrete and in detached blocks are infringements of the Schilhnger Patent; and also that
when the plastic material is blocked oflf with a trowel and cut through far enough to control the cracking caused by shrinkage, that such pavement is in law the same as if laid in detached
blocks, and is an infringement of the i)atent. All pntpert.ii owners having such pa\ ements laid without the license of the above Company will be prosecuted.

Office. 404 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
EGBERT JUDSON, President. ALBERT H. REICHLING. Secretary^. 6. GOODMAN, Manager.

F.ABIAN JOOST.

Hardware
A Full and Complete Line of

Heal Bron2$ Houso Trimmings
FUOM TIIK <:KI,KliKATKI)

RUSSELL & IRWIN MANUFACTURING CO.

•SV.W BRITAIN, CONK..

The only I.oi'ks liavin;,' the Patent .Antifriction Ijatrli.

LIGHT BRONZE. DARK BRONZE,
ANTIQUE BRONZE.

Just v^rreived, an entirely new design in both Light and Dark
Bronze :

Unrivalled for Beauty of Workmanship.

1438-1440 Mission

BEHKEND JOOST.

Importers,
A Complote Assortment of Locks, including the

EASTLAKE DESIGN
of Bronze Goods of

HAILOE?, WHEELEE & CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MORRIS SASH LOCKS,

WARNER'S PAT. ADJUSTABLE

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS,

60NNE PATENT DOOR KNUBS-

Street, near llth, San Francisco OaL
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SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARCrNG

f}

THE ONLY SELF-ACTING, TIGHT-SEAL WATEE CLOSET IN THE WORLD.

A written guarantee
is given with each Closet

that money will be

returned, after a six

months' trial, and any
other closet substituted

in its place if this closet

is not, m the fallest

sense, evervthing that

is claimed for it.

E:oriOiii;!!I!lea&Iiiiess!MIi

Persons [ngapd in
Sanltai^ Enterprises,

ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS

AND BUILDERS,

Are especially invited to ex-
amine the practical

workings of

Sack's Hulonatic

Water-closet.

Awarded First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, held in San Francisco, 1882.

It turns eixry house into a sanitarium, and is

an assurance to those who trust it, that neither

itwer gas nor noxious vapors that invade our houses

freighted with disease and deatli, shall enter. It

is the invention of a Californian, and an Oakland

enterprise.

Its merits surpass description, but a few promi-
nent ones are mentioned below.

I Is the only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water

Closet in the World ! It has no "overfloie," ren-

dering it a positive seal against sewer gas and reek-

ing, noxious, poisonous vapors.

It is Cleanly, becnuse it always presents a clean

bowl. It rinses the bowl before and after each and

every operation.

It is Self-Discharging. No notice to "pull the

lever," "let on the water,'' etc., is necessary or

proper.

A house in which it is In operation is free from

the stench, the smell, the unheiilthfulness of one

in which other modern closets are in use.

It is Economical. It measures the water ac-

curately, and uses, without variation, a similar

amount at each and every operation. Not a drop

but is utilized, thus dispensing with the superflu-

ous amount that escapes unused by other closets,

in order that their cumbrous and ineiScient ma-

chinery may indifferently execute what has been

ill conceived.
"

It is Scientific. Its action is governed by prin-

ciple, and under all degrees of pressure it works

the same. A tank fifteen feet high obtains as ready
and complete a response as one a thousand feet

high.

It may be attached to a "main "
with perfect im-

punity. No back suction, however strong, can

draw from its seal a vestige of gas or a bubble of

air. It holds in its bowl water as pure as when it

left its font.

It is not a "water seal," nor does it depend on

" a weight
"

to effect its seal; but it derives its

power from the supply-pipe, and combines it so as

to fully accomplish this end.

Its simplicity, combining efficiency, renders

the true aim of perfect mechanical contriv-

ances. It will effect for the child all that the

adult may desire in its use. ,

It is not high priced when compared with oth-

ers. In the long run jt is much cheaper. No
"set-screws," "springs," "pans," or "pulls," to

need repair or attention. Every article used in

its construction is of the best material and de-

signed to last.

As a sewer-flusher it is most effectual. In this

regard it has no equal. "Obstructions in the

sewer" are rendered improbable, as the sudden

discharge of water carries everything before it.

It is a water-economizer. It is impossible for

the water to escape it in a continuous stream, or

for any length of time.

W. E. Stevens, Sole Agent for San Francisco, N. E. Cor. Larkin and Market Streets.

It 'will be a pleasure to demonstrate to all who may favor me with a call, the practical workings of the most perfect Water
Closet that has, as yet, been placed before the Public

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the followini; parts : A smoke

flue A, of firo clay, iu i feet lengrths, with rebated Joints and

galvanized iron bands o.er each joint. These bands with pro-

jections, will also Iceep in position a galvanized iron exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, whiuii

may be divided into two apartments— the one for fresh, the

other for foul air. The'outsido pipe is put up in two feet

lengths also, and the whole is t)Ound together and secured t«>

the studding by iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,

CltitetloNtfnnrLict vssu^u^^ vxv^

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three inch conductor D

extending to outside of wall for fresh air, which, passing up.

becomes heated, and can be introduced to any room above by

a register E, near the floor. The ventilation of rooms is

effected by means of an opening F, with register near the

ceiling, by which the foul air cs<'apes and is conducted in the

air space around the flue to the roof. In addition to this, can

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass through

and between the joists to conduct by a small conductor O with

the above mentioned air space.

The lightest and safest patent chimney manufactured.

Approved bv the Board of Supervisors.

WAREUOOMS,

N. E. Comer of Larkin and Market Streets.

SAN FUANCISCO, CAL.
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THOS. C. BUTTERWORTH,

gi-Xj..a.zi:ei?,

AND DEALER IN

Windowdkss ofAll B@so?lptlois,

Ho. 7 Ninth St., near Market.

Masons' and Builders' Exchange.

Box 48. Residence, 306 Twenty-first St., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
• AND

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street.

Corner '.f Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

We Carry the Largest Stock

\ Architectural '-^^ Works %

On this Coast.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

GOLDEN GATE

PMSTr-

2 1 6 and 2 1 7 Main Street,
Between Howard and Folsom, SAN IRANCISCO.

Manufacturers ^"f

«^ CALCINED PLASTER, x^
( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

2i I & 213 Dr mm Street,
RotweenOlay and Washington, SAN FRANCISCO.

P O. Box :0«'2.

Palleser's Complete Details,
CONSISTING OF FORTY PLATES,

Reduced to $2.00!

JAMES McCarthy,

1 Stevenson Street,
(Two JooTS 'roiu Firrt—Pioneer Mills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs to suit the various departments in Buildings, etc.

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUFACTURK. AND DKAL IN

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPKUCE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourtti & Cliannel Sts., San Francisco.

A. KENDALL, >

Corner Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets. Frames,

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

J. H. DINNIENE,

Glass-Cutting, Embossing,

Bending, Engraving, and Designing Works,

NO. 108 MAIN STREET,

Bet. Mission & Howard, - San Francisco

nrillingor Holes ami Repairins of Broken

Articles a Specialty. Kstlmatcs

«lven on Plain Olass.

GROUND GLASS ALWAYS ON HAND.

^rfli6*Sacraii]6nto*Iroii->Railing*Work8,it

Nl. J. IVIARION, Proprietor,

Nos. 304 and 306 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

ARCHITECTURAL
AND ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS,

HOUSE SMITH,

Burglar and Fire-Proof Safes, Doors, Shutters, House and Cemetery

Bailings, Etc. Latest Patterns of Wrought and Cast

Iron Cresting. All Work Warranted-

AH kinds of Plumbers' and (Jas Fitters' Work done. Tongs
made and repaired. Ivea<ler Hooks and Straps constantly on

hand. Soldering Irons of all kinds made. Patent Awning
Frames furnished and Awning Braces. Blacksmith Work done

with neatness and dispivtch

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

[AMES Young. W. J. Thomson.

BEALE STREET MILL.

YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

FRAMES, SASH, BUHDS
DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Street.

Made to Oriler, all kinds o( Outside and Inside Finisli and

Moldings. Brackets and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning,

in all their brandies, done with dispatch.

lOBBING A SPECIALTY.

iiHoipE'o^izoo

iPlANi
* • * This umrvclmiH houTO has been built more than
30()ti:iippfroiii our plans; iV^jtuo irW/nfannriUhivt It affords

fimplo room even for a larire family, l^t iloor Rhown
above; on 2d lloor are 4 bed roomH and In attic 2 more.

I'U'nty ofClosots. The whole warniod by one chimney.
Lartre llhiRtratlons and full dpscription of tho above

af well aP of39 other hon»e«, ranirlnKlncoBtlYnni $4U0up
tt $6,500, niaj be lound in "Siuhtkli/s Mookkn Low-
Cost IIonsBS," alarse quarto pamphlet, pbowinR also

howtOReleotRttes, get loana, Ac Sent nostnaid ()n re-

ceipt of60c. Stamp? taken, or send $1 bill and we will re-

turn thechanice. Addrens, Brn.mNOl'i.ANAsMOciATioM,
\Uoatlon tiiia Papor.) 2i Beekwan St., (Box 27U2,)N. Y.
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CONTRACTORS and BUILDERS
H. A. SHELDON,

CONTEAOTOR and BUILDER,
i8820 Iklissiozi Street* San Francisco.

Estimates furnished for work m Country as well as City.

STORES AND OFFICES FITTED UP.

B. F. ELLIS,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
KESIDENCE I

27 South Park, San Francisco-

Will buy Old Buildings or Contract for Removing the same
al Short Notice.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 McAllister St.,

SAN FKANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA.

THOS. MERRY,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

112 CLAY STREET.
Between Davis anJ Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Stores and Offices fitted up. AH kinds of Jobbing promptly
attended to.

W. E. CUMMINCS,

CARPENTER and BUILDER.

General Jobbing promptly attended to.

W. E. CUMMINGS, Res. 727 Geary St

DRAWING FOR

CARPENTERS AND JOINERS,
With 260 Illustrations and

Drawing Copies.

BY ELLIS A. DAVIDSON. CLOTH, $1.75.

CEO. L. HENZEL,

Flectric and Mechanical Call Bells,

SPEAKING TUBES & TELEPHONES,

Patent Door Openers and Letter Box Plates. Ga« Lighting

by Electricity.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

SmUoscs, 1912 Stelner Streot; Uassfaetory, 1903 Steiier Street

Bet. Bosh anl Fine, SAH FBANCISCO.

10* Telephone No. 4118.

C. P. MOORE,
681 Grove Street.

G. H. MOOllE,
No. 1 Russ cor. Howard St.

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
15 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
1125 YORK STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

J. W. BALDWIN,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Cor. Stevenson and Annie Sts.«
Ul'l'KR 81DK I'ALACK UOTEL.

Iiieneral Jobbins and Repairs Attended To.
Offices and Stores fitted up. Seciind-hand Store fixtures,

Doors, and Sashes bought and sold, liesidence, 721 Seven-
teenth Street.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 906 Oak Street.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER
Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between 18th and 19th Streets.

GILBERT & SON,
Woodland, Yolo County, California.

CONTRACTORS k BUILDERS.
Are prepared to furnish Sketches and

will submit Estimates for work in
Middle and Northern Cali-

fornia.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Besidence, 615 Jessie Street

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
324 Guerrero Street,

Between 16th and 16th, SAN FRANCISCO.

All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

21 i Waller Street.

THOMAS F. MITCHELL,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
YOIiO AND UTAH STREETS.

CEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

S. E. Cor. R. R. Ave- and Walnut St.,

ALAMEDA, CAL.

AH Kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

J. H. McKAY,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

No. 124 Main Street,

Residence, 2833 Pine St., S. E. cor. Baker, San Francisco.

IT7-E]S' .^^TESnST'T

SASH LOCKS ^ DOOE BOLTS.
A very important feature of the IVES' SASH LOCK is in

its securely locking when closed and simultaneously drawing
the meeting rails closely together. All the movements are

accomplished by cams without the instrumentality of springs,
thus avoiding the possibility of getting out of order.

IVES' PATENT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with a bit,

and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts

afford. Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts are protected

by nine letters patent, and are manufactured in over forty

styles of finish.

One Sample only Ives' Patent Sash Lock, mailed post-paid
to any Carpenter sending his address, with 10 cts. in stamps.
Illustrated price lists, showing forty-six stales of goods,
mailed frte.

H. B. IVES & CO.,

Sol© Manufacturers and Patentees, New Haven, Conn.

Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts, sold by all dealers
in Hardware.
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PAINTERS-HOUSE, SIGN, and FRESCO.

J. F. SULLIVAN,

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTEE.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

510 market Street.

EDWARD NORMAN,

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

JNO. E. W. COLEMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,
No. 924 Folsom Street,

Between Fifth and Sixth, SAN FKANCISCO.

House and Sign Painting;, Graining, Varnisliing, and Polisli-

ing. Walls and Ceilings Whitened or Kalsomined, with oi

without colors.

C. CASHMORE,

Painting in all its Branches
-DKALRR IN-

PAINTS, OIL, GLASS, VARNISHES, ETC.,

5.30 VALBKCIA HTREET,
San Francisco.

Gr. OKSI,
House, Sign, and Ornamental

PAINTER & PAPER-HANQER.
Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Et^.

2S Montgomery Avenue, Bet. Jackson and Washington Sts.

Orders Promptly Attended To. Terms Reasonable.

American^ French^ and English Paper Hangings.

J. H^^JRT,
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,

Kalaomining, Tinting, Etc.,

No. 270>^ Tehama Street, S. F-

All work at reasonable rates.

CONTAINING RULES AND REGULATIONS

IN EVERYTHINa RELATIN& TO THE ART OP PAINTINa, GILDIN&, ETC.

Cloth, $1 50

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

lOS.J! JESSIE ST., SAN FRANCISCO,

FIECT CLASS AETISTS will ig Firaislied for Work is m; Line

FOS AH7 FAST OF IHZ STATE.

F. C. JAMES,

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING^
1606 Polk Street, Near Sacramento,

SAN FRANCISCO.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,

232 Sixteenth St., San Francisco*

A:^Orders loft at Helmken's, 516 Kearny Street

CHARLES E. BROAD,

GRAINER AND MARBLER,
1000 Hyde Street, corner Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO.

PLUMBERS AND GASFITTERS
J. D. WELCH,

Practical Plumber, Gas & Steam-fitter.

Cor. Eillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

JOHN T. CRAY,
230 SuTTEB Street,

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS
And Steam Fitter.

Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and
guaranteed.

JOHN BOHN,

Plumbing and Cas Fitting

112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

BUSH & MALLETT,

aA.S Js^lS^jy OIL

Sanitary Plumliing anil Sasfitting

34 Geary St., above Kearny.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Gas Fitter,

7)tH Washington St. Opposite the Plaza,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Kates. All orders promptly at-

tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IMPORTERS OF

Gras Fixtures and
JPlum'bers' Supplies.
122 AND 124 Sutter Street.

CALIFORNIA PLASTER DECORATION WORKS.

C- JP. SOI3:IXjXj"BR>, Proprietor,

861 MISSION STREET, Bet. Fourth and Fifth, SAN FRANCISCO.

CENTERS. BRACKETS, MOULDINGS. Etc.

iRTlFICliL STONE OEKAMEHTATIOHS, WOOD CARVING ADD MOBEimG,
FROM AGRICULTURAL DESIGNS,

Castins Patterns, 9Ionl<l Ninkinc, Papier-HIarhe, Zinc and Composition Ornaments.

First Premium Awarded at the Mechanics' Fair, 1884.

FRITZ & KEAN,

I»LUIV[BEIiS, ETC,
Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance witii sound sanitary principles.

130 peary Street, San Francisco.

P. R. O'BRIEN,

Plumber and Gas Fitter,

334 Pine Street, San Francisco.

New Works.

FOR PLUMBERS.

Principles of House Drainage.

Fully IlluUrattd.

By J. PicKBRiNO Putnam, Cloth »1 00

Sanitary House Inspection.

A new work, by Wni. Paul Gerhard.

In cloth n 00

Sewer Gas and Its Dangers.

An exposition of common defects in house draina^ and

practical information relating to their remedy.

Illustrated by jtfuU-pagt filates.

By Oaoiuia I'awtTOM Baow». cloth tl
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BRICKLAYERS.
WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklaver and Builder,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

JOS. THORNHILL,

Bricklayer and Contractor,

Office, No. 35 Post Street, $an Francisco

Boilers, Furnaces, Ovens, Grates, Etc.

O. E. BRADY,

Bricklayer and Builder,

822 Valencia Street.

DRAWING FOR BRICKLAYERS.

ELEMENTS OF FREEHAND, OBJECT
AND PLAN drawing-

Two Double and Thirty-two Single pages of Illustrations.

Cloth, J1.60.

F. H. LOAMK. J. F. RlIilT.

RILEY & LOANE,

ALL KINDS OF BRICK WORK.
314 Montgomery Street, Room 11.

DRAWIN& FOR STONE MASONS.

Lessons in Freeliand and Object Drawing:
and Concise History of Masonry-

Six Double and Twenty-five Single pages of Illustrations.

Cloth, $1.60.

PLASTE RERS
J. R. TOBIN. A[,KX. Mennie.

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

CELLABS AND SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to,

Residence, 864 Mission St.

H. B. HEADLEY,

2913 California Street,

Workmen in my line furi^iahed for any part of the Country.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING, COLORING, ETC.

Residence, 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 626 Gough.

D. F. MULVILLE,

PLASTERER,
20 Fair Oaks St., bet. 2l8t and 22d.

PLASTER AND PLASTERING,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS;

ilow to Make and How to Use, and Rules for Computing and

Valuing the Same. By FRED. T. HODGSON. Cloth, $1.

P. B. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street.

1^ All Jobbing promptly attended to.

H. EACAN,

PLASTERER,
110 BERNARD STREET.

Between Pacific and Broadway, Jones and Leavenworth.

PLASTERERS' MANUAL.

Revised Edition. Giving Description of Tools and Materia

Used in Plastering, with Forms of Contracts, ctc-

Cloth, 75 cents.

STAI R BUILDERS.

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry- Street, Between. 3<i and 4rtli.

Constantly on Hand or Made to Order,

STAIR RAILS, POSTS,
BALUSTERS, ETC., ETC.

J. R. DREW. F. HcLAUOHLIN

DREW & Mclaughlin,

Stair Builders,
ENTERPRISE MILL,

220 & 222 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

512 and 514 Fifth St., near Bryant.
Manufacturer of

INSIDE and OUTSIDE FINISH,
Stairs, Balusters and Newel Posts,

And All Kinds of

HARD WOOD FINISH.

N. P. LANGLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner,
No. 407 Mission St.. SAN FRANCISCO.

Mechanics' Hall, Second Floor.

MISCELLAN EOUS.
A. E. BUCKMAN,

314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

OONTRAOTOR AND GRADER,
(liradins, Macadamizine and St^wcrins

Done on Short STotice.

I. F. EATON,

OONTRAOTOR AND GRADER.
S^ Alt Kinds of Qraditig, Macad.iniizliig, and Sewerage

Done on Short Notice.

718 VALENCIA STREET,
Between Eighteenth and Nineteenth.

PINCK & HAMMOND,
m:et^l roofers,
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing, Galvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Chimney-tups. O" ROOFS repaired
and painted.

Ali yobbing promptly attended to.

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

W. CRONAN,
(Successor to Cronan & Dunbar)

Metal Roofers,
1213 and 1215 market St., Bet. 8th & 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin, and Sheet Iron
Work of every description. Roofs repaired, etc.

All work done by me guaranteed.

JOHN P. SHELDON,
WHARF & BRIDGE BUILDER,And General Contractor.

All kinds of wharf building materials constantly on hand
Particular attention given to country jobs and city founda
tioris.

No. 27 Steuart St., San Francisco, Cal.

A. F. NYE & CO.,

IMPORTED

Fine Gras Fixtures,
609 & 611 MARKET STREET.
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A. F. KNORP,
MAIN STREET MILL.

ELEVATORS,

RAILROAD CARS, MILL WORK,

GENERAL JOBBING WORK.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

MOULDINGS, BRACKETS,

Door and Window .Frames,

Planing, Sawing, Turning, Shaping, "Wood

Carving,

120-122 Main Street,
- - - San Francisco

J. W. WESSON,

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone Ko. 430.

* STAR *

TOOL AND MACHINE WORKS,

F. EEAJEWSZI. Proprietor,

516 and 518 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco-

WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Newel Rods, Etc.,

For Stair Work.

Situation Wanted.
A Niiinber of Draughtsmen want-

ing positions have left their

address at this Office.

ARCHITECTS afli OTHERS

Desirinir same will please commnicate

with ns.

BUILDING SUPERINTEin)ENCE,

A New Work.

PRICB TIIRKK I>OI/I>ARM.

Send to this Office.

THIS PAPER
iRBAir (lo Spruce Stn

IN NEW YORK

may be found en file

,
at OKO. P. HOWELL
& C().*S NKWHrAPKR

Advbrtimino BiJRBAir (lo spruce Street), wlirre aiUertimnK

contracts may
be made for it

A GIFT

Send 10 cents posta^fo, and wo will mail

you free a royal, valuable, sample box
of (foods that will put you in the way ot

making wwre moji^;/ at once, than any-

thing else in Amorica. Both sexes of

all apes can live at home and work in snare time, or all

the time, Capital not required. We will start you. Im-

mense pay sure for those who start at once. Stimson & Co.,

Portland, Maine.

RANSOMES' PATENT

Stone Pavement
Latest and Best,

AS LAID DOWN AT

SlreldoxL IBlocIk:,
Oor. Fix'st and IVTarlcet Sti-eetss,

AND

JN. E. Cor. A\^asliingrton a,iicl Stockton.

Send for Circular and Prices, Jfi2 Montgomery Street.

KELLETT & McMUKHAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DECORATIONS.
Plastering Repaired and Whitened.

763 Market St., San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

(6NOXE SUCH 91

CHIMNEY TOP I
VENTILATOR

THIS
"VENTILATOR is especially valuable for regulating draft

(upwards and downwards) made by the light, unstable atmosphere
of the Coast Range of Mountains. The hundreds of tall stovepipes
erected on t^e chimney tops of houses indicate inconvenience and
trouble in the kitchen, the parlor, and chambers below.

San Francisco, October 26, 1885.

To wham it may concern :

I take pleasure in stating that the *' None Such" Chimney Top and Ventilator,
which was put upon the smoke-stack of the Baldwin Hotel about two months ago, has

given complete satisfaction.

It has increased the draft to such an extent that there is a perceptible saving
in the amount of coal consumed; smaller fires tlian heretofore will now answer to

keep up the steam, thus causing a great saving of the boiler also. We have heretofore

had much difficulty In keeping? up the amount of steam steadily required, owing to

I he lack of draft, all of which is now remedied by the use of the *' None Such'* Chim-

ney Top and Ventilator. I heartily recommend its use to all persons, where a strorig

draft is required. PEARSON & ARNOLD,
Proprietors the Baldwin.

AU Sizes Manufactured and Sold by KNEASS & CO., 29 Taylor St., San Francisco.

SOIiK AtiKNTS FOK THK PACIFIC COAST.

Agents Wanted for Interior Cities, Oregon, Nevada. Washington Territory, and Arizona.

JOB WORK IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

BURR'S NEW WASTE PIPE HOPPER, For the NEW PLUMBING LAW

?i^

•o H OT
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S o

2 •

5 „ o-

E g -3
a - c
c •a «

Tliis Slop Hoppor completely traps the foul air ami piscs

arising from Drains and Sewers. Hnrr's Steiirli Trap
Is superior to all others, and Is the only one which prevents
the ilrain pipes from becominR stopped up. It can be placed
in the yard, kitchen, or wherever convenient. The Trade
Supplied. Ttio speciflcations (it Architecta call (or HiiaR's No.

1 IIorl'KR AND Trap (Jomiunkd, which is the best recommended
(or its superionty. Head for Cirrular.

£ a S.

S! '2 3

2 2 £

Lis"

**
g I. * IN

This hood protects the

it look neat; the front is

an open trap Hopper. It

inch outleit.

Address 667 Mission St., San Francisco

pipe and makes

open, making it

has a 2 and 4-

BURR'S WEATHER STRIP, Harsha's Patent.
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CURLETT & CUTHBERTSON
Architects,

Offices, 307 Phelan's Building, Marltet Street,

SAN FllANCISCO.

A. A. BENNETT,
Architect,

Rooms 45 and 46,

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

WRIGHT & SANDERS,
Architects,

No. 418 California Street,

San Francisco.

PISSIS & MOORE,
Architects,

307 Sansome Street, Rooms 1 Q and 1 7,

San Francisco.

A. LAVER,
Architect,

San Francisco Stock Excliange Buildiiiy,
Fine Street, bet. Sansome ^t Mont:iomery,

Room lU.

B. E. HENRIKSEN,
Architect,

: Henriksen's Patent Automatic Safety
Clutch for ^levators.

OFFICE, aiH POST STREET.

JAS. SEADLER,
Architect,

SACRAMENTO,
Sutter Block, Corner J and Fifth.

HUERNE &
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BUILDERS' HARDAVARE.
FULL LINE

OF

Light and Dark

MANUFACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures.

^ The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that will not wear

out or break.

For Hale By

Dunham, Carrigan
k CoM

-DEALERS! IN-

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

SA^VAOK, SO]N^ & CO.,

Empire Foundry and Machine Works
-135 TO 145 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO- CAL.

House Fronts, and ArchitecUiral Iron Work of every Description.

Mantel Grates, StaWe Fixtnres, Ventilators anfl Bnililers' Hardware, "^g-Send for Price Lists.-^^

WOODWORKING MACHINERY,
Planing Mills,

Railroad Shops,

Car Builders,

House Builders,

Cabinet Makers,
ETC., ETC. SINQLE SPINDLE UPRIGHT SHAPER.

GOODELL & AA^ATER
CORNEK THIRTY-FIRST AND CHESTNUT STREETS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

•faf" Parties in corresponding,' will obli:^e us b.v mentioning; this paper.

NO. 2 SCROLL SAW,

BRACKFT BAND SAW.

Pacific Press Publishing House
1 2th and Castro Sts., Oakland, 606 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

Printers, Engravers, Binders, llectrotypers,^ Stereotypers.

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Fine Catalogue Work; a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Journal is among the many printed by the Pacific Press.



A MONTHLY JOURNAL
DEVOTKD TO PACIFIC COAST INTERESTS

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
PACIFIC COAST ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.

VOLUME VII, No. 8. SAN FRANCISCO, AUGUST lo, 1886. TERMS' I
^^ P®*" ^^^^< ^^ Advance.

I Single Copies, 20 cents.

IMI>itOVKI>

HYDRAULIC RAMS.
Seiiil for t 'M'ciiliu- ami I'llce Li?t . Addresis,
ALLKN GAWTHKO

,
.1 ., Wilminiiton, D«!.

Aw.irdcil Medal and Diploma at the Centennial
Kxhiiiition, t'lnladclphia.

Fr. H ROSENBAUM & CO

WE REQUEST
ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND

HOUSE OWNERS
1(1 t .\1':EM'1.I.\ lN\'KS'rH.ATK THK MlvKTI'S ('!

THE DGDJy

Shutter Workers
Tliey have been carefully tested hy hundreds of u.surs

under all conceivable eonditiunis, and

HAVE NEVER FAILED.
.Somu ot the points are as follows:—
THE BLINDS A HE OPKNKD AND CLOSED

l'I'(>M THE INSIDE without raiiiwi the iriiidoir

,„ ^cn'fH iind are IJJCKED AUTOMATICALLY
IX WlIATEVEIi POSITION THEY MAY BE
LEFT.

The Workers CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY
HOUSE, old or new. Tlieij are MOBE EASILY
. 1 PPLIED than ordinary hinges and catches.

The Workers are made of MA LLEA BLE IRON
'Old can NOT BE BltOKEN, AS THEY ARE
STRONGER THAN THE BLIND.

Plate S Window Glass
MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS

(Quicksih er and Patent Bat'k).

Ko. 507 Slai'ket street, opp. SanMoiue.

PARQUET FLOORS.

WM. HANNAM & CO.,

Wholesale and Hetail.

293 FIFTH AVE.,
NEW YOKK.

Se\ en-eiirhths in. tunirued and
^a'.io\ed. European st.vles, solid

and substantial. Also, % inT Fancy Wood Carpet Floors.

It^Send two-cent stamp tor Book of Designs.

Publisher of a Series of

(Successors to John R. Sims & Soxj,

I MANUFACTURERS OF

I

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

j

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
I

Jail Work, Wrouj^htlron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. Sole Manu-
: facturers and Proprietors of the

Champiox Metallic Wheelbarrow.

Iron Roofs and Gasometers Manufactured
to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,

Between Mission and Howard.

OF BEST EXAMPLES OF CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTURE.

PhotoKiaphtT, lOa.'S Market St., S. F

f^lVV^ VERY RARE, AND
yjlS X vV BF, .* I'TI FUIv !

Mantels, with Newest styles ul Grates,

X +

;
^ecLestals, Ta, Tales, Etc.;

WAREEOOM-BRANNAlSr STREET,
Between Fifth and Sixth.

J. dt-F. KFSSRLER.

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap.

BFST IK USE.
Recoxumended by all ttie Architects

in California.

OFFICE—1901 Broabwat, Oak-
land.

For Sale by Plumbers.

CTOHiisr :m:.a.31jLo:dt'3

Glass Wmi li Mmi Works.

CUT, MTAIXFU, and UKOl'XU «£,AS8.

j
Glass Cutting Works,

19 Fremont Street.

Stained Glass Works,
1213 & 1216 Howard St.

DEALERS AND AGENTS
Say the Workers sell faster than any novelty lately
introduced. Active Agents Wanted in Ev-
ery Town. For circulars and discount, please
address,

THE DODDM'P& CO,, 19 Part Place, N.Y,

EDWARD DENNY & CO.,JAMES R. KELLY,

IMPORTER OF PAINT.OILSIINDOW GLASS Drawing Paper and Materials.

AND MAXUFACTURKR OF TilF,

IMPERISHABLE MIXED PAINT.
Sole Agent fur (Jhance Bros. & Co.'s 16 oz., 21 oz., and 26

oz. C. M . Glass, Polished Plate, and Mirrors.

•Ztl and •^j23 Market Street. N. F.

Matleinatical and Snrveying iDStmineots.

stationers, Printers, and Blank-Book Manufacturers; Civil En-
gineers, Surveyors, Architects, ard Drautjhtsmen's Supplies.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California and Sacramento Streets, San Francisco.

,t^; ScD.I t.tr S;Ln!)ili; of our New Detail Paper. l>Jl
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BROWELL'S PATENT CHIMNEYS.

ii^owitLS YflTLf^iifiii© t/^'j^Lim^rrefii

T BrvMcb. T Brandt. Socket Pipe. nedacer. Xncreawb aBttittCuTK.

Ilantl Hoi* Tr«r- P. Tmp. K. Trap. ^ Sind or nbav.

ilii

-— "1 »

All Sizes of the above on hand and for sale at the Lowest Prices.

First Pre^'nium Silver Medal of Mechanics' Institute awarded for Patent
Chimneys and Ornamental Chimney Tops.

ARE THE ONLY CHIMNEYS where BANDS and FILLING can
be used to make a SMOKE and AIR-TIGHT JOINT, and with

Iron Rods or Strapped to the Buildingf.
The L. S. Circuit Court has granted me a perpetual injunction a^^ainst L. E. Clawson and .Jos. 8.

BrowQ.' All persons are cautioned atjainst usiniT any impro\ement in sectional ehiinnevs patented
bv me- Manufactured and for sale bv J. BROWELL, 727 Montgomery Street, S . F.

REESE LLEWELLYN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,

133 and 135 Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Wm. H. Milliken,

Meclianical Engineer anfl Dranglitsniau,

'

MANUFACTURER OF

MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts i\i Mm\Mm
OF ALL KINDS.

MILLIKEN'S PATENT HYDRAULIC RAM

E L E VAT O R,
Contractor and Oesixner

FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF ELEVATORS, CABLE

PAILWAYS, SMOKE BURNING APPARATUS

ENGINES, BOILERS AND ALL OTHER

KINDS OF MACHINERY.^ !

OIHee, '»» Calimrnia St., Rooms 10 and ita.

"
IT IS ALMOST HUMAN."

The lortos

jDOOE
CHECE and SPEIHG

Renders Slamming' of D'^ors an Impossibilit,\ ,

FRANK D. MORRELL,
250 Market l^t., nr. Front, Man Vranrisro.

CARPENTER and JOINER.

(iNr.A.'x>xc:>3Nr.i!\.Xj. )

'ILLUSTRATED BY 86 PLATES.

BY JAMES H. MONCKTON,

In doth, 86 00

Address the ofBce of this Jocrnaij.

lait@li
Made in representation of Ancient and Mod-
ern Marbles, and Woods of all kinds. Lau-

rel. Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood.

ENAMELED. POLISHED.
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and inost

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles I Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Pavinar, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO., '^'^^-^l^^^^^^^^i^:^^^^''
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Pacific Rolling Mill Col
S.A.3Sr I^I?,.A.iTCISCO, c^x-.

MANUFACTURERS OF

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON.

L

Boiled Beams, •

Rolled Beams, Double,

Angle, Channel, and T Iron,

Bridge and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws,

Nuts, Washers, etc.

Steamboat Shafts,

Cranks, Pistons,

Connecting Rods.

Rolled Beams, 4, 6, 8, and lOi inch.

Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames,

Mining Machinery Forcings,

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Hammered Iron of every description.

J

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Block, Room I.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 50,

and 56 pounds to the vard. ±
No. 29 :;

Tlie Latest, Lowest in Price,

ND MOST ACCURATE

RECTORY
Of the Architects In the TJoited States and Tdrritories ever puhlished.

Bound in Board. Sentfree on receipt of^i.oo., by the

USEFUL PUBLISHIN& CO,, 1293 Broadwaj.NewYork.

Call the attention of the Architect to your production and be assured that
if it has XGKIT you havr alBO reached the Owner,

Builder, Masou, Decorator, etc.

MARBLE MAirmS,

ONYX BEL&IAN BLACK, TENNESSEE

ITALIAN AND STATUARY

TILE FACING, HEARTHS k FINE GRATES.

w. H. Mccormick,

827 MARKET ST., BET. 4th AND 5th.

D. ZEGLIO,

Carrara Marble Works.

MANUFACTUUEH OF

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

1319 MISSION STREET,

Between 9th and 10th, SAN FRANCISCO.

San Francisco Wire Works

C. H. GRUENHAGEN,

669 Mission St. bet. Third & New Montgomery,

SAN FRANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

Every Description of Metal Goods Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC.

Old work refinished, repaired, and jilated equal to new.

fi^ilver PlateA Amalf^ainatins Platen, f<>r sav-

ing gold in Quartz, Placer, Gravel, and Beach Mininjr.

65» and 655 MIHIl^lOX HTItEET,
Between New Montgomery and Third, San Francisco, Cal

JB. C^. I>£:NIIirie»TOIir Proprietor.

Manufacturer of

PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORK,

Wire Gates & siiQtters, Banl[ & Dice Railing,

store Fixtures, Wire Figures, & Hat Stands.

Arches, Flower Stands, Baskets, Trel-

lises, Window Guards, Coal Screens,

Fenders, etc., etc.

Harvey s Hot WaterRadiator

30 HEW M0HTG0MEE7 ST.

UNDER THE PALACE HOTEL,

San Francisco.

-FOR-

RESIDENCE

No. ^66 Caledonia Ave.,

Oakland.

PRIVATE RESIDENCES

AND

PUBLIC DWELLINGS.
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HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwellings by the Most Approved

HOT IV^ATEB SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel

Our work in this line has given perfect satisfaction in eve y instance, and we will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

We also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY & CO.

614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.

^W^ALL PAPER,
Interior Decorating,

WINDOW SHADES,

ii-ooivi: M:oxjLr>iiNCi!-*,

LINCRUSTA WALTON,

I*aper Hang-erss' Tools.
—And a full line of—

Ingrain Tapestry and Body Brussels Carpets

JAMES DUFFY,
917 MAKKET STBEET.

Address DIBBLE MANUFACTURING CO., Trenton, N. J.

GORDON HARDWARE CO.

AGENTS IN

SAW FRAXCISCO and

liOS Angeles, Cal.,
AND

SEATTLE, W. T

RBOISTERRD

HEMACITE
mO^ KNOBS,

BRAWER KNOBS,

SHUTTER KNOBS,

EOUSE TRIMMINaS

I

For all interior woric these l(nobs are unsurpassed. New and beautiful designs.

Fully guaranteed to stand as long as the doors. Moderate in price.

Norris Window Pulley Mortising Machines Pulley.

CAPACITY:

Nine Mortises

Per Minute.

OVER
600 Machines

Now IN Use
THROUBHOUT THE COUNTRY.

The Norris Machine and Pulley is used by nearly all the Leading Sash, Door, and Bl.nd

Manufacturers of the following: Cities:
NASHUA New Hamp.liire; BUKLINOTON, Vermont; nosTOV, Massachusetts; WATi-iRToWN, Massachusetts; CAMBRIDOE, Massachusetts; LOWELL, Massachusetts; WORCES-

TER Massachusetts; IIOLYOKK, Massaihusetts; LAWRKNCK, Massachusetts; NEW YORK, New York; BUFFALO, New York; BROOKLYN, New York; rillLADELl'lIlA, Pei.nsjlva-

nia- WlLLIAMSroKT, l'enris\lvani.i; SUNBURY, I'ennsjlvania; I'lTTSBURO, Pennsylvania; OLEN ROCK, I'ennsjlvania; WARKKN, IVnrisvlvania: .MIDDLKTOWN, IVnnsvlia ia;

COLUMBIA, I'ennsylvania; LANCASTKK. Penn jlvania; SAVANNAH, Georgia; BALTIMORE, Maryland; HAVRE I)K GRACE, Maryland; WlLMl.NGTON, Delaware; ASBURY' PARK,
New Jersey DANVILLE, Virginia; AlCiUSTA, (ieingia; Now Haven, Connecticut; MARCiUE'lTK, Michigan; PORTLAND, Orejfon; ERIE, Penn.^jhania; INDIANAPOLIS, Indiana SAN
JOSE California; (;HI(;A00, Illinois; ROCK ISLAND, Illinois; MILWAUKEE^ Wisco sin; CEDARBIIRO, Wisconsin; ST. LOUIS, Missouri; KANSAS CITY. Missouri; DENVER, Clorado;
SACRAMENTO California; BELFAST, Maine; WINONA, Min eso a; CANLsTEO, Now York; CINCINNATI, Ohio; CLEVELAND, Ohio; WASHINGTON, D.strict of Coluniliia; LOUIS-
VILLE Kentuc! y HAMITON, Vi (jioia; TOLEDO, Ohio; SKNDUSKY, Ohio; HAMILTON, Ohio; CHILLICOTHE, Ohio; DKTROIT, Michigan; EVANSVILLE, Indiana; PRATTVILLE,
Alabama- GALVESTON, Texas; HOUSTON. I'exas; COLUMBUS, ohi ; CHATTANOOGA, Tennessee; RICHM ND, Virginia; LYNCHBURG, Virginia; CLINTON, L.wa; PORT DEPOSIT,
Marylanii; PADUCAH, Kentucky; DANVILLE, Kentuck,.

You poBtively cannot afford to do without the NORRIS PULLEY AND M0RTI9ER. It is the only machine made that will mortise for every kind of Pulley. No ditflculty in sUrtIng
'machine; no scraping off edges of bits; nothing to get out of repair. It is a heavy, solid, substantial machine, built for work, and we guarantee it to do five times the work of any other

Pulley Machine. It does not require any skilled labor to run it, no belt tighteners t<» wear out the
helt^.

In fact, it is pronounced by all, and is posiTlvBliV the only niaciiine for Mortismg
Pulleys. Our Pulleys are the stron est and best niatie in the country. We make 600 different (juiilitles, and if any other style of ptdley was given to you it would not pay to use it. We
refer you to tlie leading Sash, Door, and Blinil Manufacturers of tlie entire country. Information and Samples sent on upplicati.n. Very respectfully yours,

G. SIDNEY NORRIS & CO., 36 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Md.
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J. P. SHELDON,

Wharf and
Bridge

Builder.

27

Steuart

St.,

S. F.

Particular Attention paid to

PILING

FOUNDATIONS

TOE CITY BnUJINOS.

coumnr work

Solicited.

National * Assurance *
Company,

OF i.'ssBn^j^-miD,

Atlas Assurance Company,
OF LONDON,

BOYLSTO^ INSURANCE COMPANY, OF BOSTON.

H. M. NEWHALL & CO,,

GENERAL AGENTS.

309 and 31 1 Sansome St., - - - _ _ San Francisco, Cal.

G. CASHMOEE,

,. Stains
FOR SHINGLES,

CLAPBOARDS, FEN CEIS.EITC.

SAMhCABOT
70 Kilby St., Boston.

Send for Full Descriptive Circular.

JOSEPH SMITH,
CONTRACTOR FOR

BRICKWORK, STONEWORK,

GRADING,

SEWER WORK and PATENT CHIMNEYS.

Agent for Oladding McBean

Sewer Pipes, Patent Chimneys,

AMD TERRA COTTA WARE.

BRICK FOUNDATIONS
Put under frame building at t>ie sliortest n^til'e and most

reasonable rates.

YARDi>l: Valencia Ht., Iirt. ]7tli and INth
and 2033, 89.35, 21>37 Mission Street, bet. 85th
and ieeth.

Paints,

Oil,

Glass,

WALL PAPER,

AN -Fl^ANCISC©.55© Vajuencia St.ji

OWNERS
who are about to Ee- paint, Grain, Fresco, or otherwise beau-

tify their homes or property, will save time and money by communicat-

ing with me.

M. B. RICHARDSON,

BRICKLAYER & BUILDER.

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS,

cor»iiv«s,

CEMETERY WORK OF ALL KINDS.

Agent for

Kinney's Tubular Fountain Enclosure

for Cemeteries.

Office, 314 Montgomery St.,San Francisco.

Residence, 624 Shotwell Street.

Shop, Broderick and O'FarrelL

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Co. of California

FIRE AND MARINE.

Principal Office, 439 Kalifomia St, Safe Dsposit Bulliiiig

SAN KKANCISCO

JOHN H. WISE, Vresideut.

CHAS. A. iiATON, Secretary.

W. D, FERINE,
MANUFACTURER OF

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Garden Walks,

Basement Floors, Carriage Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building Stone,

URNS, VASES, STONE COPING and STEPS

Entrance to Cemetery IiOts, Caskets,

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 28 New Montgomery St. OAK-

LAND OFFICE, 467 Ninth st. Residence, 608 Oak st. Oakland.
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WALl

W©(
Imitation Stained Glass,

ICOOHZSH FEET WOES.

COOKS BI^OTHERS,
108 & 110 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

NOTICE,
OWNERS and CONTRACTORS!

Bell Hanging, Gas Lighting,

LocksmitMng in All Its Branches.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

^W^ILL & Fi:NrCK,
769 MARKET STREET.

Durham System of House Drainage.
STANDARD WROUGHT IRON STEAM PIPE, Special Fittings, Carefully Protected from Rust, SCREW JOINTS,

and only where NECESSARY for Branches, HAND -HOLES at Bends, supported ONLY at Bottom, therefore not affected by

SETTLEMENT of WaUs and Floors; in fact, a PERMANENTLY TIGHT SANITARY SOIL PIPE.

SEND FOR PAMPHLET. CALL AND SEE FULL SIZE MODEL.

Arehiteetupal and Meehanieal Books

,s we are closing out our stock of Shelf Books, we
will dispose of those on hand at first cost.

»^*THOSE IN WANT OF BARGAINS SHOULD CALL EARLY. -^gr

GAS FIXTURES, •:• AND MANTELS,
AGENCY SCANLAN & CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.,

FINE MARBLEIZED

Slate and Iron Mantels.

agency conway manufacturing co., milwaukee, wis.,

FINE WOOD MANTELS.

,
Gas Fixtures of Every Description, of Latest Designs.

^ 'Piles, Grrates, and Mantel Trimrniiig^s. "^^B

BUSH & MALLETT, 34 Geary Street, Above Kearny.
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CTTS will be noticed by our monthly report, the number of

r\ contracts let since our last issue is considerably less than
J those for the similar period of 1885. How far the G. A.
R. Encampment may have contributed to this result, is a matter
of conjecture. One thing is certain, that the encampment bus-

iness engrossed the attention of a large number of our citizens,
and business generally was greatly affected by it.

REPORT FOR AUGUST, 1886.

64 frame buildings, value .|376,431
8 alterations and additions, value 12,950
72, total number of engagements, total value 389,381

REPORTED IN AUGUST, 1885.

95 engagements of the value of 395, 150

August report, 1886, less than 1885 5,769

The Offered Sale of This Journal.

gINCE
the first announcement in its pages that the entire in-

terests of this journal would be disposed of to competent

parties, a great many personal inquiries have been made, and

propositions submitted and declined.

A sale contingent upon certain stipulations might have been

made a month ago, but as we propose an uncondAtonal sur.

render of the situation, we shall hold the fort until a competent

commander-in-chief shall arrive, with satisfactory financial

credentials.

Negotiations now pending with parties and firms east of the

Rocky Mountains, may result in a full change of management by
the first of January next, if not sooner. In the meantime the

journal will be continued as heretofore to the best of our over^

burdened abilities.

A GENERAL EXPLANATION.

Those who have made inquiry by letter, and personally, have

asked for all the facts of the case, and what will be included in

the sale.

As a general answer, we state: A sale will include every in-

terest of the publication,
—its good-will, subscription list and

advertising patronage, office appointments, desk, bound volumes

and back numbers since 1879, outstanding accounts due from all

sources, five hundred copies, more or less, architectural, mechani-

cal, and other ])ublications (optional), and all else pertaining to

the publication and circulation of the journal.

We state, in answer to the question repeatedly asked by cor-

respondents, in reference to

COMPOSING ROOM AND PRESSES,

That there are none. The journal has been conducted incidentally

in connection with our architectural pursuits, and printed and

bound ready for distribution by contract.

But with these limited facilities and restricted advantages, and

personal attention divided between two great interests—editor

and manager, and practicing architect—each demanding our

whole time and energies, we have continued our publication

work for eight years (less four months) with a profit to ourselves,

making a most enviable reputation for the journal, as evidenced

by the hundreds of complimentary notices from time to time

published by technical, class,^aiid other journals, and preparing

the way for some one to continue its publication with great

success and profit.

G. A. R.

^JTHE Twentieth Annual Encampment of the Grand Army of

X the Republic, held in San Francisco, has been a grand affair,

meeting the highest ex])ectations of the home guards, the

citizens of the Pacific Coast, and the visiting host from all

quarters of the United States.

But our daily contein[)oraries of this city have so fully and

elaborately chronicled all matters pertaining to this great and

ever-to-be-remembered gathering of patriotic men and women,
that anything on our part, more than a mere notice of the event,

is unnecessary.

One remarkable feature, however, is worthy of special men-

tion; that while the number of men, women, and children mov-

ing to and fro through the streets of San Francisco, entering and

leaving the city by trains and ferries during the period of the

encampment, aggregated hundreds of thousands, approximating

2,000,000 persons, not a single accident to life or limb has

occurred in connection therewith.

Aggregating the number of trips of street-cars during each

day, from 3,000 to 4,000 cars were moved daily, or for the week,
some 25,000 to 30,000 trips on all the lines—perhaps more—yet

the accidents reported in this connection do not reach the average
of such happenings duiing ordinary times. This is the more

remarkable in view of the fact that Market Street was " swarmed

all day long" with the living masses, and parts of each day
hundreds of cars passing a given point each hour; while at the

Pavilion, on several occasions, the Larkin street-cars were run

through surging crowds, and at the park terminus, frequently

from one to two thousand people at the same moment transferring

to and from cable to steam-cars, or in and out through the

entrances to the ))ark. Yet under all those risky conditions, the

week passed without leaving any sad and mournful monument

of soiTOw to mar the pleasures which seemed to flow in all

directions.
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The Circus Style.

/TIRCUS in this sense—that a circus is a place that offers to

In the public a variety of funny things, as well as a few instruct-

ive and pleasing features, and the more really funny the

entertainment, the better it draws, consistency being but in-

cidental in its make-up.
In this view of the case—true merit and pure architectural

rules and principles aside—the numerous clownish structures

erected in San Francisco and elsewhere, are so thoroughly
funny in general appearance, effect, and detail, that every in-

telligent architect or competent architectural critic can but

laugh at the endless contortions, distortions, ill proportions and
abominations set up to public gaze, and the whim of prevailing
taste with those who seek and accept these structural mal-forma-

tions, are something astonishing.
The modern idea of house-designing, in the hands of competent

and artistic architects, has, in some cases, evolved neat and

pretty delineations. But the liberties possible under the false

guise of Eastlake have also made it possible for consummate pre-
tenders to operate, and conceal and disguise their ignorance of

true principles, and practice their abominations under the pretext
of a fancy name, used to excuse error, and gull clients to accept

ignorance and incompetency as a style of architecture.

There can be no objection to any neat, consistent, and meri-

torious departure from the old order, in which symmetry, propor-
tion and good taste has been respected and blended. The pro-

gressive age in which we live, not only commends but invites

inovation upon the forms and features which have held the

world subjugated to the creations of the ancients. Beautiful

and to be admired, the grand old structures the world over stand

as exemplifications of that depth of conception which evolved

the classic orders, and will so stand until the curtain of time is

rung down at the close of all human existencies, and the con-

suming flames lick up every vestige of human thought, and
crumble into ashes the last evidence of human—architectural—

skill, if such an event shall ever transpire.
But in architecture, time must work, and has worked, changes,

and those possessing true merit and excellence will become re-

nowned and admired, and be placed side by side with those of

the early ages; but tlie nondescripts passed off under the name
of Eastlake—meaning any structural abomination, however

erroneous, as well as those of modest neatness and pleasing ap-

pearance
—can exist only as remembrances of the freaks of fancy

of the period, to be looked upon in future years as most singu-
lar exhibitions of the reckless corri*ptions tolerated in the latter

periods of the nineteenth century.
This is none too severe criticism, as much that is now practiced

is defenseless upon any hypothesis of refined ethics, good taste,

convenience, or consistent form, and in details innumerable, fear-

fully at variance with rational comparison with anything in

true art or nature, and inclining in harshness and hideousness in

general effect, to structures among barbarous races, or the semi-

civilized and idolatrous nations.

In many of the examples the ill-shaped lines and inconsisten-

cies are positively repulsive to the eye of those who have studied

the beautiful from forms, as handed down to present generations

through successive ages; yet there is at the present time a too

general disposition to favor extravagancies in house designing, as

in all other things, and to recognize as good the wildest imagina-
tions and concepts of men, who in the attempted pursuit of

classic architecture would fall to the deepest depths of obscurity.

Life of Cast-iron Pipes.

THE
fact is well sustained that the wear, by rust, in un-

coated cast-iron pipe exposed to the action of clean, fresh

water on both sides, is not more than one-eighth of an
inch in three generations. With the present method of protect-

ing such pipe with asphaltum, the life of the ordinary cast-iron

pipe, used in building construction, may be greatly prolonged;

indeed, even an ordinary coating of coal-tar pitcli, when properly

applied, is sufficient to add at least a score or two of years to its

^gSability. The life of a soil pipe, even when quite thin and

uncoated, has been found, by experience to be so great that it is

not unreasonable to suppose that the greasy matter contained in

sewage serves to coat and protect the iron from the corrosive

action of the water and the acid components of the sewage.
The defects and leakages more generally met with in such

pipes, are caused by the defective manner in which the joints are

made, and improper placing and securing. Materials and devices

used in buildings are often made to bear the faults of bad workman-

ship, and frequently
"
tearing to pieces

"
is done under the pre-

sumption that the things torn out are worthless, or not good,
while the real difficulty lies in the defective handling and fitting.

Copper Boiler Explosion.

TTTHE explosion of a copper boiler, in the kitchen of tht

i Winchester House, in this city since our last issue, by
A-hich human life was jeopardized, and property damaged to

the value of nearly $2,000, was an occurrence of infrequent hap-
pening.
The possible explosion or collapsing of copper boilers connecting

with ranges or stoves, is a matter well understood among plumbers
and competent architects, and as a rule, precautions in the shape
of tanks and steam pipes are applied in all such cases, and when
sufficient and properly connected, there can be but little danger
of either collapsing or explosion, even if the sheet metal of the
boiler is light. Consequently the fact that a copper boiler did

explode in the kitchen of the house named, is yrima facia evi-

dence that the vent—the "steam pipe,"
—was too small, was

trapped, or choked by corrosion or otherwise. To produce an

explosion by steam, the vapor must be confined and accumulate
until its force becomes greater than the resistance afforded by
the vessel or chamber in which it is bound. An insufficiency of

water alone would not cause an explosion in any case where a
vent was applied capable of carrying off all excess of power in

the steam beyond the strength of the holder. Hence it is fair

to conclude that the cause of the explosion was the absence or
obstructed condition of such proper vent or escape. There might
have been but a fractional part of the quantity of water required to

fill the boiler, and no explosion occurred, if there had been a
sufficient escape for the steam produced by the water passing
through the water-back. The boiler may have been constructed
of light material, but that fact alone would not have been
sufficient to produce the explosion, if the precaution against the
result had been free and of sufficient size.

The fact that the boiler was thrown to a great height, and the

building construction in which the accident happened demolished,

proves that there was a considerable accumulation of steam in

the boiler, and that it was so bound as to obtain a force beyond
the resisting and retaining capacity of the shell in which it was
held.

The lesson to be drawn from the case under review is, that
vent pipes of sufficient capacity to boilers are most important
and necessary adjuncts, and that they should be kept free from
corrosion or stoppage of any kind.

A second lesson suggests itself to manufacturers of boilers,
and plumbers, not to make or use those of thin metal. Had the
boiler in question been a little heavier, say five dollars' worth
more of copper in the weight of the sheet-metal, the accident
would not have occurred just when it did, and might not have

happened at all. The repeated and frequent draining of water
for dish-washing and kitchen purposes, after meals, the time
when the explosion in question occurred—^just after breakfast—
when the fire in the range was less than it had been in cooking
the meal, clearly indicates that there was a chokage in the vent

pipe, terminating as stated, in the explosion of the boiler, loss of

a sum in damages to property sufficient to build a neat little

homestead for a family, and the sevei-e scalding of one of the

helps, and some injury to others.

Staining Marble.—The art of staining marbles in a penna-
nent manner has long been lost, but an American lias redis-

covered the process or discovered a new one equally effecti\e, so

that it is now pos.sible to ])aint a marble surface with piguients
which sink into the substance of the stone to any desired depth
and then to polish the surface as highly as before the mai'ble was
treated.

Acid Peoof Cement.— A cement for resisting sulphuric acid

even at boiling heat may be made by melting caoutchouc at a gen-
tle heat and adding, with constant stiiring, from six to eight per
cent of tallow. Tlieil mix therewith enough dry shiked lime to

make the whole the consistency of soft paste; finally, add thereto

about twenty j)er cent of red lead, whereby the mass immediately
.sets hard and dry. A solution of caoutchouc in twice its weight
of linseed oil, aided by heating, and the addition of an equal weight
of pipe-clayt yields a plastic mass which will likewise resist most
acids.

Shining Black Ink.—The best shining black ink, used for

mourning paper, and the manufacture of which has up to the

present time been kept a secret by the makers, may be prepared,

according to the Papier Zeitung, of lamp black, borax, and shellac.

The ink is made as follows: In one liter of hot water sixty grains
of borax are dissolved, and to this solution three times the quantity
of shellac is added. After this mixture has been ]iro}«n-ly dis-

solved, the necessary quantity of lamji-black is added, the whole

thing being constantly stirred. Should the luster not be satis-

factory, more shellac is added.
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In 1881 a series of articles on the "Steel Square and Its Uses" was commenced in this journal. They were
continued until late in 1883, and received with great favor by our mechanics. In June, 1882, we presented
th(; above original design by which mechanics at a glance could, by the shortest possible method, determine
'.he proper bevel necessary to make a figure of any given number of sides. The edition containing the above cut

has long been exhausted and we have been opportuned over and over again to reprint the illustration and

explanation. Many other articles found in back numbers of the California ABCHiTEcrr have been inquired for

witli the request that w(! republisli the same; our rule is always in each number of this journal to furnish to

our readers entirely nkw matter and we for tiie Jirst time lay aside our rule and republish tlie above cut with
its exphmation.

The above design is an ORIGINAL and very simple illustration by wliich the mechanic can see at a glance
the necessiiry bevel to be obtained to enable him to make a polygon of any number of sides, by simply using
the STEEL SQUARE, no drawings being necessary. With the exception of the triangle, all the bevels used are

those formed by tlie short arm of the square; the three-side figure being formed by the bevel of the long arm.

Mat little explanation is necessary to thoroughly understand the cut. If a iionagon is wanted, look

for the figure 9 outside of the circle; following the line inside, we find the figures 22^x9. Place your
square against the stbaihiit edge of—say a piece of lattice, using the above figures to form the bevel.

Mark bevel on shout arm; cut nine pieces of the same length, with the same bevel; fit the nine pieces

together, and you have a nonagou, or polygon of nine sides. Proceed in the same manner with any of the

sets of figures given.

By cutting out the above figure, and pasting it on the inside lid of his tool chest, the mechanic will

always have handy a guide by wliich he can easily obtain the bevel of any cut illustrated above.

The lines forming the "crow's feet" at the end of each of the radii, show the direction of the sides

necessary to be made to form the figure required, indicated by the number on the outside of the circle.

The series of articles on the Steel Square was commenced In the September number, 1881. Bound Volumes containing the same
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Floor Plans for a Seaside Cottage.

FII\J(T ^TOftY

ITTHE accompanying engraving represents the plans for a building to be erected near the sea-

X, shore. One of the first things to be thought of in designing houses to be built near the

water is the arranging of the various rooms in such a manner that perfect light and ven-

tilation are secured without the windows being too m,uch exposed to the fury of prevalent
storms, or the regular blow of trade winds. This fact has been carefully kept in view in the

plans as presented on this page.
Another fact must be kept in view: Such houses as the one illustrated must be provided

with suitable bath and dressing-rooms, handy of access from the beach. By examining our

first-floor plan, it will be seen that two such rooms are provided for. They are directly in front

of the intended building and can be entered very easily. The front, as shown, faces the sea, the

main entrance being in the rear. Following out the suggestion given above, no windows have
been placed on one side of the building, thus presenting a blank surface to the fury of the

storm which may happen to rage. The plan may be reversed so as to have said wall face any
point of the compass and still carry out the general design shown.

The arrangement of the first story will commend itself especially to those who find it inconven-

ient to have servants around among the living rooms. Ample accommodations are found in this

floor for all kitchen work. By the means of a dumb waiter, the meals, after being cooked, can read-

ily be transferred to the dining-room ;
a large cellar afibrds ample room for the storing of coal,

vegetables, etc., while the servants are provided with a fine front room, with a beautiful room.

Via -parenthesis, we may remark that one of the principal reasons why servant girls are so

hard to keep in one place is the insufiiciency of their bedroom accommodations. They are put
anywhere, and often sleep in rooms in which the sun never shines. This is radically wrong;

servants are hard-working people, and nature demands that

they should have proper rest and well-ventilated rooms.

There are already too many houses in which the servant's

room opens directly out of the kitchen; consequently the

room is filled with the smoke and fumes arising from the

cooking; the bed clothes, etc., are permeated with the nox-

ious vapors, and when the weary servants retire for the

night, they are compelled to breathe the same kind of greasy
air that is inhaled during the day. The result is a few months' stay in one place and then a

change. By all means, ladies, see that your houses are so planned that the servant can have a

sunny room.

Ample bedroom is provided for a family of at least eight persons, and by doubling up in

the beds, many m6re can be provided for. Should an attic be wanted, the stairway can be car-

ried up similar to that shown on third-story plan. The rear portion of the attic could be

fitted up as an observatory, with the telescope, etc. Children living in such a house could thus

be early taught the rudimentary principles of astronomy. The front portion of the attic would

make a fine billiard room, leaving ample room between stair

hall and observatory for a children's play room.

While the arrangement as shown will not be acceptable
to many, it must be remembered that a sea-side cottage is

not intended for a permanent residence. Compactness with

ample accommodations; every convenience and yet only a

moderate outlay of money; these two facts must be well

borne in mind when planning a house of the character shown.

Being away from a town, no water pipes are indicated, nor

gas pipes marked; to those wishing to go to the expense, an
artesian well and windmill and pump complete will supply
the one, and a gas machine the other.

The front elevation we do not give. This may be varied

to suit the tastes of those building. We have only en-

deavored to present the general plan of the house, leaving
it to an architect to supply the balance of the drawing. A hoijise of the character shown can be

built in this section of the country for any amount from $5,000 upwards, depending greatly

upon the accessibility of the different materials required in its erection.

Second sfToav

Painting Floors.

T^OW that the fashion is more and more prevalent of using carpets th t do not completely
I / cover the area of the floor, and which thus escape distortion by being so cut as to coincide

u with every angle, recess, or curve of the walls, floor painting should certainly be more

generally adopted. Painted borders are all well enough, but the whole area o;' the floor may
be advantageously laid out in color. This painting necessarily involves priming, which, in itself,

as applied to floors, is hygienic, as having the effect of closing the pores in which dust lodges,
the dust, -v^h its darkening and forbidding effect, never failing to obtain lodgment unless, THIRD pTORV
indeed, the boards should be of costly hardwood, which is the exception, not the rule. It may
be said that a floor painted all over will not be seen, but, without replying that a paint(>d
border where the whole area is not colored is a deception, we may remark that the entire treatment of a floor or cover afibrds a

security against unsightliness should any portion of the central carpet be accidentally raised, and that in the event of its removal

for purposes of cleaning the painted ground suffices, more especially if enriched with a few rugs or tinted or patterned mats.

In the hot summer months a floor artistically painted will be often found preferable to carpet, as aiding in the movement of

the air, not harboring dust, and proving on the whole cooler. Paint may be so compounded and laid on floors as to suffijr but

little injury, even when exposed, in a long course of time. Should the colors become dull, a slight varnishing will suflico to renew

much of their pristine freshness. There are many rooms in a house which would be all the better for not being fully carpeted.

Such especially are bedrooms. When we speak of painting a floor we do not refer to giving it a uniform hue. The handsome

designs carried out in encaustic tiles may be repeated in color. Geometrical figur-s centered with small leaf patterns are pecul-

iarly appropriate; so, too, a host of fresco patterns, these being varied in successive tiers. •

Longitudinal lines representing the

chromatic scale of colors might be repeated at certain intervals. Diagonal linos in different hues, lying thwart each other, in basket-

work style, would have a good effect. The borders, as a matter of course, should be differently treated.
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DOVETAILING.
TTTHE art or mechanical science of dovetailing consists in fastening boards or timbers

'1/ together by letting one piece in the form of a dove's tail spread, or wedge reversed,
into a corresponding cavity in another, so tliat it cannot be drawn out. The mere

fact that a mechanic can explain what a dovetail is, does not imply that he is therefore

fully acquainted with all the mechanical skill nece.ssary to perform the operation required
with artistic ability. Practice alone, with a careful attention to details, is the main

requisite necessary to perform a neat and accurate joint.

Again the mechanic must study; because he has practiced enough tc enable him
to make joints hardly discernible to the naked eye, is no reason why ho must consider
himself as perfect. He must have a thorough conception of the proportion which a piece
made to fit into another should have toward that into which it is fitted, so as to produce
the greatest strength with the least possible waste of material. He must also know how
to proportion a joint so that it shall not fail or give way before another.

It is in the latter particular why so many joints made by the most skillful workmen
separate with a trifling strain, or from being bound too tightly together, fly and split in

all directions. This is owing to want of study on the part of the mechanic, as he is lack-

ing the information necessary to estimate the strength required to resist the stress on the

joint.
In Fig. 1 we represent the common dovetail. The projecting ends are called the pin

of the dovetail, and the aperture into which this pin is fitted is called the socket. The
form shown is the strongest of all the various patterns, and is used in tool chests, backs of •

drawers, and in places geneially where strength is considered of more utility than beauty.
In laying out the dovetail, it is best to allow the pin to be a little long, so that after the
work has been put together, the projections can be smoothed ofi' with the plane, thus mak-
ing a clean surface.

The strength of the joint depends on theform of the dovetail, as well as on the pro-
portion it bears to the parts cut away. No absolute rule can be given for the bevel of
the pin; in ordinary work an angle equal to about 75° or 80° is that usually employed.
To those who do not understand how to obtain the angle required, we would say, take a

pair of compasses and scribe a circle; draw two diameters at exactly right angles to each
other; the arc of the circle will thus be divided into four parts, each equal to 90"; divide
the arc of one of these sections into five ecjual parts; draw a line from the center of circle
to the point nearest the perpendicular; this line in re-

lation to the diameter will give the bevel necessary
for the pin of the dovetail.

Young mechanics are apt to allow too great a bevel
for the ))in. This fault must be carefully guarded
against. Too much of a bevel decidedly weakens the

joint. The best rule to go by is to study the nature
of the wood, and give as little bevel as possible and
still prevent the possibility of the pieces pulling
apart. Hard or tough wood admits of much greater
bevel than redwood or pine.

Fig. 2 represents the lapped dovetail. In this form
the ejids of the dovetail show on one side of the angle

only, and is generally used in th« front of drawers in cabinets, bureaus, etc., where the side can-
not be seen unless the drawers are opened.

Fig. 3 represents the mitred or secret dovetail. In this the dovetails are not seen at all.

While, admittedly, this is the weakest form of all the various patterns, still it is very useful
where neatness is required, and is generally employed in n)aking fine boxes, etc., for the parlor
or library.

As represented in Fig. 4; a tenon may be held tight in a mortise, by framing the latter in
the shape of a dovetail, a.nd/ox-tail wedging the tenon into it; this is done by four thin wedges
into and projecting from the end of the tenon, so that on coming in contact with the bottom of
the mortise hole, they may be driven into the tenon and enlarge it sufficiently to fill up the dove-
tailed mortise. Care must be taken to so arrange the wedges that the two outer ones may be
driven first, and then the inner ones; by this means only thin pieces of the tenon are split and

turned outwards at a time, thus avoiding the risk of splitting the tenon beyond

^1 -^^
the shoulder, which might occur if fewer and thicker wedges were used. Light

"^ , ., ^ blows should be given at first so as to cause the tenon to gradually split.^ \ / > The mechanic must have his tools in perfect order. Only dull instruments
< as well- as tools slip over work. If the edges are keen, they will grab hold of

the wood as if eager to do tlieir part. In fine work it is absolutely essential

that the tools be in perfect condition, as a slip of the plane or saw may cause

damage which cannot be easily repaired.

Flu.

A.M

aA

Scribing.

SCRIBING
is the operation by which a piece of wood-work is made to fit

against an irregular surface. Thus, for instance, the base-board of a room,

by scribing, is made to meet the unevenness of the floor. To determine

just the amount of wood necessary to be removed, take a pair of compasses and

open them to a width equal to the greatest distance or space between the base-
'"'• *• • board and the floor. Having set the compass, draw them along the floor so that

a mark will be scribed in the board, corresponding to the bumps on the floor.

Cut the wood away according to this line, and on refitting the board, a good joint will have been obtained.

A CURIOUS flower was recently discovered on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, Mexico. It has a faculty of changing its color during
the day. It grows on a tree. Another peculiarity of this floral chameleon is that it only gives out perfume at noontime. One of
the strangest things about this flower, however, is that it should be found in' Mexico when its colors are those of the United States

flag. In the morning it is white; at noon it changes to red, and at night it adopts a soft blue color.
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American Institute of Architects.

«./ /
I E have received a copy of tlie proceedings of the Institute

III at its nineteentli annual session, 1886, containing also an
^^^ expressive likeness of the first president of the Institute

(deceased), Richard Upjohn.
The address of welcome was delivered by Dr. Thomas A.

Atchinson, which was responded to by Mr. Kendall, in which the

following occurs: "Additional associations for the furtherance of

professional interests have been formed under most favorable

auspices, and we must feel especial gratification in the increased

facilities for the study of architecture, which are offered by the

Institute of Technology, in Boston; by Architectuial Depart-
ment of the School of Mines of Columbia College, in New York;

by the Illinois Industrial University, at Champaign, and by
other institutions of learning in various parts of the country, so

that the student in America can now obtain a professional train-

ing, which will be of greater practical value to him than the

architectural courses of Paris, Vienna, or Berlin."

The addresses, containing many interesting references, were

listened to with deep attention, and received hearty applause
from members and guests. The following extracts from the

proceedings indicate the spirit and feelings actuating our profes-

sional brethren—members of the Institute:—
" It would seem desirable that some effort be made to bring

about a closer union and relationship between the architectural

associations of this country. To this end it seems but proper
that some advance be made by the American Institute of A.rchi-

tects, as the oldest organization of architects on the continent.

As a means to that end, it would seem desirable that this Con-

vention take some action looking to a representation through a

regularly appointed delegate at all conventions of architectural

societies throughout the Union, and tliat such societies be

requested to send each a delegate to all conventions of the

A. I. A."
San Francisco Chapter is duly noticed in the report of pro-

ceedings.
Matters relating to supervising architects to public works,

compensation, competitive plans, etc., were considered.

A " Bill to establish the office of Commissioner of Archi-

tecture, and a Board of Public Biddings, and for other pur-

poses," was presented by the committee previously appointed to

prepare such a bill, in which among other things occurs:—
" Section 27.—That any contractor who shall construct the

building on which he is engaged in a different way from that

prescribed in the plans and specifications, or who shall supply
different or inferior material from that called for in the specifi-

cations, or who shall cause the work to be done in a manner
different from that called for in the specifications, or in his con-

tract, except as provided for in this act, shall, on conviction of

such offense, be fined in any sum not less than five hundred

dollars."

Reference is made to the following
" words of our first

president, Richard Upjohn, spoken at the convention of 1867.

After sketching the early struggles and history of the Institute,

Mr. Upjohn said further: ' It is the duty of every one of its

members to throw the full force of his abilities and influence, so

far as the demands of his first duties toward himself and his

dependents will permit, into combined effort to make the Insti-

tute attain its object, and realize its noble ideal. If we do so, if

we show that we respect our work, and ourselves as its doers,

that we know what we mean, and mean to do it, so f r as our

providential opportunities will permit, it we make what we have

done apparent, and show that we have well laid out our plans
for the future, and have the men, the intellect, and the culture

to carry them out well, we shall find that Providence will not

fail us, but will, through the medium of outside co-operations,

supply us according to our need and progress with the material

means requisite to make our mental capital available.'
"
Eighteen years liave passed since these words were spoken.

The Institute has developed and grown strong under its federal

system of united chapters. A bright and useful future seems to

be open before us; the art of architecture is more appreciated,
and the practical science of building is more generally and better

understood. To be members of the American Institute of

Architects should be our pride, and an attendance upon its

annual conventions a journey of pleasure and profit to all fellows

and associates."

The many reports of committees, and speeches by able repre-
sentatives of the profession, contain a large amount of instruc-

tion, and furnish data and facts of great value to those earnest

in desires to improve themselves in the practice of a profession
time-honored and noble, yet ever challenging the best efforts of

the human mind to keep pace with its unfoldings, and ever

furnishing new bases of thought, and revealing new beauties

through each succeeding generation.
The suggestion expressed, that every chapter in the United

States should be represented at the annual councils of the grand
body, is a good one, and honored, indeed, will be the man who
shall be the first from California to represent San Francisco

Chapter and the architectural profession upon the Pacific Coast.

Technical Terms.

SOME
of the technical ten is used in the htiilding trades are

very curious, and while many of them have some direct clue

as to their derivation and meaning, others possess nothing
whatever to show their signification or origin. Technical terms

vary to a far greater extent than one would imagine. Even in

different sections of the same district one will often find a consid-

erable difference in the pronunciation and manner of spelling tech-

nical words; in fact, it is often difficult to determine what the

correct spelling and pronunciation should be. An instance of

this variation may be found in the word " rebate
"
in the Diction-

ary of Architecture, which is therein given, spelt in no less than

twenty-three different ways: Rabbet, rarebet, rabbit, rabit, rabhit,

and others are given. Other words, equally as well known, vary
in as great a degree.
At a recent examination in building construction the following

question was given: "Give a short description and sketch, where

necessary, explaining the meaning of each of the following terms:
'

Tumbling In,'
' Welsh Arch,'

' Dutch Arch,'
'

Birdsmouth,' 'Hot

Short," Cold Short,' 'Natural Bed,' 'Sandwich Girder.'" Al-

though the terms all refer to well-known features of construc-

tion, some of the terms are sufficiently uncommon to render an

explanation of their meaning of some interest to our readers.
"
Tumbling In "

is a term in brick-work used to denote the

way in which the courses of bricks are built out of the horizontal

when it is wished to reduce the width of a chininey or buttress,

or the length of a wall.
" Welsh Arch "

is another term used in brick-work, and refers

to a bad piece of workmanship. When beams of any considera-

ble thickness are built into walls,- when, in fact, they are more

than about seven inches in width, a single brick over them will not

carry the superincumbent load, and it is therefore usual in good
work to turn a ring arch over the end of the beam, leaving a small

space around it for the purposes of ventilation. Bricklayers often

do not take the trouble to turn a fair arch, but compromise the

matter by constructing what they term the " Welsh Arch," which

simply consists of a brick splayed at each end, supported on the

splayed ends of the adjacent bricks. It need scarcely be added

that this construction should not be permitted in any good work.
" Dutch Arch." This refers to another form of bad workman-

ship of the bricklayer. The strength of this "arch"—there is

really not a single quality of the arch about it— lies wholly in the

adhesive power of the mortar.

The word " Birdsmouth
"

has two meanings. First, it is

term used by framers as applied to the joint made at the foot of a

common rafter, where it rests upon the wall plate; and, secondly,
it is applied to the cutting of biicks where it is necessitated by
the corner of a building coTning at an acute angle.

"Hot Short" and "Cold Short" are l)oth terms applied to

defects or impurities in iron. The presence of sulphur, and, prob-

ably, also, magnesium, makes the iron red or hot short, that is,

brittle at a high temperature; and the presence of phosphorus
and silica, cold short or brittle at a low temperature. Both are

serious defects; the latter the more so. These impurities come

either from the ore or from the coal and flux used in course of its

manufacture, and certain materials are, where necessary, used to

remove them, common salt being usually em])loyed for the purpose.
" Natural Bed "

is of considei-able importance to masons. It

refers to the plane of deposit of aqueous or sedimentary rocks. It

is very advisable that all such stones should be laid on this bed

in order that the stone may the bettor resist the action of the

atmosphere upon it.

" Sandwich Girder" is simply a vulgar name given to the flitch

girder, consisting of a beam of wood sawed longitudinally down

the center, the two portions being reversed or the faces of the

parts previously forming the center being placed outside, a plate

of wrought-iron placed between them and the whole well bolted

together, forming a strong, light, stiff girder suitable for many

positions, and more particularly for loads and positions like those

of a breastsummer.—Artus, in Building.

Plumbers should be careful not to use lead in contact with

oak, unless the latter is perfectly dry and free from sap, other-

wise the gallic or acetic acid in the wood will turn the lead into

acetate of lead or ceruse.
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Thk above unique illustration was designed especially for this journal. If s rrounded by trees as shown it will present a very

striking and handsome appearance. Much depends upon the manner in which it is painted. Rich, warm colors should be used.

The arrangement of the porches and verandas is such as to give shelter from the sun in summer and the storms of winter. The

cost may be varied anywhere from $10,000 upward. There is no economy in trying to save a few hundred dollars on such a design

as that shown. Only the best material and skillful work should be used and employed. Special pains should be taken to have the

chimneys built in a substantial manner.
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We will be pleasetl to re-

ceivefor publication in this

column items of informa-

tion in regard to practical

ideas connected with the

mechanical part of the

building trade. We espe-

cially invite suggestions

from apiirentices and young

mechanics.

Do NOT attempt to peep through key-holes, for in the future

disappointment will follow. A new lock is now out, and will

soon be on general sale. Tlie key-holes for opposite sides of the
doors are out of line with each other, and the locking bolt has
two key-bit receiving notches, and tliere are also special key-hole
guarding plates, making a simple but strong lock, not easily

picked, and entirely preventing the pernicious habit of peeping
through the key- hole.

It is a common idea that a "
chimney cannot be too large;" in

other words, the larger the area of the flues, the better the

draught will be. This is not always the case. In many cases—
in foundries, manufactories, etc.—where a cliimney has been
built large enough to servo for future additions to the boiler

power, the draught has been much improved as additional boilers

have been set to work. The cause of this is to be found in the
increased steadiness of drauglit, where several boilers are at
work and are fired successively, as also in the better maintenance
of the temperature of the flue.

One thousand brick, closely stacked, occupy about fifty-six
cubic feet.

A CUBIC foot of good gas, from a jet one-thirty-third of an inch in

diameter, and a flame of four inches, will burn sixty-five
minutes. Internal lights require four cubic feet, and external

lights about five cubic feet per hour. Wlien Argand burners are

used, from six to ten feet will be required.

Dry bricks will absorb about one-fifteenth of tlieir weight in

water.

A COEEESPONDENT desires information in regard to seating space
in theaters. There is no general rule in universal practice re-

grading the space to be allowed each person. Boards of Work,
Boards of Supervisors, and architi^cts, in different parts of the

country, have endeavored to formulate certain dimensions to be
used for each individual present in the theater, but when there
is a rush, the rules suffer as well as the visitors, in the general
squeeze for a place. Generally, tiie following figures will repre-
sent the minimum space to be allowed in the ditt'erent parts of
the house: Width of seat, in dress cicle, eighteen iiiclies; family
circle, sixteen inches; orchestra seats, same as dress circle; gallery,
fourteen inches. To be comfortable, not less than eighteen inches
in width should be allowed for each person. The above measure
ments apply only to those tlieaters not using the new-fashioned

tip-up seats. Desks used by scholars in our public schools are
in length as follows: For two scholars, three feet ten i c'nes

long; for one scholar, two feet long. A chair for a scholar five

years of age, should be nine and one-half inches high; ten years
of age, thirteen and one-fourth inches; fifteen years of age, fif-

teen and one-half inches; over fifteen years of age, sixteen and
three-fourth inches.

In selecting house decorations see that the effect is not de-

stroyed by the surroundings; for instance, when the carpet is

faded and the furniture shows many years of faithful service, by
no means indulge in bright colors, plush and satin chair scarfs,

elaborately embroidered table coverings. Where it is necessary
to conceal defects, subdued colors have a more pleasing result.

To Restore Discolored Ivory.—Wash well in .soa]) and water,
cleaning out any carving with a small brush, and place while wet
in full sunshine. Wet for two or three days, several times a day,
with soa])y « ater, still keeping the article in the sun witii a glass
shade over; then wash again and the ivory will be beautifully
white.

We have repeatedly called the attention of carpenters and
painters to exercise more care in the building of scafiblds, as they
are certain death-traps where improperly constructed. There is

scarcely a day but what the papers record the death of either
a carpenter or painter, resulting from the falling of a scaffold,
and it is certainly strange that these repeated warnings do not
have more eflfect upon the workmen wlio build them. They not

only owe it to themselves, but to their families, and we would
urge that it be the duty of tlie architect, builder, or boss, to

thoroughly inspect each scaffold erected. By so doing serious
accidents will be avoided.

The houses which sell the quickest are the ones which contain
the latest improvements. Improvements are in their very nature
sucli as to add to tlie convenience and comfort of their possessors.
And the old-fashioned portable wash-tub and tlie cistern, hand-
maids of the ancient days, were at one time designated "im-
.prOvements." But the march of progress has not only carried

them, but all other kindred household appliances, to the realms of

shade, and so in degree the same may be said of everything
pertaining to arciiitecture, sanitation, and equipment. From
the cellar to the garret whatever conduces to make a well-

appointed, finely-equipped, and properly-piped and ventilated

house, is that which is rewarded by prompt and profitable re-

turns. And what is applicable in one sphere of action applies
with equal force to all others. Those who are heedless of this
are always left behind, and make up the long line of "disappoint-
eds" which strew life's pathway.

To Put an Ego-Shell Polish on Fancy Woods.—Three

parts of shellac, one part of gum mastic, and one part of sand-
arac gum are dissolved together in forty parts of alcohol, and
form a beautiful polish, which may be applied with a brush or
cloth.

Salt and Diobstion.—If a piece of salt is taken into the

mouth, the flow of saliva is temporarily increased, though it is

not certain that the amount secreted in any given time is any
greater tlian it would have been had no stimulants been used,
it has been argued, also, that the effect of salt on the gastric

juice in the stomach is the same, and tliat its use promotes
digestion. Some recent experiments, however, on a man who
had an artificial opening into his stomach to supply food, which
he could not take through the mouth, seems to negative this as-

sumption, and that salt hinders the secretion of the gastric juice
and digestion rather than promotes them. If the amount oif salt

is considerable, digestion almost ceases. Experiments like these
have great value, for they help to clear away tiie superstitions of

past ages, which seem to be held by the educated and the igno-
rant alike.

Steel Nails.—Establishments for the manufacture of steel

nails and steel nail plates are on the increase in this country.
These nails, it is alleged, are produced much more cheaply than
those of iron, owing to the cheaper process—the Bessemer—in

preparing the metal, but their grip is less than that of iron nails.

A BILL of goods had been sold, and when the proprietor came
in he saw the sales book and hurriedly called the salesman : "Did
you sell Eiddler this bill of goods ?

"
he inquired.

"
Yes, sir, I

did," was the reply.
" How did you sell them ?

" " On time,
sir."

" On time! good heavens, young man, why didn't you sell

them on eternity, so the account wouldn't be outlawed by the

statute of limitations.
"

Wood Preservative.—Introduce into the pores of the wood
tlie following solution: Mix two parts of gutta-percha with one

part of paraffine, heat to liquefy the mixture and apply while hot

A Fine Lubricant.—A good lubricant for fine machinery and
one which will not gum or corrode may l)e obtained by putting

jjiire olive oil into a clear g a.s.s bottle with strips of sheet lead;

expo.se to the sun for two or three weeks and then pour off" the

clear oil for use.

To Polish Glass.—To polish plute glass and remove slight

scratches, rub the surface gently, first with a clean pad of fine

cotto I wool, and aftnwani with a similar pad covered over with
cotton velvet which has been cliargi'd with fine rouge. The sur-

face will acquire a polish of great brilliancy, quite free from any
scratches.

The heaviest wood known among the four hundred species of

trees found in this country is said to be the black ironwood of

Southern Florida, which is thirty per cent heavier than water.

Sixteen of the species, it is stated, are so heavy that their per-

fectly dry wood will sink in water.
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ASKED, ANSWERED, AND COMMUNIC A.TED
%^ Architects, Con-

tractors, Carpenters,
and Mechanics gener-

ally are r e 8 p e ct -

fully requested to fur-

nish us items of inter-

est for this column.

We will ifladiy answer

any and all questions

pertaining to the archi-

tectural and building

interests. If illustra-

tions are necessary to

explain your ideas, send

us a sketch of them and

we will make the cuts.

Los Angeles, Oal., July 21, 1886.

Editors California Architect and Building M ews—Gentle-

men: I observe in your July issue some one asks for " correct

method of finding the length of one of the sides of an octajon,

the diameter being given."
The rule is given, but the writer cannot exactly see into it.

Will you kindly, in your next issue, try to explain the rule more

clearly, and illustrate or suppose a case where the diameter is

less than twelve inches. By so doing you will greatly favor

one of your readers. x. y. z.

The rule, as given in our July issue, is applicable to any

octagon, regardless of the length of side. If our correspondent
will read carefully, he will find that the rule says,

" whl or sub-

tract, as the case may he, to the known length, two and one-half

inches for each six inches of diameter^'' Thus the mechanic

must remember some one certain measurement for a certain given
widtli. To illustrate, we will use a different width from that

given in the July issue. An octagon 7 feet in diamefer, the

length of one of tlie sides will be 2 feet 10| inches. Now to

find the length when diameter is 1 2 inches, the difference between

7 feet and 1 foot is 6 feet; allowing 2^ inches deduction for each

6 inches of the 6 feet, will give 2 feet 6 inches; subtract this

from the known measurement given above, and we find 2 feet

lOi inches less 2 feet 6 inches, leaves \\ inches, the correct

length of side when octagon is 12 inches in diameter. We
simply used 9 feet for width of octagon, as that is the average
width for bay windows The following are some of the measure-

ments in practical use:—
Diameter 7 feet 6 inches; side, 3 feet 1 J inches

8 " " " 3 "
3i

"

9 " " " 3 •'
81

"

10 " " " 4 "
l|

"

10 " G " " 4 "
4|

"

12 " " "4 "
llj

"

The rule can be applied whether the diameter is 8 inches or 80

feet.

Driers in Paints.—What are they, how used, and how do

they act?

The above three questions are asked by a young apprentice.
Their brevity pleases us. The drying of linseed oil is due to the

readiness with which it absorbs oxygen, and any material which

promotes this absorption is termed, in painters' parlance, a "drier."

These, by yielding up the oxygen they contain, encourage the

oxidation of the oil.

As many pigments retard the drying of the oil, the addition

of driers is necessary to prevent the paint from remaining sticky,
or "tacky," as it is termed.

The principal driers are acetate, or sugiir of lead, sulphate of

zinc (white copperas), and litharge (oxide of lead).

Observe the following points in using driers:—
Not to use them unnecessarily with pigments which dry well

in oil color.

Not to employ them in excess, which would only retard the

drying.
Not to add them to the color till about to be used.

Not to use more than one drier to the same color.

Avoid the use of driers in the finishing coat of light colors, as

they are liable to injure the color.

Our correspondent should procure a standard work on paint-

ing, and spend liis leisure time in study; this office can furnish

any work published in any branch of the mechanical, scientific,

or professional occupations and trades.

What is meant Vjy
"
larrying," a term used by bricklayers?

The best way of laying the paving or bricks in the liody of the

wall, after sufticient facing bricks have been laid, is to lay in be-

tween the face bricks a thick bed of "
larry," or rather liquid

mortar, and then slide each brick along in it into its proper

place, in doing which the mortar rises to the top of the joints,

the process being called "larrying."

Please state specificnlly the difference between carpenter^s

work and joiner^a work.

Carpenter's work, as distinct from that of the joiner, consists

of framing and putting together all the wood-work connected

with the proper construction and stability of a building or other

kind of structure. He supplies all the wood-work required to

be built in or bedded on brick walls, such as plates, templates,

etc.; also all centers, turning pieces for arches, etc.; the carpenter
constructs roofs, lays the floors, erects partitions, nails on the

rustic outside, and what is usually termed inside finishes.

It is seldom that a carpenter is a first-class joiner. The larger
timbers with which the carpenter has to deal, and the com-

parative absence of that high finish which is essential to joiner's

work, render it almost impossible for the same man to be a first-

class hand at both branches of the trade. A first-class joiner is

always too slow and cramped at carpenter's work, and a first-class

carpenter is not usually sufficiently attentive to those details

which constitute highly finished joiner's work.

After a house has been built and covered in, the joiner takes

in hand all the wood-work, as a rule, connected with paneled

partitions, doors, skirtings, dados, etc. In joiner's work, close-

fitting joints and smooth surfaces are the chief objects in view,
whereas the aim of the carpenter is to give strength to resist the

strains to which his work may be exposed.
All surfaces left exposed to view are worked smooth with the

plane by the joiner. He must also exercise great care in fitting

and framing the various parts together, that they may be affected

as little as possible by the shrinking or warping of the material

used.

We have stated the difference between a carpenter and joiner
as the terms are generally used. In San Bl-ancisco, and, in fact,

all over the Pacific Coast, the term joiner is seldom used except
in connection with cabinet work. 'The first question a foreman
asks of an applicant for work is, "Are you a full hand?" and
the answer establishes the questioned mechanic's abilities to per-
form any certain work. " First hand,"

" second hand,"
" floor

nailer," "partition setter,"
" inside finisher," etc., are terms used

by men applying for the honor of swinging a hammer or pushing
a ja,ckplane, etc., on any certain job. We remember seeing a

sign' as follows:—
JOHN smythe.

CARPENTER, JOINER, & PIECE WURKER.
Floors naled and Sash put in.

If the man's abilities were equivalent to the knowledge of

grammar, as evidenced by the sign, we pity the looks of the

work with which he was connected. Piece workers are the scabs

in the carpenter's trade

Lead Dots.—In securing.lead to wood-work on roofs, etc., and
to effectually protect the nails from rust, etc., the following
method is used: Wherever a nail comes, hollow the wood out

slightly; drop the lead into the hollow; drive the nail in through
the center of the hollow, and then fill up level with solder. The
same may be done without hollowing out, but then the lead dot

covering the head will project above the surface of the lead

work.

In giving old lead in exchange for new lead, it is generally cus-

tomary to allow six pounds per cwt. discount on the weight of

the old material, on account of the latter containing dirt, etc.

Fish vs. Scarf Joints.—When the baams abut end to end,
and are connected by pieces of wood or iron placed in each side,

and firmly bolted to the timbers, the joint is called a fish joint.
When in a joint the pieces overlap each other, and are bolted to-

gether, the joint is styled a scarf joint.

An i\verage gas burner consumes about four feet of gas per
hour. Windows, as ordinarily constructed, will admit about

eight cubic feet of air per minute.

A bricklayer's hod, measuring 1 foot 4 inches by 9 inches by
9 inches, equals 1,2^ cubic inches in capacity, and contains 20
bricks.

At the drum-tap 9,000,000 drilled soldiers would take arms
in Europe.
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XVII. BOUNDARY OF PEECEPTION.

TTTO enter on the many explanations of beauty which partly
1 contradict'each other is impossible, since the best of them can

be referred back to the harmony of spirit and form, and the

accord of the power of imagination with intellect when divested

of the learned shroud. The difficulty of the subject matter
lies herein, that we must abstract the spirit of the beautiful

from a number of beautiful things; that our feeling, depending
on many conditions, will always speak with it; and that objectivity
and subjectivity, principally and with lasting truth, cannot be

parted and separated from general views and definitions, which,
in themselves, would be comprehensible. Human speculation
finds here a boundary she cannot pass, but could she succeed
in uncovering the secrets of the human heart, and the miraculous

blending of spirit and mind, as they are shown by the pleasure in

the beautiful, and discover sober and intelligent laws, it may be
that the finest ornament of beauty worth living for would be lost

irreparable to humanity.

XVIII. IDEAL OF BEAUTY.

By such characteristics of beauty, as well as a pleasurable
sensation of man, the quality and nature of things point by the

impenetrability of its spirit back to a mystic cause, without

which we cannot conceive or think of the consummate perfect

beauty. Then as to man indeed the truth of yonder unapproach-
able image always will remain, but will destroy him as soon as he

lifts the veil; but, nevertheless, he anyway incessantly aspires and

presses towards the eternal tree of knowledge, hunting and seek-

ing his liberty in vain, through all zones and seas, and at last,

beginning with the smallest, wrestling with himself, must gain
his liberty; so he also strives mightily towards the beautiful, but

the highest fulfillment of the same remains to him always con-

cealed. Man has presentiment, demand, and pursues to the

highest aims of truth, liberty, and beauty, but he never reaches

them. Name the primeval cause to which those aims point, as

we like, put the relation to a supersensible cause, if we want to

express ourselves generally comprehensible; and still more, to

give to the human being a contentment of mind, we must, then,

always say that the highest truth, and the highest good, as also

the highest beauty, rest in God. The being of God once set-

tled, out of him flows the wonderful harmony, which in our feel-

ing, in our mind, solves, in fact, the problem of the spirit and

conception of beauty.
The highest beauty is in God, has been said with categorical

decisiveness of conviction. And in fact if we speak, from things
which by our intellect we do not comprehend, the secret prec-
edence in our breast, but anyway are touched in our deepest
mind by unexpressible beauty, and almost raised above our-

selves, then we find the purest and only fulfillment in the b(ilief

in the existence of God. We see then in beautiful things the

images of eternal beauty, and in nature the appearance and

phenomena in which only one highest spirit, God, is expressed;

and in art the secret revelation of the human spirit, in which
rushes the aspiration of the divine breath,—truly a noble and
exalted vision of nature and of art. And if we look Vjack to

our inward mind and place together and compare the manner of

sentiment of man himself, we recognize that in yonder trait is

divine beauty; and where we find it expressed clear and shining,
we stop there admiringly and say, A godlike, a beautiful soul.

The pure inner harmony of mind, undistui'bed by any blemish,

any uneasiness, finding in itself and itj God the most perfect

satisfaction, and anyway knowing nothing in its own heavenly
purity and innocence, but in sacred aversion and awe recoils

when compelled to approach divinity by a worldly symbol. Tlie

same speaks wonderfully and enchantingly, and in the figure and
in the eyes of such men rests, visible glorious, and magnificent,
a beauty which could be called superterrestrial if she would not

appear visible on earth
;
but even in death such a soul may be

able to effuse over its dying feature the purest luster, the noblest

peace. Nobody praises the soul higher than a poet. To him
she stands higher than beauty of nature or beauty of art, and
well may be added, unknown to himself, the beauty of his own
soul, untarnished by meanness and coarseness.

We can easily realize and perceive that with such super-
sensible and figurative illustrations for our knowledge, nothing
is to be gained where our sensitive faculties come direct to play,
as with the beautiful.

XIX. SPIRIT AND NATURE OF A WORK OF ART.

When the beautiful, as has been explained, in respect to the

thing, is perfect, harmony of idea and appearance, or, as we

commonly say, in accord and harmony with sense and form, so

is herewith expressed the characteristic of the meaning of a

work of art. But how is this harmony between the spirit and
form to be understood ? In the inward,' immediate, and direct

manner, and so that the meaning, the idea, of a certain work of

art cannot appear in a changed form
;
not to be represented and

made to appear in other stuff', without itself being changed and
altered. Hereby is, in the same time, the impossibility ex-

pressed, to bring the idea of a work of art to view by words;
wlat direct can be seen at each piece of music, on every object
of the forming art from which, by the most correct description,
a clear view and conception never can be gained; tlie same finds,

in a closer sense, its unlimited application on poesy. Then, as

soon as it is tried to reproduce the meaning of a tragedy, of a

poem, in other words, the insufficiency and inability appear.
The work of art is inseparable from its own peculiar exclusive

form, which necessarily belongs to its spirit and meaning, as the

body to the soul of man; but the form is enli\ened and spirited

by the idea showing and existing in the work of art, as its soul,

which is invisible, as the soul of man. Considering, and not to

drive the comparison of a work of art to its highest pitch, and

arrive at discouraging results for the human mind, that man is a

living organization, having a purpose of his own will, when the

work of art is a make, having only the semblance of an organic
life. But since the work of art does not know a purpose of

will, but only wants to fulfill this one, to be beautiful, it can

attain the same more perfect, as in general the natural organi-

zation, having other purposes to fulfill.

The idea of a work of art only originates in the fantasy of

man, i. e., it originates in the power of his imagination, his

mind; without that the intellect in a rational way can get to the

same—in direct excitation, with which throughout a more or less

raised efTect of the mind is connected. The idea of his own im-

agination, man will and must, by his own inner urgence and

drift, make visible and conscious to himself, and in doing this he

creates at least a basis for his work of art. He does not sober

down the charm of his own inner vision, in giving the same in

words, and with his intellect seeks an expression accordingly for

it; but his inner vision of mind flows direct into the lines, in the

color, into the modeling clay. He touches the lyre and di-aws from

it melodious sounds which, in his own imagination, presageful and

yet knowingly lived, or he powers them in words. He does not

seek the whohi richness of his soul. So works of art are pro-

duced, noble, high, and beautiful in all, perfect and well equipped.

XX. RETROSPECT.

Connecting all together, we obtain from all our observations

which we, in regard to the explanation of beauty, as well as in

creating a work of art and its enjoyments, always and unaliena-

bly, were referred to incidents of our mind, taking away there-

from all logical perception and arriving in us to a consciousness

which distorts, stains, and destroys, so soon as wo wish to re-

convev them to bases of reason, to establish and prove the same

by ideas of reason. But if we now consider tiiat the happiness
and the pure contentment is poured out by the world of the beau-

tiful, and when we think that the highest reward for a good and
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noble act clone disinterestedly lays in our soul, and if, lastly,
we must acknowledge to ourselves that even the abstract thought
gives the highest contentment to man, only then, when in a
victorious satisfaction out of a conflict he has gained to the
world a truth, can rest a moment,—well might we throw up the

question, since such moments to the human being grant a com-

plete satisfaction, and hereby a presentiment of the highest hap-
piness is accorded. Does, then, the inner essence of human
life lay more in the pleasurable perception, or, as we might be-

lieve, in the thinking?
Before we proceed any farther, we should attach here some

remarks on the other kind of the a>sthetic effect on our mind.
We spoke of the beautiful, but with it the whole dominion of

sensible impressions is not exhausted in regard to the form and
its signification. But since to our feeling, if otherwise we do

feel, nothing is indifferent, it follows we distinguisli only that
which is agreeable to our senses from that which is disagreeable.
The former is positive; the last negative. The last we call ugly,
terrible, monstrous, and such like,.but here we cannot enter on
its explanation.

XXI. THF SUBLIME.

The positive does not exhaust itself alone with the beautiful,
it includes in the same time the sublime and the cheerful, and
between these two lies the beautiful. The sublime exists only
in nature, and only such things are for us sublime which bring us
direct by the power and might of their aspects to the presenti-
ment of a divine cause of their creation. Not the magnitude of
the spiritual meaning for itself is decisive for the sublime, but
this religious relation; not the preponderance of the ideas over
the form, but the indirectness with which our mind, by its aspect,
is directed to God. But if art wants to effect such like, she be-

comes symbolic; man can only express that by his work, what
he comprehends; that lying and being in the sublime, he does
not comprehend; he has only a presentiment, and therefore can
never make the sublime. But the perfected work of art, we say,

originates by a breath of divine inspiration, and therefore must,
in the perfect work of art, lie a touching point of the sublime,
even only a touching point.

XXII. THE CHEERFUL, MERRY.

The cheerful (jolly) is not in nature, but only in art. If be-

fore the sublime our disposition becomes one of veneration, even
of worship and adoration, then we want to enjoy the beautiful,
full and whole; but over the merry we want to laugh. But as
not all that we venerate is sublime, that we enjoy is Ijeautiful,
so is not all over which we laugh, merry.
To explain, the cheerful or merry, or, as it may be called, the

comic man, has not been successful. The question. What is comic?
has not been solved. We decide, with surprising security, this

or that is merry or that is not; but why we do so we cannot sup-
port by a general everywhere-satisfactory definition. Since

Aristotle, all aesthetics on the definition of the merry, became
themselves merry aesthetics. The grades and undergrades of the

merry in all possible arts make it more difficult to bring them to
a common subordination, to one definition, which we will leave
to the reader to bring under one cap, the humoristic, the witty,
ironic, the caricature, the burlesque, grotesque. If we limit our-
selves to the forming art, we recognize that in all comic works
pure harmony is disturbed in a manner, that subject matter be-

longing together are set up, that is, that contrarieties are united
in an unusual manner, and that matters belonging together are
connected in an unusual manner. To this opposite only spiritual,

only in the idea, then, the work produced is humoristic; but if

it appear in form, it becomes a caricature.

XXIII. THE HUMORISTIC, THE CARICATURE, AND THE .SATYR.

The humoristic picture, the truly proper form of the appear-
ance of the comic in art, is always without a sting and harmless,
and follows the general rules of form.

This meaning is in the spiritual conception, in the manner
with which the artist entangles the contrarieties and solves them

again. With humor we can only view general evil, folly, and
weakness, and humoristic work, therefore, can only in a general
sense point its expressions against a certain person; then the con-

ditions of human society furnishes stuff for the forming and in-

troduction of contrarieties. Inasmuch as the plastic in single
works can be humoristic, painting is any way the dominion in

the forming art, and indeed a part of the mythological objects,
the animal, fable, etc.

Caricature ii wit drawn, and has always the purpose to ridi-

cule, to scoff, to mock, to humble; is mostly directed against a
certain person. She has therefore a point. She is an exaggeration
and therein lies her comical result. But since the same already
pursues an outward purpose, she does not belong any more to

the dominion of the pure art; she uses art as a means for its

purpose; may be that the figure is stretched, and that to the

same is given an excessive large head; and may be that the

same introduced in extraordinary relation to other figures and

things. The caricature always remains a certain premeditated

disfiguring and deforming of the peculiar form, and therefore in

this sense does not belong to the domain of art. An intermedi-

ation between her and the humoristic work is the figurative

satyr, which, as it were, in a harmless way, secures its victim,

and, when secured, and begins to rejoice over the humor, the per-
son of the same unaware, is struck a blow in the face with the

satyr's cloven foot. Hereby is a regular form observed, but the

spirit is directed against a certain object with the intention of a
covered assault. This particular moment taken from speech is

in art difficult to represent, but it may be introduced in the same
with the assistance of the comic allegoric.

We must desist here from a further expounding of these diffi-

cult relations, which would remove us from our purpose, and

point only to the fact that as the beautiful in its highest perfec-
tion touches the sublime, so its lowest state has already mixed
with the ugliness, that is, its own negation; it is in us a gradual
succession of aesthetic impressions and feelings; but when the

merry passes over us without any deep impression, the sublime

captivates us, the beautiful gives us full, pure, and noble satis-

faction, which remains with us and is lasting.

The morning gate of beauty is the consecrated land of perfect

humanity; behind him lies the merry world, before him the sub-

lime infinity; but only under the ark of peace, which is a protect-
ive haven adored with all the gifts of art expanded over the race

of mortals, men thrive, whole, good, able, and noble.

XXIV. THE DIFFERENT ARTS, THE THREE DIVISIONS.

We have before already separated the forming from the art of

sounding, according to their marks of perception, and both only
in the manner as to their expression, designated . them as differ-

ent. We turn ourselves exclusively to the first, which we, in

future, will abbreviate, simply calling it art, when the sounding art

generally is introduced as poetry and music, which is the plain

language therefore in general use. Of the art in the closer sense

we have the art of building (architecture), of sculpture, and of

painting, the two latter united to the arts of forming. They are

founded throughout on the same origin, and their differences are

again only in their peculiar condition in which each of them in

their manner brings its work to appearance.

XXV. THE ART OF BUILDING (ARCHITECTURE).

The art of building is the least art in all its parts since the in-

venting or designing artist does not himself execute his own
work, but has the same done by others, under his direction. The
sole artistical efiect lies in the conception of the plans which he
makes and fixes, and accordingly the building is executed.

At such designing the artist's fantasy must be in complete and
full tension, to bring to him in his mind the building to be de-

signed so clear and visible that he can oversee it as with a single

glance, detecting no faults and finding it satisfactory. Then
with the plan once decided and determined and the execution

started, the same, on the main, must be proceeded with, as

changes of any considerable extent and importance are not ad-

missible; when the other artists, and fully the poet and tiie mu-

sician, have unlimited sway. But not only tliis, but more the

mechanical fitting together of the building material, the construc-

tion based on the statistical laws; but, before all, the problem
that the building itself must satisfy its practical purpose, gives
to the art of building an unartistic addition, and yet are all these

moments absolutely necessary to give to the building a beautiful

appearance. Then were the same put up without connecting
and joining of material, without construction, hewn and worked
out as a whole of the natural rock, as perhaps the free-standing

buildings and cavern temples of the Indias, it will always bear

the character of the crude and accidental; but when a building
has no practical purpose whatever, or at least not a reasonable

one, as, for instance, some monuments erected in our time, it

brings forth the impression of the gloomy, uncomfortable, and
senseless. From this we learn that the purpose is the essence of

the artistical idea; that a building without it misses its vital part,
a's a work of art is in want of the spiritual sense and meaning.
It is, then, no more a work of art, but a nonsensical play work

;

just 'as a purposeless heaping up and adorning of heavy and huge
masses of stone would be a senseless play. Herefrom it would
also appear that the art of building with its practical purposes
could not produce a work of art, which would for itself be beau-

tiful, and in fact and in the face of the higher demands of art

ceases to bo art. But the artistical lies in the conception of the

purpose in its perfected sense, and in the eflbrt to show tliis in

the building as a direct expression. This is the principal thing;
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but a second nioment we have in this, that the crude masses of

the material used in the construction, nmst obtain a beautiful

form, in which the legitimacy and law of the former finds its

expression so that the building, as an organic growth, destined
for a clear, unmistakable purpose, is expressed by its form. The

beauty in the art of building has a good deal of similarity with
the beauty in nature (see No.

1.5), from which the same obtains
his? artistical form not in a direct manner but so that she unites

the same with geometrical symmetry, and so finds a natural

expression for the mathematical dryness of the construction.

Herein exists the sesthetical language in the art of building, the

ornament, which is the more powerful, perfect, and beautiful,
the more in an indirect manner, the construction of the statis-

tical motives and destination of the building members adorned

by it, is shown. So before all the Greek Doric column, a strong,

powerful, slightly swelling or tapering shaft growing out of the
bottom (foundation) of the building in a thickly set stem, giving
to the heavy burden resting on it a sure and safe support and by
its ribs and caneluers fluting, giving to it the appearance as

something organic, grown in the manner of a cane, tapering
gradually with the ascend where one or more rings impart to it

a larger and stronger coherence. The plant grown in Greece

{Dolden specia) was a hollow tube and ribbed outside, liav-

ing a larger compressive resistance and likely was taken as the

symbol for the adoration of the shaft of the column.
Above the same swells, in beautiful curved lines, the capital on

which an ornament of turned-down leaves indicates that the

weight of the entablature is acting upon it. Around the square
plinth, serving as a mediator and receiver of the weight of the
beam resting on the column, runs a beautifully arranged ribbon

artistically wrought around. This may serve to indicate how
the art of building ornaments and decorates, whereby it cannot
be passed in silence that very many ornaments, namely, with bar-

baric people of the middle ages, and even later, and now, partly
in their rawness and partly by their playing tendence, are far off'

from the earnest and the truth of that which it should be to

give to the form of the construction a spiritual meaning. To
the fantasy is here left a wide range, and it can on the different

parts of a building on the massive inclosure, the running around,
the free standing, the loaded and the load, the free overhanging,
etc., sufficiently manifold, manifest itself, of which the more or

less perfect ornaments of all the different styles of building
give evidence.

Have the single parts of a building in accordance with their

spirits obtained their beautiful form, then they have again to be
referred by their position and situation to each other and to the

whole purpose of the building, the spiritual meaning of the same
as a whole, what namely holds good and is true in regard to the

preventing of the mixing of the different styles of architecture.

This purpose finds its first expression in the first sketch, on
which is based every matter in the ground plan, which arranges
the situation and position of the single rooms to each other ac-

cording to their contemplated use, but already indicates what
construction the artist in the execution of his building will use.

Is a wide, lafge hall, perhaps for the sitting of a legislature, to

be made, then are no Doric columns nor Gothic arches or such like

to be applied, but inclosing walls are to be erected, over which a
wide ceiling, free and easy, is to be suspended. This is, in the
same time, foreseen and decided in the plan, and since, as has been

shown, the ornament,—the art language of architecture,
—are not

to be selected arbitrarily, but must be founded on the construc-

tion, then the plan points already to those, and the same to the
construction. The unity of idea is therefore unconditionally

existing, notwithstanding all apparent contrarieties, and as the

building artist conceives his problem, and then shapes and forms

it, he must complete all in one in his fantasy; plan, position of the

building member to each other, construction, style, ornamenta-
tion. One is conditioned by the other, not one before the other,
and all besides each other. By means of a comprehensive draw-

ing he supports the picture of his imagination; and his sense of

taste must be his guide for the production of a real, true work of

art.

It is generally known that the Washington Monument is

higher than any other structure now in existence. While this

fact is seldom disputed, still it does not equal the Biblical Tower
of Babel, which, according to the best authority, before its fall had
reached an altitude of about 680 feet, being 125 feet higher
thari the monument erected to the memory of Washington.

A Frenchman has found means to restore the life-like expres-
sion to the eyes of dead persons. He places a few drops of glyc-
erine and water in the corners of the eyes and the effect is said to

be startling, so life-like do the eyes become.

Building Outlook in San Francisco.

•ULTHOUGH the remark is repeated by a thousand tongues
r±, daily, that "

building is being overdone in this city," still a

hundred, nfore or less, of owners of building lots demon-
strate each month, by commencing building improvements, that
the streams of faith in the future of San Francisco continue to
flow.

There is a considerable showing of vacant houses in the city,
but not sufficient to deter others from improving their real estate.

The greater number of erections are for rental purposes, but
there are also a large number of private residences under way
and contemplated. The improvements are not confined to any
special locality or portion of the city. Some parts are more
desired than others, but all alike share in the general prosperity.
As to the quality of construction prevailing, it averages fair,

but only a small proportion aproximating first-class. The uni-
versal disposition of owners is to economize, and build as
"
cheaply as possible." There are but few cases of even reason-

able liberality in outlay. The dollars of cost are weighed for jill

they are worth, and made to spread out to the last grain of

value, without fair and equitable compromise in the class of
material and workmanship. The best of everything is wanted,
and any suggestion proposed by architects to lessen outlay, by
introducing low-cost articles of not unquestionable quality, is

almost sure to be rejected, with a lingering desire on the part of
the owner, to enjoy the benefits of the more expensive without

increasing the total cost.

These remarks apply more particularly to houses built to rent,
in the erection of which wise and prudent economy is proper, as

rentals are generally regulated by the sum of costs of construc-

tion, and renters are not willing, as a rule, to pay five or ten
dollars per month more for a house containing no more than

equal accommodations, simply because the owner may have
exercised a fair degree of liberality in introducing better ma-
terials or fixtures, which do not produce some visible effect to
the eye, and an impression upon the mind of the renter that the
demand for the extra amount is warranted in certain ways and
is reasonable.

It is poor economy, however, if not absolute folly on the part
of any owner who attempts to cut down outlay, by resorting to

the use of "
shoddy

"
construction in any part. For, while it

may prove a present saving, it is an expensive one by reason of

the continual repairs afterward required to "keep things in

order;
"
for it will be found, as a rule, that poorly constructed

buildings require almost constant attention to keep them in

repair and good condition. " Shoddies
"
of any sort are poor in-

vestments, particularly in permanent building constructions,
where decades, if not generations, of wear and service are

required. This, intelligent owners readily realize, and, therefore,
dictate approximately first-class material and workmanship, as

practically the more sensible and economical course. But it is not

alwaysthe case, indeed, but seldom, that this intelligent understand-

ing of matters is followed to its legitimate application,
—a willing-

ness to pay the excess in value and cost of the good over the

inferior. Consequently, the absence of fair liberality toward
those engaged in building works, by those for whose profit and
benefit they are executed, has a bad effect, in that it stimulates

purposes on the part of contractors to meet this condition of

things, by practicing methods and procedures calculated to

equalize the exactions of those who want excellently well-built

houses, at five to twenty per cent less than a right and proper
cost. It is simply absurd to suppose that men will not work
out every possible saving in executing contracts, in which a

fairly liberal disposition is not manifest by owners, in confin-

ing competitions to recognized, trustworthy, and competent
bidders, and excluding the rough scruff and irresponsible class

from the privilege.

Tract distributers in New York complain that thousands of

tracts are being distributed throughout the tenement house dis-

tricts and along shore, printed in imitation of the genuine, and

bearing titles such as: " Be Sarod,"
" Salvation for All," and the

like, which, after a page or two of religious argument, runoflTinto

eloquent patent medicine advertisements.

Smallest convenient size of slab for a fourteen-inch-wash

bowl, 21x24 inches. Height of slab from floor, two feet sir

inches.

A DOUBLE bed is six feet six inches long, by four feet six inches

wide. A single bed is two feet eight inches wide, by same length
as above.

- - •

A 4x8-foot billiard table requires a room not less than 13x17
feet.
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Plans for a Commodious Country House.

X
I
/HE accompanying engravings will well

^\\S)
^^^^ a study from those contemplating
tiio erection of a commodious country

building, where compactness ist he principal
feature to be taken into consideration. The
rooms are ample in size, and a close study
will disclose that every convenience is pro-
vided for usually found in this class of

houses.

About Sleeping.

w /E(fo/p /rof^y
'

E believe in sleep and enough of it.

A man may get rich faster by long
J221^ working hours, but certainly he will

live the longer by devoting at least eight
hours of the twenty-four to- reposeful con-

ditions of mind and body, Franklin declared that six liours sleep were enough for any man but a fool. Franklin was undoubt-

edly a great philosopher, but in this respect he probably erred in making his own frugality the standard for the rest of mankind.
Still one may sleep too much. A recent writer grows enthusiastic over what he calls the forgotten act of lying abed. It is

certainly a clever bit of consolation for those who must do it.

"One of the most useful yet neglected of all the arts is that of lying abed. The dama. e that is done by persons getting up is

past all reckoning. All the mischief and crime, the counterfeiting and forgery, the murder and theft, are perpetrated by parties who
persist in getting up. Not only individuals do wrongly by leaving their bed, but rivers as well do an immense amount of dam-

age. "What man ever broke his leg on a slippery pavement or was run over by an omnibus, who lay in bed?

What great achievements have been accomplished in war, in poetry, in literature, by genius abed! 'Coming events cast their

shadow before'—one of the most memorable lines in the English language
—

originated with the poet, Tom Campbell, one morning
before he had risen. Longfellow thought out that exquisite poem,

" The Wreck of the Hesperus," after he had retired. Ben.
Franklin said, 'Early to bed and early to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise.' Now Franklin started out all right but

got terribly mixed up when he said 'early to rise.' There is the fatal mistake. People who rise early are sure to catch the

malaria; the ground is full of half-hatched poisonous germs; the sun is not up and has not warmed them into life, giving them

wings and set them adrift. Poor mistaken man, he arises, inhales them all; they fructify and poison his entire system; hence

chills, fever, malaria, and half the ills that human flesh is heir to.

" 'Rise before the sun,
And make a breakfast of the morning dew,
Served up by nature on some grassy liill;

You'll find it nectar.'

"Was ever more arrant nonsense written? Fancy a man g(!tting up on a cold, rainy morning and climbing high hills on an

empty stomach, but to eat—what? Why, dew. How long would that fellow last? Wouldn't he be a fit candidate for Lone
Mountain, and no questions asked ? But the early bird catches the worm. Yes, but the sharp boy knocked that delusion in the
head forever and eternally when he said :

'

Father, there's the point
—what in thunder did the worm get up so early for ! He

trifled with destiny; he tempted fate; he should not have done it.' That boy was a benefactor to the human race. He was
sound on the lie-abed question.

" That French proverb says :

' De lit a la table, de la table au lit
'— ' From bed to grub, from grub to bed.' That's something

like it. Get up and eat, eat and go to bed again. Why not ? All the animals do it. All nature, the grandmother of us all,

teaches it. Every animal in the world eats and seeks repose. The cow eats, and, lying down, placidly chews her cud
;
the ana-

conda swallows an ox, horns and all, and goes to sleep
—

'sleep that knits up the raveled sleeve of care, the birth of each day's
life, sore labor's bath, balm of hurt minds, great nature's second course, chief nourisher in life's feast.' And yet this is what

they would deprive us of who say, Get up, and who oppose the art of lying abed.
" Mrs. Macbeth strikes the key-note when she shouts: ' To bed! to bed!' A Spanish minister, suddenly raised to power, signalized

the event by going to bed and staying there for fear he might have something to do. It was in bed in the little inn of Water-

loo, that the Duke of Wellington received the list of the terrible casualties of the fatal June 18. Gray's 'Ode to Music' was
written in bed, and Sam Johnson's ' Lobo's Voyage to Abyssinia' was dictated to the printers before the great author of the 'Lives
of the Poets' and lexicogi-apher had arisen. Peter Pindar (Dr. Wolcott) was so fond of lying abed that he received his visitors

lying beneath spreads and counterpanes. Rossini wrote one of his finest operas in bod, and was too lazy to pick up a sheet that
had fallen away. George IV. lay in bed to read the newspapers, and Macaulay read twenty pages of Schiller before getting up.
John Foster thought out his sermons in bed, and the methodical Anthony TroUope used to read an hour before getting up."

The extensive outdoor use of zinc by builders at the present time has directed attention to the peculiar process of oxidation
which this metal undergoes, and which is so important to be considered in all applications involving exposure. The rusted surface
does not rub off or blow away, but forms a sort of hard crust or enamel upon the surface of the metal, and when laid upon board-

ing which is or may become damp, or exposed to steam or condensation below, it rusts on. both sides. The thin zincs first intro-

duced in this way were rusted through, brittleness ensuing and failure being the result. But if the zinc be of sufficient thickness,
after a certain time oxidation ceases, and the result is a body of solid, sound metal, encased above and below by a solid coating,

thoroughly impermeable to the accidents of weather or temperature, and which requires no painting. The various ways of spread-
ing zinc consist, mainly, in laying it in a corrugated form witiiout boarding, the trusses of iron or wood of the roof carrying
the weight, or in rafters about one foot more or less apart, with a corrugation at each rafter only, or upon a general surface of

boarding, in the manner of a lead flat.

It ought to be the aim of every husband and wife to build for themselves some kind of a home, though it be ever so hurtible,
and then to beautify and make it attractive by every device of taste and love. It is possible for very poor people to become
real estate owners; the obstacles in the way are not insurmountable; only let each home be built according to its owner's means, not
those of their neighbors. How precious is the vine planted by the hands of the children ! the shrubs and flowers tended by a
mother's loving care! A more intimate knowledge of these pleasures is purifying, ennobling, and strengthening to all natures.

The man who loves flowers, trees, and all beiutiful things cannot be a bad man; the children who are taught to love these

things fit)m infancy, who work, and care for, and help make beautiful their home, are more helpful and unseltisli, less friv-

olous, and more likely to make good and noble men and women. We believe if there was more home-building there would be a
smaller number of unhappy marriages, less recourse to courts of law, and fewer divorces.
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Some Facts about Bells.

TTTHE nature of the coilntry has much to do with the sound of

^\^ bells. In a hilly locality a bell will not be heard half so

far as if the land were level or nearly so. A bell will be

heard a great deal further lengthwise of a valley thai over

the hills at the sides. Where bt^ll-rooms are lower than the

surrounding buildings and tiees, these obstructions break the

sound and prevent its free passage to a distance. Towers hav-

ing small windows or openings, witli the lower boards close to-

gether, often box up the sound. In cities, the noise of steam and

liorse-cars, manufacturing establishments, carriages and carts

rattling over the pavements, etc., is so great that bells are not

expected to be heard at any considerable distance, and this ia

the reason why, in all cities, several bells are used for fire alarm

purposes, it being impossible for one bell, no matter how large
it may be, to be heard above the thousand and one noises incident

to every large place. It is said that the largest bell ever made
in this country weighed 22,000 pounds, and before it was frac-

tured hung on the City Hall, in New York. On one or two
occasions this bell was heard up the Hudson River thirteen

miles, in the night, when the city was comparatively quiet. It

is a great mistake to suj)pose that bells can be heard in pro-

portion to their weight; that is, a bell of 2,000 pounds will be

heard twice as far as one of 1,000 pounds. This is not so, for

the reason that the larger bell does not possess anything like

twice the resonant surface of the smaller one. What is gained
and admired in the larger bell is its deep, majestic, and dig-
nified tone, which it is impossible to secure in the smaller one,

the weight of the bell invariably governing its tone. A bell of

100 or 200 pounds, in an open belfry, on an engine house, a

school house, or a factory in the country, is frequently heard at

a long distance, out of proportion, ajjparently, to one of 1,000

pounds in a church tower near by; and instances of this kind

frequently cause no little comment in the way of comparison.
One reason for this is that the small bell has a sharp, shrill,

penetrating sound, that must, of necessity, be heard a great deal

farther, in proportion to its weight, than the low, mellow,
"
church-going

"
sound of the church bell. The same principle

applies to the whistle of a locomotive, and it is heard a long

distance, simply because its tone is shrill and penetrating. When
hung stationary, and struck or tolled, bells will not be heard, as

a rule, half as far as when swung. The swinging motion throws

up the mouth of the bell, and not only carries the sound off, but

imparts to it a richness that is always aV)sent when the bell is

at rest and struck. A great deal is to be gained by ringing a

bell properly, throwing the mouth well up, and not lazily jing-

ling it. It is not j)hysical strength that is required in linging a

bell so much as "getting the knack" of catching the rope just

right, particularly on the second '-down pull." The windows
in tne tower should be as wide open as possible, and the tower
ceiled just above the windows.

foot,

Market Reports.

CORRECTED FOR AUGUST, 1886.

Pine, Rough per M feet, $15 (10
" No. 2 "
" " 2 in lengths

"
" " 40 to 50 feet lengths

"
" " 50 " 60 " •'

" Selected
"

" Clear "" " Fire Wood "

T. & G. Flooring, 1x6 "
" "

li X 6, 1 X 4, li X 4, IJ X 3, 1 ..

1x3, and narrower /" No. 2 "

Stepping
"

No.2 "

Furring, 1x2 per lineal

Redwood, Rough per M feet,
.

" " No. 2 " "
" Surfaced " "

T. & 6. 6 in. 12 ft. and over " "
•'

7 to 11 feet
" "

" under? feet
" "

" Rustic " "
" No. 2 " "

T. & G. Beaded, 12 ft. and over " "
" " "

7 to 11 ft
*' "

under? ft
" "

Siding.iinch
" "

Pickets, Fancy per M,
Rough Pointed

"
"

Square \
"

Battens, Jx3 per lineal foot.

Shingles per M,
Laths, 1 J

"
" H "

NAILS—Rates were recently reduced to:—
IF 200 keg lots : 2

ilOO keg lota. 2

Smaller quantities 2 75

PAINTS AND OILS:—
Pioneer and Nevada White Lead, 1,000-lb, lots 6|

" " " " "
less quantities 7

Pioneer White Lead (local factory), 5-ton lots 6J
Cal. Linseed Oil, raw (single bbl, lots) 45

" boiled " " "
47i

Turpentine, per gallon 47

BRICK—California Building Description, soft, per 1,000 5 50

red,
" " 6 00

" "
hard,"

" 7 50

12 00
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JPolsom, cor. Twenty-third. Two-story
frame.
O.—L. J. Large.
A.—C. Kenitzer.
C—F. \V. Kern.
»4,.-.00.

Fair Oak, cor. Twenty-third. Aiidi-

tiou8.

0.~F. H. Wulzen.
Day worlc.

f2,200.
G

Uoltlen Gate Ave., het. Fiilmore and
Steiner. Alterations.
O.— P. Berwin.
A.— P. K. Schmidt.
C— P. Griffin.

»1,500.

tteary, cor. Dupont. Additional con.
tracts reported before.
O.—A. M. Davis.
A.—Copeland & Banlis.
C—Treadwell & Thomson
836,450.

<>!oIdeii diate Ave, bet. Scott and Dev-
isadero. Two two-story frames.
O.—Margaret Chand'ler & K. S. U. de

la Hautiera.
C.—Bateman Bros.

89,000.

Hayes, nr. Franltlin. Additions.
O.—C. Christen.
A.- B. E. Henrilcsen.
C—D. J. O'Brien.

$1,100.

Hon'ard, nr. Third. Car House.
O.—Omnibus R. R. Co.
A. -J. J. Clarlt.

Day work.

t4,M0.

Howard, nr. Third. Additions.
O.—John Murtha.
A.—M. J. Welch.
C—A. G. Fitzpatrick.
{2,000.

Hayes, cor. Laguna. Additional con-

tracts and total cost.

O.—L. M. Fabry.
A.—Miller & Armitagc.
Fainting, plumbing, plastering,

etc. t «,700
Total cost of building, 20,100

HaiKht, bet. Devisadero and Broderick'

Two-story and basement frame.
O.— J. Cardoza.
A.—Miller & Armitage.
C—C. (Juinn.
16,250. K

Keutneky, nr. Sierra. Two-story frame.

O.— 1> Keefe.
A.— Daviii Salfi Id.

Da3' work.
(f2,250.

Liberty, nr. Dolores. Two-story frame.

O. -Jos. Kennedy.
A.-.I. J. (JIark.

C— C. Dunshee.
$3,000.

Larkin, nr. Turk. Four-story frame.

O.-O. G. Burnett.
A.—Jas. E. Wolfe.
C—Chambers Orr.

»8,500. M
JHarket, nr. Jones. Alterations.

O.— F. Grass.
A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C— -J. E. Alexander.
»8I)0.

IHeAIIister, nr. Hyde,
alterations .

O.— H. Dodel.
A.—DavidSaltield.
C—B. Dryer.
$1,000.

]|Kason, bet. Eddy and Market. Addi-

tions,
O.—J. P. Schmitz.
C—H. Currie.

$2,600.

Additions and

O'Farrell, northeast cttr. Octavia.

Two-story attic and basement frame.
O.—L. Dinkelspiel.
A.—P. H. Schmidt.
C.—J. A. Leonard.

$17,000.
Oak, bet. Fillmore and Steiner. Two-

story frame.
^

O.—Mrs. Kellnm.
A.—S. Emery.
$6,000.

Oak, nr. Devisadero. One-story frame.
O.-M. W. Collins.

A.—B. H. Daley.C—R. O. Chandler.
$2,000.

Polk, nr. Market. Three-story frame.
O.—John Niglitingale.
A.— A. J. Barnett.
C—A. Jackson.

$6,841.

Pieree, nr. Sutter Two-story frame,
O. Dr. Salflcld.

A.—DavidSaltield.
C—S. F. Green.
$3,760.

Polk, cor. Busli. Three-story and frame
market.
O.—Capt. T. 0. Taylor.
A.—W. Mooser.
C—G. B. Gonyeau.
$26,000.

Powell, bet. Francisco and Chestnut.

Three-story frame.
O —M. Votti.

C.-O. M. Salsbury.
$3,000.

s
Silver, cor. Fourth. Three-story frame.

O.—F. Joubert.
A.—W. Mooser.
C —J. A. Leonard.

$8,600.
Seventeenth

story and one-story frame.
().— L. Van Ija-^k.

A.—H. Oeilfuss.
C.-C. Miller.

$6,600.

San joHe Ave, bet. Twenty-third and
Twenty-fourth. Two-story frame.

O. -W. A. Von der Neinburg.
A.—M. J.Welch.
C—A. B. Tarr.

*S,B0O.
San JONe Ave, bet. Twenty-seventh
and Army. Two two-story frames.
A, andB. — J. M. Comerford.

Day work.
$7,.'i00.

San JoNe Ave, nr. Duncan. One-story
frame .

O. and B.—J. M. Comerford.
Day work.

$1,600.
Sanchez,

story frame.
O. and B.

Day work.

$1,600.

Shotwell . Three-

Seventeenth, nr. Noe. Two-story
frame.
O.—
C—W. J. Brownrlgg.
$5,000.

S<^ott, bet. Page and Oak. Eleven two-

story frames .

O. and B.—Charles Hinkle.

Day work.

$48,000.
T

Twenty-third, cor. Dolores. One-story
cottage .

C—Miss A. Murphy.
A.—J. J. Clark.
a—M. Coady.
$2,000.

Twenty-sixth ,
bet. Harrison and Treat

Ave. One-story frame.
0.~0. Moore.
A.—P. U. Sclnuidt.

O.—J. C. Bassett.

$1,600.

TwentyHfth. cor. Bartlett. Three

two-story frames.
O.—T. Edwards.
C—N. Ellis.

$8,000.

Twenty-seventh, nr. Sanchez. One
story frame .

O. and B.—J. M. Comerford.
Day work,
$1,300.

Tiventy-third, nr. Fair Oak. One-

story frame .

O.—M. Baron.

Day work .

$1,000.

Tennessee, cor. Sierra. Two-story
frame •
O .
—Bridget Sullivan .

A.—M J. Welch.
C—C. E. Dunshee.
$2,700.

Twenty-seventh. One-

'. M. Comerford.

Van Ness, cor. Pacific,

frames .

O.—11. B. Gray.
A.—J. Mar<juis,
C,—I. E. Alexander.

$25,000.

Four two-story

Broadway, cor. Fourteenth.

Swain; $100,000.

OAKLAND.
Tliree-story brick. O., Senator J. G. Fair; A., E. R.

HILL'S PjlTENT IpE_SLIDII(& WipOW BLINDS
A.re Adapted to ^ny Style of ^W^indo^sv

And Suitable for all Buiidingrs, Dwelllngrs, Stores, Office Buildings, and for Houses Built

to Rent, Hotels, Boarding or Lodging-Houses are L nexcelled.

^T^ifV^HBY are entirely inside of the

f r>ft
window casing, and while re-

^y'^^i quiring no furring out or boxing,'^'^^^ make it an impossibility to tear

curtains, interfere with plants or window
oniaments, or become broken bj contact

with chairs or other movable articles.

The- light can be admitted and sun-

light excluded from any part of the win-

dow; can be instantly removed and taken

to any part of the house to clean, and as

easily replaced.

They can be opened or closed with the

window raised, and without removing arti-

cles from the window-sill, and cannot blow

open or rattle. The Blind is very light

(one-half inch in thickness) and strong,

possessing more durable qualities than a

hinged blind one inch in thickness.

There is no sagging, banging, or get-

ting OUT OP order!

They are made in three sections in height
(each section sliding past the others), and

any number of divisions in width corre-

sponding to the folds in the old-fashioned

folding blinds. They require no hinges—
all trimmings furnished with blinds—are

MADE OP ALL WOODS, finished or unfinished,
and COST less than old-style folding blinds.

They have been extensively used by the
best architects and builders throughout the

East and West, and have given perfect and
entire satisfaction wherever introduced.

KNVIilSH AMD AMRRICAK VENETIAN
BEiINHS IIHPKOVED.

The only perfect Venetian Blind in the

market. The Blinds can be seen at the
Mechanics' Fair. Or for samples, prices,
and further information, address

EDWARD B. HINDES, Office 330 Pine St., Room 55, S. F., Cal., \ «„_,,fa„t..rDro
or W. 8. HOLLAND, Pasadena, CaL, I

""anUTaCTUrers.

The following are a few of the owners who have adopted the Hill Blind in preference to any other:—
S. W. Fabry, cor. Hayes and Laguna; architect. Miller & Armitage. John MacKenzie, of r. Grove and Broilerick; architect, H. D. Mitchel . H. F.

Bruns, cor. Geary an<l Taylor; architect, John M. Curtis. R. B. Gray, cor. P.icific and Van Ness; architect, John M;,rquis. Albert Meyer, Twentieth nr.

Valencia; architect, J. T. Kiild. J. C Weir, Post nr. Scott; architect, J. C. Weir. Dr. J. Rosenatiru, cor. Sutter and Hyde; arch tect, Pissis & Moore.
A. M. Starr, Washington nr. Fillmore; architect, S. & J. C. Newsom. J. H. McKay, cor. Washington and Steiner; architect, J. H. McKay. U. S.

Government, Presidio Reservation; architect, J. H. Humphreys. Baron Von Schroder, 553 Harrison; architect, T. J. Welsh. G. G. Burnett, Larkin nr.

Turk; architect, James E. Wolfe. A. F. Le Jeal, Clay bet. Franklin and Gough; architect, H. C. Macy. J. C. Weir, Post nr. Scott (second order); archi-

tect, J. C. Weir. P. Dupuy, Taylor nr. Turk; architect, W. H. Bayless. J. S. Mor an, Missio i bet. Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth; architect, C. V. Pierce.

John Ritchie, Woodland; architect, W. H. Carson. Court House, Petaluma; architects, S. & J. C. Newsom. L. H. Sweeney, San Rafael; architects,

Pissis & Moore, Court House, Santa Roaa; architects, S. & J, C. Newsom. Raymond Hotel, Pasadena; architect, J. H. Littlefield,
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Hapdware and Builders' Materials
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS.

Messrs. P. & F. Corbin' Gold and Silver-Plated, Light and Dark Sha es

of Plain Antique and Tuscan Bronze, House Trimmings.
^—^^^-^^^— ALSO, A FULL LINE OF -^^^^^-^^——

CARPENTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS, CUTLERY, ETp.
^^^^^^^^^^-^ SOLE AGENTS FOR ^^^^^^^^^——

(Thomas Morton's Copper and Steel Sash Chains and Patent Attachments. The
Niles' Patent Door Knobs and Locks. The Norwich Patent

Knob and Screwless Spindle. ,

I F. P. LATSON. FRANK P. LATSON & CO.,
J. H. FERINE.

28 and 30 New Montgomery St., cor. of Jessie,

VNUKR PAI/ACE HOTKL.. Telephone Xo. 7ii'i. SAX FRAKCISCO.

TURNER, KENNEDY & SHAW,Z/ T-\ 1 FOURTH AND CHANNEL STREETS, SAN FRANCISC

1/1/ W§^i/LJ\^ r A^i^L/Vl/y^ r O^ Yard Connects direct with C. P.& S. P. R. R.
Also With the Shipping.

Dov^ii Town Office, ISTo. 5 P*ost St., near Montgomery.

JOSEPH BUDDE S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet.WITH THAI'.

" '"U Wrni OFFSET.

This Closet is the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:
—

1. It has a simple, strong valve, suitable for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same metal resting on face of the brass overflow pij^e,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewer gas, even the closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the floo d chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes the lead; it has been sold since February, 1885, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
- This hopper is constructed to take 2 2-inch pipes, one to the rijfht and one to the eft

and a 4-inch leader in the center. It has also a movable strainer on top to take the sur,
face water. The lower part of the hopper with side outiet is t<> be connected with the
sewer pipe, either right or left. The upper part is independent from the lower, and iw

made to swivel, therefore it will suit either position of pipe. This hopper can be used

only for surface, for waste, or for leader; either inlet will be stopped up with iron caps if

so desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
This Closet is superior to all others, every working part and bolt being made of brass,

closet and valve extra heavy casting. Particular attention is caHed to No. 4 . This Closet
has an oval basin fastened to the cover by brass clamps and bolts. No breaking of putty
joints requirtd to renew a i^an. The loosening of two large brass nuts will separate cover
with basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass
rod.

These Closets have been in use since February, 18S3. Plumbers and wholesale dealers

give them the best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper-
Basket Hoppers are made in one piece with Movable Strainer.

Side View, Combination Hopper. No. 43 FREJnONT t^TBEBT, ISAM FRAIVCINCO, CAIi. No. 4
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Wm. Res-ion C. S. HOLMBS. R. K. Ham.

EE1T0M, HOLMIS & CO,

A Complete Assortment of Building Lumber constantly on hand.
SPARS AND PILES OF ALL SIZES IN STOCK.

Office, PIER 3 STETJ^RT STREET, San Francisco, Cal.
Office of the Port Blakely Steam, Saw Mill, Ptujet Sound.

CARGOES FURNISHED TO ORDER. ALSO YARDS AT ALASIEDA AND VALIiEJO.

THE CELEBRATED

-A-0"m e IPa-pez?s
For General DragMlng and lor tie' Bine Process.

"Bon Accord" Detail Paper,

Profile and Cross Section Papers,

Perfect Joint Drawing Instruments.

QUEEN & CO'S Improved TRANSITS and LEVELS, TAPES,
CHAINS, RODS, RULES, and DRAWING MATE-

RIALS of E\ery Description.

List and Description of our TEN Catalogues
sent on application.

TlisModer&louss-Ilarjgntsr'sCoiiipaiiioii.

By W. A. SYLVESTER.

QUEEN & CO., Philadelphia.

45 FULL PAGE PLATES; 210 PAGES

Printed on leavy calendered paper, and sntistantially lionnd.

Contains rules for framing pitch, hip, valley, French and
Mansard roofa, trusses, splayed and circular work; plain and
winding stairs, markings on rules and squares.

THE SLIDE KULE AKD HOW TO USE IT (8 pages)

Builder's estimates, glossary, eight plans for houses etc.

etc. Many who own more expensive works on carpentry
have bought this book, saying that it is more easily under-
stood and that it contains all that the majority of workmen
require, beside giving much valuable information not given
in other works. 4,000 copies sold in three years attest its

popularity. Nearly 70 copies of an earlier and much inferior
edition were sold in 8 days by a canvasser in Newport, R, I.

Another sold 15 copies in Boston in a single day. Get a copy
and study it these long winter evening's. Single copies sent
free by mail on receipt of the price, S2.D0, by C'upiles, Up-
hani & Co., 2S3 Washington Street, Boston," Mas-i. David
Williams, 83 Ruade Street, New York. Jaiisen McClurg & Co. ,

Chicogo, 111. A. L. Bancroft & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Only canvassers are supplied by W. A. Sj'lvester, 8 Chester
Avenue, Chelsea, Mass., and C. S. Atkinson, 230 Michigan
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

-^3^^^^fte^^^^^^^^^^2.,

^ STEAM -^

*^0T WATER
MANUFACTURED BY

A.A.GRIFFING IROIJI^D..

437 CQMMUNIPAW AVE.

Descriptive circular and references sent on application.

THOS. DAT & C?., AGENTS PACIFIC COAST,

122 and 124 Sutter Street,
- - San Francisco.

PLKASK MENTION THIS PAPER.

ALBUM OF MANTELS.
Containing 50 Designs

In Stone, SKte, Terra Cotta, Brass, Brick, Tile, and wood
mantels.

BY C. C- BUCK.
Price, in cloth,

- - - t8 00

CALIFORNIA ARTIFICIAL STONE PAVING CO.
soia:irjrjiiTa-Bi?.'s fj^teistt.

SIDEWALKS, GARDEN WALKS, CORRIDORS, OFFICES, CARRIAGE DRIVES, STABLE AND
CELLAR FLOORS, KITCHENS, ETC.

The Courts here and in the East liave decided that Artificial Stnne Pavements with pla.«tic concrete and in detached hlocks are infrintremonts of the Schillingcr Patent; and also that
wlieri the plastic material is blocked off with a trowel and cut through far enoui;h to control the craekins caused by shrinkasce, that such pavement is in law tlie same as if laid in detached
bloi ks, and is an infringement of the patent. All jiropertj owners havini; such pa\ ements laid without the license of the abov o Company will be prosecuted.

Office. 404 Montgomery Street, San rrancisco.
ALBERT H. REICHLING, Secretary. G. GOODMAN, Manager.EGBERT JUDSON, President.

FABIAN JDOST.

Hardware
A Full and Complete I<ine of

Eeal Broaso House Trimmings
FROM THE CELEBRATED

RUSSELL & IRWIN MANUFACTURING CO.

MKW URITAIX, COXK.,

The only Locks having the Patent Antifriction X^atch.

LIGHT BRONZE, DARK BRONZE.
ANTIQUE BRONZE.

Just recelxcd, an entirely new design Jn both Liglit and Dark
Bron ze :

BEHREND JOOST.

Importers,
A Complete Asaortment of Locks, including the

EASTLAKE DESIGN
of Bronze' Goods of

Unrivalled for Beauty of Workmanship.

1438-144:0 Mission Street, near llth, San Francisco CaL

MAILOEY, WHEELEE & CO,,

NEW n.WEN, CONN.

MORRIS SASH LOCKS,

WARNER'S PAT. ADJUSTABLE

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS,
60NNE PATENT DOOR KI^UBS-
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SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARCINC

^}

THE ONLY SELF-ACTING, TIGHT-SEAL WATEK CLOSET IN THE WORLD.

A written guarantee
is given with each Closet

that money will he

returned, after a six

months' trial, and any
other closet substituted

in its place if this closet

not, in the fullestIS

sense, evervthmg that ^
is claimed it.

koiii!f!!Uiiisss!EeaIlli

Persons Enpied In
Sanliat] Enterprlsesi

ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS

AND BUILDERS

Are especially invited to ex-
amine tlie practical

workings of

Sack's HuloBialic

Waisr-closel.

Awarded First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, held in San Francisco, 1882.

It turns evtry home into a sanitarium, and is

an assurance to those who trust it, that neither

sewer gas nor noxious vapors that invade our houses

freighted with disease and death, shall enter. It

is the invention of a Californian, and an Oakland

enterprise.

Its merits surpass description, but a few promi-
nent ones are mentioned below.

I is tlie only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water

Closet in the World ! It lias no "overflow," ren-

dering it a positive seal against sewer gas and reek-

ing, noxious, poisonous vapors.

It Is Cleanly, becnuse it always presents a clean

bowl. It rinses the bowl before and after each and

every operation.

It is Self-Discharging. No notice to "
pull the

lever," "let on the water,'' etc., is necessary or

proper.

A house in which it is in operation is free from

the stench, the smell, the unhealthfulness of one

in which other modern closets are in use.

It is Economical. It measures the water ac-

curately, and uses, without variation, a similar

amount at each and every operation. Not a drop
but is utilized, thus dispensing with the superflu-

ous amount that escapes unused by other closets,

in order that their cumbrous and iiiefiicient ma-

oliinery may indifferently execute what has been

ill conceived.

It is Scientific. Its action is governed by prin-

ciple, and under all degrees of pressure it works

the same. A tank fifteen feet high obtains as ready
and complete a response as one a thousand feet

high.

It may be attacJied to a "main "
with perfect im-

punity. No back suction, however strong, can

draw from its seal a vestige of gas or a bubble of

air. It holds in its bowl water as pure as when it

left its font.

It is not a "water seal," nor does it depend on

"a weight" to effect its seal; but it derives its

power from the supply-pipe, and combines it so as

to fully accomplish this end.

Its simplicity, combining efBciency, renders

the true aim of perfect mechanical contriv-

ances. It will effect for the child all that the

adult may desire in its use.

It is not high priced when compared with oth-

ers. In the long run it is much cheaper. No
"set-screws," "springs,'* "pans," or "pulls," to

need repair or attention. Every article used in

its construction is of the best material and de-

signed to last.

As a sewer-flusher it is most effectual. In this

regard it has no equal. "Obstructions in the

sewer "
are rendered improbable, as the sudden

discharge of water carries everything before it.

It is a water-economizer. It is impossible for

the water to escape it in a continuous stream, or

for aiiy length of time.

W- E. Stevens, Sole Agent for San Francisco, N. E. Cor. Larkin and Market Streets.

It wiU be a pleasure to demonstrate to all who may favor me with a call, the practical vrorkin^s of the most perfect Water
Closet that has, as yet, been placed before the Public

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the followinjj parts : A smoke

flue A, of fire clay, in ? feet leiij^'ths, with rebated Joints and

galvanized iron bands o.-er each joint. TIicbo bands with i>ro-

jections, will also keep in position a jjah anized iron exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other for foxxl air . The outside pipe is put up in two feet

lengths also, and the whole is bound tc^ether and secured to

the studding by iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,

BiAS©M AMD BUIIjIBEIla

cUt/ATSHgr rinrl;K( aUTi»lAr&> mrgroiwa

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a tlireeincli conductor D

exteiidiiiif to outside of wall for fresii air, wliieh, passing up,

becomes heated, and can be introduced to an.v rix)m abo\ e by

a rejristcr E, near the floor. The ventilation of rooms is

effected bj- means of an opening P, with register near the

ceiling, by which the foul air escapes and is conducte i in the

air space around the flue to the roof. In addition to this, < an

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass through

and between the Joists to conduct by a small conductor Q witti

the above mentioned air space.

The lightest and safest patent chimney manufactureil.

Approved by the Bojrd of Supervisors.

WAREROOMS,

N. E. Comer of Larkm and Market Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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THOS. C. BUTTERWORTH,

G-L^^ZIJEI?,,
AND DBALER IN

Wiidow ikss q!ill Bsgenptkis,

No. 7 Ninth St., near Market.

Masons' and Builders' Exchange.

Box 48. Residence, 306 Twenty-first St., San Francisco

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street.

Corner i.f Mission,

SAlsr FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

We Carry the Largest Stock

% Architectural « Works %

On this Coast.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Palleser's Complete Details^
CONSISTING OF FORTY PLATES,

Reduced to $2.00!

GOLDEN GATE

PMeiii iius
215 and 217 Main Street,

Between Howarii ami Folsom, SAN IRANCISCO.

Manufacturers of

'ET CALCINED PLASTER. .£»

( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Drumm Street,
Between Clay and Washington, SAN FRANCISCO.

P O. Box 1042.

aADDING.McBIAH&CO.
.WATER AND

CHIMNEY PIPE.
LINCOLN PLACER

\358 MARKET ST. S.F.

JAMES McCarthy,

La 11 Aha f^i

iO Stevenson Street,
(Tw.> Joors from First— Pioneer Hills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs tu suit t))e various departnients in Buildings, etc.

J. H. DINNIENE,

Glass-Cutting, Embossing:,

Bending, Engraving, and Designing "Works,

NO. 108 MAIN STREET,

Bet. Mission & Howard, - San Francisco

drilling or Holes and Kepairing or Broken

Artieles a Specialty. Kstlniates

Cilven on Plain Class.

GROUND GLASS ALWAYS ON HAND.

^iTl]6*Sacran]eiito*Iroi]-vRailiiig*Work8,E^

WL. J. NIARION, Proprietor,

NOS. 304 anfl 306 BEALE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL-

ARCHITECTURAL
AND ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS,

HOUSE SMITH,

Burglar and Fire-Proof Safes, Doors, Shutters, House and Cemetery

Bailings, £tc. Latest Patterns of Wrought and Cast

Iron Cresting. All Work Warranted.

All kinds of Plumbers' and G:ia Fitters' Work done. Tongs
made and repaired. Leader H»oks and StrajjS constantly on

hand. Soldering Irons of all kinds made. Patent Awning
Frames furnished and Awning Braces. Blacksmith Work done

with neatness aad^dispatch

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUFACTURK AND DEAL IN

SUGAR PISE, YELLOW PISE, SPRUCE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourth & Channel Sts., San Francisco.

A. KENDALL, ^

Comer Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets, Frames,

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS.

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

James Young. W. J. Thomson.

BEALE STKEET MILL.

YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

nm&Z, SASH, BUNDS,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Street.

Made to Order, all tcinds of Outside and Inside Finish and

Moldingij. Brackets and Scroll Sawing uid Wood Turning'.

in all their branches, done with dispatch.

lOBBING A SPECIALTY.

lHoi!;sE"«$120o

• • • This nmrvelous house liaK been built more than
S00ti;ne« from our plans; it in no irrll nlanneii that it aflonU
ample roum even for a large lamily. lat floor Bhown
al«»ve; on 2d floor are 4 bed rooms and in attic 2 more.
Plenty of Closets. The wlmle warmed liy one chimney.
Larar iUuBtrationR and full description ofttie above

ar well aF of39 other houses, ramrlnK In cost f^nni $4Wup
tc $6,600, may be loiind la "ShuI'I'RLI.'h Modkrn Low-
Cost Uorsis," alarifo quarto pamphlet, bIiowIdk also
how to select sites, (tct loans, Ac. flcnl iMistnaid <>n re-

ceipt ofSOo. Stamps taken, or send $1 hill and we will re-

turn the change. Address, Bui LuiNU Plan Association,
iMwUun tbii Pftpsr.) 2i Beeluuan St., (Box 2702.) N. Y.
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CONTRACTORS and BUILDERS.
H. A. SHELDON,

CUNTMCTOR and BUILDER,
28SiO Mission Street. San Francisco.

Estimates furnished for work in Country as well as City.

STORES AND OFFICES FITTED UP.

B. F. ELLIS,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
RESIHENCE :

27 South Park, San Francisco-

Will buy Old Buildings or Contract for Removing the same
al Short Notice.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

C. p. MOORE,
531 Grove Street.

G. H. MOORE,
No. 1 Russ cor. Howard St.

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
15 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

GILBERT & SON,
Woodlanil, Volo County, Culil'oriiia.

CONTRACTORS & BUILDERS.
'

I

Are prepared to furnish Sketches and
will submit Estimates for irork in

middle and Northern Cali-
fornia.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 McAllister St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA.

THOS. MERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
112 CLAY STREET,

Between Davis and Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Stores and Offiees fitted up. All Icinds of Jobbing promptly
attended to.

W. E. CUMMINCS,

CARPENTER and BUILDER.

General Jobbing promptly attended to.

W. E. CUMMINGS, Res. 727 Geary St.

DRAWING- FOR

CARPENTERS AND JOINERS,
With 250 Illustrations and

Drawing Copies.

BY ELLIS A. DAVIDSON. CLOTH, $1.75.

CEO. L. HENZEL,

Flectric and Mechanical Call Bells,

SPEAKING TUBES & TELEPHONES,

Patent Door Openers and Letter Box Plates. Gas Lighting

by Electricity.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
1125 YORK STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

I u# BALDWIN
CONTRACTORAND BUILDER,

Cor. Stevenson and Annie Sts.,

UCi'ER 81DK PALACK llOTEIi.

4«eneral Jobbing and Kepairn Attended To.
Offices and Storei* fitted up. Second-hand Store tixturcs,

Doora, and Sashes bought and sold. Residence, 721 Seven-
teenth Street.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 905 Oak Street.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER

Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between 18tb and 19th Streets.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Besidence, 615 Jessie Street

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
324 Guerrero Street,

Between 16th and 18th, SAN FRANCISCO.

All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

2 1 I Waller Street.

THOMAS F. MITCHELL,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
YOLO AND UTAH STREETS.

CEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

S. E. C!or. R. R. Ave- and Walnut St.,

ALADIEDA, CAL.

All Kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

J. H. McKAY,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

No. 124 main Street,

Residence, 2833 Pine St., S. E. cor. Baker, San Francisco

ITTES' -^ 1 1 1 I—'BH^'i:

SASH LOCKS ® DOOE BOLTS.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

Bsldotnce 1912 Steiner Street; Uaaufactory, 1908 Stelner Street

Bet. Bush and Fine, SAK FBAKISCO.

ISa- Telephone No. 1118.

A very important feature of the IVES' SASH LOCK is in

its securely locking' when closed and simultaneously drawing
the meeting rails closely ti^ether. All the movements are

accomplished by cams without the instrumentality of springs,
thus avoiding the possibility of getting out of order.

IVES' PATENT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with a bit,

and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts

afford. Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts are protected
by nine letters patent, and are manufactured in over forty

styles of finish.

One Sample only Ives* Patent Sash Lock, mailed post-paid
to any Carpenter sending his address, with 10 cts. in stamps.
Illustrated price lists, showing forty -six stales of goods,
mailed free.

H. B. IVES & CO.,

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees, New Haven, Conn.

Ives* Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts, sold by all dealers
in Hardware.
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PAINTERS HOUSE, SIGN, and FRESCO
J. F. SULLIVAN,

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging. -

510 Market Street.

EDWARD NORMAN.

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended ta

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

JNO. E. W. COLEMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER.
No. 924 Folsom Street.

Between Fifth and Sixth, SAN FRANCISCO.

House and Sign Painting, Graining, Varnishing", and Polish-

ing. Walls and Ceilings Whitened or Kalsomined, with or

without colors.

C. CASHMORE,

Painting in all its Branches
-DEALER IN-

PAINTS, OIL, CLASS, VARNISHES, ETC,
530 VAL.EKCIA STREET,

San Francisco.

House, Sign, and Ornamental

PAINTER & PAPER-HANGER.
Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Etc.

2S Montgomery Avenue, Bet. Jackson and Washington Sts.

Orders Promptly Attended To. Terms Reasonable.

American^ French^ and English Paper Hangings,

J. H^^LK^T,
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,

Kalsomining, Tinting, Etc.,

No. 270>^ Tehama Street, S. F-

All work at reasonable rates.

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

108i JESSIE ST., SAN FRANCISCO,
riEST CLASS AETISTS Till bo Firnlshol foi Work is mjr Line

rOS AM7 PAEI OP THE STATE.

F. C. JAMES,

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,
1605 Polk Street, Near Sacramento,

SAN FRANCISCO.

:F>airLter, G ild.er, a-n-d. "\7"a<mis3::i.er's

• CONTAINING RULES AND REGULATIONS

IN BVERYTHINQ RELATING TO THE ART OP PAINTING, GILDING, ETC.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,

232 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

fc^Orders left at Helmken's, 516 Kearny Street.

CHARLES E. BROAD,

6RAINER AND MARBLER,
1000 Hyde Street, corner Pine,

Cloth,
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BRICKLAYERS.

xm

WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklayer and Builder,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

JOS. THORNHILL,

Bricklayer and Contractor,

Office, No. 35 Post Street, San Francisco

Boilers, Furnaces, Ovens, Grates, Etc.

O. E. BRADY,

Bricklayer and Builder,

822 Valencia Street.

I
F. M. LOANK. J. F. RlLET.

DRAWING FOR BRICKLAYERS.

RILEY & LOANE,

ALL KINDS OF BRICK WORK.
314 Montgomery Street, Room 11.

DRAWIM FOR STONE MASONS,

ELEMENTS OF FREEHAND, OBJECT ^^^'^ m Freehand and Object Drawing
AND PLAN DRAWING ^^^ Concise History of Masonry.

Two Double and Thirty-two Single pages of Illustrations,
j

Six Double and Twenty-five Single pages of Illustrations.

Cloth, «1.60. Cloth, $1.50.

PLASTE R E RS
J. R. ToBiN. Alex. Mennie.

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING.
CELLARS AND SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT,

Jolhing Promptly Attended to,

Residence, 864 Mission St.

H. B. HEADLEY,

2913 California Street,

Workmen in my line furLished for any part of the Country.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING, COLORING, ETC.

Residence, 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 625 Gough.

D. F. MULVILLE,

PLASTERER,
20 Fair Oaks St., bet. Slat and 22d.

PLASTER AND PLASTERING,

MORTARS AND CEMENTS;

How to Make and How to Use, and Rules for Computing and

Valuing the Same. By FRED. T. HODGSON. Cloth, 11.

P. B. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street.

IS" All Jobbing promptly attended to.

H. EACAN,

PLASTERER,
110 BERNARD STREET,

Between Pacific and Broadway, Jones and Leavenworth.

PLASTERERS' MANUAL.

Revised Edition. Giving Description of Tools and Materia

Used in Plastering, with Forms of Contracts, etc.

Cloth, 75 cents.

STAl R BUILDERS.

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry Street, Bet-ween. 3d and 4rtli.

Constantly on Hand or Made to Order,

STAIR RAILS, POSTS,
BALUSTERS, ETC.. ETC.

J. R. DREW. F. Mclaughlin.

DREW & Mclaughlin,

Stair Builders,
ENTEEFBISE MILL,

220 & 2 22 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

JP. B. IVrcli^^Y,
512 and 514 Fifth St., near Bryant

Manufacturer of

INSIDE and OUTSIDE FINISH,
Stairs, Balusters and Newel Posts,

And All Kinds of

HARD WOOD FINISH.

N. P. LANGLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner,
Ho. 407 Mission St., SAN FRANC/SCO.

Mechanics* Hall, Second Floor.

MISCELLANEOUS
A. E. BUCKMAN,

814 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER,
Omdlns, iMitcadaniiKlng; and Sewering

Done on Short Kotlce.

I. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
iS' All Kinds of Grading, Macadamizing, and Sewerage

Done on Short Notice.

718 VALENCIA STREET,
Between Eighteenth and Nineteenth.

PINCK & HAMMOND,MET^L ROOFERS,
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing, Galvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Chimney-tops. C^ ROOFS repaired
and painted.

A// Jobbing promptly attefided to.

610 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

W. CRONAN,
(Successor to Cronan & Dunbar)

Metal Roofers,
1213 and 1216 Market St., Bet. 8th & 9th.

Galvanized Iron C(»rnice8. Copper, Tin, and Sheet Iron
Work of every description. Roofs repaired, etc.

All work done by me guaranteed.

JOHN P. SHELDON,
WHARF & BRIDGE BUILDER,And General Contractor.

All kinds of wharf building materials constantly on hand
Particular attention ^iven to country jobs and city founda
tiOMS.

No. 27 Steuart St., San Francisco, Cal.

A. F. NYE & GO.,

IMPORTED

Fine Gras Fixtnres,
609 & 611 MARKET STREET.
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JSL. F. KNORP,
MAIN STREET MILL.

ELEVATORS,

RAILROAD CARS, MILL WORK,

GENERAL JOBBING WORK,

OF EVERY DESCEIPTION

MOPLDINCS, BRACKETS,

Door and Window Frames,

Planing, Sawing, Turning, Shaping. Wood

Carving,

120-122 Main Street,
- - - San Francisco

J. W. WESSON,

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone No. 430.

* STAR *

TOOL AND MACHINE WORKS,

r. EEAJEWSKI, Proprietor,

516 and 518 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco-

WOOD-WORKINC
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Ne'wel Rods, Etc.,
For Stair Work.

Situation Wanted.
A Number of Draughtsmen want-

ing positions have left their

address at this Office.

ARCHITECTS anfl OTHERS

Desirins: same will please commnnicate

with fls.

BUILDING SUPERmTENDENCE,

A New Work.

PRICE THREE DOLLARH.
Send to this Office.

THIS PAPER
rpKAU (lo Sjirucu Strt

IN NEW YORK.

rray be foutul en file

,
at GEO. P. KOWELL
& CO.'S NBWMrAl'BR

Advertihino BirpKAU (n> Sj»rucu Street), where advertising'

contracts may
be made for it

miI

fields are Rcarcc, hut tlio5e who wrfle lo

Stiiioon k Co., Portland, Maine, will teceive

fr^e, fiiil hirormation about work which
the/ can do and live at hunie.thHt will paj
them from $."1 lo f 2fi per day. Some have

earned over t-VMn a day Either fcx. joiinp or old. Capital
not required. Ton arentaTted free. Those who start al once
are ab*iohitelr Rure of nnug little fortunes. All Is new.

RANSOMES' PATENT
A.RTIIi ICI^L

Stone Pavement
Latest and Best,

AS LAID DOWN AT

Slxeld-on. Blocls:,
Cor. First and IVTarlcet Streets,

-AND-

iN. E. Cor. ^Washington and Htoekton.
Send for Circular and Prices, Jfi2 Montgomery Street.

KEIvLETT & McMUKKAY
MANUFACTURERS OF

DECORATIONS.
Plastering Eepaired and Whitened.

763 Market St., San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

(6NOXE SUCH 19

CHIMNEY TOP ^VENTILATOR
THIS

VENTILATOR is especially valuable for regulating draft

(upwards and downwards) made by the light, unstabfe atmosphere
of the Coast Range of Mountains. The hundreds of tall stovepipes
erecte<l on the chimney tops of houses indicate inconvenience and
trouble in the kitchen, the parlor, and chambers below.

San Francisco, October 26, 1885.
To whom it may concern :

I take pleasure in stating that the " None Such" Chimney Top and Ventilator,
which was piU upon the smolce-stacic of the Baldwin Hotel about two months ago, has

given complete satisfaction.

It has increased the draft to such an extent that there is a perceptible saving
in the amount of coal consumed; smaller fires than heretofore will now answer to

keep up the steam, thus causing a great saving 4>f the boiler also. We have hei etofore
had much difficulty in keeping up the amount of steam steadily required, owing to
the lack of draft, all of which is now remedied by the use of the "" None Such" Chim-

ney Top and Ventilator. I heartily recommend its use to all persons, where a strong
draft is required. PKARSON & ARNOLD,

Proprietors the Baldwin.

All Sizes Manufactured and Sold by KNEASS & CO., 29 Taylor St., San Francisco,

SOLE AWEXTS FOtt THR PACIFIC COAST.

Agents Wanted for Interior Cities, Oregon, Nevada, Washington Territory, and Arizona.

JOB WORK IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

BURR'S NEW WASTE PIPE HOPPER, For the NEW PLUMBING LAW

% »

E •

f ? i

•5 -3 w

s ^

This Slop Hopper completely traps the foul air and gases

arisiijg from Drains and Sewers. Burr's Stfiivh Trap
is superior to all others, and is the only one wi.icb prevents
the drain-pipes from becon)ing stopped up. It can be pluced
in the yard, kitchen, or wherever convenient. Tin* Tratle
Supplied. The specifications o( Architects call tor Burr's No.

1 Hopi'KR AND Trap Comrinbd, wliich is the best recommended

(„r its superiority. Mend for Circular.

"a

n
6 S.

This hood protects the pipe and makes

it look neat; the front is open, making it

an open trap Hopper. It has a 2 and 4-

inch outlet.

Address 667 Mission St., San Francisco

BURR'S WEATHER STRIP, Harsha's Patent.
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CURLETT & CUTHBERTSON
Architects,

Offices, 307 Phelan's Building, Marlset Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

A. A. BENNETT,
Architect,

Rooms 45 and 46,

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

WRIGHT & SANDERS,
Architects,

No. 418 California Street,

Han ''rancisco.

PISSIS & MOORE,
Architects,

307 Sansome Street, Rooms 16 and 17,

San Francisco.

A. LAVER,
Architect,

San Franciseo Stook Exchniiife Buildinj;,

j

Pine Street, bet. Sansuine & Montgomery,

Room 19.

B. E. HENRIKSEN,
Architect,

*
i Henriksen's Patent Automatic Safety

Clutch for Elevators.

OFFICE, 31S POST STRKRT.

JAS. SEADLER,
Architect,

SACRAMENTO,
Sutter Block, Corner J and Fifth.

HUERNE &
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BUILDERS' HARDAVARE,
FULL LINE

OF

Light and Dark

MANUCACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures,

The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that will not wear

out or break.

For Hale l^y

Dunham, Carrigan
k Co

I)

DEALERS IN—

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

SA^VAaE, SON & CO.,

Empire Foundry and Machine Works
135 TO i45 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO- CAL.

House Fronts, and Architectural Iron Work of every Description.

Mantel Grates, StaWe Fixtnres, Yeiitilators aM Bnilciers' Hardware, Send for Price Lists.

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY,
i^on

Planing Mills,

Kailroad Shops,

Car Builders,

House Builders,

Cabinet Makers,
iSXC, ETC. SINGLE SPINDLE UPRIQHT SHAPER.

NO. 2 SCROLL SAW.

GOODELL & V\^ATERS,
CORNEE THIRTY-FIRST AND CHESTNUT STREETS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

tsr Parties in corresponding will obIi;,'e us bv mentioning this paper. j,
BRACKET BAND SAW.

Pacific Press Publishing House
12th and^Castro Sts., Oakland, 606 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

Printers, Ingrst^ers, Binders, Ilectrot7pers,f Stereotjpers.

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Kine Catalogue Work a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Journal is among the many printed by the Pacific Press.



A MONTHLY JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO PACIFIC COAST INTERESTS

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
PACIFIC COAST ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.

VOLUME VII, No, 9. SAN FRANCISCO, SEPTEMBER 15, 1886. terms:
{|2^PerYepYes%otems'

IMPKOVEI>
HYDRAULIC RAMS.
Send for Circular and Price List. Aiidress,
ALLEN GAWTHROP, Jn., Wilmin-ton, De .

Awarded Medal ami Di'l'iiiaat the Centetinial

Exhit'iri..?!, Pl,il„del|.lii -

WE REQUEST
ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS,

HOUSE OWNERS
AND

TO CAREFULLY INVESTIGATE THE MERITS OF

THE nODD
I

Shutter Workers
They have been carefully tested by hundreds of users ;

under all conceivable conditions, and

HAVE NEVER FAILED.
Some of the points are as follows:—
THE BLINDS A RE OPENED AND CLOSED

FROM THE INSWE without raishui the window
or screen and are LOCKED AUTOMATICALLY
IN WHATEVER POSITION THEY MA Y BE\
LEFT.

The Workers CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY
HOUSE, old or new. They are MORE EASILY
A PPLIED than ordinary hinqes and catches.

The Workers are made oj MA LLEA BLE IRON
and can NOT BE BROKEN, AS THEY ARE
STRONGER THAN THE BLIND.

Fr H ROSENBAUM & CO ,

DEPOT OF

Plate i Window Glass
MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS

(Quicksiher and Patent Back).

Xo. 507 jflarket Street, opp. Saiisome.

PARQUET FLOORS.

WM. HANNAM & CO.,

Wholesale and Pietail.

293 FIFTH AVE.,
NEW YORK.

Seven-eighths in. tontrued and
ffr.ioxed. European styles, solid

.iml suh-tiiiitial. Also, I in. Fancy Wood Carpet Floors.

4^Send two-cent stamp for Book of Designs.

O. V. L^ISTGE,
Publisher of a Series of

OF BEST EXAMPLES OF CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTURE.

PhotographiT, loa.i MarUet St., 8. F.

GARLAND
Sewer Qas Trap,

BKST IX USE.
Itecommended by all the Architects

in California.

OFFICE-1001 Broadway, Oak-

For Sale by Plumbers.

WESTERN I^0N We^K^.

(S-iccessors to John R. Sims & SonJ,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wrought lion Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. S'lle Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

Champion Metallic Wheelbarrow.

Iron Roofs and Gasometers MantiJ'actvred
to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,
Between Mission and Howard.

i^AJW VERY RARE, AND

Mantels, Willi Newest Styles ot Grates,

IFecLes tals, "Ta-Toles, lEtc.

Wakekoom-BRANNAN STREET,
Between Fifth and Sixth.

J. & F. KFSSF.LFR.

Slass
Staini&s

d Umi Works.

CUT- STAiXED, and UKOUXI> «IiASS.

Glass Cutting Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Stained Glass Works,
1213 & 1215 Howard St.

DEALERS AND AGENTS
Say the Workers sell faster than any novelty lately
introduced. Active Agents Wanted in Ev-
ery Town. For circulars and discount, please
address,

THE DODDMT'& CO., 19 Park Place. N.L

JAMES R. KELLY,

IMPORTER OF PAINT,01LS,WIND0W GLASS

j

AND MANUFACTURER OF TilE

IMPERISHABLE MIXED PAINT.
Sole Ajftiit for 1 liance Bros. & ro.'s 16 oz., 21 oz., and 26

oz. C. M. Glass, I'olished Plate, and Mirrors.

ail and H'Za Market Street, S. F.

EDWARD DENNY & CO.,

Drawing Paper and Materials.

Matleiatlcal and SnrTeying Instrnients.

Stationers, Printers, and Blank-Book Manufacturers; Civil En-

gineers, Surveyors, Architects, ard Drauyhisnieii's Suppliey.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California and Sacramento Streets, San Francisco.

it^ Send for Sample of our New Detail Paper. "WX
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BROWELL'S PATENT CHIMNEYS.

iL^MlLLS ViTiafLlf© i./^J^HTMrTlUfl^

T Brsaflti. T QrantK* Socket Pfpff. 'Rettoeer* Increateb eSc&iftCsn^

\
j^^ v

Hkad Hal* V>Bf • P. TfB(k 0. TXK^
\

All Sizes of the above on hand and for sale at the Lowest Prices.

First Premium Silver Medal of Mechanics' Institute awarded for Patent
Chimneys and Ornamental Chimney Tops.

ARE THE ONLY CHIMNEYS where BANDS and FILLING can
be used to make a SMOKE and AIR-TIGHT JOINT, and with
Iron Rods or Strapped to the Buildingp.
The U. S. Circuit Court has ijranted me a perpetual injunction a^'ainst L. E. Clawson an'! Jos. S.

Browa. All persons are cautionea against u?iny an yimprcvement in sectional chimneys jiatented
.by me<

"
Manufactured and for sale bv J. BROWEljL, 727 Montgomery Street, S . F.

REESE LLEWELLYN

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,

133 and 135 Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.

(LIMITED.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

LAUNDRY MACHINERY
AND DEALERS IN

MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts anJ MacMneryMm
OF ALL KIND.S.

LAUNDRY SUPPLIES,

297 Wabash Ave. Chicago, III.

Complete Outfits for HOTELS and PUB-
LIC INSTITUTIONS.

Plans for Lannd ries will be furnished to Archi-

tects on application to

J. E. CHAPPELL, Agent,
34 Fell Street, San Francisco.

'

IT lb ALMOST HUMAM.'

Ilie lorlon

DOOE CHEOE and SPEIHa
I Renders Slamming of Doors an Impossibility .

i FRANK D. MORRELL,
;

;i50 Market St., nr. Front, JDan Francisco.

CARPENTER and JOINER.

ILLUSTRATED BY 86 PLATES.

BY JAMES H. MONCKTON,

1
In cloth, *6 00

Address the office of this Jodskal.

Made in representation of Ancient and Mod-

ern Marbles, and Woods of all kinds. Lau-

rel. Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood

ENAMELED, POLISHED.
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all size-s, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO., ^'^^^^^^^\i^^^^''
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Pacific Rolling Mill Co.
s.<&.asr i^i?,^fiu2srcxsoo, c^a-Xj.

MANUFACTURERS OF

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON,

Bridj

L
Rolled Beams, Lag Screws,

Rolled Beams, Double, Nuts, Washers, etc.

Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Steamboat Shafts,

Bridge and Machine Bolts, Cranks, Pistons,

Connecting Rods.

Rolled Beams, 4, 6, 8, and 10^ inch.

Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames.

«fe^ Mini»g Machinery Forgings,

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Hammered Iron of every description.

J

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Ofnce, 202 Market Street, Union Block, Room I.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 50,

and 56 pounds to the vard.

No. 29 :*;

Latest, Lowest in Price,

NU .MOST ACCl'RATE

RECTORY
Of tbd Architects in the United States and Territories erer published.

Bound in Board. Sentfree on receipt o/Si.oo, by the

USEFUL PUBLISHING CO.. 1293 BroadwayJew Yort

Call the attention of the Architect to your pnuiuftion aud be assured that
if it has BEKIT you have also reached the Owner,

Builder, Masun, Decorator, etc.

MAEBLE MAUTELS,

ONYI BEL&IAN BLACK. TENNESSEE

ITALIAN AND STATUARY

THE mm, HEARTHS k FI5E GRATES.

w. H. Mccormick,

827 MARKET ST., BET. 4th AND 6th.

r>. zEaLio,

Carrara Marble Works.
MANUFACTUKER OF

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

1319 MISSION STREET,

Between 9th and 10th, SAN FRANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

Every Deacription of Metal Gooda Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC.

Old work reflnished, repaired, and plated equal to new.

SUver Plated Amalgamating Plates, for sav-

ing gold in (Quartz, Placer, Gravel, and Beach Mining.
©5,^ and 635 MISSIOIV STREET,

Between New Montgomery and Third, San Francisco, Cal.

E. «, nEKSriSTOK Proprietor.

San Francisco Wire Works

C. H. GRUENHAGEN,

669 Mission St. bet. Third & New Montgomery

SAN FRANCISCO.

Manufacturer (A

PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL WIEE WORE,

Wire Bates k Slmtters, Bafl][ k Dice Railing,

store Fixtures, Wire Figures, & Hat Stands

Arches, Flower Stands, Baskets, Trel-

lises, Window Guards, Coal Screens,

Fenders, etc., etc-

C. D. HARVEY'S
Hot WaterAjSteam Heating

For all Classes of Buildings.
I have introduced this system in over 400 houses on this Coast where it is

now in operation. All work Cuaranteed.

Sole naiinfartnrer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER.
Hole Agent for

BUNDYS PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.

AImo Agent for

Gald's Improved Sectional Boiler for Low Pressure Steam.

Office 30 New Montgomery St., under Palace Hotel.

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.
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HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwellings by the Most Approved

HOT ABATER SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this line has given perfect satisfaction in every instance, and we will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

^

We also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY 4fc CO.

614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.

TITALL PAPER,
Interior Decorating,

WINDOW SHADES,

LINCRUSTA WALTON,

Paper Ilai:ig"er*s' Tools.

—And a full line of—

Ingrain Tapestry and Body Brussels Carpets

JAMES DUFFY,
'

•17 9IAKKET STREET.

.""STAINS
FDR SHINGLES,

CLAPBOARDS, FENCES, ETC.

Sam h Cabot
70 Kilby St., Boston.

Send for Full Descriptive Circular.

THIS PAPER
('O.'S NKWHPAt'KR

may be found en filo

at OKO. P. ROWELL
.\i CO.'S

ADVEaTiHiNO BuHKAii (i'> Sjirucc street), wliere a<i\ertising

contracts may
be made (or it IN NEW YOEK.

HOLD!

I
fieWB are ncarce, Tint those wlm write to

on A<'o..PorI)and, Mftfrip,will leccivo

I frt-e, full informntion nlioiit wmk which
I tliey CBii do and Iiveat In.ine.lliat will pay
' (hem from %!- to f 2f; per day. Some haT«

earned over $.Vi In a day Either sM. >otin(r or old. Capital
not re(jiilred. You arectarted free. ThoBe whottart at once

an absolutely aure of snug Utile fortuoes. All ia new.

66NOXE SUCH 99

CHIMNEY TOP ^
VENTILATOR

THIS
VENTILATOR is especially valuable for regulating draft

(upwards mid downwards) made by the light, unstable atmosphere
of the Coast Range of Mountains. The hundreds of tall stovepipes
erected on the chimney tops of houses indicate inconvenience and
trouble in the kitchen, the parlor, and chambers below.

San Francisco, October 26, 188;').

To whmn it may concern :

I take pleasure in stating that the "None Such" Chimney Top and Ventilator,
which was put upon the sraoke-stack of the Baldwin Hotel about two months ago, has

given complete satisfaction.

It has increased the draft to such an extent that there is a perceptible saving
in the amount of coal consumed; smaller fires than heretofore will now answer to

keep up the steam, thus causing a great saving of the boiler also. We have heretofore

had much dltficulty in keeping up the amount of steam steadily required, owing to

the lack of draft, all of which is now remedied by the use of the " None Such" Chim-

ney Top and Ventilator. I heartily recommend its use to all persons, where a strong

draft is required.
J'EARSON & ARNOIJ),

Proprietors the Baldwin.

All Sizes Manufactured and Sold by KNEASS & CO.. 29 Taylor St.. San Francisco.

SOI.K AGEWTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

Agents Wanted for Interior Cities, Oregon, Nevada, Washin8:ton Territory, and Arizona.

JOB WORK IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

BURR'S NEW WASTE PIPE HOPPER, For the NEW PLUMBING LAW.

<0 -A

5 g?

c -o a

This Slop Hopper completely traps the foul air and gases

arising from Drains and Sewers. Ilurr*N 14t4'nch Trap
is superior to all others, and is the only (»ne which prevents
the drain-pipes from Ijoconiiug stopped up. It can be placed
In the yard, kitchen, or wherever convenient. Th^ Trade
Supplied. The specifications <»f Architects call for Hi'RK's No.

1 HoiTBR AND Thai- OoMBi.vKD, which is the best recommended
for its 8uperiorit}v Mend for 4'ir<*ular.

1 »

» o 5

» 2 £
>

" »

'1

a. »
.

r « ~

% i. S-

This hood protects the pipe and makes
it look neat: the front is open, making it

an open trap Hopper. It has a 2 and 4-

inch outlet.

Address 667 Mission St., San Francisco.

BURR'S WEATHER STRIP, Harsha's Patent.
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JOSEPH SMITH,
CONTRAtTOR FUR

BRICKWORK, STONEWORK,

GRADING,

SEWER WORK and PATENT CHIMNEYS.

Agent for Gladding; McBeaii

Sewer Pipes, Patent Chimneys,

A9ri> TERRA OOTTA WARE.

BRICK FOUNDATIONS
PutuiHler fianio builditi.y; at fho shortest uotire and most

rtas iiiable rates.

YAKIIM: Valrnria l!tt., lift. 17t]i and l»«th
and «o:t», ^U:i3, 2U37 .lliSMioii Htreet, bet. iiSth
and itoth.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Co. of California

FIRE AND MARINE.

Principal Office, 439 ealifornia IV, Safe Deposit BuiliiDg

SAN KliANCISCO^

JOHN H. WISE, Vresident.

CHAS. A. LATON, Secretary.

W. D. PERINE,
MANUFACTL'RKR OF

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Garden Walks.

Basement Floors, Carriage Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building- Stone,

URNF, VASES, STONE COPING and STEPS

Kiirrance to tVincti r.'V liO(«, Oaski'ts,

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

S\N IliANCISCO OFFICE, 2S New .Moiitgonier; .St. OAK-

LANM)<>KFlrK,4.j7 N lit'- st. Resiili ip i, 800 Ouk st. Oakland.

National * Assurance *
Company,

OIF Iie/E1I_..A.:LTID,

Atlas Assurance Company,
OF LONDON,

BOYLSTON INSURANCE COMPANY, OF BOSTON.

H. M. NEWHALL & CO.,

GENERAL AGENTS.

309 and 31 1 Sansome St., - - - - - San Francisco, Cal.

SASH LOCKS
.-^

I M L-!EJisri'

DOOR BOLTS.
A very important feature of the IVES' SASH LOCK ia in

its securely locking; when closed and simultaneously drawing
the meetiriy rails closely tt^ether. All the movements are

a-^complished by cams without the instrumentality of springs,
thus avoiding the possibility of getting- out of order.

IVES' PATENT DOOR HOLTS apply wholly with a bit,
and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts

afford. Ives* Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts are protected
by nine letters ]>atent, and are manufactured in over forty
styles of finish.

One Sample only Ives* Patent Sash Lock, mailed post-paid
to any Carpenter sending his address, with 10 cts. in stamps.
Illustrated price lists, showing forty-six styles of goods,
mailed free.

H. B. IVES & GO.,
Sole Manufacturers and Patentees, New Haven, Conn.

Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts, sold by all dealers
in Hardware.

Norris Window Pulley Mortising Machine! Pulley.

CAPACITY:

Nine Mortises

Per Minute.

OVER
600 Machines

Now IN Use

The Norris Machine and Pulley Is used by nearly all the Leading Sash, Door, and Blind

Manufacturers of the following: Cities :

NASHUA New Haiiip liire; BURLINGTON, Ve;mont; BOSTON, V'assaohuset s, WATKIITOWN, Massachusetts; CAMBKIDGE. Massachusetts; LOWELL, Massachusetts; WORCES-
TFR Massi.cliusetts; HOLVOKK, Ma»sa<husetts; LAVVKENCK, Massachusetts; NhW YOKK, New York; BUFFALO, New York; BKOOKLYN, New York; PHILADELPHIA, Pennsylva-
. ia VlLLIAMSPUltT, Peni.silvanir; SUNBUKY I'eniisihaiiiii; PITTSBUKG, Pinnsvlvania; ULEN KO( K, Penns\lvania; WAKltEN, Piniisjlvania; MIDDLETOWN, Pennsylvania;

CiiuMKlA, Pennsxi ania; LANCASTKIl. Penn vlvania;'SAVANNAH, Gci.iM'a; BALTIMOHE, Mi.rjiand; HaVUE UK GRACE, Maryland; WILMINGTON, Delaware; ASBURY PARK,
New ,Je sev DANVILLE, Virjiinia; Al (iU-jTA, Georgia; New Haven, Connect cut; MAK^UETTE. Michigan; PORTLAND, Oregon; ERIE, Penn ylvania; INDIANAPOLIS, Indiana; SAN
JOSE California; CHICAGO. Illiioris; KOCK ISLAND, Illinois; MILWAUKKK, Wisco sin; CEDARBURG, Wisconsin; ST. LOUIS, Missouri; KANSAS CITY, Missouri; DENVER, Cclorado;

SACHAMENTO liiUfornia; BELFAST, Maine; WINONA, Mi nesta; ( ANISTKO. New York; CINCINNATI, Ohio; CLEVELAND, Ohio; WASHINGTON, District of Columbia; LOUIS-

Vli.LK, Kentucky; HAMl'TON, Virsiiiiia; TOLEl'O, Ohio; SANDUSKY, Ohm; HAMILTON, Ohio; CHILLICOTIIE, Ohio; DETROIT, Michigan; KVANSVILLE. Indiana; PBATTVILLE,
, labania; GALVESTON, Texas; HOl'STON, lex.18; COLUMBUS, Olii ; CHATIANOOGA, Tennessee; RICHMOND, Virginia; LYNCHBURG, Virginia; CLINTON, I.jWa; PORTDEPOSIT,
Miirjland. I'ALUCAH, Kentucky; DANVILLE, Kentucki.

You p stixcly cannot afford to do without the NORRIS PULLEY AND MORTISER. It is the only machine made that will mortise for every kind of Pulley. No difficulty in starting
niacLnic; no sc. lijiing off edyes of bits; nothing to j^et out of repair. It is a heavj', solid, substantial machine, built for work, and we iruarantee it to do five times the work of any other

(iille.\ Mai hiiie. It does not requ're any skilled labor to rnn it, no belt tightener to wear out the belts. In fact, it is pronounced by .ill, and is positively the only machine for Mortising^

Pulleys. Our Pulle)s aie the slr.'iigest and best inaile in the country. We make (il diffetent quulities, and if any other stjle of pnll-jy was given to you it would not pay to use it. We
lefer you to the leading Sash, Door, and Blind Mi.nufacturers of the entire country. lutoiniation and Samjiks sent on application. Very respectfully yours,

C. SIDNEY NORRIS & CO., 36 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Md.
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ILL

CAKPETIKG,
Imitation Stained G-lass,

MOOEISII FEET WOEIZ.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

NOTICE,
OWNERS and CONTRACTORS !

Bell Hanging, G-as Lighting,

Locksmithing in All Its Branches.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

A\^ILL & FI]SrCK,
769 MARKET STREET.

Duriiam System of House Drainage.
STANDARD WROUGHT IRON STEAM PlPE, Special Fitting, Carefully Protected from Rust, SCREW JOINTS,

and only where NECESSARY for Branches, HAND -HOLES at Bends, supported ONLY at Bottom, therefore not affected by

SETTLEMENT of Walls and Floors; in fact, a PERMANENTLY TIGHT SANITARY SOIL PIPE.

SEND FOR PAMPHLET. CALL AND SEE FULL SIZE MODEL.

AVIVI. T. BLUIVT, C E., 413 J^Iontg^oixiei-;)^ St., San Francisco.

Apehiteetupal and Meehanieal Books

s we are closing out our stock of Shelf Books, we
^11 dispose of those on hand at first cost.

Hi^-THQSE IN WANT OF BARGAINS SHOULD CALL EARLY. -^|r

GAS FIXTURES, •:• AND MANTELS.
AGENCY SCANLAN & CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.,

FINE MARBLEIZED

Slate and Iron Mantels,

agency conway m'f'g co., milvv^aukee, wis.,

FINE WOOD MANTELS.

Gas Fixtures of Every Description, of Latest Designs.

Tiles, Grrates, and Mantel Tx-immin^s. ^^

BU8H & MALLBTT, 34 Geary Street, Above Kearny.
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THE OFFERED SALE OF THIS JOURNAL

ryiNCE the first announcement in its pages that the

^Tj entire interests of this journal would be disposed
of to competent parties, a great many personal in-

quiries have been made, and propositions submitted and
declined.

A sale contingent upon certain stipulations might
have been made a month ago, but as we propose an un-

conditional surrender of the situation, we shall hold the fort

until a competent commander-in-chief shall arrive, with

satisfactory financial credentials.

Negotiations now pending with parties and firms east

of the Rocky Mountains, may result in a full change of

management by the first of January next, if not sooner.

In the raeintime the journal will be continued as hereto-

fore to the bast ofour over-burdened abilities.

A GENERAL EXPLANATION.

Those who have made inquiry by letter, and personally,
have asked for all the facts of the case, and what will be

included in the sale.

As a general answer, we state: A sale will include

every interest ofthe publication—its good-will, subscrip-
tion list and advertising patronage, office appointments,
desk, bound volumes and back numbers since 1879,

outstanding accounts due from all sources, five hundred

copies, more or less, architectural, mechanical, and other

publications (optional), and all else pertaining to the pub-
lication and circulation ofthe journal.

"We state, in answer to the question repeatedly asked

by correspondents, in reference to

COMPOSING ROOM AND PRESSES,

That there are none. The journal has been conducted

incidentally in connection with our architectural pursuits,

and printed and bound ready for distribution by contract.

But with these limited facilities and restricted advan-

tages, and personal attention divided between two great

interests—editor and manager, and practicing architect-

each demanding our whole time and energies, we have

continued our publication work for eight years (less three

months) with a profit to ourselves, making a most envi-

able reputation for the journal, as evidenced by the hun-

dreds ofcomplimentary notices from time to time pub-

lished by technical, class, and other journals; and

preparing the way for some one to continue its publi-

cation with great success and profit.

San Francisco Chapter American Institute of Archi-

tects.

THE
regular meeting of the Chapter was held on September

3, in the rooms of the San Francisco Art Association.

The proposition of H. T. Bestor to become a member as

Fellow, was favorably acted upon, and he was duly elected.

Proposition was received from A. M. Squire^to become a

student member. Messrs. Pissis, Curtis, and Sanders were ap-

pointed as an Investigating Committee.

The following communication was received from the Builders'

Association of California:—
To S. F. CuAi'TKR, A. I. A.: The Builders' Association of California,

recognizing the fact that there is in use in San Francisco nearly as many
different forms of contracts as there are architects in the city, and believ-

ing it to be desirable to adopt one form for use that shall meet the

requirements of the building trades, that shall be alike equitable and

just to both the owner and contractor, have appointed the undersigned a

committee on the part of said association, with instructions to communi-

cate with you and ask the appointment of a like committee on your part,

to meet, consider, and present a form to our respective associations for

adoption and general use. We would, therefore, respectfully request your
association to appoint such a committee at its next meeting, to meet with

us at such time and place as you may select, for the purpose aforesaid.

Hoping the above will meet with your favorable consideration, we

remain, gentlemen.
Your ol)edient servants,

Jos. Wilcox,
Jerk O. Mahonby,
Chas. C. Tebrill.

The Chapter, in accordance with above, appointed Messrs.

Wolfe, Kirk, and Gash as the committee.

Election of officers being in order, the following gentlemen,

having received the highest number of votes, were duly installed

in their offices for the ensuing term: President, A. Pissis; Vice-

President, T. A. Eisen; Secretary, B. E. Henriksen; Treasurer,

J. M. Curtis; Trustees, G. H. Sanders, A. Laver, J. E. Wolfe,

J. Gash, W. P. Moore.

Resolution carried that delinquent members be notified to pay

up; failing to do so, suspension will follow.

Summary of Building Activities.

Below will be found the third quarterly report for 1886; as

compared with 1885:—
360 engagements for 3d quarter, 1885 cost, $1,638,260

277
" " " " 1886

"
1,490,279

83 decrease $147,98!

As may be seen, the dift'erence of 83 engagements and cost of

^147,981 must be recorded in favor of 1885. The corresponding

monthly report for the month of September is:—
1G9 engagements for 1885 cost, $785,700

106 " " 1886 448,177

63 " in favor of 1885 $337,523
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We Want YOU, Who Have Not, TO PAY UP.

Anticipating retirement from the management of this journal,

those who have not paid up their subscription dues will confer

a favor by doing so at once. Let there be no delay in this mat-

ter. We propose to clean up as neatly and nicely as the good

pleasure of honestly disposed patrons may make possible, and as

thoroughly
—t&'as the law provides.,^g—with those who refuse

or neglect to settle their accounts.

Every unpaid dollar due us has been faithfully earned by un-

ceasing desires and earnest efforts to found and perpetuate a

California class journal in the interests represented in these

columns; and measured by the mental and physical cares and

labors, and the financial requirements to this end, every dollar

yet due us has been honestly earned and should be paid promptly.

We hope not to be required in any case to invoke legal redress,

but as protection of publication interests, which have been and

are so often abused by that portion of the reading public who

seek to obtain their reading matter without cost, the law in such

cases made and provided is, that every man who receives a sub-

scription journal of any sort, can be held and made to pay the

full amount of subscription, up to the time of- payment and

stoppage.

Questions and Answers.

Business Manager of Akciiitect: Will you please to let me
into one of the secrets of the "perfumei-s' art," and tell me how
it is possible to make so much "triple extract of heliotrope,"
when I know from my extended travels, there is very little in-

deed of heliotrope flowers cultivated for the perfumer to use?

CUKIOSITY.
San Jose.

Answer.—I do not know that it is just right to expose the
secrets of the perfumer or any other art or profession. But as

"Curiosity" is an old friend, I will just this once let her know
how to make essence of heliotrope without the flowers. Add to

a tincture of vanilla a small proportion of oil of bitter almonds;
add essence of rose, and orange flower, q. s., and you will have
an excellent extract of heliotrope. g. h. w.

A HOUSE in danger, a family in peril.

Editor California Architect: I have taken the Carpenter
and Builder (published in New York), for the past three years.
There has been quite a controversy in it in regard to the number
of shingles a man can put on a roof in a day. How many do

you think a man ought to lay in a day, provided he made a "good

job? H. T.

San Francisco.

Answer.—A man working for us, that put on three thousand
a; day, each shingle to be well nailed, would be doing a very faith-
ful day's work. Of course, we know five, and as high as six

thousand, have been put on by one man; but we are not answer-

ing to "slapping" them on, but simply a good day's work well
done.

Business Manager op Architect: I have a roof, the span or
width of which is forty eight feet, and the height eighteen feet.

It is rectangular, hipped at each end. I can figure out the length
of my common rafters easily enough, viz., thirty feet. What
will be the length of my hip-rafters 1 Also, how do you get the

length of the latter?

Answer.—If your rafters are 30 feet in length (I notice that
does not allow of any projection), by the same rule your liip-
rafters will be 38.41 feet. You have simply worked out the

problem of finding the hypothenuse, two sides being given. Ap-
ply same principle to the hip-rafter

—
regarding a common rafter

as one of the sides, and half the width of the roof the other

side, of your triangle.

Editor Architect: As I want to furnish all materials for my
building, I take the liberty of asking you how much of lime,
sand, and hair will it require to make enough good mortar to

plaster 100 square yards?
Answer.—Eight bushels good lime, sixteen bushels clean sand,

one bushel of hair. The longer the latter the better.

The builder that deceives the architect wrongs the client as

well, and if he connives at bad workmanship he demoi°alizes the
workman and constitutes himself a criminal.

Garden mold may be good for vegetables, but as a component
of mortar it spells early ruin.

Good workmanship needs no coat ot paint to enhance the exe-

cution, for like sculptor's work, good workmanship is best judged
in the nude without drapery or color.

Wet your bricks, wash your sand, slake your lime, but perish
not your mortar with *ater, or your work will not be worth its

bond. .

The Shingling Question.
It is rather amusing to see one whose experience is more than

local, to read the questions and answers appearing in various

journals in reference to what constitutes a good day's work at

shingling. Many unwise and intelligent discussions arise from
the diversity of answers given and opinions expresised; while the

fact is, that no general answer can be framed which will apply
to all sections of country

—for the reason that shingles, like

nearly all else used in the erection of buildings, possess special
characteristics within certain naturally prescribed limits. The
man who might perchance 'lay" 2, .500, or even 3,000, of Cali-

fornia's soft redwood shingles within ten hours, would find him-
self loser upon a bet to lay 1,.500 Eastern cypress shingles

—or

in some cases 1,000—fully half an inch thick, within the same
number of liours. There is, also, a material difference whether

six-penny or four-penny nails are used, and whether there is to

be one or two nails driven in each and every shingle, or on an

average, two nails to each three shingles. Again, it makes

quite a diflerence whether the .shingles are made of soft redwood,
the only shingle now used in San Francisco, or sugar-pine, or

white fir, qualities more common in other parts of the Pacific

Coast. Either of these kinds, compared with those made of

harder wood in other States, and much thicker, requiring six-

penny nails, bear no comparison. And the man who glories, as

some do, over the feat of laying 2,.'500 or 3,000 redwood shin-

gles, performs no better nor more noteworthy day's work than do
other men who enjoy a sense of pride at having laid 1,000 of a

heavier and more difficult kind to lay.

Material Facts for Owners' Consideration.

Good buildings are sometimes erected without the professional
services of an architect, but whether as good and complete as

'they would have been under the planning and sujierintendence of

a competent architect, is a (juestion. The proposition suggested
is reasonable. For the incessant and perpetual study of an archi-

tect is to discover and develop new ideas, to determine and ma-
ture better plans, to overcome difficulties encountered in prior ex-

periences, to provide against defects and errors which may have

occurred, and, in a word, concentrate the entire energies of his

mind and brain, to producing improved results; and it is not rea-

sonable to suppose that among men of equal intelligence, educa-

tion, judgment, industry, and advantages, that those who devote

their time, and employ their mental and physical energies in

special purstiits, can propej'ly understand and practice their se-

lected avocation, and by incidental application, also understand as

proficiently, those specialties which others, their equals in all

intellectual and physical senses, have made matters of constant

study and daily application. Men generally master not more
than one thing or calling, and as the "old saw" goes, "They
that are jacks at all trades, master none." We admit that there

are a host of contractors who would have become most excellent

architects had they so applied themselves. But a reasonably

perfected knowledge of architecture can only be obtained by the

possession of the natural qualifications of mind and judgment,
and constant practice and study. Incidental scholastic and

superficial knowledge does not, by any means, qualify men. to

assume the practice of a profession, than which no other requires
the more intense exercise of every mental and intellectual faculty.

Hence, we find men calling themselves architects who are simply
pretenders, mere fratids, aspiring to be what they can never be-

come, through fatal defects in their natural or accjuired qualifica-
tions. But mistakes sometimes occur even with the best and
most careful architects, and generally when no architect is em-

ployed, and almost always when buildings are intrusted to the

manipulations and control of parties whose presumption is only

equaled by their fearful lack of judgment, and complete ignorance
of every coiTect principle of architecture.
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Facade of Suburban Dwelling.

YARIETY
in architectural ariangeiiients is as much to be

desire^ as variety in dress. The accompanying illusti-ation

presents the front view o£ a dwelling lately erected in a

suburban portion of a country town. The original plan contem-

plates two houses with exactly the same faqade, only having the

main entrance doors on opposite ends of the front. By this ar-

rangement of two owners combining the main features of a de-

sign, and building conjointly, a much richer and grander effect is

produced. From a short distance away, the house would present
the appearance of a magnificent villa. As shown, wood, brick,

or stone may be used in the construction. Shingles on the gables
would much heighten the effect. Due regard must be exercised

in regard to the colors used in painting the exterior.

Art and Architecture.

[Special for this Journal. By F. IIillkrt, Architect and Mechanical Engineer,]

XXVI. SCULPTURE.

TTIHE art of building incloses space and makes rooms, to
' I > which, by the form signifying the purpose, and its creation

the semblance of organic life is given, raising the same to

a work of art.

With sculpture, every practical purpose for the use of its

work drops away; its way of beginning and the staff are of them-

selves indifferent; they are only wanted to be seen. From the

art of building to sculpture, is a large step for independent de-

velopment, to pure liberty of art from all ' outside efforts con-

summated. What conditions are imposed upon sculpture, above
all the visible, bodily appearance of the work? The same have,
with the work of architecture in common, the extension in

length and breadth, but as works of art they are inaccessible to

their inside, even as a colossus, the Statue of Liberty of New
York, etc., and only its outside in her artificial form, immaterial

of the same, is hollow or of a solid mass. The ideas which man
can speak out and embody in such work of art, must be shown
and given in bodily individuality. The sculptor is to indi-

vidualize, that is, to make figures. From the—from nature

borrowed, mathematically sheamated— ornament by which the

art of building indicates, sculpture makes a large stride, by tak-

ing the organic living for its model and pattern. Men and

animals, single or in groups combined, are her objects, but she

has to represent the same so that, out of the form, the figure

speaks directly the spiritual, also the character, an action or a

general idea. In the structure of the body, the position, the

tension of the muscles, the motion, the form of the head and the

features of the face, must by this the spirit be spoken out; what
in reference to a certain action, an Olympic and sword combat, or

a certain character, such as of a sudden anger, must lie near by
and be self-evident. In reference to the repreentation of a

personified idea it is more difficult to find the right, and we
must admire the high sense for beauty of the ancients, which

gave to them the idea of love, the most graceful figure; to the

idea of pain, the noblest expression; to that of strength, the most

perfect form. In the gods and heroes of the ancients are general
ideas personified, and this is the highest problem of the

plastic. The Christian plastic, compared with the antic, is,

ideally taken, poor, since, with the exception of the crucified, of

Maria and the disciples, by the legions of saints, is hardly a figure,
in which really something general, human, and dignified is

spoken out; and only lately we arrived to represent faithful,

devout submission, the joyful death of a sacrifice and similarities,

even if more so shown in painting.
The works of sculpture are made from one kind of stuff,

worked from outside toward the inside, as with stone, marble; or

from the inside toward the outside, by putting on, as with model-

ing clay; or they are cast in a certain form with bronze, iron, and

cast-stone, etc. Since, first, what was probably done in past ages
for marble and cast-work models of clay were made, then is, in

regard to a true work of art, the making of the model in clay is

decisive. The later executions are secondary, and belong to the

technie, whereby we must not lo.-e sight that the artist already
at the making of the model must know how, later, he will com-

plete his work, since the manner of ,his execution here and there

in single parts at the commencement will require a different

.treatment.

By all works of sculpture is only one kind of stuff, therefore

only one color in existence, sculpture colored, as, perhaps, the

gilded ivory pictures of the ancients, inlaid bronze work, or even
heads of marble with eyes of precious stones, and such like

are exceptions and change nothing in the principle; then the

colored painting of a statue is something barbaric and belongs

always, to the period of transition. The corporeity and the liard-

ness of the material, as well as the single color, limit principal

sculpture in its production and point the same irrevocably to the

statue and figures, denying to the same the physical life, the

world of sensibility, and, namely, of deep passions. The eye is

yet closed and dead; the soul does not speak through those bright
stars. The eyes closed, which is only missing on few figures,
is an indication for the whole manner in which the plastic forms.

Not bodies in imitation of nature she desires to make, but figures

—idealized, spiritual, and godlike. So is the outline of the

plastic art the ideality, which, not considering accidentalities of

single persons, conditions the image in her eternal duration and

pureness. Partly and seemingly dessication from this highest
axiom will afterwards be referred to.

Selecting a group, there can come to expression a situation or

a conflict, since the position and relation of the single figures to

each other can speak and point to an action, or they all can be

united to a common idea, as the former, i. e., in the group of the

Farnesian bull, and the latter in the group of Neobe and her

children, is the case. The single statue will always bear the

character of "in itself" sufficient.

But the plastic possesses more, as in the group the means to

show actions and situations, namely, in the raised picture, the

relief which, fjom the complete fullness of the space, is already
set back from the surface, and by a slight raising and lifting off

of the bodies from the background, giving to the same the sem-

blance of a full appearance. Besides the statues is here the rep-
resentation of other tilings possible, as trees, buildings, imple-
ments, and such like; and the plastic finds here an expansion of

lier domain, outside and above her original limits; without, how-

ever, taking away from her the conditions of bodily matter, and

points hereby to the possibility, by extensive training, to an art

which is equipped with farther-reaching means, and which is

XXVII. THE ART OF PAINTING.

This art abandons the bodily of the art of building and sculpt-

ure, and sacrifices the real actuality, whose semblance she reaches

and again obtains, by a delusion or by other means. She is set back
in the surface, the plain or curved, and her means of representa-
tion is the color. As the things appear to the eye, which only can

be seen from a point, and that only from one side at the time, so

she would let the same also appear in the picture. If we. in the

rear of a visible object for the eye, the front side of the thing
would set up a perpendicular wall, then this would represent the
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ground plan of the picture; but the plan is tilled up with the

visible front part of the things, and, indeed, so that those being
farther back in the space appear smaller, as they actually are.

This semblance is reproduced in the picture, and is designated
with tlie name of "

perspective." A work of painting is, tiiere-

fore, the presentation of objects on a plane, wliicli, by means
of color and perspective, produces the semblance of reality, natu-

rally understood under the general condition of a work of art.

By the possibility to represent in an unlimited maimer the

whole extent of reality, painting po.ssesses in the same time the

means to bring to view the inner feelings of the soul, the tender,
soft emotions, general ideas of the most affecting modesty to the

highest magnanimity, as far as they can take in general a visible

form. The offers direct a hand for the personification of an idea,

and know how to bring the same with astonishing ease to

appearance. Color is her stuff and material, and a few strokes

drawn with a pencil on paper, obtain first and have only ap-

pearance, when the same by the coloring are set off from the

paper. The different coloring material used conditions the ap-

pearance of the painter's work; then that which is only drawn
in one color, on a certain priming ground, will only in part ar-

rive to the semblance of reality, and tlie same to be tried to be

gained by shading and shadows; but that which is executed in

many colors, obtains again, by the material condition of the

color, a different character. The ditterent coloring material re-

quires also surfaces for painting of a different material. The
mode of the color mixing, preparation, and grinding, the spread-

ing and the treatment of singularities, have also a considerable

influence on the colored, tliat is, the color in her artistical effort,

that the finest graduations needed everywhere are made possible,
In the coloring, painting has an inexhaustible source of repre-

senting the most opposite and contrary dispositions, and hardly

perceptible shades. Works^ of painting are divided, partly in

reference to the kinds of means used in representing, and partly

according to the kinds of tlie represented objects; but both, as

can already be seen, only refer to the outside aspect.
Morecorrect would be a separation of the difl'erent works accord-

ing to the kind of ideas they represent, so that such works
which would unite the most important, significant and essential to

one group; but such which contain the accidental, momentary,
and insignificant, to anotlier group. The first would be named
the historical works in the highest and most expanded sense; the

latter, to be designated as genera. The dividing line of the two

groups will frequently run over and overlap each other, and we
will be compelled to divide the same according to the kind and
method of painting, as above indicated, or according to the

subject treated, such as religious, historical, historic genera,

genera, likeness painting, animals, landscape.

XXVIH. RELATION OF THE THREE ARTS TO EACH OTHER.

While the art of building must content itself to give, by indi-

cation to their works, the semblance of the organic, while the

sculpture has to remain in the outer form of the organic, the

painting penetrates to the organism itself, and lays down the

deepest connections of the spiritual and objective in one form,
which has departed from nature so far, that the same, instead of

the natural occupation of space, which the art of building and
nature demand, has withdrawn to a surface, and on it, as illus-

trated before,- the semblance of perfect reality made possible.
But of the three arts, is the art of building the fundamental
and lawful, standing in the forefront, historically and iesthetically
before the others; it educates so, as to say, the artistical sense

and the art, and makes man capable to feel himself independent
to form; and again, to perceive the work of art as something
different from the creations of nature. The sculptor, whose
liand and skill for work have already been trained in making of

building adornments, the ornaments, columns, etc., steps in next,
and at the commencement leans closely onto the art of building,
whose rooms she adorns and ornaments; but she also wakens to

an independent consciousness, and teaches above all otiiers the

beautiful proportion and the ideality. The painting, which has

perfected itself the last, enters now, opens to art the reality of

things and of the soul. The sister arts are supplementary to

each other; they finish the circle of the beautiful, as far as visible

tothe eye. Their principles unite themselves toa higher unit, which

every active artist, wherever he may stand, must l)e conscious of,

namely, cannot enough be pointed out to so lively conception of

the strict laws of the art of building, which give, well and truly

comprehended, everywliere a sure foundation for intuition,

judgment, and invention. Through the union of tiio arts by
their works, speaks a higher whole, and only so arrives each to

its wordiest position, to the solution of its highest problems.

Nothing better and higher exists in the plastic, as the adornment
of the sanctuaries of Olympe and Athens; nowhere is painting

higher than there, where it ornaments walls and ceiling of a

large room, etc.; and where a building shall arrive at a true and
real beauty, perfect monu mentality and greatness of the sister

arts must reach out and assist the wreath of plastic and figui-a-

tive ornament, as in museums and fine theaters. But as archi-

tecture is connected with the building trades, so points painting
however by its gift to actions of the souls of men, which only
exist in the time to make them visible in space, already to

poetry and music the art of sounding. So it could appear, as if

the aits overlapped each other— the art of building over sculpt-

ure, by the plastic decoration and the statuary ornament, the

figurative, forming to painting by the relieve or raised picture to

the simple drawing; but nevertheless the boundaries are fixedly
drawn and must be strictly kept; then it one of the arts should

forget her conditions and her mode of representation, and, going
over to the domain- of the other next above, her works become

unthoughtful, repulsive, and repellent, then the art of building
would become individualized, or the sculpture pictures give, then

they are not to be approved; their works do not please a refined

and cultivated taste. When, therefore, painting draws statuaris-

tic or architectonic, if figurative forming forms architectonic, it

is this, anyway, a restraining of the artistical capacity; but the

work carries with it severity and dignity.
XXIX. ART AND RELIGION.

It has already been said that a work of art is the reflection

of the state of culture of its originator, his time, and of his peo-

ple, and this, therefore, coming direct from the original self of

its originator, he again being rooted with his whole thought and
mode of thinking, with his time and with his people. In the

different periods of history must, therefore, appear a different

kind of art. The main reason lies in the religion of the people;
then the religion, since the beginning of the human race, lias

been that moment and impetus, in which every time and always
the highest interests w«re united, in wliich the measure or scale

for the thinking capacity, the depth of perception, for the striv-

ing after morality, the arrangement of state and for personal

dignity is given. That religion, more than anything else, separates
and unites people, is clear, and needs no further explanation,
since every section of history gives speaking proof; and our time

itself, which designates partly a beginning, where the positive

religious being passes over to the liberated humanity, is rich in

such examples.
Art is intimately related to religion; then the impulse after

divinity does not satisfy at first a reasonable perception, but it

leads much more to the lowest state of all perceiving, corre-

sponding to the sensitive intuition, necessarily thereto, that man
tries and endeavors to make hiniself a concrete praeentation of

that which his soul desires very much to see. The most sensitive

religions begin with elementary objects, such as the sun, fire, and

similarities, and pass over to natural things, as trees, animals, and
such like. An imposing progress lies then in the taking of per-
sonal objects as deities; and, lastly, the personification of a god-
like or any ideas referring to divinity in a certain form. This is

true for the whole humanity up to to-day, with- the exception
of Protestantism, as far as they are true to its spirit and princi-

ples; then Judaism and the Mohammedjins, who discard images
of God and set up only hereby a wise prohibition against ex-

travagancies of phantasy; but the Protestantism, that is, as a

universal historical idea, and not in the accidental exterior com-

munity with the so-called "
Evangelists," whereby it is intended

to disabuse a misunderstanding against the works of art of

eminent, not Protestant artists, is not hostile to art; as to the

former religions, lie is only from its own inner spirit again.st the

works of art as images of the godly divinity, and repels from it

all supernatural; wherefore he only accentuates the purely
human and the nobility of humanity. It is a large process of

culture, whicli only one, and that a very small part of humanity,
has brought about, laboriously and slowly, and their universal his-

torical sense and tlieir aims are not very difficult to be recognized.
The pace of development runs from the sensual creed to the

spiritual consciousness.

The more variable and different religions of nations are from
each other, so mucli different are the arts of the same, and con-

sequently the more they come near to each other, the more
similar are these. Yet, when many nations are of one and the

same religious belief, the difference in the arts will only be

recognized and seen in small, insignificant works, which are to be

traced to the different perceptions of the same religion through
the diflTerent characters of the people, and such like. As long as

a people has its own religious belief, it lias its own national art,

and if one and the same religion is in common with more

nations, then is art periodical.

XXX. NATIONAL ART OP THE ANCIENTS.

The national art rules the collective antiquity. Here every nation

has its own national religion, and art oversteps the boundary of
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the people only together with tlie religion. The types of the old

kinds of art are ditterent in their main spirit; and even then, if

we believe that some early relation existed between them, we are

on the main only authorized to find in them the first impulses to

an independent activity within their own nationality. The most

important example pertaining hereto is the dispute on the influ-

ence whicli the Egyptian and Asiatic art had on the ancient

Greek art. In the fac<! of tlie monuments, to deny such influence

unconditionally i.s the prerogative privilege of the supera-
bundant Hellenist, when otherwise to trace and pursue the same

up to the prime period of the tJreek art, to find in all imitations

and perfected Egyptian patterns and models, is a precon-
ceived prejudice of those who are incapable to conceive and com-

prehend the independent people's character. If the old Pelas-

gians, and, more so, the old IJorians and lonians, received from

•the more advanced people the incitation for art exercises, then

this is by no means a lowering of the (ireek spirit, but sooner a

glorification, since they obtained imperfect and raw germs, which,

by their own force, were brought to the highest perfection.

Something similar executes itself uninterruptedly in all dominions

of life, and the judgment here goes from one extreme to tlie

other. At the time of the Roman emperors, as the deities of

the different nations and their culture were introduced in Rome,
an inclination for a barbaric art was gained, as numerous sculpt-
ures of this period, which were executed in the Egyptian style,

show. Religion is now undoubtedly conditioned by the natural

disposition of the people, their bodily constitution, the formation

of their soil, tlie lay of their country, and similar influences; but

it is already formed, in some measure, by the art training of

some nominal value, and thus stands in a closed and fixed rela-

tion to the same, which is naturally without detriment to any
change after time may make with it. So we find perfectly
formed religious creeds, which have already called forth a certain

fixed art, but which were proclaimed by an interested priesthood
as unimpeachable commandments of divinity.
The true reason is the inordinate desire of power and self-

interest of the priests, who, by their divine threatening and
menace to exclude the people from every and any interest in their

religious organizations, and every, even the slightest, attempt in

that direction, is punished in the severest way. So originates a

perfect stand-still in the religion, and the once created art forms

are retained unchanged. Art is therefore under such conditions

that the vein of its life is tied and its development played out.

In this way it happened that the same unaltered types of art re-

mained thousands of years in Egypt, and the rigid and stiff

Byzantinisiij, longer than five centuries, showed the saine lifeless

forms.

In the Indias was the appearance of the reformed Buddhisms
the cause of a new and less important art, or the one of the

Bramaisms, but the Asiatic and African nations, being under the

dominion and rule of an oppressing priest religion, their art is,

therefore, more or less typically stiff, without any developing

progress.
The liberty of the Greeks created the first true art from small,

typical, narrow commencement to a perfected beauty. The
Romans were, in art and religion, essentially dependent on Greek

influence, but by both were taken up in their peculiar national

form.

Please Make Immediate Settlement.

As AN entire change in the management of this journal is

likely to occur at an early day, those who are indebted to us will

greatly oblige by
MAKING PROMPT PAYMENT.

Do not hold off because you may for a time, but pay up at once

and remove the obligation. It is our due and your duly.

The most celebrated carpenter I ever heard of, was the

Carpenter of Rouen. You never saw him, but you have seen

the ruin of the carpenter, perhaps.
—Builder and Woodworker.

No, we never did. We never saw a good carpenter ruin any-

thing, but we have seen fellows who pretended to be, that did

ruin everything they undertook, including their own and the

prospects of good carpenters for profitable jobs. We suppose
this class is not common to any one city, but may be found in

Rouen, Paris, London, Amsterdam, New York, and all other

cities. We certainly don't need any
" Rouen "

or "ruin" car-

penters here.—Southern Lumberman.

Remember on the occasion of our successor taking
charge of this Journal, we propose to publish entire a
delinquent list of subscribers. Prompt attention to pay-
ing your back subscriptions is absolutely essential.

A COUNTRY SKETCH.

Spoiled Buildings—Owners' Follies and Griefs.

OWNERS
are often brought to grief by their mistakes in

the means adojited by them to avoid the expense of an

architect, and obtain jjlans for their buildings. Sometimes

they know, or become acquainted with some honest mechanic, to

whom
J hey are induced to intrust the whole matter of plans,

si)eciticatiuns, and construction, only to repent it when it is too

late. The jiaity to whom the proposition is made, elated with
the sjileudid ojjpoitunity opened up to him, and full of conceit

in his own abilities, uses all possible means to secure and con-

summate the arrangement, and pkms are made—and such plans!—and the work progi'es.ses. Once under way, there is no stop-

ping it, and step by step the owner discovers and realizes, one
after another, grievous errors, which are difficult to remedy.
And when the budding is completed, he simply feels disgusted.

Imperfect arrangement, poor construction, homely design, and
incurable defects crowd upon him, as the reward of his foll3-;

and regi-ets for his error haunt him day and night, but it is too

late—the building is erected, and he must endure its defects.

But the first general dissatisfaction is primary and bearable,

compared with after experiences in their various details. The

plumbing work has, perhaps, been done by some tenth-rate man—some spoiler of good materials—for there are, in San Fran-

cisco, some of the least qualified men to be found in the United

States, who call themselves "jjractical plumbers"
—men who

have not the slightest idea of what constitutes a really good job,
not to say first-class. Nor would the payment to such men, of

ten times the value of the work done, secure skillful workman-

ship at their hands, for the simple reason that they do not po.s-

sess, and therefore cannot practice, mechanical skill and abilities.

And owners who euijiloy this class of plumbers are unfortunate,
indeed. But to continue, defects show themselves in all con-

nections. Pipes are put in of insufficient capacity, wastes

entirely too small, and sometimes so cramped in making bends
as to diminish their practical size one-half; "tinker" inste;id of
"
wiped

"
joints; leaks at various points and j)laces; wetting and

spoiling ceilings and walls, and not unfrequently carpets have
to be torn up to escape the deluge. All this is followed by a

still more serious defect—one afleccing the health and lives of

the occupants, viz., imperfect or insufficient traps, pipe venti-

lation, bad sewerage, etc., resulting in the distribution of the

vicious and jioisonous sewer gases through the building, and,
as a consequence, the ill health, and sometimes premature death
of loved ones. The intended pleasant home is thus transformed

into a mere fume-castle, a disease-breeding charnel-house, not fit

for human habitation. All this is followed by continual repair-

ing, tearing up floors, removing fin shes to get at concealed

places, etc.
;
and for all this the owner has been made to pay a

good round price, amounting to more, as a rule, than it would
have cost him to have secured a good building, erected under the

superintendence of a trustworthy architect. But bad plumbing
work is not the only serious defect which so often occurs in such

cases. The foundation is often wholly insufficient, and settling

occui-s, with any quantity of ugly cracks in the plastering. The
structure is perhajis so poorly braced that the edifice trembles

with every wind that blows; and, wlien the I'ains fall, leaks are

found at every ex])osed window and opening, and the roof itself

yields its firopoi tioii of internal wettings. But we will not con-

tinue our enumeration of '• bad things," as to do so would con-

sume columns of sp.ice. Such cases are known to all architects,

and many a "served him right" is indulged in, ujjon the prin-

ciple that a competent physician laughs at the sufferings of a

patient whose pains and agonies result from self-treatment or

quack practice, and the educated lawyer smiles when his client

gets himself into a terrible fix by intrusting his case to some

pettifogger, or who tries to work out the intricacies and problems
of law by his own self-conceived legal ingenuity.
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Landlord's Liability for Bad Drains.

The old question of the responsibility of a landlord for the

defective drainage of a house which he had let to a tenant came

again before tlie High Court in the case of Bartram vs. Aldous,
which was the first case tried before Mr. Justice Grantham. The
case is specially instructive, as the fact of the house being in an

unsanitaiy state was not disputed. Evidence, which was ad-

mitted to be accurate, was given to show that the waste-pipes
from the bath-room opened direct into the main sewer, and tliat

the house-drains were untrapjied. The natural consequence was

that sewer-gas escaped into the house, and the tenant's family
became ill. Under these circumstances he refused to pay two

quarters' rent which was due, and brought a counter claim foi-

the damages which he had sustained through becoming tenant of

a house which was uninhabitable.

By English law a landlord who lets a house does not ordinarily
warrant that it is fit for habitation. The tenant is supposed to

make inquiries, and ascertain the material facts for himself; and

if he makes a bad bargain, so much the worse for him. The
fact of the drains being defective, of itself, affords no answer to

a claim for rent, and Mr. Aldous was obliged to rely on a repre-
sentation which he alleged the landlord to have made at the time

of letting the house, to the effect that the drains and water-supply
were both perfect. On the (juestion of this rejiresantation hav-

ing been made there was a conflict of evidence, and the jury gave
their evidence in favor of the landlord. Whether this verdict

was right or not is a matter which does not concern vis here.

The case shows plainly that a tenant of an ordinary house can-

not, after he has made his bargain, impose on his landlord the

additional liability of providing proper drains. There are, no

doubt, exceptions to this rule. It has been decided that a land-

lord who lets a, furnished house, impliedly warrants that house to

be fit for habitation, and that he may therefore be liable to pay

damages consequent on its not being so. The Housing of the

Working Clas.ses Act of last year, 48 & 49 Vict, c. 72, sect. 12,

also provides that in any contract "for letting of habitation by

jjersons of the working classes, a house or part of a house, there

shall be implied a condition that the house is at the cominenc -

ment of the holding in all respects reasonably fit for human hab-

itation." Neither the Legislature nor the judges have seen fit to

incorporate any such condition into contracts for the letting of

houses of a superior class, and there the intending tenant must

piotect himself. This he can do by having the house surveyed
iaefore he becomes tenant, when, if his surveyor is competent,

any gross sanitary defects are likely to be detected. He might
also insist on the insertion in his lease of a covenant by the land-

lord that the drains, etc., are, and shall be kept in a proper con-

dition. Such a covenant is at present unusual, and the landlord's

solicitors would ])robably for that reason object to its insertion.

But if the intending tenant insisted, and the house was in such

a state as to comply with the i-equisition, the covenant would

most likely be conceded; if the landlord's agents persisted in re-

fusing, that fact should certainly be sufKcient to raise a suspicion
that the house was not altogether fit for habitation. Too often

landlords let, and tenants take hou.ses without giving any real

thought as to their sanitary condition. Greater attention at the

time of letting to the duties and to the risks which they respect-

ively incur, would save many disputes and much subsequent

unpleasantness, and would be beneficial to the health of the com-

munity.
—Sanitary Record.

the general policy of the law. As applied to architects, this

policy requires that the client should be clearly informed of the

inconveniences or risks which would be incurred in following
out his instructions, if the architect, knowing of these inconven-

iences, would free himself from responsibility for them. Before

the law, the architect is always the adviser of his client, and is

bound to advise him faithfully. In the absence of explicit in-

structions, and even, to some extent, in opposition to them, he is

clothed with a very extensive authority in directing the conduct

of the works which are placed in his charge, and in return for

the discretion which the law allows him he is obliged to assume

a proportionate responsibility. The client may, in unmistakable

terms, take this responsibility away from him, but interference

with the architect's work, and even the giving of contrary orders,

will not have the effect of shifting the responsibility for the build-

ing from the architect to the client unless the former takes care

to warn his client against the possible consequence of his actions,

so far as he can foresee them.

La Semaine des Gonstructeurs publishes a short note upon
a matter of considerable importance to builders. So far as we
can gather from the note, a contractor agreed with the officials

of a certain town to construct a building in accordance with plans
and specifications offered him on behalf of the town. He carried

out his contract to the letter, but after the building was com-

pleted it showed signs of weakness, and the contractor was called

upon to make the work good. He defended himself on the

ground that he had faithfully carried out the plans and specifica-

tions, and proved that he had done so; but the highest court in

France decided that, notwithstanding this, he was bound to make

good the defects which had appeared in the building, for the rea-

son that he had neglected to inform the town officials of the

improper character of the materials specified, and to warn them

that it would be impossible to do good work with them. This

decree, which was given by the Council of State on the second

day of last April and is reported in the journal Droit of the

eleventh, will surprise those contractors who think it business-

like to conceal their knowledge of defects in plans or specifica-

tions in the hope that they will be able to get a good price later

for extra work in changing the work dont; in accordanre with im-

perfect documents, but there can be no doubt that it expresses

Paint, Putty, and Piety.

" Mr. Editor: I wish you would say a word about putting one's

religion into one's work. Last year I built a new house, and

employed a Christian man to paint it. He makes good prayers
at the prayer-meetings, and utters a good word of advice to the

young. But in his work he failed to exercise the same degree of

moral sentiments, and did not fill up the nail holes in many parts
of the work, and did not paint the top edges of the upjier story,

and other places which could not be seen from below, but which

as much, or more, needed painting. He took care to slight the

work just where lie thought it could not be discovered, and the

nails not being puttied, they caused leaks, which led to a detec-

tion of his neglects. I have discounted that man's piety and

prayers, ever since. Perhaps this painter treated me as he did

because I am a woman and a widow. Any way, I prefer Chris-

tians who till up the holes with ])utty, and paint the toj) edges.
" Lady Friend.

"Our lady correspondent has said quite as effective words about

j)utting one's religion into one's work, as we could possibly say.

And our friend is right; you Christian painter, how could you
let those nail holes go unputtied, and those top edges and places

which you imagined would not be detected, go unpainted ? Was
it Christian-like % Was it manly "! Was it honest, particularly

toward a woman—a Christian sister 1 We advise painters who

pray and talk well, to jtutty and paint well; for right doing is

better than right talking and loi^d praying. We want Christian

jiainters who will fill up the holes with putty, and paint well the

upper edges." (An Eastern editor's criticism on above.)
And the California Architect and Building News adds:

This is severe on Christian painters. By-the-by are all the

painters in San Francisco, Christians % If none but Christian

painters leave nail holes unputtied, and upper edges, roof gutters,

and parts not easily seen, go unpainted, Christianity is certainly

in the ascendancy among San Francisco painters, and extensively

rejtt-esented in our midst. The lady brings no charges in refer-

ence to the character of stock used by the Christian painter. It

may have been pure lead and oil. San Francisco Christian (?)

painters sometimes don't use those ingredients
—

soap, potash,

whiting, etc ,
are cheaper, and owners often want cheap work,

and they get it. We have known ])ainters in this city whose

Christianity and piety have not been brilliant nor S(!lf-evident, and

their prayers
—sort of ejaculatory expressions

—
jjrefix to sen-

tences, beginning with the letter d, who have— well, never mind

the rest, we won't re]>eat, they call it paint, painting, and pure
stock !

A VERY simple test to ascertain whether the air of any apart-

ment contains sewer gas is made by saturating unglazed paper
with a solution of one ounce of pure lead acetate in half a pint

of rain water; let it partially dry, then expose in the suspected
air. The presence of sewer gas in any considerable quantity soon

darkens or blackens the test-paper.

Two OUNCES of soda dissolved' in a quart of hot water will

make a ready and useful solution for cleaning old painted work

preparatory to repairing. This mixture, in the above proportion,

should be applied when warm, and the woodwork afterward

washed with water to remove all traces of soda.

"We carry a full assortment of architectural publica-

tions, and are prepared to forward to any address copies
of any work published, at lowest market price.
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A Representative San Francisco Dwelling.

IITHE above cut and accompanying plans on opposite page aptly
X represent the average architecture of a dwelling intended for

those who move in the well-to-do walks of life. Although
the design is intended for any location, still the building appears
to better advantage when placed on the side of a hill. The
exterior is in perfectly good taste, without any attempt to clap
on the hahJerdashnian styles commonly but erroneously styled
as Eastlake, Queen Anne, etc. When finished as per plan, the

beholder is at once struck with the solidity, clean-cut finishes,

and the general well-to-do appearance of the structure, thus

establishing at once the owner as a practical business man.

The'general plans, and arrangement of the rooms on the differ-

ent floors, will well repay a careful study. The first thing ob-

served is that no waste room exists in the house; no dark closets

to bother the careful housewife; in fact, while studying* the

general plans, you are at once impressed with the general com-

pactness in the whole arrangement. This feature especially rec-

ommends itself to the lady of the house, as it requires much less

work to keep the various rooms in the shining dollar order.

Notice the basement; it extends under the whole house, and is
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sections, and cuts off completely all clanger from the smell of

cooking, etc., ascending to the second floor. All such doors

should be provided with self-closing springs, so as to guard

against their being accidentally left open by careless servants or

the future heirs of the master of the house. No cornice is

shown in rear hall, that being a matter solely regulated by the

owner's purse. The kitchen is well lighted, and is handy of

access from hall ajid yard and also convenient to the basement,
which is reached by stairs both from outside and inside. Pantry
is large, and is provided, as shown, with a sink, shelves, and
drawers.

Much care and study have been exercised in the arrangement
of. the second or bedroom floor, so tha'. suitable and convenient

spaces may be had for beds, bureaus, chairs, tables, etc. Many
designs have been presented to us as individual owners' studi(!S,

representing plans that would suit said owner's ideas to perfec-

tion, and yet, after a little talk, they have been either torn up or

thrown into the waste basket. The first duty appears to have

been either the lagt, or not thought of at all, viz., the arrange-
ment of the room for the proper disposal of the furniture neces-

sary for the uses to which the room is to be subjected. Take
the front chamber in plan. The alcove at once suggests the

proper place for a bed. The largest size of a double bed is not

over 5 feet in width. The alcove is 11 feet .3 inches in length.
Thus over 3 feet each side of the bed is left for such purposes as

the occupant of the room may desire. Between the chinmey aiid

bay window there is a suitable space for a bureau, organ, book-

case, lounge, or any other article of furniture. The best place
for a bureau is in the dressing room between the window and
wash-stand. If placed there, the space in front room as men-
tioned can be used for a large looking-glass, by which ladies can

see their full dress uniform to advantage. It will also be no-

tited that room on the walls is abundant for the hanging of pict-

ures, etc.

All the other rooms are equally convenient, being so arranged
that, when furnished, they will present an appearance at once in-

dicative of home comforts.

The attic is large, well lighted, and ventilated. The large room

can be used as a dance hall or for any other purpose which sug-

amply lighted in every portion by numerous win-

dows judiciously placed. Servants have a care-

less fashion of disposing of old boots, bottles, worn-

out umbrellas, and all sorts of trash in the dark
holes of the basement; but in the plan as laid out,
no chance exists for receptacles of the stufi' that

should only find a place in the ash barrel that is

emptied regularly by the proper person.
Should it be desired to heat the house by steam

or hot water, ample room exists in basement for a
furnace room.

The billiard room is large and convenient.

Should more light be required, extra windows can
be placed each side of the chimney. There is also

ample room for a children's ten-pin alley between
the billiard table and the hall partition. If so

used for this purpose, care should be taken to have
the flooring of extra good quality.
The partitions in rear of the billiard room can

be either plastered, or made of tongued and grooved
boards planed both sides. The latter gives more
room and answers every purpose.

The main floor plan is at once suggestive of

compactness and convenient arrangement. Should
it be desired, the sliding doors in parlors may be
done away with, and the opening arranged for a

portiere. While we do not advocate the use of

portieres between a hall and parlor or dining-

room, still between two such parlors as shown in

engravings, we think they are much preferable to

sliding doors. The latter will every once in a while

get out of order, but the former having none of

its portions concealed from view, will last as long
as—a good housewife informs us—as long as the

stufi" of which it is composed is in fashion. Ac-

cording to this lady's authority, portieres are like

fashions in dresses, to be changed as often as the

purse will allow.

The dining-room is so situated that no smell

from thence can permeate into the parlors, the

intervening hall proving an efi'ectual liarrier. The
latter is an especial feature in the arrangement of

the main floor; by its use you have access to

yard, basement, parlors, and upstairs; the door in

main hall efi'ectually divides the front and rear

oests itself to the mistress.

jfEdoiJo
rLoof^.

The tank room—easy of access—is

located in one corner, thus doing away with the hot water boiler

in kitchen. As arranged by us, the tanks present a vast superi-

ority over the copper boiler; plenty of hot water is always to bo
had whenever a reasonable fire is kept up in the range. A win-

dow in the room gives light, and—what is absolutely essential—
plenty of air, so that the water may be thoroughly aerated.

Having presented a general description of the house as shown

by the engravings, we will add a few hints suitable for those in-

tending to build or occupying a house after its erection.

WnKN you have determined to build, the first thing to be
done is to go to the best architect within your reach and consult

him as to the most expeditious method of reaching the result

desired. Do this before consulting any builder or contractor,
and you will invariably find it to your advantage. The reason

is plain. The architect stands as a disinterested third party
between you and your mechanic, he having made a special study
of the arrangement and convenience of modern structures, and,

being constantly employed in designing such, is better versed

than any one else you could find. In selecting your plan, give
the architect a short synopsis of what you consider l)est adapted
to your wants, and the amount you desire to expend; then let

him work the design up and submit it to you for inspection,
which will enable you to see and correct all which does not suit

you, and your house, when completed, will come up to your ex-

pectations.

Painted woodwork may be classed among the neccs.sary evils

of house decoration. No one in his sober senses will put paint
on good woodwork if he can get an equal effect by the use of

natural wood. But the costliness of all hardwood, and especially
the expense of working it, renders the use of pine practicably
inevitable.

A KITCHEN and its belongings should not be planned solely for

the comfort or ease of the cook, but for the general health of the

household, for the purer the air below the purer will that be

which circulates above.
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Mortar and paint may be removed from window glass
with hot, sharp vinegar.

L/\Jr)Dfjy:

Grained wood should be washed with cold tea, and then,
after being wiped dry, rubbed with linseed oil.

r

J
FjOOMl

Remove flower-pot stains from window-sills by rubbing
with tine wood ashes and rinsing with clean water.

L ii 01

Strong britie may be used to advantage in washing bed-

steads. Hot alum water is also good for this purpose.

i^n

OiL-CLOTHS should have a coat of varnish applied once in

six months, after being scrubbed with hot soap-suds and

thoroughly dried.

Plush goods and all articles dyed with aniline colors,

faded from exposure to light, will look as bright as ever

after sponging with chloroform.

Scot falling on the carpet from open chimneys, or' from

carelessly handled stove-pipes, if covered thickly with salt,

can be brushed up with out damage to the carpet.

Carpets should be thoroughly beaten on the wrong side

first and then on the right side, after which spots may be

removed by the use of ox gall or ammonia and water.

Whole cloves are now used to exterminate the merciless

and industrious moth. It is said they are more effectual

as a destroying agent than either tobacco, camphor, or

cedar shavings.

A GOOD moth powder is made of lupuline (ground hops)
one dram; Scotch snuflF, two ounces; camphor gum, one

ounce; black pepper, one ounce; cedar sawdust, four

ounces. Mix thoroughly and strew among the furs and
woolens to be protected.

— \o o -
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RED FjOOM
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B^jlENjEr^T.

Furniture needs cleaning as much as other woodwork.
It may be washed with warm soap-suds quickly, wiped dry,
and then rubbed with an oily cloth. To polish, rub it with

rotten-stone and sweet oil. Clean off the- oil and polish
with chamois skin.

^^T•

A CHEAP paint for a kitchen floor, that will save much work
in cleaning, can be made with five pounds of French ocher and a

quarter of a pound of glue dissolved in two ([uarts of boiling

water; then apply enough boiled linseed oil to make the paint
flow easily from the brush.

When hard-finished walls have been calcimined, the soiled

coats should be washed or scraped off before a new one is put
on. This is the most disagreeable part of the process. The
furniture should be covered, as the lime makes spots that are

removed with difficulty, especially upon black walnut.

To CLEAN marble the following is recommended: Common soda,
two pounds; powdered pumice-stone and finely powdered' chalk,

one pound each. Pass through a' fine sieve and mix to a thin

paste with water. Rub it well all over the marble and the stains

will be removed; then wash the marble over with soap and
water and it will be as clean as it was at first.

Build with seasoned timber, or you will build to your own
discredit and others' loss.

After the dust has been thoroughly beaten out of carpets, and

they are tacked down again, they can be brightened very much

by scattering corn meal mixed with coarse salt over them, and
then sweeping it all off. Mix the salt and meal in equal

proportions.

Ladies the Best Planners.

IN
many particulars in connection with the comforts and con-

venience of family residences, the mistress often displays
better judgment than the master. Nor is this fact at

all strange. If the lady is observant and iHtelligent, her con-

tinued experiences and contact with the general arrangement of

home more fully qualify her to compiehend alike the convenient

and practical, and the objectionable arrangements met by her in

home experiences, and gathered in the course of her visits among
friends. Sometimes men are obstinate, and refuse their wives

the privilege of any say in the matter—following their own
views in all things; but, as a rule, better and more satisfactory

results are reached, when the opinions of an intelligent wife are

at least consulted. Although some architects " don't want any-

thing to do with the women," yet it is (juestionable whether

every man in the profession who enjoys the patronage of female

clients, either as wives or sole owners, has not receivwl from
them many sensible and practical suggestions; and it is perfectly
reasonable that it Should be so; for while the architect may fully
understand the theories and principles of architecture in every
phase and department, he cannot understand' the detail work-

ings of his plannings, except so far as he may have "tested
them" in some special manner; while the women-folk are brought
in hourly contact with all defects or perfections that exist, and
are thereby the better qualified to at least express an opinion.
In addition to this, it is an incontrovertible fact, that many
ladies enjoy much better general ideas of planning buildings tlian

do their husbands; not because the husband lacks good intelli-

gence and business capacities, but for the reasons already stated.

Home and house experiences on the part of the wife, and the

intense desire and determination on her part to have everything
just as it should be, naturally qualify and leads the mind to

right conclusions. With all the objections urged by some, to

women interfering with such matters, if the many little details

of occurrences that transpire during the period in which the

"talking over" of plans is indulged in between man and wife

could be discovered, perhaps there would be but few well-

arranged houses found not to a large extent shaped by the mind of

woman. For from the hour when the husband reveals an inten-

tion to build, the wife, as a rule, enters heartily into the propo-
sition, and she at once commences to study up her part, not only
so as to secure for herself all of the little conveniences of ar.

rangement which would never be thought of by the husband, but

to make the house generally as perfect in detail as the amount of

money to be expended and " best judgment" will accomplisli.

Consequently, in the repeated discussions which ensue, the wife

introduces this, and that, and the other feature, until by the

time a final conclusion is reached, first thoughts are materially

changed, and, to a greater or less extent, the wife's ideas and

suggestions permeate almost if not quite every arrangement of

the building.
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^im
We will be pleased to re-

ceive for publication in this

column items of informa-

tion in regard to practical

ideas connected with the

mechanical part of tlie

buildinGT trade. We espe-

cially invite suggestions

from apprentices and young

mechanics.

Business Manager Architect: Will you please illustrate a

method for drawing the half oval; one that will apply to mak-

ing an elliptic on a large gateway ? Palo Alto Farm.

Answer.—There are many methods by which the required
curve can be made. One of the oldest, as well as simplest, we

present below:—
Let C D be a

given distance, and
A B a given height.
Take a straight
edge; from the end

of this set off 1 3,

equal to the distance

C B, and again, set

off 1 2, to equal A
B. Now lay the

straight edge on the

line C D, with 1 at

C. Then, with a pencil, make any number of points, all of

which will be in the curve, by moving the straight edge, keeping
3 on the line A B, and 2 on the line C D.

Anotlier simple way is represented by the adjoining cut:—
C D being any

distance, A B any
" F

height. Mark two

points on C D, as

at E G, to corre-

spond to the distance

B or B D, using
A for the center.

In these two points put a pin or nail. Tie a string at E, stretch-

ing it over the point A, and fastening at G. Now, with a pencil
in which a groove has been cut, to prevent slipping, sweep the

curve.

Let no building workman be too proud to take a hint from the
humblest laborer that attends him, for the experienced looker-on

betimes sees more than the doer.

Artificial, like natural drainage, is governed by gravitation,
and the absence of a proper fall iu either is as opposed to nature
as a swamp is to health.

How TO find the diameter and center of a circle with the

square:
-

This cut shows at a

glance how the diameter
and center of a circle can
be found. Place the

square as shown at A B
C. The line B C will be

the diameter. Place the

s(|uare so that the point
of the square A will touch

any other point of the

circle, as at D; draw E F.

The point of intersection.
If, will be the center of

the circle.

J. C. is informed that no regular rule can be laid down for the

projection of cornices on buildings. Much depends on the style
of architecture employed. To use a general rule, however, we

might say that for a building seventy feet in height, the proper

projection should be about thirty-six inches.

A correct mechanical method by which two fences can be set

at right angles to each other:—
From any scale

of equal parts, as

that represented

by the line D,
which contains 5,

set off from B, on
the line A B, the

distance B e equal
to three of these

parts; then from

B, with a radius

equal to four of

the same parts,
describe the arc a

b; also from e as a center, with a radius equal to five parts, de-

scribe another arc intersecting the former in 0. Lastly, join B
C; the line B c will be perpendicular to A B.

This mode of drawing right angles is troublesome on paper;
but in laying out grounds or foundations of buildings it is often

useful; since, with a measuring rod, line, or chain, perpendiculars

may be set out very accurately. The method is demonstrated
thus: the square of the hypothenuse being equal to the sum of

the squares of the other two sides, the same property must be

inherent in any three numbers of which the squares of the two
lesser numbers added together are equal to the square of the

greater. For example, take the numbers 3, 4, and 5; the square
of 3 is nine; the square of 4 is 16; 16 and 9 added, make 25,

which is .5 times 5, or the square of the greater number. Al-

though these numbers, or any multiple of them, such as 6, 8, 10,

or 12, 16, 20, etc., are the most simple and most easily retained

in the memory, yet there are other numbers, very different in

proportion, which can be made to serve the same purpose. Let
n denote any number; then n'^-(- 1, n'^— 1, and 2n, will represent
the hypothenuse, base, and perpendicular of a right angle triangle.

Suppose n equal 6; then n^-f- 1 = 37; n'^— 1 = 35; 2n = 12. Hence,
37, 35, and 12, are the sides of a right angle triangle.

How TO make a circle with a S([uare:
—
Drive in a uail at the

points A and B. It is bet-

ter to use a "French" nail,

as, being round, the square

slips easily, Tlie nails evi-

dently cannot be farther

apart than the length of the
"
tongue." Place the square

in the position indicated in

the cut; and with a pencil
held firmly in the crotch at

C, and the square kept on the nails, a circle can easily be drawn.

A SIMPLE way to describe an

e((uilateral triangle within any
given circle:—
Upon any given point A in

the circumference, with the ra-

dius A 8, describe the arc B S
F. Draw B F. Make B D
equal to B F. Join D F. B
D F will l)e the equilateral tri-

angle required.

Friend Architect: Please tell me how to compute the num-
ber of joists it takes in a building when spaced sixteen inches

from centers? Amateur.

Answer.—Multiply the length of the building in feet by 3,

and divide the product by 4. For instance: the building is 124

feet long = 124 x 3 = 372 -^ 4 = 93, the number of joists required.
This rule is applicable, no matter what the thickness of joints

may be, as long as they are spaced 16 inches from centers. Al-

low one extra, except when the end sills are utilized in place of

joist. Of courst! deduct when the latter is the case.

Business Manager Architect: How many pounds of lath

nails does it take to put on 1,000 laths?

Answer —There are 420 lath nails in a pound. So 11 pounds
is what you will require for 1,000 laths.
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ASKED ANSWERED AND COMMUNICATED.
X<iy Architet'tM, i)*m-

tractors, Carpenters,
and Mechanics gener-

ally are respect-
(nlly requested to fur-

nish us items of inter-

est for this column.

We will Kladly answer

any and all questions

pertaininjf to the aichi,

tectural and builJiTi4C

interests. If illustra-

tions are necessary to

explain your ideas, send

us a sketch of them and

we will make the cute.

Free to All.

Tub columns of this journal are open to all who dilfur with us upon any subject pre-

sented. We are too old 'n years and experience to assume that we have passed the reef

of human liability to err, or for one moment to suppose that we have reached the realms

of tho\ight where perfection reigns supreme. But this we do assure—that whatever of

error there may be contained in our columns will be speedily corrected, as soon as atten-

tion is directed thereto, and we are convinced of the error. We will give place to a reply

in any case, when a mistake or wrong statement has occurred. It is our desire and pur-

pose to be fair, just, and correct in all things, and do no person or subject any violence.

We therefore invite free discussion and criticism, and again state that the columns of this

journal are at the service of all who desire to differ with us upon any theory or subject,

or who take exception to anything at any time appearing in our columns.

Editor Architect: What is the exact height of Mount Diablo 1

Oakland.

Answer.—According to Professor Davidson, it is 3,843.63 feet

above tide level.

To SQUARE a board with a pocket rule, no square being neces-

irv:—
Apj)ly the rul;; on the

board HS shown by the en-

graving. Make a dot at the

point C. With the left hand
liold firmly that part of the

rule denoted by A B, and
witli the right, hand extend
the rule as shown by the let-

ters A B D. Draw a line

through the points C and D,
and it will be found to be

e.vactly at right angles to the

edge of the board. It is evi-
dent that the above method may be employed, using the rule at

any angle.

The Chinese Must Count.

The Chinese ha\e a most ingenious method of reckoning by
the Slid of the fingers, performing all the operations of addition,
sulitraction, multiplication, and division, with numbers from one

up to 100,000. Every finger of the left hand represents nine

figures, as follows: The little finger represents units, the ring
finger ten'*, the middle finger hundreds, the forefinger thousands,
and the thumb tens of thousands. When the three joints of
each finger are touched from the palm towards the

tiji, they count

one, two, and three of each of the denominations named. Four,
live, and six are counted on the back of the finger joints in tlie

same way; seven, eight, and nine are counted on the right side
of the joints from the palm to the tip. The forefinger of the

right hand is used as a pointer. Thus, 1,234 would be indicated

by first touching the joint of the forefinger next the hand on
the inside; next, the middle joint of the middle finger, on the

inside; next, the end joint of the ring finger, on the inside; and

finally, the joint of the little finger next the hand, on the outgide.
The reader will be able to make further examples for himself.

In putting up your screen doors and windows be very particu-
lar to have a little hole in one corner so that the flies can go out-
doors when they get tired of being inside.

Waxing Floors.—The following is a good recipe for waxing
floors, and the method of application. Stir twenty-five parts of
shredded yllow wax into a hot solution of twelve parts of pearl-
ash in soft water. Keep the mixture well stirred until the effer-

vescence ceases, then remove it from the tire and stir in twelve

parts of finely-ground yellow ocher. It may now be poured into
cans to cool. When wanted for use, one part of it is dissolved
in five parts of boiling water. Apply warm with a paint brusli.

It dries in a few hours, when the floor is polished with a floor-

brush, and afterward wiped with a woolen cloth. It is said this

wax coating will last for six months with ordinary use.

Queen Anne Hodge Podge.

Architect— Well, I declare that is a pretty fair house plan for

an amateur, only you have left no space for stairways and closets.

Did you make it yourself ?

Prospective Bidlder—Yes, but the only thing that puzzles nie

is to know what style of cottage it is. It is not Gothic, nor

Italian, nor—
"
No, it is absolutely nothing. As to style, it is simply a

meaningless hodge-podge, to be frank with you."
"
Well, what shall I call it, have you no name for hodge-

podges 1
"

" Oh ! yes. We call 'em Queen Annes."

The Very Latest.—A man out West bought a bedstead, the

wood of which was so green that one warm spring day it broke

out all over with little groves of waving branches. In autumn
the children picked the chestnuts from the side pieces, and the

next spring tapped the headboard for maple sugar.

Don't.—Don't call a very large, stro..g, sinewy man a prevar-
icator. If you are sure he is a prevaricator, hire another man to

break the news to him.

Glycerine Glue.—A German chemist has discovered that

the strength of glue is very greatly increased by the addition of

one fourth as much glycerine as glue. Glycerine has many other

uses, among which one of the least known is its property of re-

moving pencil marks from paper in a very perfect manner. It

may also be combined with starch and plaster of Paris, to form
one of the most durable cements for various kinds of apparatus.

There is nothing so tends to shorten the lives of old people,
and to injure their health, as the practice of sitting up late, par-

ticularly winter evenings. This is especially the case where
there is a grown-up daughter in the family. This sanitary item

is published at the request of several young men.

Tq remove iron taste from new kettles, boil a handful of hay
in them, and repeat the process if necessary. Hay watei- is a

great sweetener of tin, wooden, and ironware. In Irish dairies

everything used for milk is scalded with hay water.

A RUBBER cushion under the legs of a work-bench will deaden
the sound of hammering so completely that it will not disturb

the inmates of adjoining rooms.

What has become of the straw lumber which, three or four

years ago, we were told would revolutionize the lumber business?

One of the most important features in an interior arrangement
is the actual and relative height and width of doors and windows.
The question is whether the apparent proportions of apartments
cannot be greatly modified by the treatment of the necessary

openings. A windcw in the center of one side of a room gives
more light thsyi if at one side of the center, but it has the effect

of shortening the length of that side. The same is true of doors
in similar positions. The higher a window is the more light it

will give, but the lower the room will appear. In doors, noth-

ing is gained by increasing the height beyond a proportion to the
width that shall prevent a stunted appearance. 'Their relative

height to that of the windows is a nice question of balance that

can be best determined by experience.

Wood may acquire an oak, walnut, or cherry tree color by
staining it with ordinary tincture of iodine diluted with spirit
until the exact shade is obtained. White shellac must be added
to the iodined solution if the stain is to be made permanent, or

the wood after the stain is applied may be French polished. The
iodine may be laid on with a rag or a brusli.

If stove polish is mixed with very strong soap-suds, the luster

appears immediately; consequently there is less dust to breathe
and blacken.

Editor Architect: How do you cut a hip-rafter 1 and oblige
Sonny.

Sacramento.

Well, Sonny, we have always used a saw for that performance;
but if you want to know a rule by which you can cut any kind
of a rafter, we will be most happy to inform you.
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We understand that M. de Lesseps lias succeeded in having
a large part of his new loan of one hundred and twenty million
francs taken up, mainly, it is said, by females- of the pt^asant
class. If half tliat is said about tlie real condition of affairs

at the Isthmus is true, this enterprising enthusiast is likely to

prove one of the greatest moral scoundrels of the age, and we do
not envy him the objurgations which, when failiu-e is at length
acknowledged, will shower upon him. But there are some things
which evi'.n tlie magnetic de Lesseps cannot accomjilish, and we
are not surprised that in face of Ihe doubtful condition of his

undertaking at the Isthmus of Panama, the Tunisian Govern-
ment has refused to allow him to undertake the flooding of the
chotts that lie between the coast of the Mediterranem and the

great desert to the south of them. M. de Lesseps estimated that
the cost of digging the canal that would be necessary for this

immense irrigation scheme would be forty million dollars, which
he probably looks on as a mere bagatelle, but which the canny
Africans seem to believe could hardly be raised by a man who
already finds it hard to raise money for the prosecution of an

enterprise in which the whole world is interested, and of which
the bonds and securities can be bought in any market, if any
one thinks them worth the purchase.

—American Architect.

Sketch of Country House.

THE
accompanying sketch will be found a very

desirable \>\\n for an attractive farm-house

building. No attempt has been made to pile

on a lot of mannerisms, in order that the outside

a|)pearance may be showy. By a study of the plan,
it will be noticed that the house can be thoroughly
ventilated by tlirough drafts in every direction.

This is a luxury to be ajypreciated by those living
in the interior of California.

The design shown will freely admit of successive

additions, in case they b •come necessary, without

marring the beauty of the original plan. In fact,

these, wlieii properl}' designed, add to tlie variety
of outline, and its beauty of light and shade.

To build well, and to do so at a low price, is

always desirable; and to build artistically, imj>os-

ingly, and attractively, does not imply elaborate

finish or ])rofuse ornamentation. Sanilpaper and

decoration will never make an ill-proportioned build-

ing attractive to an educated taste, while a rough
exterior of harmonious line^ and forms will pass
current with those who have an eye to the artistic.

Built-up Timbers.

A LITTLE paragraph has been going the rounds of the tech-

nical journals about the painting of tin roofs, which seems to

contain a valuable suggestion. Most persons s\i])pose that a tin

roof ought to be loft exj)osed to the weather for a month or so,
until the iron of the plates has corroded enough to cover the

tinned surface with a tinge of rust, probably forced through the

pores of the coating. The theory of this notion seems to be that

]iaint will not stick to a fresh surface of tin, which is apt to be

gi-easy as well as smooth, and that the slight roughness given by
the rust is of value for holding the paint; but the writer of the

j)aragra]>h in question believes that if painting is delayed until

oxidation has begun, the action continues beneath the coating,
until the plates are destroyed, while a layer of paint put on over
fresh plates would defend them for an indefinite period from the

commencement of oxidation. There is certainly a possibility
that this view of the matter is the correct one, and architects,
who have many op])ortunities for observing the weathering of

roofs, might do their fellow -citizens a service by investigating
the facts with care.

Many a man who has failed to make a home, or, strictly

speaking, a homestead that his children can love, has been
doomed to see them leave it, and seek in other places, and amid
new surroundings, these satisfactions that have been denied them
in what should have been the dearest spot on eartli. The charm
of a beautiful home would go far to kindle and keep alive that

enthusiasm which sustains the soul, enabling it to triumphantly
contend against discouragements and obstacles.

TTTHE statement that a 12xl2-inch beam, built up of 2x12

JL p'anl^s spiked together, is stronger than a 12xl2-inch solid

timber, will strike the novice as exceedingly absurd. Every

millwright and carpenter knows that it is so; at least he has been

taught to b 'lieve that it is so, whether he ever tested it by actual

experience or not. The inexperienced will fail to see why a

timber will be stronger simj)ly because the adjacent vertical

longitudinal portions of the wood have b.ien sei>arated by a saw;-

and if this were the only thing about it, it would not be stronger;

but the old principle that a chain is no stronger than its weakest

link cones into consideration. Most timbers have knots in

them, or are sawed at an angle to the grain, so that they will

split diagonally under a comparatively light load. In a l)uilt-up

timber no lai-ge knots can weaken the beam exce]>t so much
of it as is composed of one plank, and planks whose grain runs

diagonally to the outside cut will be braced and strengthened by
the other pieces spiked to it and having the grain running in a

different direction.

The most afflicted part of the house is the window. It is

always full of pains, and who has not seen more than one window
blind )

Meaning OF "Insolvent"—Minnksot.^ Law.—The term "in-

solvent," as used in the Minnesota insolvent law, applies in the

case of a merchant or trader to inability to pay his debts in the

ordinary course of business, and not merely to an inability to

l)ay his debts wlien his affairs shall be ultimately wound up. So

lield by the Suiueme Court of Minnesota in the case of Daniels

vs. Palmer et al.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Metalworker complains, and we
think with a good deal of justice, about the lack of attention,

on the part of architects, to the proj)er grouinng of plumbing
fixtures in dwellings. A little more judgment displayed would,

according to him, be certain to insur better working and entail

less expense in doing repairs than under the j)revailing appar-

ently haphazard plan of putting fixtures in the first place that

offers. The same correspondent attributes much of the discom-

fort to the inmates, and the blame which is so often visited on

the plumber, to the lack and care bestowed upon the ])roper

grouping of fixtures by the average architect. While in drawing
the plans an architect never loses sight of the prominent features

of the house—the doors, windows, flues, etc.—the plumbing ap-

parently comes in as an after-thought. He sets down a water-

closet, a bath, or a sink just where he thinks most convenient,

the last thing entering his mind, if it does concern him,

being how the plumber is to get his pij)es in jjroper j)lace. The

architect evidently considers that this is the plumber's business,

and, as a consequence, the latter is frequently taxed to the ut-

most to procure jtroper fall for his waste-pipes, or to so arrange

his hot and cold water pi])es as will insure them against freezing

or bursting in most inaccessible places. The correspondent con-

cludes by saying that if architects would devote some of tlieir

ability to the proper arrangem(mt and location of the plumbing
work in a house with a view to future contingencies, much of the

unnecessary ex])ense and of the odium now resting on the plumber
would be avoided'.
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Market Reports.

COKRECTED FOR SEPTEMBER, 1886.

Fine, Rough per M" No. 2 "
" " " 2 in lengths

"
" 40 to 50 feet lengths

"
" " 50 " 60 " " "
" " Selected "

" Clear "
" Fire Wood "

T. & G. Flooring, 1 X 6 "

li X 6, 1 X 4, IJ X 4, li X 3, \ „
1x3, and narrower /
No. 2 "

Stepping
"

No. 2 "

Furring, 1x2 per lineal

Redwood, Rough per M
No. 2 "

Surfaced "

T. & G. 6 in. 12 ft. and over "
" 7to 11 feet

"
" " " under 7 feet

"

Rustic "
" No.2 "

feet.
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Octavia, cor. Ivy Avanue. Two-story
frame.
O.—Jane McLaujfhIin.
A.— Miller & Armitage.C—R. Parker.

$4,660.

P
Pase, bet. Devisadero and Broderick.
One-story cottage.
O —E. Mutelstadt.
A —H. Geilfuss.C—O. R. Chandler.
JS.OOO.

Pine, cor. Pierce. Two and one-half

story frame.
O —M. Sabin.
A.—W. F. Smith.
C—F. W. Kern.
$7,600.

Post, bet Pierce and Scott. Two-story
frame .

O. and B.—J. C. Wier.
Dav work .

$4,000.

Pofilt, bet. Kearny and Grant Avenue.
Alterations.
O.—Kohlbergf, Strauss & Frohman.
A.—Chas. I. Havens.
C—P. Orimn,
«),5D0.

Pine, nr. Lyon. One-story frame.
O.-A. Houschildt.
A.—H. Geilfuss.
C—J. McKay.
»2,700.

Pollc, cor. Bush. Additional contracts.
O.—Captain Taylor.
A.—W. Mooser.
C—C. B. Gonyeau.
$6 000.

Pacific, cor. Leavenworth. Two-Btory
frame.

O.-^.I. H. Hobson.
A.—J. J. & T. D. Newsnm.
Cirpenter work—Wcssiiiger &
Ponge, *8,S25

Brick work—Geo. D Najyel. 1,725
Patent pavements—California
Stone Co 500

s

Cost, ?11,050

Post, cor. Hvde. Three-storv frame.
O.—C. Weller.
A.—J. Marquis.C—F. Bergman.
$12,000.

flatter, cor. Baker. Two-story frame.
O.— Mrs. Eugene Young.C—G. O. Gillespie.
$4,000.

Stuart, nr. Market. Two-story frame.
O.—Ren ton, Holmes & Co.

Day work.
. $2,000.

Sutter, nr. Broderick. Additions.
O,—F. McCormack.
C—R. Discher.

$1,600.
Sixteen til, north side, bet. Guerrero
and Dolores. Two two-story frame stores
and dwelliiiirs.

O.—Wm. McDowell.
A.—Charles I. Havens.
C—A. Klahn.

$4,600.

T
T»velrtll, cor. Glenn Park Avenue. Ad-

ditions.

O.—C. J. Dempster.
A.—Hueine & Everett.

Day work.

tl,,'iOO.

Taylor, bet. Turk and Eddy. Four-
story brick.

O."—P. Dupray.
C.—.John W. Wossinger.
*17,000.

Tweniietli, bet. Guerrero and Dolores.
One-storv frame.
O.—P.Gailina.
A.—M. J. Welsh.
C.—Joseph Dutton.
$2,600.

Twenty-seconil, cor. Fair Oak. Two
two-stoi y frames.
O.—Mrs. A. H. Flagg.
A.—M, J. Welsh.
C.—Coimack fr Elan.

$1,600.

Turl<, bet. Taylor and Jones. Three-
story frame.
A.—H. W. Burckes.

• C — Geo. W. Hansbrough.
*7,000.

Twelft.ll, bet. Mission and Howard.
Frame church.

O.—Trustees Church of Christ.
A.—McDougall & Son.
C.—Ingerson & Qora.

$8,600.

Union, nr. Larkin. Two-story frame.

O.—Mrs. Brooks.
C—Martin & Maguire.
$3,600. V

Vallejo, nr. Van Ness. Two-story frame.

O.—Captain IJarber.

A.—W. C- Hoagland.
C.--J. A. Benham.
$3,500.

Valencia, bet. Twenty-second and
Twentv-third. Additions.
O — F. Raabe.
C—C. H. Mureskv-
84,000.

, Valencia, nr. Ridley. Two story frame
barn.
O.—R. Tobin.
A.—T. J, Welsh.
C-— P. J. Smith.
S1..500.

Vallejo, cor. Hodges Alloy. Two story
frame.
O.—J. J. Boyle.
A.—T. J. Welsh.
C—G. T. Knopf.
$3,700.

Valencia, cor. Ridley. Three story
frame.
O —John Fisher.

C.—John L. Binet.

$8,000.

Van Kess, cor. Ellis. Alterations.
O.— D. Hunter.
A.- H. T. Bestor.

Day work.
$10,000. w

Webster, cor. Pacific. Two two-story
frames.
O —
C—J. P. Sheppard.
$7,0(X).

IVashington. nr. Stockton. Additions.
O. -Mrs. Pauline Mitchler.
C—W. T. Veit^h,

$4,510.

Washinston, cor. Octavia. Two and
one -half storv and basement frame.
O.-Alex. Boyed
A.—Curlett & Cuthbertson.
C—l>et«r Crichton, $18,790
Brick work, 2,000

Total, $20,790

Welch, b.t. Fourth and Fifth. Two-
story Iranie.

O. -Mrs. .\I. Sand.
A. -T. J. Welsh.
C—Doyle & Son.

$3,000.

MISCELLANEOUS-
Sacramento—J, bet. Seventh and Eighth. Alterations and improvements. 0-, R.

P. Durr; A., iN . D. Goodcll;C.. Sjirague & Elliott; $1,800. K, bet. Front and Sec-
ond, Elite Theater. Alterati ns and additiotis. O., F. W Fiatt; A., N. D.
Goodcll; C, Hcninger & Pulland; Sl.OiKJ. Secoiirl, bet. J and K. improvements.
O., H. W Harkncss; A, N. D. Goo.lell; C, Wolf & Norris; *6(X). Sixth, cor J.

Improvements. O., L. C. Chandler asient; A
, N. D. Goodell; C, T. J. Heninger;

$350. J, bet. Second and Third. Additions and alterations. O., M. A. liurke; A.,
N D. Goodell; C, B. F. Bell; $12,000. I, hct. .Sixth and Seventh. Improvement
Library Buildhig. O., City of Sacramento; A., N. D. Goodell; C, Munford &
Churchill; $4.=jO. G, bet. Eighteenth and Nineteenth. One and one-half storv frame.
O , C. H. Oilman; A., N. D Goodell; C, Siller Bros ; S400. Near Sugar Beet

Faitory. Two-storv and basement frame. 0.,D. McCarty; A., N. D. Goodell; C,
Wolf & Norris;*5,260.

Hicksvllle~Ono and one-half story frame. O., Wm. Fry; A., N. D. Goodell; C.
Heninger & P..lland; $1,200.

San .lose—Third, nr. Santa Clara. Two-story frame. O., Dr. E. S. Mead; A
,

Theodore Lenzon; C, II. C. Skow; $3,!)00. Rive. Two-story frame, O,, Mr.
Leonarili; A., Theodore Lenzen; C.,Thos. Livingston; $3,000,

Santa Clara— Franklin. One-story frame. O., Mr. Nugent; A., Tlieodore Lenzen;
C, Mr, Clifton; $2,600,

Alameda—Two-story frame, O,, W, T. Ryer; A., Geo. A, Bordwell; C, Ingerson &
Gore; $4,500.

HILL'S PATENT IliSIDE SLIDI^iG WipOW BLIOS
^re .i^dajDted to ^ny Style of "WindoAv

And Suitable for all Buildingrs, Dwellin

to Rent, Hotels, Boarding

'CA)Jb(V^HEY are entirely inside of the

f cJ>R
^''I'i*^^^ casing, and while re-

(SOa^ quiring no furring out or boxing,'^'^^^ make it an impossibility to tear

curtains, interfere with plants or window
ornaments, or become broken by contact
with chairs or other movable articles.

The light can be admitted and sun-

light excluded from any part of the win-

dow; can be instantly removed and taken
to any part of the house to clean, and as

easily replaced.

They can be opened or closed with the
window raised, and without removing arti-

cles from the window-sill, and cannot blow

open or rattle. The Blind is very light

(one-half inch in thickness) and strong,

possessing more durable qualities than a

hinged blind one inch in thickness.

gs, Scores, Office Buildings, and for Houses Built

or Lodging-Houses are Lnexcelled.

There is no sagging, banging, or get-

ting OUT OF order!

Thoyaremadein three sections in height
(each section sliding past the others), and

any number of divisions in vvMdth corre-

sponding to the folds in the old-fashioned

folding blinds. They require no hinges—
all trimmings furnished with blinds—arc

.MADE OF ALL WOODS, finished or unfinished,
and COST less than old-style folding blinds.

They have been extensively used by the

best architects and builders throughout the

East and West, and have given perfect and
entire satisfaction wherever introduced.

RX<.tI,.ISH ANI> AMRKKMIV VEXKTI \N
BIilKi>S (IMPKOVKn).

The only perfect Veneliiin Blind in the

market. The Blinds can be seen at the

Mechanics' Pair. Or for samples, prices,
and further information, addresB

EDWARD B. HINDES, Office 330 Pine St., Room 55, S. F,, Cal., Manufacturer for California, except Counties of

Los Angeles, San JJicgo, Kern, San Bernardino, and San Luis Obispo.

Or, W. S. HOLLAND, Pasadena, CaL, Manufacturer and owner of p. C. Territory. Rights to manufacture, ^nd territory
for sale.

The following are a, few of the owners who have adopted the Hill Bund in preference to any other:—
L. M. Fabry, c r. Hayes and Laguna; architects, Miller & Armitage. John MacKenze, cor. Grove and Broderick; architect, H. D. Mitchel . H. K.

Brans, cor, Geary and Taylor; architect, John'M. Curtis. R. B. Gray, cor. Pacific and Van Ness; architect, John .\I irquis. Albert Meyer, Twentieth nr.

Valencia; architect, J. T. Kidd. J. C. Weir, Post nr. Scott; architect. J. C. Weir. Dr. J. Uoaciistini, cor. Sutter and Hy.Ie; architects, Pissis & Moore.

A. M. Starr, Washington nr. Fillmore; i rcliitects, S. & J. C. Newsoni. J. H. McKay, cor. Wasliington aud Steiner; architect, .J. H. McKay. U. S.

Government, Presidio Reservation; architect, J. H. Humphreys. Baron Von Schroder, 553 Harrison; architect, T. J. Welsh. G. fJ. Burnett, Larkin nr.

Turk; architect, James E. Wolfe. A. K. Le Jeal, Clay bet, Franklin and Gough; architect, H. C. Macy. J. C. Weir, Post nr. Scott (second order); archi-

tect, J C. Weir. P. Dupuy, Taylor nr. Turk; architect, W. H, Bayless. J. S. Morgan, Mission bet. Twenty -fifth and Tweuty-sixtli; architect, C. V. Pierce.

N. W. Cole, Mission nr. Twenty fifth; architects, S. & J. C. Newsoin. John Ritchie, Woodland: architect, W. H. Carson. Court House, I'etaluma; ar-

chitects, S. & J. C. Newsom. L. H. Sweeney, San Rafael; architects, Pissia & Moore. Court House, Santa Rosi; architects, S. & J. C, Nowsom. Ray-
mond Hotel, Pasadena; architect, J. H. Littlefield.
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Protect Your Homes and Business Houses

WITH * THE * IROI * FOIDIIG * GATES* AID * GUARDS.
They are ornamental in design, and afford perfect security when applied to store doors and windows—to vestibules, doors

and windows of dwellings, and at stables, elevator wells, etc.

When in position they are an absolute safeguard against Burglars, Thieves, Tramps and Designing Persons,
and can be removed and replaced without unhinging. As a Sanitary Device they are superb, permitting the opening of

doors and windows, and the free circulation of air through buildings.

DESCRIPTION.—A represents the guard suspended overhead
;
B—Store window partly closed; C and D—Store door and

window fully closed.

CEO. H. RICE, E. J. ROBINSON, Agent, J. P. LECOUNT,
Pri'sldent. 109 California Street, fiian Francisco, Cal. Secretary.
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Wm. H. Milliken,
Mecliaiiical £u(m aM DrauUsiai,

MANUFACTUllER OF

MILLIKEN'S PATENT HYDRAOLIC RAM

E L E VAT O R,
Contractor and Oesiffner

FOK THE CONSTRUCTION OF ELEVATORS, CABLE

RAILWAYS, SMOKE BURNING APPARATUS

ENGINES, BOILERS AND ALL OTHER

KINDS OF MACHINERY.

Office, 9St California St., Rooms lO anA -iXt.

Bsss^^us^msmamm^^^sr.

^
Y RAd]

'
-c-STEAM-^

Hotwateh
MANUFACTURED BY

A.A.GRIFFING IRONED.

437 C M M U N 1 PAW AVE.

JEF\SE\^GIT\O^J
Desciiptive circular and refuiences sent on application.

TEOS. DAY & C:., AflBNTS PACIFIC COAST,

122 and 124 Sutter Street, - - San Francisco.
rl-KASe MKNTION THIS PAPER.

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND :

Cutting Works,
394 Fremont Street.

Curlier <.f Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

JAMES McCarthy,

|k^p ^ittii|
10 Stevenson Street,
(Two Joors from First— Pioneer Mills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs to suit the various Uepartiiieiits in Buildings, etc.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
1125 YORK STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

GOLDEN GATE

PLASfll MILLS
216 and 217 Main Street,

Between Howard anil Folsom, SAN I'RANCISCO.

XjTJO^S & COiyCFA.N"Z-,
Manufacturer? :[

<^ CALCINED PLASTER. .£»

( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Dfijmm Street,
Between Clay and Washington, SAN FRANCISCO.

P O. Box 10*2.

GlADDING.McBMM8tC0.
.WATER AND

g CHIMNEY PIPE.
[UNCOLN

\358 MARKET ST. S.F.

J. H. DINNIENE,

Glass-Cutting, Embossine:,

Bending, Engraving, and Designing Works,

NO. 108 HAIN STREET,

Bet. Mission & Howard, - San Francisco

Drllllnsof Holes and KepairinK of Broken

Ai-tieles a Specialty. Kstimates

Olven on Plain Class.

GROUND GLASS ALWAYS ON HAND.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
21 I Waller Street.

GEO. L. HENZEL,

C. p. MOORE,

631 Grove Street.

G. H. MOORE,

No. 1 Ru88 cor. Howard St.

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
15 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBINa PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

flectfic and Mechanical Call Bells,

SPEAKING TUBES & TELEPHONES,

Patent Door Openers and Letter Box Flatei. Qa« L'ghtinK

by Electricity.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

BeiidtDce 1912 Stdser Strstt; Uaitifactory, 1903 Stelner Otrott

Bet. Bull ud Fiat, SAH FBAITGISCO.

IV Telephone No. 411S.

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUFACTURF. AND DEAL IN

SVCiAR PISE, YELLOW PISE, SPRUCE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourth & Channel Sts., San Francisco.

k^O

A. KENDALL, /

Corner Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets. Frames.

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

James Young. W. J. Thomson.

BEALE STREET MILL.

YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

PEAUES, SASH. BUHDS,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS. •

308 Mission Street.

Made to Order, all kinds o( Outside and Inside Finish and

Moldings. Brackets and Scroll Sawing snd Wood Turning,

in ail their branches, done with dispatch.

lOBBING A SPECIALTY.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 615 Jessie Street.

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
384 Guerrero Street,

Between 16th and lath, SAN FRANCISCO.

All Jobbing Promptly Attended ta
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SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARCINC

THE ONLY SELF-ACTING, TIGHT-SEAL WATER CLOSET IN THE WORLD.

Ty

A written guarantee
is given with each Closet

that money will be

returned, after a six

months' trial, and any-

other closet substituted

in its place if this closet

is not, m the fullest ^^
sense, everythmg that

is claimed for it.

koBi;!! Cleanliness! Eeallli

Persons Engaged
in

Sanitai] Enterprises,

ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS

AND BUILDERS

Are especially invited to ex-
amine the practical

workings of

Sack's Hutosiatic

fater-closei.

Awarded First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, held in San Francisco, 1882.

It turns every house into a sanitarium, and is

an assurance to those who trust it, that neither

sewer gas nor 7ioxiotts vapors that invade our houses

freighted with disease and dectth, shall enter. It

is the invention of a Californian, and an Oakland

enterprise.

Its merits surpass description, but a few promi-

nent ones are mentioned below.

It Is the only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water

Closet in the World ! /l has no "overflow," ren-

dering it a positive seal against sewer gas and reek-

ing, noxious, poisonous vapors.

It Is Cleanly, because it always presents a clean

bowl. It rinses the bowl before and after each and

every operation.

It Is Self-Discharging. No notice to "
pull the

lever," "let on the water,'' etc., is necessary or

proper.

A house in which it is in operation is free from

the stench, the smell, the unhealthfnlness of one

in which other modern closets are in use.

It is Economical. It measures the water ac-

curately, and uses, without variation, a similar

amount at each and every operation. Not a drop
but is utilized, thus dispensing With the superflu-

ous amount that escapes unused by other closets,

in order that their cumbrous and inefficient ma-

chinery may indifferently execute what has been

ill conceived.

It is Scientific. Its action is governed by prin-

ciple, and under all degrees of pressure it works

the same. A tank fifteen feet high obtains as ready
and complete a response as one a thousand feet

high.

It may be attached to a "main" with perfect im-

punity. No back suctioil, however strong, can

draw from its seal a vestige of gas or a bubble of

air. It holds in its bowl water as pure as when it

left its font.

It is not a "water seal," nor does it depend on

" a weight
"

to effect its seal; but it derives its

power from the stlpply-pipe, and combines it so as

to fully accomplish this end.

Its simplicity, combining efficiency, renders

the true aim of perfect mechanical contriv-

ances. It will effect for the child all that the

adult may desire in its use.

It is not high priced when compared with oth-

ers. In the long run it is much cheaper. No
"set-screws," "springs," "pans," or "pulle,"to
need repair or attention. Every article used in

its construction is of the best material and de-

signed to last.

As a sewer-flusher it is most effectual. In this

regard it has no equal. "Obsl ructions in the

sewer "
are rendered improbable, as the sudden

discharge of water carries everything before it.

It is a water-economizer. It is impossible for

the water to escape it in a continuous stream, or

for any length of time.

W. E. Stevens, Sole Agent for San Francisco, N. E. Cor. Larkin and Market Streets.

It will be a pleasure to demonstrate to all who may favor me with a call, the practical workings of the most perfect Water
Closet that has, as yet, been placed before the Public.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the following parta : A smoke

fine A, of fire clay, in t feet lengths, with rebated joints and

l^lvanized iron hands o,er each Joint. These bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a gahanized iron exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, which

maj- be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other for foul air . The outside pipe is put up in two feet

lengths also, and the whole is bound together and secured to

the studding by iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,

MASO^ AKB aSUItBBKg

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three inch conductor D

extending to outside of wall for fresh air. which, jiassing up.

becomes heated, an.l can be introcluced to any room above by

a register E, ni«r the fi >or. Tiie ventila ion of rooms Is

effected by means of an opening F. with re;;ister near the

ceiling, by which t!ie foul a.r escapes and is con.lucte 1 in tl.o

air space around the flue to the ro^>t. In additi m t;i th'n, an

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass throui.'li

and between the Joists t )conduct b.\ a sn.all c. ndu.tor G with

the above mentioned air ispace.

Thelightest and safest patent chinniey nia'iuf.ii tmo.:.

Approved by the Board of Super\ isors.

WAREHOOMS,

N. E. Comer of lariin and Market Streets,
'

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

tlWATieHorrinrUtt ttLtifitI Ks.t^ lor or csiwa
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Hapdware and Builders' Materials
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS.

Ji^ :FTJXjIj HiZisTE OIF"

Messrs. P. & F. Corbin's Cold and Silver-Plated, Light and Dark Shades
of Plain Antique and Tuscan Bronze, House Trimmings.

^^^^^^^-^—^ ALSO. A FULL LINE OF—^.^-^^—___
CARPENTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS, CUTLERY, ETC.

^^^^^—^^^^^— SOLE AGENTS FOR -^—^-_^^_^^
^Thomas Morton's Copper and Steel Sash Chains and Patent Attachments. The

Niles' Patent Door Knobs and Locks. The Norwich Patent
Knob and Screwless Spindle.

If. 1'. LATSON.

FRANK P. LATSON & CO.,
J. H. FERINE.

28 and 30 New Montgomery St., cor. of Jessie,

IJ\I»RK PAIiACE HOTRL, Telephone Ko. 752. SAW FRANCIiSC'O.

TURNER, KENNEDY A SHA'W.

Lumber Dealers,
FOURTH AND CHANNEL STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO.

Yard Connects direct with C. P. & S. P. R. R.
Also with the Shipping.

Dov^ai Town Office, USTo. 5 P*ost St., neax* JVIoiat^omery.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet.WITH THAI'.
...— — _._w.. _— .w ..—y WW....... WITH OFFSET.

This Closet is the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:
—

1. It has a simple, strong valve, suitable for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same metal resting on face of the brass overflow jdj^e,

o))erated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutel}' preventing any escape of sewer gas, even thq closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the flood chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

Tliis Closet takes the lead; it has been sold since February, 188.'5, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This hupjKjr is constructed to take 2 2-inch pipe!>, oiiu to the right an d one to the left

and a 4-inch lead* r in the center. It has also a movable strainer on top to take the sur-,
face water. The lower part of the hopjwr with side outiet is to be connected with the
sewer pipe, either right or left. The upper part is independent from the lower, and is

made to swivel, therefore it will Kuit either position of pipe. This hopper can be used
only for surface, for waste, or for leader; either inlet will be sttjpped up with iron cajw if

so desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
This Closet Ib superior to all others, every working part and bolt being made of brass,

closet and ^ ul\ e extra heavy casting. Particular attention is called to No. 4 . This Closet
has an oval basiti faatfned to the cover by brass clamps and bolts. No breaking of putty
Joints required to renew a ran. The loosening of two large brass nuts will separate cover
with basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass
rod.

Thise Closets have been in use since February, 1883. Pluinbors and wholesale dealers

give them the best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Baaket Hopper-
Basket Hoppers are made in one piece with Movable .Strainer.

Side View, Combination Hopper. Wo. 43 FAEinONT »TBE£T, »AN FHAIVCIMCO, CAI<. NaT
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J. F. SULLIVAN,

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER.

Plain and Decorative Paper Han(i;ing.

610 Market Street.

THE CALIFORNIA AkCHITECT AND BUILDING NEWS.

J. D. WELCH,

XI

EDWARD NORMAN.

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

JNO. E. W. COLEMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER.
No. 924 Folsom Street.

Between Fifth and Sixth, SAN FRANCISCO.

tlouseand Sign Painting, Graining, Varnishing, and Polish-

ing. Walls and Ceilings Whitened or Kalsomined, with or

with(<ut colors.

C. CASHMORE,

Painting in all its Branches
—DEALER IN-

PAINTS, OIL, GLASS, VARNISHES, ETC.,

530 VAI^EXCIA STRRKT,

San Francisco.

House, Sign, and Ornamental

PAINTER & PAPER-HANGER.
Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Etc.

2^ Montgomery Avenue, Bet. Jackson and Washington Sts.

Orders Promptly Attended To. Terms Reasonable.

American, French, and English Paper Hangings

J. ItUklfT,

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,
Kalsomiaing, Tinting, Etc.,

No. 210y2 Tehama Street, S. F-

All work at reasonable rates.

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

108^ JESSIE ST.. SAN FRANCISCO.

F. C. JAMES,

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,
1605 Polk Street, Near Sacramento,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Practical Plumber, Gas & Steam-fitter.

Cot. Fillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

B. F. ELLIS,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

JOHN T. CRAY,
230 Suiter Strekt.

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS
And Steam Fitter.

Bad pkimbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and
guaranteed.

KKSIDKNCE :

JOHN BOHN,

Plumbing and Cas Fitting:

112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

BUSH & MALLETT,

GrA^^ ^IS^D OIL

Sanitary Plnmliing anfl Gasfitting

34 Geary St., above Kearny.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Cas Fitter,

7itH Wa^ihingtnn St. Opposite the Plaza,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at-
tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

. IMPORTERS OF

<jas Fixtures slxiO.

-E*liiinl>ers' {Supplies.
122 AND 124 Sutter Street.

FRITZ & KEAN,

PLUTWLBEI^S, ETC,
Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance with sound sanitary principles.

27 South Park, San Francisco-

Will buy Old Buildings or Contract for Removing the same
al Short Notice.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 McAllister St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA.

THOS. MERRY,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

112 CLAY STREET,
Between Da\ is and Drumra, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Stnres and Offices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing promptly
attended to.

CEO. A, BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
S. E. Cor. E. R. Ave. and Walnut St.,

ALAIIIEDA, CAL.

All Kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

130 Geary Street, San Francisco.

P. R. O'BRIEN,

Plumber and Gas Fitter.

334 Pine Street, San Francisco.

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 905 Oak Street.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between 18th and 19th Streets.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,
S32 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

iQTOrders left at Helmken's, 616 Kearny Street.

CALIFORNIA PLASTER DECORATION WORKS.
C. B". SOI3:iLXj:BKy, Proprietor,

861 MISSION STREET, Bet. Fourth and Fifth, SAN FRANCISCO.

CENTERS. BRACKETS, MOULDINGS. Etc.

ARTIFICIAL STONE ORNAMENTATIONS, WOOD CARTING AND MODELING,
FROM AGRICULTURAL DESIGNS,

Casting Patterns. Honld Mlnkins, Papier-Uache, Zinc and Composition Ornaments.

First Premium Awarded at the Mechanics' Fair, 1884.
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WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklayer and Builder,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

JOS. THORNHILL,

Bricklayer and Contractor,

Office, No. 35 Post Street, San Francisco

Boilers, Furnaces, Ovens, Grates, Etc.

J. R. ToBiN. Alex. Mennie

,y TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,
CELLARS AND SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

Residence, 864 Mission St.

H. B. HEADLEY,

2913 California Street,

VVorkmeii in my line furi.ished for any part of the Country.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING. COLORING, ETC.

Residence, 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 625 Gough.

D. F. MULVILLE,

PLASTERER,
20 Fair Oaks St., l)et. 2l8t and 22d.

P. B. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street.

tS' All Jobbing promptly attended to.

A. E. BUCKMAN,
314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

OONTRAOTOE AND GRADER,
6radlnK, MacailamizinK and Hewerins

Mone on Short Notice.

I. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
g^ All Kinds of Grading, MacacUmizing, and Sewerage

Done on Short Notice.

718 VALENCIA STREET,
Between Eighteenth and Nineteenth.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

. TS) Y® (^K (^V /~I5VT^ T®3

DECORATIONS.
Plastering Repaired and Whitened.

763 Market St., San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

PINCK & HAMMOND,
ISIET^L ROOFERS,
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing, Galvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Ghlmney-tops. SS' ROOFS repaired
and painted.

All Jobbing promptly atte7tded to.

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S, F.

W. CRONAN,
(Successor to Cronan & Dunbar)

Metal Roofers,
1213 and 1215 Market St., Bet. 8th & 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin, and Sheet Iron

Worlv of every description . Roofs repaire-i, etc.

All work done by me guaranteed .

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry Street, Between 3d. and -d^ili.

Constantly on Hand or Made to Order,

STAIR RAILS, POSTS,
BALUSTERS, ETC., ^TC.

i. R. DREW. F. Mclaughlin.

DREW & Mclaughlin,

Stair Builders,
ENTERPRISE MILL,

220 & 222 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

THE CELEBRATED

-A-Q-nn e IPa.-pex's
For General DraugMlng and for tie Bine Process.

"Bon Accord" Detail Paper,

Profile and Cross Section Papers,

Perfect Joint Drawing Instruments.

QUEEN & CO.'S Improved TRANSITS and LEVELS, TAPES,
CHAINS, RODS, "RULES, and DRAWING MATE-

RIALS of E\'ery Description.

List and Description of our TEN Catalogues
sent on application.

QUEEN & CO., Philadelphia.

J. W. WESSON,

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone No. 4.'J0.

A. F. KNORP,
MAIN STREET MILL.

ELEVATORS,

RAILROAD CARS, MILL WORK

GENERAL JOBBING WORK.

OF tVEEY DESCRIPTION

MOULDINGS, BRACKETS,

Door and Window Frames,

Planing, Sawing, Turning, Shaping, Wood

Carving,

120-122 Main street,
- - - San Francisco

* STAR ^

TOOL AND MACHINE WORKS.

F. KRAJB^'SKI. Proprietor,

516 and 518 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco.

WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Newel Rods, Etc.,
For Stair Work.

N. P. LANCLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner,
No. 407 Mission St., SAN FRANCISCO.

Mecliaiiies' Hail, Second Floor.

BUILDING SUPEHniTENDENCE,

A Ne7v Work.

PRICK THRKR DOIil^ARM.

Send to this Office.
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BUILDERS' HARDAVARE.
FULL LIIME

OF

Light and Dark

MANUFACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures,

The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that wiH not wear

out or break.

For !?4ale By

Dynhain, Carrigan
k Co M

—DEALERS IS-

HARDWARE,
IROIM, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

SAV^AQii;, so:n^ & co..

Empire Foundry and Machine Works
135 TO 145 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

House Fronts, and Architectural Iron Work of every Description.

Mantel Grates, StaWe Fixtures, Ventilators anfl Bnilflers' Hardware. ^^Send for Price Lists.

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY,
Planing Mills,

Railroad Shops, ^
Car Builders,

House Builders,

Cabinet Makers,
ETC., ETC. SINGLE SPINDLE UPRIGHT SHAPER

NO. 2 SCROLL SAW.

GOODELL & WATERS,
COENER THIRTY-FIRST AND CHESTNUT STREETS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

*
Parties in correspondingr will oblige us by mentinning this paper. BRACKET BAND SAW.

P Pacific Press Publishing House
12th and Castro Sts,, Oakland, 606 Montgomery St.. San Francisco.

Frlnie^s, Engmvers, Bi&ders, llsotrotjpers, $ Stsreotypers.

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Fine Catalogue Work: a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Journal is among the many printed by the Pacific Press,
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DEVOTED TO PACIFIC COAST INTERESTS
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PACIFIC COAST ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.
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^^ P®^ Year, in Advance

'

I Single Copies, 20 cents.

l3II>KOVEI>

HYDRAULIC RAMS.
Senii t'ur (.'irc'ular antt I'life List. Address,
ALLEN GAWTHKfH', J ., WilniiiiKton, Del.

Awarded Medal and Dijiloma at the Centennial

Exhibition, Philadelphia.

WE REQUEST
ARCHITECTS,. BUILDERS, AND

HOUSE OWNERS
TO C.\REFUI,I,V [NVESTIGATK THE .MEKITS OF

THE DODD

Shutter Workers
They have been carefully tested by hiindre'ls of users

under all conceivable conditions, and

HAVE NEVER FAILED.
Some of the points are as follows:—
THE BLINDS A HE OPENED AND CL(,SED

FROM THE INSIDE irilhout raUiwi the wim/ow
or screen and are LOCKED AUTOMATICALLY
IN WHATEVER POSITION THEY MAY BE
LEFT.

The Workers CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY
HOUSE, old or new. T/iey are MORE EASILY
A PPLIED than ordhiary Idmjes and catches.

The Workers are made of MALLEABLE IRON
and can NOT BE BROKEN, AS THEY ARE
STRONGER THAN THE BLIND.

Jr H ROSENBAUM & CO ,

DEPOT OF

Plate fi Window Glass
MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS

(Quicksilver and Patent Back).

IVo. 507 Market f^treet, opp. Sansome.

PARQUET FLOORS.

WM. HANNAM & CO.,

Wholesale and UetaiL

293 FIFTH AVE.,
NEW YORK.

Seven-eighths in. tontrued and
grooved. European it.yles, solid

and substantial. Also, | in. Fancy Wood Carpet Floors.

4'iff'Send two-cent stamp for Book of Designs.

DEALERS AND AGENTS
Say tlie Workers sell faster than any novelty lately
introduced. Active Agents Wanted in Ev-
ery Town. For circulars and discount, please
address,

THE DODDMTTt CO,, 19 Park Place. NJ.

Publisher of a Series of

OF BEST EXAMPLES OF CALIFORNIA ARCH.KCTURE.

Photographer, lOa.'S MarUt't St., 8. F.

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap,

BEST IX USE.
Recommended by all the Architects

in Cuhfornia.

OFFICE—1901 Broabwav, Oak-
la ND.

For Sale by Plumbers.

JAMES R. KELLY,

IMPORTER OF PAINT,OILS,WmOW GLASS
A.VD MANUFACTURER OK THE

IMPERISHABLE MIXED PAINT.
Sole A^ant for i liance Bros. & Co.'h 16 oz,, 21 oz., and 26

oz. C. M. Glass, Foliahed Plate, and Mirrors.

«il and )i'4:i Market Street, N. F,

(Successors to John R. Sims & Son),

UANUFACTCKERS OF

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wrought-Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. Sole Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

Champion Metallic Wheelbarrow.

Iron Roofs and Gasometers Manufactured
to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,
Between Mission and Howard.

r\1V'V^ VERY RARE, AND
\Jl\ X -A. BEAUTIFUI.!

Mantels, witl Newest Styles ol Grates,

* *

; lE'ecLestals, Taloles, Etc.;

Wakekoom-BRANNAN STREET,
Between Fifth and Sixth.

J. & F. KESSEIiER.

croHisr :M:.^LL03sr'3

Elass Wimi li Mmi Work
eiT. STAIXEU, and UUOL'XI> 4,il.ASS.

Glass Cuttin^^ Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Stained Glass Works,
1213 & 1215 Howard St.

EDWARD DENNY & CO.,

Drawing Paper and Materials.

Matlematical aM Sirveying Instrnieots,

j

Stationers, Printers, arid Blmik-Book Manufacturers; Civil En-

gineers, Surveyors, Architects, ard Draughtsmen's Supplies.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California and Sacramento Streets, San Francisco.

(t^ Send fur Sample of our New Detail Paper, "ihi
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BROWELL'S PATENT CHIMNEYS.

®L^§Witl=3 V!!m3Fl!f© i./^l!^LiMf?yTOfii

T BrsBch. T Branrla* fiocket PJp«. Hadocer* IncrvaMr* cStsaaCirrft,

nknd Hot* Trail* P. Tntp* fV. Tlwpb |la&BSbav.

&U tjizes of the above on hand and for sale at the Loivest Prices.

Firfet Premium Silver Medal of Mechanics' Institute awarded for Patent
Chimneys and Ornamental Chimney Tops.

ARE THE ONLY CHIMNEYS where BANDS and FILLING can
be used to make a SMOKE and AIR-TIGHT JOINT, and with
Iron Rods or Strapped to the Buildingp.
The U. S. Circuit Court lias granted me a perpetual injunction against L. E. Clawjson and Jos. S.

BrowQ. All persons are cautioned affainst u«in.' an\- imprmement in seeti(]nal cliimnevs jiatented
bv me-

'
Manufactured and fur sale bv J. BROWELIj, 727 Montgomery Street, S . F.

REESE LLEWELLYN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,

133 and 13s Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.

MANUFACTURER OF

House FroDts ani Machinery Castinp

OF ALL KINDS.

TROY
1

Laiilrj Macliinery Co.
(IiI9IIT£I>.)

MANUFACTl'RERS OF

LAUNDRY MACHINERY
AND DEALERS IN

LAUNDRY SUPPLIES,

297 Wabash Ave. Chicago, III.

Complete Outfits for HOTELS and PUB-
LIC INSTITUTIONS.

Flans for Laund ries will be furnished to Archi-

tects on application to

J. E. CHAPPELL, Agent,
34 Fell Street, San Francisco.

'

IT IS ALMOST HUMAN."

Ike lorloE

DOOE CHECE and SPEIHG
Renders Slamming of D • )rs an Impossibilit.v .

FRANK D. MORRELL,
250 Market Ht., nr. Front, Han Frniiciseo.

CARPENTER and JOINER.

'

ILLUSTRATED BY 86 PLATES.

In cloth.

BY JAMES H. MONCKTON,

Address the ofltice of this JocRNAli.

86 00

\

laibkiiii laitilj
Made in representation of Ancient and Mod-

ern Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau

rel. Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood.

ENAMELED, POLISHED.
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

GRAJES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (set in brick). Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles I Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

ItnjMjrted Oirect from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.
L.caa man iiiaiuic, wiuiu, «»i ..-~-.

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO., ^"^^I'J^l'l^^i.^t'''
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Pacific Rolling Mill Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames.

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON,

EolUd Beams, Lag Screws,

Rolled Beams, Donble, Nuts, Washers, etc.

Angle, Channel, and T Iron, Steamboat Shafts,

' Bridge and Machine Bolts, Cranks, Pistons,

Connecting Rods.

Rolled Beams, 4, 6, 8, and IO4 inch.

' Bridg

L

J
A^ ^ "

-^ Mining Machinery Forgings,

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Hammered Iron of every description.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Block, Room I.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 50,

and 56 pounds to the irard. ±
No. 29 :

Tie Latest, Lowest In Price,

AND MOST .-VCCrKATE

IRECTORY
Of the Architects in the United States and Territories ever published.

Bound in Board. Sentfree on receipt o/Si.oo, by the

USEFDL PUBLISHING CO,, 1293 Broadway, New Yort.

Call the attt^iitiou of tlie Architect to yoitr production and 1>e assured that
if it has MERIT you have also reached the Owuer,

Builder, Masou, Decorator, etc.

MARBLE MANTELS,

ONTI BELGIAN BLACK. TENNESSEE

ITALIAN AND STATUARY

TILE FACIKG, HEARTHS k FISE GRATES.

w. H. Mccormick,

827 MARKET ST., BET. 4th AND 5th.

r>. ZEaLio,

Carrara Marble Works.

MANUFACTUUEB OF

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

1319 MISSION STREET,

Between 9th and 10th, SAN FRANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

Every Description of Metal Goods Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC.

old work refinished, repaired, and plated equal to new.

Silver Plated Aiualgamatins Plates, for sav-

ing gold in Quartz, Placer, Gravel, and Beach Mining.
i&^-A and 655 MlHi^IOIV STREET,

Between New Montgomery and Third, San Francisco, Cal.

E. «r. DENNISTOlir Proprietor.

San Francisco Wire Works

C. H. GRUENHAGEN.

669 Mission St. bet. Third & New Montgomery

SAN FRANCISCO.

Manufacturer of

PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORK,

Wire Gates k SlQtters, Bank k Office Railing,

store Fixtures, Wire ri8:Tires, & Hat Stands

Arches, Flower Stands, Baskets, Trel-

lises, Window Guards, Coal Screens,

Fenders, etc., etc-

C. D. HARVEY'S
Hot WatereSteam Heating

For all Glasses of Buildings.
I have introduced this system in over 400 houses on this Coast where it is

now in operation. All work Guaranteed..

Hole Mannfaetorer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER
Hole Agent for

BUNDY'S PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.

Also Ageiit for

Gald's Improved Sectional BoiTer for Low Pressure Steam.

Office 30 New Montgomery St., under Palace Hotel.

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.
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HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwellings by the Most Approved

HOT STATER SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this line has given perfect satisfaction in every instance, and we will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical oijeration.

We also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY 4fc CO.

614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO

W^ALL PAPER,
Interior Decorating,

WINDOW SHADES.

lil-OOM: M:OUL13IiNCiSS,

LINCRUSTA WALTON,

I*aper Hang-ers' Toolss.

—And a full line of—

Ingrain Tapestry and Body Brussels Carpets

JAMES DUFFY,

017 IHAKKKT STBEET.

"Stains
FDR SHINGLES,

CLAPBOARDS, FENCES, ETC.

SamhCabot
70 Kilby St., Boston.

Send for Full Descriptive Circular.

THIS PAPER nay be found on Hie

,

at GEO. P. HOWELL
h (lO.'S NBWsrAVHR

Advbrtwino BuiiBAtf (lo Hj>ruce Street), wfiere advertising

contracts may
be made for it IN NEW YORK.

GOLDIi
field* are scarce, hnt tlicwc who write to

Stitifeon A Co., Portland, Mtitne.wiH rocelTo

free, full inrornintion about work which

they ^wi do. Aiid IivRAt hi>Tne,th»i will pay
them from V^ to $25 per day. Home have

earned ovpr $.v>ln aday Eitiier ^ex, younK otoW. Capita)
not required. Yo" arc started free. Those who ttart at odc»

$n ab8o)ut«)7 mr« cf Poog IHlIe ftMrtuoei. All U new.

66NONE SUCH 11

CHIMNEY TOP ^
VENTILATOR

THIS
VENTILATOR is especially valuable for regulating draft

(upwards and downwards) made by the light, unstable atmosphere
of the Coast Kange of Mountains. The hundreds of tall stovepipes
erected on the chimney tops of houses indicate inconvenience and
trouble in the kitchen, the parlor, and chambers below.

San Francisco, October 26, 1885.

To wh(rm it may concern :

i take pleasure in stating that the "None Such" Chimney Top and Ventilator,
which was put upon the smoke-stack of the Baldwin Hotel about two months a^o, has

given complete satisfaction.

It has increased the draft to such an extent that there is a perceptible saving
in th&amount of coal consumed; smaller fires than heretofore will now answer to

keep up the steam, thus causing a great saving of the boiler also. We have heietofore

had much difficulty in keeping up the amount of steam steadily required, owing t()

the lack of draft, all of which is now remedied by tlie use of the " None Such" Chim-

ney Top and Ventilator. I heartily recommend its use to all persons, where a strong

draft is required. PEARSON & ARNOLD,
Proprietors the Baldwin.

AU Sizes Manufactured and Sold by KNEASS & CO., 29 Taylor St., San Francisco

SOLE AOKISTS FOB THK PACIKIC COAST.

Agents Wanted for Interior Cities, Oregon, Nevada, Washingrton Territory, and Arizona

JOB WORK IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

BURR'S NEW WASTE PIPE HOPPER, For the NEW PLUMBING LAW.

a ^ a

2 I »
,2
- £

3- e

§ a ""

Son
3 •9

=

1 I

This Slop Hopper completely traps
the foul air and Biases

arisiiig from Drains and Sewers. Barr'S Stench Trap
is superior to all others, and is the only one which prevents
the drain -pipes from becoming stopped up. It can be placed
in the yard, kitchen, or wherever convenient. The Trade
Supplied. The specifications of Architects call for Bt'RR*8 No.

1 Hoi'FKR andTrai' Coubinkd, which is the best recommended
for its superiority. Mend for f'lrenlar.

•r *- O.

S « 2

This hood protects the pipe and makes
it look neat; the front is open, making it

an open trap Hopper. It has a Z and 4-

inch outlet.

Address 667 Mission St., San Francisco.

BURR'S WEATHER STRIP, Harsha's Patent.
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JOSEPH SMITH,
CONTRACTOR KOd

BRICKWORK, STONEWORK.

GRADING,

SEWER WORK and PATENT CHIMNEYS.

Agent for Gladding McBean

Sewer Pipes, Patent Ghimneys,

AND TKKKA OOTTA WARE.

BRICK FOUNDATIONS
Put under frame building at the shortest notice and most

reasonable rates.

YARI>H: Valencia <$t., bet. 17th and INth
and «033, «»3S, !e937 Mission iitreet, bet. esth
and Setli.

National * Assurance * Company,
O'W II?/E]I_.JLIsriD,

Atlas Assurance Company,
OF LONDON,

BOYLSTON INSURANCE COMPANY, OF BOSTON.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Co. of California

FIRE AND MARINE.

Principal Office, 439 eslifomls ?t, Ma Deposit Buililng

SA.\ FUANX'ISCO.

JOHN H. WISE, Vresident. !

CHAS. A. LATON, Secretary.

W. D, PERINE,
MANUKAOTURER OF

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Garden Walks,

Basement Floors, Carriage Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building Stone,

URNS, VASES, STONE COPING and STEPS

Entranro to Cemetery Dots, Caskets.

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 28 New Montgomery St. OAK-

LAND OFFICE, 457 Ninth 8t. Re8idenee,809 Oak »t. Oakland.

H. M. NEWHALL & CO.,

GENERAL AGENTS.

309 and 31 1 Sansome St., ----- San Francisco, Cal.

SASH LOCKS m DOOR BOLTS.
A very important feature of the iVES* SASH LOCK is in

its securely locking when closed and simultaneously drawing
the meeting rails closely together. All the movements are

a'^complished by (ams without the instrumentality of spring ,

thus avoiding the possibility of getting out of order.

IVES' PATENT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with a bit,

and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts

afford. Ives* Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts are protected
by nine letters patent, and are manufactured in over forty

styles of finish.

One Sample only Ives' Patent Sash Lock, mailed post-paid
to any Carpenter sending his addresn, with 10 cts. in stamps.
Illustrated price lists, showing forty -six st.\les of goods,
mailed free .

H. B. IVES & CO.,

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees, New Haven, Conn.

Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts, sold by all dealers
in Hardware.

Norris Window Pulley Mortising Machine i Pulley.

CAPACITY:

Nine Mortises

Per Minute.

OVER
600 Machines

Now IN Use
TllOISlQUT TIE DOUITSY.

The Norris Machine and Pulley Is used by nearly all the Leading Sash, Door, and Bi.nd

Manufacturers of the following: Cities:
NASHUA, New Hampshire; BUKLINOTON, Vernuuit; BOSTON, .i.assaclmset s, WATEKTOWN, Massaulmsetts; CAMBRIDGE, Massaciiusetts; LOWELL, Massachusetts; WORCES-

TER, MassucliUBett*; HOLYOKE, Maiisailiusetts; LAWKENCK, Mabsaclmsetts; NEW YOKK, New York; BUFFALO, New York; BROOKLYN, New York; 1'HlLAllELFHIA, I'e..nsjlva-
nia; WlLLIAMSl'ORT, I'ennsxhaiilsi; SUNBURY, I'eniiajlvania; I'lTI'sBURU, I'ennsjivania; ULEN ROCK, I'ennsshania; WARKEN, Pennsjlvauia; MIDDLETOWN, Pennsi'Ivauia;
COLUMBIA, I'ennsyhania; LANCASTER, Pennsylvania; SAVANNAH, Oeorsia; BALTIMORE, Maryland; UaVKE IJE GRACE, Maryland; WILMINGTON, Delaware; ASBURV PAR
New Je.sey; DANVILLE, Virijinia; Al GUSTA, Georgia; New Haven, Conneet.eut: MARyUETTE, Michigan; PORTLAND, Oregon; ERIE, Penn.yhania; INDIANAPOLIS, Indiana, SAN
JOSE, California; t:HlCAGO, Illinois; ROCK ISLAND, Illinois; MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin; CEDARBURG, Wisconsin; ST. LOUIS, Missouri; KANSAS CITY, Missouri; DENVER, Colorado;
SACRAMENTO, California; BELFAST, Maine; WINONA, Minnesota; CANISTEO, New York; CINCINNATI, Ohio; CLEVELAND, Ohio; WASHINGTON, District of Columbia; LOUIS-
VILLE, Kentucky; HAMITON, Virginia; TOLEDO, Ohio; SANDUSKY, Ohio; HAMILTON, Ohio; CHILLICOTHE, Ohio; DcTKOIT, Michigan; fcVANSVILLE, Indiana; PRATTVILLE'
Alabama; GALVESTON, Texas; HOUSTON, Texas; COLUMBUS, Ohio; CHATTANOOGA, Tennessee; RICHMOND, Virginia; LYNCHBURG, Virginia; CLINTON, luwa; PORT DEPOSIT'
Maryland; PADUCAH, Kentucky; DANVILLE, Kentucky.

You postively cannot afford to do without the NORRIS PULLEY AND MORTISKR. It is the only machine made that will mortise fir every kind of Pulley. No difficulty In sUrting
machine; no sciaping off edges of bits; nothing to get out of lepair. It is a heavy, solid, substantial machine, built for work, and we .uuaiantee it to do live times the work of any otiier

pulley Machine. It does not require any skilled labor to run it, no belt tighteners to wear out the belts. In fact, it is ptonouneed by all, and is rosiTIvKLV the onlv machine for Mortising
Pulleys. Our Pulleys are the strongest and best made in the country. We make 600 different qualities, and if any other style of pulley was given to you it would not pay to use it. Wb
refer you to the leading sash, Door, and Blind Manufacturers of the entire country. Information and Samples sent on application. Very respectfully yours,

C. SIDNEY NORRIS & CO., 36 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Md.
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WALL
Imitation Stained Glass,

3C00IIISH FEET WOnS.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 POST ST.. SAN FRANCISCO.

NOTICE,
OWNERS aod CONTEAOTORS!

Bell Hanging, Gas Lighting,

Locksmithing in All Its Branches.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

^\^ILL & FINCK,
769 MARKET STREET.

Durnam System of House Drainage.
STANDARD WROUGHT IRON STEAM PIPE, Special Fittings, Carefully Protected from Rust, SCREW JOINTS,

and only where NECESSARY for Branches, HAND -HOLES at Bends, supported ONLY at Bottom, therefore not affected by

SETTLEMENT of WaUs and Floors; in fh«t, a PERMANENTLY TIGHT SANITARY SOIL PIPE.

SEND FOR PAMPHLET. CALL AND SEE FULL SIZE MODEL.

W]\l. T. BLUIVT, C E., 413 JVIontg^omery St., San l^^i-ancisco.

Arehitectupal and Meehanieal Books

s we are closing out our stock of Shelf Books, we
will dispose of those on hand at first cost.

l8BS*THOSE IN WANT OF BARGAINS SHOULD CALL EARLY. -^«r

GAS FIXTURES, •:• AND MANTELS,
AGENCY SCANLAN & CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.,

FINE MARBLEIZED

Slate and Iron Mantels.

AGENCY CONV/aY M'F'G CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS.,

FINE WOOD MANTELS.

\^^ Gas Fixtures of Every Description, of Latest Designs.

i^' Tiles, Grrates, and M aiitel Ti-iirLiiiiiip^s. '^

BUSH & MALLETT, 34 Geary Street, Above Kearny.



¥hE dALIFORWi MRgHlTEKT AND BuiLDlNK ReWS.
Entekeo at Post-office, San Francisco, as Second-class Mail Matter. Established January, 1879.

VoLUMK .Yll. Number 10.

THE lished by technical, class, and other journals, and
rli.l'JI_i'wIl_iU'i. t^n'TJ* UTtj preparing the way for some one to continue its publi-

U&lirOI^nia
Al^CllltjBClj

it bUllCllRg WBW^. cation with great success and profit.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL, ^g ^a^t YOU, Who Have Not, To PAY UP.
Devoted to Architecture, Deeoratinff, and Furnishing. . ^- ^ ^ ^-l „ ,.

Anticipating retirement from the management of this journal,

PRICK, $2.0 FBR ANNUM. those who have not paid up their subscription dues will confer

The official organ of the Pacific Coast Association of Architects. Published a favor by doing so at once. Let there be no delay in this mat-

by the SAN FKANCLSCO ARCHITECTURAL PUBLISHING CO.
t,,. ^e propose to clean up as neatly and nicely as the good

Ho. 240 Montgomery Street, Rooms 11, 12, 13.
.< a

^ I
., ... , .., .1 r r -1 • • .I.- 1 pleasure of honestly disposed patrons may make possible, and as

Subscribers will please notily us promptly 01 any iailure to receive this journal,
^ ./ j- r .< r > """

and also of any change in their address. thoroughly
—f;^a8 the law provides,^^^—with those who refuse

Advertisements inserted at reasonable rates. or neglect to settle their accounts.

' " " "

Every unpaid dollar due us has been faithfully earned by un-
. SAN FEANCISCO, CAL., OCTOBER 15, 1886. \ , . . ,

ceasing desires and earnest efforts to found and perpetuate a

California class journal in the interests represented in theseTHE OFFERED SALE OF THIS JOURNAL. , ^ , ^ , , , , . ,

columns; and measured by the mental and physical cares and

gINCE
thelfirst announcement in its pages that the labors, and the financial requirements to this end, every dollar

entire interests of this journal would be disposed yet due us has been honestly earned and should be paid promptly.
of to competent parties, a great many personal in- -ht . i. ^ u • j • .-,,.,5 , .^. , .,, , ,

We hope not to be required in any case to invoke legal redress,
quiries have been made, and propositions submitted and

, but as protection of publication interests, which have been and

A sale contingent upon certain stipulations might ^'"«' ^o often abused by that portion of the reading public who

have been made three months ago, but as w^e propose an seek to obtain their reading matter without cost, the law in such

unconditional surrender of the situation, we shall hold the fort cases made and provided is, that every man who receives a sub-

until a competent commander-in-chief shall arrive, with
scription journal of any sort, can be held and made to pay the

satisfactory financial credentials.
^^jj ^^^^^^^ ^^ subscription, up to the time of payment and

Negotiations now pending with parties and firms east

of the Rocky Mountains, may result in a full change of
^ oppage.

management by the first of January next, if not sooner.
Summary of Building Activities.

In the meantime the journal will be continued as hereto-

fore to the best of our over-burdened abilities. , ^^^^ 'i""^"'''

°* engagements and the cost of same for month
of October, as compared with same month of 1885, may be seen

A GENERAL EXPLANATION. below:-
157 engagements for 1885 Cost, $579,114

Thosewho have made inquiry by letter, and personally, 54 « « igse " 230 720
have asked for all the facts of the case, and what will be —
includedm the sale. 103 " in favor of 1885 «

$348,394

As a general answer, we state: A sale will include

every interest of the publication—its good-will, subscrip- Antiquity of the Hot-Air Furnace.
tion list and advertising patronage, office appointmeijts, ttttt,-. t.,- •• , .

desk, bound volumes and back numbers since 1879, T^^m.^^T 7' """"T^
*° "''"

.1!' ?^ llT °"! ?^vtooix, >jyj
, j^ jjjg country seats, mentions among other things that next to

outstanding accounts due from all sources, five hundred the smaller drawing-room there is a semi-circular room with

copies, more or less, architectural, mechanical, and other windows arranged so as to get the light of the sun all day. He

pubUcations (optional), and all else pertaining to the pub- ^'^ys-
" Out of this is a bedroom which can be warmed with hot

Ucation and circulation ofthe journal. l'\"
^e also refers to the ' bath with its cooling room and its

„ , , . ... .. ^ ,-, , -
hot room. As Pliny, Jr., lived A. d. 62-116, we may assumeWe State, m answer to the question repeatedly asked that hot-air furnaces are no new thing,

by correspondents, in reference to .

COMPOSING ROOM AND PRESSES, _ ^°'"*"^' ^°' Advertisers.

T|ON'T expect an advertisement to bear fruit in one night.

That there are none. The joum?.l has been conducted j / You can't eat enough in a week to last you a year, and you

incidentally in connection with our architectural pursuits, """^"^'^

advertise on that plan either

, . . , ,, J j„jrj-4._:T,l- t, J. J. People who advertise only once m three months, forget that
and printed and bound ready for distribution by contract. x * n 4. i, ^.u- 1 xt, j* '^ •' •' '"v". most folks cannot remember anything longer than seven days.
But with these Umited facilities and restricted advan- if you can arouse curiosity by an advertisement, it is a great

tages, and personal attention divided between tw^o great point gained. The fair sex doesn't hold all the curiosity in the

interests—editor and manager, and practicing architect world,

-each demanding our whole time and energies, we have
, ^"^"^8

advertising in dull times is like tearing out a dam
, , because the water is low.

continuedour publication work for eight years (less two
months) with a profit to ourselves, making a most envl- -. , , • rn nnn ann j e ^ ^ ^ i

^ , . , . , , It would require 50,00(1,000 pounds of wire to erect a tele-
able reputation for the journal, as evidenced by the hun-

g^aph around the earth at the equator, and but a half pound of

dreds of complimentary notes fi:om time to time pub- the thread made by a certain species of spider.
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How to Pay a Compliment.
TTTO pay a high com|>liment is to tell the truth, and to tell it

'Jj as though you mean it. And the only way to do that is

to mean it. If a girl is pretty or accoiiij)lished, if she

plays well, or sings well, or dances well, or talks well; in a word,
if she pleases, why in the name of common sense shouldn't she
be told of it % Don't blurt it out before everybi dy. That will

only make her feel uncomfoi-table, and make you appear ridicu-
lous. Say it quietly when opportunity offers, but say it strongly.
Convey the idea distinctly and fully, so that there may be no
mistake about it. But don't do it

"
officially." Formality is

about the coldest thing known. More than one maiden has
been made happy—say for half an hour—by a man's taking the
trouble to say a ))leasant thing about a toilet that he liked, and
many of fashion's follies have been given up by girls when they
noticed a discreet silence concerning them on the ])art of their

gentlemen friends. A bewitching little black-eyed beauty once
said to a gentleman: "I like to have you say sweet things to

me, it seems to come so easy and natural." In general terms,
it may be said that it is always better to say an agreeable thing
tlian a disagreeable one; better for all parties. The gallant who,
when a young lady stepped on his foot while dancing, and asked

pardon, said, "Don't mention it; a dainty little foot like that
wouldn't hurt a daisy,' not only told the truth, but doubtless
felt more comfortable than the boor who, when his foot was

stejpped on, roared out,
" That's right; climb all over me with

your great clumsy hoofs."

Fire Hose and Garden Hose, W. T. Y. Schenck,
256 Market Street.

Quarrying Large Stones.

JTf
HE Greeks had a predilection for large blocks of marble or

X stone, and their method of quarrying is interesting even to-

day. They were extracted in the following manner:—
In order to procure the square stones—after the top and front

faces of a given mass of the rock in the quarry have been brought
to a plain surface—incisions, usually from 4 to 5 inches wide,
were made on the top surface, marking out the boundaries of the
intended size of the block. These incisions being continued down
to the desired depth of the block, there remained nothing more
to be done than to separate it from its lower bed, which operation
was performed, as there is every reason to think, by the expan-
sion of wooden wedges saturated with water. The cylindrical
courses for the shafts of the columns were extracted (as may be
observed at the quarries of Selinus, in Sicily) by means of a cir-

cular passage-way, 2 feet 8 inches in width, being hewn out of the
rock and taking the entasis of the intended column, thus leaving
an isolated mass of stone in the center the exact shape and size

of the required shaft. I should here add that the stone columns
of every temple occupy almost invariably the same relative posi-
tion in the building which they occupied in the quarry.

This circular mass of stone has now, like the square blocks,

only tp be lifted from its lower bed; and the method employed,
which, from the examinations of the quarries at Selinus, can be
no longer doubted, bears me out in a conjecture I had previously
made on the square blocks. A hole, or deep incision, wedge-
shaped, was made in the lowest part of the insulated cylinder, in
the direction of its center, but considerably to one side, reasons
for which will be obvious. Into this hole, I presume, a wooden
wedge was inserted, which was saturated with water, and which,
being suffered to expand while in this position, would, at no great
distance of time, heave up the mass, on the same principle applied
to the splitting of slate and mill-stones in France, and so separate
it in the direction of its bed. Nothing, I think, appears more
likely, from the consideration of the facts observed at Selinus,
than that such was the method employed; and since I see from

my memoranda that I observed the branch of a shrub not one
inch in diameter, which by its growth in a crevice of a rock had

split a mass of stone weighing about 50 tons, I can readily con-
ceive that the small orifice with its wooden wedge would have
been sufficient to loosen the required mass.

In our December issue we will publish com-
plete a list of those who are in arrears for sub-

scriptions to this Journal. Avoid publicity by

sending us the amount of your indebtedness

immediately.

Fire Hose and Garden Hose, W. T. Y. Schenck,
266 Market Street.

In our December issue we will publish com-

plete a list of those who are In arrears for sub-

scriptions to this Journal, Avoid publicity by

sending us the amount of your indebtedness

immediately.

Loafing.

WHILE
there are many complaints made, from time to time,

says the Mechanical News, about the dullness of business

and the hardness of the workingman's lot, we hazard the

statement that about one-half of the hard times and business

depression is the direct or indirect result of loafing
—either good,

or solid, square, old-fashioned, primitive loafing, or the modern
revised version, which is called, for some occult reason or other,
"
soldiering."
There are very few honest, safe, and profitable occupations in

which success can be attained by sitting down and waiting for

it, or is got by luck. There is more gold got out by patient
labor than was ever brought to light by stubbing the toe against

nuggets. The diamond fields are the scene of patient, plodding

labor, neglecting no shovelful of dirt.

There is a marked difi'erence between workmen who are doing
for themselves, or who are piece-working, as well as among those

who are "
by time." One nian will loaf away an hour a day.

It may be listening to, or watching his neighbor; or hunting a

match or helping hunt one; or wondering what to do next; or it

may be distributed all through the day by deliberate and careful

attention to the science of slow moving as applied to the pre-
vention of heat or rupture; but it is there, all the same; there is

an unproductive hour, or a day with a tenth or an eighth less

work in it than it should have.

A day's workman cannot afford to loaf. He may lose his

place, for a selfish reason. He is not giving an honest equivalent
for what he receives, for a moral one. He is getting into the

habit of working slowly, which will interfere with his profits if

he gets on piecework
—selfish reason No. 2. He is setting a bad

example to others to render a poor equivalent for their pay
—

mor .1 reason No. 2.

We could keep on piling up reasons of each kind against loaf-

ing, but they will suggest themselves; and then the case is some-

what analogous to the one where the lawyer announced twenty-
nine reasons why his client did not appear at the trial. In the

first place, he was dead. The second reason was that " the first

reason was reason enough."
There are many foundries and factories, mills and shops, where

no smoke issues from the stack and no rumble of work is in the

air, and in which more energy and less loafing, on the part of

proprietors and employes, would have enabled work to continue

right along, at least at a rate which would pay hands and keep
the business in public mind until times were better. Ten per
cent more work out of every man would not have strained any
one, and would have made just the difierence between a slight
loss in the business, and "

expenses cleared." And that ten per
cent more work would have improved every man on the place.
We just heard an anecdote of a noted stenographer who drops

into profanity if a day goes by without his having anything to

do; not because he loses the earnings of that day, but because he

loses speed. He gets some one to read fast to him, in order to

keep up his speed.
Go into an engine room and see the engineer doing nothing all

day, and you will see a man who will not earn any more ten

years from now than he is now getting. Instead of loafing, he

might be reading, or drawing his engine out to scale, or learning

something about the machinery his engine drives.

The time for loafing is after work. Then it should be free and

unreserved, and will be beneficial and rightly earned.

Third Quarterly Report

Ending with September, for town of Woodland and Yolo County
Woodland—16 frames Cost, $25,900

3 brick "
14,500

" 9 improvements
"

3,900

Total—28 "
$44,300

County—3 frames Cost, $7,800
" 1 brick "

7,000
" 3 improvements

"
2,100

Total—7 "
$16,900

City and County for 1886—35 engagements Cost, $ 61,200
" " " " 1885—58 " "

160,875

Excessinfavorof 1886—23 " "
$99,675
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We will be pleased to receive for publication in this column
items of information in regard to practical ideas cunnected
with the mechanical part of the building trade. We espe-
cially invite suggestions from apprentices and young me-
chanics.

Business Manager of Architect: In

putting on a moulding around a circular head
of a window, it is necessary, of course, to

kerf the moulding in order that it may bend
without breaking. Is there any rule by
which we may know just how much solid

wo(5d to leave between each kerf^

Ans.—-There are many solutions to this

problem, but for simplicity and exactness,
the following rule is better than any other

which we can at present call to memory :
—

Ans.—Let A B C D be the square. Draw
the diagonals A D and C B and the center

lines 6f and g h. From the center i, with a

distance equal to half the width of the

square, as i h, mark on the diagonals the

points k I m n. Join e k, k g, g I, etc., and

you have the ligure required.

The following tables will be found of much
benefit to parties residing in the country,
who desire to know the weight of doors,

sashes, blinds, etc., so as to form a basis for

railroad expenses:
—

WEIGHTS OF DOORS.

IJ In.h.

2 ft. in. X 8 ft. i

2 •' 6 " x6 " 6
2 " 8 " x8 " 8
2 " 10 " xB " 10
8 " " X 7

"

1 Inch.
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ASKED, ANSWERED, AND COM
MUNICATED.

tSr Akciiitects, Contractora, Carpenters, and Mechanics
g'eneraliy are reaiieetfully requested to furnish us items of

interest for this column. We will j;Iadly answer any and all

qucsti'^ns pertaininy: to tlie architectural and huildiDg int*:r-

ests. If illustrations are necessary to explain >our ideas,
send us a sketch of them and we will make the cuts.

Free to All.

Thr nohimns of thia journal are open to all who differ with
U8 upon any subject presented. We are too old in years and
experience to assume that we have passed the reef of human
liability to err, or for one moment to suppose that we have
reached the realms of thoujfht whore perfection reigns su-

preme. But tins we do assure—that wliatever of error tliere

may be contained in our columns will be speedily corrected,
as so».n as attention is directed tliereto, and we are convinced
of the error. We will j^ive place to a reply in any case,
wlien a mistake or wronsr statement has occurred. It is our
desire and puri>ose to be fair, just, and correct in all things,
and d<) no person or subject any violence. We therefore invite

flee discussion and criticism, and again state that the culunuis
uf this journal are at tlie service of all who desire to differ

with us upon any theory or subject, or who talte exception to

anything at any time appeamig in our colunms.

San Fkancibco, Sopt 30, 1886.

Editor Auchiteot: Will you please an-

swer the following questions in your columns:

From which part of the redwood tree do tlie

bird's-eye and curled burls which are used

lor veneering work, etc., come? Are there

only a limited number of trees containing
such burls'! Is there any difference in the

(juality of redwood lumber growing in the

different parts of tlie State? and does the

redwood grow in the Sierra Nevada Mount-
ains? Tii. Wkinert.

Answer.—Bird's-eye and curled burls are

obtained from the lower part of the tree^

In fact, many stumps have been dug out and
sawn up for the sole purpose of obtaining
the above varieties, the upper or lumber por-
tion having, in many cases, been used long

ago. Only a limited number of trees con-

tain bird's-eye specimens. The different

kinds of redwood are generally known as

hard and soft, according to the part of the

tree from which it is obtained. Redwood
does not grow in the Sierra Nevada Mount-

ains, except in very isolated instances. Its

growth is confined to the vicinity of the

ocean
;

in fact, a foggy condition of the

atmosphere seems essential to its mature

growth.

To CONSTRUCT a scale by which the side of

any octagon is known at once.

Take any right an-

gle, as A r> F. From

B, with any radius,

draw the quadrant A
D; divide it at C;
with C as a center

and with any radius,
make an arc at O;
with same radius and
center D intersect

the arc
; through the point of intersection

draw B K, and the scale is complete.
To prove the scale, make the distance B F

equal A D, figure 5; square up from E, cut-

ting at H
;
then F K equals 2 L, the side of

the octagon.
The above is an exceedingly neat and easy

way to get the side of an octagon without

drawing the whole figure.

Editor Architect: As you have extended

invitations several times to mechanics, ask-

ing them for couununications in regal-d to

improved methods of finding the length of

rafters, I beg leave to submit to your ap-

proval the following method used by me in

the Western States. Many of the mechanics
in that section practice the rules given in all

their roof work. While not giving the

length with that same degree of exactness

that would be found by the rule for finding
the hypotenuse, two sides being given, still it

is so near exact that the difference cannot be

noticed, and I am sure it is a far quicker
method than that old way.

I do not think that any simpler method
can be given for finding the bevels at the

heel and point of rafters than that explained
in the issue of your journal referred to, so

in this article I will deal with the length
alone.

The most common width of buildings in

California is 24 feet. And I propose to take

that width for the practical test of my prop-
osition. As you have given several ways
by which the same result can be obtained, I

will take up each of them and compare with

mine.

Finding the length of the hypotenuse by
the old rule, we obtain for a one-quarter

pitch 13 : 4.99, or, as near as it can be used

on the square 13 feet 5 inches.

Allowing one inch to the foot and trying

your second method, we find, as the result,

13 inches and 7-16 scant, or 13 feet 5 inches.

This is a very simple method, and when the

rule is kept perfectly straight, the results are

very satisfactory.

By my way I simply multiply the width

of the building by the decimal .56, 24 x .50
= 13.44, or^ as near as can be worked by the

s(juare, 13 feet 5 inches.

Let us try the same ruh; for a greater
width-- say 60 feet. By finding the hypot-
enuse we find as near as can be used by the

S(|nare, 33 feet 6^ inches. By my method
it would be (10 x .56, or 33.60, equal to 33
feet 7 inches full. By this method the

rafters in widi; buildings are a little long.

Thus, if tli(! building is 52 feet wide, by the

hypotenuse it would be 29 feet 1 inch; my
way it would be 29 feet \\ inches. I con-

sider this an advantage, as it leaves the point
of the raftei' very slightly open.

For a one-third I follow the Sivme plan,

only using the decimal .6. Unlike the dec-

imal used for a quarter-pitch, the lengths
obtained are a very small fiuction short; as,

for instance : a rafter for a building 60 feet

wide, by finding the hypotenuse, would be 36
feet 1-16 of an inch. By my way, 60 x .6 =
36 feet. A slight difference, truly. If.

building is 48 feet wide, then by the first

method we find 28 feet 10 inches full; by
my way, 28 feet 9 3-8 inches. A little

practice will enable the mechanic to allow

just (uiough to make up for the slight differ-

ence, so that when rafters are put together
the fit will be perfect.
The one-half pitch can be found in the

same manner by using the decimal .71 . Tak-

ing the 24-foot building, length of rafters by
the hypotenuse we find 16 feet 11^ inches;

my way they would be 17 feet full. Again,
building 60 feet wide, rafters by the first

method would be 42 feet OJ inches; by my
way 60 X.71 = 42 feet 6 inches. By using
this decimal, the length is so near practically
correct that it may be used in all cases.

For a full pitch use the decimal 1.12, and
as in the preceding mentioned pitch, and it

will be found so near correct that it can be

practically used in all cases.

It will be noticed that I have not made

any allowance for -projection of rafters over
the plate. In this case gauge from the

crowning side of your rafter the thickness of

your projection ;
allow enough for the latter,

and find the lower bevel according to the

way you described in your last; measure the

length of your rafter from where this bevel

crosses the gauge line.

A little practice will enable the mechanic
to lay off a rafter in a very short time. I

have used the above myself, and have no
trouble whatever. If any of your readers

will work out the lengths of rafters accord-

ing to their own methods, and can show that

the one I use has any defects, I will be

pleased to hear from them through the col-

umns of your journal. Trusting that the
above will so meet with your appreciation
that you will deem it worthy of your notice,
I am, respectfully, your well-wisher.

W. Helianus.

E. M. H. writes: " I have been working
on buildings where the head carpenter, with
a ten-foot pole, a pencil, and a square, will

lay out the pattern for the rafters in less time
than it takes me to write this. Upon ask-

ing for information how to do the same thing,
I was told to study up the matter as he had
done. Please give me a more practical an-

swer."

Although not a very polite answer to re-

ceive from a fellow-workman, it is directly
to the point. If E. M. H. will invest a few
dollars in practical workson the "Steel Square
and Its Uses," etc., he will, with a little study,

layout rafters as easily as the "head car-

penter." Of course, in laying out a rafter,
the first thing to find out is the pitch, or rise,

of the roof. A quarter-pitch is one where
the peak of the roof is one-quarter the
width of the building higher than the plate;
one-third pitch, peak one-third higher, etc.

Or, in other words, a one-quarter pitch has a
six-inch rise in each foot of width; a third

pitch has an eight-inch rise in each foot,
etc.

Pick out a straight piece of timber for a

pattern. For a quarter-pitch, place the

square against the straightest edge, with the

tongue on 6 and the blade on 12. The bevel

of the blade will be the bevel of the heel of

the rafter, or the part resting on the plate.
The bevel of the tongue will be the bevel of

the point of the rafter.

Proceed in the same way with any given
rise to the foot. For 5-inch rise to the foot,

use 5 and 12 on the square; for 7-inch rise

to the foot, use 7 and 12; and so on. The

length of the rafter may be obtained in sev-

eral different ways. Suppose the building is

36 feet in width, roof one-quarter pitch. On
the square lay your rule so that the point
will be at 18 on the blade, or one-half the

width of the building, allowing one inch to

the foot, and let the rule cross the tongue at

the figure 9, which represents the rise of the

roof, or one-quarter pitch. We find by look-

ing at the rule the distance is 20g inches, or

1 inch to the foot—20 feet li inches. For
a third pitch, let the rule cross at 1 2 instead

of 9, and we have the length 21 feet 1\
inches.

Use a smaller scale for buildings that have
a greater width than 48 feet. For those who
understand the extracting of the square
root, that plan enables them in a very short

time to get the precise length of the rafter.

In the way just described, no allowance

has been made for projections of rafters over

the plate. It is obvious that a little differ-

ent application of the principle will have to

be applied if the rafter has a projection of

one, two, or three feet.
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• Octavius Morgan.
TT7HE subject of our sketch is a gentleman well-known in the

X Southern part of this State. A stranger upon his arrival in

Los Angeles, he has, by his own individual energy, raised
himself to a standard to be envied. He began his career as an
architect in the beautiful "

City of the Angels
"
in connection

with Mr. Kysor. Since the formation of the partnership, the
firm has had charge of a great many of the more principal build-

ings, both in Los Angeles and the surrounding country, some
of their artistic plans ranking with those of any architect in the
State. Mr. Morgan is a member of the San Francisco Chapter,
American Institute of Architects.

T
"By Day's Labor."

1
1
fHERB is pe.haps a less comparative proportion of work

done "
by the day

"
in San Francisco than in any other city.

The "
day's-work jobs

"
are limited in number, and only in

exceptional cases are they of any considerable extent or cost.

The reasons why this state of things exists are numerous, and
their recital in elucidation of the many facts involved would fill

hundreds of pages of this journal. There are two sides to the

main question, each prolific in argument, tending to illustrate

that selfishness, avarice, cu-

pidity, covetousness, and
their kindred inspirations,
control the acts of men in

innumerable instances.

The more fatally forcible

argument is against the

operating classes, who ap-

j)arently fail to comprehend
or realize the error so often

committed on their part, in

seeking to protract and
make the most of work in-,

trusted to them under the

day's-work svstem, either

by excessive charges for

material furnished, or tardi-

ness, amounting to what is

understood by the term
"

loafing," i. e., killing

time, and idling away the

time, so as to prolong the

work in hand and extend
its duration.

Tlie mischievous fact of

the matter, as far as ihe

working classes are con-

cerned, is in the creation

of a general sentiment and
belief that workingmen can-

not be trusted—that work
done by the day costs very
much more than a right
and proper price, and ex-

cessively more than if done

by contract. Consequently,
this conclusion has become

general, if not universal, that safety from excessive charges and
wasteful cost in the execution of all classes of work can only be

secured under contract arrangements.
This state of things induces a feeling of distrust, and creates

antagonism between em{)loyers and employes, often amounting
to "real ugliness." Tricks and deceptions are imagined on the

one hand, even where not in practice; and, on the other hand,
resorted to in fact in many cases, because the underlying ])rin-

ciples are defective. The attempt to use advantages wrongfully
often works to the disadvantage of those making the attempt, and

operatives generally have lessened their opportunities and repu-
tations by "piling on" too much; and, instead of being content

with legitimate and fair profits, and working as steadily and

faitlifully on day's-work jobs as when restricted by contracts,
have created prejudices against

"
day's work," and enforced the

contract rule.

If the contract system was preferred for reasons alike hon-

orable to all concerned, there could be no objection to its adop-
tion; but, from the fact that it is more the outcoaie of irregu-
larities practiced and sufiered, than from necessity or jjreforence,
it amounts to a partial, if not conclusive, presumption, that under
contract forms of operation certain protections are afforded to the

paying party, which are not assured by the "day's-work
"
rule;

and the fact that protection is sought, argues the existence of a

Octavius Morgan.

wrong or evil, either real or imaginary, as protection is wholly
unnecessary in the absence of danger; and this feeling or senti-

ment of distrust and fear of overcharges and excessive cost, in-

fluences many to adopt the contract system, who, if confident
that they would be honestly and squarely dealt by, would prefer
to have their work done under the "day's-work" regulation.
This adverse sentiment to day's labor bears severely upon many
good and honest men, who would exercise as great diligence and

integrity in the execution of work by
" the day

"
as though

bound by contract obligations. There are many such, but tlie

more general experience creates the rule by which such matters
are judged; and, by this rule of judgment, the conclusion is

almost universal that proper economies and fail- dealing cannot
be secured where work is permitted to be done without contract
restraints and limits.

It is to be regretted that this conclusion is too well sustained

by the practice of a considerable number, if not a majority, of

those who have been intrusted in good faith with the execution
of works of various kinds, upon the presumed integrity of the

operating parties. Many—influenced by one, or either, or all

the evil inspiiations mentioned in the preceding jjortion of this

article—overstep all bounds of consistency and fairness, and,

frequently, for no other reason than manifest excess in charges,
are compelled to modify
their demands.

All this is gi'eatly to be

regretted, as it works to the

disadvantage of the work-

ing classes, and justly so—
only so far as right and
honest principles and rules

of trade are violated, and

questionable methods adopt-
ed to draw from paying
parties more than a true

and right value for the work

]>erformed and materials

used.

By the "stringing it out"

and "
piling on "

process,
men may sometimes secure

large pay and profit for the

time being, but every such
occurrence works to the

after disadvantage of the

party who enjoys (!) such

temporary profitable re-

sults; and, however much
or little justified, as far as

other men are concerned,
tho.se w ho suffer by wrong
acts—it matters not by
whom committed — natur-

ally withhold confidence in

others, and pre-judge the

virtue of the masses, by
the experiences encountered
in one or more individual

cases.

"Alas for the alum in the bread, and the chalk in the milk,
and the powdered glass in the sugar, and the Venetian red in the

cocoa, and the no-one-knows-what in the syrup. If a man not

at all bigoted, but very liberal on the subject of temperance, and
of the high-license persuasion, wants to imbibe some inspiration
to hel|) him fight down the fanaticism of prohibition, and he goes

up to the counter and pays for an honest drink, he swallows and
smacks his lij)S over coccolus indicus, and potash, and cochineal,
and blue vitriol, and other delectables; some of these things put
in to make the beverage hot, and some to make it red, and some
to make it uiix, and some to counteract tlie fatality of the others.

Our officers of health have done a good work, but their chief

work is yet to be accom])lishe(l. The ghastliness of diet to which
millions of the American ])eo])le are subjected may account for

much of the sudden death and otherwise \inaccountable and in-

creasing suicide. It is iimazing that there is any good sound

health left for this systematized and almost universal poisoning

process. Let us agitate the subject."

When you have the woodwork in a room painted, it is a good

plan to have about two inches of the floor painted also; have the

paint the same color as that of the base board; then if, when

changing carpets, the carpet will not come close to the wall, the

little space left will not be so unsightly.
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A Convenient Plan for a Country or Suburban Home.

TITHE provision of a convenient dwelling for a family in the

X country, or the suburb of a city, is a matter of great impor-
tance, and, perhaps, no portion of an architect's practice

has been so usefully bestowed as that which has been devoted to

the study of a plan for the occupancy of those who have to cal-

culate every item of housekeeping cost, and who, living by
mechanical labor, have need of frugal employment of their means
to bring up a family in comfort.

The plan presented is peculiarly adapted to those having a

small family, and yet like to have a guest chamber when needed.

e^o*«.x I—t\flst.\

In case of friends who call to stop overnight, what more con-

venient than the front chamber shown ? The whole front of the
house is at the disposal of the guests for their quiet enjoyment,
and no noise from the kitchen will mar their slumbers should

they sleep till late from being overtired from a long ride.

The parlor is large and well lighted, and so is the dining-room.
Bath-room is supplied with modern conveniences. Ample closet

room is found wherever needed.

Should more room be desired, the laundry could be placed
under the house and the existing space transformed, with but
little alteration, into a bedroom. If cost is an item to be con-

sidered, the cornices designated in the four principal rooms, could
be omitted.

As shown, the plan could be carried out at a cost ranging from

$1,800 to $2,500, depending entirely on the finishes and the

depth of the owner's pocket.

Does Good Plumbing Render a House Safe ?

yy^ANY vague ideas still prevail with laymen about what

XX/ constitutes a safe system of "
sanitary plumbing." It is,

l> however, not too much to expect that architects, who are

constantly arranging in their plans for the so-called " modem
conveniences," should have at least a fair knowledge of the rudi-

ments of modern plumbing. What, then, shall we say of an,
architect who can be guilty of such gross misrepresentations and
misstatements as those which appeared recently under the head-

ing,
" The Danger of Sanitary Plumbing," in the correspondence

columns of the New York Evening Post? Starting with the in-

correct assertion that "experts disagree both in system and

workmanship as to good or sanitary plumbing," this " architect
"

tries his best to alarm the public by stating that water (in traps)
will not at any time prevent the steady flow of sewer gas, and that
" sewer gas rises, expands, presses, constantly generates, and must
have space," and broadly maintains that "so far as all appliances

yet known to the plumbing trade under the head of sanitary

plumbing, as back air or direct ventilation go, no absolutely safe

plan has yet been devised by which water and waste can be in-

troduced into any bedroom or adjoining closet and the health of

its inmates be unimpaired." It seems almost superfluous at this

day to say that the above contains gross exaggerations and only

goes to prove that " Architect
"

is not sufficiently well posted on
the subject, a fact which becomes more apparent by his descrip-
tion of a fine house, said by him to have been " the best plumbed
house in New York," done by experts, and which he takes as an

example to illustrate the danger of modern sanitary plumbing.
In this house, he tells us, five basins and one bath were trapped
by a single unventilated trap in the cellar, at a distance of about
60 feet from the fixtures. How " Architect

" can make the un-

truthful assertion that the above house was plumbed by experts
it is hard to understand. He has probably never heard of Board
of Health Regulations, which, since 1881, require in this and
other cities each wash-basin and other fixture in a house to have
a separate ventilated trap placed immediately underneath the

fixture.

"Architect" winds up by advising the householder to "strip
his bedrooms of all plumbing whatever; to let no sewer connec-

tion of any kind come into a sleeping-room; to go back to the

clean, old-fashioned bowl and pitcher, and to put all plumbing in

an annex or separate building
"—advice which, by the way, is

not at all new, for years ago the late Dr. Frank H. Hamilton rec-

ommended the same thing. Thanks to tlie better understanding
of the subject, such views are now considered to be old-fogyish
and exaggerated.

Only last week we had occasion to make some remarks upon
the uselessness of assertions, by well-meaning but ill-informed

physicians, in regard to the unreliability, from a health point of

view, of so-called " safe sanitary plumbing." Such ideas, spread

by means of the daily press, are apt to do a great deal of harm.
We are glad to note that " Architect's

"
ideas have been contro-

verted by an architect of the highest standing, Mr. Carl Pfeiffer,

who wrote to the Evening Post as follows:—
' ' Permit me to send you a few remarks referring to the letter of your

corresjwndent
' Architect

'

in the Evening Post of to-day. I do not hesi-

tate to take issue with him. His suggestion that all plumbing should be
confined to one wing of a house may be pleasing to old fogies and to timid,
nervous old women, but the advice to have no plumbing at all would, no
doubt, be still more acceptable to them. If

' Architect
'

will call upon
me I will show him in more than one house that there is not only no escape
of any air or gases whatsoever from the plumbing pipes, but that the air of

the room is sucked into the pipes. One of our well-known citizens and a
resident of Murray Hill is so pleased with the plumbing of his house and
feels so secure against the escape of sewer gas, after several years of trial,

that he has assured me he would not hesitate to have an open end of his

sewer-pipe close to his pillow at night. It seems odd that the same people
who are so nervous about plumbing will sit for hours in the poisonous
atmosphere of an unventilated parlor, theater, public hall, or church, con-

tracting headaches and more serious diseases, without ever thinking of the

necessity of pure air for their lungs. Much has been written against plumb-
ing less reasonable than would be the suggestion to prohibit by law the
manufacture of confectionery and the baking of pies and puddings."

How to Make a Rust Joint.

FOE.
making a rust joint that will bear heat, cold, and rough

usage, the following formula has been highly recommended:
Ten parts iron filings, three parts chloride of lime, and

enough water to make into paste. Put the mixture in between
the pieces to be joined, and bolt them together, leaving until dry.
After twelve hours the cement has been known to break oflf the

solid iron.

Japan is said to have less than 10,000 paupers among her 37,-

000,000 inhabitants. In that country a man whose income is

$1,000 a year is regarded as very wealthy.
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' A Cheap Five-Room Cottage.

TITHE tender care of an architect is essentially recjuinsd when
A preparing a plan for those in humble circumstances, and yet

whose pride must not be cast down by too plain an exterior,

or too cramp interior. The plan presented is admirably adapted
to meet the wants of the class referred to. The rooms are all of

good size, with ample closets; plenty of light and means of venti-

lation are secured to each room. The house is so arranged that
" modern conveniences

" can be added at any time. According
to the plan shown, the house can be built for a sum ranging from

11,500 to *1,800.

_j2j[l|[kpi2Sfd
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Hiders in the Bushes.

TTANY subscribers outside the cities and counties in which pa-

loX pers and journals are published, withhold payment of sub-

scription amounts under the fancied and dishonest protection
of distance and difficult means of dunning and collection. Not

being influenced or controlled by honest motives or purposes, nor

shamed by the contempt expressed by publishers and authors uni-

versally, and smiling complacently under the lash of strongly
worded denunciations from time to time found in print, they
deem it smart to beat those who furnish them with valuable in-

formation or reading matter of interest, and think it fine to

peruse journals and papers without paying for them, none of

which is liighway robbery nor burglary in the first degree, but is

akin thereto in spirit, requiring simply the occasion and courage
to perpetrate the higher crimes. Small thefts, clieating, pecula-

tions, and all of their kind are but the lesser offshoots and out-

growths of that more sturdy and defiant human growth, which,
at times, is found under masks on the highways, with the deadly

rifle, revolver, and the keen-edged dagger as means of defense.

The nature that is so far tainted with dishonesty as to cheat, if

it can, the publisher of any book or journal out of the rightful

payment of the subscription cost, is one of tlie kind fitted to

perform the role of brigand, provided the other recjuisites neces-

sary to make up a bold and daring character could be contained

within the skin of the man who seeks to make a dollar or two by

cheating the editor.

Have we any of this kind on our subscription list ? We hope
not, and as proof that we have not, we further hope that every
subscriber to this journal who has not, will at once forward their

subscription balance up to December, 1886, at which time, or

earlier, a new management will assume direction of its future.

A full list of delinquents will in due time be published in these

columns.

Plan for a Narrow Lot.

FOR
a narrow lot, the accompanying plan presents many in-

ducements. Ample light is furnished each room, which are

all of good size. Although not shown, a skylight over rear

end of hall would be found

"~1Eto be a'very useful addition;
with a large transom over

the door leading to princi-

pal chamber, the latter room
would be much more cheer-

ful. This house can be built

anywhere from .f1,300 to

$1,500.

/s'.cy/i.
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The Demand for a Good
Pavement.

TITHE American Architect

X and Building News

says: "One of the great-
est needs of our cities is a

wholly satisfactory material

for paving. Many cities

have grown weary in experi-

menting with this and that

material, and are still cast-

ing about for new ideas and
methods. Real estate own-
ers on the busy streets find

that the matter of noisy

])avements seriously afiects

the rental of their stores and

oflices, and men with capital
invested in team horses di-

rect their drivers to sacrifice

quick transit, and take

roundabout streets rather

than risk injury to their

horses by traversing the

greasy asphalt, or the

equally insecure wooden
blocks. The wooden pave-

ments, that had their origin
in the West, and sprang into

favor a few years ago, largely
because of their comparative

cheapness, soon proved their

unfitness for the uses of

heavy travel. Besides the

necessity for their frequent relaying, there was the difficulty ex-

perienced in keeping them down. Like the ghost of Banquo
they cannot be depended on to remain "laid," as was strikingly
shown not long ago in Devonshire Street, Boston, where a slight

flooding of the street caused the pavement blocks to rise and float

gaily with the tide.

Of the various kinds of asphalt or concrete that are used,

opinions differ greatly. Of course much depends upon the par-

ticular kind used. Washington, Philadelphia, Cleveland, and

other smaller cities, testify to good results from some forms of

asphalt, but in Boston then; is a pretty general concurrence of

opiiiion against the material. Teamsters, especially, condemn it

largely. In Detroit there lias been an experiment on a small

scale with a hard brick pavement, which is said to have stood

the test of heavy travel with considerable success. The smooth-

ness of this surface, however, it seems, must be a serious draw-

back, if generally adopted. A material that is coming in favor

in Western cities is crushed Michigan granite, which has the

quality of readily cementing itself and proving very durable,

while making roadways sufficiently smooth to obviate undue noise.

Its expensiveness is one argument against its more general adop-

tion; but cheap and experimental pavements have certainly had

as much attention as they deserve.

In order to close out our large stock of books on hand, we will

make a reduction of TEN per cent on the publisher s price. Any
book can be furnished by us, no matter what the name, or the cost

thereof.
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Cooking Water.

/THARLES DELMONICO used to say of the liot-water cure:

1 1 j
" The Deluionicos were the first to recommend it to guests
who complained of having no appetite.

' Take a cup of liat

water and lemon, and you will feel better,' was the formula

adopted." For this anti-anorexic remedy the caterers charged
the price of a drink of their best liquors, twenty-five cents or

more, and it certainly was a wiser way to spend small change
than in alcohol. " Few people know how to cook water," Charles

used to affirm. " The secret is in putting good, fresh water into

a neat kettle, already (juite warm, and setting the wat<^r to boil-

ing quickly, and then taking it right off to use in tea, coffee, or

other drink?, before it is sj>oiled. To h^t it steam, and -simmer,

and evaporate until the good water is all in the atmosplu^re, and

the lime and iron and dregs left in the kettle—bah ! that

is wliat makes a good many people sick, and is worse than

no water at all."

I am very glad to find such excellent authority on a (juestion
which has vexed me sorely, not only because of my own epicu
rean tastes, but because it was nearly impossible to obtain prop-

erly cooked water for invalids and convalescents. A critical

taste will detect at the first mouthful, if the nose has not already
demurred and given warning, the faintest trace of dead water in

tea, coffee, porridge, and many other items designed for the

stomach.

More frequently than otherwise, the breakfast kettle is set

boiling with a remnant of yesterday's supply in it; the coffee-urn

has been neither washed, dried, sunned, nor aired
; possibly, in

the interest of a rigid and mistaken economy, some of yester-

day's coffee is also " boihd over," and the ]iartakers wonder at

their lassitude and dyspeptic conditions. "Whatever else be neg-

lected, the tea-kettle and its associate pots should be tlioroughly

cleansed, dried, and aired every day ;
and in no case should water

that has stood even an hour in pitcher, pail, or kettle be used lor

cooking.
If people will drink tea and coffee, let them at least have it as

nearly free from poisonous conditions as possible. That much
benefit may be derived by many people from drinking hot water

is not disputed, but the water should be freshly drawn, quickly
boiled in a clean and perfect vessel, and immediately used. The
times of using, the adding of milk, mint, lemon, or other fruit

juices, is a matter of preference or special prescription. This

article has in view the perfect preparation of boiled or " cooked "

water.

Fire Protection.

TffHE Eureka Fire Hose Company of New York, is manufact-

X uring a light, strong, cotton, rubber-lined fire-hose, called

the " Eureka Mill," which has proven to be the most dura-

ble and reliable, and the easiest hose to handle ever made. It

is lined with the finest Para rubber, and has now been in a large

number of hotels, factories, public buildings, etc., for fire pro-

tection for the past ten years, and although in many cases hung
over hooks or pegs with short kinks, which would ruin rubber hose

in six months, it is still as strong and perfect and reliable for fire

duty as when first put in. It is undoubtedly the only hose to

use for fire protection, for there is practically no deterioration

with age, and it stands an immense pressure, while the rubber

hose of to-day is unreliable after six months, good-for-nothing
after twelve, stands very little pressure even when new, and is

stiff and hard to handle. No hotel, mill, factory, public building,

or large building of any kind should be without some inside fire

protection. Manufacturers and others of experience always
look to it that they are well supplied in this direction, and only
those who come directly in contact with this trade begin to realize

how often inside fire protection of the right kind really prevents

great confiagrations, or at least renders unnecessary the dragging
in of the large, dirty heavy hose of the fire department, and the use .

and misuse of a large amount of water. A fire should be taken at

the start, and this cannot be done unless the hose is handy, and

is light, so that the gentler sex may handle it if necessary, .and

must be strong to insure efficiency and as a protection against
the damage caused by bursted ho,se. In some of the large build-

ings going up in this city to-day, there lias been no provision

whatever made for fire p'rot(!Ction, and it behooves the architects

of these buildings to bestir themselves and make some provision

of pipes, etc., before it is too late, or they may at some futyre

day be severely censured for neglecting to attend to so important
matter. There are a large number of buildings and manufacto

ries in this city now supplied with this hose, and we shall give a

list of them at some future day. 15ut we desire particularly to

call the attention of those interested, to hose as seen in the fire-

closets of the Baldwin Hotel, where it has been since the hotel

was completed, over ten years ago, and is to-day as perfect as

when first put in.

The agency for the Pacific Coast is in the hands of W. T. Y.

Schenck, 256 Market Street, who makes a specialty of fire hose

and fire department apparatus and supplies.

Rules Regarding Cement.

MINENT engineers are authority for the following impor-
tant conclusions:—
Cold water is probably not injurious, only as it retards set-

E
ting.

All cements when mixed with sand to a proper consistence

for mortar will fall to pieces if placed in water before setting has

commenced. 'Portlands do so even without sand.

Pressure while setting, with the degree of tlie thoroughness of

the mixing or the gauging, the proportion of water used, and

other considerations, may easily affect the results one hundred per

cent, or even much more.

If tox) much water is present in mortar, tlie consolidation by

ranniiing is proportionally imperfect.

Any American cement of good (juality will with one and one-

half to two measures of sand give a mortar strong enough for

most engineering purposes.
American cement requires less water than Portland.

Sand retards setting, so that cement which, by itself, would

set in half an hour, may not do so for some days if mixed witli

sand.

When one part sand is added to one part of cement, the

strength is lessened one-half. Two parts of sand to one of ce-

ment, averages about one-third the strength of pure cement.

Tliese for tensils and transverse strains. The crushing strength
does not diminish so rapidly.

Brick or stone should be moist and entirely free from dust, or

mortar will not adhere.

Slacked lime retards the setting of cement.

The temperature of air and water has far more influence in the

testing of cements than has before been ^spected.
After using in air, cement, or cement with sand, should be

kept moist or watered until completely hard.

Walls of buildings are often built of cement concrete deposited
between smooth-faced planks as a mould, the planks being moved

upwards as the work goes on. Cement should be nearly dry and

tamped hard.

Post holes running down below frost and tamped full with

concrete are safe and economical supports for warehouses and

similar buildings.
Concrete may be used in large masses under water, and when

properly put down, is found good for piers and shore protection.

One-quarter to one-half cement is a common rule of mixture

for cement and lime for plaster work in air.

Neither concrete nor cement can be emptied in water loose

with good results, but must be conveyed to place in boxes or

bags.
The white efflorescence, mosf) common to Portland cement, is

supposed to be injurious to the strength of brick and other ma-

terials.

Any disturbance of cement after setting commences is prej-

udicial to strength.
The best sand for concrete is that with angular, coarse grains

of uneven size. The more uneven the sizes, the less the voids,

and the coarser the grains, the less (|uantity of cement required
to cover the surface.

MECHANICS' GEOMETRY,
OR THE

Science of Framing by the Aid of Cardboard Models-

We have lately received a number of this Cele-

brated Work, and will forward a copy to any address

—$5.00, less 10 per cent.

The new city hall of Philadelphia is the largest building in

the United States. It has already cost |12,000,(i00 and covers

3,000 square feet of ground more timn the Washington Capitol.

Its north side tower will rise 535 feet, making its height only
20 feet less than that of the Washington Monument.

In our December issue we will publish com-

plete a list of those who are in arrears for sub-

scriptions to this journal. Avoid publicity by

sending; us the amount of your indebtedness

immediately.
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ART AND ARCHITECTURE.

[Special {or thii Journal. By F. Hillkrt, Architect and Mechanical Enginaer.]

XXXI. PERIODICAL ART OF THE MIDDLE AGE.

TTTHE spreading of Christianity changed the whole state of things, and the Middle Age does not any more know national differ-
'

I
* ences in art. Of the nations which did not come within the historical development, not considering themselves the art of

the Middle Age, are the Christian and the Mohammedan. The latter carried with it so many restrictions, coming from religious

commandments, that it was struck with a destiny like so many of the old arts, the same remained typical, and its progressive

development is only very small. But it has, with the Christian art, the same property in common that it ruled a number of

nations, that it forced the same on every new conquest made, together with the Koran, the holy hook of the prophet, from the

shores of the Ganges to that of the Ebro. So far as the victorious arms of the sons of Mohammed penetrated, monuments and
traces of them are found, but all of them show the same typical form, the same style.

It is different with the Christian art.

The Christian doctrine was by the different

Christian nations differently taken up, con-

ceived and retained, and in the course of

time was developed and became church re-

ligion, changed and alternately transformed.

The main cause of such transformations

was the bodily and spiritual conflicts which
were conducted for the defense and prop-

agation, and always obtained a living

stream, through which every involuntary
or designed stoppage by priests became im-

possible for any length of time. Art fol-

lowed all phases of religious development,
and always took new forms and modes of a;

expression. There are four main groups to (^i

distinguish, to which we must unite the <^

similar monuments, and in course of time

they followed each other. It originated

periods, which mark a characteristic divis-

ion of the art of the Middle Ages, which
were largely and as a whole in common to

all Oliristian nations, naturally without

detriment to the above-mentioned special

perceptions and singularities. In the first

centuries of the independent Christianity,
the relations to the antiquity were numer-

ous and of considerable influence, that the

same leaning to the antique traditions,

Design for Bracket.

Design for Bracket.

formed an art, in which the Christian elements, as it were, slumbered in the bud
;
this

is the so-called period of the ancient Christians. In the Byzantinian is already marked
ah important step to an independent originality. It alone satisfied itself to arrive at a certain height, then rested, and remained

standing in a lifeless rigidity without developing itself to perfection. It reigned over a large portion of Western Europe, besides

its native land, the Greek Empire, and soon the same became displaced by an art, the principle of which originated and grew in Ger-

many, by transforming and uniting the forms of previous centuries to a new art. In this way originated the Romanic style,

which expanded over all Christian countries at the time, except Byzanz; and the same again became displaced by the Gothic,

taking and completing the same route through the Christian nations. As far as the origin of the four periods and the develop-
ment of the different styles were concerned,
and of any influence with and on the religious

perceptions, and the churchship, is a problem
not here to be discussed

;
but in general we

will find in the ancient church and the im-

mediate intonation of the latter, antiquity;
in the Byzantine, the turning away from the

occidental development and perception; in

the Roman, the first independent innovation

of the original force of the spirit of the Ger-

man people; and, lastly, in the Gothic we find

expressed the highest development of the

chui-ch idea of the Middle Age. But that -S

in common to all these periods, and uniting fT

the same to a whole, is the Christian ele-

ment, and thus a direct and clear view of

the Christian religion is everywhere recog-
nized in the works of art.

XXXII. UNIVERSAL INDIVIDUAL ART OF OUR

TIME.

With our time the state of affairs is seem-

ingly changed, but only seemingly, that tlie

new religion, which is now forming, and the

art, acting developingly, are the s])irit of

humanity. The coarse, the sensual, has out-

lived itself, and a nobler and finer spirit conditioned a refined perception. New gods wore not proclaimed, but in the breasts of

men .-poke a sentiment, an inner, invisible voice of a new love. Before the Reformation, this spirit already lived and existed

in the nobler natures, and it was the same which brought and called forth, suddenly, the hidden to expression, and to collect

together every interest in the combat about the sacred endowments and goods, beside which disappeared the contemplative rest

of artistic activity. This led to the highest flourish in art. The noble mind comprehended all which was worthy to be oflered,

not only breaking the narrow boundaries of ecclesiastic conception, and placing, in place of the supernatural, the human per-

fection, but also by enlivening the spirit of past times, knowing no boundary than the one it made itself, it became universal,

Design for Bracket.
Design for Bracket.
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embi'acing the whole humanity, and what the same offered to it, as also individual, since that which it received it regenerated
out of itself, adorned with the seal of its own spirit. Art in modern times is also universal in reference to the sphere of its objects
and forms; individually in reference to the producing artist. Neither in the ancient times, nor in the Middle Ages impressed
itself as such in an eminent manner in the works of art. The individuality of its originator, then the feeling, sentiment, and per-

ception of all was the same, and the dirt'erences in the works of the artists, originated by their personalities, properties, and

perceptions, were proportionately subordinate, so that the person of the master had to recede and stand back. Scopas and Praxi-

teles created works which in their artistical spirit were alike, and the same is the case with all the preserved Greek sculptures,
that we can weigh on the same the measure of beauty, the grace of the technical execution, but we are incapable to give the

name of a single artist, except where the name is preserved by traditions.

Similar is the Middle Ages,
where the plastic had a smaller

practice, and the significant pref-

erence extended to the art of

painting, on account of the favor-

able spirit, should have called

forth a noted expression on the

individuality of the artist who
should have been called upon for

the remembering and expression of

the Christian mode of perception.

Style and perception are, on the

large and the whole, everywhere
the same, and only in our time is

it the case that artists and their

art schools, in their works, mani-

fest and reveal a peculiar style, and

a singular artistic character of

their own. In our time the per-

son of the artist is in art, and in

its full appreciation, and in regard
to objects made, no sphere of life,

of history, or of nature is excluded.

On the admission of the artistic

treatment only the poetic value is

decisive, and no other laws conduct

The right of the individuality is so extensive, that where a pressure from the oiit-

Design for Bracket.
Design for Bracket.

and lead to art than those established by itself.

side is tried, let it be by political power, or ecclesiastic" influence or despotism, such power always, beginning with the lowering
of the artist, degrades art, not worthy to be call(;d so, or, what is better, the same causes a general retreat from within its reach.

Art demands and requires unconditional liberty. It is looked upon with suspicion; and when compelled to execute commands

of caprice, it is lost; and the one who tries to guide and manage the same to his will, will be punished with the total loss of the

art. History does not lack examples of this kind.

XXXIII. FUTURE.

With this course, seemingly, the development of art in the main possibilities of its beginning, has passed through, and only

through and from, the persons of eminent artists and cultured people, who exert an important influence. The pure national

and the pure Christian art is buried for all time to come; then only the breaking in of a raw but gifted people of nature could

destroy the old culture and art, and, beginning new, could create a natural religious art. But who could believe in the possibility

of such incredible events; but what might occur after the wreck of the European people, shall not concern us. Largely gifted

men of genius will, as long as our historical culture lasts, produce large, flourishing times of art, and out of the decline and ruin

only the conscientious deeds and actions of the manly spirit will be saved from sinking. That the declining of flourishing art is

not the work of accident or caprice, but that all goes to conform to unchangeable laws, based on nature, will next be spoken of.

Redwood.
20 in.

JJll

K- 18"

IHE redwood—sequoia sempervirens
found in any considerable

quantity nowhere but in Califor-

nia, in a belt about 400 miles long
from north to south, and 30 miles wide,

on the average, from east to west,
which lies upon the western slope of

the Coast Range. North of this belt,

pine, fir, and spruce <;radually displace
the redwood. The region lying between

the northern boundary of Santa Cruz

County and Russian River has been

stripped of this precious timber. A
recent careful estimate puts the amount
of standing redwood at 26,000,000,000

feet, and tJie yearly consumption
—

which is constantly increasing
—now

reaches 200,000,000. In the southern

part of the belt, where there is less rain

and fog, the tree does not average more
than two or three feet in diameter, and the wood is hard and flinty. Further north,

in Humboldt County, the size increases, so that specimens twelve to eighteen feet in

diameter and from l.'iO to 2.50 feet high are not uncommon; on large tracts experts estimate a quarter million feet per acre. The

average size of saw-logs is six and eight feet in diameter. The wood is soft, coarse-grained, and very brittle, and so straight

in grain that often it is not a hard matter to split out inch boards eight or ten inches wide, and from ten to fifteen feet long.

When dry it is lighter than pine, spruce, or fir. Yet the butt log will often sink in water, when the top logs float like cork.

The growth is slow, the annual rings often indicating an age of thousands of years. As the bark, which is very thick, soft, and

fibrous, contains no resin, fires which run through the woods do not kill the standing timber, but, of course, must injure young

sprouts. The great durability of the wood makes it desirable for shingles, railroad ties, and fence posts. It is highly valued for

tannery tanks, which often last ten years, as the tanning solution does not act upon ^it
as upon other woods. Wine merchants

Design for Bracket.
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also seek it for vats, because a certain insect found in new

grape juice, which bores pine readily, appears to dislike red-

wood. As its color is similar to that of Spanish cedar, and

imparts no flavor to tobacco, it is prized for cigar boxes, and
is largely used in New York for that purpose. Its extensive

use in buildings, it is claimed, largely accounts for the immunity
of San Francisco and other coast cities from large fires, there

b'ing little or no resin in it, and therefore less difficulty in put-

ting out fire when once started. Some of the grain curls so

that when polished and varnished, it rivals rosewood for cabinet

Knots in Lumber.

YOU
would probably be surprised," remarked an observing

lumberman the other day,
" to see how some of my coun-

try orders run. I have customers who won't have a knot

imperfection in their lumber, if they can help it, but who will

take lumber so shaky it will hardly hold together, without a kick.

Ornament For Fbnce Post.

Indeed, if it looks well, they are very likely to send in another
order to be filled out of the same lot. Now, every practical
lumberman knows that for ordinary use, sucli as lumber is ap-

plied to by most country buyers, a good sound knot does not

hurt it a particle, while shake is more or less of defect for any
purpose. It used to puzzle m(^ to account for this peculiarity on
the part of some of my country friends, until I happened, while

out on the road one day, to drop into the office of a man whcse

purchases run to this sort of lumber. I had some particularly

good stock, in which the imperfection was chiefly confined to

knots. It was sound, and I thought it an especially desirable

lot of lumber of the grade. I wanted to send him a car load,

but, though I argued diligei\tly with him, he would not buy.

Finally h(! asked me to go out into the yard and see how_ his sales

ran. I did so, and an hour's observation convinced me that he

knew what he wanted better than I did. The grangers who
came in to buy would invariably kick about the knots, but show
them nice, clean-looking boards that wt^re shaky, and they would
take them every time, in preference to lumber that was really
better in every respect, but the imperfection of which was ap-

parent on the face of it. I marveled no longer at the seeming
peculiarity of my friend's taste in lumber, and whenever he sends

in his orders now, endeavor to give him what will best satisfy his

customers." And, no doubt, there are many among the retail

dealers, even, who do not appreciate the comparative worthless-

ness of shaky stock as compared with that which is only defect-

ive because it is knotty, though the knots may be red and sound.

Buyers have been known to object vigorously to a really excellent

article of dimension which showed a good many knots, and take

in lieu of it, at the same price, cleaner looking, Vjut not nearly so

good, stock in which the imperfection was chiefly shake. Unless

the diffierence is carefully pointed out to a user, he is not apt to

diiscover it. A shaky piece of lumber, where the defect is not

so great as to entirely destroy its usefulness, makes a very pre-
sent-able appearance, and this is what users largely depend upon
in judging of it. They buy it, and use it, and when it afterwards

shows a disposition to crack and split, they, as likely as not, lay
the blame upon the paint, or the weather, or some other cause

which has nothing in the world to do with it. And when they

buy again, they make the same mistake. It would not in many
instances be possible to convince such people that they are wrong
in their judgment, and perhaps it is not the best policy to try.

Unnoticed Dangers.

FAR
too many houses, both in the city and country, stand on

made land or at least that which was formerly swampy.
The foundation walls, when there are any, for houses often

stand on po.sts alone, are built of solid masonry, but with no

cement either outside or in. Such walls are porous and soak up
water nearly as rapidly as a sponge. Tlieii it slowly trickles

down the in.side, emitting malaria and forming a fine soil in

which all matter of fungoid growths flourishes. The rooms over

such places ar(! first-class disease breeders, and every home should

be frecjuently e.tamined to see that these dangers do not exist.

The drain pipe's often leak in cellar and basement. This adds

to the danger of the rooms above; the two liends, stagnant water

from the sewer and water filtering in through the walls, work in

concert to sap the life of the little ones, and to fit them to yield

to the first disease.

The walls of the rooms themselves, in far too many houses,

are disease breeders. A neat and tasty paper upon the wall

makes a room inviting and adds to the home comfort. Uut, un-

fortunately, even when the paper is made free from poison, and

good paper can be so made, the paste with which it is attached

is just the home for minute organisms which produce certain

diseases. This is bad enough when there is only a single layer

of paper, but when, as is often the case, several layers of paper
and paste are laid on the same wall, outside of one another, the

danger is multiplied many times; such walls are really ina.sses of

festering filth
;
the best wall is undoubtedly the plain plastered

wall.

All cases like these demand caution. Those who are responsi-

ble for the home comfort, cannot be too careful; tlu^ health,

often the life, of the loved ones, particulai-ly children, depends

upon rigid exclusion of all these lurking-places of disease and

breeders of death. Beauty should be and is consistent with per-

fect safety in the home.

Sharpen yoiir tools pioperly and you will husband your

strength.

Please Make Immediate Settlement.

As an entire change in the management of this journal is likely to

occur at an early day, those who are indebted to us will greatly oblige

BY MAKING PROMPT PAYMENT.

Do not hold off because you may for a time, but pay up at once and

remove the obligation. It is our due and your duty.

notich:.
The OfflcM- or tin-

TROY

Aiul Manufarturers of

LAUNDRY MACHINERY
Has hci'ii Moved to

209 Fell Street, S. F.

J. E. CHAPELL, Agt.
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Master Plumbers' Association.

IIo» ril KuilitiuK, S. W.Cor. Wtockton •&. O'Farrell t«ti«.,t4. l''.,CaI.

MEMBKRS.

Bnsii & Mallet-j' 34 Geary Street
Bush, 1) 310 Sutter Street

Burn.RWORTn, J. B 180J Polk Street

Connor, J H 5i8 Tliinl Street

Daniel, Wm. L 234 Post Street

DoHERTY, John 349 Kearny Street

DowNE-s, Chas 41 Second Street
DtiFFY Bros 17 Trinity Street

Enrioht, Wm. & Co 3<) Gutter Street
FiRMiN, Jno. L. E Cor. Thirtieth and Bartlett Streets
Fritz & Kkan 1 30 Geary Street

(Jray, Jno. T , .230 Sutter Street
HiiFFSCHMiDT Bros 637 Clay Street

HoBRO, W. D 728 Washington Street

Keii-ley, C. J 214 Montgomery Avenue
Shepard Bros 526 California Street
Sweeney & Kearns 623 California Street

Vanck, R. a 623 Geary Street

Welch, J. D Cor. Tyler and Fillmore Streets

Wilson, Wm. F 25 Stockton Street

Williamson, H 329 Sutter Street

Selections from Goethe.

WE like to look into the future because we desire the inci-

dental, which we know lies therein, to point our way.
We cannot well be in any company without thinking: the

accident that brings us together In a crowd we expect to contain

friends of ours.

We may live as retired as we please, still we will be either

a debtor or a creditor.

If we meet a body indebted to us we are sure to remember the

fact; but when we meet a person to whom we are indebted, ten

to one we will forget the fact.

Nobody would talk much in a crowd if they knew'liow many
misunderstood tliem.

To be communicative, comes by nature; to adopt what others

tell us, is culture.

It is presumable tliat the speeches of others are so much mis-

quoted because tliey are really not understood.

Whoever talks long before others without flattering them, be-

comes obnoxious.

Every word expre.ssed causes counter thought.
Both flattery and oppositi n make conversation disagreeable.

Nothing indicates men's character better than their ideas of

what is ridiculous.

Sensual men laugh where there is nothing to laugh about.

To the intelligent most everything is ridiculous; to the reason-

able, almost nothing.
Passions are vices or virtues; they are,

'

owever, always inten-

sified.

The golden mean is in nothing more desirable than in our con-

fidence in or mistrust of those we love.

A passion is tempered by confession.

3, /

Market Reports.

corrected for OCTOBER, 1886.

Pine, Rough per M feet, |15 00
" No. 2

" " " 2 in lengths
" " 40 to 50 feet lengths

" 50 " 00 " "
,

" Selected
" " Clear
" " Fire Wood

T. & G. Flooring, 1 x 6

li X 0, 1 X 4, l\ X 4, li

1x3, and narrower
" " No. 2 " "

Stepping .".
" "

" No. 2 " "

Furring, Ix 2 per lineal foot,

Redwood, Rough per M feet," No. 2 " *'

" Surfaced " "

T. & G. 6 in. 12 ft. and over " "

6 in. 7 to 1 1 feet
" "

" " 6 in. under 7 feet
" "

" Rustic
" "

No. 2 " "

Redwood, T. & G. Beaded, 12 ft. and over "
" " " 7 to lift "• "
" " " under 7 ft

" "
"

Siding, 4 inch " "

Pickets, Fancy per M, 25 00
"

Rough Pointed "
" "

Square
"

Battens, Jx3 per lineal foot.

Shingles per M,
Laths, 1 J

"
"

li
"

NAILS—Rates were recently reduced to:—
200 keg lots 2 50
100 " 2 60
Smaller quantities 2 70

PAINTS AND OILS.—
Pioneer and Nevada White Lead, 1,000-lb. lots. .

" " " " "
less quantities

Pioneer White Lead (local factory), 5-ton lots. . .

Cal. Linseed Oil, raw (single bbl. lots) ,

" boiled
" " "

...

Turpentine, per gallon
BRICK- California Building Description, soft, por 1,000 6 00

red,
'• "

7 00
" " " hard " "

7 75

12 00
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Fifteenth, nv. Castio. One btury cot-

tage.
O and 8.-T. Dorsey.
Day work.

$2,000.

6
Weary, bet. MaMm and Tajlnr. Thiciv

story frame and brick ba emeut.
O.—Wm. John.
A.—John & Zimniermunn.
C—B. Dryer.
87,000.

<iieary, bet. Webster ami Fillmore. Ad-
ditions.

O. —Mrs. Emma G. Beg:y:8.
C.—J. B. Gon3eaii.
«6,000.

«rove, bet. Gonah and Octavia. Addi-
tions and alterations.
O.—J. D. H. Hoffman.
A.—W. Winterhalter.
C.—J hn McCann.
«2,000.

Wrove, bet. Webster and Fillmore. Two-
story and basement frame.
O.—H. Brune.
A.—H. Oeilfuss.
C—H. Weiss.

17,500.

<i>aerrero, nr. Twenty-fifth. Additions.
O.—H. Bryant.
Day work.
1800.

H
Uaifiht, southeast cor. Webster. Three

story frame and stable.

O.—John W. Tamm.
A.—John & Zimmermann.
C—A. Miller.

$8,000.

HfUgllt, cor. Fillmore. Two-story frame.
O.—Chas. Hagniaier.C—G. G. Gelispee.
J2,300.

Howard, bet. Twenty-fifth and Twenty-
8i,xth. Two-story frame fiats.

O.—F. Gulbrandsen.
A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C—Wickersham & Farrell.

»2,600.

Hon'ard, bet. Twenty-fifth and Twenty-
sixth. One-story and basement frame.

O.—Samuel Moote.
A.—Chas, I. Havei 8.

C- W. B. Kreger.
$3,000.

liOguna, cor. California. Additions.
O.—W. Sumpkins.C—Farrell & Bell.

$3,000. M
MoXiec Court, bet. Harrison and Bry-
ant and Eighth and Ninth. Two-story
frame.
U.—August Vetter.
A.—John & Zimmermann.
c— Jacob Klein.
*2.600.

Market, nr. Eighth. One-storv frame.
O. and B.— H. Bruns.

Day work.
ji.boo.

IHinna, btt. Ninth and Tenth, Three-
story frame flats.

O.— D, McDonald.
A.—P. K. Schmidt.
C.-C. W. Beardslee.

*4,800.

market, junction of Valencia. Brick
additions to Cable House.
O. and B.—Market Street Cable Rail-

way Co.

Day work .

$20,000.

nisslssippi, cor. Santa Clara. One-
story frame.
0.—Miss C. O. Neill.

A.—A. J. Barnett.
C—T. B, Moore.
$1,700.

N
Ninth, cor. Mission. Additions.

O.—H. Dimond.
A.—C. J. Devlin.

$2,600.

o
Octavia, southeast cor. Geary. Two-
story frame.

O.—J. Schroeder.
A.—John & Zimmermann.
C—Wm. Pluns.

$6,600.

P
Page, cor, Devisadero. Two-story frame.

O.—B. Daniels.C—A, H. Bailey.
S4,000.

Pine, northeast cor. Gough. Two-story
frame.
O. —Estate of Jas, Jrvine.
A.~P. R. Schmidt.
C.—For Grading, W. T. Conimary.
$200.

eventeentli, bet. Valencia and Guer-
rero. Two two-story frames.
O,—John O, Neill.

A.—John & Zimmermann,
C— J, Klein.

$,^,000.

Hteiiil'r, nr. Bush. Two-story frame.
O.-G. L. Henzel.
Day work.
J2,60fl.

ISeventeeiitli, cor. Folsom. Two-story
frame factory.
O.—Sterling Furniture Mfg. Co.
C—C H. Munster.
*3,000.

Seventeenth, cor. F<dsom, One story
cottage,
O.—Wm. Foley,
A.—C. J. I, Devlin,
C.~J, W, Smith,
$806.

Sail Jose Ave, cor. Dolores. One-story
cottage.
O.— Miss M. Ryan.C—H. J. McLaughlin,
$1,200.

Sutter, bet. Franklin & Gough. Two-

story and basement frame,
O. -D, Cohn.
A.—Pissis & Moore.
O.—W. l,angstafi.

$22,000.

Sutter, bet. Franklin and Gough . Alter-
ations,

O,— J. Labreton.
A.—Pissis & Moore.
C.—A. Jackson.

$2,000.

T
Tn'enty-ninth, nr. Sanchez, One-

story frame.
O.— J. H. Johnson.
C. ~J. E. Leomer.
$1,600, I

Townsend, between Third and Fourth,
Brick warehouse.

O. and B.—L. Walker.
A.—C. J. L Devlin.

$4,000.

Twenty-seeond, cor. Howard. Two-
story stable

O,— H. Zwieg.
A. — H. (Jeilfuss.

C. -F. Klatt.

$2,600,
Tehama, bet. Third and Fourth, Two-

story and basement brick.
O.- -Lenoionand Bros.
A.— Huerne & Eveiett.
C.—Geo. Richardson.
$6,870.

Twelfth Ave, cor, Clenunt. Two-
story frame

O,—Lucy E, Marsh.
A.— S. & J, 0. Newsom.
O,—Moor Bros.

$5,300.

Valencia, jumtion Twenty-flfth. One-
story frame.
O.—S. P. R. 11. Co,

Day work.
$1,200,

Van Kess, cor. Fell. Three-story frame.
O.—Mrs. Ryland.
A.—Jacob Lenzen.
C,—Anderson Bros.

$9,000.

Valencia, nr. cable car house, One-
st.'ry frame.
O.—J, J. Haley.
C.-Stevens & Gray.
$6,000. w

Washington, cor. Octavia. Additional
contracts.

O,—Alex. Boyd.
A.- -Curlett k Cuthbertson.
Plumbing—R, Rice.

$2,600.

Washington, nrSteiner (in rear). Two-
story frame.
O,—Fannie M, Farrell,
C—J. H. McKay,
$2,200.

MISCELLANEOUS.
San Jose—One-story frame, nr. County Hospital, O., C. F, Boss; A., Theodore Len-

zen; C, R. Summers; $1,800, Park Ave,, south side. Orte-story frame; O,, P. Glein;

A,, Theodore Lenzen- C,, H. C. Skow; $900. Two-story frame on University Tract.

A., Theodore Lenzen; C, A, J. Mcllvain; $2,500. A frame pump house. O., San
Jose Water Co.; A., Theodore IjCnzen; C, O. E. McDougall; $700.

Fresno t'ity—Two-story brick. O., J. M. Brady; A., Theodore Lenzen; S10,000.
Tulare IJity—Two-story and and basement brick . O., J. Goldman & Co,;A.,,H. C.

Macy $10,000.

HILL'S PATENT IpLE SLIDItiG WipOW BLINDS
^re Adapted to ^ny Style of "V\^iiido^wr

And Suitable for all Buildingrs, Dwellin

to Rent, Hotels, Boarding

'C^TjJ^llBY lire ontiroly inside of the

^^l^ ^'"^'''w casing, and vvliile re-

(3^^^ quiring no furring out or boxing,
make it an impossibility to tear

curtains, interfere with plants or window
ornaments, or become bi-oiten by contact
with chairs or other movable articles.

The light can be admitted and sun-

tight excluded from any part of the win-

dow; can be instantly removed and taken
to any part of the house to clean, and as

easily replaced.

They can be opened or closed with the
window raised, and without removing arti-

cles from the window-sill, and cannot blow

open or rattle. The Blind is very light

(one-half inch in thickness) and strong,
possessing more durable qualities than a

iiinged blind one inch in Ijiickness.

gs. Stores, Office Buildings, and for Houses Built

or Lodgringr- Houses are L nexcelled.

There is no sagging, banging, or get-

ting OUT OP order!

They are made in three sections in height

(each section sliding past the others), and

any number of divisions in width corre-

sponding to the folds in the old-fashioned

folding blinds. They require no hinges—
all trimmings furnished with blinds—are

MADE OP ALL WOODS, finished or unfinished,
and COST LESS than old-style folding blinds.

They have been extensively used by the

best architects and builders throughout the

Bast and West, and have given perfect and
entii'e satisfaction wherever introduced.

ENULISH ANI> AMRRIOAK VRNETl.AN
BI/1NI»H (lIMPKOVKn).

The only perfect Venetian Blind in the

market. The Blinds can be seen at the

Mechanics' Fair. Or for samples, prices,
and further information, address as below.

The following are a few of the owners who have adopted the Hill Blind in preference to any other:—
L. M. Fabry, c r. H

yes
and Laguna; architects, Miller & Armitage. John MacKenz e, c r. Grove and Broderick; architect, H. D. Mitchel . H. K-

Bruns, cor, Geary and Taylor; architect, John M. Cartia. R. B. (Jray, cor. Pacific and Van Ness; architect, John M irquis. Albert Meyer, Twentieth nr.

Valencia; architect, .T. T. Kidd. J. C. Weir, Post nr. Sco:t; architect. J. C. Weir. Dr. J. Rosenstir.i, cor. Sutter and Hyde; architects, Pissis & Moore
A. M. Starr, Washington nr. Fillmore; rchitccts, S, & J. C. Newsom. J. H. McKay, cor. Washington and Steiuer; architect, J. H. McKay. U. S.

Government, Presidio Reservation; architect, J. H. Humphreys. Baron Von Schroder, 55.3 Harrison; architect, T. J. Welsh. G. G. Burnett, Larkiii nr.

Turk; arcliitect, James E. Wolfe. A. F. Le Jeal, Clay bet. Franklin and Gough; architect, H. C, Macy. J. C. Weir, Post nr. Scott (second order); archi-

tect, J V. Weir. P. Dupuy, Taylor nr. Turk; architect, W. H. Bayless. J. S. Morgan, .Mission bet. Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth; architect, C. V. Pierce.

N. W. Cole, Mission nr. Twenty fifth; architects, S. & .). C. Newsom. John Ritchie, Woodland: architect, W. H. Carson. Court House, Petaluma; ar-

chitects, S. & J. C. Newsom. L. H. Sweeney, San Rafael; architects, Pissis & Moore. Court House, Santa R)si; architects, S. & J. C. Newsom. Ray-
mond Hotel, Pas dena; architect, J. H. Littlefield.

EDWARD B. HINDES. Office 330 Pine St., Room 55, S. F., Cal., Manufacturer for California, except Counties of

Los Angeles, San Diego, Kern, San Bernardino, and San Luis Obispo.

Or, W. S. HOLLAND, Pasadena, CaL, Manufacturer and owner of P. C. Territory. Rights to manufacture, and territory
for sale.
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Folding Gate and Guard Company.
<s>
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Wm. H. Milliken,
Mechanical Engineer and Dranglitsnian,

MANUFACTURER OF

MILLIKEN'S PATENT HYDRAULIC RAM

E L E VAT O R,
Contractor and Deslxner

FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF ELEVATORS, CABLE

RAILWAYS, SMOKE BUBNINQ APPARATUS

ENGINES, BOILERS AND ALL OTHER

KINDS OF MACHINERY.

Offlee, 9St CaUftornia St., Booms 19 and XO.

YRADI
-^-STE^AM

^^

HotwateR
MANUFACTURED BY

,A.A.GRIFFING IRON XJD.

437 COM MUNI PAW AVE.

JEF\SE\^GIT/]\(J

Descriptive circular and references sent on application.

THOS. DAT & CO., AQENTS PACIFIC COAST,

122 and 124 Sutter Street,
- - San Francisco.

PLBJlSE MENTIOW TBIS PAPER.

GOLDEN GATE

FMSTIB 1IE.I.S
215 and 2l7 Main Street,

Between Howard ami Folsom, SAN IRANCISCO.

Manufacturers cf

«^ CALCINED PLASTER.^
( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Piaster, and Terra Alba.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

m IH li
Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Drumm Street,
Between Clay and Washington, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. Box 1042.

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street,

Corner *A Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

JAMES McCarthy,

10 Stevenson Street,
(Tw>> .loora from First— Pioneer Mills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs tu suit the various departments in Buildings, etc.

GlABDING.McBMH8tC0.
SEWER, WATER AND

CHIMNEY PIPE.
[LINCOLN PLACER CO.CAL.&I

\358 MARKET ST. S.F.

J. H. DINNIENE,

Olass-Cutting, Embossine:,

Bending, Engraving, and Designing Works,

NO. 108 aiAIN STREET.

Bet. Mission & Howard. - San Francisco

Drilling or Holes and Repairing of Brolfcn

Articles a Specialty. Kstimates

dven on Plain Glass.

GROUND GLASS ALWAYS ON HAND.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
1125 YORK STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
211 Waller Street.

CEO. L. HENZEL,

C. P. MOORE,

681 Grove Street.

G. H. MOORE,

No. 1 Ruas L'or. Howard St.

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
15 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

[lectric and Mechanical Call Bells

SPEAKING TUBES & TELEPHONES,

Patent Door Openers and Letter Box Plates. Qaa Lighting

by Electricity.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED,

SHidtnct 1912 Sttlner Street; Manufactory, 190S Stelser Strttt

Bet. Suli aal Flsi, SiXt FSANCISCO.

la- Telephone No. 4118.

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUFACTURE AND DEAL IN

0)@@ir§,WBiiii(i@w§, ©IliJidls

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourtli & Cliannel Sts., San Francisco.

%^̂ ^
A. KENDALL,

Comer Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets. Frames,

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

James Young. W. J. Thomson.

BEALE STREET MUX.

YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

fWm, SASH, BUHBS,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Street.

Made to Order, all kinds of Outside and Inside Finish and

Moldings. Brackets and Scroll Sawing and Wood Taming,
in all their branches, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER

Residence, 615 Jessie Street.

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
3S4 Guerrero Street,

Between 16th and 16th, SAN FRANCISCO.

All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.
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SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARGING

THE ONLY SELF-ACTING, TIGHT-SEAL WATER CLOSET IN THE WORLD.

A written guarantee
is given with each Closet

that money will be

returned, after a six

months' trial, and any
other closet substituted

in its nlace ^.f this closet

is not, m the fullest J^
sense, everythmg that

IS claimed for it.

kosiyliUiiessiHeallli

Persons
Engaged

In
Sanitaiy Enterpfises,

ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS

AND BUILDERS,

Are especially invited to ex-
amine the practical

workings of

Sack's iiutomati:

Waler-clossl.

Awarded First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, held in San Francisco, 1 882.

It turns every Jiottse into a sanitarium, and is

an assurance to those who trust it, that neither

sewer gas nor noxious vapors that invade our houses

freighted with disease and death, shall enter. It

is the invention of a Califoruian, and an Oakland

enterprise.

Its merits surpass description, but a few promi-
nent ones are mentioned below.

It Is the only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water

Closet in the World ! It luis no "overflow" ren-

dering it a positive seal against sewer gas and reek-

ing, noxious, poisonous vapors.

It Is Cleanly, because it always presents a clean

bowl. It rinses the bowl before and after each and

every operation.

It is Self-Discharging. No notice to "
pull the

lever," "let on the wator," etc, is necosxjiry "v

pruper.

A house in which it is in operation is free from

the stench, the smell, the unhealthfulness of one

in which otlier modern closets are in use.

It is Economical. It measures the water ac-

curately, and uses, without variation, a similar

amount at each and every operation. Not a drop
but is util'zed, thus dispensing with the superflu-

ous amount that escapes unused by other closets,

in order that their cumbrous and inefficient ma-

chinery may indifferently execute what has been

ill conceived.

It is Scientific. Its action is governeil by prin-

ciple, and under all degrees of pressure it works
the same. Atauk fifteen feet high obtains as ready
and complete a response as one a thousand feet

high.

H may be attaclied to a "main "
with perfect im-

punity. No back suction, however strong, can

draw from its seal a vestige of gas or a bubble of

'i.'. It hiilds n its limvl w.iter as pure as when it

k'fl its foilt.

It is not a "water seal," nor does it depend on

"a weight
"

to efifect its seal; but it derives its

power from the supply-pipe, and combines it so as

to fully accomplish this end.

Its simplicity, combining efficiency, renders

the true aim of perfect mechanical contriv-

ances. It will effect for the child all that the

adult may desire in its use.

It is not high priced when compared with oth-

ers. In the long run it is much cheaper. No
"set-screws,"

"
springs,

""
pans,

"
or "pulls," to

need repair or attention. Every article used in

its construction is of tlie best material and de-

signed to last.

As a sewer-ttusher it is most effectual. In tiiis

regard it has no equal. "Obstructions in the

sewer" are rendered improbable, as the sudden

discharge of water carries everything before it.

It is a water-economizer. It is impossible for

the water to escape it in a continuous stream, or

for any length of time.

W- E. Stevens, Sole Agent for San Francisco, N. E. Cor. Larkin and Market Streets.

It will be a pleasure to demonstrate to all who may favor me with a call, the practical workings of the most perfect Water
Closet that has, as yet, been placed before the Public.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the following parts : A smoke

flue A, of fire clay, in ? feet lengths, with rebated joints and

l^lvanizediroii bands o.er each joint. Tlicse bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a galvanized iron exterior

pipe B, formings an air spate around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other for foul air Tlic outside pipe is put up in two feet

lengths also, and the whole is bound tugLther and secured to

the studding by iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,

clWAiicHof nmrto iltTini ATti.< isr eroum*

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a ttiree-inch conductor D

extending to oiil«)de of wall tor fresh air, which, passinj; up

becomes lieateil, ami can be intrixiuced to any room atnne by

a register E, mar the flcKir. The ventilation of r«>ni.i .s

effected by means of an opening F, with register near tl e

ceiling, by \%-hich the foul air escapes and is conductel in to
air space arounil the flue to the roof. In addition to thi-, an

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass thniugh

and between tlie joists to conduct by a small conductor C with

the tkho\ e mentioned air space.

Tile lightest and safest patent clnmney manufactured.

Approvetl by (lie Board of Supervisors.

WAREROOMS,

N. E. Comer of LaAin and Market Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Hardwape and Builders' Materials
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS.

Messrs. P. & F. Corbin's Gold and Silver-Plated, Light and Dark Shades

of Plain Antique and Tuscan Bronze, House Trimming^s.
^—^^^^^—— ALSO, A FULL LINE OF ^^^——^-^—

CARPENTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS, CUTLERY, ETC.
^—^—^^—^^^— SOLE AGENTS FOR ^^—^——^^-^^

I
Thomas Morton's Copper and Steel Sash Chains and Patent Attachments. The

Niles' Patent Door Knobs and Locks. The Norwich Patent
Knob and Screwless Spindle-

) p. p. LATSON. FRAXK P. LATSOX &. CO.,
J. H. FERINE.

28 and 30 New Montgomery St., cor. of Jessie,

IJNMRB PAIiACE HOTBIi. Telephone No. 'USSi. 8AN FRANCISCO.

TURNBR, KENNEDY A SHAIAT,

Lumber Dealers,
FOURTH AND CHANNEL STREETS, StN FRANCISCO

Yard Connects direct with C. P. & S. P. R. R .

Also with the Shipping.

Do^^n ToAvn Office, ISTo. 5 P*ost St., near JVLonat^omery.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS

w,T„ T.U
- The Golden Gate Plug Closet.

Tliis Closut i.s the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:
—

1. It has a simple, strong valve, suitable for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same metal resting on face of the brass overflow pijie,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewer gas, even the closets

being without water. •

.3. It lias no dead comer, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the flood chambers will keep the closet an<l trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes tlie lead; it has been sold since February, 188.5, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This hopiKsr is con8tructe4i to take 2 2-inch pipes, one to the right an d one to the left

and a 4inc'n leader in the center. It has also a movable strainer on top to take the sur-,

face water. The lower part of the hopper with side outiot is to be connected with the

sewer pipe, either right or left. The upper part is independent from the lower, and is

made to swivel, therefore it will suit either position of pipe. This hopper can be nsed

only for surface, for waste, or for loader; either inlet will be stopped up with iron caps if

go desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
This flloset issuperittr to all (»thers, every working part and bolt being made of brass,

chiHct and valve extra heavy easting. Particular attention is called to No. 4. Ths Closet

hfw an '»val basin fastened to the cover by brass clamps and bolts. No breaking of putty
Joints requirtd to renew a pan. The bmsening of two large brass nuts will separate cover
M ith basin from the receiver. It lias a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass

ro<i.

These Cbtsets have been in use since February, 1888. Plumbers and wholesale dealers

give them the best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper*
Basket Hoppers are made In one piece with Movable Strainer.

No. 48 FREMONT STREET, felAN FRANCIfeiCO, CAIiSide View, Combination Hopper. No. 4
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J. F. SULLIVAN.

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

510 Market Street.

EDWARD NORMAN.

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended ta

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

JNO. E. W. COLEMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER.
No. 924 Folsom Street,

Between Fifth and Sixth, SAN FRANCISCO.

House and Sign Paintinj;r, Graininj?, Varnishing, and Polish-

ing. Walls and Ceilings Whitened or Kalsomined. with or

without colors.

C. CASHMORE,

Painting in all its Branches
DKALKK IN—

PAINTS, OIL, GLASS, VARNISHES, ETC.,

530 VAtiENCIA STREET,

San Francisco.

G^. OKSI,
House, Sign, and Ornamental

PAINTER & PAPER-HANGER.
Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Etc.

^J Montgomery Avenue^ Bet. Jackson and Washington Sis.

Orders Promptly Attended To. Terms Reasonable.

American, French, and English Paper Hangings

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

108^ JESSIE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

J. D. WELCH, J. J. DUNN,

Practical Plumber, Gas & Steam-fitter. CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
Cor. Fillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All w»rk warranted.

JOHN T. CRAY,
230 Suiter Street,

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS
And Steam Fitter.

Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and
guaranteed.

JOHN BOHN,

Plumbing and Gas Fitting:

112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

Residence, 615 Jessie Street.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

BUSH & MALLETT,

a^S ^ND OIL

Sanitary Plnfflliing ani Gasfitting

34 Geary St.^ above Kearny.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Gas Fitter,

7!£S Washington Ht. Opposite the Plaza,

SAN PRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at-

tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IMPORTERS OF

Gras Fixtvii'es and
JE*lixml>ers' {Supplies.
122 AND 124 Sutter Street.

F. C. JAMES,

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,

1605 Polk Street, Near Sacramento,

SAN FRANCISCO.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,

232 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

£^Orders left at Helmken's, 516 Kearny Street.

FRITZ & KEAN,

Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance with sound sanitary principles.

130 Geary Street, San Francisco.

P. R. O'BRIEN,

Plumber and Gas Fitter.

334 Pine Street, San Francisco.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 McAllister St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA.

THOS. MERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
112 CLAY STREET,

Between Da\ is and Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Stores and Offices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing promptly
attended to.

CEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

S. E. Cor. R. R. Ave- and Walnut St.,

ALASIEDA. CAL.

All Kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 905 Oak Street.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between 18th and 19th Streets.

B. F. ELLIS,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
RESIDENCE '.

27 South Park, San Francisco.

Will buy Old Buildings or Contract for Removing the same
al Short Notice.

CALIFORNIA PLASTER DECORATION WORKS.

C -P. Sai3:iIjrj:E]I^, proprietor,

861 MISSION STREET. Bet. Fourth and Fifth, SAN FRANCISCO.

CENTERS, BRACKETS, MOULDINGS, Etc.

4BT1F15141 STONE OBBAMBNTITIOKS, WOOD C4RVI8G A»D MOBELllfe,

FROM AGRICULTURAL DESIGNS,

Casting Patterns. Mould Hlnkiuj:, I'apier-Mache, Zinc nnd Comitosition Urnaments.

First Premium Awarded at the Mechanics' Fair, 1884.
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WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklaver and Builder,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

JOS. THORNHILL,

Bricklayer and Contractor,

Office, No. 35 Post Street,
• San Francisco,

Boilers, Furnaces, Ovens, Grates, Etc,

J. R. ToBiN. Alex. Mennie

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PUSTERING,
CELLARS AM SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT,

Jolling Promrtly Attended to,

Residence, 864 Mission St.

KELLEIT & McMUKkAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DKCORATIONS.
Plastering Repaired and Whitened.

763 Market St., San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

PINCK & HAMMOND,
]VEET^L ROOFERS,
All kinJs of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Hoofing, Galvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Chimney-tops, t^ ROOFS repaired
and p.'iinted.

All Jobbing promptly attended to.

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

H. B. HEADLEY,

2913 California Street^

Workmen in my line furi.ished lur any part of the Country'.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING, COLORING, ETC.

Residence, 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 625 Gough.

D. F. MULVILLE,

20 Fair Oaks St., bet. 21 at and 22d.

P. B. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street.

IS' All Jobbing promptly attended to.

A. E. BUCKMAN,
314 mONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

CONTMOTOR AND GRADER,
<irradlng, .llacadaniiKlni; anil Mcwrrlng

I>one on Mhort IVoticr.

W. CRONAN,
(Successor to Cronan & Dunbar)

Metal Roofers,
1213 and 1215 Market St., Bet. 8th & 9th.

Galvanized Inm 4>'rnieeM. Copper, Tin, and Slieet Iron

Work of every description . Uoof.s repaired, etc.

All work done by me jfnar^nteed.

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry Street, Bet-ween 3d. and -^th.

Constantly on Hand or Made to Order,

STAIR RAILS, POSTS,
BALUSTERS, ETC.. ETC.

J R. DREW. F. Mclaughlin.

DREW & Mclaughlin,

Statr Builders,
ENTEEPEISB MILL,

220 & 222 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

I. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
S^ All Kinds of Uradinj^, Mucaddmiztn^, and Seuera^^e

Done on Short Notice.

718 VALENCIA STREET,
Uutweuii Eighteenth and Nineteenth.

A. F. KNORP,
MAIN STREET MILL.

ELEVATORS,

RAILROAD CARS, MILL WORK

GENERAL JOBBING WORK,

OF EVERY DESCEIPTION

MOULDINGS, BRACKETS,

Door and "Window Frames,

Planing, Sawing, Turning, Shaping, Wood

Carving,

120-122 Main Street,
- - - SanFranciaoo

THE CELEBRATED

For General DrangMlng and for tie Bine Process.

"Bon Accord" Detail Paper,

Profile and Cross Section Papers,

Perfect Joint Draiving Instnmtents.

QUEEN & CO.'S Imprii\ ed TRANSITS and LEVELS, TAPES,

CHAINS, RODS, RULES, and DRAWING MATE-
RIALS of E\er.v Description.

List and Description of our TEN Catalogues
sent on application.

QUEEN & CO., Philadelphia.

J. W. WESSON,

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone Wo. 430.

* STAR *

TOOL AND MACHINE WORKS,

F. KEAJE'^SZL Proprietor,

516 and 518 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco-

WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Newel Rods, Etc.,

For Stair Work.

N. P. LANCLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner

No. 407 Mission St.. SAN FRANC/SCO.
Mechanics' Hall, Second Floor.

BUILDING SUPERINTENDENCE,

A Neiv Work.

PRICK TIIRKR DOIiliARS

. Send to this Ofiice.
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BUILDERS' HARDWARE,
FULL LIIME

OF

Light and Dark

liiiii liiiwii^
MAN0FACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures

The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that wiN not wear

out or break.

For tSa^le By

DuntiaiDi Carrigaii
k Co..

—DEALERS IN-

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20.

22 and 24 Main St., S, F.

SAVAOi], SON & CO.,

Empire Foundry and Machine Works
-135 TO 145 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO> CAL.

House Fronts, and Architectural Iron Work of every Description.

Mantel Grates, Stable Fixtures, Ventilators anil BniMers' Hardware. ^send for Price usis.-^

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY,
-— I^O^i

Planing Mills,

Railroad Shops,

Car Builders,

House Builders,

Cabinet Makers,
ETC., ETC. SI JQLE SPINDLE UPRIGHT SUPPER,

NO, 2 SCROLL SAW.

GOODELL & AA^ATERS.
CORNEK THIRTY-FIRST AND CHESTNUT STREETS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

'

Parties in correiipundin;^' will oblige us by nientionitii; tliis paper. BRAOKCT BAND SAW.

Pacific Press Publishing House
I2th and Castro Sts., Oakland, 606 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

Frinttrs, IsgraTen, Bindin, llictrotjpsn, f StnMtjptn.
Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Fine Catalogue Work a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Journal is amoi^g the many printed by the Pacific Press.



A MONTHLY JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO PACIFIC COAST INTERESTS

OFFICIAL ORGAN OI THE
PACIFIC COAST ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.

VOLUME VII, No. 11. SAN FRANCISCO, NOVEMBER 15, 1886. TERMS' I
^^ P®"" "^s^r, in Advance

'

I Single Copies. 20 cents.

lMPROVEI>
HYDRAULIC RAMS.
Sent! for Circular and Price List. Address,
ALLEN GAWTHROP, J (., WilmitiKton, Del.

Aflarded Medal and Diploma at the Centennial
Exhibition, Philadelphia.

Fr. H ROSENBAUM & CO ,

. . . DEPOT OF .

Plate S Window Glass
MANUFACTORY OF MIREORS

(Quicksilver and Patent Back).

No. 507 market Street, opp. t^ansome.

WE REQUEST
ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND

HOUSE OWNERS
TO CAREFULLY INVESTIGATE THE MERITS OF

THE DODD

Shutter Workers
They have been carefully tested by hundreds of users

under all conceivable conditions, and

HAVE NEVER FAILED.
Some of the points are as follows:—
THE BLINDS A RE OPENED AND CLOSED

FROM THE INSfDE without raking the window
or screen and are LOCKED AUTOMATICALLY
IN WHATEVER POSITION THEY MA Y BE
LEFT.

The Workers CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY
HOUSE, old or new. They are MORE EASILY
APPLIED than ordinary hinijes and catches.

The Workers are made of MALLEABLE IRON
and can NOT BE BROKEN, AS THEY ARE
STRONGER THAN THE BLIND.

PARQUET FLOORS.

WM. HANNAM&CO.,
Wholesale and Retail.

293 FIFTH AVE.,
NEW YORK.

Seven-eighths in. tontfued and
grooved. European stj'lea, solid

and substantial. Also, | in. Fancy Wood Carpet Floors.

/CfSend two-cent stamp for Book of Designs.

Publisher of a Series of

OF BEST EXAMPIES OF CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTURE.

Photographer, 1025 Market St., S. F.

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap,

BEST m VSE.
RecoQunended bv all the Architects

in California.

OFFICE -1901 Broadwat, Oak-
land.

For Sale by Plumbers.

JAMES R. KELLY,

(Successors to JouN R. Sims & Son),

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wrought Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. Sole Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

CHAMPION M ETALLIC WHEELBARROW.

Iron Roofs and Gasometers Manu/actvred
to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco.
Between Hiision and Howard.

/^IV'V^ VERY RARE, AND

MaDlels, Willi Newesl Styles ol Grates,

* *

; I*e<a.estals, Ta, Tales, Etc.;

Wareboom—BRANNAN STKEET,
Between Fifth and Sixth.

J. A F. KESSRLiFR.

CTOHIl^ IMZJ^LLOISr'S
I'.A.OII'IO

Elass Mmi ani kkmi Works.

CUT. STAIKJBD. and (>iKOUK» UliASB.

Glass Cutting Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Stained Glass Works,
1213 & 1216 Howard St.

EDWARD DENNY & CO.,

DEALERS AND AGENTS
AND .MANUFACTURER OF THESay the Workers sell faster than any novelty lately j

introduced. Active Aeents Wanted in Ev-
ery Town. For cirourars and discount, please

;

IMPERISHABLE MIXED PAINT.
address, 1 sole Agent for chance Bros. & Co.'s 16 oz., 21 oz., and 26

oz. C. M. Glass, Polished Plate, and Mirrors.

IMPORTER OF PA1NT,01LS,WIND0W &LASS \ Drawing Paper and Materials.

THEDODDMT'GCO,, 19ParkPlaceJ.Y. *tl and aa3 Market Street, S. F.

Matleiatlcal and Snrvejing iDStnieDts.

Stationers, Printers, and Blank-Book Manufacturers; Civil En-
gineers, Surveyors, Architects, ard Draughtsmen's Supplies.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California and Sacramento Streets, San Francisco.

/t-^ Send for Sample of our New Detail Paper. "SI
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BROWELL'S PATENT CHIMNEYS.

ii^WiiLS Vl!TiJFl!fP g./^J^Hm^lTTyji^

nknd Hoi* Trap. P. Trapk 0. ^Mp^- ^BBlerEnov.

All Sizes of the above on hand and for sale at the Lowest Prices.

First Preinlum Silver Medal of Mechanics' Institute awarded for Patent
Chimneys and Ornamental Chimney Tops.

ARE THE ONLY CHIMNEYS where BANDS and FILLING can
be used to make a SMOKE and AIR-TIGHT JOINT, and with
Iron Rods or Strapped to the Building'.
The U. S. Circuit Court lias firanted me a }>erpetual injunction a^inst L. E. Clawson and Jog, S.

Brown. All persons are cautioiiea au'ainst usin-' aiiv improvement in sectional chimneys patented
bv me.

"
Manufactured and for sale bv J. BRO'WELL, 727 Montgomery Street, S . F.

REESE LLEWELLYN
r>. ZEOLIO,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY, Carrara Marble Works.

133 and 13s Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.

MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts and MacMnery Castinp

OF ALL KINDS.

MANUFACTURER OF

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

1319 MISSION STREET,

Between 9th and 10th, SAN FRANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

Every Description of Metal Goods Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC.

I
Old work refiniahed, repaired, and plated equal to new.

1 Silver Plated Amalganiating Plates, for sav-

ing gold in Quartz, Placer, Gravel, and Beach Mining.

aSH and 055 MISSIOK STKKET,
Between New Montgomery and Third, San Francisco, Cal,

i K. «. DEMNISTOK Proprietor.

"IT IS ALMOST HUMAK'

Ike lorlon

DOOE CHECE and SPEIHG
I Renders Slamming' of Doors an Impossibility .

FRANK D. MORRELL,
1^56 Market St., nr. Front, Man Prancisoo.

CARPENTER and JOINER.

(KT-A-TIO^T-A-Iji )

ILLUSTRATED BY 86 PLATES.

BY JAMES H. MONCKTON,

In cloth, - t6 00

Address the offire of this Journal.

laitil'*»!'
Made in representation of Ancient and Mod
ern Marbles, and Woods of all kinds. Lau-

rel. Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durablei and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood

ENAMELED, POLISHED,
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (set in brick). Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebraled

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO., '"''^I^^^i''^i'A''^t'''
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Pacific Rolling Mill Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON,

Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames.

Mining Machinery Forgings,

Rolled Beams,

Rolled Beams, Double,

Angle, Channel, and T Iron,

Bridge and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws,

Nuts, Washers, etc.

Steamboat Shafts,

Cranks, Pistons,

L Connecting Rods.

Rolled Beams, 4, 6, 8, and lOJ inch.

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Hammered Iron of every description.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Block, Room I.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 60,

and 66 pounds to the yard. ±
No. 29 ;;

Tie Latest, Lowest ii Price,

AND MOST ACCURATE

RECTORY
Of ths Architects in ths United States and Tdrritories ever published.

Bound in Board. Sentfree on receipt of$1.00^ by the

USEFUL PUBLISHIM CO., 1293 Broadway, New Yorlf.

Call the attention of the Architect to your production and be assured that
if It has MERIT you have also reached the Owner,

Builder, Haion, Decorator, etc.

TROY
Laiflry MacMnery Co.

(EilDIlTED.)

MAEBLE MANTELS,

ONYI BEL&IAN BLACK. TENNESSEE

ITALIAN AND STATUARY

TILE FACISG, HEARTHS k FISE GRATES.

W. H. MoCORMICK,

827 MARKET ST., BET. 4th AND 5th.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LAUNDRY MACHINERY
AND DEALERS IN

LAUNDRY SUPPLIES,
297 Wabash Ave. Chicago, III.

Complete Outfits for HOTELS and PUB-
LIC INSTITUTIONS.

Plans for Laundries will be furnished to Archi-
tects on application to

J. E. CHAPPELL, Agent,
209 Fell Street, San Francisco.

San Francisco Wire Works

C. H. GRUENHAGEN,

669 Mission St. bet. Third & New Montgomery

SAN FRANCISCO.

Manufacturer of

PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORE,

Wire Sates k Setters, BanK 4 Dice Railms,

store Fixtures, Wire Fiffures, & Hat Stands

Arches, Flower Stands, Baskets, Trel-

lises, Window Guards, Coal Screens,

Fenders, etc., etc-

Hot Water >lSteam Healing
For all Classes of Buildings.

I have introduced this system in over 400 houses on this Coast where it is

now in operation. AH work Guaranteed.

Sole Mannfiactiirer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER
Hole Agent for

BUNDY'S PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.

Also Agent for

Gold's Improved Sectional Boiler for Low Pressure Steam.

Office 30 New Montgomery St.. under Palace Hotel.

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.
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HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwellings by the Most Approved

HOT "WATER SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this line has given perfect satisfaction in every instance, and we will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

We also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY &; CO.

614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO

^W^ALL PAPER,
Interior Decorating,

WINDOW SHADES.

LINCRUSTA WALTON,

Paper Hang-ers' Tools.

—And a full line of—

Ingrain Tapestry and Body Brussels Carpets

JAMES DUFFY,

917 IHAKKET STBEET.

"Stains
FDR SHINGLES,

CLAPBOARDS, FENCES.eTC.

Sam h Cabot
70 Kilbv St., Boston.

Send for Full Descriptive Circular.

THIS PAPER
JRKAU (lo Sj)nice Str*

IN NEW YORK

mav be found on file

,
at 'GEO. P. ROWRLL
& CO.'S NBWl-rAI'BR

Advkrtihinq Burkau (id Sj>nice Street), whure advertising

contracts may
be made for it

HOLD!I

fields are tCArce, but tfaose who write to

SUdiodACo.,Portland, Mnine.wlU recelv^

free, full fnrormfttion about work which
they can do. and li ve at home.thHt will pay
Ihem from $.'! to f i'l per day. Some have

earned over $.'.«' fn a day Either yex, younKorold, Capita)
not reijiiired. You are started free. Thohe whf.itart al once

•re absolutely anre of anug little fortune*. AU ii new.

"XONE SUCH 99

CHIMNEY TOP I
VENTILATOR

THIS
VKNTILATOR is especially valuable for regulating draft

(upwards and downwards) made by the light, unstable atmosphere
of the Coast Range of Mountains. The hundreds of tall stovepipes
erected on the chimney tops of houses indicate inconvenience and
trouble in the kitchen, the parlor, and chambers below.

San FRAHasco, October 26, 1885.

To vthmn it may concern :

I take pleasure in stating that the *' None Such" Chimney Top and Ventilator,
which was put upon the smoke-stack of the Baldwin Hotel about two months a^o, has

given complete satisfaction.

It has increased the draft to such an extent that there is a perceptible saving
in the amount of coal consumed; smaller fires than heretofore will now answer to

keep up the steam, thus causing a great saving of the boiler also. We have heretofore

had much difficulty in keeping up the amount of steam steadily required, owing to

(he laclc of draft, all of which is now remedied by the use of the " None Such" Chim-

ney Top and V'entilator. I heartily recommend its use to all persons, where a strong
draft is required. PEARSON & ARNOLD,

Proprietors the Baldwin.

All Sizes Manufactured and Sold by KNEASS & CO., 29 Taylor St., San Francisco

SOIiE AtJENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

Agents Wanted for Interior Cities, Oregon, Nevada, Washington Territory, and Arizona.

JOB WORK IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

BURR'S NEW WASTE PIPE HOPPER, For the NEW PLUMBING LAW.

Sn
.-'»'* »

' a p

5 S 5"

sa-

il

g X
This Slop Hopper completely traps the foul air and gases

arising from Drains and Sewers. Burr's Stench Trap
is superior to all others, and is the only one which prevents
the drain-pipes from becoming stopped up. It can be placed
in the yard, kitchen, or wlierever convenient. Tlie Trad.'
Supplied. The specifications of Architects call for Burr's No.
1 Hoi'PBR AND Trap Combined, wliich is the best recommended
for its superiority. Mend for Circular.

sag

S « E.

Sa 2

This hood protects the pipe and makes
it look neat; the front is open, making it

an open trap Hopper. It has a 2 and 4-

inch outlet.

Address 667 Mission St., San Francisco.

BURR'S WEATHER STRIP, Harsha's Patent.
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JOSEPH SMITH,
CONTRACTOtt FOR

BRICKWORK, STONEWORK,

GRADING,

SEWER WORK and PATENT CHIMNEYS.

A^ent ftir Oladdinjf McHeati

Sewer Pipes, Patent Chimneys,

ANI* TERRA COTTA WARE.

BRICK FOUNDATIONS
Put under frame building at the stiortest notire and most

reasonable rates.

YARDS: Valrncia St., l>«-t. 17th and IHtb
and -^USS, $CU35, iiU.!? Mission Street, bet. sesth
and !20tli.

National ^ Assurance * Company,

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Co. of California

FIRE AND MARINE.

Principal Offios, 439 Kallfornla St, Safe Deposit BnlWlng

SAN 1KANflSU)

JOHN H. WISE, Vresident.

CHAS A. LATON, Secretary.

W. D. PERINE,
MANUFACTORBR OF

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Garden Walks.

Basement Floors, Carriag'e Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building Stone,

URNS, VASES, STONE COPING and STEPS

Entrance to Cemetery Lots, Casliets.

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 28 New Montgomery St. OAK-

LAND OFFICE, 467 Nintli st. Residence, 809 Oak st. Oakland.

OIF IK/ElI_..A.n^ID,

Atlas Assurance Company,
OF LONDON,

BOYLSTOl^ INSURANCE COMPANY, OF BOSTON.

H. M. NEWHALL & CO,

GENERAL AGENTS.

309 and 31 1 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.

SASH LOCKS @ DOOR BOLTS.
A very important feature of the IVES' SASH LOCK is in

its securely lockinj^ when closed and simultaneously drawing
the meeting- rails closely tt^ether. All the movements are

at'complished by cams without the instrumentality of sprinjjs,
thus avoiding the possibility of getting out of order.

IVES' PATENT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with a bit,
and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts

afford. Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts are protected
by nine letters patent, and are manufactured in over forty
styles of finish.

One Sample only Ives' Patent Sash Lock, mailed post-paid
to any Carpenter sending his address, with 10 cts. in stamps.
Illustrated price lists, showing forty-six stj les of goods,
mailed free.

H. B. IVES & CO.,
Sole Manufoctur^s and Patentees, New Haven, Con .

Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts, sold by all dealers
in Hardware.

Norris Window Pulley Mortising Machines Pulley.

CAPACITY:

Nine Mortises

Per Minute.

OVER
600 Machines

Now IN Use
TIEOU&IOUT Til CQUNfEY,

The Norris Machine and Pulley is used by nearly all the Leading: Sash, Door, and Bl.nd

Manufacturers of the following: Cities:
NASHUA, New Hamp-hire; BURLINGTON, Vermont; BOSTON, .Massachusetis; WATERTOWN, Massachusetts; CAMBRIDGE. Massachusetts; LOWELL, Massachusetts; WORCES'

TEE, Massachusetts; HOLYOKE, Massachusetts; LAWRENCE, Massachusetts; NEW YORK, New York; BUFFALO, New York; BROOKLYN, New York; PHILADELPHIA, Peinsjlva-
nla; WILLIAMSPORT, Pennsjlvania; SUNBURY, Penn5U^ania; PITTSBURG, Penusjlvania; GLEN ROCK, Penns\lvania; WARREN, Pennsylvania; MIUDLETOWN, Pennsjlvaniu,
COLUMBIA, Pennsylvania; LANCASTER, Penn.^jlvania;"SAVANNAH, Georgia; BALTIMORE, Murjland; HAVRE DE GRACE, Maryland; WILMINGTON, Delaware; ASBURY PARi\
New Jeisey; DANVILLE, Virginia; ALGUSTA, Georgia; New Haven, Connecticut; MARQUETTE. Michifran; PORTLAND, Oregon; ERIE, Penn-jhania; INDIANAPOLIS, Indiana. SA
JOSE, California; (!HICAGO, Illinois; ROCK ISLAND, Illinois; MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin; CEDARBURO, Wisconsin; ST. LOUIS, Missouri; KANSAS CITY, Missouri; DENVER, Clorado
SACRAMENTO, Calilomia; BELFAST, Maine; WINONA, Mi nes"ta; CANISTEO, New York; CINCINNATI, Ohio; CLEVELAND, Ohio; WASHINGTON, District of Columbia; LOUIS,
VILLE, Kentucky; HAMPTON, Virginia; TOLEDO, Ohio; SANDUSKY, Ohio; HAMILTON, Ohio; CHILLICOTHE, Ohio; DliTROIT, Michigan; EVAN.SVILLE. Indiana; PUATTVILLE,
Alabama; GALVESTON, Texas; HOUSTON. Texas; COLUMBUS, Ohl.; CHATTANOOGA, Tennessee; RICHMOND, Virginia; LYNCHBURG, Virginia; CLINTON, Iowa; PORT DEPOSIT,
Maryland; PADUCAH, Kentucky; DANVILLE, Kentuck.i .

You postively cannot afford to do without the NORRIS PULLEY AND MORTISER. It is the only machine made that will mortise for every kind of Pulley. No difficulty in starting
machine; no scraping off edges of bits; nothing to get out of repair. It is a heavy, solid, substantial machine, built for work, and we iruarantee it to do five times the work of any other
Pulley Machine. It does not require any skilled labor to run it, no belt tighteners to wear out the belts. In fact, it is pronounced by all, and is positively tile only machine for Mortising
Pulleys. Our Pulleys are the strongest and best made in the country. We make 800 different qualities, and if any other style of pulley was given to you it would not pay to use it. We
refer you to the leading Sash, Door, and Blind Manufacturers of the entire country. Information and Samples sent on application. Very respectfully yours,

C. SIDNEY NORRIS & CO., 36 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Md.
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WALL
Imitation Stained Glass,

iioomsH fuet woeh.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 POST ST.. SAN FRANCISCO.

NOTICE,
OWNERS and CONTEAOTORS !

Bell Hanging, Gas Lighting,

LocksmitMng in All Its Branches.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

^W^ILL & FIIN^CK,
769 MARKET STREET.

"7^ 7i^^wi^s^^

THE

NOTICE OUR HOLIDAY: ^j^h
OFFER ON PAGE i6i- ,„iw«s:««*.

for the Price.

Arehiteetupal and Meehanieal Books

s we are closing out our stock of Shelf Books, we
will dispose of those on hand at first cost.

!|i^*THOSE IN WANT OF BARGAINS SHOULD CALL EARLY. •=Ssgr

GAS FIXTURES, •:• AND MANTELS
AGENCY SCANLAN & CO.. LOUISVILLE, KY.,

FINE MARBLEIZED

Slate and Iron Mantels.

AGENCY CONWay M'F'G CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS.,

FINE WOOD MANTELS.

Gas Fixtures of Every Description, of Latest Designs.

i^° Tiles, G-rates, and Mantel TT-ininiinp:s. ''^

BUSH & MALLETT, 34 Geary Street, Above Kearny.
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Number 11.

THE)

dalifom
J^i^cgitBct \ Building HeW^.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL,

Devoted to Architecture, Decorating, and Furnishing.

PRIOK, $2.00 PER ANNUPvI.

The official organ of the Pacific Coast Association of Architects. Published

by the SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL PUBLISHING CO.
No. 240 Montgomery Street, Rooms 11, 12, 13.

Subscribers will please notify us promptly of any failure to receive this journal,

and also of any change in their address.

Advertisements inserted at re.isonable rates.

SAN FEANCISCO, CAL., NOVEMBEK 15, 1886.

EIGHTY-FOURTH MONTHLY ISSUE.

Completion of Its Seventh Volume as a Monthly.

ITS
publication being commenced in January, 1880, but one

more number—that of December—remains to complete its

seventh volume as a monthly—eight, including Quarterly
of 1879.

For the purpose of establishing this Journal, and securing for

it the reputation it at present enjoys, of being excelled by hut

few of like character published in the United Slates, neither

expense, effort, attention, nor personal, mental, or physical en-

ergies or application, have been spared. Upon the issue of rep-
utation we submit the testimony of those who have read the
contents of its columns, and given unsolicited testimony.

During the period named there have been issued and circu-

lated of monthly issues, including two supplemental editions,

MORE THAN 350,000 COPIES.

No monthly journal, certainly none of class character pub-
lished within the Pacific States, and but few class monthlies
within the United States, can make an equal showing. And
when all the material facts, conditions, and surroundings are

considered, the conclusion that a great work has been performed,
must be reached and admitted; for at the beginning there was
scarce a single auxiliary available, in good and practically per-
fected shape. Crudeness and inexperience,

PEOM EDITOR TO " PRINTER'S DEVIL,"
was the order of things, and in addition to doing that which
was to be done, the secret of how best to do it, had to be learned.

WITH THE SAME DEGREE OF ENERGY AND ENTERPRISE IN EXERCISE
DURING THE NEXT AND SUCCEEDING YEARS,

it is reasonable to anticipate greatly enlarged results, and to see
this Journal excelled only by tlie very few old and long-estab-
lished journals, published at the .great centers of population and
enterprises, where scores of millions of dollars are expended
annually within a single city or county in the erection of build-

ings alone, and hundreds of thousands of mechanics and ar-

tisans are employed daily upon constructive works.
But to accomplish this, subscription patronage must be ex-

tensive and promptly paid, and advertising support liberal. The
cost and expense of each issue must be paid monthly, whether
or no the management receives its pay from patrons. Every
patron who fails to pay up at the proper time, should l>ear in
mind the fact, when he first opens each monthly number, that he
is enjoying the instructions and benefits of a publication which
has cost some one else a certain amount of money, and a sense
of honesty and fair dealing should not only prompt, but compel
immediate payment of subscription amount.
We hope that the patrons of this Journal will consider this

important matter in its equitable and just light, and by or be-
fore or during the month of January,

SEND IN THEIR SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1887.

Be sure to obtain the December number.

Retrospect.

IN
looking back over the past seven years, as founder and

editor of this Journal, very many pleasing recollections pre-
sent themselves, which will not be forgotten while life lasts.

The numerous expressions of personal good-will, friendly feel-

ings, hearty wishes for our success, approval of efforts made,
and many expressions of kindly import, have b^en sources of

great pleasure.
While some men conduct and manage newspapers and journals

for personal objects and purposes, and shrink from no act, how-
ever vile and depraved, to further their designs, nor any means,
however corrupt, that will yield gold, even at the expense of

truth, honor, or fairness, the chief object of every intelligent
and honorable man editing, managing, or to any extent con-

trolling a publication of any character, is to inform, instruct,
and edify those who read, in printed form, the thoughts that
flow from a pure mind. With trutli and right as a bulwark,
every good man who wields the pen as an editor, finds an emi-
nent reward in the approbation of those who n.'ad his mind pro-
ductions; not in a feeling of vanity that he has pleased, but in
a sense of solid satisfaction at having so expressed Iiimself as to
receive approval from others, alike with himself, intelligent and
well disposed.
While acknowledging personal defects and short-comings, and

a lack of those marked scholarly and intellectual abilities, such
as thousands in journalistic pursuits enjoy, we lay honest claim
to purity of purpose in the conduct of this Journal. In no in-

stance has there been any purpose to deceive, mislead, or

misrepresent. An earnest desire to do justice to all, wrong to

none, and to inform, instruct, and benefit our patrons, has been
the controlling motive influencing every line from our pen or

pencil.

Summary for November.
58 Frames 1282,33,5
1 6 Alterations and Additions ,36 500
4 Brick

'. 1 12'y50

78 engagements. Total cost $431,785

Delinquent Subscribers.

IT
is astonishing with what cool unconcern some people permit

their subscription indebtedness to journals to remain unpaid.
There seems to be no sense of shame or principle of right and

fair dealings with such people; true, sometimes good and honest
men forget to pay small indebtednesses, and the object of this
notice is to refresh the memory of such good and honest men
who have not paid up, that we will very thankfully receive the
amount due us, if they will kindly forward the same during the

present month.

How Axes Are Made.

IN
the manufacture 0/ axes, the material passes through twelve

different operations before it is ready for labeling and boxing.
At first it is a rectangular piece of iron, about three-fourths

of an inch thick, three and one-half inches wide, and about six

inches long. The bit is of steel, and in some instances is in-

serted in a slit made in the iron, and in others it is drawn over
the edge of the iron. There is a growing demand for axes made
entirely of steel. The most important part of the process of

manufacturing is tempering. "This is really where the axe is

made," said a manufacturer. The grinding and polishing is the
most laborious part of the process. It is here that the rough,
irregular-shaped semblance of an axe is ground and polished
until it is as bright as a mirror. It is said that the work will

prove fatal within five years to any man who pursues it steadily.
The air is filled with imperceptible dust from the stones, and

many of the workmen tie small sponges saturated with water
over their nostrils.

Fire Hose and Garden Hose, W. T. Y. Schenck,
256 Market Street.
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Paper Read Before the S.F. Chapter American Institute

Architects, by Fellow G. H. Sanders, Nov. 5, 1886.

yVAll. President AND Gentlemen: The resisting power of our

11/ '-'"'1'1'fo stones to vertical pressure liaving been at various

G times brouglit to our notice, we decichxl to settle the ques-
tion by actual test. Finding that there was a hydraulic press
at the miners' foundry, we decided to take advantage of the

courtesy of the proprietors, who kindly placed the apparatus at

our disposal. Through the good offices of P. II. Jackson all

preparations were made, and early in the month all was ready,
and the tests were made.

Having at sundry times collected a number of blocks of stone

and griinite and bricks of various kinds, we were enabled to test

the following materials, viz.: Penryn granite, Miles freestone,

Sutro Heights stone, San Jose sandstone. Stock brick, San
Jose pressed brick, Chicago pressed brick, Lincoln Hollow brick,
and some ordinary concrete blocks. Unfortunately, it soon

tiunspired that the adjustment of the press was not such as to

insure anything like a crucial test, the faces of the piston and
abutment block not being parallel with each other and the faces

of both. But especially the abutment block, which was loosely
held between two jaws of an upright stanchion piece (see dia-

gram), was quite rough and rusty from exposure to the air, so

that though hoop iron was used to pack and adjust the abutment

block, it was impossible with such means to bring their faces

into anything like parallelism. The hurry, too, with which the

experiments were conducted prevented the possibility of those

careful observations and abundant notes which render such ex-

periments really valuable.

Perhaps after all the chief benefit derived from the tests was

finding out, in view of a future occasion, how not to do it.

Nevertheless, the experiments were of a great interest. In the

first place, the question of bedding occurs. Some of the blocks

were crushed between pine boards, others between sheets of

thick lead. The result seemed to be indifl'erent, in some cases

the lead, and in others the pine, seeming to gain the higher re-

sult. In one case a brick (the Stock brick) was bedded in

cement, but the cement was not allowed sufficient time to set,

so that the result was nearly nil. We believe that every speci-

men should be bedded between plates of planed iron in pure,
sifted cement, and thoroughly set, prepared, perhaps, a month
or more beforehand, and then placed between troly planed,

mathematically adjusted surfaces of the ram. Under such cir-

cumstances alone can uniform and reliable results be looked for

witli any confidence. Secondly, it also appears, from the re-

sults which will be laid before you, that, as probably might be

expected, the largest specimens give the lowest results as to the

relative resistance per square inch of area. Thus a block of

sandstone 3x3x3 gives a resistance of 75 tons ultimate crushing

strength, or a resistance per square inch of area of 9,3 12|^

pounds; whereas, a block of Penryn granite 6xGx6 gives an

ultimate crushing strength of 128 tons, but a resistance per

square inch of surface of only 7,727f pounds. Possibly this

is due, to some extent, to the greater difficulty of adjusting the

pressure over the whole of a large surface equally, than in tl>e

case of a surface J the area. Otherwise one would suppose that

the greater bulk should offer as proportionately greater a re-

sistance.

One other point it may be well to notice, namely, the ahnost

uniform occurrence of cracks, spalting, or other partial failure

of the material, early in the process of crushing. This is no

doubt due to the gradual adjustment of the blocks to rhe con-

ditions of pressure brought to bear upon them', after which,

every part having been brought to an equal bearing, the block

is in a position to sustain the pressure until the ultimate limit

of resistance is reached. On this account, granting that the

surfaces of the ram and the surfaces of the best blocks can be

brought to perfect adjustment, there is no doubt that, as some

experimenters have found, the higliest result would be reached

without any intervening bedding substance whatever.

STONE TESTS.

No. 1. San Josi Sanustonb.
Block 6x6x0 = .ire.1 36 inches. (Note—lietwcen sheets of lead.)
20 tons 8palte<l ou edge.
50 " " "

70 "
badly crushed—3,944J lbs., 1 inch area.

No. 2. San Jose Sandstonk.
Block 6x6x6 = area 36. (Between sheets of lead.)

10 tons slightly cracked.

55 "
bulged on top.

75
"

split and crushed--4,106J lbs., 1 inch area.

No. 3. Miles Fkeeston e.

6x5^x6 = area 33.

60 tons spalted on top.
70 ' ' cracked in middle.

75 "

85 " "
in opening.

100 " cruslicd—0,0603 H'S-, 1 inch area.

No. 4. PeNKYN (iKANITE.

6x5^x6 = area 33.

95 tons cracks ou top.
105 " more cracks.

110 "
badly cracked.

115 "

128 " " crushed—7,727 .3-11 lbs., 1 inch area.

No. 5. Sutro UEKiiirs METAMoiii-nic Sanustone.
4x4x3J = area 16.

15 tons corner came off.

30 ' ' cracked on top.
55 " " in middle.

60 " cruslied—Tj.'iOO His., 1 inch area.

No. 6. Block of Concrete (made about .Ian. I, 1880).

Composed of 2 vols, tine gravel." "1 " coarse gravel.' "2 " Ijrokeu rock.
" "

I
" I'ortland cement.

Or 5 of rock to 1 of " "

4 in.x6 iu.x4 in. thick (6 months old).

20 tons cracked.
30 " crushed—2,500 lb.s., 1 inch area.

No. 7. Block of Conckete (same age and size).

20 tons cracked.

32 " crushed—2,006 11 )S., 1 incli area.

No. 8. San ,Tose Sandstone Brick.

8x4Jx2i = 31J in. area.

Eam, 8 inches diameter.

15 tons cracked on top.
30 "

badly cracked at ends.

55 " craeked in middle.

80 " crushed on top.
85 "

thoroughly crushed—5,312i lbs., 1 inch area.

(The above placed between lead plates. )

No. 9. San Jose Sandstone Brick. (Placed between pine- boards i

inches thick.) .

60 tons cracked.

80 " cruslied—5,000 lbs., 1 inch area.

No. 10. San Jose Sandstone Block. (Placed between lead plates. )

3x3x3.
15 tons spalted.
25 " cruslied—5,555 11)S., 1 inch area.

No. 11. San Jose Sandstone Block. (Placed between pine "boards.)

4x4x3J.
70 tons cracked.

75 " crushed suddenly and completely
—9,3124 lbs., 1 inch area.

No. 12. 4Jx3|x4J Idock (Ijetween pine boards.)
30 tons cracked.

40 " crushed—5,333^ lbs., 1 inch area.

No. 13. Sacramento Stock Brick (rougli).

4x8x24 (between wood) = 32 inches area.

20 tons cracked.

40 " crushed—2,500 lbs., 1 inch area.

No. 14. Petersen's San Jo.se Pres.sed Brick.

4x7ix2| = 29 inches area.

15 tons cracked.

30 "
badly cracked.

40 " crushed—2, 758S lbs., 1 inch area.

No. 15. Chicaco Pressed Bru!k. 20 inches area.

20 tons cracked.

40 "
crushing.

00 " crushed—0,000 lbs., 1 inch area.

No. 16. Salmon Brick (pressed).

4x8-2x24 = say 31 inches area.

10 tons cracked.

35 " crushed—2,258 lbs., Hneh area.

No. 17. Gladdinu, McBean & Co.'.s Hollow Brick.

44x8x4 = 32 inches area.

Crushed at 24 tons— 156 lbs., 1 inch area.

Cracked at about 1 ton's pressure.

Splitting lengthwise. (Surfaces very much in wind.)

In all cases the splitting commenced at the top of the blocks,

and worse to the loft side of the blocks, indicating a bad adjust-

ment of the apparatus. The surfaces of the ram and the contra

block were not smooth, especially the latter, being rusty and

very rough, and making a very irregular impression in the lead

plates and pine boards. This fact would have to be taken into

account in judgment of the respective values of the above ex-

periments. In the stone blocks, too, it was not possible to have

the surfaces crushed parallel with natural bed in all cafes, the

bed being in nearly all cases jwrpendicular to the line of pressure,

the blocks and bricks in nearly all cases splitting lengthwise,

and bulging up on top (rarely on bottom) and spalting. One
small San Jose block crushed on natural bed at the high figure

of 9,312^ pounds jmu- square inch of area, being a block 4 inches

square and 3J inches thick.
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A Closet Shelf.

IF
there is anything that adds to one's comfort in an emergency,

it is a closet shelf prepared for emergencies. That is clear.

Accidents, nervousness, sudden pain, midnight calls for help,

parcels that want doing up, broken crockery or ornaments, all

find a ready ans« er to their calls on this carefully prepared shelf.

It is so easy to prepare and keep in order, can be small or large,

as one decides to confine its contents to a few things or enlarge
to many. I intend to give a list for the smallest one that I

think it advisable for any one to keep, be she keeping house or

boarding. First of all come the things that are to be ready for

illness, sudden or otherwise,—camphor, for faintness, headache,
or a sudden attack of diarrhea, although, for the latter, there is

nothing equal to a tablespoonful of raw flour in a glass of cold

water, to be taken in two doses half an hour apart. A closely
covered little box of raw flour is easily kept on the shelf, to be

often renewed, lest it get musty. A small tin can of flour and

mustard, mixed in equal parts, ready to make into a jiaste for a

mustard plaster, is to me a pleasanter arrangement for a hastily

required mustard plaster than the "mustard leaves" ready at

the drug stores. In a little box beside this can should be old

linen and cotton rags, for the other half of the plaster, as well as

for cuts or bruises; also a strip of flannel a "finger" broad and

three-quarters of a yard long, to put upon the outside of a cot-

ton cloth, several times folded and wet in cold water, for a com-

press for a sore throat. Keep your case of court plaster in this

box of rags, and a spool of white linen thread, both conveniently
near the necessary pair of small scissors.

Camphorated oil, which is best when made at home by dissolv-

ing camphor gum in warm olive oil until no more will dissolve,

is invaluable for sore throats and chests, or a cold on the lungs.
Rub in well, and there will be no cold taken afterwards, as there

is after the old-fashioned "goose grease." Vaseljne is good for

this purpose also, as well as for many others that every one

knows about. There is nothing, for chapped hands, equal to

glycerine and tincture of hydrastis, fifteen drops of the latter to

an ounce of glycerine. Wash the hands in warm water thor-

oughly, and, before wiping, rub in a little or good deal of the

mixture, according to the need.

Tannin, a dry, greenish powder, is a great comfort where a

sudden severe nose-bleed occurs in the family. Once snuffing it

up well into the nostrils generally ends the trouble. Tannin

forms, with water, a good gargle for a sore throat, as it is a

healthy astringent. It is the best thing I know of for severe

chafing, especially for infants. The effect is almost magical.
Pond's extract of hamamelis is another indispensable for this

emergency shelf. It is really good for nearly all the ills men-
tioned on the wrapper of the bottle. An excellent way to get
hamamelis is by the quart, and it is the cheaper way. On prin-

ciple, my emergency shelf always holds olive oil, alcohol, and
ammonia. Hot summer days, and headaches, find me grateful
for my bay rum bottle. I quite forgot to put arnica in my rem-

edy list, although it is decidedly second to tincture of calendula

for cuts or wounds. Both are to be diluted with water when
used.

It is very pleasant to turn from the above list and point you
to my "Perfect" mucilage bottle; that is its commercial name,
and well deserved. How many times you will use it if conven-

ient on its shelf. Next it should stand a Ijottle of stratena, or

one of its relations in the cement family. If Clytie's head comes

off", or the butter dish cover breaks in two, or your favorite china

cup gets into so many bits that it will only do for an ornament
after a vigorous use of the cement, you will be glad of the rem-

edy. A bottle of shoo polish, or box of shoe paste, is a handy
thing when one dresses in a hurry. Last, but not least, comes a

ball of twine. If you are fortunate enough to possess a silk bag,
with pretty ribbons and pair of scissors, to hold your string ball,

it is delightful. Otherwise, a ball on the end of the emergency
shelf will save much hunting for string, and much vexation of

spirit.

It Didn't Work.

<•/ / I
HEN the employes in an Indiana furniture factory,

III operated by a German, struck for eight hours a day, he
v. granted it; but when they wanted ten hours' pay for eight

hours' work, he called them up and said:—
" My frens, m.aype I do ash you like. I haf an order from

Shegago for ten dozen shairs. I vill sheep him eight dozen, und
bill him for ten. If he doan't kick on me, it shows me dot der

rule vorks both ways und we vhas all right.
'

It is needless to add that the idea didn't work; and that his

men are receiving eight hours' pay.

Front Elevation ok a One or ONE-ANn-A-HM.F-STORv Cottage.

tvo'* 190' r

LJl

CtOStT

WIVlNt^ ROOM

»I\IX

Plan for above Elevation.

Back bound volumes of this Journal sent to any address

upon receipt of $2.00.
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Plans for a City Residence.

1 1 1HE accompanying plans were adopted
^ I ^

by a gentleman in this city whose prin-

cipal design seemed to be the comfort

of his family, with due regard to modem
conveniences. He evidently found favor

with the rule, "We must begin by observing
what has already pleased, if we wish to judge
rightly as to what will please in any future

production."
The first floor contains a large parlor, con-

nected with a library by sliding doors. In
close proximity is a spacious dining-room,
with place for sideboard, and an ample but-

ler's pantry, with sink, lockers, cupboard,
shelves, etc. The pantry is in direct com-
munication with the kitchen, a large, well-

lighted, and ventilated room. From the

kitchen access is easily gained to the base-

ment by means of the rear stairs shown, and
also to the yard, and to a comfortable serv-

ant's bedroom.
The second floor contains five good-sized

bedrooms, all amply supplied with closets.

Special pains has been taken in the plans
shown to have a place for each and every
article of furniture necessary to a bedroom.
It will be noticed that in each of the upper
and lower halls there is shown a door, placed
so that all draughts can be shut ofF between
the front and rear stairs. No cornices are

shown, these being left to the consideration

of those who desire to use, as a model, the

plans shown in our engravings.

First Floor Plan Cnv Dwelling.

A Practical Way to Describe the Arc
of a Circle too Large for a

Pair of Dividers.

Ans.—Let a c be the cord, and o h the

height of the required arc, as laid down on
the drawing. On a separate piece of paper,
8 e m n, draw a c, o b, and a b, also b e par-
allel to the cord a c. It is well to make
b s and 6 e a little longer than a b. Then
cut off the paper carefully along the lines

H b and b e, so as to leave remaining only
the strip s ab e m n.^ Now if the straight
sides 8 b and 6 e be applied to the drawing
so that any parts of them shall touch at
the same time the points a and b, or b and
c, the point b on the strip will be in the cir-

cumference of the arc, and may be •

pricked
off. Thus any number of points in the arc

may be found, and afterwards united to form
the curve.

Back bound volumes of this Journal sent to

any address for $2.00-

Earthquakes.

IN
view of the wholesale destruction of prop-

erty, coupled with loss of life, wrought
by the recent earthquake at Charleston,

South Carolina, the movement of which was
felt from the Atlantic to the Mississippi, it

seems proper to raise the question, whether
we are to assume that a recurrence of the

calamity is improbable, or are to adopt a

method of construction in our larger build-

ings which will withstand similar strain.

The Mexican and South American States
are frequent sufferers from this cause; the

Pacific Coast is subject to shocks of greater
or less severity; and, though Charleston has
not experienced a severe shock since 1811,
it is not at all improbable that a like dis-

aster may occur within the next twenty
years. It would certainly be the part of

wisdom for the city of Charleston, while re-

constructing her shattered buildings, to seek
a measurable security from future demolition,
at the expense of an increased expenditure
in construction. The havoc that would be
worked in any of our Northern cities by a
similar shock, may well be imagined by one
familiar with the method frequently em-

ployed in the erection of structures for com-
mercial and manufacturing purposes. To
place a roof on four walls of brick or stone,
built to a height of from three to eight
stories, without cross walls and lateral brac-

ing in exterior walls, is an invitation to ruin

by earthquake or by fire. If Americans are

building for the pleasure of seeing their

work tumble in before fire or earthquake,
too many have hit on the proper construction
to insure this result. If we are building
tliat our work may outlast this generation
and the ones hereafter, we need to inaugurate
a new era, in which the skin-builder shall

starve for the lack of a job.
—Inland Archi-

tect.

Dr. E. Parmley Brown says that the ex-
cessive use of common salt is one of the main
factors in the destruction of human teeth.

LH.

X 4 viy.\^.\o

Second-Floor Plan City Dwelling.

To find the sides ofan eight-sided
polygon, draw the square ABO and D, and

join D B. From D as a center, with D A
as a radius, describe an arc, cutting D B in

E. Then E B equals the side of polygon,
and E F D equals the angle to mitre the

sides.

By the use of the square to mitre the

sides, place the square with E D on the

blade, and E B on the tongue; mark from
the latter for the angle required.

By calculation—let E D equal 18x18

inches, eqiuil 324 plus 324 inches, equal 648

inches, square root of which is 25.4558 inches,
minus 18 inches, equals 7.4558 inches, or

7 and 7-1 6ths inches equal E B.

By proportion
—7.4558 inches : : 18 inches

: 7.5 inches; 7.5x18 inches equal 135 inches;

divided by 7.4558 inches equal 18.1067

inches, or 18 and 3-32d inches equal E D.
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Christmas Presents to Meehanies.

We have on hand the largest assortment of mechanical and scientific works to be found in California. These

we are determined to close out, as by the beginning of the year, a new management will assume control of this

Journal. "We publish below a list of works now on hand, with the publisher's price. TO ALL PURCHASERS
WE WILL ALLOW A DISCOUNT OF FIFTEEN PER CENT. Select any work from the list. DEDUCT
ONE-SEVENTH OF THE PRICE. Forward the money to this office, and by return mail you will receive the

book.

Estimators' Price Book

Street. Store and Bank Fronts

Public Buildings

School House and Church Architecture

Practical Carpentry

Lessons on Hand Railing

Stables, Fences, Out-Buildings, etc

Artistic Homes

Modem House Painting

Old Homes Made New
Foundations (New Edition)

Complete Details

American House Carpenter

Cutting Tools

Grimshaw on Saws

Mechanics' Geometry

Artisan

Detail Cottage Architecture

Village Builder

Builders' Guide

Album of Mantels

History of Architecture

Building Superintendence

Buck's Architectural Designs

American Cottage Homes
~

.

Village and Country Homes

Science of Carpentry

Universal Assistant

Plaster, How to Make It

Shavings and Saw-Dust

Architectural Drawing

Lumberman's Hand-Book

Practical Geometry

Modem Architectural Designs

Practical Perspective

Architects' Companion $ 2.50

Model Homes 1.00

Hand Railing and Stair Casing 1.50

Drawing for Carpenters 1.75

"
Bricklayers ... 1-50

"
Cabinet Makers 150

"
Stone Masons 1.50

Building Construction 1.25

Linear Drawing 125

Cutting Tools 1.50

Cumming's Details 500

Carpenter and Joiner 7.50

Stair Builders' Guide 3 00

Drawing and Shading 125

Carpenters' Manual 50

Steel Square Problems 1.00

Work Shop Companion 35

Bound Volume California Architect 200

Specifications : 50

Bam Plans 1.50

Solution Pyramid Problem 1.50

Standard Scroll Book 2.00

Swiss Cottage 2.50

Every Man His Own Mechanic 3-00

Tredgold's Carpentry 7-50

Builders' Companion 1.50

Builders' Work 5.00

Building Construction (three v„iu)nes,

^ ery tine) 14-00

People'sCyclopaedia(threelartre volumes) 20-00

Homes for the People 2-00

Mural Painting (New) 3.00

Home Hand-Book 1000

Ruskin's Works (four vnimnes) 6 00

WIVES OF MECHANICS SHOULD ORDER SOME OF THE ABOVE FOR PRESENTS TO THEIR

HUSBANDS.

NOTICE PARTICULARLY OUR OFFER. Select any number of Books from list; DEDUCT ONE-SEV-

ENTH of the Price; forward the money to this office, and the books will be sent by return mail.

Remember also that until January 16, 1887, we will forward any book printed at the same reduction, provided

any one of above books is contained in order.

Back Bound Volumes of this Journal from 1880 to 1885 will be sent to any address, upon receipt of TWO
DOLLARS.

We pay postage on all books ordered from this office.
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A Country Villa.

TT7.IE elevation and plans here presented
1^ will convey to those intending to build an

idea of how a comfortable, picturesque
lidilding should be erected. We are prepared
to furnish the plans for this or any other kind
of a dwelling, in any part of California.

A Country Villa.

Lath do not make a very good showing, it is said, on the aver-

age dealer's books. There is no profit in them. The handling
costs too much in proportion to the quantity and value of the
stock turned over. Practically there is as much labor expended
in moving a bundle of latli as there is a bunch of shingles, which
is worth several times as much. No one ever saw a lumber-
shover wrestling with more than one bundle of lath at a time,
and though it is a small load, he makes out that it shall be a full

one. The margin of twenty-five t() thirty-five cents which there
is in this item for the dealer, does not cover the expense of hand-

ling them through the yard, and in consequence the lath account

usually shows a balance on the wrong side. But yards must

keep them, whether they pay or not. They are like a good many
of the small notions that many kinds of retail merchants are

obliged to handle; there is no money in them, but they must be

kept and sold just the same, because the buyer demands that he
shall be accommodated to that extent.—Ex.

A CONSIDERATION in the use of stone for im-

portant buildings is that of having it quarried,
stored, and seasoned for some time before being
hewn and placed in the walls. By these means
the natural sap is allowed to evaporate, and the
stone tested as to its quality. This would add
to the cost, but the money would be well

spent if this precaution prevented the wast-

ing of stones from the rains, frosts, or atmos-

pheric influences, which, especially in our cities,

soon act on the surface of a newly quarried
stone. Stone that is quarried one day and
l>uilt the next is in a green state, and unfit

for use. It is not in condition— it is at its

weakest— its pores are open and ready to

absorb not only moisture, but the gaseous and

disfiguring influences which tend to its de-

struction. Every hewer knows that to get a

polish on a stone that has lain for some time is

very ditterent from what he gets on one fresh

from the quarry, and this of itself should be

sufficient to warrant the precaution recom-

mended, which is to thoroughly season the

stone before usina; it.

How to Lay off an Octagon.

If the timber is not square, mark ofl

the largest s(]uare that can be foi'med.

Draw a line from corner to corner, as

A B. Mark the distance of one side of

the square, as A D, on the diagonal A B,
at C. Draw C K parallel to E B. Set

a gauge to B K, and run this distance

on all four sides of the square. Work
off the corners, and a perfect octagon
will be formed.

New Motion to a Grindstone.

^TTN improvem(!nt in the driving of grinding stones and emery
r\ wheels is that by which the wheel is given a reciprocating
J lateral motion in addition to its rotation. Every one has
noticed the advantage of moving a tool from side to side on a
hand grindstone so as to equalize the attrition on the different

parts of the edge. It is found that by making the grindstone
move and keeping the tool still a more perfect result is attained,
while the detached particles of steel have an opportunity to drop
off the grindstone instead of being crushed into it, and the wear
of the stone and the heating of the tool are both greatly diriin-

ished.

An Octagon by the Use of the Square.

Along the face of the "tongue" will be noticed two parallel

lines, with a row of dots interspersed with figures, between
them. The figures simply show that the dots are numbered by
tens. This is known as the "

eight square," or octagonal scale.

This scale is based upon the fact that each face of a regular

octagonal scale is almost exactly five-twelfths of its shortest

diameter.

In using the scale, the timber is first squared to the diameter
desired for the octagon, and a line drawn from the center of

each face to the center of the opposite face; then, with the di-

viders, as many spaces of the scale are taken as there are inches

in the diameter of the timber, and the distance thus obtained is

set off each way from the center 1 He upon each face, which gives
the position of the angles of the octagon.

For instance; let A B D be

the S(juaro end of a stick of tira-

lier six inches on a side. Draw
the center lines A B and D
from the center of the faces A
and C. Now with the dividers

take from the scale 6 spaces, and

ly off this space on each side

from the center of each; as A 1,

A 8, D 2, D 3, B 4, B 5, C 6,

C 7; join by a line the points 1 2,

also 3 4, 5 6, and 7 8; and you
have the outline of the largest

that can be cut from this piece of timber.

The United States is the only country in the world which

spends more for schools than for military and naval armament.
It spends about 193,000,000 for education and $47,000,000 for

war. It spends for education nearly three times as much as

Great Britiiin, three times as much as Germany, and six times as

much as France.

A PIECE of iron rolled in the new Falcon Mills at Niles the

other day is as thin as a .sheet of ordinary paper. It would take

1 .50 sheets to constitute one inch in thickness. The mill made
this piece just to see how thin they could roll.
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A Country Cottage.

TTTIIE accompanying plan will suggest a
'I* few itieas to tliose seeking for the ele-

vation of a c untry cottage, who desire

be;iuty combined with distinctive features,
at a low cost.

Priming for Wood, Paper, Lime, or
Hard Plaster Walls.

C7T SUPERIOR priming for these pur-
r\ poses, which, it is claimed by the in

J ventor, Herr Kail, of Heidelhurg. is

cheaper tium linseed oil, and closes the poi'e.s

so perfectly that less paint is required thai

with oil and red lead. Priming coat is \\\w

described: The substitute used for boiled oi

consists of ten par s of boiled blood, as fur

nished by the slaughter-houses, with one par;
of air-slacked lime sifted into it through i

tine sieve. The two having bnen well mixec
are left standing for twenty-four hours. Tli<

scum that collects on top is cleared off, an(

tlie solid portion is broken oti' from the Km
at the bottom; the latter is stirred up witi

water, left to settle, and the water poured
off after the lime has settled. The cleai

liquid is well mixed up with the solid sul;

stance before mentioned. Tr.e mass is lef

standing for ten or twelve days, after whiJi
a solution of potash permanganate is added,
which decolorizes it and prevents putrefac-
tion. The mixture is then stirred up, diluted

with more water to give it the consistence

of very thin size, filtered, and then a few

drops of oil of lavender added. The prep-

aration, if pres rved in closed vessels, keeps
a long time without cliange. A single coat

will suffice for prin)ing.

How to Square a Circle.

TT70 square the ciiv.^ ... i.^ jnd the circum-
' I ^ ference when the radius is given, and

for effecting this it is necessary to know
the ratio of the diameter to the circum-

ference.

To find the circumference when the radius

is given geometrically.
—

Fig. 1.—Let S equal the radius; from

the points and S as centers, describe the

circle and arc C D; tangent to the ai'c and

circle draw D P. Join S P; at right angles
to S P draw L M tangent to the arc D 0,

and M J equat M L parallel to S P. Then
D J equals one-fourth (|) of the circum-

ference of the circle, and S J equals the

side of a square equal in area to the area

of the circle.

To find the ratio of the diameter to the

circumference:—
Divide S B, the diameter, into fourteen

equal parts, eleven of the parts equal D J

or one-fourth of the circumference, multi-

plied by four equals forty-four, divided by
two equals twenty-two; fourteen divided by
two equals seven; equal to seven twenty-

seconds, the ratio required.

A Country Cotiaci;

The Law as to Party Walls.

TT PARTY wall is tlie wall dividing lands

r\ of different proprietors, used in com-
' mon for the support of structures on
both sides. At common law an owner who
erects a wall for his own buildings which is

capable of being used by an adjoining pro-

prietor, cannot compel such proprietor, when
he shall build next to it, to pay for any
portion of the cost of such wall. On the

other hand, the adjoining proprietor h:is no

right to make any use of such wall without

consent of the owner, and the consequences

may be the erection of two walls side by
side, when one would answer all purposes.
This convenience is often secured by an

agreement to erect a wall for common use,

one-half on each other's land, the parties to

divide the expense; if only one is to build

at the time, he gets a return from the other

party of half of what it costs him. Under
such an agr(;ement, each has an easement in

the land of the other while the wall stands,
and this accompanies the title in sales and
descent. But if the wall is destroyed by
decay or accident, the easement is gone, un-

less by a deed such contingency is pro-
vided for. Repairs to party walls are to be

borne etiually, but if one has occasion to

strengthen or improve them for a more ex-

tensive building than was at first contem-

plated, he cannot compel the other to divide

the expense with him. In some States there

are statutes regulating the rights in party
walls, and one may undpubtedly acquire

rights by prescription on a wall built by
another, which he has long been allowed to

use for the support of his own structure.

Business Manager of AncniTECT: What
is the rule for finding the length of braces

between two po-its, wlien they incline one
foot ill six feet rise?

The cut I'cpr. scuts a iiaiiie, the posts of

which incline one foot in six feet rise. Let

the distance B B i-epresent seven feet. The
braces are run at an angle of 45". The post

inclining one foot in six, leaves the distance

at A A six feet. We have given the rule

in a previous number. In this case the

brace would be 8 ft. 5 13-16 inches.

A PLUMBER was sent to the houi^e. of a

wealthy stock-broker to execute some re-

pairs. He was taken by the Ijntler into the

dining-room, and was beginning his work,
when the lady of tiie house entered. ''John,"
said she, with a conspicuous glance toward

the plumber,
" remove the silver from the

sideboard and lock it up at once." But the

man of lead was in nowise disconcerted.
"
Tom," said he to his apprentice, who ac-

companied him, "take my watch and my
chain, and these coppers, home to my wife

at once. There seems to be dishonest people
about this house."

Permanent and Unwashable Colors on

Walls.

«g'
METHOD of applying paint to a wall

r\ so as to secure the greatest possilile

permanency, is to have the wall coated

with mortar composed of lime and sand, and

to throw over it a very weak wash of water

with which potivsh silicate is mixed; then

proceed to paint, and syringe the surface

with a strong solution of the potash silicate.

There are, however, a number of colors to

be avoided in this process, among which are

cadmium yellow, Naples yellow, baryta chro-

mite, chrome-red, ultramarine, cobalt blue

and green, chrome green, ivory black; also

lime carbonate, baryta white, and zinc white,

as the alkali would injure some of these

and destroy others. The pigments should

be mixed with potash silicate. The latter

should be applied warm on the painted sur-

face.
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Does Charring Timber Promote Durability?

ipHE general belief has long been that it does,

X fi'i'l in accordance with this conviction the

practice has been widely followed. But a

contrary view of the subject is takoi by Wuod intd

Iron. That journal says in a recent issue: "As
charcoal would endure for ages in places where
timber would decay speedily, the practice of char-

ring the surface of fence posts and other timber

has been repeatedly recommended in books and

ephemeral publications, as eminently worthy of

universal adoption.
"The theory upon whicli such a recommendation

is based would seem to warrant a confident ex-

pectat on of satisfactory results in practice; but

repeated experiments with charred timber liave

furnished conclusive assurance that the process
will not pro.iiote its durability. Indeed, numer-
ous experiments have shown that charring pro-
motes premature decay. Two posts split from the

same log may be set side by side in the ground,
the suiface of one being charred and the other

not; anl it will be seen that the charred post will

perish before the other.
" The same is true of railroad ties, and all such

timber as may bo exposed to tlie altering influences

of wet and heat. Could the entire timber be

changed from its perishable condition to one solid

piece of charcoal, the durability would be pro-
moted to a surprising length of time; but the

strength of the material would be destroyed.
When fence posts or other sticks of timber are

exposed to the rap'd action of wet and heat, the

surface will decay first. One might suppose,

therefore, that when timber is enveloped by a

layer of charcoal, the durability of the entire

piece would be greatly promoted. And such

would be the case were it not for the fact that

the charcoal is not impervious to water; and as

water reaches the timb;T below the charred sur-

face, decay will commence soon after the grain of

the wood has been exposed to the influences of

the weather. When the change has once begun
beneath the charred surface, the durable covering
of coal will be of no service whatever in preserv-

ing any portion of the wood. Taking this prac-
tical view of the subject, it will be perceived that

if only half an inch of the outside of a post be

charred, the post will not endure so long as if the

same thickness of wood has been left uncliarred,

to waste away by slow decay."

A Chkap Country Home.

A Cheap Country Home.

The above plans are self-ex j)lanatory, every room and its

dimensions being plainly and accurately marked.

Two OF the largest castings in the world are to

be seen at Nara and Kamakura, Japan, the one

at the latter place being 47 feet iiigh, and the

other, at Nara, being .5:!^ feet from the base to

the crown of its head. The statue at Nara is sup-

posed to have been erected in the eigiith century,
but it was destroyed a'd recast about 700 years
since. In endeavoring to recast it several mis-

haps occurred, and when at last success came, some few thousand
tons of charcoal had been used. The casting, which is an alloy
of iron, gold, tin, and copper, is estimated to weigh 450 tons.

In acquiring Burmah, England lias got possession of vast

forests of teak, which, never plentiful in India, was becoming

commercially very rare. Of all the woods grown in the East

tliis is the most valuable. It is neither too heavy nor too hard;

it does not warp or split under exposure to heat and dampness;
it contains an es.sential oil which prevents its rotting under wet

conditions, and, at the same time, acts as a preservative to iron

and repels the destructive white ants; it is, witiial, a handsome

wood, of several varieties of color and grain, and takes a good

polish.

The beautiful embroidery upon linen and muslin which is sold

in this country as " French "
embroidery is made by the poor

pea.sants of Ireland, who are able to earn at it about sixty-two
and one-half to seventy-five cents a week—working twelve to

fourteen hours a day.

A Southern writer furnishes this bit of history. The first

doors of St. Peter's Church at Rome were made of cypress.

They gave way to the bronze doors after being in use 100 years,

and are as sound as when placed in the building. The lx)xes in

which mummies are found are made of this imperishable wood.

All the cannon foundries of Europe are overrun with orders

and working day and night. While tiiey make guns abroad, we

make plows and work to raise the food that must support the

luxury of war.

Notice Our Holiday Offer on

Page 161.
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ART AND ARCHITECTURE.
[Spejlal fcir tliij Jounial. By V. HrLLERr, Arcliite t and Mechanical Enjjiiiier.i

XXXIV. GRADES OP DEVELOPMENT IN ART.

TTTilE figure three has evidently a privileged signification in all

^\_ relation of men and of nature. Was to be and to pass away.
Beginning, middle, and end designate simple forms of those

relations whose changes, expansions, and exaggerations are easy,
as if self-evident seen, so that here only may be remembered,
that in the religions of nations being more capable of civiliza-

tion, or of people more advanced, Trinity appears on the main
in Lens, Poseidon, and Hades in the India; Trinity in Brahma,
Siva, and Vishnu, up to the undivided Trinity of the Christian
church. This third partition is also, in tlie development of the

arts, of the largest signification, and her close observation makes
amazingly more easy the comprehension of the works of art.

Germinate, green, and fade are here also the three kinds of ap-
pearances, which show themselves and are recognized as the front

step, the flourishing and the declining decaying.

XXXV. FRONT STEP.

By the observation of the spirit of a work of art was the

sense, purport, and the form of the same drawn in closer percep-
tion, and regard, and set up, the perfect harmony of both leading
to the highest beauty. But before man arrived to the same with
his work, generations must toil and trouble hundreds and thousands
of years to prepare the means for him, that he c iii find a truly

worthy sense and purport, to possess a full co ii;)rehension of

form, and to overcome all hindrances and obstaul s successfully
in forming the same.

In the petty insignificant beginnings of art the crude predom-
inated first, and tlie struggle with tlie resisting material and with
his own unskillfulness And even then the human heart just
then desired at this grade of culture a visible representation of
the most difficult, "divinity" Already many times it has been
stated before, that such a desire leads to symbolizing; that is, to

a kind of r.'presentation, by vvliich something not lying directly
in the form sliould be indicated by the same or certain other

signs. She is called the symbolic grade, or, also, since she al-

ways desired to bring up a divine holy spirit, the hieratic sym-
bolic grade. She embraces the art of all barl)arous people, those

of the Greek to Peadias and his time, and of the Christian
nations up to Raphael and his time. She also embraces a great
and powerful time and an unmeasurablc treasure of works of

art and monuments.
The only particular characteristic of all works of this fore

grade is, that the spirit overreached the form; that is, that the
technical means for its representations were insufficient, and,

therefore, partly, as if it were, had to be guessed at. The
master of such works thought deeper and felt keener, as he was
able to express, finding the only fitting form insufiicient. there

remained some of that, which he intended to put in his work,
back, which could not be brought direct to view and appearance,
but anyway so that it was not altogether without an indication.

7^
If in the fore grade of art of a peo- .„ j^n .

pie sets in a standstill of a long
duration in the general develop-
ment, then the imperfect fo nis ^'
gradually lose their original sym
bolic expression, and they trans-

mit themselves from generation
to generation as unchangeabh;
types, so that its duration and

stability by custom, agreement,
and conventionalism become unim-

peachable. She herself became \, y

externil, conventional, rigid, and

deadening. Large periods of bar-

baric people, as the Egyptians, Assyrians, Indians, the last

hundreds of years of the Byzantines, have sucli conventionality,
which originally was symbolic art. But if there is no standstill,
b it a lively progressive development, as in the art of the middle

ages of the Western Christianity, then tlie symbolic works gain
a special esthetic force. Then the one who is capable of pene-
trating and comprehending the defective and less perfect forms,
will learn to listen and watch for that which the master could
not express. Such works impart the attractions, charm, and the
honest industry, the true love, the originality of thought, and the

intensity of feeling richly reward the trouble which must be ex-

pended to solve the difficulty of her form. The first manly efforts

which they attest are exceedingly interesting, even if the first

crude beginnings are darkly veiled and hid, as the helpful ways
of a child with its thousand slumbering germs for development,
which gradually plainer and clearly come out. But not only the
conscious effort alone recompenses for the fault in the perfection
of the form. It is the impartiality and naturality, the amiable

modesty, and the fresh boldness, which draw and lead us again
with love to the works of a young and rejuvenated humanity.
Even the works of barbaric nations, which fall and show the

grotesque and distorted, are tokens of remembrance estimable
and venerable, of the strife and struggle of young original gen-
erations, when even if the work itself does not give us pleasure
and satisfaction.

XXXVI. FLOURISniNO PERIOD.

When man at last has succeeded to obtain the full cleverness
and security in the making of forms, and has learned to compre-
hend that he only can make objects which he understands, but

notsupernaturally divine, but n.aturally human things, then is the
time not far off for the real flo rishing period. Then such clever-

ness and understanding are for once the closing end of a long
time of preparation, and

.'ierondly, are they the signs of the

height of a general historical culture, a striving after knowledge,
a craving after liberty, and those conditions are the times of

birth of great artistic genius. In full equililirium and noble

harmony set itself in the works of the same, the spiritual and
the bodily. Meaning and form correspond perfectly to each
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other, and a pure beauty displays itself before the amazed eyes
of our own time and the admiring posterity. Hero is nothing

symbolic, nothing whiL-li lived in the soul of the artist was per-

ceived, and did not obtain expression, and was made visible. In

no line, in no motion, is something which has not directly a

spiritual signification and expression. Nowhere is a too mucli or

a too little; everywhere is complete conformity with which the

spiritual lives in the appearance, and the form tinds its significa-
tion and meaning.
As in the highest sense only one beauty exists, we would

probably conclude that tlie highest works of art could only be

of one kind. This is not so, since we have hot to deal with abso-

lute beauty, but only with beauty, made and produced by men,

by defective men with infirmities and passions, which is fre-

quently conditioned, not only by the material u.sed for the work
of art, but also by the influence of the time of creating, as has

already been mentioned, but also by other conditions, to which
the perception and the manner of the technical execution chiefly

belongs. The conditions of the beautiful are, however, by no
means to be taken as one-sided, or to be so comprehended, that

a Madonna by Durr could be reproduced in a Raphaelic manner
of drawing. They act rather uniformly and jointly and together
on the spiritual and the formal, so that the master could not take

the idea otherwise than with the full consideration of the forni(!r.

In a work of art is the intimate belonging together, the uncon-
ditioned inseparability, so that nothing in the form can be

changed without altering the idea and to the same nothing added
or taken therefrom without altering and transforming of the

form.

The duration of such an art period will depend, if the

same is solely founded on single individuality, or if the same is

directly upheld and carried by the whole people. In the former

instance, and if the single individualities are, in the fullest

measure, children of their time, she will die with the individuals,
as it happened in Italy; but, in the latter case, she can last hun-
dreds of years, even if for once she shines brighter; at other

times in the shadow of troubled events is dangerously threatened,
as the Greek art shows us a bright example.

In a late number of the Gazette des Architecfes is an interesting
account of a controversy between the Paris Omnibus Company
and a M. Ezelieck, whose premises at Auteuil adjoin a stable

belonging to the omnibus company. In order to economize in

the cost of the ground, which is very high in this locality, the

company has arranged its stable in two stories, and has stalled a

portion of its .580 horses on what we would call the second floor,

on a level with the sleeping-rooms in M. Ez.beck's tenements

adjacent. On this reverberating floor, and the inclined plane by
which the horses ascend and descend at all hours of the day and

night, their heavy tramping creates an intolerable and never-

ceasing jar and turmoil which so greatly disturb M. Ezebeck's

tenants, that some of them have entered suit against him for

pecuniary damages, and others t' rs-aten various methods of ob-

taining redress, while those who aie not constrained by lease-

iiolds hav(! moved out. All this hxmage, he claims, is owing to

the proximity of the stable, and for several years past he has
been endeavoring to compel the omnibus company to modify its

stable in such a way as to abate the nuisance. To this the com-

pany has already consented, and on the advice of an expert, it

constructed ah additional wall between its stable and M. Eze-

beck's premises at an expense of 50,000 francs, which it was

hoped would abate the annoyance. Unfortunately, this wall

entirely failed of its purpose, and M. Ezebeck has applied to

another expert, Architect M. Gelis Didot, whose report is printed
in full by the Gazette.

M. Didot's (explanation of the failure of tiie wall already
built to interrupt the transmission of noise and jar from
the stable to the tenements, and his advice as to the proper
remedy, are interesting and suggestive, while his commu-
nication is such a model of clearness and conciseness that we regret
our inability to print it entire. Briefly resuming, he ascribes the

failure of this intercepting wall chiefly to the fact that it stands

upon the same footing as the original stable wall, and that

through this footing all jar and vibration produced in the stable

wall are transmitted practically undiminished to the new wall

and thence to M. Ezebeck's premises. The new wall is thus

practically one with the old one as to the noise and shook com-

plained of. He also finds the distance of this new wall from the

old one, namely, ten centimeters, altogether too slight. M.
Didot recommends that a new wall be constructed at a distance

of two to five meters from the stable wall; that the new wall

have a footing entirely separate from the stable footings; that it

be sunk to a greater depth, and that the space between the walls

be left open or filled with some non-conducting substance. He
also suggests that the inclined ascend to the second floor might
be removed to some pait of the stable more remote from the

tenements, and also that the horses be stalled in some other por-
tion. Incidentally he mentions the precautions imposed on
other noisy occupations, as that of gold-beating, printing, and
numerous manufactures. Sometimes their machinery rests upon
special foundations, built up from the ground wholly independent
of the building itself, or upon columns rising from special foun-

dations, or on rubber cushions. We may add that sand boxes

are sometimes used for a like purpose. M. Didot's comparison
between the stable and a gold-beater's shop is vivid and im-

pressive. He says the former establishments, at the most, seldom
have more than twenty hammers in operation, while in the

stable, even if there are but eighty horses present at a time, the

noise from their iron-shod hoofs on the reverberating floor would
be equivalent to that of 320 gold-beaters' mallets, or sixteen

times the noise from one gold-beating shop.

The Strongest Brick Walling.

CTT BRICK of average quality requires a pressure of from 600
/H to 2,000 pounds and upwards per square inch to crush it,

y the figures varying in difierent descriptions of bricks, and

being as high as 4,395 pounds in hard-burnt facing bricks. Brick
walls and brick piers, if properly built, will bear very heavy
weights, as will be seen from these figures. The strength of a

wall is not dependent, however, upon the strength of its brick

alone, but upon three distinct conditions: (1) the manner in

which the brijiks are arranged; (2) the strength of the mortar,
and (3) the strength of the bricks. Each condition is of con-

siderable moment, and, considering that brick-work is i-arely

weighed with a load even approaching one tithe of the crushing
weight, it is obvious that the first and second conditions are of

the greatest importance.
The object of mortar in a wall is simply to form an adhesive

material between the bricks of which the wall is omposed. It

has no function beyond that, (jood mortar is certainly not so

strong as good brick, and the mortar joints should, therefore, be

kept as thin as is consistent with the perfect adhesion of the

bricks. The current custom of making thick mortar joints has

the effect of considerably weakening the brick-work, and should
be discouraged.
One of the strongest forms of bonding in brick walls, is that

known as "
English bond," in which the bricks are arranged in

alternate courses of headers and stretchers. The small amount of

cutting required, the avoidance of two vertical joints over one

another, and the large number of headers in the wall render it

very strong and suitable for heavy work; in fact, English bond,
if properly carried out, conforms \ ery nearly indeed, to all the

requirements of good bonding.
In thick walls of heavy buildings, such as warehouses and

structures of the same class, the strength of the bond may be

improved, to .some extent, by arranging every fourth course of

bricks diagonally, forming what is sometimes termed "
diagonal

bond." The advantage is that a lap of four, instead of two

inches, is obtained. The elevation of this bond is the same as

that of ordinary English bond. The header courses are the

ordinary lii\ider courses of English bond, arranged Hlternately
with stretcher and diagonal courses. The diagonal courses are

arranged alternately in opposite directions. One disadvantage
of this arrangement of the bricks at an angle, is the fact of

its leaving small triangular spaces on each side, which tend, to

some extent, to weaken the wall. These spaces should, however,
be car( fully filled in with pieces of brick, and not be allowed to

be left simply filh^l in with mortar.

The output of a Swiss watchmaker is 40 watches a year; of a
United States mechanic, 150; and the An erican earns in his

skilled line of labor three times as much as his Swiss com-

petitor.

Take any saw running constantly in one direction, and after

having made 10,000,000 revolutions, examine its particles at a

newly broken surface with a microscope, and it will be found
that every molecule of iron composing that saw has been dis-

placed.

The total co.st of the Riel Rebellion in the Northwest Terri-

tory was 14,700,000 and the casualties 26 killed and 206

wounded.
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The Carpet Beetle.

rnilE rapid increase of these insects, and the great destruc-

\ tion of carpets and woolen clothes which they occasion,
make it of importance that every housewife be informed

as to their Iristory, appearance, and tlie remedies for preventingand getting rid of the pests. Tlic Zoological Department of the
Agricultural College of Michigan has recently issued a very com-
plete bulletin concerning these insects, from which we quote the

following paragraphs:—
"The carpet beetle belongs to the family Denuestidce, and is

closely related to Dermestes lardarius, the bacon l)eetle, wliich
thrives upon dried insects and other museum specimen.s, as well
as most kinds of animal tissue. It is a minute but handsome
beetle only one-eighth of an inch long, and about two-tliirds as
broad as long. The main color is black, while a dorsal red line
extends longitudinally, bordering each wing-cover internally, and
is marked by three projections on each wing-cover. Opposite
these red projections on the outside of each wing-cover are three
white spots. This handsome little pest will be found in concealed
places from October till the following spring. As the beetle does
not eat, no harm will be done by the insect while in this stage,
except as in egg laying it prepares for future mischief.

" The larva—the real mischief maker—is about one-half longer
than the beetle. It is ringed with light and darker brown bands,
and the body is margined with tufts of brown liairs. Tliese are

very long at the ends of the body, and at the front obscure the
head. Similar shorter hair clothes the whole body. The ringed
and hairy character makes it easy to identify this larva.

" When the lar\'a is fully developed, usually late in July and

August, it seeks some concealed place, as the crevice between the
boards of the floor, where it changes to a pupa. Sometime be-

fore the full change to the pupa is made, the larva skin breaks

open. These pupa;, which will be seen from July to October, and
even later, are quiet, and so of course do no damage while in this

state.
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"We see, then, that the injury from the carpet beetle comes
through the larvje, and is most marked in June, July, and August,when the larvie are most numerous and abundant. The fact'

however, that beetles are emerging from the pupa state from'
October till the following spring, together with the artificial con-
ditions of heated rooms, will undoubtedly, as has been the case
with the clothes and carpet moths, vary their habits in this re

spect, so that very likely in our rooms that are always kept warm,
development may be hastened and the insect may become even
double brooded, so that quite possibly we may find the larvw
feeding at all seasons.

" The fact of the rapid increase of these insects, and the terrible
destruotiveness which attends an onslaught by them, make it

imperative that we find a remedy for this evil, or else abandon
the luxury of carpets, not to speak of woolen garments. Cases
are known where the insects have taken entire possession of
houses from basement to garret, in a year or two's absence of the
owner, and have destroyed or seriously injured all woolen belon<'-

ings, even to the picture cords. Its small size, fearful destruc-
tiveness, and its power to resist insecticides make it a terrible

pest; and wisdom urges that all learn to detect it so as to stamp
it out upon its first arrival.

"Experience shows that it first attacks carpets, and there is
where we may look for an assault. Like the well-known carpet
moth, I'inea tapetzella, it works first and most at the borders of
the carpet.

" I should reconmiend the ironing of wet cloths placed over
the affected part of the carpet, using fiat-irons that are very hot.
The cloths may bo two or three thicknesses of common toweling,
wrung out of water just so they will not drip, thvn iron till dry!
To secure the best results, one ought to have a dozen or more of
irons. I have found that this, thoroughly done, is most deadly
to the carpet moth larva', and surely the intensely heated steam
penetrating every fiber of the carpet, and to eveiy cievice of the
floor, must sound the kiK'll of every larval carpet beetle that feels
its deadly presence. 1 have tried thi , on dcilicately tinted carpets,
and while it was di'lightfully effici(^nt in destroying insects, it did
no injury whatever to the carpet. The only caution here, then,
sto make thorough work; he sure of a full /tKud of steam!"

The privy va.. It, which for the most part cannot be dispensed
A-ith in localities which are not sewered, and have no regular
water supply, is commanding considerable attention just now
when sanitary surroundings are so much .sought after. Various
theories as to the best mode of construction are being advanced,
proper regard being had for the safety of wells contiguous
thereto, so .as to guard against their pollution, and while each

plan suggested from time to time may have its merits, it is worth
while to consider one which was offered at the late Master
Plumbers' National Convention, and which, from its simplicity
and cleanliness, must commend itself to general approval. It
was in treating the subject of " The Danger of the Privy Vault,"
in an essay prepared by a member of the Baltimore Master
Plumbers' Association, that the best substitute for the common
privy came up for consideration, when the following was offered:
Instead of making under the privy seat, in country places, for

instance, the usual excavation, the essayist recommends that
there should be a strong, galvanized iron box made to fit under
the seat into which everything could fall. The back or sides of
the privy house should be so constructed that when full the box
could be drawn out and emptied. Before being put in position,

dry earth or ashes to the depth of about four inches should be

placed in the bottom, and in the privy there should be a box,
with either ashes or earth, a little to be sprinkled over the box,
under the seat, whenever u.sed. One eflect of such an arrange-
ment would be that the contents of the box would serve as
a fertilizer, while the main object, that of keeping the air and
the soil free from pollution, would be fully secured.

In Ireland the total number of land-holders is 68,716, and of
these 36,141 own less than one acre of ground^

Please Make Immediate Settlement.

As an entire change in the management of this Journal is likely to

occur at an early day, those who are indebted to us will greatly oblige

BY MAKING PROMPT PAYMENT.

Do not hold off because you may for a time, but pay up at once and

remove the obligation. It is our due and your duty.
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Market Reports.

CORRECTED FOR NOVEMBER, 1886.

}....

Pine, Rough per M feet, $15 00
" " No. 2 "
" " " 2 in lengths

"
" " 40 to 50 feet lengths

"
" 50 " 60 " " "
"

Selected "
" " Clear -.

"
" " Firewood "

T. & G. Flooring, 1x6 '

li X 6, 1 X 4, li X 4, 14 X 3," "
1x3, and narrower.
No. 2

Stepping
" "

" No.2 " "

Furring, 1x2 per lineal foot.

Redwood, Rough " M feot," No. 2 '•

" Surfaced " "
"

T. &G. 6 in 12 ft. and over " "
" " 6 in. 7 to 1 1 feet " "
" " 6 in. under 7 feet " "
" Rustic. '< "

*' No. 2 " "

Redwood, T. & G. Beaded, 12 ft. and over " "

7 to II ft.... "
" " under 7 ft ....

"

Siding, 4 inch

12 00
13 00
17 00
18 00
20 00
25 00
8 00

27 00

30 00

22 00
35 00
27 50

OOJ
18 00
14 00
30 00
28 00
2ii 00
20 00
30 00
26 00
30 00
25 00
20 00
22 50
25 00

Master Plumbers' Association.

Howard BalldlnK, 8. W. €or. Stockton &0'FarreI18t8., 8. V., Cal.

MKUBERS.

Bush & Mallett 34 Geary Street

Busii, D 316 Sutter Street

BuTTBRWORTH, J. B 1809 Polk Street

Connor, J. H 528 Third Street

Daniel, Wm. L 234 Post Street

DoHERTY, John 349 Kearny Street

DowNES, Cha.s 41 Second Street
Duffy Bros ; 17 Trinity Street

Enriqht, Wm. & Co 39 Sutter Street

FiRMiN, Jno. L. E Cor. Thirtieth and Bartlett Streets
Fritz & Kkan 130 Geary Street

Gray, Jno. T 230 Sutter Street
HuFFSCHMiDT Bro3 637 Clay Street

HoBRO, W. D 728 Washington Street

Reillky, C. J 214 Montgomery Avenue
Shepard Bros 526 California Street
Sweeney & Kearns 623 California Street

Vance, R. A 623 Geary Street

Welch, J. D Cor. Tyler and Fillmore Streets

Wilson, Wm. F 25 Stockton Street

Williamson, H 329 Sutter Street

NAILS-

Pickets, Fancy. ... per M,"
Rough Pointed " 16 00

" "
Square

"• 14 00
Battens, 4x3 per lineal foot, OOf
Shingles per M, 2 00
Laths, IJ - " 3 25

"
li

" 3 75
-Rates were recently reduced to:-

50
60
70

200 keg lots 2
100
Smaller quantities

PAINTS AND OILS:—
Pioneer and Neva<la White Lead, 1,000-lb. lots 6J" " " " "

less quantities 7" White Lead (local factory), 5-ton lots 6^
Cal . Linseed Oil, raw (single bbl. lots) 45

" " boiled " " "
47J

Turpentine, per gallon 47
BRICK—California Building Description, soft, per 1,000 6 00

red,
" "

7 00
" " hard " "

7 75

In our December issue we will publisli com-
plete a list of those who are in arrears for sub-

scriptions to this Journal. Avoid publicity by
sending us the amount of your indebtedness
immediately.
A BBIEP but forcible sermon is preached by the Builder and

Woodworker, of New York, on the morality of home decoration.

It argues that every improvement in the hou.se is an improvement
in morality. The efforts to acquire, to maintain, and to improve
it are a daily, life-long schooling in morality. And in the train

of these virtues, and akin to them, comes the sense of the beau-
tiful. The house, the home, is one's own, is as potent as it is

simple and unfailing in working these humanizing effects. We
see evidences of this in what remains to us of the domestic
architecture of the Middle Ages. Men then bestowed much
thought on the designing and decoration of their houses, because

they were their own.

Fire Hose and Garden Hose, W. T. Y. Schenclc.
256 Marl(et Street.

Ash Ave., bet. Lagiina and Buchanan.
Additions and alterations.

O.—Mrs. Caroline Klaiii.

A.—Townaend & Wynekcn.
C ^N. B. Ritchie.

(1,800.

Bash, bet. Lacuna and Buchanan. Ad-
ditions.

O.—H. Ha^innis.
Day worlt.

$800,

Bryant, bet. Second and Third. Two
two-story frames.

O.—Chas. H Castle.
A.—Chas. I. Havens.
C—R. Doyle & Son.

»7,60O.

Boardman Flare, bet. Bryant and
Brannan. Two one-story frames.
0.—J. J. Mahoney.
A.—J. J. Clark.
C—J. Wilcox.
ti.WO.

Berry, bet. Fifth and sixth. Ice House.
O.—Boca I rewing Co.
A.—John & Zimmermann.
Day work.
«i,ooa.

C

Clementina, bet. KIghth and KInth.
Repairs.
O.—Thos. McOorey.
A.—M. J. Welsh.
C—R. Sennott.
»700.

Eighteenth, cor. Church. Two-story
frame.
0.—A. Simon.
A. Darwin.
C.—Dutton & Kennedy.
?2,600.

Eiehteeuth, near Church. Two-story
frame.
O.—
C— A. B. Tarr.

»2,600.

Eddy, bet. Devisadero and Broderick.
One-story frame.*
0.—W. McLauithlln.C—R. O. Chandler.
t2,000.

F

Filbert, near Montgomery Ave. Two-
story frame.

O,—J. Trueworthy.
C.-A H. Taylor.
13,500.

Pell, bet. Lacuna and Buchanan. Two-
story frame.
0.—Patrick Parrell.
A —A. Warren.
C—M. Marry.
Brick work, J. McCann.
(4,500.

Fifteenth, cor. Guerrero. Two-story
frame.
0.—Jos. Buettgenbach.
A.—John & Zimmermann.
C—Theo. Van Borstell.

(6,500.

6
tJuerrero, bet. Twenty-second and
Twenty-third. One story cottage.
0.—John Bell.

C.—Geo. Houston.
t2,000.

Iloivard, bet. Twenty-first and Twenty-
second. Repairs.
O.— — Jordan .

A.—M. J. Welsh.
C—M. Walsh.
8600.

Hayes, near Buchanan. Throe two-

story frames.
0.—R. H. Swain.
Dav work.

(10,500.

Hayes, cor. Webster. Additions.
O.—Capt. O'Christenson.
A.—David Salfleld.

C—A. Klahn.
(600.

Harrison, bet. Thirteenth and Four-
teenth. Alterations.
O.—P. I.eddy.
A. -J. J. Clark.
C—J. Madden.
(1,800.

Jackson, near Larkin. Two-story frame,
0.—Mrs. E. Lore.
A.—Townsend & Wyneken.C—Arnold & Dyer.
(4,500.

Kentucky, near Sierra. Two-story
frame.
C—John Ourtz & H. Voss.
A.— David Salfleld.

C—B. Dryer.
(2,500.

Ii

JLarkln, cor. Filliert. Six two-story
frames.

O. and B.—J. A. Whalen.
Day work.

(21,000.

liOnibard. bet. Jones and Leavenworth.
Three two-story frames.

O.—Mr. and Mrs. Jacques.
A. and B.—A. W. I'attiani & Co.

(12,000.

£ieavenY%'Ortli, near clay. Alterations
and additions.
O.—H. Magee.
A.—H. D. Mitchell.

Day work.
(3,000.

Iiinden Avenne, bet. Octa\ia and La-
guna. Additions.
0.—S. Borker.
C—Jos. Dutton.
(2,600.

£iyon, cor. Post. Two-story frame.
O.—E. Cassiday.
A.—M. J. Welsh.
C—A. J . Smith.
82,600. M

HeAllIster, cor. Lyon. Two-story
frame.
O.—John Grace.
A.—T. J. Welsh.
C— JaB. Irwin.

(6,000.
HeAllIster, bet. Buchanan and Web-

ster. Three three-atory frames.
O.—J. H. Backus.
A.—John M. Curtias.C—J. W. Weasinger.
(18,000.

Harket, cor. Annie. Alterations.
O.—Mrs. M. C. Bishop.
A.—Percy & Hamilton.
C—J. G. Day.
(7,500.

Market, bet. Third and Fourth. Five-

story brick.
O.—H. H. Bancroft.
A.—Clinton Day.
Brick work—John McCarthy, (27,000
Total cost, about (00,000
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BfcAlllstcr, near Franklin. Three-
story frame.
O.—John R. Morton.
A.—Huerne & Everett.
C—F. Buckley.
$5,000.

market, cor Tenth. Throe-story frame.
O.—Inventors' Institute of California.
A.—John Gash.
Total cost, about $86,000

mission, near Hermann. Two ono-

Btory frames.
O. and B.—J. Duneal.

Day work,
»1,800.

Mission, cor Potter. Additions.
O.—Mrs. M. Green.
Day work.
SI,200.

mission, bet. Sixth and Seventh. Ad-
ditions.

O.—Central M. E. Church.
A.—J. Marquis.C—Moore Bros.

$8,000.
mt. Ht. Joseph, South San Francisco.

Orphan Asylum.
O.—Sisters of Charity.
A.—J. J. Clark.
C—Mahoney Bros.

$10,000.
minna, bet. Eighth and Ninth. Brick

party wall.

O. -J. Andrews.
A.-—John & Zimmermannr
C—Jacob Beck.
$950.

N
IVeliraska, f'or. Alameda. Two-and-

one-half-Btory frame.
O.—Lucy Bros.
A.—Tovvnsend & Wyneken.C—N. C. Post.

$2,800.

o
Oak, bet. Pierce and Scott. One-story
frame.
0.—B. Crocker.

, Laherty.C—P.

$1,600.

Pase, cor. Fillmore, Three two-story
frames.
C—N. F. Fitzgerald.
A.—S. & J. C. Newflom.
C—A. Sennott.

$10,000.

Page, bet. Pierce and Scott. On«-and-
one-half-storv frame.
O.—L. E. Sawyer.
Day work.
$2,600.

Post, bet. Dupont and Stockton. Four-
story brick.

C—Z. V. Dodjje.
A.—Miller & Armitage.
Brick, etc.—J. Wagner, $6,400
Carp'ter work etc.—J. G. Adams, 4,800
Plumbing—J. D. Welsh, 8,')0

Painting—J. F. Lynch & Co., 500
Total cost, $12,000

Page, bet Pierce and Scott. One-story
frame.

O.—G. P. O'Connell.
A.—Townsend & Wyneken.C— J. H. Lennon.
$1,400.

Pacific Avenue, near Bucliauan.
Two-story frame.
O.—Samuel Carson.
A.—Percy & Hamilton.C—Gray & Stover.

$6,500.

Pierce, bet Haight and Page. Two-
story frame.
O.—Mrs. Luckey.
A.—J. Marquis.C—Martin &. Maguire.

"

$4,000.

Pine, nr. Gough. Two and onc-half-

story frame.
O.—Mrs. M. Irwine.
A.—P. H. Schmidt.
C— W. T. Commary.
115,600.

Point l^ObOS, bet. Wood and Collins.

One-story frame.
O.—J. Schrader.
A.—John & Zimmerniann.
C.-A, Miller.

$1,750.
Pacillc Ave., nr. FiUmore. Two-story
frame.
O.—J. H. Langhom.
A.—J. J. Clark.
C.-^J. Adams.
$4,900.

s

Sanclicx, bet. Twenty-ninth and Valley.

Two-story frame.
O.—Q. Boysen.
C.~J. G. Lowner.
?1,800.

Scott, bet. Eddy and O'Farrell. One-
story frame.

O.-^D. Collins.
C.—P. Jones.
*2,000.

Stelner, cor. Hermann . Additions.
O.—H. Iburg.
Dav worlc.

81,600.

Sntter, bet. \an Ness and Franklin.
Alterations.

O. —Mrs. M. Zimmerman.
A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C.—H. Keenan.
Brick work— U. Mitchell.

$5,200.

SailclieK, nr. Market. One-stor\' frame.
O.—
C—P. Laherty.
82,200.

Ncott, bet. Jackson and Washington.
One-story frame.
O.—K. D. Marsh.
A.—J. T. Kidd.
C—O. White, »1,725
Plumb'.ns,'—Williams, 200
Cost, about 82,000

T
Twenty-first, cor. Treat Avenue.

One-story frame.
O.—
C—Chris. Ractz.
82,,'iOO.

Thirteciitji, cor. Belcher. One-story
frame.
O.—W. Turney.
A.—J. T. Kidd.
C—M. Loftus.

81,500.

Thirteenth
frame.
O.— A. Giovannini.
A,—Miller & Armitage.C—A. Krohn.
82,1)00.

Townsend, cor. Rich,
brick.

O.-Mrs. Mark Hopkins.
A.—A G. Moore.
C—T. H. bay.
Brick work— E. R. Shain

Cost, aliout

Belcher. Two-story

Three-story

810,000
Tennessee, nr. Solano. Alterations.

O.— F. Lester.
C. —O. K. Dunshee.
82, 200.

Turk, nr. Scott. Additions
O.—A. Schropfer.
Dc-iy work.
8900.

Turk, nr. Scott. One-story frame. (In
rear.)
O.—A. Schrojifer.
Day work.
81,000.

V
Vallejo, bet. Powell and Mason. Two"
story and basement frame.
O.—T. S. O'ConneU.
A.—Miller & Armitage.C—S. T. Green.
85,000. W

Washington, cor. Octavia. Additional
contract.
O.—Ale.\ Boyd.
A.—Curlett & Culhbertson.
Painting—J. H. Keefe.
$1,600.

MISCELLANEOUS.
San Jose- Sixth. One-story cottage. O., A. Der„'en; A., Jticob Lenzen & Son- C F

Davis; 81,645. Eighth. Two-story frame. O., Wm. Fruehliiig; A., Jacob Lenzen &
Son; C.,W. Boyles; 84,660. Santa Clara. Two-story frame. O.. Jos. Feist- A
Jacob Lenzen & Son; 0., O. N. Hensley; 8.'i,160. Santa Clara. Two-storv frame
O., Mrs. Bradley; A., Jacob Lenzen & Son; (;., Chas. Curats; 82,660. First. Ad-
ditions. O , O. A. Hale & Co.; A., Jacob Lenzen & Son; C, A. J. Mcllvain; 83 600
Terrain, cor. Bassett. One-story brick. O.,

— Schnider; A., T. Lenzen; C , G E.
McDougall; cost, t6,000. East side Narrow Gauge Depot. One-story brick O C
McKirnan; A., T. Lenzen; day work; Cost, $6,000.

HoIllster-Two-story brick. (Masonic Hall.) O., D. K. .Sanford; A., Jacob Lenzen
& Son; C, Jacob Dorn; cost, $8,600.

Seattle, W. T.—Ono-and-one-half-story frame. O., N. Toklas; A., P. R. Schmidt; 86,

Saucellto—Two-story frame. O,, T. M. Curtan; A., Chas. I. Havens; C, A. Beyer;

HILL'S PATENT IliSIDE SLIDING VVipOW BLINDS
-A^re A.dapted to A-iiy Style of ^Windo^sv

And Suitable for all Buildings, Dwellings, Stores, Office Buildings, and for Houses Built

to Rent, Hotels, Boarding or Lodging-Houses are Lnexcelled.

''QCfe^IIEY are entirely inside of the

Q^H^ window easing, and while' rc-

^T^O quiring no furring out or boxing,
make it an impossibility to tear

curtains, interfere with plants or window
ornaments, or become broken by contact
with chair.s or other movable articles.

The light can be admitted and sun-

light excluded from any part of the win-

dow; can be instantly removed and taken
to any part of the house to clean, and as

easily replaced.

They can bo opened or closed with the
window raised, and without removing arti-

cles from the window-sill, and cannot blow

open or rattle. The Blind is very light

(one-half inch in thickness) and strong,
possessing more durable qualities than a

hinged blind one inch in thickness.

There is no sagging, banging, or get-
ting OUT OF order!

Theyare inadcin threeseetionsiii height
(each section sliding past the others), and

any number of divisions in width. corre-

sponding to the folds in the old-fashioned

folding blinds. Thej^ require no hinges—
all trimmings furnished with blinds—are
MADE OF ALL WOODS, finished or unfinished,
and COST less than old-style folding blinds.

They have bpen extensively used by the
best architects and builders throughout the
East and West, and have given perfect and
entire satisfaction wherever introduced.

RWUIilSH A1VI» AMRRICAm VENKTI.4IV
BiaiVI»«!» (IHPKOVKD).

The only perfect Venetian Blind in the
market. The Blinds can be scon at the
Mechanics' Fair. Or for samples, prices,
and further information, address as below.

The following are a few of the owners who have adopted the Hill Blind in preference to any other:—
L. M. Fabry, c r. H.iycs ami Laguna; architects. Miller h Armit.age. .lohn M.-icKenz'e, or. (!rovo .and Bi-odorick; architect, H. D. Mitchel . H. V-

Bruns, cor. Geary and Taylor; architect, John M. Curtis. 11. ]?. Oray, cor. Pacific and Van Ness; architect, John Mirun is. Albert Meyer, Twentieth nr.

Valencia; architect, .1. T. Kidd. J. C. Weir, Post nr. Scott; architect, J. C. Weir. Dr. J. llosenstirn, cor. Sutter an(l Hyde; architects, Pissts & Mooro.
A. M. Starr, Washington nr. Fillmore; .-irchitccts, S. & J. C. Nowsom. J. H. McKay, cor. Washington and Stciner; architect, J. H. McKay. U. S.

Government, Presidio Reservation; architect, .7. H. Humphreys. B.aron Von Schroder, ."iS.S Harrison; architect, T. J. V/elsh. G. G. Burnett, L.irkin nr.

Turk; architect, James E. Wolfe. A. F. Le Jeal, Cl.iy bet. Franklin and Ciough; architect, H. C. Macy. J. C. Weir, Post nr. Scott (second order); archi-

tect, J C. Weir. P. Dupuy, Taylor nr. Turk; architect, W. H. B.ayleas. .T. S. Morgan, Mission bet. Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth; architect, C V. Pierce.
N. W. Cole, Mission nr. Twenty-fifth; architects, S. & J. C. Newsom. John Ritchie, Woodland: ardiitect, W. H. Carson. Court House, Petaluma; ar-

chitects, S. & J. C. Newsom. L. H. Sweeney, San Rafael; architects, Pissia & Moore. Court House, Santa Rosi; architects, S. & J. C. Newsom. Ray-
mond Hotel, Pa8,-.dena; architect, J. H. Littlefield.

EDWARD B. HINDES. Office 330 Pine St., Room 55, S. F,, Cal., Manufacturer for California, except Counties of

Los Angeles, San Diego, Kern, San Bernardino, and San Luis Obispo.

Or, W. 8. HOLLAND, Pasadena, CaL, Manufacturer and owner of p. C. Territory. Eights to manufacture, and territory
for sale.
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Folding Gate and Guard Company.

Protect Your Homes and Business Houses

WITH * THE •
IRfll * FOLDIIG * GATES* AID * GUARDS.

They are ornamental in design, and afford perfect security when applied to store doors and windows—to vestibules, doors
and windows of dwellings, and at stables, elevator wells, etc.

When in position they are ah absolute safeguard against Burglars, Thieves, Tramps and Designing Persons,
and can bo removed and replaced without unhinging. As a Sanitary Device they are superb, permitting the opening of
doors and windows, and the free circulation of air through buildings.

DESCRIPTION.—^A represents the guard suspended overhead
;
B—Store window partly closed; C and D—Store door and

window fully closed.

CEO. H. RICE, E. J. ROBINSON, Agent, J. P. LECOUNT,
President. lOO California Street, San Fi-auclsco, Cal. Secretary.
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Wm. H. Milliken,
Mechanical Engineer and Dranglitman,

MANUFACTURER OF

MILLIKEN'S PATENT HYDRADLIC RAM

E L E VAT O R,
Contractor and Designer

POR THE CONSTRUCTION OF ELEVATORS, CABLE.

RAILWAYS, SMOKE BURNING APPARATUS

ENGINES, BOILERS AND ALL OTHER

KINDS OF MACHINERY.

Office, 9St California St., Rooma 1» and iSO.

GOLDEN GATE

Fli^eTlB MIUS
216 and 217 Main Street,

Between Howard anil Fnlsom, SAN IRANCISCO.

Manufacturers z\

'^CALCINED PLASTER.^
( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaater, and Terra Alba,

BOSiSSSlSUS^^SfSS^SSS^S^^^

P '• STEAM -^ n

^otwateR
MANUFACTURED BY C3

^A.A.GRIFFING IRONXJO.i

437, COM MUNI PAW AVE.

Oescriptive circular and references sent on appHcatiou.

TEOS. DAY & CO., AQENTS FACIFIC COAST.
'

122 and 124 Sutter Street,
- - San Francisco

rj.EA«E MEKTIDN THIS PAFKR.

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street,

Curlier <.f Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

JAMES McGARTHY,

I O Stevenson Street,
(Two doors from First— Pioneer Mills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs to suit the various departments in Buildings, etc.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
1125 YORK STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

in 5i
Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dost, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Dri^mm Street,
Between Clay and Washinston, SAN FRANCISCO.

P O. Box 1042.

GlADDJNGMBUH8tC0.

CHIMNEY PIPE.

\358 MARKET ST. S.F.

J. H. DINNIENE,

Glass-Cutting, Embossing,

Bending, Engraving, and Designing Works

NO. 108 MAIN STREET,

Bet. Mission & Howard. - San Francisco

Orfiling or Holes and Repairing; of Brolien

Articles a Specialty. Kstimates

<i}iven on Plain Grlass.

GROUND GLASS ALWAYS ON HAND.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
2 i I Waller Street.

C. p. MOORE,

681 Grove Street.

a. H. HOORK,

No. 1 Run cor. Howard St

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
16 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

GEO. L. HENZEL,

Electric and Mechanical Call Bells,

SPEAKING TUBES & TELEPHONES,
Patent Door Openera, and Letter Box Plates. Qas LightiDg

by Electricity.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

Besidence 1912 Steiner Street; Manufactory, 1908

Steiner Street, bet Bush and Pine, San Franciico.

i^Tolephoue No. 4118. .

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUFACTURE AND DEAL IN

©@@r§,Wliii(l@w§, ©lipids

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PISE, SPRUCE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourth & Channel Sts., San Francisco.

;^o
^^^'' ^^'^i ^
A. KENDALL, i

Comer Grove an? Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings. Brackets, Frames,

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

(AMES Young. W. ]. Thomson.

BEALE STREET MUL.
YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

PEAMBS, SASH, BLOTDS,

DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Street.

MaOe to Order, all kinds of Outside and Inside Finish and

Moldin^^. Brackets and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning
in all their branches, done with dispatch.

J0BI3ING A SPECIALTY.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER.

Residence, H15 Jessie Street

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
3S4 Guerrero Street,

Between I5th and ISth, SAN FRANCISCO.
All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.
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SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARGIIMC

THE ONLY SELF-ACTING, TIGHT-SEAL WATER CLOSET IN THE WORLD.

A written guarantee
is given with each Closet

that money will be

returned, after a six

months' trial, and any-

other closet substituted

m its place if this closet

is not, m the fullest

sense, everything that

is claimed for it.

kosiy!!IIIsdiiisss!Mli

Persons Engapd In
Sanltai] [nlerprisesi

ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS

AND BUILDERS,

Are especially invited ex-
amine the practical

workings of

Sack's HutOBalic

Waler-dosei.

Awarded First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, held in San Francisco, 1882.

It turns every house into a sanitarium, and is

an assurance to those who trust it, that neither

sewer gas nor noxious vapors that invade our houses

freighted with disease and death, shall enter. It

is the invention of a Californian, and an Oakland

enterprise.

Its merits surpass description, but a few promi-
nent ones are mentioned below.

It is the only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water

Closet in the World ! It Ims no "overflow," ren-

dering it a positive seal against sewer gas and reek-

ing, noxious, poisonous vapors.

It is Cleanly, because it always presents a clean

bowl. It rinses the bowl before and after each and

every operation.

It Is Self-Discharging. No notice to "
pull the

lever," "let on the water,'' etc., is necessary or

proper.

A house in which it is in operation is free from

the stench, the smell, the unhealthfulness of one

in which other modern closets are in use.

It is Economical. It measures the water ac-

curately, and uses, without variation, a similar

amount at each and every operation. Not a drop
but is utilized, thus dispensing with the superflu-
ous amount that escapes unused by other closets,

in order that their cumbrous and inefficient ma-

chinery may indifferently execute what has been

ill conceived.

It is Scientific. Its action is governed by prin-

ciple, and under all degrees of pressure it works
the same. A tank fifteen feet high obtains as ready
and complete a response as one a thousand feet

high.

It may be attached to a "main "
with perfect im-

punity. No "back suction, however strong, can

draw from its seal a vestige of gas or a bubble of

air. It holds in its bowl water as pure as when it

left its font.

It is not a "water seal," nor does it depend on

"a weight" to effect its seal; but it derives its

power from the supply-pipe, and combines it so as

to fully accomplish this end.

Its simplicity, combining efficiency, renders

the true aim of perfect mechanical contriv-

ances. It will effect for the child all that the

adult may desire in its use.

It is not high priced when compared with oth-

ers. In the long run it is much cheaper. No
"set-screws," "springs," "pans," or "pulls," to

need repair or attention. Every article used in

its construction is of the best material and de-

signed to last.

As a sewer-flusher it is most effectual. In this

regard it has no equal. "Obstructions in the

sewer "
are rendered improbable, as the sudden

discharge of water carries everything before it.

It is a water-economizer. It is impossible for

the water to escape it in a continuous stream, or

for any length of time.

W. E. Stevens, Sole Agent for San Francisco, N. E. Cor. Larkin and Market Streets.

It will be a pleasure to demonstrate to all who may favor me with a call, the practical workings of the most perfect Water
Closet that has, as yet, been placed before the Public.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION,

This Chimney consists of the following parts : A smoke

flue A, of fire clay, in ? feet lengths, with rebated joints and

galvanized iron bands o/er each joint. These bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a gahanized iron exterior

pipe B, forming; an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments— the one for fresh, the

other for foul air The outside pipe is put up in two feet

lengths also, and the whole is bound together an<l secured to

the studding by iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,
MASON AP^B BUII.IBEM9

cUt/ATieHgiriiirUci UcM>lw>t* laror

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three-inch conductor D

extending to outside of wall for fresh air. which, passing up .

becomes heated, and can be introtluced to any room above by

a register E, near the floor. The ventilation of rooms is

effected by means of an opening F, with register near the

ceiling, by which the foul air escapes and is conducted in the

air space around the flue to the roof. In addition to this, can

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass through

and between the joists to conduct by a small conductor G with

the above mentioned an* space.

The lightest and safest patent chimney manufactured.

Approved by the Board of Supervisors.

WAREROOMS,

N. £. Ck>nier of Larkin and Market Streets.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Hardware and Builders' Materials
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS.

^ ZFTJLXj LinSTE OIF

Messrs. P. . Corbin's Col and Silver-Plated, Light and Dark Shades

of Plain Antique and Tuscan Bronze, House Trimmings.
^^^^^^^^^^^— ALSO, A FULL LINE OF^^———^^—.

CARPENTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS, CUTLERY, ETC.
^^—^^—^—^^ SOLE AGENTS FOR —^—^—m.^^^^—.

jThomas Morton's Copper and Steel Sash Chains and Patent Attachments. The
Niies' Patent Door Knobs and Locks. The Norwich Patent

Knob and Screwiess Spindle.
I F. P. LATSON.

FBAXK P. LATSON &, CO.,
J. H. FERINE.

28 and 30 New Montgomery St., cor. of Jessie,

(TNUER PAKiACK HOTEL. Telephone Tio. 752. SASI FRAKCISCO.

TURNER, KENNEDY €% SHAW,
TT 7 T^ J FOURTH AND CHANNEL STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO.

J^.^l/1/ rfl/L/K^ r JL^%^(A/l/\^ y \S y Yard Connects direct with C. P.& S. P. R. R.
Also With the Shipping.

Do^v^n To^w^n Office, IN'o. 5 Post St., near JVIont^omery.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS

W.THTK.P
- The Golden Gate Plug Closet. .^hok^set.

This Closet is the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages :
—

1. Ifc has a simple, strong valve, suitable for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same metal resting on face of the brass overflow pipe,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewer gas, even the closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the flood chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes the lead; it has been sold since February, 1885, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This hopper is constructed to take 2 2-inch pipes, one to the rijfht and one to the left

and a 4-inch leadt-r In the center. It has also a movable strainer on top to take the sur
ace water. The lower part of the hopper with side outiet is to be connected with tht
sewer pipe, either right or left. The upper part is independent from the lower, and is

made t^o swivel, therefore it will t<uit either position of pipe. This hopper can be used
only for surface, for waste, or for leader; either inlet will be stopped up with iron caiw f

so desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
This Closet is superior to all others, everv working part and bolt being made of brass,

closet and valve extra heavy casting. Particular attention is called to No. 4 . This Closet
has an oval basin fastened to the cover by brass clamps and bolts. No breaking of putt.v

Joints required to renew a pan. The loosening of two lari^e brass nuts will separate cover
with basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass
rod.

These Closets have been in use since February, 1883. Plumbers and wholesale dealers

give them the best recommendation.

Sqaare Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper-
Basket Hoppers are made in one piece with Movable Strainer.

Side View. Combination Hopper. Wo. 4» FRRIHOWT HTRRKT. ...MAN FBAItfCIMCO. CAI-. No. 4
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J. F. SULLIVAN,

HOUSE & FEESOO PAINTER.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

610 Market Street.

EDWARD NORMAN.

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

JNO. E. W. COLEMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER.
No. 924 Folsom Street.

Between Fifth and Sixth, SAN FRANCISCO.

House and Sign Painting, Graining, Varnishing, and Polish-

ing. Walls and Ceilings Whitened or Kalsomined, with or

without colors.

C. CASHMORE,

Painting in all its Branches
—DKALER IN—

PAINTS, OIL, GLASS, VARNISHES, ETC.,

S30 TAL.EKCIA STREET.

San Francisco.

House, Sign, and Ornamental

PAINTER & PAPER-HANGER.
Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Etc.

2^ Montgomery Avenue, Bet. Jackson and Washington Sts.

Orders Promptly Attended To. Terms Reasonable.

American, French^ and English Paper Hangings

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

lOSi JESSIE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

J. D. WELCH,

Practical Plumber, Gas & Steam-fitter.

Cor, Fillmore and Golden Oate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

JOHN T. CRAY,

230 Sutter Street,

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS
And Steam Fitter.

Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and
guaranteeo.

JOHN BOHN,

Plumbing and Cas Fitting:

112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

BUSH & MALLETT,

GA^S AND OIL

Sanitary Plnmliiiig anil Gasfitting

34 Geary St., above Kearny.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
Residence, 61S Jessie Street.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 McAllister St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA.

THOS. MERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
118 CliAY STREET.

Between Davis and Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Stores an4 Offices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing promptly
attended to.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IMPORTERS OF

Oas Fixtures and
JRlumbers' JSupplies.

122 AND 124 Sutter Street.

CEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
S. E. Cor. R. R. Ave. and Walnut St.,

ALAMEDA, CAL.

All Kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

FRITZ & KEAN,

I*LUIVIBEItS, ETC,
Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance with sound sanitary principles.

F. C. JAMES,

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,

1605 Polk Street, Near Sacramento,

SAN FRANCISCO.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,

23S Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

CVOrders left at Helmken's, 516 Ke*my Street.

130 Geary Street, San Francisco.

JUST PUBLISHED.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 905 Oak Street.

B. F. ELLIS,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
RESIDENCE '.

27 South Park, San Franoisoo-

Will buy Old Buildings or Contract for Removing the same
al Short Notice.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT WORK.

American Cottages
COKSISTINe OF M LilGE QUAETO PLATES.

Containing Original Designs of Medium and Low
Cost Cottages* Seaside and Country Houses. Also, a
Club House, School House, Pavilion and a Small
Seaside Chapel.

Together witli a Form ol Spetilcaiion lor Cottages.

All in the latest prevailing styles, from the drawings of
a number ofprominent architects^ thus securing n great
rariety of plans and diversity of treatment, and oflFcr-

ing the largest opportunity for selection.

One Laige Ouarto Yolme. Price, jost-j.iil. $5,ofl

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between 18th and 19th Streets.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Gas Fitter,

I 72M Washington St. Opposite tlie Plaza,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at-
tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner antl Pierce.

P. R. O'BRIEN,

Plumber and Gas Fitter,

334 Pine Street, San Francisco.
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WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklaver and Builder,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

JOS. THORNHILL,

Bricklayer and Contractor,

Office, No. 35 Post Street, San Francisco

Boilers, Furnaces, Ovens, Grates, Etc.

J. R. ToBlN. Alex. Mennie

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

CELLARSm SIDEWALKS IN POBTLAND CEMENT,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to,

Residence, 864 Mission St.

H. B. HEADLEY,

8913 California Street,

Workmen in my line furnished for any part of the Country.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

TS) "p® ®\ rccA /TS\T^ TgD

DECORATIONS.
Plastering Eepaired and Whitened.

763 Market St., San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

PINCK & HAMMOND,
MET^L ROOFERS,
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing, Galvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Chimney-tops, t^ ROOFS repaired
and painted.

Ail fobbing promptly attended to.

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer

WHITENING, COLORING, ETC.

Residence, 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 625 Gough.

W. CRONAN,
(Successor to Cronan & Dunbar)

Metal Roofers,
1213 and 1215 Market St., Bet. 8th & 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin, and Sheet Iron

Work of every description . Roofs repaired, etc.

All work done by me guaranteed .

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry Street, Bet-ween 3d and -^Itx.

Constantly on Hand or Made to Order,

STAIR RAILS, POSTS,
BALUSTERS, ETC.. ETC.

THE CELEBRATED

For General Draglting ail for tie Bine Process.

"Bon Accord" Detail Paper,

Profile and Cross Section Papers,

Perfect Joint Drawing Instruments.

F. Mclaughlin.

D. F. MULVILLE,

20 Fair Oaks St., bet. 21st and 22d.

P. B. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street

$f AllJobbing promptly attended to.

A. E. BUCKMAN,
814 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

OONTRAOTOR AND GEADER,
CradinK, Macadaniizine and ISewerinK

Done on Short Kotice.

J. R. DREW.

DREW & Mclaughlin,

Stair Builders,
ENTEEFEISE MILL,

220 & 222 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

QUEEN & CO.'S Improved TRANSITS and LEVELS, TAPES,

CHAINS, RODS, RULES, and DRAWING MATE-

RIALS of Every Description.

List and Description of our TEN Catalogues
sent on application.

QUEEN & CO., Philadelphia.

1. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
t^ All Kinds of Grading, Hacadamizing, and Sewerage

Done on Short Notice.

718 VALENCIA STREET,
Between Eighteenth and Nineteenth.

A. F, KNORP,
MAIN STREET MILL.

ELEVATORS,

RAILROAD CARS, MILL WORK

GENERAL JOBBING WORK,

OF EVEKY DESCEIPTION

MOULDINGS, BRACKETS,

Door and Window Frames,

Planing, Sawing, Turning, Shaping, Wood

Carving,

120-122 Main Stre - - - San Francisco

J. W. WESSON,

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone No. 430.

¥ STAR *

TOOL AND MACHINE WORKS,

p. KRAJEWSKI, Proprietor,

516 and 518 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco-

WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Newel Rods. Etc.,

For Stair Work.

N. P. LANCLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner

No. 401 Mission St., SAN FRANCISCO.
Mechanics' Hall, Second Floor.

BUILDING SUPERINTENDENCE,

A New Work.

FRICK THREE »OI-IiARS

Send to this Office.
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BUILDERS' HARDWARE,
FULL LINE

OF

Light and Dark

MAKUFAOTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain i Fixtures.

The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that wiH not wear

out or break.

For Ha,le By

Dunham, Carrigan
k Co M

-DEALERS IN-

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

SA^AQE, SOIS^ & CO.,

Empire Foundry and Machine Works
i35 TO -145 FREMONT STREET, SAK FRANCISCO. CAL.

House Fronts, and Architectural Iron Work of every Description.

Mantel Grates, StaWe Fixtures, Ventilators \\i BniMers' Hardware. ^send for Price Lists.

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY,
Planing Mills,

Railroad Shops,

Car Builders,

House Builders,

Cabinet Makers,
ETC., ETC. SINGLE SPINDLE UPRIOHT SHAPER

NO. 2 SCROLL SAW.

GOODELL & V\AATERS,
COBNEB THIRTY-FIRST AND CHESTNUT STREETS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

tS" Parties In correapondlng will oblige at by mentioning tliis paper. BRACKET BAND SAW.

Pacific Press Publishing House
12thrand Castro Sts,, Oakland, 606 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

Fdnters, liigraTers, Binders, Electrotypen, ^ Stereotypsrs.

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Fine Catalogue Work: a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Journal is among the many printed by the Pacific Press.



A MONTHLY JOURNAL
DEVOTKD TO PACIFIC COAST INTERESTS

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
PACIFIC COAST ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.

VOLUME VIII, No. 1 SAN FRANCISCO, JANUARY 15, 188; TTTRMc;- i ^2 per Year, in Advance^1 Single Copies, 20 cents.

EDWARD DENNY & CO.,

Drawing Paper and Materials.

Mattieiatical M umj'm Instriieiits,

Stationers, Printers, and Blank-Book Manufacturers; Civil En-

gineers, Surveyors, Architects, ard Drauy:ht8men's Supplies.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California and Sacramento Streets, San Francisco.

it^ Send for Sample of our New Detail Paper. "Si

IlMPROTEn
HYDRAULIC RAMS.
Send for Circular and Price List. Address,
ALLEN' GAWTHKOP, 3 ., Wilmington, Del.

Awarded Medal and Diploma at the Centennial

Exhibition, Philadelphia.

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap.

BEST IK VHE.
Recommended by all the Architects

in California.

OFFICE—1901 Broadway, Oak-
land.

For Sale by Plumbers

Publisher of a Series of

OF BEST EXAMPLES OF CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTURE.

Photographer, 1023 market St., S. F.

Fr. H ROSENBAUM & CO

Plate fi Window Glass
MANUrACTORY OF MIERORS

(Quicksilver and Patent Back).

No. 567 Market (Street, opp, Saiisome.

PARQUET FLOORS.

WM. HANNAM&CO.,
Wholesale and Retail.

293 FIFTH AVE.,
NEW YORK.

Seven-eigrhths in. toncnied and
groo\ed. European styles, solid

and substantial. Also, g in. Fancy Wood Carpet Floors.

tfig'Send two-cent stamp for Book of Desijjns.

Glass l\mi d Umi Works.

CUT. STAlNflD. and UKOUKD «liASS.

Glass Cutting? Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Stained Glass Works,
1213 & 1216 Howard St.

WEgTORN I1^0N W8RK3.

(Successors to John R, Sims & Son),

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wrought-Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. Sole Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

Champion Metallic Wheelbarrow.

Iron Hoofs and Gasometers Mamc/actiired
to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,
Between Mission and Howard.

/^1W"V VERY RARE, AND
WIM lav BKAUTIFUI.!

Mantels, witli Newest Styles ot Grates,

;
^e<a.estals, TaToles, Etc.

Wareeoom-BRANNAN STREET,
Between Fifth and Sixth.

J. & F. KESSRI.FR.

C. P. SHEFFIELD. -s^« -. N. W. SPAULDING. + *^ 6^ -^ J. lATTEBSON-

C, B, PAUL'S FILES.

C SiW MANUFACTURIf COMPjlNy,,
MANUFACTURERS OF SAWS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Nos. 17 and 19 Fremont Street,
s.^^I^T iFB^A-nsrcisco, - c^^l.

AGENTS FOK

H, ROYERS' LACE LEATHER. SAW REPAIRING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
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BROWELL'S PATENT CHIMNEYS.

iL^MitLS VflTiUFllfP SA^imiTTO®^

T Qrantli. BMkat PJp«. n«I>e«r. iacnann I BabsCim

Biind Hol» Trap P. Trap. K. Trap. iBnivJQ&av^

All Sizes of the above on hand and for sale at the Lowest Prices.

First Preinium Silver Medal of Mechanics' Institute awarded for Patent
Chimneys and Ornamental Chimney Tops.

ARE THE ONLY CHIMNEYS where BANDS and FILLING can
be used to make a SMOKE and AIR-TIGHT JOINT, and with
Iron Rods or Strapped to the Building.
The U. S. Circuit Court has granted me a perpetual injunction against L. E. Clawson andjos. S.

Brown. All persons are cautioned a^'ainst usiny any improvement in sectional chimneys patented
by me. ^ Manufactured and for sale bv J. BROWEIiL, 727 Montgomery Street, S . F.

REESE LLE WELL YN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,

133 and 135 Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.

MANUFACTURER OF

Honse Fronts aM Mm] Castings

OF ALL KINDS.

D. ZEGLIO,
Carrara Marble Works.

MANUFACTUUER OP

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

1319 MISSION STREET,

Between 9th and 10th, SAN FRANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

"IT IS ALMOST HUMAN."

Ike lorlon

DOOE CHECE and SPEIHG
Renders Slamming of Doors an Impossibility .

I FRANK D. MORRELL,
1856 Market St., nr. Front, Han Francisco.

Every Description of Metal Goods Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC.

Old work refinished, repaired, and plated equal to new.

Silver Plated Amalsaniatins Plates, for sav-

Ing gold in Quartz, Placer, Gravel, and Beach Mining.

65» and 055 MISSION STREET,
Between New Montgomery and Third, San Francisco, Cal.

E, a. DEHrariSTOlIf proprietor.

CARPENTER and JOINER.

(3>3-.A.'rxosa'.^\.Xj.)

ILLUSTHATED EY S6 PLATES.

BY JAMES H. MONCKTON,

In cloth,
- $5 C«

Address the ofBre of this Journai,.

kii laitilj
Made in representation of Ancient and Mod-

em Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau-

rel. Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood

ENAMELED, POLISHED.
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

G RATE S.

BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,
— FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

lEnglish Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO., ""^^^l^^^^r^^k'^^^''
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Pacific Rolling Mill Co.
s.<s>.isr i^i^.A.3src;isoo, cj..a.Xj.

MANUFACTURERS OF

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON,

Boiled Beams,

Rolled Beams, Doible,

Angle, Channel, and T Iron,

Bridge and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws,

Nuts, Washers, etc.

Stuani boat Shafts,

Cranks, Pistons,

L Connecting Rods.

Rolled Beams, 4, 6, 8, and l©i inch.

Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames

Mining Machinery Forgings,

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Hammered Iron of every description.

1

J

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Block, Room f.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 50,

and 56 pounds to the vard. ±
No. 29 :;

The Latest,Lowestln Price,

NL) .MOST .VCCIK.XTE

RECTORY
Qf ths Architects ta the United States and Territories ever published.

Bound in Board, Sentfree on receipt of$1.00, by the

USEFUL PUBLISHING CO., 1293 Broadway, New Yorlf.

Call the attention of the Archit-ect to your production anil he assured that
if it has MKKIT you have also reached the Owner,

Builder, Masou, Decorator, etc.

TROY
MacMnery Co,

-CAOi-

(IIMITED.)

MAEBLE UAHTELS,

ONYI BELGIAN BLACK. TENNESSEE

ITALIAN AND STATUARY

TILE mm, BEARTHS k FINE GRATES.

w. H. Mccormick,

827 MARKET ST., BET. 4th AND 5th.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LAUNDRY MACHINERY
AND DKALEKS !\

LAUNDRY SUPPLIES,
297 Wabash Ave.

^ Chicago, III.

Complete Outats for HOTELS and PUB-
LIC INSTITUTIONS.

Plans for Laundries will be furnished to Archi-
tects on application to

I

J. E. CHAPPELL, Agent,
I

20y Fell Street, San Francisco.

mecnanics^
«iGeometry

OR THE

SCIENCE OF njME,
BY THE

Use of Card-Board.

Price Has Been EeSncei to

gb) mm
!)f)

-Olz-T-

Hot WaterAjSteam Heating
For all Classes of Buildings.

1 have introduced this system in over 400 houses on thfs Coast where it is

now in operation. All work Guaranteed.

Sole Mannfacturer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER
Mole Asent for

BUNDY'S PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.

AIho Agent for

Gold's Improved Sectional Boiler for Low Pressure Steam.

^ Office 30 New Montgomery St., under Palace Hotel

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.
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HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Healinjf Public Buildings and Private Dwellings by the Most Approved

HOT ABATER SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this line has given perfect satisfaction in every instance, and we will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

' We also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY &L CO.

614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO

W^ALL PAPER,
Interior Decorating,

WINDOW SHADES,

JEtOOIVI ]VIOXJLr>IINC^«,

LINCRUSTA WALTON,

Faper Hang-ers' Tools.

—And a full line of—

Ingrain Tapestry and Body Brussels Carpets

JAMES DUFFY,

•17 9IAKKET 8TRKET.

'^Stains
FOR SHINGLES,

CLAPBOARDS, FENCES, ETC.

Sam H CABOT
70 Kilbv St., Boston.

Send for Full Descriptive Circular.

irrt5' be fouiul rn file

at GEO. P. HOWELL
h CO.'S Nbwkpai'Kr

THIS PAPER
ADVKRTirtiNO Bi'KKAi' (lo Sjimce street), where advertisinp

rraTfoT-aN NEW YORK.

"NONE SUCH"
CHIMNEY TOP IVENTILATOR
THIS

VENTILATOR is especially valuable for regulating draft

(upwards and downwards) made by the light, unstable atmosphere
of the Coast Range of Mountains. The hundreds of tall stovepipes
erected on the chimney tops of houses indicate inconvenience and
trouble in the kitchen, the parlor, and chambers below.

San Francisco, October 26, 1885.

To whom it may concern :

1 take pleasure in stating that the " None Such" Chimney Top and Ventilator,
which was put upon the smoke-stack of the Baldwin Hotel about two months age, lias

given complete satisfaction.

It has increased the draft to such an extent that there is a perceptible saving
in the amount of coal consumed; smaller fires than heretofore will now ansnc.' to

keep up the steam, thus causing a gi*eat saving of the boiler also. We have herefoiwre
had much difficulty in keeping up the amount of steam steadily required, owing tj

the lack of draft, all of which is now remedied by the use of the " None Such" Chiu.-

nev Top and Ventilator. I heartily recommend its use to all persons, where a stroni;

draft is required. PEARSON & ARNOLD,
Proprietors the Baldwin.

All Sizes Manufactured and Sold by KNEASS & CO., 29 Taylor St., San Francisco

SOIiE AOKXTS FOK THE PACIFIC COAST.

Agents Wanted for Interior Cities, Oresron, Nevada, Washinerton Territory, and Arizona

JOB WORK IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

BURR'S NEW WASTE PIPE HOPPER, For the NEW PLUMBING LAW.

53
E. •.

itl

1 1

earned ov«r $.'»•' in s day Eilbet ex . younR or old. Capita)
not required. Yon arestarled free. ThoBe whoilart at onca
are absolute] r sure of mug Utile forlunea. All is new.

This Slop Hopper coniplutcly traps the f'nil air arnJ ffases

arisiiiK trora Draiiiu and SewerH. Burr^H Mtoiioli Trap
is Buperior to all others, and ts the only one whith prevents
the (Iratn-pipes from becoming stopped up. It can be placed
in the yar<l, kitchen, or wherever convenient. Xlie. Trad**
Supplied. The specificatioiiH of Architects call for Uurk's No.
1 Hoi'PBR AND Trap Combined, which is the beat recommended
for its superiority. I4eii<l for Circular.

I £

s =5 8

o S

M 2

Poo.
This hood 'protects the

it look neat ; the front is

an open trap Hopper. It

inch outlet.

Address 667 Mission St., San Francisco.

pipe and makes

open, making it

has a 2 and 4-

BURR'S WEATHER STRIP, Harsha's Patent.
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JOSEPH SMITH,
CONTRACTOR VOK

BRICKWORK, STONEWORK,

GRADING,

SEWER WORK and PATENT CHIMNEYS.

Agent for Gladding McBean

Sewer Pipes, Patent Ghimneys,

AlVn TERRA COTTA WARE.

BRICK FOUNDATIONS
Put under frame building at tlie shortest nctire and most

reasonable rates.

YARDH: Valencia St., bet. 17th and INth
and 2»»», -^SSS, 2V.37 Mission Street, bet. S5th
and itOtlt.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Co. of California

FIRE AND MARINE.

National « Assurance *
Company,

OIF II^EL^A-n^ID,

Atlas Assurance Company,
OF LONDON,

BOYLSTON INSURANCE COMPANY, OF BOSTON.

H. M. NEWHALL & CO,

GENERAL AGENTS.

309 and 31 1 Sansome St., - - • - - - San Francisco, Cal.

PrlDcipal Office, 439 galifornia St., Xafa Dsposit BniWing

,SAN FKANCISCO.
j

.

JOHN H. WISE, Vresident, I

CHAS. A. LATON, Secretary. 0-A..OJdL

W. D, FERINE,
MANUFACTLrRER OF

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Garden Walks.

Basement Floors, Carriage Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building Stone,

URNS, VASES, STONE COPING and STEPS

Entrance to Cemetery Ijots. Caskets.

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 28 New Montgomery St. OAK-

LAND OFFICE, 457 Nintli st. Residence, 809 Oak st. Oakland.

LOCKS # DOOR BOLTS.
A very important feature of the IVES' SASH LOCK is in

its securely locking when closed and simultaneously drawing
the meeting- rails closely toj^ether. All tlie movements are

a'jcomplished by cams without the instrumentality of springs,
thus avoiding the possibility of getting out of order.

IVES' PATENT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with -a bit,
and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts
afford. Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts are protected
by nine letters patent, and are manufactured in over forty-

styles of finish.

One Sample only Ives' Patent Sash Lock, mailed post-paid
to any Carpenter sending his address, with 10 cts. in stamps.
Illustrated price lists, showing fort^'-six styles of goods,
mailed frte.

H. B. IVES & CO.,
Sole Manufacturers and Patentees, New Haven, Conn.

Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts, sold by all iki.lers
in Hardware.

Norris Window Pulley Mortising Machine ^Pulley.

CAPACITY:

Nine Mortises

Per Minute.

OVER
600 Machines

Now IN Use
mmmmm iii oototby.

The Norris Machine and Pulley is used by nearly all the Leading Sash, Door, and BImd
Manufacturers of the following: Cities :

NASHUA, New Hamp hire; BURLINGTON, Vermont; BOSTON, Massacliuset s; WATERTOWN, Ma-ssaclmsctts; CAMBRIDGE, Massachusetts; LOWELL, Massachusetts; WORCES-
TER, Massachusetts; HOLYOKE, Massachusetts; LAWRENCE, Massachusetts; NEW YORK, New York; BUFFALO, New York; BROOKLYN, New York; PHILADELPHIA, Peimsylva-
i.ia WILLIAMSPOKT, Pennsylvania; SUNBUBY', Peniisjlvaiiia; PITTSBURG, Pennsylvania; GLEN ROCK, Pennsv Ivania; WARREN, Pennsylvania; MIDDLETOWN, Pennsylvania;
COLUMBIA, Pennsylvania; LANCASTER, Penn^ylvania; SAVANNAH, Georifia; BALTIMORE, Maryland; UiVKE DE GRACE, Maryland; WILMINGTON, Delaware; ASBURY PARK,
New Jersey; DANVILLE, Virginia; AUGUSTA, Georgia; New Haven, Connect. cut: MARyUKTTE, Michigan; PORTLAND, Oregon; ERIE, Penn-ylvania; INDIANAPOLIS, Indiana; SAN
JOSE, California; CHICAGO, Illinois; ROCK ISLAND, Illinois; MILWAUKEE, Wi3C0;isin; CEDARBURG, Wisconsin; ST. LOUIS, Missouri; KANSAS CITY, Missuuri; DENVER, Colorado

SACRAMENTO, Calitornia; BELFAST, Maine; WINONA, Mi nesota; CANISTEO, New York; CINCINNATI, Ohio; CLEVELAND, Ohio; WASHINGTON, District of Columbia; LOUIS,
VILLE, Kentucky; HAMPTON, Virginia; TOLEDO, Ohio; SANDUSKY, Ohio; HAMILTON, Ohio; CHILLICOTHE, Ohio; DETROIT, Michigan; EVANSVILLE. Indiana; PRATTVILLE,
Alabama; GALVESTON, Texas; HOUSTON, Texas; COLUMBUS, Ohi>; CHATTANOOGA, Tennessee; RICHMOND, Virginia; LYNCHBURG, Virginia; CLINTON, Iowa; PORTDEPOSIT,
Maryland; PADUCAH, Kentucky; DANVILLE, Kentucky .

You postively cannot afford to do without the NORRIS PULLEY AND MORTISKR . It is the only machine made that will mortise for every kind of Pulley. No difMculty in starting
maclune; 119 scraping otf edges of bits; nothing to get out of repair. It is a heavy, solid, substantial machine, buiit for work, and we guarantee it to do five times the work of any other

Pulley Machine. It does not require any skilled labor to run it, no bell tighteners to wear out the belts. In tact, it is pronounced by all, and is i'Ositively the only machine for Mortising
Pulleys. Our Pulleys are the strongest and best made in the country. We make 600 different qualities, and if any other style of pulley was given to you it would not pay to use it. We
refer you to the leading Sash, Door, and Blind Manufacturers of the entire country. Information and Samjiles sent on application. Very respectfully yours,

C. SIDNEY NORRIS & CO., 36 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Md.
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WALL

W
Imitation Stained Qlass,

MOOmSH FEET WOBi:.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

NOTICE,
OWNERS and CONTMOTOES!

Bell Hanging, Gas Lighting,

Locksmithing in All Its Branches.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

A\^ILL & FI^CK,
76e MARKET STREET.

I^OTIGE QUE

BOOK 4 OFFKRS
>ON PA.GE 9.

SETH THOMAS

WATCH
BestWatch in America

for the Price.

COUNTRY AND CITY HOMES.

Price, Fifty Cents each, post-paid. Send to this Office.

Apehiteetural and Meehanieal Books

s we are closing out onr stock of ^lielf Books, we
will dispose of those on hand at first cost.

T|@=-THOSE IN WANT OF BARGAINS SHOULD CALL EARLY. -Si«r

GAS FIXTURES, •: AND MANTELS.
AGENCY SCANLAN & CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.,

FINE MARBLEIZED
t

Slate and Iron Mantels,

agency conavay m'f'g co., mil\vaukee, wis.,

FINE WOOD MANTELS.

Gas Fixtures of Every Description, of Latest Designs.

• ^ Tiles, Grrates, and Mantel Trimminpcs. '^l

BUSH & MALLETT, 34 Geary Street, Above Kearny.
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THE

dalitaiai^r'cpeGfi^ Building WeW?.
A MONTHLY JOURNAL,

Devoted to Architecture, Decorating, and Furnishing.

PRICK, $2.00 PER annum:.

we glance cautiously at the impenetrable future, and as far as it-

mysteries can be judged by the appearances and indications pos-
sible of utilization, we feel vvell assured in saying that the builds

ing business in San Francisco will be good during the year 1887.

There are signs of encouragement in all directions, and it is safe

to anticipate large activities in building improvements.

The official organ of the Pacific Coast Association of Architects. Published

by the SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL PUBLISHLNG CO.

No. 240 Montgomery Street, Rooms 11, 12, 13.

Sul)scribers will please notify us promptly of any failure to receive this journal,

and also of any change in their address.

Advertisements inserted at reasonable rates.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., JANUARY 15, 1887.

Our patrons are informed that C. L. Crabbe

has no connection whatever with this Journal.

He is not authorized to make any collections, or

receive either subscriptions or advertisements.

Bound Volumes of the year 1886 are

now ready. "We will forward a copy to

any address upon receipt of $2.50.

HAND IN OR SEND
Your SSUBSCJRir>T10JN S for ISST'
To THOSE who SO promptly responded to our request for imme-

diate settlement of subscription and advertising balances,

WE SAY, THANK YOU.

To those against whose names remain unpaid balances, we say,

PLEASE PAY UP AT ONCE.

Remembeiing that—Defrauding an editor is considered one of

the meanest kinds of peculation; that—" Honest men are the

gentlemen of nature;" that—"The man who pauses in his

honesty, lacks but little of the rogue;" that—A rogue in

spirit is a rogue in gain."

Therefore,-
—Let every one who receives or reads this journal,

forthwith forward to this office, its subscription price for 1887,

and any and all unpaid indebtedness.

The Outlook for 1887.

IT
IS PK0.MISI.\(J. True, the natural tendencies of the human

mind, hopes and desires, are to anticipate and prognosticate
continuance of good things, and to grasp after every appearance

or indication of better; and often,' the mere •' wish being father

to the thought," induces prophesying and predictions which have
no other foundation tiian the desire that the thing predicted may
be realized and enjoyed. False hopes are often stimulated by
unreal appearances, which, logically and intelligently considered,
fail of any reasonably well assured probability; hence people
frequently deceive themselves, and venture out upon the merest
crust of prospect, beneath which may lie almost fathomless depths
of disappointment.

Fully impressed with the correctness of the suggestions made,

An Effort in the Right Direction.

THE
responsible and better class of carpenter contractors in

San Francisco, have for a considerable time, maintained an

organization designed to remedy the many gross and glar-

ing irregularities, an evil long existing in the building trade.

And as we understand it, while the .objects and purposes of the

society are mutual protection and individual ri-hts and interests,

they are claimed upon rational, intelligent, just, and equitable

grounds.
To say that the building, particularly the carpenter contract-

ing, business, has, in the main, been run loosely in San Francisco

during the past three decades or more, commencing in tlie early

periods of this city's history, and at times since becoming most

deplorably bad, with failure succeeding failure, followed by pro
rata settlements, and discredit upon an honorable business, does

not fully express the state of things that has been. The object
of the organization is, to arrive at right understandings as be-

tween owners and contractors, and the establishment of such

practices as will be impartially just between all parties. Own-
ers and contractors have respective equal rights and equities.

Neither should seek nor wish to gain undue advantage. But the

fact must be admitted that the man who does lionest work and

pays his bills, one hundred cents on evei-y dollar, stands but little

show in competition with those who substitute wood butchery for

workmanship, and settle tlieir indebtedness at ninety or perhaps
ten per cent on the dollar. And it must also b- admitted that it is

a most provoking and distressing attitude for men of integrity to

be forced to occupy, to silently witness their chosen life avoca-

tion demoralized and abused, and the once honorable distinction

of " honest mechanic," besmeared with the filth and foulness of

men enjoying but limitcdly, or not at all, mechanical kiwwledge,
to an extent entitling them t;> recognition as "skillful workmen,"
and whose honesty of purposes and practices are ever contingent

upon the uncertaintries of either their defective or designin,'

judgments, with no care for the often damaging results that

follow.

Any number of right thinking men who can combine and bring
into practice methods and procedures which will abate the evils

that have been and are in the building business, and bring about
a bettered and improved condition of things, deserves comn)enda-

tion; and we hope that a generous and just disposition will be

exercised by all in interest—contractors, architects, and owners
a ike—each of whom, being just and honest in every intent and

purpose, should have but one common sentiment in reference to

matters so plain of understanding as those involved in the erec-

tion of buildings.

Meeting of the S. F. Chapter.

THE
regular monthly session of the Chapter was held on the

7th inst. President A. Pissis presiding, B. E. Henricksen,

Secretary.
Minutes of previous meeting read and approved. Mr. Sanders

on behalf of the Committee on Classes, read an interesting paper
in relation to the progress of the class work, and the necessity
for increased facilities in the shape of a convenient room for class

meetings, as well as a permanent place
—a headquarters for the

Chapter. Mr. Sanders read the paper with much earnestness,
and expressed the hope that erelong there would be that concert

of action applied, which would secure all that is necessary to

make both the class work and the Chapter grand successes. The

report was adopted and ordered spread upon the minutes.'

The committee on the application of Arthur M. Squires, for stu-

dent membership,reported favorably, and the candidate was elected.

The appointment of a committee to confer with the Board of

Freeholders, in reference to a Board of Public Works and a

EACH SUCCESSIVE ISSUE OF THIS JOURNAL WILL SHOW A MARKED IMPROVEMENT.
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Front Elevation for a Conveniently Arranged Country Home.

City Engineer was suggested, and a committee of three, consist-

ing of Mr. John Wright, James E. Wolfe, and J. Gash was ap-

pointed for the purpose.
A committee of three—James E. Wolfe, T. J. Welsh, and J.

Gash was appointed to consult with a like committee from the
Builders' Association of California, in reference to amendments
to the Mechanic's Lien Law.
A general discussion of the Lien Law ensued, and some of its

many objectionable features reviewed, showing its inequities and

uncertainties, and its illy expressed intents, meanings, and ap-

plications.
The reading of a paper on ancient and modern plumbing was

deferred until the February meeting.

Building Summary for January.

Considering the dull period through which this city has been

passing, the statement for the current month is very satisfactory,

exceeding in amount any similar period on record. Our country
building interests are looking up very finely, and a great deal of

work is assured to mechanics during the coming year.

In January, 1885, we reported in this journal,

73 Building Engagements, of the value of
$b02,586.

In January, 1886,

79 Building Engagements, of the value of

$623,250.

In January, 1887,
Eleven brick buildings $475,000

Forty frame "
160,200

Eight additions, ikc 15,500

Making a total for January, 1887, of

59 Building Engagements of the value of

$650,750.

COUNTRY BUILDING ITEMS.

fVe call especial attention to onr list of improvements in every

portion of tlie Pacitic slope.

"
Carpenters' Steel Square and Its Uses."

Wk have just received a large consignment of this practical
work for mechanics, and upon receipt of $1.00 will forward a

copy to any address.

OUR EIGHTH VOLUME.
With this number toe begin the eighth volume of

this journal. Since January, 1879, we have suc-

cessfully carried en the enterprise of establishing an
arch i tec tura I journal en the Pacific Coas t. We en ter

the new year full of confidence for the future, and
our ambition is more than gratified when we reflect

that, from a few subscribers in the start, we can

boast of a larger circulation than all the rest of archi-

tectural journals combined that are published west

of the Rocky Mountains- We sincerely thank our

numerous patrons who have dons so much to help
us. Subscription price will remain the same, viz.

$2.00 per year in advance.

The Best of Drummers.

II THERE is no better drummer for business men than a well-

•I* established and reliable trade journal. It pays no railway

fare, for no extra baggage, for no luxurious liotel bills, for

no cigars or other incidentals usually charged up to the firm by
the regular traveling man. It goes directly to the customer each

and every week at all seasons of the year. It is a constant me-
dium of friendly intercourse between the wholesaler and retailer.

It tells the latter from week to week how and where he may
order the latest and most attractive goods, and points out to him
the most favorable time for buying and stocking up his store.

The trade journal is constantly growing in importance. Its

merits are being recognized more and more each year, as is evi-

denced by the increase of its subscription list, and the extent of

its advertising patronage.

It is a common idea that a "
chimney cannot be too large;"

in other words, the larger the area of the flues the better the

draught will be. This is not always the case. In many cases—
in foundries, manufactories, .etc.—where a chimney has been

built large enough to serve for future additions to the boiler

power, the draught has been much improved as additional boil-

ers have been set to work The cause of this is to l>e fountl in the

increased steadiness of draught, where several boilers arc at work
and are fired successively, as also in the better maintenance of

the temperature of the flue.

An old saw-mill man explains the origin of the term " mill

culls
"
thus: " In old times this was the class of culls that went

to the mill man in lieu of a saw bill, consequently
" mill culls.'"

NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE FOR 1887, $2.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.
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Conveniently Arranged Country Home.

ON
page 2 we present the elevation, and on page 3 the plan,

for a very desirable and well arranged country or suburban

home. The elevation is one that will attract attention from

its neatness and simplicity. It is especially designed to do away
with all fancy outside work. The plan is admirably adapted for

a home in the country where fluctuations of temperature occur.

A perfect system of ventilation can be had through the various

parts <rf the house. In case of a hot spell, there is room enough
on the side porch for a table, so the occupants can dine in the

open air.

The bath-room is handy of access from several rooms, as well

as being in easy communication with the outside porch. A pass
slide between the pantry and dining-room closet enables the

servant to confine all the smell of cooking to its proper quarters.
The front chamber is conveniently arranged for visits from

"
city cousins." There is ample closet room. If thought more

desirable, one of the windows looking out on side porch can be

changed for a door.

CARPENTERS' STEEL SQUARE AND ITS USES, PRICE $1.00

History of the Saw-Mill.

1 1 fHERE are few tools more ancient than the saw. All the

•I* ancient nations appear to have had it; certainly the Hin-

doos, the Egyptians, the Greeks, and the Romans. The
saw may have existed even before there were any men on earth.

There is a creature called the saw-fly, with the saws in its tail,

which it actually uses for sawing the stems, leaves, and fruits

wherein its eggs are to be deposited. There is also a saw-fish,

the long snout of which is a saw. It is said also that the original
inhabitants of the island of Madeira found a ready-made saw in

the backbone of a fish.

The Greeks had a pretty story attributing the invention of

the saw to the accidental finding of the jaw-bone of a snake by
one Talus, who used it to cut through a small piece of wood.

Being a slave, and finding that the jaw bone eased his labor, he

made a saw of iron, and thus gave mankind a new and most

valuable tool.

The ancient saws difiered from ours in two ways. The teeth

were so arranged that the cut was made by pulling instead of

pushing; and the teeth, instead of being set one to the right and
one to the left alternately, were set so that ten or a dozen in

succession were slanted one way, and the same number the other

way. The ancients had several varieties of the implement. The

Greeks, for example, had crosscut saws for two men, also saws

for cutting marble into slabs. And they had a kind of tubular

saw for hollowing out a marble bath-tub, similar in principle to

the method now employed.

Among the pictures uncovered in the buried city of Hercu-
laneum there is a representation of two genii sawing a piece of

wood on a carpenter's bench very much like ours, and using a

saw with a wooden frame similar to those now employed. Still

more strange, the frame saw, tightened with a rope and stick,

such as our street wood-sawyers use, was probably as familiar

to the Romans as it is to us.

A saw-mill, however, by which wind, water, or steam is made
to do the hardest part of the work, was not known to any ancient

nation. Sawing by hand, next to digging a stiif clay soil, is

about the hardest work that men ordinarily have to do. It is

therefore not surprising that our ease-loving race began to ex-

periment a good while ago with a view to applying the forces of

nature to the performance of this toil.

A learned German investigator, who has investigated the sub-

ject very thoroughly, states that the first trace of the saw-mill yet
discovered is in the records of the German city of Augsburg for

the year 1337. The reference is .slight, and does not fix the fact

with certainty. But there are two saw-mills near that city
which are known to have existed as far back as 1417, and they
are still used. Before that valuable invention, all boards and

planks were split with wedges, and then hewn to the requisite
smoothness with the ax. The splitting of boards is still prae
ticed in remote settlements, as I myself have seen

;
and it is re-

corded of Peter the Great, of Russia, that he had much difiiculty

in inducing the timber cutters of his empire to discontinue the

method. At length he issued an edict forbidding the exportation
of split planks. Even in Norway, covered w th forests as it

was, there was not one saw-mill before 1530. Nowhere in

Europe, it appears, was the introduction of the saw-mill so long
resisted as in England. In 1663 a Hollander erected one in

London
;
but it brought upon the poor man such an outcry and

opposition that he was obliged to abandon it. The .sawing of

Plan for Conveniently Arranged Country Home.

timber by hand furnished occupation, at that time, and long

after, to large numbers of strong men. In every town there

were saw-pits, as they were called, for the convenience of the

sawyers, one of whom stood at the bottom of the pit and the

other on the log. We can easily imagine that when every beam,

plank, and board, thick or thin, had to be sawed by hand, the

sawyers must have been a formidable body, both from their

numbers and their strength.
After the failure of the Dutcliman in 1663, there was no

serious attempt to start another saw-mill in England for more
than a hundred years. In 1767, an English timber dealer of

large capital built a saw-mill to be moved by the wind. It was

thought to be a great and difficult enterprise, and it attracted

much public attention. Some- years before an author had ex-

plained the advantages and economy of saw-mills; then the

Society of Arts gave the scheme of building one their approval,
and finally the mill was actually built by an engineer who had

studied the saw-mills of Holland and Norway. No sooner was

the mill complete than the sawyers assembled in great force and

tore it to pieces. The Government compensated the owner for

his loss, as was just. Some of the rioters also were convicted

and imprisoned. A new mill was then built, which was allowed

to work without molestation, and proved so profitable that others

were soon introduced.

BUILDING CORRESPONDENCE DESIRED FROM EVERY PORTION OF THE PACIFIC SLOPE.
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Design for Country Mansion.

The accompanying engraving is taken
from a design that was awarded a diploma
at one of the fairs held by the Mechanics'
Institute in this city. James E. Wolfe,
architect.

MECHANICS'
Price - . .

GEOMETRY,
- - $4.00.

J

Design for Country Mansion.

' In no part of the world, probably, has the saw been more

minutely and curiously developed than in Great Britian, where

they have saws so fine as to cut diamonds, and circular saws

nine feet in diameter and a quarter of an inch thick. They have

also veneer saws so accurately adjusted as to cut eighteen slices

of veneer from a rosewood plank an inch thick. In London

they will put a log of mahogany upon the mill and cut it into

slices so thin that the sawdust weighs more than the veneer.

Yankees have beaten this performance. They take a piece of

mahogany or rosewood, soften it by steam, and cut it into veneers

with a knife, without making a grain of sawdust.

Daniel Webster tells us that his father had a saw- mill after

his removal to New Hampshire, at the source of the Merriniac

River. Daniel, who was by no means fond of labor at any part

of his life, liked nothing better in his boyhood than to attend

this saw-mill, because when he had put his log in position and

started the saw, he had sixteen good minutes for rest or reading
before the business required further attention.—Journal of Prog-
ress.

And we may further add that it is a part and

parcel of the history of the successful saw-mills on

this coast that they have been supplied with saws
made by the works under the control of Messrs.

Spaulding, Patterson & Sheffield, and known as the

Pacific Saw Manufacturing Co , Ncs. 17 and 19 Fre-

mont Street, San Francisco- All the saws in the

mills are supplied with the patent Spaulding in-

serted teeth. The one fact that it is the successful
mills that have used these saws, should induce every
proprietor on the Pacific slope to at once replace their

oU-fashioned saws by the splendid new manufact-
ures of the Pacific Manufacturing Cc.

A 4x8 billiard table requires a room not less than 13x17 feet.

Closet Ventilation.

NEW JERSEY architect claims
the distinction of being the first

hou.se-desi ner to ventilate clothes

closets, and this fame-making act was

performed in the year of grace '86. Some
of our readers may contest the claim,
but we are compelled to admit we have
never seen a ventilated clothes closet in a

private dwelling, although we have long
been in search of one. Seriously, this

failure on the part of architects is a mat-
ter of grave importance, and when it is

considered that no cost is attached to the

oljtaining of what all admit the necessity
for, the continued neglect of architects

in this respect is past accounting for.

The St. Paul Farmer has been publishing
a series of e.xcellent articles on common
sense in building, and while it emphasizes
the housekeeper's demand for closets, it

forgets to ventilate them. It says:
"
So,

in planning a home, the ladies' wishes
must be attentively considered, 'first,

last, and all the time.' Generally the
firsc demand is for closets large ana clos-

ets many, closets dark and closets airy,
closets here and closets there—closets

everywhere! But though closets may be
classed in the category of those good
things of which it is difficult to have too

many, still they are to be kept judi-

ciously in the background, filling space which would not other-
wise be of much use, as at the end of halls and in ' half stories

'

in the low space under the roof at the side of rooms. For in-

stance, if the wing of a house is sixteen feet wide, and the walls
run up but three feet above the second floor level, leaving the

ceiling to slope from that height upwards, the space near the
walls is of very little use in a room. But if three feet be taken
oflT for a closet at each side, then there results a room ten feet

wide, with side walls high enough for most purposes in a bed-

room, and with two good closets, or one of the closets may be
entered from another room or hallway."

—£x.

[We print the above merely to show the errors in the article

to those acquainted with facts. Plans are on file in this oflice

that are nearly a quarter of a century old, showing plainly the
ventilation of closets by moans of a hole in the ceiling covered
with wire cloth, and having direct communication between the

joists with the outside air. How anyone can have the cheek
to claim a new invention in '86 that is of almost ancient origin,
is an insolvable mystery.

—Ed. Architect.]

A Simple Rule for Measuring Straight Logs.

THE
Southern Lumbernuui says an experienced log and

lumber inspector gives the following short and easily re-

membered rule for ascertaining the contents of a log by
Doyle's rule when a copy of Scribner's book is not available:—

Rl'LE.—Square the diameter of the log after subtracting 4

inches from it, and the result will be the e.vact contents in inch

boards of a log 16 feet long. A log 8 feet long will be half this

amount, 12 feet long three-quarters, 14 feet long seven-eights,
and so on.

Oak may be darkened by exposure to the fumes of ammonia
in a close box, but if the work is first oiled with linseed oil and

wiped diy with a cotton or linen cloth, and then a solution of

bichromate of potash (say half ounce of potash to one pint of

water) be applied, it will darken it and not raise the grain, either

of oak, mahogany, or cherry. Care, however, must be taken

that the work is not made too dark by too many applications of

the solution.

EVERT ARCHITECT SHOULD TAKE A PRIDE IN BEAUTIFYING THIS JOURNAL.
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Design for City Flats.

[The accompanying elevation and plans for city flats were prepared by Mr. Salfeld, architect,

216 Kearny Street. We append his personal description of the same. In future it will be the

aim of the editor of this journal to secure the best talent available for illustrations of houses of

every conceivable design and form. J

E present on this page a design for two flats in the Eastlake style of archi-

tecture, the first containing six rooms and the second seven. With the ex-

ception of a hall bedroom on the second floor, and one or two closets on the

first, the two plans are designed nearly alike, and one description will answer for

both. The elevation has a graceful and picturesque effect, and is cheap and eco-

nomical in construction. The architraves of the bay-window and entablature over

portico are supported by small turned columns, unique in design, and very pretty
and attractive. The columns of the porch are turned with octagon cap, faced with

small rosettes. The frieze of the entablature is constructed with turned balusters,

with ornamental scroll work, and blocked bed mould above. The projecting gable
over bay-window is finished with turned rosettes, fancy shingling, and moulded

cornice. The light and airy exposure, convenient arrangement, closet accommo-

dations, etc., of the spacious rooms, can readily be seen by referring to the floor

plans. The halls extend through the building, thus affording communication with

any of the rooms without passing through others. In the hall of the first story are

two large closets, and a flight of basement stairs, with door opening into hall, is

constructed under stairs leading to second story. The basement is seven feet and

six inches high, planked and partitioned off into cellars and other rooms. The rooms

are well proportioned, provided with commodious closets, and all other necessaries

required by a family who appreciate the conveniences of a model home. We wish

our j-eaders to understand that a plan is the main consideration in building, and
that an elevation can be changed into any style to suit the taste of the owner,
therefore we devote more time and Sjace to the study and description of the plan,

knowing it to be most important.

[The above is from a new California work

entitled, "Country and City Homes." It con-

tains eighty pages of designs for all classes of

buildings, and is sold for 50 cts. a copy. We
will forward one to any address upon receipt of

the amount.—Ed.]
EfeVcatlDIl

B. ff.Kt-et.
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ASKED, ANSWERED, AND COMMUNICA.TED.
tf^ Architects, Con-

tractors, Carpenters ,

and Mechanics gener-

ally are respect-
(uUy requested to fur-

nish us items of inter-

est for this column,

will gladly answer

any and all questions

pertaining to the archi.

tectural and building

interests. If illustra-

tions are necessary to

explain your ideas, send

us a sketch of them and

we will make the cuts.

Free to All.

The columns of this journal are open to all who differ with us upon any subject pre-

sented. We are too old in years and experience to assume that we have passed the reef

of human liability to err, or for one moment to supjiose that we ha\e reached the realnij

of thought where perfection reij^ns supreme. But this we do assure —that whate^er of

error there may be contained in our columns will be speedily corretted, as soon as atten-

tion is directed thereto, and we are convinced of the error. We will give place to a reply

in any case, when a mistake or wrong statement has occurred. It is our desire and pur-

pose to be fair, just, and correct in all things, and do no person or subject any violence.

We therefore invite free discussion and criticism, and ^ain state that the columns of this

journal are at the service of all who desire to differ with us upon any theory or subject,

or who take exception to anything at any time appearing in our columns.

We intend to make a specialty of this department of our journal, and, in order to

make it thoroughly interesting, we desire the co-operation of all architects, mechani s,

etc., whether subscribers or not. In this column there is a great opportunity for com-

parison of ideas on the practical questions of the daj'; and we hope to receive from thtise

interested, and especially amongst builders, questions arising in their daily practice.

No matter what may be the solutions given to the various pr^iblenis presented, we shall

only be too pleased to receive replies from our readers, where they see other and better

solutions for them. If a general interchange of ideas can be brought about, great ad-

vantages will ensue to all. Let not a month go by without bring ng up for discussion

practical topics in the architectural, mechanical, or scientifical pursuits. We desire a

general expression of opinions, for or against, of every aiticle presented by us. Every

communication will receive deliberate and careful consid ration.

Editors Architect: I noticed in your December issue that

Mr. D. Bink was in trouble, and had applied to you for information

in regard to a rule to mark out the top and bottom cut of a slop-

ing brace of square timber, with the diagonal corners standing

vertically over the opposite. In answer, 1 offer the following:
—

1. To a man that can make all the cuts and bevels necessary
for framing a hip roof. Tf you compare the top end of the

brace with the ridge and valley rafter in a roof, you will readily
see that they are the same. So if you take a square stick, say
a 4x4, it will form a | pitch. If the brace is set at an angle of

forty-five degrees, you get the bevel thus:—

Fig. 1.

Take one-half of the diagonal width, as at A B, and measure

this distance along the edge of the stick, as at C D. Squani
over to the other and join D F. Measure as before, making E F

equal to CD. Square across timber again, and join F G.

2. For a simpler way, that will suit all l)races and at any
angle, take a piece of timber and mark as above. Suppose you
have a 4x4 to be cut, say 6 feet from a post, and run up on the

post 8 feet 6 inches. Lay your square on the lines laid down
thus :

—

^^V
if_£l

\ I

_ji.

Fig. 3.

Tr-ansfer the distance A B in figure 2 to the side of the timber
in figure 3. Square over to the other edge, and join the angles
as before; then cut.

Another way: Take your square and find the distance across

from 8| on one arm of the square to 6 on tlie otlier, same as for

a common rafter. Tliis distance will mark the side, using the

line formed by the arm of the square with the 6.

Fig. 4.

Cross over on the other side and cut.

Fig. 5.

A B represents the ridge or edge of the 4x4; the line to the
left of B the valley or side of the 4x4. It will be noticed that
the ridge A is one-half the width of the width B.

Of course if my propositions hold good, and practical expe-
rience has so proven them, any distance can be used instead of

those given, by applying the instructions given.
Yours truly, B. McManus.

Oakland, Dec. 29, 1886.

[The above is one of several answers received in regard to the

inquiry of Mr. Bink. We thank its author for the interest

shown, and trust that all of oiir mechanical friends will emulate
his example. We will be pleased to hear from those who make
a practical demonstration of above theory in regard to the cor-

rect working of the principles advanced.—Ed. Architect.]

Editor Architect : The liabil-

ity to split and waste of the com-
mon channel rustic, has long been a

cause of complaint among lumber-
men and builders. Nor is the V
rustic entirely free from the same

objection, but is open to a still

worse one from the fact that a split
in the tongue will not show after it

is covered by the board above, and
careless workmen will sometimes
take advantage of that fact. The

plugging required by channel rustic

is another objectionable feature.

I herewith submit a tracing of

beaded rustic that in my humble

opinion obviates all the above objec-
tions. If you think its merits suf-

ficient to warrant an illustration in

the California Architect, I would
be very much pleased to see it sub-

mitted to the readers of your Jour-
nal for their criticism.

W. H. Causon.

Woodland, Jan. 4, 1887.

BOUND NUMBERS OF THIS JOURNAL MAKE A SPLENDID BOOK OF REFERENCE.
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To FIND the weight of round iron per foot, square the diame-

ter in quarter inches and divide by six; the quotient is the an-

swer, and very near the actual weight.

It is sound business policy to patronize the liberal advertiser.

He has confidence in his goods, or lie would not risk his money
in advertising them. He can sell cheaper than a non-advertis-

ing competitor because he can manufacture in large quantities
and get material at lower prices.

For attaching mouldings and other light lumber, a new kind

of nail has been contrived, which leaves no nail holes. It is

made with a point at each end and with an outwardly projecting
head or shoulder midway between the points. The nail is first

driven into the wood by means of a punch wiiich straddles the

protruding point and bears on the head. When enoui;h have

been driven in, the moulding is placed over the nails and driven

down.

It has been ascertained that timber which has been floated in

water for a considerable time is no longer liable to the attack of

dry rot. The albumen and salts are slowly dissolved out, thus

depriving the fungus of the nutriment needful for its develop-
ment. A French experimenter has shown that fresh sawdust
rots away in a few years in damp earth, whereas sawdust from
which the soluble matters have been soaked by water, remains

unchanged under like circumstances.

The question of how to prevent checking in the ends of tim-

ber when it is being seasoned is engaging the attention of English

engineers. According to a recent report, it has been ascertained,
after trying a number of expedients, that by painting the ends of

the timber with thick glue several kinds of lumber can be dried

without checks. It is supposed that the glue penetrates far

enough to cement the layers of the wood together near the ends,
and thus keep the ends from drying faster than the rest of the

wood. Of course this metiiod requires seasoning under cover,
since rain would have the effect of dissolving the glue.

Powdered glass is largely taking the place of sand in the

manufacture of sand-paper. It is readily pulverized by heating
it red hot and throwing it into water, the finishing being done in

an iron mortar. By the use of sieves of different sizes of mesh
the powder can be separated into various grades, from the finest

dust to very coarse, and these should be kept separate. A strong

paper is tacked down and covered with a strong size of glue, and
the surface covered with powdered glass of the desired fineness;

when the glue is dry the surplus glass is shaken or brushed off.

Muslin is better than paper, and lasts much longer in use.

The blistering of paint upon wood is not, as is generally be-

lieved, the direct effect of heat upon oil in the paint. If it were,
we should find it taking the same action upon iron or plaster,

which, we need scarcely say, is not the case. Heat, in the case

as above noted, is a secondary agency, the primary one being
steam, generated from the moisture in the porous wood, below or

behind the impervious face or coating of paint. It is truly

speaking a blister; but it is also a blow, expansion or cavity
caused by the generation of steam. Blisters formed on wood, if

cut or pricked at an early stage, so as to let out the steam, may
be erased by carefully rubbing them down to their original bed,

especially so if separation has taken place on the face of the

wood, in preference to the face of the priming, or first coat of

paint.

Wooden Bolts.

TTTHE following article from an exchange on the subject of
' I * wooden bolts will doubtless prove of interest to our readers:

" Why do you make so lavish a use of nails in the carpen-
ter-work of our houses, to the exclusion of the honest, old oaken

pin ? Pull down any building, if it be merely a barn, more than

two hundred years old, and you will not find a single nail in the

original work; rafters and joists were all bolted together so stoutly

as almost to defy the tools of the destroyer. Many an old manor

barn, when pulled down of late years
—

as, unfortunately, only too

many of them are—has shown itself to have been better built

than most palaces are now. There are arguments in the way of

economy of time, and so on, in favor of the use of nails in house

buildin", but they are as nothing compared with the solid advan-

tage of using wooden bolts. The iron nails in time canker and

rot rafters and floors, but bolts hold them together
' like grim

death,' and render a house practicably indestructible."

The ash is one of the most valuable of trees. Its timber is

elastic, tough, and durable. It is called the " hu.sbandman's

tree," on account of the great variety of household and agricult-

ural implements that are made of it. It used also to be called
" the martial ash," because weapons of war were formed of its

light, yet tough wood.

Recent inquiries show that among the 20,000 .carpenters in

London, the expert workers average only eighteen cents an hour,

while the inexpert get only twelve cents. Carpenters in Paris

can only earn $1.70 for ten hours' work; in Berlin they work

only eight hours a day for $1.05 per day, and are out of work on

the average three months in the year.

The latest example of " Queen Anne," or nondescript archi-

tecture, is furnished by the Philadelphia Mint, the superintend-
ent of which, in order to obtain more room, and in the absence

of ground to build upon, added a roof story, putting a French

mansard onVbuilding of pure Grecian architecture. Engineer-

ing News dubs the new style Franco-Grecian.

" Moonlight nights are the bane of railroad engineers," re-

cently remarked a head official of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-

road. " All engineers dread moonlight nights. They try the

nerves to the utmost. Engineers like to run on dark nights.

On a moonlight night the trouble with them is no trouble at all

—shadows. An engineer, looking out from his engine, sees be-

fore him all manner of shadows. He is sure that the dark

shadow across the track he sees is a man, or a rock, or some

kind of an obstruction. He doesn't know, and he is kept in a

state of nervous excitement all the time. Going around curves,

along hillsides, many curious shadows are outlined on the track;

and very often an engineer is so worked up over a night's ride

that he is scarcely able to perform his duties."

Built-up Doors.

err FEATURE of the building trade is the extensive use that

rj is made of veneers. The method of building up doors of

J strips of pine has tended directly to this result. Tlie built-

up door, made of strips of pine glued together, is stronger than

any other kind, at least of equal weight, and will not warp.
But it necessitates the use of veneers of some kind. For heavy

doors, quarter-inch stuff is used; but for the smaller doors in

residences, one-eighth inch is often considered thick enough. The

kind of wood depends on the finish of the room. Mahogany,

cherry, oak, and curly or bird's-eye maple are perhaps the most

common. This method of construction is particularly valuable

where the opposite sides of doors have to be finished differently,

to correspond with the rooms which they respectively face. This

has often been done by making the door of two layers generally
of equal thickness, the unequal shrinking and swelling of which

would twist the door, and often tear it to pieces. The objection

is raised against veneering that it is dishonest, and so not true

art. That criticism should never be made in regard to such

work as that mentioned. The built-up door of pine, veneered

with mahogany, costs about as much as one of solid mahogany,
and is a better one.— Ex.

Have a Specialty.

TTTHE following from an exchange is well worth reading:
—

' I » " Many persons fail fn achieving their ends, for the rea-

son that their efibrts are too diffused and cover too much
wround. In engineering, the details are so great, and the fields

so vast, that many may be specialists without coming in direct

conflict with each other, and the man who knows one thing well,

instead of many things superficially, is always in request.

Special information, provided it is thorough, is always better paid
than general information, that skims the surface and leaves the

depths untroubled. In these days of technical papers and en-

cyclopedias, the average reader can know a little of many sub-

jects, but it is notorious that a little knowledge is dangerous,

and, we might add also, that it is useless. The versatile man is

generally an inefficient one, and, while he may be interesting as

a companion, or to while away an hour in gossip, he is of no use in

mechanical emergencies. Where would the versatile man be in

certain of these, which often arise in the profession? From the

necessity of his calling, an engineer may know and be well in-

formed on a great variety of technical matters. He must know
these thoroughly or indifierently, according to his desires, but

this does not prevent him from making a study and investiga-

tion of some particular line or subject."

AECHITECTS SHOULD KEGULARLY CONTRIBUTE ARTICLES TO THIS JOURNAL.
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A Convenient Country
" Box."

The accompanying plan is an admirable one for a country or

suburban house. It will repay careful study. Prepared es-

pecially for this Journal, by James E. Wolfe, architect.

The Architectural Draughtsman.

T^TJMEROUS inquiries have reached us from time to time
I / from persons anxious to acquire a knowledge of architectural

u or mechanical drawing, asking us to indicate a course of

study which, while being thorough, should not be too extended.

Some of the inquirers wished to gain a knowledge of the subject
for the purpose of making it a profession, while others desired

to learn something of it for the purpose of assisting them in

their trades.

The investment of time occupied in learning architectural

drawing is almost certain to prove profitable. A mechanical

draughtsman who is fairly well educated in other respects is

nearly sure of finding employment at a fair salary in almost any
town of size, for where there is a town there will be building

going on, and the services of a draughtsman needed in getting
out the drawings and plans. Even in comparatively new settle-

ments, the services of a man who can make working, and other

drawings, are generally in more or less demand. Draughtsmen
and designers are required in nearly all the mechanical trades,

—
in the manufacture of silk, woolen and textile fabrics, paper-

hangings, lace, carpet, and floor cloths; in fact, it is scarcely too

much to say that there is not a mechanical art in existence in

which the services of a draughtsman are not either directly or

indirectly required.
It is a most erroneous idea to suppose that so long as a man

can " draw to scale
" he is entitled to call himself a mechanical

draughtsman. To become justly entitled to sucli a term, a course

of study of no mean order is necessary. First, we have geometry,
which is the real basis and foundation of all mechanical drawing,
and a knowledge of that subject is therefore absolutely essential;
but a man who wishes to become a good draughtsman must go
far beyond that. In the course of his vocation it will frequently

happen that problems will arise needing a very intimate knowl-

edge of the principles and practice of orthographic projection for

their solution, so that he must make himself acquainted with the

subject in a deeper and more extended manner than would be
sufficient for the preparation of simple plans.
Then besides a good idea of coloring, and an artistic filling in

finishing ofi' drawings, a draughtsman should know something
of isometrical projection. Take the case of farm buildings.

Probably there is no simpler and clearer way of giving an accu-

rate idea of the extent and arrangement of the agricultural class

of buildings than to make the drawings in isometric projection,

showing the plans and elevations in one view, and at the same
time permitting perfectly accurate measurements being taken

from them. The system is simple and very easily acquired, and
is of great practical advantage in many other ways. Then pei^

spective drawings are required, and a knowledge of that subject is

necessary. The ordinary plans and elevations of a building pre-

pared for working from are not sufficient to give an accurate

idea of it to persons unaccustomed to such drawings. As a

matter of fact, an elevation is a drawing of a building as it is,

and not as it appears, and on that account it is desirable, when

preparing drawings for a client, to show them in perspective.
The art displayed in the coloring and finishing of such a drawing
will do much in helping a man to decide upon the eligibility of

a design for his purpose. Many architects, in designing the

external portions of a structure, remembering this fact sketch

their rough designs in perspective, from which they obtain a

much better idea of the final appearance than they could pos-

sibly get from the ordinary plan and elevation.

What is sometimes termed " free-hand
"

drawing, that is,

drawing without the aid of instruments, is very necessary to a

good draughtsman. There is scarcely a drawing, large or small,

in which some detail or other has not to be put in by hand, and
the neatness of the drawing, as a whole, will largely depend upon
the accuracy with which this is done. In the best perspectives
the lines are first set out to rule in pencil, and are afterwards

inked in by the unaided hand. In this way the stifi" and con-

ventional appearance of ruled drawings is avoided. Again the

draughtsman must be able to work freely with his unaided hand,
in order to put the lettering in neatly. It is surprising how

many drawings are spoiled in appearance by the slovenly 'and

inexact manner in which the lettering is done. On even, well-

executed drawings it is not at all uncommon to see the lettering

put in, as far as possible, by mechanical help, all the straight
lines being ruled, and the curves put in with the compass. This

practice is to be condemned, because the letters drawn in such

a way will always have a stiff and inartistic appearance, while

the very obvious manner in which they were drawn can scarcely
redound to the credit of the draughtsman. In finisliing oflT all

drawings, excepting, perhaps, highly finished and elaborate per-

spectives, and other drawings of much importance, many archi-

tects only take the trouble to write the various titles upon the

drawing, wliilst others stamp them on with a rubber stamp, or

stencil them on with special stencils made for the purpose. All

these methods are equally objectionable. With a little practice

anyone can learn to put in the lettering by hand almost as

quickly as stenciling or stamping. For ordinary working de-

tails, and other purposes where a comparatively rough style of

lettering suffices, the upright engrossing style answers very well,

as it looks neat and is quickly executed. In ordinary "print-

ing
"

letters it is usual to fill in each letter with a fine-pointed

pen. This method, although probably the best where extreme

accuracy is required, occupies too much time in ordinary cases.

We therefore recommend students to try the use of the "
inking

in
"
pen for the purpose. It should be held in the hand in the

same way as a pencil, and each stroke of a letter be traced with

one movement of the pen. In working upon a smooth-surfaced

paper or tracing linen, this method is of great advantage, as all

{Continued on page 10.)

OONTKAOTORS SHOULD REGULARLY CONTRIBUTE ARTICLES TO THIS JOURNAL.
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-^jl'List*of*llllectittniG(il*e([*WitBGtui(il*Ioili§
iPEID'CrC'T

OIS^E-SEVEISTTH FROM PXJBLISHED FRICE.

,1 \'t^ If

The amounts given below are the Publishers' Cash

Prices. We intend to reduce our stock, at present the

largest of its kind in California, and therefore make the

accompanying liberal offer.

Select any work from the list, deduct one-seventh of

the price given, forward us the money, and by return mail

you will receive the book or books selected, with charges

prepaid.

Bound YolQmes of the Califoraii Architect and Building News, 1880 to 1886, $2.00 each.

^^•—W-^*—»S
—SI.

^^^-^=^
Street, Store and Bank Fronts, $2 50
Public Buildings, 3 oo

School House and Church Architecture, ... 3 oo

Practical Carpentry , . . i 00

Lessons on Hand Railing 5 00

Stables, Fences, Out- Buildings, etc 2 50
Artistic Homes, 3 50
Modern House Painting S 00

Old Homes Made New, . I 50

Foundations, (New Edition) 2 00

American House Carpenter, 5 00

Cutting Tools 2 00

Grimshaw on Saws 4 00

Mechanics' Geometry, .... 4 00

Artisan, 5 00

Detail Cottage Architecture 10 00

Builders' Guide, 2 00

Album of Mantels, 8 00

History of Architecture I5°°

Building Superintendence, 3 00

Buck's Architectural Designs, 50

American Cottage Homes, 3 00

Village and Country Homes 5 00

Science of Carpentry 4 oo

Universal Assistant ; 2 50

Plaster, How to Make it, . i 00

Shavings and Sawdust I 50

Lumberman's Hand-Book, 2 00

Practical Geometry, I oo

Practical Perspective, 5 00

Woodward's Country Homes, I 50

Woodward's Farm Homes I co

Woodward's Graperies, i c o

Manual for Furniture Men, i 00

Landscape Gardening i 50

Common-Sense Church Architecture, i co

Painter, Gilder and Varnisher, I 50

How to Paint, I 00

Architects' Companion ,."... . . 2 50

Model Homes I 00

(k>- <i)

J—«—=:—eT

^^J&—>

-^^—-^_ =^

Hand Railing and Stair Casing,

Drawing for Carpenters,
" "

Bricklayers,
" " Cabinet Makers,
" " Stone Masons,

Building Construction, ,

Linear Drawing

Cutting Tools,

Cumming's Details,

Carpenter and Joiner,

Stair Builders' Guide . .

Drawing and Shading

Carpenters' Manual,

Steel Square Problems,

Work Shop Companion,
Bound Volume California Architect,

Specifications,

Barn Plan?

Solution Pyramid Problem,

Standard Scroll Book

Swiss Cottage,

Every Man His Own Mechanic,

Tredgold's Carpentry,

Builders' Companion,
Builders' Work,
Builders' Construction, (Three Volumes,

Very Fine) •

People's Cyclopedia, (three large volume,)

Homes for the People,

Mural Painting, (New)
Home Hand-Book,

Ruskin's Works, (four volumes)

Industrial Drawing for Carpenters

Limes, Cements and Mortars,

Wonders of Art,

Architecture and Building,

American Cottage Building,

Windmills, by Wolff,

Illustrated Drawing Book,

Hand-Book of Legendary Art

« 50
' 75

I 50
I 50
I 50
I 25

I 25

I so

5 00

7 50

3 00

I 25

50
1 00

35

2 00

50
I 50
1 50
2 00

2 50

3 50

7 50
J 5°

5 00

14 CO

20 00

2 00

3 00

10 00

6 00

2 00

4 CO

I 25

3 50

3 50

3 00

I 00

3 00

-ei ^——®^
-^=H

.^ "fe—:»

1RT*AKD«SGIEKGE

MADE EASY.

$5.00 ^o $41.00.
:'>^5«f-»

*

Mechanics'*Geometry,
Or Science of Framing,

BY USE OF CARD BOARD MODELS.

$5.00 ^O $z;:.00._ U
"-J*!;^'

i«^5*f-. •-^»t^,

OUR FEBRUARY ISSUE WILL BE REPLETE WITH INTERESTING INFORMATION.
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Plan F(?r Country House. (See opposite page.)

the parts of the letters are of one thickness and uniform through-

out, while the time occupied is little more than that taken in

writing the word in the ordinary way.
Those who are deficient in the art of free-liand drawing will

find the following an excellent system of practice. The object
is to render the hand free, and to train the eye in accurately

judging distances. Obtain a blackboard and a piece of clialk,

or, in the absence of these, a sheet of rough paper
—a newspaper

answers the purpose
—and a soft pencil. Then take chalk or

pencil firmly between the finger and thumb, and rapidly draw a

curve of some kind, moving the hand and arm from the elbow,
and not from the wrist. Draw a number of curves in the same

way in all directions, taking care not to sketch them, but to

trace the whole curve with one movement of the arm. Then
draw a number of parallel lines in various directions—horizontal,

vertical, and oblique
—and then draw fresh curves joining onto

the straight lines. This is literally to "get the hand in," and

a half an hour's practice occasionally will be of considerable

benefit. The student may afterwards proceed to make upon

paper careful copies of free-hand drawings, choosing at first

figures of simple outline, such as the outline of a vase, or a

number of curves meeting at a center and forming some kind of

a design. The method in this case will be entirely different from

the blackboard practice. Lightly sketch vertical and horizontal

guide lines, mark off' upon them points where the figure inter-

sects, and then lightly sketch in the outline through these points,

and, when satisfied as to the accuracy of the figure, complete
with a 'bold, even, and continuous line. Remember that the

distances must all be judged by the eye alone, and the use of

rule or measure never be resorted to. After having become

somewhat proficient with this class of figures, the student may
next proceed to take more difficult copies. The designs for

terra cotta, and other ornamental panels and belt courses taken

from the manufacturers' catalogues, can be

easily obtained, and will answer the purpose

admirably.

The subject of coloring is important.

Many a good drawing has been hopelessly

spoiled by indiff'erent coloring. In most
cases the colors required are simple washes,
but it is quite necessary that they should

be perfectly uniform. To obtain a flat, uni-

form wash, the drawing should be placed on
a board, wliich should be slightly tilted. A
full brush of color should be taken each

time, so that there is always a little pool of

color upon the paper until the bottom is

reached, when it will be gathered up. The
secret of obtaining good flat washes is to

keep the colors very thin, that is, to add

plenty of water to them. If the color is too

thick it will not flow readily, and it dries

too quickly to make it possible to obtain a

flat and uniform wash. In cases where a

deep flat wash is required, it may be easily
obtained by giving the drawing several

washes, one on the other, of course allow-

ing each coat of color to dry before another

is added. The colors used should be of the

best quality. It is absolutely impossible to

obtain a satisfactory result witli inferior

colors, no matter how skillfully they may
be applied Those imported and manu-
factured by either of the firms, Newton &
Windsor, Rowney or Reeves, are among the

best.

In conclusion, we would urge the would-

Vie draughtsman to make a systematic study
of the subjects above mentioned, to practice

regularly and constantly, and to acquaint
himself with the technical details of the art

he proposes devoting himself to. If archi-

tecture, then the construction of the various

details of building, making himself perfectly
familiar with the various technical terms,
and obtaining at least some considerable

knowledge of the orders of architecture.

Remember that absolute accuracy is not only
essential to a good drawing, but that an

error or a mistake of any kind in the plans

may be productive of the most serious con-

sequences when the building is actually
erected. A case in point is witliin our rec-

ollection. A draughtsman, in drawing out

the plans for a certain building, omitted to show a window open-

ing onto a light shaft. The plan from which the omission was
made was of the second story and four upper stories, which

were all alike. There were six houses being erected from the

same designs, so that the simple omission of four lines from

the drawing meant the omission of thirty windows altogether.
The joinery used in the houses was supplied by a firm under

contract for the whole quantity, and they of course declined

to supply these windows, as they were not shown on the plans,
and they had not tlierefore allowed for them in their estimate.

A clause in the contract to the eff'ect that every article of

joinery necessary to properly complete the buildings should

be supplied whether shown upon th'e plans or not, caused the

owner to affirm that these paijticular windows were obviously

necessary. Upon this, however, they could not agree, and liti-

gation was the result, all caused by a small act of carelessness

on the part of the draughtsman. Probably the best way to avoid

errors is to carefully go over the drawings, after they are finished,

in the most minute manner, and to check every detail and item.

If the specifications are then prepared without reference to the

finished drawings, and the two are afterwards compared, errors

will be avoided as far as possible. Artus.

A Popular Journal.
Ill HAT this journal is extcuisively rciad, and its contents duly
•I' criticised, is proven by the fact that an error, which was

shown in one of our plans not long since, has been the sub-

ject matter of twenty-nine communications received at this office

in regard to the blunder. Who will say that this is not the best

advertising medium on this coast, wl^en even a little error is so

extensively noticed. Terms for advertising are so reasonable

tliat our pages should bj filled witli notices from those liaving
wares in the building line to dispose of.

BOUND VOLUMES OF 1886 ARE NOW READY. PRICE $2.50 EACH, POST-PAID.
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Design for a Country Home.

Design for a Country Home.

Y/ I
E are indebted to Messrs. S. and J. 0. Newsom for the

III above elevation and the accompanying plan on opposite
^

page. The arrangement is one that recommends itself to

the lovers of a well planned house. The elevation will suit those

who desire a very showy house, without appearing too gor-

geous.

Downing a Redwood.

V^OW she takes it! Keep clear !

"
shouted Jim Lake, a mus-

I / cular Sonoma "
bull-whacker," in warning to the group of

U woodchoppers in the redwood forest at the northern end of

the San Francisco and North Pacific Railroad, as the death-rattle

of a California giant was heard. After hours of under-cutting
and cross-sawing, they had cut through all but one and a half

inches of the monstrous trunk, fifteen feet in diameter, and the

cracking of the wood announced that the monarch was about to

fall. Its lofty top, 275 feet above the ground, wavered a moment,
and bowed gracefully and with a stately air, like a grand lady

courtesying; then gathering impetus as it left the perpendicular,
the great trunk rushed to the earth with terrific force. Keepine
to the course marked out foi' it by the woodsmen, it tore the foli-

age from the protruding limbs, filled the air with flying branches

and bits of bark, swept away every article in its path, and de-

scending with tremendous force, struck the ground with a thud

to be heard a mile. Clouds of dust shot up sixty feet
;
the earth

shook and rumbled. The prostrate giant trembled once froni

top to stump, and all was over. It was a death-scene of awful

grandeur and solemnity. Even the lumbermen, accustomed to

the sight daily, dropped their sledges, double-bitted axes, mauls,

goads and water buckets, and gazed in silence at the overthrow

of the many-centuried monarch.

Sometimes an elevator brings a man nearer heaven than he

wants to go.

Just Published, "Modern Architectrral Practice."

TTTHE initial architectural publication for 1887 has been re-
'

I
^ ceived. It is from the well-known architectural book pub-

lisher, W. T. Oomstock. The full title of the book is

"Modern Arcliitectural Practice," No. 1. A large country
house. Bruce Price, architect.

In this work the author presents the full plans and details for

a large building to be erected in San Mateo County, Cal. The

general design is calculated to represent the " American style
"

of architecture. The author tersely remarks in the preface:
" In

handling the problem no style has been followed, for no style
could be attempted in its purity. It would answer equally the

assertion that 'it is French in its feeling,' 'Romanesque in its

handling,' or ' Dutch in its mass,' still it is an American house,

planned for American uses, and built of American materials.

Its disposition of rooms is new to any style of the past, yet the

wants of the cliant have been fully met, and upon them it has

been built."

The book is hand.somely bound, printed on heavy paper, and
contains twenty-four 12x15 plates, and full specifications illus-

trated by wood-cuts and diagrams, showing special features of

construction
; containing a large variety of doors, windows, and

finish, wainscoting, paneled ceilings, staircases, balustrades, man-

tels, sideboard, pantry, bath-room, and laundry fittings, and other

interior details; also exterior details, giving full and complete

drawings of stone work, carved work, porches, main entrance,
entrance doors, outlines of mouldings, gables, bay-windows, porte
cochere, and all other details necessary for a full and complete

understanding of the work. The price of the work has been

placed at •?5.00, upon receipt of which we will forward a copy
to any part of the country.

Set out your work with accuracy, and the time you will save

will bring profit as well as credit to your employer and yourself.

NEW ENGRAVINGS-ORIGINAL ARTICLES-EACH SUCCESSIVE NO. WILL EXCEL.
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COUZSTTRY
BUILDING INTELLIGENCE

In tliis and succeeding issnes we intend to

derote considerable space to information in

connection witli buildings, from every por-
tion of tlie coast.

Only reliable news will be found in this

column. Our custom lias been for the past

eight years, to furnish only data which could

be relied upon. We will not publish rumors
of "THIS AND THAT IS GOING ON" un-
less we are reasonably assured that such is

truly the case. We have been busy the past
two months in perfecting arrangements by
which we can secure information from every

portion of the Pacillc slope. In all cases we
will lile our authority for any statements

made in this column. No doubt mistakes

will sometimes occur, but these we intend to

be a rare exception to our rule of reliable

news.

For eight years there has appeared in this

journal, building news from every portion of

the country. But in its condensed form it did

not attract the attention it deserved. We be-

gin the New Tear by making a specialty of

the item mentioned.

We desire the co-operation of country edi-

tors and mechanics to this department of this

journal. By spreading the news of building

engagement in your part of the country, you
enhance the value of your section by proclaim-

ing it a go-ahead community.
Architects should also notify us of " plans

to figure on;" we do not charge anything for

the insertion of such notices. Remember
this journal is in the EIGHTH YEAR of its

existence, and is the only journal published
this side of the Rocky Mountains in the inter-

ests of Architects, Contractors, and Material

Men.

Alameda.
A new building will be erected on Park

Street by Mr. Boehmer.

Artistic Homes, for $3.50.

Modern House Painting, for $5.00.

W. Augistine is erecting a cottage on cor-

ner of Pacific Avenue and Chapin Street.

American House Carpenter, for $5.00.

Cutting Tools, for $2.00.

A tine business block will slioitly be

erected on Park Street near the S. P. R. R.

Grimshaw on Saws, for $4.00.

Mechanics' Geometry, for $4.00.

Mrs. Gill is having built a |2,500 house

on Buena Vista Avenue.

Artisan, for $5.00.

Builders' Guide, for $2.00.

Robert Harvey is about commencing to

erect a $3,500 building on San Jose Avenue.

Album of Mantels, for $8.00.

History of Architecture, for $15.00.

Alvarado.

Large additions to the sugar factory are

proposed.

Building Superintendence, for $3.00.

American Cottage Homes, for $3.00.

Fresno.
M. H. White is erecting a handsome build-

Anaheiiu.

Albrecht k, Co. are erecting a brick build-

ing for Mr. Langenberger.

Science of Carpentry, for $4.00.

Universal Assistant, for $2.50.

Aptos.
The saw-mill at this place was lately de-

stroyed by tire. Mr. Hihn, with hi.s accus-

tomed energy, has started to rebuild.

Plaster, How to Make It, for $1.00.

Shavings and Sawdust, for $1.50.

Clayton.

Geo. D. Nagle is erecting large additions

to the winery of the Mt. Diablo Vineyard
Improvement Co.

Woodward's Farm Homes, for $1.00.

Woodward's Graperies, for $1.00.

Duncan's Mills,

Lumber mills around this neighborhood
are shut down for the season.

Hand Railing and Stair Casing, for $1.50.

Drawing for Carpenters, for $1.75.

mg.

Grimshaw on Saws, for $4.00.

Mechanics' Geometry, for $4.00.

It is rumored that T. E. Hughes, et al.,

are taking active measures in regard to the

erection of a $75,000 hotel building.

Artisan, for $5.00.

Builders' Guide, for $2.00.

Highland Springs.
On the tapis, the erection of a $5,000

iiotel.

Drawing for Bricklayers, for $1.50.
" " Cabinet Makers, for $1.50.

Crescent City.

Plans have been adopted for a $5,000
school-house.

Lumberman's Hand-Book, for $2.00.
Practical Geometry, for $1.00.

Colton.

Plans are being prepared for a new opera
house, by Mr. Grey, formerly of San Fran-

cisco.

Practical Perspective, for $5.00.

Woodward's Country Homes, for $1.50.

Los Angeles.
A large bank building is being erected, at

a cost of $70,000. S. and J. C. Newsom are
the architects.

Drawing for Stone Masons, for $1,511.

Building Construction, for $1.25.

On January 7 a contract was let for a

four-story building. Owner, Wm. Vickery;
architect, R. B. Young. Cost, about $.35,-

000.

Album of Mantels, for $8.co.

History of Architecture, for $15.00.

Los Gates.

Architect Clinch, of San Francisco, has

just let a contract to Butler &, McGowan for

a three-story brick building for the Jesuit

Fathers. Cost will be about $35,000.

Cutting Tools, for $1.50.

Cummings' Details, for $5.00.

Davisville.

Leggett & Drummondare considering plans
for an iron warehouse for storage purposes.

Manual for Furniture Men, for $1.00.

Common-Sense Church Architecture, for $1.00.

A Grangers' store and bank building is

also on the tapis.

Painter, Gilder, and Varnisher, for $1.50.

Architects' Companion, for $2.50.

Madera.
C. S. Peck has signed a contract to erect

a brick building, to cost $6,000, for Mr.
Schmidt.

Artistic Homes, for $3. 50.

Modern House Painting, for $5.00.

Monrovia.

Twenty houses are in course of construc-

tion in this town. A street railway will

shortly be commenced. Monrovia is in the

neighborhood of IjOS Angeles.

American House Carpenter, for $5.00.

Cutting Tools, for $2.00.

New Lighthouse
Will be built in Suisun Bay, near junction
of Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers.

WE WANT A BUILDING CORRESPONDENT IN EVERY TOWN IN THE STATE.
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San Bernardino.

Plans are being prepared for a hotel in

East San Bernardino Valley.

Steel Square Problems, for $1.00.

Work-Shop Companion, for 35c.

The contract for building a large hotel in

San Bernardino has been let to Grray &
Keefer, for $61,o00.

Bound Volume California Architect, for $2.00.

Barn Plans, for $1.50.

So great is the building activity in Ontario

that the light of the moon has been utilized

to further building interests.

Every Man His Own Mechanic, for $3.50.

Tredgold's Carpentry, for $7.50.

Santa Cruz.

A new hotel to cost about |10,000 will

shortly be erected here. J. S. Green is to

be the owner.

Builders' Companion, for $1.50.

Builders' Work, for i5.oo.

Spencer cfe Kich are erecting, on the corner

of Marker and San Atigustine Streets, a two-

story and basement brick building. Archi-

tects aie J. Lenzen Sa Son, H. C. Skow being
the contractor. Cost, about $6,000.

Plaster, How to Make It, for $1.00.

Shavings and Sawdust, for $1.50.

The same architects and contractor are

erecting, for Luis A. Argucllo, a two-story
brick building on First Street." Cost, $11,-
500.

Lumberman's Hand-Book, for $2.00.

Practical Geometry, for $1.00.

A one-story cottage is being built on Tenth
Street. Owner, W. Taylor; architects, J.

Lenzen & Son; contractor, W. Taylor. Cost,

fl,.500.

Practical Perspective, for $5.00.

Woodward's Country Homes, for $1.50.

and J. C. Newsom aie the architects,

Quink & Bignama, contractors.

San Jose.

James Phelan is contenijilating the erec-

ion of a new building to be used as a theater.

Builders' Construction (three volumes, very
fine), for $14.00.

People's Cyclopedia (three large volumes),
for $20.00.

Mural Painting (new), for $3.00.

Home Hand-Book, for $10.00.

and

Santa Ros3.

Contract for the new County Hospital has

been let to Carle k, Croly, of Sacramento.
It will cost about $10,000'

Ruskin's Works (four volumes), for $6,co.

Industrial Drawing for Carpenters, f.r $2.00.

San Diego.
A large brick buililing for nianufaotuiing

purposes is being erected by Frank Kimball.

Limes, Cements, and Mortars, for $4.00.

Wonders of Art, for $1.25.

Seattle.

T. W. Bennett will slioi tly erect a large

building for storage ])urposes.

Building Superintendence, for $3.00.

American Cottage Homes, for $3.00.

J. M. Colnian will also erect a similar

building to the above.

Science of Carpentry, for $4.00.

Universal Assistant, for $2,50.

San Rafael.

J. Kosenthal is having a two-story frame

dwelling erected, at a cost of $10,000. S.

Visalia.

A new hotel will in a short time be built

at this ])lace.

Architecture and Building, for $3.50.

American Cottage Building, for $3. 50.

S^ii^TV JPI^^^TNTOISCO

California, bet. Baker and Lyon.
Two two-story frames.

0.—G. C and Annie Letcher.

A.—Charles Geddes.
C.—Gray dfc Stover.

§8,500.

Church, cor. Twenty-ninth. Addi-

tions.

O.—Bowers.

8600.

California, Nos. 132-1-1328. Im-

provements.
0. -VV. Dutton.
C—W. H. Wharff.

§750.

Cal fornia, nr. Fillmore. Two-

story frame.

0.—A. A. Bennett.

A,—A. A. Bennett.

C.— I. A. Boynton.
S4,500.

D
Dolores, cor. Twenty-eighth Two-

story frame.

O. and B.—Blackfeld.
8-2,500.

Dolores, cor. Duncan. One-story
frame.

0. and B.—Comerford.

$1,000.

Eddy, cor. Steiner. Two-story
frame.

0.—Kennedy.
A.—^M. Balezynski.C—Smith.

$9,000.

F

Fremont, nr. Mission. Four-story
and basement brick.

0.— M. P. Jones.
A.—Wright &. Sanders.

Mason—J. G. Lei ert.

Carpenter—T. H. Day.
f60,U00.

Francisco, cor. Taylor. Three one-

story frames.

0. and B.—Fontana & Co.

88.000.

Fremont, nr. Mission. Four-story
and basement brick.

O.—Mrs. — .Joseph.
A.—Wright & Sanders.
Mason—J. (i. Leibert.

Carpenter—T. H. Day.
$30,000.

Folsom, Xo. 1039. Additions.
O.— \V. Dorgan.
A —A. J. Barnett.

C—C. S. Carter.

84,000.

Fair Oaks, bet. Twenty-first and

Twenty -second. Additions.
0.—J. Bolger.
A.—T. J. Welsh.
C—Doyle & Son.

$2,000.

c
Guerrero, cor. Alvarado. Two-

story frame.

().—.John Bell.

C.—(Jeo. Houston.
$2,000.

Guerrero, cor. Sixteenth. Altera-
tions.

O.— Pacific Improvement Asso-
ciation.

A.—J. Marq. is.

C— D. Perry.
84,500.

Gearjr, cor. Martha Place. Four-

story brick.

O. —Chas. Schroth.
A —J. Marquis.
Mason—G. 'Watterson.

Carpenter—J. Wilcox.

Alvarado. Two-
§00,000.

Guerrero, cor.

story frame.
O.—Fogarty.
C.—McCormack .

81,700.
Green, No. 2112. Improvements.

0.— E. Fretwell.

Ci.—\S. H. Wharff.

$2,500.

Harrison, cor. Fifth. Two-story
frame.

0.—A. Trobock.
A.—W. P. Moore.
C—L. Helbing.
82,300.

Haight, nr. Broderick. Two-story
frame.

0.—H. J. Shillcock.
C.—W. F. Lewis.

.83,500.

L
Larkin, cor. Vallejo. Two-story

frame.

0.—J. Gandolfo.
A.—Townsend & Wyneken.C—N. B. Kitchie.

$3,800.

L, bet. Seventh and Eighth aves.,
S. S. F. Frame building.
O.—P. Kiordan.
A.—W. H. Bayless.
C.—M. Murray.
$1,500. M

Mission, bet. Tenth and Eleventh.
Three-st ry frame.
O.—H. C. Patridge.
A.—R. C. Ball.

C.—.1. J. Dunn.
16,000.

Mason, cor. O'Farrell. Additions.
().—A. McCartney.
A.—H. T. Bestor.

81,800.

Mission, bet. Nineteenth and Twen-
tieth. Two-story frame.

0.—D. V. Smiih.
A.— J. T. Kidd.
C— ,1. W. Meyer.
85,500.

Market, cor. Fremont. Five-story
and basement brick.

O.—S. Lachman.
A.—Wright & Sanders.

Carpenter
—

.J. Grant.
Masons—Riley & Loane.

$180,000.

Market, nr. Eighth. Repairs.
0. and B.—.\nderson Bros.

$500.

Mission, cor. Seventh. Additions.
0.—J. Easton.
C.—J. Ross.

$700.

o
O'Furrell, bet. Powell & Stockton.

Brick building.
Owners—(l^. Walter, J. H. Rob-

erts, A. Schroepfer.
A.—A. Schroepfer.
Masons—Wilson & Young.
85,000.

Oak, nr. Fillmore. Two-story frame.
O.— N. Wyiuie.
A. -J. J. Cla-k.

C.—.J. G. Adams.
85,500.

O'Farrell, bet. Powell and Stock-
ton. Brick building.

0.—A. Ludwiw.
A.—H. D. Mitchell.
C—C. Orr.

$2,000.

P
Page, bet. Pierce and Scott. Two-

story frame.
0.—F. Behre.
A.—B. E. Henriksen.
C.—Harmon & Trotter.

$2,000.
Post, bet. Gough and Octavia. Two-

story frame.

--Mrs. J. B. Elwert.
A.—W. Mooser.
C—J. A. Ehmann.
•80,000.

Pine, nr. Fillmore. Two story
frame.

O.—J. Paillasson.

A.—Hueme h Everett.

C.—Moore Bros.

•?.->,ooo.

Post, nr. Devisadero. One-story
and basement frame.
O.—A. Klain.

C—F. Roettger.
$1,800.

WE WANT A BUILDING CORRESPONDENT IN EVERY TOWN IN THE STATE.
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S
Second, No. 531. Two-stoy frame.

O.—Mrs. M. Handy.
C—W. E. B. Stiles.

12,800.
Sutter, bet. Dupont and Stockton.

Three-story and basement brick.

O.—C. K. Bishop.
A.—W. F. Smith.
Mason—C. Worrell.

Carpenter—W. M. Fletcher.

835,u00.

Second, nr. Folsom. Four-story
and basement brick.

0.—Wieland.
A.—W. Winterhalter.
C—J. Haaf.

.$100,000.

Sanchez, bet. Twenty-ninth and
Valencia. One-story frame.

0.—Anderson & Co.

C- J. E. Loomer.

|1,6U0.

Santa. Clara, cor. Mississippi. One-

story frame.

O.-Mr. Kelly. \

81,800.

Steiner, nr. Eddy. Two-story frame.
O —P. McSherry.C—Chas. Teaft.

$4,200.

T
T\i?elfth, bet. Market and Mission.

Frame church. (German Cong.)
A.— Kenitzer.

C—F. W. Kefn.

48,000.

Townsend, bet. Fourth and Fifth.

Foundations (concrete) for three

brick warehouses.
O.—Mrs. M. F. S. Hopkins.
A.—O. G. Moore.
C—C. A. Warren.

I-S.OOO.

Twenty-first, No, 812. Three-story
frame.

0. and B.—F. Klatt.

.17,.50O.

Twenty-sixth, bet. Valencia and
San Jose ave. Two two-story
frames

0. and B.— Nowes.

§3,000.

T'wenty-fourth, cor. Church. Two-

story frame.

O. and B.—F. Kleebauer.

.«;2,000.

Twenty-third, cor. (Guerrero. One-

story frame.

0. and B.— Klahn.

.12,000.

Twenty-seventh, cor Church.
Two-story frame.

A.—J. J. Crooks.

C.—Eagan.
$6,000.

Van Ness, bet. Sutter and Fern
ave. Five two-story frames.

0.— I. Kohn.
. A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C—P. Orichton.

$37,000.

STEEL SQUARE, ITS USES, PRICE $1.00.

In selecting house decorations see that the effect is not de-

stroyed by the surroundings; for instance, when the carpet is

faded and the furniture shows many years of faithful service, by
no means indulge in bright colors, plush and satin chair scarfs,

elaborately embroidered table coverings. Where it is necessary
to conceal defects, subdued colors have a more pleasing result.

GRIMSHAW ON SAWS, PRICE $4.00.

Editor Building : I should like to have your opinion as to

the respective merits of thick and thin mortar joints in brick-

work, c. H. B.

The object of mortar in brick walls is to fonn an adhesive

substance between the bricks, and it has little, if any, function

beyond. The average bricks of which walls are composed are

certainly harder than the hardest mortar, so that the object
would seem to be to keep the joints as thin as possible for this

reason alone. The wider the bed joints the greater will be the

settlement of the building. For these reasons the mortar joints

should all be kept as thin as is consistent with perfect adhesion

between the bricks, and, without doubt, should be thinner than

it is now usual to form them. The side joints will be regulated
in size by the dimensions of the bricks. The quality of the

mortar in a brick wall is of much more importance than would

seem to be generally understood. This was well illustrated in

an accident which hajipened recently in this city. A flour ware-

house fell to the ground by reason of the bad mortar used in its

construction. The flour barrels were loosely jiacked in such a

manner as to throw considerable thrust upon the walls, and, the

mortar being of very bad quality, the bricks were separated, with

the result of bringing down the building.

Fir© Hose and Garden Hose, W. T.^T.

Schenck, 256 l^arket Street.

One thousand biick, closely stacked, occupy about fifty-six

cubic feet.

RETAIL PRICE LIST

Xj TJ DvnBE li .

PINE, FIR, AND SPRUCE.
per M ft.

Rough Pine, merchantable to 40 ft. inclusive $20 00

41 to 50 " " 21 00
" " " 51 to GO" " 22 00

61 to 70
" " 23 00

1x3 and 1x4, Fencing 21 00
"

lx,3, 1x4, and 1x6, Fencing, odd k-ngths 19 00
" " second quality 16 00

" selected 24 00
" "

c ear except for Flooring 29 00
" " "

Flooring less than Dressed Flooring 1 00
Fire Wood 9 00
Dressed Pine, Flooring, 1x6, No. 1 32 00

other sizes. No. 1 34 00'
all

" No. 2 27 00
"

Stepping, No. 1 40 00
No. 2 30 00

Ship Timber and Plank, rough, selected, \ 25 00

selected, planed, 1 side 27 00
" " " " " 2 "

Vaverage, 40 ft.. 29 50
3 " 32 00

" " " " i "
) 34 00

Deck Plank, rough )
29 50

" " dressed f average 35 ft 34 00

Pickets, rough, B. M 19 00

Furring, 1x2, per lineal ft OJ
Lath, li 4 ft, per M 3 50
"

\\iit.,
" 4 uO

Bough dunnage, delivered, per M 20 00

Spruce dressed shelving, to 14 inches, per M 35 00

i inch ' 35 00
" "

wider, per M 40 00

REDWOOD.
per M ft.

Rough Redwood, merchantable $20 00
" " second quality 16 00

selected 24 00
clear 33 00

Dressed ' ' common surface 22 00
^' "

i -inch surface 28 50
No. 1 33 00
No. 2 26 00

"
T. & G., 1x6, 12 ft. and over. No. 1 30 00

" " other sizes. No. 1 30 00
" "

7 to 11 No. 1 26 00
under 7 No. 1 23 00

Rustic, No. 1 33 00
" " " No. 2 28 00

" T. & G. beaded, 12 ft. and over. No. 1 33 00
" " " " other sizes No. 1 33 00

" " 7 to 11, No. 1 26 00
" " ' " "

under7. No. 1 23 00

Siding, i inch . 23 50

Pickets (fancy), 4 feet, B. M 25 00
17 00
15 00

OS
2 00
3 75

13

9 00
11 00

(rough pointed)
"

(

"
square)

"

Battens, Jx3, per lineal ft.

Shingles, per M"
fancy, per M. . . .

Posts, split

Shakes, split, per M" sawed "

SUBSCRIBE ISTOTNT FOR 1887.

Master Plumbers' Association.

Howard Bntldins. S. W. Cor. Stockton AO'Farrell St8.,S. V., Cal.

MEMBERS.

BiSH & Mallett 34 Geary Street

Bush, D 316 Sutter Street

Bdtterworth, J. B 1809 Polk Street

Connor, J. H 528 Third Street

Daniel, Wm. L 234 Post Street

DoHERTY, John 349 Kearny Street

DowNES, Chas 41 Second Street

Duffy Bros 17 Trinity Street

Enright, Wm. & Co 39 Sutter Street

FiRMiN, Jno. L. K Cor. Thirtieth and Bartlett Streets

Fritz & Kean 130 Geary Street

Gray, Jno. T . . 230 Sutter Street

HUFFSCHMIDT Bros 637 Clay Street

Hobro, W. D 728 Washington Street

Reilley, C. J 214 Montgomery Avenue

Shepard Bros 526 California Street

Sweeney &. Kearns 623 California Street

Vance, R. A 623 Geary Street

Welch, J. D Cor. Tyler and Fillmore Streets

Wilson, Wm. F 25 Stockton Street

Williamson, H 329 Sutter Street

ITEMS IN EEGARD TO BUILDINGS IN THE COUNTRY THANKFULLY RECEIVED.
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Protect Your Homes and Business Houses

WITH » THE *
IRfll

* FOIDIIG * GATES* MO «^ fiOMUS.
. They are ornamental in design, and afford perfect security when applied to store doors and windows—to vestibules, doors

and windows of dwellings, and at stables, elevator wells, etc.

When in position they are an absolute safeguard ygainst Burglars, Thieves, Tramps and Designing Persons,
and can be removed and replaced without unhinging. As a Sanitary Device they are superb, permitting the opening of
doors and windows, and the free circulation of air through buildings.

DESCRIPTION.—A represents ^t. guard suspended overhead
;
B—Store window partly closed; C and D—Store door and

window fully closed.

CEO. H. RICE, E. J. ROBINSON, Agent, J. P. LECOUNT,
109 Californta Street, San Francisco, Cat. Secretary.President.
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Wm. H. Milliken,
HecMcal Eiiineer ail Draitlsian,

MANUFACTURER OF

MILLIKEN'S PATENT HYDRAULIC RAM

E L E VAT O R,
Contractor and Designer

FOK THE CONSTRUCTION OF ELEVATORS, CABLE

RAILWAYS, SMOKE BURNING APPARATUS

ENGINES, BOILERS AND ALL OTHER

KINDS OF MACHINERY.

Office, 28 California St., Roomii) 10 anil 20.

GOLDEN GATE

PEiSfll lilts
215 and 2l7 Main Street,

Between Huwanl and Folsom, SAN IRANCISCO.

XjTjo^^s & ooiviFiLisrY,
Manufacturers cf

^ET CALCINED PLASTER, js;

( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

,
' iMANUrACTURED' BVf '"? <=>

,A.A.GRirF1NG IRPNJ3D.;

437 COMMUNIPAW AVE.

JEF\SE\^DITVjiJ
Descriptive circular ami reftreTices sent on appllcatioti.

THOS. DAY & C\, AGENTS PACIFIC COAST,

22 and 124 Sutter Street,
- - San Francisco

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works.
39i Fremont Street,

Citrner <.f Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

JAMES McCarthy,

1 Stevenson Street,
(Tw<> .loors rrom First— Pioneer Milla),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs tu suit the \ariou3 departnieitti) in Buildings, etc.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,

CARPENTEE AND BUILDER,
1125 YORK STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

C. P. MOOHE,

681 Grove Street.

O. H. MOORE,

No. 1 Ru88 cor. Howard St

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
IB Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers -»£

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

21 I & 213'Dramm Street,
Between Clay ana VVasliinston, SAN FRANCISCO.

P O. Box 1042.

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUFACTURK AND DEAL IN

B@@ir§,Wlnidl@ws, BEIcids

SUGAR PISE, YELLOW PHE, SPEICE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourth & Channel Sts., San Francisco.

""^45

J. H. DINNIENE,

Glass-Cutting, Embossing,

Bending, Engraving, and Designing Works

NO. 108 MAIN STREET,

Bet. Mission & Howard, - San Francisco

DrillinKor Holes and RepalrinK of Broken

Artleles a Specialty. Kstlmates

Oiven on Plain Glass.

GROUND GLASS ALWAYS ON HAND.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
2 1 I Waller Street.

CEO. L. HENZEL,

Electric and Mechanical Call Bells,

SPEAKING TUBES & TELEPHONES,
Patent Door Openers, and Letter Box Plates. Gas Lighting

by Electricity .

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

Residence 1912 Steiner Street; Manufactory, 1908

Stei rr Street, bet' Bush and Fine, San Francisco-

l9^ele.>lione No. 4113.

A. KENDALL, /

Corner Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets, Frames,

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

James Young. W. ]. Thomson.

BEALE STREET MILL.

YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

FRAMES, SASH, BLIHDS

DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Street.

Made to Order, all kinds of Outside and Inside Finish and

Moldiny:."*. Brackets and Scroll Sawlnpr and Wood Turning
ill all tlicir branches, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER.

Residence, 615 Jessie Street

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
3S4 Guerrero Street,

Iletweun If.th and lOth, SAN FRANCISCO.
All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.
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SACK'S AUTOWIATIC SELF-DISCHARGING

l(r.AT KT^.
THE ONLY SELF-ACTING, TIGHT-SEAL WATER CLOSET IN THE WORLD.

A written guarantee

is given with each Closet

that money will be

returned, after a six

months' trial, and any-

other closet substituted

in its place if this closet

is not, m the fullest

sense, everything that

IS claimed for it.

E:Qr>Q&i;!!l!leaiiliiiess!lsaltli

Persons Enpieil
in

Sanitary [nteiprises,

ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS

AND BUILDERS

Are especially invited to ex-

amine the practical
workings of

Sack's hlonali:

Waier-clossl.

Awarded First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, held in San Francisco, 1882.

It turns every home into a sanitarium, and is

an assurance to those who trust it, that neither

sewer tjas nor noxious vapors that invade our houses

freighted with disease and death, shall enter. It

is the invention of a Californian, and an Oakland

enterprise.

Its merits surpass description, but a few promi-

nent ones are mentioned below.

It is the only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water

Closet in the World ! It has no "over/low," ren-

dering it a positive seal against seioer gas and reek-

ing, noxious, poisonous vapors.

It is Cleanly, because it always presents a clean

owl. It rinses the bowl before and after each and

very operation.

It is Self-Discharging. No notice to "pull the

lever," "let on the water,'' etc., is necessary or

proper.

A house in which it is in operation is free from

the stench, the smell, the unhealthfulness of one

in which other modern closets are in use.

It is Economical. It measures the water ac-

curately, and uses, without variation, a similar

amount at each and every operation. Not a drop
but is u til zed, thus dispensing with the superflu-

ous amount that escapes unused by other closets,

in order that their cumbrous and inefficient ma-

chinery may indifferently execute what has been

ill conceived.

It is Scientific. Its action is governed by prin-

ciple, and under all degrees of pressure it works

the same. A tank fifteen feet high obtains as ready
and complete a response as one a thousand feet

high.

It may be attached to a "main" with perfect im-

punity. No back suction, however strong, can

draw from its seal a vestige of gas or a bubble of

air. It holds in its bowl water as pure as when it

left its font.

It is not a "water seal," nor does it depend on

"a weight" to effect its seal; but it derives its

power from the supply-pipe, and combines it so as

to fully accomplish this end.

Its simplicity, combining efficiency, renders

the true aim of perfect mechanical contriv-

ances. It will effect for the child all that the

adult may desire in its use.

It is not high priced when compared with oth-

ers. In the long run it is much cheaper. No

"set-screws," "springs," "pans," or "pull?,
"
to

need repair or attention. Every article used in

its construction is of the best material and de-

signed to last.

As a sewer-flusher it is most effectual. In this

regard it has no equal. "Obstructions in the

sewer" are rendered improbable, as the sudden

discharge of water carries everything before it.

It is a water-economizer. It is impossible for

the water to escape it in a continuous stream, or

for any length of time.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the foUowinif parts : A smoke

flue A, of fire day, in Z feet lengths, with rebated Joints and

galvanized iron bands o. cr each joint. These bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a (;al\ anized iron exterior

pipe B, forming: an air space arounihthe smoke fine, which

may be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other for foul air . The outside pipe is put up in two feet

lengths also, and the whole is bound together and secured ti

the studding by iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,

MASON AKD BUILBEK^
(U\/ATi9fJ(KrinPl«( ttLtiol «Rtj> icrorcHiwo

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three inch conductor D

extending to outside of wall for fresh air. which, passing up.

becomes heated, and can be introduced to any room above by

a register E, near the floor. The ventilation of rooms la

effected by means of an opening F, with register near the

ceiling, by which the foul air escapes and is conducte 1 in tlie

air space around the flue to the roof. In a<ldition to thi i, i an

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass through

and between the Joists to conduct by a small conductor O with

the above mentioned air space.

The lightest and safest patent chimney manufactured.

Approved by the Board of Supervisors.

WAREROOMS,

N. E. Ctomer of Laxkin and Market Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Hapdware and Builders' Materials
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS.

.^ IFTJXjIL. XjIZsTE OIF

Mssers. P. & F. Corbin's Cold and Silver-Plated, Light and Dark Shades

of Plain Antique and Tuscan Bronze, House Trimmings.
..^—^^^—.^—^— ALSO, A FULL LINE OF ^-^-^—^^^^——

CARPENTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS, CUTLERY, ETC.
__^-^—i^.^.^^— SOLE AGENTS FOR ———^^-^^^^

iThomas Morton's Copper and Steel Sash Chains and Patent Attachments. The
Niles' Patent Door Knobs and Locks. The Norwich Patent

Knob and Screwless Spindle."'""' FRANK P. LATSON & CO.,
J. H. FERINE.

28 and 30 New Montgomery St., cor. of Jessie,

IJXIteK PAtACE HOTEI-. Telephone Ko. 75S. SAN FRANCISCO.

TURNER, KSNNBDY & SHAW,
Lumber Dealers,

FOURTH AND CHANNEL STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO.
•

Yard Connects direct with C. P. & S. P. R. R.
Also with the Shipping.

Do^^ai Town Office, ISTo. 5 P*ost St., near Montgomery.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet. Willi dl' KSET.

This Closet is the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:
—

1. It has a simple, strong valve, suifeable for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same metal resting on face of the brass overflow pipe,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewer gas, even the closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the flood chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes tiie lead; it has been sold since February, 1885, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This hopper is conBtrueted to take 2 2-inch pipes, one to the riifht and one to the left

and a 4-inch leader in tl>e center. It has also a movable strainer on top to tal<e the sur-
face water. The lower part of the hopper with side outlet Is to be connected witli the— sewer pipe, either right or left. The upper part !a independent from the lower, and is

made to swivel, therefore it will suit either position of pipe. This hopper can be used
only for surface, for waste, or tor leader; either inlet will be sto|>ped up with iron caps if

so desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
This Closet is superior to all others, every working part and bolt being made of brass,

closet and valve extra heavy casting. Particular attention is called to No. 4 . This Closet
has an oval basin fastened to the cover by brass clamps and bolts. No breaking of putty
joints required to renew a pan. The loosening of two large brass nuts will separate cover
with basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass
rod.

These Closets have been in use since February, 1883. Plumbers and wholesale dealers
give them the best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper-
Basket Hoppers are made in one piece with Movable Strainer.

Side View, Combination Honper Mo. 43 FKRMONT STREET. SAW FKANCl»tCO, CAL. No. 4
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J. F. SULLIVAN.

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

610 market Street.

EDWARD NORMAN.

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended ta

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FKANCISCO.

JNO. E. W. COLEMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER.
No. 924 Folsom Street.

Between Fifth and Sixth, SAN FRANCISCO.

House and Sign Paintinjr, Graining, Varnishing, and Polish-

ing. Walls and Ceilings Whitened or Kalsomined. with or

without colors.

C. CASHMORE,

Painting in all its Branches
—DEALER IN—

PAINTS, OIL, GLASS, VARNISHES, ETC.,

' 530 VAIiEXCIA STKEKT,

San Francisco.

Gc. OHSI,
House, Sign, and Ornamental

PAINTER & PAPER-HANGER.
Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Etc.

2S MontgOinery Avenue, Bet. Jackson and Washington Sts.

Orders Promptly Attended To. Terms Reasonable.

American^ French^ a?id English Paper Hangings

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

lOSi JESSIE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

F. C. JAMES,

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,

1605 Polk Street, Near Sacramento,

SAN FKANCISCO.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,

232 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

CyOrders left at Helmken's, 516 Kearny Street.

B. F. ELLIS,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
RESIDENCE '.

S7 South Park, San Franoisoo-

Will biiy^OId Buildings or Contract for Removing the same
at Short Notice.

J. D. WELCH, J. J. DUNN,

Practical Plumber, Gas & Steam-fitter. CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Cor. Fillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

JOHN T. CRAY,

230 Sutter Street,

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS

And Steam Fitter.

Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and
gu'arauteea.

JOHN BOHN,

Plumbing and Gas Fitting:

112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

BUSH & MALLETT,

GcJ^^ ^ISTD OIL

Sanitary Plnmliiiis anil Sasfitting

34 Geary St., above Kearny.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IMPORTERS OF

Caras Fixtures a,ncl

f*liiml>ers' Supplies.

122 AND 124 Sutter Street.

FRITZ & KEAN,

FLXJIVtBEIiS, ETC,
Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance with sound sanitary principles.

130 Geary Street, San Francisco.

After Forty years'
experience in the

preparjition of more
than One Hundred

Thousand applications for patents in

the United Slates and Foreign coun-

tries, the publishers of the Scientitio

American continue to net as noMcitora

for patents, caveats, trade-marks, copy-
riprhts. etc.. for the United States, and

to obtain patents in Canada. England. France.

Germany, and all other countries Their experi-
ence is unequaled and their facilities are unsur
passed. . J ci J

DrawinRS and specifications prepared and liled

in the Patent Office on short notice. Terms verj
reasonable. No charge for examination of modeU
or drawings. Advice by mail free

^. ^
Patents obtained throush MnnnAOo.art-noticed

inthe SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which hae

the 1 argest circulation and is the most intluential

newspaper of its kind published in the world.

The advantages O* such a notice every patentee
understands. _ , ,

This large and splendidly illustrated newspaper
is published WEKKLY at $3.00 a year, and is

admitted to be the best paper devoted to science,

mechanics, inventions, engineering works, and
other departments of industrial progresst put>-

lishwd in any country. It contains the names of

all patentees and title of every invention patented
r*cli week. Try it four months for one dollar.

Bold by all newsdealers.
if you have an invention to patent write to

Munn A Co., publishers of ScientiBo Ajuenoan.
861 Broadway. New York. „ . .

Handbook about patents mailed ire*.

Residence* 616 Jessie Street.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 McAllister St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFOKNIA.

THOS. MERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
112 CLAY STREET,

Between Davis and Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Stores and Offices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing promptly
attended to.

CEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
S. E. Cor. R. R. Ave- and Walnut St.,

ALAMEDA, CAL.

All Kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 905 Oak Street.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between ISth and 19th Streets.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Gas Fitter,

7itH WaHhington St. Opposite the Plaza,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at-

tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

P. R. O'BRIEN,

Plumber and Gas Fitter,

334 Pine Street. San Francisco.
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WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklaver and Builder,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

JOS. THORNHILL,

Bricklayer and Contractor,

Office, No. 36 Post Street, San Francisco

Boilers, Furnaces, Ovens, Grates, Etc.

J. R. ToBiN. Alex. Mennie

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,
CELLARS AD SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAP CEMENT,

Joining Promptly Attended to,

Itesidence, 864 Mission St.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING, COLORING, ETC.

Residence. 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 625 Gough.

P. B. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence. 1423 Steiner Street.

tS" All Jobbing promptly attended to.

A. E. BUCKMAN,
314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

OONTMOTOR AND GRADER,
<)rmdinK, Macadamizing; and SewerlUK

Done on Mhort S^otice.

i. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
8^ All Kinds of Grading, Macada,mizing, and Sewerage

Dune on Short Notice.

718 VALENCIA. STREET,
Between Eighteenth and Nineteenth.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DECORATIONS.
Plastering Repaired and Whitened,

763 Market St., San Francisco, 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

PINCK & HAMMOND,
]Sd:ET^L ROOFERS,
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing, Galvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Chininey-topB. Z& ROOFS repaired
and painted.

Ail Jobbing promptly attended to,

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

W. CRONAN,
(Successor to Cronan & Dunbar)

Metal Roofers,
1213 and 1215 Market St., Bet. 8th & 9th.

Galvanized Iron CV'rnices. Copper, Tin, and Sheet Iron
Work of every description . Roofs repaire-i, etc.

All work done by me g^uaranteed.

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry Street, Bet-ween 3d. and -^ilh.

Constantly on Hand or Made to Order,

STAIR RAILS, POSTS,
BALUSTERS, ETC.. ETC.

J. R. DREW. F. McXAUGHLIN.

DREW & Mclaughlin,

Stair Builders,
ENTEEPEISE MILL,

220 & 2 22 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

D. F. MULVILLE,

20 Fair Oaks St., bet. 2l8t and 22d.

JUST PUBLISHED.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT WORK.

American Cottages
CONSISTWS OF hk LAEGEQUAEIO PLATES,

Containine: Original Designs of Medium and Low
Cost Cottages, Seaside and Country Houses. Also, a
Club House, School House, Pavilion and a Small
Seaside Chapel.

Togetlier wltl a Form of spe.iScaiion for Coitagss.

All in the latest prevailing styles, from the drawings of
a number or prr>mineDt architects, thus securing • great
variety ff plans and diversity of treatment, and uffer-

ing the largest opportunity for selection.

One Laree Onarto Volme Price, josi-d id $5 oc

J. W. WESSON,

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone Ko. 4.30.

'NEW, ENLARGED EDITION.

II litltlttl jfll !

j^nsriD ITS TJSI3S.

* STAR *

TOOL AND MACHINE WORKS,

f.' ZEAJEWSKI. Proprietor.

516 and 518 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco-

WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Newel Rods. Etc.,
For Stair Work.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

CALIJOENU AICIITSCTI BUILBINd HEWS
FOR ONE YEAR WITH

Liar;;e Edition of above Work, $2 50. Witli .Small I'^itioii, $2.25.

N. P. LANGLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner

No. 407 Mission St., SAN FRANCISCO.
Mechanics' Hall, Second Floor.

BUILDING SUPERINTENDENCE,

A New Work.

PBICK TIIRRR I>OI.L.AK!«

Send to this Office.
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BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
FULL LINE

OF

Light and Dark

MANUFACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures,

The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that will not wear

out or break.

For Sale By

Duntiain, Carrigan
& CoI

—DEALERS IN—

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc-

Nos. 17 and 19 BeaieSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S, F.

SA^^AGE, SON & CO.,

Empire Foundry and Machine Works
-135 TO 145 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

House Fronts, and Architechtral Iron Work of every Description.

:pxjTj:l^bei?.s' :pii=e T^nsriD FiTa?i3sra-s.

Mantel Grates, Slalile Fixtures, Ventilators and Builtlers' Hardware. ^send for Price Lists.

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY,
Planing Mills,

Railroad Shops,

Oar Builders,

House Builders,

Cabinet Makers,
ETC., ETC. SINGLE SPINDLE UPRIGHT 3HAPER.

NO. 2 SCROLL SAW.

GOODELL & V\^ATERS.
COENEE THIRTY-FIRST AND CHESTNUT STREETS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

tSr Parties In corresponding will oblige us by mentioning this paper. BRACKET BAND SAW.

Pacific Press PublishingHouse
12thTancl Castro Sts., Oakland, 606 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

Pmteis, Isgx&vers, Binders, llectrotypers, $ Stersotypers.

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Kine Catalogue Work: a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Journal is among the many printed by the Pacific Press.



•

"i ivr^-'4J2^K

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

VOLUME VIII, No. 3. *SAN FRANCISCO, FEBRUARY 15, 1887. terms:
{ If PejYear,m^Adv^^ce

EDWARD DENNY & CO.,

Drawing Paper and Materials.

Matlematical aid Snrveyini iDStrnments.

Stationers. Printers, and Blank-Book Manufacturers; Civil En-

tnneers, Surveyors, Architects, ard Draughtsmen's Supplies.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California and Sacramento Streets, San Francisco.

tt^ Send for Sample of our New Detail Paper. 1^

CALIFORNIA WIRE WORKS!
329 3Iarket Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, . . CAL.
MANl'FAI'TURERS OF

BANK, STORE, and OFFICE

WmDOW GUARDS FOR CHURCHES,

STORES, RESIDENCES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC,

CRESTINGS and FINIALS,
Elevator Guards, Halcfiiy Riiilinys, Wire Partitions, Skylight 1

(.fuar<is, Wire Siui's, Wrouu^ht Iron Fences, Sieves, 1

Stable Guards, Hid les, Stable Fixtures, C(>al I

Screens, Arbars, Sand Scrtena, Gar-
|

den Arches, Window Screens,
Wire Fences,

1

And a geaerU line of Ornamental Wire Goods. !

Fr. H. ROSENBflUM & CO.. WESTERN IR6N W6RKg.

Plate S Window Glass

MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS

(Quicksilver a!id Patent Baik).

Xo. 507 Market Street, op]>. Sansome.

(Snccessore to John R. Sims & Son),

MANUFACTURKRS OF

Wi
SLIDING

HAS OUTLIVED

IMITATIONS.
ENDORSED BY

1,200 AECEITECIS
", NO TRACK ON

\ THE FLOOR.

NO CUTTING

i OF CARPETS.

'. ADJUSTABLE

f TO SETTLI^^..

aOOSETS_ ~ H^

'"--^^
SYRACUSE.N.y

O. V. LA^ISTGE,
Publisiier of a Series of

OF BEST EXAMPLES OF CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTURE.

PhotO|craphi-r, !4« MoiilKomery St., H. V.

i:«[IMtOVKI>

HYDRAULIC RAMS.
Send fi>r Circular and Pri'-e List. Address,
ALLEV GAWTHROP, .1 ., Wilmington, De .

Awarded Medal and l>ijl>ii)aut the Ce.ittnidal
Exhibition, Philadelphia.

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wrought Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. Sole Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

CHAMPION METALLIC WhEELBARROW.

Iron Roofs and Gasometers Manufactured
to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,

Between Mission and Howard.

croHinsr nyc^LLonsr's

EkUnsani Emking Works.

CUT. STAlNSn. and <,il<OUXI» tiLASS.

Glass Cuttin^^ Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Staineil Glass Works,
1213 & 1215 Howard St.

C. P. SHEFFIELD. -—.* »^rt • N. W. SPAULDINO. -.*. J. lATTERSON.

PjlCIFIC Saw MANUFACTURIfiG COiPjlNy,
MANUFACTURERS OF SAWS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Nos. 17 and 19 Fremont Street,
s^^nsr :Fi^.^]srczsco, C^^L.

.\s!:ciitslor(\ B. I'ATl.'S FII.FS. If. KOYKRs' T;A('E LEATHER. SAAV REI'AlRIXi I> ALL ITS BRANCHES.
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BROWELL'S PATENT CHIMNEYS.

iL^MIttS VUffiOFlIf© i-i^f^Hm^iTTO®^

T Qnintli. BMk«t PJp«, ^•doovr* XacreaMA ^BcBAttCiimb

i.t l!ol^ Trup p. Tmp. ft, Trai».

All Sizes of the above on hand and for sale at the Loi^est Prices.

First PreiTilum Silver Medal of Mechanics' Institute awarded for Patent
Chimneys and Ornamental Chimney Tops.

ARE THE ONLY CHIMNEYS where BANDS and FILLING can
be used to make a SMOKE and AIR-TIGHT JOINT, and with
Iron Rods or Strapped to the Building'.
The U. S. (rircuit Court has Kratiteil me a }ierpetuul injunction a-j^ainst L. E. Clawson andjog. S.

Brown. AH persons are cautioned uu'airist \i-in_' ativ impro\ement in sectional cliiinnevs patented
by me.

'
Manufactured and for sale h. JT. BROWEIjL, 727 Montgomery Street, S . F.

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap.

BKST IK VHK.
Recommended by all the Architects

|

in California.

OFFICE-1901 KBOiDWAY, Oak-
land.

For Sale by Plumbers.

REESE LLEWELLYN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,
133 and 135 Bealc Sticet,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.
MANUFACTURER OF

House rroms and MacMiiery Castinp

OF ALL KINDS.

D. ZEGLIO,
Carrara Marble Works.

MANUFACTURER OF

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

1319 MISSION STREET,

Between 9th and 10th, SAX FRANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

Every Description of Metal Goods Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC.

Old work refinished, repaired, and plated equal to new.

Silver Plated Amalgamatine Plates, for sav-

ing gold in Quartz, Placer, Gra\el, and Beach Mining.

05H and 655 MISSION STREET,
lletween New Montgonierj- and Thiid. San Francisco, Cai

E. ti. DENXISTOK Proprietor.

" IT IS ALMOST HUMAN.'

Ike lorlon

DOOE CHECK and SPEIHG
Renders Slammiiig: of Doors an Impossibility.

FRANK D. MORRELL,
SiSO Market St., nr. Front, San FraneiMro.

CARPENTER and JOINER.

ILLUSTEATiD BY 86 PLATES.

BY JAMES H. MONCKTOX,

In cloth, «6 10

Address tlie offl« e of this Jor».NAi,.

Made in representation of Ancient anf] Mod
em Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau-

rel. Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and CostS

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood, i

ENAMELED, POLISHED,
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, ali sizes, latest

and ijiost

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatoiies, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Ceiabralcd

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

317

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO., ^-Jl«;.?Jl^-?^'«-.'^':??.'
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Pacific Rolling Mill Co
S.A.liT I^X^-A-DSrCISCO, C.fiv.Xj.

MANUFACTURERS OF

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON,

L

KoUnl r> aiiis,

Rolled Beams, Doable,

Angle, Channel, and T Iron,

Bridge and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws,

Nuts, Washers, etc.

Steamboat Shafts,

Cranks, Pistons,

Connocting Rods.

Rolled Beams, 4, 6, 8, and lOi inch.

Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames

Mining Machinery Fort,ings,

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Hammered Iron of every description.

1

J

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Block, Room I.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 50,

and 56 pounds to the vard. ±
r^lVfW VERY RARE, AND

Mantels, witl Newest Styles ol Grdtes, •

Fed-estsuls, Tatoles, Etc.

Wareboom-BRANNAN STREET,
Between Fifth and Si.\th.

J. & F. KEMSKLER.

r\%,'rr%\'XC THOS. p. SIMPSON, Washinstton, D. C-

MA I t*N I \ No pa;v asked for patents until obtained,
' " I fc"'" ^ Write for Inventor's Guide.

MAEBLE MANTELS,

ONYX BELGIAN BLACK. TENNESSEE

ITALIAN AND STATUARY

TILE FACING, HEARTHS k FINE GRATES.

w. H. Mccormick,

827 MARKET ST., BET. 4th AND 5th.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LAUNDRY MACHINERY
AXU Dp:ALKliS !N'

LAUNDRY SUPPLIES,
297 Wabash Ave. Chicago, III.

Comp:ete Outfits for HOTfiLS and PUB-
LIC INSTITUTIONS.

Plans for Lauiulries will l)e furnished to Archi-
tects on application to

J. E. CHAPPELL, Agent,
209 Fell Street, San Francisco.

ecnanics^
^Geometry

SCIENCE OF
rv

Use of Card-Board.

Price Has Been ReJncei to

Water
For all Classes of Buildings.

I have introduced this system in over 400 houses on this Coast where it is

now in operation. All work Guaranteed.

Sole Manufacturer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER
Hole AK«nt for

BUNDY'S PATENT STEAM AND HIT WATER RADIATOR.

Also Agent for

Gold's Improved Sectional Boiler for Low Pressure Steam.

Office 30 New Montgomery St.. under Palace Hotel

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.
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HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwellings by the Most Approved

HOT T^ATEB SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this line has given perfect satisfaction in every instance, aud'we will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

We also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY & CO.

614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.

T H E

s c I e: TV cn:
OF

MA dp: easy,
BY

PROF. 13 ELL.

NEW Edition of 1881,
r'rice, 80.00.

CARPENTER'S MANUAL,
Prico, SOcts.

.^STAINS
FOR SHINGLES,

CLAPBOARDS. FENCES, ETC.

SAMhCABOT^
70 Kilbv St., Boston.

Send for Full Descriptive Circular.

SETH THOMAS

WATCH
BestWalch in America

for tlie Price.

Kennett's Patent
ROOF BRACKET.

This bracket is nHpd to in-
stantly sci-nre a Scaffolil or
fi<>ta(;ini; on a iiiliineic Roof,

Without the use of Nails or Screws-

IT IS MADE OF THE BEST MALLEABLE IRON,
AND CANNOT BE BROKEN.

The accompanyiny illustration shows tlie Bracket partly under a shinyle
ami a scantlins", in position. IJy tliis construition it f()rmRa ilanip, and
the more pressure there is against it the tijrhter it f>:et3 The bracket is

placed over a joint, so that it holds onto three shirtgles and "akes it

doubly secure, and ob\"iates arty possibility of sHpping^, or of splitting;
shingles.
The scantling lies close to the roof, so that loose nails and sh ngles can-,

no* pass down and "ff the roof. It eng iges with t' ick or thin shingles
with the same readiness and secnrity.

It is the safest mode in the world of fast-
ening a scaffold. It cannot slip

or give way.
For Shingling", Repairing, or Painting a Shingle Roof, or in case of fire,

to go on a roof it has no equal. It requires but a few seconds to change
from one place to another, requires no nails, splits no shingles in taking
up your scaffold, as in the old way.

Price, $400 Per Dozen.
In order that evtry mechanic on tht- coast may possess these Brackets,

we will send a pair post-paid to any address, upon receipt of 75 cenl^
ADDKKSS this (ifflc-e,

S540 .Uonti^oniery St.. Han Francimoo, California.

BURR'S NEW WASTE PIPE HOPPER, For the NEW PLUMBING LAW.

s «

S.I

I « £
^^5

9 —

si

This Slop Hopper completely trap-s the fcnil air and gase
arisii g from Drains and Sewers. Bui'r*M Mtenoll Trap
is superior to all others, and Is the only one wlilch prevents
the drain-pipes from becoming stopped up. It i-an be pltu'ed
in the yard, kitchen, or wlierever convenient. Tl»«' Trade
Supplied. The speriflcationHof Architects call for Bi'Rk'h No.
I Hoi'PBR andTkap Combinrd. which is the best recommended
for its superiority. Mend for Circular.

This hood protects the pipe and makes
it look neat; the front is open, making it

an open trap Hopper. It has a 2 and 4-

inch outlet.

Address 667 Mission St., San Francisco.

BURROS WEATHER STRIP, Harsha's Patent.
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JOSEPH SMITH,
CONTRACTOR FOR

BRICKWORK, STONEWORK,

GRADING,

SEWER WORK and PATENT CHIMNEYS.

Agent for Gladding McBean

Sewer Pipes, Patent Chimneys,

ANI> TERRA COTTA WARIU

BRICK FOUNDATIONS
Put under frame building at tlie sliortest notice and most

reasonable rates.

YARD!!): Valfn«ia St., lirt. ITtli and INth
and ;iU33, ;i»35, 2937 Mission Street, bet. 25tli
and iiOtli.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Co. of California

FIRE AND MARINE.

Principal 0fflc8, 439 galifoinis St, Itlt Dsposit BuiWlng

SAN FKA.NCiSCO.

JOHN H. WISE, Vresident.

CHAS. A. LATON, Secretary.

W. D. FERINE,
MANUFACTURKR OF

Artificial Stone Sidewalks,'Garden Walks.

Basement Floors, Carriage Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building Stone,

URNS, VASES, STONE COPING and STEPS

Entrance to Cemetery liOts, Casiiets,

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICF,, 28 New Montgomery St. OAK-

LAND OFFICE, 457 Ninth st. Residence, 809 Oalt st. Oaltland.

National * Assurance «
Company,

OIF TSj'mi^ji^-mT^,

Atlas Assurance Company,
OF LONDON,

BOYLSTOiN INSURANCE COMPANY, OF BOSTON.

H. M. NEWHALL & CO,

G-ENERAL AGENTS.

309 and 311 Sansome St., ----- San Francisco, Cal.

SASH LOCKS ® DOOE BOLTS.
A very important feature of the IVES' SASH LOCK is in

its securely locking- when closed and simultaneously drawiugg
the meeting rails closely together. All tlie movements are

ai-complished by cams without the instrumentality of sprinifs,
thus avoiding: the possibility of getting- out of order.

IVES* PATENT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with a bit,
and are a greater protection than ordinary lucks or bolts
afford. I\es' Patent Sash Lotks and Door Bolts are protected
by nine letters patent, and are manufactured in o\ er forty
styles of finish.

One Sample only Ives' Patent Sash Lock, mailed post-j-aid
to any Carpenter sending his address, with 10 cts. in stamps.
Illustrated price lists, showing forty-six styles of gotids,
mailed frte.

H. B. IVES & GO.,
Sole Manufacturers and Patentees, New Haven, Conri.

Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts, sold by all dealers
in Hardware.

^K.
J^ftc alWAt Ttk -afit: arfW jiV -f^ i^. irtr itk jUrjftB: jriSk jUcj^k jftk jJflk aJftk 3Jkjfti:jAr:.jdSk ^ jJfa. .lAr aflht itki hAi ibCTk T»lflfe. itU. ntfht. irffct .jtSm. JSk. .iJW. jiBk aigW wSfc ^V t^-jAljJUc »ftc

aJ^

^ GAUFORNIA ARGHITEGT AND MIIDING NEWS. ^
FXJBI-iISHED M:ONTHI-i'V

BY THE

San Francisco Architectural Publishing Co.

It is the only Journal published on the Pacific Coast devoted especially
to the Architectural, Building, Sanitary and Scientific Interests. It is the

Best Adverti.siiig' Medium published fo? eveijthing connected with
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Mechanic's Lien Law, Twenty-five per cent, Thirty-
five Days, Filing Contracts, etc.

ITTHE law as it now is, among its many other nialadioit
|

ro-

"^ visions, makes it obligatory upon owners to retain in their

hands twenty- five per cent of contract sum, for a period of

thii'ty-five days from and after date of completion of buildings,
or works of any kind, with the alternative that if said twenty-
five jier cent is not so retained, the owner remains liable to

creditors of the; contractor, who may have performed labor, or

furnished materials, for the period of time named, although (he

owner may, in good faith and with honest intent and j)urpo.se,

have jiaid the full sum of agreement to the contractor, at com-

pletion, oi prior to the expiration of the thirty-five days. Con-

sequently, if an owner presumes to act kindly, and pay promptly
upon completion for the materials .•md labor performed for,

furnished to, and enjoyed by him, he must assume all the risks

and chances that may follow the payment of more than seventy-
five per cent of the amount of contract price, prior to the ex-

piration of the time provided in the statute—nearly one-tenth of

a whole year.
The thirty-five-day clause serves no good purpose, nor is it

just when made compulsory by legal enactment. Parties to any
transaction may agree upon credit payments, but when a form of

law is passed by the law-making powers, which proposes to com-

pel men to give and accept credit, whether they desire to do so

or not, is an invasion of personal and business rights
— "

special

legislation
"

in that its operation selects a special class of opera-

tors, and subjects these to its special penalties. In addition to

this, it im[)Oses positive hardships and inconveniences, more or

less upon all concerned, but espejially upon those least able to

bear them—sub-contractors—who, as a rule, nei d all they earn

as soon as it is earned, and being kept out of any portion of theii-

earnings for thirty-five, or any other number of days, is a de-

privation both unjust and unfair. For while some of our build-

ing contractoi s have the means to liquidate all claims against

them, iromptlv, the larger number are possessed of no bink

accounts, and can only pay as they receive the contract pay-

ments; and as a furtlier rule, stair-builde. s, plHsters, plumbers,

painters, and other sub-contractors, are made to -hare a part of

this thirty-five days' requirement, and it is no wonder that "

the Lien Law," is a common expression among those who are

compelled to bear the burdens it imposes.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars are continually tied up by

this process of law, which should be in circulation. But few

owners are benefited by this delay in payments, us but infinitesi-

mally few, if any, commence building improvements with any
consideration, if even a knowledge of the fact that the law gives

thirty -five days' ciedit on one-fourth of all contract sums they

may enter into, exceeding $1,000. Nor is it likely that one in one

thousand would commence building simjily, or to any extent, by
reason of this i)rovision of law. Owners, as as a rule, see to it

that their resources are, or will be equal in proper time to any

undertaking ventured upon; and again, as a rule, payment at

completion is convenient, and is preferred to having an unsettled

balance hanging for thirty-five days. The few who woold desire

such accommodations, can always make the aiTangements, with-

out any necessity of forcing anyone to accept an undesired

thing.
It gives no additional security. It is a bad law, m that It does

not increase security to any creditor of a contractoi*, except that

it operates as a period or specie of notification, in which credi-

tors may be able to find out that certain contract money, as a

whole, has been earned. If upon this is based the merits of the

provision in question, it is a heavy imposition upon very many
innocent parties, and is a legal circumlocution which could be

greatly simplified by aiming directly at the evil sought to be

remedied—that of dishonest men receiving the moneys of con-

tracts, and failing to pay their debts. If creditors must be

notified, if they are unable to keep the run of things, and cannot

rely_ upon the integrity of their customers, the law otherwise

provides
—

sensibly
—a means of protection, i. «., notify the

owner, which don", the owner must jeserve the amount of claim

from the contract amount, or be responsible to the creditor in the

amount due him. Thus every ere litor, by taking timely pre-

caution, ctn make himself safe, without the unfair, unjust, and

Iniquitous imjwsition of a ]ienalty of thiity-five days' waiting for

the payment of moneys due. "
Delicacy" toward the man mis-

trusted is the common excuse for not pursuing the notification

course. "Don't like to," for fear of otfending— who? The
man whose honesty or ability to pay Is questioned. But this

course would require [)ersonal action and individual responsibil-

ity; hence the promoters and advocates of the thirty-five days'
rule shirk this jilaln, reasonable, and effective method, and skulk

behind the bulwarks of ungenerous legal construction, to avoid

a course that might, perchance, displease a customer who had
been suspicioned as more dishonest than he proved to be, even

if this shirking disposition has the effect of paralyzing the cir-

culation of a few hundred thousand, or, perha)is, a million

dollars.

Banks and loaners gain, borrowers lose. Loans, particularly

EACH SUCCESSIVE ISSUE OF THIS JOURNAL WILL SHOW A MARKED IMPROVEMENT.
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when money is tight and interests comparatively liigh, are charged
to the borrower from the time the loan is gi anted, upon the

theory that the amount of the loan is
" set apart to the bor-

rowei'," at the time the loan is passed upon. This, however, is

not [)ractical]y true in all cases, but when appliel, operates as a

grinding process uj)on the borroAer, who receives no abatement
of interest during the thirty five days, while the bank or loaner
is at liberty to speculate with the m 'neys

"
placed to the credit

of the borrower," for the full period of the law's delay, and

thereby receives double interest on the amount.

Designed to head oB' i-ogues. Yes; at whose expense f Every-
body concerned specially, and the entire building trade in gen-
eral. The framers of tlie preposterous proposition failed to take

in the whole situation, or toexeicise intelligent comprehension
as to effects, in that in the attempt to catch the dishonest, good
men's rights are throttled. Legislation which ))roposes to with-

hold moneys due, rightfully belonging to other ]>arties, is ill

conceived and nnju.st. As a matter of lourse the law is general
in apiilicat on, and good men may be puni-hed by its provi>ions,
in tliat they mny be deprived of moneys due them by right, if

not by law. Of coursi', owners under contract with good, re-

sjionsible men,'m ly pay the contract moneys at pleasure, and as-

sume the risks in doing so, but some are apt to utilize the legal

privilege of hohling onto their coin as long as the law allows,
and this is more likely to b i the case in large jobs, involving

large sums, more than in those of moderate co>t. Tiike, for in-

stance, the Flo.id buihling, on Market Street, the contract of

which for carpenters' work alone, amounts to over $100,000,
an I with the other contracts, a total of over $300,000, which
leaves in the hands of the millionaire owner, under the thirty-
five diiys' clau^e, of the contract iimount earned at comjdetion of

the buildint', seventy-five or more thousand dollars of moneys
rightfully due others, who may stand, hat in hand, and beg, while
the owner nmy laugh and reply: Wait the law's appointed time,
and 1 will })ay you what you have already earned.

The intent of those who manipulated the framing of the pres-
ent law, was. \\\ the main, good, in that it proposed to provide
better security for the payment of material men, sub-contractors,
and workmen, with that other nicely worked in, objectionable

joker, which makes those furnishing materials the second in

class of preferred ci'editors, labor heing first, leaving "subcon-
tractors

"
third, with no chance to get any pay, provided the balance

due on contract amount at final settlement should be no more
than sufficient to ]>a,y, first, workmen; «cco»irf, material men. To
claim fairness or equity in sucii an arrangment of law, is

simply a ridiculous absurdity. In cases where there are sliort-

ages in the contiact sum, imposing the only alternative—pro
ratio settlement, every individual creditor is, by every considera-

tion of right, entitled to a fau- and just proportion of the money
to be dividei^. But the last amendments to the law, those now
in operation, were l)rought about through the efibrts, and at the ex-

j)ense of those who were personally interested in classifying the

"rank of each lien," as follows: First, all persons per/orrning
manual labor; second, "persons fiurnishing materials ;" third,
" sub contractorsf )ioor fellows, how gratifying to them to stand

by and see the wealthier class, the class abler to lose, step in and
take all that is due them, if there is enough foi- that purpose,
and if not enough, then to take all there is, and tho.se who have
furnished both material and labor, as "subcontractors," be
smiled at as unfori unates, becau.se in the third class, yet as

justly a creditor, and entitled to pay as much as tho.se who re-

ceive all, or the larger portion of their claim.

The filing of contracts in the manner proviiled by the law, to wit,
"
prior to the commencement of the works," is mischievous, op-

pressive, and unjust, in that it jeopardizes and endangers the

rights of owners and contractors, if not so fih d in point of time,
the Superior Courts holding that the plans and sjiecifications are

parts of the contract, and must also be filed, and sometimes to

do this, the commencement must be delayed, which should not
be rendered necessary by unwise, and inipractioid legislation.
Yet if the tiling is not done in time, the contract obligation is

rendered void, and the owner must suffer, while all the purposes
of filing might be as well accompli.shed, if filed within five (or ten)

days after " cnmmencement " was inserted for the arbitrary
" before." The less than one dozen of those interested in the

entire building business in San Francisco, who hold to the "before,"
use a very unfivir argument in defense, by claiming that there

are contractors who, in less than ten days after commencement of
the work, can and do piactice deceits and rascalities which
would not be possible by an earlier filing. To admit this as

true, it does not reflect much credit upon the intelligence or

acumen of those who allow themselves to be catight by such

(very few) disreputable fellows, for none but men without busi-

ness standing or reputation would do any such rascally things;
and if such persons can ply their games, and beat men of long
business experience as material men, mill men, etc., those beiten

ought to acknowledge themselves beaten, and keep quiet through
shame at the r own want of fair business smartness, rather than
seek to impose onerous exactions upon ninety-seven-liundredths
of those who are square and uj>right in all their transactions.

There is a moral debasement running all through the law, as it is,

which aims at protection to material men, etc., without any con-

sideration of tlie rights and conveniences of honest mechanics,'

architects, or owners, for which reasons the law should be, and

likely will be amended during the present session of the Legis-
lature.

Contract Equities.

jnHB greater number, in fact nearly all building contracts, are

1 made up from the owner's standpoint, and either the archi-

tect or attorney who formulates the obligation, is very
careful to include and guard his client's every interest, with no

special provisions j)i
otective of the party of the second jiart—the

contractor. Building contracts, in a general sense, propose two

things: First, that the contractor shall furnish and provide the
material and labor required to carry out and fulfill the require-
ments of the plans and sjiecifications, and, second, that the
owner is to pay the agreed sum of contract for the ]>roper ex-

ecution of the work couteuiplated bj', and defined in, the agree-
ment.

If there were no contingencies involved or jjossible, a contract

containing no more than is written above, would serve all practi-
cal purposes. But as it is, there are numerous possibilities that

may arise during progress, in refer.-nce to quality of materials

sought to be used, character of workmanship, delay in piogress
of the work, liabilities for debts created by the contractor, in-

jury to person or property, and a variety of mishaps that the
owner must be protected against. This is usually carefully at-

tended to in [)reparing the contract, with scarce a word not
intended to obligate the contractor. He must do this, and that,
and the other thing, just in the way and manner jirescribed by
the plans and sjiecifications, subject to penalties and charges for

all neglects and failures that may occur; but it is seldom that

contracts provide agiinst hardshijis that may be imposed upon
the contractor. Yet alike, the man who builds a building,

using his skill and mechanical abilities and his means and credit

to fulfill his agreement, and he who pays coin for such fulfill-

ment, have rights and equities, which should be respected and

properly treated in the one as much as the other.

The figuring and valuations leading to contracts, are usually
based u]ion the plans and sjiecifications, and if the plans do
not show and fairly represent what may afterwards be claimed as

the " true intent and meaning" thereof, the architect producing
the jilans being the "conclusive" authority upon the point of

intent and meaning, the man most affected by the interpretition,
is obliged to accept the rendering of the architect, and proceed

accordingly, although doing so may add materially to the costs

of the work, more than would be required if the plans were in-

terpreted by disinterested parties. Plans intended to show, and

properly showing true intent and meaning, may be widely differ-

ing propositions.
The specifications are another most important factor, and if

so sufficiently clear and intelligently drawn as to cover all require-

ments, there can be no issues in regard to them
;
but if vague, and

[lossible of more than one construction, they thereby become

misleading; and if "
conclusively

"
read and interpreted by the

man who in haste put them together with omissions, or through

incompetency failed to incorporate all that was wished for by the

owner, the effect upon the contractor is the same, if bound to

submit to an arbitrary rendering.

Again, tmder rulings of the courts in this State, if an owner

neglects or refuses to make the progress payments, the contractor

is not thereby relieved from progressing witli the work, nor can

he claim such non-payments as "prevention of contract" by the

owner; but he must go on and complete before he can lien the

property or commence legal proceedings to recover the contract

moneys. Or an owner may not be prejiared at the time called

upon to make a payment, or he may hold the moneys due the

contractor for speculative purposes; meanwhile the contractor

must go on, nurse his credit, provide the necessary cash to pay
workmen, and suffer many hardships, because the owner pleases,
or is forced to delay payment.

Certainly these, and numerous other considerations, which

space will not permit us to recite in this issue, shouhl influence

both architects and owner to a reasonable and just ajipi-eciation
of the equities which should be incorporated in building contracts.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE FOR 1887, $2.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.
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San Francisco Chapter American Institute of Architects.

I IfHE regular monthly meeting was lield on the evening of tlie

*1* 4th intit., A. PLssis, president, presiding; B. E. Henricksen,

Secretary. The committee appointed to interview tlie

freeholders in reference to the Board of Public Works, reported
that nothing had been accomplished in regard to the subject
matter of its appointment.
James E. Wolfe, of committee to confer with a like committee

from the Builders' Association, in reference to a uniform build-

ers' contract, reported that the conference of committees liad

prepared and s\ibmitted a form of agreement, which was thought
to adjust the rights and equities of both contracting parties, in

lieu of the usual rather one-sided obligation generally used, in

which the binding claims are more oppressive than generous to

and upon the contractor. The new form presented for the con-

sideration of the Chapter, suggested clauses of contract which,
while compromising none of the ownei-s' fair and reasonable

rights, extended such reliefs and qualifications to the parties of

the second part, as were consistent with fair dealings between
man and man. A motion to accept and file was debated, the
Chairman of the committee urging that tlie Chapter should ex-

press its ajjproval or rejection, or suggest such amendments to

the proposed form as would muke it acceptable; but the senti-

ment prevailed that each architect should enjoy the right to draw

np contracts to suit his own and his client s notions, and if the

building clauses should be distasteful to the party of the second

part, he could exercise the right to decline signature, leaving the

architect the alternative of letting the work to some other party
less scrupulous in regard to obligations which might, under
certain conditions and circumstances, be made severely oppress-
ive. The motion to receive and file, prevailed. Hence the time
and labors of the joint committee resulted in waste, as far as

concert of action by the Chapter was concerned.

A report was also received, through the same source, in refer-

ence to thti amendments to the mechanic's lien law, stating thiit

mateiial changes and amendments have been formulated and
forwarded to Sacramento for legislative action, with the hope
that our law-makers, now assembled at the State Capitol for the

ostensible purpose of legislating for the common weal, will

oblige nine-tenths of their constituents engaged in the building
business, by expunging many of the hardships and weaknesses of
the law as it now exists, and substituting fairer and more equa-
ble and practical features, much better calculated to insure the

purposes of the statute, witjioiit imposing any of the many—at

jiresrnt impractical and bad—conditions of the present law.

Two of the most important changes modifies the present require-
ment that twenty-five per cent of the contract sum shall reuiain

unpaid until thirty-five days fiom and after completion, to a

delay of ten days; also, that instead of the contract being filed

before the work is commenced, tlie time for filing to be extended
to within ten days after commencement.
A paper was read by Mr. Gash, on the subject of ancient and

modern plumbing, which, by order of the Chajiter, is published
in full in present issue of this journal.

Contractors Should Secure Fair Prices.

IN
a short time building activities for the year 1887 will be

faii-ly begun. Let each contractor resolve that he will main-
tain prices throughout the year. There is nothing so detri-

mental to the buildmg trades as dishonorable competition. If

you cannot figure to do good work, furnish good material, and

pay reasonable wages, leave the job alone. If builders could
combine and hold to fair j)iices, there would be a great deal of

money made this year. Do not charge exorbitant |)rices for

your work or owners will invest their capital in other ways. But

figure so as to make a fair margin and enough to allow for extras.

The common comjilaint among builders has been that such close

figuring was done that legitimate contractors could not get enough
work to keep their men going. Somebody gets beat. Is it the

owner, the dealers in building material, or the contractor ? We
think in many cases it is the three. Why disgrace the profession
in this way ? Just as much work will be done if contracts are

'

figured so as to leave a fair margin as there will be if the figures
are so low that everybody will be beat. Turn over a new leaf

this year and make some money.

Judge Miller recently decided a case in the New York Court
of Appeals, in which he held that if the owner of a building
employs a mechanic to make repairs upon the same with no spe-
cific arrangement as to terms and conditions, such employment is

in the nature of an independent contract, which imposes upon
the employe the responsibility incurred by the negligence of him-
self or those who are aiding him.

Building Summary for February.
TITHE past month has been dull, as far as letting new contracts

X is concerned. Allowance must lie made for the bad weather
of the past few weeks. During the month just passed, the

following summary will show the number of building engagements,
and the value thereof:—
30 frame buildings, value $126,000
5briek " "

53,250
13 alterations and additions, value 25,200

48 f204,450

Why Are Bath and Water-Closet Combined ?

I^^ODEIIN houses located in cities, all contain a convenience
11/ the names of which are too numerous for mention. Per-

O haps the Erench No. 100 is as good as any. "Retiring
Room," is a euphemism which will meet the same fate as the once
delicate word "privy," whicii signified a pri\ate retii-ing room.
Whatever its name, we all want it, but we want it perfect of its

kind, able by its mechanical construction to remove from us with-

out injury to our senses or our health those matters for which
the body has no more need.

Most modern houses also contain another convenience, to some
extent a necessity, but in great part a luxury. This consists of

a tub, usually resembling a coflin in shape, and capable of con-

taining enough hot or cold water to cover the bo ly. At its sim-

plest, a bath is a matter of cleanliness; but in its mo.^t developed
condition it may be considered one of pleasurable sensations, and
it is to be noted that unless the latter are received by the bather,
he is much inclined to omit the batli.

No matter how carefully the privy, water-closet, retiring-room,
or whatever else it is called, be constructed, the sense of smell

will always find some ollense there, and that of sight may at

times have its delicacy ofiended. Since this is the case, the ques-
tion may be asked,

" Why is it usual to locate the water-closet in

the bath-room ( Why is the bather condemned to have his sense

of smell ofiended by emanations which pi oceed from matters ex-

creted either by his own body or those of other members of
the family? What natural connection is there between a water-
closet and a bath.

If the matter were simply one of smell, or even one of smell
and sight combined, it might concern delicacy, but would have no

grave import. But in fact it is a maiter of health also. Even

though the closet be as perfect as plumber and sanitary engineer
can make it, it ought not to be combined with the bath-room
because of the possibility of derangement, the lu-obability of its

use by members of the family sufiering from sickness or disease,
and the fact that it requires conditions difi'erent from those of the

bath-room in order to maintain it peifect. For hnlf the year, at

least, through our long winters, the bath-room, if it is to be at

once a source of health and of jdeasure, requires to be heated,
while the closet is decidedly better without any artificial heat.

The former is, or ought to be, a place in which we spend some
little time, while the latter is, or ought to be, for actual necessity

only.
It is comfortable, no doubt, at times, to have the closet handy,

and handy it can be, but should be accessible from the bath-room

only by passing through a door. It should be so placed that ac-

cess to it can be obtained without entering the bath-room, so that

it can be used by one member of a family while another is bath-

ing. Who among us does not know the misery of waiting until

another has bathed, or the equal misery of bathing while the too

haniy necessity beside the bath is in use ?

A great deal of modern delicacy is opposed both to convenience
and health; but here is a matter in which convenience and health
are consonant with delicacy, since the last is in the highest degree
outraged by the usual arrangement; yet delicacy has not yet
taken umbrage at the unholy union of privy with bath, nur have
convenience or health brought in their batteries against it.— W.
N. Lockington, in Builder and Decorator .

Something to Be Remembered.
Swing all doors to the right as you enter an apartment; they

are thus handled conveniently.
It is better to oil floors than to paint them

;
a monthly rubbing

will make them as good as new.
Soiled wall paper may be cleaned with dry bread carefully ap-

plied.

Leaks in sewer or plumbing pipes may be detected by injecting
oil of peppa-mint into any portion of the apparatus.

If vaini.sh or oil does not flow easily, add powdered camphor.
Shellac and borax boiled in water produces a good stain for

floors.

BUILDINa OOMESPONDENOE DESIRED FROM EVERY PORTION OF THE PACIFIC SLOPE.
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Evolution in Architecture.

BY H. M. HUGUNIN.

TTfHE gradations that have occurred in architecture from the

^y^ earliest period to the present day are as marked as those that

distinguish every other branch of art. The earliest dwell-

ings of which we have any record were caves, or grottoes, which
date to a time before ancient Troy was built. Some of these

ANTIQUE CAVERN-DWELLINGS

Are said to have recently existed in the Island of Sicily ; and on
the coast of Syria, not many years ago, was an extensive subter-

ranean city, constructed like a beehive. Mud buildings were
imitations of martin's nests, and Plutarch mentions cottages
made of framework and mud. In the days of Abraham the

nomadic tribes

DWELT IN TENTS,

Which they removed from plaie to place as the exigencies of their

herds required, and in Arabia the

wandering tribes still live in their

primitive houses. These, with

the caverns, the mud kraals of

the Hottentots, and the wigwams
of the American Indians, were
the first habitations of man. In
form the kraal and the home of

the Esquimaux resemble each

other. The one, however, is built

of mud, and the other of ice.

Towns wer« originally built

for protection, and erected like

fortresses, and to them the herds-

men and tillers of the ground
retired when endangered by thefl'

enemies.

Of the cities now existing,

Damascus, in Syria, is the oldest,

and to this day retains many of

its early characteristics. The

WIGWAM OF THE AMERICAN

INDIAN,

In all tribes, from the arrival of

Columbus, in 1492, to the pres-
ent era, displays its original feat-

uj'es, although native skill has

sometimes produced a few changes
in the material. Poles united at

the top, and so spread at the

bottom as to encompass a few

square feet of ground, form the

accustomed frame. Upon this

are fastened strips of bark or the

skins of animals. The ground is

the floor, on which a fire is built

in the center, the chimney con-

sisting merely of an opening left in the covering at the summit of

the structure. Here the family reside until a scarcity of food or

other social need compels them to remove to another locality.

THE HOME IN THE FOREST.

When white men began to emigrate from the Old to the New
World, the conveniences to which they had been accustomed, and
the inconveniences of the Indian wigwam, led them to erect

dwellings more suitable to their tastes

and habits. Unlike the Indians, they
were producers of various crops, and re-

quired more land or a homestead. Shelter

was a prerequisite while they were clear-

ing away the forest and preparing the
soil for cultivation. Building materials

and tools were scarce and of the rudest

sort; and the home was made of branches
of ti-ees for framework, covered and
floored with slabs or boards roughly hewn
from fallen trees, with fireplaces and chim-

neys wrought with atones and clay. In
other cases the trunks of trees were piled
one upon another, leaving great intervals

of space between, to be filled with strips
of wood and mud. Roofs were constructed of rough slabs,

boards, or bark. Windows were few and consisted, in the warm-
est season, jjrincipally of open spaces in the walls. In such

dwellings were born and reared some of the noblest men and

ARCHITECTURE AMONG THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS.

A primitive home, easily taken to pieces, and carried about the country.

tenement of former

women whose names and deeds emblazon the records of this

nation. The ancient cottages of Great Britain, were a tiifle in

advance of the first home in the wilderness, but still devoid of

elegance in either construction or material. Low walls of stone,
the doorways reaching nearly to the eaves, the diminutive, latticed

window, and the roof thatched with straw, composed a dwelling
both picturesque and comfortable for the rustic family. In such
a residence was born the favorite Scottish poet, Robert Burns,
near Ayr, in 1759.

The house where George Stephenson,
" the father of English

railways," was born, at Wylam, England, shows a better class of

riu-al cottages, but is lacking in every element of beauty, indicat-

ing the rude, practical rearing of the common laboring class.

But the genius of Burns and of Stephenson have cast about these

cottages haloes of glory that make them very attractive.

EARLY HOMES IN AMERICA.

In America, al.so, the early homes of many of our millionaires,

statesmen, and warriors were no
better than those in which the

great and noble of Europe were
first cradled. General Grant's

birthplace on the banks of the

Ohio; the log cabin of Abraham
Lincoln, in the wilds of Macon
County, 111., in 1830; and the

first home of Jay (iould, in

Connecticut, are fair examples of

the dwellings in which many
of our most noted men have been
reared.

But as the country gradually

developed, and its varied re-

sources were brought into requi-

sition, one by one, the agricultur-
ists became competent to erect

better dwellings, and with the

increase of commerce, merchants

acquired more room and means
for the exercise of their social

tastes, and soon

RURAL AND METROPOLITAN

MANSIONS

Began to beautify the natural

surroundings of town and coun-

try. The plain stone or brick

mansion, with its square win-
dows and corners, its porticoes
with massive columns, its gen-
eral air of solidity and comfort,
with here and tlieie an orna-

mental gable, a bay-window, and

graveled walks in the gardens,
filled with beautiful flowers, suc-

ceeded to the uncouth wooden

years of frugality and privation.

VARIATIONS OF ARCHITECTURE.

THE LOG HOUSE.

The style of building common among the early settlers in

the United States,

Architecture, like the fashions in dress, has varied with each

succeeding age, governed by the necessities of the peojile quite as

much as by their tastes. In the old medieval days of knightly
lords and fighting henchmen, arose the turreted strongholds, the

impregnable castle, the moat, the drawbridge, and the guarded
approach; and the edifices of that age,
ruined and picturesque, now adorn many
a landscape in the European States. Then
rose the abbey and

THE BUTTRESSED CATHEDRAL,

With their (juaint forms, their solid ma-

sonry, their gorgeous windows, their im-

j)osing towers, and their fretted interiors,

dignified, solemn, and inspiring through-
out.

Later ages brought more cheerful ideas

of social and religious life. The knights,
hejichmen, and n.onks passed away. The
new generation was more peacefvil. Taste
succeeded strife and spoil. Ijcarning and

the arts of peace became popular, and genius evolved new and
more pleasing forms of aichitecture. Mansions grew less like

castles and dungeons, cathedrals became churches, with more of

light and love in their worship, and dignity and arrogance gave
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place to gentler emotions. Sociability led to frequent exchanges
of opinions; men cultivated those things in architecture and art

that tended to elevate the mind, educate the taste, and develop
comfort, convenience and eh-gaiice in the home.

THE PROGRESS OF IMPROVEMENT.

As the arts and sciences expanded, they were pressed into

service for the improvement and adornment of the residence.

Old-fashioned systems were dis-

carded, and new materials and new
arts were brought into requisition
for the expression of the spirit of

the age. The grate superseded the

fireplace; the stove succeeded the

grate; the furnace took the place of

the stove; the steam-heater crowded
out the fuinace. The whale-oil

lamp pushed the candle out of the

family room; kerosene oil superseded
whale-oil; coal-gas threw both oils

out of the household economy, and
electiic lights drove gas-light into

the background. So in architecture.

Antediluvian granite and costly
marble succeeded the limestone and
brick in masonry, as common stone

and brick had superseded wooden building material.

BIRTHrLACE OF ROBERT BURNS.

common in England inThe uld st^'le cottage of the English peasantry
the past century.

SECURITY AND GRANDEUR

Were born of iron and terra-cotta; and with each recurring change
in building and building material came imcreased elegance, con-

venience and luxury.
It is true that in this growth of architectural display the

styles and rules of the old arts in building have been largely

ignored and sacrificed, and new forms

and features, unknown in other limes,

have been pressed into the service of

THE MODERN ARCHITECT AND BUILDER, ^
But in all this is manifested the chang-

ing spirit of the ages. Just as the

arbitrary sentiments of the medieval

times have passed away, and as the

more liberal sjiirit of the nineteenth

century now prevails, so the architect-

ure of the past has succumbed to the

more independent, versatile and at-

tractive shapes assumed in the build-

ings of to-day. This is the epoch of

ORIGINAL AND ELABORATE ORNAMENTA-

TION,

And the expansion of these grand ar-

chitectural achievements is limited only

by the capital of the individual who
desires to build.

If we compare, for example, the beautiful villa of Alexander

Pope, at Twickenham, England (exhibited ii the poem on an-

othei' page), with the magnificent family mansion of James C.

Flood, at Menlo Park, in California, twenty miles from San
Francisco, we shall be struck with the

contrast they present.

PUBLIC EDIFICES.

We call attention to one more striking
contrast in the architecture of the past
and present. A representative of a past

age is Independence Hall, Philadelphia,
wheie the Centennial Congress held its

sessions, and where the Declaration of

Inde])endence was adopted July 4, 1776.

Venerable in its architecture and associa-

tions, it did honor to the .social and ])oliti-

cal era in which it became famous, but,
in contrast with the present Capitol of

the United States, it shows the difference

that a century has wrought in American
architecture.

HOUSE IN WHICH JAY GOULD WAS BORN.

The form of dwelling which succeeded the log house in New

England and the Middle States.

THE PRESENT CAPITOL AT WASHINGTON,

Critically considered, externally and inter-

nally, may not strictly be termed a grand
architectural triumph, but in its vast pro-

portions, imposing elevations and valua-

ble art-works, it sheds luster upon the nation which it represents

MODKKN KK.SlDENl I'..

The style of dwelling with mansard roof which was

largely in fashion in the United States from 1860 to 1870.

In America, for several generations, architecture scarcely kept

pace with the improvements in other branches of art throughQut
the country, and has been more especially develoj)ed within the

past decade, so far as residences are concerned, than at any former

period. For nearly a century there were but few radical changes,
and these were improvements rather in securing convenience and
comfort than elegance.

WiaWAM AND SHANTY.

It is true that the wigwam and
the board shanty had their placet),

just as they have now, among the

Indians and lumbermen of the wil-

derness, and in these, there was, of

course, little or no improvement.
Shelter was the only object sought,
and everything among these primi-
tive classes was sacrificed to secure

comfort, even in its rudest form.

FIRST FARM HOUSES.

The pioneer settler on new lands

felt the necessity of ample .shelter

for himself and his family, but be-

yond this his ambition did not ex-

tend until he had gained cultivated

soil sufficient to yield him all the
necessaries of life. Then the log house and the board shanty
were supplanted by the neat, plain frame house, without paint, or

cornice, or blind, or a single ornament in its construction. In
time a cornice, shutters, and a coat of paint were added. As
prosperity increased, a back kitchen was attached. Ijater on, a

wing was projected on one side, with a small portico in front.

Next year the growing family required another wing on the other

side, with another portico.
THE HOUSL OF SIX GABLES.

Wealth continuing to accrue, a new
bite and a new house of larger size and
more imposing appearance was planned
and built It had a stone cellar, or

basement, was two stories high, built

of wood, with high ceilings, and had

long windows, green Venetian blinds, a

six gabled roof, dormer windows, and
several entrances, reached by steps.

THE RURAL MANSION.

A few years later, a new location

suggested the large square tenement,
two stories high, with a substantial

cellar, a center hall running through
the building, large rooms, immense

windows, a square hip roof with heavy
cornice, and chimneys on every side, a

covered piazza extending around three

sides of the lower story, and Venetian shutters to every window.

THE MANSARD VILLA.

A town residence becoming desirable, brick, stone, and mortar

grew into a mansion of two stories and a basement, with bay-

windows, or a swell front, a mansard

roof, stone steps, and iron balusters, a

fanciful porch at the front door, and a

general air of gentility pervading the

whole. Lawns, walks, and flower-rases

distinguished the front yard.

THE HOME OF A BUSINESS MAN.

Cultivated taste s»on induced the

wealthy citizen to invest in a more at-

tractive residence. Fifty or a hundred
thousand dollars were expended in a fam-

ily mansion of more elaborate gi-andeur,
the finest material, the most delicate or-

namentation, and a degree of architectural

beauty seldom realized, and of which the

house-owner had seldom dreamed. To
build it, marble, granite, freestone, iron,

pressed brick, terra-cotta, and hard woods
in great variety were brought into requi-

sition; curves and oblique lines were

diversified in its elevation, and a towering

cupola embellished with the numerous

artistic designs of modern architecture, topped the stately edifice.
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RESIDENCE OF J. C. FLOOD.

The summer^home of Mr. J. C. Flood, at Menlu Park, near San Francisco, California, is of unique modern architec-

ture, constructed from new and original designs, regardless of cost.

THE P.\LACE OF THE CAPITALIST.

'But the millionaire was not content with ihi«, the most notable

architectural tiiumph of hi.s times. Money bought a noble situa-

tion; ))urcliased the taste and skill of the best arch'tots for its

design, and ship-loads of the mi)st costly stones that in idern

quarries, east or west, can produce, tlie be.st skillt^d builders, the

choicest of everything, native and foreign, that can be used in its

construction were

ordered, until the

expen.se mounted
into a million or

more of dollars.

Of such is the
mansion of James
C. Flood, the work
of wliicli o cupied
several years, and
it is undoubtedly
one of the finest

dwellings ever de-

signed and erected

in America. In

it are combined all

the elements that

make- architecture

beautiful.

Architecture

possesses the ver-

satility that clmr-

acterizes the Uiilt i-

doscope; it can

liroduce a thou-

sand varied
cliarms, which de-

fend solely ujjon
the good iaste of

the de-ign r and
tlie ski 1 of the

artisan to perpet-
uate forevi r.

EGYPTIAN ARCHITECTURE.

The records of ancient architecture are replete with wonders
and curiosities, and as hist rv is often said to re]ieat itself, it

would not be strange if modern innovations in this art should

develop styles of |.rivate and public edifices just as unique and

worthy of attention. The ancients built, undoubtedly, with a

view to the perpetuity of their houses, and, therefore, endowed
them i.ot only ,

with jierm I- c\—-,,4^^ «—^VKl
nency, but also 9

with a degree
of ornamenta-
tion that still

excises the ad-

miration of the

beholder. Some
of these pecul-
iar structures

form a pleasant

study.
The earliest

Egyptian col-

umn resembled
a stalk of the

1 o t u s-p 1 a n t,

capped by its

calyx, and this

flower pos-
sessed a )iower-
ful influence in

forming the

public taste of

the past ages,
when E g y |)

t

was in the s\

height of its _h_ "^•~

prosperity.
But its early style of architectui-al ornament was heavy, and

suggesteii no repose. Kvei'ything was built on a grand scale,

suited only to the vigorous careers of her des](ots and conqueror.s.
Her buildings were characterized by forests of columns, avenues

of sphinxes, li(ms or rams, of collossal size. They also made

large moles, with giant statues in front of them, with obelisks,

gateways preceded by avenues, and detached from the moles.

The general plan of the great Egyptian temples is thus described

by Devan: 1. An avenue of sphinxes. 2. Two colossal figures
on each side of a g.iteway formed by immense towers of truncated

pyramids and overhanging cornices. 3. This gateway led into a
court full of columns, and chandeliers around the walls. 4.

Passing across this, there are other courts, likewise full of col-

umns, through gateways ornamented with colossal figures and
obelisks. 5. In
the center was the

sanctuary , without

light, consisting of

a single excavated
block. One, at the

Temple of Latoni,
was seventy-o n e

feet broad in front,

carved out of one
entire stone, and
roofed by another.

The palace of

the kings of Bab-

ylon, now in ruins,
is a vast mass,
meas ring 2,100
feet each way.
The walls are
eighty feet thick,
one within a n-

otherand strength-
ened with b u t-

tresses.

Till? most aston-

ishing collection of

finished and costly
architectuiein the

world, now a mass
of splendid ruins,

is at Baalbec, in

the valley betaeen

5Fhe §©E^es ©f Br^gland.

BY MRS. HEMANS.

THE
stately Homes of England! How beautiful thej- stand.

Amidst their tall ancestral trees, o'er all the pleasant

land;

The deer across their greensward
bound

Throu^^h shade and sunny gleam.

And the swan glides past them with

the sound of some rejoicing

stream.

The merry Homes of England !

Around their hearths by nij^ht.

What gladsome looks of household

1 'Ve

Meet in the ruddy light.

There woman's voice flows forth in

song,

<')r childish tale is told.

Or lips move tunefully along

Some glorious page of old.

The blessed Homes of England ! How softly on their hnwcrs

Is laid tlie holy quietness that breathes from Sabbath hours !

^'XT^^i

Libanus and Anti-Libanus. The platform, on which was raised

a temp'e to Baal, or the sun, contains stones thirty feet above the

level, more than GO feet long, 24 feet thick, and 16 broad. Each

of these stones measures 23,000 cubic feet, and weighs 2,500

tons, squared, .sculptured, and brought from distant quarries.

Six of the columns are each 72 feet high, formed of three stones

each 7 feet in diameter, with finished Corinthian capitals and

friezes. It is believed to have been the work of the g'ants who

formerly, as all

^ UJ authorities
agree, dwelt in

the mountains
of Lebanon.
Three stones
still remain in

a wall at Baal-

bec, 63 feet, 64

feet and 67 feet

long. It is

staled that the

place was in

existence in the

days of Solo

mon, when it

was called

Haalath, but it

was not built

by him.

The modern
Arab tent is

said to exactly
resemble that
of three thou-

sand years ago,
and is made of

black and
brown cloth,
the ])roduct of

Solemn, yet sweet, the church-bell's chime floats through
their woods at morn; All other souncs, in that still

time,

of breeze and leaf are born.

The cottage Homes of England !

B3' t'.ousands on her plains,

They are smiling o'er the silvery

brooks

And round the hamlet-fanes.

Through glowing orchards forth they

peep,
Kach from its nook of leaves.

And fearless there the lowly sleep.

As the bird beneath their ea\ es.

be

The free, fair Homes of England !

Long, long in hut and hall.

May hearts of nati\e proof

reared

To guard each hallowed wall !

And green forever be the groves, and bright tile flowery sod.

Where first the child's glad spirit loves its country and its Omt'

camels' or goats' hair. Arabian architecture advance.s' slowly.
Pliny says that the Cyclojis of Greece were the inventors of the

fortifications of towns and towers, and from them is derived the

Cyclopean style of architecture, wliich is noted for its extraordi-

nary magnitude. The Cyclops were distinguished for their power,
prowess, and mighty structures, a id are believed to have been the

giants referred to by the prophet Isaiah. The peculiarity of their
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style was the piling up of iuimense bocks, without cement.

Tyryns, now in ruins, is mentioned by Homer as a well-walled

city, and was undoubtedly the work of Cyclops, as was, also, the

ancient city of Mycense. The Gate of tlie Lions, at the ruins of

the latter, was built by the Cyclops, and the lions, ftom which it

derives its name, are said to be the only existing specimens of tiie

sculpture of tliose ages. They have no tail, a circumstance ob-

servable also in the sculptures of Persepolis, where animals like

those at Mycenie are repi'eseiited. The Cyclops appear to have

been a nomadic class of artisans, for two tine specimens of their

architecture are found at Au.sidonia and Saturnia, towns of Italy,

anterior to Rome. In view of these facts. Sir Richard Phillips

says:
'' There can be little doubt that the fi-aternal association of

Masons o: iginated in the traveling job.s of the Cyclops and early
builders."

A characteristic of the architecture of the ancients was mas-

sive solidity, necessary, probably, as a means of defense against
enemies.

We are indebted t > Thos. E. Hill, Esq., editor of the Naliowd

Builder, for the matter contained in the foregoing article, as well

as the beautiful cuts illustrating the same. The National Builder

is published in Chicago, at 103 State Street. Price, $3.00 per

year.

Fire Protection.

PROBABLY
one of the most useful inventi')ns of late, is the

"
Paragon

" Hose Reel, represented by the above cut. It is

designed for use in warehouses, public buildings, manu-

factories, hotels, ei;c., and especially in buildings where thtn-e ai-e

times when only a watchman or a few persons are about. It is

permanently fastened to the wall, out of the way, supported by
suitable brackets, and connected directly with the supidy pipe

through a hollow journal and packed joint, which allows the

water to pass freely into the hose, the hose being connected to

the hollow journal inside the reel, and reeled up as shown in the

cut. Upon the discovery of 'a fire, the party present quickly
turns on the w.iter by the valve "A," takes the hose pipe and

runs off toward the tire, the hose running off of the reel freely,

without a twist or a kink, and the water following immediately,
thus saving the very valuable time usually lost in strightening
out the kinks and twist < in the hose, and in going back to turn

the water on.

Every hotel, public building, and man nfactory should have one

or two of these reels, with hose to reach to every part, on each

floor.

The packed joint is simple, allows the reel to turn freely, and

automatically becomes more tightly packed as the pressure in-

creases, thus obviating all danger of leakage. They cin be seen

in the Market Street Cable Railway Co. building, California

Cracker Co., American Cracker Co., Fireman"'s Fund Insurance

Co.'s building, H. S. Crocker & Co., thc^ new Oriel buihling, at

the junction of Page and Market Streets, and in many other

public buildings, factories, etc. W. T. Y. Sohonck, 256 Market

Street, is the patentee and manufactiirjr, and furnishes them for

any size or quantity of hose. He is also agent for the " Eureka,"

"Paragon,"
" Red Cross," and " Eureka Mill

" brands of cotton

rubber-lined hose, the latter being especially adapted for inside

fire )irotection in mills, factories, public buildings, hotels,

churches, etc.

STEEL SQUAEE, ITS USES, PRICE $4.00.

Transfer Varnish" for Engravers.—Take six and a half

ounces mastic in tears, twelve and a half ounces resin, and of

genuine ])ale Venice turpentine and sandarac, of each twenty-five
ounce -i Dissolve, add one quart turpentine varnish, agitate

well, and strain.

Scarcity of Competent Draughtsmen.

C7TLREADY, architects are beginning to feel the so.ircity of

r\ com[)etent draughtsmen. This office i-i naturally looked

J to by the profession as the headquirtiu-s of disengaged

draughtsmen; but for months there has n»t been on our books a

.-ingle nime the owner of which really claimed to possess the

abiliue* required to well and truly delineate the plans and details

of an ordinary building. Even second-rate men are very scarce,

while the small army of "tracers," copyists, etc., that so infested

the various offices two years ago, seem to have disap|)eared en-

tirely.

The jirincipal reason for this lack of the proper kind of talent,

lies in the f ict that the surrounding country has drawn off every-
one who thought their condition could be bettered. The southern

part of the State n iw has about as many draughtsmen as the

northern part. Just before the holidays, architects from San

Diego, Los Angeles, Pasadena, and other places, visited this

office, and left carte blanche orders to hav i their wants supplied,
no matter what th wages demanded were. Evm with this

pressing need to be supplied, but one draughtsman could be found

to take the offer.

Several firms in this city have applied for the first disengaged
m 'U of whom we may hear. Repeated inquiries, however, de-

velop the fa jt that there are no- idle draughtsmen in this city,

and none whose engagements wid shortly expire. We need

about a dozui more to be added to our regular cor[)s in San Fran-

cisc ).

Our B istern friends who read this article, and who may desire

to come to this place, must give serious consideration to the fol-

lowing facts. For nine months in the year there is a considerable

amount of building going on
;
the remaining three month^-be-

ing slack monihs, as statistics will show. During the pas^yeaff"
in this city alone, 3,732 buildings have been erected at a cost of

$19.648,.505.

Wages vary from 12.50 to $ i.OO per da', depending altogether
on the abil ty of the dra ightsman. The hours are the same aife

in most Eastern cities. Above all things, do not come here loith

the idea that you know it all. Our details are essentially differ-

ent from those East. There, stone and brick buildings are in the-

majority as far as numbers are c mcerned. Here, the exact oppo-
site is the case. Fully nine-tenths of the biuld;ngs in Califor-

nia are built altogether of wood, the chimneys, wnd m some cases

the foundations, alone excepted. We do not think in the whole

State of California, that there are fifty buddings on which stone

'•trimmings" are used, and yet there are buildings costing up in

the hundreds of thousands. So a new draughtsman must b ;

prepared to spend a little time in studying our de;ails.

Should anyone desire to make the Golden State his future

home, we will take pleasure in infoiming him of the chances

of employment. When writing, state age, qualifications, etc., so

that aiiple information can be given to those who wdl bid you
come. Be sure to state the number of years engaged in tlie pro

fession, and the degree of skill to which you consider that you
have arrived. No charge is made for any advice we may give.

Do not—C ilifornia like—pack up and start for this place as

soon as you read this article. Fi-om twelve to fifteen good

draughtsmen are all we want at |)resent. Write to this office

FIRST, give all inform ition necessary, and then wait for our an-

swer; when you get the latter you can depend on any statements

we make.

HAND IN OR SEND
Your HUB!^CJtMF»T10IVH for ISJi^r

To THOSE who so promptly responded to our request for imme-

diate settlement of subscription and advertising balances,

WE SAY, THANK YOU.

To those against whose names remain unpaid balances, we say,

PLEASE PAY UP AT ONCE.

Remembering that—Defrauding an editor is considered one of

the meanest kinds of peculation; that—" Honest men are the

gentlemen of nature;" that—"The man who pauses in his

honesty, lacks but little of the rogue;" that—A rogue in

spirit is a rogue in gain."

Therefore,—Let every one who receives or reads this journal,

forthwith forward to this office its subscription price for 188Z.,

and any and all unpaid indebtedness.

ARCHITECTS SHOULD REGULARLY CONTRIBUTE ARTICLES TO THIS JOURNAL.
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ASKED, ANSWERED, AND COMMUNICATED
SM" Architects, Con-

tractors, Carpenters
and Mechanics gener-

ally are respect.
fully requested to fur-

nish us items of inter,

est for this column.

We will tfladly answer

any and all questions

pertaining to the archi.

tectural and building

interests. If illustra-

tions are necessary to

explain your ideas, send

ua a sketch of them and

we will make the cuts.

Free to All.

The columns of this journal are open to all who differ with us upon "any subject pre

sented. We are too old ni years and experience to assume that we have passed the reef

of human liability to err, or for one moment to suppose that we have reached the realms

of thought where perfection reigns supreme. But this we do assure—that whatever of

error there may be contained in our columns will be speedily corrected, as soon as atten-

tion is directed thereto, and we are convinced of the error. We will give place to a reply

in any case, when a mistake or wrong statement has occurred. It is our desire and pur-

pose to be fair, just, and correct in all thinsrs, and do no person or subject any violence.

We therefore invite free discussion and criticism, and again state that the columns of this

journal are at the service of all who desire to dilTer with us upon any theory or subject,

or who take exception to anything at any time appearing in our columns.

We intend to make a specialty of this department of our journal, and, in order to

make it thoroughly interesting, we desire the co-operation of all architects, mechanics,

etc., whether subscribers or not. In this column there is a great opportunity for com-

parison of ideas on the practical questions of the day; and we hope to receive from those

interested, and especially amongst builders, questions arising in their daily practice.

No matter what may be the solutions given to the various problems presented, we shall

only be too pleased to receive replies from our readers, where they see other and better

solutions for them. If a general interchange of ideas can be brought about great ad-

vantages will ensue to all. Let not a month go by without bringing up for discussion

practical topics in the architectural, mechanical, or scientifical pursuits. We desire a

general expression of opinions, for or against, of every at tide presented by us. Every

communication will receive deliberate and careful consideration.

The Right Ring in a Letter.

Winters, Yolo Co., Jan. 25, 1887.

To the Publishers of the California Architect—
Inclosed please find $2.50 for the California Architect and

a copy of Mr. David Salfeld's new work entitled,
"
Country and

City Homes."
I am glad to notice the gradual improvement in the Califor-

nia Architect from year to year. At fii-st I was" not a sub-

scriber, but after receipt of the first few copies, I found it indis-

pensable and so secured tlie back numbers. I have now a com-

plete set. I feel interested in the permanent success of your

journal, and were I a younger man, would gladly contriliute to

your columns. I hope that Mr. Wolfe will stick to being its

editor until there is a sure thing of having his place filled

{which, hy the way, is no easy thing to do). Respectfully,
T. D. Ball.

Thanks, Mr. B. ; the years you complain of are just the best

argument why you should contribute to our columns. Age gives

experience, and the latter is the best teacher. We shall be

pleased to hear from you as well as many others from your de-

lightful county.

"Stupid " sends a communication in regard to the "
Diagonal

Brace Question." No name or address being given, it will lay over

for the present.

Table for the Use of Nails.

TTTHE National Builder gives the following table for the use

•!• of nails:—
For 1,000 shingles allow 3i to 5 pounds fourpenny nails, or

3 to 3J poun Is threepenny nails.

For'1,000 laths allow about 6 pounds threepenny fine nails.

For 1,000 feet clapboards, about 18 pounds sixpenny box.

For 1,000 feet boarding boards, 20 pounds eightpenny common.

For 1,000 feet boarding boards, 25 pounds tenjjenny common.

For 1,000 feet top floors, square edge, 38 pounds tenpenny floor.

For 1,000 feet top floors, square edge, 41 pounds twelvepenny
floor.

For 1 ,000 feet top floors, matched, blind nailed, 35 pounds ten-

penny floor.

For .1,000 feet top floors, matched, blind nailed, 42 twelve-

penny floor.

For 1,000 feet furring, 1x3, 45 pounds tenpenny common.

For 1,000 feet furring, 1x2, 65 pounds tenpenny common.

For 1,000 feet pine finish, about 30 pounds eightpenny finish.

Lumber Measure. Save This Table.

BELOW
will be found, in a very convenient form, a table by

the use of which the number of feet in any given size of

timber, can be readily and accurately obtained.

The column on the left gives the size of the timber; the figures

on the top the length in feet. It will be readily apparent that

any quantity can be found besides those given. Suppose the

timber was 14x28, 100 feet long. This in length would be 2

pieces 30 feet long and 2 pieces 20 feet long^ 1,634 feet; doul)le

this=3,268 feet, the correct answer.

A piece 16x16=30 feet long, can be found similarly, being

equal to 1 pieces 8x8 of same length.

Every mechanic should have a copy of this table pasted on the

inside of his chest lid.

TABLE OF LUMBER MEASURE.

Size in

Inches.
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Paper Read Before the S. F. Chapter, American
Institute of Architects, Feb. 4, 1887, by

Fellow John Gash, Esq.

rVAR PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN: In my papers
11/ for this evening's reading, I would say by form of pref-

u ace tliat my object is not directly to speak of the way 01

how plumbing should be done, as of this subject, like many others,

much has been already said and written; it is rather to show
the growth and progress of the sanitary system of the home,
bolh in tie comfort of the supply of water for culinary purposes,
as also for the bath.

Like most of the subjects that are partially lost in the sands of

time, we find dim references of both of these in Biblical lore. The
tales of Abraham and Jacob watering thuir flocks, and their

daughters drawing water from the wells for domestic use. Nor
was this labor unattended by a blessing, as we read of Rebecca,
the dauj-hter of Bethuel, going to the well to fetch water, and there

meeting the servant of her future husband, Isaac, a domestic

loaiance that has and m^y well be read and copied by Rebecca's

daughters from then till now.
The refreshing advantages of the bath are too well known to

the whole animal kingdom and to man in all ages and countries,
and its luxuries may be read of in the history of the Jews, Ro-

mans, Grecians, and Egyptians, and those ruins of the baths of

Caracalla and Diocletian stand as monuments telling of the lux-

ury to which the bath had been carried in those days.
But the drawing of water from the well for culinary purposes

has long been abandoned, and the introduction of water into

dwellings by means of piping, and the conveying of water there-

from, has perhaps occupied the attention of more persons in the

present age than any other factor in building. The architect,

sanitary and civil engineer, with the army of physicians, have

jointly and severally handled this subject until, I am happy to

say, our system of plumbing is pretty thoioughly understood, nor

indeed has any foreign or European country made such advances

in this as has been made in oar own country; and I would say,

perhaps no city in the Union can boast of as thorough a system
of plumbing as we can in our own city of San Francisco, without,
of course, any reference to its sewerage, which, perhaps, runs to

the other extreme, and can scarcely be found any worse.

For many centuries pliysicians had a practical monopoly of

what little was known of the conditions aft'ecting the public health,
and there seemed to be no incentiv,: to original investigation and

experiment, even if the means of" prosecuting an inquiry so im-

poitant to all classes of the people, had been at the command of

those who, under more favoralile circumstances, would doubtless

have made important contributions to the literature of plumbing.
To the medical profession we owe the greater ))art of what has

already been learned and placed on record, of the truths which

form the basis of sanitary science. Indeed, so strongly has this

mattei- been taken hold of by the public mind that they no longer
attribute the visitation of the "Angel of Death" to the "affict-

ive dispensations of providence
"

which are so mysterious and

past finding out.

Peo])le often wonder why we do not have such fearful visita-

tions of epidemics at the present day—as the plague of London,
the ancient spotted fever, sweating sickness, etc.—yet we have
outbreaks of cholera, yellow fever, and typhoid, with othei' diseases,

which may be traced to that most deadly foe of the household,
sewer gas, which stealthily creeps through our house through the

niglit, and midst the dazzling splendor of the beautifully draped

parlors and rich and modern upholstery, leaves its deadly ti-ail,

whose odor is inhaled by some dear member of the household,

perhaps a loving child, a fond parent, or an affectionate brother

or sister.

This foe of the fireside, you gentlemen, as architects, should

most assiduously battle against.
When you liear of persons desiring to have their houses filled

up with all the modern conveniences, so-called, bear in mind an

unsetn stranger as above referred to, may be also introduced.

By sewer gas I mean the gaseous emanation from decompos-

ing sewerage which, when it mingles with the confined air of our

unventilated living and sleeping rooms, retains its terrible power
for mischief long enough to do its deadly work effectually. And
here I would say the worst features of sewer gas poisoning are

very often found where sewer gas proper does not penetrate.
In most houses the so-called sewer gas, which is both a nuisance

and a danger, is chiefly manufactured on the premises, and does

its fatal work none the less effectively because it is called by a

wrong name. The worst defects of the commonest plumbing done

by contract are rarely noticed in new houses.

All the sewer connections are made that ever will be made, but

we pass from room to room without noticing any unpleasant
smell, and therefore ne^er suspecting danger. When the pipes
are fouled by the waste of the house, the trouble begins, and it

increases from month to month, and year to year, as the foulness

within the waste pipe system accumulates, and until the ga.seous

products of decomposition within pipes are j)revented from mix-

ing with the air we breathe in living and sleeping rooms.

From the most careful analysis of sewer gas, it shows that it is

composed chiefly of carbonic acid, nitrogen, sulphurated hydrogen,
and some fetid vapor. The elementary gases and those of

known compositions which are commonly found in sewers and
unventilated cess-pools, though mostly capable of destroying life

under favorable conditions, are not considered responsible for

much, if any, of the fatal effects properly attributed to sewer

gas. Carbonic acid is the gas usually fou'nd jjresent in greatest
volumes in sewers, both ventilated and unventilated.

The ])roportion as determined by analysis varies according to

circumstances, but it is usually large. This gas is an invariable

product of the decomjjosition of all substances containing carbon.

Inhaled in concentrated form it quickly produces death, and even
when considerably diluted with atmospheric air, ])roduces as-

phyxia, and unless the victim is quickly rescued from its influ-

ence, death follows promptly. It does not readily leave seweis

and cess-pools, however, owing to the fact that its specific gravity
is considerably greater than the air, and so much of it as would

naturally find its way into a house from a sewer or cess-pool, has

been proved beyond a reasonable doubt to caiise typhoid fever.

In one case in the town of Croydon, where the gas was known
to have entered the house, it did not smell .fi'ensive, only a

faint, sickly odor being recognized. In this case the gas was
diiven into the house by a shower filling the conductors with
water. The problem of the present a,e seems to be the thor-

ough ventilation of sewers, and so many ways and means have
been suggested that a description of even a few of them would
be moi-e than my paper would allow; but the most universally

adopted seems to recommend "man-holes "
in our streets, covered

with gratings as ojien as might be consistent with strength, and
these kept free from street cleanings; and to oblige every liouse-

owner to vent his soil pipe (unobstructed by any form of

trap along its line) to a point above his roof; the ventilation of

sewers might be a success. The stopping of sewerage by the

incoming tide, etc., the difficulties attendmg steep grades, and
other such obstructions to be met in many cities, would admit of

many theories, a paper on which, by one of you gentlemen, would

be, I am sure, warmly received by our Chapter.
But the sanitary conditions of cities and towns nowadays, and

those of a couple of hundred years ago, are very gratifying.
After the fall of the Roman Emjiire to the end of the Middle

Ages the people of Europe may be said to be unwashed.
Of Paris it is recorded, by Rigord, physician to Philip Augus-
tus, that one day looking from his window, he saw a carriage

passing, and the substance forming the streets being stirred up by
the revolution of the wheels, emitted a stench so powerful as to

overpower the king. This so disgusted him that he urged the

citizens to pave the streets, and to assist in the purification of the

city he built walls round the catheilral to prevent it from remain-

ing any longer a common corner for convenience.

Nor was the city of London any better. A writer of the pe-
riod says that the streets around St. Paul's were covered with horse

manure a yard deep. Floors were of clay, covered with rushes

which grew in the fens, and which were so slightly removed now
and then that the lower part remained for many years undis-

turbed and in it such a collection of foulness as only can be found
in a scavenger's dog-cart. Cleanliness of the person was a thing
almost unknown.
One old writer says the better classes of i)eo])le wore clean

garments on the outside, but the inner ones were often worn until

they fell piecemeal away fi-om their unwashed bodies.

Comparing this account with the advance the present genera-
tion has made in cleanliness, ^^e bring as if ourselves to that age
in which Rome could so boastingly speak, amongst other things,
of her aqueducts for water supply, her public baths, giving facili-

ties to her citizens to take at the rate of 70,000 baths per

day. A revival of the luxury of the bath, known tinder the

name of Roman, Turkish, Russian, German, Jewish, Medicated,

Vapor, Hot Air, Gas, and Animal Baths, have become almost

universal in our own age and time. Many of which are well

represented in our own city.

The continuation of my ])apers on "
Baths, Ancient and Mod-

ern," their history, manner of construction, the ancient and mod-
ern system of heating, the luxury of the baths of Caracalla,

Titus, and Diocletian, their arrangements adorned with the most
valuable column paintings and statues; in a word, for every

OUR MARCH ISSUE WILL BE REPLETE WITH INTERESTING INFORMATION.
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A Picturesque Cottage.

species of polite and manly amusements,—to give tliem auy sort

of a descripdon would, in fact, require anotljer jiaper with this,

when I will Le able to furnish with tht^m a few drawings, show-

ing their internal arrangenieiits, and sections showing their mode
of heating such quantities of water, etc.

A Picturesque Cottage.

Warner's Hangers.

I
T is a pleasing duty to bespeak attention to one of the most in-

genious of modern architectural conveniences, a device, indeed,
which justly claims rank among the necessities of home build-

ng-
Waine 's Patent Sliding Door Mangers, owned and manufact-

ured hy E. C. Stearns k Co., Syracuse, N. Y., are as nearly perfect
in producing theeli'ects desired by their useas human ingenuitymay
hope to achieve.

That over 100,000 sets of these hangers are now in use, that

some 1,200 leading architects accoid them an unqualified ap-

proval, are but the logical sequence to establislied merit.

The main features of " Warner's
"

are too well known and ap-

|)reciated to need more than a bare summary. They obviate

cutting thi* carpet; do away with the floor rail; always rem i in on

the track; aie ea.sily adjusted to shrinkage; are entirely concealed,
and run so tiue that tlie heaviest doors are easily moved.

" Warner's
"

is the pioneer hanger in tln' market. It has sug-

gested numerous imitations which have done valuable sei vice to

the public by advertising the original; for tlie sale of Warner's is

at present greater than the combined product of its many com-

petitors.
In a word, Warner's Patent Sliding Door Hangers completely

and perfectly fill a great public need, and admit of no rivalry,

because they exactly and economically j)ioduce the effects re-

quired.

Thermometers.

PERHAPS
not one in a hundred can tell off-handed why a

]>oint thirty-two degrees below freezing point on Fahrenheit's

ther.iiometer is called zer^v. Foi that matter, nobody knows.

The Fahrenheit scale was introduced in 1720. Like other ther-

mometer scales, it has two fixed jioints, the boiling j)oint and tlie

freezing point, or rather the melting ]Joint of water. The Centi-

grade and Reaumur scales call the freezing [loint zero, and meas-

ure therefrom in both directions. Fahrenheit kept the principle
on which he graduated his thermometers a secret, and no one has

eve disrovered it. It is supjiosed. Iiowever, that he considered

his zeo— thirty-two degrees below freezing
—the point of absolute

cold or absence of all heat, either b cause, being about the tem-

perature of melting salt Hnd snow, it was the greatest degree of

cold that h • could produce artificially, or because it was the lowest

natural temperature of which lie could find any record. The

gronndson which Fahrenheit put one hundi-ed and eighty degrees
between the fr ezing and boiling points are likewise unknown.

OUR
engraving portrays a one-story cottiige very conveniently

arranged for a small family. The hall is so situated that

easy access is obtained to all the principal rooms. If found

necessary a fire can be had in every room, the chimneys being so

placed that acco iiinodation < in this line are very convenient.
The elevation is j)lain, but just suited to those whose purses are

not of the longest. As shown, the house, with present prices of

materials, cm be bui.t anywhere from $1,250 to $1,500.

Useful Hints in Building.

SEE
that chimneys are built on good stone foundations; set-

tlement will be avoided and one of the causes of unexplained
tires will be removed.

Do not finish w.ndows to the floor; the circulation across the

floor is one of the causes of cold houses.

Stops to doors and windows should be fastened with.round head

screws, so as to be easily moved.

Do not construct solid doors of two kinds of hard wood; the

actii 'n of the atmosphere on one or the other will cause the door

to warp.
In building book-cases let there be a half-inch space between

the buck of the .-helf and the wall; dust can then easily be

brushed back, falling to the bottom.

Do not locate a furnace register next to a mantel, that is, if you
wish to utilize the heat.

Do not biiild a cistern in the cellar of a house unless you wish
to generate unhealthy atmosphere.
A closet fini^heil with red cedar shelves and drawers is death

to moths and insects.

Porch floors should be of narrow stuff and the joints laid in

white lead.

The ceilings of closets may be made lo*fer than the afjartinent

adjoining; it saves plastering.
A ventilating flue from the kitchen into the chimney often does

away with atmospheric meaLs.

In building frame houses, fill the studding one foot high above
the sill with brick; this discounts the u.se of rat traps.
Ash pits in cellars under fire jilaces and mantels save taking up

ashes, for they may be raked down through a hopper.
Plaster cornices and center-pieces are relegated to the past.

Paper Mnd fresco work is the proper thing.

Sliding doors intostnall apartments are to be prefei red in place
of folding.

Doji't inclose the sink; no place in a kitchen is so much neg-
lected.

Do not use one chimney flue for two stove-pipes; the draught
of one will countemct that of tho otlier.

Lime water is a fiie-jtroof protection for shingles or any light

wood-work.

BOUND VOLUMES OF 1886 ARE NOW READY. PRICE $2.50 EACH, POST-PAID.
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Perspective Elevation of a Country or Suburban Dwelling. D." Salkield, Architect.

The accompanying ]ilan.s below, and the persj)ectLve above,
illustrate a design for a nine-room suburban or country home,
suitable for a small refined family wanting all the privacy and

elegance of a first-class dwelling, and yet embodied in a small

space without any gi-eat outlay or exj)ense.
Tlie broken outline of the Vuiilding, with gables in every direc

tion, tinisheil with fanry shinglirg, carved brackets, oi'namental,

tinials, and high pitched roof, and the square bny-windows on

the front and on the side, would make a very jiicturesqxie, at-

tractive l)uilding, if surrounded by shade trees or shriibbery.
A careful examination of the floor j>lans will show at once the

convenience and beauty of arrangement. The fi'ont entrance

door opens into a large hall, with the parlor on the right, and
doors cdhinninicating with dining and sitting-rooms in fi-ont.

A beautiful conservatory, with glass sides and roof, opens off the

rear hall and sitting-room.
The cuts illustrating tliis article were kindly furnished us by

David Salfield, architect, whose office has lately been moved to

339 Krarny Street.

Architects, Attention!

We want every architect on the Pacific Coast to con-
tribute a short article for the March number of this

journal. It should be your aim to make your home jour-
nal interesting to all who may read it, and there is no
surer way to obtain this end than by each one writing a
short article. Illustrate it, if need be

j
we will make the

Be sure that the articles reach thiscuts.

office by the 5th of the month.

To'' Contractors.

What contractor in the city but knows
of some little idea that would be bene-
ficial to our readers. Help to build up
this journal by a free interchange of

thoughts. It will pay you tenfold to be
in communication through our columns
with all the master mechanics of the
Pacific slope. Do not let the thought
enter your mind that you cannot write
well enough. Do the best you can, and
we will see that your ideas are presented
in proper shape.

Apprentices.

"When you have found out any ideas

that should be known by every one,
forward them to us, and we will publish
them under your own names, that others,

hearing of your good deeds, may go and
do likewise.

First Floor Plan.

TREDGOLD'S
Price, - - -

CARPENTRY,
- - - $7.50.

Second Floor Plan.

AECHITEOTS SHOULD EEGULARLY CONTRIBUTE ARTICLES TO THIS JOURNAL.
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' coxj:ntry
BUILDING INTELLIGENCE

In this and succeeding issnes we intend to

devote considerable space to information in

connection nitli buildings, from every por-
tion of the coast.

Only reliable news will be found in this

column. Our custom has been for the past

eight years, to furnish only data which could

be relied upon. We will not publish rumors
of "THIS AM) THAT IS GOING ON" un-
less we are reasonably assured that such is

truly the case. We have been busy the past
two months in perfecting arrangements by
which we can secure information from every

portion of the Pacific slope. In all cases we
will file our authority for any statements

made in this column. No doubt mistakes

will sometimes occur, but these we intend to

be a rare exception to our rule of reliable

news.

For eight years there has appeared in this

journal, building news from every portion of

the country. But in its condensed form it did

not attract the attention it deserved. We be-

gin the New Tear by making a specialty of

the item mentioned.

We desire the co-operation of country edi-

tors and mechanics to this department of this

journal. By spreading the news of building

engagement in your part of the country, you
enhance the value of your section by proclaim-

ing it a go-ahead community.
Architects should also notify us of "plans

to figure on;" we do not charge anything for

tlie insertion of such notices. Remember
this journal is in the EIGHTH YEAR of its

existence, and is the only journal published
this side of the Rocky Mountains in the inter-

ests of Architects, Contractors, and Material

Men.

Alameda.

J. Maristany is erecting two six-room

cottages on Alameda Avenue. Cost, $4,500.

Hand Railing and Stair Casing, for $1.50.

Drawing for Carpenters, lor $1.75.

Mi's. Bromley will soon erect a new build-

ing on Eveiett Street.

Painter, Gilder, and Varnisher, forf$l.50.

Architects' Companion, for $2.50.

Henry Godfrey has contracted for a $2,500
brick building.

Manual for Furniture Men, for $1.00.

Common-Sense Church Architecture, for $1.00.

Wm. Pool and_^Robt. Minto are building
liandsome residences near town.

Practical Perspective, for $^.00.

Woodward's Country Homes, for $1.50.

Fresno.

Mr. Timothy Paige is about to erect

twenty cottages in tiie western part of town.

Woodward's Farm Homes, for $1.00.

Woodward's Graperies, for $1.00.

Haywards.
John H. Boden is about to erect a $:5,600

dwelling.

Lumberman's Hand-Book, for $2.00.

Practical Giiometry, for $1.00.

Los Angeles.
A large building for a passenger depot

will be shortly commenced for the A. T. k,

S. F. Railway Co. It will be of brick, and
two stories liigh. A large freiglit depot will

also be built near tlie above. The latter,

however, will be of frame.

Artistic Homes, for $3. 50.

Modern House Painting, for $5.00.

For the winter season there is a vast

amount of building going forward. Resi-

dences continue to spring up all over the

expansive area of the city, which embraces

tliirty-six square miles, as if by magic.
There are not less tlian two hundred new
homes now in course of construction in the

municipality. Many of these are very ele-

gant edifices, each of whicli will cost a great
deal of money. Foremost among such are

Mr. W. T. Lambie's new ho ise, which cov-

ers a sightly knoll in the extreme east of

East Los Angeles; the new mansion of Mr.
A. Classell, on Fort Hill; and still another

in close ))roximity to this, the Bradbury
palace, on the liill at the corner of Court
and Hill Streets; the residence of Mr. Tyler

Longstreet, and that of Mr. A. H. Judson

nearly side by side in the Dana Tract on

Figueroa Street. The cost of these will

range at from $10,000 to $30,000 each.

In business blocks, there are notably the

improvements made by Mr. Hellman and
Colonel Baker, near the new post-office,

wliich embrace a vast area of space between
Main and New High Streets, at the inter-

section of Sonora Sti-eet; the great blocks

of brick i)uildings going up at the corner of

Main and Second Streets, for Mr. Newell
and others; the big block to cost $80,000 for

the Los Angeles Improvement Company on

the corner of Second and Fort Streets; a

new block on the corner of Upper Main and
Walters Streets, for W. A. Clinton; tlie

giant block for Louis Phillips on the corner

of Spring and Franklin Streets; a small

brick block on the corner of New High and

Marchessalt Streets; tho large block for

Martin Bastincherie on the corner of Com-
mercial and Wilmington Streets. Less mag-
nificent buildings, both for residence and

business purposes, are going up all over the

city, in all parts. These remarks apply

equally to East Los Angeles, Boyle Heiglits,
the hills west of the city, the plains near the

river, the region ai-ound the University in

West Los Angeles, and all the sections that

lie between these quarters of the munici-

pality.
As to the future, the architects say the

prospect is most excellent. They are ready
to gamble heavily on the proposition that

theie will be more bricks laid in the year of

gi-ace, 1887, than were laid in its predecessor,
within the city of Los Angeles. This is

without reference to the new county Court

House, of course.

Plaster, How to Make It, for $1.00.

Shavings and Sawdust, for $1.50.

R. B. Young, architect, is preparing plans
for a new building for John Wigmore.

Science of Carpentry, for $4.00.

Universal Assistant, for $2.50.

Modena.

Collections are now being made for a new
church buUding at this place.

Building Superintendence, for $3.00.

American Cottage Homes, for $3.00.

Monrovia.

A two-stoiy building, to cost about $4,000,

has just been commenced ;
Johnson k Parker,

owners.

American House Carpenter, for $5.00.

Cutting Tools, for $2.00.

Combs & Banning will shortly commence
the erection of a business block%

Every Man His Own Mechanic, for $3. 50.

Tredgold's Carpentry, for $7.50.

Rev. J. B. Greenfield, A. Fell, Stewart &

Perham, John Thomas, and others, ai-e all

contemplating building in the spring.

Builders' Companion, for $1.50.

Builders' Work, for $5.00.

Baptist and Methodist Churches are under

Way, and also a planing mill.

Builders' Construction (three volumes, very

fine), for $14.00.

People's Cyclopedia (three large volumes),

for $20.00.

Monrovia is in Los Angeles County.

Lumberman's Hand-Book, for $2.00.

Practical Geometry, for $1.00.

Piedmont.

The inhabitants of this i)lace are much
elated over the i)rospects of having a new

$100,000 hotel building.

Cutting Tools, for $1.50.

Cummings' Details, for $5.00.

Pasadena.

J. B. Howard has about completed ar-

rangements for a $10,000 residence.

EACH SUCCESSIVE NUMBEE WILL BE COMPLETE IN ITS BUILDING REPORTS.
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Album of Mantels, for $8.00.

History of Architecture, for $15.00.

Milton Stratton, Dr. Whittier, and J. P.

Day, have each purchased property, which

they intend to improve in the spring.

Drawing for Stone Masons, for $1.50.

Building Construction, for $1.25.

Mr. Keefe the credit for the job, but, as he

failed to give bonds, Gee Brothers at once

qualified. Total cost of the building will be

about 865,000.

Grimshaw on Saws, for $4.00.

Mechanics' Geometry, for $4.00.

R. E. Davis is erecting a $2,800 dwelling.

Pacific Grove.

A large ne* hotel building will shortly
be erected at this place.

Drawing for Bricklayers, for $1.50.

Drawing for Cabinet Makers, for $1.50.

Artisan, for $5.00.

Builders' Guide, for $2.00.

Fetaluma.

Mr. Gei'kins intends shortly to build a

house on corner of Fifth and D Streets.

Artisan, for $5.00.

Builders' Guide, for $2.00.

San Buenaventura.

Dr. Cody has completed a contract with

J. C. Capito, for a nice dwelling.

Album of Mantels, for $8.00.

History of Architecture, for $15.00.

San Diego.

According to the papers here, active work
is steadily in progress for the new hotel to

be erected on Coronado Beach.

Artistic Homes, for $3.50.

Modern House Painting, for $5.00.

Suisun.

Extensive repairs are being made to the

Catholic Church.

American House Carpenter, for $5.00.

Cutting Tools, for $2.00. Santa Monica.

Stockton.

About $6,000 has been subscribed towards
the erection of a $30,000 agricultural pavil-
ion in this place.

Ruskin's Works (four volumes), for $6,00.

Industrial Drawing for Carpenters, for $2.00.

Sebastopol.

Plans are being prepared for a new hotel

for Messrs. Barnett & Co.

Science of Carpentry, for $4.00.

Universal Assistant, for $2.50.

San Jose.

H. Grees and R. Emniett have been buy-

ing property upon which, in the spring, they
will erect desirable residences.

Plaster, How to Make It, for $1.00.

Shavings and Sawdust, for $1.50.

The residents of this place are much elated

over the prospects of a fine large hotel to be
built at this place. The sum mentioned for

its construction is not less than $.300,000.
James Phelan is the moving spirit in r^ard
to the enterprise.

Architecture and Building, for $3.50.
American Cottage Building, for $3. 50.

San Jacinto.

F M. Porter is preparing to build a $6,000
briok building.

Building Superintendence, for $3.00.

American Cottage Homes, for $3.00.

Tyler Beach proposes to erect a $50,000
buil ling on St. John Street.

Mural Painting (new), for $3.00.

Home Hand- Book, for $10.00.

Selma.

A new hotel has just been commenced.
It will be three stories high, and front 120

feet on two different streets.

Practical Perspective, for $5.00.

Woodward's Country Homes, for $1.50.

Tho Episcopal Church Society have al-

San Bernardino. ready secured $2,500 towards their proposed

Th • contract for the new Stewart Hotel new.building.

has been let to Gee Brothers. Considera- Limes, Cements, and Mortars, for $4.00.

tion, $62,263. In our last issue we gave Wonders of Art, for $1.25.

Tulare City.
Brick building. Owner, G. W. Weyberti

architect, H. D. Mitchell. Cost, |40,000.

Hand Railing and Stair Casing, for $1.50.
Drawing for Carpenters, for $1.75.

S^^IV FI^A.TVOISCO BTJILOITVC^ TVET^S.

Bartlett, bet. Twenty-fifth and

Twenty-sixth. Two-story frame.

0. and B.—John T. Grant.

^,000.
Bluxome, bet. Fourth and Fifth.

Two-story brick.

0.—Mrs. M. F. S. Hopkins.
A.—0. G. Moore.
Mason—T. Whitehead.

Carpenter—T. H. Day.
$10,000.

Bartlett, cor. Twenty-fifth. One-

story brick.

O.—Co-operative Factory.
$750.

Baker, cor. Hayes. Brick work of

building.
O.— F. Heywood.
A.—C. I. Havens.
C—0. E. Brady.
15,000.

c
California, nr. Devisadero. One

two-atory frame and one one-story
frame.

0. and B.—L. Bruns.

S4,700.

California, bet. Maple and Cherry.
Additions to Children's Training
School.

A.—McDougall & Son.
C—P. Griffin.

11,500.

Cli£F House. Repairs.
$3,000.

California, cor. Battery. Addi-
tions to brick building.

0.—Sherwood.
A.^r. T. Gaynor.C—Thos. White.

$35,000.

California, cor. Mason. Additions.
O.—W. H. Crocker.
A.—Curlett & Cuthbertson.
C—C. L. Ferris.

$1,000.

Eddy, bet. Octavia and Lagnna.
Additions.

0.—A. Marks.
C.—H. Keenan.
$4,500.

Everett, bet. Third and Fourth,

Three-story frame.
0.—P. J. Grey (Parochial School).
A.—T. J. Welch.
C.—Bateman Bros.

$10,000.

Florida, nr. Twenty-second. Ad-
ditions.

0.—P. Sullivan.
C.—Jos. Button.

$1,700.

Fulton, bet. Octavia and Laguna.
Two-story frame.

0.—Eliza Baum.
A.—Towusend & Wyneken.C—O. E. White.

$6,000.

Fillmore, cor. Germania. Two-
story frame.
0.—E. H. Perry.
C.—T. M. Quackenbush.
$3,500.

Fillmore, nr. Clay. Additions.
0.—Bennett.
C.—J. A. Leonard.

$3,000.

Fair Oaks, bet. Tweuty-first and
Twenty-second. Two-story frame.
0.—Julius Abrams.
C.—R. Stephens.
$2,800.

Gough, cor. McAllister. Three
two-story frames.

O.—Mary Ohngemach.
A.—T. J. Welch.
C—S. S. Greene.

$10,000.

Gouffh, bet. Gteary and O'Farrell.

Three-story frame.

0.—B. Ettinger.
A.—J. E. Wolfe.
Mason—E. R. Sham.
Carpenter—Gray & Stover.
Additional contracts, $1,500.

H
Haig^ht, bet. Broderick and Devis-

adero. Two-story frame.
O.—J. P. Murphy.
A.—ToHnsend & Wyneken.
0.—P. Laherty.
$4,000.

Jones, nr.

frame.
O.—Geo. Whittell.
A.—Clinton Bay.
C.—Ingerson & Gore.

$5,000. M

California. Two-story

One-

One-Story

and Fifth.

Additional

Market, nr. City HallA venue,

story brick.

0.—Chas. Baum.
A.—Townsend & Wyneken
0.—Geo. Richardson.

$2,500.

McAllister, nr. Lyon
frame.

0.—L. Zinuamon.
L'.—B. Dryer.
$3,000.

Mission, bet. Fourth
Two frame buildings,
stories to each.
A.—O'Connor.
C—R. McCann.
.$3,000.

Mission, bet. Twentieth and Twenty-
first. Additional story.

0.—Garrity.C—B. Dryer.
$3,000.

N
Natoma, nr. Sixth. Two-story

frame.

0. and B.— A. Norton,
A.—Miller & Waugh.
$3,700.

WE WANT A BUILDING CORRESPONDENT IN EVERY TOWN IN THE STATE.
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Ninth, bet. Market and Mission.

Three-story frame.
O.—P. Began.
A.—T. .). Welch.

Carpenter—Batemau Bros.
Mason—0. E. Brady.
$10,000.

O'Farrell, bet. Stocktonand Powell.

Carpenter work on new brick build-

;,ooo.

Pine, bet. Devisadero and Broderick.
Two two-story frames.

O.—Mrs. Celia Hag.-in.
A.—Copeland & Banks.
C—E. 0. White.
19,000.

Pine, bet. Baker and Lyon. Two-
story frame.

O.—Maria Roethe.
C—W. Pluns.

$4,000.

^ s

Sutter, bet. Van Ness and Franklin.

Two-story and basement frame.
O.—I. Kohn.
A.—P. R. Schmidt.
Mason— 0. E. Brady.
Carpenter—S. H. Kent.
115,000.

Sutter, cor. Mason. Brick addi-
tions.

0.—Jennie W. Gushing.
A,—Pattiani & Co.
C.— Pattiani.

12,700.

Stewart, bet. Mission and Howard.
Oue-story frame.

O.—Pacific I'ine Mfg. Co.
C—J. T. Grant.

$1,000.

Seventeenth, nr. Noe. One-story
and basement frame.
O.— P. H. Maas.
A.—L. Felling.
C.—J. Kerrigan.
12,400.

Scott, cor. Broadway. Two-story
frame.
0.—F. Williams.
C—Gray & Stover.

§4,500.

Sanchez, nr. Seventeenth. One-

story frame.

0.—.John Guinaw.
C—0. E. White.

$1,200.

San Jose Avenue, cor. Twenty-
sixth.

Four two-story frames.

0. and B.—Morris.

$5,000.

Steiner, nr. Oak.

One-story frame and basement.
O. and B.—C. Holm.
A.—W. Schrof.

$3,000.

T
Twenty-fifth, nr. Bartlett. Addi-

tions.

$500.

Tirentieth, bef. Valencia and Guer-
rero. Two-story frame.

0.—R. S. Moore.
A.—C. I. Havens.
C.—Doyle & Son.

$6,7(10.

V
Valencia, bet. Twenty-fourth and

Twenty-fifth. Additions.

$500.

Valencia, cor. Sixteenth. Addi-
tions.

Mexican Windows.—Mexicans seem to entertain tlie idea

that windows were made to look in at as well as to look out of,

and it is a matter of daily occuirence for men, womi-n, and chil-

dren of the gamin order, including |)eddlers and profes>ional

beggars, to congregate outside the bars and stand cahnly staring
in at us by the hour. The first sight of these barred windows
strikes the stranger in Mexico ratht-r unpleasantly, and he is apt
to fancy himself in prison behind them, with his iron bedstead
and brick floor for suitable accessories. In time, however, he
realizes not only the conveniences, but ihe necessity of them, and

by and by feels an uneasy sense of insecurity if by some rare

chance he finds himself not thus protected. The greater portion
of Mexico is a bind of perpetual summer, where windows must
be open both night and day, and lliese gmtings cannot be
"
picked

"
like locks, or noiselessly cut like panes of glass. But

though one may slee]) here in i)erfect security without closing a

shutter, it is well to move one's effects from proximity to the

windows, for the ladrones have a habit of thiowing in ropes
with hooks attached and dexterously drawing out even your gir-
ments—from which ])ractice, ])Hrliaps, originated the Texan slang
word "hooking," for stealing. It is only justice to add that

thei'e is far less tliieving going on in Mexico, in ]>roportion to

population, than in our own country, for the influence of Roman
Catholicism is paramount, especially among the poorer classis.

I venture to assert that wiih all your spring-bolts and careful

precautions to bring in even the door-mats at nightfall there is

more stealing done in any Northern city in a single day than in all

Mexico in a year's time.—Quo.

CARPENTERS' STEEL SQUARE AND ITS USES, PRICE $1.00

Walnut oil gives new oak the effect of old.

Common brick absorb a pint of water each, and make a very
damp house.

The lowest jiriced builder is not always the cheapest, as poor
work will testify.

In arranging the openings of a room, do not forget the wall

space. It is sometimes advisable to build a house to suit the
furniture.

Terra cotta flue linings are a great improvement over the old

rougidy plastered chimney.
To properly select the coloi-s applicable to the proper place,

consult an educated painter.

RETAIL PRICE LIST
OKL TT ]ynBE I?, .

PINE, FIR, AND SPRUCE.
Per M ft.

Rough Pine, merchantable to 40 ft. inclusive $20 00
41 to50 " " 21 00
51 to 60" " 22 00
61 to 70" " 23 00
1x3 and 1x4, Fencing 2100

" "
1x3, 1x4, and 1x6, Feucing, odd 1 ngths 19 00

" " second qnality 16 00
" "

selected 24 00
" "

c ear except for Flooring 29 00
" " "

Flooring less than Dressed Flooring 1 00
Fire Wood 9 00
Dressed Pine, Flooring, 1x6, No. 1 32 00

" " " other sizes, No. 1 34 00
all

" No. 2 27 00
" "

Stepping, No. 1 40 00
No. 2 30 00

Ship Timber and Plank, rough, selected, \ 'J5 00

selected, planed, 1 side 27 00
2 "

yaverage, 40 ft.. 29 50
3 " 32 00
4 "

; 34 00
Deck Plank, rough ) 29 50

" " dressed \ average 35 ft 34 00

Pickets, rough, B. M 19 00

Furring, 1x2, per lineal ft 0|
Lath, li 4 ft, per M 3 50
"

144ft.,
" 4 00

Rough dunnage, delivered, per M 20 00

Spruce dressed shelving, to 14 inches, per M 35 00

i inch 35 00
" "

wider, per M 40 00

REDWOOD.
Per M ft.

Rough Redwood, merchantable $20 00
second quality 16 00

Dressed

selected 24 00
clear 33 00
common surface , 22 00
i-inch surface. 28 50
No. 1 33 00
No. 2 26 00
T. &G., 1x6, 12 ft. and over, No. 1 3i) 00

' other sizes, No. 1 30 00
7 to 11 No. 1 26 00
under 7 No. 1 23 00

Rustic, No. 1 33 00
" No. 2 28 Oo

T. & G. beaded, 12 ft. and over. No. 1 33 00

Siding, J. inch

other sizes

7 to 11, No. 1,

under 7, No. 1

No. 1. 33 00
26 00
23 00
23 50

Pickets (fancy), 4 feet, B. M 25 00

(rough pointed)"
(

"
square)

"

Battens, Jx3, i)er lineal ft.

Shingles, per .\1

"
fancy, per M. . . .

Posts, split

Shakes, split, per M ..... .

' ' sawed "

17 00
15 00

n
2 00
3 75

. 13

9 00
11 00

Master Plumbers' Association.
Howard BnlldInK, »$. IV. Cor. Mtockton Jt O'Farrt'lI Sts., 8. F., Cal.

MEMBERS.

Busii^ft Mallett 34 Geary Street

Bush, D 316 Sutter Street

BurrERWORTH, J. B 1809 Polk Street

Connor, J. H 528 Third Street

Daniel, Wm. L 234 Post Street

DoHKHTY, John 349 Kearny Street

DowNES, Chas 41 Second Street

Dbffy Bros 17 Trinity Street

Enriqht, Wm. & Co 39 Sutter Street

FiRMiN, Jno. L. E Cor. Thirtieth and Bartlett Streets

Fritz & Kean 130 Geary Street

Gray, Jno. T . . 230 Sutter Street

Huffschmidt Bros 637 Clay Street

Hobro, W. D 728 Washington Street

Reilley, C. J 214 Montgomery Avenue

SuEPARD Bros ". 526 Califoruia Street

Sweeney & Keabns 623 California Street

Vance, R. A 623 Geary Street

Welch, J. D Cor. Tyler and Fillmore Streets

Wilson, Wm. F 25 Stockton Street

Williamson, H 329 Sutter Street

ITEMS IN REGARD TO BUILDINGS IN THE COUNTRY THANKFULLY RECEIVED.
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Folding Gate and Guard Company,

? \i

V
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Wm. H. Milliken,
Mechanical Engineer and Dranglitsnian,

MANUFACTURER OF

MILLIKEN'S PATENT HYDRAULIC RAM

E L E VAT O R,
Contractor and JDesisner

FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF ELEVATORS, CABLE

RAILWAYS, SMOKE BURNING APPARATUS

ENGINES, BOILERS AND ALL OTHER

KINDS OF MACHINERY.

Office, as California St., Rooms 19 and tta.

ssisg^sas^^^

GOLDEN GATE

FliiSfll lILliS
215 and 2l7 Main Street,

Between Howard anil Folanm, SAN IRANCISCO.

Manufa<*turers ^f

<? CALCINED PLASTER, je;

( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

P i-STEAM - ^

^otwateh
MANUFACTURED BY ^

^AAGRIFFING IRON .C0.>

437 COM MUNI PAW AVE.

1
JEF\SE\^GIT\^,JJJ

Descriptive circular and references sent on application. •

THOS. DAT & CO., AQENTS PACIFIC COAST.

!2 and 124 Sutter Street,
- - San Francisco

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works,
39^ Fremont Street,

Comer of Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

JAMES McCarthy,

iO Stevenson Street,
{Tw.» -loors from First — Pioneer Mills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs to suit the various Jepartntents in Buildings, etc

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
1125 YORK STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

C. P. MOOUE,

681 Orove Street.

G. H. HOORE,

No. 1 Russ cor. Howard St

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
15 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Dr mm Street,
Between Cl^.\ aiiil Wasiin-ton, SAX FRANCISCO.

P O. B IX 10J2.

mi)mt/aum

CHIMNEY PIPE.
lUNCOLN PLACER CO.CAL.&I

\358 MARKET ST.S.F.

J. H. DINNIENE,

Olass-Cuttine:, Embossing:,

Bending, Engraving, and Designing Works

NO. 108 MAIN STREET,

Bet. Mission & Howard, - San Francisco

DrIllinK of Holes and RepairinK of Brolten

Articles a Specialty. Kstimates

Oiven on Plain elass.

GROUND GLASS ALWAYS ON HAND.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
21 I Waller Street.

GEO. L. HENZEL,

Electric and Mechanical Call Bells,

SPEAKING TUBES & TELEPHONES,

Patent Door Opener«, and Letter Box Plates. Gas Lighting

by Electricity.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

Eesidenoe 1912 Steiner Street; Manufactory, 1908

Steiaei Street, bet- Bnsh and Pine, San Francisco.

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUFACTURE AND DEAL IN

SUGAR PISE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourth & Channel Sts., San Francisco.

^\1%^

A. KENDALL, ^

Comer Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets. Frames.

DOOBS, SASH AND BLmOS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

{AMES Young. W. J. Thomson.

BEALE STREET MILL.

YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

fUm, SASH, BLQIDS,

DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Street.

Male to Order, all kinds of Outside and Inside Finish an

Moldings. Brackets and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning

in all their branches, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

J.J.DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER.

Residence, 615 Jessie Street.

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
324 Guerrero Street,

Between 16th end )6lh, SAN FRANCISCO.

All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.
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SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARGING

THE ONLY SELF-ACTING, TIGHT-SEAL WATEE CLOSET IN THE WOELD.

A written guarantee

is given with each Closet

that money will be

returned, after a six

months' trial, and any
other closet substituted

in its place if this closet

is not, m the fullest

sense, everything that

IS claimed for it.

Econosi;!!I!leaRli!i6Ss!Mli

Persons Enp|ed in
Sanita[| Enterprises,

ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS

AND BUILDERS,

Are especially invited to ex-
amine the practical

workings of

Sa:k's htonati:

Vater-closel.

Awarded First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, held in San Francisco, 1882.

COUNTRY AND CITY HOMES.
1*)?^ m^

Price, Fifty Cetits each, post-paid. Send to this Office

Apehiteetupal and Meehanieal Books
.z^T T7xmoi:^:E]s^f^i_,:Ei

s we are closing out our stock of Stielf Books, we
will dispose of those on hand at first cost.

llt^-THOSE IN WANT OF BARGAINS SHOULD CALL EARLY. -=^3|r

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the following parts : A smoke

flue A, of fire (lay, ir ? feet leiijrths, with rebated joints and

tjalvanizeu iro.i bant!s o»er each joint. Tlicse bands with jiro-

jections, will also keep in position a j;al\ anized iron exterior

pipe B, forming; an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other for foul air The outside pipe is itut up in two feet

lenifths also, and the whole is bound ttj^etlicr and secured t>

the studding by iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,
MASON AMIb BUILBSM,

(UVATNiJiir rinrUcc t(£iiarJ *rA« tsrorcHMO

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a tliree-inc-h conductor D

extendiiijto outaide of wall for fresh air, whith, passinj; uji

beconi>,8 heated, and can be introduced to an.v room above by

a register E, near the floor. The ventilation of rooms is

effected by meana of an opening F, with reyister near the

ceiling, by which the foul air escapes and is conductel in the

air space around the fine to the roof. In addition to this, (an

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass through

and between the joists 1 1 conduct by a small conductor G with

the abo\ e mentioned air space.

Tlie lightest and safest patent chimney manufactured.

Api>ro\ed by the Hoard of Supervisors.
'

WAREROOMS,

N. E. Comer of Larkin and Market Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Hardware and Builders' Materials
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS.

Messrs. P. & F. Corbin's Cold and Silver-Plated, Light and Dark Shades

of Plain Antique and Tuscan Bronze, House Trimmings.
—^^^^—^^-^-^ ALSO, A FULL LINE OF ^——^—-^^^—

CARPENTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS, CUTLERY, ETC.
^^-—^^—^—^— SOLE AGENTS FOR————^-^^.^

IThomas Morton's Copper and Steel Sash Chains and Patent Attachments. The
Niles' Patent Door Knobs and Locks. The Norwich Patent

Knob and Screwless Spindle.
1 F. P. LATSON. FRANK P. LATSOX &. CO.,

J. H. FERINE.

28 and 30 New Montgomery St., cor. of Jessie,

KMI»EK PAIiACE ilOTEL. Telephone IVo. 753. SASJ FRAKCISCO.

TURNSR, KENNEDY & SHAIAT,

Lumber Dealers,
FOURTH AND CHANNEL STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

Yard Connects direct with C. P. & S. P. R. n.
Also with the Shipping.

Do^^ai ToAATii Office, No. 5 P*ost St., near Montgomery.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet.

This Closet is the best of its kWid, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:
—

1. It has a simple, strong valve, suiijable for any pressure.
2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same metal resting'on face of the brass overflow pipe,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely jireventing any escape of sewer gas, even the closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the flood chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes the lead; it has been sold since February, 1885, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
Tills liopper is constructed to take 2 2inch pipes, one to tlie right and one to the left

and a 4-inch leader in the center. It has also a movable strainer on toji to take the sur-,
face water. The lower pait of the hopper with side otitiot is to he connertcd with the
sewer pipe, either rijflit or left. The upper part is independent from the lower, and is
made to swivel, therefore it will suit either position of pipe. This hopper can be used
only for surface, for waste, or for leader; either inlet will be stopped up with iron caps (

so desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
This Closet is super or to all others, c\ erv worKiiiir part and bolt beiti!; made of liiass,

closet and valve extra heavy casting. Particular attention is called to No. 4. Th sChiset
has an oval basin fastened to the co\ er by brass damps and bolts. No breaking of puitv
J".'"'* 'equiri d to renew a pan. The looseiiinj; of two larse brass nuts will separate io> er
with basin from the receiver. It has a heavv nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass
ro<l.

These Closets have been In Tise since February, 1883. Plumbers and wholesale dealers
give them the best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper.
Basket Hoppers arc made in one piece with Movable Strainer.

Side View, Combiuation HoDper No. 4S FKRMOIVT iSTRRBT ...HAN FRANCItiCO. CAL. iJti. 4
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J. F. SULLIVAN.

HOUSE & FEESCO PAINTER.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

610 Karket Street.

EDWARD NORMAN.

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

JNO. E. W. COLEMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER.
No. 924 Folsom Street.

Between Fifth and Sixth, SAN FRANCISCO.

House and Sign Painting, Graining, Varnishing, and Polish-
ing. Walls and Ceilings Whitened or Kalsomined. with or
without colors.

House, Sign, and Ornamental

PAINTER & PAPER-HANGER.
Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Etc.

!S Montgomery Avenue, Bet. Jackson and Washington Sis.

Orders Promptly Attended To. Terms Reasonable.

American, French, and English Paper Hangings

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

108J JESSIE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

F. C. JAMES,

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING,
1605 Polk Street, Near Sacramento,

SAN FRANCISCO.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,
832 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

tS'Orien left at Helmkeu's, 616 Kearny Street

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 905 Oak Street.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between 18th and 19th Streets.

J. D. WELCH,
/"

Practical Plumber, Gas & Steam-fitter.

Cor. Fillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

JOHN T. CRAY,

230 Sutter Street,

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS

And Steam Fitter.

Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and
- guaranteea.

JOHN BOHN,

Plumbing and Cas Fitting;

112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

BUSH & MALLETT,

aA_8 A.isrr) oil

Sanitary PlnmMng anil M\\\\ii

34 Geary St.^ above Kearny.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IMPORTERS OF

Gras Fixtures and

f*luml)ers' Supplies.
122 AND 124 Sutter Street.

FRITZ & KEAN,

PLUIVtBEl^S, ETC,
Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance with sound sanitary principles.

130 Geary Street, San Francisco.

'ter Forty years'

I

experience in tha
preparntion of more
than One Hundred

honsand applications for patents in
the United States and Foreign coun-
tries, the puhlishers of the Scientitio
American continue to act as solicitors
for patents, caveats, trade-marks, copy-

I riEhts, etc., for the United States, and
to <ibtain patents in Canada, England. France
Germany, and all other countries Their experi-
ence is ucequaled and their facilities are unsur*
passed.
Drawings and specificationa prepared and filed

in the Patent Office on short notice. Terms verj
reasonable. No charge for examination of modela
or drawings Advice by mail free
Patents obtained through Munn.feOo,am noticed

inthe SCIE\TIFIC AMERICAN, which haa
the largest circulation and is the must intluential

newspaper of its kind published in the world.
The advantages of such a notice every patentee
understands.
This large and splendidly illustrated newspaper

is published WKEKljY at $3.00 a year, and ia

admitted to be the best paper devoted to science,

mechanics, inventions, engineering works, and
other departments of industrial progress, pub-
lished in any country. It contains the names of
all patentees and title of every invention patented
each week. Try it four months for one dollar.

Bold by all newsdealers.
If you have an invention to patent write to

Uunn & Co., publishers of Scientiho Ajuerican,
861 Broadway, New York.
Handbook about patent! mailed free*

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
Residence. 615 Jessie Street.

Henry S. Gray. Cook Stovkr.

CRAY & STOVER,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
Box 35, Room 11, 330 Pine Street,

Residence, No. 378 Shotwell Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, - - - CAL.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 McAllister St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA.

THOS. MERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
112 CLAY STREET.

Between Da\ is and Drumm, SAN FHANCISCO, CAL.

Stores and Offices fitted up. All l<ind8 of Jobbing; promptly
attended to.

CEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
S. E. Cor. R. R. Ave. and Walnut St.,

ALAMEDA, CAL.

All Kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Cas Fitter,

728 Waahingtnn t«(. Opposite tbe Plaza,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Woric done at Reasonable Hates. All orders promptly at-
tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

P. R. O'BRIEN,

Plumber and Gas Fitter,

334 Pine Street. San Francisco.
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WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklayer and Builder,

OeSce, 316 Montgomery St.

JOS. THORNHILL,

Bricklayer and Contractor,

Office, No, 35 Post Street, San Francisco

Boilers, Furnaces, Ovens, Grates, Etc.

J. R. ToBiN. Alex. Mennie

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PUSTERING,
CELLARS AND SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT^

Jotting Promptly Attended to,

Residence, 864 Mission St.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING, COLORING, ETC.

Residence, 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 625 Gongh.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

F^ tv^©TT21K
DECORATIONS.

Plastering Repaired and Whitened.

763 Market St., Sin Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

PINCK & HAMMOND,

JVCET^L ROOFERS,
All kinJa of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing, Gtalvan-

ized Iron Gutteis and Chimney-tops. 8^ ROOFS repaired
and painted.

A// Jobbing promptly attended to.

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

W. CRONAN,
{Successor to Cronan & Dunbar)

Metal Roofers,

1213 and 1215 Market St., Bet. 8th & 0th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper,- Tin, and Sheet Iron

Work of every description . Roofs repaircl, etc.

AH work done by me {,maranteed.

p. B. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street.

Its' All Jobbing promptly attended to.

A. E. BUCKMAN,
314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER,
(jiradinK, .UaradaniixinK and Sewerins

I>one on Mhort Kotlce.

I. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
^r All Kinds of Grading, Macadamizing, and Sewerage

Done on Short Notice.

718 VALENCIA STREET,
Between Eit^hteenth and Nineteenth.

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry Street, Bet-ween 3d. and -4rtli,

Constantly on Hand or Made to Order,

STAIR RAILS, POSTS,

BALUSTERS, ETC.. ETC.

JUST PUBLISHED.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT WORK.

American Cottages
CONSISTING OF U LAEGE QUARTO PLATES.

ContaininK Original Designs of Medium and Low
Cost Cottages, Seaside and Country Houses. Also, a
Club House, School House, Pavilion and a Small
Seaside Chapel.

Togetler witli a Form of spsiiicatioa for Cottages.

All in the latest prevailing styles, from the drawings of
a number of prominent architects, thus securing a great
rariety rf plans and diversity of treatment, and offer-

ing the largest opportunity for selection.

One large Quarto Volume Price. jost-iJd $5 0C

J. R. DKEW. F. Mclaughlin.

DREW & Mclaughlin,

Stair Builders,
ENTERPRISE MILL,

220 & 222 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

J. W. WESSON,

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone Ko. 430.

NEW, ENLARGED EDI i ION.

* STAR *

TOOLS AND MACHINE WORKS,

F. KRAJEWSKI. Proprietor,

516 and 518 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco-

WOOD-WORKINC
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Newel Rods, Etc.,
For Stair Work.

JLIS^ID ITS TJSKIS.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT | BUILDING HEWS
FOR O.NK VKAR WITH

Large Edition of above Work, $2 60. With Small Edition, $2.25.

N. P. LANCLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner

Ho. 407 Mission St.. SAN FRANC/SCO.

Mechanics' Hall, Second Floor.

BUILDING SUPERINTENDENCE,

A New Work.

PRICK TIIREK DOIiLARS

Send to this Office.



ARCHITECTS, CIVIL ENGINEERS, ETC., PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CARDS.

CURLETT & CUTHBERTSON
Architects,

Offices, 307 Phelan's Building, Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

PISSIS & MOORE,
Architects,

307 Sansome Street, Rooms 1 6 and 1 7,

San Francisco.

A. A. COOK,
Architect,

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA.
Plans Prepared and Buildinjfs Superintended in

every portion of the State.

JOHN HALL,
Architect and Sanitary Engineer^

7J North Main St. , Rooms 4 and 5,

\m<^ Angeles.

F. HILLERT,
Architect and Civil Engineer.

43a Kearny Street.

(Room Wo. lO, second floor), Han Francisco.

CEO. E. VOELKEL,
Architect,

331 KEARNY STREET,
W. S. bet. Bush and Pine Streets, San Francisco.

A. A. BENNETT,
Architect,

Rooms 45 and 46,

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

A. LAVER,
Architect,

San Francisco Stock Exchange Building,
Fine Street, bet. Sansome & Montgomery,

Room 19.

HUERNE &
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BUILDERS' HARDM^ARE.
FULL LINE

-OF-

Light and Dark

ii@iiQ litdwai(
MANUFACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures,

The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that will not wear

out or break.

For Hale ^Ry

Dunham, Carrigan
k Co

ii

—DEALERS IN-

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S, F.

SAVAaii;, sois^ & co.,

Empire Foundry and Machine Works
i35 TO ^45 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

House Fronts, and Architectural Iron Work of every Description.

Mantel Grates, StaWe Fixtcres, Ventilators and Bnilders' Hardware. ^send for Prke Usts.-^^

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY,
Planing Mills,

Railroad Shops,

Car Builders,

House Builders,

Cabinet Makers,
ETC., ETC. SINQLE SPINDLE UPRIGHT SH'PER

N3. 2 SCROLL S*W.

GOODELL & WATERS,
COENEK THIRTY-FIRST AND CHESTNUT STREETS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

US' Partiea In coimpondint; will oblige us by mentinning tliis paper. BRAOKCT BAND SAW,

Pacific Press Publishing House
)2th and Castro Sts,, Oakland, 606 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

FdnUrs, EngraTers, Binders, Electretypers, ^ Stereotypers.

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention,

Fine Catalogue \A/^ork: a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Journal is among the many printed by the Pacific Press.



OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

VOLUME VIII, No. 7. SAN FRANCISCO. JULY 15, 1887. -^^^^^{^^^Z:"^":^-

EDWARD DENNY & CO.,

Drawing Paper and Materials.

Mdtlieniatical M Snrveyiiig loslrmeits,

Stationers. Printers, ar-d Bbrik-Iiook Matuifacturers; Civil En-

gineers, Suixeyors, Arcliitects, ard Drau-Iitsnien'ti Supplies.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California anil Sacramento Streets, San Francisco. ,

it^ Send for Sample of our New Detail Paper. "^

WEST COAST !

Furniture Comp'y
L & E. Emanuel, Proprs.,

ARE PRK1>.^RKD TO FILL OliUKRS KOU

Wooden Mantels,
FDRNITURE. UPHOlSTERY AND BEDDINd, I

At Lowast Prices and Shortest Notice.

A Majfiiificent Stock constantly on hand and in

proress of manufacture.

432 and 434 Fourth Street.

O. V. LA^ISrOE, I

Publisher of a Series of

Fr. H. ROSENBAUM & CO..

Plate rf Window Glass

MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS

(Quicksiher and Patent Batk).

•
. No. 567 9farket Street, opp. iSaiisome.

^ss

CONCRETE
APPARATUS,

WESTERN IIW WeitK^.

(Successors to John R, Sims & Son),

MANITFACTURER8 OF

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wruuj^ht Iron Girders, Beam Aneiu>rs, and Tie

Bondij, and all kinds nf Iron Work. S"le Maiiu-

j

facturers and Proprietors of the

! Champion Metallic Whkelbarrow.
fron Hoofn and Oasometers Manufactured

to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,
Bl-tWl.lMl .MiB.sioM ;U1(1 ir^UVlUd.

OF BEST EXAMPLES OF CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTURE.

PhotOKrapher, Xii ^lonlgoniery i^t., S. F.

-A®t^

402 Montgomery St.

u^i\vv\Hc.s c<;)?\i\)''^

^ENGINEER""' DRAUOHTSMP.N
258 MARKET ST.S.F.

Elass Wimi iii
Embossing

Works.

CUT, STAlXeU, and UKOlTXi* (,iI.A!«8.

Glass Cutting Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Stained Glass Works,
1213 & 1215 Howard St.

C. P. SHEIKIKLI N. W. SPAULDINO. -•^ S^-^L. J. lATTERSON

IFIC S>W MANUFACTURIf
MANUFACTURERS OF SAWS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Nos. 17 and 19 Fremont Street,

Agents for C. B. PAUL'S FILES. H. ROYERS' LACE LEATHER. SAW REPAIRING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
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CHEAPEST PLACE IN THE STATE TO BUY

||u^ical |flplpuinen^ of evepj ||e^epiption«

WELLS' MUSIC STORE,
1360 Market St.,

Dealers with large ware roonis and heavy expenses cannot comjjete
with our prices.

ReceiveUlie HIQHEST AWARDS ever given to any Piano intMs State.

Contain the Oelehm'.ed Carpenter- Or^jn Ac'icn, $25 to $130.

8^- A// GUI' Insirumenfs are Guaranteed for EigM Years.

GBO. F. IVULLS, Importer^
1360 Market St., - San Francisco, CaL

Pacific Rolling Mill Co.,

3.^3^T I^E^.A.3^TC!XSCO, O-A-Xj.

MANUFACTURERS OP

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON,

L

Boiled Beams,

Rolled Beams, Donble,

Angle, Channel, ami T Iron,

Bridge and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws,

Nuts, Washers, etc.

Steamboat Shafts,

Cranks, Pistons,

Connc'cting Rods.

Rolled Beams, 4, 6, 8, and lOJ inch.

Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames.

Mining Machinery Forj,ing8,

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Uammercd Iron of every description.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Block, Room I.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 50,

and 56 pounds to the yard. ±

Ma (ie in representation of Ancient and Mod-
ern Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau-

rel. B!ack Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood.

ENAMELED, POLISHED.
A.NU

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENBEMS
RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, W^aUs, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO.,
'''''

^l^^^'^i^'^'JS'.^^'
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O. K. GRAY. H. N. GRAY.

GRAY BROS.
Manufacturers of

!)_Pl !1 II pij

AND

PORTIAND GEMENT
CELLAR no 1 TOMS.

orr-iCE,

No. 316 Montgomery Street.

SAN PEANCISCO, CAL-

"IT IS ALMOST HUMAN.'

Ike lortos

DOOE CHECK and SPEIHG
Renders Slamming of Di'ors an Iinpossibiiity.

FRANK D. MORRELL,
250 Slarkrt St., nr. Front, San Francisco.

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap.

BF.ST m rsR.
Recommenclud by all the Architects

in (J.ailforiiia.

OFFICE-1901 liRoADWAT, Oak-
la ND.

For Sale by Plumbers.

TO ARCIIITF.CTS. IH;iIiI>KKS, IIOIJSK l*.\IXTKKS. l»l<:C4»KATORS, BOAT BVIIill-
KKS A\l> YACHTSMKK I>1<:SIBIX4> AW

EXTREMELY DURABLE FINISH FOR WOOD.

ROSENBERGSAre superior to any
Varnishes or Wood Fin-

ishes in the market, for

the following r> a-^ons,

viz.:—
They poNsess niore

body. hitshcr luster,
greater reslstln;; |irO|i-

ertles to atniosplieric
influences, action of tva-

ter anil alkali, are more
elastic, nill not scratch
nor mar nliite, and are
more durable,

Manufuctured by

D. ROSENBERG & SONS,
7.<J4-74«VTai'tT4n. street. I Office, 207 Avenue D, NEW YORK.
7»a-7a» Fast I.3tb street, r „ , , .^ . • l. » ».
1A9-207 Avenue J>. )

Send for Samples and Full Particulars.

For all classes

INSIDE WOEK
Ri-quirinic urreat dura-

bility, use \o. *<i

Ki.ASTitw Fi:v'isir.
For

OUTSIDE WORK
Kequirintf extreme du-

rabillt.v, use No. 1

Eti.ASTlt^A FINISH,

PATEHT STIFFEHED FIEE-PEODP WIRE LATHING

SASH CORD,

Wire Rope, Etc.

J. H. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.

i 14 DRUMM ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

ROMAll ARTIFICIAL STONE MAIFACTORY-;

C0ITB4CTQES lOE CIMIIT WOES Of Ml Ilii.
Wine Cellars, Arches, Bridges, Walls and Concrete

Work of all Kinds. Sidewalks, Garden Walks,
Rustic Fountains, etc.

Cement and Mosaic Marble Tiles, Mosaic Casts for Chimney Man-
tels, A SPECIALTY

I«.li:SIT>I±:iNCK: 1 l-r rStoelcton fSt. Kntr-ance to
tlie JVIanufactoi-y in the i-eai* on CjrGSLV-y Ht.

Hot WaterAjSteam Heating
For all Classes of Buildings.

I have introduced this system in over 400 houses on this Co.ist where it is

now in operation. Ail work Guaranteed.

Sole IWanuracturer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER
Sole Agent for

Bl'IJOyS PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.
Also Agent for

Gold's Improved Sectional Boiler for Low Pressure Steam.

Office 30 New Montgomery St., under Palace Hotel

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.
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HOT WATER HEATING
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwellings by tho Most Approved

HOT W^ATER SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this line has given perfect satisfaction in every instance, ami wo will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

We also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY & CO.

614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.

J. W. WESSON,

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone No. 430.

* STAR *

TOOLS AND MACHINE WORKS,

F. KEAJEWSKI. Proprietor,

520 and 522 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco-

WOOD-WORKINC
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Newel Rods, Etc.,
For Stair Work.

IVES' PATENT SjSH LOCKS '^- DOOR BOLTS,

A very important feature of the IVKS' SASH LOCK is in

its securely locking wlien closed and simultaneously drawing
the meeting rails closely together. All the movements are

accomplished by cams without the instrumentality of springs,
thus avoiding the possibility of getting out of order.

IVES' PATEXT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with a bit,

and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts

afford. Ives' Patent Sash l-ocke and Door Bolts are protected
by nine letters patent, and are manufactured in over forty

styles of finish.

One Sample only Ives' Patent Sash Look, mailed poet-paid
to any Carpenter sending his address, with 10 cts. in stamps.
Illustrated price-lists, showing forty-six styles of goods,
mailed free .

H. B. IVES & CO.,

Sole Manufa'!turcrs and Patentees, New Ha^ en, Conn.

Its' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts, sold b^- all dealers

in llardwiiie.

W. D. PERINE,
MANUFACTURER OF

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Garden Walks,

Basement Floors, Carriage Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building Stone,

URNS, VASES, STONE COPING and STEPS

Kiitranr.e to Cemetery liOtM, Caskets,

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 28 New Montgomery St. OAK-

LAND OFFICE, 457 Ninth st. Residence, 809 Oak st. Oakland

REMiLLARD BRICK CO.
ManiiraeturrrM of

DRESSED AND COMIVION BRICK.

REESE LLEWELLYN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,
133 and 13s Beaie Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.
MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts ani MachiDery CastiDis

OF ALL KINDS.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

Every Descriiition of Metal GoihIs Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC.

Old work refini»lied, repaired, and plated equal to new.

tiilver Plated Amaleaniatins Plates, for sav.

in^' K^ild in (Quartz, Placer, (iravel, and lieacli iMining.

058 and OSS MISSION HTKRET,
Between New Montgomery and Tliird, San Fraiuisco, Cal.

K. U. DEISSIISTOK, Proprietor.

ITiiMljiiil (illiic:

0Akl4,\ll, Vor 2d and Cla

Tclci)hone No. 63.

Foot of PaclBrst.' Wharf.
Teleiihtme No. 45.0.

Asphalium and Boeing Felt,

Red Metallic Roofing Paint,

N. C. WALTON, S19 Mission Street.

DYCKERHOFF PORTLAND CEMENT
OF UNRIVALED STRENGTH. FINENESS and RELIABILITY,

'

Is The Best and Cheapest for

FOUNDATIONS, CELLARS, FLOORS, WALKS,
ARTIFICIAL STONE, &c.

Those extraordinary qualities permit an tinuBually larf^e addition of sand, etc. (25 to f>0 pur cent more than other
well known Portland (^enionts), and will produce the strongest, most reliable and durable work.

Sellinff at no hiKhcr flKure than ordinary good brands of Portland Cement, it is therefore much the cheapest to use.
iHckerofT'H Portland Cement is always uniform, unalterable in volume, and will not crack.
The packages (each barrel weighs 400 lbs. gross) are always in excellent condition and will bear handling and trans-

portation without l-ws.

Pamphlet containing tlirections and testimonials sent free.

CAS. DUISENBERG & CO., 314 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

HOLE AttfiNTH FOR THK PACIFIC COAST.
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J. L. RUFFINO. ( C. D. BlANCHI.

MarWe Depot ani Steam Saw Mills,

RUFFINO & BlANCHI,
Iiupoiters, Manufacturer^. Wholesale ami liotail Dealers,

IN MANTELS, MONDMENTS. PiniBEES SLABS, ETC
Estimates Furnished (tit all Kinds of Marble Worli.

Nos. 964, 966, 968 and 970 BBYANT STSEET,
Near Seventh i^treet, MAN FRANCIttCO.

P. O. Box 1683.

D. ZEaLIO,
Carrara Marble Works.

MANUFACTUHEll OF

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

1319 MISSION STREET,

Between 9th and 10th, SAN FKANCISCO.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Co. of California

FIRE AND MARINE.

PiDcipal Office, 439 California St., 2afe Deposit BuiyiDg

SAN l-liANCISCO.

JOHN H. WISE, President.

CHAS. A. LATON, Secretary.

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street,

Corner ,.f Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

A GOOD TIN ROOF
Made of Guaranteed and Stamped Roofing Plates,

Will cost little more than the inferior cjuality of tin now so generally used.

Such a Roof if properly laid will last from THIRTY TO FORTT YEARS.

EAMARETicreUAR'',^^^^-'"

i'^t^oofiNj^^^
The "GILBERTSON'S OLD METHOD" was selected by the United States

Government over all competitors for the Roofing of the

WHITE HOUSE at WASHINGTON.

It will cost nothing however to obtain FULL FACTS and SAMPLES, which may be had b\' addreasinj;

3i^:E:iscn.z^n:T'X cSc co-,
manufacturer's AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

"
GilliertSBn's Old Metliod

"
&

"
Camaret

"
Gnarauteed and Stamped Roofing Plates.

PHILADEIjPHfA, IVEW \ORK, CHI4JAOO, I^ONIDO^V

John I,. I^ove,
President.

Theo. Van Tasbell,
Manager.

Harrv B. Morey,
Secretary.

aioa (^(Vriificial ^tone V-^aving f onapariy

INCORPORATED.

SIDEWALKS, GARDEN WALKS,
carriage; drives, stables, cellar and kitchen floors in ALL VARIETIES.

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS AND CEMETERY WORK.

Office, No. 321 Montgomery STREETf
SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER. Steel Square and its Uses. Price One Dollar

NORRIS PULLEY

FULL SIZE CUT OF 00408.

You will notice that this Pulley has an EXTRA
protection for the rope.

se:tvi> F•o3=^ s^3j:r»LE:.

G. SIDNEY NORUIS & CO.,

BALTIMORE, MD.
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ELECTRIC DEVElOPMENT COMPANY,

WeOD CAMI
Imitation Stained Glass,

MOORISH rHETWOHK.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

•A-r.i VXnv 'St.. Nan F raii<*is; o.

Best Systems oflucauilesceut and Arc Electric

Liglits for

Hotels, Apartment Houses, Private Houses,
Offices, Steamships, Manufactories. Mills,

Mines, and Outdoor Illumination.

Designers and Contractors for

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
And all Kinils of

W. & J. SLOANE 4& CO.,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

CAPT }m UPHOLSTERY WAIjEHOUSE,
PEBSIi MDmH, T0BKIS1

AND OTHER

^

SASH CURTAIN GOODS.
DESieS FURNISHED FOR DRAPERIES AND LAMBBEQUINS.

Electric Systems for LiElitiDMDfl Trans-

Diissioii of Power,
Either Direct or with Storage Batteries.

MANIFACTURERS AND DEALKRS IN

Dynamos, Motors, Lamps, and AH Electric

Apparatus.

A ddress Correspondence

TO J. C. HENDERSON,

General Manager.

CALIFORNIA WIRE WORKS
329 Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, . . CAL.
MANrK.AOTUREK.S OK

NEXT ABOVE PALACE HOTEL.

MANUFACTURER OF

Window Shades and Curtain Poles,

Imyrna Mugs, Urass and Mine Hosing for Itairs.

541 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

eieri
^eMteetvpftl l@^i|iip fj

BANK, STORE, and OFFICE

WINDOW GUARDS FOR CHURCHES,

STORES, RESIDENCES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC.,

CRESTINGS and FINIALS,
Elevator Guards, Balcony Railings, Wire Partitions, Skyliiiht

Guards, Wire Si-ns, Wrought Iron Fences, Sieves,
Stable Guards, Riddles, Stable Fixtures, Coal

Screens, Arbors, Sand Screens, Gar-
den Arches, Window Screens,

Wire Fences,

And a general line of Ornamental Wire Goods.

^ ^

CSC
P3:q

CSC

Drawing Paper,
all kinds.

Tracirg Paper and Cloth,
all kinds.

Blue Process Paper,

Detail Paper,

Mathematical Instruments.
Everything Needed by Engineers,

Architects, Draughtsmen,
Mechanics, etc.

215, 217, :21» Bush St., S. F.

Granolithic Paving' Company.
(STUART'S PATENT.)

All kinds of Artificial Stone Work, Steps, Corridors, Sidewalks, Base-
ments, £ns;ine Seats, Foundations, Etc.

W. S. SOMERVILLE, Manager, 422 Montgomery Street,
S^N IH^R^ Is"CISCO-
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The Fire Ordinances.

IN
view of the fact tliat Acting Police Judge Pnge has declared

order No. 1752, comprising all ordinances relating to fire mat-
ters and building construction, invalid, a general meeting of

the architects in San Francisco Wiis called and a representative
number assembled on the 17th of June last to take the situation
into consideration— there being no difference of opinion among
the members of the profession that the order named was, and as
re-enacted is, defective and insufficient. A free discussion of the

subject matter was entered into, resulting in the appointment of
a committee of three to prepare a petition to the Board of Su-

pervisors asking that action be deferred in the re-passage of the
order until amendatory suggestion could be prepared—it being
declared invalid simjdy upon the technical ground of insufficient

jjublication and requiring only proper re-publication to render it

again effective.

The committee performed the duty assigned them, and although
the time for comfileting their work was exceedingly limited, thirty-
six of the most prouiiiient architects readily appended their sig-
natures to the petition, which was duly presented to the Board
and referred without producing the result desired.

The reason for this was, as expressed by His Honor the Mayor
and members of the Board, that unless the invalid order was
repassed the city might be without any fire law. That while
the invalidation restored the ordinance operating prior to the

passage of 17,*) 2, it was not an assured fact that it would stand
the scrutiny and assault of some shrewd limb of the law, who
might seek and find fatal defects therein, resulting in like fate
that befell order 1752; consequently, for the city's protection and
safety, it became necessary to re-enact the invalid order witli all

its deficiencies and defects until a better could be provided. The

assurance was also given that whenever a more practical form
of Fire and Building Ordinance should be presented, the Board
would give it attention and careful consideration, and if found
to be an improvement upon the present, it would be

]).'tssed.

This places the whole matter in the hands of the architects,

builders, and others most directly interested to formulate a code
of Building Ordinances that will meet every requirement of the

fire department and the entire building fraternity, not including
those features which may be more specially denominated Fire Or-

dinances, relating to destructive agencies, etc.

There is no disposition expressed on the part of either the ar-

chitects or builders in San Francisco to antagonize the fire war-

dens, or the chief or members of the fire department, but there
is an earne.st wish that an ordinance may soon be perfected, re-

lieved of all those features which in the past have caused anno}'-
ances, vexations, arrests, etc., for cau.ses which if placed within
the arbitration of a board of impartial, comjietent referees, would
be given consideration according to merit, and adjusted upon
equitable basis, instead of—as in the present ordinance—the

same rule applying in all cases, while in fact scarcely any two
are relatively equal. But if anything is to be effected in the

matter, the architects or builders, jointly or severally, must take
the initiative, and proceed as best judgment and experience may
suggest.

Perfect Ventilation and Pure Air Essential to Human
Life and Health.

T If HIS no intelligent person will question. It is a fact so uni-
'

I
^

versally understood that argument in its suj)port is wholly
unnecessary; still, while its vital importance is universally

admitted, and its factorshij) in the healthfulness of mankind rec-

ognized, a strange degree of apathy, except in woids, exists in the

practical application of the means best calculated to secure this

highly essential provision of the great Creator, who, in his crea-
tion of our eai-th, not only fixed the great sources of light in the

firmament, but also surrounded the planet upon which we dwell
with the prerequisite to health—pure air. As is well known,
its entire absence produces death, and human life and health, in

large degi-ee, are atfecte 1 by the free or restricted use of this

health-giving agency.
All this being well understood, tens of thousands have em-

ployed their genius, talents, and both mechanical and scientific

skill in discovering and devising the niost perfect and practical
method of utilizing this indispensable element in dwellings,
churches, school-houses, theaters, and places whore people dwell
or assemble in large numbers for purposes of worshiper pleasure,
and as a result numerous devices have been worked out and aji-

plied that in part, at least, have prodnced the object sought,
while but few of the inexpensive kind have gained a perpetuity
beyond occasional use.

Hence it is with pleasure that we notice the invention of our

fellow-townsman, Mr. P. Abrahamson, who has perfected a ven-
tilator that must supersede all others in its simjdicity, complete-
ness, and practicalulity. The array of testimonials from those
who have used them should be sufficient to satisfy the most

sciupulous as to its effectiveness, giving, as it does, an abundant

supply of fresh air without a particle of draft. It is practical
for all ])urposes of ventilation, from the sick room to the largest
structures in which people live or assemble.

Building Summary.
For the first time this year, our monthly report is larger than

its predecessor in 1886. Values of reported improvements to
date are far ahead of last year to similar [)eriod. During the
month there have been commenced of building improvements,

70 frame buildings, value $648,700
2 brick " «

52,.500
20 alterations "

50,500

92 $751,700

The liigh jn-ices of building materials is materially affecting the
construction of small houses.
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Price of Lumber Again Advanced.

CryNOTHER dollar has been added to the price of lumber,
LJ thus making rough lumber $21 j)er M; rustic, $36 per
/ K M, and other kinds in proportion. Our list will be found
• corrected so as to correspond with latest quotations.
We sincerely hope that the "raise" will come to a halt very

soon. Lumber is now 75 per cent greater in ))rice than it was
a short time ago. We repeat again that the ei'ection of small

buildings has been ])ractically stopped on account of the exorbi-

tant price of materials.

Wood Mantels.

TTTHE firm of L. and E. Emmanuel is one of our largest man-
• I* ufacturers of wood mantels. In a conversation with these

jiractical men the following points were brought out:—
" The old mantels in England were made of wood. It took

America a long time to discover, however, that grave-yard mate-
rial is not exactly the thing to incase fire-places. Why mantels

made out of marble slabs should have been introduced, it is diffi-

cult in the light of present tastes to understand. They are cold

and gloomy. There is a home look aVjout a wooden mantel that

is an incentive to proper home conduct. We are not prepared to

say that marble mantels have caused unpleasantness that has led

to divorce, but it would not be surjuising to learn that they had.

Pleasant surroundings lead to contentment and ha]ipiness. No
one will dispute the influence of flowers, hapjiily chosen wall

decoi-ations and works of art. White marble slab.s in our ]>ar-

lors and drawing-rooms do not inspire the sympathetic side of

human nature. The feeling is to get away from them, and there

should be nothing in a home which the inmates should want to

get away from. There is nothing inviting about s\ich mantels.

They are repellent. They are going fast, and let us ho|ie that no
vitiated taste will whirl them into fashion again."

Mechanics' Liens. .

WTTHE laws of nearly all the States and Territories provide

y I V fw the securing and collection of btiilders' and mechanics'

K liens upon property for which materials have been fur-

nished, or on which laljor has been ])erformed. The fol-

lowing is a synopsis of the general laws relating to the.se liens:—
A lien is lost by the voluntary surrender of the pro]>erty to

the owner or his agent. There is no common law lien without

])ossession. It is a right created by law in favor of the tavern-

keepers, livery-men, pasturers, carriers and mechanics. It may
be created by contract between the parties, as in a lease.

Whatever is affixed to land belongs to the owner of the land,

except in a few cases. Hence, carj)enters who built houses on
the land of others had no lien. But as the principle is just, and
the practice beneficial. States have, by law, given builders and

persons who furnish material a lien on the land and building, if

claimed within a limited time. Under this kind of mechanics'

lien, no possession is I'equired. The right to pay the charge and
take the j)roperty is a right of redemption which is lost by a

I>ublic sale of the ))roperty. The surplus, if any, is paid to the
owner.

Liens by State law are generally foreclosed in a court upon a

petition for that purpose. By its decree the property is sold and
the proceeds divided according to the rights of the parties.

Liens may, in certain States, be enfoiced against vessels and
wharves as well as buildings, for construction, alteration, or re-

pairs. In most States, while the same general principle is main-

tained, the modes of procedure vary.
A workman desiring the protection of the law for the security

of his wages, may draw up a pajier, addressed to the county
clerk of the county where the work was done, filled up in a
manner similar to the following form, setting forth all the cir-

cumstances of the work done, his bargain with the contractor,
the fdlure to receive his pay, and his fears that he will lose all if

his lien is not made. This paper, sworn to before a justice or

notary public as true, is filed in the county clerk's office and be-

comes a cloud upon the building, which the owner is only too

glad, frecjuently, to remove by paying the debt himself and tak-

ing it out of the contractor's bill. In either event the owner or
contractor must pay the debt if it is an honest one.

.NOTICE TO THE CODNTY OLKRK.

To Philip Best, clerk of the eUji and county of Nem Ym-l; in tic Slute of
Nev) York—
SiK: I'lease to take notice that I, James Van Horn, residing at No. 45

ConklinK Avenue, in the city of New York, in said county, liavc claim

against William Y . Heath, owner (or only contractor, as the case may be)

ClUtRIHIAU

of a new two story hrick ilviclliug-liuubc, aiiiuuutiug to Nineteen Hundred
and Sixty-two Dollars and forty cents, now due to me, and that the claim

is made for and on account of brick furnished and labor done before the

whole work on s.aid building was completed, and which labor and materi-

als were done and furnished within three months of the date of this notice;
and that such work ami brick were done and furnished in pursuance of a

contract for twenty thousand serviceal)le brick and the mason work of

puttmg up the outer walls of said new building, lietwee i the undersigned
and the said William V. Heath, which building is situated on lot ,

in

block
,
in Westel's Addition to the city of New York, on the west side

of Salina Avenue, and is known as No. 4.'J2 of said avenue. The follow-

ing is a diagram of said premises:

\lnKcrt diwjram. ]

And that 1 have and claim a lien upon said dwelling house and the appur-
tenances and lot on which the same stands, pursuant to the provisions of

an Act of the Legislature of the State of New Y'ork, entitled, "An Act to

secure the payment of mechanics, laborers, and persons furnishing material

toward the erection, altering, or repairing of buildings in the city of New
Y'ork," passed, f8—

,
and of the Acts amending the same.

James Van Horn.
New York; December J, 1882.
James \'an Horn, being duly sworn, says that he is the claimant men-

tioned in the foregoing notice of lien; that he has read the said notice,
and knows the contents; and that the same is true to his own knowledge,
except as to the matters therein stated on information and belief, and as

to those matters he believes it to be true. .Iambs Van IIorn.

Sworn before me this first day of December, A. D. 1 S82.

.f. L. Leslie, Police Justice.

The lien laws of certain States provide i hat any person who shall either

labor himself, or furnish laborers or materials for constructing, altering, or

repairing any building, shall have a lieu therefor upon such building and
the specific lot or tract of land on which it is located; but a suit to enforce

payment of said claim must begin within six months from the time the
last payment therefor is due. Landlords, also, may enforce a lien for

arrears of rent upon all crops of their tenants, whether growing or ma-
tured.—HiWs National Builder.

A Remakkable Tree.—A Nevada paper describes a remarka-
ble kind of wood which is said to gi-ow there. The trees do not

grow large, a tree with a trunk about a foot in diameter being
much above the average. When dry the wood is about as hard
as boxwood, and being of a very fine grain, might, no doubt, be

used for the same ])urpo.ses. It is of a rich red color and very

heavy. When well seasoned it would be a fine material for the

wood carver. In the early days it was used for making boxes,
for shafting, and in a few instances for shoes and dies in (juartz
batteries. Used as a fuel it creates an intense heat. It burns
with a blaze as long as ordinary wood would last, and is then

found—almost unchanged in form—converted into charcoal that

lasts twice as long as ordinary wood. For fuel, a cord of it

brings the .same price as a ton of coal. Unfortunately it burns
out stoves faster than any kind of coal.

DRAUGHTSMEN SCARCE.

Siill the demand for draughtsmen is unabated,
and many architects are really pressed for help.

We can readily place twenty first-class draughts-
men in good positions. Any information will be

furnished upon application to this office, either in

person or by letter.
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A PORTABLE SAW MILL.

The Essentials of Perspective.

A New Work, by L. "W". MILLER.
The aim of the book is to simplify and make real the basic laws

underlying the draughtsman's art, in the liope that correct habits

of thought and expression will aid in developing an art that will

be symmetrical and harmonious, and not disfigured by the errors

too often noticed in the work of our artists.

The point of .view throughout is that of the artist rather than

the merely scientific theorist, and the result is a thoroughly prac-
tical and simple text-book free from all unessential or theoretical

discussion.

The style is clear, direct, and practical, and its instructions are

ha]>pily »ai)()leniented by the numerous drawings which the

author informs us "are the same that he has used for many years
in teaching ]»ersj)ective from the blackboard." They therefore

have the merit of practically illustrating the fundamental princi-

ples of the science, and are purj>osely made free from burdensome
details in order that the applications made may be apparent at a

glance.

ipi^iCE, SI.50.
We will send a copy, post-paid, to any address upon receipt

of the publisher's price, one dollar and fifty cents.

HE above engraving represents a

familiar scene to those who have

watched the gradual clearing of

o\ir forests. In certain localities the

timber, from a distance, looks like an
"^ ' ' immense forest, cai)able of yielding

millions of feet of lumber; but, uj.on close inspection,

the area is very limited that will furnish material for

first class lumber. Again, there are regions that seem to

require just so much lumber. The jwrtable mill shoiwn

in cut is especially adapted to just such places. Easily

moved from place to place, and with a cutting capacity of many
thousands of feet per day, the mill recommends itself to the con-

sideration of those who are endeavoring to build up new towns.

Full particulars can be obtained by addressing the J. I. Case Co.,

Racine, Wis.

Agreeable Colors.

TTTHE most agreeable colors are those ilifhcult to name wh ch

' I * seem to tremble on the verge of another color. Both white

and black are, in nearly every case, enriched and impro-

vised by judicious tempering with other colors. Thus white will

be improved with a dash of yellow or red for warmth, blue or

gi-een for coldness, so that a green tinted white will look best

in a pattern where there is much Indian red, and a pinky white

may be opposed to much blue or gray. Black is always im-

proved by the addition of a little blue, in which we follow nature,

who rarely employs black unmixed with other color. Black is,

after all, a relative color, requiring contrast to advantageously

set it off. Under certain circumstances, where it would have a

harsh or unpleasant eflecf, burnt umber may be made to stanil

for it. It is noticeable that emerald green, so beautiful in it-

self, regarded as a color, is terribly self-assertive.—Fainters'

Magazine.
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The Pyramids of Ghizeh.

PON the western banks of the Nile, within

a few miles of the renowned city of Cairo,
are to be seen the wonderful tombs of

. Egyptian kings, the j)yramids.

Although there are many such struct-

iiies scattered over the sands of the

ilesert, the three pyramids at Ghizeh
command our attention as the most I'C-

mark ible evidence of mechanical skill

and constructive genius of all ancient

works. The largest pyramid, as shown

by our illustration, stands upon the rook

plateau of the Nile, a few hundred feet

from its banks, and is the grandest edifice—if it may be so termed—ever erected under the Egyptian monarchs.
The largest, or the Pyramid of Cheops, was 480 feet high,

and its base is a square measuring 764 feet, and covers an
area of about thirteen acres. It is constructed of an almost
solid pile of stone masoniy, consisting of about two hundred

courses, each gradually receding back of the other until the top
is reached, which originilly was a point, hut is now a platform
thirty-two feet square.

It is believed that these pyramids were covered with an outer

casing of stone or marble. The great ))yramid, howevei-, was
covered with syenite, red granite, brought from a quarry situated

near Syene, nearly 500 miles from Ghizeh. Many remains of

this ancient covering are to be found at the base of this pyramid,
while a portion of it still remains in j.lace. The theory that

these stupendous
structures were erect-

ed for the purpose
of kingly tombs, is

evinced from tiie fact

that part way >ip the

side upon the north

face is to be found
a small opening, that

originally was sealed

up and covered over,

ju'obably for ages.

Connecting this en-

trance were long, nar-

row passages, termi-

nating in small sepul-
chral chambers, that

originally contained

the mummy case of

the dead. These havi-

long since been re-

moved by relic h int-

ers and explorers.
The four faces, or

sides, of the pyramids
are directed to the

four cardinal points of the compass, proving that the ancients

were acquainted with the laws that govern modern science.

One of the wonderful features of these grand structures, from
a mechanical point of view, is the large size of some of the stones

used. Tliey gradually vary from the largest at the bottom, from
six feet square by sixteen feet long, to three feet by eight feet,

the platform at the top being formed of nine large stones, each

weighing a ton. When we contemj)late the complicated ma-

chinery required to raise these blocks to a height of five hundred

feet, we are nonplussed; but when we realize that many of these

massive blocks, weighing from ten to thirty tons, were brought
from four to five hundred miles, we are amazed at the resource,

genius, and constructive ability of that singular and remarkable
race of people, the ancient Egyptians.

]'yr;iiniil ol Cheops and the Sphinx, Kemarkai-

THE SPHINX—TUE GIGANTIC MONUMENT OF ANTIQUITY A REMI-

NISCENCE OF EGYPT.

A few years ago the editor of this journal terminated a long
and interesting tour of Egypt at Cairo, within the shadow of the

prehistoric pyramids, and surrounded by the mighty relics of the

Egyptian dynasties. Standing on the banks of the historical

Nile, and looking out upon that almost unknown sea, the great
desert, whose rolling sands have for ages buried many gigantic
works of the ancients, our attention is arrested by those huge
piles of masonry, which serve as tombs for niiniberless dead, and
which we have learned to call the Pyramids of Ghizeh. Within

three hundred paces of these colossal ruins stands the most strik-

ing object to be found in Egypt.
As if keeping sentinel over the downfall of a mighty people,

guarding the sacred relics from the hand of the modern vandal,
the Sphinx, that colossus of monolithic structures, raises its head

above the ever-diiftiiig, restless sands. Its face turned toward

the east—staring into vacancy and the events of centurie.s—
gigantic, majestic, awe-inspiring, it has witnessed the flight of

time for nearly seven thousand ytais, witnessed the birth and

fall of dynasties, the rise and decline of empires, the origin and

destiny of Republics.
The archivologist, who wanders amongst tlie ruins of ancient

Egypt, soon learns that upon that ancient highway, the Nile, are

to be found the stupendous and gigantic structures that seem to

have exhausted all human resources and rules of mechanics; the

lofty walls and monolithic columns of Carnak and Luxor, the

colossal statues of Memnon and Eameses, the Caryatidic Temple
of Ipsambool, all strike the beholder with a profound awe and

reverence, not only for the mighty works themselves, but the

resources and deeds of a powerful and potent people.

The Sphinx, in comparison with the great stone structures of

Egypt, stands pre-eminently the grandest work of time. Of an

uncertain era, yet belonging to prehistoric ages, its workmanship
bears witness to a ])eriod of educated art that even tlie lapse of

ages, and the hand of time, have not obliterated.

It has generally been sup])osed that the Sphinx was a stone

image entire, partaking of the head and shoulders of a man, and

the breast and body of an animal, as many of the Sphinxes of

Thebes and Carnak were formed, but recent excavations have

dis])elled the idea.

It was demonstrated

by Caviglia, in 1816,
that the Sphinx of

Ghizeh was sha])ed
from a spur of solid

rock, and that in-

stead of being a body
formed from the I'ook

itself, it is little more
than a gigantic head,
172 feet long and 56
feet high. The length
is derived from what
would seem to be the

rear end of the spur
or rock to the nose.

The height is from
the neck to the top
of the head.

The rock in front

of the figure or bieast

was removed by the

ancient builders to a

depth of fifty feet be-

low the neck, or level

of the sand on the pyramidal plateau, near which the Sphinx
stands.

Caviglia found, upon removing the sand which had for ages
accumulated about the breast of the figure, that two thousand
three hundred years ago there existed a small nave or temple,
built in front of the breast. This chapel was formed of three

tablets, dedicated by the Egyptian monarchs, Thothenes III. and
Rameses II., to their deity, the sun, of which the Sphinx was the

emblem. These^ tablets formed the three sides of the temple, the

fourth being composed of doors, on either side of which were
recumbent lions, as if guarding the entrance. 0|iposite the door-

way was placed a miniature altar, su|)ported between the fore-

paws of a lion. This is believed to .be of Roman origin. In
1869 another eflbrt was made to excavate the statue that had
become buried to the neck by the ever-drifting sand, when it was
found that surrounding the Sphinx, nearlv circular in foi'm, was
a flight of stone steps descending from the surrounding j)lateau
to tiie temple before spoken of, and it is now believed that the

statue stands in the midst of a circular basin of stone, hollowed
out of the solid rock, and that the Spiiinx was h^ft in the center,
while the surrounding rock was excavated. The rock from
which the figure is cut is the common granite to bo found on the

Nile, and from which much of the work is constructed that lines

the banks.

Upon examination it will be found that the Sphinx has been

repaired by the introduction of blocks of red syenite or granite,
but this work is generally supposed to be of Roman origin.
Much of the stone used for this purpose seems to have been

uk uf Masonry and Sculpture.
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Desicn for a Suburban Residence to be Buii/r of Stone.

brought from the neighboring temple of Khafra, which was con-

structed of red syenite.
We note tliat at j)reseut renewed efforts are being made under

the supervision of Messrs. Maspero and Grebaut, the noted en-

gineers, to excavate tlie figure. Already the level of the plat-
form temple and steps li.is been reached, after a continued labor

of fifteen months, and it is expected that the excavations will be
so far continued that we shall know more of the origin and pur-

pose of this gigantic sentinel of the desert.—Hill's National
Builder.

Working ^A^ithout Thinking.

1
1
1HE practice is too common for the mechanic to work with-

' I ' out thinking. Having learned a trade he goes through adaily
routine, which is so familiar that he could almost do it with

his eyes closed, or in the dark. The part he has to do probably
has little or no variety in it, and he settles down to the conclu-

sion that there is no avenue open to him for advancement. He
works like an inanimate machine, which, when the power is on
whirs away day in and day out, until it is worn out, and unfit for

further duty.
The unthinking workman does not closely observe even his own

field of opei-ation, and therefore never suggests any imjnovement
in methods or material. A worker in woods, of this type, never

stops to inquire from whence his supply of wood is obtained;
when is the best time to cut timber, the better method of season-

ing it, its extreme strength and durability; nothing is thought of

beyond the mere fact that it is to be worked up into wheels,

bodies, buildings, etc., as the cise may be. Should anyone put
the question to him covering either of the above, he would very

likely give the curt reply that he had not time to bother his

brains with such things, as they would be of no value to him.

The above model will serve for mechanics of every kind. It is

a fact that some of the most valuable improvements have been

thought out by men who worked at an entirely different branch
from that to which the improvement pertained. In the carriage
line the body-maker has invented a new kind of spring, axle^ or

something else. The blacksmith may have studied out an im-

provement on the sewing machine; the painter, a new tap and

joints, and the trimmer has brouglit to light a patent j)riming or

filler for woods. One's own trade seems to warj) the mind, and
from its monotony cause a lack of interest therein, beyond a de-

sire to push it through and get done with it.

Now, if the skilled workman would take greater ])ride in his

calling, and endeavor to master its every feature by long and ar-

duous study, there would soon be wonderful advancement in the

mechanic arts.—Painters'' Magazine.

Harvey's Hot Water System of Heating.

T I THE difKculty of obtaining a uniform distribution of heat

J \\ in buildings warmed by hot-air furnaces is well-known,
R. and this difficulty has been met and overcome by an ingen-

ious device consisting of a water-back in the furnace and

water radiators in rooms remote from furnace where more heat

is desired; this is produced by hot-water circulation, a very su-

perior method of heating all kinds of buildings, especially dwell-

ing-houses. The advantages in the use of this improvement in

ordinaiy hot-air furnaces will be readily seen and a]>preciated by
anyone familiar with furnace and hot-water heat. The hot-

water circulation begins as soon as the furnace fire is started and
the heat of the radiatoi'S increases and diminishes with the heat

of the furnace and continues long after the furnace fire is out.

Just here is where the economy comes in, and it is one of the

principal advantages that this combination possesses over that of

the combination hot-air and steam furnace where no heat is de-

rived from radiators until steam is made, and should the fire be-

come too low to mike steam the radiators get cold.

The Bundy Hot-water Radiator, with vertical tubes and its

iipper and lower circulating chambers, is perha])S the most effi-

cient, and is pronounced by those who have used it the quickest
circulator on the market. It has been extensively used in Can-

ada, England, and the United States for the past three years.
The cost of such an appliance is very moderate.

Its economy is unquestionable.
Its durability is the strongest argument favoring its use.

The comfort afforded and the advantages to healtli are of the

most practical importance.
It is equally adapted to the small cottage or the largest resi-

dence.

In building a new house a large proportion of the expense of

this system can be saved by discarding the extra chimneys and

mantels, one chiu)ney being sufficient.

It can readily be intioduced into houses already occupied with-

out damage to the walls, furniture, or carpets.
C. D. Harvey not only introduces the Bundy Radiator, but

also the Harvey Hot- water Radiator and Furnace, to the atten-

tion of those who desire first-class methods of heating houses.

Mr. Harvey has been in this city over TEN YF^AKS and has

introduced his system in over five hundred different houses.

Upon api)lication he will furnish a list of testimonials in accord-

ance witli the above.

Mr. Harvey can be found at 30 New Montgomery Street, cor-

ner Jessie. He has the largest stock, embracing all the latest

improvements in the heating line, to be found west of the Mis-

sissippi Valley.
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The Essentials of Perspective.

BY L. W. MILLER.

I
WISH for a moment to consider tlie [)rinciples of [)erspective
as applied to fixing tlie sizes of the olijects represented. In
the tirst jilace, let it be clearly understood that the only

measurements which are of any consequence to tlie draughtsman
are relative, measurements. As far as the artist is concerned, he
never thinks of any others; but architects and others who work
from plans and elevations which are drawn to scale, do indeed
use the actual measures, because in thoii- case that is the most
convenient way, but even tlien the actual measures become rela-

tive as fast as they are applied to the drawing, and these last are

the only ones which apj)ear in the lesult.

The term "
drawing to scale," an expression constantly used

in connection with the construction of geouietrical plans and

diagrams, has absolutely no significance when a)iplied to a draw-

ing in pers{)ective. You may diaw two or three lines in it by
scale if you wish, but all the others will have to be measured by
means of tiiese; and even the first two or three may be put in

just exactly as well without reference to any scale at all, and in-

deed much better, as far as producing a good effect is concerned.
No one can tell in looking at a i)erspective drawing whether a

building is twenty feet high or fifty feet, except by coini)aring it

with some other object for which we carry a ftiirly accurate

standard in our minds. Steps, for examjile, are of about the

same height for all kinds of buildings and furnish a pretty good
standard by which to measui-e other things; and lamp posts, gate-

ways for foot-paths, etc., serve a similar jiurpose. The common-
est and surest standard of heights is, however, the human figure.
The horse answers pretty well, but you are not so sure of him .

A pony may ea.sily be mistaken for a horse, but a child will

never be mistaken for a man if he has been drawn in any re-

spectable fashion; and so the magnitudes of a picture become in-

telligible the moment the human figure is introduced.

Two kinds of measurements are employed in making pictures.
The fiist enables us to determine the apparent size of an object
with reference to some very obvious dimension—its height, for

instance; the other relates to the foreshortening of objects, and
to fixing distances between them, along lines which run to a

vanishing point.

mt

Look at the small engraving at toj) of page. It is quite a dif-

ferent, and a very much easier, matter to determine how high
one driver's head ought to be, as compared with the other's, than

it would be to measure the distance between the two. Now the

length of the house might be compared with that of another one

which was known to stand parallel with it—su|)posing such an

one had appeared in the picture
—by just such a pi'ocess as that

employed to determine the relative heights of the two men; but

the width of the end of the house—which, as you see, faces the

road—would have to be determined by the same method as that

which would be employed to measure the distance between the

carts.

The same is manifestly true of the spacing of the i)osts in the

fence, or of the widths of the windows, and, generally, of all

distances which one has occasion to measure along lines, which
are said to " run into the picture," because they go to a vanishing

point.**#**
MEASUREMENTS BY MEANS OF TRIANGLES.

If the method of measuring by means of diagonals of squares
is not applicable to every case that can possibly arise in the

course of a draughtsman's practice, another and more general
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may have occasion to use must be set off, if we are to be sure of

them, on some line that is parallel to the picture plane, and that

such a line is always ])arallel to the horizon of the plane in which

it lies; that is, it is always parallel to the original or actual hori-

zon when drawn on level surfaces and always vertical or u)iright
when drawn on vertical surfaces, and so on. • Our observations

at the screen taught us that long ago. Sucii a line is drawn, then,
in such a position as to have one point in common with the line

to be measured. Theoretically, this may be wherever you jilease,

but in practice it will usually be most convenient to draw this

imaginary line through the nearest end of the line to be measured.

As it is never used for any other purpose, it may be called the
" line of measures."

The i)oint which was called the vanishing point of diagonals in

jireceding figures, has been called the vanishing point of the base

of the triangle in our large engraving (see the little diagram in

the corner).
This name is a good one, because it does not allow the student

to forget the real significance of the point, something which pupils
find it very easy to do; but it is too long, and we shall have to

call the point simply
"
measuring i)oint "—only do not forget that

it always is the vanishing point of the base of an isosceles trian-

gle, otherwise it would not be of the slightest use as a measuring

point. If your picture necessitates the establishing of many
measurements, you have to regard it as in good jiart covered

with pictures of isosceles triangles the bases of which all vanish

at one or other of these points.
The above is taken from a new work (by publisher's j)ermis-

sion) entitled,
" The Essentials of Perspective." We have cai-e-

fully read the book and can confidentially recommend the same

to anyone desiring to become proficient in perspectiye drawing.

statement of what really amounts to the same principle, will be

found to be so; and as the greater includes the less, this other

method might have been described in the first place, and all that

has been said about diagonals, omitted; if the method explained

had not been not only simjiler, and for that reason more conven-

ient whenever it was applicable (and it almost always is, as arti.sts

use perspective) but being somewhat easier to understand, its

discussion beforehand serves a very good {)urpose.

If in measuring the windows in a previous study it had also

been necessary or desirable to determine the exact length of the

house itself, the reader will see that we have not yet learned

enough about perspective to do it; there is a way, however, of

fixing such measures.

The width of each window and the length of the house itself

in our large sketch shown were fixed jn this way—at least they

might have been so determined, if the drawing had been made

to measure instead of being sketched on the spot.

The line to be mcsasured is, in tliis case, the ground lino of the

front of the house. Let us measure its length fir.st and attend

to the windows afterwards. We have seen that any measures we

Boys as Inventors.

SOME
of the most important inventions have been the work

of mere boys. The invention of the valve motion to the

steam engine was made b}' a boy. Watt left the engine in a

very incomplete condition, from the fact that he had no way to open
or close the valves, except by means of levers operated by the

hand. He set up a large engine at one of the mines, and a boy
was hired to work these valve levers. Although this was not

hard work, yet it required his constant attention. As he was

working these levers he saw that parts of the engine moved in

the right direction, and at the exact time that he had to open or

close the valves. He procured a long, strong cord, and made
one end fasten to the proper part of the engine, and the other end

to the valve lever. Then he had the perfect satisfaction of seeing
the engine move off with regularity of motion. A short time af-

ter, the foreman came around and saw the boy playing marbles

at the door. Looking at the engine he soon saw the ingenuity of

the boy, and also the advantages of so great an invention. Mr.

Watt then carried out the boy's inventive genius in a practical

form, and made the steam engine a |)erfect automatic-working ma-

chine. The power loom is the invention of a farmer boy who had

never seen or heard of such a thing. He cut one out with a knife,

and after he had got it all done, he with great entiiusiasm showed

it to his father, who at once kicked it to ))ieces, saying that he would

have no boy about him who would spend his time on such foolish

things. The boy was afterward apprenticed to a blacksmith, and

he soon found that his new master was kind and took a lively in-

terest in him. He made a loom of what was left of the one his

father had broken up, which he showed to his master. The black-

smith saw that he had no common boy for an apprentice, and

that the invention was a very valuable one. He immediately had

a loom constructed <inder the supervision of the boy. It worked

to their perfect satisfaction, and so the blacksmith furnished the

means to manufacture the looms, the boy to receive one-half the

profits. In about a year the blacksmith wrote to the boy's father

that he should visit him and bring with him a wealthy gentleman,
who was the inventor of the celebrated jiower loom. You may
be able to judge of the astonishment of the old man when his

son was ])resented as the inventor, who told him the loom was

the same as the model he (the father) had kicked to pieces but a

year before.

Cyrus H. McCormick was not twenty-two years old when he

jiroduced the first practical reaper the world ever saw. Numer-

ous other instances where boys produced valuable inventions

might be cited.

In building book-cases, there should bo a half-inch space be-

tween the shelf and the wall—du.st can then be easily brushed

back, falling to the bottom.
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Useful Hints Relating to House Building.

IN
building a house for myself, to cost about $5,000, what are

the si)ecial points which I must watch—points which may be

overlooked by the architect or contractor, because, ])erhaps,
not f)roperly in their province, or because the owner should him-

self know them ] I have never yet built a house, and am, in con-

sequence, wholly inexperienced
—an easy prey to imposition and

mistakes.

The writer having had some experience in building houses as

an owner, and paid somewhat dearly for it, proposes in this arti-

cle to indicate some of the points desired.

In the fir.st place, be most careful in the choice of your lot.

Do not allow the cost i)er foot to be the most irapox'tant element

in your decision. A low-priced lot in the beginning may be the

dearest in the end; that is, if it is chosen simply because it is low
ill price. Avail yourself as much as possible of the benefit of

others' improvements. If there are desirable residences adjacent
to the lot of your choice, the value of yours will be assuied at the

outset. Eemember that you are about to [lut a certain sum of

money upon whatever lot you select, and that a badly located lot

will decrease the value of this; while, on the contrary, a good lot

will enhance the value. Many have suffered disappointment, and
actual loss, by an error of judgment in this regard. Your choice

will make the difference between a good asset and a poor one.

Having chosen well to this point, see to it in the second place

that the lot can be easily drained. To this end, it is not necessary
that the ground should be high, but rather that it have a slope
in some direction; otherwise, owing to the soakage into the ground
of the surface water, which ought to run off, your cellar may be

damp or wet at times. A dry cellar is of the utmost importance,
and this is one of the ways to secure it.

Another point to be considered in your choice should bo the

ex|)o.sure it would give your house. By this we mean the way
it should front. A wise decision here will conduce greatly to the

comfort and health of your family. The writer's expeiience is

that the best frontage or facing for a house is a little west of

south. This, more than any other, opens up the rooms to the
sun in the winter and to the southwesterly breezes in the summer,
thus making the house warm, healthy, and cheerful in the former,
and cool and delightful in the latter, as the prevailing winds dur-

ing the summer are from the southwest. At the same time, they
carry a way- from the house the odors and heat of the kitchen;
and during the winter the living part of the house is protected
from the cold northerly blast.

A good size for the lot for a house to cost about .f5,000 is 60x
150 feet. If a stable in the i-ear is needed, the lot should not be
less than 175 feet deep.
The next subject to be settled upon is the plan and s])ecifications

for such a house as your limit of cost will cover. This is a most
difficult undertaking, and often ends in disappointment, usually
because too much is expected for a given sum of money.

If style of interior and exterior is required, the size must be cur-

tailed. If the rooms must be spacious and numerous, then the

.style and finish mu.st be plain and iinpretentious, both within
and without. Of one thing be assured—everything cannot be

obtained for $5,000 at the jnvsent cost of labor and materials.

This point fully understood, the writer has found that the

quickest and best way to get the plan desired is to look at houses

already built in the immediate or adjacent towns, which approxi-
mate to the cost named. Among the many which are now to be
seen in all our suburban towns, there will be no difficulty in find-

ing a house which will entirely satisfy the requirements. No
mistake can then be made in the cost, for the builder himself is

near at hand to duplicate for you, for a definite sum, the house

you may select.

Disappointment in architectural effect will not happen, because

you can see beforehand what an appearance the finished house
will ])resent.

It is better far to go to an architect with ideas well defined of

what is wanted, and to ask of him to add to these his own taste

and skill, than to go (as many do) with nothing settled in the

mind but the cost, and to require of him to produce something
entirely original in design and finish His effort to fill such an
order is generally a failure, not from any want of skill on his

])art, but rather because of his inability to grasp the intangible
and indefinite ideas which may be in the mind of another. He
must have some standard to work up to besides simply the cost.

If the ai-chitect succeeds in his effort as to the plan, you may
consider you have made a fortunate beginning.
The specifications come next. As for these, let them be most

carefully drawn, leaving nothing open, indefinitely or obscurely
stated. Have them so drawn that they cover everything you
want; otherwise you will have extras, which are always very
costly.

It is a remarkable fact that anything taken from the sjiecifica-

tions, after the contract has been signed, you can get no allow-

ance for, but anything added to them greatly increases the cost.

Why this should be so, only the contractor can tell you, and he

generally will not. Hence, you must plan beforehand so as to

avoid them, or, in tlie pithy words of the late Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher,

" First think out your work, and then work out your
thoughts." This applies pre-eminently to building operations.

—
Scientific American.

T'
fHE principal object of this publication

is to furnish information, in advance
OP CONTRACTS, to architects, builders,

contractors, and all those directly interested

in furnishinjj materials of all kinds for

buildings, bridges, plumbing work, machin-

ery, and the thousand and one trades that

are benefited by all kinds of building im-

provements. One great feature of this jour-
nal is the furnishing of special information

to its yearly subscribers, having a special system of its own in

this regard. It is [tublished by B. Edwards, Chicago, and the

subscription for the weekly edition is 85.00 per year. Subscrip-
tions may be left at this office or sent direct to Mr. Edwards,
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The Top of the Redwood Tree.

From time to time we liave given engravings sliowing the

stumps, thickness of bark, etc., of our great redwood trees. The
above cut shows the top of one of our large trees and is a faith-

ful representation of the average tree. No grander sight can be

seen in nature than a grove of these magnificent trees, with their

tops waving in the air at a height of—in cases—over four hun-

dred feet.

ART SCHOOL-FAINTING-CRAYON-

Mr "W. E. Rollins, formerly teacher of the drawing
class in the art Fchool, has opened a studio in the "Wash-

ington Block, corner Montgomery Avenue and Washing-
ton Streets. "We can cordially recommend this gentle-

man to those desiring to become proficient in either

painting, or the skillful transferring ofnatural objects to

the canvas by the use of the crayon. Mr. Rollins is a

strict disciplinarian, and this feature is one of the most

important necessary to a pupil's thorough advance-

ment, as it enables him to become identified with the

preceptor's ideas, and thereby in after years reproduce
with a master hand the various objects in nature.

Master Plumbers' Association.

Howard Bnildlng, !». W. Cor. Stockton & O'Farrell St8., (» F., Cat.

MEMBERS.

Bush & Mallett 34 Geary Street

Bush, D .316 Sutter Street

BuTTEEWORTH, J. B 1809 Polk Street

Connor, J. H 528 Third Street

Daniel, Wm. L 234 Post Street

DoHERTY, John 349 Kearny Street

DowNEis, Chas 41 Second Street

Duffy Bros 120 Sutter Street

Enright, Wm. & Co 39 Sutter Street

FiRMiN, Jno. L. E Cor. Thirtieth and Bartlett Streets

Fritz & Kean 130 Geary Street

Gray, Jno. T 230 Sutter Street

Hdffscumidt Bros 637 Clay Street

HoBKO, W. D 728 Washington Street

Reilley, C. J 214 Montgomery Avenue

Shepard Bros 526 California Street

Sweeney & Kearns 623 California Street

Vance, R. A 623 Geary Street

Welch, J. D Cor. Tyler and Fillmore Streets

Wilson, Wm. F 25 Stockton Street

Williamson, H .329 Sutter Street

PICTURESQUE CALIFORNIA HOME, NO. 2. The great
success attending the sale of the first volume, ])ronipted the
authors to issue the second one. The cuts in No. 2 are entirely
new. Mailed to any address, either No. 1 or No. 2, for 0;}.5O

each.

RETAIL PRICE LIST
OF

Xj TT DVCS IB I?, .

PINE, FIR, AND SPRUCE.
Per M ft.

Rough Pine, merchantable to 40 ft. inclusive %1\ 00
" 41 to 50" " 22 00^

51 to 60" " 23 00
" " "

61 to 70" " 24 00
" " " 1x3 and 1x4, Fencing 22 00
" "

1x3, 1x4, and 1x6, Fencing, odd 1 ngths 20 00
" " second quality 1 7 00
" "

selected 25 00
" "

c ear except for Flooring 32 00
" " "

Flooring less than Dressed Flooring 1 00
Fire Wood 9 00
Dressed Pine, Flooring, 1x6, No. 1 33 50

" " " other sizes, No. 1 36 00
" " "

all
" No. 2 28 00

"
Stepping, No. 1 43,50

No. 2 3100
Ship Timber and Plank, rough, selected, \ 26 00
" " "

selected, planed, 1 side I 28 00
2 "

Vaverage, 40 ft.. 30 50
" " " 3 "

.S3 00
" " 4 "

; 35 00
Deck Plauk, rough ) 35 00

" " dressed (average 35 ft 4100
Pickets, rough, B. M 20 00

Furring, 1x2, per lineal ft 01

Lath, H 4 ft., per M 3 50
"

U4ft.,
" 4 00

Rough dunnage, delivered, per M 20 00
Spruce dressed shelving, to 14 inches, per M 38 50

" "
i inch " " " 38 50

" "
wider, per M 43 50

REDWOOD.
Per M ft.

Rough Redwood, merchantable JI21 00
" " second quality 1700
" "

selected 25 00
" " clear 36 00

Dressed ' ' common surface 23 00
" " A-iuch surface 31 00
" " No. 1 .36 00

No. 2 29 00
"

T, &G., 1x6, 12 ft. and over, No. 1 34 00
" " other sizes. No. 1 36 00

"
•

" " 7toU No. 1 27 00
" " under 7 No. 1 24 00

" "
Rustic, No. 1 36 00

" " No. 2 3100
T. & G. beaded, 12 ft. and over, No. 1 36 00

" " " " other sizes No. 1 36 00
" " "

7toll, No. 1 27 00
under7, No. I 24 00

" "
Siding, i inch 24 50

Pickets (fancy), 4 feet, B. M 25 00
"

(rough pointed)
"

17 00
"

(

"
square)

"
15 00

Pattens, ix3, per lineal ft Oj
Shingles, per M 2 00

"
fancy, per M 3 75

Posts, split 13

Shakes, split, per M 9 00
" sawed " 1100
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coxj:n^tjeiy
BUILDING INTELLIGENCE

In this and succeeding issues we intend to

devote considerable space to iuforiiiation in

connection with buildings, from every por-
tion of the coast.

Only reliable news will be found in this

column. Our custom has been for the past

eight years, to furnish oniy data which could

be relied upon. We will not publish rumors
of "THIS AND THAT IS GOING ON" un-

less we are reasonably assured that such is

truly the case. In all cases we will file our

authority for any statements made in this

colanin. No donbt mistakes will sometimes

occur, but these we intend to be a rare ex-

ception to our rule of reliable news.

We desire the co-operation of country edi-

tors and mechanics to this department of this

joarnal. By spreading the news of building

engai^ement in your part of the country, you
enhance the value of your section by proclaim-

ing it a go-ahead community.
Architects should also notify us of "plans

to figure on;" we do not charge anything for

the insertion of such notices. Remember
this journal is in the EIGHTH YEAR of its

existence, and is the only journal published
this side of the Rocky Mountains in the inter-

est of Architects, Contractors, and Material

Men.

Astoria.

Geo. Flavel will erect a brick building.

Album of Mantels, for $8.00.

Architects' Companion, for $2.50.

Burbank.

One and a half story frame cottage.

Owner, W. H. Gancher; architects, Curlett,
Eisen & Cuthbertson; contractor, E. Lane.

Cost, $3,000.

Manual for Furniture Men, for $l.oo.

Common-Sense Church Architecture, for $1.00.

Two one-story frame cottages. Owner,
W. H. Gancher; architects, Curlett, Eisen &
Cuthbertson; contractor, E. Lane. Cost,

$1,600 each.

Every Man His Own Mechanic, for $3. 50.

Tredgold's Carpentry, for $7.50.

East Los Angeles.

Two-story frame residence. Owner, T)r.

S. C. Newton; architect, John C. Pel ton, Jr.;

contractor, V. Gitford. Cost, $3,000.

Artisan, for $5.00.

Builders' Guide, for $2.00.

Two-story frame residence. Owner, Mrs.
Dr. Griffin; architect, John C. Pelton, Jr.;

contractor, Van E. Liddell. Cost, $7,000.

One and a half story frame cottage.

Owner, Miss M. H. Chapman; architect,

John C. Pelton, Jr.; contractor, V. Gifford.

Cost, $2,500.

Woodward's Farm Homes, for $1.00.

Woodward's Graperies, for $1.00.

Fresno.

D. D. Hudson will build a $4,000 resi-

dence.

Building Superintendence, for $3.00.

American Cottage Homes, for $3.00.

Haywards.
Two-story frame. Owners, Chisholm &

Feirell; contractors, Wiiitehill As Matthews.

Cost, $3,000.

Lumberman's Hand-Book, for $2.00.

Practical Geometry, for Si.co.

One-story frame. Owner, M. Knox; con-

tractor. Flick. Co.^t, $3,000.

Steel Square Problems, for $1.00.

Workshop Companion, for 35c.

Two-story frame. Owner, Heatlierington;
contractor. Flick. Cost, $2,000.

Practical Perspective, for $5.00.

Woodward's Country Homes, for $1.50.

One-story frame. Owner, Geo. Prouse.

Co.st, $1,000.

Builders' Companion, for $1.50.

Builders' Work, for $5.00.

Two-story frame. Owner, Alex Alen;
cost, $2,500; contractor, Collins Harr.

Building Superintendence, for $3.00.

American Cottage Homes, for $3.00.

Parsonage Congregational Church. Cost,

$2,000.

Album of Mantels, for $8.00.

History of Architecture, for $15.

Two-story frame. Owner, Chlotts; con-

tractor, Dahl; architect, Matthews. Cost,

$4,000.

American House Carpenter, for $5.00.

Cutting Tools, for $2.00.

One-story frame. Owner, A. C. Bloomer.

Cost, $2,000.

Lumberman's Hand-Book, for $2.00.

Practical Geometry, for $1.00.

Hollywood.

Three-story hotel. Owner, O. C. Weyse;
architect, John Hall. Cost, $75,000.

Drawing for Bricklayers, for $1.50.

Drawing for Cabinet Makers, for $1.50.

Los Angeles.

Stable, 48x100 feet. Owner, Olive Street
E. E. Co.; contractor, A. F. Mackay. Cost,

$4,000.

Architecture and Building, tor $3.50.

American Cottage Building, for $3- 50.

Two-stoiy frame residence. Owner, Jas.

M. Damron; architects, Glover & Thompson;
contractors, Zeller & Britton. Cost, $4,000.

Plaster, How to Make It, for $1.00.

Shavings and Sawdust, for $1.50.

Two two story frama residences. Owner,
J. K. Skinner; architect, C. H. Brown; con-

tractor, A. F. Mackay. Cost, $5,000 each.

Every Man His Own Mechanic, for $3.50.

Tredgold's Carpentry, for $7. 50.

Two-stoiy frame re-sidence block. Owner,
Herm. J. Baer; archit 'Ct, John 0. Pelton,

Jr.; contractor, V. Gifford. Cost, $11,000.

Woodwards' Country Homes, for $1.50.

Practical Perspective, for $5.00.

Two-story frame block. Owner, M.
Schwenz; architect, E. H. Dorn ife Son.

Cost, $3,800.

Woodward's Country Homes, for $1.50.

Science of Carpentry, for $4.00.

Two-story frame residence. Owner, J. M.

Eiley; arcliitects, Costerisan & Merithew;
contractor, day work. Cost, $10,000.

Universal Assistant, for $2.50.

Practical Perspective, for $5.00.

Three-story hotel. Owner, John Eberle;

architect, John Hall. Cost, $15,000.

Cutting Tools, for $1.50.

Home Hand-Book, for $10.00.

One- story fiame cottage. Owner, Mrs.

Foggarty; architects, Costerisan & Merithew;
contractor, J. W. Wilson. Coit, $1,700.

Cutting Tools, for $1.50.

Cummings' Details, for $5.00.

Two one-story brick wareliouses. Owner,
W. W. Montague k Co.; architects, Curlett,
Eisen & Cuthbertson; contractor, W. W.
Fletcher. Cost, $6,000 each.

Artistic Homes, for $3. 50.

Modern House Painting, for $5 .00.

Two-story frame residence. Owner, M.
Aguierra; contractor, A. F. Mackay. Cost,

$.3,000.

Grimshaw on Saws, for $4.00.

Mechanics' Geometry, for $4.00.

One-story frame cottage. Owner, A. A.

Eck.strom; architect, J. W. Forsyth; con-

tractor, T. M. Plotts. Cost, $2,100.

Builders' Companion, for $1.50.

Builders' Work, for $5.00.

Two-story frame residence. Owner, S. B.

Olmstead; architect, John C. Pelton, Jr.;

contractor, N. Gifford. Cost, $3,600.

Practical Perspective, for $3.00.

Woodward's Country Homes, for $1.50.

Three-story brick block. Owner, A. B.

Miller; architect, W. E. Norton; contractor,
L. D. Griswold. Cost, $5,500.

Artistic Homes, for $3.50.

Modern House Painting, for $5 00,
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Steel Square Problems, for $1.00.

Workshop Companion, for 35c.

Two-story frame residence. Owner, Fred-
erick Mohr; architect, Jolin Hall; contractor,
B. F. French. Cost, $.5,000.

Artisan, for $5.00.

Builders' Guide, for $2.00.

Two-story frame residence. Owner, Herin.
F. Baer; arcliitect, John C. Pelton, Jr.; con-

tractor, D. Hennessey. Cost, $8,000.

Practical Perspective, for $5.00.

Woodward's Country Homes, for $1.50.

Olympia.
Mr. Chalmers has let the contract for a

brick building to Patiinde A Co.

American House Carpenter, for $5.00.

Cutting Tools, for $2.00.

Pomona.

One-story frame cottage. Owner, J. H.

Adams; architects, Costerisan k Merithew;
contractor, day work. Cost, $1,500.

Shavings and Sawdust, for $1.50.

People's Cyclopedia (three large volumes)

for $20,00.

One and a half story frame cottage.

Owner, Dr. F. D. W. Crank; architect, J.

W. Forsyth; contractor. Hi nry Hanson.

Cost, $3,000.

Science of Carpentry, for $4.00.

Universal Assistant, for $2.50.

Ruskin's Works (four volumes), for $6.00.

Industrial Drawing for Carpenters, for $2.00.

Ventura.

Three-story brick hotel. Owners, Rose k

Fargo; architect^, Curlett, Eisen k Ciithbert-

son; contractor, David Perry. Cost, $60,-
000.

Woodward's Farm Homes, for $1.00.

Woodward's Graperies, for $1.00.

Pasadena.

Addition to two-story frame residence.

Owner, E. C. Webster; architect, J. L.

Frank; contractor, Geo. Webster. Cost,

$7,000.

Builders' Construction (three volumes, very

fine), for $14.00.

Plaster, How to Make it, for $1.00.

The opera house is an assured thing.
will cost $80,000. Address, Col. A.

Gray.

Architecture and Building, $3.50.
American Cottage Building, for $3.50.

Santa Monica.

One-story frame cottage. Owners, Potts

& Carlisle; architect, J. W. Forsyth; con-

tractor, T. M. Plotts. Cost, $1,800.

Grimshaw on Saws, for $4.00.

Mechanics' Geometry, for $4.00.

Walla Walla.

Architect Babcock has let. the contracts

for the $10,000 Ennis Block.

Building Superintendence, for $3.00.

American Cottage Homes, for $3.00.

Salinas.

A brick hotel is being built by Jas. Jcf-

fery.

Builders' Companion, for $1.50.
Builders' Work, for $5.00.

It

M. San Lorenzo.

Two-story frame. Owner, Elias Llewell-

ing; architect, Matthews; contractor, Dalil.

Cost, $6,500.

Winters.

J. Cradwick and H. Seaman are each

building a two-story brick building. They
will spend about $5,000. A. Ritchie was
their architect.

Painter, Gilder, .and Varnisher, for $1.50.

Architects' Companion, for $2.50.

D. P. Edwards is having built a cozy

$2,000 cottage. T. D. Ball is doing the

work.

[Our correspondent claims that the lumber
combination will deter many from making
improvements, owing to the recent advance-

ment in prices.
—

Ed.]

Limes, Cements, and Mortars, for $4.00.

Wonders of Art, for $1.25.

S^^IV FI^.A.IVCISCO ^TJI I^OITVO^ TVET^S.

Army, nr. Guerrero. Two one-

story frames.

O. and B.—J. M. Comerford.

$3,000.

B
Buchanan, bet. Union and Fil-

bert. One-story frame.
O.—Louis Zimmerman.
A.—W. Schrof.
C.—I. Merry.
11,400.

Balny.nr. Twenty-fourth. Two-
story frame.

O.—Deering.
Day work.

$1,500.
BuBh, No. 2238. Additions.

$1,600.
Bartlett, bet. Twenty-fourth and

Twenty-tifth. Additions.

$1,200.
Belcher, bet. Ridley and Four-

teenth. Two-story and base-

ment frame.

0.—G. W. Moore.
A. andB.—G. W. Wright.
Day work.

$4,000.

Broadway, cor. liuchanan.
Frame building.
O.—A. A. Adler.
A.—Maey & Jordan.
M.—.J. Haaf.
C—J. M. Kelly.
$17,000.

Bartlett, bet. Twenty-fifth and

Twenty -sixth. Additions.
0.-(iibb3.

$3,500.
Bush, nr. Hyde. Two-story

frame.

O.—J. Kliaser.

C—R. Parker.

$4,000.

c
Clementina . Alterations.

O.—L. G. Xomps.
A.—G. E. Voelkel.

C—J. H. McKay.
16,000.

Clay, bet. Van Ness and Frank-
lin. Additions.

0.—L. Schwabacher.
A.—0. Kenitzer.
0.—Thos. Mannix.

$1,300.

Castro, cor. Nineteenth. Two-

story frame.

O.—E. Ring.
A.—T. J. Welsh.
C.—C. M. Arnold.

$5,500.

Clay, nr. Franklin. Alterations.

0.—W. M. Hoag.
A—.1. J. Newsom.
0.—Martin & Maquiro.
$3,200.

Chattanooga. Three one-story
frames.

0. and B.—J. M. Comerford.

.$5,000.

Capp, nr. Twenty-fifth. One-

story frame.

O.—C. 0. Smith.

.$2,200.

Capp, cor. Twenty-second. Al-

terations.

O.—D. B. Murphy.
A.—S. and J. Newsom.
C.—Knowles & Wetmore.
$3,500.

California, cor. Jones. Carpen-
ter work, etc.

O.—Chas. Crocker.
A.—Curlett & Culbertson.
C.—Mahoney Bros.

$50,000.
California, bet. Scott and Dev-

isadero. Two-story frame.
O.— H. M. Levy.
A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C—P. Oichtou.

$8,000.

California, cor. Jones. Two-
atory and attic frame.

O.—Mrs. V. F. Moulton.
A.—Clinton Day.C—R. P. Herbert.

115,000.

California, cor. Stockton.
Church building.

0.—Congregation Shari, Zedek

A.—Salfield & Kolilberg.
C.—L. Weismau.
$9,000.

D
Devisadero, bet. Haight and
Waller . Two one-story frames.

O.—Marehand.
C—Hatfield.

.$8,000.

Dolores, bet. Twenty-second and

Twenty-third. Alterations.

O.—S. Hueler.

C—F. Kern.

$1,600.
E

Ei{i;hteenth, eor. Jessie. Two
two-story frames.

0.—Anna Dunn.
A.—H. Wharff.
C—0. E. White.
$6,500.

F

Folsom, eor. Twenty-fourth.
Two-story frame.
O.—Mr. Kern.

Day work .

.$3,500.

Folsom, cor. Stuart. Two-story
frame.
O.—J. Schulte.

A.— P. U. Schmidt.
0.— Kent.

$12,000.

Fulton, nr. Brodorick. Two-
story frame.

O.—A. Dorrity.
C.—G. Houston.

$2,600.

Fourth, eor. Louisa. Altera-
tions.

O.—.1. H. Richard.
A.—W. Mooaer.
C.—H. Munster.

|1,300.

Fillmore, bet. Tyler and Mc-
Allister. Two-story frame.

O.— E. 0. Turner.
A.—M. Balcynski.
C.-R. 0. Chandler.

$5,500.

First, cor. Tehama. Additions.

O.—Rix & Firth:

C—J. R.Wilcox.
$7,000.

- C
Geary, nr. Mason. Three-story

frame .

O.—H. Mathews.
A.—H. T. Bestor.

C—C. M. Mason.

$18,000.

Guerrero, nr. Twenty-sixth.
One-story frame.

O. and B.—J. M. Comerford.

$1,500.

Guerrero, nr. Army. Three

two-story frames.

0. and B.—J. M. Comerford.

$9,000.

Golden Gate Park. Building
for children play-house.

A.— Percy & Hamilton.
C—M. J. Kelly.
$40,000.

Golden Gate Avenue, bet.

Jones and Leavenworth. Ad-
ditions.

0.—Rev. G. Becher.
A.—Rev. Bro. Adrian.
C—J. Klein.

$11,000.

Gou|{h, cor. Pine. Additions.

.$800.

Golden Gate Avenue, nr.

Octavia. Ono-story frame.

.$1,000.

H
Haight, nr. Devisadero. Two-

story frame.

().—McCarthy.
A-—Welsh.
C. —Sullivan.

93,000.
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Haight, bet. Webster ami Fill-

more. Two-story frame.

O.—L. FiieJlander.

A,—P. S. Barber.

C.—H. liiwood.

*:{,S00.

Hampshire, cor. Twenty-fifth.
Alterations.

0.—Mrs. McKenny.
A.—J. J. Newsom and J. W.

Wessinger.
«2,000.

Haight, nr. Broderick. Two-

story fiame.

0.—J. Hughes.
A.^J. J. Clark.

C.—H. Keenan.

$4,200.

J
Jackson, cor . Devisadero . Two-

story frame. -

O.—Hallafy.
A.—Swain.
C—S. M. Hills.

87,000.

L
Lyon, nr. Sacramento. Two-

story frame.
0.—A. Balaner.
0.—Van Wei.

15,000.

Lyon, cor. Sacramento. Two
one-story frames.
O.—D. R. Collins.

.?4,000.

Larkin, nr. McAllister. Altera-
tions.

O.—H. Flagman.
A.—John & Zimmerman.
C.—B. Dreyer.
13,000.

Liberty, nr. Valencia. Two-
story frame.

O.—B. Schloss.

A.—A. J. Bamett.
C—D. F. McGraw.
.«4,500.

Larkin, nr. Turk. Additions.

.*1,000. M
Mission, bet. Twenty-second and

Twenty-third. One-story frame.

1-2,500.

Mission, nr. Nineteenth. Three-

story frame.

O.—A. McElroy. .

A.—T. J. Welsh.
C—K. Doyle.
.$7,500.

Market, cor. Fell. Four-story
and attic .

0.—M. 0. De Laveaga.
A.—V. R. Schmidt.
C.—Mahoney Bros.

1130,000.
Mission, bet. Fourth and Fifth.

Two-story brick and basement.
O.—E. McCary.
A.—J. J. Barnett.
C—0. A. White.
Brick mason—Richardson.

.$45,000.
Masonic Cemetery. Brick

vaults .

O.—B. A. Becker.
A.—W. Mooser.
C—W. Matthews.

$7,500.
o

Oak, bet. Octavia and Laguna.
Additions.

0.—J. Carbery.
$3,000.

Oak, nr. Scott. Two-story
frame .

O. and B.—W. Pluns.

14,500.
P

Powell, nr. Francisco. Tliree-

story frame.
O.—I. J. Thuersen.
A.—W. Schrof.

C—Knopf.
$4,400.

Polk, cor. Sutter. Alterations.

A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C —Wilson & Son.

S3,000.
Pine, cor. Franklin. Alterations.

0.—H. Simon.
A.—Pissis & Moore.
C.—Langstaff.
$5,000.

Post, nr. Baker. Two-story
frame .

0.— Sheehan.

$1,800.

Paee, bet . Scott and Devisadero .

Eight two-story frames.

(). and B. -W. Hincklc.

.$35,000.

PaiB^e, bet . Octavia and Laguna .

Two-story frame.
0.— Mrs. McDermott.

«i4,000.

Page, nr. Welister. Two-story
frame .

O.—Black.
A.~A. J. Bamell.
C .
—Commary .

$5,500.
Post, cor. Franklin. Two-story

frame .

O.—H. M. Levy.
A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C —P. Crichton.

$7,S00.

Pine, bet . Van Ness and Frank-

lin. Two-story frame.

0.—J. Deutsch.
A.—W. H. Wharff.
C—H. E. Hatch.

$4,500.
Pine, bet. Van Ness and Frank-

lin. Two-story frame.
O.—A. Oberdena.
A.—W. H. Wharff.
C—H. E. Hatch.

$4,500.
s

Stevenson, nr. Seventh. Re-

pairs .

$1,000.
Stuart, nr. Folsom. Two-story

frame .

O.—Scott.

C.—Kincaid & Thompson.
$2,500.

Stuart, nr. Folsom. Two-story
frame .

O.—Rider.
C—.J. P. Smith.

$3,000.
Stuart, nr. Folsom. Two-story

frame .

O.—Scott & McCord.
C—J. P. Smith.

$3,000.

Steiner, nr. Pine. Additions.

O.—Mrs. Kafka.

$1,500.

Broderick . Two-Sutter, nr

story frame.
O.—Stowell.

A.—W. P. Moore.
C.—B. F. McOraw.
$0,500.

T
Twenty-sixth, nr. Dolores.

One story frame.
O. and B.—.J . M. Comerford.

$1,500.

Twenty-fifth, cor. Harrison.

One-story frame.

O.—P. Oleeson.
A.—T. J. Welsh.
C.--R. Sinott.

$2,000.

Twenty-second, cor. Treat Ave-
nue. One-story fr.ime.

O.—J. H. Handley.C—J. Dyer.
$2,500.

Turk, cor. Laguna. Two-story
frame.
0.—D. Silverstein.

A.—H. D. Mitchell.

C—G. H. Walker.

$5,000.

Van Ness, cor . O'Farrell .

O .
—St . Mary's Cathedral .

M .
—Butler & MeOowan.

C—Mahoney Bros.

$130,000. w
Willo^v Avenue, nr. Mission.

Two two-story frames.

0.—A. Doerie.

A. W. Schrof.

$10,000.

Washington, nr. Scott,

story frame.
O.—M. Poltzen.
C—W. Pluns.

.$3,000.

Two-

Washington, nr.

.story frame.
C—W. Pluns.

$3,000.

Scott. One-

New Books Just Received.

AMERICAN STAIR BUILDER. New edition of 1887. By
Lucius D.Gould. Price, $2. .50. One of the best works on tlie

subject of stair biiildin<{.

MODERN COTTAGES. By J. H. Kirby. Just issued.

Price, ^1.50.

ESSENTIALS OF PERSPECTIVE. By L. W. Miller. Price,

$!. 0. The newest as well as one of the best of the books on

the subject.

IMPROVED PLUMBING APPLIANCES. By J. Pickering
Putinan, architect. 94 illustrations. Price, fl.50. A per-

fectly new work just received and too late for further notice

ill this issue.

DIRECTORY OF ARCHITECTS. Fourth edition. Price,

$1.00.

MODERN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS AND DETAILS.
A few co|>ies remain of this really good work. Price, 810.00.

DETAIL COTTAGE AND CONSTRUCTIVE ARCHITECT-
URE. Similar to the above in general design.

LEFFELL'S HOUSE PLANS. $3.00, post-paid.

ARTISTIC TILES AND MANTELS.

ONE
of the most artistic displays in Tiling. Mantels,

Brass goods, etc., can be found in the rooms of E. A.

Pattison & Co.. 308 Stockton St., San Francisco.

The design in tiling entitled
"
Cupid among the Roses," is

worthy of particular mention. This Arm is the sole Pa-

cific Coast Agent for the Perth Amboy Terra Cotta Co.

A large and well-selected line of wooden and iron man-

tels is kept constantly on hand, and the prices are such

as to command the attention of those about building.

The floors of Messrs. Pattison& Go's warerooms are cov-

ered with Tile and Parquette flooring of the most beauti-

ful and artistic designs, and should be examined before

purchases are made elsewhere. Special personal atten-

tion is given to furnishing designs and estimates for all

work connected with the tasteful arrangement ofevery-

thing connected with Mantels and Tiling. This firm also

makes a specialty of stained glass. Write or call for in-

formation as per address mentioned.

SCIENCE OF CARPENTRY MADE EASY. Price, #5.00. Union Artificial Stone Paving Co.

Theo. Van Tassell is the manager of this newly-incoiporated
MECHANIC'S GEOMETRY, or tbe Science of Framing by the company. He is fully prepared to fuinish all kinds of cement

use of Card-board Models. $5.00. and artificial stone work. See new ad.
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Labor Becoming Tyrannic.

PERSONS
who watch the movements of various labor organ-

izations of the present day cannot help seeing the evident

tendency of those organizations to become monopolistic, to

refuse freedom to others, to tyrannize over laborei's in various

disagreeable ways, and to attempt to acquire control of things
not properly within their jurisdiction. For instance, not long

ago there was a convention of glass-blowers at Atlantic City,
New Jersey, and during the session a resolution was adopted
abolishing the apprentice system in glass factories. The matter

has, perhaps, small importance, but it is significant of the tend-

ency of the labor movsment, and it has an interest beyond the

nariow boundaries of the glass industry, because similar action

has already been taken by other trades. The jioint involved is

this: Men who are earning their bread at skilled labor formally
declare that no American boy shall be allowed to acquire the

skill required to perlorm that labor. They turn their backs on
the five or six million young men and boys in this country and

deny them their right to become expert mechanics. The [)ui'pose,
of course, is to make skilled labor scarce, and so to keep uj) wages.
The result is to exclude the young from the chance to earn

good wages, to force many of them into idleness, and to tempt
otiiers into crime. Against such a system the jieople of the

country have a right to make vigorous protest. It is a matter

that affects society at large. It touches directly every man who
has children, and indirectly every human being from the lowest

to the highest. The right of a boy to learn any honest trade

that he desires to learn is j)ositively indisputable; and to this

is joined the clear right of every employer to take a boy into his

shop to helj) him to acquire knowledge and skill. The denial

of these rights by a trade union is tyranny, and it ought to be re-

sisted to the last extremity. We assert that the solitaiy chance

of the success of the labor movement, so called, lies in its obe-

dience to the requirements of justice. When it sets justice at de-

fiance, it is doomed. The people of this country are not going to

permit any body of men to trample the most ordinary human

rights under their feet.

On the same subject a Chicago journal says: "A father might

to-day tramp all over Chicago with a son who wanted to learn an

honest trade, so as to become a useful citizen, and fail, unless he

took him to the Manual Training School and paid tuition for him.

Hundreds of boys are now tlius taught handicraft at the expense
of fathers who can afford to jjay for it. But let a poor man's son

try it, and he will be met at the door of the factory or shop by a

walking delegate of the Knights of Labor and turned awa)'. If

that does not do, his young face will be bruised by brutal fists, and

so will the faces of those who stand by him. If anyone supposes
that there is any limit to this kind of ojtposition, any point at which
the would-be monopolists of labor would draw the line of lirnitation

upon themselves, he does not understand depraved himian nature.

Ifindividual liberty to acquire skill and earn bread andcontrol earn-

ings is not protected by law and by resolute public sentiment be-

hind that law, then a reign of absolute lawlessness is visible not

very distant in the future. The disbarred classes on one hand, and

the employing classes on the other, will join hands and fight for

their rights. The violence will not very long be all upon one

side, and the violence which has human liberty and rights back

of it will win. We are always glad to see a tyrannical and

heartless employer forced to do right by
"
organized labor," but

when organized labor determines to rob the American boy of his

birthright, then it is evoking moral and material forces against
itself which will not fail to beat it to pieces.

—Lumber World.

Household Conveniences.

I^OTHINt! astonishes an American abroad more than the back-

I / wardness of foreigners in adopting the little household conven-

6 iences which with us are matters almost of necessity. On the

(Jontinent, where jieople seem to live generally in the streets, and
to have well-founded objections to staying in their houses any
more than they can hel)j, it is not so surprising that great pains
should not be taken to render domestic life easy and convenient;
but in England, the country, above all others, of beautiful and

hapjjy homes, one is often distresse<l to see the labor habitually

expended upon work which in this country would be done almost

automatically by .some sort of ingenious appliance. We remem-
bfr once going over the Helgravian mansion of Sir (ieorge Grey,

ex-viceroy of India, and finding the kitchen in this ai i'^tocratic

i\l)ole furnished with an enormous open fire-place, in which

swung a crane, with pot-hooks and hangers, tin? whole, with the

addition of a brick oven, forming the only cooking apparatus of

the establishment; and every traveler can give plenty of illus-

trations of the discomforts of English houses. Even where Amer-
ican devices are transported across the water, they are received

with suspicion, and are regarded as eccentric novelties for years
after they have come into universal use with us. The last of

these inventions to be introduced to the British jniidic seems to

be the well-known electric gas-lighting apparatus. Few houses,
even of very modest pretensions, would now be built in or near

any of our Northern cities without this indispensable feature;
but it appears to gain ground very slowly in England. The
Builder says, rather doubtfully, after describing the system by
which the gas can either be turned on, lighted, or turned off by
j)usliing a button, with the automatic burner, or turned on by
hand and lighted by a pull at a pendant chain, that the appara-
tus appears to it "rather a pleasing toy than a serious conven

ience;" going on to explain that "
it is hardly worth while to

have a sjiecial electric mechanism merely to light the gas." This

sounds very funny to people who never think of using matches
or tapers to light the gas in their houses, and who would not on

any account go back to that old-fashioned and dangerous practice.
Even if the Builder thinks it of no advantage to be able to light
the gas in the room by pulling a chain, or touching a. button, in-

stead of feeling in the dark on the mantel for the match-box, at

the peril of up.setting the bric-a-bi'ac behind which it lies concealed,
and then succeeding in leaching the key, and turning on the gas

just in lime to have the red-hot remnant of the match drop into

one's .sleeve, while the gas, unlighted, pours into the room, it

must, we should imagine, acknowledge that there is practical

utility in an apparatus by which the gas in any room can be

lighted from any other. In thousands of American houses the

entrance-halls and vestibules are now lighted by the touch of a

button in the rooms above, so that a ring at night, oi' an unusual

noise below stairs, is immediately answered by lighting up the

rooms, as a ]>relimiuary to a descent to see what is the matter;
while in liundreds more the lanterns in the carriage, porch, or

along the driveway are lighted and extinguished from tile house in

the same manner. With us the use of this sinqjle and eH'ective

system is rapidly extending. We know a house where not only
the gas-lights, but the fires are kindled and extinguished by the

touch of a button; and the best of ail systems of burglar alarm
is tiiat under which the house-breaker, on crawling through the

basement windows, instearl of frightening the family out of their

wits by sounding a bell and displaying a sign in the bedrooms to

the eflect that ferocious criminals have arrived in the kitchen,
sets in motion an apparatus which begins by suddenly illuminat-

ing with great brilliancy the ])lace in which he had intended to

do his deeds of darkness, at the same time deafening him by
ringing an immense gong close to his head until the attention of

the police is attracted tothe place; the whole of the little drama go-

ing on without interrupting the slumbers of the unconscious mas-
ter of the house in his room above.—American Architect and

Building News.

Lath or Laths?—Lath or laths is the question. Most of tlie

newspapers print it in the plural. At the East it is commonly
called laths. In the West one scarc(ily ever hears a lumberman

talking about laths; simple lath in a collective sense is good

enough for tlie wild and untutored Western merchant. Webster's

dictionary says that laths is right, and that is sufficient for the

Eastern lumbermen who have graduated from college or high
school to the lumber yard. Webster has doulitless decided that

if it is right to say boards, pickets, and shingles, it is the proper

thing to say laths. By the same rule corn should be corns, be-

cause beans are beans, and trout should be trouts. Words are as

usage makes them. The Lumberman says lath, thus taking the

liberty to disagree from the dictionary, choosing rather to con-

form to common sense and side with tlie great mass of men wlio

handle the stufl".

" Oak is the grand, ever

lumber journal.

rlasting wood of the ages," quotes a

CARPENTRY MADE EASY.
By Win. K. IJell, a practical meohauic, who fully appreciates, from per-

sonal experience, that there are many things perplexing to under.-itaiul and
difficult to do until tliey are fully explained and tested, ft is designed to

make tlie science and art of carpentry clear and comparatively easy to all

wlio require information on the subject. Price, $5.t)0 by express, prepaid.

HOWARD CHALLEN, Piabllshier,
ISO arAssAV isTHUE'r, mkw york.
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PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY ! !

PERFECT VENTILATION ! VENTILATION !

'WITHOUT xsxtiiktYGi'a'rs I

VENTILATION !

The ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR will produce perfect ventilation. No foul air! No draughts!
PATEXTEO JAIVrARY 11, 1»S7, BY PETER ABRAilAMHOM.

THE ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR IS GUARANTEED TO DO ALL THAT IS CLAIMED FOR IT.

It can be applied in a brick wall or between plastering and outside walls, or hall petitions, also to a car window or house window sash, or between the
window sash and cap, or to a door or a transom, or any place where ventilation without draught is rec^uired.

Address, PETER ABRAHAMSON, 1022 Hyde St. San Francisco, Cal., for Circulars and Models.

Dr. iioryea's:Krew Hamman, iSlM Post Street.
San Francisco, Deu. 9, 1S86.

Mr. p. ABRAHAMSON —Dear Sir : The subject of ventilation
without draughts has been niy study for years in the various
Hammans that I have built throughout the United States, in

order to secure a perfect
" Cool Rooui," which is the great de-

sideratum to be attained in a Turkish BathHouse. Through
your in\ention of the Window and Door Ventilator, we
l!a\ e secured every

" desideratum that was devoutly wished
for," as I have practically tested its merits, and find it works
perfectly Satisfactory, and can safely recommend it to all who
are in search of fresh air witliout draughts. Yours truly,

A. M. LoaTEA,"M. I>.

San Francisco, Feb. 1, 1887.
Peter Aeraiiamsok, Estj.

— /)car Sir: The ventilators you
put in my bedroom work to perfection ; they keep the air fresh
and cool. I would not be without tliem for double the cost. I

can recommend them as the bestand mostperfectl ha\e e^er
seen. Any further information will cheerfully be given by
calling at 504 Ninth Street, San Francisco. Respectfully
yours, Pkter A. Smith, Supt. Cal. Sag r Refinery.

Pioneer Woolen Faetory.
San Francisco, Feb. 3, 1887.

Mk. P. ABRAHAMSON -/J^^ar Sir: In answer to your question
whether I find the Ventilat'irs satisfactory, I aui pleased to

say that, after due trial, both at my house and my office, I find
it works to my entire satisfaction", and can cheerfully rerom-
nienrl them to all who are in search <if perfect ventilation,
without draught. My business is such that I am considerably
confined m-doors, so to the ubject of ventilation 1 have given
considerable thought, as my experience teaches me how es-
sential it is that we tthould breathe the air pure and free as
nature has provided. I would not be without it, and think it

is an article indispensable to every household.
Hervky Platt, Supt. S. F. Pioneer Woolen Factory.

San Francisco, March 20, 1887.
Mr. p. Abraiiamsun— />crtr Sir: I have exarainedthe action

of vour Window Ventilator m one of the roon^s of my house,
in which you have applied it; and I find that it produces
a strong in-current and out-current at the same time, without
making a perceptible draught. The current of air produced
by it will keep the air of the room quite pure. It is to be
recommended for simplicity and efficiency.

Yours truly, Alfred W. Perry, M. D.
(Dr. Perrj- is a member of the Board of Health.)

San Francisco. April 2, 1887.
Mr. p. Abrauamsox, Patentee of th Abrahamson Venti-

lator—/>ear Sir: I hereby acknowledge that I have had your
Patent Ventilator placed in my Court Room Department No.
2, Old City Hall, and that T find it in every sense beneficial for

TESTIIVIOIVIA L.S.
the purposes intended.

James Lawler, Judge of Police Court ^lo. 2.

Oakland, Cal., March 19, 1887.
Mr. p. Abrahamson, San Francisco—i)ear -Sir.- After giv-

ing your Patent Ventilator a thorough test, I am thoroughly
convinced that you have indeed m^de a most wonderful dis-

covery in furnishing ventilation with(»ut creating a draught.
I have been using two of them for several weeks and take
pleasure in pronouncing them a perfect success in fact I so

fully appreciate their usefulness that I should like to obtain
from you the agency for this county. An early reply will

oblige, Yours truly, E. f' DEHiKR.

Ouardian Assurance Company of London.
San Francisco, April 16, 1887.

P. ABRAHAMSON, EsQ. — /)ear Sir: Since you placed two of

your Ventilators in the windows of our office, corner of Cali-

fornia and Sansome Streets, 1 have noticed a considerable
im rovcment in the atmosphere of the room, and have not
felt any draught from their use. Very truly yours,

Wm. J. Landers, Gen. Agent.
San Francisco, May 17, 1887.

Mr. p. Abr41IA.mson--D(«)- Sir: i he Ventilator you put in
our office pleases us beyond our expectations. The otfice is

kept perfectly cool and without the least feeling of draught.
We take pleasure in recommending your Ventilator as the
best we liave ever seen, and shall be pleased at any time to
show the same to anj'one you may choose to send us.

Very respectfully, Anderson & Tallon, 12 i^ 14 Market St.

San Francisco, May 24, 1887.
Mr. Peter Abrahamson -Dear Sir: The Abrahamson Ven-

tilators that you have put into my Court Rooms at the Old
City Hall have given me satisfaction.

I find they are all you claim for them, vehtilation without
draught. D. J. Mprpht,

Judge of the Superior Court.

United States Post Ofllee.

Oakland, Cal., May 7, 1887.
E. F. Delgkr, Esq., Oakland.— />(!ar .^jV; We take pleas-

ure in giving our testimony to the excell nee of the Abra-
hamson Patent Vacuum Ventilator, two of which are in use
in this office and are giving perfect satisfai tion.

They maintain a perfect ventilation in the rooms to which
they are applied, and we regard them as the best Ventilator
of which we have a,ny knowledge. I. L. Hanne, P. M.

L. T. Fakr, Ass. P. M.
Arehiteet and Bnllder.

Oakland, Cal., Mav 9. 1887.
Mr. Peter Abrahamson— Dear Sir: In the pursuit of my

business, that of Architect and Builder* I have been ena-

bled to place a number of your Ventilators in different office?

and residences in this City, namely, the C. P. R. R. Co.'s
Office at the mole, the Post-office of this City, the Daily Tri-
bune Office, Mr. E, F. Delger's Dwelling and Office, and
others, all of whom speak of them with the highest praise,
recommending them highly to others. In fact I consider
your Ventilators indispensable in every office, for their sim-
plicity and efficiency are wonderful. Should you wish to refer

any person to me, I shall be pleased to have you do so. I am,
Sir, yours, etc., J. S. White,

522 Sixteenth St., Oakland. Cal.

San Francisco, June 1, 1887.
Mr. Peter Abrah.\M8o:«— />crtr Sir: I cheerfully certify

that since you placed jour Ventdators in the Court Room of

Department No. 12, Superior Court, the air has been uni-

formly cool and fresh, and the ventilation has been very
goo I and without ilraught. Your Patent Ventilator is un-

questi<>nably a very meritorious invention.

Very respectfully, J.J. Groom,
Court Room Clerk, Department No. 12, Superior Court.

Nutter Street Railroad Co (Cable Line.)
San Francisco, June

i',
1887.

P. Abrahamson, Esq.—Dear Sir: Your Patent Ventilator

placed in my office some tinie ago, has now had ample time
to prove its merit i, and in my opinion the objects sought by
you are largely attained.
The situation is one of the most trying, the wind having

full access and force upon the point selected. Prior to the

placement of your device, an open window was the forerun-
ner of a very strotig draught.
You so arranged the Ventilator that the opening was a

matter of option, but with raie exceptions it has constantly
remained open day and night. Very truly,"

A. K. Steveks, Sec.

Tribune Publishing Company.
Oakland, Cal., June 4, 1887.

Pkter Abrahamson, Esq.: I have one of your Ventilators in

my office. It gives perfect satisfaction, and I take pleasure
tn recommending it to those who want pure air without a

draught. Yours truly, W. E. Dargie,
Oakland Tribune.

Jacobs A. JBaston, Insurance Agents.
San Francisco, JuneC, 1887.

P. Abrahamson, Esq.—Dear Sir: I have used your Patent
Ventilator in my bedroom for the past two months, thus hav-

ing made a thorough test of the same, and I cheerfully rec-

ommend it to those desiring the advantage of a constant cur-
rent of pure air without draughts. You^s truly,

Julius Jacobs, Corner Pacific and Webster St«.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND CAR-

PENTERS.

Bki.1,'8 "Carpentry Maile Easy" is worth all it

costs to those well informed, and indispensable to

beginners,—
BECAUSE—It is practical by a workingman.

BECAUSE— It explains many difficult points

clearly .

BECAUSE—It offers a new and improved sys-

tem of framing.

BECAUSE—It has items of value to every me-

chanic.

BECAUSE—The tables are .iccurate and reliable.

BECAUSE—It saves time in having estimates

difficult to Bake, fully calculated.

BECAUSE—It saves labor by showing the easiest

and ((uickcgt plans.

BECAUSE—It saves material and money.

BECAUSE—It explains the use of the sijuare in

obtaining bevels, balloon frames, etc.

BECAUSE—It describes proper pitch of roof.s,

of all kinds, length, width, dimensions, etc.

It Iiiis forty-four full p;ige plates, clearly ex-

plained by the text, which has in addition over

'-'00 figures .

20,000 copies sold in this country.

Howard Chalien, publislier.
ISO Nassau Street, New York.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
222 to 232 Jessie Street,

IS PREPARRD TO IXSTAI.Ii COMPI>ETK

ELECTRIC LIGHTINGPLANTS
BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.

Their machines for incandescent lighting are entirely automatic, and the only one in the market
that requires no regulating device outside of the machine itself.

' F
Electric Motors Furnished in all parts of the City from one to 100 Horse Power. Esti-

mates Furnished upon Application.

GEO. H. ROE, SECRETARY.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT

Books for Sale at the Office of this JOURNAL.

STBAM MARBLi: WORKS,

San Francisco! E , D ITM NTELLE . san^ Franciscl

ITALIAN AND AMERICAN MARBLE FOR FURNITURE.

1Z:Z ^Plumber's Slabs,^ ^^iS
All Kinds of Marble Mantels on Hand and Made to Order.

Having started in business again I am fully prepared for all kinds of work in my line, whieli will
be furnished at

«^E .A. ST JE I?, 1:T ^I?,IOES."5«
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D, E. H.-WES. JAMES SPIERS. U. U. HINCKLEV.

FULTOUpilWOItKS,
FREMONT, HOWARD, and BEALE STS.

HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES.
Mamifacluicrs of all kinds of

MACHINERY AND BOILERS.
A(;knts fi)K the i-.A( nic loast for dii-:

Dean Steam Pump,
BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILERS

Office, 220 Fremont St., San Francisco.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY.

Plumber's Castings & Crestings.

Cdstiiigs of all Descriptiois, 231, 233 Spear St.

Martin O'Connei,!.. Oscar Lewis.

Arcbitectural Iron Works,
O'CONNELL & Lewis, Prop's.

IROH FOUNOBRS
AND MANlF.VtTUKEKS OF

Architectural Iron Work,
230 to 236 Steuart St , Bet. Howard and Folsom, S. F.

.000STAINS
FOR SHINGLES,

CLAPBOARDS, FEN CES.ETC.

SAMhCABOT
70 Kilbv St., Boston.

Send for Full Descriptive Circular.

JAMES McCarthy,

10 Stevenson Street,
(T\\o -iiMirs fruiii Pirst- Pioneer Mill"'),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs t^j suit the \ arious departnients in BulkUngs, etc.

mfan live at Iionie, arut make more money at work

I
fnr iiM, than at anything el»e in this world, rapital

I not riee(le<i; you arc »tarteil free. Both sexew; all

la^cH. Anyone i-an do the work. Ijar^e earnings
Mure from first start. Costly outfit and terms free.

Better not delay. Costs you nothing to sen<l us your address
and find out. if \ on are wine yt u will do soat once. H. Hal-
LKiT & Co., Portland, Maine.

CARPENTER and JOINER.
(]xr.A.Tioisr.<!vij.)

ILLUSTRATED BY 85 PLATES.
BY JAMKH II. MONOKTON,

GOLDEN GATE

2 1 6 and 2 1 7 Main Street,
Hetwecn Howard and Folsom, SAN IltANUISCO.

XiXJO^s & ooiycFA-isnr,
Manufai'turers ^f

'^CALCINED PLASTER. .£7

( PLASTER OF PARl.S. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers -f

ili in? i^%i«
Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Drcimin Street,
Between Olay and Washin^'ton, SAN FRANCISCO.

P O. Box 1042.

THE AMERICAN CONTRACTOR.
A BUREAU OF INFORMATION.

THE ONLY PURLICATION OF ITS KIND.

The object of thh piiblicatimi is t^) furnish in fur-
mntion in advance of contracts, in A rrli iirrts,

lix'ildcrn. Contractors, Decorators, Pa i nt ' vs. linaf-

er». Manufacturers, Producers, InvcHlnrs, lianh-
crs. Plumbers, Gas Fitters, Sewer liiiiUirrs, Bridu^
Builders, Insurance Men, Heal tJstate Mm, Lrim-
hcrmen, F(nin(lrumnt, Hmdware Men, Inm Men,
Railroad Men, SH)>})linmii, Etc.
No one of the u1m)V(' named can afford to do

without this Advance Information.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY
BY

B. JBJDWARDS «fe CO.,
Times Building, Chicago, 111.

Wo have an ablo corjis of Kditors, Special Cor-
rospondenta aud Koportors throughout thoU. S,

and (<auada
;
receive news daily by letter or wire,

and beBides, we receive daiiy about 1,000 papers ;

these alone are valued at over $20,000 per annum .

We furnish S|>fM;ial Information to Yearly
Subscribers only.

fn cloth,

Address the ofllce of this JoiraNAb.

$.1 00

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
TO ANY PAKT OF THE UNITED STATES OR CANADA.

WEEKLY edition:
One Copy, one Year, post-paid, in Advance, $5 00
" * six months,

" **

3 00
" " throe " " «

'J 00

MONTHLY EDITION:
Firnt Satunlay in each Moiitli.

One Coiiy, one Year, post-paid, in Advance, $2 00

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
UELONGINO TO THE POSTAL. UNION.

One Copy, one Year, post-paid, in Advance, $(i 00
*• " six mouths,

" **
:i 50

Fresh sample copies not for sale.

Sample Copy, 3 or 4 weeks old, free.

Were It not for our valuable advertising space.
the i)rice of this publication would be S50.

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUKACTURK.RS AND DEALEKS IN

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPLICE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourth & Channel Sts., San Francisco.

..^ Cowl Plaaifi^.

^ A. KENDALL, >

Comer Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets. Frames,

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS.

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

James Young. W. ]. Thomson.

BEALE STREET MILL.
YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

PEAMES, SASH, BLIHDS,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Street.

Ma'Ie to Order, all kinds of Outside and Inside Finish and

JlddinRs. Brackets and Scroll Sawinjr and Wood Turning

in all their branches, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

AMERICAN STAIR BUILDER- - $2.50

MODERN COTTAGES 1.50

PICTURESQUE CALIFORNIA HOME,

N0.2- 3.50

ESSENTIALS OF PERSPECTIVE 1.50

IMPROVED PLUMBING APPLIANCES 1.50

DIRECTORY OF ARCHITECTS- 1.00

MODERN ARCHITECTURAL DE-

SIGNS AND DETAILS 10,00

DETAIL COTTAGE AND CON-

STRUCTIVE ARCHITECTURE- -

LEFFELIS HOUSE PLANS 3.00

SCIENCE OF CARPENTRY MADE

EASY -5.00

MECHANIC'S GEOMETRY 5.00
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CALIFORNIA ARTIFICIAL STONE PAVING CO.
FOR

SIDEWALKS, GARDEN WALKS, CORRIDORS, OFFICES, CARRIAGE DRIVES, STABLE AND
CELLAR FLOORS, KITCHENS, ETC

The courts here ami in the East have decided that Artificial Stone Pavements with plastic concrete and in detached block- are infrin},'ement8 of the Schillingrer Patent; and also

that when the iilastie material iy blocked otf with a trowel and cut t r'>iii;h far cnout,'h to coritnd tlie rrackinj; c:i sed by shrinka-e, that s.uch pavement is in law the ame aa if

All ]»rojierty owners havinglaid in detached blocks, and is an infrinyenient of tlie patetit. suoli pavcnienLs laiil without the license of the aho\e c(»mpany will be prooecuted.

Oface, 404 MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
EUBKKT J{'I>liiiO\, Pre8l«leiit. ALBERT H. RElCHLilXii, Secretary. «. UOOI>.nAX, Manaecr.

PRACTICAL^ LESSONS
Architectural Drawing

•OR,

Mqw to Make the Working Drawings snd Write tlio SpoGiMostioas for

Illustrated by 33 Full Page Plates (one in Colors) and 33 Wood Cuts showing Methods of

CONSTRUCTION AND REPRESENTATION.
THE WORK EMBRACES

Scale Drawings of Plans, Elivations, Sections and Details of Frame, Brick and Stone Euildings, with full Descrip-

tions, AND A Specification showing the Different Forms of Writing ihe Same for Different Kinds of Buildings.

Adapted to the Wants of Architectural Students, Carpenters, Builders, and all desirotis of
acquiring a 1horough Knowledge of Architectural Drawing,

WILLIAM B. TUThFlL, A. M., Architect.

FRICE, S2.50. 15 CENTS EXTRA FOR POSTAGE.

SPECIFICATIONS.

We have on hand a supply of a

OF

Esiiecially adapted for tlie Pacific Coast.

^W^±xi.cio-\7^ SIb_ac3_es
MAXlFACTlJKKI* BY

We will send a Copy to any address

upon receipt of 50 cents, or $5.00 per
dozen.

W^M. McPHUN,
1075 Market Street. Factory, Cor. 22tl aiul York Street.s.

Estimates given on House or Store Shades in any size or

color, Plain, Dado, Fringed, or Lettered.

Also Palliser's new Specifications, just

received.

We can supply any number ofeither the above.

A NEW WORK.

Euillin; Superiale&iie&ce

I»rice #3.00.

Card published in this Journal

is the best known means of

placing your name and occupa-

tion directly before the Architects

of the City and Pacific Coast, and

also those intending to build or

make other improvements.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the following parts ; A smoke

flue A, of fire clay, in ? feet lentrths, with rebated joints and

yahanizediroii bands o.er each joint. These bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in j>osition a galvanized iron exterior

pipe B, forminjf an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments— the one for fresh, the

other for foul air The outside pipe is put up in two feet

len^^hs also, and the whole is bound t*^tther ami secured to

, the studdinjj bj' iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,
MASON ANIB BUII.BIBM0

cLWATioHgr riR(PlAC( kUTttiJ^ Ar4^ ror gr

VENTILATION. ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three-inch conductor D

extending to outaide of wall for fresh air, which, jiassin- up,

becomes heateti, and can be intr»«luce<i to any rooui abo\e by

a register E, n(»ar the floor. The ventilation of rooms \a

effected by means of an opening' F, with reg^ister near the

ceiling, by wliiih the ffuil air escapes and is condncte 1 in the

air space around the flue to the roaf. hi adtlitlon to this, < an

be a i>erforated center piece, letting the foul air pass thromrh

and between the joists 1 1 conduct by a small conductor with

the above mentioned air space.

The lightest and safest patent chinuiey manufactured.

Approved b) tlie Hi>ard of Supervisors.

WAKEUOOMS.

N. E. Corner of Larkin and Market Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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A. F. Nye & Co.,

GAS FIXTURES

W. p. Wetmore

AND

e

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Mitehell.Vanee&Co.'s

GAS FIXTURES.

AGENTS FOR THE

Celebrated Springfield

GAS MACHINES.

609 and 611 MARKET ST.,

Grrand Hotel, Han Francisco.

W. A. Knowlbb.

KNOWLES & WETMORE,
CONTRACTORS and BUILDERS.

Mill Work of Every Description.
I4IU to I4«7 Hroa<ltvu.y,

Between 18th and 20th Streets, OAKLAND, CAL.

Bui dings Contracted fur at an; Point on the Coast.

RICHARD McCANN,

OAEPENTER AND BUILDER,
2 1 I Waller Street.

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
324 Guerrero Street

Between 15th and 16th, SAN FRANCISCO.
All Jobbing Promptlr Atteuded to.

to be made. Cut this out and return to

us, and we will send you free, something
of great value and importance to you that
will start }ou in business which will bring
you more money right away than anything

else in this world. Anyone can do the work and live at
home. Either sex; all ages. Something new, that just
coins money for all workers. We will start \ou; no capital
needed. This is one of the genuine, important chances of a
lifetime. Those who are ambitious and enterprisingwill not

delay. Grand outfit free. Address Thue & Co., Augusta, Maine.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WITH IHAl

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet.

^
WITH OFF.SKT.

Tliis Closofc is the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it Las tlie following advantages:—
1. It has a simple, strong valve, suitable for any jiressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a co])per float attached to a bell of the same metal resting on face of the brass overflow pipe,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escajie of sewer gas, even the closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the liandle. A constant rush out

of the flood chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes tlie lead; it has been sold since February, 188.5, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This hopper is constructed to take 2 2-inch pipes, one to the right and one to the left

and a 4-incn leader in the center. It has also a movable strainer on top to take tlie sur-

face water. The lower part of the hopper with side outict is to be connertcd with the

sewer pipe, either right or left. The upper part is inde)>endent from the lower, and is

made to swivel, therefore it wdl Muit either position of pipe. This hopper can be used

only for surface, fur wuste, or for leader; either inlet will be stopped up with iron cajw if

so desired.*

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
This Closet is Htiperior to all others, every working part and bolt being made of bra.sH,

closet and valve extra heavy casting. Particular attention is called to No. 4, Th sCI.wut
has an oval basin fastened to tlie cover by brass clamps and bolts. No breaking of putty
joints required to renew a |>an. The loosening of two large brass nuts will separate cover
witth basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and soliil brass

rod.

These Closets have been in use since February, 1883. Plumberi and wholesale dealers

give them the t>est recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper-
Basket Hoppers are made in one piece with Movable Strainer.

Side View, Combination Hopper No. 48 FRJSMONT STBBKT, ....MAH FRANCi»(CO. CAIj.
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U. FRITSCHI,
SUCCKSSOR TO

J. B. LUCHSINGER & SON,
.Maiiiifacttirers of all Kinds nf

ARTISTIC FURNITURE & CABINET WORK
TO OKOEl'i.

BAUK A\D OFKK!E FITTI\(iS W SHORTUST IIOTICE.

716-718 Mlona Street, Bet. em and 9tli, San Francisco,

For Bflier's Hardware
CALL AT

D. N. & C. A. HAWLEY.
Cor. Market, Sutter and SansomS)
ESTABLISHED 1849. San Francisco.

J. F. SULLIVAN.

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

510 market Street.

EDWARD NORMAN,

HOUSE. SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

House, Sign, and Ornamental

PAINTER & PAPER-HANGER.
Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Etc.

;y Montgomery Avenue, Bet. Jackson and ll-^ashington Sts.

Orders Promptly Attended To. Terms Reasonable.

American^ French^ and English Paper Ifangings.

CHARLES 9COFIELD,

135 Natoraa Street, near New Montgomery,

SAN FRANCISCO.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,

232 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

(^Orders left at Helmken's, 516 Kearny Street.

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
Residence, 906 Oak Street.

T. B. MOORE,
Carpenter and Builder.

Shop: 21 Golden Gate Avenue.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between IStn and 19th Streets.

. J. D. WELCH,

Practical Plumber, Gas & Steam-fitter.

Cor. Fillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

JOHN T. CRAY,
230 SuTTBR Street.

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS
And Steam Fitter.

Bad plumbing and sanitary detects thoroughly repaired and
guaranteea.

JOHN BOHN,

Plumbing and Cas Fitting:
112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

THOMAS DAY «e CO.,

IMPORTERS OF
'

C3ra.s Fixtures a-nd

JPlumbers' Supplies.
222 Sutter Street.

FRITZ & KEAN,

PLUlVtBEItS, E^J^CJ.,

Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance with sound sanitary principles.

130 Geary Street, San Francisco.

J. G. Mecredy. F. a. Mbcredt.

MECREDY BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS.
SHOP. No 3 JESSIE ST.,

Near First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

1125 YORK STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 616 Jessie Street.

Henrt S. Gray. Cook Stover.

CRAY & STOVER,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
Box SI), Rorim II, 330 I'ine Street,

Residence, No. 378 Shotwell Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, - - - CAL.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 McAllister St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, - • CALIFORNIA.

THOS. MERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
112 CLAY STREET,

Between Davis and Drumni, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Stores and Oitices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing promptly
attended to.

C. P. MOORE,

262 Octavia Street.

G. H. MOORE,
No. 1 Russ cor. Howard St.

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
15 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

CEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
S. E. Ck)r. R. R. Ave. and Walnut St.,

ALAMEDA, CAL.

All Kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

STEEL SQUARE
AND ITS USES,

PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

CARPENTER
AHD BUILDEE

433 Third Street,
COR. BILVBR OT.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAI-.

J. L. CAHILL,

Rooms Decorated Id Gold Complete lor $15,00.

S3 SIXTH STREET, Near Market.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Gas Fitter,

res Washington t^t. Opposite the Plaza,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at-

tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

THOMAS SIMPSON,

1207 Mission St., San Francisco-
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WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklayer and Builder,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

J. R. ToBiN. Alex. Mennie

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

CELLARS AM SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT'

Jobbing Promptly Attended to,

Residence, 864 Mission St.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING, COLORING, ETC.

Residence, 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 625 Gough.

P. B. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street.

O" All Jobbing promptly attended to.

A. E. BUCKMAN,
314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER,
Grading;, .Uacadainixins and Seivcrine

none on Mliort Kotice.

I. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
t^ All Kinds of Gradiiiy, Macadamizing:, and Sewerage

Done on Short Notice.

718 VAL.ENCI.1 STREET,
Between Ei^iiteentli and Nineteenth.

N. P. LANCLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner,

IVo. 407 Mission St.. SAN FRANCISCO.

Wech&u'u-a' Hallt Second Floor.

C. A. WARREN,

COINTRACTOR for GRADING,
234 MONTGOMERY STREET,

ROOM 4.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

TS) "T® (^ c(s~\
/-p\ -prv ys^

DECORATIONS,
Plastering Repaired and Whitened.

763 Market St., San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

PINCK & HAMMOND,

META.L ROOFERS,
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing, Galvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Chimney-tops. ^T ROOFS repaired
and painted.

A// yohbing promptly attended to.

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

W. CRONAN,
(Successor to Cronan & Dunbar)

Metal Roofers,

1213 and 1215 IHarket St , Bet. 8th & 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin, and Sheet Iron

Woric of every description . Roofs repaire'l, etc.

AH work done by me guaranteed .

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry- Street, JBet^ween. 3d. a,n<i ^IVi.

J>^ ISlSrW ^VV^OPM£.

PRICE, $3.00.

J. R. DREW. F. Mclaughlin,

DREW & Mclaughlin,

Stair Builders,
ENTERPRISE MILL,

220 & 222 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

L. B. SIBLEY,

CONTRACTOR for GRADING,
314 MONTGOMERY ST.

119 BEALE STREET,

SsiaTL DE^ra-ncisco.

WM.H. BIRCH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Steam Engines, Flour, Quartz,

Steam, Hydraulic, Cylinder,

Ram and Sidewalk Elevators.

»OT.i: AGKXTM FOR
Tne Hitchcock Sectional Safety Boiler, Brodie's

Patent Rock Crusher, B. E- H nriksen's

Automatic Safety Clutch for

Elevators.

All Machinery for CaWe Railroaiis a Specialtf .

We call the attention of Builders to our Elevators for which
we claim superiority over others, and request a careful in-

spection before ordering.

The Hitchcock Sectional Safety Boiler is especially adapted
to building's requirinjf steam power. Its advantajfes bring a

very larj^e savitig in flrst cost, and in amount of fuel used,
and absolute safety from daiiirerous explo.^itm. It being sec-

tional can be placed in any building throtigli window or door.

^'f? Send for Circular.

R. HERRING,

Mantels, Office Fittiiig, and Mill Wort

450, 462 Stevenson Street.

Bet'ween Fifth and Sixth Sts.

TURNSR. KENNEDY <& SHAIAT,

Lumber Dealers,
FOURTH (ND CHtNNEL STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

Yard Connects direct with C. P.& S. P. R. R.
Also with the Shipping.

Do^vii To^wrn. Office, No. 5 .P*ost St., near* JVIoiit^oraery.
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BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
FULL LINE

OF

Light and Dark

licm^i lardwaii
MANUKACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOll THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures.

The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that wiH not wear

out or break.

l^or- Hale B^

Dunham, Carrigan
k CoI

— liK.MJ.Ii-i IN-

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Ktc, Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

Improved Mortar Black!
USED m COLORING ARTIFICIAL STONE SIDEWALES AND LAYING BRICKS IN BLACK MORTAR.

FOR HWaIB. 01SI..Y BY PACIFIC COAST A«ESIT»,

ET OTT A T^T^TTOT/^ P* O Manufacturers of Printing and Lithographic inks.

1 Ji uilAllULlV (X LU.j 520 Commercial and 525 Clay Sts., San Francisco.

GAS FIXTURES AND MANTELS.
AGENCY SCANLAN & CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.,

FINE MARBLEIZED

Slate and Iron Mantels.

AGENCY CONV/aY M'F'G CO., MILWAUKEE, V/IS.,

FINE WOOD MANTELS.

Gas Fixtures of Every Description, of Latest Designs.

^^ Tiles, G-rates, and Mantel Ti-imniin^s. °^I

BUSH & MALLETT, 34 Geary Street, Above Kearnj^

Pacific Press Publishing House
12th and Castro Sts., Oakland, «06 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

FrMsfs, Isgr&Tsi^s, Binders, Electrotypers, $ Stereotypsrs.

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Klne Catalogtie Work a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Journal is among the many printed by the Pacific Press.
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EDWARD DENNY & CO.,

Drawing Paper and Materials.

Matkiatical and Umnm Instrmeiits.

Stationers, Printers, aiitl Blrink-Book Manufacturers; Civil En-

gineers, Sur\eyors, Ardiitects, ard Drauy^htsmen's Supplies.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California and Siframento Streets, San Francisco,

fl^ Send for Sample of our New Detail Paper, "Si

WEST COAST

Furniture Gomp'y
L & E. Emanuel, Proprs.,

j

AKK I'llKPARED TO FILL (IIIDKRS FOR
i

Wooden MantelsJ
FDRNITDRE, UPHOLSTERY AND BEDDING,

At Lowest Prices and Shortest Notic3.

A Magnificent Stock constanth' on hand and in

process of manufacture.

432 and 434 Fourth Street.

o. V. L^:NraE,
j

Publisher of a Series of

OF BEST EXAMPLES Of CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTURE.

Photographer, 20 Konlgomery St., S. F.

Fr. H. ROSENBAUM & CO.. WESTERN IR©N W0KKg.

Plate i Window Glass

MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS

(Quicksilver and Patent Back).

9fo. 507 llarkot i^tr^^ct. opp. Sannome.

Vm
Jttffl

TEnSTT

(Successors to John R. Sims & Sox),

MANUFACTURERS OK

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wrought Iron Girders, Beam Anch'-r^, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. S<>le Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

Champion Metallic Wheelbarrow.
Iron Roofs and Gasometers Maniifactnred

to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,
Between MiBsion and Howard.

CONCRETE
APPARATUS,

402 Montgomery St.

|U?.AW\U^S C0V\i\)-5

^£NGINtER"^^ DRAUGHTSMAN
•258 MARKET ST.S.F.

Elass
Staining

li Mmi Work
CrX. HTAIXED. and WKOIXD «iL.ASS.

Glass Cuttinjf Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Stained Glass Works,
1213 & 1215 Howard St.

e. P. SHEFFIELD. N. W. SPAULDING. S"-": -• J. FATTERSON

Pacific S>w MANUMCTURif Compjiny
MANUFACTURERS OF SAWS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Nos. 17 and 19 Fremont Street,

Agents for C. B. PAUL'S FILES. U. KOYERS' LACE LEATHER. SAW REPAIRING IJf ALL ITS BRANCHES.
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CHEAPEST PLACE IN THE STATE TO BUY

eicnjtijie

AND

WELLS' MUSIC STORE,
1360 Market St.,

Dealers with large ware rooms and heavy expenses cannot compete
with our prices.

ReceiYBUlie HIGHEST AWARDS ever given to any Piano in tMs State.

Contain the Celebrated Carpintsr Or-szn Acti:n. $25 to $150.

s&'All our Insirumenis are Guaranteed for Eight Years.

GXSO. F. WELLiS, Importer^
1360 Market St., - San Francisco, Ca)^

Pacific Rolling Mill Co„

MANUFACTURERS OF

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON.

Rolled Beams,

Rolled Beams, Double,

Angle, Channel, and T Iron,

Bridge and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws,

Nuts, Washers, etc.

Steamboat Shafts,

Cranks, Pistons,

Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames..,

Mining Machinery Forgings,

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

llammered Iron of every description.

L Connecting Rods,

Rolled Beams, 4, 6, 8, and lOi inch.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Blocl(, Room I.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 60,

and 56 pounds to the vard. ±

M H de in repr&sentation of Ancient and Mod-
ern Marbles, and Wood.s of all kinds. Lau-

rel. Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood.

ENAMELED, POLISHED.
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

GRAJES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOK

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO.. '"''^l^^l'^'^iS^^-^^'
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HEm BUBS,
Artificial Stons

INCORPORATED.

llirj \\<m

Mannraclnrers of

AND

PORTLAND GEMENT
CELLAR BOTTOMS.

oi^i^ic:h!.

No. 316 Montgomery Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL-

TO ARCHITKCTS, BIJIM>KI«S, IIOIIXK I'AIXTEK!"*. I>R(;OKATOItS, UOAT BVILI!
KKH A;V<> VA<:!IITSMRN l»KMIKI^U AlV

EXTREMELY DURABLE FINISH FOR WOOD.

Are sujierior to anj-
Varnishes or Wood Fin-

ishes in the market, for

the following reasons,
viz.:—
Tlipy possess iiior<>

bod.f, li i s li <^ r lnst<'r,

grt'iiter rosiMtliijs prop-
erties to atiuosplierie
InHueiices, action of wa-
ter and alkali, are more
elastie, will not scratoh
nor mar white, and are
more durable.

ROSENBERGS
For all elasses

INSIDE WORK
Requiring sreat dura-

bility, use No. 2

EI.ASTICA CIKISH.
For

OUTSIDE WORK
Requiring extreme du-

rability, use No. 1

EliASTICA FINISH,

Manufactured by

D. ROSENBERG & SONS,
7.14740 Kaiffiti street, I Office, 207 Avenue D, NEW YORK
7»»-7a<> Rast 1»t]i Street, (

l»»-207 Avenue I> . j
Send for Samples and Full Partieulars.

"IT li ALMOST HtJMAK

Tie lorloi;

DOOE CHECK and SPEIHG ij

Renders Slamming of Doors an Impossibility.

FRANK D. MORRELL,
2SS6 Karket St., nr. Front, San Francisco.

PATEHT STIFFENED FIRE-PEOOF WIRE lATEIlfG

SASH CORD,

Wire Rope, Etc.

^^

J. H. RiEBLING'S SONS CO.

.^^ik»«-/A.^..»J 14 DRUMM ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap.

BEST IST USE,
Recommended by all the Architects

in California.

OFFICE-1901 Broadway, Oak-
land.

For Sale by Plumbers.

EOMAN ARTIFICIAL STONE lAlFACTORY,

Wine Cellars, Arches, Bridg^es, Walls and Concrete
Work of all Kinds. Sidewalks, Garden Walks,

Rustic Fountains, etc.
Cement and Mosaic Marble Tiles, Mosaic Casts for Chimney Man-

tels, A SPECIALTY.
IMi:SIi:>t!:]NCK: ll-r tStockton Ht. Entrance to

the IVIanufactory in the i"ear on Oear^y^ SSt.

Hot WatereSteam Heating
For all Classes of Buildings.

1 have introduced this sj-steni in over 400 houses on this Coast where it

is now in operation. All wori? Guaranteed.

Sole manufacturer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER.
Sole Agent for

BUNDY'S PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.
Also Agent for

Gold's Improved Sectional Boiler for Low Pressure Steam.

Office, 30 New Montgomery St.. under Palace Hotel

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.
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HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwellings by the Most Approved

HOT T^ATER SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this lino h:;3 {;iven perfect satisfaction in every instr.noe, and we will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

We also desire to call attention to our

J. W. WESSON,

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephone Ko. 430.

STAR »

TOOLS AND MACHINE WORKS,

F. KEAJE'^^SKI Proprietor,

520 and 522 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco-

WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Ne-wel Rods, Etc.,
For Stair Work.

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H, TAY <fc CO.

614 to 618 B ttery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.

IVES' PATENT
SjlSH

LOCKS ^^ DOOR BOLTS.

A very important feature of the IVES* SASH LOCK is in

it8 securely locking when closed and simultaneously drawing
the meeting laiU closely together. All the movements are

a.;complished by cams without the instrumentality of springs,
thus avoiding the possibility of getting out of order.

IVES* PATENT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with a bit,

and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts

afford. I\ es' Patent Sash Locks and Do(.»r Bolts are protected
by nine letters patent, and are manufactured In over forty

styles of finish.

One Sample only Ives' Patent Sash Lock, mailed post-paid
to any Carpenter sending his address, with 10 cts. in stamps.
Illustrated price-lists, showing forty-six st;>les of goods,
mailed fr.e.

H. B. IVES & CO.,

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees, New Haven, Conn.

T\ es' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts, sold by all dealers
in Hardware.

W. D. PERINE,
MANUFACTURER OF

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Garden Walks,

Basement Floors, Carriage Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building Stone,

URNS, VASES, STONE COPING and STEPS

Kntrance to Cemetery tiOtH, Caskets,

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

SAN KItANCI.SCO OFKItIK, 2.8 New Moiitfc'omery St. OAK-

LAND OFFICE, 457 Ninth st. Residence, SOB Oak st. Oakland

REMILLARD BRICK CO.
SI a II II fae til re I'M of

DRESSED AND COMMON BRICK.
r'riiii,ij>al DfHi-e: San Kiarii'iai-o <)ffli-e:

OAKLANU, Vor. 2d and C a. . Foot of Pacific St. Wliarf.

Telephone N<i. 63. Telephone No, 455.

Asphaliim and Bering Felt,

Red Metallic Roofing Paint,

T-A-I^ OXXj and. CO-A-Xj T-A-I?..

N. C. WALTON, 210 Mission Street.

REESE LLEWELLYN,

COLUIVIBIA FOUNDRY,
133 and 135 Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.
MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts aii MacMiiery CastiDss

OF ALL KINDS.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

Every Description of Metal Goods Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BRONZE, ETC.

Old work reflnished, repaired, and plated eqiial to new.

Silver Plated Amalsaniatine Plates, for sav-

ini; fe'old in Quartz, Placer, Ora\el, and Beach Minin;;.

G5» and 055 9I18SI09I STREET,
Between New Hontgomer}' and Third, San Francisco, Cal.

E. «. DENNISTOM, Proprietor.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT

OF

Books for Sale at th« Office of this JOURNAL.

Steel Square and its Uses .... $1.00

Science of Framing by Cardboard Models $5.00
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J. L. RUFFINO. C. D. BlANCHI.

MarMe Depot i\i Steam Saw Mills.

RUFFINO & BlANCHI,
Impitt'tcrs, Manufactiirors, Wliulesiile iiiul Ilotail I)ealurs,

IN MANTELS. MONUMENTS, PLUMBERS SLABS, ETC.

Kstiinates Furnislieii on all Kinds of Marhlu Work.

Nos. 964, 966, 968 and 970 BBYANT STREET,
Near Seventh Street, MAN FKAKCle^C'O.

P. O. Bon 1683.

D. ZEaLIO,
Carrara Marble Works.

MANUFACTUHEll OF

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
'ments and Headstones,

1319 MISSION STREET,

Between 9th and lOtb, SAN FRANCISCO.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Co. of California

FIRE AND MARINE.

Pincipal Office, 439 Kalifornla SL, Safe Deposit BuilMng

SAN FKANCISCO.

JOHN H. WISE, Vresident.

CHAS, A. LATON, Secretary.

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending— AND

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street,

Comer of Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

,v>*"Gilbertson's Old Method"
- Is tho only brand of DIPPED PLATES of which the

makers have notified consumers—through a letter pub-
lished by us some time since—that they would send

IVO AVAHTE«^S 'lO 'X^HIS iJOTJINTITY.
iStaJll^i

^^^^i^
;Vnes8

i»SaP'^''^
The "GILBERTSON'S OLD METHOD" was selected by the United States

Government over all competitors for the Roofing ot the

WHITE HOUSE at WASHINGTON.

Sheets that are <>naranteed and Stami>«'rt are the only protection to the Architect,

Owner, and Rooler againNt diMlioneMt competition, and the

USE OF INFEBIOR MATERIAL.

PHIIiADEIiPHIA, STEW Y'ORK, CHK^ACiO, L.ONDOK

John L. I,ove,
President.

Theo. Van Tassell,
Manager.

Harry b. Morby,
Secretary.

n,)oa (nOrrlificial ^loae v^aving f orapaay.

INCORPORATED.

SIDEWALKS, GARDEN WALKS,
CARRIAGE DRIVKS, STABLKS, CELLAR AND KITCHEN FLOORS IN ALL VARIETIES.

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS AND CEMETERY WORK.

Office, No. 321 Montgomery Street*
san francisco.

Steel Square and its Uses. Price One Dollar,

NORRIS PULLEY.

FULL SIZE CUT OF 00408.

You will notice that this Pulley has an EXTRA
protection for the rope.

se:ivt> FOI^ s^^iwtF»Lii:.

G. SIDNEY NORRIS & CO.,

BALTIMORE, ----- MD.
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WALL

WOOD CAMPEW
Imitation Stained Glass,

MOORISH FEET"WORK.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

Eleetrie Development Co.

Edison Incandescent Electric Light,

Tie only complete System lor interior Ulnmlnatlon.

Over 600,000 lights in iiHe in the United States. Safetj from

fire, freedom from heat, smoke, and deleterious gases.

No blackening of ceilings or decorations.

Complete control of light.

ITir. 4& J. SLOANE &, CO.,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

CAPT }M UPHOLSTER! WAREHOUSE,
FiBsme, MDmii. tobkish

AND OTHER

^1^ ^
ill anl Jai© (^jiPtaiDpj ^©plijpeps °|f

li(l§if ^4al©|

SASH CURTAIN GOODS.
DESIGNS FURNISHED FOR DRAPERIES AND LAMBREQUINS.

NEXT ABOVE PALACE HOTEL.

MANUl'ACTUUER OK

Window Shades and Curtain Poles,

Smyrna Bugs, Brass and Mine Mosing for Stairs.

541 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

Self-Eegulating Arc Electric Lights.

Electric Slotors, Electric Railroads,

Storage Batteries, Hotel Annunciators, Guest Call

and Fire Alarm. Electrical Apparatus of every de-

scription. Estimates and Designs on Application.

OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS,

323 Pine Street, San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA WIRK WORKS
329 Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, . . CAL.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BANK, STORE, and OFFICE

MIIIISOFWmETlllOEWl,
WINDOW GUARDS FOR CHURCHES,

STORES, RESIDENCES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC.,

CRESTINGS and FINIALS,
Elevator Guards, Balcony Railinys, Wire Partitions, SkyH>;ht

Guards, Wire Siyn.s, Wrought Iron Fences, Sieves,
Stable Guards, Kiddles, Stable Fixtures, Ccal

Screens, Arbors, Sand Screens, Gar-
den Arches, Window Screens,

Wire Fences,

And a general line of Ornamental Wire Goods.

o=3

Drawing Paper,
all kinds.

Tracing Paper and Cloth,

all kinds.

Blue Process Paper,

Detail Paper,

Mathematical Instruments.

Everything Needed by Engfineers,

Architects, Drauf;htsmen,
Mechanics, etc.

215, 217, tVA Hush St., S. F.

Granolithic Paving Company.
(STQART'S PATENT.)

All kinds of Artificial Stone Work, Steps, Corridors, Sidewalks, Base-
ments, Engine Seats, Foundations., Etc.

W. S. SOMERVILLE, Manager, 422 Montgomery Street,
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Improving the System.

II IHE building contracting business in San Francisco, and

Y more or less throughout the State, within the past twenty-
live years or more, in all the mechanical branches, h;is been

conducted in a manner anything but satisfactory as a whole to

architects, material men, or the responsible and better chiss of
contractors. The true history of the business during the past

quarter of a century presents a deplorable state of facts. In-

competent and in-es])onsible men, and withal men enjoying no
fair degre,! of honest intent and purpose, have from time to time
crowded in and operated as contractors, monopolizing a large

j)roportion of the work offering, faking it at taking prices, with
but little concern as to involvments, consequences, or results,

thereby rendering it difBcult and almost impossible for honest
contractors to ompete, and in thousands of cases emling in

compiomise, and, in shoi t, ^;ro rata settlements.

The effect of this has been sadly disastrous all around. The

really competent and good men have been prevented from realiz-

ing what was and is their due— engagements at living prices,
and fair comjiensation for the skill and service required of them
in conducting and executing honest work. Material men have
suffered severely by short payments, millions of dollars within
the time named being lost through trusting men who had all to

gain and nothing to lose by contracts undertaken at ruinous

prices, and but for the fact that building materials, especially
lumber, the chief commodity used in building construction in

California, has always, except at special times when breaks in

combinations and fierce competition for a period has "knocked
the bottom out" of regular trade, paid, as it is now doing, large

margins of profits, many of the dealers would have been forced

to succumb under the severe losses which have at times followed

in quick succession.

And while architects have not been involved in the direct

losses growing out of this state of things, they have been severely

contingent losers in time, annoyances, and vexations, as every

inigagemi-nt made with inferior contractors involves trouble and

expense to the man of i)lans, who is exj)ected to combat and
counteract the short-comings of those under his supervision, and
ill the event of failure of any kind he is expected to be a Solomon,

meeting the antagonizing views of everyone involved in the

transaction, and satisfying the demands of all contending parties,
or else meet the denunciations of those who may feel themselves

aggrieved. While those who suffer more financially are greater
losers in dollars and cents, the architect is by far the worst pun-
ished party concerned, in the misrepresentations and vexatious

annoyances that attach to every case of failure by a contractor.

All this suggests. Who is most to blame ? As a rule, those

who lose place the onus upon the architect, who has, unfortu-

nately to himself, yet innocently, allowed the contract to fall into

improper hands. But a single second thought must bring the

conviction that no sane or sensible architect would willingly

permit himself to be the victim of such circumstances as gen-

erally follow engagements with men of known disrepute and dis-

honor. And when contractors present the credentials of ample,
credit, and their materid men as bondsmen, it is not an easy
matter for tlie architect to convince the owner that lie should

pass the lowest man, and pay from ten to twenty -five per cent

more to the second or third higher bidder. Conseijnently, archi-

tects reply, snd the majority of the better classes of contractors

chime in. No; the fault lies in the fact that incompetent men are

granted credit without regard to their financial or moral respon-

sibility. The doors of trade are too easy upon their hinges, and
the custom has been next to universal that any man, no matter

what his actual pecuniary or moral status might be, could find

all required credit and bonds necessary to enable him to claim

his rights as a contractor, and undertake the work of construc-

tion, whether lai'ge or snail.

But with the many-sided views existing in the issue, it is not

likely that a unanimous agreement can possibly be reached as

to who is most chargeable, nor is it now necessary, if all inter-

ested contractors, material men, and architects, will combine upon
a plnn that will serve every best interest, and substitute for the

bad that has been, a condition of things that will be just to all

concerned, and best alike for contractors, material men, architects,
and owners, leaving the possibilities of faihires and jyro ratas

in the future to extreme and incidental cases, averaging, at most,

fairly within the limits of experience in the commercial world, and,
we hope, far less.

But some will say. Have not owners profited by the state of

things referred to 1 Yes, they have. But in re[ily, Have they
not done just as all other men have done in other connections,
availed themselves of the benefits appearing from this condition

of affairs 1 It is a universal law among mankind to make the

best bargain possible, and he who would refuse acceptance of a

proposition purporting to lighten the drafts upon his exchequer,
would not be estimated in the business world as sagacious and

jjrudent, the results promised being the same. Hence to remedy
the evils that have been in the building line, material men, con-

tractors, and architects must advise the method, and by faithful,

honest understanding carry into practice such rules and systems
as will insure integrity and justice to all parties.

THE REMEDY IN HAND.

A movement is on foot among the material men, and others

concerned in the risks and responsibilities of the building trades,
which we hope will be worked to a successful issue, the object
of which is to close the doors that have been ojien too wide, and
bar them against the ingress of impecunious interlopers, by mak-

ing reputation, comjietency, and res])onsibility a necessary pass-
word to credit. Let this be done and strictly adhered to, and
it will not be long ere the sknnk-weed class will disappear.

Building Summary for August.

TITHE past month has been a brisk one as far as building im-

A pioveinents are concerned. The number of improvements
now under way is much greater than the same period of last

year. Recapitulation for the month is as follows :
—
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105 frame buildings, value $388,100
7 brick " "

150,000
24 alterations, value 44,250

136 «582,.350

From Jan. to Aug. 15, 1886, 841 buildings, value 14,528,735
" " " " "

1887,744 " "
4,603,964

The indications are that in the remaining months of this year
the discre|)ancy in number of buildings will be overcome, and this

year show a larger number of improvements than 1886. The
value is certainly greater.

San Francisco Chapter of Architects.

1 1 IH£ regular meeting was held the evening of the 5th inst.,

I President Pissis jjiesiding. Aftei- the reading and a])proval
of minutes, rei)Orts of committees, and attention to general

business, the nomination of officers for the ensuing year followed,
the election to be held September 2. The committee reported
favorably upon the application of Gingero Hamada as associate

member. At this point a general discussion was indulged in,
in regard to the past work of the Chapter, and its future pros-

pects. An expression of abiding faith in its possibilities was
unanimous, and the best of feelings permeated the evening's in-

tercourse. The many material benetits to the profession, growing
out of the Chapter's organization, were fully reviewed. The

adoption by the Chapter of a schedule of charges for professional

services, which is by our courts recognized as authority in cases
of dispute, has been of great advantage to both members and
non-members of the Chapter. But the more esjjecial good done

by the organization is found in its moral influence in bringing
together a large portion of the membership of the profession, and

establishing professional courtesies and friendly intercourse far

greater than .existed prior to the existence of the Chapter.
A more general, interested co-operation of the architects of San

Francisco would doubtless add to the efficiency and influence of
the Chapter. Among those who have assisted by service as

officers and otherwise, and at convenient times or regularly at-

tend the meetings of the Chapter, are Messrs. Wright, Sanders,
Curlett, Laver, Pissis, Welsh, Clark, Moore, Wolfe, Henricksen,
Eestor, Curtis, Gath, Macy, Bennett, Everett, Babson, Eisen,
while many others in San Francisco, San .Jose, Los Angeles,
Oakland, Sacramento, and other places, hold inactive meuiber-

ship, and visits from non-members frequently occur.

While the Chapter may not have made that decidedly suc-

cessful advance possible, and placed itself in the position for good
that it might have done, its management has been free from
individualism and clique influence. A generous and liberal sen-

timent and harmony of purpose have prevailed, and those who
have been most earnest in the work have been actuated by best

judgment and honest intent and purpose; so that whatever mis-

takes may have been made have been thu result of error of judg-
ment.

Those who have not affiliated are alone to blame for any seem-

ing imperfection of the organization, as the doois of the Cha|)ter
have ever been open to every good man, and those who could
have done better than seems to them to have been done by those

who have done the best they knew how, are at fault in not as-

suming the position that has ever been free to them, and by the

force and influence of their greater wisdom helping to found and

perpetuate an architectural organization in San Francisco that

would accomplish all that could be accomplished by a body of

intelligent, practicing architects.

The Sewage System for San Dilgo, Cal.—The Sanitary
News describes a somewhat novel plan for disposing of sewage
in the svstem which Colonel Waiing has engaged to build for

San Diego, Cal., at a cost of about 8400,000. The main sewer
runs a (piarter of a mile into the harbor to an outlet-reservoir

construe ed along,side the deep ship-channel. The re.servoir will

have an area of one acre, and cost some $50,000. The collected

sewage will fill this reservoir not more than one and a half feet

deep. High tide will add thiee and a ha f feet of sea water to

the mass. The contents thus diluted will be discharged into the

outgoing tide by automatic gates opening an hour after high tide,

and closing an hour before low tide. At Stockton and Sacra-

mento, where the conditions are nearly identical. Colonel Wai ing
will make wells in various flat parts of the cities, connecting with
a deep outlet well by large siphons. Colon(d Waring has used
this ])lan for two years successfully at Norfolk, Va. At Los

Angeles he recommends the purchase of 10,000 acres of land six

miles from the city, and the disposal of the sewage upon it by
irrigation.

Artificial Stone Sidewalks.

1
1

fHE superiority of well-laid artificial stone sidewalks is uni-
I versally admitted, and as a rule everybody is having new

sidewalks put down, and tho.se who can afi'ord the slight addi-
tional expense over wood, especially in front of new buildin"s,

adopt the more durable, and practically more economical, device—artificial stone. There are numerous examples of excellent
work of this kind in San Francisco, and some wretched abortions.

When the number engaged in contracting this class of work was
limited to those who both fully understood the art of manipu-
lating cement, and who retained a feeling of pride in the quality
of work done by them, a better class of work was produced.
But its growing and rapidly increasing popularity oflfered induce-
ments to many adventurers to become sidewalk contractors,
until at the present time there is a host of them—some good
workmen, having learned the trade by service under the eailier

employers who introduced the business in this city, and as many
more who {X)ssess not the first item of practical knowledge, except
to make a few figures by way of ascertaining the number of

square feet contained in the space to be covereti, and ordering
the required material. As to the proper way to manipulate the
same they know nothing, and are forced to depend upon such
hired help as they niay control; consequently competition is large
and zealous, and, as a result, prices low, with the finale of some

miserably poor work.

Some men are actually contracting to put down artificial stone
sidewalks in San Francisco for less than the first cost of the raw
material alone, required in the execution of good work, with

nothing allowed for labor. Many owners think this is nice, and

imagine that they are doing a good thing for themselves by a

deal of this kind, failing to realize the fact, as fact it is, that to

do cheap work of this kind the chea))ening is compensated to the

worker, by the inferior (juality or diminished quantity of cement

used, and the economizing of laboi'. Tlie outccme of all this is

that some of the earlier laid sidewalks ]iut down by the pioneer

cheap men are, after a few years' wear, worn out or so badly
disfigured by cracks that they present very unsightly aj)pearances,
while many of the cheajjly laid kind laid witliin the past year
or two are, in the line of tlieir predecessors in kind, badly cracked.

It is all well enough to obtain the thing one wants as cheaply
as possible, provided the thing actually wanted can be had for

the cheap figvire; but it is a little bit of humbuggery played on
one's self to smile at a result which in reality gives the occasion

to laugh to the party smiled at.

Most of the very cheai)ly laid sidewalks will prove "good for

the trade," inasmuch as they will wear out in a few years, and

require relaying', wliile those laid in first-class manner will endure
for a generation.

Answer to "Draughtsmen Wanted."

SINCE
the first appearance in this journal of the article with

above heading, we have received scores of letters, asking
information in regard to situations. So far, our time and

postage stamps have been freely given to answer inquiries; but

we must decline, in future, to answer letters that do not contain

return postage. Our books will show that over one hundred letters

have been answered, upon which, in addition to our own trouble,

we have had to supply stamps in order that the letters may be re-

ceived by ajiplicants. We will gladly answer any letter sent us

by those seeking infoimation, but will only do so when ])roper

j)Ostage is inclosed for return answer.

MORE DUAUliHTSMEN ARE WANTED.

From present appearances, the demand will be greater than

ever. We can readily jilace from fifteen to twenty good draughts-
men at good wages and a long engagement. Please remember
that carpenter sketchmen are not wanted. We can only place

thorough draughtsmen, who can execute all the details nece.s>ary

to every portion of a building.

Plumbers, as well as architects, will be interested in the ac-

count given in the Deutsche Batiuternvhnier of a novel method

for thawing the ground, as a ])reliminaiy to excavation in winter.

Instead of building n fire over the spot to be excavated, as is

with us tlie ordinary ]>ractice, those who use the new method

spresid over it a layer of quicklime, followed by a stratum of

snow. More lime is i)Ut on, and this again covered with snow,

and if the ground is frozen to a great ile])th, several alternate

lavers are used. The whole i.s then left to itself overnight, and

in the morning the ground is found to be free from frost. If no

snow is to be had, water may be used for slaking the lime, which

j.8 then tp be covered up to keep in the heat.
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ASKED, ANSWERED, and COMMUNICATED.
^^Architects, Contractors, Carpen-

ters, and mechanics generally are re-

spectfully requested to furnish us items

of interest for this column. We will

gladly answer any and all questions

pertaining to the architectural and build-

ing interests. If illustrations are nec-

essary to explain your ideas, send us a

sketch of them, and we will make the

cuts. We especially invite suggestions
from apprentices and young mechanics.

Pitch of Roofs.

From M. 0. F.. Nevada City, Cal.—I have
a dispute with a brotlier tinner with refer-

ence to the j)itches of roofs. My argument
is that the term one-lialf pitch, one-third

pitch, etc., refers to the fractional purts of

the I circle—in other word.s, tlie fractional

part of 90°. Therefore, one-half pitch would
be an angle of 45°, and one-third pitch, 30°,
and so on. The argument of my opponent
in this controversy is that a roof that ri.ses

12 in. in 12 in. run is full |)itch, while a rise

of 6 in. in 12 in. run is one-half pitch, sim-

ply because 6 is one-half of 12. By the same

argument, a rise of 4 in. in 12 in. woukl be

one-third pitch, because 4 is one-third of 12.

Will you plea.se explain this subject and

greatly oblige ?

Answer—The term ])itch referiing to the

slope of the rafters of a roof, as used by
architects and builders, is dependent upon
both span and rise. Pitch is expressed in

several difteient ways. Sometimes it is given
in the degrees of angle which the rafter

makes with the horizontal. This method,
however, is not in common use outside of

the books. The most general ])lan, however,
of expressing pitch is by the height in paits
of the span. Accordingly, it is quite com-
mon to hear a roof s])oken of as one-half

pitch or one-third pitch. If, for example,
the span is 30 feet and the height is 10 feet,

the pitch by this metliod is called " third

jiitch." Another plan, but not in such gen
eral use, is by the length of the rafters in

parts of the span. Thus if the span is 30
feet and the length of tlie rafter 20 feet, by
this method the pitch would be called " two-
thirds pitch." It would seem from the state-

ment made by our corresi)ondent above that

neither he nor his opponent in the contro-

versy is correct. The latter is manifestly

wrong, and he employs terms which have

apparently been invented for Ids purpose.
For example, notice the term "full" pitch.
In describing his own explanation of these

teims, our correspondent fails to indicate

how the angle is to be measured, and we do
not kn iw that ue quite understand wiiat hn

means, although his desciiption of the method
is app.irently plausible. Wliat we have

printed above is the recognized standard

adopted by builders and architects in general.—Carpentry and Building.

Redwood Shingles.

From A. W. II., Westjield.—" I derive to

refer one or two questions about California

redwood shingles to the readers of Carpentry
and Building. I have seen reilwood shin-

gles that when first put on the walls and
oiled looked very well, but after a few days
or weeks, however, dark-colored shingles be-

gan to apjjear among them, and accordingly
the sides of the building looked very bad
indeed. I desire to inquire if there is any
way by which this difficulty can be over-

come."
In answer to the above, it may be stated

that, to insure equality and uniformity of

color, redwood shingles intended for oding
should be selected. The texture of the Cali-

fornia jiroduction varies greatly, some being

fine-grained, light-colored, soft woods, and
other tiees producing haid and brash kinds,
down to what is known as black-heart redwood

;

consequently the yield in shingles from the

resjjective classes must vary greatly as to

color under tieatment. Before exposure to

the weather, this difference is not so marked,
nor even when used in ordinary roofs and

painted, or the natural surface exposed to

the weather. But it must be apparent that
wliere soft, porous, and liardgrained, brashy
shingles are laid indiscriminately in same con-

nection, and oiled, the oil penetrates the one
and disaj)pears. and remains on the surface
of the other, producing widely different re-

sults in a little while.

Again, sap])y redwood shingles should never
be used, as the sajjpy p;u-ts have no lasting

quality anywhere, and if used in shingles
and oiled, the sappy portions will speedily
show contrast.

To Clean Oil Paintings.

The following recipe will be found val-

uable for the purpose: Mix well together
two ounces of wood naphtha, one ounce

sf)ii-its

of salts, and a quarter of a pint of linseed oil.

Before being used the bottle containing them
should be shaken. The application is simply
with a soft pad of linen, to which shoiild be

given a circular motion. When nearly dry
give a second dressing, when the picture will

come out in all its details.

Be Saving and Buy a Lot.

Every young man who earns wages ought
to buy a lot and make a start of a home.
The way to get a start is to save a little

money each month and make a payment on

your purchase, and so, little by little, pay
for a lot and build your house. Don't spend
all your money on li\ ery turn-outs and dances
and ice-cream to please your best girl. After
a while you will need a home for that best

girl, and the youngsters that some way or
another generally come around and want to
"
put up

"
with you. Put a little of your

spare cash into the gi-ound as you go along,
and after many days it will bring you a

royalty.

Pine naturally treated is one thing;
painted in brown or red and called black

walnut, mahogany, or cherry, it is decidedly
another. So in hard woods; to show the
natural color and to bring out the beautiful

grain of the wood is far preferable to any
treatment which aims at different residts.

Glue Which Will Hold in Water.

Pow.»er and dissolve one ])art of glue in

one of thick linseed oil varnish boiling hot,
and mix thoioughly. In using it, heat the
two planed sides of the wood, apply the glue
warm, and press the pieces tog<!ther.

Restoring Moulded Picture Frames.

Should any portion of the moulding be

destroyed, it may be restored by a compo-
sition made by boiling together some Venice

turpentine, resin, and linseed oil, then add-

ing glue dissolved in water, and, finally,

whiting, till the mass is brought to the con-

sistency of j)utty. The composition is then

shaped to supply the defective part, and is

to be colored or gilded to match the rest of
frame.

A DOWN-EAST Yankee has invented a new
screw—half nail, half screw—which is .said

to beat anything extant. Two blows of the

hammer, two turns of the screw-driver, and
it is in. Its holding power in white pine is

said to be 3.32 pounds, against 298 pounds,
the holding power of the present screw.

Plaster when dry, treated with two coats

of warm boiled oil, will, when painted, stand

the elements as well as wood. Rogeis' stat-

uary is made in this manner. Shellac varni h

is used sometimes in jilace of boiled oil, but
if there is any common lime in the work it

is apt to scale.

To Bk Avoided.—Resin is frequently used
for producing an immediate adhesion of the

belt to the pidley, and for this it is well suited,
but if the owner has any regard for the con-

sequences, he will soon learn that while the

resin will give an instant grip to the slip-

ping belt, it will soon be ground inUi the

leather, stiffen the material and make the

last state of that belt worse than its first.

Not Mi!CH Need of It.—There is not .vo

much need of sandpaper in the manufacture,
of furniture and all cabinet work now adays,
as the machinery used turns out very perfect
work. It is estimated by one of the largest
manufacturers of sandpaper in the country
that not more than seventy per cent of the

amount of last year's business will be done
this year.

The salt industry at Manistee and Luding-
ton, Michigan, has greatly curtailed the lath

business. Edgings alone are now cut into

lath, as shibs are more valuable for salt-

barrel staves.
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Constitution of the Builders' Associa-

tion of California.

ARTICLE I.

Section 1. This Association shall be known as

The Builders' Associatio.n of California.
Sec. 2. Its object shall be to encourage a more

intimate acquaintance and cultivate a feeling of

friendship among its members; to make them better

acquainted with the wants and necessities of the

building business; to arbitrate and settle disputes,
if any arise among the members, and generally to
advance and protect their business interests as con-

tracting builders.

ARTICLE II.

Section I. Any carpenter residing a:id doing
business as a general contractor and builder in the
State of Califi'rnia, and who has announced his

willingness to join this Association prior to the

adoption cf this Constitution, shall be elis^ible to

membership herein without vote, upon the payment
of the fee, as provided in this Constitution and the

By-Laws.
Sec. 2.

, Any carpenter residing and doing busi-

ness as aforesaid may become a member, upon
being proposed by two members and receiving the
affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members

present at a regular meeting, and paying the fee as

prescribed in the By-Laws .

ARTICLE III.

Section 1 . The regular meetings shall be held
at least once a month upon the day and hour fixed

in the By Laws and in the City of San Francisco.
Sec. 2. Special meetings may be called by the

President (and in his absence by the Vice-President)
at his discretion, and shall be called by him at the
written request of the Executive Committee or of

five other members .

Sec. 3. The President shall state the object of

the special meeting in the call therefor, and no
business shall be transacted, except such as apper-
tains to the business specified.

Sec. 4. Adjourned meeti gs may be held at any
time by authority of a majority vote of a quorum
at a regular meeting, notice being given of such

meeting as provided in the By-Laws, stating the

business for which the meeting is to oe held, and
no other business shall be transacted thereat, ex-

cept such as is stated in the notice.

ARTICLE IV.

Section 1 . >fine members shall constitute a

quorum for the transaction of business at all meet-

ings.
ARTICLE V.

Section 1. Each individual member shall pay
an admisssion fee of not less than twenty-five dol-

lars, which fee shall accompany the application for

membership.
Sec. 2. The dues to be paid by each member

shall not be less than one dollar and fifty cents per
month, payable in advance.

ARTICLE VI.

Section 1. The elective officers shall be a

President, a Vice-President, a Recording Secretary,
a Financial Secretary, a Treasurer, and an Executive
Committee of seven members.

Sec. 2. The appointed ofiicers shall be such as

are prescribed in the By-Laws.
Sec. 3. Four members of the Executive Com-

mittee shall at all times be residents of the City
and County of San Francisco. Four members of

said committee shall constitute a quorum thereof.

Sec. 4. The President shall preside at the meet-

ings, preserve order, see that the rules and laws
are enforced, sign all drafts for money voted by
the Association, appoint all committees unless

otherwise ordered or provided for, and have the

care and custody of all bonds which may be re-

quired of the other officers-

He shall see that all other officers and committees

perform their respective ilutics, and shall report

any neglect or delinquency forthwith to the Asso-
ciation. He sha 1 not speak upon any question

except one of order without calling the Vice-Presi-

dent, or in his absence some other member, to the
chair.

He shall vote only upon applications for member-

ship or upon questions recjuiring a two-thirds vote,

except to give the casting vote when the members
are equally divided. He shall at the commence-
ment of his tenn appoint a Finance Committee

consisting of three members not having charge of

the Association Funds, and perform such other

and further duties as may be imposed ))y the By-
Laws.

Sec. 5. The Vice-President shall, during the

absence or inability of tlie President to act, per-
form all the duties of that officer. He shall preside
when called upon by the President, and perform
such other duties as may be imposed upon him by
the laws or rules .

Sec. 6. The Recording Secretary shall keep
correct minutes of the proceedings of the Associa-

tion, file and preserve all papers and documents

belonging thereto, conduct the correspondence, draw
and attest all drafts for monies voted and perform
all other duties usually devolving upon a secretary,
or which may hereafter be imposed by law or rule.

Skc. 7. The Financial Secretary shall keep cor-

rectly the accounts between the Association and
its members and others, in proj^er books to be pro-
vided for that purpose. . He shall collect and receipt
for all money due from any source, and pay the

same to the Treasurer at each meeting, when prac-
ticable, but at least once each month, taking his

receipt for the same. He shall report at the first

stated meeting in each month the amount of all

moneys received during the preceding month, and
the source from which received, together with the
amounts paid out and for what paid. His books
and accounts shall be kept in such a manner that
the financial condition of the Association and the

state of each account can be determined at any
time. He shall render the Finance Committee all

the facility required in the examination of hi-i ac-

counts, and upon retiring from office, deliver to his

successor, or other person designated by the Associ-

ation, all money, books, papers, or other property
belonging thereto.

Sec. 8. The Treasurer shall receive and receipt
for all money received by him as such and deposit
tlie same, or all amounts in his hands exceeding
fifty dollars, in some bank designated by the As-
sociation or the Executive Committee, in his name
as Treasurer of the Builders' Association, with tlie

distinct understanding that the said account shall

be transferred to his successor in office, upon
notice from the Association, through the President
and Secretary thereof, stating the person who has
been elected to succeed him.
The money, when so depositad, shall be paid out

by said bank, only upon drafts or checks signed
by the President, attested by the Secretary, and

countersigned by the Treasurer.

The Treasurer shall keep a correct account of all

moneys received, deposited and paid out, and ren-

der a correct report thereof, at the first stated meet-

ing in each month.

Upon retiring from office he shall deliver to his

successor or such person as the Association shall

designate, all money, books, papers, and property
ill his hands belonging thereto.

Sec. il. The Executive Committee shall have
and exercise a general supervisory care over the

affairs of the Association. They shall designate the

bank in which the funds of the Association shall be

deposited, unless the same shall have been done by
a vote of the Association, and require the officers to

change the same, when in their judgment the safety
thereof requires it. They shall hear, examine into,

and, if possible, settle all disputes between mem-
bers, when they can do so to the satisfaction of all

parties concerned; otherwise report the facts, testi-

mony, and their conclusions thereon, to the Asso-

ciation for their action.

All amendments to the Constitution and By-Laws
or Rules, and all agreements t o be entered into by
and between the members affecting the building
business, shall be referred to them to examine and

report thereon before action.

ARTICLE VII.

Section I. The regular elections for officers of

the Association shall be held semi-annually at the

second meetings in January and July in each year,
and they shall be installed .it the first regular

meetings in February and August following their

election.

Sec. 2. The elections shall be by ballot and the

majority of all the votes cast shall be necessary to

elect, except where there is only one nominee for

an office, when the election may be by acclamation.

Sec. 3. The time and manner of making nomi-

nations and matters pertaining to the (jualifications,

etc.
,
of officers may be provided for by the By-Laws.

ARTICLE VIII.

Section 1. 'Jhe money of the Association shall

be kept in one General Fund.
Sec. 2. Rent, salaries, and other necessary cur-

rent expenses may be paid by a majority vote of a

quorum at any regular meeting. But no money
shall be otherwise appropriated or paid out in

amounts exceeding twenty-five dollars for any one

purpose, except by resolution signed and introduced

by a member, which shall be laid over at least one

week and then passed by a two-thirds vote of the

members present.

ARTICLE IX.

SEcrioN 1. Any amendments to this Constitu-

tion must be proposed by a member at a regular

meeting, each section proposed to be amended writ-

ten out in full as it will read when amended. Such

proposition shall then be laid over for two weeks,
and when acted on must receive the affirmative vote

of two-thirds of the members present, exce'pt as pro-
vided in section 2 of this Article.

Sec. 2. By-Laws not in conflict herewith may
be adopted from time to time as the Association
shall determine, and may be repealed or amended
aa provided in said By-Laws. But no By Laws or
Rules shall be passed abridging the right of any

•

member to carry on or transact his business in such
manner as he shall deem just and proper, unless
such law or rule shall have received the affirmative
consent of at least three-fourths of all the members
of this Association. Due notice of the passage of

any such By-Law cr Rule shall be given to each
member in writing at least two weeks before the
same shall take effect and be in force.

This Section shall not be repealed except by a
three-fourths vote of all the members of the Associ-
ation.

BY-LAWS.
Section 1. The regular business meetings of this Associa-

tion shallbeheldon the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month in the City and County of San Kranelsco.at 8 o'clock p.m.

Sec. 2. Notice of all special or adjourned meetings shall be
given either by postal card or by advertisement in two or
more daily papers of the City and County of San Francisco
The notice must state the nature of the business to be trails-
acted thereat.

Sec. 3. The fee for admission to membership shall be
twenty-five dollar*. The dues shall be one dollar and fifty
cents per month, payable in advance.

Sec. 4. Any member who shall be in arrears for three
months dues shall be notified by the Financial Secretary, and
if he fails to pay the same, or such part thereof as shall bringhim less than two months in arrears, during the space of two
mo ths thereafter, he shall be suspended from the rights and
privileges of membership, and so notified.

Skc. 5. Any member guilty of a violation of his agreement
entered into and signed by him witli the other members, or
of a violation of the Constitution, By-Laws or Rules of the
Association, first having been duly tried by the Executive
Committee (or by a Special Committee duly appointed in
case the Executive Comndttee or any member thereof are
disqualified from acting), and duly convicted by their report
and a vote of the Association, shall be fined, suspended or
expelled, as shall be adjudged by a two thirds vote of the
members present.

Sec. 6. Any member desiring to bring charges against
another shall reduce the same to writing, specifying clearlv
and explicitly the nature of the same, with time, place and
circumstance connected therewith and signed by him and de-
livered to the Association or Executive Committee.

Sec. 7. A copy of the charges shall be immediately ser\ ed
upon the member against whom they are made by the Re-
cording Secretary or some person selected by him or by the
Executive Committee, and at least five days' notice given him
of the time and place of trial.

Sec. 8. The testimony shall be taken in writing by the
committee and signed by the witness. The committee may
adjourn from time to time and a quorum may proceed at any
meeting.

Skc. 9. When the testimony is all in on both sides they
shall consider the same and see if they can settle the matter
to the satisfaction of all parties. If they fail to do this they
shall report the testimony, together with their conclusions
thereon, to the Association for their action and decision.

Sec, 10. The Association shall then proceed to take action
thereon and may have the testimony read if desired by either
party. During the reading and discussion of the testimony
both parties shall be entitled to be present and to be heard.
But when the Association proceeds to act thereon all parties
interested shall be excluded frf»m the room.

Sec. 11. If the Association finds the accused guilty, it shall
forthwith proceed to fix the penalty, first voting upon expul-
sion. If two-thirds of the members vote in favor of that pen-
alty, the member shall stand expelled. If not, the next vote
shall be upon suspension. If two-thirds of the members vote
in favor of suspension that shall be the penalty, and the As-
sociation shall proceed to fix the time or duration thereof by
vote, which time shall not exceed six months 1 two-thirds
of the members do not vote in favor of suspension, the pen-
alty shall be a fine, and the Association shall then proceed to
fix the amount of the fine (unless the same shall have been
previously fixed in the By-Laws tor like offenses), which may
be done by a majoritj- vote, but shall in no case exceed the
sum Of two hundred dollars.

Skc. 12. The President, in his discretion or when directed
by the Association, shall appoint a Sergeant-at-Arms to serve
during his pleasure, who shall have charge of the room, furni-

ture, etc. He shall serve papers when required by the Asso-
ciation or by the Executive Committee, assist in preserving
order at the meetings, and perform such other duties as may
be required of him by the Association or the presiding officer
thereof.
Sec 13. The Finance Committee shall examine and audit

all remands against the Ass tciation; examine and report
upon the books of the officers at the end of each term, and
at such other times as the Association may require.
Sec 14. 'The President may appoint a special committee

of investigation at any time he may deem ilie same necessary
or when required by vote of the Association; said committee
shall consist of one or mt-re members who shall examine and
report upon the matter referred to them.

Sec. 16. The Association may at any time require its ofii-

cers who have the charge or collection of its funds to give
bond for the faithful discharge of their duties, which bonds
(wlien required) shall be made payable to the President, in

trust for and for the benefit of the Association.
Sec 16. Tiio Association may employ aclerk to take charge

of its rooms, who may also act a* Secretary, or it may assign
either of its Secretaries to that duty.

It may pay any of its officers or employes for their services
such sums as it may from time to time determine by By-Law
or Uule.

Sec. 17. Nominations for ofiicers shall be made at the first

regular meetings in .January and July of each year, but nom-
inations may be made on the night of election, if the nominees
all decline or if ordered by a two-thirds vote of the members
p esent.

Sso. 18. These By-Laws may be repealed or amended in

any manner not in conflict with Section 2 of Article VIII of

the Constitution, by designating the Section proposed to be

repealed or by writing nut in full t e Section proposed to be
amended as it will read when amended, such proposition be-

ing signed by the member offering the same, the propi'sition
being first laid over for one meeting and adopted by a two-
thirds vote of tho members present.
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Carved Signs.

o
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/'^ARVING is practically an art as well

I /. 11 craft, not merely in interior woodw..

mt in sign work. Carvins; well execul ed

in these gives an enriching effect. Soft

wood is generally selected for ease of workii
j;.

this being stained, painted, or gilded. Many
fanciful contours are produced, and much taste

is frequently dis))layed in these productions
which have laid hold of popular taste. Good

carving in the undulations it exhibits will af-

ford not only contrast of form to the general
surface but an attractive play of light and shade.

The forms at the same time should be well de-

fined, for a mere medley of protuberances and

depressions is confusing and unattractive.

Right proportion and disposition of parts will

impart an aspect of completeness to the de-

sign that will not fail to please..
As regards the technique of carving it may

be classified in four divisions: 1. The orna-

mentation of a plane or curved surface with

designs in slight relief. 2. The ornamentation

of a plane or curved surface in high relief, the

alto relievo of the Italians. 3. Work entirely
curved or wholly in relief. 4. Figures in the

round. The first division includes all carving
which follows the contour of the sign-board,
or forms the contour itself. Undercutting, as

a rule, should be sj>aringly used.

The wood selected for carving, that is to say,

the portion to be operated on, should be rubbed

over with chalk and the design outlined in

strong, dark lines. The depth of the ground
of the relief work having been determined,
care must be taken that the tools do not cut

beneath this. The amount of detachment or

absolute relief will depend on the degree of

skill required to be exercised in securing due

proportions, proper spaces to clusters of orna-

ment if introduced, and the proper degree of

prominence and depression to the figure. There

must be an observance of right pro))ortions.
—

Fainters' Magazine.

It is estimated by a leading Chicago com-

mission house that 8,000,000 cross-ties, mainly

cedar, were cut in territory contiguous to the

gi-eat lakes the past winter.

F1R.ST Floor Plan of $s,5ooDwelling.

OwiNfi to the increased growth of the fruit-

crowing industry on the Pacific Coast, box mak-

ing in California and Oregon has been very brisk

this season.

Valuable Hints.

Second Floor Plan of $5,500 Dwelling.

If varnish or oil does not flow easily, add powdered camphor.

Shellac and borax boiled in water prodvices a good stain for

floors.

Don't inclose the sink—no place in a kitchen is so much neg-
lected.

Porch floors should be of narrow stuff and the joints laid in

white lead.

Lime-water is fire-proof protection for shingles or any light

wood-work.

Common brick absorb a pint of water each, and make a very

damp house.

The lowest-priced builder is not always the cheapest, as poor
work will testify.

A closet finished with red cedar shelves and drawers is death

to moths and insects.

Do not locate a furnace register next to a mantel, that is, if you
wish to utilize the heat.

Terra-cotta flue linings are a great improvement over the old

roughly-plastered chimney.

For basement flooring, oak is preferred to maple because it

will stand dampness better.

To properly select the colors applicable to the proper place,
consult an educated painter.

A ventilating flue from the kitchen into the chimney often

does away with atmospheric meals.

Stops to doors and windows should be fastened with round-

head screws, so as to be easily moved.

It is better to oil floors than to paint them—a monthly rub-

bing will make them as good as new.

Do not use one chimney -flue for two stove-pipes
—the draught

of one will counteract that of the other.

Do not finish windows to the floor—the circulation across the

floor is one of the causes of cold houses.

Ash-pits in cellars under fire-places and mantels save taking

up ashes, for they may be raked down through a hopper.

Do not construct solid doors of two kinds of hard wood—the

action of the atmosphere on one or the other will cause the door

to warp.
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Elevators.

IN
considering the many new patents for elevators, and the

appliances connected with the same, two essential requisites

are necessary. The first one is in regard to the absolute

safety of the devices; the second relates to the cost of running

expenses. It is a fact that many are more interested in the last

proposition than the first, taking it for granted that an elevator

is safe as long as it is well built and supplied with any of the

modem safety ap[)liances to guard against accidents.

An elevator that thoroughly combines the above two essen-

tials, should receive the consideration of all those who req\iire,

either in public, mercantile, oi- private buildings, an elevator that

is simple in all its details, easily understood, and the running

expenses of which are considerably less than those of any other

machine now in use.

Our attention has recently been called to a new double capacity

patent hydraulic elevator, which certainly seems to embody these

desired qualities.

The object of this double capacity hydraulic elevator is ec<momy
in the. use of water. It can be operated by water-pressui-e from

the city main, or from a tank in ujjper story of building; is al-

ways ready for use, night or day, and costs nothing when not in

operation. No engineer, steam boiler, or tanks required when

city pressure can be obtained.

This machine has one capacity for light loads, and another

which, combined with the first, will lift heavier loads. The loads

to be lifted may be varied to suit.

A double-capacity hydraulic elevator divides the water into

two parts, and uses water in proportion to the loads lifted. Con-

sequently if the lighter load is lifted a less quantity of water is

used than though the maximum load is lifted. A single capacity

elevator requires as much water to lift the empty car as to lift

the maximum load.

In practice it has been found that the loads are constantly vary-

ing, and in an ordinary day's use, they will average about one-

half the maximum. It is therefore desirable to have an auxiliary

power instantly available for any increased load which may be

put upon the car, especially if this auxiliary power costs nothing
when not in use. The double-capacity machine tills this requisite,

and is practically two elevators combined in one, either of which

can be used when required. It stops automatically at each end

of its sti'oke, and may be called from one floor to another by
"

pulling the hand-rope at the floor where wanted.

A very important feature, and one not possessed by other ma-

chines, is the patent automatic lock or regulator, which avoids a

waste of water by preventing the use of the larger capacity when

the smaller capacity is competent for the load. Its action is en-

tirely automatic, and dependent upon the load in the car; and it

is impossible for a careless or unskilled operator to use more

water than is required. The ordinary method of operating double-

capacity elevators heretofore has been for the conductor to pull

on the valve-rope until, in his judgment, he has opened the valve;

but should he pull too far, the full quantity of water, though not

needed, is admitted, and the desired economy is not obtained. A
double-capacity machine without an automatic lock is little bet-

ter than a single-capacity machine, and when it is known that

elevators are often operated by those who know little or nothing

of their construction, and that at each trip there may be a saving

or loss of from fifty to seventy-five gallons of water, dependent

upon the variation in pulling of the hand-rope, the object of this

invention will be a|)parent.

This machine is guaranteed to be safe, economical, and du-

lable, all parts being strongly and substantially built and made

of the best material; when repairs are needed, tRe arrangement

is such that each and every portion is accessible.

The Bancroft History biiilding has been sujjplied with these

elevators, and it is worth the time and attention of those about

to build, to thoroughly examine the workings and cost of running

these in actual use, before adopting any other style.

Information in regard to the above will be furnished upon ap-

plication
—either in person or by letter—to the San Francisco

Tool Co., corner of First and Stevenson Streets, they being pre-

pared to construct freight or passenger elevators of this style to

lift any required load.

In towns and cities having electric plants furnishing light and

power the economy of these elevators is still further increased by

using pumping apparatus accessory to the elevator, consisting of

a tank on tO)) and one at the base of the building, with a pump

connecting the two and run by an electric motor actuated by
electric power. The pressure and quantity of water are obtained

from the upjier tank. The elevator discharges into the lower

tank, from whence the water is pumped to the upper. The

water is thus used over continually without waste.

The San Francisco Tool Co. make such electric motors, under

the Keith system, pumps, tanks, etc. The Company is now out-

fitting the Pacific Power Co., of San Francisco, with a complete

large electric plant for distributing power by electricity for

elevator and other purposes. It is now running a small plant

furnishing power for manuf icturing purposes.
• All interested in

this matter are invited to call and inspect the apparatus.
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The Y. M. C A. Block.

N this number of the Architect we give a cut

Young Men's Christian Association buikling
erected by Messrs. Gilbert & Sons, contractors and builders, of

Woodland, Yolo County. The foundations of the structure, for

in reality there are three buildings in one, are laid firmly in

brick, each building having its own foundation and own separate

studding, so that each structure is independent, wltliough in the

block, and can be sold separately or as a whole. The total front-

age is 70 feet, depth 108 feet, height to the top of the mansard
tower 75 feet 6 inches. The three buildings contain three

floors. The one on the right is rented to a doctor for a residence,

the first floor of which is arranged especially for Turkish and
Knssian baths, after the famous Hammara, of San Francisco.

This enterprise will give Woodland what few towns of its siz(!

East or West can boast of—tirst-class scientiflcally arrangeil and

managed steam baths. The building on the left is arranged for

a private i-esidence and has been rented to one of Woodland's en-

terprising niei chmts. The architecture of the three buildings, as

seen in the front elevation, is distinct in each, yet not so striking

will afford the Society delightful quarters. These three buildings
are e ich provided with front and back stairways. They will

have all modern improvements and lack no really essential

feature to mike them complete for their purposes. The probable
cost of the block will be $25,000 when finished, and will be a

credit to the enterprising builders. The Association is fortunate

in getting the second Association building erected on this coast,

and no doubt its usefulness will be iiicreased a hundred-fold

when it gets into the niw building. Surely the bu.siness men
cannot invest their money in anything wIkmb it will do as much

good and bring larger returns than in the Young Men's Christian

Associ ition.

71

THE Y. M. C. A. BLOCK.

as to destroy the effect of a harmonious whole. The building on

the right will take after the Eastlake style in finish, the center

one, the Young Men's Christian Association building, which pro-

jects and is surmounted by the mansard tower, will be finished

nicely after the Queen Anne style. The building on the left is

rather quaint, being a modification of the Eastlake and suggestive
of the Italian. The fij-st floor of the Young Men's Christian

Association building will be introduced by a spacious recess under

an arch, at the left of which is the ticket office, and directly oppo-
site is the Association b Uetin board and directory. From this

corridor you enter a private office to the left and the large store

in the center, which will be sub-let by the Association. At the

right you enter the hall-way leading (o the stairs and rooms

above, also to the gymnasium in the rear, with its bowling alley,

walking track, gallery, tub and shower baths, and with all the im-

proved gymnasium apparatus. It will be one of the finest equipped

gymnasiums on the coast. The reading-room and library, the

reception parlors and main hall, also the secretary's office, are

located on the second floor and are models of convenience, and

will be fitted up in a most attractive manner. The third floor

is divided up into class-rooms, ladies' central committee kitchen,

rooms for boys' branch, and quite a number of lodging-rooms for

young men. These apartments will be airy and commod'ous iind

Sobriety in the Saw-Mill.

GREAT deal is said about total abstinence in different

directions of lal)or, as to the lack of it, or the necessity for

it, and the railroads, especially, have been widely com-
mended for their increasing efforts toward its establishment

among their employes, who not only have their own lives in their

hands, but those of countless others, as well as the safety of all

kinds of jn'operty. The importance of a level

head, under such circumstances, cannot be overes-

titnated, and it is more or less a requisite in any
vocation.

But if there is any place more than another where

drunkenness has no business whatever, it is in a

saw-niill; and what is more, it is a very notable

and undeniable fact that an intoxicated man at

work in a saw-mill is a rarity. Jt is a place where

everything goes with precision; where an error

may mean limbs or lives, and where bad judgment
might in a second wreck a piece of complicated

nLichineiy and occasion great damage. With so-

liriety and the best of cfire the accidents that occur

in saw-ndlls are of shocking character and alarm-

ing freqiency. The injury that might be done in

a mill or factory of any kind if a man's functions

were upset by drink is, of course, apparent, but a

saw-mill seems to present the gieater details of dan-

ger, and to involve unusual exactness. Give a

drunken man full swing of the lever, clear the mill

of other workmen, and there is no limit to the

havoc he would probably create. If the inebriated

sawyer did no other damage, what would be the

character of the lumber he sawed % If one log
looked like three to him, an I he could see a double

saw, with no ability to tell an inch from a foot, the

product he turned out from a log would be a sight
to behold.

It would not do to say that an intoxicated man,
or one partially under the influence of strong drink,

never could or never did run a saw-mill. It would
be incredible to su|i[)ose there had not been several

such cases, but it is the rule that the men who

operate saw-mill machinery are sober. Some men
have an ability to drink a certain amount of whisky
and still control their functions, we reflect, and a

man who was a little shot, and a devil-may-care

fellow, might pull through a good many tough places.
But the saw-mill owner and the men who labor in it appreciate

the situation. They know it means business; they know the

danger, and the nicety with which everything must be handled.

If they get careless they may pay dearly for it. As a result

intemperatb men lari^ely keep away from saw-mill labor, either

from choice or as a matter of compulsion. It is the exception
when it is told that an accident in a saw-mill was caused by
intoxication. That the rule of sobiiety so generally prevails

among saw-mills, while largely a question of direct necessity, is

a fact for which lumber manufacturers deserve to be commended,
for it takes determination to enforcft it, and demands a recognition
of merit, which, to a considerable extent, has been granted. The
best engineers, fi'ers, and sawyers are men whose industry, ex-

em))lary haVnts. and consequent skill entitle them to good wages,
which they receive, and nobody ought to begrudge them what

they get.
—Northwestern Lumberman.

Sliding-doors into small apartments are to be preferred in

place of folding.

In building frame houses, fill the studding one foot high above

the sill with brick—this discounts the use of rat-traps.
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Recipe for a Cement for Repairing Worn Places in

Stone Steps.

LA
SEMAINE DES CONSTKUCTEURS, in reply to a

conespondent who asked for tlie recijie of a cement for re-

pairing the worn places in stone steps, gives the composition
of the famous '' ciment Sorel," which has for many years been
used by a few contractors, who make a great secret of their

process, for tilling cavities and restoring abrasions in stone or
marble. The first person to ii.se the ceuient, Sorel, was the in-
ventor of the so-called process of "galvanizing" iron, by covering
it with a protecting him of zinc. In the course of his exjjeri-
ments he found that the oxide of zinc, mixed with a solution of
the chloride of the same metal, ga\ e a substance which soan be-
came in air as hard as marble; and with slight variations, this
mixture is the one employed by all his succe.ssors. Sore), in

practice, either used the washed residues from the manufactories
of zinc white, which are perhaps heavier and less pure than the
white pigment, or heated the ordinary zinc white of commerce to

redness to increase its density, upon which the hardness of the
cement depends. This, when intended for use, he mixed with a
rather concentrated solution of chloride of zinc, having a density
of fifty to sixty degrees by Beaume's hydrometer, usually adding
about three ])er cent of borax or sal-ammoniac to lessen the

rapidity of setting. So piepared, the " cimeiU Sorel," after

setting, soon becomes as hard as marble. It adh^ res vcy strongly
to stone, and resists heat, cold, moisture, and even tlie action of

acids, and may be colored. To reduce tlie cost, and a.ssimilate
it to stone, powdered gi-anite, marble, or hard limestone may b-
mixed with it, but soft, earthy substances should not be used.
As at present raanufactuied in ParLs, various additions are made
to the powdered zinc oxi<le, to give certain colors or textures,
and the chloride solution is sent separately in bottles, the price
of the whole, ready for mixing, being about seve?) cents a pound.
The ba.sis of the cement is in all cases the same, some trifling
differences in the mode of i)reparation, such as washing the zinc
white with water containing borax before calcining it, or using
protochloride of iron, or chlorohydric acid, in the solution, in

place of zinc chloride, serving mainly to suppoit the claims of

l)articular manufactui-ers to a .special method of fabrication. In

general, the heavier the zinc oxide, and the more concentrated
the chloiide, the stronger is the cement. To repair stone, either

in the shajje of statues or stejjs, the |)ortion to be operated upon
should first be scraped to a fresh, clean surface, and then moist-
ened with the liquid chloride. A sufficient quantity of the dry
cement is mixed with enough liquid to form a stifi" paste, and
placed in position, an I after being allowed to .set a few days, is

trimmed off, and smoothed by rubbing with a piece of stone." In
summer it will become hard enough to rub down in two days;
in winter five or six days are necessary. While setting it must
be protected from rain, i.nd two weeks shoidd elapse before a
staircase repaired with it is opened to general use. Some of our
readers, whosr^ recollections of their experiences in the dentist's
chair are fresh, will probably be sti uck by the similarity of the

operations described to those which tlie dentist goes through in

repairing a large cavity with cement filling, and in fact the cement
used by dentists is nothing else than the " ciment Sorel," pre-
i'ared with care for their purposes.

Strength the Great Factor.

TTTHE architect or builder who can look back upon a long and
^1* honorable career wiih no element of failure to blot its his-

tory can boast of either great prudence and care, or an ex-
treme amount of that commodity called "luck." But few ex-
tensive builders have passed through life without recalling some
l)iece of construction where the element of failure was paramount
to that of safety. We believe in the truism that it is better to
be on the safe side in all our structures. The want of size in

timber, the simple absence of a bolt, a few inches in the thick-
ness of a wal

,
have ofien brought about elements of danger in

buildings that call for the strongest condemnation. There are
two reasons for this state of affairs: one is an imperfect knowl-

edge of the strength and capacity of building materials, and the
other is a self-confident conviction of a belief born of a hasty
and careless consideration of the subject.
The failure of roof trusses, of girders, and joists, the cracking

of walls, the settlement of buildings, all may he indirectly traced
to the above causes.

In all constructive architecture the first and important factor
to be carefully considered is strength. Where doubt exists, well-

known authorities should be consulted and living examples ex-

amined. The expc^iience of any architect or builder of extended

practice is worthy of consideration.

Especially to the young architect and builder is this a serious

matter, and although he may, in self-confidence, assume that he
has mastered his profession, he will soon learn that after years
of practice he has just begun to learn, and it is at this stage he

begins to jjractice carefulness and give some study—perhaps
when it is too late—to the factor of safety. Especially is this

applicable to the construction of masonry. That great common
product of every locality, bricks, used in all our gi-eat structures,
have in them not only the element of safety, but danger to an
extensive degree, if not projierly and carefully used.

A brick of medium quality will withstand a great pressure to

crush it, if properly laid. From 400 to 1,000 pounds per square
inch will crush ordinary brick-work, if laid carelessly. Of course

we understand that the figures vary according to the quality of
the brick, but the manner of laying has more to do with the

safety of brick-work than the strength of the material itself.

Not only the manner of laying and bonding, but the mortar

goes far to render the work free from failure. The liability to

crush and giind, communicated from one brick to another, is

much reduced by a bed of good mort.ar, for the mass, upon be-

coming compact and homogeneous, i« as a solid body u]ion which
movement and crushing effect cannot act; and although the

weight of a high wall would .seem to bear more upon the bottom

courses, yet if we consider the fact that by good mortar and

workmanship we cement the work into one common mass, we

bring it to the condition of a post or column, bearing the weight
of a su])erstriicture e(|ually the same at the bottom as at the top.
The fact that much of the brick manufactui'ed by hand in small

districts is soft and unburned, renders their use dangerous unless

extra care is taken in laying them. Very seldom should brick

work be used in isolated or iiigh piers, for the support of great
loads; but if used at all, they should be of the best qiuility, hard-

burned, and laid in cement divided by good bond-stone. High
])iers are liable to buckle or spring out of plumb before crushing,
and sliould in all cases be avoided if we have any regard for the

great fiictor of all good construction—strenoth.—Hill's Na-
tional liuilder.

In Kansas and Nebraska, where something neat yet cheap is

demanded, whitewood has the call over pine for house finhsh.
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Southern California Sandslone.

c ri FINE specimen of sandstone from quarries
r\ near Los Angeles has been left at. the office

J of this journal, than which in texture and color

we have seen nothing finer in this State. The de-

posit is within a mile or two of Los Aug les City,
and the ledge is found in stratus of from six to sixty
inches in thickness. Even the heavier stratas are

said to l>e entirely free from seams and fractures,

with marked uniformity in color'. It M])pears not to

be alfecte I by exposure to the atmosphere, except to

iuiprove it in iiardness. The i)iopiit;tois of the

ijiiarry propo.se its intioduction for buililing jmrposes
in Sun Francisco as soon as transportation facilities

are completed.
It is certainly gratifying to notice the unearthing

of these natui-al finer products of our State in build-

ing materials. With the sandstone of Santa Clara

County, and thf nu)re recently discovered Los An-

geles slonc^ an ample supply of beautiful building
stone of th ' kind is at hand, serving all present

purposes, with tlie gieat probability that other coun-

ties of the State will in turn unbosom deposits of

sand and other fine stones for build ng purposes,
which will reduce the propensity of a ceitain c'ass

of owners who feel disposed to "send East" for the

brown sandstone of Connecticut, to a simple exhibi-

t on of folly.

The American Glossary of Architectural

Terms.

TT7IIE object of this new work has been to prepare

'£* a concise dictioiiiiry of all pro])er terms used

in America and England, but not to treat of

words whose etymology is uncertain. It is the only
work of the kind ever issued adapteil to the wants of

the American architect and builder, ariynged from a

ju'iifessional and practical standjioint. The illustra-

tions are the most j)erfect and complete ever j)res-

inted in any work of a similar standing, and the

method used 10 exemplify on one page the meaning
iif the terms on the opposite page certainly recom-

mends itself 10 all. Architectural students of all

degiees should order a copy of this work. It is

beautifully I oiind and printed, and will be sent to

any address upon receipt of $2.50.

Steam and Water Radiators.

IT
will be news to some to know that three-fourths

of all the radiators in use in the East are those

manufactured by the A. Griffin Iron Co. Not
content with supplying over one-half of America,

they are making great efforts to secure the entire

control of the Pacific Coast, and to this end are shipping weekly
car-load lots, so as to fully meet all requirements of the trade.

Their veiy best goods are shipped to this city, and in quantities
to suit any demand, no matter how large they may be. C. D.

Harvey is the agent on this coast, and may be found at 30 New
Montgomery, corner Stevenson Street.

The curious fact that the usual heat produced by friction is

absent when the articles are magnetized, is just now being dis-

cussed by scientists who are seeking an explanation. Very strik-

ing exam|)les are described in a late number of a scientific peri-

odical. A workman fastened a couple of powerful magnets to

his lathe to hold mere .securely a j)iece of metal which he wished

to drill and turn. The presence of the magnets kept the metal

so cold that no water was needed to keep the drill moist and

cool. This unusual circumstance may lead to important mechan-

ical advantages. It is such circumstances as the one noted

above that lead to valuable discoveries. The scientists, who are

looking for a reason why the heat shoidd be absent, may not hit

upon any valuable idea, but some practical mechaniT probably
will.

In arranging the openings of a room, do not forget the wall

space. It is sometimes advisable to build a house to suit the

furniture.

Design for a Public Building to be Built of Stone.

New Inventions and Improvements.
Messrs. E. C. Stearns & Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., manufactur-

ers of hardware specialties, ever responding to the demand for

labor-saving tools and improvements generally, have ri^cently

produced and added to their constantly increasiig line, several

new articles, three of which are now leady for the trade. These

consist of an im]iroved
•' Silent Saw Vice," entir' ly new in design;

an excellent door clamj), also entirely new in design, being a de-

parture from th(! old style iroii clamp, and a register and venti-

lator add. d to 'The McGuire Star Thimble."

These three arti les are soon to be hand.soraely illustrated in

our coluiinis.

Garland Trap.

Y / I E are pleased to note that the " Carknd Trap
"

is being
III used in all our hoom towns and cities. It is sviperseding,

*• in this city, all other patents, from the fact that its won-

derful efficiency as a ]ireventive of .sewer gas obtaining access to

buildings, has been over and over again thoroughly proven. See

that your architect calls for the "Garland Trap."

MODERN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS AND DETAILS.
A few cojues lemain of this really good work. Price, $10.00.

DETAIL COTTAGE AND CONSTRUCTIVE ARCHITECT-
URE. Similar to the above in general design.
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designs of liiiials, the questio'i of the material

out of whic'i they ai-e to be constructed is a

mitter of considei-aMe importance to tlie

biiilder. Sheet met a! work is <;radually be-

ing recognize 1 as the most ii|ipropri!ite article

iind there are compamtivuly fe^v jneces of

work of tliis kinl at tlje present ti.me in

wliicli this mail riiil do s not figure as an im-

I
oi tant element. The; designs here shown

are selections from a new catalogne recently

issued iiy I'akewell & Mullins, of Salem, Ohio.

The work is a voluiue of 200 i)ages and con-

tains a thousan I or more engravings repre-

senting architectural trimmings of almost

every conceivable kind ranging on the one

side frmn ambitious allegorical groups and

statuary, heroic size, to leaves, rosettes^

scrolls, etc. on the otlier. While the book is

only a trade catalogue and intended primarily

foi' the \ise of the customers of the establish-

ment named, it is more of interest to archi-

tects, builders, and sheet metal workers in

general on account of the number of designs

it contains, more particularily because it

shows work that has actually been executed

and in many cases indicates the buildings

upon whieh it has been employed. The

work is one which will doubtless have a wide

ciroilation.

Finials in Sheet Metal.

T\\¥j
vagaries in d<!.signs with which

architects are wont to trim jmblic and

private buildings at the j)resent time are

almost without pai-allel. There is no poition

of a building |)('rhii])s
where odd conceits are

oftener shown than in the finials .surmount-

ing towers. Two pieces of work of this kind

are shown in the accompanying engravings.

One is a very neat design of a tinial carrying

a vane, and may be asserted to belong to the

con\entional order of work of this nature.

The other, in addition to the orthodox archi

teotural fe itures of the lower part, has a non-

descript beant with wings and forked
tongue^

banging lo the mck. Whatever may be the

New Books.

We have on hind the following books,

which will be sent to any address upon re-

ceipt of the ]>rice.

Essentials of Perspective $ 1 50

Modern Architectural Designs and De-

taUs 10 00

Detail Cottage Architecture • 6 00
Leifel's House Plans 3 00

Science of Carpentry 5 00

Mechanic's Geometry 5 00

Artisan 5 00

Artistic Homes 3 50

Mechanical Drawing 100
American House Carpenter 5 00

Building P-Tirintendence 3 00

Builder's
''-

'panion
150

Cutting 1oS.i 150

Cottages
1 00

Ornamental Drawing 1 00

Grimsiiaw on Saws 4 00

Universal Assistant 2 50

Limes, Cements, and Mortars 4 00

Builder's Guide 2 00

Gould's Carpentry 2 50

Trussed Roofs, Ricker 3 00

Amateur Mechanic's Workshop 3 00

Handbook of Legendary Art 3 00

Dwellings, Reed 3 00

Plumbing Appliances 1 50

Modem House Painting 5 00

Stair Building Made Easy 100
Cabinet Maker's Companion 1 25

Manual for Furniture Men 1 00

Rural Architecture 1 50

Architecture, Horton 1 50

Wonders of Art 1 25

Common Sense in Church Building 1 00

Old Homes Made New 150
Hints on Household Tastes, by Eastlake • 3 00

American Cottage Builder 3 60

The Suburban Cottage 150
Homes for the People 2 00

Country Homes, Woodward 160

Cottage and Farm House, Woodward
Suburban Houses, Woodward
Rural Homes, Wheeler
Manual of Industrial Drawing for Car

penters
Illustrated Drawing Book

Mathematical Drawing Instruments. • •

Drawing for Carpenters

Shavings and Saw Dust

Linear Drawing
Practical Draughting

Drawing for Cabinet Makers

Handrailing and Staircasing

Painter, Gilder, and Vamisher
Water Closets

Sewer Gas

Steam Engine Catechism

Paper Hanger's Companion

Principles of House Drainage
How To Paint

Practical Geometry
Lumberman'sHand Book

Lien Law
Cozy Homes

Every Man His Own Mechanic

$1 50
1 50

. 150

2 00
100
150
175
150
160
100
150
160
160
100
125
100
125
100
100
100
2 00
60
25

3 50

CIVIL ARCHITECTURE.
A SFLEITDID WOEK,

PRICE, SIO.OO.
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COUDSTTRY
BUILDING INTELLIGENCE

In this and succeeding issnes we intend to

derote considerable space to information in

connection witli buildings, from every por-
tion of tlie coast.

Only reliable news will be found in this

column. Our custom lias been for the past

eight years, to furnish only data which could

be relied upon. We will not publish rumors
of "THIS AND THAT IS GOING ON" un-

less we are reasonably assured that such is

truly the case. In all cases we will file our

authority for any statements made in this

column. No doubt mistakes will sometimes

occur, but these we intend to be a rare ex-

ception to our rule of reliable news.

We desire the co-operation of country edi-

tors and mechanics to this department of this

journal. By spreading the news of building

engagement in your part of the country, you
enhance the value of your section by proclaim-

ing it a go-ahead community.
Architects should also notify us of "plans

to figure onj" we do not charge anything for

the insertion of such notices. Remember
this journal is in the EIGHTH YEAR of its

existence, and is the only journal published
this side of the Rocky Mountains in the inter-

est of Architects, Contractors, and Material

Men.

Alameda.

H. K. Starkweather is having built a

$2,000 house on Pearl Street.

Science of Carpentry, for $4.00.

Universal Assistant, for $2.50.

Coronado will have a fine school-house, on

a lot 300x500 feet, bounded by E and F
Avenues, and Sixtli and Seventh Streets,

being the second block west of the plaza.

Shavings and Sawdust, for $1.50.

People's Cyclopedia (three large volumes),

for $20.00.

Earlham.
A Friends College, to cost ^50,000, is

projected.

Ruskin's Works (four volumes), for $6.00.

Industrial Drawing for Carpenters, for $2.00.

East Oakland.

Highland Park. Owner, Highland Park

College; architect, S.ife J. Newsom; contractor,

Knowles & Wetmore. Cost, |5,500.

Drawing for Bricklayers, for $1.50.

Drawing for Cabinet Makers, for $1.50.

Alhambra.

Completion of school-house frame. Ar-

chitect, B. J. Pieeve; cost, $2,000.

Cutting Tools, for $1.50.

Home Hand-Book, for $10.00.

Covina.

M. E. Church, frame. Owner, M. E.

Church; architect, Reynolds; contractor, day
work. Cost, 17,000.

'

Cutting 'J'ools, for $1.50.

Cummings' Details, for $5.00.

Coronado Beach-

The foundation for a new house, the prop-

erty of Architect Falkenar, has been laid.

Grimshaw on Saws, for $4.00.

Mechanics' Geometry, for $4.00.

The laying of the brick foundation for the

new building to be erected by the Mothodist

Society, on the corner of D and Fourth

^Streets, is commenced. A very handsome

three-story brick is projected. The ultimate

cost will reach $60,000.

Garvanzo.
A planing-mill is now erected here.

Woodward's Farm Homes, for $1.00
Woodward's Graperies, for $1.00.

A brick-yard is already at work.

Building Superintendence, for $3.00.

American Cottage Homes, for $3.00.

The town boasts a new telegraph office.

Painter, Gilder, and Varnisher, for $1.50.

Architects' Companion, for $2. 50.

A large number of houses are under con-

tract and building in Garvanzo.

Limes, Cements, and Mortars, for $4.00.

Wonders of Art, for $i..25.

Judge Hatch is building a .$7,000 house.

Woodward's Farm Homes, for $1.00.

Woodward's Graperies, for $1.00.

A large addition will be built to the

Garvanzo Park Hotel.

Building Superintendence, for $3.00.

American Cottage Homes, for $3.00.

Los Angeles.

Three-story and basement biick. Owner,
J. Mullally; architect, B. J. Reeve. Cost,

$25,000.

Album of Mantels, for $8.00.

Architects' Companion, for $2.50.

Two-story and basement brick. Owner,
P. Gaimer; architect, B. J. Reeve. Cost,

$11,500.

Manual for Furniture Men, for $1.00.

Common-Sense Church Architecture, for $1. 00.

Three-story frame. Owner, Ganiable; ar-

chitect, B. J. Reeve. Cost, $14,000.

Artistic Homes, for $3.50.

Modern House Painting, for $5.00.

Two-Story frame residence. Owner, W.
S. Hutton; architect, John Hall. Cost,

$200.

Pavilion fraine, brick. Owner, D. R.

Waldon; architect, H..R. Leonard; con-

tractor, R. W. Mcintosh. Cost, .?3,500.

Every Man His Own Mechanic, for $3.50.

Tredgold's Carpentiy, for $7.50.

Three-story and basement brick. Owner,
L Phillips; architect, B. J. Reeve. Cost.

$500,000.

Architecture and Building, for $3.50.

American Cottage Building, for $3. 50.

One-story frame and brick. Owner, Mr.

S. Callaghan; architect, John Hall; con-

tractor, J. M. Tibbets. Cost, $500.

Plaster, How to Make It, for $1.00.

Shavings and Sawdust, for $1.50.

Four-story and basement brick. Owner,
L. Phillips; architect, B. J. Reeve. Cost,

$100,000.

Every Man His Own Mechanic, for $3.50.

Tredgold's Carpentry, for $7.50.

Two-story frame residence. Owner, M.
E. Church; architect, Reynolds; contractors,
Monroe & Co. Cost, $2,000.

Woodwards' Country Homes, for $1.50.

Practical Perspective, for $5.00.

Four-story and basement brick. Owner,
L. Phillips; architect, B. J. Reeve; con-

tractor. Grant. Cost, $160,000.

Woodward's Country Homes, for $1.50.

Science of Carpentry, for $4.00.

One-story frame cottage, brick. Owner,
N. J. Rowan; architect, John Hall. Cost,

$2,500.

Monrovia.

There are between thirty and forty build

ings being erected in Monrovia at the present
time.

Lumberman's Hand-Book, for $2.00.

Practical Geometry, for $1.00.

Several more contracts are now being let,

some of them for very tine residences.

Steel Square Problems, for $1.00.

Workshop Companion, for 35c.

One-story frame cottage. Owner, Mrs.

Hutchinson; architect, E. A. Coxhead; con-

tractor, Leitch. Cost, $2,500.

National City.

Griffith & Heat are building a large brick

block on Eighth Avenue. The contract is

for $9,000.

Practical Perspective, for $5.00.

Builders' Companion, for $1.50.

L. E. Brown has prepared plans for an-

other $15,000 house.

Ontario.

Two two-stoiy brick blocks. Owner, C.

P. Lyndal; architect, Geo. Fyfe; contractor,
John Geary. Cost, $3,400.
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Two-story brick block. Owner, H. O.

T'lyan; architect, Geo. Fyfe; contractors,

Mclntyre <fe Newman. Cost, $2,900.

Grimshaw on Saws, for $4.00.

Mechanics' Geometry, for $4.00.

Pomona.

The demand for buiding material is so

great that a number of carpenters are com-

j)elled to suspend operations, awaiting the

arrival of some kinds of lumber.

Hand Railing and Stair Casing, for $1.50.

Drawing for Carpenters, for $1.75.

W. H. Sailor is building a house in the

Garthside tract.

Builders' Companion, for $1.50.

Builders' Work, for $5.00.

J. W. Heckman is building for L. W.
Carpenter a 81,600 house on Holt Avenue.

American House Carpenter, for $5.00.

Cutting Tools, for $2.00.

Henry Warren is building a $1,500 house
on Centre Street.

Plaster, How to Make It, for $1.00.

.Shavings and Sawdust, for $1.50.

Completing Catholic Church. Architect,
B. J. Reeve; cost, $1,500.

Builders' Work, for J5.00.

Building Superintendence, for $3.00.

Sedlands.

Jas. F. Drake is having a' two-story house
built.

Builders' Companion, for $1.50.

Builders' Work, for $5.00.

Rialto.

W. H. Wickersham, of Los Angeles, has

been given the contract for building the large
hotel at Rialto. George B. Robinson, from
El Paso, Texas, has taken the contract for

doing the brick work. Work on the build-

ing will begin at once. The house will cost

in the neighborhood of $125,000.

Artisan, for $5.00.

Builders' Guide, for $2.00.

Riverside.

H. A. Westbrook is building a residence

on Brockton Square. The edifice will cost

810,000.

Lumberman's Hand-Book, for $2.00.

Practical Geometry, for $1.00.

A new chapel is being erected on Sixth

Street for the United Brethren.

Science of Carpentry, for $4.00.

Universal Assistant, for $2.50.

T. J. Wood has matured his plans for the

erection of a large brick block on Orange
Street. It is to be 26x80 feet, two, and

perhaps three stories high.

American House Carpenter, $5,00.

Cutting Tools, for $2.00.

The corner-stone of the new $20,000 M.
E. Church was laid with appropriate ex-

ercises.

Album of Mantels, for $8.00.

History of Architecture, for $15.00.

The Anderson building, opposite the St.

Charles Hotel, will be the largest in the city.

Jt will cost $52,870.

Builders' Companion, for $1.50.

Builders' Work, for $5.00.

The laundry building for the Southern

California Road, at this place, will soon be

ready for occupancy.

Ruskin's Works (four volumes), for $6,00.

Industrial Drawing for Carpenters, for $2.00.

One-stoiy brick for Katz, 85,000.

Artistic Homes, for $3.50.

Modem House Painting, for $5.00.

Two-story frame for R. H. Skelly, $2,300.

American Cottage Homes, for $3.00.

Builders' Work, for $5.00.

Two-Story frame for J. E. Drake, $2,500.

Album of Mantels, for $8.00.

History of Architecture, for $15.

One-story brick for S. Haile, $6,000.

American House Carpenter, for $5.00.

Cutting Tools, for $2.00.

Two-story office for Russ Lumber Co.,

$3,000.

Six cottages for S. Weil, $3,000.

San Luis Obispo.
A $200,000 hotel is shortly to be erected,

some three miles south of this town, by a

company, and ground for the enter])ri»e lias

already been broken, water pijies are laid,

and erection is to be commenced at once.

Mural Painting (new), for $3.00.

Home Hand-Book, for $10.00.

San Diego.
An Agricultural Hall is about to be built.

Science of Carpentry, for $4.00.

Universal Assistant, for $2.50.

An opera house to cost $300,000 is to be

built in the near futtire.

Building Superintendence, for $3.00.

American Cottage Homes, for $3.00.

The bricklayers are at work upon the

foundation of the new railroad depot at the

foot of D Street.

Lumberman's Hand-Book, for $2.00.

Practical Geometry, for $1.00.

The masons have commenced work upon
the foundation of the Methodist Church,
corner Fourth and D Streets.

Practical Perspective, for $5.00.

Drawing for Carpenters, for $1.75.

Two million dollars' worth of buildings
have been lately contracted for, of which

half are in the way of construction.

Drawing for Stone Masons, for $1.50.

Building Construction, for $1.25.

Work on the railroad depot at the foot of

D Street is being pushed ra])idly. A ))or-

tion of the frame is already in place. The

building is to be 40x100 feet.

Santa Paula.

Three brick buildings are soon to be

erected at Santa Paula, one of which will be

occupied by a banking firm.

Album of Mantels, for $8.co.

History of Architecture, for $15.00.

The Alvarado Bridge.
The contract ol the county of Alameda

with the California Bridge Company to con-

struct an iron bridge at Alvarado, was ap-

proved recently by the Board of Supervisors.
The contract price is $7,440. The contract

for the construction of the new Eeceiving

Hospital was awarded to C. L. Crissraan.

The contract price is $3,878.

Shavings and Sawdust, for $1.50.

American Cottage Building, for $3.50.

San Pedro.

Two-story frame. Owner, Mr. Bloomfield;

architect, John Hall. Cost, $3,000.

Rosecrans.

A large hotel is to be built at once.

Santa Ana.

Two-story brick. Owner, Dr. Medlock;

architect, B. J. Reeve. Cost, $12,000.

San Bernardino.

Architect C. H. Jones has made plans for

a one-story building for E. Katz.

Builders' Companion, for $1.50.
Builders' Work, for $5.00.

Santa Monica.

Episcopal Church, brick. Architect, E. A.

Coxhead; contractors, Davidson & Johnston.

Cost, $3,000.

Miscellaneous.

Captain Flavel, of Astoria, will b\iild two
fine brick buildings in that city this season.

Each will be three stories high; one on the

corner of Chenamus and Main, the other on
the corner of Chenamus and Cass Streets.

The cost of both will be $60,000.

Architecture and Building, $3.50.

American Cottage Building, for $3.50.

A 810,000 fioui'ing mill is to be built in

Heppner, Or., this summer.

Woodward's Country Homes, for $1.50.

Plaster, How to Make it, for $1.00.

J. P. Al'en will build a large family resi-

dence for Will Shoemake, on the northwest

comer of Twelfth and K Streets, Modesto.

The building will cost, when completed, be-

tween $4,000 and $5,000.

American House Carpenter, for $5.00.

Cutting Tools, for $2.00.

Conti'act has been let for construction of

the Despain Block in Pendleton, Or. It

will be of brick, and cost nearly $18,000.

Practical Perspective, for $5.00.

Woodward's Country Homes, for $1.50.

Hoffman & Bates, of Portland, Or., have
been awarded the contract for building .snow-

sheds on the Northern Pacific road west of

the Cascades, and Hugh Glenn &, Co., of The

Dalles, for tho e on the east side. Both
contracts will consume about 11,000,000 feet

of lumber.

Artisan, for $5.00.

Builders' Guide, for $2.00.

Mr. H. F. Larrabee is drawing plans for

a two-story brick hotel, 48x86 feet, to be

erected by Mrs. Kornmeyer, on the east side

of Railroad Avenue, Oakdale, Cal.

Steel Square Problems, for $I.0O.

Workshop Companion, for 35c.

M. J. Mortens has purchased, and will

soon erect a fine residence th(!roon, the lot

on the northwest corner of Alameda Avenue
and Union Street.

Builders' Companion, for $1.50.

Artistic Homes, for $3.50.
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Broderick, nr. Fulton. One-

story frame.

0.—Mrs M. Clark.

(J.~-Tlios. Elam.

$2,500.

Broderick, nr. Fulton. Altera-

tions.

O.— H. R. Levy.
A.—J. P. Chadwiek.
C—H. Ritchie.

$1,000.

Brjrant, bet. Secomd and Third.

Three-story frame.
O.—Thos. Green.
A.—W. H. Armitage.C—W. K B. Stiles.

$5,500.

Broadiray, cur. Buchanan.

Three-story attic frame.
0.—A. Addler.
A.—M.-icy & Jordan.
C.^I. iM. Kelly.
$18,000.

Bush, nr. Pierce. Alterations.

0.—S. Nicoll.

$1,500.

Busb and Steiner. Alterations.

O.—Mrs GouU.
C.—Haner.

$1,800.

Buchanan, cor.. Filbert. One-

story frame.

0.—L. Zimmerman.
A.—W. Schrof.

C—T. Merry.
$1,700.

c
Clay, nr. Mason. Additions.

Cost, $eoo

California, bet. Kearny and

Montgomery Streets. Altera-
tions.

Cost, »1,000.

California, cor. Steiner. Two-
story frame.

O.—J. (J. Broemmeb.
A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C.—C. hisholm.
.SI 2,000.

CaJifornia, cor. Baker. Altera-
tions.

O.—P. McGinn.
A.—Mooser.
C.—Hayes.
|2,00(».

California, nr. Laguna. Altera-
tions.

0.—0. F. Willey.
A.—J. J. Newsom.
C.—Lynch.
$:<,50 '.

Chattanooga, nr. Church.
Four one-story frames.

O.—Comertord.
10,000.

D
Devisadero, bet. Pine and Bush.
Two two story frames.
0.—Mrs. F. G. Miller.

A.—C. Kenitzer
C—C. T. Rupple.
$8,000.

Davis, bet. Sacramento anil Com-
nicicial. Four-story liriok aud
basemen".

().— rs. A M. I'MTDtt.
A — Pi-siss& Miioie.
Mason— Uiley & Loane.
( arp.

—
i.,angstalf.

$75,000.

E
Eighteenth, cor. Howard; three-

story frame.
0.—J. E. A. Helms.
A.—Kalfieldifc Kohlberg.
C.—J. J. Dunn.
tit.OOO.

Eighteenth, nr. Dimond. One-
.story frame.

0.—R. McGillan.
A.—J. J. Devlin.
0.—F. A. Williams.

$1,500.

Fifth, nr. Bryant. Two-story
frame.

O.—Klemm.
$1,500.

Fulton, cor. Baker. One-story
frame.

O. and B.—T. H. Day.
$2,000.

Fulton, cor. Baker. One-story
frame.

O.—Mr. Doyle.
C.—Houston.

$2,500.
Folsom, nr. Fourth. Additions.

Cost, $500.
Fremont, nr. Market. Four-

story brick building.
0.—C. R. Bishop.
A.— \V. F. Smith.
Mason—C. B. Merrill.

Carpenter—T. H. Day.
$45,000.

Fourteenth, nr. Howard. Two-
story frame.

0.— K. MuUer.
A.—Salfield & Kohlberg.
C. -A. Klahn.

$2,800.

Fillmore, nr. Hayes . Additions.
O.—Miss A. Hill.

A.—Towusend & Wyneken.
C.~C. F. Coady.
.?2,('00.

Fourteenth, nr. (iuerrero; three

two-story fr;imes.

O.—Con McCarthy.
A.—T. ,1. Welsh.
C.—P. Maloney.
$10,0u0.

Franklin, cor. Post. Additions,

plumbing and painting.
0.—H. Levy.
$4,250.

c
Green^ch, bet. Mason and

Taylor. Throe-story frame.
0.—Mrs. O'Connell.

A.—G. E. Voelkel.

0.—G. W. (iraham.

$3,500.
Green, bet. Octavia and Laguna.

Two-story frame.'

0.—.1. Jennings.
A.—A. J. Barnett.
C—T. SulUvan.

.*3,500.

Geary, nr. Gough. Two-story
frame.

O.—Mrs. A. Taft.

A.—H. Geilfuss.

C—C. E. Dunshee.

$4,500.

Geary, cor. VVebster. Additions.
0.—Mrs. Hydenfelt.C—McDongall & Son.

$1,500.

Geary, nr. Webster. Ad itions.

0.—W. Hunt.
A.—H. D. Mitchell.

C—G. Pattison.

.$2,000.

Green, cor. Octavia. T ' o-story
frame.

O.—.lenninus.

A.—A. .1. Barnett.
C.—Sullivan.

.$3,i500.

Green, cor Octavia. One story
frame.

O.—Mr. Mahouey.
A.—W. Mooser.
C.—F. Grimm.
$2,000.

Golden Gate, south side, bet.

Octavia and Laguna. Two-story
frame.

O.—A. Fassman.
C.—A. Norton.
A.—P. E. Schmidt.

$11,800.

Gough, cor.Oak. Five flats, stores

and cottageH .

O.—Geo. Raphael.
A.—Macy & .Jordan.

C—N. R. Ellis.

$12,000.

Green, cor. Octavia. One-story
frame.

O. andB.—M. Webber.
$1,400.

Golden Gate Avenue, cor.

Larkin. Alterations.

0.—P. Sprockles.
$800.

Golden Gate Avenue, cor.

Franklin. Two three-story
frames.

O.—W. (;ieasou.

A.—J. Bestor.

.$6,000.

H
Howard, near Twenty-fourth.
Frame building.

O.—M. P. .lennings.
C.—Geo. Houston.

$1,700.
Ho'ward, bet. Tenth and Elev-

enth. Additi'ins.

0.—Sarah Mier.
C.—P. Farrar.

$2,200.
Howard, nr. Thirteenth. Ad-

ditions.

$1,500.

Haight. nr. Webster. Two-

story frame.

O.—M. Kolning.
A.—John & Zimmerman.
C—F. W. Kern.

$5,500.

Harrison, cor. Fourth. Ad-
ditions.

•1600.

Haight, nr. Devisadero. Two-

story frame.
0.—W. Hayes.
C.—Newbert.

$3,500.
HoUis, nr. Ellis. Alterations.

0.—W. A. Searls.

A.—Townsend & Wyneken.C—T, Koth.

$1,000.

Hayes, nr. Scott. Two-story
frame.

O.—W. Whitefield.

A.—McDougall & Son.

C—A. Klahn.

.$3,500.

Haight, nr. Webster. Two-story
frame.
O.-Friedland.
C.—H. Elmwood.
$3,000.

Haight, bet. Fillmore and Steiner.

Two-story frame.

O —J. P. Devine.
A.—Chas. Geddes.
C.—.1. and M. Eountree.

$3,000.

Hayes, nr. Broderick. Two-
story frame.

0. and B —C. Keenan.

.$3,000.

Hiiight, nr. Buchanan. Two-
story frame.

O.—Mary Deering.
A.—M. J. Welsh.
C.—R. Sinnott.

$5,000.
Ha'wthorne, nr. Folsom. Two-

story frame.

0.—Kenyon.
C.—Duttoa.

$2,5(10.

Hampshire, nr. Twenty-first.
One-story frame.

O.—C. H. Munster.

$1,400.

Howard, nr. Thirteenth. Ad-
ditions.

81,500.
Howard, cor. Eighteenth. Two-

story frame.
0.—J. Davis.

A.—Copeland & Banks.
C—Wm. Pluns.

$0,000.
Hermann, cor. Jessie. Two two-

story frames.
0.—Mrs. A. Kemme.
A.—T. J. Welsh.
C—P. J. & M. Brennan
$9,000.

Jessie, nr. Second. Three-story
brick.

0.—Sharon Estate.
Builder—S. M. HUls.

$8,000. M
Market, bet. Fifth and Sixth.

Additions.
O.—P. F. Butler.
A.-T. J. Welsh.
C—J. J. Dunn.
$3,500.

Mint Avenue, nr. Fifth. Two-
story brick.

O.—J. F. Leve.
C.—R. Ringrose.
$2,000.

Mission, nr. Eighth. Three-

story frame. •

O.—McGeary.
A.—Townsend & Wyneken.
C.—McGeary.
.$8,000.

Mission, nr. Twenty-fifth. Ad-
ditions.

$700.

Mission, bet. Twenty-fourth and
Twenty-fifth. One-story frame.

.fOOO.

McAllister, cor. Steiner. Two-
story frame.
O.—A. J. Turner.
A.—H. Geilfuss.
C—R. P. Hurlburt.

.$7,000.

McAllister, cor. Fillmore. Two-
story frame.
0.—E. Turner
A.—Balczynski.C— R. O. Chandler.

.$5,000.

Mission, bet. Twenty-third and

Twenty-fourth. Frame building.
O.—J. M. Tully.
A.—M. J. Welsh.
C.—Sticker & Son.

$2,000.

Mission, nr. Twenty-eighth.
Two-story frame.
0.—M. Boyd.
Day work.
$900.

N
Noe, cor. Castro. One-story

frame.
O.—W. Schroeder.
C—O. E. White.

$1,900.

o
Oak, nr. Laguna. Two-story

frame.

0.—J. Kennedy.
A.—.1. Marquis.
C.—Martin & Maguire.
$5,800.

P
Page, nr. FilliAore. Two-story

frame.

O.—E. W. Spencer.
A.—G. M. Salsbury.
$3,600.

Post, nr. Broderick. One-story
frame.

0.—.lohn Murphy.
B.—P. Lynch.
$l,.')00.

Post, bet. Buchanan and Web-
ster. Two two-story frames.
O.—B. (ietz.

A. -J. J. Clark.
C—C. E. Dushee.

$7,500.
Post, cor. Broderick.

().—F. Nightingale.
$1,500.

Pine, cor. Baker. Three two-

story frames.

O. and B.—G. Hinkle.

$12,000.
Pacific, nr. Leavenworth. Two-

story frame.

O.—Wm. Kelm.
A.— Miller & Armitage.
C.—H. .lensen.

$:!,(ioo.
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Pa|jfe« cor. Steiner, two-story
frame.

O.—Devine.
A.—C. Gecldes.

C—Kountree.

$3,500.

Pine, iir. Broderick. Two-story
frame.

0. and B.—U. F. McOraw.
$3,500.

Pinet nr. Broderick. Two-story
frame.

O.—H. Welker.
C.—F. A. Steinman.

13,500.

Pine, corner Baker. Two-story
frame.

O.—L. Feder.
A.—McDougall & Son.
C.—Townsend.
$5,000.

Post, nr. Franklin. Alterations.
().~Mr. Blum.

11,500.

s
San Jose Avenue, bet. Twenty-

third and Twenty-fourth. Two-
story frame.
0.—W. J. Tillman.
A.—M. J. Welsh.
C—J. W. Smith.

$3,500.

Seventeenth, cor. Sanchez; one-

story frame.
O. and B.—M. Loftus.

Seventeenth, nr. Noe. One-

story frame.

11,00(1.

Stevenson, bet. Nineteenth and
Twentieth. Additions.

O.—M. and H. Beverson.
C—.1. W. Maher.

SI,300.

Stevenson, bet. First and Sec-

ond. Four-story brick.

O.—W. Campbell.
A.—Pissis & Moore.
C.—Jas. Geary.
$12,000.

Seventh, nr. .fessie. Two two-

story frames.

$3,500.

Sacramento, bet. Folk and
Larkin. Two-story frame.

O.—H. Tietjen.
A.—H. Geilfuss.

C.—T. Von Borstel.

$4,500.

Stockton, bet. Broadway and

Vallejo. Four-story frame.

O.—A. Aronson.
A.—W. H. Armitage.
Mason.—C. J. Harney.
Carp.

—L. Weisman.
$11,000.

Stuart, cor. Folsom.
frame.

O.—J. B. Rider.

Day work.

$4,500.

Two-story

Market. Two-story

Sacramento, bet. Steiner and
Pierce. Alterations.

0.— Schmidt.
A.—Chas. Geddes.
C.—Geo. K. Lang.
$4,500.

T
Turk, bet. Pierce and Scott. Al-

terations .

O.—U Turnker.
A.—John & Zimmerman.
C—B. Knaus.
$4,000.

Twenty-second, nr. Valencia.

Two-story frame.
O.—B. Flaherty.
A.—C. J. Devlin.

C— H. Foote.

$4,500.

Twenty-fourth, nr. Capps; one-

story frame.
O.—Mr. Lang.
B.—Comerford.

$2,000.

T^yenty-flrst, nr. Harrison; two

one-story frames.
O.—Mr. Watson.
C—C. O. Smith.

$4,200.

Twenty-first, nr. Folsom. Ad-
ditions.

$900.

Tenth, nr.

frame.

$900.

Turk, cor. Scott. One-story frame.
0. and B.—T, Rouke.

$1,500,

Turk, cor. Laguna. Two-story
frame.

0.—A. M. Silverstein.

A.—H. D. Mitchell.

C—G. H. Walker.
$4,000.

Tui'k, bet. Buchanan and Laguna.
Two two-story frames.

0.—.J. Davis.

A.—Copeland & Banks.
C—W. Plans.

16,500.

Turk, bet. Pierce and Scott.

Two-story frame.

O.—Mrs. L. Trunker.
A.—John & Zimmerman.
C.—B. 'Knaus
$4,000."

u
Union, ur. Laguna. Two one-

story frames.

O.—J. W. Cudworth.
A.—G. E. Voelkel.

$4,000.

Union, cor. B.ichanan. One-story
frame.

O.—J. W. Cottle.

A.—G. E. Voelkel.

Day work.

$2,500.

Union, cor. Polk. Two-story
frame.

O.—J. Oantrell.

C—M. Shay.
$2,G00.

Union, cor. Octavia. Frame

building.
O —F. Stempke.
C- P. T. Fleary.
$900.

V
Vallejo, nr. Stockton. Two-

story frame.

().—J. Dans.

A.^Cai)pelletti.
C.—F. C. Adams.

$2,500.

Van Ness, cor. Jackson. Two-
story frame.

0. —Nolan. .

Day work.

$10,000.

Vallejo, nr. Battery. Two-story
frame.
O.—Mrs. J. Campbell.
A.—Townsend & Wyneken.C—A. McDonald.
$2,000.

w
SixWashington, cor. Hyde,

two- story frames.

0.—Captain Burns.
A.—Clinton Day.C—G. Lang.
$32,000.

Washington, nr. Deviaadero

Two-story frame,

O.—D. M. Richards.
A.—C. 1. Havens.
C.—C. (juinn.

$3 800.

Wood, cor. Point Lolws Road
One-story frame.

0,—J. Murphy.
Day work.

$1,800.

Washington, cor. Larkin. One
story frame.
0.—J. F. Stuart.
C—R. M. Murry.
$3,000.

York, nr. Twintietli. Two story
brick.

O. and B.—B. V^incent.

$8,000.

CARPENTRY MADE EASY.

By Wm. E. Bell, a practical mechanic, who fully appreciates, from per-
sonal experience, that there are many things perplexing to under jtand and
difficult to do until they are fully explained and tested. It is designed to

make the science and art of carpentry clear and comparatively easy to all

who require information on the subject. Price, $5.00 by mail, prepaid.

SPECIFICATIONS.

We have on hand a supply of a

or

Especially aflapted for tlie Pacific Coast.

We will send a Copy to any address

upon receipt of &0 cents, or $5.00 per
dozen.

Also Palliser's new Specifications, just

received.

We can supply any number ofeither the above-

S-^2ST rK-^lNTCISCO ILTT2v£EEIS CO.,

bum
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, PIER 12, STEUART STREET.

Pier 12, Steuart Street, Third & Berry Street, Pier 3, Steuart Street.

WM. B. HOOPER, C A. BARKER, WALTER DlCKINS, ASSiStaM MaflOTS,
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PERFECT
PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY ! !

VENTILATION ! VENTILATION ! VENTILATION !

The ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR will produce perfect ventilation. No foul air! No draughts!
PATKXTKI> JA^UART^ 11, IWHT. BY FETEK ABRAIIAMHOK.

THE ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR IS GUARANTEED TO DO ALL THAT IS CLAIMED FOR IT.

It can l>e applied in a brick wall or between plastering and outside walls, or hall petitions, also to a car window or house window sash, or between the

window sash and cap, or to a door or a transom, or any place where ventilation without draught is reiiuired.

Address, PETER ABRAHAMSON, 1022 Hyde St. San Francisco, Cal., for Circulars and Models.

I>r. liOrj-ea^slVew Hamman, it\H Post Mtreet.
San Francisco, Dec. 9, 1886.

Mr. I'. Abkahamsu.n Dear Sir : The subject of ventilation
without draughts has been my study for years in the various
Hamni»ns that I have built throughoiit the United States, in

order to secure a perfect
"

Ct»ol Room," which is the jrreat de-

siderata n to be attained in a Turkish Bath-House. TbrouH"h
your invention of the Window and Door Ventilator, we
have secured every

" desideratum that was devoutly wished

for," as I have practically tested it« merits, and find it works
perfectly J^atisfactory, and cnn safely recommend it to all who
are in search of fresh air without drauifhts. Yours truly,

A. M. LORYEA, M. D.

San Francisco, Feb. 1, 1887.

Petkr ABRAHAMSON, EsQ.—Dear Sir: The ventilators you
put in my bedroom work to perfection ; they keep the air fresh
and cool. 1 would not be without them for double the cost. I

can recommend them as the best and most perfect I ha^e ever
seen. Any turthtr informatiun will cheerfully be j;iven by
calling- at 504 Ninfh Street, San Francisco. Respectfully
yours, Pktkr A. Smith, Supt. Cal. Sug*r Refinery.

Pioneer Woolen Faetory.
San Francisco, Feb. 3, 1887.

Mr. p. Abrahamsov — /)f(ir .Sir; In answer to your (juestion
whether I find the Ventilat 'rs satisfactory, 1 am pleased to

say that, after due trial, both at my house and my office, I find

it works to my entire satisfaction, and can cheerfully recom-
mend them to all who are in search of perfect \entiIation,
without draught. M> business is such that I am considerably
confined indoors, so to the ubject of ventilation 1 have given
considerable thought, as my experience teaches me how es-

sential it is that we (-houM breathe the air pure and free as
nature has provided. I wduld not be without it, and think it

is an article indispensable to every household.
Hkrvky Platt, Supt. S. F. Pioneer Woolen Factory.

San Francisco, March 20, 1887,
Mr. p. ABRAHAMSON— />ertT Sir: I have examitiedthe action

of A our Window Ventilat -r ui one of the roo-^s of my house,
in which you have applied it; and I find that it jiroduces
!i stronjr in-current and out- -urrent at tlie same time, withoul
making a perceptible draught. The current of air produced
by it will keep the air of tlie room quite pure. It is to be
recommended fnr simplicity and efficiency.

Yours trulv, Alfred W. Pkrry, M. D.

(Dr. Perry is a member of the Board of Health.)
San Francisco. April 2, 1887.

Mr. p. ABRAHAMSON, Patentee ol th Abrahamson Venti-
lator—i)ear Sir: I hereby acknowledge that I have had your
Patent Ventilator placed in my Court Room Department No.
2, Old Cify Hall, and that I find it in every sense beneficial for

TESTITWCOIVlA L.S.
the purposes intended.

Jamks Lawlbr, Judge of Police Court Mo. 2.

Oakland, Cal., March 19, 1887.

Mr. p. ABRAHAMSON, San Francisco— Bear 5ir; After giv-

ing your Patent Ventilator a thorough test, I am thoroughly
convinced that you have indeed mude a most wonderful dis-

covery in furnishing ventilation without creating a draught.
I have been using two of them for several weeks and take

pleasure in pronouncing them a perfect success in fact I so

fully appreciate their usefulness that I should like to obtain
from you the agency for this county. An early reply will

oblige, Yours truly, E. F. Deluer.

<ifuardian Assurance Company of London.
San Francisco, April 16, 1887.

P. Abbaiiamhon, Esq.—Dear Sir: Since you placed two of

your Ventilators in the windows of our office, corner of Cali-

fornia and Sansome Streets, I have noticed a considerable
im rovement in the atmosphere of the room, and have not
felt any draught from their use. Very truly yours,

Wm. J. Landkrs, Gen. Agent.

San Francisco, May 17, 1887.
Mr. p. ABRAHAMSON—Dear Sir: I he Ventilator you put in

our office pleases us beyond our expectations. The office is

kept perfectly coo] and witliout the least feeling of draught.
We take pleasure in recommending your Ventilator as the
best we have ever seen, and shall be pleased at any time to
show the same to anj one you may choose to send us.

Very respectfully, Andkrson & Tallon, 12 k 14 Market St.

San Francisco, May 24, 1887.

Mr. Pktkb ABRAHAMSON -Dear Sir: The Abrahamson Ven-
tilators that you have put into my Court Rooms at the Old

City Hall ha\e given me satisfaction.
I find they are all you claim for them, vehtilatinn without

draught. D. J. Moremiy,

Judge of the Superior Court.

United States Post Oftlee.

Oakland, Cal., May 7, 1887.
E. F. Dblobr, Esq., Oakland.— Z>ear 6"i>; Wo take pleas-

ure in giving our testimony to the excell nee of the Abra-
hamson Patent Vacuum Ventilator, two of which are in use
in this office and are giving perfect satis faiti on.

They maintain a perfect ventilation in the rooms to which
they are applied, and we regard them as the best Ventilator
of which we have any knowledge. I. L. Hanne, P. M.

L. T. Fakr, Ass. P. M.
Arehiteet and Builder.

Oakland, Cal.. Mav *», 1887.
Mk. Petkr ABRAHAMSON— Dear Sir: In the pursuit of my

business, that of Architect and Builder, I have been ena-

bled to place a number of your Ventilators in different offjcee

and residences in this City, namely, the C. P. R. R. Co.*a
Office at the mole, tlie Post-office of this City, the Daily Tri-
bune Office, Mr. E. F. Delgtr's Dwelling and Office, and
others, all of whom speak of them with the highest praise,
recommending them highly to others. In fact I consider

your Vent'Iators indispensable in every office, for their sim-
plicity and efficiency are wonderful. Should you wish to refer

any person to me, I shall be pleased to have you do so. I am,
Sir, yours, etc., J. S. White.

522 Sixteenth St., Oakland. Cal.

San Francisco, June 1, 1887.
Mr. Peter Abrahamson—Dear Sir: I cheerfully certify

Wiat since you placed your Ventilators in the Court Room of

Department No. 12, Superior Court, the air has been uni-

formly cool and fresh, and the ventilation has been very
goot and without draught. Your Patent Ventilator is un-

questionably a very meritorious invention.

Very respectfully, J. J. Groom,
Court Room Clerk, Department No. 12, Superior Court.

Sutter Street Railroad i^o (Cable Line.)
San Francisco, June v, 1887.

P. Abrahamson, Esq.—Dear .ViV: Your Patent Ventilator

l>laced in my office some time ago, has ni»w had ample time
to prove its merits, and in my opinion the objects sought by
you are largely attained.
The situation is one of the most trying, the wind having

full access and force upon the point selected. Prior to the

placement of your device, an open window was the forerun-

ner of a very strong draught.
You so arranged the Ventilator that the opening was a

matter of option, but witii raie exceptions it has constantly
remained open day and nigh . Very truly,

A. K. Stevens, Sec.

Tribune Publishing: Company.
Oakland, Cal., June 4, 18S7.

Pkter Abrahamson, Estt.: I have one of your Ventilators in

my office. It gives perfect satisfaction, and I take pleasure
in recommending it to those who want pure air without a

draught. Yours truly, W. E, Dargie,
Oakland Tribune,

•faeobs & Gaston, Insurance Agents.
San Francisco, June 6, 1887.

P. Abrahamson, Esq.—Dear Sir: I have used your Patent
Ventilator in my bedroom for the past two months, thus hav-

ing made a thorough test of the same, and I cheerfully rec-

ommend it to those desiring the advantage of a constant cur-

rent of pure air without draughts. Yours truly,
Julius Jac»bh, Corner Pacific and Webster Sts.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND CAR-

PENTERS.

Bei.i.'s "Carpentry Made Easy" is worth all it

costs to those well informed, and indispensable to

beginners,
—

BEC'AUSE—It is practical Ijy a workingman.

BECAUSE— tt explains many difficult points

clearly .

BECAUSE— It offers a new and improved sys-

tem of framing-

BECAUSE—It has items of value to every me-

chanic.

BECAUSE—The tables arc accurate and reliable.

BECAUSE—It saves time in having estimates

difficult to make, fully calculated.

BECAUSE—It saves labor by showing the easiest

and ((uickest plans.

BECAUSE—It saves material and money. .

BECAUSE—It explains the use of the square in

obtaining bevels, balloon frames, etc.

BECAUSE— It describes proper pitch of roofs,

of all kinds, length, width, dimensions, etc.

It has forty-four full page plates, clearly ex-

plained by the text, which has in addition over

200 figures.

20,000 copies sold in this country.

Howard Challen, publisher.
ISOKasntau Street, Mew fork.

Bmm Ww^mmiw^m f®®! €o.
WORKS: FIRST AND STEVENSON STS., S. F.

%

inANt'V.4^4;TI7KKRS Oi'

Elevators
HIGH SPEED, SAFETY, STEAM, BELT,
AND DOUBLE CAPACITY, PATENT HY-
DRAULIC ELEVATORS. BISHOP'S IM-
PROVED PATENT SACK ELEVATORS

E^
•-

.J
—

, —^ ,___, ,|
— y —^ Generators and Motors furnished, of all sizes, from

I p { I r\ I ( K H. P. to 200 H. P.; for Transmission and Dis-

tribution of Power; Keith System.

Pu A /r IDe ^°^ DEEDGING, IREIGATION
MX^O AND RECLAMATION,

Embracing Patent Pit, Vortieiii, Bulkhead, Tur-
bine, Centrifugal, and Low-Lift Pumps, etc.

STEAM ENGINES
Horizontal, Single-acting, Compound Condens-
ing, and Automatic Steam Engines.

MACHINE '[OOLS
Including Engine Lathes, Planing, Shaping.
Milling and Drilling Machines; also. Quicksilver
Flask Tapping and Pipe Threading Machines.

Single-Acting Engine.

Every Man His Own Mechanic

Science of Carpentry Made Easy

$3.50

5.00
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D, E. HAYES. JAMES SPIERS. D. U. HINCKLEY.

FULTOIllI[Ot(W0[[Ka
FREMONT, HOWARD, and BEALE STS.

HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES.
Manufacturers of all kinds of

MACHINERY AND BOILERS.
AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE

Dean Steam Pump,
BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILERS-

Office, 220 Fremont St., San Francisco.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY.

Plumber's Castings & Crestings.

Castings of all DescrlDtlons. 231, 233 Spear St,

Martin O'Connell. Oscar Lewis.

Arcbitectural Iron Works,
O'Connell & Lewis, Prop's.

IROH FOUMOBRS
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectural Iron "Work,
230 to 236 Steuart St, Bet. Howard and Folsom, S. F.

Stains
FOR SHINGLES, ,

CLAPBOARDS, FENCE5,ETC.

Sam H Cabot
70 Kilby St., Boston.

Send for Full Descriptive Circular.

JAMES McCarthy,

i Stevenson Street,
(Two Joors from First— Pioneer Mills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs to suit tlie various departments in Buildings, etc.

Mean
live at home, and makt

for us, than atanythineelse
not needed; you are wtartec

afres. Anyone can do the ^

.^..Mn fwA.v. A..O* n^nwA- i^nr.^1

ake more money at work
relsein this world. Capital

started free. Both sexes; all

3 work. LarK'e earninjrs'

sure from first start. Costly outfit and terms free.

Better not delay. Costs you nothing to send us your address
and find out. If vou are wise you will do soat once. H. Hal-
LETT & Co., Portland, Maine.

CARPENTER and JOINER.
(Kr,A.TIO^X.aL.Ij. )

ILLUSTRATED BY 86 PLATES.

GOLDEN GATE

FL4ST1E IILIS
2 1 5 and 2 1 7 Main Street,

Between Howard and Folsom, SAN IKANCISCO.

Manufacturers zi

«3^ CALCINED PLASTER..^
( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

DAVIS & COWELL,
ManufaL-turers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Drumin Street,
Between Clay and Washinston, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. Box 1042.

.GLADDINCMcBEANXCO.
£\ SEWER S CHIMNEY PIPE, \

^ DRAIN TILE,
§ ARCHITECTURALTERRA GOTTA Etc

a'/l358-l360 MARKET ST. S.'E/

^MANUFACTORY AT LINCOLN CAL.

AMERICAN SUIR BUILDER - -$2.50

ESSENTIALS OF PERSPECTIVE-- 1.50

IMPROVED PLUMBING APPLIANCES 1.50

MODERN ARCHITECTURAL DE-

SIGNS AND DETAILS 10,00

DETAIL COTTAGE AND CON-

STRUCTIVE ARCHITECTURE-- 6.00

LEFFELL'S HOUSE PLANS 3.00

SCIENCE OF CARPENTRY MADE

EASY 5.00

MECHSNICS GEOMETRY 5.00

MODERN HOUSE PAINTING— 5.00

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE 15.00

WIONCKTON'S CARPENTRY --- 5.00

EVERY MAN HIS OWN MECHANIC 3.50

PEOPLES ENCYCLOPEDIA, 3 VOL. 20,00

LIMES, CEMENTSAND MORTARS 4.00

TREDGOLDSCARPENiRY 7.50

SWISS COTTAGE--- 2.50

BOUND VOLS,OECAL.ARCHITECT 2.50

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUFACTURKRS AND DEALERS IN

SUGAR m% YELLOW FIKE, %Wm, k FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourth & Channel Sts., San Francisco.

* A. KENDALL, >

Comer Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets, Frames,

DOORS, SASH AND BLDTOS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences,

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

James Young. W. J. Thomson.

BEALE STREET MILL.
YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

PEAEES, SASH, BUUDS,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Streets

Made to Order, all kinds of Outside and Inside Finish and

Moldin^js. Hrnckets and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning
in all their branches, done with dispatch,

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

Card published in this Journal

,y=- is the best known means of

placing your name and occupa-

tion directly before the Architects

of the City and Pacific Coast, and

also those intending to build or

make other improvements.

In cloth,

BY JAMES H. MONCKTON,

Address the office of this Journal.

t5 00

M.*SHIFAeTl)KKI» HV

WM. McPHUN,
107S Market Street. Factory, Cor. 22d and York Streets.

Estimates given on House or Store Shades in any size or

color, Plain, Dado, Fringed, or Lettered.
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CALIFORNIA ARTIFICIAL STONE PAYING CO,

SIDEWALKS, GARDEN WALKS, CORRIDORS, OFFICES, CARRIAGE DRIVES, STABLE AND
CELLAR FLOORS, KITCHENS, ETC-

The courts here and in the East have decide<l that Artificial Stone Pa\enieiits withploj^tit: concrete and iti de;atlied lilock are infrin^^ements of the Srliillinger Patent; and also
tliat when tlie plastic material is blocked off witli ; tn>\« el and cut t r>my;h far cnouj.'})tc» (ontr<il tlie cracking' ca sod b\ shrinkage, that auch jiavenient is in law tlie anic as if

laid in detached blocks, and is an infrini^etnent of the pirt' it. All proj)erty nwners ha\iug such pavements laid wittiout the license <if the ab.jve coinj)any will be pruiceuted.

Oface, 404 MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
e«!BKKT jri>!!«OM, President. ALBEKT II. ItKICHL.IX<ii, Seeretary. U. CiOOI>.UAX, IHanaffer.

THE AMERICAN CONTRACTOR.
A BUKEAU OF INFOEMATION.

THE ONLY PUBLICATION OF ITS KIND.

The object of this publication is to furnish infor-
mation in adviiiici', of contracts, to Ar^.itc4:t8,
Builders, Conlractois, Decorators, Painters, Boot-
ers. Manufacturers, Proilucers, InvesUirs, Bank-
ers, I'lumhers, Gas Fitters, Sewer Builders, Bi-idge
Builders, Insuraiicr Men. Ileal Estate Men, Lum-
bermen, Foundrjinii II. llnidware Men, Iron Men,
Railroad Men, SniniluiiKii, Etc.
No one of the above named can afford to do

without this Advance Information.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATUKDAY
BY

B. JBl>\VAI«r>S & CO.,
Times Building, Chicago, 111.

Wo have an able corps of Editors, Special Cor-
reBpimdents and Reporters throughout the U. S.

andiWinada; receive news daily by letter or wire,
ami Itesides, we rcceivo doiiy about 1,000 papers ;

thi'So alone are valued at over $20,000 per annum.

Wo furnish Special Difonnation to Yeai-ly
Subscribers only.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
TO ANY PART OF THE UNITED STATES OR CANADA.

WEEKLY edition:
O'l- Copy, one Yeiir, post-paid, in Advance, $5 00

si.x UKmths,
" "

3 00
" three " " " 2 00

MONTHLY EDITION:
First Saturday in each Month.

Ouo Copy, one Year, post-paid, in Advance, $2 00

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
BELONGING TO THE POSTAL UNION,

Ono Copy, one Year, post-paid, in Advance, $6 00
" ** six months,

" "
3 50

Fresh sample copies not for sale.

Sample Copy, 3 o, i weeks old, free.

Were it not for our valuable advertising space,
the price t>f this pulilication would be $50.

A NEW WORK.

Builliii; Superinteuilsnce

Price #3.00.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
222 to 232 Jessie Street,

l!4 PRBPARKD TO IKMTAI.I/ COMPIiETJE:

ELECTRIC LIGHTINGPLANTS
BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.

Their machines for incandescent lighting are entirely automatic, and the only one in the market
that requires no regulating device outside of the machine itself.

Electric Motors Fnrnished in ail parts of tlie City from one to lOO Horse Power. Esti-

mates Furnished upoh Application.

GEO. H. ROE, SKCRBTARY.

mmm m 'm

35 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

Hotel •:• Annunciators,
Electrical Gas-Lighting Burglar Alarms.

J^^TVIE:^ 1^. WHlTTJliJK,

Asphaltum Roofs and Sidewalks.

COMTMACTOM
FOR TAKING DOV/N OLD BUILDINGS, Etc.

Second-hand Brick and Lumber for Sale.

Doors, Sash, and Blinds constantly on Hand.

Office and Yard, 21 1 & 213 TOWNSEND STREET, near Third.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the followinj,' parts : A smoke

flue A, of Arc clay, in t feet lengths, with rebated joints and

galvanized iron bands o.-er each joint. Tlicse bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a galvanized ir<in exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other ft»r foul air . The outside pipe is put up in two fet^t

lengths also, and the whole is bound together and secured t >

the studding by iron bands C c\ ery four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,
MASON AND BUILBBMs

(UVkTOlw rw rlK( u&>al»*» <erv

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior jiipc is a throe inch cDuiluctor D

extending to outside of wull for fresh air, whiih, passing u)i

becomes heated, and can be intro<iucod to an,v room abo\ e by

a register E, near the floor. The ventilation of roonn ;a

elTccted by means of an ojienins F, with register near tl;c

ceiling, by which the foul air escapes and is conducte I in t' c

air space around the flue to the roof. In addition to tlli^, an

be a perforated center piece, letting,' the foul air pass throuu'li

ami between the joists t) conduct by a small conductor O with

the abo\ e mentioned air space.

The lightest and safest patent chimney manufactured.

Approved by the Board of Super\ isors.

WAREROOMS,

N. E. Comer of Larkin and Market Streets.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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A. F. Nye & Co.,

GAS FIXTURES
AND

€^S FiTTIMe SWWPLMB^

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Mitchell, Vanee& Co.'s

GAS FIXTURES.

AGENTS FOR THE

Celebrated Springfield

GAS MACHINES.

609 and 611 MARKET ST.,

Grrand Hotel, San Francisco.

W. A. Knowles. W. r. Wbtmore

KNOWLES & WETMORE,
CONTRACTORS and BUILDERS.

mill Work of Every Description.
141U to 14!i7 Broadway,

Between 18th and 20tli Streets, OAKLAND, CAL.

Boi dings Contracted fur at an; Point on tlie Coast.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
2 1 I Waller Street.

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
324 Guerrero Street

Between loth and 16th, SAN FRANOISCO.
All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

.T. C JXJIVO,
1 10 Main Street, San Francisco.

Railings, Crestings, Safes, Etc. Also Shutters

and Sheet Iron Work of all Descriptions.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS

WITH TllAP. The Golden Gate Plug Closet. WITH OFFSET.

This Closet is the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:—
1. It has a simple, strong valve, suitable for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same metal resting on face of the brass overflow pipe,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewer gas, even the closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the flood chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes the lead; it has been sold since February, IBS.'), in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This hopper is constructed to take 2 2-inch pipes, one to the ri^ht and one to the left

and a 4-incn leader in the center. It has also a movable stiainor on top to take the sur-

face water. The lower part of the hopper with siile outiet is to be connettud with the

sewer pipe, either ri^fht or left. The upper part is independent from the lower, and is

made to swivel, therefore it wdl suit either position of pi)>e. This hopper can be used

ordy for surface, for waste, or for leader; either inlet will he stopped up with iron caps if

so desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
This Closet is 8uperi(»r to all others, every workiny^ part and bolt being made of brass,

closet and valve extra heavy casting. Particular attention is called to No. 4. Th.s Closet
has an oval basin fastened to the cover by brass clamps and bolts. No breaking of putty
joints required to renew a pan. The loosening of two lari^e brass nuts wdl separate cover
with basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass

rod.

These Closets have been In use since February, 1883. Plumbers and wholesale dealers

give them the best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper.

Basket Hoppers are made in one j)iece with Movable Strainer,

Side View, Combination Hopper Wo. 48 FBEMOMT STREET, »AN FRA»rviH€0. CAL.
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U. FRITSCHI,
SUCCEMSOR TO

J. B. LUCHSINGER & SON,
Manufacturers of all Kinds »>f

ARTISTIC FURNITURE & CABINET WORK
TO OKOhDR.

BANK A\l» OFKICE FITTUIOS AT SHORTKST NOTICE.

716-718 MlDia Street, Bet, 8tli and 9tli, San Francisco.

For BiiMer's Harflware
CAM. AT

D. N. & C. A. HAWLEY,
Oor. Market, Sutter aM Sansome,
ESTABLISHED 1849. San Francisco.

J. F. SULLIVAN,

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanf^ing.

510 Market Street.

EDWARD NORMAN,

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

House, Sign, and Ornamental

PAINTER & PAPER-HANGER.
Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Ktc.

2S Montgomery Avenue, Bet. Jackson and Washington Sts.

Orders Promptly Attended Tu. Terms Reasonable.

American., French, and English Paper Hangings.

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

135 Natoma Street, near New Montgomery,

SAN FRANCISCO.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,
232 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

C^Orders left at Helmken's, 516 Kearny Street

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
Residence, 905 Oak Street.

T. B. MOORE,
Carpenter and Builder.

Shop: 21 Golden Gate Avenue.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 1713 Jessie Street.

Between 18th and IStli Streets.

J. D. WELCH,

Practical Plumber. Gas & Steam-fitter.

Cor. Fillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

JOHN T. CRAY,
230 SuTiER Street.

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS
And Steam Fitter.

Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thorouffhly repaired and
Ruaranteea.

JOHN BOHN,

Plumbing and Cas FIttins:
112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IMPORTERS OF

Cjras Fixtures a-nd

P*liiml>ers' SSupplies.

222 Sutter Street.

FRITZ & KEAN,

Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance with sound sanitary principles.

130 Geary Street, San Francisco.

J. G. Mkcredy. V. A. Mkcrrdy.

MECREDY BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS.
SHOP, No 3 JESSIE ST.,

Near First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

1125 YORK STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

Residence, 615 Jessie Street.

Henry S. Gray. Cook Stovbr

CRAY & STOVER,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
liox 3.5, Room 11, 330 Pine Street,

Residence, No. 378 Shotwell Street,

SAN FRANCISCO. - - - CAL.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 McAllister St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA.

THOS. MERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
112 CLAY STREET,

Between Davis and Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Stores and Offices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing promptly
attended to.

C. P. MOOItE,

252 Octavia Street.

G. H. MOORE,
No. 1 Russ cor. Howard St,

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
15 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

STEEL SQUARE
AND ITS USES,

PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

CARPENTER
AND BUILDER

433 Third Street,
COK. SILVER ST.,

SAN FUANCISCO, CAI^

CEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
S. E. Cor. R. R. Ave. and Walnut St.,

ALAMEDA, CAL.

All Kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

J. L. CAHILL,

a I
Eoois Decorated in Gold Coiplete for $15.00.

23 SIXTH STREET, Near Market.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Cas Fitter,

72M Washlnstnn St. Opposite the Plaza,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at-
tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

THOMAS SIMPSON,

1207 Mission St., San Francisco-
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WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklayer and Builder,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

J. R. ToBiN. Alex. Mennie-

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PUSTERING,

CELLARS AND SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT'

Joining Promptly Attended to,

Residence, 864 Mission St.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING, COLORING, ETC.

Residence, 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 625 Gough.

P. B. DOWNING,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street.

BF All Jobbing promptly attended to.

A. E. BUCKMAN,
314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER,
<)rradins, .Varadaniixing aii<l Sen'cring

none on Mhort Kotice.

I. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
8;W Al Kiii'ls of Urudiii^, Macad^itnizing, and Sewerage

Done on Short Notice.

718 VALENCI.A. STREET,
Between Ei;;hteenth and Xinetcentli.

N. P. LANCLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner,

No. 407 Mission St.. SAN FRANCISCO.

Mechanics' Flail, Second Floor.

C. A. WARREN,

CONTRACTOR for GRADING,
234 MONTGOMERY STREET.

ROOM 4.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DECORATIONS.
Plastering Repaired and Whitened.

763 Market St., San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

PINCK & HAMMOND,

]MET^L ROOFERS,
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing', Gkilvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Chimney-tops. i& ROOFS repaired
and painted.

Ail yobbing pro??iptly attended to.

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

W. CRONAN,
(Successor to Cronan & Dunbar)

Metal Roofers,

1213 and 1215 Market St., Bet. 8th & 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin, and Sheet Iron

Work of every description . Roofs repaired, etc.

All work done by me ^aranteed.

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

Berry Street, Between 3d and -tth.

js^ iNEW ^woi^k:.

PRICE, $3.00.

J. R. DREW. F. Mclaughlin.

DREW & Mclaughlin,

Stair Builders,
ENTEEFEISE MILL,

220 & 222 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

L. B. SIBLEY,

CONTRACTOR for GRADING,
314 MONTGOMERY ST.

uornia fflacm

119 BEALE STREET,

Sa-rL I^ra-rLCisco.

WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Steam Engines, Flour, Quartz,

Steam, Hydraulic, Cylinder,

Ram and Sidewalk Elevators.

SOIiE AUEXTM FOR
Tne Hitchcock Sectional Safety Boiler, Brodie's

Patent Kock Crusher, B. E. H nriksen's
Automatic Safety Clutch for

Elevators.

All Machinery for CaWe Railroads a Specialty.

We call tlie attention of Build^TS to our Klevat^rs for which
we (.-lain) superiority over otttcrs, and lequest a eareful in-

spection bufore orderinjf.

Tlio Hitchcock Sectional Safety Boiler is especially adapted
to hiiihiiny-s re<iuirinff steam power. Its advantages brirx a

very larjfe saving in first cost, and in amount of fuel used,
and absiiluto safety from dan^^erous explosion. It being sec-
tional can l)e placed in any building througli window or door.

t'?^ Send for Circular.

R. HERRING,

Mantels, Office Fit ini, aM Mill Wort

450, 452 Stevenson Street,

Between Fifth and Sixth Sts.

TURNER, KENNEDY i& SHAW,
T 7 T\ J ^^"^^^^ *'^° ^"*'*'^^^ l^m\% SAN FRANCISCO

2-^1/1/ r 1^1/ LJi:^ r A..^i^iA/ I/K^ r ^ y Yard connects direct with C. P.& S. P. R. R.
Also with the Shipping.

Dovs^ii ToTTii Office, ISTo. 5 ¥*ost St., near Mont^oiiiery.



ARCHITECTS, CIVIL ENGINEERS, ETC., PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CARDS.

CURLETT & CUTHBERTSON
Architects,

Offices, 307 Phelan's, B lildiiii', Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

A. LAVER,
Architect,

San FraiR-iS'-o Stock Exihanffe Buildinjf,
I'ine Street, bet. Sanaoine & Mentgomery,

Kooni lU.

T. J. WELSH,
Architect,

N. E. Corner Pine and Montgomery Sts.,

Roums 30 and 31, San Francisco.

PISSIS & MOORE,
Architects,

307 Sansome Street. Rooms 16 and 17,

iSaii FranriMoo.

HUERNE &
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BUILDERS' HARDV/ARE.
FULL LIB^E

-OF-

Light and Dark

MAXUF'ACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THK

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures,

The Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that will not wear

out or break.

i^or tSale B^

Dunham, Carrigan
& Co

ii

liKAI.KlS IN--

HARDWARE,
IROgy, STEEL,
Etc., Etc-

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

Improved Mortar Black!
USED IN COLORING AETIPIOIAL STONE SIDEWALKS AND LAYING BEICKS IN BLACK MOETAE.

FOB »iAI.E OMIiY MY PACIFIC COAST AeKINT.X,

E, J, SHATTUCK k CO.
Manufacturers of Printing and Litliographic Inks.

)
520 Commercial and 525 Clay Sts,, San Francisco.

CXRCTn.AR8 BaAXZ.ED OKT /)iPPX.XCA.XXOnr.

GAS FIXTURES AND MANTELS.
AGENCY SCANLAN & CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.,

FINE MARBLEIZED

Slate and Iron Mantels.

FINE WOOD MANTELS.

Gas Fixtures of Every Description, of Latest Designs.

^ Tiles, Grrates, and Mantel TriiXLraiii^s. "=^3

BUSH & MALLETT, 34 Geary Street, Above Kearny.

Pacific Press Publishing House
12th and Castro Sts., Oakland, •06 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

FrM@fs, l&pa7e;s, imders, llsctrotypers, % Stereotypeis.

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Kine Catalogue Work: a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Journal is among the many printed by the Pacific Press.



Remaining Numbers of this Year Given Free to all New Subscribers for 1888.

VOLUME VIII, No. 10. SAN FRANCISCO. OCT. is, 1887. TERMS:|«2per Year, m Advance^ ^ , v^^.1. *j, i ^^
/ I Single Copxes, 20 cents.

EDWARD DENNY & CO:.

Drawing Paper and Materials.

Matieiatlcal and SirveylM liistrmeiits,

Stationers, Printers, and Bhnk-B.M.k Miinufacturers; Ci\il Kti-

gineers, Surveyors, .Art-hitects, ard I)raui;htsmen's Supjilies.

418 MONTGOMERY ST.,
Between California and S.icrainentd Streets, San Francisco.

S^ Send for Sample of our New Detail Paper. "Si

WEST COAST

Furniture Gomp'y
L & E. Emanue', Proprs.,

ARE PUKl'AliKU TO FILL OHDERS FOR

Wooden Mantels,
FDRNITORE. UPHOLSTERY AND BEDDING,

At Low3st Pri:es and Shortest Notica.

A Mai^iiifiteiit S;'Mk constantly on liand anil in

prof u,s,s of nianvifacture.

432 and 434 Fourth Street.

Building News,
IX COXXECTIOX WITH

Caliiornia llrcliitcct and Bnling News,

Fr. H. ROSENBflUM & CO . WESTERN IR©N WBRK^.

Plate i Window Glass

MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS

(Quicksih er and Patent Bark).

Xo. 5B7 :Market Street, opp. Sansonie.

CONCRETE
APPARATUS.

402 Montgomery St.

(Successors to John K. Si.ms vS: SonJ,

MAXLFACTURERS OP

Fire and Burgla^^-Proof Doors,

I

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
! Jail Work, Wrouiiht Iron (iirtiers. Beam .\rM-It -is, ami Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of It-on Work. S lu .Manu.
faeturers and Proprietors fti tl-e

Champion Metallic Wukklharrow.
/roil Roofo and Gasomeler-i Mniiiijactured

to Order.

123 & 125 BEALE ST., San Francisco,
i Between Mission and H>«atd.

'

I
BY THE V -

°

yfx^
^eNGINFER*"" DRAUCHTSm'an

.258 MARKET ST.S.F.

Class Mmi anl Emtesins Works.'

tl'T. ST.\IM-:i>, and <>iKOrXI> fcil^ASS.

Glass Cutting Works,
19 Fremont Street.

Stained Glass Woiks,
12X3 & 1215 Howard St.

C. P. SHEFFIELD -X. W. SPAULDING. -»^ s~-«- J lATl'EUSO.N'

Pacific S>w Manufacturing (^OMF_ANy,
MANUFACTURERS OF SAWS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Nos. 17 and 19 Fremont Street,

Agents lor C.B. PALL'S FILES. H. UOYERS' LACE LE.iTHER. SAAV KEI'AIKIXi IX ALL ITS HKAMHES.

Remaining Numbers of this Year Given Free to all New Subscribers for 1888.
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CHEAPEST PLACE IN THE STATE TO BUY

lAM®'
AND

WELLS' MUSIC STORE,
1360 Market St.,

large ware rooms and heavy expensesDealers
'

with large ware rooms and heavy expenses cannot compete
with our prices.

ReceiTeUhe HI&HEST AWARDS e7er given to any Piano iutliis State.

Contain the Celeivated Carpenter Organ Ac:i:n, $23 to $130.

a&'A// our Inslrumenis are Guaranteed for Eighi Years.

GBO. F.WELLS, Importer^
1360 Market St., - San Francisco, Ca).

Pacific Rolling Mill Co.,
i

S.A.3sr r'I^.A.3>TOISCO, O-A-IL,.

MANUFACTURERS OP

RAILROAD and MERCHANT IRON.

Boiled Beams,

Rolled Beams, Double,

Angle, Cnanuel, an 1 T Iron,

Bridge and Machine: Bolts,

Lag Screws,

Nuts, Washers, etc.

Steamboat Shafts,

Cranks, Pistons,

L.
Connecting Rods.

Rolled Beams, 4, G, 8, and lOJ inch.

Car and Locomotive Axles & Frames,

Mining Macliiiiery PV)r^int;s,

Steel Harrow Teeth, etc., and

Hammered Iron of every dLScriptiou.

J

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON

Office, 202 Market Street, Union Block, Room (.

Railroad Iron, 12, 16, 20, 30, 35, 40, 50,

and 56 pounds to the yard. ±

Marie in representation of Ancient and Mod-
era Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau-

rel. Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood.

ENAMELED. POLISHED,
A.VI)

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and most

Tiles! Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR -—

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imivirted Direct from the Celebralefl

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.IMPROVED PATTERNS.

W. W. MONTAGUE & CO.. ^''^^l^^^^i^iS^!^^'
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Actiflckl Stone Paving Oo.

INCORPORATED.

:, l|l

MainWurers ot

TO ARCHITKCT»«, BMI.I>RRH, li4»i:MK PAI^'TKItM. HKCOKATORS, BOAT BVItiU-EKS AX I* VA<;ilT>*MKX I»I':nI l{l.\4ii AM
EXTREMELY DURABLE FINISH FOR WOOD.

AND

POKTUND GEMENT
CELLAR B0TTO3IS.

OX^JE^ICE!.

No. 316 Montgomery Street.

SAN FEANCISCO, CAL.

MUM jfim
IN CONNECTION WITH

California ArcMtect aM Building News,

fw0 Selkfs Fei Year.

Ai"e superior to any
Varnishes or Wood Fin-

ishes in the market, for

the following reasons,
viz.:—
They possess more

body, higher luster,
sreater resistin;; prop-
erties to atmospheric
influences, action of wa-
ter an<l alkali, are more
elastic, will not scratch
nor mar nliite, and are
mere durable.

ROSENBERGS
For all classes

INSIDE WORE
Requiring: sreat dura-

bility, use Ko. 2
RLASTICA FINISH.

For

OUTSIDE WORE
Requiring extreme du-

rability, use No. 1

KL.ASTICA FINISH,

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap.

BEST IN rsK.
Recommended by all the Architects

in California.

OFFICE -1901 Broadway, Oak-
land.

For Sale by Plumbers.

Manufactured by

WORKS ^- ROSENBERG «& SONS,
734-740 KasriVth streetj Office, 207 Avetiue D, NEW YORK.
7»»-73» East 13th Street, t « ^ ^ „ . .„..„*•109-207 Avenue I) , ;

Send for Samples and Full Particulars.

UUm STIFFEHED FIEE-PEOOP WIEE LATHIHC

SASH CORD,

Wire Rope, Etc.

J. H. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.

14 DRUMM
S-^.,

SAN FRANCISCoi CAL.

iMAN ARTIFICIAL STOl MAIFACTORY,
OOITRAGTQSS FOB ClllST WOBH Of AIT HID,

Wine Cellars, Arches, Bridges, Walls and Concrete
Work of all Kinds. Sidewalks, Garden Walks,

Rustic Fountains, etc.
Cement and Mosaic Marble Tiles, Mosaic Casts for Chimney Man-

tels, A SPECIALTY
Ki:SIi:>E]NCli:: Wr SStockton ftst. Entrance to

the JVIanufactory in the rear on GJ-eary !St.

Hot WatermTSteam Heating
For all Classes of Buildings.

I have introduced this system in over 400 houses on this Coast whore it

is now in operation. All work Guaranteed.

Sole MannfJ&otarer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER.
Sole Agent for

BUNDY'S PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.
Also Agent for

Gold's Improved Sectional Boiler for Low Pressure Steam.

Office, 30 New Montgomery St., under Palace Hotel

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.

C. ID. sz^^E^^E^sr.
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HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED .

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwellings hj the Most Approved

HOT "WATER SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequalcd Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this lino has given perfect satisfaction in every instance, and wo will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

We also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUXSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY & CO.

614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.

J. ^W. ^\^ESSO]Sr,
LUMBER DSALER.

Office, Pier 19 Steuart Street.

YARDS,

Pier 19 Stenart St,anil Fonrtli& Channel Sts.

Telephone No- 430. San Francisco.

• STAR *

TOOLS AND MACHINE WORKS.

p. KEAJEWSKI. Proprietor,

520 and 522 Fifth St.,
- San Francisco-

WOOD-WORKINC
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Ne'wel Rods, Etc.,
For Stair Work.

W. D. PERINE,
MANUK4CTURER OF

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Garden Walks,

Basement Floors, Carriage Steps, Colored

Tiles, Building Stone,

URNS, VASES, STONE COFINO and STEPS

Entrance to Cemetery I<ots, Caskets,

Stone Fountain Basins, etc.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 28 New Montgomery St. OAK-

LAND OFFICE, 457 Ninth St. Residence, 809 Oak st. Oakland

REMILLARD BRICK CO.
ManufaotiirerH of

DRESSED AND COMMON BRICK.
Principal Otllie: San KranciBco office:

OAKllKD, Cor. 2d and C a . Foot of Pacific St. Wharf.
Teleplione No. 83. Telephone No. 456.

Asphaltam and Booflng Felt,

Red Metallic Roofing Paint,

V. C. WALTON. 81 e MiMion Street.

IVES' PATENT
SjlSH

LOCKS ^"° DOOR BOLTS.

A very imjwrtanfc feature of the IVES' SASH LOCK is in

its securely lockinj; when closed and simultaneously drawing
tlie meeLing- rails clwcly ttr^ethcr. All the movements are
a complished by cams witliout the instrumentality of spring,
thus avoiding the possibility of tetting out of order.

IVES* PATENT DOOR BOLTS apply wholly with a bit,

and are a greater protection than ordinary locks or bolts

afford. Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts are protected

by nine letters i)atent, and are manufactured in over forty

styles of finish.

One Sample only Ives' Patent Sash Lock, mailed post-paid
to any Carpenter sending his address, with 10 cts. in stamps.
Illustrated price lists, siiowing forty -six stjles of goods,
mailed fr.c.

H. B. IVES & CO.,

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees, New Haven, Conn.

Ives' Patent Sash Locks and Door Bolts, sold by all dealers

in Hardware.

REESE LLE WELL YN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,
133 and 13s Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.
MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts aii MachiDeryMm
OF ALL KINDS.

SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS

Every Description of Metal Goods Plated with

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, BKONZE, ETC.

Old work reflnished, repaired, and plated equal to new.

Sllvef Plated AmalKamatiiiff Plates, for sav-

ing gold in Quartz, Placer, Gra\el, and Beach Mining.

asa and 655 HlliSIOW STREKT,
Between New Montgomery and Tliird, San Francisco, Cal.

K. <ii. I>£»I»ri8T01V, Proprietor.

Steel Square and its Uses. Price One Dollar.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT

OF

Books for Sale at the Office of this JOURNAL.

Steel Square and Its Uses .... $1.00

Science of Franning by Cardboard Models $5.00
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J. L. RUFFINO. C. D. BlANCHI.

MarMe Depot and Steam Saw Mills,

RUFFINO & BIANCHI,
Inipoiteis, Maiiufaoturcis, Wliulesiilc luiil lietail Dealers ,

IN MANTELS, MONUMENTS, PLUMBERS SLABS, ETC
KstimatL's Kurnisheci on all Kinils <if Marblu Work.

N03. 964, 9S6, 968 and 970 BRYANT STREET,
:Vi-iir Mrventh »tii'.>t, **.*>' FRAX<;i«*t:0

P. O. Hiix 1683.

D. ZEaLIO,
Carrara Marble Works

MANUFACTUKKR OF

Marble Mantels, Crates, Monu-
ments and Headstones,

1319 MISSION STREET,

Between 9th and 10th, SAN FRANCISCO.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Co. of California

FIRE AND MARINE.

Principsl Offica, 439 ealiorpia St, ItU Deposit BuiliJiiig

SAN FKANCISCO.

JOHN H. WISE, President.

CHAS. A. LATON, Secretary.

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street,

(Jiirner ,.f Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

John L. Love,
President.

Theo. Van Tassell,
Manager.

Harry H. Morey,
Secretary.

nioa oOrrtificial ^loae vravirig f orapani^.

INCORPORATED.

SIDEWALKS, GARDEN WALKS,
CARRIAGE DRIVES, STABI,ES, CELI-AR AND KITCHEN FLOORS IN ALL VARIETIES.

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS AND CEMETERY WORK.

Office, No. 321 Montgomery Street*
san francisco.

NORRIS PULLEY.

FULL SIZE CUT OF 00408.

You will notice that this Pulley has an EXTRA
protection for the rope.

se:ivi> fok^ s^^iM:F»Lid:.

G. SIDNEY NORRIS & CO.,

BALTIMORE, ----- MD.
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WALL

DB CAMPEflNG,
Imitation Stained Glass,

ACOOEZSH FUETWOBE.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 -POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO,

Eleetrie Development Co.

Edison Incandescent Electric Light,

Tie only coiplele system for Interior Illniination,

Over 500,000 lights ill use in the United States. Safetj from

fire, freedom from heat, smoke, and deleterious g:a8es.

No blackening of ceilinys or decorations.

Complete control of liyht.

ITV. 4& J. SLOANE &. CO.,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

CApTjND UPHOLSTEY WAPOUSE
FlBSmM, IHDmH. T0BKISH

AND OTHER

^
"kl

SASH CURTAIN GOODS.
DESIGNS FURNISHED FOR DRAPERIES AND LAMBREQDINS.

Self-Kegulating Arc Electric Lights-

Electric IHotors, Electric Railroads,

Storage Batteries, Hotel Annunciators, Guest Call

and Fire Alarm. Electrical Apparatus of every de-

scription. Estimates and Designs on Application.

OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS,

323 Pine Street, San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA WIRE WORKS
329 Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, . . CAL.
MANCPACTCRERS OF

BANK, STORE, and OFFICE

11 II

NEXT ABOVE PALACE HOTEL.

MANUFACTURER OF

Window Shades and Curtain Poles;

Imyrna Bugs, Brass and Mine Mosing for itairs.

541 MARKET STREET, SAN rRANCISCO.

MoJepi
IpeliteliPil fleiilip i||©kilp. fpie©? |'

WINDOW GUARDS FOR CHURCHES,

STORES, RESIDENCES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC.,

CRESTINGS and FINIALS,
Elevator Guards, Balcony Railings, Wire Partitions, Skjlisht

Guards, Wire Signs, Wrought Iron Fences, Sieves,
Stable Guards, Kiddles, Stable Fixtures, Coal

Screens, Arbors, Sand Screens, Gar-
den Arches, Window Screens,

Wire Fences,

And a general line of Ornamental Wire Goods.

f^ -•'

C3C
1=313

^c
C-^

Drawing Paper,
all kinds.

Tracing Paper and Cloth,

all kinds.

Blue Process Paper,

Detail Paper,

Mathematical Instruments.

Everything Needed by Engineers,
Architects, Draughtsmen,

Mechanics, etc.

215, 217, 219 Bush St., S. F.

Granolithic Paving Company.
(STUART'S PATENT.)

All kinds of Artificial Stone Work, Steps, Corridors, Sidewalks, Base-
ments, Engine Seats, Foundations, Etc.

W. S. SOMERVILLE, Manager, 422 Montgomery Street,
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Favorable progress is being made towards establishing our

Weekly Edition. Extra pains are being taken to collect build-

ing information from every poitionof the country. The Weekly
Edition will be 10x13 inches in size, and ENLARGED AS
OCCASION MAY REQUIEE. It will only contain building

news and will not, under any circumstances, be used for any other

purposes. Positively no advertisements will be in.serted. It will

be delivered free to yearly subscribers of the California

Architect and Building News. Thus, for the sum of Two
Dollars per Year, you will obtain the Weekly Building News,

giving you all the latest information, and the California Archi-

tect, with its twenty-eight pages of interesting matter connected

directly with all branches of the building trades, embellished

with several pages of illustrations, showing plans for all kinds of

city and country houses. Now is the time to subscribe. Re~
maining: numbers of this year given free

to all new subscribers for 1888.

The attention of architects is called to the proposals for plans
for the Provincial Royal Jubilee Hospital at Victoria, B. C. See

page 140.

. Baltimore, Sept. 27, 1887.

California Architect and Building News—Dear Sir: Our
advertisement in your September number is of no value to us,

but a positive injury, as you have the cut of the pulley upside
down. The screw end is the toj) of the pulley.

Youis respectfully,
C. Sydney Norkis & Co.

While we sincerely dislike to do anything displeasing to our

advertising patrons, and especially so when assuming the mag-
nitude of "

positive injury," yet we are almost glad that our

printer did for once, not knowing nor pretending to know the

bottom from the top, perpetrate the blunder of turning things

upside down in this case, as it has called out the foregoing com-
munication from the hrm interested, and demands o^ us correc-

tion and reply. That a printer might innocently make a mis-

take of the kind is admissible, but when a competent mechanic,
a mill man, who has handled thousands of pulleys, deliberately

perpetrates a like error in the practical use and ajiplication of

the pulley in question, it gives rise to the j)resumption that some
of the gear in his mental mechanical department must be terri-

bly deranged or fractured—very much upside dewn. For if the

mechanical construction of the pulley suggests anything in ref-

erence to its proj)er position, it is that the beveled, dovetailing
end should be placed downward to carry the weight of sash,

glass and weights, with the screw irr- the \ipper end, simply to

hold the head in Hush with the [iulley stile, the bottom being in-

sufficient for all other purposes.
Messrs. Norris Co. were doubtless provoked almost to madness

when the mistake of the printer was noticed, and we can imag-
ine them in a state of frenzy, ready to pull somebody's hail', if

not their own; but if they had been called upon to witness what
we personally met with during the present season they would
have been vexed, almost as much as we were, and would have been

provoked to say as many naughty words as we uttered, when the

window frames containing nearly 200 of the Norris pulleys were
delivered at the building with every pulley placed in the pulley
stiles just as they appeared in the September issue, top end and
screw at bottom, and the beveled bottom end at top.
Had this been the result of a set of "

jackknife caipenters'
"

misconception there would have been the palliation of ignoiance
or stupidity, but occiu'iing as it did in one of the largest and best

equipped mills on this coast, where none but comi)etent workmen
are employed, it amounts to a sort of hallucination, in which the

faculties became deranged and finally settled down with the

wrong end up.
I'he excuse. When called to an account the reason given was

that when the pulley is placed upside down, the letters of the

word "
patent

"
are upright, while when the pulley is rightly

placed, "patent" is upside down. There is a small thread of ar-

gument and reason in this which Messrs Norris & Co. might cor-

rect, as to some extent misleading; but this should weigh nothing
in the mind of practical mechanics as against the conclusively
certain proper ])osition of the pulley, as clearly shown by its con-

struction.

Merits of the pulley. We have never used a pulley that works

prettier, nor gives more comj)lete satisfaction, being jjositively

noiseless, which, in comparison with the distressing rattling noise

of the ordinary j)atent pulley, makes them invaluable, and the

smooth steel pins of the axles, and the large smooth grooves in

the wheels, assure long wear and great service in both pulley and
sash coril. They are safe to recommend any time.

San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.

Vn H E regular meeting of the Chapter was held on the 7tli inst.

X 'ind was largely attended. President Pissis presided; B. E.

Henricksen, Secretary. After reading an apjirovalof minutes,
the reception and payment of bills, and the usual routine of

business was transacted, the stmiding committees made report of

]>rogress. The Committee on Fiie Ordinances also reported, re-

citing the facts ef the interview with the Committee on the Board
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of Supervisors, at which were present of Chapter members,
Messrs. Pissis, Welsh, Henricksen, Gash, Wolfe, Bestor, Clark

and others. The proposed amendments are elsewhere noticed.

Gingero Harmada, having been duly proposed at previous meet-

ing, was elected associate member of the Chajrter. Several com-
munications were received from tlie Secretaries of the A. I. A.
and the Western Association of Architects, in reference to the annual

sessions, inviting co-operation. But tlie time limiting the oppor-

tunity for action having passed, the matter of necessity went to file.

The election of officers for the ensuing year was next taken up,
and resulted as follows: President, George H. Sanders; Vice-

president, E. Moore; Secretary, G H. Wolft; Trustees, John

Wright, A. Laver, B. E. Henricksen, A. Pissis, James E. Wo'fe.

Congratulations and general discussion ensued, and tiie expression
of hope and promise that the Chapter, under the efficient leader-

ship of the newly-elected President, would bo of the most satis-

factory character.

It would be well for the architectural profession upon this coast,

if the good and right intent, purpose and work of the Chajiter

organization could be appreciated and entered into with earnest

zeal. Much might be done worthy of doing, and good ac-

complished without injury to anyone. Why not have it so that

there would be an annual gathering of tlie architects upon this

coast, of like character with the other semi-national associations

which meet once a year, gathering their members from many
States and sections of the country 1 The American Institute of

Architects was the first to organize as a gi-and or parent or-

ganization, for the purpose of concentrating and developing the

j)ossibilities of the profession, jjreserving its grand record of

facts and the history of the past as made by the army of wortliy

men, who, in past peiiods and ages, did so much to ennoble and

magnify the science of architecture. This was followed b* other

conclaves, embracing one or several States, as the Western As-

sociation of Architects, and they have all to a greater or le.ss

extent accomplished desirable results, and a large degree of

enthusiasm attends their annual sessions.

Then why not the architects of this coast enter into the

Chapter work, and from thence evolve the Pacific Coast Associa-

tion of Architects, holding its annual sessions, and inviting
members of the profession from every section of the United

States to visit us ? Why not be alive to our professional interests

beyond the mere mercenary features, and give a little in time and

money to enjoy the rich repayment which would follow and

flow through a sectional grand body ?

Its Continued Prospects.

"V^OT boastfully, but in a spirit of appreciation and honest

I / gratitude, we refer to the present healthful and substantial

6 condition of this Joui-nal. It has done well, is now doing

well, and the prospects for its future are entirely satisfactory.

Its eight years of growth, with their sunsliines and storms, has

matured it into a thrifty, sturdy and successful enterprise, not-

withstanding the many sources of o))position which have aimed

to cripple and injure its influence. We do not ask credit for any-

thing brought about by its agency, but those who will follow the

currents through from 1879 to the jjresent time, noting the land-

marks as they i)ass along, will scarcely be able to escai)e the con-

viction that this journal and its management has exerted an in-

fluence in numerous ways for good, and that it h&a preceded in

many directions claimed by others as enterprise. No butter

proof can be asked or given as to its prosperity than reference to

its advertising columns, while its subscription list of paying sub-

scribers continues to increase.

Amending the Ordinances.

TTTIIE Committee from the Board of Supervisors, Messrs. Mc-

*Y Donald, Hawkins and Knorp, with the committee from the

Fire Wardens, Messrs. Kelly, Mahoney and Siebe, have

for several weeks Jiad before them certain amendments pro-

posed by or from the Fiie Warden and Underwiiter stand-

j)oint, some of which relate especially to building construc-

tion, and, therefore, of interest to, and should elicit and

receive the i)ersonal or delegated attention of, every member
of the profession. There is no special duty resting ujton any
one or limited number of architects to interest themselves in

the matter, and if they did, it is altogether likely that the charge
of extra ofHcious would be hurled at them by those who will

neither do them.selves, nor a])preciate the doings of others. One
of the j)roposed amendments increases tlie thickness of walls,

and consequently the cost of brick buildings, in that it restricts

thirteen-inch walls to the last or vipper story only, instead, as

heretofore, permitting thirteen-inch walls for the third and fourth,

fourth and fifth, etc., stories.

Another ])roposes to limit the height of buildings to sixty
feet from the level of the sidewalk, to the extreme height over

all, including ninin cornice and the horizontal finishes above
same. This is insufficient and inadequate as a maximum height,
and surely discriminating and unfair as between lots level or on
the low or declining grade sides, and those on the high or hill

sides of streets—the latter certainly and reasonably requiring

greater latitude as to height.
Another proposes relief, by increasing the limit of span be-

tween walls, which heretofore has been 85 feet. The amendment

suggests 100 feet, but this is opposed by tlie chief engineer of the

fire department, ujion the grounds that he thiiilcs and considers

that 85 feet is enough. The architects present before the com-
mittee asked that the limit be extended to the full width of build-

ings erected on 50-vara lots. This was met by the suggestion
from the chairman of the committee, that the limit be made equal
to two water lots—two-thirds of a 50-vara lot.

Other amendments affecting theaters, halls, and places for

public assemblages, elavator shafts, etc., are in the category of

the proposed amendments, requiring a great deal of study and

just disciimination to render them equitable. The problems in-

volved should i-eceive the earnest attention of several thoroughly

])ractical, qualified minds, to arrive at the best and light con-

clusion.

The entire ordinance as a whole is a map of more or less

crude ideas thrown together in a heap, and nothing short of rak-

ing the whole pile over, segi-egating the good and ])ractical that

may be found from the absurd and im[)ract!cal, and the intro-

duction whole clotli of an entire new constr iction, will be tiie

successful means of producing a fairly complete fire and building
ordiuance.

The doubtful and possible of double-construction sections, the

unnecessary and absurd requirements and restrictions, the em-

powering of incompetent men, wholly ignorant; of mechanical

jirinciples as applied in construction works, to dictate and

domineer over those who have ajiidied all the years of their boy-
hood and manhood to qualify themselves as practical architects

or builders, and many other wrong features, render the Ordinance

under notice far from fair, just, right and equitable, and most

unquestionably objectionable to those who sulfor so in:iny vexa-

tions and annoyances from an arbitrary, insufficient and imjier-

fect law.

TTTHE Abrahamson Ventilator, a California invention, has
'
I

« proven itself a most valuable and practical device, and is

working its way into general use. In addition to the num-
erous other te.itimonals in its favor is the fact that it is being in-

cluded among the indisjjensable good things in buildings recently
erected or to be erected as soon as arrangements can be made—
among them, H. Lebes' factory, the three new public school-

houses, residence of Mr. Swabacher, Clay Street near Fianklin,

New City Hall, San Jose, Fresno Jail, Presbyterian Churches at

Oakland and Alameda, Woodland Bank, United States Mint, and

elsewhere.

Building Summary for October.

A summary of our reports shows a decided gain over the

similar period of last year. During the month we report :
—

6.3 frame buildings, value |2.')7,840

2brick " "
37,200

19 alterations
"

55,300

84 P50,3<tO

During the first ten months of 1886 the record shows 1,001

buildings; value, $5,107,042.

Durini' the first ton months of 1887, the record shows 92-3

buildings'; value, $5,502,254.

Showing a decrease in number of 78, and a gain in value of

$454,012.
This is a very fine showing. From present appearances the

number of improvements made this year will about equal those

of 1880, but the value of the same will largely exceed the same

in the grand total.

Intehestino correspondence may be anticipated in the next

succeeding issue of this journal, of items gleaned by the wayside,

by the editor of this journal, during a trip across the continent,

and through nearly all the more prominent cities of the country.
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can bo extended to seven rooms, if desirable, and on the front nine

roo.ns can be merged into a single suite. Here, also, will be toi-

lets, bath rooms, etc.

A nequal number of rooms will be on the third floor, with the

same facility for suites and an equal number of toilet and bath-

rooms.

In the attic there will be forty rooms.

Three towers will rise from the hotel, the central one to be 100

feet high and the others al)Out 85 feet each.

Fire-places will be constructed in each of the principal rooms.

Steam will be used to heat the corridors and for other pur|)Oses.

The grounds surrounding the hotel will be graded up to the

basement, for whicli no digging will be required.
The stables, la\indry buildings, etc., will be situated at some

distance in the rear of the hotel.

Jacob Lenzen k, Son will have the plans sufficiently completed
in detail by Tuesday to permit contractors to make estimates upon
the different portions of the work, which Mr. Lion states will be

pushed forward as rapidly as possible.

Front Elevation "\Voodl.\nd" HOiME.

A "Woodland" Home.

TTT HE plans and elevation of a "Woodland" home are well
» I • worth the attention of those desiring to build a home that

will contain all the nece.ssary requisites to make a country
or suburban dwelling truly home-like and comfortable. Entering
a spacious front hall, you are at once struck with its handsome

appearance, a direct view being obtained of the stair hall with

its winding stairs. You pass into the large parlors, arranged

especially for comfort, and having superior advantages in the way
of light and ventilation. Across the stair hall is shown a large

sitting-room, in size 16x22, with five windows, giving ample light.

Two bedrooms lead off on either side, and a passage to the din-

ing-room. The kitchen is in close jnoximity to the laundry,
wood-house, etc. On the second floor are ssven bedrooms, all

well supplied with cupboards. Messrs. Gilbert & Son, of Wood-

land, are the architects, and the jilans shown are of only one of the

numerous fine dwellings that have been built by this firm.

THE HOTEL VENDOME, SAN JOSE.

Plans and Specifications Adopted—Work to Be Begun at Once.

CTTT a meeting of the Hotel Vendoiiie Directors, the plans and
r\ specifications prepured by Jacob Iienzen & Son, of 75 East

J Santa Clara Street, San Jos*", were unanimously adopted,
and by the coming week contiactors will be figuring upon the

work.
The Hotel Ven<lome will be one of the most commodious and

elegant suburban hotels in the United States. It will be in the

Queen Anne style, and no expense will be spared to make it in

every way attractive, comfortable, and luxurious—a credit to San

Jose and to the gentlemen who conceived the enterprise and are

now, with commendable alacrity, carrying it into execution.

The new stiucture will be situated :;50 feet from First Street,

which it will face, and 25 feet from Vendomp Avenue. It will

stand somewhat back of the Maddox re.sidence, as now situated.

The latter building is to be removed to the corner of San Pedro
Street and Vendome Avenue, and will be used as a club-house,
after the necessary changes in both exterior and interior have

been made.
The hotel will have a frontage of 25-J: feet. The central ])or-

tion, or main body of the building, will have a depth of 210 feet,

with whicli will be connectetl two wings, each 42 feet front by a

depth of 120 feet. The foundation will be of brick, with pressed
brick facing, and the building projier of wood. The floors will

be all doubled, with mortar deafening.
The basement will be 9 feet clear, the first story 15 feet high,

the second story 12 feet, third story 11 feet, attic 10 feet.

The basement will contain dining-rooins for servants, barber

sho[), fuel and store rooms, bakery, etc.

On the first floor will be the main entrance, 41x60 feet, in

which will be located the office, grand stairway, elevator, private

stairway, etc. Here, also, will be the dining-room,
—x80 feet,

with two wings, 30x40 feet, 30 chambers, ladies' parlor, billiard-

looni, reading-room, baggage-room, etc.

There will be fifty -three rooms on the second floor. Here suites

NEW WORKS JUST RECEIVED.
"MANTELS AND SIDE WALLS."

Thirty-two lithographic plates in a portfolio representing de-

signs in the Cheminee, Louis XIII.
,
and Louis XVI. styles.

Also plates showing various accessories such as mirrors, decora-

tive jianels, wainscoting, clocks, etc. These plates are all by the

celebrated designer, M. Piignot. Price for portfolio, $5.00.

"SHORT HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE."

From Chas. Scribner's Sons we have received a copy of this

new work by Arthur Lyman Tuckerman. The general design
the author had in view was to trace the origin of each style, its

characteristic ))oints, and its connection with those which jireceded
and succeeded it, without introducing technical terms or any but

the most important dates. All the great historical events are

presented within a small compass. A fuller description wUl be

given soon, as the book was received too late for an extended

notice.

First Floor Plan "Woodl.\nd" Home.
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Second Floor Plan "Woodland" Home.

Industries in Lumber.

C7TS San Francisco is the great maritime center of the wood-
r\ lands of the Pacific Coast, it would seem to be a foregone
/ conclusion that it should be the seat of gieat industries

in lumber. Add to that the fact that most of the houses of

the coast are of wood, and it should appear as if it ought
to be overshadowing. As a matter of fact, however, some
other special lines of industry surpass it in impoitance. The

quantity of lumber consumed in California in the course of a year
is about five hundred and sixty-four million feet, of which two
hundred and sixty million feet come from Puget Sound. Thus
very nearly two-fifths of the whole is imported. The value of the
whole in the State is about eleven and a quarter millions of dol-

lars. Of this San Francisco handles yearly three thousand mill-

ion feet, worth six million dollars, all coming from the coast from

Puget Sound to the Golden Gate, and employing quite a fleet of

vessels in its transit. Thus far the raw material which the jjlan-

ing-mill, the manufacturer of dours and sashes, the producer of

furniture, the manufacturer of boxes, converts into myriad forms
of usefulness and many of beauty. The ])laning-mills of San
Francisco and the manufactures of sashes, doors, and blinds, equal
about .six millions of dollars in value. Besides supplying lumber
for house building to the city and suburbs around the bay, we
export largely of doors, sashes and blinds to every port on the

Pacific. The furniture industry will equal in value this year a

million and a half of dollars, and what magnificent furniture we
can turn out anyone may see for himself in the iiavilion. Our
box makers have a great field to sup])ly. The value of the prod-
uct this year will not be less than a million and a quarter dollars.

There is a great increa.se, owing to the heavy |)acking of canned
and dried fiuit and of salmon. Cigar boxi^s of themselves equal
in value say 82.')O,O00. We have not included cooperage stock in

the value of lumber imj)ort8 to San Franci.sco, but from the ex-

tension of our wine and beer industry the value of coo[ierage
made in San Francisco cannot fall short of a million dollar.s.

Carriages and wagons, of which there are some fine sj)ecimens in

the fair, will equal a million dollars in value. We will make
nearly a hundred thousand dollai's in value of billiard goods.
Our wooden-ware factories will add to the value of our industries

in this line not less than two hundred thousand dollars. The
totals of the leading industries noted will not be less than eleven

and a half millions of dollars. The grand total of San Francisco's

industries in this line will at least equal thirteen millions of dol-

lars. The processes of manufacture, therefore, on the whole'
about double the value. The importance of this interest must
steadily .increase, and it must grow even more ra])idly than the

growth of the city.

California Veneers.

O'ALIFORNIA sycamore is a wood that is as little known as

yi^
it is handsome. It has the appearance of (piantities of fine

vertical lines close together and generally wavy. It looks

\ery much like the Eastern beechwood, and before its value for

finishing and decorating was discovered it was used for cigar
boxes. It is called buttonwood in New York. Sycamore is used

principally for veneering, as it is very strong and can be cut

easily. It is a very unostentatious wood, being rather fine in its

markings and quiet in its shades.

For fancy decoration, panels of furniture, doors and other

I)laces where a highly marked wood is required, the redwood,
laurel, sycamore and walnut are greatly used. They are usually
found handsomely marked. The redwood is probably the most
used, as it is not only cheap, but is very beautiful More variety
can be found in this wood than in any other. The walnut is

still used, but is gradually giving place to the fancier and more
modern woods. The tendency nowadays is to make furniture
from lighter and fancier material than formerly, and the somber,
gloomy walnut, with its massive appearance, is gradually givino'

place to the lighter woods.

The finishing of a house is usually done by veneers, as it is

cheaper and just as satisfactory as solid wood. The wood is cut into

veneers of about one-eighth of an inch in thickness, and they ai-e

then planed and polished until reduced to the required dimension.
In very hard woods such as the mahogany, the veneers are very
thin indeed, being a thirty-second of an inch in thickness, and often

thinner. The polishing is a somewhat slow and laborious job
and is always performed by a skilled and special man. It is done

by rubbing the wood with boiled linseed oil until it assumes a

high polish. Only hard woods can be used, because other* do
not take a good polish, nor do they last for any length of time.

It is only during the last eight years that the finishing of
houses in natural woods has come into prominence at all, and up
to a very few years ago this style of interior decoration was used

by few except the rich and esthetic, but of late it has sprung
into a deserved prominence. When two or more woods are com-
bined the effect is often vei-y handsome, and the many who are

using this method of finishing attest its popularity.
The wood must be cut so as to bring out the figure, or the

markings of the wood, otherwise it is worthless. To do this re-

quires great skill and knowledge of the natures of the various

woods. Occasionally an apparently worthless j)iece of wood is

found which will contain some very fine and striking markings,
in which case somebody usually makes a small fortune, for the

prettier the markings the more valuable the wood. The wood

generally used comes from Santa Cruz. Occasionally a piece is

found which will contain some perfect figure, as an animal, a

head or some geometrical figure. This wood is, of course, very
valuable and greatly jjrized.

The figuring in woods is generally att)'ibuted tj the fact that

the bark of a tree outgrows the interior, and then becomes
wrinkled in the attempt to fit itself to the tree. The tree comes
to its assistance and attempts to fill up the wrinkles, thus causing
the markings. Woods that grow in well-watered soil are always
most highly marked on this account.— Wood Worker.

'ARTISTIC HOMES."

Geo. W. Myers has forwarded us a copy of " Artistic Homes."
The price is 11.00. It contains thirty-two designs of various

kinds of dwellings and is well worth the price asked.

" RECENT PRACTICE IN SANITARY DRAINAGE."
This is No. 93 of Van Nostrand's Science Series. The full

title is, "Notes Embo<lying Kecent Practice in the Sanitary

Drainage of Buildings, with Memoraiida on the Cost of Plumb-

ing Work," by Wm. Paul G(uhard, C. E. For sale at this office.

Piice, 50 cents.

The handsome illustration of the new St. Mary's Cathedral
to be built on the corner of Van Ness Avenue and O'FaiTell Street,

is taken from the Inland Architect and Builder, of Chicago. Tlie

editors of that journal kindly furnished us with an electro of the

cut, by which we are enabled to present to our readers a beautiful

view of the "
great cathedral

"
of San Francisco.
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The New City Hall of San Jose.

T' EREWITH is ])resentocl a view sliowing tJio front elevation

I I of the new City Hall. This structure will be one of which
6 San Jose may justly be proud. From the view here pre-

sented it may be soon what an imposing
'

edifice it will be.

As seen from the engraving, which shows the north or main

front, the structure will be two stories with a basement. In the

center of the front will arise the clock tower, and chaste [)avillous

will ornament the four corners. The finish on the four sides will

be similar. The windows are large, with semicircular tops, and

they will give the building a light, airy appearance. The style
of architecture is modern, with a blending of Grecian, presenting
a solid but ornate appearance.

The edifice will be of brick. The basement, laid in the exca-

vation already made, will be of solid masonry j)lastered on the

outside to represent stone work. Above the basement the exte-

rior will be pressed brick, the interlying mortar striped with black

San Antonio Street. The front entrance is 32x34 feet, opening
into a lobby 18x44 feet, which connects with two stair halls,

20x50 feet. On the west side of the main entrance is the Mayor's
office, and two roorns for the Treasurer. Back of these will be

the witness room, connecting with the Police Court room, 40x40
feet. On the east side will bo the office of the City Attorney, of

the School Su|)erintendent, and, connecting with the latter, the

room 20x30 feet for the Board of Education; also a jury room.

All the rooms in the first story are to be plastered and will be

21 feet 6 inches high.

Two large stairways conduct from the lower to the second story.
In the front part of this story, under the main tower, will be the

Council Chamber, 32x84 feet. On this floor will be the offices

for the City Assessor and Clei'k, the City Engineer, a reading-
room, and a large hall, 30x40 feet, for the Free Public Library.
The roonis in the second story are to be 24 feet clear.

Should there be a demand for the space the pavilions may each

The New City Hall of San Jose.

putty. The steps to the vestibule, the lower floor, and the coping
will be of granite; the water tables, window sills, etc., will be of

artificial stone; and the ashlars, cornice, and general trimmings
will be of terra cotta. There will be appropriate projections and

recesses in the sides so as to avoid sameness and give a symmetri-
cal outline to the whole.

The inside finish is in keeping with the exterior. Care has

been taken to secure the very best means of lighting, arrange-
ments having been made for either gas or electricity; also for

supplying water throughout the building, and for draining. The

heating apparatus, likewise, has been carefully attended to, and

will be either by steam or hot-water radiation.

The basement will be provided with a passage through the

center for the accommodation of carts bringing coal and other

supplies, and the police carriage. In the basement will be the

offices for the police, the jail, and rooms for the storage of supplies,

and the fui-naces and engines for the use of the building. The
rooms in the basement will all be ten feet six inches clear in height,
and the walls will j>resent a brick finish.

The first story pre.sents a spacious vestibule and entrance fac-

ing Market Street, looking northward, and a side entrance facing

be fitted up with one or more comfortable rooms. Likewise in

the tower several fine rooms might be arranged. The I'oom under
the belfry, and just over the clock, provided with four oriel win-

dows, will make a fine lookout, commanding a view of the whole

city and the surrounding country. A stairway is provided for

the tower to ascend to the upper deck.

The main building will be 132 feet long, facing Market Street

northward, and 93 feet deep. The height of the main building
will be 60 feet, and that of the tower to the upper deck 112 feet.

The awards for the construction are as follows: F. Altman, cast-

iron work, $1,887; F. Kuchenbeiser, wrought -iron, 85,890;
Coombs, Blanchard & O'Neil, granite, 15,150; P. E. Wells, ma-

sonry, carpentry, painting, plastering, and plumbing, $117,000.
Total contracts let, $129,927. Estimated costs of other works,
vaults, safes, etc., $3,000; furnaces for heating, $2,000; extra

j)lumbing for electric apparatus, $250; elevator, $250. To these

figures add the allowances for the architect's services, 3 per cent,
and the total cost of the building will be $139,489.

For the details of this description, as well as for the us« of the

engraving, the California Architect returns due acknowledg-
ment to the architect, Theodore Lenzen, of San Jose.
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The Mechanics' Fair Exhibition.

The fair lately held in this city is justly regarded as the

most successful that the Mechanics' Institute has ever conducted.

It is impossible to give a complete account of all the exhib-

its, but such of those more directly connected with the interests

of this Journal are here noted.

eUT AND ORNAMENTAL GLASS.

John Mallon, of 17 and 19 Fremont Street, presented a beau-

tiful variety of cut and ornamental glass. The designs of the

latter were more than usually attractive, and numy were the com-

ments upon the push of business ability shown loy Mr. Mallon

in introducing the artistic designs presented.

BRASS BEDSTEADS.

E. H. Marwedel, of 541 Market Street, had a full assortment

of brass bedsteads and coi-nice poles. Each time we passed re-

marks were overheard praising the general neatness and ap-

])earance of the old but new-fashioned bedsteads, with many
wishes for the fashion to change again in their favor.

TOWNSEND's " HOUSEHOLD TREASURE."

C. H. Townsend, of 440 Fifth Street, had samples of his im-

proved kitchen table, yclept the household treasure. Conven-

ient receptacles are found for all the various manipulating
articles most in use by the thrifty housewife.

MAHONEY BROS.' RAILROAD CARS.

These gentlemen should be awarded a gold medal for the

beautiful car exhibited, to be used on the Powell Street Rail-

road. For excellence of material, perfect character of the work

employed, artistic arrangement of the various accessories needed,
these cars stand the peer of any in use on any cable line in the

United States. Mr. Thomas Downing, by his artistic skill as a

painter, has done his share towards the achieved success of these

cars. Mahoney Bros, deserve a fitting recognition at the hands

of the workingmen of San Francisco, for endeavoring to build in

our midst a factory that will give employment to scores of the

wage workers of the city.

INTERIOR DECORATIONS.

A fine assortment of wall paper, lincrusta—walton, etc., for

interior decorations was shown by G. W. Clark ife Co., of 645

Market Street. Some of the patterns were very beautiful, and

owners will do well to examine the same.

KRELING & SONS.

One of the finest displays in the fair was made by this firm.

The furniture and bric-a-Vjrac ornaments commanded the atten-

tion of observers, while the richness of the designs of the man-

tels and the good work shown in every little detail, ]»roclaimed
that someone was at the head of the firm who made a study of

turning out only designs and material of the very finest workman-

ship.
MAMMOTH STICK OF LUMBER.

Renton, Holmes .fe Co. had on exhibition the largest stick of

timber ever sawed in a mill. It was 20 by 20 inches in size,

151 feet long, and contained 5,033J^ fret. But very fisw knots

could be seen throughout the whole length of the stick.

FIRE IIOSE.

W. T. Y. Schenck exhibited all gi-ades of rubber and cotton

hose, and samples of all the paraphernalia incident to the com-

plete equipment of a fire department.

ABKAHAMSOn's PATENT VENTILATOR.

Mr. Abrahamson personally attended to liis own ventilators,

and explained to the thousands who inquii-ed the working of his

patents. He had models of old and new windows, and showed

how the ventilators could be adapted to each; also the method

of placing them over doors. For full particulars of Mr. Abra-

hamson's inventions, our readers are referred to page vii of

this issue.

STOVES, RANGES, ETC.

George H. Tay k, Co. deserve more than ordinary mention for

the excellent display of articles in their lino. One stove should be

particularly noticed. It combines all the features of a hand-

some parlor ornament with the utility of a cooking stove.

Placed in a dining-room, it serves the jiurpose of heating, and
can be used to boil tda, coli'ee, etc., without in the least ufl'ecting

the beautiful design. Messrs. Tay <fe Co. also make a s])ecialty

of the hot-water system of heating houses. They shiuld bo con-

sulted by owners who desire to have houses thoroughly heated
at a minimum expense.

FINE BUTTS AND LOCKS.

Frank P. Latson had a beautiful exhibit of fine bronze hard-

ware, such as locks, butts, etc. All the higher grades were rep-

resented, and called for much praise from those interested.

SCHUSTER BROS.

These gentlemen tried to outdo their competitors in having a

large show of stoves, ranges, granite ware, etc. In the latter

item the ladies seem"d particularly interested.

simond's saws.

John Simonds, of 511 Mission Street, exhibited a very large
and beautifully arranged assortment of saws of every conceivable

design.
LUMBER.

Harris & Jones, 8.38 Bryant Street, showed the immense

throng what California can do in the way of lumber. Their dis-

play of sugar pine, yellow pine, etc., attracted much attention.

LIGHTNING saws.

Union Saw Co., represented by J. F. Wyman, presented a

very attractive arrangement of saws of every conceivable de-

sign. Their improved lightning cross-cut saws were the subject
of much comment from those who go down in the woods to

earn their daily bread.

SUGAR riNE.

Towles Bros., of Nevadii^fJounty, had two sections of a tree,

the first being cnt 3 feet above giound, about 12 inches thick,

and over five feet in diameter. Another section froui the same

tree, 161 feet from the ground, was 4 feet C inches in diameter.

They were deservedly worthy of the attention bestowed upon
them.

SONOMA's large TIMBER.

From the Big Bottom Mill, Sonoma County, a section of a

tree was shown over seven feet in diameter.

SAN MATEo's grand LUMBER.

Hanson & Co. take the palm on the exhibit of fine lum-

ber from La Honda, San Mateo County. One plank shown
was 13 feet long, 50^ inches wide and 3 inches thick. It was

jterfectly clear, not a knot in its whole length. Also another

])iece dressed on all sides and edges, 12 feet long, 50 inches wide,

H inches thick, absolutely free from cracks or knots.

CALIFORNIA WIRE WORKS.

" A magnificient exhibition of one of the industries of the

coast." Siich was the gist of the remarks made by thousands

upon viewing the grand display by the above company. Their

wire cables attracted unusual attention, from the great size and

exquisite workmanship. Crestings, fences, tinials were also in

abundance.
hills' PATENT BLINDS.

It is but a short time since these blinds were manufactured in

this city, yet by the persevering energy of Mr. Hindes this in-

dustry is growing of colossal j)roportions. The first factory was
started "Los Angeles Way." That was entirely inadequate to do

the work required. So In-anch after l)ranch was established in

various parts of the State, until Hill's Patent Blinds have become

hou.soliold words among builders. Mr. Hindes has associated

with him Mr. Murray, a man of practical ideas, who insists tliat

bis workmen perform every little detail of the various parts
of the work with the utmost exactness. These blinds have been

indorsed by all the leading architects of the coast.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY.

Just a slice off a redwood tree, but oh how beautiful! Over

four feet in diameter, with part of the bark left on for a border,

and polished so one's face could be distinctly seen. The speci-

mens of redwood shown were simply grand.

BUNDY RADIATORS.

" Whew, how hot ! and where does all this heat come from?

Siirely not from that little furnace." Many were the remarks

the substance of which is embodied in the above. The now fur-

naces now being introduced by Mr. Harvey are giving complete
satisfaction and are a wonder in two ])articulars

—economy of

space and the small amount of fiml needed. The radiators are

of a now j)attern and are very handsome in a]>pearance. Any
inquiiy in regard to heating apparatus will be answered by ad-

dressing C. i). Harvey, 30 New Montgomery Street.
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REDWOOD.
What a Worker in all Kinds of Wood, Has to Say about

California's Great Production—An Experience
of Fifty Years.

EDITOR
Wood and Iron: In response to your question, of

" What do you know about rfilwoocH
"

I will state a few

facts, wliich all acquainted with the wood, I aui sure will

certify to, viz.: Tliat it stands Jirst for general use of all woods
known. None are perfict in all re(|iiirenients, hut the I'edwood

certainly conu'S nearer to jierfection ihan any other known in our

day; this ], after lifty years' ]iractical experience, can certify to.

There are the iiiazilian and Mexican rosewoods—they can never

be depended upon for holding togetlier with glue; they are full of

oil—destroy the oil and you destroy the beauty of the wood.

Per contra, no >Aood in the world hohls lietter than our redwood
when glued. There is the .St. Domingo, the Cuban, the Mexican,
and the Honduras mahogany, all beautiful woods, but for general
u.se and for beauty they pale before our redwood. There is the

Spanish cedar, I suppose a member of the mahogany family; it

is full of gum; no nintter how much polish may be put ujion

it, the gum forcrs its way through, and it is impossible to keep it

smooth. No such trouble aU'ecis our redwood. I have pieces
that were polished years ago, have been kicked about the shoi),
sometimes outside, sometimes in, but tlie polish is there—no gum
exvules thiough that. There is our own beautiful walnut, a mel-

ancholy wood, cairying one back to the funeral of his giand-
fatlier; a room fitted

\\\t
with it looks more like a morgue than a

dwelling— nothing cheerful. But mark! I have an order for

walnut doors, we will say; the ord6r is imperative; they must
neither warp, twist, nor shrink; they must keep their place in

all weathers, at all stations of the mercury in 'Fahrenheit they
must not move. Do I trust the walnut ? No, no; I cut red-

wood into segments, make a ledwood door, and ])ut a thin coat

of our walnut on the outside. The redwood is the only wood
that will fill the bill required above.

In connection with this, I would say that I have tried white

pine (Canadian), sugar pine. Port ()rfor<l cedars, and other woods;
none come up to the mark like our redwood. There is the but-

ternut, the chestnut, and other woods of the walnut family
—

they are used for their excellence in holding glue, hardly ever
seen u])on the outside. The walnut and the butternut produce a

burl, but far inferior in quality, in size, or in beauty to the red-

wood burl. I have some in my possession ten feet long. Not
even the far-famed burls of the Danube, which, when landed in

America, bring almost their own weight in gold, exceed in beauty
the burls of our beautiful redwoods. There is the pine, the

whitewood, the basswood, and others of the whitewood family,
which can be used for certain pnr])oses only. Our redwood fills

all their bills, and for beauty and the quality of keeping its place,
it allows of not even a comparison, it is so far ahead.
Then come our oaks—the live oak of Florida, the white, the

black, the red of the Eastern States and Canada—not one of
them equals the redwoods for general utility or beauty. The
white oak cracks by seasoning, and cannot be depended upon
until stacked up for years ; the red oak you can blow tlirough a

jiiece ten feet long. Our redwoods have none of those failings.
Then there is the ash. After b(-ing for a few months in use, the

grain will rise and sliver, especially if it is knocked about a little.

It also produces a burl, but far-, far inferior to our majestic red-

wood.
But if I do not tire your jiatience, I would like to contrast the

treatment of those woods that are turned out as lumber in the East
and in Canada with the treatment given our redwoods : In the
first place, they are cut down in the forest when the sap is down,
in cold weather. They are haided to the water, in which they
are allowed to swim for months, then caiefully sawed, carefully

piled; strips are nailed upon the ends of the better boards to

preserve them from splitting ; they are well and carefully ti-eated;

they are left in the water until tlie little sap left in them is

thoroughly washed out. Well do they understand how to make
the best of what they have.

Now for the contrast. Tlie redwood is felled at any time,

mostly when the sap is running and the tree full of life. It is

hauled to the mill directly, whore, if handy, a vessel lays ; piece
by piece, as fast as sawed, it. is loaded close together in the hold—
in the forest to-day, to-morrow at sea in the sha|)e of lumber.
Arrived in port, it is sold immediately, or perhaps ordeied before
it was cut

;
loaded upon wagons, and built into a house or barn

almost instantly. Now it goes there full of sap or life
;
that dies,

decays and rots in the lumber. It is brutalized, murdered, abused
most shamefully

—not through ignorance, for all mechanics should

know chat no well-made lumber is allowed to retain its sap when

j)ut to practical use.

Compare this muid(uous abuse of our redwood with the care

bestowed upon the others, and you will wonder no longer that its

beauties lune been passed over
; it being plenty, it was made to

be abused
;

it being a home product, it was voted no good ;
it

being chea]>, and no inqioi t duties to pay, of course then it could
not be of any value.

Now, gentlemen in the lumber business, treat it better ; cut at

the pioper season
; dry and' season in the projier manner; give

it a little care and attention, and it will well repay the trouble.

Let some wholesome law be enacted for its protection, at least from
vandals ;

and know that if we stand first in the production of

the precious metals, first in cereals, and first in climate, we also

stiiiid first -in the most beautiful woods on the face of mother
earth—the largest, the highest, and t\w, most beautiful. But
even thi! most beautiful has been destroyed through ignorance.
Now a word to the finishers or varnishers that do not under-

stand the treatment of redwood. Would you daub a piece of

Danubian or, as it is called, French walnut, with oil 1 You know
you would ruin it, destroy its grain and tints forever. Well, the

redwood requires the same care as that, no more, and then you
can preserve its beauties for many, many years. The following

recipe is one at least that jireserves its color and tints for vears,
for the truth of which I can show anyone interested. Use as

near as may l)e the following proportions:
—

Take one qu.irt spirits of turpentine.
Add one [>ound corn starch.

Add one-fourth jjound burnt sienna.

Add one tablespoonf'ul raw linseed oil.

Add one tablespoonful brown jaijan.

Mix thoroughly, apply with a brush; let it stand say fifteen

minutes; rub all ofl' you can with line shavings or a soft rag;
then let it stand at least twenty-four hours, that it may sink into

and harden the libers of the wood; forty-eight hours is better.

Afterward apply two coats of white shellac; rub down well with
fine Hint paper; then put on from two to five coats of best, pol-

ishing varnish, as the openness of the grain requires; after it is

well dried rub with water and pumice-stone ground very fine;

stand a day to dry; after being washed and wiped clean with
chamois leather then rub with water and rotten stone

;
wash as

before; lay it one side to dry; clean and rub with olive oil until

dry. If you have been careful to fill uj) all the pores perfectly

you have a polished wood that surpasses all others; if you have
not the pores or grains perfectly filled, of cour.se you must apply
more rubbing with ])umioe-stone and more varnishing until the

object is attained
; and, friend, you would have to do the same

with any other wood. To add weight to what is told in these

few lines, I would say that when such architects and artists as

Percy & Hamilton, Wra. F. Smith, and others, have indorsf'd the

redwood and its beauties for years, and have worked wonders in

bringing it into notice, for mantels, wainscoting, doors, casings,
and other inside decorations not necessary to detail, giants in

their professions, they have used their beautiful art in connection

with their refined taste to render our redwood where it now
stands,

" Excelsior." I have sent, some twenty months ago, by
ship Santa Clara, to New York, thence by rail to Brattleboro,

Vermont, to the order of Mr. Brooks, enough to finish two large
rooms. This spi-ing I have made and shii)])ed to New York, per
order of Mr. DeWitt, mantels, desk for library, door for library,

library table, and all the casing for doors and windows and other

mouldings reipiired in library and bedroom. I have sold samples
to every State in the Union, and feel confident that it is but a

question of time when ))ianos, inside decorations of houses, banks,

offices, etc., will be made of our glorious redwood.

Now, Mr. Editor, I have given you jack-plane facts and hints,

I have no wish to be positive noi- arbitrary ;
there are many

others, if asked, will add their testimony to the many virtues of

our glorious redwood
;
and if any should have a doubt or a fear

upon the question, let him or her come to 21.'5 Mission Street, and

judge for themselves. I will also give the frugal, doubting tour-

i^st
from the East, a piece at any time, that he may look upon

and admire, free gratia, and own up that we here are the most
blessed and fortunate people upon earth, and first in all—gold,

silver, wheat, and lumber.

Some little time ago I was showing a gentleman and lady from
the vicinity of Buffalo, New York, .some specimens of the beau-

tiful wood, when he said,
"
Really, friend, taking your climate,

your minerals, your fruit, vegetables and cereals, and this really
wonderful wood, I must own and regret that the Pilgrim Fathers

landed upon the wrong side of the continent."— Wood and Iron.
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A New California Industry
—
Inyo Dolomite Marble.

Mill and Quarries, 1887.

crrMONCt the many evidences of the great iiatciiul wealth of

r\ California, but few have attracted more attention than the

J .splendid exhibition, in the late Mechanics' Fair, of the

iiiiuble extracted from the quarries in Inyo (Jounty, Cal. And
in introducing a new article of commerce, it may be expected,
and it is but right and proper, that its claims to superiority
should be made known, and wherein it differs fioiu similar

material in the market.

The great objection to marble is the tendency to change and

decay when exposed to the atmosphei'e, losing every attraction,

and in a few years well-nigh deslroyed, which is the main cause,

no doubt, of so much Scotch granite being imported into this

country for our cemeteries.

In ottering you our Inyo Dolomite Marble, we offer you a

material that will stand the test of time—equal if not better

than granite, which, geology says,
"

is the most durable stone

of primary formation
"—for this marble is less affected by the

carbonic acid and other gases in the atmosphere than even

granite. Italian and Vermont marble are comjiosed of lime and

carbonic acid, with some silica, and the gases in the atmosphere

acting on the marble, set the carbonic acid free, which destroys
the marble. The Inyo Dolomite Marble is composed of car-

bonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia, and, therefore, tliese

gases have comparatively no injurious effect. The juice of the

citrus fruits and the acid in wine will destroy the polish on or-

dinary marble, but will not damage our Dolomite Marble. This

liability or certainty of ordinary marbles receiving injury from

causes enumerated, and becoming an offense to people of nice

taste, where a blemish or defect would destroy their value in an

imjjortant sense, has changed marl)le for wood, as in case of

mantels and grate surroundings, where wood cannot be said to

be really appropriate or in good kee|)ing, and robbed even fine

furniture, to some considerable extent, of a most fit and orna-

mental covering, which, we believe, will begin to be re-instated in

both cases, when it is known tiiere is a marble called "The Inyo

Dolomite," that will keep its deep and charming polish and rich

luster without blemish, against all these well-known causes.

And we believe, in view of all these tests, es[)ecially the effect

our atmos[)here has on imported marbles, as seen in our ceme-

teries, that the native stone should be altogether preferred. But

so far as climatic influences may have to do with crystallization
—

though not an accepted scientific theory—we believe if Italian

skies are anywhere surpassed in softness and beauty, and in per-

'petual clearness of atmo8i)here, it is around that wonderful sheet

of water called Owen's Lake. And one thing we can say and

prove, that no marble was ever found under Italian skies, or in

Afric formation, having a more perfect, a finer and clearer

crystallization, than this to-be-famous Inyo Dolomite Marble,
now exposed in solid layers and in j)lace at the base of the old

Inyos, near tiie head of that body of mineral water. But they

say it is harder to woik. True, it is more solid and compact,
but then you have something enduring which will not deterio-

rate. It is harder to make a knife of steel than of iron, but who
wants an iron knife? The difference in labor is trifling, coin-

pared to tlie difference in real enduring worth. Another tiling

is important: Our marble is free from Hint, which cannot be said

of the Vermont and Italian; and it will bo shown to dealers and

consumers that the difference in cost of working, even though

trifling, will not be figured to their disadvantage.

A comparative test of the j)ressure or weight required on fair

samples (as believed) of the Vermont, Italian, and Inyo mar-

bles, to crush or destroy the grains, was recently made by Mr.

Emmet Eixford, a very intelligent student in the senior class of

the University of California, under the supervision of Professor

Hesse, with results as follows:—
Vermont an incli cube crushed at G,00() Ihs. pressure.
Italian " " "

10,000
"

Inyo
" " "

26,'JOO
"

This extraordinary solidity or compactness of the Inyo marble

accounts for its not absorbing water to any ajipreciable extent in

calculation; also accounts, in a great measure, for its resistance

of atmospheric influences, and the action of even the j)owerful
acids. Air an I water are the great change workers. If this

marble will not absorb water, and atniosjiherio agencies can-

not enter it, or impinge upon it, actual u.se will undoubtedly con-

firm these ))ositive scientific deteiminations, and, theiefore, it

will be conclusive to every thoughtful and logical mind that

there is really no experimeiit in bringing this marble into im-

mediate use.

If the ancient pride in fine marbles and its ideal and archi-

tectural uses should be revived, Inyo Marble Quart ics can sup-

\>\y the demand. Dealers and consumers who are loyal to the

best interests of the State, will at least examine our marble, and

wUl not be deterred by prejudicial remarks from any quarter;
that is all we ask, which we are fully confident will result in

business, and if this State enterprise is encouraged on its real

merit, it should, erelong, save a million a year to our common-
wealth, that must otherwise go out of the State to pay for an

imported article of no finer a|)pearance, to say the least, and as

to durability and jjermanent lieauty, bearing no cumparison to

our own Inyo Hiarbln.

We do not enter the field to provoke competition; Wv! come

before the public with a valuable stone, taken from our own
mountain-side. We ask no favor beyond its real merit, as com-

pared with similar outside products. We simply ask your

patronage, to enable us to ojien up a great treasure-house of our

State, which has been too long locked up. And with your en-

couragement and ]3atronage, this California enterpriie can be

made as great a public benefiictor to the State, and secure as im-

portant results as have ever been secured to any State or peojjle

by the production of a similar material or article of commerce in

any part of the world.

The Inyo Marble Company of California.

Outside Paints.

YARIOUS
opinions are expressed by members of the trade as

to the use of linseed oil and zinc in outside paints. Tiiose

who favor the mixture of zinc with lead claim that when
zinc is thus blended, its char icteristios of drying hard, lacking

body and having a tendency to chi|i, are not apparent in such

])aint. Zinc has certainly the quality of being most free from

acid, and acid, as all are aware, sajjonifies oil, on the presence of

which dei)ends the vitality of paint. A Mobile jjainter who

mostly uses lead and oil for outside work makes it a point to get

only the best lead and ripest oil, but it will not stand in that cli-

mate more than three years except when used for repainting,
when it lasts somewhat longer. Some painters use e(jual parts of

white lead and zinc. A painter who aims mainly at durability

says that he primes with pure lead, and toji-coats with two parts

of lead and one part American zinc. Another ))ainter makes a

still more free use of zinc, u.sing a mixture of two-thirds zinc

and one part lead to heighten weather-proof qualities; this

advantage, in his view, offsetting the lesser oj>acity, and less cov-

ering quality of zinc as compared with lead. A Southern painter
writes in favor of a mixture of one third zinc and two-thirds

white lead. He has also used with satisfaction for outside work

a paint made up of one-half zinc and one-half whiting. A long-

experienced painter expies.ses a ]ireference for pure white lead

and oil, and deprecates the mixture of zinc and lead. Ho uses

boiled oil, and submits the following foiniuU, which he frecpiently

carries out: First coat of pure lead and boihd oil; second coat of

load with half-boiled oil and turps; t'liird coat lead and boiled oil.

—Sel.

A FINE stick of timber was brought down to Seattle, W. T.,

the other day to be mad(! into a mast. The piece of timber is 86

feet long and will be 30 inches in diameter at the deck, which is

20 feet from the base; 17 inches will be the diameter at the

smaller end. It is without a knot or blemish and contains 5,504

feet. The stock cost !$15 a thousand at the camp and will be

worth $175 when it is ready for the vessel.
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Redwood Logging in California.

Redwood and Its Future.

Ill HE ojieiations of W. Ciitten, wlio lias gone East as a repre-
I • sentative of the redwood lumber coinjjanies of Humboldt,

Mendocino and Siskiyou, are, of course, of interest; but it

may be questioned whether his object and the object of his con-

stituents are well considered. Ho proposes to place on the

Eastern market redwood in large quantities and at low prices, so

as to tempt people to build houses of it instead of pine or hard-

wood. We do not believe California can spare redwood for any
such purpose as that.

It must be remembered that the area occupied by the Se([uoia

sempervirens, or true redwood, is limiteil. It is found in groves
of moderate extent in Santa Cruz and San Mateo Counties; it is

fairly abimdant in Mendocino and Humboldt Counties; there are

groves of it in Siskiyou and Trinity, and it is found to some ex-

tent further north. . But for commercial purposes, it may be said

to be found exclusively in Mendocino and Humboldt. The red-

wood that goes to market from forests outside of these counties

cuts no figure in the lumber market. Now, large as these

counties look on the map, their five million acres are a vei-y small

ti'act indeed, if they are expected to furnish much of the build-

ing timber for the Eastern States. It would not take long to ex-

haust them, and, as is known, though yo\ing shoots do spring
from the stumps of redwood trees which have been cut down, their

growth is so slow that the ti'ee may be practically said not to re-

produce itself.

California cannot certainly afford to supply the Eastern States

with redwood to build houses at anything like present prices. In
a very little while our whole output will be needed for finishing

work, decorations, furniture and other superior uses. Rudwood
is destined to take the place to a considerable extent of mahogany,
black walnut, bird's-eye maple, cherry and oak. It is as hand-

some as any of these, takes a fine jwlish, is durable and shrinks

less than any other soft wood. Ever since rosewood went out of

use in consequence of the extinction of the supply, house decora-

tors have been at their wit's end to find a substitute, and they
have been driven to fall back on mahogany, which is growing
scarcer year by year in consequence of the increased demand.
Black walnut can never be made "

dressy;" the cherry and the

bird's-eye maple do not yield large j)lanks; oak looks baronial,
but is somber for any room except a dining-room, liedwood is

suited for any kind of decoration. It makes fine furniture, and
for mantels and wainscots it is equal to the handsomest woods of

Australia, which are so scarce and so dear. It is a mere (piestion
of time when the East and Europe will realize its possibilities,
and then it will sell not by the thousand feet, like pine, but by
the ton, like mahogany.

In the old houses of the merchant princes of New York, built

in tlie last century, you will still see dining-rooms of solid ma-

hogany. The table is a solid slab of mahoganv, with massive

maliogany legs; the chairs are mahogany; tlie sideboard is the

same, and even the massive folding-doors, which connect with the

library, and the great door from the staii'case, are of solid

mahogany, woi-th almost its weight in silver. There was no
veneer in those days. Furnittire dea^rs are appalled when they
witness such extiavagance. But the furniture-maker of the

future, when he comes here to pick up a few tons of redwood to

com])lete the decorations of the drawing-ioom of .some Eastern

palace, will be far more amazed when he j)erceives that there

was a time here when we built our houses and our stables of red-

wood, and even paved our sidewalks with the precious wood.

Grates, Mantelpieces, Tiling, etc., etc.

TIIEE.XHIBIT OF W. W. MONTAGUE & CO.

TTTHE house of W. W. Montague &. Co., Market Street, had
^

I
^ without doubt the finest exhibition at the fair. This was on

the gallery over the entrance, and occujiied quite a laige

space. It consisted of the latest and most beautiful designs in

grates and mantel|)ieces, with the, usual accessories in very hand-

somely wrought brass, etc. Of these there were a large number
exhibited, all difl'ering in design, but all stiictly original, and so

much the more attractive on this account. In tiling there was an

equally good showing, the patterns in this being very unique.
The whole exhibit was biilliantly lighted u]>, and gazing at it one
at once realized the fact that it was an art exhibit. Of couise to

make such an exhibit the house of W. W. Montague it Co. pos-
sessed the best facilities. It can take what is recjuired from its

stock and never miss them. Each piece shown, however, was rep-
resentative of a beautiful idea skillfully wrought, and it is there-

fore not to be wondered at that the display excited far more than

ordinary attention. Notwithstanding the beauty of the ai tides,

they are placed reasonably in price, and this is certainly an added
merit. This house, in fact, can sell reasonably, it sells so largely,
and its expenses are so moderate {>ioportionately. It certainly

to-day, in the above, as in its other lines, stoves, tinware, etc.,

is recognized as the leading house of San Erancisco and the coast.

In connection with it the following sketch will prove interesting:
This house was founded just seven years after the year of the

Argonauts, 1849. The city differed widely then from to-day.
Fourth iind Market was about the limit one way, Stockton the

other, while North Beach was the fashionable quarter to a cer-

tain extent, although Rincon Hill disputed the sway. There
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were many vacant lots, too, between the center and Fourth Street.

Oakland was eertainly not then the Athens of the Pacific, bvit a

straggling, illy-built village, with which communication was un-
certain. Steamer day was an inijjortant fact, and was looked for

anxiously by merchants, for beyond the fact of letters and intel-

ligence from the outside world, the news and invoices received
often raised or lowered market rates. The Vigilantes, too, were

engaged in summary reforms. Mining, of course, was tiie main

industry. Credit from steamer day to steamer day was accounted
a gi'eat accommodation, and so it was when we remember the un-
stable character of things. Men were always on the move, and
not having usually any family, they went where chance called.

In these unsettled times it was a lisk to start a house, expenses
were so enormous and salaries so high. Of course good prices
were obtained, but still the high pressure of everything required
business men to be of rare ability to hold out long, money and

everything else being taken into consideration. Mes.srs. Locke
and Montague were the original founders.

Mr. S. M. Locke dying in 1876, the name was changed to the

jn-esent style. The old firm occu])ied the building Nos. 406 and
408 Battery Street. Proving too small for an increased trade, in

18u3 a removal was made to Nos. 110, 112, and 114 Battery
Street, where subsequently an additional frontage of 145 feet

was added to the already largo stores. The necessities of greatly
enhanced trade coin])elled still another removal, and the firm had
the handsome building Nos. 309 to 317 Market Street, erected

esj)ecially for it, into which it moved in December, 1883. The
new building is 90x1 37 J feet, six stories high, wiih a water and

damp-proof basement, giving over 70,000 feet of floor surface,

every inch of which is required in the various details of business.

This great sj)ace is crowded with an enormous stock of goods,

conveniently arranged, and embracing every known article in the

many different lines. The firm manufactures many articles, all

of which are noticeable for fini.sh, durability, quality, and work-

manship. In 1883 Montague & Co. received the grand jjrize

medal of the Mechanics' Institute for their artistic and superior
exhibition of mantels, tiles, and grates, and this was followed in

after yeai's by other medals. The growth of this firm is only, in

fact, paralleled by the growth of the city and State. Just as

population increased so did its business. It made a ])oint of

meeting the demand for necessaries by furnishing these of superior
make and at reasonable charge. It has always been the friend of

home industry, and in stoves and ranges made a great endeavor
for a home industry, but the time for that had not come. The
demand out here was too limited, and the expense was too great.
Eastern houses fill a demand ten times greater, so, of course,
could undersell. In fact, out here the demand would scarce pay
for the patterns for a first-class store. If a firm like this, with
channels of trade all over the coast, found difficulty, we may be

very sure the time was too early for such an exjieriment. It now
has the agency for the best Eastern articles, but stoves and

ranges, however, embrace only one department of its stock.

This includes tiling of all kinds, tin plate, sheet iron, iron pi|)e,

house furnishing hardware, plain. Japanned, and stamjjed tinware,
etc. Its standing naturally commends it to Eastern manufactur-
ers of prominence, and they are anxious for it to accept their

agencies. We have not a doubt it refuses many agencies. What
it offers we may certainly conclude are standard. Its immense
business now enables it to sell reasonably, and this it certainly
does. The fact that it has such a business sliows that it satisfies

customers. By its reasonable expense, too, in proportion, not

much has to be added to first cost of goods.
A great house is that of W. W. Montague k Co., with a trade

as wide as the means of communication to .and from this city will

admit, extending north and .south, far to the east, and acro.ss the

ocean to the Pacific Islands, and to China and Japan.
The house CBrtainly lias unequaled facilities to offer, and has

made strenuous ettbrts to jn'omote liome industry, handling, where
it possibly could, our own manufactures. Its present ])Osition has

been built u[) solely by enterprise, and the offering of really suit-

able and serviceable articles of eveiy-day requiiements at such

jrt'ices as placed them within the reach of all. We cordially com-
mend it to our many readers.

Darkening Rooms.—People should avoid completely excluding

light for any length of time from rooms that have been finished

in oil color, as the ])aint will then be apt to take a yellowish tinge.

HILL'S

FaUUeSlili&^IiiihBUs,
Are Adapted to any Style of Window,

And Suitable for all Buildings, Dwellings, Stores, Office

Buildings, and for Houses Built to Rent, Hotels,

Boarding or Lodging Houses are

Unexcelled.

They are entirely inside of the window easing, and while requiring no

fnrring out or boxing, make it an imp(iti.ibility to tear curtains, interfere
witli plants or window ornaments, or become broken by contact with
chairs or other movable articles.

The light can be admitted and sunlight excluded from any part of the

window; can be instantly removed and taken to any part of the house to

clean and as easily replaced.

They can be opened or closed with the window raised, and without re-

moving articles from the window-sill, and car.not blow open or rattle.

The tilind is very light (one-half inch in thickness) and strong, possessing
more durable (jualities than a hinged blind one inch in thickness.
There is no sagging, banging, or getting out of order.

They are made in three sections in height (each section sliding past the

others), and any number of divisions in width corresponding to the fold-i

in the old-fashioned foliiiug l>linds. They require no hinges
—all trim-

mings furnished with blinds—are made of all woods, finished or unfinished.

\%mi nmliers i lUs
js&r i\\\ fres to ail

t\ [or 1!

The Blind manufactured throughout tlie United States and Canada by
the members of the HfLL SLIDING BLIND ASSOCIATION, is the only

sliding Blind ever put into practical and general use, or that iias been

adopted and used by the leading architects and builders, both East and
West.

It is rapidly displacing the objectionable folding blind, also shades,

which since they have ceased to be considered the fashion, are used princi-

pally in cheap dwellings and tenements.
The Hill Blind is the only sliding blind made of white cedar, and where

the grooved slide can be used as the window stop, or placed on the pulley

stile, similar to the ordinary stop
—"the slide is only '2jJ inches wide"—

plenty of room can be obtained by setting the casing flush with the pulley

stile, in light studded buildings. NOTE.—Any other sliding blind using
the slide as the stop for the sash, is an infringement of our patents of

February 26, 1884, and February 24, 188G, and anyone selling, using, of

making such a blind will be prosecuted by the HILL SLIDINC BLI>fD

ASSOCIATION, as they are determined to stop the sale of several cheap
and worthless imitations.

The Hill Sliding Screen, working the same as the blind, is the only
screen covering one-half of the window, which will remain at any desired

point, and which can be instantly removed, when not recjuired, or to clean

the windows.
Over eight thousand sets have been specified and put in, throughout the

Pacific Coast, since April 1, 1885.

We refer to the following prominent architects of San Francisco, who
have used or specified the Hill Blind and Screen; also hundreds of owners

throughout the Pacific Coast:

Miller & Ariiiita>.'e, I'bsis & Moore, H. D. Mitchell, .Tolin Marquis, John M. Curtis,

Mixireft Schultze, .J. T. Kiild, .1. H. Hmiiphreya, T. J. Welsh, Jas. E. Wolfe, Tnwnsend

& Wvnckpii, ('has. .7. Devlin, Geo. K. Voelkel. Copelaiui & Bunks, M. llaKzmskl. Kdw. R.

Swain, Ohas. V. Vieree, S. & .1. C. Newsom, Wnt. Moosor, i'lias. OedHes, Macy & .Ionian,

II. T. liCBtor, A. A. Biiinett, Salfleld & HohllKirK, A.J. Harnett, .lohn J. ( lark, O. V.

Oapelletti, 1'. U. Sdiniiilt, M. I'. S.lietzel, Clinton Day.

HINDES & MURRAY,
Main Office and Factory, 411 Mission Street, Corner of Fremont.

Sole owners of tlic rittht to SKLL and MANUKACTUllE for the I'acifle Coast, except

Counties of San DieKo, lios Angeles, San Bernardino, Santa Barbara, Keru, San Luis

Obispo, and Ventura in California.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE

We earnestly desire the co-operation of

country editors and meclianics generally to

tliis department of our Journal. Forward
us all tlie building news connected with your
different localities. Architects should also

notify us of "plans to figure on." No charge
is made for such notices. Direct letters to

office of this Journal, 240 Montgomery St.

Bakersfield-

O. Mattison will build a two-story brick

building at a cost of about $12,000.
A large hotel is conteuiplatod. Address

Hirschfeld Bros. It will cost about |40,000.

Chico.

A number of prominent citizens have been

canvassing the city for contributions to build

a new hotel. The citizens are to raise 820,-
000 and donate a site for the building, and a

gentleman from San Francisco will furnish

$80,000 and jiroceed with the building. Fif-

teen thousand dollars was raiseil yesterday.
William Ei.rll, F. W. Burnliam, F. U. Lusk,
and Mayor Barnard are the prime movers in

the undertaking.

Los Angeles-
The Main Stueet Hotel.—Proposals for

the excavation of the lot on the corner of
Tenth and Main Streets, where the mammoth
hotel is to be built, will be opened and the

contract will be let shortly afterward. Mr.

Denker, of Hamniel it Denker, is in the East

studying the designs of the hotels there, and

upon his return plans will be drawn for the

hotel, and the construction will commence

shortly after.

Lake Tahoe.

Architect M. J. Curtis and D. Kaiser, of

Carson, are at Sugar Point, Lake Tahoe.
Mr. Curtis has the contract to build the new
hotel at that point for Caj)tain La])hani, anil

Mr. Kaiser will be the landlord. The hotel

will be 34x120 feet and three stories high;
also there will be built this fall an annex, a
saloon 24x30 and six five-room cottages.
The whole to cost 135,000.

Oakland, Alameda, and Vicinity.
D. C. Scanlon is building three cottages on

Hobart Street, to cost ^2,000 each.

D. C. Scanlon is also building two cottages
for Mrs. J. M. Jones, on Jones Street, to cost

11,800 each.

D. C. Scanlon is making $1,000 worth of

improvements upon the place of J. T. Gardi-
nei\

W. T. Veitch will shortly begin a $4,500
house for Mrs. Moore.

Scanlon & Gearn will shortly begin three

cottages on Hobart Street, to cost $2,000
each.

J. C. Wilson, Councilman from the Second

Ward, is building five cottages on Hobart

Street, to cost |1,800 each.

The total cost of building in this quarter
is $33,600.

THE SATHER BITILDING.

The contracts for the Sather building on

Washington Street, adjoining the Wilson

House, have been let. The Judson Manu-

facturing Company has received the contract

for the iron work, at $72.5. Knight k Little-

fieldhave thecarpenter work,at$10,373. The
Remillard Brick Comi)any have the contract

for the brick work, at $3,745. The total is

•f 14,843. The Sather building is well under

way.

OAKLAND BUILDINGS.

The Davis Block, on the corner of Wash-

ington and Eleventh Streets, is being pushed
rapidly forward, and the walls of the first

story are up. The framing of the first stoiy
has boon put in and the cellar has been com-

pleted. The undressed stone facings are be-

ing put in on either side of the entrance to

the uj)per stories, the whole making a very

pretty combination.

It is understood that James de Fremery is

having plans drawn for a four-story building
on Washington Street.

Dr. J. M. Young is building two cottages
on Park Avenue, near HoUis Street, to cost

$1,000 each. Robert Jackson is the con-

tractor.

Goodrich & Newlon, of Oakland, are

drawing plans for a smelter, etc., for the

Crittenden Smelting, Mining, and Milling
Co., of Pima County, Arizona. Total cost,

$69,000.
W. T. Veitch is refitting the stores 909

and 911 Broadway. George W. Henderson
is doing the moving and the iron work. The
cost will be |4,000.

EAST OAKLAND BUILDINGS.

A house is being built on Sixth Avenue,
between East Fourteenth and East Fifteenth
Streets.

P. A. Brown is building a cottage on

Eighth Avenue, between East Fifteenth and
East Sixteenth Streets, for W. C. Orcutt.
The contract price is $2,060.

Charles J. Gaillard is building a cottage
for W. G. Reese oa East Twentieth Street,
between Seventh and Eighth Avenues, to

cost $1,550.
S. T. Higgins & Sons are building for Mrs.

M. C. Littlejohns a cottage on Tenth Avenue
between East Twenty-fourth and East Twen-

ty-fifth Streets, to co.st $1,671.
The East Oakland Methodists intend build-

ing a church on Eighth Avenue and Seven-
teenth Street soon.

OUTSIDE THE CITY.

p. S Glasford is having a $1,700 cottage
built on the Hillegas Tract, Berkeley, by C.

R. Lord.

J. S. Greenleaf is having a house built by
Woodhouse k Sandy at Klinknerville, to cost

$2,300.
Knowles k Wetmore will build for L.

Georges a house at Fruit Vale, to cost $2,700.
J. J. & T. D. Newsom are the architects.

J. B. Cogswell has agreed to erect a house

for Mrs. H. Gross in Berkeley to cost $3,100.

Percy k Hamilton are the architects.

Goodrich k Newlon have received orders

from M . B. Strelinger to advertise for bids

on his house to be erected in Berkeley.
A. H. Broad has agreed to do the carpen

tor work on a building for A. Carlisle, on th"

corner of Vine and Sj)ring Streets, Berkeley.
The contract price is $2,720.

Fetaluma-

A jilaning mill is being erected on the cor-

ner of C and Second Streets.

Portland, Or.

A. J. Cooper, a Chicago capitalist, offers to

build a $700,000 hotel if the citizens gire him
$250,000.

Permits have been granted for construction

of a one-story frame dwelling on the corner

of Sixteenth and M Streets, for J. Connor,
to cost $2,200; two one-story frame dwellings
on the corner of Lownsdale and Clay Streets

for Mrs. Rice, to cost $2.20t), and a three-

story frame dwelling on the corner of Tenth
and Mill Streets, for R. P. Earhart, to cost

$8,500.
Work will be commenced in a few days on

the building of the cyclorama of the Battle

of Gettysburg. It will be located on the

corner of Third and Pine Streets.

W. S. Ladd has started the subscription
for the new hotel project with $25,000.
A three-story brick addition is to be made

at once to tlu; rear of the Oregonian office

building, and another story added to the main
structure. The cost will be about $10,000.

Charles H. Dodd has ordered the construc-

tion of a four-story brick block, 75x80 feet,

on the southeast corner of Front and A
Streets, to cost $60,000.
A two-story frame dwelling is to be built

on D Street, between Twelfth and Thirteenth,
for P. W. Gillette, to cost $2,000.

Chas. H. Dodd has been granted a permit
to build a four-story brick block on the cor-

ner of Front and A Streets, to cost $75,000.
A Methodist Church is soon to be built at

Burns, to cost about $1,200.
Baker City has voted to issue $30,000 in

bonds to build a new school-house.

Riverside.
A. W. Boggs has secured the contract for

the foundations of the Rubidoux Hotel. J.
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C. Pelton was the successful competitor for

preparing plans, etc.

Sacramento.

L Street, bet. Eighth ami Ninth. Two-

story and basement resitlence. Owner, John

Sheeren; architect, N. D. Ciooiloll
; contractors,

Bohn Brothers. Cost, $4,000.

G Street, bet. Ninth and Tenth, two-

story and basement residence. Owner, Mis.

Ellen Manning; architect, N. D. Goodell;

contractor, B. F. Bell. Cost, $3, 00.

Capital Hotel, cor. K and Seventeenth

Streets, alterations and additions. Owners,

Blessing ife Guthrie; architect, N. D. Good-

ell ; contractors, Carle ik Croly. Cost, $9,000.

J Street, bet. Ninth and Tenth, altera-

tions and improvements. Owner, L. Elkus;

architect, N. D. Goodell; contractors, Bohn
Brothers. Cost, $1,200.

J Street, cor. Seventh, impiovements and

additions. Owner, T. M. Lindley ; architect,

N. D. Goodell; contractor, W. M. Reese.

Cost, $10,000.

San Jose.

There will doubtle.ss be more building done

this fall than at any previous period in the

history of San .Jose. Among those who

propose to erect residence buildings at once,

are the following: Eugene Rosenthal, a hand-

some residence on his lot on Julian Street,

between Tliird and Fourth. G. R. Jones, of

Montreal, Canada, residence on Union Ave-

nue, at a cost of 88,000. H. A. Hughes,

lately from th(! East, a neat cottage on North

Sixth Street, at a cost of $4,000.

C. D. Smith, of the tirm of Kaufman,
Smith it Hensley, has recently purchased a

very de.sirable lot on Sixth Street, and has

contracted for the erection of a fine dwell-

ing.
G. N. Hensley, of the same firm, residence

on Sixth Street.

W. S. Kaufman, the third member of the

tirm, tine dwelling on Third Street.

Theodore Lenzen is su|)ervising the con-

struction of a new residence on the Quinn
Ranch, one on the Parr Ranch, one in Alviso,

and a three-story hotel and an Odd Fellows'

hall at Salinas. P. B. Bussell is completing
the plans for a cottage on Lenzen Avenue for

X. E. Burns, and also a plan for a $30,-

000 residence for an Eastern gentleman who

recently purcliased in this city.

Three cottages will .soon be erected on the

Lendrum Tract, in East San Jose, by William

Winter, a San Francisco capitalist. Other

San Francisco men propose to build here

soon.

F. Brassy and Henry Ahlers have let to

A. Kelsey, the well-known builder, a contract

for the construction of two handsome resi-

dence hou.ses at the corner of McLaughlin
and Lick Avenues, in the Brassy k. Ahlers

addition to Bast San Jose, the price being

$7,000 each.

Messrs. Brassy & Ahlers will build also

another house close to the others, to cost

$4,500, and the contract for still another will

be let in a few days, making four liandsome

houses in all. San Jose is to be congratu-
lated upon having two such energetic and

enterprising men.

Contracts Let.—Contracts have been let

by Architect G. W. Page for tlie completion
of the fourth story of East Hall of the Uni-

versity of the Pacific. A. J. Mcllvain has

the contract for $737.

A contract by the same architect has been

made with J. J. McDaniels, for changes and

additions to the building of the Home for

Feeble-minded Children, for $2,700.

A tliird contract has been let to W. J.

Wolcott for excavating and laying the foun-

dation for the Conservatory of Music Chai)el

of the University of the Pacific for $3,227.

The following bids for building the new

City Hall were opened:
—

J. ]^. Stewart, common bricks, $112,0.54;

pressed, $117,350; sandstone trimming, ex-

tra.

P. R. Wells, common, $112,000; pressed,

$117,000.
Thos. Livingstone, common, $112,000:

pressed, $117,500.
A. J. Mcllvain, common, $114,500;

pressed, $117,000.
Clias. Turel, San Francisco Co., common,

$11.5,999; pressed, $119,999.
All)ert Washburn, Sun Francisco, common,

$116,881; pressed, $121,881.
Thos. Flynn ottered to do the sandstone

work if called for, at $7,825.

The contract was awarded to P. R. Wells

and his bonds fixed at 25 per cent of the

amount of his bid.

The total cost of the New City-Hall will

be as follows:—
F. Altman, cast-iron work $1,880 00

F. Kucheiibeisor, wrought-iron 5,8!)0 00

Combs, Blaiichard & O'Neil, granite 5,180 00

Contracts already let I 12,950 00

P. R. Wells, brick and lumber work. .. 117,000 00

Vaults, etc 3,000 00

Heaters, four 2,000 00

Electric Wires 250 00

Elevator 250 00

Total |1:J5,450 00

Architect's services, ;? per cent 4,0G2 60

Sum total $139,512 60

Mrs. Mabury will build a $10,000 dwell-

ing. P. R. Wells, contractor; Theo. Lenzen,
architect.

N. D'Oyly is building a $12,000 dwelling
from plans prepared by his architect, Theo.

Lenzen. Thomas Livingston is contractor.

Theo. Lenzen has prepared plans for twelve

brick buildings for New Chinatown. E.

Base is contractor; $6,000 will cover the

cost.

Six miles from town E. N. Parr will

build a $5,000 dwelling. Theo. Lenzen is

his architect; F. Davis, contractor.

One mile from town R. Wiltz is building

a $4,500 dwelling. Theo. Lenzen, architect;

Nickelson, contractor.

C. I.iefranc, seven miles from town, is

making large additions to his wine cellar.

Theo. Ijenzen, architect; G. E. McDougall,
contractor.

Judge Wm. Sims is haviqg a two-story
residence built. Gilbert & Son, of Wood-

land, are architects; R. B. Nissen, of Caj)ay,
contractor. Cost, $4,000.

T. D. Ball is superintending repairs on

Mrs. U. Hemenway's residence.

W. J. Pleasants (seven miles from town)
is spending about $2,500 in improvements.
A large force of men are grading on the

Winters and Ukiah Railroad.

Most of the business firms of the town are

having artificial stone sidewalks laid.

San Rafael.

San Rafael Hotel. Three-story frame.

Owner, San Rafael Hotel Company; archi-

tects, Curlett & Cuthbertson; contractor,

Plereighton. Cost, $80,000.

Turlock.

San Strauss, of Turlock, has just purchased
a ])iece of ]iroi)erty near that town, and will

immediately commenc.s the construction of a

$4,000 residence. James E. Wolfe, of San

Francisco, is his architect.

Winters
E. .J. Englehardt is erecting a two-story

frame to cost about $5,000. A. Ritchie is

the architect and builder.

Miscellaneous.

It is estimated that it will require 11,-

000,000 feet of lumber to erect tlie build-

ings already under contract at San Carlos

City, Lower California.

The stone foundation for the new school-

house at Rutherford has been laid, and con-

tracts for the cai'ponter work will soon be

open.

The rock foundation for the new Catholic

school in St. Helena is completed, and work

begun on the frame work.

Bassett Brothers, contractors and build-

ers, have commenced work on the frame

work of the Catholic College.

J. E. Whitson, of Selma, will soon let the

contiact for the building of his $30,000
hotel in that town.

The new County" Hos|)ital in Fresno City
will cost $12,000. J. W. Bones is prepar-

ing plans and specifications.

J. H. Hamilton, of Fresno, is building a

cottage on I Street, north of El Dorado

Street.

Contractor Morrison, of Tacoma, was

recently awarded the contract for building
the addition to the Court House. The bid

was $971.

The contract of building the superstruct-
ure of the Methodist Church in Seattle, and

finishing up the basement, was let recently

to Moses Keezer for $15,000.

The S. P. R. R. Co. are making arrange-
ments to build a large, commudious new

depot at Sumner. The old one will be used

exclusively for freight.

THE LOS GUILUCOS-HOTEL.

Thomas J. Ludwig states that he has

closed the contract for tlie erection of a

$11,000 hotel at the town site of Los

Guilucos, and that work will so )n be com-

menced. Teams have commenced hauling
brick and lumber for the foundations.

ANAHEIm's hotel CONTRACTOR SCHINDLER

SOON TO BEGIN WORK.

The contract for the cement sidewalks on

the tract has been awanled to the Los

Angeles Paving Company, of which Mr. E.

A. Saxton, formerly of Anaheim, is manager.

They expect to put a number of men at work

shortly. Mr. Charles Schindler, who has

the contract for the brick work, has receved

the foundation plans, and will .start his men
at work very soon. Directors Goldthwuite

and Kroeger have the superiiitindence of

the work of caring for the tract, grading

streets, etc., and they are getting ready to

make some wonderful improvements in tlio

property.
PLANS APPROVED.

A meeting was held recently of the State

Board of Examiners, (Jovernor Waterman

presiding, and Trustees Gaily and Cunning-
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liam being present. Tlie plans and specifi-

cations for tlie erection of tliree new wards
at tlie hospital, and for furnishing tlio builVl-

ing, wore submitted to the Board of Ex-
aminers by Messrs. Cunningham and Gaily,
and unanimously approved by the Board.

WORK ON THE SAN JOSE NEW CITY HALL.

The work on the New City Hall will be

commenced at once. Sunday a cargo of

cement arrived in San Francisco, and the

amoimt necessary for the building here has

been obtained by Daunes & Van Doren.

The sewers will be laid first and tlien the

foundations will be pushed forward. The
sub-contractors are as follows: W. J. Wol-

cott, brick work; L. C. W. Otto, artificial

stone and cement work; W. W. Montague,
tiling; M. Lenzen, painting; W. P. Dough-

erty, mill work; John Stock k Sons, pi mb-

ing and tinning.

The contracts for the erection of a depot
at Carlsbad and Enoiuitas wcio lot, ruc(Mitly,

by the California So'ithern Riilioad Com-

pany, to F. M. Johnson, the contractor of

tlie Barstow depot.

Architect Pugli, of Salem, is now en-

gaged in making preliminary drawings of

the proposed new Court House of Bunton

County. The building will cost $55,000,
and will bo in the Jonic style of architecture,

and be of biick and stone. It will be built

in 1888.

Fred E. Sander is building a handsome
residence on Eigiith Street in Seattle, to cost

$12,000.

The Donahue Road will . erect a new-

station in Coleman's Magnolia Tract, near

Grant Avenue, San Rafael.

Architect Theo. Lenzen is in Salinas su-

[)erintending JeH'ery's new hotel. It is a

tliree-stoiy l>rick building, and will cost

120,000.

The Odd Fellows are erecting a $12,0o0
hall in Salinas. Theo. Lenzen has prepared
the plans.

Mrs. Tilden is having built a .f7,000

dwelling in Alviso. W. S. Boyles is the

contractor, Theo. Lenzen, architect.

Ca two-Near Dixon, Solano County,

story and basement residence. Owner, J.

F. Brown; architect, N. D. Goodell; con-

tractor, B. P. Bell. Cost, $8,000.

S^^IV I^Ii^^TVCrSCO 13TJILOITVO TVEIl^^S.

Army, nr. Guerrero. One-story
frame.

O. and B.—Comerford.

$1,400.

B
Brannan, nr. Fourth. Addi-

tious.

$(;,ooo.

Broadway, cor. Dupont. Three-

story frame.

0.—V. Meniusmi.
A.—CappeHeti.
C.—J. G. Adama.
SI 0,000.

Broderick, cor. Sacramento.

One-story frame.

»f,000.

Bush, cor. Scott. Two two-

story frames.

O.—D. Lohson.
C. andB.—W. Bliins.

$9,000.
c

California, nr. Laguna. Addi-
tions.

0.—T. Whitely.
A.—Huerne <fe Everett.

C.—McCready Bros.

$1,200.

California, nr. Front. Addi-
tions to Ijrick building.

O.—S. L. Jones & Co.
A.—Macy & Jordan.

Carp.
—Hateman Bros.

Mason—Dunbar & Morrell.

117,000.

California, cor. Devisadero.

Two-story frame.
O.—Geo. Hnkle.
Day work.

$6,500.

Capp, bet. Twenty-fiftli and

Twcnty-sixtli. One-story frame.
O.—Doyle.
C.—Sullivan.

$1,700.

Capp, nr. Twenty-fifth. Addi-
tions. .

$1,000.
California, corner Devisadero.

Two-story frame.
0.—George Hinkle.

Day work.

$6,500.

Clay, cor Laginia. Two-story
frame, basement and attic.

0.—Irving Scott.

A.—Matthews & Son.
C.—Littlefield.

$10,000.

Columbia, bet. Twenty-fourth
and Twenty-fifth. St. Peter's

Convent.
O.—Sisters of Mercy.
A.—J. J. Clark.
C.—Degan & Orford.

15,000.

Davis, cor Vallejo. One-story
frame.

O.—Coos Bay Coal Co.

11,200.

Davis, cor Vallejo. Coal
Bunker.

0.—Coos Bay Coal and Nav-

igation Co.

C.—San Francisco Bridge Co.

115,000.

Dolores, nr. Twenty-sixth. One-

story frame.

O. and B.—R. Bergfeld.
.$2,000.

Dupont, nr. Sacramento. Addi-
ditious.

$500.

Eddy, cor. Van Ness ave. Two-

story frame, basement and attic.

0.—Frattinger.
A.—R. R. Schmidt.
C—P. Griffin.

$11,000.

Eighth Avenue, nr. Point

Lobes Koad. Star of the Sea

Church.
O.—Father McGiuty.
A.—Charles Devlin.

C—J. Blake.

$10,000.

Eighteenth, nr. Douglass; one-

story frame.

O.—W. Richter.

C.—A. Discher.

$1,500.

E:ghteenth, nr. Castro. One-

story frame.

O.—F. Reusche.
A.—P. R. Schmidt.
C—F. Elam.

$2,800.
F

Fillmore, cor. Sacramento. Al-

terations.

().—Schroeder & Bohman.

Day work.

$1,500.

Fourteenth, nr. Belcher. One-

story frame.

$1,200.

c
Garden, nr Harrison. Addi-

tions.

$1,000.

Gilbert, nr. Bryant. Additions.

$700.

Golden Gate Avenue, cor

Octavia. Two two-story frames.

O.—Wm. John.
A.—.John & Zimmerman.
C.—B. Dreyer.
$7,000.

Guerrero, nr Twenty-sixth.
Two-story frame.

14,500.

Grove, bet Gough and Octavia.
Two story frame.

0.—(i. Ehrman.
A.—W. H. Armitage.
C.—L. Weisman.
$0,500.

H
Ho-ward Court, nr. Fourth.

Repairs.
$1,2U0.

Hovrard, nr. Thirteenth. Two-
story frame.

0.—A. Johnson.
A.—John & Zimmerman.
C.—Schutt & Krecker.

$3,200.

I

Industrial School . Frame
building for barn.

C.—H. Simmons.
$2,500.

Iowa, nr. Eopewalk. One-story
frame.

0.—L. Meyer.
$1,500.

lovra, nr. Solano. Two-story
frame.

O.—Annie Hook.
C—C. E. Dunshee.

$3,500.

J
Jackson, bet. Montgomery and
Sansome. Alterations.
O.—D. Ghirardelli.

A.—W. Mosser.
C.—J. W. Wessinger.
.14,000.

Jackson, cor. Mason. Altera-
tions.

0.—E. Frank.
A.—Salfield & Kohlberg.
C.—L. Weisman.
17,000.

Laguna, bet Clay and Sacra-
mento. Two-story basement
and attic frame.

0.—Earls.

A.—Matthews.
C—LittleKeld.

$10,000.

Larkin, nr. Cliestnut. F rame
building.
0.—W. Perry.
A.—G. A. Bordwell.
C—B. F. Ellis.

$1,500.

M
Minnesota, cor. Solano. Three-

story frame.
O.—,1. Moouey.
A.—Townsend & Wyneken.
C.—C. E. Dunshee.

$4,500.

Mission, nr. Ninth. Repairs.
O.—W. A. L. Miller.

$500.

Mississippi, nr. Solano. One
story frame.

O.—Burglas.
C.—Meade.

$1,000.
Minna, nr. Fourteenth. Frame

dwelling.
O.—J. Warren.
C.—G. Houston.

$1,600.
Market, bet. Fourth and Fifth.

Alterations of old St. Ignatius
Church into theater building.

$2,500.

Montgomery, nr California.

Repairs.
$1,200.

N
Natoma, nr. Fifth. Three- ^

story brick.

O.—J. F. Boyd.
A.—McDougall &, Son.

C.—A. G. Fitzpatrick.
$45,000.

P
Pacific Avenue, nr. Fillmore.

Two-story fr.imo.

0.—Mrs. M. E. Green.

A.—Percy & Hamilton.
C.—Gray & Stover.

$8,000.

Pacific Avenue, nr. Gough.
Five twostory frames.

O.—J. J. Hall.

A.—S. & J. C. Newsom.
C.^Knowles & Wetmore.
$15,000.

Page, bet. (jough and Octavia.

Two-story frame.

0.—H. Diokcrson.
C. and A.—J. P. t'hadwick.

•14,000.

Pierce, nr. Haight. Two story
frame.

0.—M. A. Eddleman.
C.—J. Rountree.

$1,500.
Protrero Avenue, bet. Twen-

tieth and Twenty-first. One-

story frame.

O.—A. Priugle.C—C. 0. Smith.

.$2,000.

Po'well, nr. Greenwich. Addi-
tions.

O.—B. Higgius.
A.—B. .1. Clincb.

C—T. O'Donnell.

$2,500.

o
Quincy Place, nr. California.

One-story brick.

O.—E. Garnier.

C.—Schoenniiicher.

$2,200.
s

Sutter, nr. Taylor. Additions

in rear.

$1,000.
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San Jose Avenue, nr. Twenty-
seventh. Two-story frame.

0. and B.—J. Comerford.

$.3,000.

Sansome, nr. Sacramento. Ad-
ditions.

O.—Palmer & Key.
A.—Macy & .Jordan.

C.—\. E. Kelly.

$0,000.

Sacramento* bet. Laguita .ind

Buchannan. Twostory frame,
basement and attic.

O.—R. 0. Chambers.
A.—Matthews & Son.

C—Littlefield.

S!10,000.

Sanchez, }ir. Seventeenth,

story frame.

O.—J. G. Hill.

C—J. C. Gillespie.

$2,500.

Two-

Sierra, nr. Kentucky. One-

story frame.

O. and £5.—Keenan.

$1,000.

Sixth, nr. Harrison. Two one-

story frames.

0.—J. Holjes.
C.—Munster.

$.3,000.

Solano, nr. Iowa. Two-story
frame.

O.—Annie Hook.
C—C. K. Dunshee.

13,500.

T
Tennessee, nr. Solano. Five

one-story frames.

0.—Keis.

C—R. O. Davis.

15,000.

Tennessee. Additions to St.

Thomas' Church.

§1,000.

Noe. Two-storyThirtieth, nr.

frame.
O.—Pope.

$3,500.

Treat Avenue, nr. Twenty-
second Frame building.

0.—Oliver Madson.
A.—M. .J. Welsh.
C—Chisholm.

14,500.

Twenty-sixth, nr. Dolores.

One-story frame.

(). and B.—J. I. Comortord.

$1,000.

u

Union, nr. Franklin. Fr.ame

school.

0.—City of San Francisco.

A.—T. J. Welsh.
C —P. B. McKay.
$18,440.

Vallejo, nr. Mason. Two-story
frame.

0. and B.—P. J. Hanson.

$3,600. w
Webster, cor. Clay. Additions.

O.—Veseria.

A.—C. Kenitzer.

C—C. H. Rupell.
$1,000.

Washin^on, bet. (lough and
Octavia. Two-story frame.

0.—P. G. Sabatie.

A.—Pississ & Moore.
C.—Jas. Geary.
$6,500.

Y
York, bet. Twenty-fifth and

Twenty -sixth. Five one-story
frames.

0.—Dr. C. C. O'Donnell.

Day work.

$4,000.

Provincial Royal Jubilee Hospital.

TO ARCHITECTS.

Designs, Plans and Specifications are invited

for the above building, in accordance with

memorandum of particulars, copies of which,

together with contour plans of the site, may be

obtained on application to the undersigned. A

premium of $800 will be paid for whichever

designs and plans, if any, may be adopted.

Such designs, plans and specifications to become

the property of the Provincial Jubilee Royal

Hospital Building Committee.

Plans for this building to be addressed, in

sealed envelope, to the undersigned, and to be

handed to him by or before noon of the 7th of

December next.

WILLIAM CHUDLEY, Hon. Secretary,

Sept. 13, 1887. Wharf St., Victoria.

CIVIL ARCHITECTURE7

A SPLENDID "WOUK,
PRICE, $IO.OO.

Lumber Market.

The retail price list of the California Lumber

Exchange for September !l, 1887, is as follows:—
Pine, Rough, per M feet $22 50

Pine, Hough, No. 2 18 50

Pine, Rough, 40 to 50 feet lengths 23 50

Pine, Hough, 50 to 00 feet lengths 24 50

Pine, Hough, 60 to 70 feet lengths 25 50

Pine, Selected 26 50

Pine, Clear 33 50

I'ine, Fire Wood 10 00

T. & G. Flooring, 1x6 35 00

T. &(1. Flooring, 14x6, 1x4, lix4, and nar-

rower 40 00

T. & G. Flooring, No. 2 29 50

Stepping 45 00

Stepping, No. 2 32 50

Redwood, Rough 22 50

Redwood, Rough, No. 2 18 50

Redwood, Surfaced 37 50

Redwood, T. & G. 6 in., 12 feet and over. . . 34 00

Red.. ood, T. & G. in., 7 to 1 1 feet 27 00

Redwood, T. & G. 6 in., under 7 feet 24 00

Redwood, Rustic 37 50

Redwood, Pvustic, No. 2 32 50

Redwood, T. & (J. Beaded, 12 feet and over. 36 00

Redwood, T. & G. Beaded, 7 to 11 feet 27 00

Redwood, T. k G. Beaded, under 7 feet 24 00

Redwood, Siding, \ in 25 00

Pickets, Fancy 26 00

Pickets, Rough Pointed 1 9 50

Pickets, Rough S(iuare 17 50

Shingles
2 25

Laths, I J
4 00

Laths, li
4 50

Furring, 1x2, per lineal foot 01

Battens, Jx3, l)er lineal foot. 01

SPECIFICATIONS.

We have on hand a supply of a

Amateur Mechanic's Workshop $3 00

Principles of House Drainage 1 00

How To Paint 100

Practical Geometry 1 00

Lumberman'sHand Book 2 00

Lien Law 50

Cozy Homes « 25

Every Man His Own Mechanic 3 50

Handbook of Legendary Art 3 00

Especially adapteil for the Pacific Coast, dwellings. Reed 300
^ '

Plumbmg Appliances 150

Modem House Painting 5 00

Stair Building Made Easy 100

Cabinet Maker's Companion 1 25

t

Also Palliser's new Specifications, just

received.

We can supply any number of either the above

We will send a Copy to any address

upon receipt of 50 cents, or !?6.00 per r

^„^e„ Manual for Furniture Men 1 00

Rural Architecture 150

Architecture, Horton 1 50

Wonders of Art 1 25

Common Sense in Church Building 1 00

Old Homes Made New 150

Hints on Household Tastes, by Eastlake • • 3 00

American Cottage Builder 350

The Suburban Cottage 150

Homes for the People 200

f»frATIE E^S ST CountryHomes, Woodward 1 50
»''**•-"^**

Cottage and Farm House, Woodward ... 150

Suburban Houses, Woodward 150

By Wm K. Bell, a practical mechanic, who fully Rural Homes, Wheeler 1 50

appreciates from
P«^7"f„,fif'^der^'tand^'lnd Essentials of Perspective

150
are many things perplexing to un<ler tana ana *-

, t. • j n
difficult to do until they are fully explained and Modern Architectural Designs ana lie-

tested. It is designed to make the science and art jq qq
of carpentry clear and comparatively easy to all va.v^

who require information on the subject. Price, Detail Cottage Architecture UU

CARPENTRY

$5.00 by mail, prepaid.

Manual of Industrial Drawing for Car-

penters $2 00

Illustrated Drawing Book 1 00

Mathematical Drawing Instruments 1 50

Drawing for Carpenters
1 75

Shavings and Saw Dust 150

Linear Drawing 1 50

Practical Draughting 1 00

Drawing for Cabinet Makers 1 50

Handrailing and Staircasing 1 60

Leffel's House Plans 3 00

Science of Carpentry 5 00

Mechanic's Geometry 5 00

Artisan 5 00

Artistic Homes 3 50

Mechanical Drawing 1 00

American House Carpenter 5 00

Building Superintendence
3 00

Builder's Companion 1 50

Cutting Tools 150

Cottages
100

Ornamental Drawing 1 00

Qrimshaw on Saws 4 00Painter, Gilder, and Varnisher 1 50

WaterClosets
J

00
^nl^;;^! Issltent 2 50

Sewer Gas l

^o Limes, Cements, and Mortars 400
Steam Engine Catechism 100

trussed Roofs, Ricker 3 00

Paper Hanger's Companion
125

^^^^^^ Carpentry 250
Builder's Guide 2 00
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PERFECT
PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY ! !

VENTILATION ! VENTILATION ! VENTILATION I

The ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR will produce perfect ventilation. No foul air! No draughts!
IVVrK\TKI> JANUAK\: 11, \HH7. UV FKTKIl AISRAIIAMMO^.

THE ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR IS GUARANTEED TO DO ALL THAT IS CLAIMED FOR IT.

It can be applied in a brick wall or between plastering and outside walls, or hall petitions, also to a can window or house window sash, or between the

window sash and cap, or to a door or a transom, or any place where ventilation without draught is requireil.

Address, PETER ABRAHAMSON, 1022 Hyde St, San Francisco, Cal., for CirciUars and Models.

I>r. IiOryea*sMew Hamnian, 21M Post Htroet.
San Francisco, Dec. 9, 1886.

Mr. p. Abuahamsos —Dear Sir : The subject of ventilation

without draujihts has been my study for j oars in the various
Ilammnns that 1 have built throughout the United States, in

order to aeoure a perfect
" Cool Uoom," wJiich is the jfreat de-

sideiatti n to be attained in a Turkisli Bath-House. Through
your invention of the Window and Door Ventilator, we
have secured every

" desideratum tli:it was devoutly wished

for," as I have practically tested its merits, und find it works

perfectly satisfactory, and can safely recommend it to all who
are in search of fresli air without drautjhts. Yours tndy,

A. M. LouYEA, M. D.

San Franeisco, Feb. 1, 18S7.

Peter Abraiiamson, Esti.—Dear Sir: The ventilators you
put in my bedroom work to perfection ; they keep the air fresh
and cool. 1 would not be without them for double the cost. I

can recommend them as the bestand most perfect I ha\ e ev er

seen. Any further iuformtition will cheerfully be yiven by
calling' at 504 Ninfh Street, San Francisco. Respectfu ly

yours, Petkr A. Smith, Supt. Cal. Su^'^r Hefinery.

Pioneer Woolen Factory.
San Francisco, Feb. 3, 1887.

Mr. V. AnKAUAttms — Dear Sir: In answer to your question
whetlier I find the Ventilators satisfactory, 1 am pleased to

say that, after due trial, both at my house and ii^y office, I find

it works to my entire satisfaction, and can cheerfully recom-
mend them to all who are in search of perfect ventilation,
withoxit draught. My business is such that I am considerably
confined in-doors, so to the uhject of ventilation I have ijiven
considerable thought, as my experience teaches me Ww es-

sential it is that wo shoiiM breathe the air pure and free as
nature has jirovided. i would not be without it, and think it

is an article indispensable to every household.
Ukrvey Platt, Supt. S. F. Pioneer Woolen Factory.

San Francisco, March 20, 1887,
Mr. V. Abraiiamson—7)ea/ Sir: I have examined the action

of your Window Ventilator tn one of the roo'»-8 of my house,
in which you ha\e applied it; and I find that it prcxiucep
a strong in-current and out-current at the same time, without
making a perceptible draught. The current of air produced
by it will keep the air of tlie room quite pure. It is to be
recommended for simplicity and etfii.-iency-

Yours truly, Alfred W. Perky, M. D.

(Dr. Perry is a member of the Boar.i of Hcaltli.)

San Francisco. Aprils, 1887.
Mr. p. Abraiiamsos, Patentee ot th Abrahamson Venti-

lator—7)ea/- Sir: I hereby acknowledge that I have had your
Patent Ventilator placed in my Court Room Department No.
2, Old City Hall, and that I find it in every sense beneficial for

TESTIJVIOIVIA L,S.
the purposes intended.

James Lawlek, Judge of Police Court No. 2.

Oakland, Cal., March 19, 1887.
Mr. p. AititAHAMSON', San Francisco— /^enr S*>; Afier giv-

ing your I'atent Veniilator a thorough test, I am thoroughly
convinced that you have iiuleed m de a most wonderful dis-

covery in furnishing ventilation witliout creating- a draught.
I have been using two of tliem for heveral weeks and take
pleasure in pronouncins: them a perfect success in fact I so
fully appreciate their usefulness that I should like to obtain
from you the ag^ency for this county. An early reply will

oblige, Yours truly, E. F. Deloek.

<jiuar<liau Assurance C'ompany of London.
San Francisco, April 16, 1887.

P. ABRAriAMSON, ESQ.—X>ear Sir: Since you placed two of

your Ventilators in the windows of our office, corner of Cali-
fornia and Sansome Streets, I have noticed a considerate
im rovcment in the atmosphere of the room, and have not
felt any draught from their use. Very truly yours,

Wm. J. Landers, Gen. Agent.
CONGREGATION SHKRl ZEDKCK.

San Francisco. September 26, 1887.
Mr. P. ABRAnAMSON-Zifrtr Sir: I take great pleasure

in testifying in these lines lines rhat your pa ent Wall Venti-
lators put up in the new Synagogue of the above named con-
gregagation on N, E. corner Stockton and California Streets
are all that you claim theni ti> be, for, at the conseciation of
the Synagogue and on consequent holidays, the same was
filled to iti; utmost capacity, and in addition all of the many gas
liyhts were burning; sti 1, everybody felt comfortable, owing
to the current of fre^h air caused by the ventilators.

. I consider it, therefore, my duty to inform you of the suc-
cessful trial they sto<Ml in the Synagogue, and promise you
to recommend the same whenever 1 can.

Very respectful v yours,
SAMUEL POLACK, Prat.

United (States Post Offlee.
Oakland, Ciil., May 7, 1887.

E. F. Dblger, Esq , Oakland.— /)ertr .Sir.- We'take pleas-
ure in giving' our testimony to the excell nee of the Abra-
hamson Patent Vai-uum Ventilator, two of which are in use
in this office and are yiving perf< ct satiafaitiou.

They maintain a perfect \ entilation in the roonw to which
they are applied, and we regard them as the best Ventilator
of which we have any knowledge. I. L. Han.ne, V. M.

L. T. Farr,As8. p. M.
Areliiteet and Builder.

Oaklan.l, Cal., May 0, 18S7.
Mr. Peie: AiiRAi]\Miios- Dear Sir: In the pursuit of my

business, that of Architect and Builder, I have been ena-

bled to place a number of jour Ventilators in different offices

and residences in this City, namely, the C. P. R. R. Co.'s

Office at the mole, the Post-offiee of this City, the Daily Tri-
bune Office, Mr. E. F. Deigcr's Dwelling and Office, and
otliers, all of whom sjieak of them with the highest praise,
recommending them liig'hly to others. In fact I consider

your Vent lators indispen.sable in every office, for their sim-

plicity and efficiency are wonderful. , Should you wish to refer

any person to me, 1 slial' be jdeased to have you do so, I am,
Sir, youts, etc., J. S. White.

522 Sixteenth St., Oakland. Cal.

San Francisco, June 1, 1887.

Mr. Peter AnRAHAM80N~-Z>ear Sir: 1 cheerfully certify
that since you placed jour Ventdators in the Court Room of

Department No. 12, Superior Court, the nir has been uni-

formly cool and fresh, and the ventilation has been very
goo 1 and witiumt draught Your Patent Ventilator is un-

()uestiunably a very meritorious invention.

Very respectfully, J. J. GitooM,
Court Room Clerk, Department No. 12, Superior Court.

Sutter Street Itailroad Co (Cable Line.)
San Francii-co, June "^ 1887,

P. Abkauamson, Esq.— Pert?- Sir: Your Patent Ventilator

placed in my office some time ago, has now hail ample time
to pro\c its meriti, and in mj opinion the objects sought by
you are largely attained.
The situation is one of the most trying, the wind having

full access and force upon the point selected. Prior to the

placement of your device, an pen window was the forerun-

ner of a very strong draught.
You so arranged the Ventdator that the opening was a

matter of option, but with rare exceptions it has constantly
remained oj)en da_j and nigh . A'ery tndy,

A. K. Stevkss, Sec.

Tribune Publishing Conipany.
Oakland. Cal., June 4, 1887.

Peter Abraiiamson, Esq. : I ha\ e one of your Ventilators in

my odice. It gives perfect patisfaetion, and I take pleasure
in recommending' it to tluwe who want pure .dr without a

draught. Yours truly, W. E. Daroie,
Oakland Tribune.

Jaeobs & Easton, luNtnranee A^j^ents.
San Francisco, June 0, 1887.

P. Abraiiamson, V.^<i.—Dear Sir: I have used your Patent
Ventilator in my bedroom for the past two months, thus hav-

ing made a thorough test of the same, and I cheerfully rec-

ommend it to those desiring the advantage of a constant cur-

rent of pure air without draughts. Yours truly,
Julius Jacobs, Corner Pacific and Webster Sts

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND CAR-

PENTERS.

Bell's "Carpentry Made Easy" is worth all it

costs to those well informed, and indispensable to

beginners,
—

BECAUSE—It is practical by a workingman.

BECAUSfj—It explains many difficult points

clearly .

BECAUSE—It offers a new and improved sys-

tem of framing.

BECAUSE—It has items of value to every me-

chanic.

BECAUSE—The tables are accurate and reliable.

BECAUSE—It saves time in having estimates

difficult to make, fully calculated.

BECAUSE —It saves labor by showing the easiest

and quickest plans.

BECAUSE—It saves material and money.

BECAUSE—It explains the use of the square in

obtaining bevels, balloon frames, etc.

BECAUSE— It describes proper pitch of roofs,

of all kinds, length, width, dimensions, etc.

It has forty-four full page plates, clearly ex-

plained by the text, which has in adilitiou over

200 figures.

Price Five Dollars.

20,000 copies sold in this country.

Howard Challen, publisher.
ISO Nassau Street, New York.

jS'
mm ltomn®li©® lo®l ©®.

WORKS: FIRST AM) STEVENSOA STS., S, P.

MANIF-JUTI nERS OV HIGH SPEED, SAFETY, STEAM, BELT
AND DOUBLE CAPACITY, PATENT HY-
DRAULIC ELEVATORS. BISHOP'S IM-

PROVED PATENT SACK ELEVATORSElevators
E^

-r 1—, ,-, , , ,—. _ -~ Generators and Motors furnis

, T T^PTR TP >3 H. p. to 200 H. p.; for T
ii—ii—i\^l. L \i.\y tribution of Power: Keith S.v

Generators and Motors furnished, of all sizes, from
ransmission and Dis-

tribution of Power; Keith System.

T^ T T 1\ /riDO ^°^ DEEDGING, lEEIGATION
1 UM 1 O AND EECLAMATION,

Embracing Patent Pit, Vertical, Bulkhead, Tur-

bine, Centrifugal, and Low-Lift Piiinps, etc.

STEAM ENGINES
Horizontal, Single-acting, Compound Condens-

ing, and Automatic Steam Engines.

MACHINE 'fOOLS
Including Engine Lathes, Planing, Shajiing,
Milling and Drilling Machines; also, (iuicUsilvor
Flask Tapping and Pipe Threading Machines.

Single-Acting ingine.

Every Man His Own Mechanic

Science of Carpentry Made Easy

$3.50

5.00
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D, E. HAYES. JAMES SPIERS. D. B. HINCKLEY.

FULTOtt ippopS,
FREMONT, HOWARD, and BE/^ LE STS.

HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES.
Manufacturers of all kinds of

MACHINERY AND BOILERS.
AGKNTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE

Dean Steam Pump^
BABCOOK & WILCOX BOILERS-

Office, 220 Fremont St., San Francisco.

ENIERPRISE FOUNDRY.

Plumber's Castings & Crestings.

Castings of all Descriptions. 231, 233 Spear St.

Martin O'Connell. Oscar Lewis.

Arcbitectural Iron Works,
O'Connell & Lewis, Prop's.

IROM FOUNOBRS
AND MANUFACTUKEKS OF

Architectural Iron Work,
230 to 236 Steuart St., Bet- Howard and Folsom, S. F

noo"STAINS
FOR SHINGLES,

CLAPBOARDS, FENCES, ETC.

SAMhCABOT
70 Kilby St., Boston.

Send for Full Descriptive Circular.

JAMES McCarthy,

1 Stevenson Street,
(Two Joors from Fh-st— Pioneer Mills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs to suit the various departments in Buildings, etc.

AMERICAN S^AIR BUILDER -$2.50

ESSENTIALS OF PERSPECTIVE-- 1.50

IMPROVED PLUMBING APPLIANCES 1.50

MODERN ARCHITECTURAL DE-

SIGNSAND DETAILS 10.00

A IMEW WORK.

I»rice #3.00.

GOLDEN GATE
31 Fp Ml

215 and 217 Main Street,
Between HowanI anil Folsom, SAX I RAN CI SCO.

LTJO^S &c OO'MIFA.lSrY,
Manufacturers -f

^CALCINED PLASTER.^
( I'LASTEll OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Laud Plaster, and Terra Alba.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Dr, mtn Street,
Between Claj ariJ Washington, SAX FUANCISCO.

P O. Box 104-2.

^GLADDING,McBEANXCO.
2 SEWER S CHIMNEY PIPE, \

^ DRAIN TILE,
'

g ftRCHlTECTURALTERRACOTTAETC.

M!tWlBsw»TifJH.i3

MANUFACTORY AT LINCOLN CAL

DET.VL COTTAGE AND CON-

STRUCTIVE ARCHITECTURE- -$6.00

LEFFELL'S HOUSE PLANS 3.00

SCIENCE OF CARPENTRY MADE

EASY - -- 5.00

MECH'NICS GEOMETRY 5.00

MODERN HOUSE PAINTING - 5.00

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE 15.00

MONCKTON'S CARPENTRY --- 5.00

EVERY MAN HIS OWN MECHANIC 3.50

PEOPLES ENCYCL0PEDIA,3 VOL. 20.00

LIMES, CEMENTSAND MORTARS 4.00

TREDGOLDS CARPEN RY-— - 7.50

SWISS COTTAGE 2.50

BOUND VOLS.QE CAL. ARCHITECT 2.50

Sierra Lumber Company
MANUFACTURKRS AND DEALERS IN

SUGAR PISE, YELLOW I'lJlE, SPRUCE & FIR

LUMBER.
Cor. Fourth & Channel Sis., San Francisco.

m ^o%@t Plasii

A. KENDALL, >

Corner Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets. Frames,

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

James Young. W. J. Thom.son.

BEALE STREET MILL.
YOUNG, THOMSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of

lEAMES, SASH, BLINDS,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

308 Mission Street. /

Ma'Je to Order, all kinds of Outside and Inside Finish and

Moldinjrs. Brackets and Scroll Sawing' and Wood Turning,'

in all their branches, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

C||'
Card published in this Journal

J3i is the best known means of

placing your name and occupa-

tion directly before the Architects

of the City and Pacific Coast, and
also those intending to build or

make other improvements.

MARIUFAVTllRKI* ItV

WM. McPHUN,
1073 MarJcet Street. Factory, Cor. 22d and York Streets.

Estimates given on House or Store Shades in any size or

color, Plain, Dado, Fringed, or Lettered.
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S^^::bT FK-^ILTCISCO 3L"CJIv£BEIS CO.,

ta«^n
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, PIER 12, STEUART STREET.

Pier 12, Steuart Street, Third & Berry Street, Pier 3, Steuart Street.
WM. B. HOOPER, Manager. c. a. barker, Walter dickins, Assistant Managers.

CALIFORNIA ARTIFICIAL STONE PAVING CO.
FOR

SIDEWALKS, GARDEN WALKS, CORRIDORS, OFFICES, CARRIAGE DRIVES, STABLE AND
CELLAR FLOORS, KITCHENS, ETC

The courts here and in the Kast have decided that Artificial Stone Pavements with plastic concrete and in detaclied block -^ are infrin^^ementa of the S hillinj.'^er Patent; and aUo
that when the plastic material is blocked oflf with a trowel and cut ti roug^h far enoujfhto control the cracking' ca 8e<l by shriukajre, that buch pavement i»in I..w tlie amo as if
laid in detached block-*, and is an infrinu"ement of the patejit. All property "wners having- such pavenienta laid without tho license of tiio ahu\e ct>inpany will be pro ecuted.

Office, 404 MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
EdiBERT jr»!SO\, President. AliBERT H, REICHIilMU, Seeretaiy. «. UOOI>}lA!V, Ulanager.

THE AMERICAN CONTRACTOR.
A BUEEAU OF INFOKMATION.

THE ONLY PUBLICATION OF ITS KIND.

The object of this publicatiim i« to furnish infor-
mntion in advance of contracts, to Arf^Jtccts,
Builders, Contractors, Decorators, Painters, Hoof-
ers, Manufacturers, Pnxiucers, Investors, Bank-
ers, Plumbers, Gas Fitters, Sewer Builtlers, Bridge
Builders, Insurance Mm, Hnil Kstate Men, Lum-
bermen, Foundrymrn. Ihmlunrc Men, Iron Men,
Railroad Men, Supijlyinen, Hie.
No one of the above named can afford to do

without this Advance Iiiforiuatioii.

PUBLISHED EVEKY SATUKDAY
BY

B. EI>WARDS & CO.,
Times Building, Chicago, 111.

• We have an able corps of Editors, Special Cor-
respondents and Rejiorters tijroughout the U. S.
and Canada; receive news daily by letter or wire,and besides, we receive daily about 1,000 papers ;

these alone are valued at over $20,000 per annum .

We furnish Special bifonnation to Yeai-ly
Subscribers only.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
TO ANY PAKT OP THE UNITED STATES OB CANADA.

WEEKLY edition:
One Copy, one Year, post-paid, in Advance, $5 00* "

six months,
** "

3 00" "
three " " "

2 00
MONTHLY EDITION:

First Saturday in eacli Month.
One Copy, one Year, post-paid, in Advance, $2 00

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
BELONGING TO THE POSTAI, UNION.

One Copy, one Year, post-paid, in Advance, $0 00
" "

six months, " " 3 50

Fresh sample copies not for sale.

Sample Copy, 3 or 4 weeks old, free.

Were it not for our valuable advertising spacey
the price of this publication would be $50.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
222 to 232 Jessie Street,

IS PREPARRU TO IXSTAI.L. COMPLETE

ELECTRIC LIGHTINGPLANTS
BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.

Their machines for incandescent lighting are entirely automatic, and the onlj' one in the market
that requires no regulating device outside of the machine itself.

Eleotric Motors Furiiif^heil in nil parts of the City from one to 100 Horse Power. Esti-
mates Furnished upon Applieatlon.

GEO. H. ROE, SECRETARY.

Asphaltum Roofs and Sidewalks.

FOR TAKING DOWN OLD BUILDINGS, Etc.

Second-hand Brick and Lumber for Sale.

Doors, Sash, and Blinds constantly on Hand.

Office and Yard, 211 & 213 TOWNSEND STREET, near Third.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the followinj,' parts: A smoke

flue A, of fireclay, in 2 feet lenifths, with rchated joints and

l^lvanized iron bands cer each joint. Tlicsc bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a g:ah onized iron exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other for foul air. The outside pipe is put up in two feet

lengthu also, and the whole is bound ti^^ether and secured to

the studding by iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,

clc>&iiol«r M{ rto tCa4B4*r4iK

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three-inch conductor D

extending- to out*itIc of wall for fresh air, which, passing uj*

becomes heatetl, anil can he intnxiuced to any room above by

a register E, nnar tlio fl >or. The ventilation of rooms la

effected by means of i\n opening F, with register near tlie

ceiling, by which the f'Uil air escapes and is conducted in the

air space around the flue t() the ronf. In addition to tlii-«, < an

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass through

and between the joists t > conduct by a small conductor (J with

the above mentioned air tipace.

Tlie lightest and safest patent cliimney manufactured.

Approved by tlie Board of Supervisors.

WAREROOMS.

N. E. Comer of Larkin and Market Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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A. F. Nye & Co.,

GAS FIXTURES
AND

G^E FlWTIME SWVPUMS»

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Mitchell, Vance & Co.'s'

GAS FIXTURES.

AGENTS FOR THE

Celebrated Springfield

GAS MACHINES.

609 and 611 MARKET ST.,

Grrand Hotel, San Francisco.

W. A. Knowlks. W. 1>. Wktmork

KNOWLES & WETMORE,
CONTRACTORS and BUILDERS.

Mill Work of X!very Description.
14 lU to 1427 l(roa<lnu.v,

Between 18th and 20th Streets, OAKLAND, CAL.

Bui (lings Contracted r<r at any Point iin the Coast.

RICHARD McCANN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
21 I Waller Street.

DAVID PERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
324 Guerrero Street

Between 16th and 16th, SAN FRANOISCO.
All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

J. C .TUIVCjJ^,

1 lO Main Street, San Francisco.

Railings, Crestings, Safes, Etc. Also Shutters

and Sheet Iron Work of all Descriptions.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S

WITH TRAP.

PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet. WITH OFFSET.

This Closet is the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:
—

1. It has a simple, strong valve, suitable for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same Etetal resting on face of the brass overflow pijie,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewor gas, even the closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the flood chambers will keej) the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes the lead; it has been sold since February, 1885, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This hopper is constructed to take 2 2-inch pipes, one to tlie riyht and one to the l ft

and a 4-inch leiidt-r in the center. It has also a movable strainsr on toj) to take the siu-

fai-e water. The lower part of the hopper with side outiet is to be connoitod with tlie

sewer pipe, either right or left. The upper part is intlejHjndent from tlie lower, and is

n)ade to swivel, therefore it will suit either positiiHi of pipe. This hopper can be used

oidy for surface, for wiiste, or for leader; either inlet will be stopped up with iron cai>s if

so desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
Tills Closet is superior to all others, every working part and bolt being' made of bra.ss,

eioset and vahc extra heavy castiriK- Particular attention is called to No. 4. Ths Closet

has an o\ al basin fastened to the cover by brass clamjw and bolts. No breaking of putty
joints requir* d to renew a j^an. The ltK>sening of two lar^e brass nuts will sej>arate cover
with basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass

rrxl.

These Closets have been In use since February, 18S3. Plumbers and wholesale dealers

give ttiem the liest recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper.

BaMket Hoppers are made in one piece witli Movable Strainer.

Bide View, Combination Hopper No. 43 FKGMONT l»TttK£T, ....»AN FBANCIHCO. CAIi. Mo. 4
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U. FRITSCHI,
HUCCK8.SO(l TO

J. B. LUCHSINGER & SON,
Mainifactururs of all Kinds of

ARTISTIC FURNITURE & CABINET WORK
TO ORDEK.

BANK 4\D OFFICE FITTUiGS AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

716-718 Minna Street, Bet. 8tli and 9tli, San Francisco.

For Builder's Harflware

J. D. WELCH, J. J. DUNN,

Practical Plumber, Gas & Steam-fitter. I OONTEACTOE and BUILDEK,
Cor. Fillmore and Oolden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

CALL AT

D. N. & C. A. HAWLEY.
Cor. Market, Sutter and Sansome,
ESTABLISHED 1840. San Francisco.

J. F. SULLIVAN,

HPUSE & FEESOO PAINTER.

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

510 Market Street.

EDWARD NORMAN,

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTER

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended ta

122 Golden Gate Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO.

House, Sign, and Ornamental

PAINTER & PAPER-HANGER.
Dealer in PaintStOUs, Glass, Varnishes, Etc.

2S Montgomery Avemte, Bet. Jackson and IVashifigton Sts.

Orders Promptly Attended To. Terms Reasonable.

American, French, and English Paper Hangings.

CHARLES SCOFIELD,

135 Natoma Street, near New Montgomery,

SAK FRANCISCO.

H. C. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,

232 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

£^Orders left at Helmken's, 516 Kearny Street.

A. H. PLUMMER,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,
Residence, 906 Oak Street.

T. B. MOORE,
Carpenter and Builder.

Shop: 21 Golden Gate Avenue.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

1138 Seventeentli Street, S. F.

JOHN T. CRAY,
230 Sutter Street, -n n n -r\TTTT T-vn-nr*

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS CARPENTERS and BUILDERS

Residence. 615 Jessie Street.

Henry S. Gray. Cook Stovzr.

GRAY & STOVER,

And Steam Fitter.
Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and

guaranteea.

JOHN BOHN,
Plumbing and Cas Fitting;
112 Seventh St., San Francisco.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IMPORTERS OF

Ciras Fixtures a,nd

X*liiml>er*s' Huppliess-

222 Sutter Street.

FRITZ & KEAN,

Are prepared to do work in all parts of the State, in accord-

ance with sound sanitary principles.

130 Geary Street, San Francisco.

J. G. Mecredy. F. A. Hecredt

MECREDY BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS.
SHOP. No 3 JESSIE ST.,

Near First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WM. H. WICKERSHAM,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

1125 YORK STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO.

C. P. MOOUE,

252 Octavia Street.

G. H. MOORE,
No. 1 Russ cor. Howard St

MOORE BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
15 Van Ness Avenue.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

STEEL SQUARE
AND ITS USES,

PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

CARPENTER
AND BUILDER,

433 Third Street,
COR. SILVER ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Box 35, Room 11, 330 Pine Street,

Residence, No. 378 Shotwell Street,

SAN FRANCISCO. - - - CAL.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER.

Order Box, 516 Kearny Street.

J. REBMAN,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
Residence, 108 DIcAllister St.,

SA^f FRANCISCO, - - CALIFORNIA.

THOS. MERRY,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,
112 CLAY STREET,

Between Da\ is and Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Stores and Offices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing promptly
attended to.

CEO. A. BENSEMAN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
S. E. Cor. R. R. Ave- and Walnut St.,

ALAMEDA, CAL.

All Kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER,

28 New Montgomery Street.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

1207 POLK STREET.

J. L. CAHILL,

Rooms Decoralel in Gold coiplete for $15,00,

23 SIXTH STREET, Near Market.

W. D. HOBRO,
Plumber and Cas Fitter,

788 Washlnetnn St. Opposite the Plasa,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at-

tended to. Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

THOMAS SIMPSON,

1207 Mission St., Saa Francisco-
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WM. E. STEVENS,

Bricklayer and Builder,

Office, 316 Mcntgomery St.

J. R. ToBiN. Alex. Mennie

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOK

PLAIN AND ORNAIVIENTAL PLASTERING,

CELLABS AM SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT.

Jotting Promvtly Attended to,

Residence, 864 Mission St.

J. T. CLARKE,

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer,

WHITENING, COLORING, ETC.

Residence. 2419 Mission Street.

HUNTEMANN & HARPER,

CONTRACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Residence, 625 Gough.

P. B. DOWNING,

PLA!N AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING,

Residence, 1423 Steiner Street.

I3r All Jobbing promptly attended to.

A. E. BUCKMAN,
314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER,
UradinK, na<-a<laniiKinK an<l Sewering

I>oiie on Whort Xotio.e.

1. F. EATON,

CONTRACTOR AND GRADER.
iW All Kinds of Gradiii^s Mac-ada-mizinjj, and Sewera^^e

Dune oil Short Notice.

718 VALENCIA STREET,
Between Eiij:hteetith and Nineteenth.

N. P. LANCLAND,

Stair Builder & Wood Turner,

No. 407 Mission St., SAN FRANCISCO.

Mechanics' Hall, Second Floor.

C. A. WARREN,

CONTRACTOR for GRADING,
234 MONTGOMERY STREET,

ROOM 4.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DECORATIONS.
Plastering Repaired and Whitened.

763 Market St., Sin Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

E. PINCK,

m:e;ta^l roofer,
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-iron Roofing, Galvan-

ized Iron Gutters and Chimney-tupa. ^^ ROOFS repaired
and paintid.

A// yobbing promptly attended to.

510 Bush Street - - - above Dupont, S. F.

W. CRONAN,
(Successor to Ckonan & Dunbar)

Metal Roofers,

1213 and 1215 Market St., Bet. 8th & 9th.

Gitlvanizud Iron Ccinices. Copper, Tin, and Sheet Iron
Work of every description . Ro.ifs repaired, etc.

All work done by me j^uaratiteed.

JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDERS,
SOUTH POINT MILL,

IrJe-rry Street, Between 3cl and ^tli.

^^ INE^V ^WOR^rt.

PRICE, $3.00.

J R. DREW. F. Mclaughlin.

DREW & Mclaughlin,

Statr Builders,
ENTEEPEISE MILL,

220 & 222 Steuart St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

IN CONNECTION WITH

California ArcMtect aiifl Biiilfliiif News,

Tw9 Dolkis Fef Year.

11

119 BEALE STREET,

Sa-n. ^^ra<n.cisco-

WM.H. BIRCH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Steam Engines, Flour, Quartz,

Steam, Hydraulic, Cylinder,

Ram and Sidewalk Elevators.

MOI.E A<.iX:XT»« FOR
Tfte Hitchcock Sectional Safety Boiler, Brodie's

Patent Rock Crusher, B. E- H nriksen's
Automatic Safety Clutch for

Elevators.

All MacMiiery for CaWe Railroaiis a Siiecialty.

We call the attention of Builders to our Elevators for which
we claim superiority over others, and request a careful in-

spection before orderinj,--.

The Hitchcock Sectional Safety Boiler is especially adapted
to buildings requirinjr steam power, its advantayes bring a

very large saving in first cosr, and in anuniiit of fuel used,
ami absolute safety from danyerous explo.-ion. It being sec-
tional can be placed in any huihiing thrt)ugh window or door.

^^ Send for Circular.

R. HERRING,

Wood Mantels, OIDce Fitting, and Mill Wort

450, 452 Stevenson Street,

Between Fifth and Sixth Sts.

TURNER, KENNEDY i& SHAW,
T h T^ J ^^^^^^ ^''^ ^"*'*'^^^ ^^^11^^. SAN FRANCISCO

A.^l/1/ l^l^l/LJO' r JLy \^i/i/l/%^ r C!^ y Yard Connects direct with C. P.& S. P. R. R.
Also With the Shipping.

Down To^wn Office, !N"o. 5 .Post St., near Montgomery.



ARCHITECTS, CIVIL ENGINEERS, ETC., PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CARDS.

CURLETT & CUTHBERTSON
Architects^

Offices, 307 Phelan's B jildiii^, Market Street,

SAX FHANCISCO.

PISSIS & MOORE,
Air/iitects,

307 Sansome Street, Rooms 1 6 and 1 7,

San Fraiicisoo.

A. A. COOK,
Architect,

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA.
Plans Prepared and BuiUliri'js Superinteiuied in

every portion of the State.

JOHN HALL,
Architect and Sanitary Engineer,

7i North Main St. ,
Rooms 4 and 5,

IjOS Angeles.

F. HILLERT,
Architect and Civil Engineer.

43a Kearny Street.

(Room N'o. lO, second floor), San Franclsoo.

A. A. BENNETT,
Architect,

Rooms 45 and 46,

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

CEO. E. VOELKEL,
Architect,

331 KEARNY STREET,
W. S. bet. Bush and Pine Streets, San Francisco.

Fii SW Fmilure MaBuktiirii Co.

A. LAYER,
Architect,

San Francisco Stock Exchanjre Building,
I'ine .Street, bet. Sansome & Mentjfoniery,

Room II)

T. J. WELSH,
Architect,

N. E. Corner Pine and Montgomery Sts.,

Ko .nis ."^0 aTul 31, Han Francisco.

HUERNE & EVERETT,
Architects and Civil Engineers,

41 and 42 Tlmrlow Bluck, cor. .«utter & Ivearn.v Sts.

Sun FraiK'iHOO.

B. McDOUCALL & SON,
Architects,

330 Pine Street, S.F., Rooms 61 and 62.

Take the KIcvator.

HAROLD D. MITCHELL,
Architect,

126 KEARNY STREET.
Plans and Specifications Preimred witli the {greatest

accuracy.

ARCHITECTS

Should insert their business cards

SALFIELD & KOHLBERC.
Architects,

339 Kearny St.. San Francisco,
— ROOMS, 1, 2, and 5.

—

R. WARREN,
Architect,

Residence and office, 427A Oak Street, ijetween La-
cuna and Buclianan Streets, south side, 112 feet east
of Buclianan. San Francisco.

H. T. BESTOR,
Architect,

NO. 207 O'FARRELL STREET,
San Franeineo.

JAS. E. WOLFE,
Architect,

240 .Montjroinery Street, Riwms II, 12, and 13 .S. F.

WRIGHT & SANDERS,
Architects,

No. 418 California Street,

San Franeiseo.

CUSTAVE BEHREND,
Architect,

PHEI.AN BUILDING, ROOM 103,
San Franois^eo.

Ortice Hours for Patrons 10 to 12 A. M .

B. E. HENRIKSEN,
Architect,

Henriksen's Patent Automatic Safety
Clutch for Elevators.

OFFICF., 21H POST STREET.

JOHN T. KIDD,
Office Hours: Architect, 12 to 2; 3 to 4.

Furnishes Plans, Specifications, and Superinten-
dence for the constructit>n of every descrijttion of

buildinsf. .'i31 California St. , Room 9," S F.

G. GUilFFlTn,
PROPRIKTOR OF THE

GEO. KLCHS. H. Kt LER, JR.

M;tiuif.icturer> of all Kinds of

FURNITURE AND CABINET WORK.
Vactory and Warcrooms: 523, 525, and 527 Fifth Street, near

Krannan, San Francisco.

All OrderN Promptly Attended To.

Special Attention Paid to Hotels and Lod^es.'^t

^ . SLIDING

Pif^IHlANSER
HAS OUTLIVED

IMITATIONS,
ENOORSEO BY

1,200 ABCHITECTS
NO TRACK OM

THE FLOOR.

NO CUTTING
' OF CARPETS.

,
ADJUSTABLE

\
TO SETTLING.

too QOOSETS,
Snowinuse;-

L - SYRACUSE.N.Y

Penryn (iianite forts,
PENRYN AND ROCKLIN, CAL.

Folislietl 4>i'anit<> Moiiiiineiits, ToinliMtones,
aiKl lablftN iiiacle to order.

Polished Granite Headstones, tlranite Building Stone.

white. Blue and lilack Granite of tiie IJest Quality and No
Rust. Cut, Dressed and Polislied to order.

Post-office Address and Residence, PENEYN, CAX.

ENGINEER ANDSURVEYOR.
Sirveys Made; Plans and SpeciDcatloiis Pnrnisliel

Special Attention siven to J.lnen and <jira(le»«

for Street Worlc.

Twenty-tliree Years' Experience in the County Surveyor's

OfTice.

Charges Moderate and all Work (inaranteed.

420 MONTGOMERY STREET, S. F.

STBAM MARBLC VtTORKS,
523 5th St., T^ nTTMn^TTTTT T T? 525 Sth St.,

San Francisco, ^^ 1^ U lYl U IN 1 Jii li Li £i . san Francisco.

ITALIAN AND AMERICAN MARBLE FOR FURNITURE.

:::::;::; ^Plumber's Slabs,^ IsSt
All Kinds of Marble Mantels on Hand and Made to Order.

Having started in business again I am fully prepared for all kinds of work in my line, which wil
be furnished at
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BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
FULL LINE

-OF-

Light and Dark

m
"\

MANUFACTUKED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENT.S FOli THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures.

Tlie Only Secure Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that wiH not wear

out or break.

ITor Hale &y

Duntiain, Carrigan
k Co,,

IlEALKK-i IN—

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 IVIain St.,S.F.

A Firsklass Siievalk for 12c
per Sqire Fool.

Golden State Artificial Stone Paving Co.,
22 TURK STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

For Sidewalks, Garden Walks, Corridors, Offices, Carriage Drives, Stable and-Cellar Floors, Kitchens, Etc. Etc.

Lorenz Patent, July 5, 1887.

GAS FIXTURES AND MANTELS.
AGENCY SCANLAN & CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.,

FINE MARBLEIZED

Slate and Iron Mantels.

FINE WOOD MANTELS.

Gas Fixtures of Every Description, of Latest Designs.

^^ Tiles, Gri-ates, niicl Miantel TriiXLinin^s. "^^I

BUSH & MALLETT, 34 Geary Street, Above Kearny.

Pacific Press Publishing House
I 2th and Castro Sts., Oakland, SOe Montgonnery St., San Francisco.

Frinters, Ingravers, Binders, Electrotypers, ^ Stereotypers.

Orders by Mail or Express Receive Prompt Attention.

Klne Catalogue Work a Specialty.

Send for Estimates. This Journal is among the many printed by the Tacific Press.



^6

OFFTCT.IK OHOAy Of THE SAX fSAXCXSCO CIIAJ'TI ...

Vol. IX, iV'O. 7.

ijv lysririrTK of aiiciixtects.

SAN FRANCISCO, July 15, 188}{. J Cl Ills .
( Single Copies, 20 i

I 92 per Year, in Advance""
cts.

DEPOT FOR CURLY REDWOOD.

OREGON PINE, REDWOOD, SPRUCE, CEDAR,
SUGAR PINE, SHINGLES ETC.

LITTLE & KNOWLES LUMBER CO.
S. E. COR. MISSION & MAIN STREET.

X.^~ Atients Oil Nor'c criiiTneruial Co. Mill.

ISg' Kedwod I nrttooN to ordf r.

WEST COAST
Furniture Comply

L. & E. EMANUEL, PROPS.,
ARE PREPARED TO FILL ORDERS FOR

Wooden Mantels^
FURSiIDRE, UPHULSTERY AND BEJ)D1«U,

At Lowest Prices and Shortest Notice.

A Magnificent Stocli constantly on hand and in process of

ntanufacture.

432 & 434 Eotarth Street.

HARDWOOD LUMBER,
Kiln-Dried Hardwood Flooring,
JOHN ^WIGMORE «fe SON,

139 to 147 Spear Street, S. F.,— ANO —

IS and lo S. Loff Angeles Street.
U)S A.N(iELF„S, CAL.

FR. H. ROSENBAUM & CO.,
PKPOT OF——

Plate and Windotu Glass

MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS.
f

(t^>uicl«8ilver and Patent Baeli).

Xo. o6'? Market St., 02*j>. Saiisome-

RANSOM E'S

"CONCRETE
Apparatus.

402 Montgomery Street.

Western Iron Works.
SIMS & MORRIS,

(Snrcessorg to John R. Sim« k ^50N)

.MANUmOTURBRS OF

Fire and Burglar-Froof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS, ^.
Jail Work, Wroiight-Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Boiuls, and all kinds of Iron Work. S le Manu-
farturera and Proprietors of the

Ch.^mpionMet.^licWheelharrow.
Iron Routs and Gasometers Manufactured

to Order.

123 AND 126 BEALE STREET,
San Frasosco, between Mission and Uowaid..

tx.x7X3 x>jEcx»ar^rjs.

y^m^.
258 MARKET STREET.

!

JE'.A.GJLIE'JLG

Glass Staining and Embossing Works.

CUT, STAINED, AND GROUND CLASS.
Ulass Cutting Works,

la Krem^'iit Street.
Stained Gla^s Work^,

I'iia &, \-2::y H.>war 1 St.

GEORGIi: GOODM^ISr,
I'ATKSTER ANB MaNUFACTUKKR Of

(Scllillinger's Patent)

In all of ItH Branches.

SIDEWALK AND GARDEN WALK A SPECIALITY.

307 Montgoraei-y Street,
Nevada Blink. SAX FRANTISCO.

CARPENTERS' STEEL SQUARE
-AXD ITS USI^

PRICE ON^ Collar.

We have Just received a large lot of the above

named book. Will send a t'opy to any address

upon receipt of One Dollar.

^
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HENRY F. STIVER & SONS,

ROOM 3,

LUMBER INSPECTORS.

3 California St. >
,

104 Market St. /Junction

«OGH B. JON'Ei. MATTHEW HARRIS

HARRIS & JONES,
Dkalkrs in

ALL KINDS OF LUMBER
Doors, Sash and Blinds

Snpr Pie, Yellow Piiie and im Cedar

A Specialty.

BRYANT STREET
Cor. Oak Grove Ave. Bet. 5th. and 6th. Sts,

TELEPHONE No. 30©0,

VANDENBURCH & LEWIS,

STAIR BUILDERS.
819 BRYANT ST. NEAR FIFTH.

A PERFECT ROOFING TIN!
ATlNR°°FT^ATWllttA5T-

-

U •PHILADELPHIA- s:

•30LE IMPORTER ^4^

' NDNt (« THE GENUINE ^|— OLD STYLE— •'M

INLE55 50 STAMProl
(^ BEWAWt Of miTATItfWS <gi^

HEAVIEST ROOFiNCTIKMADE*

FURNISHED FREE-Of-CHARGf -A

THE "OLD STYLE" BRAND.

Extra Heavy Coated,

the-wear-isthe-true.testofvalue'"

Thk Genuine " OLD STYLE " Brand of Koofing Tin is made by the old manner of

liand-dipping as first made in Philadelphia in 1S30, and sold hy N k G. TAYLOR CO

OLD STYLE
RKCilSTERKl)

The Genuine "OLD STYLE" Brand is GUARANTEED to

be the highest grade and the Heaviest- Coated Roofing Tin that

can be made. Oi full Standard jveight, size and thickness, contain-

ing all the coaling (of a special mixture) that it can possibly absorb,

and cannot be improied at any cost.

The Genuine "OLD STYLE" Brand is the only Roofing Tin
that contains the name of the Guarantor stamped upon each sheet.

Every box is sold under a specific GUARANTEE.

Every perfect sheet only is stamped not only with the name ol the brand, but with the

thickness IC or IX, the Registered Trade Mark, and the name of N. & G. TAYLOR CO.
the Guarantor, viz :

N. & G. TAYLOR CO. thus GUARANTEE and PROTECT both the Architect, Property
Owner, and Roofer, against the fraudulent use of inferior Tin and dishonest competition.

Samples of the T"in and full information furnished uijon application to

TRADB MARK.

N&a.TAYLOKCO.
l'niT.Al»KI,l'lllA.

N. & G. TAYLOR CO.,

Philadelphia.

Handled on the Pacific Coast by all the

I
PROMINENT JOBBERS.

Pacific Rolling Mill Company.
S.A.3ir SE'XCA.ZO'CXSCO,

I
RAILROAD

— AND —

MERCHANT IRON,
ROLLED BEAMS.

Angle, Clmnnel and T Iron, Bridge
(Hid Machine Bolts,

L2g' Screws, Washers, Nuts, Ship and Boat Spikes, Boiler

Rivets, 'Coil Chain, Harrow Teeth, Tire Rivets and

Burs, Tumbuckles, Etc., Etc.

LSTEAMBOAT SHAFTS. CRANKS, PISTONS.

CONHEGTINO. RODS. ETC.

Highest IMt-e I'aid fur Scrap Iron. Car and Locomotive
Axle^» and FraniCH, and Ilaniinerud Iron of

Everj" Deacriptioii.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CAST STEEL CASTINGS
Axid Steel Forging

Up to 20,000 tt>s. ^VeiJ|[ht, true to pattern antl stipfrior in

btreutjth, touj,'hnes8 and durability loU-Pt or Wrouy^ht
Iron in any pogitioii, or for any fcervice.

Geabinus, Shoks, DiEfs, Cams, Tapi'KTH, Pimtos-Hkads, Kailroau
AND •MaCIUNKRY CaHTINOS OF KVKHV DKSfRimON. AL«0,

IIOMOGElSrEOUS STKEL,
Soft and Ductile. Superior* to Iron for Locomotive, Mining

and l\4arine Forgings.
Also, Steel Rods fru:n '4 to 3 ineil di meter, and Flats from 1 to

8 inch, Ansrles, Teen, Chaiiiiol». and otiier Siiapes ; .Steel Waifon,

Biit'U'y »"'' Truck T re». Plow Steel Stamp Stci s, C'mi .Shafts, Piston

Hods, Maehiiury, and Siiecial .Shape Steel to tizj and length.

Steel Kails Fkom 12 TO 46 rousus per Yard.

IRON AND STEEL BRIDGE, ROOF AND RAILROAD

CAR WORK A SPECIALTY.

Highest price paiil for Scrap Steel. Orders will have

prompt attention Sfiul for catulogues.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO.,
202 Market Strkbt, Sas Krakcisco.±

Granolithic Paving Company.
All kinds of Artificial Stone Work. Steps, Corridors, Sidewalks, Basements

j^ Engine Seats, Foundations. Etc., Etc.

"VS^. 8. SOMERVILLE. JManajrer, 422 Montgomery Street S. V.

WIRE WORKS,
D. D. WASS, 141 & 143 FIRST ST.

Wire Windows, Guards, Oflice Screens,
Wire Fenciiiir, Wire Gates,

RoofCrestingr and Ornamtntal Work.
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TWO-HOLE SASH PULLEY.

Makes its own mortise with perfect lit; no
chisel or screws retiuired; uo tiuie lost in apply

ing. Cheapest, simplest and best. Marking
Guages same price of Pulley. Free sample and

prices by mail.

STOVER MANUFACTURING CO.

Freeport, III,

W. K. SHEPMAN. \. RUDGEAR.

SAN FRANCISCO

NOVELTY I PLATING WORKS.

COLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATERS.

Electro-Bronzing, Grinding and Polishing,

Grate and Fender Work.

All Kinds of Brans Goods Suitable for

House Work, IH'shjncd and

Made to order.

Improved Silver Plated Amalgamating Plates

for Quartz Placer and Beach Mining,
Furnished to order with Promptness and

Dispatch.

RUDGEAR & SHEPMAN Proprietors.

108 & 112 FIRST STREET.
San Praneiteo, ... CalifornUi.

BRASS & NICKLE PLATED WINDOW & BAR FITTINGS.

TO AROIIITKCTSt, m!Il,I»KR>«, IIOI'SK I'AIXTKKS, I>Ki;ORATORN, KOAT BUILU.
RR»« A:Vi» VACIITM.'MEX UKHIUIXU A!V

EXTREMELY DURABLE FINISH FOR WOOD.

Aro superior to any
VarniBhcs or Wood Kiii-

ishi'S in the markcl, for

the following rciisons,

viz.;

Tln'.v iiowHCww iiioro

lioU.v. IlislKT liiNtcr,

srcatiT rcMiMtiiiK |)r«l>-

crtli'n to :itmo«ii!ierl<'

iiillnencrM, nrtioii of \va-

!< and alkali, are more
claHtic, will not xcratrh
nor mar ivlilte, and are
more durable.

ROSENBERCS
For all elaNHeM

INSIDE WOEK
Ke<|nirinc srcat dnrS'

hilit.v. iiMe \o, 2

KI/ASTKA FI^VIMH.
For

OUTSIDE WORK

Ke<iuirinic extr.-me du-

rability, nMe 'So. 1

F.I^.VMTK'A FIXItlH.

D. ROSENBERG & SONS,
7.14-740 Ka*ifl'4n. street,' Offlce, 207 Avenue D,
7.33-7»» Kant 1.3th Street, f

109-2U7 .Avenue l>. )

.Manufactured by

NEW YORK.
Send for Sampler and Full I'rirtieularM.

ItElVIOVA.L

Importer and Dealer in

PAINTS, OILS, CLASS, VARNISHES,
A\^A.LL :p^per etc.

Has removed to 1314 MARKET STREET,
OPPOSITE SEVENTH ST.

IMPORTANT TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.

Wc are raanutacturing all kinds of Window Bars for Show Windows, Window Ra'ls, Rods, and Guards, also Counter.

Bails and Braeltets, finished in tho metal, or plated with Gold, Silver or Nickel, as well as Door Numbers, and every des-

cription of Door and Name Plates and metal Signs for private houses, offices, etc.

Every description of new and old metal goods, plated with Gold, Silver, Nickel Bronze, etc.

We also manufacture SILVER-PLATED AMALGAMATING PLATES for saving Gold in Quartz, Gravel and PlattT

Mining-

Oiir work ia In use all over the Pacific Coast, and has prved flrst-elass in every particular

E. O". IDEI3Sr3SriST03Sr,
Proprietor San Vrancisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works.

653-655 MISSION ST. San Francisco, Cal-

Hot Water ANDSteam Heating
For all Classes of Buildings.

I have introduced this system in over 400 houses on this Coast where it

is now in operation. All work Guaranteed.
•

Hole Manafh<^tur<'r of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER.
Mole Asent for

BUNDY'S PATENT STCAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.
Also .^gent tlitr

Gold's Improved Sectional Boiler for Low Pressure Steam.

Office, 30 New Wontgomery Sf., under Palace Hotel

Illustrated Circuhr furni.--hed on application.
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LUMBER DEALER,
OFFICE, PIER 19 STEUART ST.,

Pier 19 Steuart, & 4th & Channel Sts.

Tr.r.Ki-n ,\K No. 130. SAN F.tANCIsCd.

* STAR *

Tool and Machine Works,
F. KEAJEWSKI, Proprietor.

5 20 and 5S2 FIFI'H ST.
Sax I-'ra.vc IMCO.

WOOD-WORKING,
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

l:ii;l l.olts, niMikifs, Xn,,.] l!,„|s, ,ti., for StaT Work

W. D. FERINE,
Mauufactarer of

Artificial Stone Siflewalls, (larilen falls,
Base7)ient Floor.^, Cfirnffiff Sff/is, Colond 'J'Ue-'<

Biiililftitj StoiH'y

URNS, VASES, STONE COPING AND STEPS,

ENTRANCE TO CEMETERY LOTS. CASKETS,

STONE FOUNTAIN BASINS, ETC.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE- 28 New Monts-on.ervSt,
OAKLAND OFFICE-459 Ninth at.

UeMdenoe, 80'J Oak street, Oakland,

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap,

BEST IN USE.
JRecoimiieiiUed by all the Architects

in California.

Office_l90l BROADWAY, OAKUND.
For Sai.k kv ruMBKKs,

Architecture, ITorton 1 50

Amateur Mechan'sWorkshop 3 00

Cottages 1 00
Ornamental Drawing 1 00

NEW YORK SAFETY DUMB WAITER FIXTURES
,^ Patented United States, April 19t)i, 1887; in Canada, May 18th, 1887.

The MOST COMPLETE,
SIMPLE and ABSOLUTELY
SAFE WAITER made. Pro-
vided with SAFETY ROPE,
AVOIDING ACCIDENT. EN-
TIRELY NOISELESS, and
moves withperfeet ease.

FIXTURES ONE SIZE
ONLY, adapted toany size
waiter. Can be adjusted
by any CARPENTER or
MECHANIC. DIAGRAM and
FULL DIRECTIONS ACCOM-
PANY EACH SET.

HANDSOMELY BRONZED,
and packed ONE SET in a

BOX Sold by the Hard-
ware trade .

PRICE, 15.00.
For catalogue address

the manufacturers.

THE EDWARD STORM SPRING CO.. Limited,

Pouffhkeepsie, N. Y.

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO., 17 AND 19 BEALE ST

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street,

Corner '-f Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

J. L. HUFFINO. C. D. BlANCIM.

MarWe Depot aM Steain Saw Mills.

RUFFINO & BIANCHI,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

MANTELS, MONUMENTS, PLUMBERS' SLABS. ETC.

Kstiniates furnished on all kinds (tf marble work.

964, 966, 968 and 970 Bryant Street,
N'ear Se\entli '•'-treet, San Francisco

P. O. Hux. 1683.

Asphaltum and Roofing Felt,

RED METALIC ROOFING PAINT,

TAR OIL and COAL TAR.
N. 0. WALTON, 219 Mission St.

HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwellings by the Most Appkoved

HOT "WATER SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this line has given perfect satisfaction iu every instauce, and wo will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

Wc also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY & CO.

614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.
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X). ZKaJLIO, if
Carrara Marble Works

Mancfactubrr op

MA.1BLE MANTELS, CRATES, MONUMENTS

AND HEADS rONES.

1S19 MIHSIOS fSrilEKT,

Bet. Xitith and erith. San Francisco.

33. McMahon <fc Son,
Wharf, Bridge and Trfalle- Wwk

COnVCB I ISTj^TI OltTS,

irou Briflges, Railroads auil Pile Foniidations,

1*II,K8 AND Lt'MRKR CONSTAXTLY ON HaM)

OFFICE. NO. 22 HOWARD STREET

IVES'

PATENT
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LOCK
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H.B.IVES&CO.^NeTHa70B,Cl
SKND FOR ILLUSTRATEB PRICE-LIST.

THERE IS NO ROOF EQUAL TO A GOOD TIN ROOF.

Use only the hest roofing tin on your buildings, '{'in

Roofs should last forty years, at least, Avith no expense for

repairs. They do not last fiue years before repairs begin
—nine

roofs out of ten. The fault is in the tin.

(iuaranteed Hoofing Plates cost very little inoro than inferior goods in the

market—very little, indeed.

The "GILBERTSONS" OLD METHOD and "CAMARET"
possess the following merits:

Every Sheet is Stanvped with the Brand and Thickness.

Every Box is Stamped with the Actual Net Weight.

Every P)Ox of both these brands is Guaranteed.

The only difterence between the "GILBEllTSON'S OLD .METHOD'
and '"OAMARET" is that the former has the heavier coating.

Imperfect or Waster .Sheets arise in tiie manufacture of all Roofing Plates.

N'j Wait'em of the above brands can 1)6 bought at any prv e, as they are ?jc><

imported. Tiiis can be said of no otiier braihls of liootiug Plates in the market;
hence our brands give perfect secuiity to the Architect, Property Owner and
lloofei'.

MERCHANT & CO. 517 ARCH ST.. Philadelphia.
NEW YORK. CITTCAOO. LONDON.

Your Name on tliis Pencil Stamp, 25c.

ilndialnk,a:,'fstenn.s& outfit free

Erts. are selling luindreds ofthese st'p.^.

ThalmanJIf'. Co., Baltimore, Md.iU.S. A.
Lead ine Importers & Wholesale Stamp Heuse,

BRADSTREET'S

^XLVIeatliiii' Strips,
Excludes Dust, Wind, Rain and Noise of the
Street and Prevents RATTLI^o OF Windows
All Work Warranted.

A. B. BRADSTREET,
1323 Ellis Street.

NORRIS PULLEY.
Full Size Cut of 00409.

You will Notice that this Pulley has an EXTRA Protec-

tion for the Rope.

C. SIDNEY NORRIS & CO.
Baltimore, Md
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WALL

WOOD C5AHPETPIKG,
Imitation Stained Qlass,

MOORISH FUETWORE.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & no POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

J

W. & J. SLOANE & CO.,
WHOLESALE AXD HKTAII.

iolsterf
PERSIAN, INDIAN, TURKISH

AND OTHER

«

Silk and Lace Curtains, Portieres, Window

and Sash Curtain Goods.

DESIGNS FURNISHED FOR DRAPERiES AND LAMBREQUINS.

Shades

641-647 :]yC^I^ICET STI^EET.
Nkxt Above Palack Hotel.

San Franc/SCO Artificial Stone Pauing Company.

FOR ARTIFICIAL STONE, SIDEWALKS, CELLAR FLOORS, CON-

CRETE FOUNDATIONS, ETC., ETC.

Office, 486 Montgomery Street,
UNDER DONOHOE, KELLY & CO'8 BANK.

H. M. PETERSEN & CO. SAN FRANCISCO
Okkicb Hours, betwrbn 12 and 2 pm.

CALIFORNIA WIRE WORKS
329 Market Street,

San Francisco. : •. : Cal.,

MAXfFACTDRKR8 OP

BAI^K, STORE, AND OFFICE

Railings of Wrought Iron or Wire,

WINDOW GUARDS FOR (;HrRCnE.S,

STORES, RESIDENCES, PUBILG BUILDINGS, ETC.,

CRE8TIN08 and FINIALS,
Elevator Gviards, Balcony Railings, Wire Partitions, Skylif^h

Guards, Wire Signs, Wrought Iron Fences, Seives,

Stable Guards, Itiddles, Stable Fixtures, Ooal

Sere ns, Arbors, Sand Screens, Gar-

den Arches, Wnidow Screen-*,

Wire Fencen,

And a Generul Line of

Ornamental "Wire Q-oods.

Oyckerhoff Portland Cement
OF UNRIVALLED STRENGTH, FINENESS

AND RELIABILITY

Best ^nd Clieapest
For Foundafio^i-t, Cellar.^, Floornj ]VaU.-<, Artijickd

Stonff Etc.

These extraordinary qualities permit an unusually large
addition of san ), etc., (25 to 50 per cent, more than other
well-ki;own Portland Cement) and will produce the strongest
most reliable and durable work.

Selling at no higher figure than ordinary good brands of

Portland Cement, it is therefore much the cheapest to use.

Dyckerhoff's Portland Cement is always uniform, unal-
terable in volume, and will not crack.

Pamphlets containing directions and testimonials sent
free.

CHAS. OUISENBERG & CO.,
314 Sacramento Street^ San Francisco, CaL

Sole Agents for the P:icifie Coast.

F. A. REQUARTH & CO
34 S. St. Clait St.

DAYTON, OHIO

Stair :•: Builder?.

And Manufacturers o
True Square Hexag;on, Oc"
tagon and Rouud Balusters
and Newells. The only
true Prismatic work, effect-

ing elegance, refinement.
Architectural Beauty and
comfort.

Make Discount to tbe Coatt

Trade.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

ELECTRIC IMPRCVEMENT CCMP'Y
Electric Street Railways,

American System of Electric Arc Lighting,
Standard Underground Co. 's Lead Covered Cables,

Mather's System of Incandescent Lighting.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES, LAMPS, ETC. ETC.
Estimates furnished for Electric Railways, Electric Light and Steam Plants.

Office—217 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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THE

(Jalifor<nia
i^i^cpect \ Building MeWg.

I'Jstnhlishril Jitnttii ry, ISJU.

I'hcorticial origan of the Sail Francisco Chapter American Institu'e
of Architects. Published by the SAN FllANUIbCO AUCHl-
TKCTl'RAL ITMLISHINO CO., No. 240 Montgomky St.
Koonis 11,12 and 13.

Term's per amnini. $2.00 ill advance.

Published on the 15th of each Month.

1Vh«>n mone.v in mrnt for Nuhscriptious, tlir rct-pipt or a <'*p.v of

this Journal in an a<-k'nonl<MlKairnt lliat it IiaH

liorii rt>c«>lT<'4. I^Hlt'ss '<iaeiiitr<l
\\<f. do not 81-titl !<-

coiptK,

OUR ADYERTISINC RATES.

Front Cover, Outside, Each Insertion - Per Square S 2.50
Back Cover, Outside, Each Insertion do. 2.00
Page Preceding Reading Matter • do. 1.75
Page Following Reading Matter - do. I .50
Inside Pages do. I .OO
Full Page Inside One Insertion 4O.0 c
Each Subsequent Insertion according to Agreement.

A ^qunrc is One Indi In llrpth By Width of Single Column.

Advertisements alone inserted that refer to materials uscd in the
construction and Furnishing of houses, and to matters

and trades belonging to th building
interest.

KTo C3t]3.ex-isi Hooei-^T-od.

SAN FRANCISCO, .ILLY 15, 1S88.

Weekly Building News.

--^
Havinf; received a jireat many letters in

ret^ard tothe establishment of the \Vi;kki,v

Biii.DiNi; Nkw's, we desire to make the

following statement : When the design
was first formulated to give to those inter-

ested a weekly digest of building news
from every portion of the coast, it wa g

sup|)osed that enough subscribers could be obtained to support the

same without the necessity of inserting advertisements. The man
agement was satisfied if expenses were cleared for the first year.

The encouragement received was not such as to warrant its publi-

cation, unless advertisements were inserted. So the management
determined to withhold publication for a while, and in the mean-

lime secure a competent corps ol canvassers, through whose aid at

least four pages of advertisements will be obtained. It is the in-

tention to have the Weekly eight pages instead of four as it at first

ai)i)eared, one half of the space to be devoted strictly to building

news, and the othev half to advertisements connected with the

building interests. It will be enlarged from time to time as build-

ing activities will warrant. We make this full explanation in be-

half of the management, as some parties have ungenerously en-

i-leavored to disparage the undertaking and have made remaiks

utterly beneath those who aspire to be in the front ranks of journal-

ism. (Jver 1300 copies will b printtd and distributed each week

and sjjecial arrangements will be made to have them delivered

where they will do the most good.

The Chapter Meeting.

The proceedings of the last Chapter meeting, given elsewherfi

in this issue, should lie read by every one fonnected with the

building interests.

Subdivisions of the House.

The manner in which the interior of the human dw(!lling has

been evolved oi' set apart to diH'erent uses forms a curious div

partnieut in the history of civilization. When man lias felt a

need he has endeavored in some way to supply it. Even while

he was still half wild beast he was oblijjed to have a shelter from
the elements. Tliis satisfied, he lived for unnumbered ages with

his family or ti'ibe crowded in a single room like animals gathered
in a pen or fold. A sense of delicacy, with a longing for comfort,
caused the construction of the bedchamber, a desire for conveni-

onc(^ of the kitchen, the need of
ijuii't and retirement of the study

and the disinclination to admit occasional guests to the intimacy
of the household, or the wish to have a chamber where friends

might i)(; assembled and which might represent the elegance of

the mansion, of the parlor, oi- as the Fi-ench now call it, the

.siilon. Tlie word '•parloir," (room for speaking or conversation)
from which we get the English word "parlor," is still found in

French dictionaries, but has been banished from Paris and other

large Krench cities to the most rural part of -the provinces.
The word "chamlier'' was bj the French originally a]>plied to

nearly every subdivision of tlie house, the parlor and dining-room
included. Now they use it meiely to indicate the sleeping room.

Its original usage survives in the phrases, "Chamber of Deputies,"
'Chandlers of Commerce," and some formal modes of speech.
The word "a[iartinent," used in English to express the different

rooms of a house, nutans in France an assemblage of rooms sufh-

cient for the iKied of a family.
Of all the rooms of a family mansion the bed chamber has the

most interesting histoiy, not mearly that it has been the ordinary
scene of births and deaths, but for social and politicalj'reasons.

Ix't us take France for instance as the most pertinent illustrations

of the subject. I'hree imndred years ago all occupations of life

were jierformed in a single large loom which formed a great part
of the mansion. Here were found the master of the house, his

family and the servants engaged in their \arious occupations.
Mere the head of the family carrie<l on his literary labors if he

was a man of learning, while the woman of the household spun
and wove, and the male domestic cooked or peiformed other

menial duties. This was the rule, to which sometimes, in the

case of kings and noblemen, there were exceptions. But even a

king's bedchamber was not kept private. The monarch generally
had two, one where he could take, if he insisted on it, a good
honest sleep, and which was of moderate dimensions, and the

otluM' a state bedchamber where he held audience, where his

rising in the morning and his going to bed at night were in the

presence of a crowd of lackeys and courtiers. He was not allow-

(^(1 to die in his private bedchamber, although he could pass there

a (lart of his fatal illness. XA'hen his end was evidently at hand

he was carried into the larg(! chamber called "chamber of parade,"

placed in its magidficent bed and permitted there to draw his

last breath in the midst of as many of his courtiers and aristo-

cratic subjects as could gain admission. It was because the bed-

chandier was so public dui'ing the Middle Ages that it was so

handsomely decorated and that the bedstead became a work of

ait, many specimens of which are preserved in European mu-

seums. In old engraving the king is represented attending to

affairs of state in a bed surrounded by his Ministers and parsons
of the Court, and great ((Ueens partaking of their meals in their

chandlers, as was the custom, the bed on one side of the rooni)

the table on the other.

It was while the liourbons were on the throne that the bed

and bedchamber achieved their greatness. Here Louis XIH
us(;d to receive and cou\erse affectionately with those whom he

intended to turn over to the tender mercies of his Minister Riche-

lieu. Here Anne of .\ustria, when regent, received her Minis-

ters and her distinguished gueffts. During the reign of Louis

XIV the ceriuionial attending.
|jJi->^

getting up and going to bed

became ridiculous. To be petjUfsted to assist at the making of

the King's toilet in the morning was considered one of the

greatest hoiiois that could be accorded to a courtier; to be al-

lowed to take part in tlie adjustment of the loyal shirt, a distinc-

tion to be handed down as a tradition to one's ow n posterity.
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As late as 1750 princes and even honest burghers received in

their bedchambers. It was (Kirinj; this epoch that the ijueens
of society received in bed. Mme. De ^laintenon received the

court before she was out of bed in the morning. Women con-

nected with the French Kings by less lionorabU^ ties received

the homage of tiieir numberless flatteries in tin; same mannei-

without shame or without seeming ridiculous in tht; eyes of those

who sought to profit by their influence near the llirone.

The first .salons in French houses only date back to tiie end of

the seventeenth century—tliat is, to about 1G!^0 or Ui'JO and

th<i first dining rooms oidy to 1750. Up to that peiiod the rich

had eaten Iiabitually in the rooms where they sl<'])t.
As for those

in moderate circumstariLCS and tlic poor, they still lived, cooki'd,

slept and received their friends in the .sam(! apartment, or if

they had a separate bedroom it was no more than a closet or a

hole ill the wall into which tln^y forced themselves with difliculty.

In England as on the Continent the bedehandn'r was evol\('(l

in much the same manner. There was originally the ct^ntial

hall occupying the body of the castle or mansion, where every-

body lived in common and every household office was perfoiined,

except perhaps the cooking, wliich might have been relegated to

an outhouse. After the evening meal, which was taken w ith co-

pious libations, the greater part of those present fell to the door

dead drunk and slept in the straw or rushes that covered it till

morning. What bedrooms there were were made by hanging

pieces of tapestry or other drapery across the corner of the room

or over some alcove or recess in the wall. In time tliese tian-

sient screens became pernianent partitions. In houses where the

architecture became later more elaborate the alcove in which the

bed was placed might be flanked by pillars which served as

the support of rich curtain.^. All this refers to the sleeping-

rooms of the Middle Ages, and a period cor.iparatively modern.

The Greeks and Romans slept, as any one can see at Pompeii, in

little stone rooms that were no larger and not nearly so well ven-

tilatt^d as the cells of an American penitentiary.
In the seventeenth and during a greater part of the eighteenth

century no parts of a palace were well warmed, least of all the

doors and windows were not well made, and (he niagnificient

fireplaces, of which many specimens are e.xtant, served oidy to

grill one side of the person, while the other was benumbed with

cold. This
i.s, perhaps, one reason why .so many of the tine

ladies of the early part of the last century received in bed. It

was quite as convenient and far more comfortiiblefoi themselves,

while as for their guests, who were often persistent and annoying,

they would become tired and leave the sooner.

Fri>m this account of the gi-adual di\ ision of the dwelling into

rooms it will seen that there was little delicacy and scarcely any

comfort, either in England or on the (Continent, till the latter part
of the last century, or a little more than 100 years ago. There

was not much receiving in bed, either of kings or their subjects,

after Louis XIV the house existed with all, or neaily all, its

modern appointments. There was a separate room for e\ery
household function—the parlor, library, dining room, bedcham-

bers, nursery and rooms for servants. It is a king to whom
civilization owes nmch, and whose memory, considering the in-

terest he took in the achievement of our independence should be

cherished in America. From the first hut made by the savage
man by drawing down the branches of a small tree on all sides

and plastering it over, with mud there
i.s,

let us say, to the house

of the American gentleman of to-day, what a distance' It repre-

sents the whole sum of human achievement, the entire develop-
ment of man's faculties of his intellectual needs, his refinement,

his self respect, in short, the best that is in him in sentiment, in

moral aspiration. There is in the American hou.se- let us say-

palace
—an excess of luxury tluit may not always be desirabh-,

and apartments, such as smoking and billiard rooms, which were

unknown even in the mansions of France in the e[)och of Louis

XVI. This princely residence has been evolved from the colo-

nial period, when there was a bed in th(^ fmnt room, anf)ther bed

in the "keeping room," wIkmc the family table was spread, and

beds also in other rooms, if liy gowl fortune the house was fuither

subdivided. The <mlarg(!ment of tlie house cam<; first in the

Northern MtaUiS. In the NoiAliern States the bed is still a con-

spicuous object in all houscii '^icept those of the rich, the pecu-

liarity being du(^ in part to
tjl^al'sence

of an entrance hall, which

repres(;nts in its scanty dimensions the hall of the castle in which

the old baron held wine and wassail.

The houses are built so close together in .\ilanta City, that

women can borrow kettles and flat irons through the windows with-

out going out-doors.

San Fiancisco Chapter, American Institute of

Architects.

'J"he regular monthly nictating of the Chapter was held in the

rooms of the Art Association on July 6th. W. P. Moore, vice-

President. was in the chair. The following members were

present: W. P. Moore, (i^. H. Wolfe, .1. J. Clark, A. Pissis, J. E.

Wolfe, W. J. Cuthbertson, R. H. Daley, H. T. Bestor, M. J.

Lyon.
After the routine business was dispo.scd of, the special com-

mittee on Competitions reporti^d that as yet they had come to

no detinitt; conclusion. Th(^ whole matter in regard to Compe-
titions was then thoroughly discussed by every Fellow present.
It was thought that the jiresent was the most opportune time

for discussion, owing to the fact tliat there were two targe com-

petitions on hand.

The "Olympic Club Comp(>tition'' was the one jirincipally dis-

cussed, as the remuneration otVc iixl for plans was totally incon-

sistent with the amount of work (expected.

(It is geiieially lutderxiood thai a certain architect had been

selected in the first puve lo prepare the plans; but on the rep-

resentations made by three other architects, who are members

of the Association, that, being members, they were entitled to

fiave an equal show, it was decided to have competition plans.
—

Ed. Architect.)

tJreat stress was laid on the propositions that the main point
to be considered was the appointment of a Phofessional

Refekke to decide upon the best plan, and, secondly, tlie suc-

cessful competitor to be the superintendent, with compensation
at full professional peicentage. It was remarked that a com-

mittee had been appointed to make the selection. The mem
bers of the committee were human, and liable to err, and that

was the point most to be feared, as the counnittee's decision,

even if palpably wrong, was nothing but an error of judgment.
One member was very emphatic in regard to the liability of

committees erring. (The best name to call it is beforehand

fixing.
—Ed. Architect.) The public should be taught the right

idea in regard to to the value of an architect's services. Exam-

ples in the past show conclusively that the whole system of com-

petitions is a fraud. In fully 90 per cent of the competitions in

California, a committee will, through a circular, invite architects

to prepare plans, knowing beforehand in their minds, that the

choice of architects has been decided upon. Reference was

made to the Competition in regard to a large public building in

this state. Eleven competitors offered plans. Each one pre-

sented seven sheets of double elephant paper, representing all

the points to be shown, thus making seventy-seven sheets in all

to be examined IN ONE HOUR after plans were received by
the committe(% the aw-ard was made, showing conclusively that

the successful party had been selected beforehand. No honest

set of men could have unrolled seventy seven sheets of paper
and laid them out on a tabh^ ready for a thorough examination

ni the short space of one hour.

In another case of a church in this city, one of the trustees of

the church came to the speaker and told him it was no use for

him to send in his plans, as the selection had been made. It is

not to be presumed that a churcli trustee would steal directly

monev from your pocket, but here was a clear case of robbery in

permitting architects to take their time and the money necessary

for draughtsmen's services, paper, etc., knowing full well he was

throwing away the same.

Another case, where the church committee wanted it distinctly

understiKxl that under no circumstances would any plan lie con-

sidered, the cost of which exceeded 3f60,00O. Some of the com-

petitors, since dead, religiously prepared their plans, keeping
that figure in view. The plan adopted by th(! comniittei^ was

evidently s(^lected beforehand. Tiie building, when finished,

cost fll.'ijOOO. The speaker in<iui)ed by what right had a com-

mittee selected the plan, knowing it could not be built for the

amount called for, thu,s, virtually telling several parties who had

honestly striven to comply with th<' requirements of the printed

circulars calling for a competition, that tiiey had been asked to

present plans merely for a show of fairness, the architect having
lx;en d(!cided U|)on beforehand.

One member thought that the only way to prevent the abu.sc

referred to was foi- arcliitects not to engage in competitions.
This was answered by another member, saying in that case east-

em architects would be invited. Another member facetitiously

remarked that Stockton has a dose of good eastern architect,

and he for one was not afraid of eastern competition.
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Another point was Ijiouglit out in the discussion. Coininit-

tces would be in a great rusli for plans. They nvu^t be in by tlie

time prescribed, and in many cases, notably the Lick Trust

•Statuary, keep plans after receiving them, for months before

giving a decision. This was unjust to the architect who had

paid out his money for help and given liis own time towards

striving for a premium. The architect had a right to know if he
was to receive any of the advertised premiums.
The committee was granted fmther time to make a full

report.
One of the members of the committee on the "Kegistiy Jio:k"

reported adversely to the proposition made. The matter was

postponed until next meeting, in order to hear from the other

side of the question.

Adjourned.

A Fair View of the Situation.

While the prosperities in California are no less inflated than

they have been, viewed from a building stand-point, they are far

from discouraging. The cooling down from a boom condition, to

one of natural, permanent and regular character, cannot but pro-
duce a changed appearance, and to some extent modify hopes and

expectations that had run wild in outreachings after results, that

should be waited for with some degiee of patience. Eagerness
and haste to attain and accomplish ends more rapidly than cir-

cumstances warrant, as often end in disappointment as success.

T'he natural laws that govern and control human aflivirs, will reg-
ulate and equalize things; and when pre.ssures beyond the require-
ments of communities are brought to l)e enforced, the stimulated
and inflated must yield to the resistance that lixes limitations at

which human calculation, ingenuity and peisistenc must halt.

That overreachings have influenced transactions in the offer-

ings and sales of building lots and lands in the cities and county
districts of the state, and their values; and that fortunes have
been realized, both by sale and purch.se, cannot be denied; but

many will have to abide their time when they will lie able to ob-

tain present and recent par-investment prices; still the state is

solid in every part, with a grand future in prospect^. That which
has been forced is simply anticipating that which was destined to

come to pass in due time. The only question being as to whether
it is always, or at any time piudent to attempt to fore.stall the in-

evitable, by force of vigorous and shi-ewd efforts, or to go a little

slower, and be patient until the times come when the demand
shall equal the supply, and necessities call for an advance.

By all this the building business has been materially afl'ected

ill several ways. In the inflated localities it lias caused vigorous

building activities?, and large demand for building materials.

This has led to advance in prices, not only as to the special locali-

ties in which such activities existed, but in all parts of the state.

The expansion of market for materials so far enlarged the Held of

demand, that manufacturers had it all their own way in dictating

prices; and so long as this demand continued a(nive prices, how-
ever exhorbitant, had to be submitted to because there was
no need for competition, as between manufacturers, each and all

being able to dispo.se of their products at ruling rates; hence im-

provements eveiywhere, both in the commercial and older cities,

and in all the newer portions of the state, have, for a year or two

past, cost more than they would have cost when lumber was free

on the market, at from three to ten dollars, or more, per thousand
less than the prices at which it is now held, and has been for the

period named. And while a few dollars per thousand upon the
item of lumber alone is not a material factor in the general result

of cost of a building, it is nevertheless of suflicient importance and

magnitude to deter thoso who deem ruling prices an extortion,
from undertaking building improvements.

The lumber manufacturers of the Pacific Coast complain
that their product should be made the obstacle to any improve-
ment, and assert that present rates are none too high: that the

cost of production fully warrant, and equity of profits not only
fully justify even present prices, but that a still greater advance
would be reasonable.

Be this as it may, the manufacturers are themselves to blame
for the adverse opinions held by the community, as they

—by their

uncertain standards, varying rates fi-om time to time, according to

the spirit of competition in exercise among themselves, sometimes

supplying the market at rates which no informed person would
consider near remunerative, yet impressing the public mind that
if rough lumber could at any time be sold for twelve or thirteen
dollars per thousand, why should it be worth much more at any
time, or under any circumstances.

The fact that the manufacturers were at war among themselves
w;is no afl'air of consumers, and the misfortunes of a "broken mar-
ket" thitt untpiestionably did, during the great competition eras,
result in loss to the lumbermen, is a matter that the public disre-

gard; and owneis of real estate have been and are unwilling to

recognize fair dealing in prices of lumber of the same kind and

([uality, at one time twelve, and at other times twenty-two dollars

per thousand.

Another feature of the case is, that building improvements
in the larger cities have been retarded by reason of the very many-
land and town lot booms that have been ottered in nearly every
portion of the state, with every device known to the shrewd and
active minded men who have managed them, toinduceinvestments;
and hundreds of thousands and millions of dollars in the shape of

speculative purchases have been drawn away from the commer-
cial centers, that would have been spent in buihling improvements
under a less inflated rat of things.

But reactions under their circumstances do not by any means
indicate failure in any extended sense; but a mere checking up in

the heated race, to acquire wealth speedily, a cooling down from
fever heat to a normal condition, and an equalizing of transac-

tions, with the necessities of the times.

Interesting Lawsuit against a Firm of Builders.

A case was recently tried in England involving the responsibil-

ity of contractors, which we find reported in the Builder. The
Messrs. Peto Brothers, very eminent builders in London, had a
contract for the erection of a hotel in Covent (warden. In carry-

ing out their contract, they were obliged to excavate about nine
feet below tlie foundation of the wall, V)etween the hotel and the

adjoining house and underpin the wall. In doing so the wall was
ci'acked from top to bottom. The owner of the adjoining estate
sued the Messrs. Peto for damage to his wall. The contractors
resisted on the ground that the work which they had done was
carried out under the provisions of the Metropolitan act, and that
the settlement and cracking of the superstructure was an ine^•i-

table conseijuence of the underpining, and they urged that the
work having l);ien done in accordance with the statue, no one
could be held liable for the result of it; that if any one could be
held liable, it was the owner of the building they had constructed
and not themselves, and finally, that the work had been carried
out with the utmost care, and that, as the cracking was
avoidable under any circumstance, there had been no negligence
involving anybody's responsilnlity. The defendants did not call

any witness to prove their assertion that the cracking of the wall
was the necessary consequence of undei-piiining it, and his lord-

ship, the judge, remarked that if all the builders in London had
come and said .so he should not believe them. In his opinion
there had been x ery considerable negligence. He was sure that
the settlement was not the inevitable result of the work done,
because he had him.self seen a wall undeipinned without produc-
ing any cracks, so that the damiige not being the necessary conse-

quence of work done according to the statue, the defendants could
not use that for avoiding their responsibility, and for mucli the
same reason, the burden could not be shifted on the shoulders of

tlieir employer. No one remained to bear it except the builders
and the judge condemned them to pay the assessed damage to the

wall, about two hundred dollar.s, with two hundred and fifty more
as consolation to the owner of the injured house, and the costs of
the suit.— .{i/ii'iiian .Wrhile.it.

The Mechanics' Institute Fair.

The annual Fair of the Mechanics' Institute will be held in

the usual place, commencing next month. It is now about time
that our Carpenters and .Joiners made a display. Every other '

branch of industry has been represented, but, witli the exception
of a large shaving or two, nothing has been exhibited as the
handiwork of a large portion of our wage workers. Perhaps this

notice to the Builders' Association may cause some of our skilled

carpenters to prepare articles for the next Fair.

STIJKL SQlAR^ANn ITS USHS.
We have just received a large riJ';i>er of the above named books.

A copy will be sent to any addreSs upon receipt of ONE DOLLAR.
It contains a full treatise on the Carpenter's .Steel Square and the
numerous uses to which it may be applied.

A widow with a brown-stone house is as attractive as a building
and loan association.

The cross-cut saw gets dull in spite of its teeth.
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A Very Interesting Letter From Messrs. N. & G.

Taylor Co. of Philadelphia on the

Subject of Roofing Tin.

Philadrlphia, June 30th, 18S8.

Editor, California Architect and Building News, San Fran-

cisco, Oal.

Dear Sir: Our attention has just been called to a letter vvliicli

appeared in your issue of May 15th, signed by Messrs. Merchant
it Co. of our city. It is .so full of errors and mis-statements, and

its tone is so unjust, that were it not substantiated by appearing
under your own sanction, we should very uiuch doubt it authenti-

city, and would pass it in silence.

In fact, no reply from our House would he nece.ssiiry in any
Easfern paper, but some explanation is due to your readers, ac-

companied with a few fw^ts.

Messrs Merchant it Co. appear to forget that when they went

into the tin plate business not many years ago, they found our

firm selling guaranteed and stamped brands of tinplates. They
know that it was our custom at that time to stamp the brand and

oui name on various plates, and they also know that veiy many
years before they introduced the Gilbei'tson's Old Method in imi-

tation of the (jcnuine OLD STYLK brand, we had always stamped
the top and bottom sheet in each box of the Genuine OLD STYLK
with the brand and our name. Those of your readers who are for-

tunate enough to have some of oui' old circulars or catalogues of that

time can contirm us in these statements. It was on account of

imitations being used that we were compelled to have every sheet

of the Genuine OLD STYLE brand stamped with the brand and

trade mark, as well as our name as guarantor. While we have

been followed by others in the matter of stamping the l)rand on

Rooting Tin, they fail to follow us as far as having their ()wn

name added, without which what redi-pss has an architect or

property owner!

We cannot conceive how any one can have the ])resumption to

appropriate to themselves novelties which clearly originated with

ourselves, and while we regret tlie tone of their .irticle, and the

necessity of a reply on our part, still misstiiteinonts must be cor-

rected.

We fail to see the cause of this outburst of feeling against the

Eastern Importers and tin roofers (who, as every body know.s, are

well acquainted with the real value of all lirands imported) un-

less it be their failure to contirm the estimate which Messrs

Merchant it Co. wish to place on certain brands of tin. Messrs.

Merchant it Co. attack the tin roofers of Philadelphia, using this

language: "But when we assert that ninety-seven per cent, of the

roofers (as far as our own city is concerned) who uj)on receiving a

contract will buy and put on wa.sters instead of primes, we stjite

only a fact." This is a sad reflection upon the integritj' of our

roofers, that "ninety-seven per cent, of them are entirely devoid

of all business honor."

We fail to see how our friends, Messrs. Merchant it l!o., can

possibly substantiate this assertion, unless the contract should

call for one of their own brands, and they should sell the wasteis

bearing the same stamp as the prime. It could not occur in any
other way, and probably not in this, at the present time, as it

was through the Philadelphia roofers that it became known that

^Messrs. Merchant it Co. were selling the waslevR or imperferl
sheets of so-called guaranteed plates stamped e.ractly like the

primes; The tin roofers of Philadelphia, as a clas.s, bear the

highest reputation for their quality of their work, and the know-

ledge of the relative value of material We have customers in

this city who have been buying of us continuously for over forty

years; others whose parents and gi-and-parents bought of us.—old

and reliable mechanics who learned their trade before the time

of labor-saving machinery, and who not only know a good article

of roofing tin, but also how to put it on a roof. We have been

closely identified with all these men too long to imagine that such

a charge could b« made against them. If an architect should be

deceived, and t he roofer comply with the sepcification, the fault

should not fall upon the roofer, but upon the one who has de-

ceived the architect.

The celebrated OLD STYLK trand is now so well established

upon the Pacific Coast that it i 'Mk no defense nor encomium at

our hands. It has been ."(old a gpea^ many years with perfect satis-

faction unaffected by any competition. Messrs. Harper, Rey-
nolds k Co of Ix)s Angeles handle car-loads of it; the .John

Stock's Sons of San Jo.se have used it in large quantities, and the

fact that the large house of Messrs W. W. Montague it Co. of

San Francisco have allowed us th« use of their nam* as head-

quarters for the sale of the brand in San Francisco is of itself

sufficient evidence of popularity and confidence.

Many years ago the first sale was made in (California, if we
i-ecollect aright, to Mr. fJ. H. Swinerton of Sacramento citv, and

a laige lot was sent to Walla Walla, Wasnington Teiritory. thus

inaugurating on the Pacific Coast the use of a higli grade guaran-
teed I'oofing tin. We simply insert the.se facts h-^re to show your
reader that our OLD STYLE bi-and is the original brand—the

pioneer in the field—and that all other plates made by the man-
ner of hand dipping have simply .sprung into being imitation if
our brand, but, of course, without its characteristics. There is

no occasion to enter into an elaborate array of facts and dates; it

is simply sufficient for ms to say that we lui\<' always guaranteed
the OLD STYIiE brand of tenies, in fact, a guarantee acuoni

paning this brand of the original intention in introducing it.

It has always been made and sold to the trade with this distinct

understanding by our House. To guard against imitations when
we introduced the brand we took special precautions to have

every top and bottom sheet of it stamped with the brand, as we
have already stated above, and this was dor.e many years before

any rival appeared in the field at all. Later on we found it was im-

perative to have every sheet sta]nped, not only with the brand
and thickness, but also with the trade mark of tai'get and arrow,
and at the same time, tlie brand was duly registered in the Eng-
lish courts.

We wish to introduce some collateral evidence here as to who
wei'e the first to stamp tin plates or roofing tin. The first selec-

tion is from the London Jronmow^er ot May llth, 1887, and
reads as follows:

ROOKING PI,ATR.S.

To the Hililor of the "lroii>iioii<ia\"

Sir.—N. & G. Taylor Co., Philadelphia having called our attention-

to the injustice of an article which lately appeared in your
journal, we feel sure that you will give us an opportunity tor explana-
tion upon their behalf.

We desire to state for the information of your readers that the

"system" of stamping and branding each sheet separately, which is

claimed as a novelty l)y a competing firms is simply a gross imitation

of an idea which originated with N. &. G. Taylor Co. and has been
carried out at their re(|uest for their "Old Style" brand of lerne-plales
over many years.
We have reason to suppose that the new mode of branding became

necessary for the better protection of Messrs. Taylor's purchasers
against the numerous attempts to imitate and counterfeit the well-

known and successful "Old Style" brand, as employed forterne plates
of the highest quality.

Yours obediently,
THK COI'I'KRMINRRS' TIN PI.ATK CO., L't'd.

I'. \V. KI.OWKR.
firm A roil Thiirork:-'. Port Tiill>ot. South Wali-y, May H.

The .second selection is from a letter to us under date of March

:^>(!)t.h, 1887, from the Cookley Tin Plate Works, which letter is in-

our possession. Many of your readers may recollect the photo-

graphic reproduction of it which we issued last year, and we ex-

tract from it simply the following paragragh bearing on the mat-

ter in ((uestion:
"As others have followed you in stamping the brands on plates,

it is no more than ;«s/(Ve to yourselves that the fact should be

made public that we have followed this custom /'or you at our

works for at least fifteen years, having without interruption dui'-

ing that time so stamped, at your request COOKIjEY K Tinned
Sheets."

The elaborate catalogue issued by our House in the year 187'2

will be found to contain the distinct guarantee made by us on

hand dipped plates, for which we received the only award of

merit given at the Centennial Exposition held in Philadelphia
1876. The diploma and medal we have at our office here for in-

spection.
At the conunencement of their article Messi'S. Merchant it Co.

say: "The (iilliertson's Old Method and Camaret are the only two

brands of roofing plates in the nnu-ket today of which no im-

perfect or waster sheet«i are imported." This /s n-it //•»«, and

the claim is probably made with a view of counteracting the ef-

fect of our circular of May 24, 1887, an or/'^(?irt/ copy of which

we enclo.se for in.sertion elsewhere in your present i.ssue. At that

time the Camaret Wasters were stamped exwtly the same as

primes, and there was nr* security at all in the use of this brand.

As already stated abo\e, importers are well ac<puiinted with

the value of all brands imported, and each one knows whether

the wasters of his plates are passed through the patent rolls and

shipped to America, and sold under another bratul as prime, or

are sold for consumption in Kurope.
Now there have never been any wasters of Cookley K at all,

and we again bring in as a witness the following additional ex-
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tnict from the same letter of tlie Cookley Tin Plate Works, a

follows:

"TIk; home trade are only too ^lad to secure tlie wasters at a

very slight reiluetion, a)xd thegeare Hot shi]yped to Ameiica."
Is aiiytliiiig more conclusive wanted as proof that Cookley K

Wasters have never been imported!
In conclusion, we have to state that there are no Wasters of

the OLD STYLE. We have had them, but they were never

stimpod, and they could not conflict in any way with the use of
this Ijrand in prime. We discontinued the importation of tliem
.some time since, and if there are any to be had to day, they must
be .some very old stock indeed. Architects and property owners
have always been fully and amply protected in the use of the
OLD STYLE, by the fact that no Rooting Tin is the Genuine
OLD STYLE brand unless it bears tlie stamp. Even if the
roofer could obtain Wasters he could not use them, as they would
not be stamped. Any one could deti!ct such a substitution, just
the same as if any l)rand at all were put on in place of the
(itMiuine OLD STYLE. We don't see how we could more
thoroughly protect architects and property owners in the iis(;

of the OLD STYLE brand.
We thank you for the space you kindly grant us for the in-

sertion of this article. We have tried to make it as brief as

possible. We have stated oiir [losition, and fortified it by facts

beyond dispute, and w(; further strengthen it by evidence from
two of the largest, most prominent and reliable makers of

Rooting Tin in Great Britain.

Very truly vours,

N."& G. TAYLOLi 00.

Wood, Plaster and Concrete.

The respective merits of these materials in the construc-
tion of buildings have recently been reviewed in their relation to

the acoustics of theaters, and the general gist of opinion is that
cnncrete has proved a -success. It is obviously difficult to cojb-

pare two materials like wood and concrete, so different in their

phisical properties. But for the inHamable nature of wood, it

must be admitted to be the most desirable acoustically for the

lining of rooms and halls adapted for music. The Italian con-

gress of architects, in )IS80, laid down certain rules respecting
the form and materials desirable for halls of music and theaters,
one of which was that w(X)d was the proper material to aug-
ment the energy of sound, and gi\ ing preference to fir; they also

recommended that the room should l>e lined with wood, isolated

as much as possible from the fabric of the building; that the
hoffit of tne theater (ceiling) and the fronts of tne boxes should

have. their surfaces composed oi thin plank.s, fitted together like

boxes, and the columns should be of wood, also hollow
These recommendations, ob\iously intended to promote re-

sonance, are opposed to all our ideas of incondjustibility, and, in

fact, would promote the spread of Hames. No better prescrip-
iion for an inflannnable interior could be gi\en than that the
liall should b(; lined with wood isolated, and that the boxes should
be separate boxes of wood.

From acoustic considerations, then wood is prefeiable to all

other materials as a wall lining but its inflammable .nature ren-

ders it undesirable in the constiuction of the auditorium of a

theater. For the re-enforcement of sound, it stands foreinost:

in otli(!r respects its presence adds materially to the risks of lire.

The (imployment of plaster or cement is undoubtedly inferioi- as

an acotistic surface; it has none of the vibrating projierties of

wood; the sound waves recoil and iiroduce confused sounds.

STEEL SorA RE AND ITS USES.

Elgvfltiau

Wc have just received a large number of the above named books.

A copy will be sent to any address upon receipt of ONE DOLLAR.
It contains a full treatise on the Carpenter's Steel Square and the

numerous uses to which it may he applied.

.V ijrouiincnt architect ol this city has recently given u|) business
and retired to the country. He is young, talented, energetic, and
a master of his profession; but the question plugged to him by a
female client was too much for him. She asked him why he didn't
divulge his plans.

"Where are ye livin' now, Moike ? "In Donegal Street, No.
II. Come and see me." "Faith, I will. Ought I to come in

be the airy, or be the front dure ?" "I dont care; but as I'm occupy-
in' the garret, it would be more convanient for ye to come in be
the skylight.

Village Church.—The plan illustrates a design for a small, plain-
neat church, in the modern .'American style of church architecture

The pulpit is placed in the rear, with a room on each side, to
be used for a choir, trustees and studio.

The building is well lighted by high double windows, glazed
with different pieces of colored glass, separated by small sashes and
two bars across the center. On each side of the vestibule is a wide
flight of stairs leading to hall above, which communicates with a

large, spacious gallery. The recess containing the pulpit has a

large proscenium arch in front, with ornamental brackets.
The foundation is faced with pressed red bricks, laid neat and

close, witli white mortar joints. The rafters, purlins, studs, etc.,
cati be dressed, chamfered, oiled and varnished, making a very nice
inside finish, and sufficiently broken to form a good acoustic.

The inside is neatly finished with capped, grained and varnish-
ed wainscoting. The floor has a gradual fall toward the pulpit, thus

affording a nicer arrangement of the seats, and a better view of the

pulpit, as one i)e\\ rises slightly above the other.

The church is entered by a wide flight of stairs, through large,

double-paneled doors, with )* femi-clrcular rosette, and a small,
fancy, projecting gable aboSs^V The sides and front have large,

heavy projecting buttresses, running nearly up to eaves, which
gives the church a heavy, rich appearance. The steeple is a very
striking feature of the buildine; the small windows, with louvers
above and below, thoroughly ventilate the building. The fancy
shingling, gables, pilasters etc. , are all pretty in design and form a
neat, unique and inexpensive spire.

Any further information in regard to construction, painting lo-

cation, etc. will be promptly forwarded on application. Address,
SALFIELD & KOHLBERG, 339 Kearny St., S. F.
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How to build the House.—Some things one ought

not to do.

By Edward W. Blakely.

Tliat there are arohifcects aud architects, and that tlieir work

ranges from very j;oo(I to indifferent and extremely had, is a fact

that no ohservant person will for a moment <iuestioii. As it

must moreover be admitted that the number of really first class

architects is (juite limited, it follows as a matter of course that

there must be a great deal of questionable work done in the way
of planning our dwellings and business buildings, (^specially in

our large cities and towns. While recognizing the really excel-

lent result produced by many of our practical architects, and the

niagniticent buildings that adorn our own and other cities, it

must be said that tln^ro ai'e many rcsid(!nces where the llagiant

disregard for everything but effect is so evident, that one might
well wonder if ever an architect designed them, or if like Topsey
they "growed."

I liave in mind a house where it is almost impossible to use

any article that is of what might be called regular size. With-
out (exception every room is some inches out of the regular width
for a carpet, and in order to cover the Hoors a fraction of a width
must \» on one edge, and in the length, the carpet wastes in

cutting according to the number of tigures in the yard. Some
of the rooms are quite large, and in selecting an elegant carpet
for one of them it was found that as the desired style had one

pattern to the yard, and there were eight length I'ecpiired, the

waste on account of the awkward size of the room would be a

trifle less than half a yard on every length of carpet. Two
inches over a width must be added to the sides, which necessita-

ed the purchase of an entire length in addition. The trille more
of width, while very little advantage to a room of that size, made
six yards of carpet neces.sary in order to fill a few inches of space,
and instead of calculating with any idea of ecomony the archi-

tect entailed a cost in carptit alone of nearly f30 to cover a spac<!
two or three inches wide on two sides of a room. Whenever it

became necessary to purchase or refit carpets for the floor in

that house there was an amount of grumbling, and when at last

it passed into other hands and was offered for rent, several pin-
sons refused it because of the enormous waste of carpets, the use-

less pieces alone costing more than enough to cover the floor of

one good sized room.

The casings of all the best rooms are elaborate and project
some distance into the apartment, aud it is neces.sary to cut out

not less than four inches from the edges of the carpets in order

to fit them around the moldings. In this way the borders are

almost destroyed, and it would be impossible to change them
about or put them down in other than the original way.
The windows are about three inches wider than the oi^nary,

and shades must be made to order, a trifling item for the original

owner, but of a great deal of importance when the house came to

the renting stage. They are too narrow for fine effects with or-

dinary lace curtains, and could not well be used with more, and

the curtain jwles used in other liouses will not tit at al'. The

spaces between the windows or doors are too nariow for ordinaiy
articles of furniture, the hall is an eccentricity; and so all over

the house; there appears to be a sort of vicious disregard for es-

tablished usages, and it is as thougli the designer had been seized

with a desire to make every item of fitting up and furnishing as

expensive as possible, without in any way givin an adequate re-

turn either in comfort or convenience, or even in beauty of de-

tail or general effect. It really is quite as easy to build a house

properly, as to construct one which is so conveniently shaped
and badly fitted that nothing one may have will suit it.

There is need of a great deal more practical common sense

than is ordinary shown in the planning of houses. Between the

traditions of conservatives and the technical knowledge of some
of our professional architects the housekeeper fares very badly.

Economy of spacer, which in city residences especially is of the

liighest importance, is apparetitly quite disregarded, and angles
and corners are left vacant wlu'n they might be used to the

greatest advantage, •while the
sj/ices occupied by cupboards and

closets could be left free to tire manifest convenience of those

who perform the household servic<!.

In beginning the plans for the building of a dwelling, special
consideration for healtli, convenience and comfort should be tlie

leading ideas. Architectural beauty is a minor matter, and
where the choice must be made between beauty and convenience

the former should always be .sacrified. This is not, however, the

plan followed by the average architect, who is quite likely to ig-

nore every principle that conflicts with the beauty of symmetry
of his design.

There is an urgent deniantl for plans in which economy of

space and simplicity of design are the leading features. Country
people of moderate means have little time and less money to

spend on architectural ornamentation or effect, (liven a neat,
comfortable dwelling at a moderate cost aud they are quite con-

tent to dispense with angles, gables, and oriel windows until

such time as the farm or the business is paid for, and the income
will warrant their indulgences in some of the decorations and
luxuries of life.

There is more useless room in the ordinary kitchen than in

any other portion of the modern house. The idea seems to

have come down through thi^ years that a kitchen must be wide

and roomy, and with a big throat(^d chin)ncy. Other points have

not attached to the plans for this apartment, and upon this

sk'jleton of a suggestion (iacli iircliitect hangs whatever conven-

ience may, according to his conception of the needs of the place,
be re([uired. As a lesult we have for country houses great barn-

like rooms bitterly cold in winter, and exposi'd to the beating
sun of sunniier, a wide doorste]j, and a flue that is large enough
to carry all the warm air out of the place in winter, and so wide

that the draft of the stove is more by grace and the weather,
than because of any rational arrangement to accord with the

principles of ventilation.

Anyone who will take the trouble to go through a ship's

kitchen will see at a glance what are the possibilities of economy
of space. The entire stores for hundreds of persons may be

prepared in a room fifteen feet square. It costs but little whin

building a house to provide sensible, practical conveniences in

the way of pantries, cupboards and lockers, and the most trifling

outlay may save any amount of hard work and time, which

may be turned to valuable account.

Not many years since I heard a faiMuer's wife say that she had

spent weeks of time carrying every drop of waste water through
tlie kitchen and over an entire length of a long porch to throw it

into a drain. It would have cost thiee
'

or four dollars to run a

pipe from the kitchen sink, under the porch to the drain, but

this was deemed an unnecessary expense, and so this woman had

walked a distance of over thirty feet ajid back from the kitchen

sink to drain on an average of eighteen times every day, and in

sunmier weather even much more than this.

Her China clo.set is situated on the side of the diningroom op

posite to the kitchen, and every dish must be carried across tin;

dining-room to be put away. To get to the cellar she must cross

kitchen and dining-room and go down the cellar under tlu^ main

stairway, or else go half way around the house and enttu- by the

outside cellar stairs. The milk is kept in a spring house at least

one hundred feet from the door, and as there is no convenience

there for washing the pans, all of the milk things must be

brought to the house and washed.

The water foi- all of this work is drawn from a well with

buckets and heated in a kettle or boiler on an ordinary stove.

On the evening before washing day the wearisome task of get-

ting the water ready must be gone through with. lUicketful

after bucketful is di'awn and poured into a barrel, and into this

is thrown a little wood ashes, just how nuich the housewife is

able to U'W exactly by tasting it. Then all must be carried to

the kitchen, and the work of washing may begin..

• And yet these people are economical of everything except
time and strength, or at least they think they are. But the

cupola on the top of the house cost more than a set of station-

ary tubs would have done, with all of the drainage pipes and

fittings to carry tin; waste water down a hill and into a small

stream at the back of the house. 'J'he extra filligree work on the

porches cost more than a well arranged cistern, and the outlay

for a set of brackets under the edge of the roof would have built

a cellar stairway twice over.

I>ut under those unfavoral)le and laU)rious condition an in-

telligent American family lived and toiled. That they prospered
and grew wealtliy was no doubt due to their energy and ])ersist-

ence, but when one takes into account liow much more tinii'

there would liave been for even necessai'y work, the thousand

and one things that are always to be done in a farm house, it

seems a poor comment on tin; good sen.se of the average individ-

ual to pay out money for architectural frivolities and unnece.ssa-

ries, and let the wife and daughters wear themselves out for

lack of a few conveniences.

The china closet should be built in the wall between kitchen

and dining-room, or in such a location that it is accessible from

both rooms. Every house of any pretentious should .
have drain
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sink from the kitchen or some point near tiie kitchen floor, imd

pipes to carry water away. If thii liouse stands on an ehnation

this is a very easy matter. A well nr pump should lie so ar-

ranjjed tliat the task of (ha uiujf water will he as iiujit as [wssi-

hle. A cistern should lie Uuilt with every liouse, no matter how

unpretentious. A f(?w hours of work and a very small amount
of material will he sulticent to provide a place for enough ice to

last nearly all summer.
A couple of ingenious boys onc(! made a most admirable ar-

I'anj^ement of this soit at an almost nominal cost. They lived

on a bit of table land at the foot of a hill. There was a sprin.'(

in th<^ sid(? of the hill and a spring house for milk and butter.

The boys dug a deep hole in the side of the hill above the spring
house smoothed the floor, slooped it slightly down'ward on the

out(!r edge, and coated the bottom and sides with water-lime

cement. There was a slight depression in the floor near the

front, and from this a few feet of iron pipe led down into the

ground and connected with a trough or a spout made of the

trunks of small saplings. These the energetic lads had contrived

to split in two pieces, the middle was cut out by a gouge and
hard work, and the too pieces of tlie sapling were then nailed

together and connected with the iron pipe leading thence through
three or four feet of earth to the spring house, where it ended
over a trough. The bottom of the pit in the hill side was re-

peatedly washed and allowed to remain uncovered until snow
fell. A large bundle of clean oat straw was placed over the pipe
and carefully packed down. The fiooi- of tlie pit then had about
a foot deep of clean sawdust from the neighboring mill. This
the mill owner was glad to get rid of and the boys to get it in

large loads. A store of .sawdust wiis laid bv for future use.

The pit was about twelve feet square by fifteen feet deep, and
when the first snow fell the work began.

Every leisure moment was occupied in filling the pit with

snow, packing it closely and pouring on just enough water to

make it solid. As fast as the pit filled up the boys filled in the

sides with a foot or more of sawdust. Long before spring the

pit was full. Then a great mound of sawdust was piled over the

ice and tlie earth was thrown over it. Above this were bundles
of straw over which sawdust was sifted until it formed an almost
solid mass, then more eaith was piled on and a double row of

Maderia roots was planted just at one edge.
In the case of this family other improvements followed this

beginning, until the house had its own system of water-works,
and by the time they had so prospered that a new house was to

be built, the ingenious boys had perfected a plan by which not

only their dwellings, but all of the farm buildings were abundant-

ly supplied with water.

The cost of materials used for the first snow pit was less than
five dollars, and it was estimated that the gain on its account in

dairy products alone was not less than fifty dollars for the season.

This is economy, and it is a kind that is much le.ss common
than it ought tc be.—Decorator and Farniaher.

LUMBER INTERESTS.

Unpleasant Charges against the Mills by the Log-
gers.

"I have reduced the output of my camp at Stuck Junction

fully 2.5 percent," .said Terrenee O'Hrien, Thursday, "and will

shut it down altijgether after tlie Fourth of J uly, unless the rail-

road company shows a disposition to be more accommodating in

the way of furnishing cars. 1 shall also

RKDUCE Tim OUTPUT
Of my camp on tlie Seattle, Lake Shore k Eastern about one-
third. Wliile the milts are cutting down our scales, and also cut-

ting down the price of logs, they fail to reduce the price of lumber
one cent on the thousand. The excuse for their conduct is tliat

the bottom has fallen out of the California market, but f notice
that the mills run night and day, just the same, and turn out as
much lumber as they can. The whole trouble now threatening is

brought about by an over supyly of log.M. This spring prices
wer<^ good, and ev(>ry man who could get hold of a piece of timber
started a camp, which he had a perfect right to do. About this

time the Port Hlakely mill burned down, thus

RRDUCISG Tim CONSUMPTION
About 200,000 feet per day. Notwithstanding this new camps
were opened, and as soon as the mills discovered the large sur-

plus of logs on hand and the increased production over the con-

sumption they at once commenced hammering down the price on

logs. The men in the logging business who had made their

business a study saw just what this over production of logs would
lead to, and for the purpose of

AVEKTINl! Tim GUEAT CALAMITY,
The Loggers' Association of Puget Sound was formed. It is the

desire of the association to regulates the production of logs so that

the logger will get a fair price for his labor and interest on the

capital he has invested in the business."

''What did you mean when you said the mills were cutting
down the scale as well as reducing the price of logs'!"

"When a man sells a boom of logs to a mill company the logs
are towed to the mill and there scah^l and the logger paid for his

timber according to the mill scale. At the same time every intel-

ligent man engaged in the business

SCALES Ills OWN LOG.S

liefore they leave the camp, so as to know about what he is going
to receive for his boom. The otliei- day my friend Curry sold a

boom, and the mill knocked 125,000 feet otF his scale in a boom
of something like 42.5,000 feet."

"Why did he submit?,"
"What could he do? He must accept the scale they give him

or take his logs back to camp at his own e.xpense. You see, the

MILLS ARE ALL BANDED TOliETIIER

Under what is known as the Puget Sound Brokerage Association,
and when a fellow offers his logs to one mill that .settles it, for he

must .sell his logs'at that place or not at all. If Curry had towed
his logs to another mill he could not have sold them at any price,
.so he submitted to what any fair-minded man would call a piece
of highway robbery."

"Has there been a falling off in the price paid for logs?"

',Yes, and there is

NO USE DISGUISING IT.

})Ut there has been no reduction in the price of lumber. Logs
that brought ?7.50 per thousand readily, six weeks ago, now only

bring $6, and shorter logs, which brought $7 per thou.sand, now
only bring ffi and .f6.50."

"What remedy would you suggest?'

"Simply a common sense remedy. There is a good foreign as

well as good domestic demand for lumher, and the mills must
have logs to supply these markets. My idea would be

TO REDUCE THE PRODUCTION.'

Of logs to allow the mills to consume the surplus on hand at pres-

ent, and then only cut and put into the water sufficient timber to

keep the mills running. By pursuing that course the logger would

always be enabled to command a good fair price for his timber,
and the mills at the same time be making money,"—Seattle Post

Infelligemer.

THE IDEAL SASH PULLEY.
We illustrate herewith

a new Sash Pulley just

completed and now ready
for the market. It is

known as the "Ideal"'

and is manufactured \>y

the Stover Manufactur-

ing Co., Free Port 111.,

wlio claim it is the cheap-
e.st and best ever offered

to the trade, and the

easiest and quickest put
in place. It requires the

boring of two seven-eight
inch hole to make a

makes its own mortise
place in the frame for the Pulley which

>y simply driving it in, insuring a perfect
tit in every instance. A
little Marking Cuage, al-

so illustrated, is used to

make the prick marks for

boring the holes. The

(Juage is laid in the

groove in the frame piid,

struck a light blow with
and the marks are accurately laid out for boring,
or screws are used in applying the Ideal Pulley,

a hammer,
No chisels

and there is no possibility of their becoming loose or getting out
of place. The saving of time in putt.ing them in the frame is a

great advantage.

^
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.

The drawing instruments uspfl by draughtsmen are very sus-

ceptible of rust. To remove the same without injury to the in-

struments, mi.^c 10 parts of tin putty, 8 parts of prepared buok'.s-

horn and 25 parts of Spirits of Wine, to a paste. Cleanse the

articles with this, and finally ml) with soft blotting paper.

Ed. Architkct—Kindly inform me of some method by whicli

grea.se spots on wall-paper caused by people leaning their heads

:igainst same, may be removed without injury to paper?
.M. 0.

Oil spots on wall-paper caused by persons leaning theii' heads

against walls may be removed by making a paste of Puller's eartli

and cold water and laying some gently on the surface to be

cleaned, leaving it until dry, when it may be brushed off and the

spot will have disappeared. It works he.st on plain paper Vmt it

does not succeed so well on thoroughly colored.

To Cure a Door in Wind.

Philadelpjiia, May 25, 18>!f<.

To THE Editors of the American Architkct:—
Dear Sirs,

—Can any of your readers suggest, or inform me if

they are cognizant of any method by which a twi.sted door can be

made straight! In considering an answer to the above cjuery J

apprehended that correspondents will conjecture the kind and sit-

uation of the doors. The doors I have in mind when asking the

question are veneered with the same kind of wood upon l)oth

sides, and have, since first they were hung, been subject to the

same temperature upon each side, if there is such a thing as the

possible straightening of a door out of "wind" I have no rloulit

it will intere.st a great many of your readers to know of it.

Architect.

[A door may often be taken out of wind, temporarily at least,

by clamping in a frame and allowing it to remain for a time.--

Eds. American Architect.]
The possibility of the prosecution of negligent plumbers for

bad work leads to the inquiry, what piotection have good

plumbers from bad ones in the matter of competition? The had

plumber can under-bid the good one, and if complaints are well

founded, there is a good deal of bad work and cheap work going
on. The trade ought to have some sort of control over its mem-
bers in this respect. The rigid legislation of a year or two ago
has not produced all the good results then looked for. The atten-

tion of local medical and sanitary authorities has been lecently
called to unscientific work, and tlie matter will probably not be

allowed to rest until some better system is devised. The plund)-
ors themselves have as much at stake as anybody else, and the

organization could wisely investigate the charges made as to in-

ferior work done in utter disregard of sanitaiy requirements

Grindstones.

A correspondent of an Eastern paper gives a description of a
visit to the Bay of Fundy and along the shores, where the grind-
stone quarries are located. The superintendent of the quarry says
when the tide is out his men go down on the rocky shore and work
out near the water. Allow tide the men on the shore drill some
holes in the ledge, put in powder ond blast out great pieces o f reck

When the tide rises again they Hoat out some big logs and empty
barrels over where the loosened rocks are. When the water goes
down again they fasten a big rock to the raft with heavy chains, so

when the tide again rises it lifts up the raft and the rock with it.

Then they tow it as near the shore as they can. If it is the right

kind and size for a millstone, sometimes it is allowed to lie there

until the workmen, with stone chisel and hammer work it into the

proper shape. At other limes, by means of a derrick, it is drawn
out on the wharf. Then it is rolled on a track and hauled to the

factory.
At the great stone factory the large |)iece of rock is placed on a

carriage with a saw similar to the up and down saw in a mill, the

rock is sawed into great slabs of the riizht thickness for the grind-
stone. The saw does not have teeth, but wears its way throuizh

the rock with the aid of sand and water, which are continually

pouring on. Then the slabs are taken, a hole made in the center

the edges trimmed off with a chisel, and the whole placed on a kind

of lathe, turning it until it is true and the edges smooth. The !Ock

from which the grir dslones are made is a kind of sandstone, and
there is a great difference in the "grit," some being coarse and some
fine. Often several different degrees of "grit" are found in the same

quarry. There are many quarries along the shores of the Bay of

Fundy. The reason stone is taken from under water, when there

are many quarries a little distance from the shore, is because the

best stone comes from the bottom of the bay, where it is covered

at high tide.

^MHNH

Deafening Floors.

Various expedients have been used and suggestions given for

"deafning" floors, as it is called. We have all heard, says the

/Suilding NincK, of mortar mixed with chopped hay or straw— a

kind of pugging laid on rough boarrts, carried, by fillets fixed to

the sides of joists. This sort of pugging has stood well for centu-

ries, and is found to answer wiill as a deafning material. Among
other substances used ai-e dry lime rublnsh, sand, lime, hair, and

dry ashes, sawdust, and even cockle shells and cork chippings
have been found in the floors of old houses. Any of these

materials in layers of 1.', inches to 2 inches will suffice to deaden

.sound. Recent suggestions have been thrown out in our own
ournal by correspondents. One of these is use thick felt laid below

the floor boards. A Kreiich journal throws out another sugges-
tion attributed to (ieneral T^oyre, who proposes, instead of loading
the floor with plaster, to fill in the space between the boarding
and the plastering of ceiling with shavings which have been

rendered incombu.stible by dipping them in a tub of thick white-

wash. As it is known tluit soft substances inclosing air spaces
form an excellent non conducting material to sound, it is thought
that the shavings so treated will be found of great service, and it

is said they are so incombustible as to add considerably to the

fire-resisting properties of the building. Where it is desired to

disinfect the space between the floor and ceiling the shavings may
be .saturated with chloride of zinc, or the latter may be added to

the lime wash. The shaviiiffs have at least the merit of being

light, which .some of tlie materials we have named are not, and

if they can l)e rendered non-combustible—a very essential con-

dition—we do not doubt that this kind of deafning, so cheap and

easily procured, will be largely used. Slag wool made in tlie

form of tiles or bricks is a good material to prevent the tians-

mission of sound, and any fibrous material formed into cellular

slabs answers the purpose.

{Rural Homes, Whoelor IPO

'Old Homes Made Now ... PO
lie Suburban Cottage .. 1 50

Homes for the People. 2 00
[.('ftel's House 'Plans 2 00
Water Closets 1 00
Sewer Gas 1 25

ikiteam Engine Catechism 1 00
iBuilder's Guide 2 00

Cozy Homes 25

How to Paint 1 00

Cutting Tools 1 50
Universal Assistant 2 50

Rural Architecture 1 50
Wonders of Art 1 25

Grimshaw on Saws 1 oo

Dwellings, Reed 3 00

IMumbing, Appliances . .. 1 50

^im^mM).
t/roB'*''
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A Suburban Home.

For real comfort the accompanying plans are just suited for

those requiring a house containing commodious rooms with corres-

(Kjnding necessities. The first thing especially noticeable in the

arrangement is the ease with which access can be obtained to every

jx^rtion of the house. There are five enlrmces on the first floor,

thus peculiarly adapting itself to those who may desire a convenient
suburban home. Especially if the house be placed on a large lot

will this feature recommend itself. The sizes of the rooms are very

plainly given. The plans as presented are well worth a careful

study. With a neat elevation the house can be built anywhere be-

tween .^5,GOO and $7,000. Any of the architects connected with the
San Franrisco Chapter can furnish the full plans, details and eleva

tion to those pleased with the general design shown.

Weatherstrips.

A great improvement is observable in the mode of insertion and
the quality of the material used in the weather strips, as produced

by Bradstreet, of this city Samples may be seen at this office, with

prices affixed. By sending a note to the manufactory, 1326 Ellis,

an agent will call on you and explain thoroughly how to stop your
windows from rattling, and to prevent dust from coming in the

cracks.

Messrs. E. C. Stearns & Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., report a very

gratifying increase in their export trade during the past four

months, and mention that the outlook for the balance of the year
is very favorable.

Among others, they mention recent shipments of the celebrated

'Silent" saw vises, wood clamps, etc., to Glasgow. Bench drills to

Northampton, England, and Aspinwall, Panama, and to the

United States of Colombia. •

STAIR BUILDING,
AND IN' ITS VAUIOl'S FOUMS ANM)

THE NEW ONE PLANE METHOD.
OF

HAND RAILING
RY JAMEvS H. MONCKTON.

A I'EIiriJCTLY NEW BOOK, PRINTED TN ISSH.
The author presents in this work for the first time,—as applied to

hand railing—the om plane methed of drawing face-rnolds, a method

in which only one plan of projection is required. By the i)lane

process of drawing a face-mold, a center line of wreath may also be

infolded, and fixed in its relation to the elevation of tread and rise ;

thus determining the length of each baluster on the curved plan and

gaining a knowledge and control of the wreath's exact ixjsition not

being attainable.

The experienced stair-builder will learn that this one-plane
method of drawing all face-moulds—and also the manner of finding

of angles with which to square wreathe prices—is simple, uniform

and rapid. The student or apprentice will find that the elementary

study of hand railing in the practical and novel way presented is

easily acquired ; he will also see that the detail instruction given in

stair building from a step ladder to expensive and difficult staircases

is presented in a manner to be clearly understood and quickly

learned.

The Architect will find the best examples yet printed of Newells,

Rails and Balusters, some of them being of exquisite design.

The book is elegantly bound, printed on good paper, with illus-

trations far in advance of any similar publication.

Any order sent to this office will be immediately attended to and

the book promptly forwarded on receipt of the price $0.00

t
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CITY BUILDING NEWS.

Battery, No. 915, additions in rear. Cost,

$-',000.

Itircli liet. Octavia and Jjaguna, 2-story

frame. Owner, F. 1!. Schon.stein; arclii-

tec't D. M. Stanley; contractor, .lacol)

Klein; cost, 12,325

Payments; 1st when frame is up, $580;

2nd, when brown coated, |580; 3rd, wlien

white coated, $580; 4th, 35 days after com-

pletion, $585; signed, Miiy 8th; filed, .liino

11th; limit, Ausjust 15.

llrotlerick bet. Eddy and 'J'urk, Frame

building. Owner, G. Dagenais; architect,

J. J. Clark; contractor, R. O. Chandlei-;

cost 12,200.
1st payment when frame is up $500; 2nd,

when brown coat of mortar is on $500; 3rd,

when inside finish is done ffiOO; -tth. usnal

35 days, $600.

Hroadway bet. Webster and Fillmore, 2"

story frame basement and attic. Owner,
Mrs. O. Mau; a>-chitect, Sclimidt k Shea;

contractor, Wm. Pluns; cost, $17,050.

1st payment, when 1st story floor joists

are laid $2,500: 2nd, wlien floors are laid,

$2 500; 3rd, when brown coat of mortar is

on and inside finish on, $2,500; 4th, when

hard finished $2,500; 5th, when completed,

$2,700; 6th, usual 35 days $4,350; limit,

182 days; signed, June 26th, filed, .June

27th.

Broartway bet. Webster and Fillmore.

Plumbing contract. Owner, Mrs. O.

Mau; architect, Schmidt it Shea; cont) ac-

tor R. Rice; cost, $1,985.

1st payment, when rough pipes are in,

$700; 2nd, when completed, $785; 3rd,

usual 35 days, $500; signed, June 27th

filed, June 28th.

Califorira and Kearney, Improvements.

Owner, Wm. Kleeman; architect, J. J.

and T. D. Newsoin; contractor, < >rey it

Stover; cost, $5,425;

1st payment, when wall arches are in

on Kearney St. $1,000; 2nd, wlien wall

arches are in on California St. $1,000; 3rd,

when completed, $1,318; 4th, usual 3.') days,

$l,357;liniit, 70 days; signed, June 7th; filed,

June 28th; sureties, J. Wagner and T. An-

derson; amount of bond, $6,000.

Cap|>, near 20th, 2-story frame. Owner,

Abby J. Judkins; architect and contrac-

tor, W. T. Veitch; cost, $7,350.

Payments as follows: l.st, when frame is

up, $1,837; 2nd, when building is enclosed,

$1,837; 3rd, when white coat or hard finish

is on, $1,837 4th, 35 days after completion;

$1839; limit, October 1st; signed, June 4th,

filed, June 15th.

Oapp, nr 25th, two 2-story frames; cost,

$.'),000.

Clay and Mason, frame building. Owner,
(Hans Wreden; architect, Henry Ciiiilfuss;

contractors, Victor IIofTman; cost, $6,6oo;

signed July ^A•, filed July 5th; limit, Oct.

I St.

1st payment, when frame is up, $1 000; 2d,

when building is enclosed, $1,000; 3d, when
the brown coat of plastering is on and all out-

side yard and basement work is done,
$1,000; 4th, when hard finished and inside

finish is on, $1,000; 5th, completed and ac-

cepted, $950; 6th, 35 days after completion,
$1,650.

Clay and Laguna, 2-story frame dwelling.
C3wner, John Hooper, architect, J. C.
Matthews & Son; contractor, Burpee iS:

Judson;cost, $18,280; signed, June 25th;
filed, July gth ; limit, 5 months and 5 days.

Payments made at rate of 75 per cent, as

work progresses; balance 35 days after com-

pletion.

Clay, nr Montgomery, additions; co.st, $.^00.

Delioii, bet Dolores and Sanchez, 2-story
frame. Owner, Mrs. L. Petsch; archi-

tect, J. Behrnds; contractor, ft. Gerish:

cost, $2,500.

Devisadero and Haight, frame building.

Owner, .las. .f. (Jroom; architect, Gope,
land it Banks; contractor, O. E. White;

cost, $3,360.
1st payment, when brown coat of mortar

is on, $2,000; 2nd payment; when buildii g
is finished; 3rd payment, 35 days after com

pletion; limit, 94 days; signed, June 12th.

filed, June, 16th; sureties, F. B. Lat.son;

.los. W. lieane.

Eighteenth near Dolores, frame building;

Owner, Theresa Flood; architect, .J. Mar-

([uis; contractor, Kountree Bros; cost,

$3,423.
1st payment, when roof is on, $600; 2nd,

when ready for lathers, $600; 3rd, when
brown coat is on and sashes hung, $600; 4th,

when hard fini.sheTl and carpenter work com-

pleted, $623; 5th, usual 35 days, $1,000.

Fell St. (724) Alterations. Owner, Miss Annie
McOermott; contractor F. A. Williams

cost, $2,125; signed, July 5th; filed, July
5th ; litnit, 60 days.
When building is enclosed, $531.25, 2d,

when the building is rough coated ,$5 3 1.25;

3d, when completed outside and trimmed
inside $531.25, 4th, when completed and ac-

cepted, $531-25

Fourth, cor Bryant, repairs to West Coast

Furniture Company. Cost, $4,000.

Fourth bet. Harrison and Byrant. 3-story

frame. Owner, D. Cutter and Wm.
Casar; architect, M. J. Welch; contractor,
Taubnan & Armstrong ; cost, $8,640.
1st payment, when frame is up and rafters

on, $1729; 2d, when first coat is on, *i729,

3d, when exterior finish is on, $1729, 4th,

when finished and accepted $1729, 5th, 35

day.-, after acceptance, $1729.

]-imit, 90 working days; signed, July 3, 1888;

filed, July 9, 1888, sureties, Geo. Watson and
R. L. Taylor; amount of bonds, $8,645.

Franklin, nr Market, 2-story frame. Owner,
M. J. (iorman; architect, T. J. Welsh;

contractor, P. Sullivan; cost. $4,500.

Fremont nr. Market. 5-story brick building.

Owners, Huntington, Hopkins & Co.;

architects, Wright & Sanders; car|ienter,

C. C. lerrill; cast iron work, ()'(;onnell

iSr Lewis; granite and stone work, Knowlcs
& Co'; total cost, about $150,000.

Geary, 1200, grading and brickwork. Owner,
A. Cahn; architect, J. Marquis; contrac-

tor, J. CSullivan; cost, $2, 100.

1st payment, when brickwork and grading
are finished and refuse removed from 120S,

$750; 2d, when brick and grading work is

finished and refuse removed from 1204 and
12, $750; 3d, 35 days after completion and
acceptance, $600; signed, July 5th; filed

July 6th; limit, 46 days.

Geary nr. Octavia. Church; owner, ist Eng-
lish Evangelical Lutheran Church; archi-

tect, Samuel Newson. carpenters, Moore
Bros.; cost,$io,i6o. Signed, July 2, 18S8;
filed, July 9, 1888; limit, 100 working days,
ist, when Moore Bros, get their ist pay-

ment, $1,000; 2d, when Moore Bros, get
their 2d payments, $2,500; 3d, when Moore
Bros, get tfieir 3d payment, $1,600; 4th,
when Moore Bros, get their 4th payment,
$900; 5th, when Moore Bros, get their 5th

payment, $800: 6th, when Moore Bros, yet
their 6th payment, $800; 7th, 35 days after

completion and acceptance, $2,560.

Geary near Octavia, ist English Evangelical
Luthern Church; architect, Samuel New-
son

; contractor, J. ]. Conrad, bricklayer;
cost, $16,500.
ist payment when J. J. Ccnrad gets his 2d

day, $2,000; 2nd, when J. J. Conrad gets his

3p pay, $1,100; 3d, when J. J. Conrad gets
his 4th pay, $500; 4th, when J. J. Conrad gets
his 5th pay; $500; 5th, when J. J. Conrad gels
his 6th pay, $500; 7th, 35 days after all the
buildint' is completed, *i,9oo; signed, July
2d, filed, July 9th; limit, 100 working days,

surety, T. E. Knowles; amount of bond
$3,000

Geary bet. I.iaguna and iiuchanan, 3-story
frame. Owner, David Stang; architect,
.lohn it Zimmerman; contractor, Schutt
it Krecker; cost, $7,865.

Payments as follows: 1st, when frame is

up, $1,500; 2nd, when floors are laid and

partitions set, $1,500; 3rd, wlien outside

finish and brown coat is on, $1,000; 4th,

when hard finished and rear liuilding

completed, and inside ready for painters,

$1,865; 5th; usual 35 days after compUition
and acceptance; limit, September 15th;

signed, .hine 7th; filed, June 15tii; sureties,

\. W. Bode and C. W. (irecker.

Grove and Taylor, 2-story building. Owner.
Frank Deckel man; architect, W. W
Wiliterhidter; conti-actor, A. N. Nelson;

cost, $2,105.

Payments; 1st, when building is enclosed,

$526.'25; 2nd, when brown coated, -¥526.25;

3rd, when the building is prime coatecl,

$263.37; 4th; 35 days after completion.
$789.38; signed, June 20th; filed,

June 22d.

Golden Gate Avenue, nr liOtt, 1 -story frame;
cost, $1,500.

Hyde and Wasliington, 2 story cottnge.

Owner, A. M. Burns; architect, .1. (/.

Matthews it Son; contractor Knight it

Littlclield; cost, 7,494;
Ist payment, 75 per cent as work pro-

gres.ses; balance, 35 days after completion;

limit, October 10th; .signed, June 22ii<l;

filed, June 25tli.

Ilartl'ord, and 19th, alterations. Owner,

Capt. Dahler; cost, $1,000.
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llai^irlit near Steiiier, two 2-stoiy frames.

Owner, John 11. Effinger; arjhitect, H.

Geilfus; contractor, T. Van lirostel; cost,

1st payment, wlien frame is up, $1,000;

Market bet. 6tli and 7tli, 5-story brick. 1st payment, when raised and studdinj;

Owner, Jos. Rosenthal; arcliitect, Sallield set, $800; •2d, when brown coat is on,

it Kohll)erj,'; carpenter contractor, T. Jl. $8:58; 3d, when completed, $800; 4th, 35

Day; cost, $i;i,'J50. days after completion, $800; limit, 65 days;

1st payment, 75 per cent, as work pro- signed, June 18th; tiled, June 21st.

2nd, when floors are laid and partitions set, gre.sses each month; balance, 35 days aftci' Natoina bet. 1st and 2nd, alterations. Owner,
$1,100; 3rd, when brown coat of mortar is completion; limit, 3 months; signed, June

on, $1 100; 4th, when white coat or ]8th: filed, June, 18, 1888; sureties, 0. S.

hard finish is on,$1,100; 5th, when complet- Holmes and B. Joost: amount, $8,000.

Market bet. 6th and 7th, 5-story brick.

Owner, Jos. Rosenthal; architect, Sallield

ed and accepted $1,136; 6th, 35 days after

completion and acc<'ptance, $2,500; signed,
Juno 11th; filed, June 13th; limit, .Septem-
ber 15th; sureties,

llonanl near 1 1th, frame building. Owner,
Kills Hughes; architect, A. J. Barnett; con-

tractor, riiouias Morris; cost, $5,300.
1st jiaymont, 75 percent, as work pro- floor joist, $8,000; 4th when ready for 6th

grosses; balance, 35 days after oompUition; story floor joist, $7,000; 5th, when com plet-

signed, 16th of June, tiled, June 18th; sure- ed and acci pted, $2,500; 6tli, 35 days after

tics, R(!ese Llewellyn; amount, $3,000. completion, $9,500; limit, April 1, 1889;

Hunard bet 16th and 17th, 3-story frame, signed, June Mth; tiled, June 18th; sureties.

Owner, Rev. D 0. Crowley; architect, H- S. Loane and M. O'Connell; amount,

J. W. McElroy, Jr; arcliitect, J. J. Clark;

contractor, J. D. McDonald; cost, $1,195.

1st i)ayinent, when building is raised and

enclosed, $250; 2d payment, wlii'n rough
coat of mortar is on, $250; ;)d, when inside

it Kohlberg: contractor, Riley k Ix)ane; finish is on, $250; balance, 35 days, $44.5;

brick mason: cost, $38,000.
1st payment, when ready for 1st floor

joi.sts, $5,000; 2nd. when ready for 2nd Mnetccnih, nr Hartford, alterations to two

limit, 30 days; signed, June 20th; tiled,

June 21st.

joists $6,000; 3rd, when ready for 4th story Owner, Mrs. Ward; cost,

Clias. Devlin; contractor, J. \V. Smith;

cost, $13,945.
1st payment, when first story joists arc

set, $750; 2nd, when roofed exclusive of

tower $1,250; 3rfl, when building is enclosed

$1,200; 4th, when rough coat of mortar is

$1,500.

Market liet. Gtli and 7th 5-story brick.

Owner, Jos. Rosenthal; architect, SaUield

ifc Kohlberg: contractor, Albert Weineit

statuary; cost, $3,654.
1st piyment, when clay models for poi

on, $1,500; .5th, when hard finished, $2,500 tico accepted, $2.50; 2nd, all models com
6th, when ready for painting, $2,000; 7th, pleted, $500; 3rd, when Atlas is completed
when completed; 8tli, usual 35 days, $3,495; $."100; 4tli, when models in plaster Paris

signed, June 19th; filed, June 20th; limit

Nov. 1st; sureties, J, Coop, B. Joost;
amount |10,000

Howard, bet 23d and 24th, 2-story frame.

Owner, F. C. llornung; arcliitect, Smith
it Shea; contractors, Martin it jMcUuire;

cost, $1,292.
1st j)ayment, when frame is up, $792; 2d

payment, when rough coat of mortar is on,

rough plumbing work done and outside each month

primed, $800; 3d, when completed and ac- signed, June 10th; filed June IStli.

ceptcd, $800; .4th, usual 35 days; limit, 80 Market bet. 6th and 7th, Cast Iron Work
days; signed June 28, 1888; tiled, June 29,

1888.

Jackson near Scott, 1-story frame and base-

ment brick. Owner, Jos. Haber; areh-

tect, Pississ and Moore; contractor. A,

McElroy; cost, $10,300.
*

Payments as follows- 1st, when brick

work is done, $1,200; 2nd, when frame is

up, $1,500; 3rd, when first coat of mortar is

on, $1,500; 4th, when hard tiiiish is on,

$1,500; 5th, when ready for painters,

$1,500; 6th, when complete and accepted,

35 days; signed, June 10th; tiled, June 18th

Market and Davis, additions. Owner,

Mrs. M. Coleman; architects, Smith it

Shea; contractor, Chas. H. Ackerson;

cost, $3,808.

Payments are made at the rate of 75 per

$503; 7th, 35 days after 'completion, $2^000; cent as work progresses; balance, usual 35

limit, 120 working days; signed, June 15th, days; signed June 28, 1888; filed June 29,

filed, June 16th; sureties, 13. Joost and B. 1888.

Thyarks.

Jackson nr. Pierce. Frame dwelling; owner,
R. Bruce, architect, W. F. Smith ;

contrac-

tor, Kern; cost, $14,000.

Jaektsoii nr. Pierce. Frame dwelling; owner,
Mrs. H. Van Wyck; architect, VV. F.

Smith; contractor, Kern; cost, $15,000.

Jessie, cor Ecker, 4-story brick. Owner,
O. D. Baldwin; architect, S. Newsom;

d:iy^ work; cost, $20,000,

Kcariiy, cor Jack.soii, brick additions to

hotel building. Cost, $3,000.

buildings.

$1,500.

Pacific, bet Buchannan and Webster, Iranic

building. Owner, Henry Falkenstein and

wife; architect, S. Newsom; contractor

S. C. Buzelle; cost, $7,300; signed, July

3d; filed July 5th; limit, 120 working days.
1st payment, when graded and foundation

is in, $600 ; 2d, when frame is up and chim-

neys built, S800; 3d, when inside is ready for

lathing and cornice and roof is on, $1,200;

4th, when outside is finished and primed and

brown mortar is on, $1,000; 5th, when hard

finished, $900; 6th, when works are all done,

$975; 7th, 35 days after completion, $1,825;

sureties, S. C. Buzelle and 1 . F. Kennedy ;

amount of bond, $2,000.

Post near Octavia, 2-story frame. Owner S.

O. Mish and wife; architect, B. McDougall
and son; contractor, J. R. McLean; cost

$5,755; signed, June 30th; filed, July 5th;

limit, October, 1 5th.

1st when the grading is finished, brick walls

^ r .^ I , ,
• for the house and area walls are laid and

Work. Owner, Jos. Kosciithal; architect, (-hinineys to top of them $500; 2nd, frame up
Salfield it Kohlberg; contractor, Sims ct roof boarded and ru^iic on, $800; 3rd, when

Morris; cost, 4,150. roof is tinned, floor hiid, gas and water i)ipe

75 per cent, as work progresses at end of laid and window frames set and brown coat
- ' ... ... , , of mortar is on the walls and ceilinL' $055; 4tn.

when hard finished, the door jamb set, sash

glazed and hung, inside stairs up front fence

wall built front ste|)S up, outside null work

Jos. Rosenthal; architect, SaUield it complete and the outside primed, $1,000; 5tn,

Kohlber"; contractor, Reese Llewellvn; when completed and accepted, $1,000, 6lh,

cost $-^750
"

35 days after completion and acceptance,

1 .

'

' "' "^

/ 1 1 i 1 ,<i soo: amount of bond, $4,000; sureties, |.
1^*

P-jy'"^;,'
'fT "^'^'^'"^'t

c"l»>";,s

are
; o<^^.^_^^ ,^ ^.^^;^^;4.

iccepted, f600;2nd, when 1st story columns

Contractor, Frichcttc;

$300; 5th, side figures of portico done, $500;

6th, when all are in place $634; 7th, 35 days
as usumI, $950; signed INIarch 8th; filed,

June 18th.

Market bet. 6th and 7th. Wrought Iron

days

i. J aji (on 11 «-r,n ,,..„ .1 Prositcct Ave., junction with Lundy's Lane,
are accepted $1,400; balance $* oO, usual .' . V „ . . 'L • -i.i_.

live 1-story frame.

cost, $6,000:

Prospect Ave., nr California Ave., 1-story

frame. Cost, $1,500.

Sutter and Lyon, 2-story frame; Owner,

Catharine Brady; architect, Schmidt &

Shea; contractor, A. Norton; cost, $3,551.

1st payment when building is enclosed,

$600; 2d, when brown coat is on, $665;

3d, when white coat is on, $065; Itli when

days, $891.25; limit, 100 days; signed, June

20th; filed, June 23d.

Market, bet 16tli and 17th, 1-story frame. 3d, wl

Owner, Rothermel; contractor, O. E. accepted and completed $730; 5th, usual 35

White; cost, $3,000.

Market, bet 16th and 17th, 3-story frami'.

Owner and builder, W. Kahn; cost

$7,000.
Mission bet 18th and 19th, 3-story frame.

Owner, John Haman; architect, Wm.
Schrof; contractor, George Gale and J. C.

Mires; cost, $6,330; limit, October 20th;

signed, June 25th filed, July sth

roof boards on and chimneys built, $1,630;

2d, when all window frames are set, the

Lyon bet. Sutter and Post, 1-story frame, brown coat of mortar on and main portion of

Owner, C. H. Hildebrand; architect and the outside finish and roof is on. $1,535; 3d,

builder, G. G. Gelispie; cost, $1,815.
^t^en hard finish is on, the mtenor and ex

1 ^ i u £ • ^\Kc\ terior fii.13 1 IS a 1 up, sashes hung and ist coa
1st payment, when frame is up, $450; 'J "^^^^ j^ ^^^ ^,^'35. 4th, balance 35 days

2nd, when brown coat of mortar IS on, $4j0; ^^^^^ completion and acceptance; sureties,

3rd, when completed, $450; 4th, usual ;>5
j^jj^, Gale and A. Powell,

days, 1465; limit, 75 days; signed, June
McAllister and Gough, alterations. Owner,

21st; filed, June 21st. Aaron Gorfinkel; architect, Salfield it.

Mission, No. 556, additions. Owners, Dal Kohlberg; contractor, Fuchs und Bucher'

ziel ik MoUer; cost, $1,000. cost, |3,238.

Scott near \\'alla, frame building. Owner,

H. H. W. Stroecker; architect, U. (ieil-

fuss; contractor, Fraser it F'oster; cost,

$4973.

1st payment, when frame is up, $800;

.^ , ^ _, ,, . „ 2d, when floors are laid and partitions set,

St payment, when frame is up, rustic and
§700. 3(1, when rough or brown coat is on,

.$800; 4th, when inside finish is on, $728;

5tli, when completed, $700; 0th, usual .*)5

days, $1,245; limit 1st October; signed, Juno

12th, filed, Jnne 19th.

tenor
fir.ishjs all-up,

sashes
hung^and

ist coat
^^^^^^^^ cor Stevenson, 5-story brick. Owner,

T. E. Cunningham; architects, Percy k

Hamilton; contractor, J. R. Wilcox;

brick, McGowin k Butler; cast iron, Mc-

Cormick Bros.; concrete, E. L. Ransome;

plumbing, Dufly Bros.; plastering, Fisher;

total cost, 1100,000.
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Siicramcnto and Pierce, two 2-story frame

building. Owner, C. J. Wingerter, archi-

tects, Schmidt and Shea; contractor, \Vm.
Pluns; cost, $12,720.
ist payment, when rough frame is up,

8^2,320; 2d, when brown coated, $3,400; 3d,
when hard finished, $2,400; 4th, when com-
pleted and accepted, $2,400; 5th, 35 days
after coinpletiju, §3,200; signed July 6th;
filed July 7th; limit, Oct. 20th; surety, B.

Joost.

Scveiiteeiitli, nr Colliu.swood, additions

Owner, J. K. Drew; cost, 1 1,500.

Scvciitcciith, nr' Diamond, iuklitions. Own-
er, (J. aionioe; cost. .*2,500.

Scveiiteentii, „,• Isanchez, i-stoiy and i>ase-

luoiit frame. Owner, (iilfoy; contractor,
A. A. Wiilius; cost, $3,000.

Tnen(y.Fift|,, „,• Treat Ave., 1-story frame.

cost, .*I,«00.

Turk, No. IIG, alterations. Owner, li.

Finking; contractor, A. Miller; cost,

$1,200.

Tiiirtcentli bet Isis and Folsom, 2-story
frame. Owner, Mrs. ^Mary T. Campbell;
architect, M. J. Welsh; contractoi-, C.

Coady; cost, $2,650.
$G00 when frame is up; 2d, $600 when

1st coat of mortar is on; 3d, $600 when
completed; ith, usual 35 days; limit, 70

(lays; signed, June 20tli; tiled June 22nd.,

Tweiitielh, bet Guerrero and Dolores, mill-
work contract. Owner, J. A. Anderson;
architects. Pierce cV Kidd; contractors,
Towle (.*<: Broadwell; cost, $1,017.
ist payment, when exterior millwork is

done and delivered on premises, $381.00; 2d,
when entire millwork is finished, completed
and accepted, $381 00; 3d. balance^ 35 days
after completion ; signed Maygth; filed July
6th.

Turk, near Larkin, a frame building. Owner,
Mrs. A. Baily; architect, F. J. Welsh;
contractor, R. O. Davis; cost, $4,134.
ist payment, when frame is up, $1,000; 2d,

when brown mortar is on, $1,000; 3d, when
finished and accepted, $1,000; 4th, balance,
35 days after acceptance, $1,134. Limit, 90
days; signed July 2d; filed July 7th; surety,W . C. Meeker;|amount of bond, $4,000.

Uniou and Leavenworth, Plumbing contract.

Owner, G. Rocca; architect, Wni. Mooser;
contractor, Samuel Ickleheimer and IJro.

cost, $1,025
1st payment, 75 per cent, as work pro-

gresses; 2nd and balance, 35 days after com-

pletion; limit, 90 days; signed, June 5th;

filed, JuiK^ 20th.

Vau Ness Ave. and Jackson St. owner, F. A.
Frank ; architect. "C. Day; contractor, J as.

Kelly; cost, $22,900
1st payment, when frame is built, sheathed

and roof ready for shingles, $4,000: 2d, when
chimneys built and brown coat of mortar is

on all walls and ceilings, $5,000; 3d, when
hard finished, $3,300; 4th, when the stairs are
built and doors and windows hung, and in-

side ready for painters, $4,675; balance usual

35 days after final completion; signed, June
2oth; filed, July 9th; limit, Feb. 25, 1889.

Vnlcnciu, Ijet 25th and 2Gth, improvements,
t^jst. $6,000.

Webster, bet Waller Hermaim, 1 -story and
basement frame. Owner, Henry Smith;
architect, John i Zimmerman; contrac-

tors, Bountree Bros; cost, $1,950.
1st payment when framed, $500; 2d

payment, when rough coat of mortar is on,

$500; 3d, when completed, $450; 4th,
the usual 35 days, $500; limit, September
8, 1888; signed June 25, 1888; filed June

30, 1888; surety, W. A. Meeker.

COUNTRY BUILDING NEWS.

j.us Asr, 1:1^1: s.

'Phe erection of buildings in Los Angeles is

still one of the things which attracts the visi-

tor's notice when he takes a tour of the city,
and there seems to be no cessation to the ac-

tivity in this respect, which has been so mark-
ed during the past year. Scarcely a day goes
past but workmen commence on new con-
tracts. Excavating work has been begun on
the site of Brodie's store, and a new edifice
will go up thereon. This is another addition
to a large list hitherto published. The demo-
lition of the one-story brick, southeast corner
of Fort and First, makes way for a three-

story brick by Judge Reddick, which will be
an ornament to that part of the city. T'he
W. C. T. U. Temple, on the corner of F'ort

and Temple streets is beginning to show the

people that the ladies are providing an orna-
ment to our city. The terracotta finish is a
distinctive feature of the edifice, and it speaks
well for the taste of the architect.

The court house is going ahead more rapid-

ly. It will have a main frontage on Fort
street of 180 feet, with the same dimensions
on New High. The Temple street front is

150 feet, and the south end, which comes to

within a few feet of the jail, 140 feet also.

The main entrance will be from Fort street,

but access is had from Temple and New
High also. The south end entrance will be
for convenience of communication with the

jail. The building is two stories and a 17-
foot basement; the basement being all above
the surface. The basement is to be of gran-
ite, quarried near Riverside. The upper
stories will be of marble from a quarry near
Victor station, San Bernardino county, trim-
med with a reddish sandstone from Flagstaff,
Arizona. The trimmings will be largely orna-
mented by the hand of skill.

T'he Crocker block, on Fort street, is going
ahead

rapidly,
and will be ready for occu-

pancy befi^re the rain commence. The Y. M.
C. A. building, on the opposite side of the

street, is now being pushed forward rapidly.
The Simpson Tabernacle is progressing

c|uite rapidly, and will be an ornament to the
corner of Hope and Seventh streets. The
.site of the tabernacle is on Hope near Sev-

enth, and the lot fronts 134 feet on Hope
street and is 162 feet deep. Bricks to the
number of 600,000 will be on the ground in

the course of three weeks, and all other build-

ing material will soon be ready for pushing
the splendid work forward to completion.
The church will be furnished with a pipe-or-
gan twice as large as any now in the city, and
will cost about $8000. The total cost of the

building and lot will be near $70,000. .Ad-

joining the church is to be a handsome brick

parsonage.
/>OS HliltltOS.

The following are some of the improve-
ments : Mr. Bale, a fine residence, cost from
from $1000 to $1200; Mr. Persing's, another
fine residence, cost from $1200 to $1500: Mr.
Binkley's, a neat cottage, cost about $1000;
Mr. Barrot, a fine two story building, in-

tended for a hotel, cost $1500, Mr. Waterman
contractor; Mr. Strowbridge, a story and a
half house, cost about $408; Mr. Kenny, a

two-story building for store and ixjst office,

costing from $1500 to $2000; Mr. Robinson
has just laid the foundation of a house to cost

about $1200.—^. G. Herald.
SAX .lOSli.

The Southern Pacific Comijany is building
a second story to the central part of their

main warehouse at the San Pedro street de|xjl
to be used as a general freight office. The
new office will be directly over the old one,
and will be a model of convenience and com-
fort.

Plans have also been prepared for an ele-

gant depot at San Carlos, bet. Belmont and
liedwood City, which is to be built from
sand-stone from the Goodrich quarry.

.S^.V BMRJiAKliiyO.

I. K. Brunz will erect a brick building.

OAKZAA'D AND AIjAMMVA.

G. M. Flick has contracted with M. A.
Lent to build for the latter a residence on the
.south side of East Sixteenth street, 100 feet

east of Eighth avenue, for $4,000. It is to be

twostory frame building. Payments are to

be made in installments of $1,000.

W. W. Wilkens is having a residence built

in North Oakland. Nelson & Nickerson are

the contractors. The cost will be $2,860.
The building is to be finished July 17th. W.
Kirk is the architect.

A. W. Pattiani & Co. are building for E. C.
Sessions a cottage on Twenty-fourth avenue,
near East Twentieth street, in the Sessions

tracts. East Oakland. The contract price was
$1040. The building is a modern Queen
Anne cottage.

The Sweedish church on West street, near

T'welfth, has been completed.

Stephen Watts has just completed for his

own use a very handsome cottage on Delger
street, near San Pablo avenue. It cost $4000.

AL.\MED.\ BUILDING.

G. Laver is building for C. Winter a one-

story cottage on Pacific avenue, Alameda.
The cost will be $1230, and the building will

be completed by .August i. A. R. Denke is

the architect.

J. J. Denschl is building a frame house on
Charles street, near Railroad avenue. The
contract price is $3250. The architects are
F. X. Fisher and V. L. F'ortin.

G. A, Flash, an artist of considerable fame,
is building on Regent street, south of San Jose
avenue. The building is being arranged so
as to allow for a large studio and art gallery
for the artistic owner.

On Madison and Ninth streets Walter
Mathews is remodeling the residence of Col.
L. L. Bromwell; and putting $8,000 worth of
new work into an already handsome house.
This work is nearly completed.

The residence of Everett Grimes on East
Fourteenth street near Sixth avenue, has been
completed, at a cost of $12,000.

Plans have ;been drawn for a residence for
F. W. Henshaw, on the corner of Fifth ave-
nue and East Twentieth street, to cost the
same amount of money, The contract will
be let very soon.

Mr. Gale's residence at the comer of Cen-
tral avenue and Regent street, Alameda, is

about completed.

Pattiani & Co. have begun for M. E. and
F2. Schieffeln two frame cottages on .Alameda
avenue and I,afayette avenue, Alameda. The
cost will be about $1300 each. They will be

very pretty, comfortable little buildings.

Bids for the construction of the Chapin
block, on Second street, Livermore, directly
north of the Boston block, were opened in

Architect Boone's office on Monday, and the
contract was awarded to S. E. Clough on his

bid of $12,500. The block will be of wood,
two stories nigh.

It is proposed to build a school-house, to

cost about $15,000, at Golden Gate, otherwise
known as Klinknerville. William Kirke is

the architect.

W. H. Wellbye will build for N. J. Ashton
a handsome two-story frame residence on
Magnolia street, near Fourteenth street, Oak-
land. The house will be Queen Anne

style
in architecture, and will cost $2,200. A stable
will be built in the rear, and when completed
this will be one of the finest residences in the

neighborhood.
inrMRsiiiii.

F. W. Haskell is building a two-story resi-

dence on Ninth street in White's addition. It

will have ten rooms, is built of good brick
and will cost $2000.
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v.:

Miide in representation of Ancient and Mod
•"'n Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau-

rel. B.'afk Walnut, R</sewood, etc.

Handsomer. More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble. Slate, or Wood.

ENAMELED, POLISHED.
AMI

NICKEL-PLATED

G RAJ E S.

BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

fenbkr:^

RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrouglit Iron, all sizes, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, ami other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Ceiebrate<l

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W. W. MOiNTAGUE & CO.. ^''^'^^^^i^ '''

copy Ol- ClRCtlyAR IS.SrKI) HY MK.SSK.S. \. 6c (*,. TAVI.OR CO..

OF PHILADELPHIA, MAY 24tli, iS,S7.

How ail Excellent Jdea^has^ been Abused,

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST BRANDS OF ROOFING TIN* THAT HAVE

-^ Impepfect Ikm Stampeil. -^

Tlie Idea:

The Abuse:

The Consequence:

The Hemedjj:

(

\

Mkhsrh. N. & O. Taylor Co., i'hiladeli'hia, oriyiuutett and tar
ritd out the idea of stanipinjf t-aoh pt^rfevt slif tt f the (oUowina
hiyh giudts cf Hocfiii": Tin. *• Old S1t/lt'" }yes1miii»lei' **

••
Coohlet/ K "

for the im»te<'ti(iii of the Awh'ttevt, his clients

and Hottfttf Jtoof'era.

Mkmsrs N. & J.;. Taylor Co's Ide^ of stauipiny each pe-v/evt mhe' t

has been abused. The syntetn has been itnitateti in nia'ty lower
tjrade plateM in swni of which nil sheets are Mtttinpfti, wliether

good o\ had, l*ritnes, Wastfvti or Cititinfftt.

MK88Ri^. N. & G. Taylor Co., have in thfir jx^session iiiMrif/iiial

pavhageH «« hnported, such seronds, wasters or eiillings of com-
I> ting brands, with ever.\ sheet 8tanip!?d with br iid and thickness.

This c in be e rroborated by visitinjr their offices, at;?*)!, :i0.1 i.nd

30.') Brinch Street, Philadel)>hi:t .

It his
J,--

tten to bj a eonini ii r.iiurk with ncfi'taln i-lattM of
Hoofers:
"The Specification calls for such a- d such » br.uid rf tin atutttpt'd

and / hug the Wasters; for they are 1 11 stamped like the Prim s.

The only mark i.s the word ** Wasters** cu the wooden box, and a

ple.ee ofpaper inside, merely ststiny, the plttcs . re wasters, I

use the box f'v fire wood, destroy the paper and pocket the
diflference in value."

If jou want reliable high grades ( f Hooting Tin specify only in

your contract **Old Style** ^'Weslniinster'* ''Coohley JK/*
which have iter r had the agisters statuped. Verfeei sheets

only heing aeeepted and stamped.

LIVh.UMOJth:.

Hunter & Taylor are buildirifr a iar^je barn
for J. O'Brien.

E. Fried will shortly build a warehouse near
his new store.

Leonard Beck is making improvements on
his property.

SAXJAciyro,
H. L Hewitt will shortly commence the

erection of a warehouse.

I]. § G. Taglor Co.
301, 308, 305 BRANCH ST. PHILADELPHIA.

ESTABLISHED 1810 SEVENTY NINTH YEAR.

IIKKKJCLKV.

J. Barron intends erecting a fine dwelling
on his property.

A rHvuy.

J. Clark is putting up a two story dwellina
house.

ri.r.AsAsr vai.i.ky.

Our regul.nr correspondent—T. I). Ball-
sends us the following in regard to building
news up his way. Pleasant V'aMey extends
from Putah Creek to Vacaville and for a dis-
tance of about 12 miles is one continuous line
of orchards. It will soon be dotted with fine
residences. The work now in progress em-
braces a large barn for Mr. Thurber and extra

building for a wagon house. J. N. Plesants is

also having a barn built. In both cases T.
D. Ball is superintending the work.

thk:

BANCROFT COMPANY,
yt'tr Httsfoffire Itittlithtt/ at Fi'fHtln.

From i)lans furnished by Architect ]. W.
Bones, and accepted by [udge Winchell, we
are enabled to give a general idea of the new
Dostolfice building to be erected as soon as

possible on the corner of J and Fresno streets.

The building will be three stories high and
built entirely of brick, having a frontage of

fifty feet on J street and ninety-six on Fresno.
It will be of the Romanesque style of archi-

tecture, surmounted by a Gothic pediment,
and will be finished in terra cotta on the ex-

terior. 'l"he building will contain^ in all

eighty wiiidows, those fronting on J street

beiiiL' eighty in number, two triple and two

PURLTSHERS,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS,

mullion, on each of the upper floor. .'Ml of

the windows fronting on J street will be of

the Ea.silake style of architecture and sur-

mounted by beautiful terra cotta work, which,
when completed, will give the building a very
attractive appear.ince. The whole of the

first floor will be devoted to the use of the

|X)Stofifice, and will be a model of beauty and WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN
convenience. 'I'he upper floors will be divi-

ded into -thirty-nine rooms for offices and
living purposes. .'Ml of the outside rooms
will be supplied with open fireplaces, and wr,-m.-^T-,-%-rs.tr a •»T.r»

will be 13x1; each. Work on this building STATIONERY i» ND
will be commenced at once, and when finish-

ed it will undoubtedly be one of the finest _,, .^ 1.0.
business blocks in the city.

'^1 .Market btreet,

BOOKS,

PIANOS.

S. F.
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NEW ORLEANS
LOUISIANA:

I NOVEMBER 10, 1885.

' MARCH 31, 1886.

List of Members of the Builders'

Association of California

330 PINE STEEET. ROOMS 11 & 12.

DIPLOMA OF MERIT
IS AWARDKI) TO

THEO. W. PETERSEN & CO.
* OF SAN JOSE CAL *

In acknowledgement of meritorious display of PRESSED
BRICK, in the Collective K.xhibit of California.

In acknowledgement of which the Signature of the proper

Officials and the seal of the North Central and South American

Expositions are hereto attached.

[attest]
CHARLES TURRILL,

Commissioner.

I. M. W. COM ICO.
President.

B. D. woon.
Director (leneral.

THOS. WOODWARD,
Chairman Committee on .\ wards

,S.\x Diw.o, C.\I,., I'KllRl ARV. i.S, iSSS.

T. W. PRTRRSRN & CO.
Dk.vr .Sir.s:

I send yon by mail. Diploma awarded yon by the

North, Central and South American Exposition, for your display under my charge.

Kindlv acknowledge receipt in enclosed envelope.

Very Respectfully
CHAS. B. TURRII.T,.

Commissioner for California; North, Central and South American Exposition, and

Manager Southern Pacific Company's Display.

The above diploma was given to the firm mentioned, for the best display of PRESSED
liRICK, at an Exhibition that attracted world wide attention. Mr. Pkthr.skx has made a

special study of Kiln burning, so as to have all the bricks of an even color. We have seen

car-loads of bricks, delivered in this City, and the uniform color pervading the entire lot

was such as to attract more than ordinary attention from those around. Mr. Pin'KRSicx

absolutely guarantees that every brick is perfect. If edges or corners are broken, he doe-s

not allow them to leave the depot. Any one ordering brick from above firm, can rest at

that they will obtain the very best Brick there is made in California. .San I'rancisco address

is Townsend St. between 6th and 7th. San Jose, I'. O. Box 1.H7.

Luml)er Market.

Pirn!, Eougli, per M feet $22
Pine, lloujih, No. 3 18

Pine, Hough, 41 to ,50 feet lengths. . *!

Pine, Uough, .")! to tid feel lengths. . 34

Pine, Hough, 61 lo 70 feet lengths. . 35

Pine, Selected 20

Pine, Clear •!!!

Pine, Fire Wood 10

T. & G. Flooring. 1x0 •!•">

T. ii, G. Flooring, Ux6, 1 x4 Ux4 and
narrower 40

30
4.'-.

:!>

T. & G. Flooring, No. 3

Stepping
.Stepping, Xo. 3

Kedwooj, Uough
Kedwood, Uongli, No. 3

Kedwood, Surfaced

Redwood, T. &. G. (i in., 13 feet and
over

l{e<lwood, 'I'. & G. (i in., 7 to 1 1 (eel . 37

Itedwood, 'I". A G. (i in., under 7 feet . 34

Jrledwoo j, Kustic 'W

Itedwood, Uugtic, No. 3 :!2

Kedwood, T.& G. Beaded, 13 feel

and over 37

Kedwood, T. & G. Headed, 7 to 11

feet 28

R«idweod, T. i G, Beaded, under 7

feet 36

3.")
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ZPLElsTT^S^ OIP ^W^^^TEII?,

SEND FOR
OATALOQUE TO

Vox the J jtiwiLS, stables a,ud tlouso can be
had bv putting np

C mm

BEST, SIMPLEST, STRONGEST, CHEAPEST.

PACIFIC MANUFACTURING CO.

!K{| jiiid '.):>(• Mis.sioii St., San Francisco.

211 to 215 J Street, Saoromento. 109 to 111 N. Fourth St. Portland, Or

Also "Eureka," "I'rtrnsoii," iiiiil "Kcd Cross" brantls ofOoUon

Fire iiiiil <;iir(leii Hose, l.iiieii Hose, Itiiblter Hose, Fire I>e|mrt<

Open Valve A, pull cflf the Hose and
water follows iror^ediately.

"Paragon" Hose Reel,

Ant] Sule A^jteiit for Pacific Coast for

the Cel»'bi-ated "Eureka Mill"

( otton Ituhber-LiTied

^' FIRE HOSE
For Mills, Factories, Hotels and PuT>-

liu Buildinifs, and General In-

side Fire Protection.

MiuuiraHiiicr of Hose Curls, H, k L. Trucks, him) 'K(mI Conf

S<|iiarc Fliix l'ju'kiii(? for Elovatoi'M, VXm.

222 & 224 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

PERFECT
PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY ! ;

VENTILATION ! VENTILATION ! VENTILATION !

The ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR will produce perfect ventilation. No foul air! No draughts!
I»ATKXTKI> JAXUAKV 11, 1SH7, BV I'KTKK .ABK.4HA.n(<»OX .

THE ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR IS GUARANTEED TO DO ALL THAT IS CLAIMED FOR IT.

It can be applied in a brick wall or l)otween plastering and outside walls, or hall petitions, also to a car window or house window sash, or Ijctwcen tlie

window sash and cap, or to a door or a transom, or any place wliere ventilation .without draught is required.

Address, PETER ABRAHAMSON, 1022 Hyde St- San Francisco, Cal.,for Circnlars and Models.

]/\IE REFER YOU TO PARTIES THAT HAVE THEM NOW IN USE.

IX ALL THE CLAvSS AND TKACHER.S' ROOM.S Ol' FOUR NKW
PUBIJC vSCHOOLS, Prof. J. W. Andkr.son, -SuDt. I". S.. ,S. !•.

I'lvTER A. SMITH. -Supt. Cal. .Sugar Refinery, 504 Ninth St., residence
IIERVIvV I'LATT, Supt. S. I'. Pioneer Woolen I'actory, office and

residence.

WOODL.ANI) HANK. Cal.

\VOODL.\ND PRESHYTERIAN CHURCH.
OAKLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. Cal.

ALAMEDA PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
N1':\V CHAPIU, OF St. MARY'S HOSPITAL, Sau PVauoisco.
U. S. :\IIXT. San Francisco, in all its principal departments.
SAN FRANC KSCO YEREIN. cor. Sutter and (;rant Avenue.
CLUB ROOMS, corner Sutter and Kearncv Streets.

BOHICJIIAN CLUB ROOMS, Pine .Street iiear Kearny.
H. LIEBES & COS 1"UR WORK-SHOPS.
YICl.LOl'TH, Residence, cor. Turk oud Buchanan Streets.

(;. SCHWABACHER. Residence, cor. Clav and Franklin Streets.

[. .S. WHITE, .=522 Sixteenth .St.. Oakland.'
"SYNAC.OOUF; SHAARI /,EDF;K. cor. .Stockton and California

Streets, SAMUEL POLACK, President.
DR. LORYlvVS NF;W HAMMAN. 2i,S Post .Street.

AL1"R1-;D W. PIvRRY. M. D. (Dr. Perry is a member of the Board of

Health.)
WM. J. L.VNDIvRS, General .Xgent Guardian .Vssurance Co., of Lon-

don Offices, cor. California ami Sansome Street.

JAMF;S LAWLER, judge of Police judge's court No. 2.

D.J. MURPHY, Judge of the .Superior Court.

.\. K. .STEVF;NS. Secretap- of .Sutter .Street Railroad Co. (Cable Line

J.J. GROOM, Court Room Clerk, Department No. 12. .Superior Court.

W. ]•;. DARGIF;. Oakland Tribune.

J. I,. HANNA, P. M. and L. T. I'ARR. Asst. P. M.. Oakland.

!•:. I". I)ELGI';R. onice and residence. Oakland.

JULIUS J.VCOHS. Jacobs and ICaston. Insurance Agents, residence.

THF; PI,1-:.\S0NT0N H0TF;I,. cor. Sutteruu<l Jones sts.

F.\THI-;R grey. Mission bc-l. 2nd and ;,rd, Dormitories etc., con-

nected with school.

POMONA HOTEL, Pomona.
HAWLIvY BROS, residence. Oakland.

JOHNN BLAKE, Residence S. \V. cor I'ranklin and ICllis Sis.

•SAN lOSi-: Nl';w city ham,, and I'RI'.SNO J A II..

NEW .ST. MARY'S C0LL1;GI;. Oakland, Cal.

•THI'; Ni;W B.\NK, cor. Sansome and Sutter .streets.
'

PALI-;RM0 HOTIvL, Butte County, Cal.

'HAYWARD BANK, Cal.

-CATHOLIC COLLEGE. Petaluma. Cal.

FIR.ST ENGLISH LUTHERIAN CHURCH Ge.ary .St.. nr. Octavia.
• Jlrs. J. SMITH. Residence, L.irkin Street, bet. Clay ami Washington.
•WRIGHT, Residence, cor. Sacramento an<l .Scott Streets.

Mrs. v.. .\. H.^XI-;, Residence, Pacific, near b'illmore.

J^" Those marked with ' the buildings are in course of erection

and .Vbrahamson's Yenlilators contracted for same.

rlrB »!«

W. W.MONTAGUE & CO.
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES.

309 TO 317 MARKET ST., Sax Francisco
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FULTON IRON WORKS
Fremont, Hou:ild and lieale Streets

HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES
Maiiufactnicrs ol all kinds uf

MACHINERY AND BOILERS,

Agents for the Pacitio Coast for tlic DKAX STKAM
PUMP.

BABCOCK h WILCOX BOILERS.

Office:—220 Front Street, - - San Friincisto-

GOLDEN GATE

215 and 2l7 Main Street,
lietwceii Hitwanl and FoIs-mh, S\X I ItANclSCO.

Manufacturers . f

«^CALCilNED PLASTER, .^ir

( PLASTEK OK PARI.S. )

Marble Dust, liand Plaster, and Terra Alba.

H. BCHRADKR,
M. XARTKSS.

A ANDKRKON
IIEAKV.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY,
CASTING OF EVERY DE SCRIPTION
Our S|icci.-iltie.s .ire MACHINKRY. STOVE PLATE, ORNA-

ME.N'TAL AXI> PI.fMBERS' CASTINGS ETC. Orders
iproniptlv attended to.

Foundry and Office. 140-142 Folsom Street.
II. SCllRAKER .MANA(;EH

»I.\RT1.\ O'Co.NSKI.L. ()«AR LkwIS.

ARCHITECTURAL IRON WORKS,
()"(\>.\M'.I,L & LEWIS, I'Koi's

xxcozir z*o-cTKrx»xiz<,s
Anil .Manufacturers of Architectural

Iron Work,

2:«) to 2.SC .Steuart;St., Bet. Howard & Folsoin, S. F

REESE LLE WELL I W,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,
133 and 135 Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Houard,

SAN FRANCISCO.
MANUFACTURER OF

HoBse Fronts and MacMnery Castinis

OF ALL KINDS. *

JOHN BLAKE,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

1138 Seventeenth St., S. F. I

JAMES McCarthy,

OjFiiiieikI llliii iJuiliii

i Stevenson Street,
(Two door.'* from First - PioUeer Mill.-*),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs to suit tlie \ arious departtneiit)* in Rutldings, etc-.

.GLADDING.McBEANXCO.
^ SEWER S CHIMNEY PIPE, \

^ DRAIN TILE,
g ARCHITECTURALTERRA COTTA Etc

'e^/1358-1360 MARKET ST. S.'F;/

^MANUFACTORY AT LINCOLN CAL.

H. G. JARMAN,
PAINTER AND WHITENER,

'i.'fi Sixteenth St. 'San l''runcii<ct>.

«arOrders left at Helmken's, 5)6 Kearny St.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Dr^mm Street,
Hetween Cla\ and \Vashin;{t..n, SAN FRANCISCO.

P I). Box 104-2.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
Ni to 232 JESSfK STREET,

IS PREPARED TO INSTALL COMPLETE

ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS
BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.

Their macliinei for incandescent liehtinK are entirely automatic, and the only one in the niarltet tliat require! n*

regulating device outside of the machine itself.

Elfctrie Motors Furnished in all parts of tlit; City from One to 100-Horse Power. Estimate*

Furnished upon Application.

GKO. H, ROE, Secx^etai V

ASPHALTUM ROOFS AND SIDEWALKS
CONTRACTOR FOR TAKING DOWN OLD BUILDINGS, ETC.

8tocond-hand. Brick and Lumber for sale.

Doors, Sash and Blinds Constantly on Hand

OFFICE AND YARD. 211 AND 213 TOWNSEND STREET, NEAR THIRD.

A. CRAWFORD & CO.,
i>kalkr.s in

Medal Brand Ready Roofing

ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, FIRE, WATER, AND

CHEMICAL PROOF.

Ill i'»(; for Thirty-Five Years^ on Ihe Very liesl

and Laryest Buildings in Ihe United

Stale s and Canadas.

.Send fur Samples, Circulars, and other information.

.*ppi,v 'lo i;s AT :

25 & 27 MARKET ST.,
San KKAN<'lri( (I, : : : : : : I'AL.

IMrOKTEKS
A N 1 p

WHOLESALE
liKALERS IN

Tarrod Paper,

English Felt,

Chain,

Hemp,
and Manila

CORDAGE
A N r >

Tackle Blocks
(Iron and Wood)

Siiil'ible /or Hnildliuj Fiirjmxfi'.

KnsiRns, Private Flags, and

Burgees always on hand and
made to order.
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SAN FRANCISCO LUMBER COMPANY

LUMBER DEALERS
PRINCIPAL OFFICE—PIER IS, STEUART STREET

Yards—At Pier 12, Steuart street, Third and Berry Streets,

Pier 3, Steuart street,

^ > Assistant Managers.THOS. RICHARDSON,
Manager.

A. ABRER,
WALTER DICKINS

CREOSOTEAVe©B STAINS^.
FOR SNINGvLES, FENCES, CLAPBO;^RDS etc.

PP,' 505
i-^S?"" CALL. .>VERY*Dur(ABLE ^^ ARTISTIC.

foR SAMPLE50N SEND TO— 70 KILBY ST. BOSTON.

TRACY BROS. & CO.

IRON STONE SEWER PIPE.

^raiiufactureis and Deiilers in

CHIMNEY PIPE & CHIMNEY TOPS,
20 & 22 Eifirlitli St., Snii Fniiiciseo.

SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARGING

WATER CLOSET-The only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water-
Oloset in the World.

Economjj! GiBanliiiess !

HEALTH
Persons engaged in Sanitary En-

terprises

I

AND BUILDERS

Are especially invited to ex

amine the practical

workings of

SACK'S

AUTOMATIC WATER -
CLOSET.

A written guarantee is

given with each Closet

that money will be re-

turned, after six months

trial, and an\' other

closet suhsiituted in its

place if this closet is not

in the fullest sense,

EvERYTHINff that . is

claimed for it,

Address:—SANITARY PLUMBING MANUFACTURING CO., 910 Webster, St., Oakland

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
- CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the following parts : A smoke

flue A, of fire cla}-, in S feet lengths, with rebated joints and

l^lvanized iron bands c.er each joint. Th-^sc bands with |iro-

jections, will also keep in position a gah anized iron exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two a)>artments— the one for fresh, the

other for foul air. The outside pipe is put up in two feet

lengths also, and the whole is bound totjetlicr and secureil t

the studdinif by iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,
MASON ANn BUII.BBK,

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three inch conchictor H

extending to out«i(le of wall for fresh »ir, which, passin;; >ip.

Ijeeomes ]ieate<l. and can l)e intrmlucetl to an>' room above by

a register K, noar the floor. The ventilation of rooms is

effected by mean« of an o|>ciiing F, with register near tl e

ceiling, by which tlie foul air escapes and is con<lucte 1 in tl.e

air space around the flue to the roof. In addition to tlii<, < an

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass throutrh

and between the joists t > conduct by a small conductor CI with

the above mentioued air space.

The lightest and safest patent chimney manufactured.

Approved by the Board of Superv isors.

WAREROOMS,

N. E. Corner of Larkin and Market Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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CENTRAL CALIFORNIA LUMBER COMPANY.
SUCCESSORS TO

TURNER, KBNNSDY & SHAIV,

Lumber Dealers,
FOURTH IND CHANNEL STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

Yard Connects direct with C. P.& S. P. R. R.
Also with the Shipping.

DoA^aa To^vn Office, No. 5 Post St., near Mont^oirkery.

4- IRON ^r

ROOFING
SIDING.CEILING,
ARCHESandLATK
CINCINNAT/

CORRUGATING CO.
CINCINNATI. O.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Fine Carpetings,
Rich Funiiluro.

Klegant Upholstevv.

CHAS.M. PLUM&CO.,
UPHOLSTERY CO,

1301 to 1809 Market St. ('oriier Kiiith, S. F.

STEEIL square:
AND ITS USES,

PRICE ONE DOLLAR

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet.WITH TI'.AP. WITH OFISET.

This Closet is the best of its kind, having been so far constnicted
,
it has the following advantages;—

1. It has a simple, strong valve, si.ifeable for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same metal resting on face of the bi-ass overflow pipe,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewnr g;is, even tlie closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead comer, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rusli out

of the flood chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes the lead; it has been sold since February, 188."), in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This hopper is constructed to take 2 2-inch pi|>e!>, one to ttie ri;iht and one to the left

and a 4-inch leader in the center. It has also a movahle strainer on top to take the sur-

face water. The lower part of t)te hopper with side outiet is tube connected uith the

sewer pipe, either right or left. The upper part is inde|>endeMt from the lower, and is

made to swivel, therefore it will suit either position (»f pipe. This hnpper can be used

only for surface, for waste, or for leader; either inlet will be stop|>ed up with iron cajw if

so desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
Tliis Closet is superior to all .ithere, every working part and bolt being made of brasH,

closet and valve extra heavy casting;. Particular attention is called to No. 4. TliisCKtset

has an oval basin fastened to the cover by brass clatnps and liolts. No breaking of putty

joints required to renew a pan. The loosening of two large brass n\it» will separate cover

« i»h basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid brass

rod.

These Closets have been in use since February, 1888. Plumbers and wholesale dealers

give them the best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper-

Basket Hoppers are made in ooe piece with Movable Strainer.

ffUta View. Combination Hopper Wo. 4a FRKJIOMT 8TBBBT, HAN FBANVIMCO, GAk No. 4
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Sierra Lumber
Companif

Manutactui'ci's and Dealers in

DOORS, WINDOWS, BLINDS, SUGAR PINE,

YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE AND

FIR LUMBER.

Coiiiec Fourth anif Channel .Streets, San Francisco

A. KENDALL, ^

Corner Cjrove and -Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets, Frames,

DOORS, SASH AlfD BLmDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Practical Plumber^
GAS & STEAM FITTER,

Cor. Fillmore and Colder) Cate Ave

.lOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warrantcJ.

•i:fO Slitter .Street,

PKACTICAL PLUMBEK, GAS
And Steam Fitter.

Bail plunibjii^' and sanitary defects thoroughly ripairud and
guar-anteed.

THOMAS DAY & CO.
LMTORTEKILS OF

Gas Fixtures and
PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES,

222 Sutter Stkeet.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

Jamkh Yol'NG, W. J, Thompso.n,

BEALE STREET MILL,
YOUNG, THOMPSON & CO.

Manufacturer-f of

Frames, Sash and Blinds,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS

308 Mission Street.

Made to Order, nil kinds of Outside and Inside Finish and
MouldinKB Brackets and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning in
all their orancheH, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

J. G. Mecredv F, A. Mecredy'

MECREDY BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
Shop, No. 3 Jessie St.,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Residence, 615 Jessie St.

Henry S. Gray Cook Stover.

GRAY Hl stover,

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,
Box 35, llconi il, 330 Pine Strett,

Kesidnce, 13JO, 21st. Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GARPENIER & BUILDER,
Order Box, 516 Kearny St.

FOK BOILDERS' HARDWARE
CALL AT

Near First St., San Franc isc.

C. p. MOOKE,
•252 Octavia .Street.

G. M. MOORE,
No. 1 Uuss cor. Howard St.

MOORE BROS.,
CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

15 Van Ness Ave.
JOBBING PROMITLY ATTENDED TO.

T. B. MOORE,
Carpenter & Builder,

.Shop, 21 Golden Gate Avenue.

D. N. & C. A. HAWLEY,
323 Maj-ket Street.
Establislied 1S4!>. San Francisco ,

NORMAN & ECKLER,

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTERS

WHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.

122 Golden Gate Are., San Francisco.

THOS. MERRY,
Carpenter <£ Builder,

109 JACKJ^OISr ST..
Between Davis and Driimm, SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

St#res and Olliues fitted iiit. All kinds of Jobbing
promptly attended to.

EXCELSIOR MILL CO.
W. A. MEKKElt

JIanufacturer of

Frames, Sash, Blinds, Doors

SOUTH SIDE OF BRYANT ST.
NEAR FIFTH SAN FRANCLSCO

Always on hand and made to order, all kinds of

Outside and ins'de Finish & Mouldings
Bracket and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning in all their

their branches, done with dispatch.

Nxjx
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Incorporated A. D. 1819.

j/Etaa iJnsuraace So.

-* Op f^AP^OiPOI^D. H-

Cash Assets <:.' 9,528,388,97

I'acific Branch

[Vol. IX, No, 7.

SiJj. California ^t. - ^an ^i'ranaisoo.

T. E. fOl'E, AssH. General Afjent.

GEO. C. liOARDMAN, General Af/t.

N. W. WINTON, San Francisco AGENT.

WM. E. STEVENS,

BRICKLAYER & BUILDER,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

P. B. DOWNING,
PLIIN { OBNlMENTilL PLlSTEeiNG.

Residence, 1423 Steiner ISt.

^All Jobbing promptly attended to.

A. E. BUCKMAN,
314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

Contractor and Grader,
Ovaditig, Mficnitaiuisiny and SeirerintfDone on Short yotire.

N. P. LANGLAND,
STim BUILDER UNO WOOD TURNED,
407 Mission St, San Francisco.

Mct'hanic's Mill, Second Floor.

FINE WORK! LOW PRICES!

WILLIAM WALKER,

Painting. Whitening J Paper Hanging
1605 Polk St., San Francisco.

Charles Scofield^

GRAINER,
186 Natonta Street, near New Montgomery Street

SAX FRANCTSCO.

J. K TOBIN. Ai.Kx. Mr.^.\'ll!.

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CUSTK ACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING
CELLARS AND SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT.

Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

Besidence, 864 Mission Street.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OK

TS) "p® ^ ^S-V /TSVWV T®^

DECORATIONS.
Plastdng Repaired and Whitened.

28 Ellis Street, San Francisco 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

MBTAL ROOFBR^
AH kimlsof Tin, Copper, and Sheet-Iron Uoofinir, Galvanizid

Iron Guttersand Chimney tops. ^TROOK repaired and
piiii'ed.

ALL JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

510 Bush St., above Dupout, San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA

MACHINE WORKS
119 BEALE ST. SAN FRANCISCO,

Wm. H. Birch & Oc,
.Manufactlrkbs of

(Successors IoCronan & Upnbar)

METAL ROOFERS
1213-1215 Market St bet. Sth and 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron
Work of every (ie.acription. Koofs re]iah'ed, etc.

All work done hy nie guaranteed.

JESSE & DREW,
Stair Suildersy

Itemoved to

EXCELSIOR MILL.

BRYANT Near FIFTH ST. SAN FRANCISCO

J. R. DREW F. McLaughlin

DREW & McLaughlin,

Stair Builders
ENTERPRISE MILL.

220 and 222 Steuart .St., Sun Francisco

A. H. PLUMMER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Kesidence, OOii Oak Street.

DAVID PERRY,

Carpenter :- and -:- Builder,
824 Guerrero Street,

Btwceii ISth .Hid IBth, SAN FRANCISCO.

All Jobbing Trumittly Attended to.

J. C. JUNG,
110 Main Street, San Franciscck,

Failings, Crestings, Safes, Ktc. Also Shutter

and Sheet Iron Work of all descriptions.

Imix)rtt'r and Uealer in

FRENCH& GERMAN LOOKING AND WINDOW GLASS
l><M>rHt >aNli aikfl lilliids For Snie. Olnz-

iofC Troiuptly Atteiiiled to.

673 MiwiioD street, San Fraooisou.

fill liiffl
ueij

1

Flonr, Quartz, Miniug Madiiuery,

STEAM, HYDRAULIC, CYLINDER,

RAM AND SIDEWALK ELEVATORS,
Sole Agents for the Hitchcock Sectional Safety

Boiler, Brodie's Patent Eock Crusher, B. E.

Henriksen's Automatic Safety
Clutch for Elevators

MacliiDery for Cable Railroails a Specialty

We call the attention of Builders to our Klevators, fo'

which we claim auperinrity over othcre, and request a carcfu r

inspection btfore ordering.

^ ^Sp«i

The Hitchcock Scctioiuil Safei.> lioiltr is csjfcciall.v adapted
to tuildinjfs requiring steam power. Its advantaires bring a
very hrge saving in first cost, and in amount of fuel used, and
absolute safity from dangerous explosions. It being stc-
tionnl can ba pla'^ed in any building through window or door

sm^ sEyn roR circular.

R. HERRING
WOOD MINIELS, OFFICE FITTING

AND MILL WORK.

450. 452 Stevenson street, lietween nnii M Mi.

Manufacturer of

Foreign and DoniesticMarble Mantlei Tomb
stones, Monuments, Tiling', Plumb-

ers' Slabs, Vases,

STATUARY FOUNTAINS, ETC.
1241 Market St., San Francisco



ARCHITECTS, CIVIL ENGINEERS, ETC. PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CARDS.

CURLETT& CUTHBERTSON
Architects,

Offices, ?07 rhelan Building, Market Street,

SAN FRANCI>SCO.

A. LAVER,
Architect,

San Francisci Stock Exchange Building',
Pine Street, bet. Sansome and Mont^omer>',

ROOM 1».

T. J. WELSH,
Architect,

Hnom 95, Flood's Building, Corner Mrket ami

Fourth Streets

PISSIS & MOORE,
Architects,

307 Sansome Street, Rooms 16 an 1 17,

SAN FRANCISCO.

HUERNE & EVERETT,
Architects and Civil Engineers,

41 and 42 Thurlow Block, cor. Sutter & Kearny Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

B.
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FULL LINE
OF

Light and Dark

MANUFACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures,

T

The Only Securs Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that will not wear

out or break.

For t^ale By

Dunliam, Carrigan
k Co ri

-DEALErtS IN—

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Ktc, Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Company of California.

FIRE AND MARINE.

PriBcipal Dice, 439 Caiirornla Street, Salt Deposit Bslldlm,

Sax Fbancihco.

JOHN 11. WISE, rresidcnt.

CHA8. A. LAWTON, Secretary.

The Leading Electricians,
Estimates ^iven on all class of

Bell Hanging, Burglar and Fire Alarms, Speaking Tubes,
Door Openers & Lock Smithing.

Speuial attention given to Kepair Work.-
J ]-

-Electric Supplies Sold at Lowest Rates.

Fhelan Block, 818 Market street, vSan Francisco.

ART!ST10 FURNITURE, Mamlactmrs of FiiB FanitirB

1S09, ISll & 1S15 Market Street, 8an Francisco.

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT

COMPANY.

Edison Incandescent Electric Light

THE ONLY COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR INTERIOR

ILLUMINATION.

Over 500,000 lishts in use In the T"nite<l States. Safety from

fire, frecffuni from heat, sniokt
,
hihI di'I.-t rious gassed.

Xo blackening vt ceilintrs or decuratious.

Complete control of light.

Self-regulating Arc Electric Lights,

Electric MotorK, Ekctrk Railroads.

Storaitc B»tt«»ie», Hotil Anniinciitcra, Oumt Call and Firs

Alarm. Kiectricnl Apparatus of Kvery DeKripUon.
Kstimates and i^esiifns on Application.

OrriCKS AND SUOWKOOMS,

3S3 I»I1VE STREET,
SAN FKAMCISCO.

WILLER'S PATENT

Hislde SliHii Bliiiils
ARE ACKNOWLEDGED THE

STANDARD SLIDING BLINDS
OF THE COUNTRY.

They are used in preference to any
other by the

mm
They are the only Sliding Blinds

giving

UNIYERSAL SATISFACTIOK.

Vox full particulars send fur catalugae.

WILLIAM WILLEB,
Sole Manufacturer,

Fourth and Cedar Sts,, tSlli'WA.VKEK, 'WIB.

402
.Agent I'acific Coast,

J ST]REET, SACRAMENTO.



REMAIXIXG XUMBERS OF THIS YEAR (ilVEX FREE TO ALL XEIV SUBSCRIBERS FOR 1889.

ottiviAr, oBOAX «/' i>HK S.4V fjt.txrrjsvo ciijvxEi:, AjrKTtic.ix ixsiJirri-: or AitciiiTici ts.

Volume" IX, No. 9. SAN FRANCISCO, September 1.5, 1888. T(lT*Tno.''^ per Year, in Advance
XCI J11S."( single Copies, 20 ct».

DEPOT FOR CURLY REDWOOD.

ORECON PINE, REDWOOD, SPRUCE, CEDAR,
SUGAR PINE, SHINGLES, ETC.

LITTLE &KNOWLES LUMBER CO.,
S. E. COR. MISSION & MAIN STREET.

K^ A>rents Del Nove Crnmiem.l Co. Mill.

rf>7' Redwood Cariroe.s to order.

Furniture Comp'y
L & E. EMANUEL, PROPS.,
AKK I'RKPAItEIJ T(l FILL OlillKH.S FdH

Wooden Mantels^
FORNiTDRE, UPHOLSTERY AND BELDlUli,

At Lowest Prices and Shortest Notice.

A Sla^nificcnt Stock constantly on Imiul and in piVH-css of

maiuifactllre.

48j & 434 I<'ourth Street.

HARDWOOD LUIVIBER,
Kiln-Dried Hardwood Flooring,
JOHN WIGMORE & SON,

1J9 fo 147 Spear Street, S. F.,— AND —

IS and lo S. Los Angeles Streel.
LOS ANOKMCS. CAl,

FR. H. ROSENBAUM & CO.,

Plate and WindoLU Glass

MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS.

(Vmii-ksilver anil Patent Baik).

.V(/. ."iOT Market St., oj>i>. H<iiisoiiic.

RANSOME'S

CONCRETE
Apparatus.

402 Montgomery Street.

Western Iron Works.
SIMS & MORRIS,

(Successors to John K. .Sim«i & Son)
.1.\Nl KACTIREKS Ot

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
.J:iil W.ti';. Wr'^iiL'-IiMnni Gir'^r«, Beam Anchors, and Tie

i;.hil^, iui 1 ; ll.iaisof Iron WurU. S le Manu-
t.u tu.i.-i!i and Projirictors of the

Champion MetalicWheelbarrow.
Iron Roofs and Gasometers Manufaetured

to Order.

123 AND 125 BEALE STREET,
.Sax Fraxctsco, between JJissiou and Howard..

:x.xrz3 z>x&x»r'37'S.

258 MARKET STREET.

3E».A.C;i3E"ICJ

Glass Staining and Embossing Works.

CUT, STAINED, AND GROUND CLASS.
(Uass Cuttinu' Works,

li) fremoiit Street.
Stained Gla'^s U'ork«,
\2V6&L 121.J Howard St.

aEORGE GOODMAISr,
I'ATENIER AXD MANUFACTURER OF

(SchiUingcr's Patent)

In all of Ite Branches.

SIDEWALK AND GARDEN WALK A SPECIALITY.
307 jSIontj^omerv Street,

Nevada Block. ^^jj fr^ncISCO.

HENRY B. KEESING

REAL ESTATE AND FIDUCIARY AGENT.
Real Estate and Securities Bought and Sold.

LO-\NS NKdOTI.VTKP. Insir.anxk Kfkkctkd

508 CALIFORNIA ST., room 36, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Tlie Superintendenee nnd Hlmutgetnent of Seal Jistaie a Specialty,

Corresiwiideiiee Solicited. Telephone 132.

WE BEGIN OUR TENTH VOLUME IN JANUARY I889.-K0W IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.
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TWO-HOLEJASH PULLEY.
Makes its own mortise with perfect fit; no

chisel or screws required; no time lost in apply-
ing. Cheapest, simplest and best. Marking
Gauges same price of Pullej-. Free sample and

prices by mail.

STOVER MANUFACTURING CO.

Fi'eeport , III.

853. 1883.

HENRY F. STIVER & SONS,
LUMBER INSPECTORS.

ROOM 3,
3 California St. ) ,..„„,.„.,
104 Market St. i

Junction

HUGH B. JONES. MATTHEW HARRIS

HARRIS & JONES,
Dkalers is

ALL KINDS OF LUMBER
Doors, Sash and Blinds

Sngar Pine, Yellow Pice and Wliit& Cedar

.\ SPECIAI.TV.

BRYANT STREET
Cor. Oak Grove Ave. Bet. 5th, and 6th. Sts

TELEPHONE No. 3096,

VANDENBURGH & LEWIS,

STAIR BUILDERS.
819 BRYANT ST. NEAR FIFTH.

IMPORTANT TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.

We are manufacturing all kinds of Window Bars for Show Windows, Window Rails, Rods, and Guards, also Counter.

Rails and Brackets, finished In the metal, or plated with Gold, Silver or Nickel, as well as Door Numbers, and every

description of Door and Name Plates and metal Signs for private houses, offices, etc.

Every description of new and old metal goods, plated with Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, etc.

We also mmufacture SILVER-PLATED AMALGAMATING PLATES for saving Gold m (^»uai1z, Gravel and Plact-r

Mining-

Our irorh- is in use all over the Vacific Consff and has jtfox'ed first-class in ever;/ particular,

El. G. IDElsTlsriSTOlSr,

Proprietor Snii Vrnncisco GoUt, Silrer iind Xirhfl I'lutina Works.

653-655 MISSION ST, San Francisco, Cal.

COPY OF CIRCULAR ISSUED BY Messrs. N. & G. TAYLOR CO.,

OF PHILADELPHIA, MAY 24th, 1887.

How aq Exeellent Idea has been Abused.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST BRANDS OF ROOFINC TIN THAT HAVE

Impepfeet Stieets Stantped.-^

Messrs. N. & G. Taylor Co., Philadelphia, originated and car-

rit'd out the idea of stamping each perfect sh et of the following

high giades cf R:ofing Tin, ^* Old Style'*
* Westtninste^-*'

** Cookley K ^* for the protection of the Architect f his clients

and Honest Roofers.

Mkssrs. N. & G. Taylor Go's idei cf stamping each perfect sheet

has bnen abused. The system has been imitated in many lower
f/rade plates in some of which all sheets are #(fi»ij>e(l, whether

goodijr hatl, i^ritnes^ Waster's or (Jnllinys.

Messrs. N. & G. Taylor Co., have in their ptssession in orffyinaf
packtiges as imported, such seconds, wasters or cullings of com-

peting brands, with ever,\' sheet stamped with br^nd and thickness.

This can be corroborated by visiting their offices, at 301, 303 and
. 305 Brat.ch Street, Philadelphia.

r It

I Jtoi

Consequence:^ £-^-
I piece ofpajtei
\ US9 the box fo

Tiie Remelji :

has gotten to be a common remark with a certain class of
Jtoofers: —

The Si)ecifieatinn calls for such and such a br\nd of tin stamped
' ^' "

ir«j«/cr«; for they are h,ll stumped like the in-im s.

is the word * lfVi»fer»*' en the wooden box, and a

pajter inside^ merely st-ting, the pKtes are wasters, I

for fire wood, destroy the j*aper and pocket the
diflEerence in value."

( If you want reliable high grades (f R-^ofing Tin specify onlv in

I your contract **Old Style" *• iVestminster" **Cooh'ley Jf/*
, which have never had the teasters stamped. I'erfeet sheets
I only being accepted and stamped.

I], § G. Tajjlor Go.

301, 303, 305 BRANCH ST. PHILADELPHIA.
ESTABLISHED 1810 SEVENTY-NINTH YEAR.

Pacific Rolling Mill Ccmpany.

I
RAILROAD

MERCHANT IRON,
ROLT^KD BKA:STS.

Angle, Channel anYl T Iroji, Bridge
ftncl .Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws, Washers, Nuts, Ship and Boat Spi'.es, Boiler

Rivets, Coil Chain, Harrow Teeth, Tire Rivets and

Burs, Tumbuckles, Etc., Etc.

LSTEAMBOAT SHAFTS. CRANKS, PISTONS.

CONNECTING, RODS. ETC.

Highest IVice Paid for '^crap Iron. Cai* m\'\ L^c^inotivo
Axles and Fratnet. and Hjninun.',! \.\uol

Every I>eicripti'yn.

MANUFACrrURERS OP

CAST STEEL CASTINGS
And Steel Forgings, I

Up ty 20,nO0 1t«. Weijilit, true to pattern and superior in I
btreu^th, touKhTii.'M4 am) durability lol-'-.t or Wrought J

Iron in i.n.v po^iti^^n, or l^v any t-ervice. ^flP
Okakinos, SMor», 1)CK,», Cams, Tapvkts, Pemtiis IIkaos, Iuilkoau

A.M) Machisk.kv Casti.sus OK KVKKV nK»cKmio.\. Also,

1K)M< )«E]SrEOIJS KTKEL,
Soft and Ductile. Superior to Iron for Locomotive, Mining

and Marine Forcings.
Al»o, Steel V.O'\s from '14 to 8 incli <li meter, ami FlutD from 1 to

8 Inch, Aiii;lca, Tce«, Chainiels, and other Shapes ; Ste«l Waifon,

Bmrt'y ani Truei< T rc". Plow Steel Stamp Sten s. Cam Shafts, Piston

Hods, Maihin.ry, and Speilal Shajie Steel to si/.e aTid Icnj^h.

Stekl Rails From 12 to 45 Pounds per Vabd.

IRON AND STEEL BRIDGE, ROOF AND RAILROAD

CAR WORK A SPECIALTY.

Highest priie \>&\<\ for Scrap Steel. Orders will have

prompt atU lit on S»nd tor i'atalOjfue«.

PACIFIC ROLLINO MILL CO.,
202 M vKKK.r Strbst, San Framisco.±
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A. RUDGEAR.

SAN FRANCISCO

NOVELTYi PLATING WORKS.

GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATERS.

Electro-Bronzing, Grinding and Polishing,

Grate and Fender Work.

AU Kinds of Brans Goods Siiitaftle for

House Work, Designed and

Made to order.

Improved Silver Plated Amalgamating Plates

for Quartz Placer and Beach Mining,

Furnished to order with Promptness and

Dispatch.

RUDGEAR & SHEPMAN Proprietors.

108 & 112 FIRST STREET.
Sttn Francisco, _ - _ Califoruiif.

BRASS & NICKIE PLATED WINDOW & BAR FITTINGS.

TO ARCHITKt:TS*, BlIIt.l>KKS, IKMMK I'.VIXTKKS, I>RCO»ATORII!t, ItOAT BITIIiD."
BKiS A\l» VACUTSiUGK UKISIKIKU AN

EXTREMELY DURABLE FINISH FOR WOOD.

ROSENBERCSAro superior to any
Varnishes or Wood Fin-

ishes in the miirket, for

the following reasons,
viz.:—
Tho.v iiOMSCss more

boil.v, his her luxtor,

greater rcsiwtiiis i>roj>-

«'rti<'H to at.inospUei'if
iiillufiiccN, action of wa-
ter aiKl alkali, arc more
elaHtic, will not seratfli

nor mar n-liite, and are
more durable.

.Manufactured by

D. ROSENBERG & SONS,
7.^4-74«lTaTwm street, I ©fflce, 207 Avefiue D, NEW YORK.
l«ul|o7 Aven?ie">.*'*™*'*' j

**«""^ f*"" »amplefs and Full rartieulars.

For all elaases

INSIDE WORK
Keiiuirins sreat dura*

l>illt.v. UMe No. »

KIiA8TI<;A FIMIMH.
For

OUTSIDE WOES

Itcquirins extreme du-

rability, use X*. 1

KliAHTICA FINISH.

liitili 1

Made in repre-sentation of Aucient and Mod-
era Marbles, and Woods of all kinds. Lau-

rel, Black Walnut, Rc«ewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood.

ENAMELED. POLISHED,
.\ifD -^—

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FUNDEBS
RANGES
French (set in brick). Portable and

Wrought Ii'on, all sizes, latest

and inost

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles I

ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fu-eplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, W^alLs, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent,

W.W. MONTAGUE & CO., ^''^A'^i.^l^^k^V^'

Hot WaterANoSteam Heating
For all Classes of Buildings.

I have introduced this system in over 400 houses on this Coast where it

is now in operation. All work Guaranteed.

Sole Mannfaeturcr of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER.
Sole Asent tav

BUNDY'S PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.
Al80 Agent I'or

Gold's iinpioved iSoctional Boiler for Low Pressure Steam.

Office, 30 New Montgomery St., under Palace Hotel

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.
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THOS. LYTLE,
Manufacturer of Latest Improued

WEATHER STRIPS.
SOOiTurk Street, - - S. F

* STAR *

Tool and Machine Worbs,
F. KEAJEWSKI, Proprietor.

5 20 and 522 FIFTH ST.
San F r a n c I b c .

WOOD-WORKING,
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Kail fiolts, Hriickcts, Jvcwcl Rods, rtc, for Stair Work

W. D. FERINE,
Manufacturer of

Artificial Stone Siflewalte, Garden Walts,
Basement Floors, Camofje. Sipps, Colored Tiles,

BuiUlinij Stoiw,

URNS. VASES, STONE COPING AND STEPS,

ENTRANCE TO CEMETERY LOTS, CASKETS,

STONE FOUNTAIN BASINS, ETC.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE- 28 New Montgoiner}- St,

„ o „ <> , .
OAKLAND OFFICE-459 Ninth St.

KeBidenee, 809 Oak street, Oaklajitl,

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap,

BEST IN USE.
LOmmeiided by all the Architects

in California.

oflRG-igoi BROADWAY, OAKLAND.
For Salk by I'lumbkrs,

Architecture, Horton 1 50
Amateur Mechan'sWorkshop 3 00

Cottages 1 00
Ornamental Drawing 1 00

[Vol. IX, No. 9.

NEW YORK SAFETY DUMB WAITER FIXTURES
Patented United .States, April 19th, 1887; in Canada, May 18th, 1887.

The MOST COMPLETE,
SIMPLE and ABSOLUTELY
SAFE WAITER made. Pro-
vided with SAFETY ROPE,
AVOIDING ACCIDENT. EN-
TIRELY NOISELESS, and
moveswithperfeetease.

FIXTURES ONE SIZE
ONLY, adapted toany size
waiter. Can be adjusted
by any CARPENTER or
MECHANIC. DIAGRAM and
FULL DIRECTIONS ACCOM-
PANY EACH SET.

HANDSOMELY BRONZED,
and packed ONE SET in a

BOX Sold by the Hard-
ware trade.

PRICE, 15.00.
For catalogue address

the manufacturers.

THE EDWARD STORM SPRING CO.. Limited,

Pouffhkeepsie, N. Y.

DUNHAM, GARRIGAN & CO., 17 AND 19 BEALE ST

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works.
39i Fremont Street,

Corner <.f Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

J.L. Kt'FFIXO. C. D. BiANCni

MarWe Depot and Steam Saw Mills.

RUFFINO & BIANCHI,
Importers, MaTiufiictHrert--, Whiile-sale and Hetail

MANTELS, MONUMENTS, PIUMBERS' SLABS, ETC.

Estimates furnished on all kinds of marble work.

964, 966, 968 and 970 Bryant Street,
Xeur Seventh Street. San Fkascisco

I', o. Box. MisX

Asphaltum and Roofing Felt,

RED METALIC ROOFING PAINT,

TAR OIL and COAL TAR.
N. 0. WALTON, 219 Mission St.

HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Trivato DwollingB by the Moist Approved

HOT ^W^ATEB SYSTEM.
Wc Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this line has given perfect 8atisfactif)n in every instance, ami we will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

We also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY & CO.

)
614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.
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D. ZEGLIO,
Carrara Miarble ^Vorks

MANrKACTfRKR OK

MARBLE MANTELS, CRATES, MONUMENTS

AND HEAOSrOflES.

1319 MISSION STREm\

THE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING NEWS.

BRADSTREET'S

^XLVMer Strips

Ul

Bet. Ninth and Tenth . San Francisco.

H. McMahon & Son,
Whdrf, Bridije and I'realle- Work

AND

Iron Briilps, Railroads and Pile Foiiiiiiatioiis,

rn.KS AND LlMHKFt CONSTANTLY ON HaND.

OFFICE, NO. 22 HOWARD STREET
San Friinciaco.

IVES'

PATENT

SASH
LOCK

a

o
o

CO
m

o
93
Z
>

>

Excludes Dust, Wind, Ram and Noise of the

Street and Prevents Rattling of Windows
All Work Warranted.

A. B. BRADSTREET,
1323 Ellis Street

BUILDING

CONSTRUCTION

—THIilJE VOLUMES.—

Price, complete, - .S 14.00

McCLELLAN

Anti-Siphon Trap Vent.

SAFEST and MOST-ECONOMICAL

DbtIcb for

H.B.iVES& l^ew SiToa, Ci.

SEND FOR ILLrSTRATED PRICE-LIST.

A VERY FINE 'yVORK.

i Your Name ou tliis Pencil Stamp, 25c.

ithIndiaInk,a<;t'ster]ii.s&outfitrree
^Agts. are selling hiiiKlreds ofthese st'ps.

ThalmanMf'^. Co., Baltimore, Md.,0.S. A.
Leading Importers & Wholesale StampH*use.

Sewer -Gas

Trais.
Can be attached to any

Trap at Less than

Half the Cost of back-air pipes.

A.pi>rovecl l>y

ARCHITECTS, MASTEIi PLUMKEBS AND

HEALTH AUIHORITJES.

Maimtaotiircd by the

DU BOIS MAN'PG CO.

Manufactm-er.s of

Tbe Ce'ebrated Du Bois Lead Trap.

For Sale h.v all Jobbfi-s hi l'lnmber»' Supplies, of whom

Civcnlars may bo obtaineil

NORRIS PULLEY.
Full Size Cut of 00409.

You will Notice that this Pulley has an EXTRA Protec-

tion for the Rope.

G. SIDNEY NORRIS & 00.

Baltimoke, Md.
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WALL
Imitation Stained Glass,

MOORISH PRETWORK.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 &, 110 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

W. & J. SLOANE & CO.,
WHOLESALE AND KETAIL

PERSIAN, INDIAN, TURKISH
AND OTHER

-#J It, XJ C3- S gl»-

Silk and Lace Curtains, Portieres, Window Shades,

and Sash Curtain Goods.

DESIGNS FURNISHED FOR DRAPERiES AND LAMBREQUINS.

641-647 n^vdl^I^IKZET STI^EET^
Nrxt Above Palace Hotel.

San Francisco Ai^tific/al Stone Pau/ng Company.

FOR ARTIFICIAL STONE, SIDEWALKS, CELLAR FLOORS, CON-

CRETE FOUNDATIONS, ETC., ETC.

Office, 436 ]VIontgom.erv Street,
UNDER DONOHOE, KELLY & GO'S BANK.

H. M. PETERSEN & CO. SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICB HoITRS, BKTWEEN i'i AND 2 V M.

GfiLiFORNIA WIRE WORKS.
329 Market Street,

San Francisco. : •. : : Cal.,
MANUFACTHRRRS Of

mi STORE, AND OFFICE

Railings of Wrought Iron or Wire,
Vi INDOVV GUARDS FOR CHURCHES,

STORES, RESIDENCES, PUBILG BUILDINGS, ETC.

CRESTINGS mid FINIALS,
Elevator Guards, Balcony Railings, Wire Partitions, Skylight

Guards, Wire Signs, Wrought Iron Fences, Scives,

Stable Guards, Riddles, Stable Fixtures, Coal

Serena, Arbors, Sand Screens, Gar-

den Arches, Window Screens,

Wire Fences,

And a General Line of

Ornamental Wiie Groods.

Dyckerhoff Portland Cement
OF UNRIVALLED STRENGTH, FINENESS

AND RELIABILITY

Best a,xi<l Cheapest
For Foundafionr% Cellars, Floors, Walks, Artificial

Stone, Etc.

These extrAordinary qualities permit an unusually large
addition of san i, etc., (25 to 50 per cent, more than other
well-kitown Portland Cement) and will produce the strongest
most reliable and durable work.

Selling at no higher figure than ordinary good brands of
Portland Cement, it is therefore much the cheapest to use.

Dyckerhoff's Portland Cement is aUvaya uniform, unal-
terable in volume, and will not crack.

Pamphlets containing directions and testimonials sen
free.

CHAS. DUISENBERG & CO.,
574 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast.

F. A. REQUARTH & CO
84 S. St. Clair St.

DAYTON, - - OHIO

Stair :-: Builders.

And Manufacturers of
True Square Hexagon, Oc-
tagon and Rouud Balusters
and Newells. The only
true Prismatic work, effects

ing elegance, refinement,
Architectural Beauty and
comfort.

Matte Diioount to tbe Coast

Trade.

Send for Illustrated C&talogiie.

ELECTRIC IMPRCVEMENT COMP'Y
Electric Street Railways,

American System of Electric Arc Lighting,
Standard Underground Go.'s Lead Couered Cables,

Mather's System of Incandescent Lighting.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES, LAMPS, ETC. ETC.
Estimates furnished for Eleetric Railways, Eh-i'tric Light and Steam Plants.

Offiok—217 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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FOUR EXTRA PACES!

€ / E liave been compelled to add FOUR EXTRA

yf PACES. It has been evident to any one

reading this Journal, that f.tr some time past
its columns have been overcrowded. Last issue

"ads" were refused, as our arrangements had not

been perfected to increase the number of pages,
and we would not draw on our reading matter for

room. In a measure we have relieved tho press-
ure and with this number we i)repent a Journal
that will compare favorably with any printed in

the United States.

BUILDING NEWS.

There ;s no other Journal in this city, that com-

pares with this in the reliability of its Building
News.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
Teems: Two Dollars per Annum.

The. Price of Lumber Question.

URING the current year, the price of lumber |n Califor-

nia has been a prominent issue as between owners con-

templating building improvements, and the manufac-
turers of building materials. Our worthy contemporary,

Wood and Iron, speaking from the lumbermans' stand point,
ill very kindly term.s, says in a late issue, that this journal "still

continues off' in its views of the price of lumber," etc. We do
not think so, and until convinced of error, we shall remain off.

We admit the argument, "that the price of lumber in a build-

ing, cuts but a small figure in its total cost." This fact we have
times without number, urged when discussing the question per-

sonally with owners. There is more apparent than real objec-
tion upon this point, as a building retpiiriiig 50,000 feet of lum-
ber and costing ten or fifty thousand dollars is increased i i

total cost but fifty dollars with a rise of one dollar per
thousand feet, and no more than two hundred and fifty dollars,

with five dollars per 1,000 added to what our lumbermen con
sider a too low price.

But the difficulty is, that consumers are not convinced that
the higher rates prevailing until recently, were a commercial

equity or necessity. Owners generally understand that lumber
has been sold at rates far below those attained by the increased
schedule of prices, and they do not trouble themselves to learn
the reason why. Those who have in times past bought at twelve,
thirteen and fourteen dollars per 1,000, are thereby led to the
conckision that the very intelligent class of men who handle and

produce the great building commodity— lumber, are the parties
to know just what lumber is worth in the market; and it being
a staple, which should be as steady as a clock dial, owners un-
derstand abatements however low, when fixed by those control-

ing the interest, as the true indication of value. They do not
look for, nor care anything about the causes of depressed mar-

kets, nor whether such depression is the result of dealers slaugh-

tering each other, waging a war of competition among themselves
or otherwise. The consumer does not ask why it is so, but ac-

cepts the advantages of low prices as a fact possible, and un-

willingly submits to a rise, when neither flood, famine, nor any
recognized sufficient or feasible event has transpired to make
it reasonably clear that advance is legitimate. And to make
this view of the case stronger, it must not be overlooked, that
when three or four years ago, lumber was sold for ten dollars per
thousand less then the figures reached by the high price schedule
of recent date, a very large number of buildings were erected,
and the demand fully equal, and sometimes in excess of supply,
not becaus(' lumber was cheap, but from the fact that so many
considered it wise policy to build, from a remunerative, paying
point of view. There was a steady demand for more buildings
of almost any class, and as many would have been erected those

years, had the lumber market not been broken all to pieces by
the deliberate acts of the lumber interest men in waging a war
of business extermination among themselves. Had fair, steady,
reasonable prices prevailed, consumers would have been satis-

fied and accepted the condition as a proper thing. But when
those in interest found that the producers of their own will and

caprice drove home the steel gad of unwise competition, and top-

pled prices down to the verge of business ruin—and which did

bring financial ruin to some—they accepted the advantage thus

offered, and recent clamor about high prices resulted more from
the course pursued by the manufacturers than any other.

It is always easier to maintain fair values than to regain and
stimulat(! them after demoralization. And it is right here where
the growl comes in The lumbermen having provided an!
dished out, at former times and often, rich repasts in cheap
lumber, owners have accepted the hospitalities set before then-,
and naturally feel sore when the door is either by degrees an",

quietly closed or slammed in their faces, and their fears aggravari-
ed by an extra charg(! for admission.

There was no "flagrant- error" in our statement, that the de-
cline in building was attributable to the cost of lumber. We
should not have so stated, had we not been fully convinced that
it was true. People often "cut off their noses to spite their
*"""' "

even in a building sense, but many will submit to almostfaces,''

any amount of loss, rather then consent to what thev deem an
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over-exaction. It is certainly not extra-wise in owners to allow
well located real estate to lie unimproved year after year, be-

cause one or two per cent of total cost stands in the way. It

seems to us "penny wise and pound foolish" for an owner to in

cur months or years of loss in rentals and income, simply be-

cause to improve may cost an extra sum less than the amount
of taxes which must be paid each year on the unimproved prop-

erty. But still this is the disposition of many, and even wealthy
men been heard to say, "I will not improve at present rates of

building materials, but wait for another break in prices"
—not

because the intrinsic value thereof may not be equal to the price

demanded, but because there have been breaks, and breaks being

possible at any time, they prefer to wait for them, as generous

dispensations from the hands of those who have, 8nd alone can

inaugurate them. The force of argument comes in this line of

thought, and if material producers would make their buUwarks
firm against these irregularities, the public would in time accept
the conditions as inevitable, and pay fair prices right along.

"Supply and demand regulates," is all very well as a theory,
but singular as it may appear, it is none the less true, that the

price of lumber has at times been raised at periods when a de-

cline in demand was unmistakably evident, and but little work

preparing in architects' offices. Demand present, or prospective, in

such cases has been anything else but justifying, and if the rule

applied always, the natural tendency of prices would be down-
ward and not accumulative.
The "stoppage of mills," "using up forests, etc," are all ques-

tions of serious import, but the true cause of outcry is found in

the statements contained in this article.

questions under their control, by inviting the leading civil en-

gineers of the city, and S. F. Chapter of Architects, of the A.
I. A., to examine and express judgment as to the various fea-

tures of the new tower, from a professional, scientific and practi-
cal standpoint

— all of which, however, is beyond question a very

great annoyance to Mr. Laver, the City Hall architect, whose re-

sponsibilities unhampered by any extraneous interruption are

great, and much more so when fettered by checks and interfer-

ences, which prevent the free exercise of his best judgment.
Vv'hether the report of the Committee of Architects will remove

existing difficulties, remains to be seen.

San

AN IMPORTANT MEETING.

Francisco Chapter American Institute of

Architects.

The New City Hall Tower.

HIS important feature of San Francisco—"New City Hall,"
is and has for months or longer time, been a bone
of contention among those directly

—
officially

—con-

cerned in determining its height, style, proportions
—and

naturally if not necessarily
—

involving every specialty connected

with its design and construction, from foundation to the finial

upon its loftiest apex.

The main question in issue, and in reference to which there

are diversities of views and opinions, both in the Board of Com-

missioners, and the mind of the generous public who will be re-

quired in due time to furnish the necessary funds, is that of al-

titude; whether the mythical God—Mercury—with his out-

stretched wand surmounting the uppermost height of the con-

struction, shall be permitted to stand upon a base 400 feet or

more above the heads of the living masses below, or be limited

to a standing point 250 feet more or less above the base of the

construction.

Beyond such individual consultation and advice as each may
have sought, the gentlemen constituting the City Hall Com-

mission, have—until recently handled the questions arising
within their official circle—yet neither claiming any special

qualifications as scientific, architectural or mechanical experts,

to render judgment, or decide the, in fact, most momentous,
material and important issues and involvments, essential or con-

tingent, attaching to the construction of the tower that is to be;

the consummation of which must and will stand for generations if

not for centuries, as a monument to the good and wise, or the

mistaken judgment of the men into whose hands as a committee,
and upon whom must rest for all times, the responsibility of fix-

ing the height, approving the style and authorizing its construc-

tion.

It would be ungenerous to surmise that either of the honorable

gentlemen, composing the Commission, have been or are influ-

enced or controlled in their action, by any other motive than the

public welfare. While his Honor Mayor Pond, Auditor Strother

and Attorney Flournoy may each—as is his personal right and

privilege
—have preferences as to the parties who shall perform

the various required services, especially in the all important
matter of preparing the plans and determining principles and

qualities of beauty, height, practical construction, and the many
features and delineations which are never fully understood until

practically executed, it would be terrible indeed, if true, if such

individual preferences were allowed- for one moment to inter-

vene in a matter so gigantic as the erection of a tower to stand

for all time as the city's most conspicuous monument.

An evidence that the Commissioners are both willing and anx-

ious to arrive at the wist^st and Viest conclusion, is exemplified by
the fact that they have so far waived their official rights and

prerogatives, and the es^ercise of arbitrary determination of all

HE regular monthly meeting of the Chapter was held in

the rooms of the Art Association on September 7th, G.

H. Sanders, President, in the chair.

The following members were present: G. H. Sanders,

John Wright, J. J. Clark, J. E. Wolfe, W. J. Cuthbertson,

O. Everett, H. T. Bestor, J. Gash, J. D. Cebrian, B. E. Hen-

ricksen, J. M. Curtis, W. P. Moore, A. Pissis and G. H. Wolfe.

Several students were also in attendance.

Edward Kollofrath was unanimously elected a member as

Fellow.

Propositions for membership were received from Wm. Palton,

G. W. Percy and John Newsom. Referi'ed to Committees.

It being the annual meeting, the election of officers next took

place for the ensuing term. The result was as follows:

President, (re-elected) G. H. Sanders.

Vice President, (re-elected) W. P. Moore.

Treasurer, J. M. Curtis.

Secretary, (sixth term) G. H. Wolfe.

A.

A.

TRUSTEES.

Laver, J. Wright,

Pissis, J. E. Wolfe. B. E. Henricksen.

Secretary presented plans of New City Hall Tower to the

Chapter. A general discussion ensued in which every member

present took part. The prevailing opinion was that the matter

was placed before the Chapter by those in authority, viz., the

Board of New City Hall Commissioners, and therefore should

be taken hold of in a scientific manner. That in order to do so,

certain data and drawings should be in possession of the Chapter.

This could best be done by a committee. A motion was made

that a committee of five be appointed to take charge of the

whole subject matter. After considerable debate, the motion

was carried, and the President appointed the following Fel-

lows as such committee: Albert Pissis, James E. Wolfe,

B. E. Henricksen, W.J. Cuthbertson, John Wright.

Meeting adjourned subject to the call of the President.

The Redwood Belt.

>HE redwood is limited to a strip of country averaging

twenty miles in width, e.xtending from the bay of Mon-

terey to the Klamath river, a distance of 350 miles.

Redwood luniter is in great demand, and already vast

forests of these stately trees have been swept away. The red-

wood, however, does not grow in poor soil, and in many places

where the trees have been cut, young redwood forests are again

springing up. Those who imagine that there is any imtnediate

danger of the redwood becoming extinct are certainly drawing

upon the v(!ry remote future for ills. The tree is of comparative

slow growth, but half a century will give to the young growth

quite the appearance of a native forest.
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TWENTY-THIRD INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION OF THE

MECHANICS' INSTITUTE

JHE Twenty-third Exhibition of the Mechanics' Institute
is over, and we may safely say in its general arrange-
ments and the studious ettbrts made by the Directors to

please the public generally, a grand success has l)een

scored for the Institute.

We can simply call attention to those articles directly con-

nected with the building interests. First and foremost in the
consideration of architects are the subjects of

HEATING AND VENTILATION

Scientific men have given much of their time to the considera-

tion of these subjects. The progress made during the past year
has been wonderful, and deserves more than a passing notice.

HEATING

A glance at the back numbers of this journal will show to any
one the vast improvement made in Heating Apparatus for

buildings. For years the Harvey Radiator was illustrated in

these columns. Hundreds of houses were supplied with them.

They were good then, they are good now, and Mr. Harvey's
countenance o'erspreads with a smile when he says, "they are

not so pretty as those now in use, but the heat gets there all the

same." The system now used by Mr. Harvey is far superior to

that of a few years ago.
Mr. Harvey has recently assumed the agency of the celebrated

This method of artificial heating is recognized as being far

superior to grates or hot air furnaces from every point of view.

A uniform and spring-like temperature can be maintained

throughout the house with but slight attention.

In the exhibit will be found Harvey hot water radiators and
• toilers, and Bundy's direct steam or hot-water radiators, Bundy's
Triumph, for steam or hot water, the Bundy Elite, for hot water
or steam, and the Bundy corner direct, column direct, circular

direct, angle indirect, horizontal indirect, and Climax indirect

radiators. Also, the Bundy hot-closet, dining room radiator, the

latter a most useful and highly ornamental contrivance for dis-

seminating warmth throughout the dining room, while at the
same time aftbrding a very convenient mode of securing an equa-
ble degree of heat for meats, vegetables and other food which

may be placed within it. The collection of radiators on exhibi-

tion illustrates that decorative art in dwellings is not confined to

the adornment of walls, floors, ceilings, or wood work, but is car-

ried into the more utilitiirian adjuncts of a wisely ordered house-
hold. These radiators are of ornamental design and beautifullv

decorated in blue and gold, blue and silver, bronze, or bronze and

silver, antique bronze, silver embossed, and can be thus decor-

ated to suit the taste of the purchaser. Thus the heating appli-
ances of a room can be made to harmonize in color and design
with its wainscottings, panelings and other decorations, and be-

come part and parcel of artistic ensemble. A splendid Bundy
Vertical Tube Direct Radiator Screen in highly ornamental

antique brass (the first yet imported to this coast) occupies a

conspicuous place in the center of Mr. Harvey's exhibit, and it is

a thing of beauty. These screens, or covers, are made to fit any
style or size of radiators. Mr. Harvey is a thoroughly scientific

artisan, and a very close yet comprehensive study of the laws of
heat and ventilation, united with a practical experience in con-
structive work, extending over many years, renders him the best

qualified man in our midst for the intelligent direction of this

most important sanitary work. He offers hundreds of references
from those who have had his valuable services on this coast. Mr.

Bundy publishes references to well-known people in every State
and Territory east of the Rocky Mountains.

By a happy co-incidence, the exhibit of

ABRAHAMSON'S VENTILATORS
Is almost directly over that of the Harvey & Bundy Heaters,
showing that these two subjects are inseparably connected. Mr.
Abrahamson devotes all his time and attention to his perfect ven-

tilators, and he is fully prepared to explain his system satisfac-

torily to any one.

The advantages of a perfect system of ventilation, which at the
same time obviates a draught, are too palpable to admit of any
adverse opinion. Peter Abrahamson has mastered a difticult

problem in this direction through a patented invention that
meets every requirement and commands the approval of numer-
ous prominent citizens, among whom are Professor J. W. An-
derson, Superintendent Public Schools; Peter A. Smith, Super-
intendent California Sugar Refinery; Harvey Piatt, Superinten-
dent Pioneer Woolen Mills: Alfred W. Perry, M. D., Charles F.

Crocker, California cor. Jones
;

Palace Hotel ; Mr. Reed,
Berkeley ; Dr. Gonzales, Fresno, and many others. By this

ingenious system a constant circulation of air is secured, which,
admitting pure air from out of doors, also expels the heated and
poisoned atmosphere from the rooms where it is used. We
give Mr. Smith's testimonial, as follows:

Peter Abrahamson, Esq.,
—Dear Sir: The ventilators you put

in my bedroom work to perfection; they keep the air fresh and
cool. I would not be without them for double the cost. I can
recommend them as the best and most perfect I have ever seen.

Any information will be cheerfully given by calling at 504 Ninth
street, San Francisco. Respectfully yours,

Peter A. Smith,

Supt. Cal. Sugar Refinei-y.
In addition to the above, by consulting the advertising pages

of this .Journal you will find a long list of those who have adopted
Mr. Abrahamson's system. Many of the Architects heartily en-
dorse his views and the general adoption of the Ventilators is but
a question of a short time.

FINE ART IN STAINED CLASS.

One of the most attractive displays at the Mechanics' Fair is

theexhibition of stained glass from the Pacific Glass Cutting Works
of .Tohn Mallon, 19 Fremont street. The exhibit is fitted up as a

room-niterior, one wall of which is covered by an immense plate-
mirror and the other three by numerous examples of glass windows
and panels through \Wiich the light enters the apartments, show-

ing in all their detail the brilliancy and fineness of the coloring
and delicacy of the workmanship. The two kinds of glass work—the open mosaic and the painting in oil—are represented by
many examples. A memorial window designed for the Presbyter-
ian Church of San Diego is an especially handsome production, and
a beautiful window of Moresque pattern composed of 2,500 pieces
of brilliantly colored glass, as well as a Lon^ellow window with
a finely piinted head of the poet as a center piece, deserve all the
admiration that can be bestowed upon them. Fine screens in
mosaic abound, which reflect the scintillating light in all the colors
of the rainbow. The exhibit is a credit to the industrial interests
of the State, and the establishment it represents has almost a

monopoly of the home market in its line.

REDWOOD VENEERS
Of all the elegant booths at the Fair few make a more superb

appearance than that of Hurlbut Bros., the leading veneer deal-
ers. The redwood veneer work which is used in the ornament-
ation of their quarters is by far the finest ever seen on the coast.
All who see it express the greatest admiration, and it is gen-
erally conceded to be as handsome wood as earth can produce.

"ELASTIGA"
Keefe & Eraser have on exhibition what is perhaps the finest

display of California redwood ever seen anywhere. It is hard to

imagine anything more beautiful in the way of wood than are

many of the specimens of curly and buhrl wood of California's

great staple. The specimens are beautifully finished witn "elastica"—a new preparation intended to supersede varnishes for such

purposes—and colored with stains which are the exclusive prop-
erty of this firm.

FINE LUMBER, HARRIS & JONES

Starting in a small way, this firm has gradually advanced to
the front rank. Their display of lumber is very fine. One board
is shown without a check or crack. It is 12 feet long, 44 in-

ches wide and 4 inches thick. They also have beautiful exam-
ples of Oregon pine and maple, red and white cedar, spruce,
sugar pines, etc. Bryant street, corner Oak Grove avenue is

their office.

[Continued on Page 117.]
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"Sonoma"—A Beautiful Country Home—Cost $5,500.

The plans illustrating a country home in Sonoma County, Cal. , were kindly furnished to us hy Mr. Sam'l Newsom. Sizes of the rooms are

plainly marked. Tlie various apartments are roomy and every modern convenience has been introduced. As shown, the building can be erected
at present price of materials, for the sum named.

PLASTER.

PEW
people have any idea what a valuable material plas-

ter of Paris is, and how it enters into the things of every

day life about us, fiom the hard finish on the wall to the

. lamp collar which is fastened with it.

It is found in raw state in almost eveiy land, and is made of

gypsum rock, (a sulphate of linie. )
It is quarried, calcined,

ground to various degrees of fineness and then recalcined or boiled

in huge caldrons, and is then lit for use. The best is made mostly
ill New York, from rock (juarried in Nova Scotia, and is the kind

used by dentists for all sorts of fine castings. We get another

grade from Michigan, sometimes called by the trade blue plaster,

on account of a blue cast in it. This kind is used mostly for

hard finishing of walls. Another grade, coarser plaster, comes

from Iowa, which has been used extensively for what is called

"stucco plastering," in which a mortar is made of one part of

plaster to two of sand and enough glue size to keep it from settling

too quick. It makes one of the hardest kind of walls, but can be

attempted only by the most skilled mechanic.

Plaster in setting can be retarded or accelerated by the use of

various ingredients. Ulue size is best for retarding, as it makes

it mattirially harder after it is dry. Sugar, molasses and cream

of tartar can be used for the same purpose. Cream of tartar is

dangerous to use, as a little too much will kill the plasttir from

settling entirely. Two of the best things to use in makii^g plaster

set thick are common salt or alum. Plaster that has been kept
a long time and has gathered moisture, or that has been set in a

damp place, will also set quick. This can ba remedied by remov-

ing all lumps that may have formed, and heating it on a stove in

some metal vessel. When heated it will appear to boil like a

liquid. Ground, uncalcined plaster is used extensively to improve
what are called sour lands. Plaster in setting heats slightly,
which causes it to expand. An eminent authority claims that
this expansion will cause it to fill the crevices of a mold. But
this is a mistake, as the expansion does not take place until it is

quite hard.

Mortar made in the following manner will stand if used m
almost all sorts of weather: One bushel of unslaked lime, three
bushels of sharp sand;' mix 1 lb. of alum with one pint linseed oil,
and thoroughly mix this with the mortar when making it, and
use hot. The alum will counteract the action of frost on the
mortar.

For seventy yards of surface provide 1,000 pieces of lath, and
eleven pounds of lath nails.

For 100 square feet of roof, 1,000 shingles, laid four inches
to the weather, and five pounds of shingle-nails, will be necessary.

In estimating amounts of siding and flooring, allow one-fifth

more than the surfaces to be covered for the lap in siding and
the matching in the flooring.

Ilxperiments with cypress and walnut woods, and also with cy-

press and cedar, show that they will rot each other while joined
together; but on separating them the rot will cease, and both
wooils then remain perfectly sound for a long time.
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An Evidence of Prosperity.

j^^O journal this side of the Rocky Mountains has evor publishecl as conv

/li/^ plete an edition of news connected with the building interests as the

one we present to our readers this month.

Our illustrations are produced liy a new process, and are remarkalile for

their fine, clean appearance. We are prepared to fui'nish cuts of the same

quality of work to those who may desire the same.

Our building news department will, in a short time, be greatly en-

larged. We intend to be more thorough than all the other journals com-

bined.

Subscribe now for 1889.

Remaining numbers of this year free to all new subscribers for 1889.
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'Sonoma"—Floor Plan.

NOW IS

THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE

FOR 1889.

flniu.1

"Sonoma"—General Details.

WE
will send the remaining numbers of

this year free to all new subscribers

for 1889.

WE PROMISE
New and Beautiful Architectural De-

.5IGNS.

With our new process, we are enabled to

produce cuts far ahead of anything hereto

fore presented.

COMPLETE P>UILDING REPORTS.

Our corps of building correspondents will

be doubled next year. We have also had

the city districted and a competent party to

take charge of each district. Our city news

will, therefore, be perfect.

ARCHITECTS

Have promised, with the new year, to send

us each month an article, and, where neces-

sary, illustrations for same.

Subscribe now for 1889.
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YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION BUILD-

ING, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.

We give our readers in tliis issue views of tlie new Association

l)uildiiif; now in course of erection at Los Angeles, Cal. The

following description of it is sent to us. The site for tliis ini

portimt addition to the line edifices of the "City of Angels" is on
the west side of Fort street between Second and Third streets.

The lot is 70 feet front by 110 feet deep. The building will

cover the whole width of tiie lot and extend back to within live

feet cf the rear boundary, thus reserving an alleyway and light
for the basement. The plans show a building, four stories in

height above the basemi'iit, with an attic story. The front por-
tion of the first story is occupied by three stores (two 24x65 feet

and one 1 8x6ii) and the main entrance to the Association rooms,
the latter being 1 1 feet between the piles of the arch opening
into a vestibule 13 feet wide. The rear part of this story is

taken up by the upper part of a gymnasium. Having ascended
tli(! main staircase, which is eight feet wide, one finds himself in

wliat is really a part of the reception hall, but if desired, can be

shut off from the latter and made to serve as a vestibule to the

auditorium. To the left is an arcade of three semicircular

arches, filled in with bronze scroll work, and supported by grace-
ful colunuis with sculptured capitals and bases. Beyond this ar-

cade is the reception hall proper, 23x22 feet, situated in the cen-

ter of the building and having the other rooms arranged around
it. Directly opposite the visitor as he enters is the Secretary's

office, so placed that the Secretary or his assistant can command
a full view of the entrance, and at the same time overlook the

reading room and library.

The members' parlor, 18x36 feet, reading room, 22x30, and

library, 18x30, occupy the front of the building on this floor. A
curtained arch divides the reception hall from the reading room,
which is the middle one of these three, separated from the library
on the one side by a scroll-work screen and leading into the

parlor through an anteroom on the other side. The anteroom
can 1)0 thrown into either the reading room or the parlor 1 y
means of sliding doors. It also opens out into a balcony over

the main entrance, where members can enjoy the open air. The

parlor is provided with an oriel bay window of stone, having a

slight projection over the sidewalk, thus giving larger window

surface, as well as adding to the size of the room. Another bay

window extends in front of the library and reading room, and
forms a connecting lobby between the two rooms. The library
will be fitted up with alcoves for books, an open pressed-brick

fireplace, and everything made convenient and comfortable for

the studious.

The auditorium, G4x49 feet, occupies the rear of the building,
is directly over the gymnasium, and like the latter is two stories

in height. It is calculated to seat 525 persons on the lower
iloor and 250 in the gallery. To the right of the entrance hall

or vestibule are the cloak room and toilet room. The members'

parlor may also be entered from this side. Next to the Secre-

tary's office is the stairway leading down to the gymnasium. On
the third floor are placed the recreation room, 34x28; the boys'
room, lGx30; and a class room, 18x32; these rooms being divided
one from the other by sliding doors. Another class room is pro-
vided in the rear of the one above mentioned, and the two rooms
can be thrown together by opening the sliding doors. There is

an open court or well on this floor which lights the center of
the building and the reception hall which is beneath. The rear
of this floor is occupied by the gallery of auditorium, a kitchen,

16x14; toilet rooms, stairaises, etc.

On the fourth floor are ten rooms, to be rented for lodgings to

young men; these average 12x14 feet and are all outside rooms.

Apartments for janitor are also on this floor.

We now turn to the basement, to many the most attractive

part of the building
—containing the gymnasium and baths.

The former occupies the rear of the building and is directly
under the large auditorium. A room is set apart at one end
for the instructor.

A running track, six feet six inches wide extends around the

walls, at about ten feet above the gymnasium floor. Above the

running track is a gallery for the convenience of visitors wishing
to view the gynniastic exercises. Dividing the gynniasium from
the bath rooms are the member's lockers, about 600 in all, with
wash bowls and toilet conveniences adjoining. I'he remainder of

the basement is taken up by the swimming bath, 14x44 feet,

with diving platform, etc.
;
eleven sponge baths, five tub baths,

shower and needle bath room, two bowling alleys 70 feet long,
and the engine and boiler room.

The general style of the building is American Romanesque,
although the mullioned and oriel windows and some other

features belong, strictly speaking, to the English trothic style
of the fifteenth cijntury, they are made to harmonize with the

more severe and impressive style of the three or four centuries

earlier. The principal entrance is well-defined and inviting.

Remaining Numbers of this year given free to ail new subscribers for 1889.
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and may be said to be typical of the characteristic strength of

the Association in all parts of the world. The balconies over

tlio entrance open from the principal rooms of the Imildinjj;, and

over tliese balconies is a circular open tower from which a fine

view of the city mav be obtained. The front of the building will

be faced with pressed brick and brown stone trimmings, with

terra cotta panels. The first story will be entirely of brown-

stone, in pitch-faced broken ashlar work. The entrance will be

closed at night time by a portcullis of wrought iron or bronze.

The building, when finished, will cost probably 155,000.

'SANITAS" PLUMBING APPLIANCES.

!)HE superiority of the Sanitas system and appliances is now
so widely recognized that the word "Sanitas" has Vjecome

synonymous with sanitary safety. It suggests scientific

and solid construction, and simplicity of form and ac-

tion, and the use of the Sanitas goods assures these qualities.

The fact that their principles of construction are everywhere
being imitated by other manufacturers, as far as the Sanitas

patents will allow, indicates the reputation they have among the

trade.

The extraordinary success which the Sanitas appliances have

met with, has, as above indicated, led to a number of imitations

and infringements. We are informed that in several instances,
even where the Sanitas goods have been called for in specifica-

tions for building, portions of the goods furnished under the

contract have been such imitations and infringements. We
would therefore call the attention of architects, builders and
others interested, that every article manufactured by us bears in

a conspicuous place, the word Sanitas.

THE "SANITAS" TRAP

(1.) It is sometimes asserted that the seal of the Sanitas trap
can never be broken under any conditions. This is erroneous.

Its seal can be pumped out by a force-pump, «r by a laboratory

pumping apparatus, especially devised to destroy the seals of

traps by siphonage. But the seal of the unvented Sanitas trap
never can be and never has been destroyed by siphonage in good

plumbing work. Furthermore, the unvented Sanitas trap will

stand a severer test of siphoning action than will the vented

S-trap. This has been demonstrated over and over again, and
the demonstration can be repeated at any time to the satisfac-

tion of any who are interested, provided care be taken to vent

the S-trap in a manner which is practical in plumbing, using a

vent-pipe the size, length, and average number of bends found in

ordinary practice. The seal of the Sanitas trap will be lowered

by severe siphoning action, but it cannot be broken.

(2.) Again, it is sometimes assorted that the Sanitas trap can

not be clogged. This is also erroneous . The trap can bo clogged

by matciies or kitchen refuse, if improperly used, just as can any

ordinary waste-pipe; but when properly set and used, the Sanitas

trap will never become clogged to the point of losing its efl'ec-

tiveness. If improperly used, as when under kitchen sinks the

cook takes out the sink strainer and sweeps into tlie trap bones

and refuse never intended for the waste-pipe, the Sanitas trap

will be fouled; but it then has the great advantage over all others

of providing the easiest and safest means of removing this i-efuse

matter, and that with the aid of an ordinary screw-driver.

When used under sinks, the trap should be placed close to the

sink outlet, and the sink-strainer should never V)e removed. Tlie

grease will then pass through the trap in a liquid ^,ate, and be

caught in the suitalile grease receptacle beyond.

(3.) It is often thought that where special trap vent-pipes are

called for, the Sanitas trap is not needed. The Sanitas trap is so

constructed that its seal cannot be injured by evaporation pro-

duced by trap venting. Therefore, where trap vent-pipes arc;

called for, the use of the Sanitas trap is particularly necessnry.

In virtue of the peculiar construction of the Sanifcis trap, its out-

let-pipe forms its own vent-pipe, which is infinitely better than a

special vent-pipe, inasmuch as it is always kept open by the

scouring action of its own discharges. I>ut even if it should

ever become closed by grease, no liarm could come in this case,

since the same closure would not only shut oil sewer gas and

siphonage, Ijut also at once announce itself and be removed.

(4.) Finally, the seal of this trap can never be destroyed by
V>ack pressure, in-properly arranged plumbing. For with the

main soil-pipe vented as it should be, no hack pressure can lie

generated strong enough to do mischief, where ordinary caie and

intelligence are used in originally laying out the work.

Besides the trap, the Sanitas Manufacturing Company have a

full line of bath tu'ns. pantry sinks, water closets, etc., etc. The

latter will be more fully descrilied in next issue.

WILLIAM E. HOYT, C. E., S. B.

Chief Engineer of the Bufialo, Rochester et Pittsburg llail-

road, formerly Chief Engineer of the Massachusetts State Board

of Health, in his lecture on "Household Sanitation," delivered

before the Academy of Sciences, at Rochester, N. Y., in January,

1886, writes: "I know of nothing to compare witli the Sanitas

appliances in convenience, efficiency and safety. They should be

regarded in the same light as valuable discoveries in medical

science."

Tlwse various (ipiMiinces ai-e kept in fnil .stock in this

city by the ar/ents,

Arnoi^d & Co., 40 California vStreet, San Francisco, Cal.
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(Continued from pa-^c 11*2.]

A GRAND REDWOOD PLANK

Perfectly free from knots or checks, there stands against tlie

side of the Pavilion a redwood plank, 13 feet long, 50^ inches

wide and 3 inches thick. Where in the world can this he

beaten?
CALIFORNIA SLATE

The slate quarry in El Dorado Oo. can furnish slate equal to

any in the world. The color is a rich blue-black. The grain is

very tine and the surface is unusually smooth. The samples in

the Fair prove conclusively that those wanting a perfect fire-

proof material need not go out of the State to procur(! the same.

J. O. Hanscom is Secretary of the Company, and the office is at

10 California street.

RANSOME'S PATENT CONCRETE MIXER

E. L. Ransome, of 402 Montgomery street, presents one of his

celebrated Patent Concrete Mixers. In a late issue of the

Scienlijic American, attention was called to their superiority.

By their aid any one can prepare material ready for instant use.

Mr. Ransome has these machines for sale. He also makes a

specialty of renting the same, so that those who only want thoin

for certain work can return the "Mi.xek" when they have finished

the job.
CALIFaRNIA WIRE WORKS

The grand display presented by the (^alifornia Wire Works
entitles them to a gold medal. In fact it should be a diamond

medal, if truly intrinsic merit was considered. They have a

machine in active operation making barbed wire fencing. We
have noticed people stand for hours watching the same. Then
their French or wire nail machine. How it seems to eat up the

coils of wire. The latter is placed in such a position tliat the

machine is fed continuously, and the nails drop in a perfect
shower in a large box underneath. It will hardly do for one to

pick them up, at least for some little time, as they are hot when

they leave the machine. Then, the grand display of wire rope
for rigging; the mammoth hawsers for large vessels; the steel

wire rope for our cable systems; beautifully designed summer
houses, and even down to fine bird cages; wire screenings of

every size, from that strong enough for a jail to that in general
use for kitchen windows. In fact, everything in the shape of

wire ornaments, and for every purpose for which wire can be

utilized, this Company presents in its various exhibits the prac-
tical results of many years of study and improvements. The
office of the Company is at 329 Market.

MANTELS, MIRRORS, AND BRIG-A-BR'C

S. & G.Gump have one of the most exquisite displays in the

Fair. The designs in mantels are very artistic, A feature of

their display is the teautiful varieties shown in tiles and hearths.

Their parlor ornaments attract much attention from their

unique styles.
FINE CARPETS

Next to the V)uilding of the house comes the furnishing there-

of, and the goodly housewife turns her first attention to the car-

pets. No other place this side of the Rocky mountains can
show the assortment of goods exhibited by Sloane it Co. Rav-

ishingly exquisite designs may be seen of the Cheliabas and

Royal Eereghan (both Persian), Gobelin and Victorian Mo-

quettes, Scotch Axminsters, Afghan, and in fact every kind of

patterns to suit the most aristocratic tastes. Besides the car-

pets, Messrs. Sloane it Co. , keep a full assortment of window

hangings and adornments. This grand establishment may be

found on Market street, near 3d, Nos. G41 to 647.

"MtTHUSHEK'S PIANOS."

Geo. F. Wells presents a grand display of "Mathushek" pianos.
Of the thousands who stand daily at his booth, but few are

there who would not at once award the palm to the "Mathushek."

Mr. Wells feels proud in the fact that tlw^ last prize ever given at

the Mechanics' Fair for an eastern made piano was won by the

"Mathushek." One peculiarity of the firm m.tking these grand
instruments is, that they never adveitise. So that any one read-

ing a notice of these pianos can say that it was to the excellence

of the tone and finish that such prais(! was called forth. Some
of the Piano Companies spend thousands of dollars yearly in ad-

vertising. This must be charged pro rata to each piano. With
the "Mathushek." the V)uyer gets this discount Mr. Wells can

be found at 1360 Market street.

LARC; STICK OF TIMBER

Suspended overhead is the largest stick of timber ever sawn at

a mill. It is 151 feet long, 20 inches square and contains 5033^
feet of lumber. But few knots can be seen in its entire length

WILL & FINCK'S CUTLERY, ETC.

This firm's display proves that skill and energy will surmount al

difficulties. Starting many years ago, in a very small way, they
have gradually advanced, until to-day, there is not a

house this side of the Rocky mountains can compete with them.

Their display of home-n)ade cutlei'v is superb. One of the spec-
ialties of this firm is their electric bell system. Many of our

largest hotels and other buildings have been furnished with their

electric bells and electric lightings. The annunciators furnished

by this house are a model of neatness and availability. Their

place of business is 818 Market street, in the Phelan building.

Mr. J. B. Kershaw, who represented Messrs. N. and G. Taylor Co.,
tin plates, metals and tinners' supplies, Philadelpkia, from 1879 to

1886 as traveling salesman through the west and northwest, will

again fill the same position with this old and reliable house, on and
after August ist. This notice will be acceptable to the trade west of
the Mississippi, extending out to the coast, with whom Mr. Kershaw
has hosts of friends.

Messrs. N. and G. Taylor Co. are the sole importers of the genuine
and guaranteed brand of OLD STYLR Roofing Tin, and the return of

Mr. Kershaw to this live and energetic house is not without consider-

able significance, and it is fair to presume that he finds it more
profitable to sell the guaranteed, and what may be called the "orig-
inal brands" of this house, rather than push the sale of any imita-

tions that may be handled by other parties.
Messrs. N. and G. Taylor Co. carry a full line of all their guaran-

teed brands in not only their Chicago and New Orleans warehouses
in addition to the stocks carried by jobbers who handle their goods,
but have also placed their goods in the hands of Messrs. W. W.
Montague & Co., of San Francisco; Harper & Reynolds Co., of

Los Angeles, and we are now advised, have just established an agency
with Messrs. Peters & Miller, galvanized iron cornice and tin plate

workers, of Tacoma. Washington Territory. They sell an immense
quantity of their guaranteed brands all along the line of the Central
and Northern Pacific, in fact, from a circular just issued by this

hou.se, we uotice in the list nearly all the prominent jobbers and
tin plate houses of the tinited States, which seems to us not only
flattering to the brand they represent the sale of, but also credital)le

to this old and reliable house of Taylor & Co., who established their

business as far back as 1810, in the old city of Philadelphia.

^^^if^^^

Rural Homes, Wheeler. 1 50
Old Homes Made New .. 50
The Suburban Cottage.. 1 50
Homes for the People . 2 00
Lottel's House Plans 2 00
Water Closets 1 00
Sewer Gas 1 25
Steam EngineCatechism 1 00
Builder's Guide 2 00

C'ozy Homes 25
How to Paint 1 00

Cutting Tools 1 50
Universal Assistant. .:. 2 50
Rural Architecture 1 50
Wonders of Art 1 25
Grimshaw on Saws 4 00

Dwellings, Reed 3 00

Plumbing, Appliances .. 1 50
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SASr FRAKCISCO.
The above beautiful desigu was prepared especially for this Journal, and is peculiarly appropriate for a suburban home.

STANDARD UNIFORM CONTRACT.

SJome time ago, special connnittBes from the American Insti-

tute of Architects, the Westt^rn Association of Architects, and

the National Association of Builders, were appointed to draw up

a form of contract for general use, all over the United States.

The object sought to be obtained by the Committee was to pre-

pare a Form of Contract which could be received and adopted

generally by architects and builders as a Standard Form, and in

which the several provisions necessary to constitute an equitable

agreement, as between the owner and the builder, would be in-

corporated. The Joint Committee were empowered by their

respective Associations to prepare and adopt such a Form of

Contract, and this work, as embodied in the accompanying

printed copy, may be said to be the authorized Standard Form

of said Association.

A ccpy of the "Contract" has been forwarded to this office.

We present it in full. AS THE "CONTRACT" HAS BEEN
COPYRIGHTED, copies can only be obtained through the

"Inland Publishing Co." Chicago, 111. If desired, forward your

application to the Company, and your name and address will be

printed in the proper places.

We can furnish them complete, with your names, etc., added

for •f2 00 per hundred or $10 per thousand.

THIS AGREEMENT, made the day of

in the year one thousand .... hundred and

by and between

(hereinafter de.signated the CoiUrac/oi

. . . part of the first part

;)
and

part of the second part

(hereinafter designated the Owner ;)

WiTXESSKTH that the Contractor
, being the said part of the

first part, in consideraton of the covenants and agreements herein

contained on the part of the Owner
, being the said part of

the second part, do covenant, promise and agree with the said

Owner ,in manner following, that is to say:
1st. The Contractor shall and will well and sufficiently per-

form and finish, under the direction, and to the satisfaction of

Architect (acting as Agent
of said Owner

),
all the work included in the

agreeably to the drawings and specifications made by the said

Architect
,
and signed by the parties hereto, (copies of which

have been delivered to the Contractor
),
and to the dimensions

and e.\planations thereon, therein and herein- contained, accord-
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ing to the true intent and meaning of said drawings .uid specifi-

cations, and of these presents, including all labor and materials
incident thereto, and shall provide all scaffolding, implements
and cartage necessary for the due performance of the said work.

2d. Should it appear that the work hereby intended to be done,
or any of the matters relative thereto, and are not sufficiently
detailed or explained on the said drawings, or in the said

specifications, the Contractor shall apply to the Architect for

such further drawings or explanations as may be necessary, and
shall conform to the same as part of this contract, so far as they
may be consistent with the original drawings, and in event of

any doubt or question arising respecting the true meaning of the

drawings or specifications, reference shall be made to the Archi-
tect

,
whose decision thereon, being just and impartial, shall

be final and conclusive. It is mutually understood and agreed
that all drawings, plans and specifications are and remain the

property of the Architect .

3d. Should any alterations be required in the work shown
or described by the drawings or specifications, a fair and reason-
able valuation of the work added or omitted, shall be made by
the Architect

,
and the sum herein agreed to be paid for \X\%

work according to the original specification, shall be increased
or diminished as the case may be In case such valuation is not

agreed to, the Contractor shal. proceed with the alteration,

upon the written order of the Architect
,
and the valuation of

the work added or omitted shall be referred to
(
3

) three Arbi-
trators, (no one of whom shall be personally connected with the
work to which these presents refer), to be appointed as follows:
one by each of the parties to this contract, and the third by the
two thus chosen; the decision of any two of whom shall be final

and binding, and each of the parties hereto shall pay one-half
of the expense of such reference.

4th. The Contractor shal., within twenty-four hours after

receiving written notice from the Architect
,
to that effect,

proceed to remove from the grounds or building, all materials
condemned by , whether worked or unworked, or take
down all portions of the work which the Architect shall condemn
as unsound or improper, or as in any way failing to co'nform to
the drawings and specifications, and to the conditions of this
contract. The Contractor shall cover, protect and exercise due

diligence to secure the work from injury, and all damage happen-
ing to the same by neglect, shall be made good by

5th. The Contractor shall permit the Architect
,
and all

persons appointed by the Architect
,
to visit and inspect the

said work or any part thereof, at all times and places during
the progress of the same, and shall pro-vide sufficient, safe anil

proper facilities for such inspection.
6th. The Contractor shall and will proceed with the said

work, and every part and detail thereof, in a prompt and dili-

gent manner, and shall and will wholly finish the said work

according to the said drawings and specifications, aiid this con-

tract, on or before the day of

• • • • in the year one thousand .... hundred and

(provided that possession of the premises be given the Con-
tractor

,
and lines and levels of the building furnished him, on

or before the ... .day of ! in the year
one thousand hundred and

),
and in default

thereof the Contractor shall pay to the Owner dollars
for every day thereafter that the said work shall remain unfin-

ished, as and for liquidated damages.

7th. Should the Contractor be obstructed or delay in the

prosecution or completion of the work by the neglect, delay or
default of any other contractor; or by iiny alteration which may
be required in the said work; or by any damage which may
happen thereto by fire, or by the unusual action of the elements,
or otherwise; or by the abandonment of the work by the employees
through no default of the Contractor

,
then there shall be an

allowance of additional time beyond the date set for the com-

pletion of the said work; but no such allowance shall be made
unless a claim is presented in writing at the time of such obstruc-
tion or delay. The Architect shall award and certify the
amount of additional time to be allowed; in which case the Con-
tractor shall be released from the payment of the stipulated
damages for the additional time so certified and no more.
The Contractor may appeal from such award to arbitrators con-

stituted as provided in Article 3d of this contract.

8th. The Contractor shall not let, assign or transfer tliis

contract, or any interest therein, without the written consent of

the Architect ,

9th. The Contractor shall make no claim for additional
work unless the same shall be done in pursuance of an order from
the Architect

,
and notice of all claims shall be made to the

Architect in writing within ten days of the beginning of such
work.

10th. The Owner agree to provide all labor and materials not
included in this contract in sucif manner as not to delay the
material progress of the work, and, in the event of failure so to
do thereby causing loss to the Contractor

, agree that will

reimburse the Contractor for such loss; and the Contractor

agree that. if shall delay the material progress of the
work so as to cause any damage for which the Owner shall be-

come liable (as above stated), then shall make good to the
Owner any such damage—o\er and above any damage for

general delay herein otherwise provided; the amount of such loss

or damage, in either case, to be fixed and determined by the
Architect

,
or by arbitration, as proxided in Article 3d.

11th. The Owner shall effect insurance on said work,
in his own name and in the name of the Contractor .against
loss or damage by fire, in such sums as may from time to time be

agreed upon with the Contractor
,
the policies being made to

cover work incorporated in the building, and materials for the
same in or about the premises, and made payable to the parties
hereto as their interest may appear.

1 2th. Should tne Contractor at any time refuse or neglect
to supply a sufficiency of properly skilled workmen, or of

materials of the proper quality, or fail in any respect to prose-
cute the work with promptness and diligence, or fail in the

performance of any of the agreements on part herein

contained, such refusal, neglect or failure being certified by the
Architect

,
the Owner shall be at liberty, after three days writ-

ten notice to the Contractor
,
to provide any such labor or

materials, and to deduct the cost thereof from any money then
due or thereafter to become due to the Contractor under this con-

tract; and if the Architect shall certify that such refusal,

neglect or failure is sufficient ground for such action, the Owner
shall also be at liberty to teruiinate the employment of the Con-
tractor for the said work and to enter upon the premises and
take possession of all materials thereon; sncl to employ any other

person or persons to finish the work, and to provide the materials

therefor; and in case of such discontinuance of the employment
of the Contractor he shall not be entitled to receive any
further payment under this contract until the said work shall

be wholly finished, at which time, if the unpaid balance of the
amount to be paid under this contract shall exceed the expense
incurred by the Owner in finishing the work, such excess shall

be paid by the Owner to the Contractor
,
but if such expense

shall exceed such unpaid balance, the Contractor shall pay the
difference to the Owner . The expense incurred by the
Owner as herein provided, either for furnishing materials or

for finishing the work and any damage incurred through such

default, shall be audited and certified by the Architect
whose certificate thereof shall be conclusive upon the parties,

13th. And it is hereby mutually agreed between the parties
hereto, that the sum to be paid by the Owner to the Con-
tractor for said work and materials shall be

subject to additions or deductions on account of alterations

as herein before provided, and that such sum shall be paid
in current funds by the Owner to the Contractor in install-

ments, as follows:

It being understood that the final payment shall be made
within days after this contract is completely finished;

provided, that in each of the said cases the Architect shall

certify in writing that all the work upon the performance of

which the payment is to become due has been done to

satisfaction; and provided further, that before each payment, if

required, the Contractor shall give the Architect good and
sufficient evidence that the premi-ses are free from all liens and
claims chargeable to the said Contractor

;
and fuither, that if

at any time there shall be any lien or claim for which, if estab-

lished, the Owner or the said premises might be made liable,

and which would be chargeable to the said Contractor , the

Owner shall have the right to retain out of any payment then
due or thereafter to become due, an amount sufficient to com-

pletely indemnify against such lien or claim, until the
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same shall be effectually satisfied, discharged or cancelled. And
should there prove to be any such claim atter all payments are

made, the Contractor shall refund to the Owner ail moneys
that the latter may be compelled to pay in discharging any lien

on said premises, made obligatory in consequence of the former's

default.

l4t]i. It is further mutually agreed between the parties

hereto, that no certificate given or payment made under this

contract, except the final certificate or final payment, shall be

conclusive evidence of the performance of this contract, thither

wholly, or in part, against any claim of the Owner
,
and no

payment shall be construed to be an acceptance of any defective

work.

15th. And die said Owner hereby promise and agree with

the said Contractor to employ, and hereby employ to

provide the materials and to do the said work according to the

terms and conditions herein contained and referred to, for the

price aforesaid, and hereby contract to pay the same, at the

same time, in the manner, and upon the conditions aV)ove set

forth.

16th. And the said parties for themselves, their heirs, execu-

tors, administrators and assigns, do hereby agree to the full per-

formance of the covenants herein contained.

In Witness Whereof, the parties to these presents have

hereunto set their hands and seals, the day and year first above

written.

In presence of.

Great Chances for Three Inventors.

I have often taken occasion to remark tliat the world is

awaiting the appearance of three great insentors, greater than

any who have gone before; and to whom it will accord honors

and emoluments far exceeding all ever yet received by any of

their predecessors.
The first is he who will show us how, by

the combustion of fuel, directly to produce the electric current;

the second is the man who will teach us to reproduce the beauti-

ful light of the glowing-worm and the fire-fly
—a light without

heat the production of which /neans the utilization of energy

without that still more serious waste than the thermo-dynamic
loss now met with in the attempt to produce light; while the

third is the inventor who is to give us the first practically success-

ful air ship. The first two of these problems are set for the

electric engineer, and we may be pardoned excess of faith, should

it prove to be such, when, contemplating the enormous gain to

humanity -which must come of such inventions, vve look confi-

dently for the genius who is to multiply the wealth of the world

to an extent beside which even the V)Oon conferred by the crea-

tors of the steam engine and telegraph will not appear over-

shadowinc. When this inventor comes forward, and most prob-

ably not till then, it is very likely that we shall see steam super-

seded by a rival.—Prof. R. II. Thvrs'on.

Galuanized Iron for Water Pipes, Tanks, etc.

I had the notion of using galvanized iron pipes, coated in-

side and out, for the service pipes of my house, but on asking
advice on the subject, I have been informed that the material is

declared to be unhealthful, and that its uses is forbidden in

many places. I happened to notice, also, the accompanying note

on the subject, in one of the scientific papers, which is to the

same effect (clipping enclosed). Will you please give me the

benefit of your opinion?
—M. W., Cumberland, Md.

Answer. The clipping enclosed read as follows: "We do
not consider galvanized iron to be a safe material for water

pipes. Zinc is a metal which is readily attacked and dissolved

by certain waters, forming unwholesome and poisonous salts."

Replying to the above, we do not share in the opinion conveyed
in the quoted item. We have never met with any well-authen-

ticated case of hurtful influence exerted by zinc or galvanized
iron when used as the contact surface for service pipes or tanks

for water for household use. There is but one salt of zinc that

may be said to possess actively poisonous qualities
—

namely, the

chloride; and the likelihood of this salt being formed under any
circumstances at least in quantity sufficient to dangerously aflfect

the water is almost infinitely small. The action of portable water

on a surface of zinc will be to form an exceedingly thin coating
of oxide, and ultimately of carbonate of zinc over the entire sur-

face. And as this salt is very insoluble, it will effectually pro-
tect the underlying metal from the further chemical change for

an indefinite period. The Massachusetts State Board of Health,
some years ago, investigated the subject, and made a report af-

firming the comparative harmlessiiess of zinc or galvanized iron

for the purpose herein named. An instructive confirmation of

this judgment is given by the example of the city of Hartford,
Conn. In 1855, at the recommendation of the Water Com-
missioners of that city, service pipes of iron, galvanized inside

and outside, were adopted there, and have been in use ever

since. They are used also, to a considerable extent in Philadel-

phia, and other cities. So far as we are aware, in none of these

places hits the slightest bad effect been traced to the practice.
Such evidence ought to outweigh any amount of condemnation

based simply on hypothesis. In writing some time since, in this

journal, on system, we took occasion to comment on the immuni-

ty, from any specific disease, of the men who work at the gal-

vanizing pots, that could be traceable to the absorption of the

metal. The use of sal-ammoniac as a flux to clear the surface

of the melted zinc in the pot, causes clouds of the chloride to be

carried into the air. Yet the men work at these pots day after

day, sometimes when ventilation is bad (as on a damp day), en-

veloped in clouds of it so as to appear like shadowy figures at a

short distance away, without noticeably affecting their general
healtli. It is safe to assert, we believe, that a galvanizer hand-

ling iron about a galvanizing pot, takes into his system through
the mouth and nostrils, whence it finds its way into the stomach

and lungs, more zinc in the course of a single day's work than he

would be likely to get from his galvanized water service pipes in

a month. In the face of such a fact as this, the denunciation of

zinc for water-storage tanks and conduits, out of fear of the con-

sequences of the homcBopathic doses of this metal that would be

dissolved, is, in our judgment, a bugaboo.—Mfr. and Jhiilder.
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CITY BUILDING NEWS.

There is no Paper or Journal on

the Pacific Coast that pretends to

giue a Full Report of Build-

ing News, except the

CALIFORNIA

ArctiilBct id Biililli Mm.

Ash Ave, betwuuii Buchanan and Laguna,
residence. Owner Peter Flynn; architect

Henry Geiifus; contractor Jas. Finn, cost

!!f2,045; signed Aug. 16th, '88; filed Aug.
ISth; liniiD Oct. •20th.

1st payment when roof is on $500; 2d,

when partition and outside work done $500:

3d, when completed $530; 4th usual 35 days
$515.

Ashbliry and Waller, frame building. Owner,
Julia Gascon; architect, Win. Mooser;

contractor, J. J. Plunn; cost, $2,900;

signed, Aug. 15, 1888; iiled Aug. 16,

1888; sureties, F. Joost and C. S. llolnxis;

limit, 10 days.

Payments, seventy-five per cent as work

progresses; balance 35 days.

Army Ave, near San Jose avenue, additions

to two buildings. Cost, $800.

Broderick, between Sutter and Bush, one-

story frame Owner, S. Leszynski; archi-

tect, W. H. Armitage; cost, $3,000.

Blisli between Fillmore and Webster, two-

story and basement frame. Owner
Rosalie Morris; architect John k Zimmer-

man; contractor F. W. Kern; cost $4,215;

signed Aug. 15th, '88; filed Aug. 17th,

'88; sureties O. W. Nordwell and F. Joost;
Uinit Dec. 1st, '88.

1st payment when framed $800; 2d, when

partitions are up $800; 3d, rough mor-

tared and outside finish on $800; 4th

when the inside is ready to paint .$750; 5th

and last usual 35 days, $1,062.

Biiclianaii, near O'Farrel). additions.

Owner, W. Pluns; Cost, $1,500.

Bryiint ave between 24th and 25th, two-story
frame. Owner, Patrick Angler; archi-

tect and builder, Geo. Houston; cost,

$3,000.

Clinton Park, near Dolores, two story
frame. Gwner and builder, J. McBean;
cost, $4,500.

Capp, near Twenty-fifth, one-story frame.

Owner and builder, Lewis; cost, $3,000.

Clayton between Page and Oak, one-story

cottage. Owner, Miss Marie J. Castlen;

architect, Jas. E. Wolfe; contractor, J.

VV^. Sims; cost, $1,975; signed, August
30th, filed, Septen>ber 1st; limit, Nov.

10th; surety, D. Jordan; amount of bond,

$1,000.
1st payment, roof sheathing on, $300; 2d,

floored, $300; 3d, brown coated, $450; 4th,

completed, .$431; balance, usual 35 days.

Clay between Central ave and Walnut street,

twostory frame. Owner, J. W. Kelly;

contractor, S. M. Hills; cost, $2,700

Clay, near Walnut, two-story frame. Owner,
W. ,T. Kellv: architect and builder, S. M.

Hills; cost," $2,500; signed Aug. 30, 1888;
filed Aug. 31, 1888.

1st payment, when (inclosed, $600; 2d,

when brown ijoated, $600; 3d, when com-

pleted, $600; 4th, usual 35 days, $700.

Clay and INlason, residence. Owner 0.

Wreden; architect H. Geiifus; contractor

F. W. Kern; cost $3,080; signed Aug.
14th; filed Aug. 18th, '88; limit Nov.

15th, '88.

1st payment when roofed $600; 2d. brown

coated $600; 3d, hard finished $600; 4th

when completed $510; 5th and balance usual

35 days $770.

Columbia and 24th, improvements. Owner
Louis Kahn; architect H. Geiifus; con-

tractor J. W. Sims; cost $1,625; signed

Aug. 16th, '88; filed Aug. 18th, '88; limit

Oct. 15th,' 88.

1st payment when brickwork and plank-

ing is done $600; 2d when completed $600;

3d, usual 35 days, $425.

Diamond, near Eighteenth, two-story and

basement. Owner, N. Straub; architect,

Jolni Zimmerman; contractor, J. Klein,

cost, $3,300; signed, Aug. 25, 1888;

filed, Aug. 28, 1888; surety, 0. S. Holmes;
limit, Nov. 1st, 1888.

1st payment, when frame is up, $825; 2d,

when partitions are set, $825; 3d, re.ady to

paint, .$425; 4th, when completed, $400; 5th,

usual 35 days, $825.

Uianiond, near 18th, two-story and 1)ase,

ment. Owner, N. Straub; architects;

John & Zimmerman; contnictor. J. Klein-

cost, $3,300; signed Aug. 25, 1888;

1003 Uevisadcro, alterations. Owner Anna

Oallingham; architect Schmidt &. Shea;
contractor Thos. Elam; cost .$1,325;

signed Aug. 16th, '88; filed Aug. 17th,

'88.

1st payment when building is enclosed

on roof 1490; 2d, when completed $500;
3d and last usual 35 days $335.

Emma, near Ridley, two-story frame.

Owner, J. T. Meyers; contractors, Martin
& Maguire; cost, $2,800,

Eddy and Buchanan, two-story frame. Owner-
Elizabeth Burns; architect, B. Henrick,

son; contractor, A. G. b'itzpatrick; cost,

$4,262; signed Aug. 14th; filed Aug. 16tli,

sureties, Jas. Pendergast; limit, 70 days;
amount of bond, $4,300.

1st payment, when roof is on, $800; 2d,

when brown coated and outside finish on,

$800; 3d, white coated and sashes hung,

$800; 4th, when varnished and trimmed,

$800; 5th and balance, 35 days, $1,062.

Emma near Ridley, two-story frame. Owner
Jno. F. Meyers; contractor Martin ifc Ma-

guire; cost $2,550; signed Aug. 6th, '88

filed Aug. 17th, '88; sureties, J. W. Wes-

son; limit 90 days.
1st payment when framed $500, 2d, when

brown coated and pipes in $500; 3d, plumb-

ing done and doors hung $500; 4th, white

coated and prime coat of paint $500; 5th,

when completed $500.

Eighteenth and Noe, two-story frame.

Owner, McQueen; contractors, McOreedy
Bros.; cost $5,000.

Eig:litcenth, near Collingwood, one-story
frame. Owner, Graham; builders, Mc-
Oann & Schetzer; cost, $2,000.

Eighteenth, near Collingwood, additions;

cost, $1,200.

Fell bet Webster and Franklin, two-story
frame. Owner, Wm. Olsen; architect,

H. D. Mitchell; contractor, R. Sinnott;

cost, $2,950; filed, September 5th; limit,

Nov. 12th.

Payments—frame up, $900; brown mortar

on, $800; white mortar on, $700; balance,

$550, 35 days.

Fell between Webster and Franklin, build-

ing, W. Olsen; architect, H. D. Mitchell;

contractor, R. R. Fraxler; cost, $2,620;

signed, August 27th; filed, August, 28th:

limit, Nov. 5tli, surety, 0. A. Malm.

Payments; 1st, when frame is up, $600;

2d, when brown coated, $700; 3d, wlien

building is primed, $700; 4th, usual 35 days,

$620.

Fell, betwen Webster and Fillmore, two-story
frame. Owner, Catherine Ruhling; ar-

chitect, John &, Zimmerman; contractor,

Adam Miller; cost, $6,020; signed Aug.

16th; filed Aug. 30th; limit, Nov. 15th;

sureties, Chas. Lackeman and H. Wil-

liamson.

1st payment, when framed, $1,000; 2d,

when partitions are set, $1,000; 3d, outside

finish on, $1,500; 4th, when inside is ready
to paint, $1,000; 5th, usual 35 days, or

when bills are all paid, $1,520.

Ford, near 17th, two two-story frame.

Owner and Builder, I. Sullivan; cost,

.$4,000.

Fifth, near Mission, additional story. Cost,

$2,500.
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Folsom noar 8tli, building. Ownor, Mrs.
Vi. ilausor; architect, Salliold ife Kolilberg;
contractor, Kincuid and Tiionipson; cost,

.St,l(iO; .signed, Aug. IG, lS8f<; filed, Aug.
29. 1888; limit, 05 days.
I.st payment, when Imilding is framed,

f800; 2d, when l.uildiiig is roofed, $800;
•id, when huilding is brown coated, !l58 10;

4tli, when completed, !S900; 5th, balance
usual 35 days; sureties, F. P. Liitson and
John F. Kennedy; amount of bond $4,660.

Fillmore between Golden Gate ave and
McAllister street, two-story frame. Own-
er, E. Mclineany; architect, M. J. Welsh;

contractor, T. Sullivan (plumbing and gas

excepted) cost, !f3,-187; sureties, F. Joost,
W. Tiiyarks; signed, Sept. 4th; filed, Sept.
5th; limit, 79 days.

Payments; frame all up, $870, brown
mortar on, .1870; completed, $870; balance,

$877, 35 days.

Fillmore between Golden Gate ave and Mc-

Allister, two story frame. Owner, E.

McEarney; architect, T. J. Welsh; con-

tractor, T. Sullivan; cost, $4,500.

Fifth, near Harrison, two story fiame.

Owner, Jno. Loffler; architects, John cfe

Zimmerman; contractor, C. Roeber; cost,

$1,220; signed Aug. 22, 1888; Hied Aug.
30, 1888; limit, 30 days.
1st payment, when frame is up, $400; 2d,

when roofed, $400; 3d payment, 35 days,
$420.

Franklin and Ellis, stair building. O *ner

Academy of Sacred Heart, anjhitect 0.

J. I. Devlin; contractor A. Sanborn; cost

$2,100; siyned Aug 9th, '88; filed Aug.
17th, '88.

1st payment when the stringers tnnuls

and risers of main stairs arc in place $1,000;
2d when completed |1,100.

Franlilin and Ellis, plastering contract.

Owner, Academy of Sacred Heart; archi-

tect 0. J. I. Devlin; contractor, Martin

Carrick; cost $3,550; signed Aug. 8th,

'88; filed Aug. 17th, '88; sureties, t'lana-

gan k Mason; amount of bond $3,000;
limit Sept. 1st, '88-

1st payment, 1st coat of mortar $900; 2d,
liard finish $850; 3d when completed $900;
4th, usual 35 days, $900.

Fulton, No. 426, twostory frame. Owner,
Mrs. M. Dowling; architi^ct and builder,
G. M. Salsbury; cost, $3,500.

Fulton, near Lyon, two-story frame. Owner,
H. Winter; architect, John k Zimmer-

man; contractor, F. W. Kern; cost,

$4,170; signed Aug. 22, 1888; filed Aug.
30, 1888; limit, Dec. 1, 1888; sureties,
Joost & Nordwell.
1st payment, wlien framed, $800; 2d,

when brown coated, $1,000; 3d, inside fin-

ish ready to paint, $1,300; 4th, usual 35

days, $1,020.

428 Fulton, two story frame. Owners, Jas.
and Mary Dowling; architect, Geo. M.

Salsbury; contractor, Geo. M. Salsbury;
cost, $3,135; signed Aug.' 23d, 1888;
filed Aug. 30, 1888; limit, Nov, 22d,
1888.

Ist payment, when rafters are set, $1,000;
2d, wh(m building is brown coated, $1,100;
3d, balance, usual 35 days, $1,035.

Golden Gate ave near Larkin, two-story
additions and repairs to building. Owner,
Carpenter k Son; architect, W. H. Ar-

raitage; cost, $6,000.

Gold n Gate ave near Larkin twtT-story addi-

tions. Owner, M. Shafl'and L. Wilbert;
architect and builder, J. J. Cummihgs;
cost, $1,120; signed, August 29th; filed,

August 29th; limit, Oct. 1st.

Isi payment, $100 one week; 2d, v^hen

building is enclosed, $20D; 3d, when build-

ing is completed, $120; 4th, 90 days from

Aug. 29th, $700.

Golden Gale Ave and Polk, brickwork.

Owner, Hugh Keenan; architect, 0. J. 1.

Devlin; contractor, C. Ferris; cost $4,380;
signed Aug. 2d, '88; filed Aug. ISth,

'88; limit 4 weeks; sureties R. Llewellyn
and J. Williamson; amount of bond

$4,000.

Payments, 75 per cent of work done when
wall and piers are ready for 1st story and
1st story walls are ready for 2d story joists
and when 2d story walls are ready for I'oof

frames; balance on completion if no liens.

Golden Gate ave corner Polk three-story
brick. Owner, J3ryan; architect, C. Dev
lin; mason, C. Ferris; carpenter, H-
Keenan: cost, $25,000.

Uuerrerro street, additions. Owner, Mrs.

H. Kahler; architect, H, Daley; cost,

$1,500.

Guerrero st. No. 11, alterations. Ownor,
H. S. Kaler; architect, R. H. Daley; con-

tractor. Ivory Wells; cost, .$1,500.

Guerrero, near 2Gtl), additions; cost $800.

Harrison, near 26th, t*o-story frame.

Owner, Geo. Fuchs; architect, R. H.

White; contractor, Rountree Bros.; cost;

$4,157; signed Aug. 29, 1888; filed Aug.
31st, 1888; limit, 90 days; surety, Latson

k Kennedy.
1st payment, when roofed, $900; 2d pay-

ment, brown coated, $800; 3d, primed,

$700; 4th, completed, $707; Imlance, usual

35 days.

Harrison near Sixth, two-story frame;.

Owner, George Fuchs, architect, R. H.,

White; contractor, Rountree }3ros. cost

$4,500.

Hayes between Laguna and Buchanan, two-

story frame. Owner, Mrs. M. Tracy;

architect, W. Mooser; contractor, J.

Bruce; cost, $4,800.

Hyde between California and Sacramento,

two-story frame. Owner, Jas. Ford;

architects, Schmidt k Shea; contractors.

Linden Bros, cost, $3,954; signed, Aug.

17; filed Sept. 3d.

Payments; frame up and enclosed, $740;
brown coated, $740; hard finished, $740;

completed $744; balance, $990, 35 days.

Howard near 15th, two-story frame. Ownor,

Henry Haustien; architect, H. Geilfus;

contractors, Schutt <fc Krecker; (except

plumbing and painting) amount, $3,950;

signed, Sept. 3d; filed, Sept. 3d.

Payments; when frame is up $590; en-

closed and partitions set, $590; brown mor-

tar finished, $590; white mortar on, and

inside finishes up, $690; all completed,

$590; balance, $1,000 usual 35 days.

Howard and 20th, plumbing contract.

Owner Nellie G. Barkus; architect J. H.

Littlefield; contractor Sweeney k Kearns;
cost $688. signed Aug. 3d, 1888; filed

Aug. 9th 1888.'

Payments $344 when rough pipes are in;

balance usual 36 days.

Howard near 15th, two-story frame; Owner,
H. Hanstein; architect, 11. Goilfus; con-

tractor, Schutt iSs Krecker; cost, $4,600.

Howard and 10th, grading. Owner, (.»m-

nibus Cable Co; architect, Percy k Hamil-

ton; contractor, C. A. Warren, cost

$4,540; signed Aug. 2d, 1888; filed Aug.
7th, 1888; limit 49 days; sureties Shain

it Richardson.

Payments at rate of 75 per cent as woik

progresses, balance usual 35 days.

Howard and Natonia, contract for well bor-

ing. Owner, Omnil)US Caljle Co; con

tractor, Wm. Allinghain; cost $.i.80 per

foot; limit 35 days; signed Aug. 7th; filed

Aug. 7lh.

Payment at the rate of 75 per cent; bal-

ance 35 days after completion.
Howard and 20th, tv/o-story frame building.

Owner, Nellie G. Barkus; architect J. H.

Littlefield; contractor, Ingeeson k Gore,
cost $7,800; signed Aug. 3d, 1888; filed

Aug. 9th, 1888; limit Dec. 10, 1888;
sureties W. J. Adams and R. L Taylor.

Payments,75 percent as work progresses;
balance usual 35 days.

Hancock, near 19th, one-story frame. Owner,
Dr. Merrill; contractors, Kincaid k

Thompson; cost, $2,500.

Jessie, near Ninth, additions. Cost, $1,800.

Jones and Clay, painting. Owner, Magda-
lena lis; architect, H. C. Macy; con-

tractor, Geo. J. Smith; cost, $1,595;

signed Aug. 6, 1888; filed Aug. 11, 1888.

1st payment, when primed, $350; 2d,

when ready to grain, $200; 3d, when ready
to varnish, $345; 4th, when completed,

$300; 5th and balance, usual 35 days, $400.

Jackson and Pierce, carpenter work. Owner
Kate A. Van Wyck; architect Wm. F.

Jones; contractor Thompson it IMoar; co.st

$8,250; signed July 8th, '88; filed Aug.
17th, '88; sureties F. Joost; limit 5

months.

Payments 4 installments of $1,537.50,
balance usual 85 days.

Kentucky and Solano, one-story fianie

Owner, John Daly; architect and builder-

C. E. Dunshee, cost $1,100: signed Aug,
8th 1888: filed Aug. 9th 1888: limit 50

days.
1st payment $300 on or before completion;

balance $25 per month at 8 per cent.

Kearney, corner of Commercial, alterations.

Owner, Mark Sheldon; cost, $4,000.

Lyon, near Hayes, one-story frame. Owner,
W. B. Webster; architect, A. J. Barnett:

contractor, R. P. Sanchez; cost, $4,000.

Moss between Howard and Folsom, two-

story frame. Owner, J. J. Heinz; archi-
•

tect, W. H. Armitage; cost, $3,000.

Noe, near 17th, one-story frame. Owner,
Dr. Blood; contractors, Kincaid it Thomp-
son; cost, $2,500.

New Montgoni<iry, between Filbert and

Greenwich, frame building. Own(?r, Gio-

vanni Guatelli; architect Wm. Mooser;

contractor, Davoni k Idralgei-o; cost

$13,000; limit 110 days; signed Aug. 7th,

1888; filed Aug. 8th,'' 1888; sureties J.

Cuneo and G. DeLuca.

Payments 75 per cent as work progresses;
balance 35 days.

Natoma, l)et 6th and 7 th, two-story frame.

Owner, Thos. McLaughlin; architect, M.
J. Welsh; contractor, R. Sinnott; cost,

$3,000; signed July 3d; filed Aug. Uth;
limit, 66 days; sureties; .Jno. B. Walters

and Owen Prunty.
1st payment, when fi-ame is up, $750;

2d, when brown coated, $760; 3d, when

completed, $760; 4th, usual 35 days, $750.
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O'Farrell, near Laguiia, two-story framer

OwiKir, Franklin 15ros.; cost, #14,000.
Tost between Pierce and Scott, two-story

frame. Owner, Mrs. Julia Cliadwick;

arcliiteot, T. J. Welsh; contractor, J. A.

Shepard; cost, $4,837; signed, Sept. 7th.

liled, Sept. Iltli; limit, 90 days; sureties,
J. Ji. Jones, J. L. Shepard.
Payments; frame up, #1,200; hrown mor-

tiir on, #1,-J00; completed, f 1,200; balance,

#1,237, 3.') days.

I'olk near (Irosc, one-story frame. Owner
and l.uddcr, J. W. Smith; cost, #1,000.

Pase between IJaker and Lyon, two-story

frame. Owner, Michael E. Finn; aichi-

tect and builder, Geo. Houston; tiled,

Sept. 11th; cost, #3,696.

Payments; rustic on, #922; brown mortar

on, #022; white mortar on, #922; balance,

#930, 35 days.

I'iercc, bet Sacramento and Clay, plummng.
Owner, 0. J. Wingerter; o.rchitects,

Schmidt ife Shea; contractors, S. Ickle-

heinjer A Hro.; cost, #1,443; signed, Aug.
14, 18H8; filed Aug. 15, 1888.

1st payment, when rough work is in,

1500; 2d payme]it, when completed, #580;
3d, usual 35 days, .?363.

Pierce, bet Sacramento and Clay, two-story
frame. Owner, C. J. Wingerter; archi-

tects, Schmidt ife Shea; contractor, Wm,
Pluns; cost, #4,100; signed, Aug. 11,

"

1888; tiled Aug. 15, 1888; sureties, F.

and B. Joost; limit, Nov. 4, 1888.
1st payment, when ready to plaster, #900;

2d, when hard finished. #900; 3d, when

completed, $900; 4th, usual 35 days, #1,400

Pierce, bcit Turk and Eddy, residence.

Owner, .J. Mackonsy; architect, Wm.
Mooser; contractor, J. W. Eeid; cost,

#4,100; signed Aug. 11, 1888; filed, Aug.
13, 1888; limit, 10 weeks and 3 days;
sureties, E. Lundstedt and P. Mitchell.

Five payments, at the rate of 75 per cent

as work progresses; balance, usual 35 days

Pine and Octavia, four dwellings. Owner,
S. Wenlan; architects, Pissis and Moore;
contractor, A. Jackson; cost, #19,388
signed, Aug. 28, 1888; filed, Aug. 3l'

1888; limit, 100 days.
1st payment, when framed, #4,000; 2d,

when brown coated, #3,500; 3d, when hard

finished, #3,500; 4th, when ready to paint,
#3,000; 5th, when completed, #538; balance
usual 35 days, #4,850.

Pine and Octavia, four dwellings. Owner,
S. Wenlan; architects, Pissis k Moore;
contractor, A. Jackson; cost, $19,388;
signed Aug. 28, 1888; filed August 31,

1888; limit, 100 days.
Isfc payment, when framed, #4,000; 2d,

when brown coated, #3,500; 3d, when hard

finished, #3,500; 4th, when ready to paint,
#3,000; 5th, when completed, #53S; balance,
usual 35 days, #1,8.50.

Steiner, near Haight, frame building.
Owner, A. C. Christensen; architect,
Salfield ik Kohlberg; contractor, John F.

Grant; cost, #3,667; signed, Aug. 28

1888; filed, Aug. 29, 1888; limit,—
surety, Geo. W. Watson and A. D. Moore;
amount of bond, #3,600.
1st payment, when building is brown

coated, #1,375; 2d, when completed, #1,375;
3d, usual 35 days, #917.

Sutter, near Gough, additions to school

building. Architect. T. J. Welsh; cost,'

#4,000.

Second, corner of Market, alterations to a

part of Grand Hotel. Hussey, Superin-
tendent, #10,000; architect, Smith.

Sanchez, bet 15tli and 16th, 2 story and
basement frame. Owner, Ohristana and

August Gootzo; architect, A. Goetze;

contractor, Wm. Pluns; cost #4,220;
signed July 10th, 1888; filed Aug 10th,
limit 85 days; sureties 13. Joost and W.
Thyarks.
1st payment when enclosed and roofed

#1,000; 2d, when brown coated #1,000; 3d,
when completed #1,120; 4th and balance
usual 35 days #1,100.

Stoclcton and California, three story frame.
Owner Janet S. Portues; architect and

builder, F. E. Neubauer; cost #11,260;
signed Aug. 15th, '88; liled Aug. 16th,

'88; limit 4 months

Payments 75 per cent as work progresses;
balance usual 35 days.

Snniatra and Susquehanna, one-story frame.

Owner, B. Sallies; architect W. H. Ar-

mitage; cost, #2.800.

Scott, near Jackson, additions. Cost,
#4000.

TownseiHl and Clarence Place, three story
brick. Owner, Cal. Elec. Light Co.; ar-

chitects, Percy <fe Hamilton; cost, #60,000.
Townsend and Clarence Place, brick work.

Owner, Cal. Flee. Light Co.; architects,

Percy and Hamilton; contractors, Rich-
ardson and Gale; cost, #15,690; signed,
Aug 22, 1888; tiled, Aug. 28, 1888; limit,
75 days.

Payments 75 per cent 1st, Saturday in

each month; balance usual 35 days.
Townsend and Clarence Place, wrought iron.

Owner, Cal. Elec. Light Co.; architect,

Percy Hamilton; contractors, Biglow and
Little; cost, #3,557; signed, Aug. 22,

1888; filed, Aug. 28, 1888; limit, 60 days.
Payments 75 per cent 1st, Saturday each

month; balance usual 35 days.
Townseml and Clarence Place, carpenter

work. Owner, Cal. Elec. Light Co.;

architect^ Percy and ILamilton; con-

tractor, Thos. Day; cost, #11,796; signed,
Aug. 22, 1888; filed, Aug. 28, 1888,
limit, 45 days.

Payments, 75 per cent 1st Saturday in
sach montli; balance usual 35 days.
Townsend and Clarence Place, Joshua
Hendy machine works. Owner, Cal.
Elec. Light Co.; cost, #5,175; signed,
Aug. 22 1888; filed, Aug. 28, 1888; limit,
40 days.

Payments 75 per cent 1st, Saturday in
each month; balance usual 35 days.
Townsend and Clarence Place, iron roofing.

Owner, Cal. Elec. Light Co.;

architect, Percy and Hamilton;
contractor, Jos. F. Foderer, #2,900;
signed, Aug. 22, 1888; filed, Aug. 28,

1888; limit, 20 days.

Payment, 75 per cent 1st Saturday each

month; balance usual 35 days.

Turlt near Larkin, two-story frame. Owner,
Daley; architect, Welsh; contractor,
Davis; cost, #6,000.

Treat ave, Ijetween 24th and 25th, frame
building. Owner J. Qminlan; architect,
Geo. Houstan; contractor Geo. Houstan;
cost #2,790; signed Aug, 8th 1888; filed

Aug. 9th 1888; limit Nov. 10, 1888.
1st payment when rafters are in place

#690; 2d, when brown coated #700; 3d,
hard finished and inside doors are in place
#700; 4tli and last #700, 35 days as usual.

Twentieth and Howard, two story frame,

painting. Owner, Nellie G. IJackus;

architect, J. H. Littlefield; contractor,
Jos. Lvrs(!n; cost, #460; signed Aug. 3

1888, filed Aug. 13, 1888; limit, 18 days!
75 per cent as work progresses: balance;

usual 32 days.

Twenty-second, bet Harrison and Alabama,
residence. Owner, Mrs. D. E. Keeks';
architect, M. J. Welsh; contractor, T.'

Sullivan; cost, #2,375; signed, Aug. 1 1

1888; tiled Aug. 13, 1888; sureties, f!
Joost and W. Thyarks; limit, 70 days.
1st payment, when building is frauK^d,

#593; 2d, when brown coated, #593; 3d,'
when completed, #593; 4th and last, usual
35 days, #596.

Twenty-third near Noe, two-story frame.

Owner, Mrs. Roberts; architect, W. H.
Armitage; cost, #4,500.

Twenty-seventli and Duncan, alterations.

Owner, R. Dhu; architect, M. J. Welsh;
contractor, E. Edwards; cost, #1,875;
signed Aug. 13, 1888; tiled Aug. 13,

limit, 60 days; sureties, J. Lewis and P
Swift.

1st payment, when framed, $400; 2d,
when brown coated, #400; 3d, when com-

pleted, #400; 4th, usual 35 days, #675.

Van Ness and Sacramento, two-story frame,
basement and attic. Ou ner, J. H. N(!ustad-

ter; architect, Smidt and Shea; contractor,
tor, S. H. Kent; cost, #23,950; signed, Aug.
30, 1888; filed, Aug. 31, 1888.

1st, payment, when second-story joists
are set #3,500; 2d, floors laid, #3,500; 3d,
brown coated, #3,500; 4th, outside finish on,

#3,500; 5th, when completed, #3,950; bal-

ance 35 days #6,000; limit, seven months.

Van Ness, and Sacramento, plumbing.
Owner, J. H. Neustadter; architects,
Schmidt and Shea; contractors, Duffy
Bros.; cost, #2,985; signed, Aug. 30, 1888;
filed, Aug. 31, 1888; limit, seven months;
sureties, Watson k Adams.
1st payment, rough pipes in, $900; 2d,

all vessels except washstands set, #550; 3d,
when completed, #785; 4th, usual 35 days
#750.

filed Aug. 28, 1888; surety, C. S. Holmes;
limit, Nov. 1, 1888.

1st payment, when frame is up, #825; 2d,
when partitions are set, #825; 3d, when,
ready to paint, #425; 4th, when completed,
#400; 5th, usual 35 days, #825

Van Ness and Sacramento, painting. Owner,
J. H. Neustadter; architects, Schmidt ife

Shea; contractor, J. J. Donovan; cost

#1,815; signed Aug. 30, 1888; liled Aug
31st, 1888; limit, 7 months.
1st payment, #600, 2d coated; 2d, com-

pleted, #750; 3d, 35 days, $465.

Vallejo, near Webster, dwelling. Owner,
D. D. Harris; architects, Pissis k Moore;
contractor, C. S. Waterbury; cost, #5,450;
signed, Aug. 20, 1888; filed, Aug. 31,

1888; limit, 80 days; sureties, Latson k
Holmes; amount of bond #2,000.
1st payment, when framed, #1,200, 2d,

brown coated, #1,000; 3d. hard finished,

#900; 4th, ready to paint, #900; 5th, com-

pleted, $80; 6th, usual 35 days #1,370.

Valencia, between 24th and 25tli building.
Owner, M. K. Meachem; architect, M. J-

Welsh; contractor, J. J. Dunn, cost.

#6.550; signed Aug. 9th, 1888; filed Aug.
11th, 1888; limit 75 days; sureties, 0. S
Holmes and B. Joost.

1st payment when frame is up $1,560;

Remaining Numbers of this year given free to new subscribers for 1889.
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2d, when brown coated $1,560; 3rd when

completed |1,5G0: 4th and last, usual .3.5

days $1,570.

Valencia, near Herrmau, additions. Cost,

$G00.

Valencia, near Sixteenth, additions to brew-

ery. Cost, 1800.

Wasliinifton and Waverly Place, three-story

and basement, Ijrick. Owner, Woo Tarn;

architect, J. J. and T. D. Newsoin;

contractor, Dennis Jordan; cost, $3,250;

signed, Aug. 27, 1888; filed, Aug. 28,

1888; limit, Nov. 25, 1888; surety,

R. Llewellyn.
1st payment, when excavated, 8500; 2d,

when the first story is up, $500; 3d, when

the roof is on, 1500; 4th, usual 35 days,

$550; $1,200 is to be paid by monthly in-

stallments of $100 with interest at 8 per
cent.

Webster, bet O'Farrell and Geary, two frame

buildings. Owner, L. Houser; architect,

J. Marquis; contractor, M. J. Gorman;

cost, $10,G50; signed Aug. 13, 1888;

filed Aug. 13, 1888; sureties, J. Mahoney
and Duffy Bros.; limit, 117 days.

1st payment, chimneys up and buildings

roofed, $2,050; 2d, ready to lath, $2,000;

3d, when 1st coat of mortar is on, 1 coat of

paint and sash glazed, $2,000; 4th, when

hard finished, plumbing and all fencing done,

$2,000; 5th, $2,500, 35 days; 6th, $100, at

60 days.

Waverly Place near Clay, three-story brick

building. Owner, W. Altreuter; archi-

tects, Townsendand Wyneken; contractor,

J. Pharo; cost $8,000.

COUNTRY BUILDING NEWS.

upon a hand-

Hermann, on

Chestnut and

wo stories in

and will bo

eniences. The
A. Leonard,

Work has been commenced
some residence for Charles L.

Alameda avenue, between

Willo'w streets. It will be t

height, contain eleven rooms,

equipped with all modern conv

cost will be about $4 500. J.

of this city, is the architect.

Al^AlUilM.

A Goldthwaite will give all information in

regard to a $6,000 school building to be

erected.

CHEHATjIS, w. t.

N. B. CofTman can be addressed in regard

to a $7,000 school building.

EUREKA, H. Jt.

Henry Buhne, the tug owner, will build

a $10,000 residence. Jas. Simpson has the

contract.

FRESXO.
Architect Praum, formerly a partner with

Mr. Daley of this city,- has taken Mr. Saf-

fell into partnership.

They have let a contract to G. I>. Camp-
bell for $10,000 additions to the building of

J. W. ferguson. Also a $20,000 brick

building to same contractor for S. W.

Grirtith; plans are being prepared for

Griffith & Go's $5,000 three-story brick

building, also for a $7,000 building for

P. Myer.
TASATtKNA.

IL Ridgeway is preparing plans for Mr.

B rockaway. A $2,000 brick building is

o ntemplated.

I'MXAIjVMA.

Work has been commenced on H. B. Hig-
bee's new residence on the Stanley lot. Ed.

Hedges has the contract. It will be a one-

story cottage and have all the modern im-

provements.

roJtTZAJii), on.

Architect Kleeman has let a contract to

Works k Gilbert for a $1,500 cottage for J.

Barbey.

sirELTour, w. t.

A hotel l)uilding is being erected by Wm.
Shorter.

SAIfniEGO.

Architects Clemments & Co. notify us

that a portion of the Hamilton Building will

bo erected at once. The total cost will be

near $400,000.

Henry Timkin will erect a $9,000 resi-

dence, ho having let the contract for same

to Brewster & Whalen.
Comstock it Trotsche send us word that

they are preparing plans for improvements
to the Consolidated National Bank. Will

cost nearly $60,000.

SEATTLE, W. T.

S. Frauenthal will soon build a $10,000
house.

Scarcity of Masons—Contractors com-

plain that brick masons are very scarce in

Seattle, while the bricklayers' union claims

that there are plenty of masons here to do

all the work on hand at the present time.

This indicates an unaccountable diflerence

of opinion between the contractors and the

masons.

Two large school houses will be built-

Total cost over $100,000. Address con-

tractor Jas. Parke, for information.

SAX MIG UEL,

G. W. Spencer will have erected a brick

building.
A $1,000 hotel is being contemplated.

W. J. Smith will soon commence a five-

room cottage for Amos VVhittemore.

Work will soon commence upon a five

roomed cottage for Amos Smith. W. J.

Smith has the contract.

SAX jiEitxAnnixo.

Architects Jones &, Griffith yesterday let

a contract to W. G. Hastings to erect two

five-room cottages on G, between Second and

Third, for Major B. B. Harris.

Wendell Easton, of Easton & Eldridgo,

the great realty firm of California, has aptly

said that in architecture Los Angeles is en-

tering upon the "stone age." The progress
is from adobe to frame, from frame to brick,

from common brick to pressed l)rick, from

pressed brick to red stone and granite. Our

new quarries will soon inaugurate the "mar-

ble age
"

SAXTA vnuz.

The plans are being figured on for an

Odd Fellows' Building. Address D. A.

Damkroeger.

SAX JOSE.

S. Ellsworth is having a house built on

his Saratoga avenue property.

TAVOMA, W. T.

Architects FarroU it Darmer have plans

for Birmingham it Hogue's $20,000 three

story brick building, and also for an $18,000
brick building for Geo. I>. Kandle.

Rev. G. H. Greer will have built for him

by H. M. Matheson, a $12,000 brick build-

ing.

SIVERSIDE.

Dr. S. R. Magee is building a fine resi-

dence on Magnolia avenue.

Work will soon be commenced on a hand-

some new residence for Mrs. Chalmers, the

plans for which have just been prepared by
A. C. Willard. The building is to be

erected on Magnolia avenue and when com-

pleted will cost about $8,000.

A. C. Willard has severed his connections

with J. C. Pelton, Jr., and has just opened
an office in the Castleman block, where lie

i s prepared to execute plans and drawings
for any and classes of buildings.

The plans are out for the building to be

erected at the corner of Eighth and Orange

streets, and it is expected that work on the

building will be commenced within eight or

ten days. The building will ha\e a front-

age on Eighth street of 75 feet. It will be

three stories high, and when completed will

be the handsomest block in the city.

The accepted plans for a new residence

for R. S. Crombie are now ready. They
were drawn by A. C. Willard, and are of

the Queen Anne Eastlake style of archi-

tecture, and will go into the hands of the

contractors the first of the month to make

bids. The building is to be erected on

Orange street between Thirteenth and Four-

teenth and will be a two-story eleven-room

house.

Contract was let September 1st to J. L.

Woodward for a building for G. N. Reynolds.

Pottinger & Kroonen have commenced

building the house for Mrs. J . S. Johnson, on

Orange street, opposite the Glenwood. 1 1 is

to be a two-story eleven-room house.

Work has been commenced on the new

building to be erected by A. H. Naftzger,
A. Haeberlin and Down it Alguire, at the

corner of Eighth and Orange streets. It

will be two stories with fifty feet frontage

on Eighth street, and running along Orange
street ninety feet. It will be an imposing

structure, built of pressed brick with red

Arizona sandstone trimmings. The plans
for the building were drawn by J. C. Pelton,

and the contract for the brick and stone

work was taken by Down it Alguire.

LIVEBMORE.

All the carpenters in town are very busy
at present.

John Beck is improving his property by
the addition of a large stable.

The contract for the erection of Philip

Anspacher's new cottage, corner of L street

and College avenue, has been let to Capt. A.

J. Palmer, of this place, and ground was

broken last week. The work will be pushed

rapidly forward. This will be one of tlie

handsomest cottages in our town.

Jos. Fletcher is building an addition to

his cottage.

rtCTOHIA, II. <'.

Fishor it Wilson have let contract to El-

ford it Smith for a two-story brick building.

SAX I'Eitno,

A school house to cost $2,500 will be

built. A. G. liarton has the contract.

Remaining Niinibers of tin's year

siveu free to all new Subscribers

for 1889.
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THE CELEBRATED

^UtflTA^
PLUMBING

APPLIANGSS
'T^

These appliances are

admitted by all author-

ities to be the best in

the market. Used to-

gether they form the

simplest, cheapest, and

only perfectly safe san-

itary system now
known.

THE

THE "SANITAS" WASH-BASIN AND TEAPS.
Set in Tile-Work,

((

"SANITAS" TRAP
OriSNMJi.

The Sanitas Trap whether
vented or uuveuted, has shown
itself when properly set to be

capable of resisting indefinite-

ly, siphonage, back-pressure,
and all other adverse influen-

ces met with in plumbing.
The "Sanitas" Basin flushes

out the pipes and keeps them
clean.

THE

SANITAS"
MFG. CO.

THE "SANITAS" WASH-BASIN.

THE "SANITAS" WATEE-OLOSET.

("SANITAS" BATH-TUB and PANTRY-STNK on same principle as Basin.)

THE **SANITAS" MANUFACTURING CO., BOSTON, MASS.
Branch Offices; 64 Gold Street, New York, N. Y. 229 Walnut Street, Cincinnati, 0, 47 to 49 Dearton Street, Chicago, 111.

ARNOLD 6i GO.^ 40 Galiiornia Street^ San Francisco.
SOXiE .A-O-ElsTTS IFOE, C.A.n_ii:FOiai>TIJ^.

These Goods are on Exhibition in working order at our Rooms, 40 Califoknia Street. Architects,

Builders, and the Public generally, are invited to call and inspect the same.
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List of Members of the Builders'

Association of California

330 PINE STEEET, EOOMS 11 & 12.

Ackerman, C. H.,

Adams, J. G.,

Anderson Bios.,

Bateman Bros.,

Binet, Jos. L.,

Blake, John,

Bray, Henry T.,

Brennan Bros.,

Bruce, John,

Buckley, Frank,

Burpee & Hudson,
Burrell, A.,

Chisholin, Chris

ChUholm, Dan,
Chrichton, P.,

Christy, Chas.,

Classen, J. C,
Commary, Wm. T.,

Conrad, H. A.,

Chandler, R. O.,

Day, J. G.

Day, Thos. H.,

Doyle, E. and Son,

Dryer, Bernard,
Dunn, J. J.,

Dunshee, C. E.,

Edwards, E. W.,
Elani, Thomas,
Ellis, B. F.

Farrell & Bell,

Fish, J. W.,
Fitzpatriek, A. G.,

Fletcher, W. M.,

Geary, James,

Gillespie, G. (i.,

Gonyeau, J. B.,

Gorman, M. J.,

Grant, John T.,

Gray & Stover,

Greene, E. B.,

Greene, S. T. ,

Griffin, P.,

Hoffmann, Victor Jr.,

H(>uston, Geo.,

Hatch, H. E.,

Hurlbut, R. P.,

Irwin, James,
Ingerson & Gore,

215 Kearny.
407 Broderick.

1209 Market.
S. W. Post and Scott.

325 Fair Oaks.
1138 17th.

1133 Shotwell.
618 Eddy.

2407i Howard.
1111 Devisadero.

836 29th street Oakland.
22 California.

330 Pine.

110 Chattanooga.
109 Baker, bet Page Oak.
828 Kirkham Oakland.

232 Francisco.

804 Hayes.
625 California.

1210 Pierce.

San Diego.
1012 Devisadero.

2810 Howard.
4 CoUingwood.

615 Jessie.

417 Ridley.
116 Langton.
511 Sanchez.

999 Chestnut.
828 Union.
836 Valley.

411 Twenty-second.
Los Angeles.
2324 Sutter.

1503 Devisadero.

33 Hardy.
527 Octavia.

22 Turk.
1310 21st.

34 Hawthorne.
San Diego.

20 Kuss.

515i 4th.

2068 Market.
1717 Chaste, Oakland.
115 California avenue.

908 16th.

971 Broadway, Oakland.

Jackson, A.,
Keenan, Hugh,
Kent, S. H.
Kern, F. W.,
Kincaid & Thompson,
Klahn, Aug.,
Klatt, F.,

Klein, Jacob, 24

Kreger, Wm. B.,

Lang, Geo. R., E.

Leonard, Jos. A.,

Langstaff, Wm.,
Lynch, M. C,
Mahony Bros.,

Maher, J. W.,
MaoDonald, Allen,
Martin & Maguire,
McCann, Richard,
McElroy, A.,

Mclnerny, James,

McKay, Jas. H.,
Mead, W. H.,

Mecredy Bros,
Miller, Adam,
Moffit, Thos.,
Moore Bros.,

Norton, A.,

Parker, R.,

Plums, Wm.,
Quinn, Charles,

Rebman, J.,

Reichley & Vierhus,

Riddell, Thos. C,
Robertson, John,

Rohling, Henry,
Rountree Bros.,

Sanches, R. P.,

Steinman, F. V.,

Simpson, R. F.,

Sinnott, Riciiard,

Smilie, Robt., 1125 E
Smith, James W.,
Sullivan, Timothv,

12 Middle,
219 Scott,

711 Leavenworth,
118 Fair Oaks,

730 Seventeenth,
5 Chenery,

814 Twenty-first.

Lilly avenue,

801 Guerrero.

14th St. & 14th Ave., Oakland,
Alameda.

617 Jessie,

28 Stanley Place,

307 Van Ness.
105 Precita avenue.

1303 Buchanan.
133 Gough.
217 Waller.

373 Jessie.

Hancock and Noe.
124 Main.

246 Minna.

Church, bet 17th and 18th.

23d and Bryant, 516 Kearney.
Victoria.

252 Octavia and 1 Russ.
1331 Ellis,

527 Grove.
3109 Sacramento.

133 Oak
Los Angeles
1910 Market
16 Twelfth.
San Rafael.

14 CoUingwood.
919^ Oak.
653 Capp.
423 Bush.

326 Telegraph Ave., Oakland.
1321 Guerrero.

Third Av. East Oakland.
1220 Eddy.
20 Laskie

Tauhman & Armstrong,
Terrill, Chas. C,
Thompson & Moar,
Townsend, H.,

Waterbury, C. S.,

WharfiF, Wm. H..

White, O. E.,

Wilcox, J. R.,

Williams, F. A.,

Willis, A. A.,

Worden, S. G.,
Zwierlein & Pavel,

3109 Mission.
617 Seventeenth.

338 Golden Gate Av.
Alameda.

1322 Scott.
Green and Laguna.
879 Seventeenth
608 Willow Av'

545 Natoma'
30 Diamond'

1013 Valencia'
421 Bush'

Nof is ft Tiie to Sntaie for 19

I. ». T. !.

Op.n Valve A, pull off the Hose and
water follows immediately.

MANUFACTUKEK OF

SCHENCK'S PATENT

"Paragon" Hose Reel,

And Sile Ajfent (or Pacific Coaat (or

the Celebrated "Eureka Mill"
tottoo Riiblter-LiiiL'd

I FIRE HOSE
For Mills, Factories, HoteU and Pub-

lic Buildings, and General In-

side Fire Protection.

Also ••Eureka," "Paragon," and "Red Cross" brands of Cotton

Fire and Uarden Hose, Linen Hose, Rubber Hose, Fire Departs

uient Supplies, &e., &c.

Manufactnrer of Hose Carts, H. & L. Trucks, and "Red Cord"

Square Flax Packing for Elevators, Etc.

222 & 224 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

J3pe you Aware
THy^T The old standard weights of Roof-

ing Plates were 112 lbs. per box
IC 14x20, and 224 lbs, per box IC
20x28— 112 sheets per box?

"P'j-jy^'y Severe competition and a desire

for low-priced plates caused those

weights to fall to 108 and 216 lbs,

respectively.

THAT Most of the so-called extra coated

Roofing Plates to-day do not

weigh over no lbs. per box IC
14x20, and 220 lbs. per box IC
20x28.

THAT ^' 's nevertheless claimed for

many of these brands that they

carry 20 lbs. of coating per box of

14x20, and 40 lbs. per box of

20x28?

THAT ^^^ °"^ ^^° ^''^ investigate the

matter will at once see that the

claims referred to in paragraph 4
are entirely disproved by the facts

mentioned in paragraph 3 ?

THAT We guarantee the "GILBERT-
SON'S OLD METHOD" Extra
Coated Roofing Plates to average
not less than 120 lbs. net per box
IC 14x20, and 240 lbs. per box
IC 20x28?

THAT We guarantee the coating to be
from 18 to 20 lbs. per box for the

14x20, and 36 to 40 lbs. \xt box
for 20x28?

THAT The above facts show the im-

possibility of placing the " WIL-
BERTSON'S OLD METHOD"
on the same level as other old

style plates, either as regards

price or quality?

"No "Wasters"

Imported of our Guaranteed Brands.

Merchant & Co.,

PHILADELPHIA. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. LONDON.

Manual of Industrial Drawing

Carpenters $2 00

Illustrated Drawing Book .... 1 00

Mathematical Drawing In-

struments 1 50

Drawing for Carpenters 75

Shavings and Saw Dust 5 50

Linear Drawing 50

Practical Draughting 1 00

Drawing for Cabinet Makers 1 50

Science of Carpentry 5 00

Mechanic's Geometry 5 00

Artisan 5 00
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WIRE WORKS,
D. D. WASS, 141 & 143 FIRST ST.

Wire Windows, Guards, Office Screens,
Wire Fencing, Wire Gates,

RoofCresting and Ornamental Work.

\PoT the rja^viis. Stables and House can be
had bv putting up

BEST, SIMPLEST, STRONGEST, CHEAPEST.

PACIFIC MANUFACTURING CO.
SEND FOR

CATALOGUE TO

934 and 936 Mission St., San Francisco.

211 to 215 J Street, Sacramento. 109 to HI N. Fourtb St. Portland, Or

Granolithic Paving Company.
Basements

V.

All kinds of Artificial Stone Work, Steps, Corridors, Sidewalks,

Engine Seats, Foundations, Etc., Etc.

^W. S. SOMERVILLH:, JMana^er, 422 Mlontgomery Street

PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY ! !

PERFECT VENTILATION! VENTILATION! VENTILATION!
The ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR will produce perfect ventilation. No foul air! No draughts!

PATEMTEn JASrrARY 11, 18S7, BY PETER ABBAHAIHHOX.
THE ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR IS GUARANTEED TO DO ALL THAT IS CLAIMED FOR IT.

It can lie applied in a brick wall or between plastering and outside walls, or hall petitions, also to a car window or house window sash, or between the

window sash and cap, or to a door or a transom, or any place where ventilation .without draught is required.

Address, PETEB ABRAHAMSON, 1022 Hyde St San Francisco, Cal., for Circulars and Models.

TESTIIVIOIVIAL,S.

WE REFER YOU TO PARTIES THAT H VVE THEM NOW IN USE.
IN ALL THE CLASS AND TEACHERS' ROOMS OF FOUR NEW

PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Prof. J. W. Anderson, Suot. P. S., S. F
PETER A. SMITH, Supt. Cal. Sugar Refinery, 504Ninth St., residence
HERVEY PLATT, Supt. S. F. Pioneer Woolen Factory, office and

residence.

WOODLAND BANK, Cal.

WOODLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
OAKLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Cal.
AL.^MEDA PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
NEW CHAPEL OF St. MARY'S HOSPITAL, Sau Francisco.
U. S, MINT, San Francisco, in all its principal departments.SAN FRANCISCO VEREIN, cor. Sutter and Grant Avenue.
CLUB ROOMS, corner Sutter and Kearney Streets.
BOHEMIAN CLUB ROOMS, Pine Street near Kearny.
H. LIEBES & CO'S FUR WORK-SHOPS.
VELLGUTH, Residence, cor. Turk end Buchanan .Streets.
G. SCHWABACHER, Residence, cor. Clay and Franklin Streets.

J. S. WHITE, 522 Sixteenth St., Oakland.
SYNAGOGUE SHAARI ZEDEK, cor. Stockton and California

Streets, SAMUEL POLACK, President.
DR. LORYEA'S NEW HAMMAN, 2i8 Post vStreet.

ALFRED W. PERRY, M. D. (Dr. Perry is a member of the Board of
Health.)

WM. J. LANDERS, General Agent Guardian Assurance Co., of Lon
don Offices, cor. California and Sansome Street.

JAMES LAWLER, Judge of Police Judge's Court No. 2.

D. J. MURPHY, Judge of the Superior Court.

A. K. STEVENS, Secretaryof Sutter Street Railroad Co. (Cable Line)

J.J. GROOM, Court Room Clerk, Departmeut No. 12. Superior Court.

W. E. DARGIE, Oakland Tribune.

J. L. HANNA, P. M. and L. T. FARR, Asst. P. M., Oakland.
E. F. DELGER, office and residence, Oakland.

JULIUS JACOBS, Jacobs and Easton, Insurance Agents, residence.

THE PLEASONTON HOTEL, cor. Sutter and Jones sts.

FATHER GREY, Mission bet. 2nd and 3nl, Dormitories etc., con

nected with school.

POMONA HOTEL, Pomona.
HAWLEY BROS, residence, Oakland.

*JOHNN BLAKE, Residence S. W. cor Franklin and Ellis Sts.

*SAN JOSE NEW CITY HALL, and FRESNO JAIL.
*NEWST. MARY'S COLLEGE, Oakland, Cal.

*THE NEW BANK, cor. Sansome and Sutter streets.

*PALERMO HOTEL, Butte County, Cal.

*HAYWARD BANK, Cal.

*CATHOLIC C0LLF;GE, Petaluma. Cal.

*FIRST ENGLISH LUTHERIAN CHURCH Geary St. nr. Octavia.

*Mrs. J. SMITH, Residence, Larkin Street, bet. Clay and Washmgton.
*WRIGHT, Residence, cor. Sacramento and Scott Streets.

*Mrs. E. A. HAXE, Residence, Pacific, near Fillmore.

Those marked with * the buildings are in course of erection

and Abrahamson's Ventilators contracted for same.

W. W.MONTAGUE & CO.
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES.

309 TO 317 MARKET ST., Saw Francisco



JAMES SPIKRS.

FULTON IRON WORKS

THE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING NEWS.

GOLDEN GATE

Lgfll Ml

Vol. IX, No. 9,

I>. B. HINCKLKV

Fremont, Howard and Beale Streots

HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES
MaTiiifacturcrs of all kinds <>f

MACHINERY AND BOILERS,

Agents for the Pacific Coast for the UEAN STEAM
PUMP.

BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILERS.

Office:—220 Kront Street, - - - San Francisco

II. KCHRAPKR,
H. .MARTKNS.

A AKDKH.S()N

IIFASV.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY,
CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Our Spec-ialtics arc MACHINKRY, STOVE PIRATE, OliNA

MENTAL AND I'LUMBEKS' CASTINGS ETC. Orders
promptly attended to.

Foundry and Office. 140-142 Folsom Street.
II. SCIIRAUKK MANAOEI!

Martin O'Con.skll, Oscar Lewis.

ARCHITECTURAL IRON WORKS,
O'CONNELL & LEWIS, Prop's

XZ&ORT X'OTTIN-XSZSX&SS
And Manufactiirers of Architectural

Iron Work,

230 to 2.36 Steuart St., Bet. Howard & Folsom, S. F

2 1 5 and 2 1 7 Main Street,
IJetween Howard and Folanm, SAN IRANCISCO.

IjTjoj^s & ooiycFA^iTir,
Manufa<turers zl

«s- CALCINED PLASTER, .s^

( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

JAMES McCarthy,

^piiUjieEtal ^!a^^ ^'iiltii|

i Stevenson Street,
(T\V'> doors from First— Pioneer Mills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs to suit the ^ arion^ departments in Buildings, etc.

,GLADDING,McBEAN&CO.
£ SEWER S CHIMNEY PIPE, \

y DRAIN TILE,
§ ARCHITECTURALTERRA COTTA Etc

a'/l358-l360 MARKET ST. S:Wi
^MANUFACTORY AT LINCOLN tM
H. G. JARMAN,

PAINTER AND WHITENER,
232 Sixteenth St., San Fruneii^co.

itS'Orders left at llclniUen's, .'5)G Kearny St.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Drumin Street,
Between Clay and Washinj;ton, SAN FRANCISCO.

P (). Box 1012.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
222 to 232 JESSIE .STREET,

IS PREPARED TO INSTALL COMPLETE

ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS
BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.

REESE LLEWELLYN,

COLUMBI-A FOUNDRY,
133 and 135 Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.
MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts anS Machinery CastiDgs

OF ALL KINDS.

JOHN BLAKE,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

1138 Seventeenth St, S. F.

llieir niixchincs for incandescent liKhtin? are entirely automatic, and the only one in the market that requires na
regulatl g de\ ice outside of the machine itself.

Electric Motors Furnished in all parts of the City from One to 100-Horse Power. Estimates

Furnished upon Application.

GEO. H, ROE, Secretary

ASPHALTUM ROOFS AND SIDEWALKS
CONTRACTOR FOR TAKING DOWN OLD BUILDINGS, ETC.

Second-hand Brick and Lumber for sale.

Doors, Sash and Blinds Constantly on Hand

OFFICE AND YARD, 211 AND 213 TOWNSEND STREET, NEAR THIRD.

A. CRAWFORD & CO.,
DEALERS IN

Medal Brand Ready Roofing

Et:ONOMIGAL, DURABLE, FIRE, WATER, AND

CHEMICAL PROOF.

Ill the for Thirty-Five Yeari^ on the Very Best

and Laryesl Buildinc/x in the United

Stale H and Ganadas.

Senil for Samples, Circulara, and other information.

Al'Pt.Y TO rrs AT :

25 & 27 MARKET ST.,
San Francisco, Cal.

I3irORTERS
AND

WHOLESALE
DKAI.KRS IN

Tarred I'aper,

English Felt,

Chain,

Hemp,
and Manila

CORDAGE
AMI

Tackle Blocks
(Iron .ind Wood)

Svilabk for BuUiling Purposcn.

Fliisigns, Private Flags, and

Burgees always on hand and
made to order.
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SAN FRANCISCO LUMBER COMPANY

LUMBKR Dealers
PRINCIPAL' OFFICE—PIER 12, STEUART STREET

Yards—At Pier 12, Steuart street, Third and Berry Streets,

Pier 3, Steuart street,

THOS. RICHARDSON,
Manager.

A. ABRER, )

WALTER DTCKINS, \

Assistant Managers.

The Augusta Exposition Buildings,
AUGUSTA, GA.

Ji-HE SEIIsTO T».A.I]SrTEX) "WITH!

Cabot's Creosote Stains.
Send for Sanijt/es fitxt Cireiiltirs.

SAMUEL CABOT, 70 KILBY STEEET, BOSTON, MASS.

TRACY BROS. & CO.

Maniifaeturers and Dealers in

CHIMNEY PIPE & CHIMNEY TOPS,
20 & 23 Eialitli St.. Sim Vrancisco.

SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARGING

\A#A"T"CD ^^1 /^O CT^.The only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water-

YYAA I ^11 V/L-VyOC. I Closet in the World.

EconoiDjj! Gleanliness!

HEALvTH

Perisons engaged in (Sanitary En-

terprises

AcliilBcts, Ciiilraclirs

AND BUILDERS

Are especially invited to ex- _.£S|^s
amine the practical

workings of

SACK'S

AUTOMATIC WATER -
CLOSEL

A written guarantee is

given with each Closet

that money will be re-

turned, after six months

trial, and any other

closet subsiituted in its

place if this closet is not
^ in the fullest sense,

i:^
EVERYTHIN(i that is

= claimed for it,

Address:—SANITARY PLUMBING MANUFACTURING CO., 910 Webster St., Oakland.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
-^ CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the following parts : A smoke

flue A, of fireclay, in 2 feet lengths, with rebated joints and

galvanized iron bands cer each joint. These bands with iiro-

jections, will also keep in position a jjal\ anized iron exterior

pil)e B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, wliiuli

may be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other for foul air. The outside pipe is put up in two feet

leny^thM also, and the whole is bound together and secured to

the studding by iron bands C every four feet.

WMI. E. STEVENS,

MASON AND BUILBBM^

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a tlireeincli conductor I>

extending to outside of wall for fresh aiv, which, passing ui>

becomes heated, and can be introiluceil to an\ room al)o\ e b\

a register E, near the ll.)or. The ventilation of rooms is.

effected by means of an opening F, with reijister near tie

ceiling, by which the foul air escapes andis conducte 1 in tie

air space around the flue to the roof. In addition to tin ,
. an

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass thr^m.' n

and between the Joists t > conduct by a small ccnductur O will],

the above mentioned air hpace.

The lightest and safest patent chimney maimfaitured.

Approved by the Doard of Super\ isors.

WAKEllOOMS,

N. E. Corner of Larkin and Market Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

tlPfllTiOiJof miPlASt «ct»i*r*» tetv
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J. F. KENNEDY, PRE8. D. RUTHERFORD, Vice-Preo. A. W. KENNEDY, Treas. GEO. T. SHAW, Seo'Y.

AGENTS PACIFIC MILL CO., (PINE) TACOMA, WASHINGTON, TER.

THE KENNEDY and SHAW LUMBER CO.

4t]:i, Channel rnd Berry Streets, San Francisco, Cnl.

AGENTS CENTRAL CAL. LUMBER CO., (REDWOOD) MENDOCINO CO., CAL.

OFFICE, 840 FOURTH STREET. BRANCH OFFICE, 5 POST STREET.

ROOFING
SIDING.CEILING,
ARCHES^ndlATK
CINCINNAT/

CORRUGATING CO.I
CINCINNATI. O.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Fine Carpetings,
Ridi Fuviiiturc.

Elegant U])li()lsterv.

OHAS.M.PLUM&CO.,
UPHOLSTERY CO.,

i:i(»l to 1809 Market St. Corner Kiiith, S. ¥.

STBSL SQUARK
AND ITS USES,

PRICE ONE DOLLAR

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER

WITH TKAl'.

CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet.

-<5^
\vi I II on sKT.

This Closet is the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:—
1. It has a simple, strong valve, si.ifeable for any pressure.

2. It has a. real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the same Metal resting on face of the brass overflow jiipe,

operated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sower gas, <!ven the clo.sets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of the handle. A constant rush out

of the flood chambers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes the lead; it has been sold since February, 188.5, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
l^M^ v. This hopper is constructed to take 2 2-inoh pipes, otie to tiie rijfht and one ti the left

and a 4-incn leadtT hi tlie center. It has also a movable strainer on tup tu take the sur-

face water. The lower part of tlie hopper with side outiet i.s tube (MHinot-ted with the
newer pipe, either right or left. The upper part is independent frnm the lower, and in

made to swivel, therefore it will suit cither poMitiou of pipe. 1 his hopper can be uned

only for surface, for waste, or for leader; either inlet will he stcjijied up with iron capn if

80 desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
TliisCIoMt is superior to all others, every working part and bolt being made of brass,

closet and valve extra heavy casting. Particular attention is called to No. 4. Ths Closet
has an oval basin fastened to the cover by brass clamps and bolts. No breaking of jtutty

joints required to renew u pan. The liK)aeninK' of two lar'/e brass nut.s will separate cover
wifch basin fr(>m the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and solid hwis^

rod.

Tliese Closets have been in use since February, 18-S8. Plumbers and wholesale dealers

give theii^ the best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper-
Basket Hoppers are made in one piece witli Movable Strainer.

Btde View. Combination Hopper No. 43 FKUAIOKT HTttKKT, ...MAN FKAAICIMCO. €A£^ Mo. 4
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P. A. BUELL & GO.,

ENTEEPRI8E PLANING ILL,

STOCK I CN, CAL.

Estiiiiiites made and work delivered in any

part of tlic State.

A. KENDALL, >

Corner Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets. Frames,

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Practical Plumber^
GAS & STEAM FITTER,

Cor. Fillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

230 Sutter Street,

PRACTICAL PLUM BEJ{, GA8
And Steam Fitter.

\jm\ iilumbinj^ atid sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and
'guaranteed.

THOMAS DAY & CO.
liMroltTEliS OF

Gas Fixtures and
PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES,

222 Sutter Strkkt.

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Residence, 615 Jessie St.

Hksry S. Gray Cook Stover.

GRAY & STOVER,

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,
Box-So, Kooni 11, 330 I'inu Street,

Residence, 1310 •Zlst Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CARPENTER & BUILDER,
Order Box, 516 Kearny St.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

JAMK8 Yoi;Nf». \^'. J. THOMI'SON,

BEALE STREET MILL,

YOUNG, THOMPSON & GO.

Manufacturers of

Frames, Sash and Blinds,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS

308 Mission Street.

Made to Order, nil kinds of Outside and Inside Finish and

Monldiny:8 Braekcts and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning in

all their branches, done with dispatch.

.JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

EXCELSIOR MILL CO.
W. A. MEEKER

Manufacturer of

Frames, Sash, Blinds, Doors,

SOUTH SIDE OF BRYANT ST.
NEAU FIFTH, SAN FRANCISCO.

Always on hand and made to order, all kinds of

Outside and ins'de Finish & Mouldings
Bracket and Scroll Sawinj,'^ and Wood Turning in all their

branches, done with dispatch.

Sierra Lumber
Companji

JIanufacturcrs and Dealers in

DOORS, WINDOWS, BLINDS, SUGAR PINE,

YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE AND

FIR LUMBER.

Comer Fourth and Channel Streets, San Francisco.

.J. G. Mccrcdy. F, \. Mccrcdy.

MECREDY BROS,
CAKPENTEES and BUILDERS,

Shop, No. 3 Jessie St.,

Near Fir.st St., S(in Fraiivitico.

C. p. MOORE,
Ibl Octavia Street.

G. M. MOOllE,
No. 1 Russ cor. Howard .St.

MOORE BROS.,
CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

15 Van Ness Ave.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

T.B. MOORE,
Carpenter & Builder,

Sho2i, 21 Golden Gate Avenue,,

CARPENTER
AND BUILDER,

343 Third St. Cor. Silver

SAN FRANCISCO.

J. L. CAHILL,
Painter & Decorator

Koois Decorateil lii Gold Goinplete foi $15,00,

23 Sixth St, Near Market.

J. F. SULLIVAN,

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER,

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

510 MAIiKET STMEET.

m BDILDERS' HAIWARE
CALL AT

D. N. & C. A. HAWLEY,

823 Market Street.
Kstahlinhed 1S4U. San Francisco.

NORMAN & ECKLER,

HOUSE, SIGN&ORNAMENTALPAINTERS
WIIITKNING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

^

All wrrk promptly attended to.

122 Golden Gate Are., San Francisco.

THOS. MERRY,
Carpenter <£ Builder^

109 JACKRON ST..

Between Davis and Drumni, SAN FKANCISCO CAL

Stores and Ortices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbiui,'

promptly attended to.

JOHN FURNESS,

CONTRACTOR& BUILDER
28 NEW MONTGOMERY STREET.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTBAGTOR AND BDILDER,

7^07 POLK STREET.

W. D. HOBRO,
PLUMBER AND GAS FITTER,

728 Washington St. Opposite the Plaza,

SAN B-RANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders prompyy at

tended to Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

THOMAS SIMPSON,

GRAINER,
1&07 MISSION STREET,

SAN FJtAN^ISCO.
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^t (^na ^'nsurance de.

OP II A I.T FORD.

Cash Assets at 9,528,388,97

I'aei/i<; Ilrauch,

Si J/ California JJi.
- ^an ^rancisco

GEO. C. no. I IIDM. I iV, fUmetnl A(/f.

r. E. POPE, .Lts'f. General At/ent.

WM. E. STEVENS,

BRIGKIAYER & BUILDER,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

P. B. DOWNING,
PLIIN i ORNIMENTIL PLISTERIHG.

Residence, 1423 Steiuer St.

iS'AW Jobbing promptly attended to.

A. E. BUCKMAN,
314 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM U,

Contractor and Grader,
frradhif/, MacaiUiinizint/ find Scwe^'hif/Done on Short Notice.

N. P. LANGLAND,
sum BUILDERm wood TURNEn,

407 Mission St., San Francisco.

Mechanic's Mill, Second Floor.

FINE WORK! LOW PRICES!

WILLIAM WALKER,

Painlir.gJliiteninjJ[ Paper Bangin?
1G05 Polk St., San Francisco.

Charles Scofield^

GRAINER,
136 Nato-na Street, near New Montgomery Street,

-V.i.V FRANCISCO,

J. R TOBIN. Al.BX. Mk.v.nie.

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTK ACTORS FOR

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

CELLARS AND SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT.
•

Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

Residence, Mo. 804 MinHon Street.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
.manui'actuke:rs of

DKCORATIONS.
Plastering Repaired and Whitened.

28 Ellis Street, San Francisco 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

lYIBTAL ROOFSR^
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-Iron Roofintj, Galvanized

Iron Guttersaiid Chim' cy tops. iT^rKOOKt^ repaired and

pnii+cd.

ALL JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

510 Bush St., above Dupont, San Francisco.

(Suceessors to Ckonan & Dunbak)

METAL ROOFERS
1213-1215 Market St., bet. Sth and 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin "nd Sho»t Iron
Work of every description. Roofs r-paired, etc.

All w- rk done by nie Kiwranteed.

JESSE & DREW,
Stair Builders,

lU'niuvcd to

E XCELSIOR^MILL.

BRYANT Near FIFTH ST. SAN FRANCISCO.

F. McI>AUGIILIN

DREW & McLaughlin,

Stair Builders
ENTERPRISE MILL,

220 and 222 Steuart St., San Francisco.

A. H. PLUMMER,
OONTEACTOE AND BUILDER,

Resilience, 005 Oak Street.

DAVID PERRY,

Carpenter -:- and -:- Builderj
324 Guerrero Street,

Between 15th and 16th, SAN FRANCISC;0.

All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

J. C. JUNG,
110 Main Street, San Francisecv..

Failings, Creatings, Hafes, Etc. Also Shutter

and Sheet Iron Worlt of all Descriptions.

luHwrtdr and Dealer In

FREHCH & GERMAN LOOKING AND WINDOW GLASS
DooTR, >a8li and Ulhidn For Salt), illaz-

Ing Promptly Atteii<l«d to.

73 Mission Street, San Francisco.

^QC Mild OOI'D WATCH

FREE
JSoMfor S<OOuQ-L

Ktil lately. B«st SHsl
I
watcli Id the world. Per-f

feet tlme-

^Seeper. Warranietl. Unnvy
Solid Oolil UuQting Cases.
i fClegant and macuiricPDt-

I
itotti ladies'aQd geiita'sizcK
witli works and c«se8 of

equal valacOKE PEUSOm
Id each locality can Bccure one

,

FREE. Bowistlilsposeible?
We answer—we want one per-

^___^ Bon in each locality, to keep !
their homes.ttuii allow to those who call, acompleie line ofour
valuable and very useful IIOUSKIIOLI* SAMI»LES.
These samples,aa well as the watch,we send free,and after yon
have kept them in your home for S months and shown them,
tothose whomay have called,they become your own property;
It l8 possible to make this Rreat offer, sending the HOL.IO
GOLD watch and COSXV samples free, aa theshowlURof
the samples in any locality, always results in a lari^e trade for

us; after our samples have been in a locality for a month or two
we usually get front ^SOUO to S&OOO In trade from the

surrounding country. This, the moat won<lerfiil offer ever

kDOwn,iBmadeinorderthiit our samples may bt^ placed at ones
where they can be seen, all over America. Write at once, and
make'sur*" of the chance. Reader it will be hardly any trouble
for you to show the samples tn thnae who may call at your home
and your reward will be mo.><t putisfartory. A poHtal card on
which to write us costs but I cent and after you kuowall, if you
do not care to go further, why no harm is done. But If you do
send your address at once, you can secure •'"REIO one of the
beat solid gold watches in the world and our larR© line of

COSXl."*" »«A,IHI'I.ES. We pay all express, freight, etc.

Addreaa UBO. STIItbON it CO., £ox 812, FUUTLaND, UaINK.

BANCROFT COMPANY,

PUBLISHERS,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

BOOKS,

STATIONERY AND PIA%OS.

721 Market Street, S. F.

R. HERRING,

WOOD MUNTELS, OFFICE FITTING

AND MILL WORK.

450, 452 sievenson Street, between Firm and sixtli.

i^. Pi^LTENGil I ,

Manufacturer of

Forciffii and Pfmiestic Marlilc -Mini lies. Tdiiili

stones. Monuments. Tiling:, I'luinb-

ers' Slabs, Vases,

STATUARY, FOUNTAINS, ETC.

1241 Market St.. San Fnancisco



ARCHITECTS, CIVIL ENGINEERS, ETC. PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CARDS.

CURLETT& CUTHBERTSON
Architects,

Offices, So" Phelan Buildinjf, Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

A. LAVER,
Architect,

San Francisco Stock Exchanjfe Building,
Pine Street, bet. Sansome and Montgomery,

ROOM 1».

T. J. WELSH,
Architect,

Room 96, Flood's Buildinj;, Comer Market ard

Fourth Streets

PISSIS & MOORE,
Architects,

307 Sansome Street, Rooms 16 and 17

SAN FRANCISCO.

HUERNE & EVERETT,
Architects and Civil Engineers,

41 and 42 Thurlow Block, cor. Sutfeer& Kearny Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

B. McDOUGALL & SON,
Architects,

3S0 Pine Street, Rooms 61 and 62,

SAN FRANCISCO.
Take the Elevator.

A. A. COOK,
Architect,

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA.

Plans Prepared and Buildinsrs Superintended in

every portion of the State.

HAROLD D. MITCHELL,
Architect,

126 KEARNY STREET.

Plans and Specifications Prepared with the greatest

Accuracy.

ARCHITECTS

Should insert their business cards

IIsT THIS CrOTJ leisTJ^Ia

JOHN HALL,
Architect and Sanitary Engineer,

7} North Main St., Rooms 4 and ,5,

LOS ANGELES.

SALFIELD & KOHLBERG,
Architects,

339 Kearny Street, San Francisco.

ROOMS 1, 2 and 6.

R. WARREN,
Architect,

Residence and office, 427^ Oak street, between

Laguna and Buchanan streets, south side, 112 feet

east of Buchanan, San Francisco.

F. HILLERT,
Architect and Civil Engineer,

432 Kearny Street, Room 10, Second floor.

SAN FRANCISCO.

H.
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BUILDERS' Hardware i

FULL LINE
-OF-

Light and Dark

M.lN-rFACrCIRED P.Y

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOl! THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures,

The Only Securs Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that will not wear

out or break.

l^^oi- Sale B.\

Duotiaui, Carripo
k Co

ii

-l>F.ALKt;-< IN-

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Ktc, Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 eealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Company of California.

FIRE AND MARINE.

PilBclpal Office, 439 Caiirornia Street, safe Deposit Bnllfllng,

San Francisco.

JOHN H. WISE, rresident.

CHAS. A. I-AWTON, Secretary.

The Leading Electricians,
-Estimates laven on all class of-

Bell Hanging, Burglar and Fire Alarms, Speaking Tubes
Door Openers & Lock Smithing.

Special attention given to Repair Work.--j [--Electric Supplies Sold at Lowest Rates.

Phelan Block, 818 Market street, San Francisco.

ARTISTIC FURNITUnt, iMMnrersefFiieFmiHre

ISOy, ISll & 1315 Market Street, San Francisco.

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT

COMPANY.

Edison incandescent Electric Light

the only complete system for interior

i'llumination.

Over 500,000 li^jhts in use in the United State* . ,alety f* jcn

fire, freedom from heat, smokt, ajid 'iobt.riou^ gassea.

No blackeriinjif uf eeilinfjs or decorations.

<'om]tlcte ("Oiit'Ol of lijfht.

Self-regulating Arc p]lectric Lights,

tJlirl.i-k Motors, Kkr.tric Hnilromh,

Storage Batteries, Hotel Annuntiatcrs, Uueat Call and Fire

Alann. Electrical Apparatus of Every Defcriptloii.

EHtiinates aixl Dcsiviis on Application.

OFFICE.S AND SHOWROOMS,

333 PIIVE STIiEET,
SAN FJiAAOrSCO. *

WILLER'S PATENT

ARE ACKNOWLEDGED THE

STANDARD SLIDING BLINDS
OF THE COUNTRY.

They are used in preference to any
other by the

They are the only Sliding Blinds

giving

DNIYERSAL SATISFACTION.

For full particulars send for catalogue.

WILLIAM WIL.LEK,
Sole Manufacturer,

Ifourtli uud Cedar Sts., JttlL'WA'UKEE, WIS.

.A-gent I^acific Coast,

402 J STREET, Sj^CRAMENTO.



REMAIXIXG KlIMBERS OF THIS YEAR GIVEN FREE TO ALL NEW SUBSCRIBERS FOR 1889.

OfJFICIAL ORGAN OF THE SAX JTItANCISCO CHAFTEli, AMEJtlCAy INSTITUTE OE ARCHITECTS.

Volume IX, No. 10. SAN FANCISCO, October 15, 1888. Totiiri o • * '^ per Year. In Advan
Xcl ills.

'( single Copies, 20 cts.

DEPOT FOR CURLY REDWOOD.

OREGON PINE, REDWOOD, SPRUCE, CEDAR,
SUGAR FINE, SHINGLES, ETC.

LITTLE & KNOWLES LUMBER GO.
S. E. COR. MISSION & MAIN STREET.

g^ Agents Del Norte (Jniunifreial Co. Mill.

g^ Redwood Cargoes to order.

Furniture Comp'y
L & E. EMANUEL, PROPS.,
A1;E I'KECAIlKli III FILL OKllKUS F(lK

Wooden Mantels^
FURNITURE, UPHOLSTERY AND BEDDING,

At Lowest Prices and Shortest Notice.

A Magnificent Stock constantly on hand and in process of

manufacture.

432 & 434 yoiai-th Street.

HARDWOOD LUMBER,
Kiln-Dried Hardwood Flooring,
JOHN ^WIGMORE & SON,

l!29 to 147 Spear Street, S. F.,— AND —

13 and lo S. Los Angeles Street,
LO.S ANGELES, CAL

FR. H. ROSENBAUM & CO.,
DKl'ui Ot-—-

Plate and Window Glass

MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS.

(i^uicksilver and Patent Back).

Xo, 56*7 Mttrket St,, opp. Sansonie.

RANSOME'S

CONCRETE
Apparatus.

402 Montgomery Street.

Western Iron Works.
SIMS & MORRIS,

(successors to John It. Sims & Son)

MANUFACTlRERa OF

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work. Wrought-Iron Girdei-s, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. S le Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

CiiAMPiox MetalicWheeliukkow.
Iron Roofs and Gasometers Manufactured

to Order.

123 AND 125 BEALE STREET,
Sak Francisco, between Mission and Howai-d.,

:xjiXrx3 x>xc,x»mTS.

'fiS^m^.
258 MARKET STREET.

Glass Staining and Embossing Works.

CUT, STAINED, AND GROUND CLASS.
Glass Cuttlny^ Works,

1!) Kreinont Street.
Stained Gla^s Work«,im& 121;-) Howard St.

QEORGE aOODMA.:^,
Patentee and Manufactcrer of

(Schilliiijfcr's Patent)

In all ol' Its Branclies.

SIDEWALK AND GARDEN WALK A SPECIALITY.

307 Montj^omery Street,
Nevada Block. SAN FRANCISCO.

HENRY B. KEESING

REAL ESTATE AND FIDUCIARY AGENT.
Real Estate and Securities Bought and Sold.

Loans Xegotiated. Inhihanck Ekvectkh

508 CALIFORNIA ST., ROOM 36, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Sitperiniendence and MnHflf/ement of Real Estate a Specialty.

Correspondence Solicited. Telephone 132.

WE BEGIN OUR TENTH VOLUME IN JANUARY I889.-N0W IS THE TIME TO SUBSGRIBE.
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TWO-HOLE SASH PULLEY.
Makes its own mortise with perfect fit; no

chisel or screws required; no time lost in apply-
ing. Cheapest, simplest and best. Marking
Gauges same price of Pullej'. Free sample and

prices by mail.

STOVER MANUFACTURING CO.

Freeport, III.

1853. 1883

HENRY F. STIVER & SONS,

ROOM 3,

LUMBER INSPECTORS.

104 Market St. i
Junction

HUGH B. JON'E?. MATTHEW HARKIS

HARRIS & JONES,
DKALER8 IN

ALL KINDS OF LUMBER
Doors, Sash and Blinds

Sugar Pine, Yellow Pine aufl Wliitt Cedar

A SPECIALTY.

BRYANT STREET
Cor. Oak Grove Ave. Bet. 5th. and 6th Sts.

TELEF-HONE No. BOSB,

VANDENBURCH & LEWIS

STAIR BUILDERS.
189 BRYANT ST. NEAR FIFTH.

IMPORTANT TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.

We arc manufacturing all kinds of Winlow Bars f"r Show Windows, Window Rails. Rods, and Guards, also Counter.

Rails and Brackets, finished in the metal, or plated with Gold, Silver or Nickel, as well as Door Numbers, and every

description of Door and Name Plates and metal Signs for private houses, offices, etc.

Every description of new and old metal goods, plated with Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, etc.

We also minufacture SILVER-PLATED AMALGAMATING PLATES for saving Gold m Quartz, Gravel and Placer

Mining-

Our tcork U in use nil over the Vaclfic Const, antl hna proved first-clnss In everij j>artir,ular.

Proprietor San Francisco Gola, Silver and yickel Plating Vorks.

653-655 MISSION ST. San Francisco, Cal,

COPY OF CIRCULAR ISSUED BY Messrs. N. & G. TAYLOR CO.,

OF PHILADELPHIA, MAY 24th, 1887.

How an Excellent Idea has been Abused.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST BRANDS OF ROOFINC TIN THAT HAVE

rlmpeFfeet Siieets Stainped.^

Messrs. N. &G. Tatlor Cj., Philadelphia, originated and car-

ried out the idea of st imping each perfect sh- et of the following

high gradi-g cf Roofing Tin. "Old Style" ' Westminster"
•' C'ookley K" for the protecti )n of the Arcliitecl, hia clients

and Honest Roofers.

Messrs. N. St, G. Tavwr Co's idei of stamping each perfect sheet

has ben abused. The system has bee i imitated in many lotcer

grade plntes in some of which all slieets are stamped, whether

good or bad. Primes, Wasters or Cullings.

MESsR.a. N. & G. Taylor Co., have in their possession in original
packages as imported, such seconds,.wasters or cullings of com-

peting brands, with every sheet stampsd withbr.nd and thickness

This can be corroborated by visiting their offices, it 301, 303 and

. 305 BriMch Street, Philadelphia

It has gotten to be a common remark with a, certain class of

Roofers:—
"The Speciflcatim calls for such and such a brind of tin stamped

and I l>uy the Wasters; for they are 1.II stumped liks the Prim's.

The only mirk is th3 word " Wasters" en the wooden box, and a

piece ofpaper i^iside, merely 8t*ting, the pktesare wasters, I

us° the box for fire wood, destroy the paper and pocket the
'

diffeeace in value."

If you want reliable high gr.vles of Roofing Tin specify only in

, yourcmtract "Old Style" '• Westminster" "Cookley K,'
J

which hive nerer hadth"- wasters stamped. Perfect sheets
I only being accepted and stamped.
i

I]. § G. Taglop Go.
301, 303, 305 BRANCH ST. PHILADELPHIA.

ESTABLISHED 1810 SEVENTY-NINTH YEAR.

Pacific Rclling Mill Company.
S.A.Tff 3E*JE&.A.ZIBrOXSCO,

I
RAILROAD

— AND —

MERCHANT IRCN,
ROLLED BEAMS.

.'Ingle, Channel and T Iron, Bridge
and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws, Washers, Nuts, Ship and Boat Spi/.es, Boiler

Rivets, Coil Chain, Harrow Teeth, Tire Rivets and

Burs, Tumbuckles, Etc., Etc.

LSTEAMBOAT SHAFTS. CRANKS, PISTONS.

CONNEGTiNG. RODS. ETC.

Highest Price Paid for Scrap Iron. Car and Locomotive
Axles and Frames, and Hammered Iron of

Every Description.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CAST STEEL CASTINGS
And Steel Forying-s, I

Up tj 20,000 lbs. Weight, true to jiattcrn and superior In I
t,lro.njth, toughness and dumbility loC..»t or Wrought J

Iron in buy i)osition, or for any her\'ice. ^MB
Okabinus, S110K8, Dies. Cams, Tappets, I'istosHbads, Uailroad

A.\D Macimxeby Castisos oe kvbrv DESCBimox. Auto,

IIOMOOENEOXJS STKEL,
80ft and Ductile. Superior to Iron for Locomotive, Mining

and Marine Forglngt.

Also, Steel nods from 14 to 3 inchdi meter, and Flats from 1 to

8 inch, Aimlcs, Tecs, Ohanncla, and other Shapes; Stee^ Wagon,
Dui'gy ati.i Truck T re", Plow Steel Stamp Ste '

8, Uim Shafts, Piston

llods. Machinery, and Spwijl Shaiw Steel tosizj and length.

Steel Rails Fkom 12 to 45 Poti.xDS per Yard.

IRON AND STEEL BRIDGE, ROOF AND RAILROAD

CAR WORK A SPECIALTY.

Highest price |»aid f"r Scrap Steel. Orders will have

prompt attention Sind for catalogues.

PACIFIC ROLLINQ MILL CO.,
202 Market Street, Sas Fraxcibco. J-
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W. E. SHEPMAN. A. RUDGEAR.

SAN FRANCISCO

NOVELTY I PLATING WORKS.

COLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATERS.

Electro-Bronzing, Grinding and Polishing,

Grate and Fender Work;

All Kinds of Brass Goods Suitaftlc for

House Work, Desif/ned and

Made to order.

Improved Silver Plated Amalgamating Plates

for Quartz Placer and Beach Mining,
Furnished to order with Promptness and

Dispatch.

RUDGEAR & SHEPMAN Proprietors.

108 & 112 FIRST STREET.
Snn Francisco, ... California.

BRASS & NICKLE PLATED WINDOW & BAR FITTINGS.

TO ARCHITKCTS, «lJlIiI>ERK, IIOU»«R PAIJVTKKS. I>KCORATORS, »OAT RVIIiD.KRS AXI» YACHTSMEN UK^SIRIXU AM
EXTREMELY DURABLE FINISH FOR WOOD.

Ai-o superior to any
Varnishes or Wood Fin-

ishes in the market, for

the following reasons,
viz.:—
They possess more

body. 111 IE her luster,
greater resisting prop-
erties to atmospheric
influences, action of wa-
ter and alliali, are more
elastic, will not scratch
nor mar white, and are
more durable.

ROSENBERGS
For all classes

INSIDE WOEE
Keqniring sreat dura-

bility, use Xo. '£

EliASTICA FINISH.
For

OUTSIDE WORK

Requiring extreme du-
rability, use Xo. 1

F.ri.<^STI€A FINISH.

Manufactured by

WORKS °- ROSENBERG & SONS,
734-740 Fast i4th street, I Office, 207 Aveiiue D,
7»»-7:«» Fast I»th Street, f „..„„. . .

10tt-2O7 Avenue I>. )
Send for Samples.and Full Particulars.

NEW YORK.

M-.i de in representation of Ancient and Mod
ei'n Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau-

rel. Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost
Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood.

ENAMELED. POLISHED.
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

GRAJES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles I

ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,
FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, WalLs, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

W.-W. MONTAGUE & CO..
^^^

•^^f'i^d^i^.i^j.t'!?.
^i''

3J:AItIiET STR.EET,

Hot Water ANDSteam Heating
For all Glasses of Buildings.

I have introduced this system in over 400 houses on this Coast where it

is now in operation. All work Guaranteed.

Sole Manufacturer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER.
Sole Agent fl>r

BUNDY'S PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.
Also Agent for

Gold's Improved Sectional Boiler for Low Pressure Steam.

Office. 30 New Montgomery St.. under Palace Hotel

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.
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WALL
Imitation Stained Glass,

MOORISH PRETWORK.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

W. & J. SLOANE & CO.,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

PERSIAN, INDIAN, TURKISH
AND OTHER

•^ XCi XT Gr S |^°

Silk and Lace Curtains, Portieres, Window Sfiades,

and Sasi) Curtain Goods.

DESIGNS FURNISHED FOR DRAPERIES AND LAMBREQUINS.

641-647 IMIJLI^IKIIBT STI^EET^
Next Above Palace Hotel.

San Francisco Artificial Stone Pauing Company.

FOR ARTIFICIAL STONE, SIDEWALKS, CELLAR FLOORS, CON-

CRETE FOUNDATIONS, ETC., ETC.

Office, 436 JVtontcyoiiierv Street,
UNDER DONOHOE, KELLY & CO'S BANK.

H. M. PETERSEN & CO. SAN FRANCISCO.
Offick Houm, brtwbrn 12 AND 2 pm.

CALIFORNIA WIRE WORKS-
329 Market Street,

San Francisco. : : : : Cal.,
MANUFACTDRERa OP -

BANK, STORE, AND OFFICE

Railings of Wrought iron or Wire,

W INDOW GUARDS FOR CHURCHES,

STORES. RESIDENCES, PUBILG BUILDINGS, ETC.

CRESTINGS and FINIALS,
Elevator Guards, Balcony Kailings, Wire Partitions, Skylight

Guards, Wire Signs, Wrought Iron Fences, Selves,

Stable Guards, Riddles, Stable Fixtures, Coal

Screens, Arbors, Sand Screens, Gar-

den Arches, Window Screens,

Wire Fences,

And a General Line of

Ornamenta 1 ^Wit-e Groods-

Dyckerhoff Portland Cement
OF UNRIVALLED STRENGTH, FINENESS

AND RELIABILITY

Best and Cheapest
For Foundations^ Cdlars^ Floods, Walbi, Artificial

Stone, Etc,

These extraordinary qualities i>ermit an unusually large
addition of sani, etc., (25 to 50 per cent, more than other
well-known Portland Cement) and wilt produce the strongest
most reliable and durable work.

Selling at no higher figure than ordinary good brands of
Portland Cement, it is therefore nuich the cheapest to use.

Dyekerhoff's Portland Cement is always uniform, unal-
terable in volume, and will not crack.

Pamphlets containing directions and ttstimonials sen
free.

CHAS. DUISENBERG & CO.,
314 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast.

F. A. REQUARTH & CO
34 S. St. Clair St.

DAYTON, - - OHIO

Stajf :-: Builders.

And Manufacturers o
True Square Hexagon, OC
tagon and Rouud Baluster*
and Newells. The only
true Prismatic work, effects

ins? elegance, refinement,
Architectural Beauty and
comfort.

Uake Discount to tbe Coast

Trade.

Send for Illustrated Cataloguo.

ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT COMP'Y
Electric Street Railways,

American System of Electric Arc Lighting,

Standard Underground Co. 's Lead Covered Cables,

Mather's System of Incandescent Lighting.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES, LAMPS, ETC. ETC.
Estimates furnished for Electric Railways, Electric Light and Steam Plants.

Office—27 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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JD. ZEaLIO,
Carrara Marbl e Works

MANUFACTURBK. Of

MARBLE MANTELS, CRATES, MONUMENTS

AN9 HEAOSrONES.

1319 MISSION STREET,

Bet. Ninth and Tenth . San Francisco.

B. McMahon & Son,
Wharf, Bridge and Trestle- Wwk

AND

Iron Briflps, Railroads anil Pile Fonndations.

PlI.KS AND Li'MltKR CONSTA.NTLV ON HAND.

OFFICE. NO. 22 HOWARD STREET
San Fr.iiiciscu.

IVES'

PATENT

SASH
LOCK

s
>

COm

o

>
S
m
z
>

H.BJVES&EW^e'Sm,ft
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST.

The "Caxiaret" Guaranteed RoolTnii Plates.

Every Sheet Stamped with name of Brand and Thickness

Every Box Guaranteed and stamped with Net Weight of Sheet

Every Box Strapped with Iron Hoops

NO WASTERS OF THE "GAMARET" BRAND IMPORTED.
Our guaranteed plates are controlled by us to the extent that we represent the

manufacturers in the United States—they being under contract with us to keep up

the standard quality of the plates in every particular
—thus enabling us to carry out

the following guarantees:
1st. That the coating is evenly distributed and heavy—thoroughly protecting

the material.

2d. That while the present standard weights of the ordinary roofing plates are

only io8 lbs for IC 14 x 20 and 216 lbs for IC 20 x 28, we guarantee the "CAMARET"
to weigh 1 10 lbs. for IC 14 x 20 and 220 lbs. for IC 20 x 28, with 28 and 56 lbs. extra
added for crosses.

3d. That every sheet which passes inspection, and is shipped to us, is cut square
to size, is evenly coated, and free from ragged or beaded edges.

4th. That in the assortment the inspectors rigidly exclude imperfect plates.
5th. That the plates will stand any strain encountered in working a Roofing Tin.

The "OAMARET" and "GILBERTSON'S OLD METHOD" are made of

identically the same material, the only difference between them being that the
former is not as heavily coated as the latter.

We carry all grades of the cheaper plates, and offer same in competition with
and at lower prices than many of the brands advertised and represented as equal to

the "CAMARET."

PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LONDON.

I
Your Name on tMs Pencil Stamp, 25c.

ilndialiik.aK-t'stcrins&outfitfree
^pts. are selling liuiidrcds ofthese st'ps.
Thalmin Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md., 0. 8. A.

Leading Importers & Wholesale StampHeuse,

BRADSTREET'S

XLVWeather
Strips

Excludes Dust, Wind, Ram and Noise of the

Street and Prevents Rattling of Windows
All Work Warranted.

A. B. BRADSTREET,
1323 Ellis Street

NORRIS PULLEY.
Full Size Cut of 00409.

You will Noticb that this Pulley has an EXTRA Protec-

tion for the Rope.

C. SIDNEY NORRIS & CO.
Baltimore, - - - - Md.
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P. & B. IDEAL ROOFING
And Sheathing Paper.

Our House Lining- Paper
Has no equal in the world for cheapness and dura

bility. Will neither shrink, crack, swell, nor decay.
A perfect non-conductor of cold and heat. Water, dust

and vermin proof.

SE]SID FOR CIRC/'ULAR.

PARAPPINE PAINT CO.
310 CALIFORNIA STREET, S. F.

THOS. LYTLE,
Manufacturer of Latest Improved

WEATHER STRIPS,
200 Turk etreet, - - S- F-

W. D. PERINE,
Muiufacturer of

Artificial Stone Siflewalls, Garden Walts,
Bageanent Floors, Cai-naye. Steps, Colored Wiles,

BuildiiKj Stone,

URNS,. VASES, STONE COPING AND STEPS,

ENTRANCE TO CEMETERY LOTS, CASKETS,

STONE FOUNTAIN BASINS, ETC.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE- 28 New MoiitfromerySt,
OAKLAND OFFICE—459 Ninth St.

Residence, 809 Oak street, Oakland.

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap,

BEST IN USE.
Kccomineiidcd by all the Architects

iu California.

[OfBce-1901 BROADWAY, OAKLAND.
For Salb by Plumbers,

* STAR *

Tool and Machine Works,
F. KEAJEWSKI, Proprietor.

5 20 and 522 FIFTH ST.
San Francisco.

WOOD-WORKING,
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Kiiil Holts, BraL-kcts, Newel Rod8, etc., for Stair Work

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works
f<

39i Fremont Street,

Corner *,i Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

Practical Draughting 1 00

Drawing for Cabinet Makers 1 50
Science of Carpentry 5 00
Mechanic's Geometry 5 00
Artisan 5 00

Architecture, Horton 1 50
imateurMechan'sWorkshop 3 00

Cottages 1 00
Ornamental Drawing 1 00

J.L. RUFFIXO. C. D. BlANClII

MarWe Depot and Steam Saw Mills.

RUFFINO & BIANCHI,
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

MANTELS, MONUMENTS, PLUMBERS' SLABS. ETC.

Estimates furnished on all kinds of marble work.

964, 966, 968 and 970 Bryant Street,
Near Seventh Street,

*
SAN Francisco

P. O. Box. 1683.

Asphaltum and Roofing Felt,

RED METALIC ROOFING PAINT,

TAR OIL and COAL TAR.
N. 0. WALTON, 219 Mission St.

HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and I'rivato Dwellings by the Most Approved

HOT W^ATER SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this Hue has given perfect satisfiicticm iu every iiistimcc, and we will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

Wo also dcsiro to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY ifc CO.

614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.
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But Seldom We Speak of Ourselves.

Without being egotistical we may safely say that this number
of the California Architect exceeds any of its predecessors
in the amount of valuable reading matter furuished to its sub-

scribers. It contains:

An Editorial on the New City Hall Tower.

Proceedings of the Chapter of Architects.

President Sander's masterly Address.

The New Plumbing Law.
A very interesting letter from E. C. Gilbert.

Report in full of the Committee on New City Hall Tower.

A complete summary of City Building News.

Country Building News.
List of members of Builder's Association.

Superb Illustrations.

An instructive article by Arthur Seymour Jennings.
And many other notable features. A steady improvement will

be noted in each successive issue.

An Extra Edition.

For the past two months we have largely increased the num-
ber of our monthly issue. In December we guarantee to print

5,000 extra copies, which will be sent to parties all over the

Coast who are interested in building matters.

SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR 1889.

Weekly Building News.
We are making arrangements to re-establish the Weekly

Building News. One of our largest real estate dealera will as-

sume control of the department devoted to transactions in real

eatate. Taken in connection with weekly building reports, we
will present a complete record of all transactions benefitting di-

rectly those who build and those who furnish materials after

dwellings are erected.

The City Hall Tower.

JINCE

the first move was made toward the erection of the

New City Hall, no one feature of the construction has at-

tracted more general attention, interest and comment, nor

provoked more pronounced controversy and disagreement
as betwtien the gentlemen composing the Board of Commission-

ers, than the tower.

To the architect it has been a very hard nut to crack, and the

insignificant stipend pocketed by him each month in the shape of

salary is a miserable compensation for the numerous annoyances
alone encountered, to say nothing of the time, services and skill

required of him as an architect. That he has and should have

pride and ambition in the matter is both natural and reasonable,
and it would be much less than fair to attribute wrong motives to

him in striving to carry out and complete, according to his best

judgment, so conspicuous and important a part of the work on the

City Hall as the tower, which, if he is allowed to proceed with,
must stand for all time as a monument to his architectural skill

and genius, or stamp upon his name and memory all the ignominy
that failure to produce a handsome, well-proportioned and prop-

erly-constructed tower will entail. Professionally, it will be life

or death to him, as present and future generations will associate

his name witii praise if good, and reprobation and condemnation
if he shall produce an architectural deformity at the expense of

the public treasury. All this Mr. Laver undoubtedly well under-

stands, and, as a sensible and intelligent man, has fully weighed
and considered in his earnest ettbrts to have his high-tower

plan adopted by the Commissioners and earned into execution ;

and, if the option was left with him, not a day of the time re-

(juired in the construction of the tower would be lost. Is Mr.
Laver wedded to his high-tower proposition ? There can be no

question upon that point, as he, with many other competent*
critics and judges, is satistied that, if erected, the architectural

delineations will be imposing and handsome in detail, and the

general ett'ect such as to command admiration from those whose
esthetic eye and goal judgment are capable of seeing and accept-

ing the products of other minds tiian their own, upon the real

merits of the thing produced, divested of all selfish and prejudiced

cavillings, which, when applied, will see nothing except from the

limited standpoint of their own individual notions.

It may be charged by some that this style of reasoning is in-

consistent on the part of this journal, in view of the facts con-

necting the writer with a report made to the City Hall Commis-
.sioners upon the subject matter of this article. If so, we do not

see it in that light. We have taken no decided stand in the

matter, nor in any way expressed a fixed opinion in favor of or

against any "type" of tower. And it appears to us that the

question under review and all others, whether square, round or

polygonal, have more than one side, to comprehend which, each
must be viewed from a proper standpoint.

Mr. Laver, in his recent defense before the Board of Commis-

sioners, very naturally and reasonably commended and argued
the force and value of the reports of the two well-known civil

engineers named by him, whose qualifications none will question,
as against the report of the Chapter of Architects. Mr. Laver
would not have been just to himself had he not done so, as the

report of the former fully recommended and sustained tlie carry-

ing out of the high-tower plans, while the latter simply com-
mended said plans as good in architectural design and possible of

construction, and further suggested and recommended a change
of "type of tower." But this suggestion was a disturbing and

interfering element, which furnished Mr. Laver's opponents a new
battle-axe and subjected him to new and increased difficulties.

The two reports concur on some of the propositions involved but
differ on others—one in nearly every particular sustaining the

architect, the other doing so as far as the judgment and opinions
of the chapter thought right, with suggestions added which it was

hoped would lead to an amicable and intelligent settlement of all

differences of opinion, and result in the erection of a tower satis-

factory to all parties directly concerned in its construction, and
which would meet favor in the eyes of the community, who are

to be the payoi-s for whatever may be done.
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I/ERY IMPORTANT PROOEEDINGS, S. F. CHAPTER

OF ARCHITECTS.

Inaugural Address of G. H. Sanders, President of

the Chapter.

A goodly attendance of members was noted at the last meet-

ing of the Chapter. Among those present were W. J. Cuthbert

son, J. B. Whittemore. H. T. Bestor, J. Gash, R. H. Daley, A.

Pissis, W. P. Moore, E. KoUofrath, G. H. Sanders, G. H. Wolfe.

G. W. Percy, W. Patton and John Newsom were elected mem-
bers as Fellows.

Proposition received from C Herbert Hasty to become a

Student Member. Referred to Committee.

President read annual address, which was ordered printed in

the official organ of the Chapter. (It will be found in full in

this issue.—Ed. Architect.)
A vote of thanks was tendered the President for his able ad-

dress.

A communication was received from the Secretary of the New
City Hall Commissioners requesting the Chapter to examine
<he revised plan of the tower, as prepared by Architect Laver.

Plan of same accompanied the communication The same was
referred to the committee who had charge of the previous report.

Following is the report in full of the Committee appointed by
the Chapter to consider the plans of the New City Hall tower:

7'o (he San Francisco Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects:

Your Committee appointed at the last regular meeting to

consider the resolutions of the New City Hall Commissioners in

reference to the proposed tower, beg leave to report, as follows:

Immediately on their appointment, your Committee made

arrangements to prosecute the task imposed upon them, and on

the day succeeding their appointment, called for and received

the necessary drawings and other data requisite to enable them
to proceed.

Having made a thorough and repeated examination of the

drawings submitted for their inspection, have unanimously
arrived at the following conclusions:

First.—They consider that the design submitted by Mr.

Laver for the New City Hall Tower is in itself well adapted in

its external architectural features, to complete and adorn the

building to which it is to be added. The hight
—which has been

more or less called in question
—is considerable, but is not, in

the opinion of the Committee, in excess of the proportions per-
missable in so vast a structure as that to which it is to be ap-

plied. On the contrary, in view of the enormous frontage and
other dimensions of the New City Hall, it would be difficult to

fix an assignable limit, beyond which it would not be possible to

harmonize and proportion a structure of this description under

given conditions.

They find, also, that the mansard roof, so called, in both the

modified as well as the complete example exhibited in the draw-

ings submitted to the Committee, while serving to fill up and

prepare the structure for the reception of the tower, is by no

maans indispensable; at the same time it establishes the fact

that should additional space be at any time required, the same

may be obtained by its addition, with advantage, whenever

deemed desirable.

They find, however, upon examination of the inteixal struc-

ture of the proposed tower, that on account of the position and

nature of the bearings available, it wjll be necessary to construct

it in iron instead of the solid material composing the walls of the

completed portions of the building. They also find that in order

to perfectly adapt the designs submitted by Mr. Laver to the

existing structure, some additions to or modifications of the plans
submitted to the Committee seem necessary; but these, con-

sidering the comparatively and unnecessarily immature condition

of the drawings are probably infended by Mr. Laver in the final

execution of the work when determined on. In the mean time

your Committee, with this proviso, beg to suggest that in their

opinion, to secure the entire stability of the superstructure, the

iron beams forming the foundations of the whole should be ex-

tended under the projections at the angles of the tower, no pro-
visions for that purpos? appearing on the drawings as submitted

to the Oonnnittee They also think that a broad sill plate com-

posed of wrought iron beams and top and bottom plates should
be placed on the circular brick wall surrounding the great
circular hall under the tower. This would serve to equal-
ize and distribute all unequal strains and bearings, and rectify

any possible defects in the foundations of this part of

the building. The Committee deem this provision absolutely

necessary, for though the construction of the tower (which is of

wrought iron, steel and sheet metal) is of the lightest practical

description; the weight of the whole tower will be in the neigh-
borhood of three thousand tons. But dead weight alone is not

the only consideration, since the variable strains caused by wind-

age will be very considerable, under even ordinary circumstances,
and there are times when, at such a hight, the velocity of the

wind will mean several hundred tons added to the ordinary

weights at different points of the circle.

Second.—For the above reasons, while the Committee have full

confidence in the ability of Mr. Laver to carry to completion the

excellent design proposed by him in as satisfactory and substan-

tial a manner as is possible under the circumstances, and with

the materials at his command, they feel compelled to say in view
of the various objections which may be ui'ged against the erec-

tion of any structure of the soit proposed, that they believe

some such type as that adopted by the first Commissioners,
would be found on the whole, more suitable for the purpose than

the new and loftier design, though in the nature of things, less

imposing in appearance and less in proportion to the size and

importance of the building. The difficulty and expense of keep-

ing such a structure in repair and proof against the destructive

effects of climate and season, is a powerful argument, though one

of an economical rather than artistic nature, in favor of reducing
as much as possible the area, and especially the hight of the ex-

posed surfaces. And here your Committee would suggest that

instead of employing materials, such as galvanized iron or steel

in the external casing of the tower, which would need the pre-
servative applications of some sort of paint, and would lead, as

before stated, to endless repairs, they are of opinion that the

use of copper, though of greater prime cost, would in the end

prove of much more economical and of vastly greater architec-

tural value, as it is a material beautiful and artistic in its appli-
cation and effect, and eminently durable and in every way
admirably adapted to the work proposed.

Third.—This brings your Committee to their last and final

position. While they fully concede the many points of artistic

merit as a whole, of both designs exhibited in Architect Laver's

projects for the proposed tower of the New City Hall, and while

they are quite ready to admit the possibility of their construc-

tion with safety and substantiability compatiVjle with materials of

such a perishable nature as those rendered necessary by the

adoption of the peculiar method of construction hitherto sub-

mitted, they are not so ready to admit the advisability of such a

course; and in view of the conditions existing in the present

building, consisting as they do, of a great circular chamber, some

80 feet in diameter, surrounded by a massive brick wall, and

including a circular peristyle of columns some 60 feet in diame-

ter from centers, they believe that the possibility exists of erect-

ing a perfectly unique structure in the form of a circular tower,

or dome tower, which would offer features superior to any square
structure yet proposed, and that before either of the designs now
before the Commissioners are finally decided upon, it would be

advantageous to furnish, as an alternative, such a design
—homo-

geneous in material, with the existing building and equal to it in

durability, and as free from necessity for endless protection
and renovation.

Such a structure, we believe, would not only redound to the

credit of all concerned in its production, but would ultimately
be found to be of great economical advantage to the citv gener-

ally. ;

It would be of a hight proportioned to its possible diameter,
and would compensate in dignity of material for comparative
lack in magnitude, though a tower or dome of more than ninety
feet in outside diameter, is one out of which it would seem that

a very grand and imposing structure could surely be evolved.

All of which should be left with confidence to the well-known

genius and artistic ability of the architect of the building.

Respectfully submitted,
ALBERT PISSIS,
JAMES E. WOLFE,
B. E. HENRICKSEN,
W. J. OUTHBERTSON,
JOHN WRIGHT,

Committee.

San Francisco, Sept. 17, 1888.
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS OF O. H. SANDERS, PRESIDENT OP THE

CHAPTER.

Fellows and Associates of /he San Francisi-o Ghap/er :

Duly rccogiiiziug the honor and respcnsil>ility of addressing

you a second time in an "Inaugural," and acknowledging also

the ground of expediency whicli brought this about, 1 can only

promise to fuUill this, and the succeeding duties of so important
an office during the following year, as well as I know how.

It is conceded that an address of this kind should aim at

something more than a mere review of a year's progress, sea

soned with a few glowing prophecies of future advance in matters

architectural.

So far, indeed, as the Chapter and its work and prospects are

concerned, it may be said that we have not been altogether

standing still, but that some advance has been made towards

winning a position of honorable usefulness and gaining the confi-

dence of the public in matters relating to the important province
of constructive taste.

Our membership has somewhat increased during the year, and
there has been a marked tendency among professional brethren

still outside our society, to cast in their lot with the Chapter.
This is a movement which should meet with every encourage-
ment on our parts, as every added member widens our influence,
increases our means of general utility, and brings us more and
more en rapport with every portion of the building public and
the constructive problems of the day.

It would be easy to tell a long story of our aspirations and our

aims, about which indeed, we are apt to talk much and do

little.

Perhaps it will be better worth while just at the present time
to siy a few words about a man who, though leaving but little so

far as formal expressions of thought in set phra.ses is concerned,
has left large evidences on every side of having done more to

solve the problem of the architecture of the future, at least in

America, than any other man of this or any age, for the time in

which he lived— I allude of course, to the widely influential

name of "Richardson." In some degree, like Pliidias among the

Greeks, or Michael Angelo among the Moderns, but in a wholly
different way, the man, Richardson, lived and worked among us—
well known and respected while he lived, but who bids fair to be

better known and still more widely respected, nay revered in his

works, and the example which those works place before the im-

pressionable minds of the men of this age and nation—I repeat of

this age, and nation, for who can doubt that as the age is made by
men, men are also made for each particular age, and by each

particular age; in other words, are the outcomes of the times

in which they live, and of their peculiar environment.

Now, as to this man, Richardson, I propose in the following
remarks to elucidate from his works as well as I am able, some
of the principles of design wliich Jiave made this particular
artist and professional man, at this time, so notable a figure in

the foreground of architecturiil art.

In the first place I would say that I do not propose to give

anything like a regular review of the man or his works, though
an admirable basis is laid for the same in the notable book of

Mrs. Van Renssalaer on the life and works of Richardson, lately

published, and to which I am indebted for such authentic data
as may be found in what I shall read to-night.

Born in 18.38, of noble ancestry, (among which, on the mother's

•side, may be mentioned the well-known philosopher, divine and

author, Priestly) educated at Harvard, and professionally trained

at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, the man was undoubtedly
broadened out into a very cosmopolitan character, and on that

very account was doubtless better fitted than any other man of his

day and generation for the life work which fell to his lot. He
was constitutionally a large bodied, large hearted, large minded

man, who wanted everything about him as "big" as himself, and

who, almost immediately throwing off the superficial effect of his

education and training, forthwith set to work with stone-axe

and gavel, unfettered by rules and untramelled by precedents, to

hew out a system
— an architecture for himself, for his clients,

and for such of his brother architects who would follow in his

footsteps, or at least join him in exploring the new fields he had
discovered.

It was inevitable with such a character as his, but that the

type of his selection, as regards style, if type he must have,
should be full, large and capacious as himself, and nothing
could better fit his fancy than the massive and ponderous feat-

ures of the round arched styles of Southern France. But in his

hainds it assumed a new guise. With him, pillai', arch and lintel

seemed to become vitalized into a new existence. Base, shaft

and cap seem to be so united and so well fitted for their purpose,
that no other shaft, base and cap could by any possibility be de-

vised whi;h could do tlieir work equally well in any other way;
the arcli becomes a new creation, each vousoir is in its turn the

only vousoir in the whole arch, and every lintel would rest

quietly under the weight of the whole world and never wake up.

Every window becomes in turn the most important window in

the structure, and every part of it is so thoroughly adjusted to

every other part that it is without a peer among windows in its

particular place and station. The wall surface is so carefully
studied and adjusted, that it is difficult to find fault with a sin-

gle stone.

The settled purpose he always had before him was absolute

perfection in every part. One notable quality of the man, how-

ever, was the devoted zeal which he seemed to inspire in every
one around him; they worked for him as they worked for no
other man, and as if each was responsible for the whole, and so

each and all conspired to carry out his suggestions in the most

thorough manner, as the only way of securing the best result in

the whole, so that every part of the work on his buildings shows

indefatigable industry and zeal in those who have executed it.

A piece of carving is wrought as if it was the only carving in

the structure, and worked out with a care and minuteness, and
such regard for the whole result, as if the artistic effect of the

structure depended on it alone.

Every window, door, turret, column, arch, lintel, or feature of

whatever kind is carefully designed and laboriously adjusted
until each fits into its place like a wheel in a complica ted mass
of machinery, and each of which is indispensable to the action of

the whole system.

Apply the above remarks to each department and to each
material throughout a building, inside and out, and it is easy to

see the thorough "technical" quality which would be certain to

pervade the structure. But not alone this more strictly utili-

tarian element with its three subordinate attributes of utility,

strength and adaptation or fitness, is to be thought of as enter-

ing into the sum total of the design, but considerations definitely
ornamental must claim a still larger share of careful study in

proportion to their higher artistic value in the domain of art.

Every part must be carefully and completely subordinated to

every other part and to the whole, so that every design must
have entire unity of effect, and not only as to its general forms,
but each detail, however unimportant, must be subjected to the

same careful scrutiny, consideration and re-consideration—and
this as regards color as well as form, even to the veriest shade.

Decoration, both in form and color, must be made truly orna-

mental. Every particle of ornamentation must be made in its

turn as thoroughly a part of the building and as indispensable as

any other merely utilitarian feature; it must be properly dis-

tributed as regards the whole, as well as within its own limita-

tions. It must be thoroughly satisfying to that sixth sense, as

it has been called, the sense which is capable of appreciating the

subtile qualities of beauty styled ".iEstheticos" by the Greeks

(and meaning that which is capable of affording pleasure to the

senses), and this as regards Iwth form and color and arrangement
of both, and not of individual parts alone, but of the parts in re-

lation to the whole, and the whole to its parts.
Thus again we have a trine, the -(Esthetic series of attributes—

decoration or ornamentation, symmetrization and beauty. But
we must take higher ground still if we would adequately gi'asp
the full meaning and intent of the remarkable work of the re-

markable man we are considering. As the svvelling undulations
of the wide-spreading plains are to the sweeping lines of the roll-

ing hills, even so are these hills to the lofty mountains around
whose feet they group themselves in humble yet contented emula-
tion. And so are the exaltations of mere technical utility with
such incidental and inseparable pleasure-giving qualities as arise

from recognized adaptation of material and purpose, to tlie vastly

greater and more exquisite results of ornamental qualities sought
for their own sake and capable of gratifying the yearnings of the
human soul for the beautiful

;
and these again to those pure as-

pirations of the intellectual faculties of the mind, rising far above
the illusions and seductions of sense into the lofty regions and
untainted atmosphere of Truth. Under the austere supervision
of this high principle. Nee Vile fanos becomes a potent and most

all-pervading legend, written in effect on each substance, form
and subject throughout the whole realm of design, from the low-
est foundation stone to the highest finial, from the outermost out-

line to the innermost recesses of the material temple ;
all tilings

therein become representative of the designer and embody and
incarnate him in his work. Every virtue and ever}' vice, which
either strengthens or weakens the creative power of thought, will
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find its corresponding impress on the substance and form of every
structure which has been evolved out of his consciousness or has
obtained the seal of his approval.

And it is manifest that this principle in its turn, will pervade
everything which is the subject of the designer's art, from the

most utilitarian arrangement of plan to the highest expression of
his skill in sculpture and painting. In the first it speaks in

mechanical adaptation of means to ends; in the latter it voices
itself in distinct symbols—modified by more or less powerful ex-

pression, into an utterance of ideas—simple or complex, as the
case may be, and capable of telling the most momentous truths,
with all the added force of dramatic incident and forcible illus-

tration.

This highest, or "phonetic" phase of the architectural art thus
also includes a trine of attributes, viz: Symbolical form, artistic

expression, and ideal representation.
It is not claimed that all these particular and more or less

complicated expresions of analytic thought found any definite utter-

ance in the words or expressed ideas, or even had a conscious ex-

istence in the mind of Richardson. It is only claimed in that so
far as the above sentiments and principles, crudely expressed
and imperfectly formulated as they are in this paper, may be
found embodied in the works and example of this man who was
so earnest in his efforts to establish and pron ulgate true art; lie

has left an impress on the age, and has aroused a taste for the

substantial, the beautiful and the true, which no other man of
the present century, or few before him, have succeeded in ac-

complishing, none indeed in so brief a period as the active portions
of Richardson's life really covered. He constantly sought in the
evolution of a design, to obtain a single broad and comprehensive
idea, and every subordinate part was carefully studied and brought
into harmony therewith. In every department of the execution,
and in every subordinate feature, truth of form, truth of material,
truth of expression, with few and only early exceptions, was

sought for with unswerving devotion.

In the often elaborate carvings which adorn his works, this is

constantly found to be the case. Not contented with good gen-
eral forms, authentic detail, graceful curves and some sort of ideal

character, every part of even the least important feature is ar-

ranged with scrupulous attention to its relative effect in the whole

composition. The beauty and grace must be of the ri^ht sort and
harmoniously adapted to every other bit of grace and beauty found
elsewhere in the structure, and the ideality must be expressed in

consistent terms. Another notable point was his attention to ma-
terials. They must be of the best and carefully selected as to both

quality and color. Again they must be properly placed. No deg-
i-adation of a nobler by subordination to an inferior substance in
the general construction is tolerated for a moment—stone, brick,
metal, wood, plaster or glass must be of the best attainable

quality and placed in the order of their dignity and character.
To convince oneself of the value of these principles, one has only

to look about him to find them violated on every side.

Fatal facility of bedizenment in wood, paint and plaster has

given us a terribly corrupt heredity, in a love for all sorts of

flimsey ornament and useless and meaningless decoration. "Con-
structed Decoration" instead of "Decorated Construction" being
regarded apparently as a cardinal virtue and one of the leading
canons of architectural art in San Francisco. Even in many of
our recent structures in which the materials partake of a sub-
stantial character and the mass and lines have been otherwise
treated with dignity and propriety, the superimposition of false

bearings and the misuse of materials has been altogether disas-
trous to all truly artistic values in the composition. But not alone
in the houses we live in but in the garments we wear, the pic-
tures we buy, and the books we read, is the regenerating in-

fluence of principle needed to rectify our taste and improve our
moral sense.

The paltry "decoration" of our houses is too often paralleled in
the puffing, paint and powder of our female friends and acquaint-
ances and both in the shallow mockery of our religion, which
seems in its most notable developments amongst us, for the most
part,to glorify the apparent,whiht almost utterly ignoring the real.
The works of Richardson embraced every variety of structure

from the humble cottage and railway side station to the stately
church; the massive Court House and Town Hall as well as the
ponderous warehouses and in all, in different degrees, his leading
principles are found embodied in mechanical adaptation, beauty
of design and truthful expression of purpose and appropriate
treatment of material.

In the Pittsburg Court House and jail, and the great Marshal
Field warehouse of Chicago, Richardson himself thought he had

touched the highest point of his ideal, and the latter clearly formu-
lates in its great arches and their horizontal and vertical divisions,
the peculiar features of the style which obtains in the most nota-
ble of the great structures of the ptesent time devoted to mercan-
tile or commercial purposes. Many will give the palm of ex
cellence to his exquisite library buildings, so many of which were
carried into execution; and all of which are unique in their way,
and certainly never excelled in their unity, originality and
beauty of design and detail, and perfect fitness of adaptation to
the purposes for which they are intended.

Trinity Church, Boston, the first example of the peculiar style
which at once bejame the favorite vehicle of his artistic taste should
not, in our opinion, be considered, though it often is, the best or

greatest example of his genius. Externally, though very fine in

conception and execution, it is accompanied by some rather un-

necessary adjuncts, which somewhat detract from the
more solid and dignified features of the design. Inter-

nally it is for the most part simulated con.struction, and to the
true artist unworthy of its reputation and of its designer. It
should l)e said however that Richardson himself defended it as

being an intended sham, and to that extent a truthful structure,
a logic seemingly worthy of a better cause.

In his dealings with his pupils, Richardson was accustomed to
throw as much as possible the burden of the responsibility of de-

sign upon them, thus early developing their powers, arousing their
ambition and making them feel the importance of the work com-
mitted to them; in this way it was that he succeeded in uniting
all with whom he came in contact with himself in the effort to

improve and to perfect such work as was placed in their hands.
A true cooperation of the noblest sort, a co-operation of art
workers for art's sake, striving to embody in lasting forms and
living principles, the useful, the beautiful and the true.

Note.—The pe:iiliar expressions "technical," "assthetic" atid "phonetic" were first

employtd, in the particular connections indicated above, by Ferguson, in the revised < dition
of.his "History of Architecture," published about twenty years since. It is intended to
further develop the ^ubject in a future paper on another occasion.

Alameda 'Encinal.
"

We are pleased to record the most convincing evidence upon the

prosperity of a town that can be chronicled by any one living
outside of the place to be noticed. The Ewinal has been pub-
lished for twenty years and the name of its editor is a synonym
all over the State for genial character, and also as the exponent
par excellence of editorial courtesies. Alameda is outgrowing
itself and its inhabitants are no longer satisfied with a weekly
paper. So our good friend Krauth comes out with the Semi-
Weekly Encinal. We hope he will soon be able to change it to a

daily. As an exponent of bright local news, with not a word but
can be read by our children, the Semi- Weekly Encinal stands
without a peer in the State. The best sign of a go-ahead place is

the increase of its newspapers, or having those already estab-
lished .appear oftener than once a week.

/Votes on Painting.

The best time to paint the outside of a house is early in the

winter, or in spring, when the air is cold and no dust is flying.
Knots in boards may be killed before painting by several

methods. The surest and best, in fine work, is to cover the knot
with an oil size and lay silver leaf over it. Glue size, mixed with
red lead, or gum shellac dissolved in alcohol and mixed with red
lead, or gutta percha dissolved in ether, will satisfactorily cover
knots not exposed to sunshine. The heat of the sun draws the

pitch in the knot to the surface, through the paint.
If woods to be painted are soiled by smoke or grease, those

parts are to be washed with a solution of saltpeter in water, or
with very thin lime whitewash. If soap-suds are used to wash of
the smoke or grease, they should be thoroughly rinsed with clean

water, or the paint will not harden.
The first, second, and third coats of paint, on the outsides of

buildings, should be prepared by mixing the white lead with
boiled linseed oil, and allowing each coat to dry hard before

applying the next.

PRICE OF LUMBER.

Price of lumber is still on the downward grade. It can be

bought for $18 per M for rough lumber.

Shingles have also declined 25 cents per M.
At $18 per M the price is just to the millmeu and low enough

to consumers.
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MT. KAMILTON, SANTA CLARA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA THE SITE OF THE GREAT LICK TELESCOPE.

Berlin, Sept. 1, 1888.

Editok Architect and Building News—
Dear Sir : It may be of interest to some of the readers of

your valuable journal to know a few observations taken by a

Califomian whilejouineying through Europe— of the great variety
of buildings and their furnishings, etc. We wrote you last from

London, where we took steamer for Christiana (three days' jour-

ney). Tlie first thing which pleased us. on our arrival, was the

massive stone docks, which are similar to those at Liverpool, but

not so extensive; next the streets, which were well-paved with

hewn stone and cobbles. Most of the streets are very narrow
and crooked, and the sidewalks are so narrow in some places that

one is obliged to step into the gutter to allow another to pass.
The main thoroughfare leading up to the palace is broad and

straight and pleasant to ride upon. Owing to *he narrowness of

the sidewalks, the people are obliged to walk in the streets. This
is not so bad, as the streets are well paved a'ld always kept clean.

The first thing which the eye of a mechanic lights upon is the

buildings
—how they are built and the materials of which they

are constructed. On-; thins: impresses itself upon your mind

right away, and that is, the Norge people build to stay; all of

their buildings have a solid, substantial look, if they are not all

of that style which we of the nineteenth century enjoy seeing.
Most of the buildings are of brick, then covered with a coat of

cement, and subsequently covered in imitation of various stones.

Others are built of granite an I sandstone, and all the roofs are

either slate or tiles, the latter being most used. Among the most

conspicuous buildings here which we visited are the Palace, Houses
of Parliament, University Buildings, Victoria Apartments, Akers
(jaden and the Cathedral, the dome of which was very odd in-

deed, being a combination of the Uothic and old oriental Mosque.
In the afternoon we took a ride down through the Fgords to

King Oscar's Castle, a beautiful structure of solid masonry, with
twisted tower. We were shown all through the various apart-

ments, and then on top, where we had an extended view of the

surrounding country and could see over ihe land and water for

miles and miles. Sometimes, when it is clear, you can see down

through the Fgords as far as—the "moon." We also visited

several buildings in course of construction and found them put-

ting in 14x14 inch hewed pine for sub-sills with 12x12 inch

girders framed together strongly with 4x14 inch floor joists, all

hewed and mortised and tenoned together—this was for an or-

dinary dwelling
—and the roof put together in the same style,

having timbers in the plates and rafters heavier than those which
we in California put into foundations. And they go on this

principle all the way through; even the locks and keys on the

doors are as large as those of 8t. Peter's, and they still cling to

the old brass knockers on the doors in place of our electric bells.

We saw men hauling granite for a building coming down a steep
hill with no breaks for their wagons. I expected to see the whole
business roll on to the horses before they got to the foot.

After spending two delightful days here, we went to Stockholm,
which is sometimes called the Venice of the North. It is cer-

tainly very beautiful, both for what nature and man have done
for it. Mr. Werner Cronquist, Chemist for the Royal Navy, took

your correspondent around the city and showed him the sights,
which were many, and he took pride in them, I was convinced,
as he pointed them out to me. Here we have the solid granite
docks and bridges that characterize all these cities which I have
visited. We see many long blocks of beautiful buildings, built of

brick and stone, which will compare favorably with those of any
city in the world. We see here that the later styles prevail,

making a striking contrast with the city just left. Such a variety
of modern architecture one is surprised and pleased to see. The
new St. Johanses Church, now being built, is a monster structure,
and will be very beautiful when complete. Architect Moller is a

man of large experience and has designed some of the finest build-

ings here. The Church of the Kings is the first I have ever seen
with a cast-iron spire and complete spear scroll work. It looks

oriental, indeed.

On Sunday I attended the sacred concert given in the new
German church, which is a solid granite edifice. The heavy stone
columns through the center are six feet in diameter. Some of

the most beautiful stained glass memorial windows made are in

this church. The choir and organ loft and also the work around
the altar is very riilily carved and gilded. The pulpit is black
and white marble, and was made m 1660. It was transferred

from the old church to the new, and is a very pretty work of art.

The largest telephone station in the world is located here—so I

am told. Certainly the beautiful building, the immense tower and
the myriads of wires running hither and thither would indicate

as much. I see they use here a preparation for coating brick

buildings cemented, which makes them look like various kinds of

marble. They use a scaffold such as I never saw in America in

putting it on. It is a box 5x5 feet that holds two men. This is

held in position by an immense pole 8x8 feet and 80 feet long,

running through the center like a gauge on end, with a rope and
racket attachment to hold it in place. It is certainly a novel
scaffold. I notice that women are employed on many of the

larger buildings to carry brick and wait on the men. They can
run up and down five and six-story scaffolds as nimbly as the
men. Among the prominent buildings we visited here are Drot-

tingholm. Royal Castle (Tessin artchitect), Catarina lift building.
The Polytechnical High School (Eddsord architect). Grand Hotel,
(jermania and Reidberg are large and commodious. The Royal
Opera House and the Queen's Palace are solid granite structures.

But the people must not be overlooked. They are just what they
appear to be—kind, gentlemanly and generous-hearted, and know
how to entertain .strangers. I speak from experience.

Yours truly,

E. C. Gilbert.
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Practical, Plane and Solid Geometry.

BY ARTHUR SEYiMOUR JEN'NI\(iS.

Prepared especially for the Aechitect and Bl'iluiso Nrws. (Copyrightu*!.)

eONSIDERING

that everything made V)y man is of gto ne-
rical form^ it would appear that a more or less perfect

knowledge of geometry should bo possessed by evcMyoiie.
To the meohauical draftsman, the subject is essential and

especially that branch which relates to solid geometry and pro-

jection, while to the nieohanic a knowledge of it forms, almost

invariably, a means to the end of advancement. The artisan in

many trades who understands geometry, is he wlio becomes fore-

man or superintendent. This is especially the case in the build-

ing and engineering industries where the operations from begin

ning to end depend upon the application of geometrical principles

Hence, the civil engineer and the architect find it necessary to

gain a knowledge of the subject, while those working under their

directions—the builders, carpenters, masons and other mechanics—must be cognizant with it in order that they may be enabled

to read the plans and drawings drawn out for their guidance
The land surveyor is simply one who is versed in geometry and
its application to the measurements of the earth's superficies.
Measuration is a science which depends upon a knowledge of

geometry and arithmetic for its solution.

The wide usefulness of the subject has had the effect of pro-

ducing a deal of literature on the subject. For the most part,
such books as exist are either too elementary or too advanced for

the man of average intelligence; they are either more suitable

for the school loom than the practical man or else are so far ad-

vanced as to be without the scope of a person of ordinary "school

education." So far as it is possible witliin these pages, it is pro-

posed to give a series of articles which shall form the basis of an

extended study in this important subject. A solution of the

more elementary problems will not be given unless they are not

generally known, but sufficient reference to and explanation of

them will be made to enable those readers who may not be al-

ready familiar with them to obtain their solution from sources.

Particularly in connection with projection, it is hoped that archi-

tectural draftsmen and others may find the benefit from study-

ing
—not merely reading— this series.

At the risk of a charge of advertising, the author will, where
occasion requires, make mention of either firms or books which,
from his personal knowledge, he deems likely to be of assistance

to the reader. The object of the paper is simply to assist the

student in acquiring this knowledge, and with that end he invites

criticisms or questions addressed to the editor and will always be

pleased to render whatever assistance he can in this connection

INSTRUMENTS.

The student of geometry will need a number of instruments

in order that he may work out the various problems which are

given. These must consist of, at least, a compass with pen and

pencil points, a pair of dividers and a right line or drawing pen.

Drawing boards, triangles, pencils, paper, rubber and thumb
tacks will also be needed. Considering that sets of instruments

may be had from 25 cents up to $300, it will be seen that a

description of them would occupy too much space to give here.

The student is advised to obtain the catalogues of the various

firms of mathematical instrument makers which will be sent free

of charge to any one who mentions this paper. In most of the

large cities are found dealers, or makei-s, who publish catalogues
and it will be useful to give one or two names here for reference.

Kauflfel & Esser, Fulton street, New York; Queen k Co., Chest-

nut street, Philadelphia and W. Stanley, Norway Junction,
London. Eng., are among the chief firms, each of

which will be found of much value and interest.

Among the less known of mathematical instruments

may be mentioned the compass illustrated in Fig. 1

which is employed for describing minute circles. The

principle difference between this and other compasses
'

lies in the fact that the pen works on a vertical rod

which is, held .stationery. Pens for making dotted

lines up to recent date usually consisted of wheels

I placed between the nibs of an ordinary right line pen,
but they were very far from satisfactory. Probably the

be.st dotting instrument is that shown in Fig. 2 which
not only is adaptable to any description of dotted line

but does its work clearly and quickly. To change the

length or description of the dots, the wheel B is taken
out and another one is inserted. It is found of con-

Fig. I.—Compass for describing minute circles.

Fig. 3.
—Bergen's Section Liner.

siderable service to have at hand a curve which miiy be used in

describing ornamental work and a large number of different

curves are manufactured in paper, hard rubber and wood for the

purpose. These however, are to some extent unsatisfactory in-

asmuch as a great number of them will be required in setting

out the work in an ordinary office. To meet the difficulty an in-

strument has been introduced, consisting of a flexible edge con-

nected by a strip of pure drawn lead and it may be readily ad-

justed to any curve. One of the most difficult things to do in

mechanical drawing is to draw a number of parallel lines at equal
distance apart and it is required so often that several Tinstru-

ments f ^r the purpose have formed the subject of patents in re-

cent years. Among these may be mentioned Harden's section

liner which is adapted for use on both sections and cylindrical

work. Bergen's section liner in Fig. 3 is a very serviceable ^iii

strument of the same class while another is the "Universal

Ruler," shown in Pig 4. An entirely new description of form

in mathematical instruments has lately been introduced into this

country from Germany. t,They are constructed mainly in^cylin-

drical form and in strength and convenience are claimed to ex-

ceed those of the old style. Having possessed himself of the

suitable instrument the student will now proceed to study scales.

Scales.—A scale drawing intended to represent some object

•o T mt
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involves considerable time and care to make, it is advisable that

scales should be purchased ready made. Tlmse are made on

wood, ivory and paper. The last are not at all reliable. The
student will do well to make himself thoroughly acquainted with
scales and should make for himself several until he is able to

produce a result essentially accurate.

Th<^ coiistiiicticn and iis^c ot a diaj;(i al .'cale dors not seem to le

.so generally known as it might be,considering its efficiency. Its

use IS to give minute measurements such for example as one hun-
dreth part of an inch. The principle upon which it is construct-

ed will be clear on reference to Kig .5. A 1> is divided into inches

the Krst inch A is divided into teiitlis as indicated by the

figures placed against the divisions. To obtiiin the hundreth

part of an inch, that is, the tenth part of the smaller divisions,
lines are drawn diagonally, being divided up by horizontal lines

into ten equal parts. It will b(! seen that if the diagonal line

slope to the left 1 10th of an inch that the horizontal lines will

eight times as required. Second. When the length of side is

given set out the one side E F
fig. 7, then work out the following

sum:

(N 2x90)

N
In this fonnulie N equals the number of sides in the re-

quired polygon. Now take the angle so obtained and set it up
at E and F respectively, and where the two lines meet at G,
stick in the compass and with radius (i F describe a circle. The
line E F will now step round exactly the number of times re-

quired. For example, suppose it is required to draw a pentagon
or five sided figure, N in this case equals 5, therefore 5 divided

by 2 equals 3 times 90 equals 270 divided by 5 equals 54. The

angles, of course may be either set up by means of a protractor
or by the scale of chords. This method of constructing polygons

The Universal Section I.iner.

divide that distance up into ten pait.-;, giving the hundreth part
of an inch. For example, the distance from X to Y in the figure
will be 1.25 inches; that is, one inch, two tenths and five hun-

dreths. It will be obvious that the most minute measurements

by this system may be easily obtained and their utility in setting
out on a small scale is very considerable.

Elementary Problems.

We may here pause to advise the student who is unfamiliar

with the methods, to learn how to work out the following pro-
blems: Divide a line into equal parts or proportionally, making
angles with compass only; bisecting angles and lines; erecting

perpendiculars; polygons, triangles, squares and rectangles in

circles.

Polygons.—The polygon is a figure having more than four

sides and angles. When the sides are equal in length it is said

to be a regular polygon, and when of unequal length an irregular

polygon. The construction of the latter depends upon the length
of lines and angles being given. Regular polygons, however

Fig. 7.
—Construction of Polygon when one side is given.

may be constructed in a variety of ways. The geometrical
methods are given in the books and are not within the scope of

these papers. A quick way which is not generally known is by
means of the protractor and is as follows: First. When the

circle is given, divide 360 by the number of sides in the required

polygon. Draw the circle shown in tig. 6 and a radius, making
an angle with the first equal to that obtained by dividing as just
mentioned. Thus suppose that it is required to draw an octagon
or eight-sided figure in the circle A B: 360 divided by 8 equals

46, set up for the angle, 45 degrees, ABC, join A C, which is

one side of the required polygon. Considering that all the sides

are of equal length, the distance A C will step round the circle

Fig. 2.—Patent Dotting Instrument.

is an exceptionally (juick one, and with a little care is very ac-

curate. Another way to do the same thing is by an instrument
known as the sector, an explanation of which will be given in

our next paper. To be continued.

ODD FACTS ABOUT BUILDINGS.

The Definitions Used by Insurance Companies.

yHAT
is a building, anyhow ?

A reporter was securing some facts about insurance, and
was surprised to find that a fishing scow comes under
that heading, while a shanty does not always.

"That depends upon circumstances. Under the rules govern-

ing insurance companies a building is described briefly as follows :

"A building or 'house' 'is an edifice erected by art, composed
of stone, brick, wood or other proper substance, fixed upon or

over the soil, and designed for use in the position iii which it is

fixed.'

"A policy upon a 'building' simply, without qualifications, will

cover only the building as therein described. But the insurance

will not include the contents, nor extend to the occupancy of the

premises beyond that described in the policy.
"If the word building be qualified by additional words, as

'sawmill buildings,' it would then include everything appurtenant
and necessary to fit it for occupany as a sawmill, and carry with
it the right to be used for such purposes.

"Fishing Scows are Buildings
—When it is proved that they

are used and occupied during the fishing season as dwellings and

places of business, and after the fishing season as residence on
land.

"A Shanty Not a Building—When used for storing tools,

but not used for a workshop.
"Stories of a Building—Where the several stories of a build-

ing were owned by separate parties, it was held that such owners
of distinct buildings, the one situated over the others, and the

owner of the upper story must keep the roof in repair at his own
expense; and he cannot recover from the owners of the stories be-

low any portion of such expense, although the repairs .vere to

protect the property of such owners."

—'-Gilbertson's Old Method" Roofing Tin has been specified by
the Architect of the new B. it O. Depot at Smithfield street.

One thing certain, the coming generation are sure of a good roof

from rain and storm while waiting for trains at the B. <fe O.—
The Builders' Gazette, Pittsburg, Pa.,Aug. 15, 1888.
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PLUMBING AND DRAINAGE.

Rules and Regulations adopted July 19th, 1888,

by the Board of Health, City and County

of San Francisco, to take

effect immediately

ORDER NO. 1,982.

Providing for the protection of the Public health, and requiring
Plumbers to register their names and addresses at the Health

Office, and comply with regulations of the Board of Health in

reference to the drainage and plumbing of buildings.

The People of the City and County of San Francisco do ordain as

follows:
[ Plumbers to Register at Health Oftice. ]

Section 1. Every master and journeyman plumber, carrying
on his trade in this city and county, shall, under such regula-
tions and rules as the Board of Health of said city and county
shall prescribe (not in conflict with general laws), register his

name and address at the Health Office of said city and county.
And after the establishment of such rules and regulations, it

shall not be lawful for any person to carry on the trade of plumb-
ing either as a master or journeyman plumber, or otherwise,
unless his name and address be registered as above provided.

[ List of Registered Plumbers to be Published in yearly Report of Health Officer.]

Section 2. A list of the registered plumbers shall be pub-
lished in the yearly report of the Health Officer or Board of
Health.

(Penalty.)

Section 3. The drainage and plumbing of all buildings, both
public and private, hereafter erected in said city and county shall
be executed in accordance with plans previously approved in writ-

ing by the Board of Health of said city and county; and suitable

drawings and descriptions of the said drainage and plumbin<r
shall, in each case, be submitted to the Board of Health and
placed on tile in the Health Office.

•
( Drawings of Drainage and Plumbing to be tiled. J

The said Board of Health is also authorized to receive and
place on tile drawings and descriptions of the drainage and
plumbing of buildings erected prior to the passage of this Order.

[ Penalty. ]

Section 4. .Any person violating any of the provisions of
this Order shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction shall be punished accordingly.

In Board of Supervisors, San Francisco, May 28, 1888.
After having been published five successive days, accordin'^ to

law, taken up and passed by the following vote:

Ayes—Supervisors Curran, McDonald, Boyd, Pescia, Bush,
Bums, Hawkins, Knorp, Heyer, Lambert, Joost, Morton.

JNO. A. RUSSELL, Clerk.

Approved, San Francisco, May 20, 1888.

E. B. POND,
Mayor and ex-officio President Board of Supervisors.

In pursuance of Order 1,982 of the Hon. Board of Super-
visors, "providing for the protection of the public health and
requiring plumbers to register their names at the Health Office
and comply with regulations of the Board of Health in refer-
ence to the drainage and plumbing of buildings approved May
29, 1888," the Board of Health for the City and County of San
Francisco, have adopted July 19, 1888, the following Rules and
Regulations, to take eflfect immediately:

1. All material must be of good quality and free from defect.
The work must be executed in a thorough and workmanlike
manner.

2. The arrangement of soil and waste pipes must be as direct
as possible.

3. Every house or building must be coiinected with tfee street

sewer by a cast-iron or iron-stone pipe extending out to the line

of the street, and in the case of buildings erected on the line of

street, said cast-iron pipe shall extend three feet beyond the front

walls or any area wall. From the points above designated to the

street sewer, the drain shall be continued either Vjy the above
mentioned cast-iron pipe or by a vitrified iron-stone pipe laid at

a uniform grade from the street sewer to a noint of juncture
with the cast-iron pipe. All joints on said iron-stone pipe
shall be made with Portland cen;ent, and each joint of pipe when
laid must be properly cleaned on the inside by a suitable scraper
before the succeeding pipe is put in place. All joints on a cast-

iron pipe shall be made with a suitable packing of hemp or oakum,
and run full with molten lead and properly caulked.

4. Every house or building hereafter erected must have the

house drain constructed of cast-iron where it lies under the build-

ing; but when the house drain is outside the building lines, or

where there is an open space under the house of four (4) feet

clear in hight, it may be of iron-stone pipe. The house drain

must have a fall of at least one-quaiter of an inch to the foot;
it should run along the cellar wall where practicable, or if laid

under the lower floor of a building should be hung in iron straps

securely fastened to the floor joists; it should be laid in as

straight a line as possible. All changes in direction must be
made in curved pipes and all connections with Y branches and

one-eighth bends,,with a trap placed under the sidewalk. The

trap must be provided with a fresh-air inlet on the house side

of the water-seal, of at least four inches in diameter, leading to

the outer air. No briok, sheet metal or earthenware flue shall

be used as a sewer ventilator, nor shall any chimney flue be
used for this purpose. No T's to be used except in places where
otherwise not practicable.

5. Every soil pipe shall be of cast-iron; waste pipe shall be of

cast-iron, wrought-iron or lead.

6. All cast or wrought-iron pipe and fittings for waste, vent
and soil pipe must be coated both inside and outside with coal-

tar pitch, applied hot, or some other equivalent substance.

7. All iron soil or waste pipe, before being coverd up, must
have all openings stopped, and filled with water and be allowed
to stand until inspected and approved. All connections of lead

with iron pipe must be made with a brass ferrule of the same size

as the lead pipe, artd caulked into the iron pipe and connected to

the lead pipe by a wiped joint. All connections of lead pipe
should be wiped joints.

8. Every water-closet, sink, basin, bath or set of wash-trays
or other vessel connected with the drain pipes, must be sepa-

rately and effectively trapped. The traps must be placed as

near the fixtures as practicable.

9. Traps must be protected from syphonage by special air-

pipes of lead, wrought iron or cast iron, not less than the size of

waste pipes, and, if to supply air to traps of water closets, not
less than two inches in diameter. These pipes must extend two
feet above the highest point of roof or coping, or they may be
branched into the soil pipe three feet above the highest fixture;

they may be combined by branching together those which serve
several traps. These air pipes must always have a continuous

slope, to avoid collecting water by condensation. When the trap
of any fixture is set more than two feet from the vertical line of

pipe, a return connection must in all cases be provided.

10. Every safe under a basil), bath, urinal, water-closet, tank
or other fixture, must oe drained by a special pipe of lead or

wrought-iron, not directly connected with any soil, waste-pipe,
drain or sewer, but made to discharge outside the house.

11. Rain-water leaders must never be used as soil, waste or vent

pipes, nor shall any soil, waste or vent pipes be used as a rain-

water leader. All leaders from points below main roof must

discharge into open trapped hoppers, on the surface of the ground.

12. No steam exhaust will be allowed to connect with any
drain, soil or waste pipe.

13. All waste pipes from all interior plumbing, exclusive of

water-closets, shall discharge into an open trapped hopper, ex-

cept rooms which contain a water-closet, or where a building
covers the entire width of the lot of ground.

14. Every line of wa.';teand soil pipe must extend full bore to

the ridge of the roof, or two (2) feet above the tire walls. When
not more than one water-closet on the basement of first floor of a

building connects with a line of soil pipes, an air pipe of cast or

wrought-iron two (2) inches in diameter, extending to the ridge
of the roof, ortwo feet above fire-walls, may be used,
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15. All leaders, soil, waste, air and drainpipes inside of build"

ings before being covered up, must have all openings stopped up and

be tilled with water. The said test sliall te made in the presence
of the Inspector of Plumbing, and if satisfactory, he shall issue a

proper certificate. Notice must be given to the Inspector when
the work is sufficiently advanced for inspection.

IG. All iron-stone pipe house drains, under houses, shall,

after being laid, be tilled with water and allowed to remain un-

covered until inspected by the Plumbing Inspector of the Board

of Health. When cast iron or iron-stone pipe is specified in the

foregoing rules and regulations, if desired, wrought-iron pipe of

standard steam thickness may be used, provided that the fittings

are so constructed as to form a uniform bore with the pipe, with-

out burrs or recesses.

17. No opening shall be provided in the sewer pipe of any
building, for the purpose of receiving the surface drainage of the

cellar, unless special permission is granted; and any opening so

made must be immediately and permanently closed when di-

rected by this department.

18. When a building is moved from one part of the city to

another, or when an addition is made to a building, the plumbing
rules and regulations adopted by the Board shall be followed.

19. On and after the first day of August, 1888, all plumbers
doing business in the City and County of San Francisco, shall

register, pursuant to the provision of Order 1,982 of the Board
of Supervisors, approved. May 29th, 1888, at the office of the

Board of Health.

20. Every master plumber, before he shall be allowed to be

registered, shall give a bond to the State of California in the sum
of five hundred dollars with two good and sufficient sureties, for the

faithful discharge of his duties as plumber; which said bond shall

approved by and filed with the Board of Health.

21. All applications for registration as master or journeyman
plumber shall be made by the party desirous of being registered;
and said application shall be subscribed and sworn to by the

party making the said application, on blanks to be provided by
the Secretary of the Board of Health.

22. There shall be appointed by the Board of Health an In-

spector of Plumbing and Drainage. He shall take and subscribe

to an oath that he will faithfully perform the duties of his office,

and shall, before entering upon his duties, execute a bond to the

City and County of San Francisco, in the sum of five thousand

dollars, with two good and sufficient sureties, conditioned for the

faithful performance of the duties of his office, and for the benefit

of persons aggrieved by his acts or neglect. Said bond shall be

approved by and filed with the Board of Health.

23. The salary of the Inspector shall be fixed at one hundred
and twenty-five dollars per month.

24. There shall be appointed by the Board of Health an As-
sistant Inspector of Plumbing and Drainage, to act under the

orders of the Inspector of Plumbing and Drainage, and assist

him in the fulfillment of his duties.

"Section 25. It shall not be lawful for any person to carry on

business or labor as a master or journeyman plumber, in the City

and County of San Francisco, until he shall have obtained from

the Board of Health of said city and county a license authorizing

him to carry on business or labor as sudi mechanic. A license

so to do shall be issued only after a satisfactory examination l)y

the Board of each applicant upon his (jualification to conduct such

business, or to so labor. All applications for license, and all

licenses issued, shall state the name in full, age, nativity, and

place of residence of the applicant or pe'vson so licensed. It

shall l)e the duty of the Secretary of the Board of Health to keep
a record of \\\\ such licenses issued, together with an alphabetical

index of the same."

Duties of Inspector.

First. He shall be in attendance at the Health Office between

the hours of 8.30 and 9.30 a. m. and 4 and 5 p. m., to receive

plans of proposed plumbing and drainage, and to make appoint-

ments for the inspection of work in the course of construction.

Second. He shall number and file all plans and specifications

accepted, and record the names of the owner and architect, and

plumber, and location of work.

Third. He shall, upon being notified, examine all plumbing

work before the same is covered up and concealed, and, if found

to be in accordance with the Rules of the Board of Health, upon

presentation of an accurate plan and specification of same by the

plumber,, shall issue a certificate to that efTect. If, on examina-

tion of said work, he finds any violation of the rules of the

Board of Health, he shall report the same to the Health Officer,

with a note explaining the necessary corrections, and have it al-

tered accordingly. Upon completion of any plumbing work he

shall examine the same, and, if found to be in accordance with

the Rules of the Board of Health, and the plars and specifica-

tions filed, he shall issue a final certificate.

Fourth. He must make a monthly report to the Board of

Health of the number of plans and specifications received; the

number approved and rejected; also stating the number of first

and final examinations made, and where and by whom the ruby

have been violated, and such other matter as may be requiredles

the Board of Health

BOUND VOLUMES FOR 1888.

Owing to the demand for back numbers of this journal, the

number of bound volumes we will Imve for purchasers in Decem-

ber will be very limited. Those desiring the same should engage

them in advance. The price will be the same as for preceeding

vears, 12.50 each.

Old Homes Made New .. ^0

The Suburban Cottage.. 1 50

Homes for the People. ... 2 00

Leffel's House Plans 2 00

Water Closets 1 00

Sewer Gas 1 25

Steam EngineCatechism 1 00

Builder's Guide 2 00

Cozy Homes 25

How to Paint 1 00

Cutting Tools 1 50

Universal Assistant 2 50

Rural Architecture 1 50

Wonders of Art 1 25

Grimshaw on Saws 4 00

Dwellings, Reed 3 00

Plumbing, Appliances .. 1 50
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"Alameda."—A Beautiful Country Home.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.

Remaining numbers of this year
given free to all ne^w sub-

scribers for 1889.

TENTH VOLUME
OIF TECE

ilDalifotnia ^rcliitett and jpuildiuQ jjl^ems

TERMS,
TWO DOLLARS PBR ANNUM.

Office: 240 MONTGOMERY STREET, SA.N FK A^rVClSCO, CA.1.
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]NeU up Heauenward.—28 Stories.

JCARCELY

a day passes that does not bring to light some
wonderful or strange proposition or dev(!loj)inent, and no
man knoweth what to morrow may bring forth.

The evolutions in all directions are ceaseless, rapid, and
often stupendous and grand. There is to-day before the world
of Mi.mkind, very many proposed or recently accomplished results

which to have been suggested fifty years ago, would have sub-

jected the parties advuming the ideas, to the suspicion of abso-

lute lunacy, or serious mental derangement.
The latest in the building line is a proposition to erect a build-

ing in Minneapolis, Minn., twenty-eight stories high—four times
the number of stories contained in the Palace Hotel in San

Francisco, which wlien built, was considered a monster edifice.

But with an addition to the Palace of the character suggested by
tlie latest conceit—twenty-eight stories—the building, which
when built, was in fact the largest hotel edifice in the world,
would appear as but little more than an annex for kitchen pur-

poses, dormitories for servants, chambermaids, porters and hired

help.
Without discussing the merits or feasibility of the projected

high edifice, it must be admitted that the designer's notions were

very elevpted, and that nine-tenths of the people of the United
States will at first sight condemn the aspiring latitude of tlie

architect in his attempt to utilize space so high above the level

of terra firma. But it is a question whether this latest archi-

tectural adventure is any more startling and scare-crow ish to the

people of the present day than would have been the proposition
to erect ten, twelve and thirteen story structures, made to the

grandsires of those who have since conceived and completed
buildings in New York, Chicago, Boston and others of the okkir

and the newer cities now assuming great commercial and busi-

ness importance in parts of the continent which, but a generation
or two ago, was known as the wild West, and the hunting ground
for bufTaloes and the home of the red man of the forest—buildings

quadrupling the limits of height practiced in the earlier years of

our nation's history.
Even the immortal "Father of his country," if at the time he

was quartered at the lower end of Broadway, N. Y., within

sight of the Battery, opposite Bowling Green, in a building then
of the larger type

—where he was near being made a prisoner of

war—been told that on that very site, before the year 1885,
there would be a building erected twelve stories in height, and

conveniently and comfortably occupied in all its stories, he would
have laughed to scorn the folly of the presumptions man who
would have dared to predict such a result. Yet it is to-day an

accomplished fact, and the "Washington Building" stands just
there, as one of the magnificent structures of the commercial

metropolis of America. Arguing from these premises, is it not

possible that infants, if not well grown lads, or even young men
of the present era, may yet see or participate in the erection of

buildings even as high as twenty-eight stories? It is far-reach-

ing toward the clouds, but other things seemingly as unreason-

able a quarter of a century ago, are now demonstrated facts, and
the science of architecture and building may yet achieve results

not yet grasped, and the "mad men's" projects of to-day may be

among the recognized utilities of the future.

Newspaper editors and correspondents may dip their pens
deep into ink and write up tierce denunciations, nineteen-twen
tieths of business committees resist for the present, all such mad-
architectural libertinism, and laws even be passed prohibiting
such construction ; still the evolutions will roll on, and in time

buildings aproximating if not exceeding twenty-eight stories may
no more be a questionable proposition, then are the numerous
ten to thirteen story buildings of to-day, which are to be seen

in all the progressive and great cities outside of San Francisco.

A SERIES OF "GEM" COTTAGES.

Next issue we will commence in this journal a series of

"Gem" cottages. They will be prepared expressly for us by
A. W. Putnam, a draughtsman recognized by all who know him
as possessing rare abilities as an original designer.

Now is the time to subscribe. Remain-

ing numbers of this'year given free to all

new subscriber. for^lSSO.
A Studied Plan for a One-Stqpy Ootta.ge.
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There' is no Paper or Journal on

the Pacific Coast that pretends to

give a Full Report of Build-

ing News, except the

CALIFORNIA

ArcliitBct Hi Bnlliifig News,

CITY BUILDING NEWS.

Bush, west of Pierce, three two-story frame
buildings; owner, Pardon A. Cook; archi-
tect. Wm. H. VVharff; contractor, O. E.
White; amount, 87,531 ; signed, September
14th; filed, September 15th; limit, 67 days.

Payments: framed, $1,400; brown coated,
$1,400; white coated, $1,400; completed,
$1,43'; $1,900, 35 days.

Pine street, N .. 520, repairs. Owner, Kong-
Chow .Association; architect, Townsend &
Wyneken; contractor, Rhody Ringrose;
amount, $3,019; sureties, Wm. P. Dough-
erty and H. M. Peterson, $5,000; signed,
September 12th; filed, September 15th;
limit, 35 days.
Payments: completed, $2,264; $755, 35

days.

Page, southeast of Webster, two story frame
building. Owner, Chas. B. Perkins; archi-
tect, R. H. White; contractor, Jas. Geary;
amount, $3,850; sureties, C. S. Holmes &
W. A. Meeker; signed, September i8th;
filed, September 22d, limit, 90 days.

Payments: framed, $775; brown coated,
$700; white coated, $700; completed, $700;
*975, 35 days.

Eddy street No. 1,916, additions, etc. Owner,
P. A. Fortier, architect, P. A. Fortier;
contractor, Wheeler & Burdick; amount
$3,150; sureties, A. W. Starbird; signed,
September 19th, filed, September 22d; limit,
100 days.

Payments: studded, $800; brown coated,
$800; white coated, $749; $801, 35 days.

(joUlen Gate Ave. and Polk, tin and galvan-
ized iron work. Owner, H. Keenan; archi-

tect, C. J. I. Devlin; contractor, Jos.
Forderer; amount, $1,340; signed, August
20th; filed, September 21st.

75 per cent as work progresses; balance, ^5
days.

Eddy street, between Jones and Leavenworth,
Alterations. Owner, Annie K. Botsford;
architect, T. J. Welsh; contractor, G. W.
Hansbrouah; amount, $14,265; sureties,
John F. Taylor, J. M. Manning; signed,
September 14th; filed, September 17th;
limit, 120 days.
Payments: framed, $2,500; brown coated,

$2,500; completed, $5,565; $3.7oo, 35 days.

Powell, between Post and Sutter, frame

building. O.vner, Mrs. A. M. Parrott ;

architect, Pissis & Moore ; contractor, Wm.
Langstaff; amount, $7,390; sureties, E. P.

Latson,F. H. Rosenbaum; signed, Septem-
ber i8th; filed, September 19th; limit, 70

days.

Payments; brick work of basement up,
$1,200; framed, $1,200; brown coated, $1,600

ready to paint, $1,400; completed, $140;
$1,850, 35 days.

Eddy street, No. 326, plumbing and con-
tractor. Owner, G. W. Hansbrough; arch-

itect, T. J. Welsh; contractor, E. Kraus;
amount, $1,820; signed, September 2oih ;

filed, September 21st.

Plumbing, $455; brown mortar on, $455;
tubs and bowls set, $455; completed, $455;

balance, 35 days.

Twenty-llfth, between Bryant and York, two-

story frame building. Owner, F. Dooly;
architect, M. J. Welch; contractor, R.

Boyle & Son; amount, $1,860; sureties,

John McGuire, J. Wagner, $1,860; signed,

September 18th; filed, September 19th;

limit, 65 days.

Payments: framed, $500; brown coated,
$600; completed, $745; $615, 35 days.

Bush street. No. 220 to 226, alterations.

Owner, Estate of C. D. O'Sullivan; archi-

tect, C. J. I. Devlin; contractor, C. P. and
G. H. Moore, amount, $5,259; sureties,

C. S. Holmes, F. Joost, $5,000; signed,

September 12th; filed, September 19th;

limit, 45 days.

Payments: iron girders, $1,000; brown
coated, $1,800; completed, $1,144; $1,315.

35 days,

Francisco, west of Stockton, building; Owner,
Annie Hare, contractor, R. Doyle & Son;
amount, $2,460; sureties, J. B. Coffin,

Jno. McCarthy; signed, September nth;
filed, September 22d; limit, 70 days.

Payments: framed, $465; 1st coat of mor-
tar is on, $465; completed, $465; $465, 35

days.

Turk, east of Franklin, frame building.

Owner, J. Brown; architect, Salfield &
Kohlberg; contractor, H. Rohling; amount,
$6,050; sureties, J. J. McKinnon and F.

Joost, $6,050; signed, September nth; filed,

September 13th; limit, 3 months.

Payments: framed, $1,550; partitions set,

$1,000; brown coated, $1,000; completed,
$1,000: $1,500, 35 days or bills paid.

O'Farrell east of Laguna, building December
1st. Owner, Winifred & Margaret Gal-

lagher: architect, J. J. Clark; contractor,

Jno. G. Adams; amount, $3,500, signed,

September 15; filed, September 20.

75 per cent as work progresses; balance,

35 days.

Bush street, No. 226, cast iron work. Owner,
Estate of C. D. O'Sullivan; architect. C. J.

I. Devlin; contractor, J. Hendy Machine
Works; amount, $2,650; sureties, A. R.

Wells, Jas. Patterson, $2,000; limit, 40 days.

Payments: completed, $1,975; ^675, 35

days.

Russ street, No. 22, raise and move. Owner,
A. and S. Simon; contractor, A. C. Rogers;
amount. $2,400; signed, August 4th; filed,

September 13th.

Payments : payment as work progresses.

Howard street and Tenth, wrought-iron
work. Owner, Omnibus Cable Ciiiipany;
architect, Percy & Hamihon ; contractor,

C. Nutting & Son; amount, $16,350; sure

ties, P. Crichton, Wm. Cronan, $5000;
signed, September 13; filed, September 20;

limit, 110 days.

75 per cent on 1st Saturday of month as the

work progresses; balance 35 days.

Howard street and Tenth, cast iron work

Owner, Omnibus Cable Company; archi-

tect, Percy & Hamilton ; contractor,
O'Connell & Lewis; amount $1 1,145 ; sure

ties, Robt. Mitchell, J Mahony, $4,000:

signed, September 13; filed, September
20; limit, 100 days
75 per cent on ist, Saturday of month

as work progresses ; balance, 35 days.

Howard street and Tenth, artificial stone
work. Owner, Omnibus Cable Company;
architect, Percy & Hamilton: contractor,
G. Goodman; amount, $4,680; sureties,
Robert Mitchell, J. Mahony, $2,000;

signed, September 13; filed, September 20;

75 per cent on 1st Saturday of month as
work progresses, balance, 35 days.

Howard street and Tenth, stone work.

Owner,Omnibus Cable Company, architect,

Percy & Hamilton ; contractor, Degan &
Orford; amount, $15,728; sureties, F. E.
Knowles, Wm. Mathews, $5,000; signed,
September 13; filed, September 21, limit,

125 days.

75 per cent on ist Saturday of month as woik
progresses; balance, 35 days.

Howard street and Tenth, brick work
engine house. Owner, Omnibus Cable
Company; architect, Percy & Hamilton;
contractor, W. Burden; amount, 25,150;
sureties, Robert Mitchell, C. A. Warren,
$10,000; signed, September 13; filed, Sep-
tember 2oth; limit, 140 days.

75 per cent on 1st Saturday of month as
work progresses; balance, 35 days.

Howard street and Tenth, carpenter, plumb-
ing, and painting. Owner, Omnibus Cable
Company; architect, Percy & Hamilton;
contractor, Thomas H. Day; amount,
$28,200; sureties, J. F. Kennedy, and B.

loost; $10,000; sigtied, September 13; filed,

September, 20; limit, 80 days.

75 per cent on 1st Saturday of month as
work progresses; balance, 35 days.

Brannan, north west side First, one-story
and basement, wine warehouse. Owner,
Warehouse Land and Improvement Com-
pany; contractor, Richardson & Gale,

amount, $39,500; sureties, Schulze iV

Meeker, E. O. & J. G. Denning, $13,200,
signed, September 14; filed, September 21;

limit, 120 days.

Paym nts: area walls built, $7,800; side

walk, iron and first joists in $6,600; brick
work to under side, of ceiling, joists done,
$3,850; fire walls built, roof done, tin

and skylights, $4,675; completed, $445, 35
days.

KisHng, between nth and 1 2th streets, frame

building. Owner, Owen Carroll; architect,
M. J. Welsh, contractor, T. Sullivan;

amount, $3,787; sureties, W. Thyarks, B.

Joost; signed, September 15th; filed, Sep-
tember 18th; limit, 70 days.

Payments: framed, $946.76; brown coated,

$946.75; coippleted, $94o.7S; $946.75, 35 days
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Oak and Broderick, two-story frame build-

ing. Owner, C. Sancken; architects, Cope-
land A- Banks; contractor, Jno. Adams;
amount, $3,482; surety, B. loost; signed,
September 19; filed, September 22; limit,
120 days.
Payments: $800, framed, $1,200. brown

coated; S607, completed; $975, balance,

35 days.

Fourteenth between Howard and Shotwell,

two-story flat. Owner, Geo. Heyle; archi-

tect. Gee* Houston; contractor. Geo.
Houston; amount, $2,790, signed, Septem-
ber 17; filed, September 20; limit, 80 days;

Payments : $6^0; shingled, $700; brown
coated, $700; wmdows in, $700, 35 days.

Stewart, south of Market, three-story, base-
ment brick. Owner, Gualala Mill Com-
pany; architect, C. I. Havens; contractor,
Mahoney Bros.; amount, $30,353; surety,
C. S. Holmes; signed, September 18;
filed, September 20; limit, 125 days.

75 per cent as work progresses; balance,
35 days.

Francisco west of Kearny, foundry and
pattern shop. Owner, Joshua Hendy;
architect, R. Chartrey; contractor, Thomas
H. Day; amount, $8,493; sureties, J. F
Kennedy, F. P. Lawtson; signed, Septem-
ber 18; fi'ed, September 19; limit. 90 days.
75 per cent on 1st of month as work pro-

gresses; balance, 35 days.

Van .Ness and McAllister, alterations, plumb-
ing, etc. Owner, John DeWitt Allen;
architect, George Voelken; contractor,
John Doherty; amount, $1,825, signed,
September 4th; filed, September, 15th;
limit, 40 days.
Payments: pipes in, $900; completed, $468;

$457, 35 days.

Hampshire, between 24th and 25th, building
December i5ih. Owner, Anton King;
architect, H. Geilfus: contractor, J. F.

Logan: amount, $3,493; signed, September
15th; filed, September 15th.

Payments : framed, $500; partiiioned, $500;
brown coated, yard in, $550; inside finish on,

$550; completed, $500; $893, 35 days.

Jacl(sou, east of Pierce, carpenter work.

Owner, Robert Bruce; contractor, Wm. F.
Kern; architect, Wm. F. Smith; amount,
$10,025; surety, O. W. Nordweli, s'gned,

July 14; filed, September 12, limit, four
months.

Payment: four equal payments as work
progresses of $1,875: balance, 35 days.
Golden Gate Ave. between Hyde and Larkin,

two-story frame, stable. Owner. W. H.
Carpenter & Son; architect, Wm. H.
Armitage; contractor. Mead & Kennedy;
amount, $3,800; surety, J. P. McMurray
$2,000; signed, September 4; filed, Sep-
tember 12; limit, 60 days.
Payments: framed, $750, brown coated,

$750; white coaed $600; 35 days.

Bush street. No. 226, stair work. Owner,
Estate of C. D. O'SuUivan ; architect, C.

J. I. Devlin; contractors, J. R.* Drew, F.

McLaughlin; amount, $1,180; sureties, H.
C. Gray and C. C. Terrill, $1 000, signed,
September 5; filed, September 19; limit,

35 days.

Payment: treads and risers in place, $450;
completed, $435; $295, 35 days.

Saiiche/, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth,
two-story frame building. Owner, Jas.
Warren; architect, Casper Zwierlein ; Con-
tractor, Casper Zwierlein; amount, $2,645;
sureties, J. F. Kennedy; signed, Septem-
ber 14; filed, September 14; limit, 80 days.
Payments : framed, $600; brown coated,

$800; completed, $645; balance 35 days.

Main, between Mission and Howard, two
story frame building. Owner, Geo. H.
Mixer; architect, Geo. H. Mixer; con-
tractor, Jno. G. Day; amount, $4,500;
signed, September 13; filed, September 14;
limit, 21 days.

Payments: framed, $1,650; battened,

$1650, completed, $1,200, balance 35 days.

Waller near Buchanan, two story basement
frame. Owner, Louisa Otto and Gottlol)

A. Mauerhaus; architect ; contractor,

Rountree Bros.; cost, $4,400; signed,

Sept. 20, 1888; filed, Sept. 28, 1888;

limit, 90 days; sureties, Jno. Coop and

F. R. ],atson; amount of bond, f4,000.
1st payment, when framed, $800; 2d,

when enclosed, $800; 3d, when brown

coated, $800; 4th, when completed, $800;

5th, usual 35 days, $200.

728 Fulton, building. Owner, Margaret Mc-

tJinney ; contractor, Geo. M. Salsbury;

cost, $1,800; signed, September 21st,

1888; filed, September 2.5th; limit, De-

cember 1st.

1st payment, when framed, $450 ; 2d,

building enclosed, $450 ; 3d, when brown

coated, $450 : balance, usual 35 days.

Oak, near Gough, building. Owner, Jno.

Madden ; architect, R. Warren
;

con-

tractor, Charles Coady ; $1,275; limit,

November 20th, 1888 ; signed, September
18th

; filed, September 26th,

1st payment, when ready to paint, $425 ;

2d, carpenter work done, $42.5 ; .3d, usual

35 days, $425.

215 Fell, in rear, frame shed. Owner, A.

Larfargue; architect, B. E. Henricksen.

contractor, Moore Bros.; cost, $1,445;

limit, October 29ch; signed, SeptemVjer

22d; filed September 24th.

1st payment, when building is completed,
$1,085; balance, usual 35 days, $360.

Stewart, between Mission and Howard, one-

story brick. Owner, S. Harris; architect,
J. Marquis; contractor, R. Parker; cost,

$2,700; limit, 63 days; signed, September
26th; filed, September 27th^
1st payment, when walls are up, $1,000;

2d, when completed, $1,000; 3d, and bal-

ance, usual 35 days, .$700.

Waller, near Webster, one-story frame.

Owner, Jno. Michel; architect, John <fr

Zimmerman; contractor, J. Klein; cost,

$2,587; signed, September 25th; filed,

September 27th; limit, December 8th.

1st payment, when framed, $600; 2d,
when rough coat is on, $800; 3d, when

ready to paint, $537; balance, usual 35 days,
$650.

Filbert, near Jones, two-story and basement
frame. Owner, Fred. Todt

; architect,
John ife Zimmerman; contractor, A. Roh-

ling; cost, $3,900; limit, December 15th;

signed, September 12th; filed, September
24th; sureties, J. J. McKinnon and F.

Joost.

Fnlton, near Franklin, two-story frame and
basement. Owner, T. Kronenberg; archi-

tect, John & Zimmerman; contractor,
Fuchs & Bucher; cost. $8,096; limit,

January 2d; signed, September 13th;

filed, September 24th; sureties, W. Hume
it Kroenecke.

Fuller, near First avenue, frame attic and
basement. Owner, Sophie Henicke; ar-

chitect, H. T. Bestor; contracter, R. P.

Traxler; $2,660; signed, September 26th;

filed, September 27th; limit, 90 days.
1st payment, when framed, $400; 2d,

when rough coat is on, $550; 3d, when
windows are in, $550; 4th, when completed,
$490; balance, usual 35 days, $670; surety,
C. A. Malm; amount of bond, $900.

Castro, between 16th and 17th, building.

Owner, Wm. J. McAllup; contractor and

builder, J. A. Shepherd; cost, $3,700;

signed, Sept. 27, 1888; filed, Sept. 27

1888; limit, Jan. 1, 1889.

1st payment, when framed, $920; 2d,
when brown mortared, $950; 3(1, when
completed, $950; 4th and balance, usual 3.5

day.s, $950.

Eddy, between Polk and Van N^ss avenue,
frame building, painting contract. Owner,
(ieo. Haas; architect, J. H. Littlefield;

contracter, Jos. Ijarsen; cost, $720; signed,

September 26th; filed, September 29th';

limit, 16 days.

Payment, 75 per cent, as work progresses

Eddy, between Polk and Van Ness avenue,
plumbing contract. Owner, Geo. Haas,

architect, J. H. Littlefield; contractor.

Sweeny k Kearns; cost, $900; signed,

September 26th; filed, September 29th;
limit, 12 days.

Payments, 75 percent, as work progresses.

Twenty-sixth and Valencia, plumbing.
Owner, A. E. Hecht; architect, H. C.

Macy; contractors, Duffy Bros.; cost,

$1,770; limit, Nov. 10, 1888; signed,

Sept. 16, 1888; tiled, Sept. 27, 1888.
When completed, $1,770.

Church, between 23d and 24th, one-story
cottage. Owner, Geo. A. Rice; architect,
Schmidt ct Shea; contractor, Martin &
Maguire; cost, $2200; limit, 90 days;
signed, September 21st; tiled, September
25th; surety, F. P. Latson.
1st payment, when building is framed,

$400; 2d, when brown coated, $400; 3d,
when white coated, $400; 4th, when com-

pleted $400; 5th, usual 35 days, $600.

Elm Ave., between Van Ness and Franklin,
building. Owner, Martin O'Dea; archi-

tect, Chas. 1. Havens: contractor, Wm.
Pluns; cost, $5,870; signed, September
26th; tiled, September 28th; limit, 90

days; sureties, F. k B. Joost.

1st payment, framed, $1,000; 2d, brown
coated, $1,000; 3d, hard tinished and out-
side primed, $1,000; 4th, completed, $1,170;
5th, usual 35 days, $1,700.

Hartford, near 19th, building. Owner, M.
Dolan; architect, J. J. Clark; contractor,
R. O. Chandler; cost, $3,140; limit, 90

days; signed, September 22d; tiled, Sep-
tember 28th; sureties, E. Aigeltinger and
C. A. Bennet.

1st, framed, $750; 2d, brown coated,
$750; 3d, inside finish on, $750: 4 th, balance
35 days, $890.

Sonoma, between Utah and Nebraska, one

story car house and stable. Owner, Om-
nibus Cable Company; contractor, H. A,

Conrad; cost, $6,665; limit, .''.O days;

signed, September 29th; filed, October 1st;

Payments, 75 per cent as work progresses.

Green near Lagunw, onestory and basement
frame. Owner, Mary Coghlan; architect,
John k Zimmerman; contractor, Reicliley
it Vierhus; cost, $1,900; limit, December
8th; signed, September 24th; filed, Septem-
ber 24th; surety, F. Joost.

1st payment, when frame is up, $500; 2d,
when rough coat is on, $425; 3d, inside

ready to paint, $500; balance, usual 35 days,
$475.

Eddy, between Polk and Van Ness avenue,
frame building. Owner, George Haas;
architect, J. H. Littlefield, contractor,
Jas. Logan; cost, $9,378.

Payments at the rate of 75 per cent as

work progresses; balance, usual 35 day
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Linden Are: in rear of 510 Fell, stable.

J. Silverstein; architect, Townsend &,

Wyneken; contractor, R. Parker; cost,

$1,200; limit, five weeks; signed, Septem-
ber 29th; filed, October 1st.

1st payment, foundations in |300; 2d,

framed and roofed, $300; 3d, completed,

$300, January 18, 1889.

Nineteenth, between Church and Sanchez
frame building. Owner, Bridget Murphy;
contractor, R. Sinnot; cost, 12,000; signed,

September 17th; filed, September 29th;

limit, 75 days; surety, H. C. Smith.

1st payment, framed .f500; 2d, brown

coated, $500; 3d, inside ready to grain,

1500; 4th, usual 35 days, $500.

Twenty-eiffhth, between Church and Sanchez
frame building. Owner, J. Sullivan; archi-

tect, M. J. Welsh; contractor, K. Thaller;

cost, $l,700;signed, September 29th; filed,

October 1st; limit, 65 days; sureties, 0.

Ewing and A. Black.

1st payment, roof on, f300; 2d, brown

coated, $300; 3d, completed, $400; 4th,
balance 35 days, $700.
Mission and Sullivan alley, three-story base-

ment building. Owner, W. A. Aldrich;

contractor, Richardson & Gale; cost,

$9,000; limit, 60 days; signed, September
20th; tiled, October 5th.

Broderieli, between Hayes and Fell, two-

story and basement frame. Owner, E. W.
Hartmann; architect, John it Zimmer-

man; contractor, J. G. Adams; cost,

$3,999; limit, January 1st, 1889; signed,

September 28th; filed, October 6th.

1st payment, when frames are up, $800;

2d, when building is enclosed, floors laid,

partitions set, rough mortar on, $1,200;

3d, when inside finish is ready for painter,

51,000; 4th, after acceptance or releases

given or usual 35 days, $999.

Eigliteentli near Sanchez, additions. Owner,

Fleicher; cost,

Walia and Steiner, two-story frame. Owner,
R. Reiman; architect, A. H. Bailey, Jr.;

contractor, A. H. Bailey, Jr.; cost,

$3,000; limit, Dec. 15, 1888; signed,

Sept. 15, 1888; filed, Oct. 4, 1888.

1st payment, when frame is up and

building enclosed, $1,100; 2d, when hard

finished, $1,000; balance at the completion
of the building and the owner satisfied that

all bills are paid.

Brodericli, between Sutter and Bush, two-

story frame. Owner, F. Le.szynsky; ar-

chitect, Wni. H. Armitage; contractor,
Kincaid ife Thompson; cost, $3,000; limit,

70 days; signed, Sept. 18, 1888; filed,

Oct. 5, 1888.

1st payment, rough frame up, $600; 2d,
brown mortar on, $600; 3d, white coat on,

$450; 4th, finished and accepted, $600; 5th,
35 days, or on production of receipted bills,

$750.

Scott near McAllister, one-story frame and
basement. Owner, J. S. Antonelli; ar-

chitect, J. Gash; contractor, John Mc-

Cann; cost, $2,500; limit, 60 days; signed,

Sept. 29; filed, Oct. 3.

1st payment, when framing, rustic and
roof boards are on, $500; 2d, when brown
coat of mortar is on, $500; 3d, when white
coat of mortar is on, $500; 4th, when all

inside work is completed and work accepted,
$375; 5th, 35 days after work is accepted,
$625.

Sacramento, between Larkin and Polk, two-

story frame. Owner, L. A. Berteling;

architect, M. J. Welsh; contractor, H. A.

Conrad; cost, $4,800; limit, 70 days;

signed, Oct. 3; filed, Oct. 6, 1888.

1st payment, when frame is up, $1,200;

2d, when brown coated, $1,200; 3d, when
finisiied and accepted, $1,200; 5th, usual 35

days, $1,200.

Fourteentli near Noe, additions; cost, $1,500.

Grove near Lyon, one-story frame; cost,

$1,500.

Noe near Fourteenth, two-story frame.

Owner, J. Stelling; cost, $1,000.

Page near Schrader. Owner, Cook; builder,
G. G. Gillespie; cost, $2,000.

Sancliez near Eighteenth, one-story frame.

Owner and builder, A. Klahn; cost,

$2,000.

Taylor near California, repairs; cost, $800.

Octavia and Vallejo, four two-story frames.

Owner and builder, W. F. Lewis; cost,

$15,000.

Spear near Howard, one-story frame. Owner,
H. B. Schindler; cost, $1,500.

Spear corner Mission, repairs. Owner,
Schwerin; cost, $1,500.

COUNTRY BUILDING NEWS.

iOS ANGETjMS.

TO BE KRECTED IMMEDIATELY.

J. B. Tiankershim, three-story brick. Sixth
and Front streets; two double houses Sixth

and Front street,

J. F. Smith, lodging house, Olive and
Fifth streets.

R. H. Leonard, engine house. Pine and
Hill streets, and twenty-seven houses to

coat when completed about $500,000.

SAN JOSE.

A builder's contract has been filed in the
Auditor's office between Jesse J. Hill, con-

tractor, and Mrs. J. C. Martin for the con-

struction of a two-story brick building on
the east side of Second street between
Santa Clara and San Fernando streets, con-

sideration $25,588.

Another contract has been filed between
E. Strauss and Robert Summers, contractor,
for the brick addition of a second story to a

building on Second street; consideration

$5,187; to be completed on the 15th of

December.

«Alf DIEOO.

The plans of the new Consolidated
National bank building are now almost com

pleted in Comstock &, Trotsche's office. Two
stories will be added to the present building,
and the whole structure will be remodeled.
When completed it will be 50 x 90 feet in

size and four stories in hight, with a base-

ment. Substantial materials will be used

throughout, and in appearance the building
will be one of the most elaborate and im-

posing structures in the city. There will be

an elevator and all modern improvcuneiits.
On the Fifth street front there will be a

very elaborate ornamentation of terra cotta

tiling and other stone. The main entrance,

on G street, will be very wide and imposing
in appearence. The change in the arrange-
ment of the banking room is almost com-

pleted. Bids are now being taken for the

excavating and stone and iron work, and
orders are being prepared, for such materials

as will have to be imported. The work of

construction will begin soon.

No bids have been received for the work
on the Pauly-Gassen block, to be erected on

the corner of Fourth and E streets. The
work of preparing bids is necessarily slow

becaue of the immense size of the structure.

The bids are expected in a few days, how-

ever, and shortly hereafter the work of con-

struction will begin.

Comstock & Trotsche have prepared plans
for a neat two-story, ten room cottage, to be

erected on K street, between Twenty-second
and Twenty-third. D. W. Strong is the

owner.

The United Presbyterians have had

plans prepared for a new church building to

be erected in Sherman's addition. Mr.
Schroeder is the architect. The design is

said to be one of the finest in the city, in

some respects the very finest. The entire

structure will cost about $15,000. At

present it is only proposed to build the

lecture-room, at a cost of about $2,500.
This will be built so that the main building
can be added to it later. Its size will he

27x53 feet. Rev. R. G. Wallace is pastor
of this congregation.

During the last thirty days Building In-

spector Thielen has granted permits for the

erection of twenty-eight buildings, the cost

of which will be $681,035. The following
is a complete list of the permits granted:

BUILDING PERMITS.

E. F. French, two-story frame dwelling,
lot K, block 33, Middletown; $2,500.

A. G. Nason, one-story five-room dwel-

ling, Horton's addition; $1,310.

Henry Timken, two-story and basement

frame dwelling, Horton's addition; $10,000,

Joseph Horpey, one-story brick store.

Horton's addition; $2,500.

Mrs. Emma J. Koehler, one story five-

room dwelling, Horton's addition; $1,000.

Comstock ife Trotsche, one-story frame

.schoolhouse, Mission Valley; $1,300.

F. S. Jennings, two-story frame dwelling.
New Roseville; $3,000.

George H. Crippen, two-story frame

dwelling. New Roseville; $3,000.

F. E. Johnson, superintendent of tlie col-

lege of arts of university of So\ithern Califor-

nia on campus on University Heights:

$600,000.

B. Barnes, two-story frame dwelling,
Horton's addition; $2,500.

H. E. Fellow, two-story frame dwelling
Horton's addition; $3,000.

W. B. Woodward, two-story frame dwell-

ing and barn, Horton's addition; $5,000.

Central Market Company, two story brick

store and offices, 50x200 feet, Horton's addi-

tion; $16,000.

John Allyn, three-story brick building,
50x100 feet, Horton's addition; $16,000.

Rev. R G. Wallace, frame church, Sher-

man's addition; $2,500.
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RlYEnSIDM.
Th« contract for building the residence of

F. T. Field has been let to L. C. Waldman
for 11,219. Work will be commenced at

once.

SAy BMRyAltlUNO.

Judge Rolfe will build an $8,000 house.

CJoft' it Leyfe will prepare plans.

SACRAMKHTO.
E. A. Bovyer has the contract to erect

State Printing office warehouses, f8,464.

TA COMA, W. T.

Architect 0. K. Daniels has charge of

A. Parker's brick building, W. M. Master-

ton is the contractor. Cost $11,000.

DISINC OJttPORATING.

The Pine Manufacturing Company has

applied to the Superior Court to be judicially

disincorporated. The company dates as a

corporation from Mav 31, 1883. It started

with a capital stock" of 1200,000, in 2,000

shares, of which 1,755 shares have been is-

sued. At a recent meeting of the stock-

holders, it was resolved by a vote of 1,000
shares to disincorporate. The petition sets

forth that all liabilities have been satisfied.

The present Directors are: E. B. Dean, W.
J. Adams, G. W. Watson, A. D. Moore,
C. S. Holmes, E. W. Bushnell, E. M. Har-

rick, Benjamin Pendleton, J. Knowland, A.
A. Jackson and W. H. Talbot.

Jackson, A.,
Keenaii, Hugh,
Kent, S. H.
Kern, F. W.,
Kincaid & Thompson,
Klahn, Aug.,
Klatt, F.,

Klein, Jacob, 24

Kreger, Wm. B.,

Lang, Geo. R., E.

Leonard, Jos. A.,

Langstaff, Wm.,
Lynch, M. C,
Mahony Bros.,

Maher, J. W.,
MacDonald, Allen,
Martin & Maguire,
JlcCanu, Richard,
McEIroy, A.,

Mcluerny, James,

McKay, Jas. H.,
Mead, W. H.,

Mecredy Bros,
Miller, Adam,
Moffit, Thos.,
Moore Bros.,

Norton, A.,

Parker, R.,

Plums, Wm.,
Quinn, Charles,

Rebman, J.,

Reichley & Vierhus

Riddell, Thos. C,
Robertson, John,

Rohling, Henry,
Rountree Bros.,

Sanches, R. P.,

Steinman, F. V.,

Simpson, R. F.,

Sinnott, Richard,
Smilie, Robt.,

12 Middle.
219 Scott.

711 Leavenworth.
118 Fair Oaks.

730 Seventeenth.
5 Chenery.

814 Twenty-first.

Lilly avenue.

801 Guerrero.

14th St. & 14th Ave., Oakland.
Alameda.
617 Jessie.

28 Stanley Place.

307 Van Ness.
105 Precita avenue.

1303 Buchanan.
13s Gough.
217 Waller.

373 Jessie.

Hancock and Noe.
124 Main.

246 Mirma.

Church, bet 17th and 18th.

2.3d and Bryant, 516 Kearney.
Victoria.

252 Octavia and 1 Russ.
1331 Ellis.

527 Grove.
3109 Sacramento.

133 Oak.
Los Angeles.
1910 Market.
16 Twelfth.

San Rafael.

14 Collingwood.
919^ Oak.
653 Capp.
423 Bush.

326 Telegraph Ave., Oakland.
1321 Guerrero.

1125 E. Third Av.

List of Members of the Builders'

Association of California

330 PINE STEEET, EOOMS 11 & 12.

215 Kearny.
407 Broderick.

1209 Market.
S. W. Post and Scott.

325 Fair Oaks.
1138 17th.

1133 Shotwell.
618 Eddy.

2407i Howard.
1111 Devisadero.

836 29th street Oakland.
22 California.

330 Pine.

110 Chattanooga.
109 Baker, bet Page Oak.
828 Kirkham Oakland.

2.32 Francisco.

804 Hayes.
62-5 California.

1210 Pierce.

San Diego.
1012 Devisadero.

2810 Howard.
4 Collingwood.

615 Jessie.

417 Ridley.
116 Laugton.
511 Sanchez.

999 Chestnut.
828 Union.
836 Valley.

411 Twenty-second.
Los Angeles.
2324 Sutter.

1503 Devisadero.

33 Hardy.
527 Octavia.

22 Turk.
1310 21st.

34 Hawthorne.
San Diego.

20 Russ.

515.i 4th.

2068 Market.
1717 Chaste, Oakland,
115 California avenue.

908 16th.

971 Broadway, Oakland.

Ackerman, C. H.,

Adams, J. G.,
Anderson Bros.,

Bateman Bros.,

Binet, Jos. L.,

Blake, .John,

Bray, Henry T.,

Brennan Bros.,

Bruce, John,

Buckley, Frank,

Burpee & Hudson,
Burrell, A.,

Chisholm, Chris

Chisholm, Dan,
Chrichton, P.,

Christy, Chas.,

Classen, J. C,
Commary, Wm. T.,

Conrad, H. A.,

Chandler, R. O.,

Day, J. G.

Day, Thos. H.,

Doyle, R. and Son,

Dryer, Bernard,
Dunn, J. J.,

Dunshee, C. E.,

Edwards, E. W.,
Elam, Thomas,
Ellis, B. F.

Farrell & Bell,

Fish, J. W.,
Fitzpatrick, A. G.,

Fletcher, W. M.,

Geary, James,

Gillespie, G. G.,

Gonyeau, J. B.,

Gorman, M. J.,

Grant, John T.,

Gray & Stover,

Greene, E. B.,

Greene. S. T.,

Griffin, P.,

Hoffmann, Victor Jr.

Houston, Geo,,

Hatch, H. E.,

Hurlbut, R. P.,

Irwin, James,
Ingerson & Gore,

Smith, James W.,
Sullivan, Timothy,
Taubman & Armstrong,
Terrill, Chas. C,
Thompson & Moar,
Townsend, H.,

Waterbury, C. S.,

Wharff, Wm. H.,

White, O. E.,

Wilcox, J. R.,

Williams, F. A.,
Willis, A. A.,

Worden, S. G.,
Zwierlein & Pavel,

East Oakland.
1220 Eddy.
20 Laskie.

3109 Mission.

617 Seventeenth.
338 Golden Gate Av.

Alameda.
1322 Scott.

Green and Laguna.
879 Seventeenth.
608 Willow Av.

545 Natoma.
30 Diamond.

1013 Valencia.
421 Bush.

NOW IS

THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE

FOR 1889.

WE
will send the remaining numbers of

this year free to all new subscribers

for 1889.

WE PROMISE
New and Beautiful Architectural De-

.^IGNS.

With our new process, we are enabled to

produce cuts far ahead of anything hereto-

fore presented.

COMPLETE BUILDING REPORTS.

Our corps of building correspondents will

be doubled next year. We have also had

the city districted and a competent party to

take charge of each district. Our city news

will, therefore, be perfect

ARCHITECTS

Have promised, with the new year, to send

us each month an article, and, where neces-

sary, Ulustrations for same.

Subscribe now for 1889.

Carpenters of the Bible.

Though the trade is not definitely men-
tioned in Scripture prior to the time of Noah,
yet it is clear that carpentering work had
been eflfected centuries before. Noah could

not have constructed the ark of gopher wood
and made it so correct as to dimensions; he
could not have joined the pieces together;
he could not have formed a window and door
such as would open and close, without some

knowledge of carpentering and some ac-

quaintance with the tools of a carpenter.
Moreover the tools must have been in exist-

ence and in use prior to this time, which of

course suggests that carpentering must have
been practiced in the patriarchial times.

Amid all the changes which occur in the

history of varied handicraft, it is interest-

ing to find that the same trade implements
as are used to-day were in full use in the
childhood of the woiJd. The carpenter about
to begin work selects a piece of timber which
he calls a plank, or a slightly thinner piece
which he calls a board. Such are the phrases
used concerning the tabernacle and the tem-

ple. God said, "Thou shalt make boards for

the Tabernacle of shittim wood. Ten cubits

shall be the length of a board and a cubit
and a half shall be the breadth of one board."
Then in the first book of Kings we find

Solomon built the walls of the temple with
"boards of cedar," and covered the floor with

"planks of fir." In order to shape the plank
or board, the carpenter uses a saw; and sucli

a tool was known to and employed by the
workers in the early times, for we read of

the "hewed stones" being "sawed with saws"
for the foundation of Solomon's temple.
To fashion the wood according to the needed

purpose, the carpenter must have at hand
his rule, his line, his plane and his compass.
And so Isaiah the prophet says: "The car-

penter stretches out his rule; he fitteth it

straight and he marketh it out with a

line; he fitteth it with planes and he mark-
eth it out with a compass." Very often the

carpenter has to join various pieces of wood

by what he terms a mortise and tenon, that
is to say, the mortise is a hollow place or

socket in one piece of timber, into which the

tenon or projecting piece, cut to exact meas-
urement in the other piece, is intended to tit.

But those are God-used terms. The Al-

mightVjin givingthe Israelites full directions

for the contruction of the Tabernacle, said :

"Two tenons shall there be in one board, .set

in order one against another; thus thou
shalt make for all the boards of the Taber-
nacle. And thou shall make forty sockets

of silver under the twenty boards, two sockets

under one board for its two tenons and two
sockets under another board for its two
tenons."—• Wood Worker.

INDUSTRY.

John Richards has started a new journal
devoted to science, mechanic art and the in-

dustrial interests of the Pacific Coast. Its

pages are well illustrated with all the

various patterns of machinery, and in this

branch it is the onlyjournal published on the

coast. All the illustrations are made by an

improved process and show very distinctly

all the various details. Editorially, it excels

in its particular line, any of our contempo-
raries this side of Chicago. It is published
at the low price of $1.50 per annum. Ad-
dress Industrial Publishing Co., 40 Califor-

nia street.
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These appliances are

admitted by all author-

ities to be the best in

the market. Used to-

gether they form the

simplest, cheapest, and

only perfectly safe san-

itary system now i_,

known,

ARNOLD &

THE CELEBRATED

MITA
PLUMBING

APPLIANCES.
{"SANITAS" BATH-TUB and PANTBY - SINK

on same principle an Basin.)

THE "SANITAS" MANDFiCTMNG CO,,

BOSTOTSr. MASS.

Branch Offices: 64 Gold Street, New York, N. Y.

229 Walnut Street, Cincinnati, 0. 47 to 49 Dearbon Street, Chicago, 111.

GO.^ 40 Galiiornia Street,

' ' SANITAS" TRA P
OPEHKIt.

The Sauitas Trap whether
vented or unveuted, has shown
itself when properly set to be

capable of resisting indefinite-

ly, siphonage, back-pressure,
and all other adverse influen-

ces met with in plumbing.
The "Sanitas" Basin flushes

out the pipes and keeps them
clean.

San Francisco.

SOLE -A-GEITTS

FOie c^ijiFOiii=ri.A..

Architects, Bull lers and the Puh-

lic generally, are invited to call

and inspect the same.

THE "SANITAS" WATER-CLOSET,
THE "SANITAS" WASH-BASIN.

McCLELLAN

A nti- Siphon Trap Venr,

SAFEST and MOST-ECONOMICAL

Ddrtcii for

SBWur-Gas

Traps.
Can be attached to any

Trap at Less than

Half the Cost of back-air pipes.

A.i>j>roved by
AKCnTTECTH, MASTMH PIjUMBmtH ANli

HEAZTH AVIHORITIES.
Manufactured by the

DU BOIS MAN'PG CO.
Manufacturers of

The Celebrated Dn BoU Lead Trap.
Vot Sile by all Jobbars in Plumbera' SuppliM, of whom

CIroulara may be obtained

I w, T. y.
MANUFACTURER OF

SCHENCK'S PATENT

"Paragon" Hose Beel,
Ami S le A^eiit for Pacifit Coast for

the Gel- brat ed "KurekaMill"
( ottcm Rubber- Lined

^' FIRE HOSE
Op n Valve A, pull elf the Hose and For Mills Factories, Motels a d Pub-

water follows ioor-iediately. lie Buildiniifs, and Genera In-

side Fire Protection.

Also "Eureka," "Paragon," anil "Red Cross" brands of Cotton

Fire and Uarden Hose, Linen Hose, Rubber Hose, Fire Depart-

ment Suppiles, &c., &c.

Mannraeturer of Hose Carts, H. & L. Trnclcs, and "Red Cord"

Square Flax Packing for Elevators, Fitc.

222 & 224 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO.
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iif Inr 111nni/o ^- ^' wass, 141 & 143 first st.
IJIf I K r" mi I IKK ^ Wire Windows, Guards, Oilice Screens,

WWIIIL. WWUIllVO. Wii-e Fencing.-, Wire Gates, , ^ ^^ %# m%#| EoofCresting and Ornamental Work.

PIIRPHA^INR AfiFNPY ^^^^^^'^^ perfect aiTangenu'iils l.y which we can supply inercliandiso of
r UnUllnUlllU nULIIU l any description connected willi the building interests, at the very low-

est market prices. Architects, Draughtsmen, or Mechanics can )btain the best articles of all kinds.

Contractors' orders promptly filled. As far as possible. Me will •

-.a-chasc from tliose advertising in this

Journal. By helping our advertisers, we necessarily lielp ourseives; our patrons are well aware of thi::

fact and many have authorized us to make special prices on all goods ordered through this agency. We
will use all legitimate methods to largely increase the subscription list of the "California Architect ana

Building News." By attending to the wants of those unable to visit the city, using the utmost diligence
and economy in purchasing, we expect to add 9.t least !0(K) suba^:'ribers to our list.

Granolithic Paving Company.
All kinds of Artificial Stone Work, Steps, Corridors, Sidewalks,

Engine Seats, Foundations. Etc., Etc.

y^. H. SOMERVILLE, Manager, 422 IMoiitgomerv Street, s.

Basements

I^

PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY ! !

PERFECT VENTILATION! VENTILATION! VENTILATION!
'WITsioxrx pRiki70sxrrs i

The ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR will produce perfect ventilation. No foul air! No draughts!
I'ATEMTEJB JAXUAKt 11, 1887, BY PETEK ABBAIIAMSOX.

THE ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR IS GUARANTEED TO DO ALL THAT IS CLAIMED lOR IT.

It can be applied in a brick wall or between plastering and outside walls, or hall petitions, also to a car window or house window sash, or between the

window sash and cap, or to a door or a transom, or any place where ventilation .without draught is required.

Address, PETER ABRAHAMSON, 1022 Hyde St- San Francisco, Cal.,for CirciUars and Models.

WE REFER YOU TO PARTIES THAT H WE THEM NOW IN USE.
IN ALL THE CLASS AND TEACHERS' ROOMS OF FOUR NEW

PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Prof. J. W. ANDERSON, Sunt. P. S., S. F.

PETER A. SMITH, Supt. Cal. Sugar Refinery, 5o4'Ninth St., residence
HERVEY PLATT, Supt. S. F. Pioneer Woolen Factory, office and

residence.

WOODLAND BANK, Cal.

WOODLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
OAKLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Cal.

ALAMEDA PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
NEW CHAPEL OF St. MARY'S HOSPITAL, San Francisco.

U. S. MINT, San Francisco, in all its principal departments.
SAN FRANCISCO VEREIN, cor. Sutter and Grant Avenue.
CLUB ROOMS, corner Sutter atul Kearney Streets.

BOHEMIAN CLUB ROOMS, Pine Street near Kearny,
k. LIEBES & GO'S FUR WORK-SHOPS.
VELLGUTH, Residence, cor. Turk ond Buchanan Streets.

G. SCHWABACHER, Residence, cor. Clay and Franklin Streets.

J. S. WHITE, 522 Sixteenth St., Oakland.
SYNAGOGUE SHAARI ZEDEK, cor. Stockton and California

Streets, SAMUEL POLACK, President.

DR. LORYEA'S NEW HAMMAN, 218 Post Street.

ALFRED W. PERRY, M. D. (Dr. Perry is a member of the Board of

Health.)
WM. J. LANDERS, General Agent Guardian Assurance Co., of Lon

don Offices, cor. California and Sansome Street.

JAMES LAWLER, Judge of Police Judge's Court No. 2.

D. J. MURPHY, Judge of the Superior Court.

A. K. STEVENS, Secretary of Suiter Street Railroad Co. (Cable Line)

J.J. GROOM, Court Room Clerk, Departuieut No. 12. Superior Court,

W. E. DARGIB;, Oakland Tribune.

J. L. HANNA, p. M. and L. T. FARR, Asst. P. M., Oakland.

E. F. DELGER, office and residence, Oakland.

JULIUS JACOBS, Jacobs and Easton, Insurance Agents, residence.

THE PLEASONTON HOTPX, cor. Sutter and Jones sts.

FATHER GREY, Mission bet. 2nd and 3rd, Dormitories etc., con

nected with school.

POMONA HOTEL, Pomona.
HAWLEY BROS, residence, Oakland.

*JOHNN BLAKE, Residence S. W. cor Franklin and Ellis Sts.

*SAN JOSE NEW CITY HALL, and FRESNO JAIL.
*NEW ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, Oakland, Cal.

*THE NEW BANK, cor. Sansome and Sutter streets.

PALERMO HOTEL, Butte County, Cal.

*HAYWARD BANK, Cal.

CATHOLIC COLLEGE, Petaluma. Cal.

FIRST ENGLISH LUTHERIAN CHURCH Geary St. nr. Octavia.

Mrs. J. SMITH, Residence, Larkiu Street, bet. Clay and Washington.

WRIGHT, Residence, cor. Sacramento and Scott vStreets.

Mrs. E. A. HAXF:, Residence, Pacific, near Fillmore.

Those marked with the buildings are in course of erection

and Abrahamson's Ventilators contracted for same.

W. W.MONTAGUE& CO.
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES.

309 TO 317 MARKET ST., San Francisco.
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.lAMKS BPIRBS. D. B HINCKLKY

FULTON IRON WORKS
Kroiijont, llouiuil and Boalo Streets

HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES
Manufacturers of all kinds of

MACHINERY AND BOILERS,

Agents for the Pacific Coast for the DEAN STEAM
PUMP.

BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILERS.

Office:—220 Front Street, - - - San Francisco

H. HCHRADKR,
n. MARTKNS.

A ANDKKSON
tlKANV.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY,
CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Our Specialties arc MACmNKEY, STOVK PLATE, OliNA

MKNTAL AND PLUMBERS' CASTINGS ETC. Orders
promptly attended to.

Foandry and Office. 140-142 Folsom Street,

II. SCHKADER MANAGEK

Martin O'Connell, Oscar Lewis

ARCHITECTURAL IRON WORKS,
O'CONNELL & LEWIS, Prop's

And Manufacturers of Architectural

Iron Work,

230 to 2.'5G Ste«art St., Bet. Howard & Folsom, S. F

REESE LLEWELLYN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,
133 and 13s Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.
MANUFACTURER OF

House Fronts aai Machinery Castinis

OF AL^ KINDS.

JOHN BLAKE,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

1138 Seventeenth St, S. F.

GOLDEN GATE

FLAJTll HILLS
2 1 5 and 2 1 7 Main Street,

Between Howard and Fohom, S\V IHANCFSCO.

Manufacturers ^ I

«^ CALCINED PLASTER. j£)r

( PLASTEIl OK PAULS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

JAMES McCarthy,

1 Stevenson Street,
(Two doors from First— Pioneer Mills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs to suit the various ilepartments in Buildings, etc.

,GLADDING,McBEANXCO.
£\ SEWER S CHIMNEY PIPE,\
^ DRAIN TILE,
8 ARCHITECTURALTERRA COTTA Etc

MANUFACTORY AT LINCOLN CAL.

H. G. JARMAN,
PAINTER AND WHITENER,
232 Sixteenth St., San Francisco.

«^'Orders left at Helmken's, 516 Kearny St.

DAVIS & COWELL,
MauufMauufaeturers uf

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, MarWe Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Drumm Street,
Between Clay and Washington, SAN FRANCISCO.

P O. Box 1042.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
222 to 232 JESSIE STREET,

IS PREPARED TO INSTALL COMPLETE

ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS
^ BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.

Their machines for incandescent htfhtin:? are entirely automatic, and the only one in the market that requires I

regulati: g device outside of the machine itself.

Electric Motors Furnished in all parts of the City from One to 100-Horse Power. Estimates

Furnished upon Application.

OEO. H, ROE, Secretary

J^MES E. ^W^HITTIER,

ASPHALTUM ROOFS AND SIDEWALKS
CONTRACTOR FOR TAKING DOWN OLD BUILDINGS, ETC.

Second-hand Brick and Lumber for sale.

Doors, Sash and Blinds Constantly on Hand

OFFICE AND YARD, 211 AND 213 TOWNSEND STREET, NEAR THIRD.

A. CRAWFORD & CO.,
DEALEBS IN

Medal Brand Ready Roofing

ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, FIRE, WATER, AND

CHEMICAL PROOF.

In Use for Thirty-Five Years on the V&ry Best

and Largest Buildings in the United

State s and Canadas.

Sonil for Samples, Circulars, and other information.

APPLY TO us AT :

25 & 27 MARKET ST.,
San Francisco, : : : : : : Cal.

IMrORTERS
AND

WHOLESALE
DEALERS IN

Tarred Paper,

English Felt,

Chain,

Hejnp,
and Manila

CORDAGE
A.Nli

Tackle Blocks
(Iron and Wood)

Suitable for BttUding Purposes.

Ensigns, Private Flags, and

Hurgecs always on hand and
made to order.
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SAN FRANCISCO LUMBER COMPANY

LUMBER Dealers
PRINCIPAL OFFICE—PIER IS, STEUART STREET

Yards—At Pier 12, Steuart street, Third and Berry Streets,

Pier 3, Steuart street,
THOS. RICHARDSON,

Manacier.
A. ABRER,
WALTER DTCKINS,

Assistant Manaokrs.

The Augusta Exposition Buildings,
AUGUSTA, GA.

-A-ItE BEIlSrCj I>A.I2SrTEI3 "WITH

Cabot's, Creosote Stains.
Send for Samples and Circulars,

SAMUEL CABOT, 70 KILBY STEEET, BOSTON, MASS.

TRACY BROS. & CO.

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CHIMNEY PIPE & CHIMNEY TOPS,
20 & 22 Eiarhtli St.. San Francisco.

SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARGING

WATER CLOSET--5;iSlM?™^"
[eonomji! Glsanlliiess!

HEALTH
Persons engaged in Sanitary En-

terprises

Achitects, Gootractorii

AND BUILDERS

Are especially invited to ex-

amine the practical

workings of

SACK'S

AUTOMATIC WATER -
CLOSEL

A written guarantee is

given with each Closet

that money will be re-

turned, after' six months

trial, and any other

closet subsiituted in its

place if this closet is not

^ in the fullest sense,

, EVERYTHING that is

claimed for it,

Address:—SANITARY PLUMBING MANUFACTURING CO.. 910 Webster St., Oakland.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
— CONSTRUCTION.

This Ohimne}* consists of the following parts : A smoke

flue A, of Arc clay, in t feet tenths, wttli rebated joints and

gulvanized iron bands o,er each joint. Tliose bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a galvanized iron exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments— tlie one for fresh, the

other for foul air. The outside pipe is put up in two feet

tengthii also, and the whole is bound together and secured to

the studding by iron bands C every four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,
MASON AB^B BUIIiDBM^

%XxikHAvttaiitU» U0Stt4«z:4»

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three -inch conductor D

extending to outside of wall for fresh air. wliich, i)a8sing uj».

becomes heated, and can l>e introduced to any room above by

a register E, near the floor. The ventilation of roonta Is

effected by means of an opening F, with register near tlie

ceiling, by which the foul air escapes and is conducte 1 in the

air space around the flue to the roof. In adiUtion to this, (ati

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass tlironirh

and between the Joists to conduct by a small conductor <i with

the above mentioned air space.

The lightest and safest patent cliimney manufactured.

Approved by the Board of Supervisors.

WAREUOOMS,

N. E. Comer of Larkin and Market Streets*

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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J. F. KENNEDY, Pres. D. RUTHERFORD, Vice-Pres. A. W. KENNEDY, Treas. GEO. T. SHAW, Seo'Y.

AGENTS PACIFIC MILL CO., (PINE) TACOMA, WASHINGTON, TER.

THE KENNEDY and SHAW LUMBER CO.

4tli, Cliannel fnid Berry Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

AGENTS CENTRAL CAL. LUMBER CO., (REDWOOD) MENDOCINO CO., CAL.

OFFICE, 840 FOURTH STREET. BRANCH OFFICE, 5 POST STREET.

ROOFING
SIDING.CEILING,
ARCHES>^'^°LATK
CINCINNAT/

CORRUGATING CO.
CINCINNATI. O.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Fine Carpetings,
Rich Furniture,

Elegant Upholstery.

CHAS. M. PLUM & CO.,

UPHOLSTERY CO.,
i;5()l to 1809 Market St. Corner Ninth, S. P.

STBEL SQUARES
AND ITS USES,

PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
^^ _^=^^ PATENT

UiTlI TKAP.

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug Closet. WITU OFiSET.

This Closcit ii the best of its kind, having been so far constructed, it has the following advantages:—
1. It has a simple, strong valve, si.iiublo for any pressure.

2. It has a real sanitary overflow, a copper float attached to a bell of the sarae netal resting on face of the brass overflow pipe,

oj)erated by the rising of the water in the closets above its level, thus absolutely preventing any escape of sewer gas, even the closets

being without water.

3. It has no dead corner, consequently no foul water will be left in the closet after the lifting of tlie handle. A constant rush out

of the flood clianibers will keep the closet and trap perfectly clean.

This Closet takes the lead; it has been sold since February, 1885, in large quantities to the best satisfaction.

THE COMBINATION HOPPER.
This hopper is constructed to take 2 2-inr;h pipes, one t<i the rij,'lit and one to the left

and a 4-inch leader in the center. It has also a movable strainor on top to take the snr-

face water. The lower part of the hopper with side outiet is to be connorted with the
sewer pipe, either right or left. The upper part is indepcnde'it from the lower, and is

made to swivel, therefore it will Huit either jmaition of pipe. Ihis hopper can be naed

ly for fiurlace, for waste, or for leader; eitlier inlet will be stn|ij>ed np with iron eaps if

desired.

PACIFIC PAN CLOSET.
Tills Closet is superior to all others, every working part and bolt being made of brass,

closet and \alvo extra heavy casting. Particular attention is called to No. 4. Tli sChwet
has an oval haKin fastened to tlie cover by brass clamps and liolts. No breaking of putty
joints rcquirtd to renew a pan. The loosening <>f two laru^e brnss nuts will separate co.er
wikli basin from the receiver. It has a heavy nickel plated cup and pull and sollil brans
rod.

These Closets liavo been in use since February, 1883. Plumbers and wholesale dealers

give them tliu best recommendation.

Square Slop Hopper. Square Waste Hopper. Basket Hopper-
Basket Hoppers arc matlo in one piece with Movable Strainer.

Bide View. Combination Hopper No. 43 FKKHOIHT HTBK£T, HABI FBANCAt^CO. GAJ;. No. -i
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P. A. BUELL & CO.,

ENTERPRISE PLANING MILL,

STOCKTON, CAL.

Estimates made and work delivered in any

part of the State.

A. KENDALL, >

Comer Grove and Second Streets, Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets. Frames,

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantels to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

Jambs Youno, W. J, Thompson,

BEALE STREET MILL,

YOUNG, THOMPSON & GO.

Manufacturers of

Frames, Sash and Blinds,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS

308 Mission Street,

Made to Order, all kinds of Outside and Inside Finish and

Mouldings. Bracl(ets and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning in

all their branches, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

EXCELSIOR MILL CO.
^V. A. MEEKER

Manufacturer of

Frames, Sash, Blinds, Doors,

SOUTH SIDE OF BRYANT ST.
NEAR FIFTH, SAN FRANCISCO.

Always on hand and made to order, all kinds of

Outside and inside Finish & Mouldings
Bracket and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning in all their

branches, done with dispatch.

Sierra iDmber Company

Manufacturers and Dealers in

DOORS, WINDOWS, BLINDS, SUGAR PINE,

YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE AND

FIR LUMBER.

Comer Fourth and Channel Streets, San Francisco.

Practical Plumber^
GAS & STEAM FITTER,

Cor, Fillmore and Golden Gate Aue.

JOBBING Promptly Attenderi To. All work warranted.

•^.W Sutter Street,

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS
And Steam Fitter,

Bad plunil>ing and s.anitary defects thoroughly repaired and

guaranteed.

THOMAS DAY & CO.
IMPOETEllS OF

Gas Fixtures and
PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES,

222 Sutter Street.

J. G. Mecredy. F. A. Mocredy.

MECRSDY BROS.,

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,
Shop, No. 3 Jessie St.,

2rear First St., San Francisco.

C. p. MOORE,
262 Octavia Street.

G. M. MOORE,
No. 1 Russ cor. Howard St.

MOORE BROS.,
CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

15 Van Ness Ave.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

T. B. MOORE,
Carpenter <£ Builder

^

Shop, 21 Golden Gate Avenue.

CARPENTER
AND BUILDER,

343 Third St. Cor. Silver

8AN FRANCISCO.

J. L. CAHILL,
Painter & Decorator

Rooms Decorated li Gold Gompiete for $15.00.

23 Sixth St, Near Market.

J. F. SULLIVAN,

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER,

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

510 MAMKFT STREET.

jr. J. uTJiffBr,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Residence, 615 Jessie St.

IlKNRY H. Gray Cook Stover.

GRAY & STOVER,

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,
Box 3f., Room 11, 330 Pine Street,

Residence, 1310 21st Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CARPENTER & BUILDER,
Order Box, 516 Kearny St.

FOE BIIILDERS' MEDWABE
CALL AT

D. N. & C. A. HAWLEY,
333 Market Street.
Established 1849. San Francisco.

NORMAN & ECKLER,

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTERS
• iVHITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.

122 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.

THOS. MERRY,
Carpenter & Builder^

109 .TAOKSON ST.,
Between Davis and Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO CAL,

Stores and Offices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing
promptly attended to.

JOHN FURNESS,

GONTRAGTOR& BUILDER
28 NEW MONTGOMERY STREET.

F. V. ACKER,
CONTEACTflE AND BDILDEE,

1207 POLK STREET.

W. D. HOBRO,
PLUMBER AND CAS FITTER,

728 Washington St. Opposite the Plaza,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates . All orders promptly at

tended to Residence 2613 Clay St., bet. Steincr and Pierce.

THOMAS SIMPSON,

GRAINER,
1207 MISSION STREET,

SAK FRANCISCO.
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Incorporated A. D. 1819.

j/Etna ilnsurance Co.

OF HARTFORD.

Cash Assets * 9,528,388,97

Pofd/ic Branch

SiJ/ California ^b. ^an ^rancisco

GEO. C. BOARDMAN, General Agt.

T. E. POPE, Ass't General Agent.

WM. E. STEVENS,

BRICKLAYER & BUILDER,

Office, 316 Montgomery St.

P. B. DOWNING,
PLIIN S ORNlMENTilL PLISTERINC.

Residence, 1423 Steiner St.
esrAW Jobbing promptly attended to.

A. E. BUCKMAN,
374 MONTGOMERY ST., ROOM 11,

Contractor and Grader,
Grading, Macadamising and Sewering

Bone on Short Notice.

N. P. LANGLAND,
SUIR BUILDER INO WOOD TURNER,

407 Mission St., San Francisco.

Mechanic's Mill, Second Floor.

FINE WORK! LOW PRICES!

WILLIAM WALKER,

Paintirig.WhiteninsiS Paper Hangin?
1605 Polk St., San Francisco.

Charles Scofield^

GRAINER,
735 Natoma Street, near New Montgomery Street,

SA^' FRANCISCO.

J. U. TOBIN. Alkx. Mennik.

TOBIN & MENNIE,
CONTRACTORS FOB

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

CELLARS AND SIDEWALKS IN PORTLAND CEMENT.

Jobbing Promplly Attended to.

Residence, .^o. 8(f4 Mitmion Street.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

TS) T^ ^ csinp "p;^ p?

DBCORATIONS.
Plastoring Bopaired and Whitonod.

28 Ellis Street, San Francisco 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

MBTAL ROOFBR^
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-Iron Roofing, Galvanized

Iron Gutteraand Chimney tops. it^ROOFS repaired and

painted.

ALL rIOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

510 Bush St., above Dupont, San Francisco.

y^. CROisr^isr,
(Successors to Cronan & Dunbar)

METAL ROOFERS
. 1213-1216 Market St., bet. 8th and 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron
Work of every description. Roofs repaired, etc.

All work done hy me guaranteed.

JESSE & DREW,
Stair SullderSy

Removed to

EXCELSIOR MILL.

BRYANT Near FIFTH ST. SAN FRANCISCO.

J. U. DREW F. Mclaughlin

DREW & McLaughlin,

Stair Builders
ENTERPRISE MILL,

220 and 222 Steuart St., San Francisco.

A. H. PLUMMER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Residence, 005 OaJc Street.

DAVID PERRY,

Carpenter -:- and -:- Builderj
824 Gnerrero Street,

Between 15th and 16th, SAN FRANCISCO.

All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

J. C. JUNG,
110 Main Street, San Francisco^

Failings, Creatings, Safes, Etc. Also Shutter

and Sheet Iron Work of all Descriptions.

IMC. X.X3-VC7-XS.
ImiK)rtcr and Dealer In

FRENCH & GERMAN LOOKINCIAND WINDOW GLASS

DoorH, Sash nnd Itliiiilx For Sale. Glaz-

ing Promptly Atteiidod to.

73 MlssiuD Street, San Francisco.

tOCaolld OOIDWITCB]

FREE
JHoldfor SteOan-L

ItU lately. Best •Ssl
^ watch Id the world. Per- 1

feet time- 1

^beeper. Warranted. Heavy
Isolid Qotd Hunting CaseB.

[ElcgaDt and maf;nificont.
I Both ladiea'and gen ta'elzea

wfth worka and canes of

Aqoal vatae.OniE PER»>Oni
In each locality can aocore one
FREE. How ia this posalble?
Wo atiflwer—we want one per-

_ BOD tn each locality, to keep Id

their home8,aad show to those who call, acornplotc Uneofoor
valuable sDd very aeefDl BOUSEBOEU SAMPLES.
These 8ampleii,aB well as the watch,we send free,and after yoa
faAve kept them Id yoar home for S montha and RhowD them
to thoee who may have c»lled,they become your own property;
« iB poBBlblo to make this great offer, sending the SOLIO
CiOL.D watch and OOSTY samples free, as the showing of
the samples in any locality, always results in a large trade for

us; after our samples have been In a locality for a month or two
we usnally get from ^tOOO to SC>000 In trade from the

sniToundlng country. Thla, the most wonderful offer ever

known,is made in order that our samples may be placed at once
where they can be seen, all over America, Write at once, and
makcJBurp of the chance. Header It will be hardly any trouble

for you to show tbo samples to those who may call at your home
and your reward will Ite most satisfactory. A postal card on
which to write us coHts bnt 1 cent and after you know all.if yoD
do Dot caro to go further, why no barm is done. But if you do
Bend your address at once, you can secure FREE one of the

best solid gold watches in the world and our large line of

COSTLY SAMPLES. We pay all express, freight, etc.

AddreMOiiO. 8T1KS0M A 00.,B0X S13^ POUTLAMD, MAINK,

THE

BANCROFT COMPANY,

PUBLISHERS,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

BOOKS,

STATIONERY AND PIANOS.

721 Market Street, S. F.

R. HERRING,

WOOD MINTELS, OFFICE FIITING

AND MILL WORK.

450, «2 sievensoD street, Detween Finn and sixtn.

A.. PiLLTENOHl,
Hanulacturor of

Foreiffii ami Domestic Marble Mantles, Tomb

stones, Monuments. Tiling, Plumb-

ers' Slabs, Vases,

STATUARY, FOUNTAINS, ETC.

1241 Market St.. San Francisco



ARCHITECTS, CIVIL ENGINEERS, ETC. PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CARDS.

OURLETT & CUTHBERTSON
Architects,

Offices, 307 Phelan Building, Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

A. LAYER,
Architect,

San Francisco Stock Exchange Building,
Pine Street, bet. Sansome and Montgomery,

ROOM 19.

T. J. WELSH,
Architect,

Room 96, Flood's Building, Corner M rketard

Fourth Streets

PISSIS & MOORE,
Architects,

307 Sansome Street, Rooms 16 anl 17,

SAX FRANCISCO.

HUERNE & EVERETT,
Architects and Civil Engineers,

41 and 42 Thurlow Block, cor. Sutter & Kearny Sts.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

B. McDOUGALL & SON,
Architects,

3S0 Pine Street, Rooms 61 and 62,

SAN FRANCISCO.
Take the Elevator.

A. A. COOK,
Architect,

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIV.

Plans Prepared and Buildings Superintended in

every portion of the State.

HAROLD D. MITCHELL,
Architect,

126 KEARNY STREET.

Plans and Specifications Prepared with the greatest

Accuracy.

ARCHITECTS

Should insert their business cards

IIsT THIS a"OTJE.3Sr^l4

JOHN HALL,
Architect and Sanitary Engineer,

7i North Main St., Rooms 4 and 5,

LOS ANGELES.

SALFIELD & KOHLBERG,
Architects,

339 Kearny Street, San Francisco.

ROOMS 1, 2 and 5.

R. WARREN,
Architect,

Residence and office, 427J Oak Ftreet, between
Lnguna and Buchanan streets, south side, 112 feet

east of Buchanan, San Francisco.

F. HILLERT,
Architect and Civil Engineer,

432 Kearny Street, Room 10, Second floor.

SAN FRANCISCO.

H. T. BESTOR,
Architect,

Np. 207 O'Farrell Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

JAS. E. WOLFE,
Architect,

240 Montgomery Street, Rooms 11, 12 and 13,

SAN FRANCISCO.

A. A. BENNETT,
Architect,

R loms 45 and 46,

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

WRIGHT & SANDERS,
Architects,

No. 418 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

GUSTAVE BEHREND,
Architect,

PHELAN BUILDING, ROOM 103, S. F.

Office Hours for Patrons, 10 to 12 A. M.'

GEO. E. VOELKEL,
. Architect,

331 KEARNY STREET,

W. S. bet. Btish and Pine Streets, San Francisco.

B



Builders' Hardware i

FULL LINE
OF—-

Light and Dark

MANUFACTUKED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures.

The Only Securs Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that will not wear

out or break.

For Ha^le B^-

Dunham, Carrigan
& CoI

—DEALERS IX—

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20,

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Company of California,

FIRE m MARINE.

PrlDclpal Olce, 439 Caiirornia Street, Safe Deposit Building,

Sas Francisco.

JOHN H. WISE, President.

CUAS. A. LAWTOX, Secretary.

The Leading Electricians,
-Estimates taven on all class of-

Bell Hanging, Burglar and Fire Alarms, Speaking Tubes
Door Openers & Lock Smithing.

Special attention given to Repair Work.- { |-
-Electric Supplies Sold at Lowest Rates.

Plielau Block, 818 Market street, San Francisco.

AKIIollu rUnNII
UnEjHaifactDrersofFliieFmilDre

1S09, 1311 & 1315 Market Street, San Francisco.

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT
' '' ""'"'"' ''""'"^

COMPANY.

Edison Incandescent Electric Light

THE ONLY COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR INTERIOR

ILLUMINATION.

Over 500,000 Ughti hi uae ij> tha Ujiital State= ,

'

aiCty h ira

fire, freedom from heat, siu^kt, and 'Zebt?rioui '^usiei

No blackening of eeilingg or decorations.

Complete cont ol of lijfht.

Self-regulating Arc Electric Lights,

Meclric Motors, Ekclric liuilroadg.

Storage B»tt«rie«, llot.4 Aiiiiunclitora, Guest Call and Fire

Alarm. Eleetric.il Apparatus of Kver.v Description.
Kstiniates and I>,'sii;ris on AppIJcatit»n.

OFFICES AN!) SHOWUOOMS,

333 PIIVE STUEET,
SAN fRAAniSCO.

^

^:

I

iQSlie Sliili Bliiiils
ARE ACKNOWLEDGED THE

STANDARD SLIDING BLINDS
OF THE COUNTRY.

They are used in preference to any
other by the

They are the only Sliding Blinds

giving

UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION.

l''or full particulars send for catalogue.

WILLIAM WILLEIt,
Sole Manufacturer,

X'ouitli and Cedar Sts,, SUJjMVAVKEE, WIS.

.A^^ent Pacific Coast,
4=02 J STJREET, S.A.CRAMEIsrTO.



THK OfFJCr: or mis JornSAI, II r.KKAb'TICIl will BK at 4»S CAhlFOItSIA SritlSET.

OJ/'I'ICIAL ORGA.N OF THE SAX. IJtAJtfCISCO CUArXMJt, AMERICAX lySTXTUIK OF ABCHITFCIS.

Volume X, No. 2. SAN FRANCISCO, February 15, 1889. T^oi'mcj' ' 52 per Year, in Advance
±tjl 1119. (Single Copies, 20 cts

DEPOT FOR CURLY REDWOOD.

ORECON PINE, RECWOOD, SPRUCE, CEDAR,

SUGAR PINE, SHINGLES, ETC.

LITTLE & KNOWLES LUMBER GO.
S. E. COR. MISSION & MAIN STREET.

i^ Ageute D«lJ<>'orte CVnimercia) Co. Mill.

g^ Redwood Cargoes to order.

Furniture Comp'y
L & E. EMANUEL, PROPS.,
ARE PREPARED TO FILL ORDERS FOR

Wooden Mantels^
FURNiIURE, UPHOLSTERY AND BEDDING,

At Lowest Prices and SJioitest Notic^
A Magnificent Stotk constantly on liand and in process of

manufacture.

43-2 & 434 Eourfch Street.

HARDWOOD LUMBER,
Kiln-Dried Hardwood Flooring,
JOHN ^WIGMORE & SON,

IJO to 147 Spear Street, S. F.,
— AND —

IS mid ir> S. Los Angeles Street.
I.OS AVfiKI.ES, CAL

FR. H. ROSENBAUM & GO.
DEPOT OF

Plate and Window Glass
MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS.

(Quielvsih er and Patent Bacl4).

ORNAMENTAL CUTTINQ AND BEVELLING,

Xo. HGT Market St., opp, Sannome'

RANSOME'S

CONCRETE
Apparatus.

508 California Street

Western Iron Works.
SIMS & MORRIS,

(Successors to John R. Simh & Son)
.MANIFACTI-'RERS OF

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work. Wrought-Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bunds, and all kinds of Iron Wurk. 8 !e Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

Champion MetalicWheelbarrow
Iron Roofs and Gasometers Manufactured

to Order.

123 AND 125 BEALE STREET,
San Frakcisco, ijetween Mission aud Howard..

ii^Tpr: 'UMIWTC'SS

>^feu#:
258 MARKET STREET.

Glass Staining and Embossing Works

CUT, STAINED, AND GROUND GLASS.

Glass Cutiinir Works.
13 V reinont Street.

Stained Gla'-g Wr.rk«,
1J1.(& l:i.r. Howard .St.

GEORaE aooDMA:^,
Patemek and Manufaoiurbr of

(Schillinger's Patent)

In all of lt« Brandies.

SIDEWALK AND GARDEN WALK A SPECIALITY.

307 Montgoraerv Street,
Nevada Block. SAN FRANCISCO.

White Brothers, ia^ ^*r-

-Imtortbrs and Dbalbkk in-

HARD WOOD LUMBER,
Ship Plank and Oak Timber, Cabinet Woods, Veneers, Walnut, Prim-

evera Oak, Hickory, Ash, Mahogany, Cherry, Spanish Cedar,

Poplar, Maple, Etc., Etc.,.Etc.

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

NOTE CHANCE OF ADDRESS-408 CALIFORNIA STREET, NEXT TO THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA.
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TWO-HOLEJASH PULLEY.
Makes its owu mortise with perfect fit; no

chisel or screws required; no time lost in apply-
ing. Cheapest, simplest and best. Marking
Gauges same price of Pulley. Free sample and
prices by mail.

STOVER MANUFACTURING CO.

Freeporf, III,

1853. 1883

HENRY F. STIVER & SONS,
LUMBER INSPECTORS.

ROOM 3.
3 California St. I ,

104 Market St. i
Junction

HUGH B. JONES. MATTIIKW HARRIS.

HARRIS & JONES,
l'KALKrt.S IS

ALL KINDS OF LUMBER
Doors, Sash and Blinds

Sflgar Pine, Yellow Piue and White Ceilar

A SPKCIAI.Ty.

BRYANT STREET
Cor. Oak Grove Ave. Bet 5tli. and 6th Sts.

, TELEPHONE No. 3006,

VANDENBURGH & LEWIS

STAIR BUILDERS.
819 BRYANT ST. NEAR FIFTH.

IMPORTANT TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.

We are manufaeturiiii,' all kinds of Window Bara for Show Windows, Window Rails, Hods, and Gviards, also Counter.

Rails and Brackets, lliiishcd in the metal, or plated with Gold, Silver or Nickel, as well as Door Numbers, and every

description of Door and Name Plates and metal Signs for private houses, offices, etc.

Every description of new and old metal goods, plated with Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, etc.

We also mmufacture SILVER-PLATED AMALGAMATING PLATES for saving Cold in CJuartz, Gra\el and Placer

Mining-

Our ifork is In use all over the Pacific Const, and has proved flrst-clnss in every jiartic.ulnr,

IB. a-. iDB3srisriST03sr,

l'roi>rlKtor San t'ranclseo Gold, Silrer and Xtckel I'latlng WorTiS.

653-655 MISSION ST. San Francisco, Cal.

The Durability of a Roofing Tin
of its Value.

is the Test

The following advertisement of an Insurance Company, is in the October number of

ScRiBNER's Magazine :

"When two brands of the same sort of goods are selling side by side in the market, one bringing double

the jirice of the oihcr, whal is it that enables the otlier to find sale? Always, because it is worth that

much more ; because it will wear longer, do better service while it lasts, keep one satisfied with his

purchase instead of kicking himseli lor a fool all the time he has it, be reliable at the sharpest emergency
instead of lialjle to give out just when it is needed most. And the concern dealing In such goods has to

dial ge more for them because it costs more to mate them." « « . « •

This is most aptly illustrated in the case of Genuine Taylor ''OLD STYLiE"
Brand of Roofing Plate.

WHY?
BECAUSE

4.-

r,.-

n.

7.-

H.-

it.

lO.
II.
rj.

JS.

-It costs more to maice.
-It is therefore worth more.
-It will wear longer and do better service.
-It will be reli'fjle in the sharpest emergency instead of giving out just when it is needed the most
-It has been tried over a long number of vearsand nev<-r found wanting.
-It is the only brand of Roofing Tin that is imitated, and TIIf;KEl''(iRE MUST BE GOOD.
-It has never failed to receive a contract against all competitors when tested by practical mechanics.
-It is sold only at a mttderate p ofit on tiie cost.

-It does "not trade \\\iCin the reputation of any other brand.
-It is sold under every guarantee tliat can lie exacte'*.

^

-It is the only Roofing Tin th.it beans the name and address of the guarantor.
-It it therefore the only Plate that affords absolute security to property-owners, architects and

honest contractors.
-It is the only I'liile that is stamped not only with the brand, thickness and registered trade mark,

but also with the name and address of the guarantor.

There are no Wasters of this Brand. Paradoxical as it may seem,

THE BEST ROOFING TIN IS THE CHEAPEST.

Those wanting THE BEST that can be made at any cost will use the Genuine
Taylor

" OIvD STYLE" Brand, which is the only Roofing Tin that can be offered

under the above conditions.

N. <£ G. TAYLOR C O.^
Originators of Stamped aud Guaranteed ROOFING PLATES,

ESTABLISHED 1810. SEVENTY-NINTH YEAR.

Pacific Rolling Mill Company.

I
railroad

— AND —

MERCHANT IRON,
ROLT^ED BKAMS.

Angle, Channel and T Iz-oji, Bridge
and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws, Washers, Nuts, Ship and Boat Spikes, Boiler

Rivets, Coil Chain, Harrow Teeth, Tire Rivets and

Burs, Tumbuckles, Etc., Etc.

LSTEAMBOAT SHAFTS. CRANKS, PISTONS.

CONNECTING. RODS. ETC.

Hitfbest IMl'C r.ii(l fur Scrap Iron. Caruml I-.'^cotnotive

AxIcoaiiU FnuiieM, and ll;imnieru(l Iron o(

9*vry DuA.iipti-'ti.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CAST STEEL CASTINGS
Steel For^in^s,
Wei;<ht, true to pattern aiul superior in

And
up to 20,000 It.s.

btreujfth, tou)|tin(3SH aiul duraljility toC»«»>t or Wrought
Iron in uiiy jweition, or for any service.

Okakinos, HnoKs, Uikh, Cams, Taim-kth, IM«tos-Hkads, Railroad
AND MaCIIISBRV CaHTINOS OK KVBKY ItKSCRIlTION. Al.SO,

lIOMOaENKOUS STKEL,
Soft and Ductile. Superior to Iron for Locomotive, Mining

and Marine Forgings.
Al«»>, Steel Rods from J4 to 3 iiicli di muter, and Flats from 1 to

8 ini'h, Anifles, Teen, ChanTiels. and otlier Siiapea ; Steel Wajfon,
Buirify atui Truck T ro«. Flow Steel Stamp Stcti s, Cam Shafts, Piston

Itods," Machinery, and SiM;rial ShajH! Steel tosiza and length.

Stkrl Uail8 From 12 to 46 Pounuh pkr Yard.

IRON AND STEEL BRIDGE, ROOF AND RAILROAD

CAR WORK A SPECIALTY.

Bl^hest price pai<l f-r St rap Steel. Orders will have

prompt attention S. ml for cataloj^urs.

PACIFIC ROULINQ MILL CO.,
202 Markbt Strkkt, San Francibco.±
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SELBY
Smelting and Lead Co.,

—Ataiiufavttirers of—

LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,

LEAD SASH WEIGHTS .

LEAD TRAPS,
SHOT, BAR LEAD,

PIG LEAD, SOLDER,
ANTI-FRICTION METAL,

BLUE STONE,
BLOCK TIN PIPE, Etc

Also Machine Loaded Shot Gun Cartridges.

OFUCE.

NO. 416 MONTGOMERY STREET, S. F. GAL

Itefiners of Gold ard Silver Bars and lead llullion. Lead

and Silver Ores Purchased.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUIIiOKRS, IIOUSR I'AIXTKltS, DKCORATORS, BOAT BCII.D>
ERS AXI> VA«'HT)!lMEX UKHIRIXO AN

EXTREMELY DURABLE FINISH FOR WOOD.

Are superior to any
Varnishes or Wood Fin-

ishes in the market, for

the following reasons,
viz.:—
Thoy possesM more

body, higher luster,

greater resisting prop-
erties to atmospherie
influences, action of wa-
ter and alkali, are more
elastic, will not serateh
nor mar ivhite, and are
more durable.

ROSENBERGS
For all classes

INSIDE WOEK
Keqniring great dura

billty, use Tio. 'i

EI,A8TICA FIMISH.
For

OUTSIDE WORK

Ueqnii-ing extreme dn-

rabillty, use Xo. 1

Er<ASTICA FINISH,

D. ROSENBERG & SONS,
7.34-740 Ea*!l?S'«h street, I Office, 207 Avenue D,
7»S-7aw East l»th Street,
199-207 Avenue D,

Manufactured by

NEW YORK.
Send for Samples and Full Particulars.

Made in representation of Ancient and Mod-
dei n Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau

rel. Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood.

ENAMELED, POLISHED.
ANU

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENBEMS
RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaustic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,
FOK

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, W^alLs, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent.

Wf W. MONTAGUE & CO., ^''^A^^^\^}i'^^V^'

Hot Water ANDSteam Heating
For all Glasses of Buildings.

I have introduced this system in over •100 houses on this Coast where it

is now in operation. All work Guaranteed.

Sole nanuActarer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER.
Sole Agent Iter

BUNDY'S PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.
Also Agent for

Gold's Improved Sectional Boiler for Loav Prossiire Steam.

Office, 29 New Montgomery Street, under Grand Hotel.

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.

HARVEY r& GRAVES.
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Hot Water Hot Air
HBATING

A SPECIALTY
Churche-s, Hotels, Public Buildings, Private Dwell-

ings, Conservatories, Green- Houses, etc.,

heated by the mo.st improved methods.

and Sfearn

GLENWOOD Hot Air Furnace.

All Work Fully Guaranteed.

ANDERSON & TALLON,
12 & 14 MARKET AND 9 & II SACRAMENTO STS.

Dealers in and Manufacturers of

Stoves, Ranges, Pumps, Metals

HOUSE FURNISHING WARES, ETC.
RADIATOR, for Hot Water or

Steam Heating

ILL

9WOOD CAMPETi
Imitation Stained Glass,

MOOmSH rilET"WORK.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 & 110 POBT ST., SAN FRANCISCO-

THOS. LYTLE,
Manufacturer of Latest Improued

WEATHER STRIPS,
64rl Mission Street, - S. F.

Asphaltum and Roofing Felt,

RED METALIC ROOFING PAINT,

TATR OIL and COAL TAR.
N. 0. WALTON, 219 Mission St.

W. E. SHEPMAN. A. RUDGEAR.

SAN FRANCISCO

NOVELTY iPTATING WORKS.
GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATERS.

Electro-Bronzing, Grinding and Polishing,

Grate and Fender Work.

All Kinds of Brass Goods Suitable for

House Work, Designed and

Made to order.

Improved Silver Plated Amalgamating Plates

for Quartz Placer and Beach Mining,

Furnished to order with Promptness and

Dispatch.

RUDGEAR & SHEPMAN Proprietors.

108 & 112 FIRST STREET
SaH Vraiirlsro, ... Cali/'ornia.

BRASS & NICKLE PLATED WINDOW & BAR FITTINGS.

HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

' For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwellings l)y the Most Approved

HOT VTATHU SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequaled Economy of Fuel.

Our work in this line has given perfect satisf.iction in every instr.noe, and wu will take pleaaur*

,
in exhibiting its practical oi>eration.

We also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET rURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY 4fc CO.

^ S14 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.
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SroivelFs
PATENT CHIMNEYS

£IeV/J|0|) Cf fW£fI/ce

stcTi«|)>r //.

Endorsed by the Board of Supervisors and recomtnended for

j^eneral use by Fire Wardens, Insurance Agents and Architect!".

Only Patent Heating and Ventilating Chimneys
In the Market.

Vitrified Iron Stone Sewer Pipe, Traps.

Connections, Etc.

Terra-Cotta Chimney Tops, Pipes,
and Flue Linings.

jt^ Orders for the above flllcd at short notice. "^

J. BROA^'El^L.
Contractor and Bnilder,

727 MONTGOMERY STREET.

The "Camaref Guapanteed RooRnji Plates.
Every Sheet Stamped with name of Brand and Thickness

Every Box Guaranteed aud stamped with Net Weight of Sheet

Every Box Strapped with Iron Hoops

NO WASTERS OF THE "GAMARET" BRAND IMPORTED.
Our guaranteed plates are controlled by us to the extent that we represent the

manufacturers in the United Stales—they being under contract with us to keep up
the standard quality of the plates in every particular

—thus enabling us to carry out
the following guarantees:

1st. That the coating is evenly distributed and heavy—thoroughly protecting
the material.

2d. That while the present standard weights of the ordinary roofing plates are

only io8 lbs for IC 14 x 20 and 216 lbs for IC 20 x 28, we guarantee the "CAMARET"
to weigh no lbs. for IC 14 x 20 and 220 lbs. for IC 20 x 28, with 28 and 56 lbs. extra
added for crosses.

3d. That every sheet which passes inspection, and is shipped to us, is cut square
to size, is evenly coated, and free from ragged or beaded edges.

4th. That in the assortmetit the inspectors rigidly exclude imperfect plates.

5th. That the plates will .stand any strain encountered in working a Roofing Tin.

The "f-AMARET" and " GILBERTSON'S OLD METHOD" are made of

identically the same material, the only difference between them being that the
former is not as heavily coated as the latter.

We carry all grades of the cheaper plates, and offer same in competition with
and at lower prices than many of the brands advertised and represented as eqiial to

the "CAMARET."
]ME£3XS.CXZ..^^Xa'^F &i CO.

PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORK. CHICAGO, LONDON.

USE THE STAR • VENTILATOR.

j
Tour Hame on tills Pencil Stamp, 25c.

rwith Indiaink, af;t's terms& outfit free

^Agts. are selling hundredsofthesest'ps.
Thalman Jlf^. Co. , Baltimore, Md., 0. S. A.

Leading Importers 8c Wholesale Stamp Heuse.

BRADSTREETS

XLVJeatlier Strips

Excludes Dust, Wind, Rain and Noise ot the

Street and Prevents Rattling of Windows
All Work Warranted.

A. B. BRADSTREET,
1323 Ellis Street

NORRIS PULLEY.
^•^-^-^

We make our Pulleys ANTI-

FRICTION, GUN METAL PIN,
Bronze Metal Wheel, and any

quality \vanted, from

18 cents Per Dozen to $36. Per Dozen.

'

WE HAVE OVER 1600 DIFFERENT QUALITIES.

We have over

500 different qual-
ities of Chaia

wheel Pulleys.

SIDNEY NORRIS & CO

Baltimore. Md.
N». 00408, Pag« 42 In Catalogue
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CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS
PIONEER ELECTRICIANS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Machinery and Supplies of all Kinds.

Sole Agents for the Celebrated Okonite Insulated Wires.

House Work a Specialty; Fire and Burglar Alarms, Annunciators, Push Buttons, Speaking

Tubes, Electric Gas Lighting, Etc.

Special attention given to Wiring Residences and Business Houses

Office and Works: 35 Market Street,
SAN FRANCISCO.

W. & J. SLOANE & CO.,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

PERSIAN, INDIAN, TURKISH
AND OTHER

Silk and Lace Curtains, Portieres, Window Shades,

and Sash Curtain Goods.

DESIGNS FURNISHED FOR DRAPERIES AND LAMBREQUINS.

641-647
Next Above Palace Hotel.

By recent arrangement with the

manufactvirers of Ornamental Glass in

New York City, we are enabled to fur-

nish, at shortest notice, every Descrip-

tion, Size and Shape of the latest

Modern Styles and of Superior Work-
manship for Interior Finish, Bank Of-

fices, Door Lights, Transoms, and

liuilding purposes in general.

Our moderate prices, choice of styles and designs, which we are prepared to

submit to you will at once command your attention. French and German Look-

ing-Glass Plates, plain and beveled, carried in stock in all leading sizes, and made
to order. Estimates cheerfully furnished.

UAIICMAIIII DOnC NO. 1 SUTTER STREET,
tlMUdlVIAlin DlfUo., Sro Francisco, Cal.

Beveled Plate

Embossed

Cut

Crystalized

H. E. SLADK. C. A. THAYKR

SLADE & CO.,

Lumber Merchants,
PIER 14, STEUART STREET.

YARDS; Howard-Street Wharf and Steuart Street, opp. Office

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CARGOES FURNISHED AND LUMBER SAWED TO ORDER.

TELEPHONE 982. iMiUs on Gray's Harbor, Wasliington Ter

THE OFFICE OF THIS JOURNAL HAS

BEEN REMOVED TO

408 CALIFORNIA STREET,

Ne^t the Bank of California.

CALIFORNIA WIRE WORKS.
329 Market Street,

San Francisco. : : : : Cal.,
MANirFACTCRERS OF

BAI^K, STORE, AND OFFICE

Railings of Wrought Iron or Wire,
HINDOW GUARDS FOIl CHURCHES,

STORES, ^SIDENGES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC.

CRESTINGS ami FINIALS,
Elevator Guards, Balcony Railings, Wire Partitions, Hkylitrlit

Guards, Wire Signs, Wrought Iron Fences, Sieves,
Stable Guards, Kiddles, Stable Fixtures, Coal

Screens, Arbor-*, Sand Screens.Oar-
den Arches, Window Screens,

Wire Fences,
And a General Line of

Ornainental W^ire O-oods.

ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CCMP'Y
Electric Street Railways,

American System of Electric Arc Lighting,

tandard Underground Co.'s Lead Covered Gables,

Mather's System of Incandescent Lighting

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES, LAMPS, ETC. ETC.
Estimates furnished for Electric Railways, Electric Light and Steam Plants.

Office—217 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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A Supreme Court Decision of Great Interest to

Contractors.

IN BANK.
[Filed December 8, i888.]

Renton, Hoi,mes & Co. »

vs. I No. 11,344.
George Monnier. j
It appears from the record in this case that on the 14th day of April,

1882, the defendant entered into a written contract with one Valentine
H. Harding, to construct for him a building on Howard street, in the

city of San Francisco, for the sum of f8,957, to be paid in installments
as the work progressed, and the first payment of |i,ooo to be made
when the frame was up to the second-story floor, including the second-

story floor joists and frame of sidewalk.
It was provided that the building should be constructed "according

and conformable to the drawings and specifications made by William
Mooser, architect," and "in a good workmanlike ai:d pubslantial

manner, to the satisfaction and under the direction of the said William
Mooser, the duly authorized architect, to be testified by a writing or

certificate" under his hand.
The payments were to be made by defendant to Harding, his exec-

utors, administrators, or assigns, "provided that in each case a certifi-

cate be obtained and signed by the said William Mooser, architect,
that said works have been done in the most substantial and faithful

workmanlike manner, to the approval and full satisfaction of said

architect."

On the 15th of April, 1882, Harding assigned to the plaintiffs the
several pa5'ments to be made to him under the contract, py a written

assignment which directed the architect to deliver to plaintiffs the

certificates, and directed the defendant to pay to plaintiffs the several

payments as they should fall due.
The contractor commenced his work and the first payment of $1,000

became due on the 29th of April, 1882. On that day the architect

gave his certificate to Harding, and theidefendantpaid him the f 1,000,
and subsequently refused to again pay the money to the plaintiffs.
The plaiutiflfs claimed that defendant had notice of the assignment

and wronglully paid the |i,ooo to Harding, and they bvought this

action to recover the same.
The case was tried by a jury and the verdict and judgment were in

favor of defendant. The plaintiffs moved for a new trial, which was
denied, and then appealed from the judgment and order.
The principal question is: Did the defendant have notice of the as-

signment before he paid the money? If he did, the plaintiffs were
entitled to recover, and if not, thev conld not maintain their action.

It was proved that notice of the assignment was g'veu to the archi-

tect on or aboutthe 21st of April, and it is claimed for the appellants
that this was constructive notice to the defendant and conclusively
settled the question. Whether this claim is well founded or not de-

penes upon the extent and character of the architect's agency. The
rule is well settled "that notice to an agent of facts arising from or

connected with the subject matter of the agency, is constructive notice

to the principal, when the notice comes to the agent while he is con-

cerned for the principal and in the course of the very transaction."

(Bierce vs. Red BluffHotel Co., 31 Cal
, 165). But notice to an agent

of facts not arising from or connected with the subject matter of his

agency is not notice to the principal, unless actually communicated
to him.

Agencies are general or special, and an agent has such authority as

the
principal, actually or ostensibly, confers upon him. (Civil Code,

Sec. 2,315). In this case it is not claimed that the architect had any
other authority than that expressly conferred upon him by the written

contract for the construction of the building. That authority was:
First—To see that the building was constructed according to the

drawings and specifications in a good, workmanlike and substantial

manner, and to testify in writing to that effect. Si-rond—As the work

progressed and payments became due, to sign and issue certificates

that the work had been done in the most substantial and faithful

workmanlike manner, to his approval'and full satisfaction. Thh-d—To
decide any dispute which might arise re^pectine the true construction
or meaning of the drawings or specifications.
The foregoing are all the powers delegated to the architect, and as

to these powers the plaintiffs were fully advised.
The defendant reserved to himself the duty of making the pay-

ments, and it was a matter that in no way concerned the architect

when or to whom the payments should be made. This being so, we
are unable to see how it can be satd that the assignment was a fact

"arising from or connected wrth the subject matter of the agency";
and in our opinion the instruction, requested by the defendant upon
this subject, stated the law cor recti v and was properly given to the jury.

It was claimed by the plaintiffs at the trial that defendant had
actual notice ot the assignment before he paid the money, and in

support of this claim one Bibb was called as a witness, and testified

that he was the agent of plaintiffs, and that on the 25th of April he
went to the defendant's saloon and exhibited and read to him the
written assignment. On the other hand, it was claimed by defen-

dant that no notice of the assignment was given or attempted to be

given to him until the first day of May; and in support of this claim
defendant was called as a witness, and testified that at the time he

paid the money to Harding, neither Bibb nor any one else had in-

formed him that the payments had been assigned, and that Bibb did

not call upon him and exhibit the written assignment until the first

day of May; that when Bibb called he exhibited a paper and asked
witness to sign it, and he declined to do so; that he was a Frenchman
and did not read or write English or understand what the paper
meant, and so informed Bibb at the time; that he asked Bibb to

come back when his clerk was in, and Bibb then went away.
At the conclusion of the testimony the Court, at the request of

plaintiffs, instructed the jury that if the defendant had notice of the

assignment to plaintiffs before or at the time he paid the f1,000 to

Harding, then the verdict should be in their favor; and that a verbal

notice of the assignment was all the law required, .afterwards an
instruction reading as follows was given for delendant: "The defen-
dant in this action is not liable to plaintiffs, if you find from the

evidence that, at the time he paid the said sum of |i,ooo, involved in

this actijn, to Valentine H. Harding, he had no notice that said

Harding had assigned such payment to llie plaintiffs. And notice

given, in order to be effectual should be -sufficient, precise and com-

plete enough to put the defendant fully on his guard as to the fact of
such assignment, and he should have understood it."

It is added for appellants that the last part of this instruction was

misleading and erroneous, because it, in effect, told the jury that

notice of the assignment would be ineffectual unless the defendant
understood it, and it was sufficient to put him jvl/i/ on his guard,

thereby withdrawing from the jury the full consideration of tlie evi-

dence upon the issues on which they were to pass. And in support
of this position council cite Perkins vs. Eck;ert (55 Cal., 404.)

But it should be observed that each party to a lawsuit is entitled to

have the law given to the jury, which is applicable to this theory of

the case, and the testimony of his own witnesses. The Court acted

upon tliis rule, and gave to the jury all of the instructions asked bj"

the plaintiffs, The defendant's theory was that no notice of the

a.ssignment was given or attempted to be givew to him until after he

paid the money to Harding, and there being a sharp conflict of the

evidence upon this question, that il notice was given it was ineffec-

tual, because he did not understand it or know what it meant. Now.
whether notice was given or not, and if given, whether defendant
understood it, and it was sufficient to put him on his guard, or in the

language of the code, to put a prudent man upon inquiry (^ivil Code,

§ec. It)), were questions of fact for the jury, and the instruction was

evidently given to meet the defendant's theory of the case. Possibly
the part of the in.struction complained of might have been more

happily written; but the question is, was it applicable to the facts

proved by defendant, and did it state correct propositions of law.

Suppose a similar notice should be given to one who neither reads,

writes, speaks nor understands the English language, would the

notice be effectual and an instruction like that given here be er-

roneous ? Evidently not. And yet we fail to .see how the fact that

defendant understood and spoke the English language to a limited

extent can make any difference. H he did not understand what was
read or said to him by the plaintiff's agent, and so informed the agent
at the time, then the latter should have left with him a copy of the

assignment, or s'lould have returned for further explanation when the

defendant's clerk was in. The case of Perkins vs. Eckert, tmpra, is

not in point. In that case the question was whether a bill of sale

was an absolute one, or was given as security, and an instruction was

given which, in effect, told the jury that if plaintiffs understood it to

be taken as security, and the defendants did not so understand it,

they must find it to be an ab.solute sale. The instruction was held by
this Court to be erroneous because it "withdrew from the jury the full

consideration of the evidence upon the issue on which they were to

pass."
In our opinion, under all the circumstances shown, the instruction

.stated the law correctly and was properly given to the jury.
When C. S. Holmes, one of the plaintiffs, was upon the witness-

stand, counsel for defendant asked him, "What'was;the object and pur-

pose of this assignment to you?" The question was objected toon
the ground that it was immaterial and irrelevant, and that the terms
of a written instrument could not be varied by parol testimony.
Counsel for defendant replied that they did not wish to vary the terms
of the instrument, but to .show all the facts and circumstances sur-

rounding the transaction. The Court then overruled the objection,
and the witness answered that the contractor was a stranf,er to him
and that he had procured bondsmen for him and did not want the

money to go into his hands; that the assignment was made to secure

his firm as against the bot.d and everything peitaiiiing to the con-

struction of the building. And he added that h's firm advanced to

Harding $i6s. before he received payment of the Jiooo, and that

Harding repaid the money on the 2d of May. We see no error in the

ruling. A contract may be explained by reference to the circum-

stances under which it was made (Civil Code. Sec. 1,647). and the

lestimony had some tendency to show that plaintiffs had such con-

fidence in Harding that they may not have attempted to give notice

of the assignment to defendant until the time named by him.
There is nothing in the next point made that the Court erred in

permitting defendant's counsel to show tl;at Harding borrowed

money from the plaintiffs and repaid it. Holmes testified to the bor-

rowing and repayment of the money without being asked to do so,

and without objection from either side.

If it was error to admit in evidence the letter written by Holmes
to Harding on the i6th of May, 18S2, in reference to the disposition
of all moneys which might come into plaintiffs hands under the as-

signment, the error was cured by instruction No. 3, which was given
to the jury at the request of the plaintiffs.
The last point made by appellants is that the Court erred- in allow-

ing counsel for defendant to read in evidence the deposition of Val-

entine H. Harding, because there was no sufficient showing that he
was out of the jurisdiction of the Court. The showing that Harding
was out of the State probably might have been made somewhat fuller

and more conclusive, but we think it sufficient to admit his deposition.
After carefully going over the whole record we find nothing calling

for a reversal of the judgment, and therefore advise that thejudgment
and orSer denying a new trial be affirmed.

Belcher, C. C.

We concur :

FooTE, C,
Kayne, C.

by the court.
For the reasons given in the foregoing opinion the judgment and

order denying a new trial are affirmed.
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•HE second design in the series of "Gem Cottages," wliich

the accompanying cut illustrates, is, although somewhat

larger, similar in appearance to that of number one. The

general proportions are retained that it may conform to the

same conditions and also in the line of economy; as a departure
from the square or oblong to that of an irregular outline necessi-

tates the forming of hips and valleys, hence a p oportionate in-

crease in cost. Cottage No. 2 has all the requisites necessary to

a complete moderate-priced home, including bath-room, grate in

parlor, etc.

The principal entrance is into a hall of liberal size, from which
access can be had into four of the six rooms comprising the main

compartments and supplied with an abundance of light and ven-

tilation by a large transom over the door, whose upper panel
will be glazed with some neat pattern of figured frosted glass.
The parlor has ample room proportionate to a dwelling of this

character and provided with ample light through the triplet

windows, the smaller ones being designed with a transom over

^to
be glazed in ornamented glass. The mantel may be of slate in

imitation of marble, or if extreme economy be studied some
tasteful pattern in cast iron could be substituted.

The bath-room, although somewhat unusually located, need be

in no way objectional in that regard if the plumbing is of good

quality and the room rightly kept, and both should have proper
attention in those matters under all circumstances This room
should be wainscotted five feet high, finishing with a neat cap.
The chambers are both well provided with light and ventila-

tion, each having a closet making them desirable rooms.
The dining-rooin is of liberal size with ample light Surnished

by the mullion window and can be, if so desired, provided with a

china closet by substituting the cupboard in kitchen, where
shown with doors opening on a counter shelf in dining-room
three feet from floor, under which drawers for linen can be ar-

ranged. The kitchen is a
desirable room with door
at rear leading to back

yard. The sink will rest

on turned legs, leaving the

space beneath open, which
will allow the same to be

kept clean and wholesome,
rather than being cased up
as usual, affording a re-

ceptacle for filth as is too
often the case.

The pantry should be

provided with not less than
five rows of shelves, under
which can be arranged
flour chests, cupboards for

kitchen utensils, etc. In
the matter of construction
the building should rest on
brick piers extending into
the ground below frost.

The floors should be

doubled, the first being of

surfaced material over
which lay one of matched
soft pine, blind nailed, ex-

cepting in kitchen which
should be of thoroughly
seasoned Oregon pine,
dressed smooth after lay-

ing and kept well oiled.

In a cold climate to as-

sure warmth, would sug-

gest a layer of asbestos

paper between the floors;

however, in no case the
common building paper, as

the leaking of water

through the cracks pro-
duces a continuous damp
floor and soon mould and
rot away.
The kitchen should be

wainscotted three feet

high and over sink five

feet to protect the plaster.

The brick work for kitclien chimney should start thirty inches

below ceiling line, resting on a solid bearing furnished by the

uprights forming the side of cupboard. The brick work for

mantel should start at a point below frost, resting on a footing
of ample siz°, as suggested by the nature of the soil, and ter-

minate four feet above floor line, the brest being formed by fur-

ring with studding to ceiling, care being taken to allow a space
of at least two inches between the wood work and brick to guard

against the possibility of fire. The interior should be finished

in some of the modern styles of pilaster finish with a neat pat-
tern of corner and plinth blocks. Transoms should be provided
overall chamber, hall and outside doors to insure good ventila-

tion, excepting however, the small sliding door into the bath

room. Willler's sliding blinds are a good substitute for the common
inside blind and much to be preferred; however, the English
Venetian blind in the writer's opinion is still better.

The exterior, including roof, should be painted with at least

two coats best lead and oil in two colors using only tirst-class

material, as it is by far the cheapest. In reference to the in-

terior would recommend a natural wood finish in hard oil, as it

is the most durable, easily cleaned and no more expensive than

a good job of painting. The cottage can be completed in a

modern manner,'using only the best materials and workmanship,
at present prices in San Francisco, for a sum not to exceed 11800.

A. W. Putnam.

Dranghtsmen and Students

Should bear in mind that we will soon issue an edition

solely in their interests. Inform us at once if it is your in-

tention to contribute either an article or a sketch.
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Inadequency of Architects Compensation.

'HE inadequency of the compensation receiver! by archi-

tects for making plans, specification.s, etc., for dwelling
houses, and supervising the work, furnishes a fruitful

theme for consideration. People do )iot, as a general
thing, appreciate the amount of labor required in tlie prepara-
tion and completion of a set of plans, specitications, details, etc.,
for an ordinary dwelling house. The reason of this is found in

the fact that most people have little or no means of knowing
the inside history of the preliminary work which has to be done
and the time which has to be spent before the real work of pre-

paring plans can be fairly begun. Even those who build are

usually so absorbed in the interest and pleasure of building that

they do not stop to consider how much they are receiving for the
small sum usually charged for the architect's services.

Perhaps, therefore, a simple outline sketch, showing the man-
ner in which a dwelling house, costing anywhere from five to

ten thousand dollars, is generally evolved, from the first step to

its completion and acceptance by the owner, may assist the lay-
man to understand what it actually cost the architect in time
and labor to prepare and supervise such a set of plans, speL-ifi-

cations, etc.

This picture will be drawn from the architect,s point of view,
and will therefore present a side little known to the public.
The client enters the office of the architect, full to overflow-

ing of that all-absorbing topic
—

housebuilding, and, after the
brief civilities of the day are over, informs him that he contem-

plates building a house for himself and family, and would like

to talk about plans. He then usually produces a diagram show-

ing the number and approximate arrangement of the rooms he
would like, and proceeds to inform the architect what he wants,
what he don't want, and how he wants it done. As soon as the
client pauses for a moment, to catch his breath, the architect

asks the question which has been trembling on his lips for the
last half honr—"how much money are you willing to put into

your house ?
" Almost invariably the client's reply to this sim-

ple question demonstrates the fact that what he wants and what
he is willing to pay for do not agree, and the architect's first

duty is to convince him of the fact. After an hour or two the

interview terminates with a promise by the architect to make

preliminary sketches and to guarantee satisfaction to the client.

This latter promi.se is not always easily fulfilled, for sometimes
a client proves difficult to please, but usually he is reasonable,
and the architect succeeds, in time, in designing .something
which suits his client exactly. Hul he has merely found out
what he really wants, and must now proceed to embody the
same in the plans and specifications. Much time has already
been spent in this preliminary work; perhaps half a dozen dif-

ferent sketches have been made, the client has visited the archi-

tect ten or a dozen times, sometimes bringing his wife and sev-

eral other members of his family, and occasionally monopolizing
a whole morning of the architect's valuable time, while impor-
tant letters lay piled upon his desk requiring his personal atten-

tion, and requesting an immediate respouse, and several builders
and contractors waited impatiently in another room for an inter-

view regarding work already under contract or about to be let.

By the time the house is completed some forty or more detail

drawings may have been made, besides fifteen or twenty scale

drawings and about forty visits made to the premises to see that

the work was being executed according to the plans and speci-
fications.

But this is not all; every office should have duplicate drawings
for the purpose of reference. The plumber and the furnace man
must have duplicates of such portions of the plans as relate to

their respective departments, and if the work is let out in several

separate contracts each contractor requires a duplicate for his

own personal information. The architect is the first one to do

any work on the hou.se and the last one with whom the owner
settles. Tlie house may be .six months or a year in building.
In the meantime there are running expenses of the office to be

paid, such as rent, draughtsmen's salaries, drawing materials,

etc., to say nothing of incidentals.

Thus it will be seen that taking a five-thousand dollar dwell-

ing house at the schedule price of five per cent., the architect is

very inadequately paid for his services. In fact no architect

can pay expenses on dwelling house work alone even at five per

cent., but when he is compelled to take such work at three per

cent., as many are, he finds to his sorrow that it is a losing busi-

ness. But as the grocer keeps sugar to accommodate his cus-

tomers, even though he sometimes loses money on it, so the

architect must do dwelling house work, even though he does it

at a loss, depending on the heavy jobs he may chance to get to

help balance his exchequer.
—Arrhiierfiiral Era.

The foregoing remarks from the Archiferfvral Era represent

fairly the circumstances under which architects prepare plan,
and the manner in which they are remunerated. Many archi-

tects in this city do not receive the true value of their servicess

owing to the limit of professional charges being placed at five

per cent. Take, for i'lstance, the case of an owner who is

erecting a fine dwelling with all modern conveniences, at the

extreme westerly limit of the Pacific Hights. The cost thereof

may be in the neighborhood of $8000. The architect's commis-

sion is $400. Compare the work outlined in the article above
with the amount noted. Add the forty or more trips to the

locality mentioned, and what profit does the architect have for

his time and talents. The hints given should be carefully
noted by owners, and they should take pride in seeing that those

who studied long and earnestly to make plans for a comfortable

home, should be remunerated in a manner befitting their profes-
sional calling.

Pay Day and Welcome.

Subscribers to this Journal should bear in mind that the an-

imal pay time of a large number of subscriptions has rolled

around, and is now due and payable. All are earnestly

requested to call at once and settle arrearages, and renew for

1889, and thus express such

A HEARTY WELCOME

To the new management as will assure it of undivided support
from the members of the architectural profession, and every

contractor, builder, material man, and of all classes and callings,

engaged in works connected with building construction. Ownei-s

of property, those engaged in house furnishing, furniture, carpets
or in any way identified or interested in housework should give
both advertising and subscription support, as more than ever, this

journal will become the great channel through which all impor-
tant reliable business information and facts will flow.

Under a l\lew Management.

This journal is now under the control of the "Architect Pub-

lishing Company." All accounts due are payable to the com-

pany, at their new offices, 408 California street, rooms 14,15,
16 and 17.

All who intend to build a home for themselves should fully
realize the importance of first knowing just what can be done
with a given amount of money, in the building, furnishing and

beautifying their buildings and grounds, so that when the whole

is finished, they can truly say it is simply complete.

[t has been found that steel mixed with twenty-four per cent

of manganese becomes non-magnetic.

"Soaking" in the tire causes steel to become "dry" and brittl*,

and does it very great injury.
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CHEAP LUMBER AND BUILDING.

^E took occasion, in a late issue, to allude to the rivalry
that is being waged between our manufacturers of lumber
and the damaging effect it is having on that interest,

deprecating tlie same as tending to a useless waste of
our own timber resources, besides being otherwise lacking in
business sense. From the consequent cheapness of lumber there
is resulting, however, some benefits to the community at large,
albeit at the expense of the lumbermen themselves. The cheap-
ness of this article has greatly stimulated building and other im-

provemenis involving a large use of lumber.
There is said to be in this city a greater number of dwelling-

houses in course of erection at this time than ever before, the
same being true of many other towns in the State, both interior

and coastwise, except, perhaps, in the southern tier of counties,
wliere the building "boom" has somewhat abated.

Aside from the houses being built, an unusually large number
of contracts have been entered into for the erection of others to

be put up during the coming spring and summer. Many business

places, some of them large and costly structures, are also being
built both here and elsewhere, their erection being prompted, in

part at least, by the same consideration. Cheap lumber is not

therefore, one of those ill winds that blows nobody any good.
It may in the end even work to the advantage of the lumber-

men themselves, the impetus so given to building creatirg such
a demand for their product as will, through the depletion of

stocks, force up the price of that commodity.
It is surprising the effect that a drop of a few dollars per

thousand in the cost of lumber has on the owners of real estate,

causing them everywhere to be seized with a desire for improving
their property. The cost of labor and other materials may re

main as high as ever, and even be advanced, yet this is all lost

sight of in view of the lessened cost of this one article.

While the lumber question is one of moment with all real

estate owners, it undoubtedly weighs most with small holders,
the owners of only two or three lot.s, or perhaps merely a home-

stead, on which they make haste to build when the cost of this

one item drops a little below the ordinary standard. That this

view of the situation is correct is obvious from the improvements
going on in the outskirts of the city of San Francisco. Visiting
that quarter of the city we see hundreds of small houses being
built, the most of them evidently intended for occupancy by the
owners. But beside this class of tenements, which are apt to be

widely scattered, there are others put up in long rows designed
for rent, the possessions of larger real estate proprietors.
One going into the Western Addition, and seeing there so

many houses being built, gets the impression that this suburb is

forging ahead at a specially rapid rate. If he visit the southern

part of the town, he is in like manner led away with the idea

that this section is meeting with an abnormal growth. Out

along the old Mission and the old San Bruno roads building en-

terprise is undergoing a wonderful expansion, as well as along
both sides of the Potrero, lying off in that direction. Even up
the sides and over the tops of the high hills occupying the south-

western part of the city, improvements are creeping, showing
that these less desirable localities are already in request, with the

prospect of becoming densely populated in the near future.

By reason of this large consumption of lumber, it is to be

hoped that the manufacturers of that article will, through im-

proved prices, find some compensation for the meagre returns

they are now realizing from the products of their business.

The above from Wood and Iron, of this city, expresses the
true state of the lumber market. We take pleasure in printing
the article, as it coincides with many of the ideas advanced by
the California Architect. "//! is surprising the efect that a

drop of a few dollars per thousand in the cost of lumber has

upon the owners (if real estate." Friend Everett, we cordially

agree with you and beg to welcome you to our fold. Time over
and again have we advanced that same proposition, and the same
number of times have we been combatted, Friend Everett, taking
the stand that a few dollars per thousand, more or less, did not
or would not affect the price of building. It is not only the

price of the rough lumber used, but the mill men make a vast
difference on their bids, owing to the high value of surfaced
lumber. This journal has always taken the stand that $22.50
was too high for lumber, while $12 or $13 per M, was a ruinously
low figure. We believe that $18 is a fair price to consumers
and manufacturers, and an earnest endeavor should be made to
maintain the price of lumber at that figure.

"P' S-^;'^^-->4£

FULL OF PROMISE.

The years since 1880 have been periods of gratifying and in-

creasing prosperities in California, in all departments' of building,
commercial and business enterprises, checked only for a limited
time by an occasional "dry season;"—some portions of the State
"booming" to the utmost extent of possibilities, stimulated by
every art and device known to those handling and manipulating
property interests, while San Francisco and other cities, towns
and sections have glided along in the even tenor of their ways,
stimulated, growing and prospering alone upon the solid mei-its'of
the realities within their respective boundaries.

Such has been the state of facts particularly in the building in-
terests. The building statistics from time to time appearing in
this journal show the approximate, but not the ultimate, amount
of investments, as often as the sum of contract.s decided upon the
commencement of operations, and upon which such statistics are
ba.sed, are considerably increased before completion, by extras
which in some cases amount to a considerable percentage on the
sum of original contracts.

But viewing prospective results for current year from present
datas the generally expressed prediction is that 1889 will be one
of tlie e.xceptionally good years in this State. Everybody who
can control their finances to that end, expresses the determination
to build, and ere the summer months roll around, every building
operative from architect to sewer-layer will have ample employ-
ment, with the very certain probability that the supply of labor
in many of the departments, especially skilled mechanics, will be
short of the demand. Hence, advance in the rates of wages in
some lines may reasonably be anticipated, and those who com-
mence later in the season may expect to pay higher prices than
those who at the present time have their plans prepared and in
the market for bids. Notwithstanding the large number of tene-
ment houses erected each succeeding year, there are few desirable
habitations to rent, and as fast as new ones are completed tenants
are found to occupy them, thus evidencing the fact that those
who have property to improve, and money to invest, run no risk
in planting their surplus or available coin in building improve-
ments, particularly at the present low price of lumber materials.

Plate Glass Making.—This is now an extensive industry in
this country. The principal works are at New Albany. Indiana,
where 1,500,000 square feet is made annually. Nearly as much
is made at St. Louis, Mo., and a works at Pittsburg, Pa., turns
out 360,000 square feet each year. The total is 3,000,000
square feet, or 568 a^res of plate glass ground true and polished.No enormous plates, such as were exhibited at the Centennial
exposition by French makers have been produced and are not
required. Plate glass of unusual dimensions is a luxury, and
posses no merit or advantage corresponding to its great cost.
The value increases as the square of the area.

The manufacturers of perforated seats hare combined,
object can be seen through.

Their
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Parker Aire., near Point Lobes avenue, one-

stoty frame. Owner, Geo. Wright, archi-

tectj D. F. McGraw; contractor, D. F. Mc-

Graw; amount, I1.500; limit April i; filed,

Januarv 19; signed, January 7. Payments,
I500 when brown mortared; I500 when out-

side work done; |soo completed.

fine, between Lyon and Central avenue,

dwelling and stable. Owner, Fred'k Rake-

man; architect, Townsend & Wyneken; con-

tractor, Wm. Linden; amount, $2,800; limit,

120 days; filed, Jan. 15; signed, Jan. 9. Pay-
ments,' I560, framed; I560, enclosed; $560,

ist coat paint; I560, completed; $560, 35

days.

Page, between Gough and Octavia, building.

Owner, James Reily; sureties, W. A. Meeker;
architects, Jno. J. Clarke; contractor, W.
Linden; amount, $5,300; limit, 120 days;

filed, Jan. 22; signed, Jan. 10. Payments,
|i,ooo, framed; |i,ooo, enclosed; |i,ooo,

brown coated; $1,000, inside finish complete;

$1,300, 35 days after.

Page and Scott, three-story frame. Owner,

Jos. Hess; architect, H. Geilfuss; contractor,

H. J. Weiss; amount, $7,168; filed, Jan. 7;

signed, Jan. 2. Payments, $900, framed;

$900, roofed; $900 partitions set; $900, brown

coated; $900, white coated; $868, completed;

$1,800, 35 days.

Pacific, near Larkin, improvements, $1,000.

Sutter, near Powell, brick and stone works.

Owner, Wra. T. Commary; architect. Robt.

H. Daley; contractor, Ceo. D. Nagle; amount,

$2,700; limit, 30 days; filed, Jan. 15; signed,
Dec. 8. Payments, 75 per cent as work pro-

gresses; balance, 25 per cent, 35 days.

Scott and Post, frame building. Owner and ar-

chitect, T. J. Welsh; sureties, Frank P. Latson
and J. J.McKinnon, $4,000; contractors, Bren-

nan Bros.; amount, $4,540; limit, 90 da3-s; filed,

Jan. 25; signed, Jan. 19. Payments, brick and

carpenter work for frame building; $1,000,

framed; $1,000, brown mortar on; $1,000,

accepted; $i,54o. 35 (lays after.

Stockton, between Ellis and O'Farrell, five-

story and attic brick building. Owners, E.

D. Keyes, Marianna C. Loughsborough and

F. George; architect, Chas. Geddes; carpen-

ter, A. Miller, $47,700; mason, J. McCarthy,

$36,232; iron, O'Connell & Lewis, $9,500;

plumbing. Shephard Bros., $7,696; Gal. iron,

Conlin & Roberts, $9,580; glass, Whittier &
Fuller, $3,575: painting. Downing, $3,000;

wrought iron, Ralston, $7,388; stone, R. A.

Lewis, $1,548,

Sutter, near Webster, additions; cost, $600.

Sacramento, near Larkin, two-story frame.

Owner and builder, R. Grier; cost, $4,500.

Twent >/-thirfl and Dolores, painting. Owner,

N.J.Stone; architects, Percy & Hamilton;
contractor, F. S. Poland; amount, $1,260;

limit, as .soon as possible; filed, Jan. 31;

signed, Jan. 22. Payments, installments of

75 per cent, on first Saturday of each month,
as work progresses; balance, 25 per cent,

after completion.

Turk, between Laguna and Buchanan, three-

story frame. Owner, Wilhemina Hess; ar-

chitect, Bernard Dryer; contractor, Bernard

Dryer; amount, $5,690; limit, May 10; filed,

Feb. 2; signed, Feb. i. Payments, $1,500,

framed; $1,200, brown coated; $1,500, white
coated; $1,490, 35 days.

Twenty-third and Alabama, two-story frame
and moving stable. Owner, Jos. M. Schulz;

architect, H. Geilfu.ss; contractors. Gray &
Stover; amount, $3,625; filed. Feb. 2; signed,
Jan. 30. Payments, $905, framed; $905,
white coated; $905, completed; $910, 35 days.

Trent A r . , between Twenty-fifth and Twenty-
sixth, two-story and basement building. Own-
er, Wm. Ferris; architect, Geo. Houston;
contractor, Geo. Houston; amount, $2,690;
limit, 90 days; filed, January 19; signed, Jan-
uary ir. Payments, $500 rustic on; $500
brown coated; $500 white coated; $500 com-
pleted. $690 35 days.

Tiventi/-t/iirfl and Dolores, carpenter work.
Owner, N. J. Stone; architects, Percy & Ham-
ilton; contractor, F. W. Kern; amount, $13;-

490; limit, 90 days; filed, Jan. 24; signed Jan.
22. Payments, carpenter work in install-

ments, on first Saturday each month, of 75

per cent as work progresses; balance, 25 per
cent 35 days after completion.

Tiventy-third and Dolores, plastering and
deafening. Owner, N. J. Stone; architects,

Percy & Hamilton; contractor, J. L. Crich-

ton; amount, $1,697; limit, when building is

ready; filed, Jan. 24; signed, Jan. 22. Pay-
ment in installments, on first Saturday of each
month, of 75 per cent, as work progresses;
balance, 25 per cent, 35 days after completion.

Tireilti/-fhird and Dolores, brick and artifi-

cial stone work. Owner, J. N. Stone; archi-

tects, Percy & Hamilton; contractor, J. Wag-
ner; amount, $2,545; limit, 25 days; filed,

Jan. 24; signed, Jan. 22. Payments in install-

ments on first Saturday each month, 75 per
cent as work progresses; balance, 25 per cent,

35 days after completion.

Twenty-third and Dolores, plumbing and
sewerage. Owner, N. J. Stone; architects,

Percy & Hamilton; contractors, Shepard
Bro.s.; amount, $2,128; filed, Jan. 24; signed,
Jan. 22. Payments, installments on ist

Saturday of each month, of 75 per cent as

work progresses; balance, 25 per cent 35

days after completion.

Twenty-fourth and Dolores, two-story frame.
Owner Geo. I. Mouck; architect and contrac-

tor, Geo. Houston; amount, $2,818; limit, 100

days; filed Jan. 14; signed, Dec. 31. Pay-
ments, $703, shingleii; $705, brown mortared;
$705. doors and windows in; $705, 35 days.

Tuii'nti/-iiecon,(l. between Fair Oaks and
Guerrero, double frame building. Owner,
James C. Blair, et al; architect, Henry T.

Bestor; contractoi, R. Doyle & Son; amount,
$2,889; sureties, C. H. Castle and John Mc-
Carty, $1,500; limit, 70 days; filed, Jan. 15;

signed, Jan. 14. Pa\'ments, $450, rustic on;
$600, brown mortarpd; $600, white inorared;
$514, completed; $725, 35 days.

Union, between Filmore and Steiner, two-

story frame. Owner, Mr. Harper; contrac-

tor, R. Brotherton; cost, $3,000.

Union, near Buchanan, one-story addition ;

cost, $1,200.

I^nion and Fillmore, two-story frame. Owner,
A. Postel; architect, B. E. Henrickson; con-

tractor, Robt. Currie; amount $3,420; sure-

ties, Frank P. Latson and John J. Cooney,
$3,400; limit, 65 days; filed, Jan. 25; signed,
Jan. 19. Payments, $640, roofed; $640 out-

side finish on; $640, sashes glazed and hung;
$640, trimmings on; $860, 35 days after.

Valencia, near 25th, one-story frame; cost,

$800.

Vernon Place and Third, two-story frame.

Owner, John Demartini; architect, Geo. V,.

Voelkel; contractors, C. V. Robertson and
Fritz Roettger; amount, $2,254; sureties, J.

W. Wesson; limit, 60 days; filed, January 12;

signed, January 5. Payments, $300 enclosed;

$500 first plastered; $800 completed; $564 35

days.

.VK W CITY HALT. COyTR.lOT.
The bids for constructing the plinth course

of the McAllistev street wings for the construc-

tion of an elevator in the Larkin-street wing,
and finishing five rooms in the main building
are as follows :

I'LiNTH corRSR. Small Larjfe

W'niK- Wing.
M. .1. Healey & Co 8.939 «8,4U
McQowan & Hutlcr 8,80(1 9,J00
Ar.ton Hi & Doe 7,03.'^ 7,380
F. E. Knowlcs & Co 11760 ll,7,iO

FINTBHIVO R^OMS.

J. Kemn & Co 89,9.so

F. A. Williaua 5,99.'!

MoOaiin & Riddl •

.'i,690

McGowaii & Butler 7.710

Antonclli & Djc 8,500

coNSTRUcrro.N or blkvator.

A. J. McNicoll »4,500
w. T. Oarratt&Cn 6.049
W. H. Bircll & Co 4,830
W. H. Birch & Co 4,695
W. H. Birch & Co S,650
W. H. Birch & Co 3,976

All the bidders will be required to produce
samples of the stone to be used in consstruction.

COUNTRY BUlTDiNO NEWS.

THE LOS AXOKLKS ISirlLDlSU.

Bills Opened bt/ the Siipevpislitff Arrhtterl at

WaaliUiijtoH.

Washington, Feb. 5.
—Bids for the con-

•struction of the new public building at Los

Angeles were opened at the office of the Super-
vising Architect to-day. Bids from Los An-

geles were received as follows: John Hanlon,
$150,000; Fletcher & Smith, $163,566; F. K.

Green, $181,360; McNally & McConnack,
$199,700. From Washington, D. C.—Hollze-

law Bros., $126,365; McCarty & Baldwin, $132,-

000; Lane & Malone, $141,956; Bright & Hum-
phrey, $148,637; James H. Coster, of Baltimore,

$130,8 7; J. L. Garing & Son, of Detroit, $134,-

F. VIT. KRKLING «£ SONS,
Manufacturers of Elegant

PARLOR and CHAMBER SETS,
DINING-ROOM, BANK AND OFFICE FURNITURE,

Ricli Upholstery, I'Jraperies, Bedding, Fltc

SOLE OWNERS OF THE

SQUARE & OCTAGON TURNING MACHINES,
For Balusters, Newel Posts, Etc., Etc.,

i

^ * '

WAREROOMS: FACTORY:

B34 and B3B MARKET STREET. 319-328 GUERRERO STREET.

Telephone 3192. Telephone a<13.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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AX TySOLVXyT rARPEKTEB.

John Furness, a carpenter and builder, who
has been engaged in business in this city
since 1873, '"<*• applied to the Superior Court
to be adjudged an insolvent debtor. His lia-

bilities amount to 15,908 due on promissory
notes and open book accounts. His assets
consist of tools of trade, wearing apparel and
furniture, valued at ^235, which are exempt
from execution under the law.

.V/ilC I'lHI.lC HrtLlHAO AT XTfX KTOS.
The Supervisors lately adopted a resolution

to build a County Jaii, and appointed a com-
mittee to advertise for plans. There is a fund
of Jso.ooo, available for the purpose, and the
site was purchased two years ago. The Court-
hou.se now being constructed at a cost of I250,-
000, will be finislied this year. The granite for
the third slory is now being set. The jail will

be one block distant from the Courthouse.

K.SHKRAXXA.
Architect W. H. Carson, of Woodland, is

preparing plans for a brick hotel, to be erected
in Esperauza.

Alexander Johnson has built many hou.ses in

Alameda. He has a large cottage in course of
construction on the south side of Buena Vi.sta

avenue, west of Willow street. It is one story
in hight and will contain nine rooms alto-

gether. Cost, about |2,o(Kj. It is Mr. John-
son's intention to build two smaller cottages
on the adjoining lots to the west. He is also

finishing two cottages on Blanding avenue,
between Broadway and Kverett street.

John Conrad is building a handsome seven-
room cottage on the north side of Pacific

avenue, east of Chestnut street. It will cost
about |i2,0(X).

William Hammond is having a number of
alterations made on his cottage on the soiith

side of Buena Vista avenue, west of Willow
street. The improvements will cost about
|i, SCO-
Thomas I. I'yne has commenced work upon

a large cottage on the north side of San Jose
avenue, between Oak and Walnut streets.

This will be the eighth dwelling that Mr. Pyne
has erected in Alameda.

LirHKIUOJtE.
N. D. Dut,cher will erect a frame building.

SAXTA ItOSA.

G A. Tapper will build a three-story brick
hotel on Fourth street, for hotel purposes.
Work will be commenced in a few months.
The Clute building will be greatly enlarged.
The Lodge block will undergo material al-

terations.

sAy fEintirs yn tf schoolhovsk.
The citizens at San Pedro have raised |i2,cxx)

for the purpose of erecting an eight-room
schoolhouse. Seventeen architects sent in

plans, some from San Diego and Pasadena, but
the successful competitor was George V. Cos-

terisan, of Los Angeles. The building will be
commenced verv soon.

VT.KASAyTOy.
The contract for the Pleasanton school build-

ing was not let last Saturday, as all of the five

bids were in excess of the f10,000 limit made
by the trustees.- The lowest bid was about

113,300, and the highest about $15,000. All
were made by Oakland and San Francisco con-
tractors. All were rejected, and the architect
instructed to so change the plans as to bring
the cost of the completed building within the
limit. This done, new bids will be asked for.

OAKI.Ayi)-
Mr. Finn is having a dwelling liuilt (

Eleventh .street, near Powell.

ALAMEItA IMyROVElHEyTS.
The building trade starts out well for the

first month of the \ear, and the outlook for an
active season was never more encouraging.
Houses are now going up in all parts of the

city, and if only half of the number projected
are built this year, the record will be a large
one. Plans have been prepared for some mag-
nificent dwellings, to be erected in the neigh-
borhood of Peru and Sherman streets, and San
Antonio avenue.

A parsonage is being erected for the use of
the Christian Church society.

Bakewell & Sons are erecting a business
building in Casa Blanca.

H. A. Westbrook secured the contract for
alterations to the Boyd building. C. I. Rice
obtained the Postoffice building. Architect
Willard has charge in both cases.

Gas Fixtures,

Electric Fixtures,

Wood Mantels,

Brass and Iron Fire-

place Furnishings,
Of Artistic and Beautiful Designs,

at the Lowest Prices.

CALIFORNIA GAS FIXTURE CO..

122 and 124 Sutter St.

JOS. SiMONToN, Fred W. Farrar,

President. Vice-President.

W, T. Galloway, Secretary.

FORKSTIILLK
Virgil Moore has let the contract to Mr. Cole

for a jjo.ooo hotel. Work will be commenced
in the early spring.

(tMAItlO.

N. G. Knott has signed a contract to erect a

dwelling for Dr. Scott.

"PICTURESQUE CALIFORNIA

HOMES."

Price,
. - - - $3.50

A large work containing numer-

ous designs of California Country
Architecture.

Drawing for Cabinet Makers 1 00

Science of Carpentry 5 GO

Mechanic's Geometry 5 00

Artisan 5 00

\mateurMechan'sWorkshop 3 00

Cottages 1 00

EaXABLISHEIt 187a lycORVOBATED ISSB

TELEPHONE NO. 1981.

Sterling^^Furniture*Co.
(GILBERT & M'.,ORE,)

Mantels, * Offics and h\m\ Desks, % Bank Fittings.

Hardwood Interiors % Fine Cabinet Work.

BARGAINS IN FURNITURE AND CARPETS
BEFORE REMOVAL TO THE

1039-1041 Market Street

^
' Factory—Corner Seventeenth and Folsom Sts.
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JAUU sriiRs. D. •.HINCSLIIY

FULTON IRON WORKS
Fremont, Uowaid and B«ale Btrertt

HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES
Manufacturers of all kinds uf

MACHINERY AND BOILERS,

Agents for the Pacific Coast for the DEAN STEAM
PUMP.

BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILERS.

Offjck:— 220 Front Street, - - - San Francisco

SCHRADKK,
H .MARTENS.

A. ANDKRHON.
HBA.W.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY,
CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Our Specialties are MACHINERY, STOVE PLATE, ORNAMENTAL AND PLUMBERS' CASTINGS ETC. Orders

promptly attended to.

Fonndry and Office. 140-142 Folsom Street.
H. SCHRADER MANAGER

Marti.v O'Con.neli., Oscar Lkwis

ARCHITECTURAL IRON WORKS,
O'CONNEl.L & LEWIS, PKOr's

And Manufacturers of Architectural

Iron Work,

230 to 236 Steuart St., Bet. Howard & Folsom, S.F.

REESE LLEWELL YN,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY,
133 and 13s Beale Street,

130, 132, 134 and 136 Main Street,

Near Howard,

SAN FRANCISCO.
MANUFACTURER OF

Hoise Fronts i\i MacMiery Castings
OF ALL KINDS.

This House is Stained with Cabot's Creosote Shingle Stains,
For Shingles, Fences, Clapboards, Etc. These Stains have been in use since 1881, have

proved themselves durable aud artistic and are without doubt the most satisfactory coloring for

shingles. Our Stains contains NO W.\TER, and are the only Exterior Stains not ADULTERATED
with Xerosene. Cheaper than Paint and more easy to apply.

Prices are 40c., 5Qc. and 75g., According to Quality,

SAMUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer, 70 Kilby Street, Boston, Massachusetts,

8^".Send for Samples on Wood, aud Circulars.

^GLADDING.McBEANXCO.
^ SEVVER S CHIMNEY PIPE, \

^ DRAIN TILE,

§ ARCHITECTURALTERRA COTTA Etc

s/l358-l360 MARKET ST. S.'R/
- MANUFACTORY AT LINCOLN CAL.

Manufacturer of

Foreigrn and Domestic Marble Mantles, Tomli

stones, Monuments, Tiling, Plumb-

ers' Slabs, Vases,

STATUARY, FOUNTAINS, ETC.

1241 Market St., San Francinco

Fine Carpetings,
Rich Furniture,

Elegant Upholstery.

CHAS.M. PLUM&CC,
UPHOLSTERY CO.,

1301 to 1809 Market St. Corner KintL, S. F.

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Putting Works,
39i Fremont Street,

('orner \A Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

S. E. HOPPER.

GOLDEN GATE

mkmm miM
215 and 217 Main Street,

Between Howard and Folsom, SAN IRANCISCO.

Manufacturers zi

<3- CALCINED PLASTER.^
( PLASTER OF PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

NORMAN & ECKLER,

HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTERS
WHITENING AND TLVTIXG A SPECIALTY.

All worlt promptly attended to.

132 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.

J. L. CAHILL,
Painter <fe Decorator

Rooms Decorated la (lold Gonijlete for $15,00,

23 Sixth St, Near Market

THOMAS SIMPSON,

GRAINER,
1207 MISSION STREET

SAy FRANCISCO.

J. F. SULLIVAN,

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER,

Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

5JO MARKET STREET.

D. JORDAN,
MASON AND BUILDER,

911 WEBSTER STREET.

Box No. 69 Mason's Exchange.

THE OLDEST FIRM IN THE OLDEST TOWN
IN THE

ron and
Steeljoofing

Business

Having purchased the entire plant, machinery, good w 11, etc,
of the Calilwell Iron Roofing Co. . of this city, we now succeed to
the business of the oldest firm in the line in the VVest, if not the
entire country.
Customers of the late firm of Caldwell & Co. can rely upon

being proniptlv served, in the host manner, with the old-time
favorite Outcalt Vatent KooHng, or any of the unproved forma
manufactured hy uo.

THE CINCINNATI CORRUGATING CO.,

12 1 EGGLESTON Ave.,

Cincinnati, Ohi
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SAN FRANCISCO LUMBER COMPANY

LUMBER Dealers
PRINCIPAL OFFICE—PIER IS, STEUART STREET

Yards—At Pier 12, Steuart street Third and Berry Streets,

Pier 3, Steuart Street,
THOS. RICHARDSON,

Manager.
C. A. BARKER, > Asststant Manaofrs
WALTER DICKINS, \

assistant managers.

JAMES McCarthy,

10 Stevenson Street,
(T\vi> Joors from First — Pioneer Mills),

Between Market and Mission, San Francisco.

Designs to suit the various departiiieiita in Baildinge, etc.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Drumm Street,
Between Clay and Washington, SAN FRANCISCO.

P O. Box 10*2.

TRACY BROS. & CO.

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CHIMNEY PIPE & CHIMNEY TOPS,
20 & 22 Eighth St., San Francisco.

SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARGING

%A/A^niZ^5 ^^1 f\O C^T—..The only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water-

YV/^ I tLri Vy^V^O^ I Closet in the World.

Eeononijj! Cleanliness!

HEALTH
Persons engagefl in Sanitary En

terprises

Arcliltects GflBtriictirs

AND BUILDERS

Are especially invited to ex-

amine the practical

workings of

SACK'S

AUTOMATIC WATER -
CLOSET.

A written guarantee is

given with each Closet

that money will be re-

turned, after six months

trial, and any other

closet substituted in its

place if this closet is not

in the fullest sense.

EVERYTHING that

claimed for it.

IS

Address:—SANITARY PLUMBING MANUFACTURING CO., 910 Webster St., Oakland.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
-^ CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the followinjj parts : A smoke

flue A, of fire clay, in t feet leng^ths, with rebated joints and

t'alvanized iron bands o,-er each joint. Th'jse bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a g^alvanized iron exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around the .smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other for foul air. The outside pipe is put up in two feet

lent'thtf also, and the whole is bound together and secured to

the Btmiding by iron bands C e\ ery four feet.

WM. E. STEVENS,

^clW^l^offittHK^ tCflftai^r** uftf

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three inch conductor D
extending to outaide of wall for fresh air, whicli, pas^inj; up.
becomes lieated, and can be introiiuced to any room abo. e by
a register E, near t)ie f1.>or. The ventilation of rooms tS

effected b}' means of an opening F, with reyister near the

ceiling, by which the f<uil air e^scapes and is cunducte I in tl.e

air space around the flue to the roof. In addition to t'li , < an

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass tlir-'ugli

and between the Joists t) conduct by a small conductor tJ with

the above mentioned air !^pace.

Tlie lightest and safest patent chinuiey manufactured.

Approved by the Board of Superv isors.

WAREROOMS,

N. E. Comer of Larkin and Market Streetsi

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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CONTRACTORS —CARPENTERS — STAIR BUILDERS,

THOS. MERRY,
Carpenter <£ Builder^

L09 JACKS.ON ST..
Between Davis and Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO CAL

Stores and OlKces fitted up. All kinds of Johbiii^;

promptly attended to.

J. O. Mecridy. F, A. Mecred y

MECREDY BROS.,
CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,

Shop. No. 3 Jessie St.,

year First St., San Fraucisco.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Residence, 615 Jessie St.

F. V. ACKER,

CONTRACTOR& BUILDER

1207 POLK STREET.

C. p. MOORE,
310 OoUKh Street.

G M. MOORE,
297 Linden A\e.

MOORE BROS.,
CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

1 5 Van Ness Ave.
.JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

J. R. DREW F. Mclaughlin

DREW & McLaughlin
Stair Builders

ENTERPRISE MILL,
220 and 222 Steuart St., San Francisco.

S. C. BUZZELL,

Contractor & Builder,
510 HAYES STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

R. HERRING,

WOOD MINTELS, OfFlOE FITTING

AND MILL WORK.

450. 452 Stevenson Street, tietween Fiftli and Slxtli,

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER & BUILDER,
Order Box, 516 Kearny St.

IIenrv S. Grav Cook Stovkr

GRAY & STOVER,
CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

Box 35, Room 11, 330 Pine Street,

Sesidence, 1310 21st Street,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CARPENTER
AND BUILDER,

313 Third St. Cor. Silver

8AN FHANCISCO.

GEO. R. JESSE,
Formerly JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDBR,
EXCELSIOR MILL,

Bryant Street,
nearjtti,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Constantly on hand and made to order,

Stair Rail, Posts, Balusters, Etc.

J. L.SMITH,
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER,

FRESNO, CAL.
ROOM 12, MARTIN fiLOCK, I ST.

Contracts Taken, Plans and Estimates Furnished.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
POSTOFFrCE BOX 489.

A. A. WILLIS,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Office, 330 Pine Street,

San Francisco,

Residence, 1417 San Jose Avenue, Alameda.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

1138 Seventeenth St, S. F.

DAVID PERRY,

Carpenter -:- and -:- Builder,
324 Guerrero Street,

Bjtwoen 15th and Kith, SAN FEANCISCO.

All Jobbing; Proini)tly Attended to.

N. P. LANGLAND,

STim BUILDER AND WOOD TUDNER,

407 Mission St., San Francisco.

Mcchauio' Mill, Second Floor.

PLUMBERS GAS FITTERS METAL WORKERS.

Wm. S. snook & SON,
contractor,s for

I*ILiTJlVt:BX3>a-C3l-,
GAS AND STEAM FITTING,

Metal Rooting, Tin and Sleet iron Worts.

554 Clay Street, Cor. Montgomery.

J. D; WELCH,
Practical Plumber,
GAS & STEAM FITTER,

Cor, Fillmore and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

MEITAL ROOFBR,
All kinds of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-Iron Hoofinir, Galvanized

Iron Gutter.sand Oliimtiey toi>s. jt^^ROOFS repaired and
painted.

ALL rIOBBINC PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

510 Bush St., above Dupont, San Francisco

W. D. HOBRO,
PLUMBER AND GAS FITTER,

728 Washington St. Opposite the Plaza,

SAN FEANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at
tended to. Residence 2 613 Clay St., bet. Steiner and Pierce.

G. & E. SNOOK,
PLUMBERS & GAS FITTERS,

METAL ROOFING.
JOBBING WORK A SPECIALTY.

G30 Sacratuento Street.

(Successors to Cronan & Dunbar)

METAL ROOFERS
1213-1215 Market St., bet. 8th and 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron
Work of every description. Roofs repaired, etc.

All vfork done by me guaranteed.

JOHN T. GRAY,
230 Slitter Street,

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS
And Steam Fitter.

Bad plunibinjf and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and
j(:iiaranteed.

THOMAS DAY & CO.
Limited.

IMPORTERS OF

Gas Fixtures and
PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES.

222 SUTTER STREET.
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Incorporated A. D. 1819

cCt iCina -iiasurance do.

OF HARTFORD.

Cash Assets * 9,528,388,97

Pacific Branch

§l2j. (sa'.ifornia ^i. pan ^rar.cizcc

GEO. €. noA HI)MAX, General Af/t.

T. E. Fori:, Ass't General A(/ent.

^^ SLIDING

HAS OUTLIVED

ntlTATIONS.
ENDORSED BY

1,200 AECHITECTS
NO TRACK ON

THE FLOOR.

NO CUTTING

OF CARPETS.

ADJUSTABLE

TO SETTLING.

Vi^'IflflOO 000SETS

SYRACUSE.N.Y

B. McMahon & Son,
Wharf, Bralije cuul Trestfe- Work

oo :]ynB I n^JLTI onsrs.

Iron Briilps, Railroails anil Pile FounMious,

Pn.KS AND Ll.'MBER COXSTANTLV ON HAND.

OFFICE, NO 22 HOWARD STREET,
San FrancisL-u.

IVES'

PATENT

SASH
OCK

o

CO
m

H
j5

o
Z
>
s
m
z
H
>

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MA.NUI'ACTUKliRS OF

DECORATIONS.
Plastering Repaired and Whitened.

28 Ellis St. San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland,

P. A. BUELL & GO.,

ENTERPRISE PLiNING MILL,

STOCKTON, GAL.

Estimates made and work delivered in any

part of tlie (State.

Pacific Coast Planing
A. KENDALL,

Corner Grove and Second Sts., Oakland.

Moldings, Bracl<ets, Frame
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantles to Order.

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY.

COUNTRY ORDERS SOIJCITED.

Dyckerhoff Portland Cement
OF UNRIVALED STRENGTH, FINENESS

AND RELIABILITY

Best and. Clieapest
For FoundaUoiUi, Cellars, Floors, WcUbf, Artificial

Stone, Etc.

The-e extraordinary qualities permit an unuHially lai^e
addition of sand, etc., (26 to 50 per cent, more than other

well-ki own Portland Cement) and will produce the stronifcst

most reliable and durable work.

Selling at no higher figure than onlinary good >Tand8 of

I'ortlind Cement, it is therefore much the cheapest to use.

Dyckerhoff's Portland Cement is always uniform, unal-

terable in volume, and will not crack.

Pamphlets containing directions and testimonials sen

free.

CHAS. DUISENBERG & CO.,

814 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast.

EXCELSIOR MILL CO.
\V. A. MEEKER

Manufacturer of

Jamks Youso, ^V. J. TtlOMPSON,

H.B.IVES&CO.'l^'^SeffBiTO.Ct
SEND FOR ILLUSTnATED PRICE-LIST.

* STAR *

Too! and Machine Works,
F. KEAJEWSKI, Proprietor.

5 20 and 5 22 FIFTH ST.
San Krancihco.

WOOD-WORKINQ,
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rail Bolts, Brackets, Xewel Rods, etc., for Stair Work

BEALE STREET MILL,

YOUNG, THOMPSON & CO.

Manufacturers of

Frames, Sash and Blinds,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS

308 Mission Street,

Made to Order, nil kinds of Outside and Inside KiniKh and
Mouldin&;B Brackets and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning in

all their branches, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

Frames, Sash, Blinds, Doors,

SOUTH SIDE OF BRYANT ST.
NEAR FIFTH, SAN FRANCISCO

Always on hnnd and made tn order, all kinds of

Outside and Ins'de Finish & Moudings.
Bracket and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning in ^11 their

branches, done with dispatch.

Sierra Luiniier Company
Manufacturers and Dealers in

DOORS, WIDOWS, BLINDS, SUGAR PINE,

YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE AND

FIR LUMBER.

Corner Fourth and Channel Streets, San Francisco.

MILLER & CO.

East Oallaifl Plaiili Mills.

Manufacturers and Dealers in

DOORS, BLINDS, l/iOULDINGS,

BRACKETS, FRAMES, Etc., Etc.

Cor. East Twelfth Strdst and

Fourteonth Ave.,

EAST OAKLAND, CAL.

Importer and Dealer In

FRENCH & GERMAN LOOKING AND WINDOW GLASS
UoorK, Sa»h and BltndH For Sale. Glaz-

ings Promptly Atteiirl«d to.

73 Mission Street, Ran Franoisoo.

MATHEW KELLEHER,

House Mover and Raiser,
101 & 103 JUNIPER ST.,

Between lOth and 11. h, Harrison and Bryant Sis,

FOR
BDILDERS'^

MRDiVAEE

0. N. & C. A. HAWLEY,
221 Maj^ket Street.
Established 1849. San Francisco.





BUILDERS' Hardware
FULL LINE

-OF-

Light and Dark

kmm liiiwit©,
MANUFACTURED BY

Hopkins & Dickinson

MANUFACTURING CO.

AGENTS FOR THE

Giant Sash Chain I Fixtures.

The Only Securs Hanging for Heavy

Sash, that will not wear

out or break.

For Sale IBy

Duntiauii Carrigan
& Co I

—DEALERS IN—

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

Nos. 17 and 19 BealeSt., 18,20

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

Bank and School Furniture,
Andrews' Upright Cabinet Folding Beds.

Theatre and Vharrh Chaiya.

C. H. WEBER & CO.
Post and Stockton Sts., San Francisco

The Leading Electricians,
Estimates inven on all class of

]ell Hanging, Burglar and Fire Alarms, Speaking Tubes
Door Openers & Lock Smithing.

Special attention given to Repair Work.-
-J [--Electric Supplies Sold at Lowest Rates.

Phelan Block, 818 and 820 Market St.; 15, 17, 19, 21 and 23 O'Farrell St., San Francisco.

FACTORY: 30 FIRST STREET.

ESTABLISHED, JAN. 1879. Now in its Tenth Year. INCORPORATED JAN. 1889.

Kalifori|ia*Arel:]iteGWaRd*Buildiiig*New8
IS >r(>^v i^Tjuijissmi;!-) uv iii]*:

CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTURAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Terms S3.00 per AniiiTin Office, 408 California Street, Room 16.

E. E. Eyre, Pres. G. M. Pinckard, Sec.

J. H. Graham, Vice Pres. and Manager.

VULCAN IRON WORKS
Successors to SAVAGE, SON & CO.

135 to 145 FREMONT ST.

ARCHITECTURAL IRON WORKS.
Columns, Pilasters, Lintels, Etc.

MANTEL GRATES,

SOIL PIPE AND FITTINGS.

HOT-HOUSE PIPE AND FITTINGS,

STABLE FIXTURES,
Feed Boxes, Hay Racks,

Stable Guards, Etc., Etc.

VENTILATION PLATES.

Flower Vases, Fountains,

Garden Rollers, Hitching Posts,

Letter Boxes, Lamp Posts,

Rings and Covers, Hydrants,
French Ranges, Tampers,

Hearth .Screens, Hopper, Etc.

LIGHT AND ORNAMENTAL CASTINGS.

WILLER'S PATENT

liislile Slldi Blliiils
ARE ACKNOWLEDGED THE

STANDARD SLIDING BLINDS
OF THE COUNTRY.

-' They are used in preference to any
i

I other by the

They are the only Sliding Blinds

giving

UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION.

Vot full particulars send for catalogue.

WILLIAM WILLKU,
Sole Manufacturer,

Fourth and Cedar Sts., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Argent [Pacific Coast,
402 J STREET, SA^CRAMENTO.
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ALLEN & HIGGINS,
LUMBER COMPANY.

Hard Wood Lumber
FLOORING AND VENEERS.

Furniture Comp'y
L & E. EMANUEL, Props.,
.ARE PREPARED TO FILL OUDERS FOR

"Wooden Mantels^
rnRNITDRE, UPHOLSTERY AND HEEDING,

.At LoA'est Prices and Shortest Notice

A Magnificent Stock constantly on hand and in process of
manufacture.

432 & 434- E^ourth Street .

HARDWOOD LUMBER,
Kiln-Dried Hardwood Flooring,
JOHN IrtTIGMORE & SON,

129 to 147 Spear Street, S. F.,— AND —

IS and lo S. Los Angeles Street,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

FR. H. ROSENBAUM & GO.
DEI'OT OF

Plate and Window Glass

MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS.
(Quicksilver and Patent Back).

ORNAMENTAL CUTTING AND BEVELLING.

2Vo. 567 Market St., opi). Sansome
TEIjEPHONM No. 930

RANSOME'S

CONCRETE
Apparatus.

508 California Street

Western Iron Works.
SIMS & MORRIS,

(Successors to John R. Simh & Son)
?IANUKACTURER8 OF

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wrought-Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bonds, and all kinds of Iron Work. S le Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

Champion MetalicWheelbarrow.
Iron Roof8 and Gasometers Manufactured

to Order.

123 AND 125 BEALE STREET,
San Feakcisoo, between llissioa aud Howard..

ICXlgTSS

258 MARKET STREET.

croniNr iszn^LLOisr's

Glass Staining and Embossing Worl(s.

CUT, STAINED, AND CROUND CLASS.
Glass Cutting- Works,

19 Fremont Street.
Stained Gla^s Work^,

l:ii:J & 12i5 Howard St.

GEORGE aooDM^]sr,
PATBNTKK AND MANUFACTURER Of

(Schillinger's Patent)

In all of Its Branches.

SIDEWALK AND GARDEN WALK A SPECIALITY.

307 Montgomery Street,
Nevada Block. SAN FRANasCO,

White Brothers, ^iS^ ^!5^ ^
-I.MPORTBR.S AXD DSALERS IN-

HARD WOOD LUMBER,
Ship Plank and Oak Timber, Cabinet Woods, Veneers, Walnut, Prim-

evera Oak, Hickory, Ash, Mahogany, Cherry, Spanish Cedar,

Poplar, Maple, Etc., Etc., Etc.

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Streets, San Francisco, Cal,

NOTE CHANCE OF ADDRESS--408 CALIFORNIA STREET-NEXT TO THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA.
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COUNTRY WATER SUPPLY

Seud for Catalogue.

Wind Mills, Pumps, Hose, Farm Sprinklers,

Srass G-oods, Pipe Fittings.
THE IF^Iv^OXJS

Cyclone Irrigating Outfits.

PACIFIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
575 MISSION STREET, - - - SAN FRANCISCO
213 and 215 J Street, . . . Sacramento.

Los Angeles Wind Mill Co., 153 South Los Angeles St., Los Angeles.
SAN DiEGO WIND MILL C^.. 527 FIFTH ST., SAN DIEGO.

1853. 1883

HENRY F. STIVERS & SON,

LUMBER INSPECTORS.

j

ROOM 3.
3 California St. I ,.,..„,
104 Market St. (Junction

HUGH B. JONES. MATTHEW HARRIS.

HARRIS & JONES,
l)RALKRM IN

ALL KINDS OF LUMBER
Doors, Sash and Blinds

Sugar Pine, Yellow Pine and White Cellar
A SPECIALTY.

BRYANT STREET
Cor. Oak Grove Ave. Bet. 5th. and 6th Sis.

TELEPHONE No. 30Se.

A PERFECTLY NEW WORK!

PALLISER'S
COUNTRY HOMES
Price, $4,00. Send to tliis Office.

BIBB'S
Celfbmlcd ( iritrinal

BALTIMORE
FIRE-PLACE HEATERS,
To warm upiHT and lower rooms.

Tile haiidsfiintht, most economical
foal Stovi'9 In the World.

THE B. C. BIBB STOVE CO.,
107 A 109 Irictat SI.

RALTIIIOKK, «D.
MAUBLKI/KI) SI.ATE MANTELS.

PROOF POSITIVE
5,000 References and 50 Million square Feet of the Genuine

Taylor "OLD STYLE" Brand
of Extra Heavy Coated Roofing Tin, Used Without a

Single Complaint.

N. & G. Tayix)K Co., of Philadelphia, have just issued a book

of some 250 pages, profusely illustrated, on

ROOFING TIN.
It also gives a short history of the rise of this important branch

of trade, what brands of Tin to use, how to detect
"
imitations,"

something about Paint, Solders, Roofing Felt, etc.

The book should be in the hands of every Architect, Property

Owner and Tin Roofer. 3IAILED FREE.

KsfahlMied ISIO—SOth Yenr FHIL^DELPHI^.

Pacific Rolling Mill Company.
RAILROAD

XMERCHANT IRON,
TiOLT^ED BEIAMS.

Angle, Channel and T Iron, Bridge
and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws, Washers, Nuts, Ship and Boat Spikes', Boiler

Rivets, Coil Chain, Harrow Teeth, Tire Rivets and

Burs, Tumbuckles, Etc., Etc.

STEAMBOAT SHAFTS, CRANKS, PISTONS.

CONNECTING, RODS, ETC.

Ssxaiak
Highest Price Paul for ''crap Iron. Car and Locomotive

Axles and Kranie«, and HummereU Iron of

Kvery Iiesvriptiun.

MANUFACTURERS OP

CAST STEEL CASTINGS
And Steel Forcings,

Up to 20.000 lbs. Weight, true to pattern and siiperior In

Btroufth, toughness and durability loC.»t or Wrought
Iron in any position, or for any feervice.

OiiKiNos, Shoes, I)ik». Cams, Taiteth, I'laTOS-llKADS, Raiuboab
A.VU MacIII.VKKY CasTISQH ok KyKBV IlESCRMTION. ALSO,

iioMOGT:]srT:oTJS stkel,
Soft and Ductile. Superior to Iron for Locomotive, Mining

and Marine Forgln£S.
Also, Stcd Rods from >4 to 8 inch dimeter, and Flats from 1 to

8 ln<!h, Ani/les, Toes, Clianncl«. and other Shapes ; Steel Wagon,
lluirKy and Truck T res, Plow Steel Stamp Stoma, Cum Shafts, Piston

Hods, Machiiiiry, and Special Sha|)e Steel to size and length.

8TF.EI. Raiw From 19 TO 46 Pouiins pkr Yard.

IRON AND STEEL BRIDGE, ROOF AND RAILROAD

CAR WORK A SPECIALTY.

nivrhcst price pai<l |..r .Scrap SIccl. Orders will have

prompt attention S^lid for catalogues.

PACIFIC ROLLINO MILL CO.,
.203 HARKn Stuk'u Sax Fuxcuca±
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SELBY
Smelting and Lead Co.,

—Mauufaoturers of—

LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD

LEAD SASH WEIGHTS
,

LEAD TRAPS,
SHOT, BAR LEAD,

PIG LEAD, SOLDER,
ANTI-FRICTION METAL,

BLUE STONE,
BLOCK TIN PIPE, Etc.

Also Machine Loaded Shot Gun Cartridges.

OFUCE.

NO. 416 MONTGOMERY STREET, S. F. GAL.

Refiners of Gold and Silver Bars and Lead Bullion. Lead

and Silver Ores Purrhased.

THE DUNNING PATENT WROUGHT-IRON BOILER
With Self'Feeding Coal Magazine

18 THK BBST FOR

il Low Pressure Steam or

Hot Water Heating
And insures a warm house, night and day. Over 14,000in use.

Kec])s steam up constantly, Also Steam Engine samd Boilers of
II kinds and Machinery generally.

MANUFACTURED AT THE

"TRADE MARK liBW YoiS Ceotral Iron Works, 95 Exchange St., GeneYa, N. Y.

Send for Illustrateil Catalogue with full desciiption and price-list. Agents wanted. N. B.—Correspondence boUc-
ited from Anhetcets and pernor s building.

IMPORTANT TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.
We are manufacturing all kinds of Window Bars for Show Windows, Window Rails, Rods, and Guards, also Counter.

Rails and Brackets, finished in the metal, or plated with Gold, Silver or Nickel, as well as Door Numbers, and every

description of Door and Name Plates and metal Signs for private houses, offices, etc.

Every description of new and old metal goods, plated with Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronie, etc.

We also manufacture SILVER-PLATED AMALGAMATING PLATES for saving Gold in Quartz, Gravel and Placer

Mining-

Oiir work is inuse all over the I'aciflc Coastf and has proved first-class in every particular

E. C3-. DE^rnsriSTOiT
Proprietor San Francisco Qold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works,

653-655 MISSION ST, San Francisco, Cal.

Miilili
Ma de in representation of Ancient and Mod-
dern Marbles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau

rel, Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood

ENAMELED. POLISHED,
AND

NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDERS
RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all size-s, latest

and most

IMPROVED PATTERNS.

Tiles! Tiles I

ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

Encaufitic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,
FOK

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent

W:W. MONTAGUE &.C0.. ^"^^iM^lllf;.^^.^^^

Hot Water ANDSteam Heating
For all Glasses of Buildings.

I have introduced this system in over 400 houses on this Coast where it

is now in operation. All work Guaranteed.

Sole Mannftictnrer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER,
8ole Agent fi>r

BUNDY'S PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.
Also Agent ftor

Gold's Improved Sectional Boiler for Loav Pressure Steam

Office, 28 New Montgomery Street, under Palace Hotel

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.

C. D. HARVEY
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Gas Fixtures,
Electric Fixtures,

Wood Mantels,

Brass and Iron Fire-

Place Furnishings,
Of Artistic and Beautiful Designs,
at the Lowest Prices.

California gas fixture Co..

122 and 124 Sutter St.

Jos. SiMONON, Fred W. Farrar,
President. Vice-President.

W. T. Gai,i,oway, Secretary.

Ideal 2-Hole Sash Pulley.

Makes its own mortise with perfect fit. No chisel

or screws required. No time lost in apply-

ing. Cheapest, simplest and best.

Free samples and prices by mail.

STOVER MANFG. CO.

Freeport, III.

WALL

WOOD CAl
Imitation Stained Glass,

ICOORZSH FEETWOnS.

COOKS BROTHERS,
108 ft 110 PORT ST., SAV FRANCISCO.

THOS. LYTLE,
Manufacturer of Latest Improued

WATHER STRIPS,
6'il Misfsion Street, - S. F.

Asphaltum and Roofing Felt,

RED METAUC ROOFING PAINT,

TAR OIL and COAL TAR.
N. C. WALTON, 219 Mission St.

PATENT

I

3

U
O

u
H

SASH
LOCK

H.B.IVES&CO.
SEND FOR ILLrSTKATED PRICE-LIST.

DRAUGHTSMEN
Out of employment should leave

their address at this office.

408 ^California Street.

HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwdlings by the Most Approved

HOT "V^ATEB SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequalcd Economy of Fuel.

Our work iu this line has given perfect satisfaction in every iustmioc, and we will take pleasure
in exhibiting its practical operation.

We also desire to call attention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY & CO.

-^
614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCO.
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Brovireirs
PATENT CHIMNEYS

.ELeV/T|oi(cffiRE.rl^tE

secT[0|l/r /yw

Endorsed by the Board of Supervisors a^d recommended for

general use by ¥{*•*• Warde ns.Irisurance Agents and Architects.

Only Patent Heating and Ventilating (Jhimneys
In the Market.

Vitrified Iron Stone Sewer Pipe, Traps.

Connections, Etc.

Terra-Cotta Chimney Tops, Pipes,
and Flue Linings.

^g" Orders for the above illled at short notice, "^t -

J. BT^OA^ELL.
Contractor and Builder,

727 MONTGOMERY STREET.

PROPERTY OWNERS
desirous of protecting themselves against the inferior roofing

tin now in use, will be assisted by the informa-

tion contained in our pamphlet entitled

* A TIN ROOF *

This book will be furnished by us free of cost on application,

and fully explains how to select a good tin roof; the

manner of laying and painting same, etc.

MERCHANT & CO,
PHILADELPHIA. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. LONDON.

JOHN G. ILS & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

French ^Cooking* Ranges
AND BROILERS.

Steves, Tinware, Kitchen and Bakery Outfits.

814-816 KEARNY ST.

BRADSTREET'S

^XLVJbther
Strips

Excludes Dust, Wind, Ram and Noise ot the

Street and Prevents Battling of Windows
All Work Warranted.

A. B. BRADSTREET
1323 Ellis Street

NORRIS PULLEY.
m—.—^

We make our Pulleys ANTI-

FRICTION, GUN METAL PIN,
Bronze Metal Wheel, and any-

quality wanted, from

18 cents Per Dozen to $36. Per Dozen.

WE HAVE OVER 1600 DIFFERENT QUALITIES.

Ii«. «M0«; P((t* «a tn Cktklacu*

We have over

500 different qual-
ities of Chaib

Wheel Pulleys.

SIDNEY NORRIS & CO.,

Baltimore, - - Md.
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CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL S WORK
PIONEER ELECTRICIANS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Electical Machiney and Supplies of all Kinds.

Sole Agents for the Celebrated Okonite Insulated Wires.

House Work a Specialty; Fire and Burglar Alarms, Annunciators, Push Buttons,

Speaking Tubes, Electric^as Lighting, Etc.

Special attention given to Wiring Residencis and Business House.

Office and Works: 35 Market Street^
SAN FRANCISCO.

W. & J. SLOANE & CO.,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Cinet ii ittn Wiioise
PERSIAN, INDIAN, TURKISH

AND OTHER

Si//i and Lace Curtains, Portieres, Window Shades,

and Sash Curtain Goods.

DESIGNS FURNISHED FOR DRAPERIES AND LAMBREQUINS.

FURNITURE DEPARTMENT CONTAINS ONLY NBIV GOODS

641-64:7
Next Above Palace Hotel.

PERFECTION ATTAINEDAT LAST.

cMETALCORED ?^^'M ^^^^

.9,.y^B^^R STOPPERS, n

ANYTHING
PRICES...
FULLY

AS THE msmitii^'.ijm new lists
ALL BRASS.HBBiaaiiiH»'^'> DISCOUNTS.!

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. '

NOBRASSSTUDTOBE PULLED Oin"0FTHE RUBBER.
WONT INJURETHE MOST FRAGILE EARTHEN BASIN

CANT BE FLOATED OUT OF ITS SOCKET.

•:;:• MANUFACTURED ONLY BY •:•:

THE Wm.POWELLCo. Cincinnati. 0.
'

SANDSTONE.
Arizona Red and Pink Sandstone, which

for strength and uniformity of color

cannot be excelled, can be furnished

in quantity and sizes to suit.

Prices reasonable.

0. E. BRADY,
Mason and Builder,

Room 11, box 29. 14 MONTGOMERY ST,ST.)

ST./822 VALENCIA

Fort <* Temple, Los Angeles

S, F.

S.E.SLADE LUMBER CO.
PIEF? 14, STEUART STREET.

YARDS: Howard-Street Wharf and Steuart Street, opp. Office

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CARGOES FURNISHED AND LUMBER SAWED TO ORDER.

TBLEPHONB 982. Mills OH Gra^-'s Harbor, Washington Ter

CITY IRON WORKS
Kearny bet. Bay and Francisco sts.

Architectural Ij-on Work,

Light and Heavy Castings,

"Deevy" Wheeied Scrapers.

Manufacturers of NEW and dealers in SECOND
HAND

BOILERS, ENGINES, PUMPS
AND

Machinery of Every Description.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE;

JOSHUA HENDT MACHINE WORKS
No. 51 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

N. CLARK & SONS,
MANUyACTl'RERS OF AND DKALKRS IS

Water Pipe, Chimney Pipe,
CAPS AND TOPS,

FIBE BRICK AND FIRE CLAY.

106 Maeket steeet,
San Francisco.

VOSE & SONS' PIANOS
Everybody's Favorite.

THEY COMBINE

ELEGANCE,

DURABILITY, AND

MODERATE PRICES.

Competition Bewildered
Customers Delighted

Every Instrument Guaranteed
Sold on Accommoditino Tirmhi bt

BENJ. CURTAZ & SOIVT,
Warerooms: 20 OTarrell Street,

NEAR MARKET, SAN FRANCIBOO
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Mr. George H. Wolfe, havino; no further connection with this

journal, correspondents will in future please address their com-
munications to the California Architect and Building News,
408 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

[i?

N the January number of this journal the announcement was
I made that a change in ownership had been made and that
Li henceforth it would be mimaged by a company. This

arrangement was satisfactory to some for the following

reasons, as stated at the time.
" The publication of a journal devoted to the interests of archi-

tects and builders on the Pacific Coast is an important measure
and is too self-evident to require the support of argument.

So far, in the history of California, the necessity for such a

journal has bee\i met only in the publication of the California
Architect and Building News .

That journal, however, has hitherto been an individual enter-

prise, edited and managed by one stiil practicing the profession
of architect, and therefore has not received that undivided and
united support that would flow to a journal entirely free from all

personal and professional entanglements."
Since January the journal has been under the management of

an individual and has not dropped its personal character as was
expected, neither has it assumed the tone which was hoped by
many that it would take. It has been more of an advertisin"
sheet than a medium of thought or intelligence.
With this number the architects themselves take control and

will strive to make it a worthy organ of a great profession, to
which all of the members, whether in this city, in Oregon, or
elsewhere on the Pacific Coast, are invited to contribute any
item on any subject relating to architecture or building.

Of this number we shall not say more than to ask your indul-

gence for any imperfections that may appear.

The regular monthly meeeting of the San Francisco Chapter
A. I. A. was held on Friday evening, September 6th In the

neighborhood of a dozen members were present. Messrs. Frank-
lin Williams and D. L. Williams of Portland were elected fel-

low members. The amendment to the by-laws, changing the

evening for the regular meeting from the first to the second Fri

day in the month, was carried. The election of officers was

postponed for two weeks, to which time the meeting adjourned
in the hopes of having a more numerous attendance.

^HE trustees of the Lick fund advertised about two years

ago for competitive designs for the statuary provided for

in Mr. Lick's bequests, to be erected in this city, to com
memorate the early epochs in the history of the State. The

proposed monument was to be well worth $100,000, and the premi-
ums offered by the trustees were the execution of the work to
the first competitor, $500 to the second, and $300 to the third.

Some twenty-five designs were submitted, but after many
months delay the tiustees have finally decided that none of the

projects were appropriate for the purpose, and have now insti-

tuted a second competition, selecting the names of four firms and

individuals, who are to submit designs and models of the same,
for which the trustees agree to pay each competitor the sura of

1750.
We are glad to see that the Lick trustees have learned through

the failure of their first competition, that to secure a design on
which sufficient time and study have been bestowed to obtain a

satisfactory result, it is necessary to assure the designer adequate
compensation for that time and study.

It is very evident that a premium not commensurate with the

importance of the project will tend to attract designs, whose ar-

tistic merit correspond rather to the amount of the premiums
offered than to the importance of the proposed work, for no ar-

tist or architect of standing is desirous of risking his time, which
is money, on such an uncertain proposition as the ordinary com-

petition.
It goes without argument, however, that where designs are

called for, and the results do not come up to expectations, it is

not right to refuse to pay the proffered prizes to those whose
trust in the faith of the management was sufficient to lead them
to enter the race.

In this connection we deem it appropriate, and of interest to

our readers, to publish the following schedule of terms adopted
by the American Institute of Architects nearly twenty years ago,
and we desire to urge the justice and equity of the principles in-

volved upon the consideration of public and private societies,
and individuals who may in the future invite our brethren to

enter into honorable competition.
Schedule of terms regulating open and close competitions for

architectural works, adopted by the American Institute of Archi-
tects in convention a.ssembled, November 8th and 9th, 1870, and
recommended to all architects building committees and propri-
etors throughout the country.

1. The instructions must not require more drawings or esti-

mates than are necessary in order clearly to explain the design,
and should require that all the designs submitted be drawn to a
uniform scale, which must be clearly defined, and that all per-

spectives required to be drawn to the same scale as the geomet-
rical drawings, and on a plane at the corner of the building near-
est the point of sight; a deviation from which will cause their

rejection.

2. In case the amount to be expended is limited, the instruc-
tions must state that an excess of ten per cent on the expense of

executing any design, over and above the sura mentioned, will

exclude it from competition, the amount of expense to be deter-

mined by the professional experts in the jury; and in case the
amount to be expended is not fixed, then the competitor may use
his own discretion as to the costliness of the design which he
makes.

/
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3. A design will be excluded from the competition, if sent in

after the stated period, and if it contains deviations from the
instructions. If, from any of the above reasons, all submitted
designs are rejected, then the jury is bound to publish the rea-
sons which led to its verdict.

4. The period given for preparing the design must be long
enough, not only for perfecting it and preparing the neces.sary
drawings, but must make some allowance for the ordinary occu-

pations of competitors. An explicit st-tement must be given as
to the time when the decision on the merits of the designs is to
be rendered, and that all designs shall be returned to their
authors. An architect's drawings are his own private property,
unless paid for, in which -i.e

i,liey are for the sole use and bene-
fit of his client; l)iit tiie ..otual drawings still belong to the arch-
itect who madeththi.

5. The designs should l)e submitted to a jury of experts, whose
decision is to be final. One half of the jury should be architects,
and in the case of an open competition for a public building, it

should be selected by the building committee or owner. 'J'lie

jury must be named in the instructions which the committee
shall have sanctioned before publication. No person can be com-
petent to serve as juror who submits a design, or is in any wav
interested in any design submitted, or who has not renounced
all intention of participating in the execution of the work.

6. All designs submitted, in open competition for public builil-

ings, should be publicly exhibited two weeks before the decision
is made.

7. In the case of open competitions the first premium nmst not
be less than the amount \Nhich the architect would have received
had there been no competition, and at least an e ual amount
should be divided among the other competitors, according to the
merits of the designs submitted.

8. It is recommended that, in close competitions, wherein the
number of competitors is limited, a sum equal to the full value of
one design be divided equally among the authors of all except
the premiated design, which shall be compensated lor as provided
in the last preceding rule.

9. The instructions must state that in case the building is

erected after any of the designs submitted in competition, it

must be given in charge of the author of the first premiated de-

sign, who is to be employed at the usual compensation ;
and if

any other designs, or parts of designs, are used, it can be done

only with the consent of their authors: and they must be com-

pensated for the full value of the designs or parts of desigtis
used, irrespective of the premiums that may have been awarded.

10. The premiums must be awarded, under all circumstances,
for the designs which may have been admitted in competition.

11. It is recommended that, in the schemes of competition, it

shall be provided that the names of the competitors shall not be
known to the jury.

Academy of Sciences,

The engraving of the new building for the California

Academy of Sciences which appears in this issue of the Archi-
tect was to have been printed with the August number, but by
the carelessness of a work-man the cut was destroyed, and the
view which is now inserted has been made the second time.

This view represents the front of the new California Academy
of Sciences Building now in course of construction on Market
street, between Fourth and Fifth. It has been prepared with

great care from drawings made by Messrs. Percy and Hamilton,
constructing architects.

The structure to which this front belongs, will be one of the
finest and most substantial in the city. It nearly covers the
whole of a trapezoid, the two parallel sides of which measure

respectively 275 and 196 feet; the side at right angles which
fronts on Market street, being 80 feet. It will cost over $300,-
000 and it will je built of the best stone, brick, iron and other
materials to be found in the market.
The building is divided into two diflTerent structures; one

facing on Market street, covering an area of about 80x86 feet,

being a commercial block; the other is devoted to the rooms of
the Academy. The former is seven stories high, the Academy
six. Between the two structures there is a court 80x27 feet.

The California Academy of Sciences was organized on April
4, 1853. None of the charter memViers are now alive. It had ;i

very precarious existence for a great many years; and had not
the late philanthropist James Lick so munificently endowed it,

first with the lot on Market street, valued at over $300,000 and

afterwards with one half of the residue of his valuable estate,
which will nearly reach half a million dollars, it is doubtful if

the Academy of Sciences could have for many years moved from the

dilapidated building where it is now located, where a gradual de-
terioration is going on in everything combined in a building so

thoroughly saturated with water as that building is, where damp-
ness constantly sweats from its walls, where moisture constantly
burdens the atmosphere and where moss and mould and mildew
lurk in every crack and cranny of the building attacking and

damaging every perishable thing therein contained. The occupa-
tion of the building by those whose business constantly calls

them there is only rendered tolerable by constant fires in the
stove all the year around.

Fortunately due to the generosity of Mr. Lick and the energy
of the present Board of Trustees, in the course of the next year
the quarters of the Academy will be in one of the best buildings
erected for that purpose in America.

The former Board of Trustees were averse to incurring a

huge debt in order to improve the valuable lot owned by the

Academy on Market street, but the present lioard thinks it is

poor policy to allow the collections to go to ruin for lack of

proper rooms and deprive the members of the Academy of suit-

able lecture rooms, library, museum and other departments of

such an institution; besides losing the handsome revenue derived
fiom the rental of the commercial block so advantageously situated
as the one owned by the society.
At the begining of last year the President of the Board of

'I'rustees and the prudential committee reported to the Academy
the intention of the Board of Trustees to improve as soon as pos-
sible the property on Market street. The Council of the

Academy and the Academy in one of its meetings passed resolu-

tions indorsing the resolution of the Board of Trustees. Satis-

factory arratigements having been made by which the Lick State
Trustees would advance to the Academy of Sciences all the neces-

sary funds to erect the contemplated building, steps were taken
at once to carry out the project.

1 n May of last year a circular was sent to many architects

inviting them to present plans for an Academy of Sciences build-

ing to conform with certain specified reciuirements. The firms

of J. M. Curtis, W.F.Smith, Percy k Hamilton, Salfield <k

Kohlberg and J. J. k T. D. Newsom responded to the invita-

tion and offered plans which were opened on June 18, 1888.

It was found that all the plans, though meritorious and con-

scientiously executed did not answer the requirements of the

Academy and it was resolved by the Board of Trustees to accept
them all but adopt none.

The order in which the plans were accepted was: First, those
of J. M. Curtis; second, VV. F. Smith's; third, Percy k Hamil-

ton's; fourth, Salfield k Kohlberg's; and fifth, J. J. k J. 1).

Newsom's.
A committee composed of Messrs. Davis and Molera of the

Board of Trustees and Dr. Harkness, president of the Academy
was appointed to take from the plans submitted those features
best adopted to the needs of the Academy and supplement them
with those they themselves might suggest. Also to recommend
who among the competing architects should be appointed super-
vising architect.

After many consultations the Committee prepared the general
plans. Mr. Davis made the plans ,for the Commercial

building, Dr. Harkness the distribution' of rooms for the Acad-

emy, and Mr. Molera the fronts of the building and the

general plans. These plans were agreed to and submitted by
all the members of the Committee. They difl'ered, however, in

the appointment of the supervising architect. Mr. Davis recom-

mending Mr. Curtis while Messrs. Harkness and Molera recom-
mended the firm of Percy and Hamilton.
The Board of Trustees adopted the recommendation of the

majority and Messrs. Percy k Hamilton were appointed the ar
chitects "to prepare the necessary drawings and specifications to

erect the Academy's building and take the general plans pre-

pan-ed by the committee on plans, composed by Messrs. .Molera

Davis and Harkness as the basis of their operations."
The general plans have been changed in many particulars,

specially the front of the building The late Jlr. Lick in his

deed of the Market street property,and subsequently on the deed
of trust, expressed his desire that the .Vcademy's building should
be of a classical design. In deference to that wish and according
to their own ideas the committee designed the front of the Acad-

emy with classical elements. The architects have changed it for a
front on the so-called Romanesque style, the reasons foi the

changes are that it is diflScultto design buildingsof more than t^o
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or three stories high with classical lines. For an Academy of

Sciences, it would have been better to adopt a classical front
than one in a style the best recominendatiou of which

being its novelty. That buildings with classical orders
and several stories high can be built witli handsome fronts is

numerously exemplitied botli in Europe and in this country, and

conspicuously so in the recently completed Drexel building in

New York ten stories high, which is one of the grandest and
and hanilsoiiiost buildings in America. However, the Academy
of Sciences front is a tine one and in combination with the spleii
did materials used in its construction, will do credit both to the
Association and the architects.

N. .'>H.\W, in an article published in the ArrhHet (a,

I

London periodical) says the contents of a building have
^™

uiidoulitedly nmch to do with its safety or danger, liut. in

estimating the whole risk, the materials of which the

building is construeteJ mu,st never be put out of con.-idi ration.

Every building cainiot be erected with brick column and gioined
arches, but ihere is a vast range between these and the miser-
able cast iron pots too commonly to be seen, many of which have
been put in without having been tested for str(!iigth even at the

ordinary temperature r.f the atmosphere, much less at that of a
fire. The follo«ing illustration may be given of a fact well-

known to all tiremeii of experience, but seldom proved by demon-
stration for those not specially interested.

A fire occurred in a warehouse of enormous proportions and

raged with srreat fury for five hours, at the end of which time
it was extinguished, and a very large proportion of the building
and its contents saved. The warehouse w;is constructed of brick

walls; it had wooden floors supported on wooden beams, which in

their turn were carried on wooden story posts about 12 inches

thick, and, altliough serious damage was done, not one portion
of the heavy wood-work was destroyed, .\fter the fire, the pro-

prietors allowed the chief of the fire brigade to lemove one of

the story posts, with a section of the beams and other parts sur-

rounding it abo\ e and below.

This post had been subjected to the full action of the fiie dur-

ing the whole of its duration, as already nient-ioned, or, mak-
ing full allowance for everything, including the delay of the
fire attacking th(! particular spot on which it stood, and the time
at which the cooling process commenced, certainly not less than
four and a half hours. As large quantities of water had been
used, and it was probable that everything had been saturated,
the wood was carefully dried before a strong fire until not a trace
of moisture remained in it It was then set on end in an open
yard, exactly as it had stood in the warehouse, with the pedestal
underneath, the cap above, and the beam across the cap, more
than a ton of shavings, light wood iiid heavy wood were placed
around it, and Jifter the whole heap was saturated with petro-
leum, a light was applied to it, and after this, large quantities of

petroleum and turpentine were pumped on it. At the end of
two and a half hours the post, beam and other parts were with-
drawn from the fire, and within a few minutes from the time

they were withdrawn they ceased to burn. A few feet were then
sawn off horizontally, at that part which had suflfered most from
the flames, and afterward the same piece was split longitudinally
with steel wedges, in order to examine its condition.

The post was of pitch pine, about the most inflammable wood
known, and yet after exposure for seven hours to fire, the fury
of which could not be exceeded except in blast furnaces, it con-
tained within a quantity of perfectly uninjured and apparently
fresh wood, probably capable of suppoi-ting the whole weight
the original post was designed to carry. Immediately after the
saw cut, and again after the cleating with steel wedges, the
centre was carefully examined, and found to be just perceptibly
warm to the touch, but nothing more, thus proving that the fibre,
in which the streng^th lay, was quite uninjured.

A NEW work has been laid on our table entitled: A Manual of

Machine Construction for Engineers, Draughtsmen and Mechan-

ics, by John Richards, Esq. The sunimary of contents are: Ma-
chine Design, The Transmission of Power, Steam Machinery,
Hydraulics, Process and Properties, Tables and Memoranda. It

is well illustrated with clean cut drawings of machinery on a

large scale, and contains tables and formuhe seldom found in

technical works, the use of which will greatly lighten the office

labor of the engineer. It is bound in strong, flexible covers and
.so arranged that it can be used with on<! hand whili; working
wjth the other. Publisher's price, |5.00.

[

T the recent meeting of the National Electric Light Asso-
ciation at Niagara Falls, considerable time was taken up
by the reading of papers and the discussions of the re-

quirements for buildings intended for this purpose. Mr.
M. D. Law read a paper, giving his view of certain necessary de-
tails for a model building, which should be of brick or stone,
substantial, and not more than two stories in height, and as near

fire-proof as possible. The boiler room should be located on the

ground floor with plenty of ventilation, and the fire room cool
and comfortable. It being necessary to keep engines, shafting
and dynamos as cool as possible good ventilation should be pro-
vided therefore. The dynamo room should be directly over the

.shafting lines, well lighted and the ventilation perfect. The
roof should be constructed without intermediate posts or sup-
ports, and of sufficient height and strength to support an over-
head track, so that dynamos or armatures can be hoisted and
carried over the ones that may be running. A cupola should be

provided with window ventilators extending the full length of
the two sides, and so arranged as to bt; under the control of the
machine man; the line wires being run from this cupola as re-

quired. A store room of good size should be provided and fitted

up with closets, drawers and shelves. The workshop should be
suitable for lathe and benches.

Mr. (k T. Henthorn gave a detailed description of a new
station building at Providence, R. I.

Those wishing to continue the subject will find a full descrip-
tion in the i.ssue of August 17th of the Western Electrician of

Chicasro.

The Kearny street property owners and business men have

petitioned the Board of Supervisors to have that street .paved
with bituminous rock. The Street Committee of the Board has

approved the petition and ordered specifications for the work to

bo prepared. The laying of this pavement on one of our princi-

pal streets will be a long step in the right direction, for besides
the advantage of noiselessness this pavement requires but a frac-

tion of the traction power necessary on the uneven cobbles and
basalt blocks with which oui main business streets are now dis-

fi:/ured.

In new apartments. The Technical Society and the Astro-
nomical Society of the Pacific Coast have rented the large rooms

adjoining the oflices of this Journal. These spacious rooms are

light, airy and convenient, and will be open at &11 times of the

day to the membership of these societies. We congratulate them
on their new departure and welcome them to all the benefits.

Magnitude in Architecture.

IhM AGNITUDE is the great object and result of design, and

r^\ t'lis quality is only to be attained by the fine adjust-

^ *| ment of relative proportions in magnitude and order.

Architecture (says Aristotle) consists in magnitude and
order. The works of man, compared with those of Nature, dis-

play our insignificance. The Pyramids, seen in the clear sky of

Egypt, or St. Peter's at Rome, are proverbially disappointing to
the first gaze of the beholder; it is only after he has instituted

comparisons and measurements that he becomes sensible of the

greatness of these human eflxsrts—and his memory will supply
him with many instances in which objects of inferior dimen-
sicins have surpassed them in in)pression of magnitude upon his

mind. It is plain, therefore, that art alone can produce the full

effect of magnitude, and to this the architect should direct all

his skill; the ancients will be found consummate masters in thisas
well as in every other department of our art. It is, indeed, a
fine art which enable^i the accomplished artist to raise ideas of

magnitude and grandeur of composition on a piece of paper no
bigger than your hand; while a less able one will cover a vast
canvas without executing any comparable notions. Worthy of
all inquiry and solicitude is such an art, for is the whole art of

design and proportion. Pliny cities a statue of Hercules, so
small that it might be lifted by the hand, which, however, con-

veyed more grandeur, magnitude and strength to the mind of the
ob.server than a Colossus would have done. How great must
have been the science of the master! And if, with such small

means, he could efTect the mind with ihese impressions, how
great the e.'onomy of cost and material to the employer!— 0. R.

Cockerel in The Archifecf.
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Treatment of Ceilings.

HE ceiling is perhaps the part of an apartment that calls

niost loudly for decoration, and no architectural feature
is more susceptible of it, where it might be introduced
with more effect or give more pleasure to the inmate; yet

this feature we almost invariably neglect. We naturally look

up for beauty; however lovely the earth the sky both night and
day presents us with greater charms; we are cheered in our out-
door hours by its ever changing picture, for which a flat white
plane is a miserable substitute in our indoor life. To houses of
the very highest class these remarks will apply, for it is a fea-
ture which has not had its due proportion of attention in point
of decoration in any class of buildings, from the cottage to the

palace. There certainly can be no more fitting place for decora-
tion in the habitation of a being created upright. Can incon-

sistency be more extreme than that presented by thousands of

apartments where a rich, elaborately decorated carpet is under
the feet, and a plain, dead, flat ceiling above? In the intciiiT
of Arabian buildings the ornaments almost invariably become
richer, more delicate and minute, as their height from the floor

increases, and the most exquisite productions of the artist are
lavished on the ceiling. With respect to the form the curve is

at all times preferable to the flat, though the latter by various
means is capable of great beauty also. No very great additional

height is required in order to have a curved ceiling, as whether
coved or segmental the rise need not be very great. For rooms
of great pretension there is no form more noble and natural than
the vault and dome, particularly the latter, whether hemispheri-
cal or segmental, as far as it suits the plan or can be adapted
by pendentives or otherwise. It is the best substitute for the
blue vault of the sky, the starry concave of the heavens.
It was a fine idea of the builders of the mosque of St.

Sophia at Constantinople — a conception in advance of
ours—to make the curve of its dome so flat that it should
seem to correspond with that of the sky, and be a portion of the
firmament. We want an enlarged, improved, enriched, and at
the same time inexpensive system of interior decoration, for do-
mestic and ecclesiastical, commercial and other buildings, in our
Anglo-Classic styles. For churches, collegiate and other buildings
in the Pointed style, we have examples in our cathedrals and
other buildings, which prove that the genius of interior decora-
tion was once among us, as well as the taste to employ it. At
Henry the Seventh and King's College Chapels; the oratory at

Beauchamp Chapel; the Temple Church; Wolsey's Hall, Hampton
Court; Christ Church Hall, Oxford; Westminster Hall, and
others, we have ceilings and roofs that might vie with any that

Europe could show. For assistance in evolving a system of
Classic decoration we might look to some parts of the Continent.
Exterior decoration there has sometimes probably been carried
too far, a few Continental edifices exhibiting ornaments so minute
and fragile as to seem at least unfit for exposure to the weather
in any climate. But this oould not be said of interiors. The
Moorish or Morisco-Spanish architecture suggests to us what
richness might be produced by very simple means; their icicle

pendents, inlays and casings, and purely geometrical and imagi-
native ornaments, are very effective, and with them they often

produced ureater results than we, with all nature to imitate,
have attained to. But the art of interior decoration was better
understood and more successfully practiced in the great age of
modern art in

Italy, and indeed throughout the Middle Ages,
than at present in any country. We never had any decoration
to be compared with the mural and fresco paintings of the Ital-

ians, and there i^ probability in the supposition tha- their system
was obtaii ed from remains of the ancients, which lime or vio-
lence has not spared to us. Beside the curved and richly em
blazoned ceilings produced by the Italians, and the pictorial
embellishment of their walls, ours might symbolize poverty itself.

The ceilings of the principal apartments of a Roman, Genoese,
Venetian or Florentine palace were considered as most important
features, and on their designs and executions the highest talent
was employed. In ecclesiastical buildings the contrast with ours
would be still greater. Whilst the interior of the churches of

Italy glow with every rich hue of the marble quarry, and are

virtually galleries of art, what is the aspect of ours 1—London
Architect.

Architectural and Mechanical Works.

In our list below will be found the names of books on archi-

tectural and mechanical subjects, the prices of which have been

greatly reduced if taken in connection with the California
Architect Old subscribers will be given the books at a large
discount, so that they may feel that no favoritism is shown. It

will be noticed that some of the books are given free to new
subsciibers.

Price of With Cat.

Book. Architect

Mechanics' Geometry $5 00 ?5 57

Monckton's .National Carpenter 5 00 5 75

Cottages 1 00 5 40

Shavings and Saw Dust 1 50 2 75
Moore's General Assistant 2 EO 2 25
Plaster and Plastering 1 00 3 40
Hand-Book of Legendary Art 3 00 2 75
Manual for Furniture Men 1 00 3 40
Water Closets 1 50 2 40

Cutting Tools 1 50 2 00
St-wer Gas and Its Dangers 1 25 3 50

Handrailing and Stairoasing 1 25 2 75
Sloan's .American Houses 1 50 2 75
Amateur Mechanic's Workshop 1 50 2 00
American Cotta;;^ Builder 3 50 3 00
Wheeler's Rural Ji..mes 1 50 4 00
Burns' Ornamental J)rawing 1 00 3 40
Manual of Drawing for Carpenters 3 00 2 00
Steam Engine Catechism 1 00 4 40
(irimshaw on Saws ; . 4 00 2 75
Modern LowCost Houses 50 4 00
A Cosy Home 25 2 00
California Picturesque Architecture, No. 1 3 00 4 00
California Picturesque Architecture, No. 2 3 50 4 25
The Artisan 5 00 5 75

The following are justly recognized as standard publications.
Some of them are perfectly new works, but we make the same

general reduction :

Price of With Col.

Boole. Architect

Tredgold's Carpentiy $ 7 50 §! 8 25

Building Construction, 3 vols.. Smiths 14 00 14 75

Picture-Making with Pen and Ink 4 00 5 25
New Cottage Homes and Details (Palliser's) 4 00 5 25
Palliser's New Quarterly, per year 3 00 4 00

We can furnish any book printed at publishers' prices, and
will send all books free by either mail or express.

High Houses in London.

A proposal to restrict the height of houses in London has been

brought before Parliament by Mr. Whitmore, M. P. The scheme
makes a distinction between streets less than sixty feet in width
and those of greater width. In the former streets buildings are

allowed to be erected up to sixty feet in height, but no more,
except in the case of churches or chapels. Where the street or

place is wider than sixty feet, the height of the building must
not exceed the width of the street or place, [f, however, the
consent of the county council be obtained, this height may be

exceeded. And, without such consent, the height of any building
so erected may not be at any time subsequently increased so as to

exceed the width of the street. It is made the duty of the dis-

trict surveyor of the county council to inform the Home Secretary
of any building intended to be erected contravening the pro-
visions of the bill. The main object of the bill is to give to the

county council powers to restrict the excessive height of buildings
in existing streets in London. The county council has such

powers in the case of new streets
;

))ut in the case of existing
streets it is said that neither the county council nor any govern-
ment department has any power to restrict the height of

buildings.
—London Times.

The September number of the "House Painting and Decor-
ating," a monthly publication comes to us in a wonderfully im-

proved appearance. We commend all our patrons to subscribe
at $1 00 a year. Address 1130, 35th street, Philadelphia.

We notice an article on slow burning construction in the Sep-
tember number of the Overland Jfonth/y by M. J. Bugbee of

this city, which advocates an entire change in the building of

houses. Mr. Bugbee contends that a radical improvement can
be made by architects and builders in the erection of buildings
which will make them almost fireproof, while the cost of the
method will be increased not more than 8 per cent above the

present rates.
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5HE New York I'imes publishes a long and earnest edi-

torial about the new Municipal Court building for that

city, expressing the opinion that a building erected in

accordance with the selected design will be "discredita-

ble to the city and to the commissioners who authorized its se-

lection." That the idea of matching the architects against each
other to see who would do it for the smallest percentage on the
cost put the city in an "undignified and ridiculous position,"
and that the best way would be to appoint a new jury of real

experts to examine all the designs over again, and if it should
find that the one selected was really the best, to get up a new
competition which would attract men capable of making better

ones. Of course it is very unlikely that this advice will be fol-

lowed, particularly as the commissioners have already bound the

city to the architects whom they have selected by a contract
which it would be a costly and difficult undertaking to break;
and we cannot but regret that the Times should not have ex-

pressed its very judicious vie \r before, not after the competition
was decided. If a few daily papers so able and influential as

the limes would come to the aid of the technical press in help-

ing people to understand, before important competition.^, the
conditions which all architects of character consider essential to

a fair contest, and the reasonableness and moderation of these

requirements, the disgusts, disappointments and losses which
attend nearly every public competition might be saved. The
conditions are very simple. Nothing more is needed than to

engage that the work shall be carried out, or if not, that a suit-

able compensation shall be paid the architect selected for the
first place; that if it is carried out the author of the most meri-

torious design shall be employed to execute it at the customary
commission of 5 per cent on the cost; that the award shall be
made under the advice of one or more architects kno^n to the

profession as competent judges; and that time enough shall be
allowed for men actively employed in other work to prepare, and

carefully study, drawings, the nature of which shall be exactly
stated in the programme. The original invitation of the Sinking
Fund Commissioners allowed a very short time, about seven

weeks, we think, for the preparation of a design which could not
be properly studied under about as many months by an architect
in ordinary practice, and no promise was made that experts
would be employed to pass upon the merits of the designs. The
consequence was that most architects of standing, after reading
the programme, threw it into the waste-basket, where the pro-

grammes of public competition generally go in good offices, and
for the same reasons; and the field was left, as it usually i=, to

the few people who are willing to do themselves the injustice of

getting up a crude, hasty sketch, and committing it to fortune,
without any assurance that it will be fairly judged.—American
Architect.

Cabots' Creosote Shingle Stains on Redwood.

Flash-light photography is being used by the sanitary inspect-
ors of New York to obtain graphic pictures of the overcrowded
condition of the tenement houses of that city.

"The use of Cabot's Creosote Shingle Stains in California is on
the increase. "We note that they have been recently used on
the hotel Vendome at San Jose, and on Judge Venves residence
at Los Gatos. In both of these cases they were used on redwood,
and the architects, Jacob Leneen & Son, San Jose, and the
painters J. P. Jarraan k Co. of the same city, write that they
give perfect satisfaction, and that they cheerfully recommend
them for similar work."

At the time the consolidation of the American Institute of
Architects and the Western Association was decided on, the
executive officers of the two bodies were instructed to meet,
choose the time and place, and call a joint convention. There
has been great delay in the matter, from the fact that differences
of opinion exist as to the best place for the convention to meet.
The secretary of the Institute advocates Washington, for the
reason that it is neutral ground, while the president of the
Western Association favors some city that is the center of the

great business and commercial interests.

Straightening Walls of Buildings.

5HE weight of the roof of the large gallery of the Conserv-
atoire de Arts et Metiers pressed the sides outward so as
to endanger the building, and it was requisite to find

means by which the wall should be propped so as to sustain
the roof. M. Molard contri.-ed the following ingenious plan for
that purpose: A series of strong iron bars were carried across
the building from wall to wall, passing through holes in the walls,
and were secured by nuts on the outside. In this state they
would have been sufficient to have prevented the further separa-
tion of the walls by the weight of the roof, but it was desirable
to restore the walls to their original state by drawing them
together. This was affected in the following manner: Alternate
bars were heated by lamps fixed beneath them. They expanded,
and consequently the nuts, which were previously in contact
with the walls, were no longer so. These nuts were then screwed
up 80 as to be in close contact with the walls. The lamps were
withdrawn and the bars allowed to cool. In cooling they gradu-
ally contracted and resumed their former dimensions, conse-

quently the nuts, pressing against the walls, drew them together
through a space equal to that through which they had been
screwed up. Meanwhile the intermediate bars were heated and
expanded and the nuts screwed up as before. The lamps being
again withdrawn, they contracted in cooling and the walls were
further drawn together. This process was continually repeated,
until at length the walls were restored to their perpendicular
position. The gallery may still be seen with the bars extending
across it and binding together its walls.

CITY BUILDING NEWS.
Broidway b«t. Pierce and Scott. Owner, Wm. Thomas;
architect. Wm. F. Smith; contractor, G. V. Huasev; c.'St,

t3,871; sureties, Franli P. Latson and J. H. Wilson; filed

Aug. 12; signed Aug. 2; limit, 4 months: to huild

J725.75; framed $72.'i.rB; covered in $725.75; plistered
1725.75; completed *968, 35 days.

Arannari bet. Fifth and Sixth. Owner, Hermann Zweig; ar-

chitect, W. Winterhaltci ; contractors, B entian & Fli^urtg;
cost, 8.1,260; sureties, O'ConnellA Lewis, g.'i.OOO; filed Aug.
13; signed Aug. 12; limits, !I5 days; additions to S(.uth
Park Malt house SSOO; first stnry up $800; third storv up
»800; completed iiiO, 35 days.

Broadway and Pierce. Owner, Julius Weber; architects,

Percy & Hamilton; contractor, J. B Gonyean: cost, 83,145;
. sureties, O. A. and Geo. W. Hooper, 82,500; filed, Aug. 21;
• signed, Aug. 15; limit, 90 days; 2.story fr^me; 75 per cent
as work progresses on first Saturday of each month; bal-

ance, 35 days:

Arannan, bet. Fifth and Sixth, *outh Park M-lt House.
Owner, Herman Zweig; architect, W. Winterhalter; con-

tractor, W. Hurve; cost. 82,115; sureties, David W erner
»nd otto Fauss; fi ed Auj,'. 19: signed Aug. 12; limit <2

days: alterations; 8500 ro fed; 8500 tinning done; 8500
completed; 8515 35 days.

City H 11 and Park avenue. Ow cr, Geo. T. Marye, Jr.;
arceitect, Wm, F. Smith; contractor, J. H. Wilson'; est,
818 400; surety, Wilis H. Davis; Sled Aug. 22; signed Aug.
13; limit 6 months; mason wor!.; 81,750 gr.ded; 84,250 first

floor joist on; 83,650 second floor joists on; 83,650 roofed;
8500 til d; 84,600 35 days.

City Hall and Park ave ue. Owner, Geo. T. Marye, Jr.;
architect, Wm, F, Smith; contcacKors, Duffy Bro-*, ; cost,
81,990; filed Aug, 22: signed Aug, 13; limit six months;
plumbing; 81,00u rough work is tested; 8400 completed;
1490 35 days.

Church and Twenty-first, Owner, S, Slemmer; architect,
Wm. Mooser; c ntr'Ctor, Wm. S. Lott et als; cost $4,000;
sureties, J, E. w ells and Jos, Paudler, 82,200; filed Aug,
30; signed Aug, 28; limit. 70 days; to build; 8750 framed;
8750 r ady for lathintr; S"50 rear platform up; 8750 com-
pleted; $1,000 35 days

'

City Hall and Park avenue. Owner. Geo, T. Marye, Jr.;
architect, Wm, F. Smith; c ntractor, S, H, Kent; cost,

$9,675; surety, i-dw rd P, Biaki-; filed Aug. 22; signed Aug.
13; limit six months: carpenter work; 8L,00o second story
joists on; 82,000 roof is tinned; $1,500 ready for plaster;
$2,956 completed; 82,419 35 days.

City Hall ad Park av nue. Owner, Heo, T, Marj-e, Jr, ;

architect, Wm. Smith; contractors, O'Connell & Lewis;
cost, 86,000; surety, J remi h Mahony; filed Aug. 22; signed
Aug, 13; limit six months; cast iron; 82,250 basenient col-
um sset; $i,250 first story co'umns set; $1,500 35 days.

City Hall and Park avenue. Owner, Geo. T. Marye, Jr. ;

architect, Wni. F. Smth; c ntractors, Bigelow & Little;

cost, 8 ,876 surety, Osc ir Lewis; filed Aug. 22; signed Aug.
11; limitsix months; iron and Hy.itt lights for sidew Ik;

81,150 irO'i beims all set; $1,757 Hyatt lighs completed;
$969 35 daj's.

City Hall and Park aven'je. Owner, Geo. T. Marye, Jr.;

architect, Wm. F. Smith; contractor, C. C. Morehouse;
cost, $1,622; sureties, Jno. Tuttle; riled Aug. 22; signed
Aug, 13; limit six months; plastering; $800 brown coated;
$400 completed; 8422 35 days,

Clav, bet, Powell and Mason Owner, C, Colette; architect,
W, H, Armitage; coiit actor, Francis Buckl<^y; co-t, 85,800;
suretv, L. A, Maison. 85,000; filed Aug 10; signed Aug. 5;
limit 76 days; 3 story tram ; 81,4.50 framed; 81,450 brown
coated- |1 ,450 completed; 81,450 3o days.

J>ale Place and Golde i Gate Av^. Owner, Andrew Hene-
berry: architect, A.J. Birrett; eontr^ctor, C.N.Smith;
cost, $2,360; su ety, Frank P, Latson, 81,000; filed Aug, 5;

signed Aug. 1; limit, 60 days; alterations, etc., 76 per cent
to be paid as work progresses, bal. 85 days.

I>evisadeto and Haight. Owner, Anita Fallon; architect
Fred E. Wilcox; contractor, John H. McKay; co-t. 88,620-
sureties, Frank P. Latsfnand Geo. T. Shaw, 84,310- filed'
Aug, 21; signed Aug, 19; 3-story building; »2,165 framed-
82,156 brown coated; 82,155 completed; 82,165 35 days,

Eighteenth and Noe. Owners, Annie Ley and husband' ar-
chitect, Frederick Miller; contractor, Wm. McPhee- cost
$2,600; filed Aug. 15, signed Aug. 14; limit. 70 days; build-
ing $600; enclosed $2,000, 36 days.

.Ellis and Oough. Owner. Jacob J. Rauer; architects, Chas.
R. and John M. Wilson; contractor, James Geary; cost,
$9,375; filed Aug. 7; signed Aug. 6; brick and carpenterwork f'.r a l-story frame 81,1100; first story joists on $1,200-
roof on $1200: brown coated $1,831; white coated $1800.
completed—

.Ellis and Oough. Owner, Jacob J. Rauer; architects, Chss.
R. and John M. Wilson; contractor, R. A. Vance; cost
81,140; filed Aug. 7; signed Aug. 6; plumbing, etc. 8570;
rough work in 8285; accepted $285, 35 days.

Ellis and Gough. Owner, Jacob J. Rauer; architects,
Chas. R. and John M. Wil-on; contractors, Chattain
&G.lletti;cost, 82,248; filed Aug. 7; sign d Aug. 3; cement
wo k, 75 percent ai work progresses, bal. 36 days,

Erontand Vallejo, Owner, Mrs. E. B.Sanborn; architects,
Wright & Sanders; contractor, John S, Mackay; cost
$17,050; filed Aug. 13; signed Aug, 12; brick building and
c.jnstruction of iron safe, 76 per cent of work done, bal
36 diys.

Eourth and Bluiome. Owner, Peter A. Smith; architect, T.
J' Welsh; contractor, John J. Dunn; cost, $6,977; sureties,Behrend Joost and W. A. Meeser, 83,000; filed Aug. 10-
signed Aug. 5; limit 77 days; carpenter work; $1,400
framed; $2,400 brown mortared; $1,6 completed; $1 677
36 days.

Eulton and Buchanan. Owner, N. B. Manville; architect;
N, B. Manville; contractor, I. P, Klenck; cost, $1,876;
filfd Aug, 16; signed Aug. 13; limit, 2 months and 20 days;
2-story building $450; framed $466; plastered $476: com-
pleted $486, S6 dajs.

'
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J'air Oaks bet Twenty-third and TSventy-fourth. Owner;
Jos. Perri; architect, T. F. Mitchell; contractor, Thos. F.

Mitchell; cost, ¥2,980; Aled Aug. 3; signed Aug. 3; limit,
70 days; 2-story frame $745; framed $745; brown mortared

$746; completed S745, 35 days.

.F*rankliii and Ellis. Owner, Academy of Sacred Heart;
architect, Chas. J. I. Devlin; contractor, .lohn Massey;
cost, $1,650; sureties, J. J. and James McKinnon, $2,500;
Bled Aug. 22; signed Aug. 20; limit 60 days; 2-8tory frame;
$750 second story joists on; $1 .000 roofed; $1,725 completed
$1,176 36 days.

Jf'olsom and Seventh. Owner, Thos. Brady; architect, M. J.

Welsh; contractor, Ivory Wells et al; cost, $1,700; tiled Aug.
23; signed Auf. 21; alterations; $400 framed; $450 brown

coated; $150 completed; $400 35 days.

J'olsom and Twetty-sixth. Owner, 'os. Hlass; contractor,
O. Pavel; cost, SS,360; filed Aug. 23: signed Aug. 10; limit

80 days; 2-story frame; $1,000 framed: $l,00u brown o ated;

$1,000 completed.

Jfulton and Octavia. Owner, John Mc<'ar*'iy; architect, S.

Hatfield; contractor, Geo. W. Faniii.. ; ...i, s,",.i»'); sureties,
F. Joost and Matt Las^ell, $»,iiiiii; til d Aug. 8; signed Aug.
7; 3-8tory tenement; $1,000 framed: Sl,500 chimneys up:
$1,400 wind ,ws in; $1,496.26 comp cted; 81,798 35 days.

jPlell and Liguna. 0*ner, Robert Layng; contractor, Geo.
\V. Saulsbury; cost, $2,476; sureties, Itaniel Dodge and Ed-
ward P. Blakely;fi ed Aug. 9; signed July 27; limit, Oct. 16.

'89; to build: $!i86.50 framed; $685.60 enclosed: $686.50
brown coated; $636.50 35 days.

.Folsom, bet. Twelfth and Thirteenth. Mrs. B. Feldmann:
architects, Townsend & Wyneken; contractors, Gray &
Stov-: cost, $4,244; suretv, Louis Mandlebaum, $2,000:
filed July 19: signed July 12; limit 90 days: to build; $2,144
outside two-thirds done; $2,100 35 days.

Greenwich and Fillmore. Owner, Peter Magnussen; archi-

tects, John & Balczvnski: contractors, Chas. Johnson et al:

cost, $2,700: filed Aug. 20: signed Aug. 16: 2-8tory frame:

$500 trained: $800 rough mortared; $/"',6 accepted: $675 36

days.

Grove, bet, Franklin and Oough. Owners, Schussler Bros.;

architect, H. C. Macy: contractors. White Bros.; cost, $5,600:

surety, F. Joost, $2,500: tileil Aug. 20: signed Aug. 19:

limit Oct. 2* '89: earpenter work: 75 per cent as work pro-

gresses: bal, 35 days.

Grove and Franklin; Owner, Jane Besby; architect, Chas.
J. I. Devlin; contractor, W. B. Anderson et al.; cO8t,$5,087;
sureties, J. F. Kennedy and Geo. T. Shaw, $4,000; filed

Aug. 12; signedA ug. 7; 3-story framcSSOO; framed $500; roof

completed $1,000; brown coated $750; exterior mill work

completed $900; ready to paint $360; completed $1,287, 36

days.

Hickory and Van Ness Ave. Owner, Emily L. Squire; archi-

tect, A. J. Barrett; contractor, L D. Frichette; c^st, $2,700;

surety F. G. Norman, $1,000; filed Aug. 6; signed Aug. 2;

limit. 75 days; 2-story frame $700; roof boards on $6.*)0;

brown coated $676; completed $675, 35 days.

ffayes and Octavia. Owner. O. H. Hund; architect, A. C.

Lutgens; contractor, S. H, Kent; cost 8,299; sureties, E.

M. Herrick and Frank P. Latson, $S,00O; filed Aug. 13;

signed Aug. 8; limits, 95 days; 3 story frame $1,000; first

story joists up $1,300; enclosed $1,300: rough plumbing
done $1,200; ouside work done $1,424.25 ; completed $2,074.-

76; 35 days.

.Hayes and Gough. Owner, Albert Abrams, et al.; architects,
Salfield & Kohiberg; contractors, Fuchs & Bncher; cost,

$8,612; sureties, H. Niemann and H. Schlesselmann, $8,612;
filed Aug. 8; signed Aug. 6: alterations, e'c. $1,250; first

Joists up $1,000; framed 82,000; brown coated $1,000; doors

hung $1,209; completld $2,153, 35 days.

Hayes and Webster. Owner, P. Hurley; architect, W. H.
Armitage; contractor, C. A. Laherty; cost, $3,690; sureties,
J. McGuire and O H. Greenwald, $3,000; filed Aug. 25;

signed Aug. 22; lim'tOOdays; 2-story frame ;S922..50 f.amed:
$922.60 brown coated; 5922.50 completed; 8922..50 36 days.

Howard and Sixth. Owner, H. Comaherns; architect, II.

Geilfusfr; contractor, J. W. Smith; cost, $5,375; filed Aug.
16: signed Aug. 14; 3-story frame $800; framed $800; parti-
tions set $800;out8ide work done $800; inside finished $830;

completed $1,345, 36 days.

Howard and Twenty-fifth. Owner, Geo. L. PayneJ anhi-
tect, M. J. Lynch" contractor, M. C. Lynch" cost, $4,966'
filed Aug. s; signed Aug. 7; to build 81,241.60; framed $1,-

241.60; rough mortared $1,241.50. completed $1,141.50, 36

days.

Herman and Stevenson. Owner, Mrs. M. A. Mercer; archi-
tect, T. J. Welsh; contractors, K. Doyle 8t Son; cost, $5,989;
sureties, Thos. Winters and P. F. Ward, $3,000; filed Aug.
22; signed Aug. 10; $1,400 framed; $1,400 framed; $1,400
brown mortared; $1,500 completed; $1,689 35da>s.

Jersey and Noe. Owner, F. Mundwylcr; architect, A. Klahn;
contractor; A. Klahn: cost, $3,150; Bed Aug. 12; signed
Aug. 12; 2-8tory flat $776; boarded $776; brown-mortared
1776; completed $826, 35 days.

Jones and Bush. Owner, C. F. Sanders; architect, Chas. I.

Haven; contractor, Wm. F. Wilson; cost, $1,097; filed Aug.
6; signed .luly 29; plumbing, etc., $400; rough pipes in

$417; completed $280, 36 days.

JKeirnev and Washington. Owner, Louis Schultz; architect,
Wm. Mooser; contractor, Crawford Ferris; cost, $18,400;
sureties, C. A. Warren and J. O. Button, $12,000; filed Aug.
30; signed Aug. 10; limit 11 days; brick and stone work; 76
per cent as work progresses; bal. 32 days.

Kearney. Owner, Louis Schultz; architect, Wm. Mooser;
contractor, Joshua Hendj Machine Works; cost, $18,740;
filed Aug. 80; signed Aug. 14; wrought and cast Iron
work; 76 per cent as work progresses; bal. 86 days.

Kearney and Washington. Owner, Louis Sohulti; architect,Wm. Mooser, contractor, J. W. Wissinger; cost, $37,600;
sureties, C. C. Rodlffs and E. M. Herrick, 120,000; filed

Aug. 30; signed Aug. 28; carpenter work, et«.; 76 per centM work progresses; bal. 85 days.

Kearny and Washington. Owner, Louis Schultz; lirchitect,

Wm. Mooser; contractor, Kicbard Rice, cost, $9,636; sure-

ties, Kobl. Dalziel and A. W. Wilson, $5,000; filed Aug. 23;

signed Aug. 10; plumbing, etc.; 75 per cent as work^pro-
gresses; bal. 36 days.

Xarkin bet. Geary and O'Farrell. Owner, S'luuel Brodek;
architects, Salfi'eld & Kohiberg; contractor, H. Williamson;
cost $1,532; security, Thos. Holms, $1,.')32; filed Aug. 6;

signed July 19; plumbing, etc. $500; rough plumbing in

$600; completed $432, 36 days.

/ arkin bet. Geary and O'Farrell. Owner, Samuel Brodek;

architect, Salfield & Kohiberg; ccntractor, Chas. Dunlap;
c st, $2,275; surety, Henry S. Gray, 82,276; filed Aug, 6;

signed Aug, 2; plastering 81,000; brown coated $705; com-

pleted $570, 35 days,

Aafayette, bet. Mission and Howard. Owners, Bernard
Dowd and wife; rchiteets, Townsend &. Wyneken; con-

tractor, A. C. Rogers; cost, 81,550; surety. T, Hichardsn,
$1,600; filel Aug 9; s'gn d .\ug, 8; alterations, etc.; $350

enclosed, etc.; $400 floors laid, etc.; 8415 accepted; 8385 35

days.

Jtfontgomery ave and Jackson St. Owner, John H. Mageii-
die; architects, Huerne & Everett: contractors, Martin Fen-

nell & Son; cost, $3,330; surety, Matthew .Vu'.an. $3,000;
filed Aug, 12; signed Aug. 12; $1,165 brick side walls are

completed, etc,; completed, $832.50; 35 days.

.tfiles court and California street. Owner, Cephas Turner;
architect, S. Hatfield; contractor, Allan Mclionald; cost,

82,250; Kureties, F. Atherolte a d Alex. MacDonald, $1,600;
filed Aug. 21; signed .Aug. 17; 2-8tory frame; $420 fr ired;
$420 brown mortired; $420 outside finished, etc., $ 27.50

completed; $562.50 35 day-.

itfarket bet. Fourth and Fifth str ets. owner, California

Academy of Sciences; architects. Percy & Hamilton: con-

tractor, O. E. Brady; cost, $I9,.500: sureties, Unbert .Mitchell

and Jereuuah Mahony, $7,000; filed Aug. 2(i; signed May 21;

limit 100 days sandsto e work; 75 per cent i s work p o-

gre^ses on fi st Monday of each nioiitn; bal. 35 days.

J/cAUister and Baker. Owner, Chas J, Hosentt'al; archi-

tect, 11, H, White: contractor, Wm La'igataff; cost, $8,680:

sureties, Fiank P, Latson and F, H, Roseiibaum, $6 C0<);

filed *ug. 24; signed \ug, '22; 3-story frame;$1.347 fr med;
$1,272 enclosed; $1,272 brown coated; $1,272 standing finish

on: $1,272 completed; $2,146 36 days,

iVb, 1306 Greenwi'h, Owner, F. Koenig; contractor, G, T.

Knopf; cost, $1,600; filed Aug. 12; signed Aug, 7; to build

$600; brown coated $600; completed $400, 35 days.

.V. E. Jones Slid K lis. Owner. Chas, Neff; architect, Wm,
Mooser; contractor, J, J. Dunn; cost. $5,125; sureties, Beb-
rc' d Joost and W. A, Meeker, 83,000; filed Aug, 16; signed

Aug. 12; limit, 75 days; to build, 75 per cent as work pro-

gresses, bal, 35 days,

N. Twetity-four'h ^nii T eat Ave, Ow er, 0. F, Von Uhein;
architect, U, Geilfuss; contractor; J, W. Smith; cost,

$5,965; filed Aug. 16; signed Aug, 12: 2-story frame $873;
framed $873; par itions set 8873; outside done $773; inside

done 8S7 3; completed 8l.59:i, 36 days.

37. Pacific and Scott. Owner, J. S. Bunnell; architects, J, C,

.Matthews & Son; contractor, W. Winnie; cost, $4 960; filed

Aug, 17; siifned Aug, 14; to build $1,240; one-third of - ork
done $1,240: two-thirds of work done $1,240; completed
$1,240, 35 days.

JVbs. 638 and 640 Mission , Owner, Frederick Hufschmidt;
architect, K. Zimmerman; contractor, Hiley & Loane; cost,

$3,200. filed Aug. 6; signed July 27; alterations $2,400; com-

pleted $800, 35 days,

.Vatoma and Lafayette, Owner, Philipp J. Sto'z; ajchitect,
John Foster; contractor, John Foster; cost, $5,750; sureties,

P. Swift ami J. Smith; filed Aug. 22; signed Aug, 21;:

limit, 90 days; 2-story frame; $1,1)00 framed; $1,000 en-

closed; $1,000 brown coated; $1,300 completed; $1,450 36

days,

jVb 310 Page, Owner, Edwin Wendele; architect, John J.

Clark; contractor, John G, Adams; cost, $5,450; sureties,

S. Harmon and F. Joost, $5,000; filed Aug, 27; signed Aug.
23; alterations; $1,500 enclosed; $1,000 brown mortared;
$1,600 inside finish on; $1,450 35 days.

Oak and Buchanan. Owner, Cathariue Holton; architects,

lluerne & Everett; contractor, James Campbell; cost,

$3,920: sur ty, J. W. Starbird, $3,000; filed, Aug. 21; sign d

Aug. 19; 2-story frame; $980 framed; $980 brown coated;

$980 completed; $980 35 days.

Turk and Franklin. Owner, Patrick Muldoon; architects,

Huerne & Everett; contractor, James Campbell; cost,

$4,875; surety, A. W, Starbird, $3,000; filed, Aug. 31;

signed Aug. 19; 2-story frame; $1,218.75 enclosed; $1,218,76
brown coated; $1,218;75 completed; $1,218.75 36 days.

J'acific bet, Buchanan and Webster. Owner, Mrs. M W,
Lux ; architect, Samuel Newson; contractor, Geo, R, Lang;
cost, $1,775; filed Aug. 16; signed Aug. 14; limit, 40 days,

alterations, etc., 75 per cent as work progresses, bal, 35

days.

J'acific and Pierce, Owner, Ella J, Yates; architect, Samuel
Newson; contractor, Geo. R. Lang; cost, $3,056.60; sure-

ties, A. Kendall and Robt. A, Vanee, 810,000; filed Aug, 10;

signed Aug, 10; limit 110 days; 2-story frame; 81,:08,.',0

foundation in; $1,208,60 roof on; 81,208,50 brown mortared ;

$1,208.60 outside finished; $1,208.60 completed; $2,014.50
36 days.

Pacific and Stelner. Owner, James Stewart; architeit, Wm.
F. Smith; contractor, W. N; Concannon; cost. 86.645; filed

Aug. 27; signed Aug, 24; to build; $1,6.10. '25 iramed; $1,636.-

25 ready tor plastering; $1,636.25 cuinpleted; 81,636 26 36

days.

J'olk ard Filbert. Owner, Louis Schneider; architect, Wm.
H, Wharfl; contractor, John T. Haves; cost, $4,404; sure,

tics, E, J, Reynolds and D. 8, Cartwright, $2,500; fllod

Aug, 80; signed Aug, 27; limit 70 days; 2-8tory tranie; $600
roof shingled; $600 brown coated; $600 white coated; $900

completed ; $1,104 36 days,

Page and Baker, Owner, Frank A, Lux; architect, H. Geil-

fuss; contractors, White Bros.; cost, $5,876; filed Aug. 19;

signed Aug. 16; 3.story frame; 8880 framed; $880 roofed;

$880 partitioned; l$880 inside finish on; $880 completed;
$1,476 86 days.

S. Sutter and Octavia. Owner, Thos. W. Boyd; arohitect,
J. M. Curtis, contractor, James Geary; cost, $7,675; sure-

ty, R. L. Taylor and Geo. W. Watson, $5,1.00; filed Aug.
16; signed Aug. IS; building 76 per cent as work progresses,
bal. 85 days.

S. Sutter and Octavia. Owner, India L. Willis; arohitect,
John M. Curtis; contractor, James Geary; cost, $7,790; sur-

eties, R. L, Taylor, $5,000; filed Aug. 16; signeil Aug. IJ;
to build. 75 per cent as work progresses, bal. 35 days.

.S, H tight and Pierce. Owner, Mau-ice Blass; architect, A.

J. Barnet' ; contractors, Rou'itree Bros. ; cost, $5,700; surety,
F. Joost, $3,000; filed Aug. 16; signed Aug. 13; limit, 90

days; 2 story frame $1,200; roo* boards on $1,000; brown
coated 81,of5; white coated, etc., $1,000; complete $1,426,
36 days.

^'acraniento bet. Polk St. and Van Ness Ave, Owner, J,

C'az aux; architect, Townsend & Wyneken; contractor. A,
H, Plimiiner; est, 8t,30O: filed Aug, 5; signed Julv 31;
to build 81.000; framed 81,100; brown coated 81,100; white
coated $1,100, 35 days,

.^iteiner, mar Walter, Owner, Hans Kaon; architect, R, H,

White; contractor, Wm, Plum; cost, $4,920; sureties,
BehrenJ Joost and David Woerner, $3,000; filed, Aug.
20; signed. Aug. 16; limit, 90 dyjs; 2.8t iry frame; $900
framed; $693 frame set; $663 brown coated; $692 standing
finish on; $692 completed: $1,360 35 days.

.Sixth and Minna. Owner, Mary E. Von Schroder; stchitect,

T. J. We'sh; contractors, 1) fly Bros.; cost, $4,562; filed.

Aug. 21; signed, Au.;. 23; plumbing, .tc; $2,000 rouijb
work in; $1,362 completed; $1,200 35 diys.

.Steuart and Mission. Owners, Kred -rick Wilde et al; archi-

tects, Wilk U Spear; contractor, O. G. GiUespir; $5,100;

Buret es, W. J, Adams and Kdw rd P. Blake, $2,000; 3-storj

brick; $900 first floor jo'sts on; $956.26 s c0"d floor jo'sts
• n; $'J66,25 enclosed; $9.56 25 comp'eted; $1,276 36 days,

St nart and Mission. Owner, f-. G. fJillespie; a chitect.

Wild & Spear; contractor. J. J. Conrad; cost. $3.tJ00; filed

Aug. 23; signed Aug. 23; bri * work; $562 ITrst floor joi»U
<in;$5 2 second fl -rr joists on; $56^ enclosed; $.')54 com-

pleted; $750 36 days.

.Sacramento treet a"d Waverlv pi ce. Owner. Jos, Goetz;

architect, T. J. Welsh; contractor, S, H, Kent; cost, $9,000;

sureties, R. L.Taylor and Geo. W, Watson, $5,000; filed

Aug, 24;8ig ed Aiig, 23; limit 80 'lays; 81,600 second story

Joists on; $1 600 fourth story; 81,600 floors laid; 81,9'iO com-

pleted: 82,'2.50 :t5 da\s.

.Sansomea d Union. Owners, Hav meyir- & Elder; archi-

tect, R. H. Spragiie: contractors, Mah- i, y Bros.; cost, $76,;

2il7: filed Aug, 27; sinned Aug, 27; to 1 uild; 76 percent of

value of work during progreas;bal. 3f days.

Steiner and Fell. Owner, James Scobie; contractor, W, J.

Buit; cost. 81,500; filed Aug. 31: signed Aug, 26; limit 80

days: to remove house known as Irvine residence; to be

paid upon completion,

,Scott and Oak, Owner, Louis Muller; architect' H, Geilfu*8.

lontractor, M. C. Lynch; cost, 82,194: filed 19; signed Aug,
19: l-story frame; 88'20 framed; $824 complet d: 8560 S5

days.

Aheridan and West Ninth. Owner, J, W: Crowe; architect,
M, J, Welsh: contractors, R. Doyle & Son; cost, 82,289;
filed Aug, 10; signed Aui.', 7; to build; $672,25 framed; $672.-

35 brown mortared; $572.26 completed; $572:15 85 days.

Turk and Buchanan, Owner, G*briel Abraham; architect,
A. J. Barnett; contractors, Roundttt e Bros,

; cost, $4,920;

surety, Behrend Joost, $2,6110: filel Aug, 30; signed Aug,
24; limit 90 days; 2-8tiry building; 81,090 roof boards on;
81,000 brown coated; $800 white coated; $800 completed;
$1,'230 35 days.

Twenty-fourth, Owner, J. H. Leonard; architect, John T,

Hogaii; contractor, Chas, S, Hale; cost, 83,700; sureties,
M. M, Travers and John Pavne, $1,000; filed Aug. 17;

signed Aug. 16; 2-story frame $.506; framed $506; rough
piuinblng done $606; mortared 8607; accepted $675, 85 days.

Twenty-third and Guerrero, Owner, P, R, Lynch; architect
Shea k Shea; contractor, Richard|Sinnot: cost, $24,666; sur-

eties, A, D, Moore and W, J, Adams; filed Aug, 6; signed
Aug, 3; limit, 8 months: frame church 81,500; floor joists
set 83,300; framed 83,300; rustic on 83,800; brown coated

83,300; primed $8,600; completed 86,256; 45 days.

Twentieth and Capp. Owner, John Reid; architect, Chaa. I.

Havens; contractor, C, K, Dunshee; cost. 83,816; filed Aug,
10; signed Aug, 8; 2-story frame; $900 biwrding on; $000

shingled; 8900 outside mill work done; $910 completed:
$1,206 35 days,

fan Ness ave. and O'Farrell. Owner, P. W. Riordan; archi-

tect, T, J. Welsh; contractors, Mahony Bros,; co«t, 161--

900; filed Aug. 14; signed Aug. 13; carpenter work, etc., 76

per cent as work progresses, bal. 85 days

ITaverly Placa and Sacramento St, Owner, Joseph Goetz;
architect, T.J, Welsh; contractors, Daniel J. Brennan et

al; cost, $11,495: sureties, P. Degan and R. Brennan, $8,000;
filed Aug. 12; signed Aug. 9; $2,000; basement walls built

$2,600; first story is built and iron set $1,600; second story is

built $1,300;| third story is built 1,426; acceptwl $3,870, 85

days.

n. Shotw. II anil Eighteenth. Owner, Wm, Perkins; archi-

tect, K, H, White; contractor, E, W. Hyde; cost, $4,800;
sureties. P. Swift and Frank P, Latson, $3,000; filed Aug,
17; signed Aug, 13; limit, 90 days; S-story frame $900,
framed $687,.')0; frames set $687.60, brown coated $687.50;

standing Biiish on $687.50; completed $1,250, 35 days.

Ffcbster, bet. Waller and Herman, Owner, Mrs, I, Peter-

son: architect, Geo Holding; contractor, Geo, Holding:

cost, $3,000: filed Aug, 27; signed Aug, 37; limit 75 days; 8-

story building: 76 per cent as work is done; bal, 86 days.

Webster, bet. Wallerand Herman. Owner, Mrs. H. E. Olsen;

architect, Oea Holding; contractor, Geo, Holding; coat,

$8,000; filed Aug. 27; signed Aug. 37; limit 76 days; 3 story

building; 76 psr cent as work Is done; bal. Si days.
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OAKLAND AND VICINITY.

C'anieroii an
tceoth street,

cDonald, four cottaijea on Ninc-

Brnsh, total cost $12,000.

X). C. Scinlan, two six room cottages on Jones
street, cost each, 81|200.

Fred Geother, cottage on Kirkha.n, rear Seventh,
cost f1,200.

Eight cottages, six rooms, begun on the Herzog
Tract.

Wm. R. Batter, two new houses at Newbury
Station.

W. T. Keith, large warehouse. East Kouiteenth
street.

Carl Wilson, two-story frame on Twenty-first,
near Filbert, cost f3,000.

Stockton & Murray, oottage six rooms for W.
W. Mann, on Linden street, near Twenty-first,
eost $2,000.

Goff, six room cottge on Filbert, near Twenty-
first, $2,800.

i. J. Kane, cottage for Nicholas Dolan, Four-
teenth street and Fifteenth avenue, cost $3,500.

James Brougher, cottage. East Sixteenth street,
near Eighth avenue, cost if 1,500.

J. F. Forderer is having a $1,000 addition built

to his house on Regent street, between Eneinal and
San Jose avenues, Alameda.

Wm. Wyber has taken the contract to erect a

building for N. Reinecker, on his lot on the north-
east corner of High street and Eneinal avenue,
Alameda. It will be one-story, .36x48 feet, and
will be divided into two stores.

Jsw. K. Lynch has let the contract for the erec-

tion of a two-story dwelling house on .Sherman

street, Alameda. The contract price is $2,788.

The United States Government has let the con
tract for building a lighthouse at the entrance to

Oakland Creek, and the work will commence at

once. The last Congress appropriated $5,000 for

the purpose, and McMahon & Son got the contract.

The light will be of the fifth or sixth class, which
is considered ample for the purpose.

John Vreece, Temescal, cottage on Clairmont

avenue.

McAuley, cottage, Grove street, near Thirty-

eighth street, cost $1,200.

M. C. Freezy, two story frame, College street,

Berkeley.

Congregational Church room to be erected at

Mission, San Jose, cost 1,800.

H. Wcstdrop, cottage. East Sixteenth street,

cost f 1,500,

A. C. Powell, cottage. East Sixteenth street,

cost $1,800.

Geo. W. Watson, cottage, Eighth avenue, near

Nineteeth street, cost $2,600.

Frank Loveland, cottage. Twenty-third avenue

and Twenty -first street, cost $1,800.

Warren Olney, cottage, Twenty-second avenue
and Fifteenth street, cost $3,600.

Thomas Toole, two story frame, Thirteenth ave-

nue and Fifteenth street, cost |3,000.

Mrs. Envich, cottage. Fourteenth avenue, near

Fourteenth street, cost $1,800.

John Sheehan, cottage. Ninth avenue, near Four-

teenth street, cost $1,500.

A. W. BufTett is building a $1,400 cottage on
Fortieth street, near Grove.

B. S. Jamieson, eight room cottage, Nineteenth
street near Adeline, cost $.3,700.

Rev. Or. Merrill, five room cottage on Twenty-
first street near Adeline, cost $1,800.

J. N. Dunster, cottage, 8.35 Peralto street, cost

$1,400.

B. Disabilla, cottage. Forty fifth street.

John Caddigan, cottage, Eighth avenue, cost

$1,410.

F. Boehmer, soon to be erected, three story
brick building, Park street, Alameda.

Edward Clark, Niles, cottage, architect W. H'
Weilbye, cost $3,000.

Contractor Adams, six room cottage. Magnolia
above Fifteenth street.

Howard, cottage, Temescal, cost .$1,250.

Welsh Tract, San Leandro, Owner, Manuel T.

Souza; architect, F. .T. Williams; contractor, F.

J. Williams; cost, $1,425; filed, Aug. 6; Pay
ments, 60 days; cottage, $.350 25; framed, $356-

25; lirown mortared, •'|;.356 25; completed, $.3.56-

25, 35 days.

Institution for Deaf, Dumb and Blind at Berkeley.

Owner, J. H. McKay; architect, Wright & Sand-

ers; contractor, Dennis Jordan; cost, $24,300;

filed, Aug. 23; Payments 100 days; stone,

granite and brick work; 75 per cent, of amount

at time said Mackay receives his payment from

the State: Note—This contract is assigned.

Eneinal Ave., near Post St., Alameda. Owner,
John J. Boyle; architect, Wright & Sanders;

contractor, Julius A. Remmehcost, 11,207; filed,

Aug. 19; Payments.the contractor herein, Den-

nis ordan, to J. F. Kennedy.

Morton and San Antonio Avenue, Alameda.

Owner, Louis F. Geissler; architect, A. W. Pat-

tiani; contractor, A. W. Pattiani & Co; cost,

$3,.'594; filed, August 16; Payments cottage; $400

brown mortar on; $400 completed; $407, 35

days.

Eighth avenue, between E. 14th and E. 15th

streets. East Oakland. Owner, Mrs. S. E.

Holyer: architect, R. Gray Prise; contractor,

William Jess; cost, $2,925; filed, Aug. 5; Pay-
ments Nov. 1, 1889; two-»tory frame; $731 25

enclosed; $731 25 floor laid; $731 25 window
frames iu. $731 25, 35 days.

Eneinal avenue and Post street, Alameda. Owner,
F. Marcuse; architect, A. Steubigt; contractor,

J. H. Young, cost, 2,000; filed, August 6; Pay-
ments October 3, 1889; $500 framed; $500 chim-

neys built; $500 brown mortared; $500, .35 days.

Willow, near R. R. avenue, Alamtda. Owner,
Wm. MuUer; architect, Fred. P. Fischer; con-

tractor, D. Staub & Son; cost, $2,460; filed

August 6; Payments, 90 days; $922 50 framed;

$922 50 plastered; $615 completed.

Willow, near R. R. avenue, Alameda. Owner, E.

Clark; architect, W. H. Weilbye; contractor, C.

E. Dennett; cost, $2,175; filed, August 9; Pay-
ments, November 15, 1889; one story frame;

$543 7-') framed; $543 75 enclosed; $!j43 75 com-

pleted; $543 75, 35 days.

23d avenue and E. 15th street. East Oakland.

Owner, Emile Kissling; architect, J. C. Mat-

hews & Son; contractor, H. A. .Johnson; cost,

$2,173; filed, August 9; Payments, cottage; $250

framed; $500 window frames in; $.300 outside

painted; $613, completed.

8th avenue, between 18th and 17th streets, East

Oakland. Owner, Geo. W. Watson; architect,
J. & T. D. Newsom; contractor, J. A. Eastman;
cost, $2,600; filed, August 12; signed, August
10.

.3d and Louisa streets, Oakland. Owner, Richard

Marshall; architect. Speck & Mauer; contractor,
Patrick J. Brophy; cost, $1,900; filed August 13;
signed, August 6.

Alameda avenue and Willow street, Alameda.

Owner, Emilie K. Read and Franklin Read;
architect, A. W. Pattiani & Co.; contractor, A.
W. Pattiani & Co.; cost, $3,274; filed, Aug. 14;

signed, August 5.

JOHN H. WISE,
President.

ir. T. SCOTT,
Vice-President.

rttAS. H. FROST,
General Manager.

C. S. PREBLE,
Secretary.

UNION PRESSED BRICK

AND TERRA GOTTA GO.
WORKS: VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA. GENERAL OFFICE: ROOM 31, FLOOD BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.

o MANUF.ACTURE THE FINEST QtiALITY OF o

Plain, » Moulded « and « Ornamental « Pressed « Brick,

ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA,
FIRE-PROOFING, PAVING TILE.

ALSO RED, BROWN AND BLACK MORTAR.
its'SEND ion CATALOGUJB.-Wl
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Bancroft Way and Dana street, Berkeley. Owner,
Chas. D. Allen; architect, A. W, Pattiani & Co.;
contractor, A. W. Pattiani & Co.

; cost, f5,532; contractor

filed, August 14; signed, August 12.

Residence for James Wyatt, South Seventh
street; J. Lenzen & Son, architects; A. Kelsey,

$4,000.

Adeline Tract, Oakland, Tp. Owner, Mathew
Lee; architect, A. W. Pattiani &Co; contractor,
W. E. Batten; cost, 81,600; filed, August 15;

signed, August 14.

Hirschfeld Tract, Alameda. Owner, H. Forsyth
and W. C. Forsyth; architect, A. W. Pattiani;

contractor, John J. Boyle; cost, $1,200; Hied,

August 16; signed, August 14.

San Jose avenue and Chestnut street, Alameda.

Owner, Fannie K. Morton; architect, A. W.
Pattiani & Co; contractor, A. W. Pattiani & Co;
cost, $2,976; filed, August 16; signed, August
If

Durant avenue and Dana street, Berkeley. Owner,
Chas. D. Allen; architect. A. W. Pattiani & Co;

contractor, A. W. Pattiani & Co; cost, $3,532;
filed, August 16; signed, August 16.

SAN JOSE AND VICiyiTY.

Residence for Mr. Tillotsou, at Berryessa;

$4,000.

Residence for Joseph Hollaud, at Evergreen; W.
J. Wolf contractor; $;i,000.

Residence for James Farney, on Ninth street;

P. R. Wells, contractor; Garden City Mill Work;
|3,000.

Mrs. Knox Goodrich, building on First street;

R. Summers, contractor for wood work, and W. J.

Wolcott for' brick work; $10,000.

Dr. Urquhart, residence; C. R. Scanmion, con-

tractor; J4,500.

Contractor Hazzard is erecting a five room cof

tage on Vine street for A. Perry, at a cost of

1,000; also a five room house for Mr. Wright on

Minor avenue.

A cottage of five rooms for Frank Lytb; cost

|1,500; Ira G. Hazzard contractor.

A six room dwelling for Edward B. Lewis; cost

Jl,800; Hazzard contractor.

H. H. Farnham is erecting a five room cottage
at a cost of $1,200.

J. Slarbore has finished a cottage which cost

Jl.OOO.

A house of four rooms is being erected by T.

S. Lane at a cost of $900.

A cottage to "cost $1,000 is being built for 0.

P. Cash by Ira G. Hazzard the contractor.

A cottage of four rooms is being built by Mr.

Churchill; cost $1,100; Hazzard contractor.

Robert Piggott has contracted to build for Will-

iam Matthews a onestory frame bnilding on the

northwest corner of the Alameda and Autumn
street for.?6, 180.

Cottage for Mr. Groves on Hamilton avenue;
Frank Davis, contractor; mill plans; $1,800.

Cottage for Mr. Miller on Delmas avenue; Frank
Davis, contractor; $1,600.

Cottage for Mrs. Lowe on Little Market street;
Frank Davis, contractor; $1,500.

Residence for Frank Davis, North Third street;

day work, mill plans; $2,400.

Improvements on First Methodist Church; J. tion of
Lenzen & Son, architects; Mr. Phillips, contractor; street.

$6,000.

C. A. Blewitt is having a five room cottage
built at a cost of about $1,100; Hazzard con-

tractor.

Contractor Hazzard also begun yesterday on a

handsome six room cottage corner of First and

Floyd street:, which is to cost $2,500.

Harry Keist is having a five room cottage built

at a cost of $1,000.

Mr. Senders, the owner of the Water Works,
is also building a cottage to cost about $1,000.

SAyTA BOS A.

Contractor J. R. Melson commenced the erec-

a dwelling for D. Hodgson on Slater

Residence for C. P. Pauley on the corner of

Empiie and Tenth; day work, mill plans; $1,500.

Improvements on reoidence of Mrs. Murphy.
Columbet on Fourth street; J. Lenzen & Son ar-

chitects; day work done by A. C. Bates; $1,000;

Residence

$3,000.

for J. Columbet on Fifth street-

T. J. Ludwig has commenced the completion
of the brick block on Fourth street.

ORASS rALLEY,
S. T. Best's new dwelling house on Race street,

near Auburn, is approaching completion. It will

be neat architecturally as well as conveniently

arranged.

Lumber for a residence for John Polkinghorn
The Hayes residence at Edenville, G. W. Page was hauled to-day to the Conaway tract on Race

architect, to be built by day work at an estimates jtreet
cost of 175,000.

Cottage for J. Jacks on Tenth street, frcm plans
made in the mill; J. J. Hill contractor; $2,U00.

Two cottages for J. R. Johnson, from mill plans;

day work; $2,500 each.

A cottage on North Fourth street near Empire,
J. N. Stevenson, contractor and architect; $2,000.

A winery for Mr. Blennike on the Stevens creek

road, by day work; $3,000.

Cottage for J. K. Smith, on Marliere street; Ira

Hazzard contractor; f;i,200.

Cottage for C. Ballinghall, on Willow street;

day work; $1,000.

Residence for Tom Hughes, on Thirteenth street;

day work; $1,000.

Residence on San Fernando street near the

bridge; J. A. Crawford builder; $1,000.

Residence on Villa avenue, D. D. Briggs con-

tractor; 11,500.

Cottage for M. A. Brown; cost $1,200; Hazzard
contractor.

Cottage of four rooms for Dr. Rappe; $1,500.

J. B. Capp is having a ten room house placed
on his lots at a cost of $5,000; Hazzard contractor.

A $3,000 cottage for Benjamin Rordeau is to be
erected by Mr. Hazzard.

W. E. Woods is having built a five room cot

tage; cost $1,200; Hazzard contractor.

An eight room house is being built for M. A.
Wischaar at a cost of about $2,500.

0. O. Noble is having a six room cottage built
at a cost of $],.300; Hazzard contractor.

Bennetts is building an addition to his dwelling
corner School and Walsh streets.

Contractor I. T.,Walker is making rapid progress
with the large building he is putting up at the cor-

ner of Mill and Neal streets.

REYNOLDS & ADAMS,

547 Brannan Street,

Hardwood Flooring.

parqiietrji Floors,

Wood Carpets.

-AND-

ENGLISH TILE FLOORS.

Designs and Estimates furnished

on application.

F. ITir. KRXSI^ING i£ SONS,
Manufacturers ot Elegant

PARLOR and CHAMBER SETS,
DINING-ROOM, BANK AND OFFICE FURNITURE,

Rich. TJptiolstery, Draperies, Bedding, Ktc
SOLE OWNERS OF THE

SQUARE & OCTAGON TURNING MACHINES.
For Balusters, Newel Posts, Etc., Etc.,

WAREROOMS:
534 and 636 MARKET STREET.

Jplephone 3192.

FACTORY:
318-329 GUERRERO STREET,

Telephone 6113.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Architecture. Percy and Hamilton,

In architecture, an art in which nothing

hut brains can excel, an art which requires

years of study, an art which has no standard

of grace but which is directly dependent on

utility, an art whose creations derive a part
at least of their majesty by mere sizes, our

city can boast of many talented men, men
who have lent to the city of to-day their

creative talents and in the handson)e, mas-

sivt3 and magiiiticent buildings which line our

streets,and in the palatial residences in every
section we see evidences of their skill which
would reflect credit on any city in the

country.

From the low frame buildings of 1849,
of any style and built of any kind of ma-

terial, tlie adv;<ncehas been rapid and steady

One frame or flimsy brick building after

another has been replaced by handsome,
substantial structures until the city to-day

presents as handsome an appearance as any
city in the country. Every section of the

country has its peculiarities and the archi-

tecture of each portion generally conforms

to tlie climate, and the individuality of its

people.

In ^an Francisco where sunlight is so es-

sential to the comfort of a building, and
where precaution must be taken against

earthquakes, as against cyclones, snow and
severe winters in other sections of the

country, our local architects have mastered

and overcome the difficulties attending and
are certainly through their long experience
and study in overcoming them, better fitted

to draw plans and design buildings of a

first-class nature than those of more eastern

points, for this section. Evidences of their

skill to erect first-class fireproof and earth-

quake proof buildings are every where ap-

parent in this city and throughout the state,

and many of our architects would attain

prominence in any city in the country.

As in architecture, so in building,material
has there been a decided improvement and

except in rare instances do we find the old

frame being put up instead of a brick or

stone building with possibly the exception
of residences.

The time has gone by when a property
owner covered his lots with badly designed
and badly constructed buildings provided he
could till them with tenants. He to-day has

his bui'dirgs constructed in accordance wiih
the most approved principles of modem ar-

chitecture uses the best and most improved
building material and he finds when his

buihiing is complete he can obtain tenants

much more quickly and his building com-
mands a much higher rental than the old

and illy constructed buildings of former

years. While the old-fashioned buildings
are in many cases unoccupied, the buildings
erected within the past few years with every
modem convenience and built on the newest
and approved plans of architecture are filled

with first-class tenants and in many in-

stances rented before entirely completed. In
this issue,a number of illustrations are given
of buildings erected by some of our leading
architects, accompanied by a short biography.

These building show the various types of

architecfure of the city, in public buildings,
residences and business blocks, each of them

being models of their kind.

G. W. Percy was born at Bath, Maine,

July 5th, 1847. Having completed his ed-

ucation, in 1866 he entered the office of F.

H. Fassett, architect, at Portland, Maine,
after the great fire which had destroyed that

city. Remaining there three years he re-

moved to California in Heptember, 1850, and
located at .Stockton where he practiced his

profession until April, 1872, when he went
to Chicago and entered into the employ of

J. M. Van Osdell k Co., architects^ of that

city. He servgd with them during the busy

years of rebuilding Chicago's burnt district

until May, 1873, when he went to Boston,

serving as Supertinendent of Construction

for Bradlee & Winslow.

In September, 1875, he returned to Cali-

fornia and opened an office in this city, doing
business alone until January, 1880, when he

entered into partnership with F. F. Hamil-

ton under the present firm name.
F F. Hamilton was born in Addison

Maine, in 1851. He studied his profession
under Professor Ilammitt Billings, a promi-
nent architect of Boston, entering his office

in 1867. and also served with several other

prominent architects of that city until 1872
when he formed a partnership with J. B.

Samuels, the firm being J. B. Samuels
and F. F. Hamilton. They were the ar-

chitects for several prominent buildings
and erected numerous churches in Boston
and vicinity. In September, 1875, he

came to California and located in this city,

being employed upon the new City Hall for

three years. In 1878 he took a trip East,

returning here again in 1879, and in 1880
formed the present partnership.

Among the prominent buildings erected

by this firm are the State Insane Asylum
Buildings at Stockton, Masonic Hall, Sperry
Flouring Mill, Crown Flour Mills, all at

Stockton. The Academy of Sciences (illus-

trated in this number), the Children's Play
House at Golden Gate Park, new First Uni-

tarian Church, corner of Franklin and Geary,

Hayward's Apartment House on Larkin

street, opposite the new City Hall, Hay-
ward's Block on Sutter above Kearny, the

Omnibus Cable Co.'s new car house corner

Tenth and Howard, the engine house of the

same company on Oak and Broadway, the

largest of its character in this city, the

buildings of the California Elect) ic Light

Company on Townsend and Clarence place
and on Stevenson street; the Cutmingham
Building corner of Second and Stevenson, A.

Hayward's magnificent residence at San

Mateo, and numerous others in this city and
different parts of the State.

Wni. Mooser.

From Virginia City, Mr. Mooser came

back to San Francisco where he has been

established ever since and in which place

he has erected a large number of private and

public buildings. In 1861, he with several

other architects founded the San Francisco

Architectural Society, and he is to day with

the exception of one, the only charter mem-
ber still actively engaged in the profession.

Some of the most important buildings

erected under his supervision, ore as follows;

The Metropolitan Temple, illustrated in this

number, K. of P. and Pioneer bnildings

and Veranda Block, now in course of con-

struction.

At Rutherford station, Mr, Mooser dis-

played his ability in constructing the famous

cellars for The "Inglenook" Vineyard, for

G. Niebaum, they being the first of their

kind on the Pacific coast constructed almost

entirely of concrete.

The subject of this article is one of the

oldest and best known architects in San
Francisco.

He is a native of Switzerland, but came
to California at the age of twenty years, ar-

riving here in 1854. (^ne of his first ven-

tures in this country was his employment at

the Navy Yard, in designing naval struc-

tures, and he has ever since been connected
with the building interests of this city, Sac-

ramento and Virginia City, at which latter

city he erected the first brick buildings of

any importance, such as the M. K Church,
Medine's Block, Wood &, Wilson's and

Wells, Fargo & Co., buildings.

A, J, Burnett

Was born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1853,
and learned his profession with his father,

G. R. Barnett, a prominent architect of St.

Louis. He first came to this city in 1874,

practiced here awhile, and then went to

Chicago, being there associated with A. H.

Piquenard, returning to his native city in

1882. He entered into partnership with

his father, the firm becoming Barnett iSs

Son, and while there was the architect for

several prominent buildings. Finding the

western country a better field for his talents

he left for Portland, Oregon, and finally

came to this city in 1883, since which time

he has practiced here continually.

Among the many buildings buiit by him
we mention the following: Oriel block, cor-

ner Market and Franklin; Green Valley
Stables on Mission and Fifth, the largest

livery stable in the city; the residences of

Frank P. Dow, Laguna and California; F.

T. Black, corner Page and Webster; E. W.

Joy, Van Ness Avenue; E. Goggin, Van
Ness and Jackson; Simons, Jacobs k Co.'s

block a Merced, Cal.
;
a number of flats for

D. W. Parkhurst; the Van Winkle lodging

house, corner Turk and Jones; two resi-

dences for James P. Dunn at Leavenworth
and Jackson; and the Oriel row of thirteen

houses on Haight between Webster and

Buchanan, of which we give an illustration.

This row of houses has the distinctive archi-

tectural feature of each house differing from

the other in design, no two being alike, the

whole still harmonizing, and differ from

most houses in not having the long flight of

stairs so prevalent here. Each is an e.even-

room house, and so arranged as to admit the

sun in all the principal rooms. The row is

a very handsome one, and reflects great
credit on Mr. Bamett's abilities as an archi-

tect.

John M. Curtis,

The well-known architect, was born in 1852
at Warsaw, Illinois. At an early age he
was left an orphan and thrown upon his

own resources. He evinced great mechan-
ical genius and entered into service with
Bent (fc Garrity, builders and contractors, of

St. Louis, Mo, After serving with them he
entered the office of Mitchell ife Brady, arch-

itects, of St. Louis, and studied the profes-
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sion of architecture, remaining there until

1874, when he came to California and
located in this city where he has remained
in active practice ever since.

While he has been here, he has been

closely identified as superintendant, builder,
and assistant or chief architect of a great
number of our largest and finest buildings.

He was assistant architect of the Baldwin
Hotel and Theatre; supervising architect of

the new City Hall and architect of the Santa

Rosa, Sonoma county. Court House; the
Mutual Relief l)uilding of Petaluma; Santa
Cruz county buildings and jail; Wells &
Fargo's new building on Folsom npar Serond

street; the handsome new winu.y erected by
Boyd & Davis, to be or-upiud by Kohler .k

Frohling (illustrated iu tlii.s number) and

many other prominent buildings and resi-

dences of this city and surroundnig points.
He is a member of the San Francisco

Chapter American Institute of Architects,
Treasurer of the Pacific Coast Chapter of
American Institute, member of the Tech-
nical Society of the Pacific Coast, and has

gained a high reputation in his chosen pro-
fession.

Charleu I. Htiveng Iteid Bros.

Salfleld <C- Kohlherg.

David Salfield was born at Keysboard,
Illinois, in 1861. When but six years of

age he removed A^ith his parents to Ger-

many and received his education in that

country. He studied his profession in the

various architectural schools of Germany,
and in 1880 came to California locating in

San Francisco. He served as draughtsman
for four years with several architects of

this city and then formed a partnership with
Emil John, the firm becoming Salfield it

John which lasted one year. He then prac-
ticed alone a year when the present partner-

ship was formed.

Herman Kohlberg was born at Beverun-

gen, Westphalia, Germany, in 1855. After

graduating at the High school of Lippstadt,

Westphalia, he attended the Polytechnical

High school of Brunswick, near Hanover,
taking a three years course. He practiced
his profession for several years in southern

Germany until 1882 in which year he came
to the United States. He served in New
York city for one year and then came to

this city in 188.3.

For two years he held business connec-

tions with several architects of this city
and in 1885 formed the present partnership
with D. Salfield. Tlie firm are the archi-

tects for quite a number of fine buildings,
notable among which are the following:
Rosenthal building, of which an illustration

is given in this number, the Rosenbaum

building, corner of California and Front

streets, Hackmeier's Hotel, J. Carstensen's

bnilding, 29th and Dolores, Simon Siegel's
row of dwellings, five residences for James
B. Hall, a fine business building for G.
Woerz on Geary street, business house for

A. Marx, Klose ife Hillenbrand's Hotel, on
Valencia street, B. Miller's flats on Post
near Larkin, Victor R. Ulman's residence on

Clay street, business house and flats tor Dr.

Abrams on Hayes street and others in va-

rious parts of the city. They received the

premium for the design of the Court House
at Stockton and are the architects for the

jail in that city.

Was born on Long Island, N. Y., in 1849,
and came to California in 1866, locating in

San Franciseo. He entered the olfice of S.

C. Bugbee it Son in 1864 and learned

the profession of architecture, serving as

draughtsman with them for five years. Af-
ter that he was connected with John P.

(iaynor two years and wa.s with P. R.
Schmitd for nine years more, entering into

paatnership with him in 1881, the firm be-

coming Schmidt k Havens, wliich continued
for five years. During this time they erected

numerous prominent buildings in this cit)-
and different portions of the State, among
which were The Fulton, corner of Fulton
and Larkin streets, Tlie Longworth on (jeary,
the Haines' residence at San ilatao, the De
Lavega residence, Cieary street, I). N.
Walters' residence, corner Sacramento street

and Van Ness avenue, and others

On January 1st, lf<86, he commenced bus-

iness for hiinselt, since whicli time he has

been practicing alone.

He has been the architect of soni.i of our

larg<»st and most prominent buildings, nota-

ble among which are the following: Tiie

Carroll block, on Turk and Laguna, costing

§45,000; the Hayward residence, corner of

Baker and Hayes streets, .$25,000; the (Ju-

alala Mill Co. building on Steuart street,

running through to East street, south of

Market, $45,000; H. C. Talliot's residence

at San Leandro, .$.30,000: the Golden Gate

Livery Stable, ou Golden Gate avenue (illus-

trated in this nnmbei), .$80,000; J. J.

Wells' residence, corner of Pacific and
Steiner streets; Palmer block, on Mission,
between Eleventh and Twelfth streets, $25,-

000; and numerons others of like character.

He is a member of the San Francisco

Chapter, American Institute of Architects,
and ranks among the highest in the pro-
fession.

Henry Geilfusn

Was born in Thurin, tiermany, in 1850,
and studied his profession in Erfurt, Wei-
mar and Berlin in the different architectural

schools of those cities. While in Berlin and

Schlessing he practiced his profession prin-

cipally under railroad officials in construct-

ing bridges and heavy masonry, thus seeing
considenible work and thoroughly prepai-ing
him tor his future career. In 1876 he left

his native country, arriving in this City in the

same year, where he has been in active prac-
tice ever since, working as draughtsman the

first two years. Since he has been in busi-

ness for himself he has been the architect for

some of the best buildings erected heie.

Among the most prominent are the follow-

ing : Kohler k Van Bergen's Winery on

3d street between Brannan and Townsend,
the Wm. Tell House, Bush steet ; the U. S.

Brewery ;
the Zwieg residence, corner of

Howard and 2.3d streets
; Vanlag residence

on Howard, between 16th and 17th; W.
Westerfelt residence, Fulton and Scott

streets ;
John Cook's. Howard, between 20th

and 2l8t; Sam. Steiner's residence on Eddy,
between Franklin and Gough ;

the three-

story brick building for stores and lodgings
for John Van Bergen, corner 3d and Harri-

son which we illustrate, and m«,ny othtrs.

Have been located in this city but a

short time and consequently have not been
identified with her architectural develop-
ment. They have an enviable reputation in

Chicasro, Evansville and San Diego, where

they have erected numerous buildings which
reflect great credit upon their ability as

architects.

The Coronado Hotel at Coronado Beacli,
which is illustrated in this number, is a

monument to their architectural ability and
is acknowledged as one of the finest hotels

in the country.
5*5

Slate.

The material to be used for the roofs of

buildings is an important item in their con-

struction, as regards durability and resi.st-

ance to fire.

Slate is gradually and deservedly tsiking

precedence over all othei materials for roof-

ing purposes, as it will generally outlast the

life of any building; it never requires paint-

ing, is a perfect resistance to fire, is storm'

proof, and imparts much warmth to any
building covered with it.

Tlie first cost is only noniinally greater
than shingles or other destructible nuterial

used, and it will outla.st any other material

fifty to one hundred years, being almost in-

destructable.

Another advantage of slafe roofing is its

handsome appearance, as noticed on the tine

buildings in eastern cities, where it is al-

most universally used, besides requiring no

painting or repairs, as a roof constructed of

slate lasts for years, and therefore is far

more economical in the end than the us-e of

material formerly in vogue here.

The California Slate Company, whose
oflfices are located at No. 9 Mission street,

are prepared to furnisli a superior quality of

slate for roofing purpo.ses in any quantities
to suit.

Their quarries are located in El Dorado

county, and expert architects pronounce the

quality second to none, and generally better

than any produced in the eastern states or

Europe.

They are enabled to furnish any sizes that

may Im required of an average thickness of

three-eighths of an inch. The color is a

rich blue black, of fine grain and unusually
smooth surface, which imparts to any build-

ing a graceful and handsome appearance.

Besides roofing this slate can be used for

mantles, sidewalk tiles and general building

purposes, and can be quarried large and
thick enough for billiard'table top.s. It ad-

mits of a fine polish, and is withal a valua-

ble addition to our building material.

Samples of this company's product can be

seen at the Mechanics' Institute Fair, and
at their office No. 9 Mission street, and par-
ties contemplating building will do well to

inspect this material, as they will be con-

vinced of its superiority for roofing pur-

poses.

The photo-engravings used in illustrating

this number were made by the Globe Photo-

Engraving Co., 419 Sacramento street.

This is a new concern and is doing some
excellent work.
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THE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING NEWS.

Furniture, Carpets and Upholstery.

The question how to furnish a house after

it leaves the architect's or builder's hands is

an all importrnt one. What kind of car-

pets are suitable for this room, and what
color or pattern for that; what style of fur-

niture for the parlor, bedroom, library, din-

ing room, etc.; and the kind of draperies,

decorations, etc., suitable for each separate
room.

The furniture and carpets of to-day differ

very materially from the kind in use here in

our early history. Then the plain sanded
or plain board floor was the only carpet, and
the furniture of the very cheapest kind.
With the advance of civilization and the

rapid growth of this city in wealth and re-

finement came the demand for the luxuries

of eastern cities, and we find to-day as ele-

gantly furnished mansions, supplied by the

merchant firms in our midst, as in any citv

in the country. It is no longer necessary
to send to the eastern points for the litest

designs in carpets, furniture or upholstery,
for our own dealers in these lines carry as

large and complete stocks of such goods as

any similar houses in the east.

The styles in furniture change with 2very
year, each era having some particular fancy,
thus the designs are continuously changini;
from the heavy massive pieces of former

years to the elaborately carved, and then

again to the delicately fashioned style of a

century or so ago.
The furniture of today is of a severe and

austere pattern, differing entirely from the
ornamental and elaborate designs formerly
in vogue, making quite a radical change,
and withal has an elegant, substantial and
luxuriant appearance.
As in design so does the style in the

woods change, and the most fashionable and
latest to-day is furniture of oak or antique
oak, although the rich mahogany cherry and
walnut are still called for. So in carpets,
window shades, draperies ami other decora-

tions, each season brings new changes and

designs, and richer material requiring the

ingenuity and experienced taste of the artist

to decide which is the most suitable for the
correct furnishing of the several roomg. In
eastern cities the furnishing of a modern
residence is given into the hands of some
well-known furnisher, who has r.arie blanche
to use his skill and artistic taste in the com-

plete furnishing of the parlors, library, bed-

rooms, dining rooms, etc., with some pass-

ing sugs^estions from the owner, and invar-

iably wlien complete the house is better fur-

nished, everyt'iing harmonizing more than
it the different furnishings and decorations
were supplied by so many different firms.

Such a firm carrying a stock of goods to

furnish a house complete is the well known
firm of W. (t J. Sloane & Co., 641 to 647
Market street. The structure occupied by
them is one of our modern business build-

ings, equipped with every convenience and

arranged so as to display their elegant stock
to the best advantage.

Their stock of furniture in parlor, bed-

room, library and dining-room sets is varied
and handsome, every factory in the country
being placed under requisition and their

choicest productions chosen. The firm aims

always to have the very latest and newest

designs in the market, and are giving our
residents here the most modern goods as
soon as produced in eastern points. They

also manufacture furniture to order and fur-

nish original designs.
In carpets their stock is also most com-

plete, embracing English and American

Wiltons, Axministers and other kinds of all

grades, from the cheapest to the most expen-
sive. W. (fe J. Sloane & Co. are sole agents
for Alex. Smith & Son's Co. of Yonkers, N.
Y., American Moquettes. These carpets
for beauty of design and durability cannot
be excelled by any fabric, and are superior
to many imported articles of a similar kind.

In window shades, curtains, tapestries and

upholstery goods the house has a most ele-

gant selection of every shade and design;
all departments in clia'ge of experienced
artists. The firm have furnished many of

our leading residences and hotels, among
which are the following:
The Palace Hotel furnished by them when

opened with carpets throughout, the Bald-

win Hotel and Theatre, the new California

Theatre, the Hotel Del Monte with carpets
and upholstery, and all the carpets for the

Hotel Rafael, and the Stanford house at

Palo Alto.

The firm always aim to give their juitrons
the very best and latest things in the mar-

ket, and have won an enviable reputation in

their particular line.

The attention of the public is called to

the fine exhibit of the firm at the Mechanics'

fair, where three interiors of parlor, dining-
room and chamber are shown.

Lumber and Building Materials.

The resources of the Pacific Coast in lum-

ber are almost inexhaustible, for nearly all

the varieties of wood grow throughout the

different sections of the country, so that

taken as a whole this quarter of the United
States certainly is better supplied with lum-

ber for the various uses than any other por-
tion of the land. Lumber forms an import
ant factor in the building interest, for no

building is erected except that lumber enters

into the conttruction in some form or other.

The lumber to be used in a building shou'd

be, first of all, of good quality and well

seasoned. Certainly no State in this conn-

try has finer qualities of lumber or a climate

better adapted to the thorough seasoning of

it than our own State of California.

Of the different kinds of lumber, redwood,
of course, is more commonly used than any
other. Our redwood forests are the wonder
of the world, and millions of feet are annu-

ally cut for this and other markets. It cer-

tainly is the best building material of wood
we have; and besides its other numerous

good qualities it burns slower than most any
wood used in the construction of houses,

nec'ssarily making it a very valuable item in

th ' erection of front.s of buildings, since its

slowness to burn is the
|
rotection from fire.

It is also used for inside finish of build-

ings, admitting of ornamentation and polish
for doors, panel work, wainscoting and other

uses throughout the Vjuilding.

Sugar pine on account of its scarcity in

comparison with redwood—white pine, yel-
low pine, etc., is the highest price Inmber for

building material. It is .stronger than red-

wood, has a fine grain, is free from pitch,
and is used principally for doors, blinds,

sash, etc.

The Curly and Burhl redwoods are two
of the handsomest woods of our native for-

ests, and are growing more and more pop-
ular, not only here but in Eastern an^ even

foreign mf^rkets.

The curly redwood is obtained when mill-

ing, from the stump or first log in the tree,
and runs from three to fifteen feet in diam-
eter. It admits of high polish and has a

very beautiful grain, curly as the name in-

dicates, showing the tracery of fern leaves

and heads of animals. This wood is being

extensieely used for interior finish, for pan-
els in doors, counter tops, table tops, and
all kinds of bedroom and pailor funiituie.

Burhl redwood comes in round or oval

pieces, from two to three feet in diameter,
and is also a valuable addition to our fancy
woods.

A firm making a specially of this kind of

lumber is Starbird & Goldstone, located on
the corner of Market and Spear streets.

This company wa- established in 1872 and
has been prominently identified with the

lumber and building interests of our citv

ever since. They are wholesale and retail

dealers in all kinds of lumber and building
m iterials, making a specialty of sugar pine
and also of Curly and Buhrhl redwood for

Eastern sliipment. Besides these they carry
a full and complete stock of building mate-

rial, such as lath, shingles, etc., and dry
dunnage for ships.

They solicit the trade of the builders of

this city and the coast, and ship largely to

Eastern and foreign points.

They hive supplied a large number of

houses with their lumber and have lately

shipped 7.5,000 feet to Liverpool and 00,000
feet to London of Curly redwood and Burhl,

which are prized very highly there and are

rapidly superceding other fancy words. In

this city these woods have been used quite

frequently in some of our pron)inent resi-

dences, notably in W. T. Coleman's, corner

of Fillmore and Pacific streets, for pannel-

ing in the halls and library .

Owners and contractors would do well to

make a more liberal use of these handsome
native woods in the finish of their own

buildings than they have heretofore—thereby

encouraging our home industries in this

branch of industry as well as in ofhe:s.

Hoop Clamps for Lartje Taiif.s.

The invention of Mr. Asa R. Wells, which
is illustratgd in this number, supplies a great

want, particularly in dry and hot climates;
where shrinkage of lumber is considerable.

No devise heretofore in use for tightening

hoops has been satisfactory, for the reason

that the draft was not straight and there-

fore not direct on the hoops.
The advantage of a clanip hoop over a

riveted hoop, particularly in heavy bands for

large tank work, must be apparent to all.

To tighten a riveted hoop requires tools,

scaffolding and capable men. It also mars
the paint and injures the iron. To tigiifen
with a clamp, working freely, recjuires sim-

ply a ladder and a wrench in the hands of

anybody.

Mechanically considered, the device may
be described as a right-and left draw buckle,

acting on ball and socket joints. It there-

fore works equally free, powerfully and

effectually on long or short draft and on

large or small circles. Practically consid-

ered, this device has proved a great success.

By its use Wells, Russell & Co. have set up
some tanks as large as 36 feet in diameter,
which are perfectly water-tight.
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Wiitdow Glttss. Wire ami Iron J^'eiiHny and Ortia- Jfot Wattr Heating.
mental Work.

One of the most important items which The old idea tliat wo ne(!d no artificial

enters into the construction of a building is
Wire and iron are rapidly superceding wood heat in oui houses in California has long

glass, both plain and o.namental, and conse
'" '"°*' °^^^^ "'"^'^^^ "^«'l ^O"" ornamental since l)een exploded, and it is no longer a

quently in the letting out of contracts build- Purposes, such as fencing, railing, roof crest-
q"ef

ion of shall ice heal, but now shall we
^ J o .

„4., rTii„ • 1 •
, , heat our houses. Ihe open grate or tire-

».rs ahniild i-prtniiilv kob that fVio vorv hoc*- '"g' ^tc. llie uses Wire and iron can be put , ,, , i , , • ^
"

.ers snouia cercainiy see cnai tne very best "'
. , •

, place, the store and hot air furnaee systems
kind obtainable is to be used. Nothing adds *° '^'"^ innumerable, and from being the more

,,ave long been used on this coast. Laterly
o much to the appearance of a building as

''"'"'^''le admits of more ornamentation than the steam and hot water systems have been,

clear, transparent window glass, and tenants
"'°°'' ^O'' *'"' pu'poses used. Wire and iron conspicuously brought forward and are be-

... .
. , . , , . are used for fenein.r for hoiise<! «t-nir rail- coming more popular and general in their

certainly appreciate rooms which have win aie usui tor

te^nung,

for houses, stan ra,l
^^^^ W private residences the hot water

dows of clear and perfect glass. The facili- '"S' '''v.sions, floor rails, desk and counter
^^ ,,^^ ,,estf gi,i„g ^ mild equiable tempera-

ties for obtaining the best glass manufac- ''^'''ng"' Pa»<''s of elevators, elevator guards, t„r,, superior to the stove hot air furnace or

tured, are as great in this city as in any city
s'^y''g'>t guards, for protection against fire the steam systems; and where it has been

in the country, and there is therefore no *"'' breakage of glass, for the covering of properly constructed, for comfort, economy
excuse for not taking advantage of the op- basement windows, gallery fencing, stores "'"' healthfulness, it has no equal. Two

portunity oftered and using first-class mate- and other numerous uses. *'""°'' '"*
'"''q^'^''^*'

'>«"""" *° ''^ success:

rial, which is certainly the most economical w^- i t • n First—The apparatus must be adapted to

in the end.
^^ "" *«"*='"«' ""'^ •"°'-« e^pecally iron

^,,^^ ^,_^„^^ ^^ this coast, u-d herein the fuel.

The establishment of Fr. H. Rosenbaum ^*'""""' '' '"''P''"^ ^''"'""^ ^''^ P''*^*' °^ ^^^ ^J^« ^^'^t^'- ^"'^ "^li-"'^*'' ™"«t be considered.

IS one of the oldest and most reliable in the
°^^ wooden fencing formerly used, ^ind is a Second—The system requires more care,

city in this branch of manufacture, havin" vast in)provement. It is highly ornamental judgment and skill in its onstiuition to

been established in 1862, being then located and durable, being almost indestructable and ensure success than either of the other sys-
on Sacramento street near Fiont. In 186Ir the more economical. terns, for unless the circulation be perfect
he removed to Battery street near Washin<'- t •

j; ^i i
^^nd the distribution well b.ilancrd the sys-

ton, but quarters being too small another
^" ""°" ^''"""" *'"'''*^ '"'''' constantly new

^^^^ ^^jjn,,^ j^^j^y ^,^^1 undesirable, the heat

removal was made in 1868 to his present
''^signs being manufactured, the variety be- slow and unequally distributed, and the

location, 567 Market street. ing without limit, as the wire can be twisted consumption of fuel unnecessarily iiicroase<l.

The premises occupied consist of three hy the new machinery now in use into any This skill and judgment is obtained only
floors 30x170 feet in dimensions, with an shape or design imaginaVjle '>y experience. The principle of the hot

additional warehouse on Stevenson street in The wire works of D D Wass 141 and
water circulation is entirely unlike that of

the rear 50x100 feet. ,,.i -.- ^ ,,,.',.!- steam. Neither the steam titter, the

A large and complete stock is constantly
l"_iirst .treet, are the largest in this line

plumber, nor the hot air furnace men have

carried, consisting of French German ancl
"" * '"^ ''"'^ '^*""^ established m 1884. any practical experience adapting them for

English plate glass, window' glass mirrors
'^^^ ^"""^^ ^^""'^ ^^^"^ enlarged to aceommo- this work. It is a trade by itself, and the

and looking glass plates rough plates for <late Mr. Wass' increased business and are plu'"ber or hot air furnace agent who con-

sidewalks, corrugated glass for skylights, thoroughly equipped with all modem appli-
tracts to put up a hot water apparatus gen-

colored, enameled cathedi-al and prismatic ances and machinerv for the manufacture of Zl ^f ^J buUdin'
"'""

glass m all desired sizes. ,
• • ,.• , , . , ,

owner oi tne uuiiciing.

(^ ., , u •
, , ,

""5 various specialties and products, besides The hot water system was introduced on

whiph ^l^t^'^cr 1? '*f''''''^', constantly supplied with new machinery as this coast eleven years ago by C.D.Harvey,whch some SIX months ago was enlarged
^j^^ o^casin- demands He <.ives emnlov who brought from the eastern states the

and thoroughly equipped with the latest and
^'^^ °*=«''^^'°"-

''*'7"d^-

»«
f

^^« «™P'°>-
i.te^t and most desirable appliances then in

most improved machinery for silverino- bev- nient to a large force of hands and is pre- e \ \ i. *
•

* i,„„,.„=
,-

^
, , ,.

' '"'="> CI lu^, uev- °
c ^ 1 i , ^ „ use for the hot water warming ot houses,

eling, ornamental cutting, grinding, emboss- P^re'l to manufacture on short notice all
j^ ^^^,^ j^^^^,,^^ apparent that the diff-er-

ing and crystallizing glass. J^mds of wrought iron and wire fencing, roof
^^^ ^jj^^^^^ ^j ^^^ ^p^^-^^ ^^^^^ ^,,3 ,,ig.^^.

Skilled mechanics are employed in all the '^restings anufimals wire window guards, ^nt fuel and the diff'erent surroundings re-

various departments, and orders are filled f*f
•

^^J^'^^^
gu^rd work, desk counter,

.^^^ ^^ difterent form from those used in

promptly and on very short notice. Esti- ^"'"^
'""^ «*'=«

\f"}S,
ornamental brass

^'^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^.^ ^^.,,^^^ continuous and
mates are furnished on all contracts on par- ^•°'i''' gf-P'P«

rail, show window fixtures,
strong fires are main t.uned from early fall

lor and bar room mirrors of all kinds. °°»1,
*'»• «*'">

f'T^'if'
founders riddles, ^^^^^\^^ i„„

.„ .1 .
, ., , spark guards and fenders, and also light

f o
... , ,

Among the prominent buddings furnished „^„amentol wrought iron w^rk. The hard coal burners wore illy adapted
oy this liouse we mention the following, ,.

, ,
• i. ^ ,,,-,, to the soft bituminous coal used here, and

which give evidence of artistic and first-class
"^ ''''"*' '"^'^''^ " «Pe"alty of all kinds of

^^^ .^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^f ^^^ Francisco and Oak-

workmanship: artistic brass and nickel-plated work in the land required a different construction of

The First National Bank buildin", with shape of gates and wickets. Mr. Wass has heater. Eleven years of practical labor and

crystallized, beveled and ornamental glass; filled a large number of contracts and fur- observation in this work has enabled the

the Meytr residence, California and Gough „ished the wire and ornamental iron work industrious inventor to detect and obviate

streets; A. D. Moore's residence. Pacific on a great number of buildings in this city '"*"y "^ *''« objectionable features of the

avenue and Deviseadero street; J. A. Hoop- and in various parts of the State. He has ''»«tern apparatus for our California trade,
er 8 residence, Laguna and Washington just finished all" the wire work on the n«w ^"^'^ '" t'"" f^^ce of strong competition to

streets; the Mareschal Neil Hou.se, comer cruiser "
Charleston," consisting of some 300 establish another hical industry on our

Ellis and Jones streets; the Collins residence, mess and clothes lockers, wired the same ves °°^^^-

comer Alice and Durant, Oakland; A. D. sel for an electric bell .system, furnished the The reputation of the Harvey hoi wafer

Frenchs residence. East Oakland, Mr. Han- wire work for the bank of Ilanford, Cal.,
''ea'er was no sooner established than the

sons residence, Redwood City; M.Rosen-
consisting of counter railings, wickets, par-

eastern houses flooded the market with their

baum's building, now in course of construe- tition work, doors, etc., also the elevator *i"'« dncarded goods, operating through

tion, corner of Oalifomia and Front; the work in the Walters' buildin", Sullivan
'"'^•^' agents who have recently, and with

Bancroft History building. Market street, estate building on Bush street, Huntington
''"'"

"•",

no experience in this system ex-

McDonough Block in Oakland; Capt. Nie- .t Hopkins building. Golden Rule Bazaar, <=«?* ^"c'' ''^ '"'^ ^^en acquired in the gen-
baum's vi.h in Ing'o.vood, Napa county, and has the conti-act for furnishing the new eral plumbing trade, become tlie advocates

and many others.
Asylum building at Agnews with wire win- "* <^''« ''"' ""'*•" ^y^^^^-

Mirrors from this establishment adorn the dow guards, besides other numerous and ex- The first heater introduced by Mr. Har-

walls of some of our most pallatial homes,
tensive contracts. vey was formed by a series of flat cast iron

and massive plate glass windows which add Parties desiring work of this nature will P'^^es, or water chambers, placed horizon-

80 much to attractiveness of stores owe their do well to call upon D. D. Wass and exam- ^[^"y "^^'^
the fire-box in stacks, around and

introduction in a great measure to the enter- ine the class of work turned out in his estab- through which the tire passed in its course

pnse of thia pushing firm. li»hment.
'^ ^'^^ chimnej.
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Hotel Del Coronado, Coronado Beach. REID BROS. ArchiTKCts.

This was economical in fuel, quick to

heat and satisfactory for the first few

months. Soon however the sediment fiom

the water was deposited within these sec-

tions, making the fire less etfective and the

deposit increasing. The lower section near

est the fire cracked or burned out after three

or four years' service, so their removal be-

came a necessity.

Next the form of the casting from a flat

to a curved surface was adopted, using re-

turn flues and providing for the deposit of

sediment below the direct fire surface.

This form lasted longer, but the same re-

sults follo\\ed though less frequent. It was

therefore apparent that the cast iron sur-

faces could not be relied upon, where the

heating and cooling of the surfaces followed

in such frequent succession as in our cli-

mate. The iron becoming erystalized was

bound sooner or later to crack.

Next the tubular heater, constructed of

two-inch wrought iron pipe, containing a

smaller pipe inside to secure a circulation,

was used. By this heater the tendency to

crack was obviated, but the deposit of sedi-

ment and the increased friction retarding
the circulation between the two pipes, after

a short trial, stamped this as only a partial

success.

Three years of experience and study have

demonstrated that the successful hot water

heater for the Pacific Coast must be access.

able in all its parts, within the water cham-

bers as well as upon the few surfaces outside.

The removal of the sediment inside the

heater is quite as important as the cleaning

of the soot from the outside surface. While

both are non-conductors of heat and cause a

needless waste of fuel, the sediment will caus^

the cast iron to crack and the wrought iron

to burn out and will also retard the circula-

tion by causing unnecessary frijtion within

the pipes and chambers.

All the different forms of heater above

described, or heaters constructed upon simi-

lar plans, are extensively advertised on this

coast by Eastern houses through local agen ts

with no practical experience with these

goods.

The flat cast iron sections or stacks over

the fire-box, as well as the telescoped pipe

heaters in their various forms, will all repeat

the same results over again and the purchas-

ers will pay for the experiment while the

agents, unconcerned and unconscious of the

inevitable result, continues to advocate, ad"

vertise and sell the same.

"Where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be

wise," especially if the purchaser pays the

price and the agent pockets the profit.

The hot water system is undoubtedly

superior to any other if properly constructed,

and no greater mistake can be made than to

suppose that a plumber or other pipe fitter

can satisfactorily plan and construct this

work, relying upon Eastern appliances and

Eastern plans where practical expsrience is

lacking.

Mr. Harvey has invented and manufac-

tures a wrought iron tubular heater so con-

structed that every part inside and outside

can be reached and cleaned, and any tube

can be removed and replaced with a new one

without dicconnecting the heater or dis-

turbing the brick work or sending to the

factory for a duplicate section in case of a

crack or defect, as would he necessary with

an Eastern heater. Mr. Harvey has also

the exclusive agency for the celebrated

Bundy Hot Water and Steam Radiator, in-

cluding the New Elite, which he uses in his

local business or furnislies to the trade. This

radiator is used more extensively than any

other, over 11,000,000 square feet now being

m use, and are made in a greater variety of

forms than any other manufactured.

Mr. Harvey is doing exclusively a hot water

and steam heater business, using the best

material, the latest devises and doing only-

first class work which his eleven years ex-

perience will corroborate. His connection

with the Griffling Iron Co., the largest manu-

facturing firm of hot water and steam heat-

ing radiators in the United States, ensuring

him the latest, best and most improved appli-

ances from the East in connection with his-

own inventions here.
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Elevators.

The building of elevators has shown as

much progress and improvement as any
other of the convenienoes of the modern

building of to day, and a building without a

(irst-class elevator is as much a novelty as

one in former years was with one. The old

rope hand hoist first in use, gave way to the

friction clutch hand hoist, which is still in

use in some buildings for freight purposes,
but is being replaced by the more modern

elevators now being almost universally
erected in all first-class buildings.

In passenger elevators, the old style hori-

zontal cylinder hoist has many disadvantages
and is a very dang(!rous machine. It has a

large and small drum and a coil continually

revolving around two small drums, causing
it to crack and jreak, and of a necessity the

cage must fall, depending entirely upon
what precaution is taken to prevent or stop
its rapid descent.

Another disadvantage in the.se elevators

has been to use only one main rope for the

•cage and two or more drum ropes. This

machine, which is called a pull machine, is

«o constructed that the water enters on the
rod side of the piston, which makes it verv

dangerous, for should the piston rod corrode
from the action of the water, or become
fractured by use, whicli often happens, the

«age drops and endangers life and limb.

There can be no question, that as compared
with other large cities in this country, we
are behiiul the times in making compulsorv
provisions for the safety of our citizens, and

steps should be taken to compel the use of

the best and most improved appliances in

elevators that insure absolute safety to our
citizens.

Undoubtedly the safi-st protection against
accident is the Safety Air Cushion and Air
Urake attachment supplied by the Ellithorpe
Air Brake Company, of which the firm of

Wm. H. Birch tfc Co., 119 Beale street, of

this city, are the sole agents and miuuifuc-

turers on this coast.

This air cushion, which can be built in

in any (^levator now in use, is simplicity
itself; there is absolutely nothing to get out
of order or to cause death or accident

through inattention or neglect; there are no

springs to rust or wheels to oil or other con-
trivance to manipulate. The cushion has
been tested all over he country, both inten-

tionally and unintentionally, and never
when the cab has been started, even from
tho top of tlie highest buildings, has an egg
been broken, a glass of water spilled or the

smallest damage happened. This air cushion
is not a contrivance to stop the cab in tran-

sit. If the cable breaks or the cab starts

on its fearful fall, it is allowed to go, but as

it approaches the bottom it is gradually and

safely brought to a halt by a scientific appli-
cation of air caused by its own velocity, and
this without jar or commotion of any kind.

The two safety devices known as tlie Elli-

thorpe Air Brake and the Ellithorpe Air
Cushion have stood the tests of hundreds of

the most severe and practical trials, and in

no single instance have they failed to operate
successfully. The air brake is simple and

easily applied. It operates upon a different

principle from the air cushion. The air

brake while operated by means of compressed
air prevents the cab from falling more than

a few feet, stopping it gradually without

the slightest concussion, the effect produced

being precisely the same as applying the

Westinghouse brake to a train of cars while

under a high rate of speed.

There can no longer he any excuse for
loss of life from the falling of ele\ator cabs,
for it has l)een fully and practically demon-
strated that either the air cushion or air
brake will effectually remedy this great
danger.

Wm. II. Birch A Co., 119 Beale street,
the agents for tiiis important invention,
have placed them in the following buildings:
The Pacific Union Clbb, the Hillsdale

house on Sixth and Jessie, two in the Ros-
enthal building on Market street, the Mare-
chal Neil house corner Ellis and Jones, First

National Bank building. New City Hall, this

city, and the Fresno Savings and Loan 'So-

ciety building, Fresno, all of which have
been placed since No\emlier last and success-

fully dropped. The latest trinl was in the
Pleasanton Hotel where the apparatus was
tested in the presence of all the guests, the

cage having been dropped ninety four feet;
and also the New City Hall elevator in the

presence of the mayor of the city and other

officials.

I'atiut Vhiiniiei/n,

The kind of chimneys to be used, in the

con.structioi! of a building, is and should be

an important item with the architect, con-

tractor or owner of the building to be erected

for upon it depends to a great extent the

security of the building from fire and withal

the comfort of the tenant.

Great improvements have been made in

the building of chimneys. The old style
brick ones which were brought up from the

basement to the roof have been supplanted

by the introduction of the patent modern
ones which are now used almost exclusively
in all modern buildings.

J. Browell, No. 727 Montgomery street,

is the owner and patentee of Browell's

Patent Chimneys, which have been en

dorsed by the Board of Supervisors and ap-

proved and recommended by the Fire Ward-
ens, Insurance Comnanies and leading ar-

chitects throughout the state generally.
This chimney is constructed on the inside

of terra cotta of the very finest fire clay,
and has an outside lining of galvanized iron

with an air space from the bottom to the

top above the roof, while most other patent

chimneys are perforated with holes, thereby

sending all the hot air though the building,

having no escape above the roof, thus mak-

ing them a veritable hot air bed and con-

.sequently very dangerous.
[n former years the pipe manufactured

was of inferior quality, but now through

years of experiments and experience, this

inferiority has been overcome. The pipe
used by Mr. Browell in the construction of

his patent chimney is made of the very best

terra cotta and is perfect in every respect,

both as regards to safety from fire and to

strength and lightness.

His chimney can be placed in any part of

the house or attached to the outside of any

building, being fastened to the building by
means of iron rods or straps making them

perfectly straight. The bands which are

put around the meeting ends of tlie sections

of pipe are carefully filled with cement on

other fireproof substances, thereby making

the chimney absolutely safe and there has

never been an instance of fire through means

of defective flues where his chimneys have

been in use. These chimneys are also con-

structed in such a manner, thiit they can be

readily used as heaters and ventilators and

are unciiiestionably superior to anything of

the kind invented in the United States.

They are the only chimneys in which bands

and fillings can be used to make a smoke and

air tight joint, and in which iron rods or

straps can be used for fastening the chimney
to a building, all others being infringments.

Mr. Browell is the patentee of five

patents covering every improvement that

can be made and the chimneys he is now

using upon the various buildings in this city

and vicinity are as near perfect as can be
made. They can be shipj)ed to any {)art of

the country and put into position by any
mechanic. Owners of builders should see to

it that in specifications of their buildings,
Browell's chimneys are specified and used.

In many instances where the Browell

chimney is called for in the specifications, a

cheaper and inferior chimney is often sub-

stituted and architects or owners should in-

vestigate more closely into such matters and
see that the Browell chimneys are used in

every instance. It would also be to the in-

terest of the insurance companies to pay
some attention to the kind of chimneys used
on buildings upon which risks are taken.

While probably lore expensive than
other chimneys they are mucii cheaper in

the end and save considerable future repair.s
and trouble.

These chimneys are in use upon the prin-

cipal buildings of this city and vicinity,

prominent among which are the residences

of 51. Hopkins, Senator Stanford, W. H.
Crocker, the London and Paris Bank build-

ing, the Harbor Commissioners offices on
the wharves, and are now being used upon
the building erected by Henry Matthews,
on Ellis, between Paul and Mason streets.

Artificial Stone I'arenieiitn.

In keeping with the general advance and

progress of architecture has been the im-

provements of our streets and sidewalks.

From the time of uneven, unsightly decay-

ing planks, with pi-ojecting nails, to the era

of brick pavements covered with soft compo-
sition of almost as uneven and unsightly ap-

pearance as the former, to the handsome,
iiard and durable artificial stone pavements
of the pre.sent day, our city has shown a

gradual and steady advance.

A handsome modern sidewalk in front of

a structure is as necessary to its general ap-

pearance as its interior finish, and owners of

liuildings, in order to add to the value of the

same, can no more neglect this important
feature than any other which goes towards

adding to th(^ comfort of its tenants.

No material for sidewalks is equal to first-

class, well hiid artificial stone. It is smooth,

clean, hard and durable and the cheapest
and most economical in the end, for when
laid by honest and experienced contractors

it will last a lifetime.

Low prices mean the use of poor mate-

rials, not only in pavements, but in every-

thin"; else.
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When the Schillenger patent expired

several years ago numerous parties rushed

in with little or no knowledge of the busi-

ness and took contracts to lay artificial stone

pavements at almost any price they could

get, and the natural consequence was that

numerous property owners jumped at the

chance of saving a few dollars and accepted

their bids. The result is that these side-

walks are crumbling to pieces, many of

which have been laid less than a year, while

tiiose laid by first class firms have stood the

test of over tfcn years, tlie walks being as

good as when first laid.

If property owners would consider that

there is at the utmost but .*'_'0 difference be-

tween a first class job and a ten cent side-

walk, one lasting an ordinary lifet:me and

the other but a few years, surely there should

be no hesitancy in choosing the l)etter. It

is wise to learn from others' mistakes, and

the teachings from this experience is that a

first class artificial stone sidewalk is un-

doubtedly the best and cheapest in the end,
and tlie employment of only skilled and re-

sponsible contractors, whose work has shown
its merit, should be given the contracts for

laying the same. Let owners give the lay-

ing of sidewalks to responsible parties only
and they will never regret the ditFerence in

cost.

Among the first class concerns engaged in

this interest is tlie Gray IJros.' Artificial

Stone Paving Co., established in 1881 and

incorporated in 1889, with offices at 3l()

Montgromery street, this city, and branch
offices at No. 1 South Fort street, Los An-

geles, and 1.506 Park street, Alameda. They
have laid some of the best and handsomest
sidewalks in the city and besides take con-

tracts for concrete foundation work of all

descriptions. They use none but the very
best material, employing none but skilled

and experienced workmen, of whom they
have upwards of 1.50.

They import the very best cement direct

from England and Germany and own their

own vessels which transports tlie immense
amounts of gravel used from the various

beaches. All of their work is guaranteed
for ten years and they do nothing but first

class, honest and durable work. Among the

numerous pavements laid by them are the

walks of the Grand Hotel, tiiose corner of

California and Kearney streets, ISush and

Montgomery, five blocks on \'an Ness ave-

nue, between Golden (iMte avenue and Val-

lejo, the Nightengale IJIuck on ilaight street,

around the re.sidences of P. 15. Coggswell, A.

D. Moore, F. A. French, and numerous
others in this city. Among their large con-

tracts was $187,000 worth of work in Santa

Monica, Colton and Riverside and five mites

of walks in Alameda and San Rafael.

A BUiLDixo has just been completed in

Columbus, Ohio, in which a novel and beau-

tiful feature in architecture has been intro-

duced. Tlie front of the building has a me-

dallion formed of pressed brick, tlie face

chipped off, giving a surfaie that resembles

rough-faced red sandstone. The brick, while

equal in appearance to stone, will retain its

beauty longer, as stone grows darker with

time. Many architects and builders who
have visited the building, express great ad-

piiratiou of the effect,

Pressed Brick and Terra Vottu.

While building has progressed rapidly
on this coast during the last twenty years,
it has been with an eye more to the imme-
diate than future service.

The necessity of pi-oviding for a rapidly

increasing population too often results in

the construction of the cheapest structures

possible, with an appearance of solidity
which is merely a veneer of zinz and paint.
Rut with an increase of wealth and in emu-
lation of older cities, the more thoughtful
and the really more economical of our people
are impressed with the more enduring quali-
ties of architectural construction. The ar-

chitecture of a city usually corresponds with
the character of its inhabitants.

There must necessarily lie pi'ogression or

decay and there is as much j)i'0<;ression in

the art of making bricks and teri'a cotta and
in the style of them for building purposes as

in anything else in the building interest.

The sun-dried adobes have rriven way to

the common burned brick and they si ill are

the cheapest and most durable of building
material.

But tiie finish of the common brick is not

as acceptible to the artistic sense as it might
be and to cover its defects this city has cov

ered the fronts of its buildings with mud in

the vain attempt to make them resemble

stone.

There has been some good excuse for this

as the fine finished brick, such as Philadel-

phia, Raltimore and St. Louis produc'es have
been too expensive to use iin account of liigh

freights, etc., and the material produced on
this coast, heretofore, has been of a much
inferior grade.

Matters are changing here now, new
manufactories are in operations and builders

need no longer send east for their fine pressed
brick and terra cotta as the.se articles can
now be obtained in better quality and at

much cheaper rates at their doors.

The Union Pressed Brick it Terra Cotta

Co., have just completed large and extensive

works at Vallejo, with their general offices

located in the Flood Building, room 31, in

this city, and are turning out some of the

finest work ever produced in America.
This material mast be seen to be appre-

ciated as nothing at proaching it has been

used in this city. The brick is lieing used

in the Concordia Club building and is called

for in the specifications of other buildings in

the course of construction.

The machinery adopted by this company
is of the latest improved patterns, which
facilitates the making of brick and terra

cotta of the finest quality at the lowest cost.

The material used in the manufacture is free

from alkali in any form and produces an

article, which for color, uniformity of size,

texture and strength is not excelled, if in-

deed equalled, in the world. The brick is

of a deep rich, red color, with smooth, al-

most polished surface, firmer than granite,
so homogeneous that it is easily cut, and so

hard that it withstands a pressure of 16,000

pounds to the square inch. The terra cotta

is of the same shade as the brick, and when
struck with a hammer rings like stei>l. The

modeling, which is done by one of the fore-

most artists in America, is beautiful in de-

sign and magnificent in execution. The ex-

cellence of the production of this company
will be their chief advertisement, and the

buiders of this coast are to be congratulated

upon being able to procure such beautiful and
durable material,

Fire Protection.

Protection against fire is and should be

the first consideration of every owner and

tenant of a building, and every precaution
should be taken to use such contrivances

as will extinguish fire in its incipiency
with the least damage to building or stock.

A piece of fire apparatus should be per-
fect in all its pari s and if any part be de-

fective the whole is defective. It should be

.simple in construction without any parts to

get out of order and be ready for use at a

seconds' notice. Such an apparatus meeting
all these requirements is the "Paragon Hose

Reel," of which W. T. Y. Schenck, 222 and

224 Market St., is the inventor and manu-
facturer.

Tliis reel is designed for use in ware-

houses, public buildings, mills, manufacto-

ries, hotels, etc., and especially in buildings
where there are times when only a watch-

man or a few persons are about. Quick and

sure work is an absolute and fully recog-
nized necessity for all inside fire protection;
and by actual and repeated experiments by

green hands, with this reel and hose, water

has been turned on, 100 feet of hose pulled

off, and a stream of water put on a tire in

thirty seconds. It is permanently fastened

to the wall, out of the way, supported by
suitable brackets, and connected directly

with the supply pipe through a hollow

journal and packed joint, which allows the

water to pass freely into the hose being con-

nected to the hollow journal inside the reel

and reeled up.

Upon the discovery of a fire the party

present quickly turns on the water by the

valve attached to the reel, takes the hose

pipe and runs off towards the fire, tlie hose

running off the reel freely, without a twist

or kink, and the water following immedi-

ately, thus saving the very valuable time

usually lost in straightening out the kinks

and twists in the hose and in going back and

turning the water on. This reel and hose

are acknowledged by the Insurance Union

to be the most perfect inside fire protection
it is possible to procure and they so take

them into consideration in fixing insurance

rates.

The Paragon Hose reel is equipped with

the Eureka Mill cotton hose, which does not

d(!teriorate with age, does not break in the

kinks, does not burst and is ahvays reliable.

It does not burn or melt when in close prox-

imity to a flame or heat, nor break up in

extreme cold weather as does rubber hose,but

stands an immense pressure and any climate.

It is also fitted with tlie "Ne-Plus" full

water couplings, which give full water way,
are easily opened and do not leak. The

value of this coupling will be seen when we
i-emember that the ordinary coupling goes

only two thirds of the capacity of the hose

so that the hose used is equal, almost to a

size larger hose than as ordinarily fitted.

1 he Paragon Hose Reel has proved eflScient

in many instances and saved hundreds of

tliousands of dollars in many buildings where

in use. A partial list of buildings, hotels,

mills, factories, residences, warehouses, etc.,

where this most efficient apparatus is in use

is appended: Firemen's Fund Insurance Co.,

Union Iron Works, Risdon Iron ik Locomo-

tive Works, H. S. Crocker tk Co., American

Biscuit Co .
,
Schmidt Label <fc Lithographing

Co., Rix <t Firth, Phoenix Iron Works,

Wells, Fargo Building, Market Si. Cable R.

1^. Co., California 15lectric Light Co, S. P.
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Go's General Offices S. P. Go's Passenger hard woods and are prepard to furnish any former size, where a full and complete stock
Depot and Freight Sheds, ihe Oriel, The quantity desired to builders or the trade.

" "" "

California Theatre, San Fran-Pleasanton,
Cisco Laundry, 85, in the Hotel Coronado,
Los Ang«les in Bryson &. Uonebrake block,

Los Angeles Theatre, Kerckhofi", Cuzner M.
ik L. Co., at Fresno, Hughes Hotel and
Fresno National Banks, 1 4 in the State In-

sane Asylum at Stockton, 44 at the Hotel
Del Monte, Monterey, 12 at the Hotel El

Carmelo, Pacific Orove, in the State Capitol

Building at Sacramento, at the Soldiers'

Home, Santa Monica, bHsides numerous

buildings in Nevada, Washington, Arizona,

Idaho, British Columbia, Alaska, Hawaiian
Islands and Central America, where they
have done good service and received

testimonials.

Cooking Itanyes.

An important adjunct and convenience to
the modern residence and an important
feature in the equipment of a hotel or res-

taurant is a first-class and reliable cookin"

range.
As

in th
^

by manufacturers as in "'any other of "the losing are mentioned

of all the necessary parts for all kinds of
of brick set furnaces and bake ovens is car-

ried, besides stoves, tinware and kitchen
outfits.

They are also proprietors of the Jackson

Foundry located in the rear of their ware-

rooms, where they make fine castings of all

kinds.

Among the numerous hotels, restaurants

i great an improvement and insjenuity
^'^^ residences supplied with the John G.

is particular industry has been~shown Us «fe Co, French cooking ranges the fol-

buikliiigs of the

high

Hnrdtvood Lunibei-.

interests identified witli

present age.
The French range of former years was

more of an experiment and to-day has
reached a degree of perfection equalled by
few of ourmodern conveniences and is vastly

T^^'lroad eating houses and principal hotels

superior to the old style range and common "" ''^" °""'*'" "

The Baldwin, Occidental, Lick, Russ.
Pleasanton and Silver State, the Mer
chant's Club, Pacific, Union Club, Bohemian
Club, The Maison Riche, Marchand's,
Vienna Model and all the Southern Pacific

the Pacific coast, also in the Christian

Brothers, New St. Mary's College, Protest-
ant Orphan Asylum, Old Liidies' Home and
all the city, county and state institutions.

Some of the residences supplied with this

superior cooking range are Charles Crocker,
Senator Stanford's, Hopkins, Flood Man-
sion, Parrott, Palache, Daniel Meyer, Lili-

enthal, Walter, D. Samuels, H. Liebes,

Capt. C. J. Harrison, Saucelito, and many
others.

be suitable for the respective rooms.

Nothing admits of a handsomer finish in

buildings than the use of hardwoods, be

they either mahogany, oak, ash, black wal-

The Djjckei'hoff I'ortland Cement.

ny, about twenty-seven years ago, it was
then (as it always will be) the fixed purpose
of Messrs. Dyckerhoff it Sons to produce a
Portland Cement superior to any other, one
of never failing quality, which will always
permit its excellent properties to be utilized

to the fullest extent with the utmost confi-

_ cooking stove. No really first-class

The interior finish of buildings is to-day dence, restaurant Oi- hotel is complete with-
one of the first features considered by those out a range, and owners of buildings or
who contemplate building first-class modern architects should specify the construction of
office buildings or houses for themselves, a range in connection with the other con-
There are many things to consider in inte- veniences of the building to be erected.
rior decorations and tini.sh of buildings. The superiority of a ranwe over a stove is

In office buildings, banks, theaters, hotels its cleanliness, firstly in reward to cookin"
and other public buildings it is certainly to utensils and secondly in the saving of labor
the interest of owners to use such finish in polishing the range, it being built en-
as will attract the attention of tenants or tirely of brick, the top being the only part
visitors, thereby enhancing the value from to be polished.
various standpoints. The John G. lis «fe Co., French cooking

In residences it is highly important that range, now on the market and manufac- When the Dyckrhofi Poitland Cement
the surroundings should be pleasing, which tured by them exclusively, is the very latest

Works were established at Amoenburg, near

cannot be realized unless there is harmony and most improved range and is the result
Bi^brick and Mainz, on the Rhein, Germa-

in those things which the eye must see—and of their experience of over thirty years in
the decorations and interior finish should this particular branch of business.

Their range is built on a brick founda-
tion on the floor of the kitchen or cuisine,
the iron front frame and oven being filled

and built in with the brick work, which is

nut, cherry or maple, according to the taste built around it forming the flues, the top of
of the owner, each of which admit of a high the range is then placed upon the frame '^^"ce in always producing the same results

finish or elaborate carving. Besides the the entire range conplete, forming a sta-
^^6" employed under the same conditions,

fine finish and elegant appearance the use
tionar;^ fi.xture. The castings of their Aided by the natural advantages of excel-

of hardwood lends to the interior decoration ranges are made of a superior iron imported
'^"* '"'*"' material close at hand, the adop-

©f a building, is the solidity of appearance, for their especial purpose and cast in their
*•'"" '^^ *^ scientific and mechanic il inven-

elegance and durability that make it the own foundry under the personal supervision
t'^"** "'^^ improvements, and with the con-

most economical and cheapest in the end. of Mr. John G. lis. Their ranees are
"''"""' "^'^ ^ i f i • • - ..

Formerly hardwoods were used only for erected with the greatest of care in order to

furniture, fi.xtures, etc., but of later years it insure the greatest wear and tear, and ob-
ia entering largely into the interior finish of viate the necessity of numerous repairs so
our best buildings and residences and is rap prevalent with most ranges and stoves.

idly gaining favor and should be more uni- Besides the conveniences of these ranges
^^ their works to a present annual capacity

versally and generally used for this purpose, for baking and cooking is the savin" of '^^ about 700,000 barrels, are eloquent testi-

Araong the prominent firms identified with fuel, for being set and built in brick, the monials of the extraordinary merits of this

this interest is that of John Wigmore <fc fire once started, the heat is retained for Cement.

Son, whose yards are located at 129 to 147 hours. Though the seller of any brand of Port-

Spear street and 26 to 28 Howard street. These ranges are so constructed that '^'^'^ Cen)ent, as well as of any other mer-

with a branch establishment at Ix)s Angeles, the hot water back for the heating of water chandise, may claim his brand to be the

They are wholesale and retail dea'ers in can be arranged so as to heat any amount ^^s*- (without which claim he would very
hardwood lumber and timber. Mahogany, f'lesired for the largest dwelling, and they 'ikely not succeed at all), it is of the utmost

Black Walnut, Quartered Oak, Plain Oaks, also retain the heat longer than the ordinary importance that architects and engineers, as

both red and white. Ash, Cherry, Spanish range. They are built in various sizes to "^ well as masons and other consumers.

Cedar, Maple, Whitewood, Prima Vera; suit, from 3^ foot one oven range to a 13 should not permit any Portland Cement to

newel posts, balusters and rail stocks and foot four oven range, operated bv one fire
^® "sed unless they are fully satisfied that

all kinds of plain and fancy veneers and place.
its quality is perfectly reliable and that its

fancy woods. In eastern cities the range is always 'eputation for strength and uniformity is

Among buildings recently erected for specified in the building of houses and **=" established.

which they have furnished hardwood lum- builders and owners of buildings should see ^° Portland Cement should be considered

bar are the following : Mrs. Porter Ashe's that their ranges are properly constructed. 9oocl enough, or answer the purposes, un-

rasidence on Van Ness avenue; W. H. The firm of John G. lis & Co., was origin-
'ess it is the very best obtainable. In the

Crocker's residence, A. D. Moore's, the Flood ally established in 1850 by John G. Ills, and a'jsence of a simple and practical system mi

mansion. The California Theatre vestibule, conducted by him until March 1889, when ''^sts careful inquiry should be made as to

the New Chronicle building, and many upon his death he was succeeded by his son,
which brand enjoys the highest reputation

others of the principal residences and busi- the present proprietor.
^o*" excellence of strength and uniformity,

ness blocks in this city and vicicinity. The warerooras and factory, 814 and 816 ^^^ °"ly such should be specified or em-
Messrs. Wigmore keep in stock both at Kearny street, have recently been enlarged ployed,

their yards in this city and at their branch to meet the requirements of their rapidly
27ie quality of the Dyckerhoff Portland

in Lob Angeles a full and complete stock of increasing business to almost double their Cement is unrivaled by anj other, It is of

stant and ever watchful supervision of all

the details of manufacture, they have ac-

complished their purpose.
The high opinion in which their Cement

is held everywhere, and the steady growth
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correct chemical composition, perfectly well

burnt and very finely ground, and as the

system of appliances of every stage of its

manufacture is so complete, its strength,
fineness and other properties are invariably
the same.

The extraordinary fineness of the Dycker-
hoff Portland Cement is a very important
advantage.
Cement serves the purpose of covering

and binding together grains of sand, etc.

The finer cement is ground the larger will be

the quantity of sand which a given quantity
of cement can cover and intimately bind

together. This explains the fact that the

extraordinary and uniform fineness of the

Dyckerhoff Porthmd Cement will permit
the addition of 25 to 50 per cent, more sand
than any other well known but generally
much coarser brands of Portland Cement.

Its slow setting is another advantage of

great importance, as it gives ample time for

the proper preparation of tiie mortar. The

hardening proceeds slowly at first but surely,
and advancing in age, the material obtains

increasing strength, as tests even after two

years have shown. Most brands of Portland
Cement will attain a certain degree of hard-

ness, but this i.s not the only property re-

quired of a good Portland Cement. Many
brands, owing to tlie imperfection of their

composition or manufacture, will not stand
the test of time and are subject to contrac-

tion or e.xpansion in volume to the great

injury of the work in which they may have
been used. The Dyckerhoff Works, how-
ever, have succeeded in producing the

strongest cement known, unalterably in vol-

ume, not liable to crack, and of a uniform
and never varying quality.

THE PACKAGES

weigh 400 pounds gross and 375 pounds net

each. The barrels are made at the cement

works, of well seasoned wood, excellent

heads and hoops, lined with tar paper to pre-
vent the etfects of moisture, and the work-

manship is so perfect that they will bear

the rough handling occasioned hy repeated

transportation without loss by breakage or

sifting. 'I'he cost of these excellent packa-

ges is naturally greater than that of the

packages in which most brands are being

shipped, but the advantage to the dealer

and consumer in receiving good packages
and full weight, as against a shortage of

from 3 to 5 per cent., which most brands

suffer by reason of inferior packing, is of

great importance.
The Dyckerhoff Cement weighs 113 pounds

the U. S. bushel.

THE PIMCR.

By reason of the great care bestowed

upon the manufacture as well as upon the

packages, its cost is naturally somewhat

higher than than tliat of most brands less

carefully made, but the vastness of the

quantity annually produced has lessened the

difference in the selling price as against that

of inferior brands to a mere trifle.

Inasmuch, iiowever, as the consumer gets
full weight and the extraordinary quality of

the Dyckerhoff brand permits an unusually

large addition of sand (25 to 50 per cent,

more than other brands), it is not only the

best and most reliable, but also the cheapest
brand in the market.

The theory of some contractors, that for

work to be done at a low figure they must

necessarily use a low-priced cement is most
•rroneous. On the contrary, they ought to

use the very best cement, without regards to

its being a little higher in price. Careful

consumers have long ago discovered that

they can add enough more sand to do with

400 barrels of Dyckerhoff the same volume
of work for which 500 barrels of an inferior

Portland Cement would be required, and be

sides the great economy in cost they have
the satisfaction of knowing, nay the guaran-
tee of producing good and durable work,
which with an irregular and inferior cement
is always more or less doubtful.

The employment of low-priced Portland

Cements to secure cheap work often results

in serious defects or the ruin of the work
after a short time, with consequent loss to

owner or contractor. Many times the work
must be done over again with the inferior

cement, at first rejected, thereby doubling
the expense of the job. By resisting the

temptation of low-priced cements such losses

can easily be guarded against.

The objects for which Portland Cement

may be used are many, and constantly new

applications are given to it; where formerly
other niaterials were employed, Porlland
Cement Mortar is used for brick and stone

masonry above and underground, for plas-

tering fronts and brick houses, cellar walls,

cisterns, for laying tiles, etc.

Portland Cement Cowrete, composed of

Portland Cement, sand and gravel or broken

stone is employed for foundations and the

construction of walls of buildings, founda-

tions for heavy machinery, for foundations

of asphalt and tile pavements, for abutments

and roadways of bridges, in the construction

of fortifications, piers, docks and river em-

bankments, cable roads, gas tanks, aque-

ducts, water reservoirs, sewers, cisterns, etc.;

in the manufacture of sewer pipe, orna-

mental vases, statuary, marbleized mantels

and building stone.

Artificial Stone made from Portland Ce-

ment, is employed for paving sidewalks,

garden walks, play grounds of school houses,

corridors in hotels and theaters, railway sta-

tions and railway platforms, for fire and

waterproof flooring in factories and found-

ries, breweries, malthouses, refineries, stables,

engine houses, cellars, etc., and is much pre-

ferred to natural stone. Being applied in

plastic state, any shape, the largest slabs,

smoothest surfaces and closest joints can be

produced.

Recently in a number of warehouses,

breweries, etc., floors have been constructed

of concrete arches resting on iron beams,
with a smooth surface for the floor of the

upper story, which proved stronger, more

serviceable and cheaper than floors con-

structed of brick arches with a cement or

asphalt surface for the floor above.

Directions for the employment of Port-

land Cement, preparation of Portland Ce-

ment mortar, of Portland Cement concrete

and artificial stone pavemenlsfor walks and

flooring are contained in our special pam-

phlet.
Numerous testimonials from architects,

engineers, contractors and builders residing

in the principal cities of the United States

are also contained in our pamphlet and will

be submitted to all interested parties when
called for. The principal architects and

builders in this city who have employed and

used the Dyckerhoff Portland Cement in the

erection of buildings here are :

Messrs. Percy k Hamilton ,
architects for

the Academy of Sciences Building, the

Alonzo Hayward Building.

Messrs. Pissis & Moore, architects for the

Hibernia Bank Building.
J. K. Littlefield, Esq., architect, for the

Concordia Club Building.

Henry Geilfuss, Esq., architect for floors

and the erection of several brewery build-

ings and many private buildings.
Messrs. Wright it Sanders, architects for

the State Asylum Buildings at Berkeley.

George Schussler, Engineer Spring Valley
Water Works.

Kehiizi-r it Kollofrath, architects.

George Goodman, Artificial Stone Manu-
facturer.

Schulze (fe Meeker, architects.

Chatain <fc Gilletti, Artificial Stone, Mo-

saic and Concrete.

Ransome it Gushing, Concrete and Arti-

ficial Stone.

P. H. Jackson ife Co., Manufacturers of

Artificial Stone, Iron Vault Lights, etc.

Hugo Visher, engineer.

Marsden Manson, C. E., Chief Engineer
State Harbor Commissioners, and many
others.

For any other reliable information regarding
the Dyckerhoff Portland Cement, cards and

pamphlets, can be jjrocured of the agents in

this city, 314 Sacramento street, where sam-

ples of the cement made here and in Eu-

rope, together with briquettes in different

forms can be seen and examined.

Messrs. Chas. Duisesberg it Co., in San

Francisco, 314 'Sacramento street, below

Battery, are the sole agents for the Pacific

Coast.

rateiit Water Closets,

If there is any one thing above another

which should attract the close scrutiny and

attention of the owner or builder it is the

sanitary arrangements and appliances used

in the Vmilding.

Nothing has a greater influence upon the

health and comfort of the tenant than the

sanitary arrangement, and more particularly

upon the kind of water closet usert.

The most natural and safest way to dis-

pose of soil matter is to pour it out. The

most simple, eftective and common sense

closet should be used, one with no compli-

cated parts to get out of order, no noisy or

uncertain action, no hidden or inaccessible

receptacle for the accumulation of filth and

the generation of deadly gasses and disease

germs. Diptheria, typhoid, scarlet fever and

numerous kindred diseases are in most cases

traceable to defective water closets, and it

is certainly to the interests of owners to use

such closets as will prevent these gases es-

caping throughout the house endangering life

and health and making the house lived in

a veritable disease breeding machine.

Among the various water closets in use

here in this city and on the coast, none

stand higher than the Golden Gate Plug

Closet, invented and manufactured by Joseph

Budde, No. 43 Fremont street.

This closet is the very best of the kind

80 far constructed, and has the following

advantages:
1st. It has a simple, strong valve, suita-

ble for any pressure.
2d. It has a real sanitary overflow, a

copper float attached to a bell of the same

metal resting on the face of the brass over-

flow pipe, and operated by the rising of the

water in the closet above its level, thus ab-

solutely preventing any escape of sewer gas,
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even the closets being without water. No
house supplied with these closets is troubled

with sewer gas or other gaseous smells, and

it is certainly the cheapest and best in the

end to place such a closet in the building
than to use inferior or poorer ones.

The establishment of Mr. Budde's is the

largest of tlie kind on the coast, his closets

being shipped throughout this entire section.

He has every facility for tilling all orders

and contracts on the very shoitest notice,

his works being equipped with all modern

machinery necessary for the conduct of liis

business. He has rc^ci^ived several medals

from the California State Agricultui'al So-

ciety, for. the Golden Gate Plug Water

Closet, it having been pronounced the best

by competent judges and is in use in the

buildings of the Sharon estate, in Bancroft's

History building, 19 closets, Baldwin's

building, occupied by Keane Bros, and Pin-

kiert, Market St., 10 closets, Clias. M.

Plum it Co., Market St., 8 closets, Panorama

building, 8 closets. New and Old City Hall,

14 closets, Liebes Bros. & Co., 4 closets.

Grand Hotel, Lick House, Windsor Hotel,

Nucleus, Hackmeier and other hotels, James

C. Flood building, Abner Doble, Hinkle

Houses, 30 closets, Hebrew Church, corner

California and Stockton sr^ets, Brooklyn

Presbyterian Church, East Oakland and

many others.

GAS FIXTURES
-AND-

ELECTROLIERS.
New Goods, just receved, all Original Designs

and Latest Finish.

SOLK AGKNTS FOR TMK

Springfield Gas Machine.
-ALSO-

The Mitchell Vance Company Gas and

Electric Light Fixtures.

A. F. NYE & CO.,
18 and 20 Sutter Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PATENT BAND COUPLING.

Best Band Coupling in the World.

Most Simple in Application.

M St Powerful, Cheapest.
Ball and Socket Joint.

Right and Left Screw.

"Works Freely and Effectively

Malleable Iron, Guaranteed to Stand a Pulling Strain that will

.Break the Hoop.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO.,
HEAVY TANK BUILDERS.

DAVIS & COWELL,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Santa Cruz Lime.
IMPORTERS OF

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, Etc.

211 AND 213 DRUMM STREET,
Between Clay and Washington, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. Box 1042.
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Arcliitecture and Building
3066 South Ninth Street,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

An Institute for Theoretical and Practical Kducation foi

Building Tr de^inen. Completed within tnrte uuurees

T' ruis befedn September, December and March. Students

may enter in any one of tht-se terms. The .^cad- ni>' will

always assist its graduates in obtaininir positior s as Drantihts-

nnn, Supe intenrt' nt-\ K'T.nien, etc. Scml for I'rwsi ccliis.

H. MAACK, Principal.

Retail Price List of Lumber.

FINE, FIR AND SPRUCE.
Per

i,ooo ft.

Rough Pine, in'caiitable to 40 ftiiichifive.Jig 00
'• " "

41 to 50
" " 20 00

" "
51 to 5o " "

22 00
" " "

61 to 70
" " 26 00

•' " "
ix,^, feuciiig :i 00

•' " "
1x4,

" 20 OC)

" '
1x3, 1x4 and 1x6,0(1(1 lengths 18 00

" "
seconcUiualitv 16 00

" "selected....' 2300
" '• clear except for flooring 30 00
';

" "
for flooring less than

flooring i 00

Clear V. G. No. r Flooring, when ordered,
extra 5 00

I'ire Wood 10 00

Dressed Pine, flooring;. No. i, 1x6 31 00

1x4 ^7, 00
" " "

iXx 4, iXx6 and odd
sizes 36 (3o

' " "
all sizes, No. 2 26 <x>

" "
Stepping, No. r 43°°

'
"

2 33 00

Ship Timber & Pl'k. rough selected
)

26 00
" selec'd pl'nd, i sd I av 28 00

" " " "
2

"
,• 40ft 30 00

" " " "
3

"
I 32 50

" " "
4 "J 3400

Deck Plank, rough "l 34 00
" " dressed ) average 35 feet 39 (X)

Pickets, rough, B. M 19 cx)
"

Yz'x.i'/i
"—4 ft. long per M.... 5 50

"
>^xi>^ "--4>i ft. long 6 00

•'
>^xi>^ "—5 ft. long 7 00

'•

Kxi>^ "—6 ft. long 8 50
"

>^xij4 "—7 ft. long 10 00
"

'A'x.iVi "—8 ft. long II 50
Furring, 1x2 per lineal ft 01

Lath, I'X 4^ per M 2 75
"

ij^ 4 ft
"

•••• 300
Spruce, rough

"
.... 19 cxj

"
dressed, shelving 36 00

" "
;^ inch 36 (X)

" clear 33 00

Rough dunnage, delivered 20 00

REDWOOD.
Rough Redwood, menchantable 19 (X)

" " second (juality 16 00
" " selected 25 00
" clear 3400

Dressed " merchantable boards 21 00
" "

yi inch surfaced 31 cxj
" " No. I do 34 00
" " No. 2 do 2S <X)

" T& G, 1x6,12 ft. and
over. No. i 34 00

" " " other sizes,No. 1 37 50" " "
7 to ii. No. 1 25 00

" ' " under 7
"

22 00
" "

Rustic, No. 1 35 00
" " " "

2 V (<'

T&G b'de(". 12 ft. and
'

over. No. i 34 00
" " " other sizes,No. i 37 50" " '

7 to I I

"
.. "25 (X)

" " " under 7
"

.. 22 cx)
" "

Sliding, yz inch 25 00
Casing Stock,!, i>i^ and i^jRough 7 to it 23 00

" "
1x3, 4x6, Clear, under 7... 22 ocj

Tank Stock, 2 an(I 3 inches, clear, (sur-
faced or rough,) un(ler 12 ft 27 00

Pickets, (fancy), 4 ft., B M 25 00
(rough, pointed), li M 18 (X>

"
(

"
square), B M ;6 00

Battens,>^X3 per lineal ft 01

Shingles per M 2 25"
fancy

"

Posts, split

Shakes, split per M....
" sawed "

....

Lumber delivered on board cars will" be
charge(i $1 per M extra. Lumber delivered
along side of vessel or wharf, 50 cents per M
extra. Scale of credit not to exceed 60 days
without interest being added.

Tongued and grooved beaded on two sides

$2 50 extra.

3 50
17

I 00

13 00

Davis's Bricks, Tiles and lerra-Gotta

JXJST
A NEW EDITION.

A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Brioln, Tile».

Terra-Cotta, etc.; including Hand-Made. Dry Clay, Tempered
Clay, Soft Mud and Stiff e lay Bricks, also Front, Hand Pressed,

Steam Pressed, Ke-Pressed, Ornamentally Shaped and Enam-
elled Bricks, Drain Tiles, Strait and Curved Sewer and Water

Pipes, Fire Clays, Fire Bricks. Glass Pots. Terra-Cotta, Kooflnif

Tiles, Floori g 1 iles, Art Tile s, M sale Plates, and Imitation

of Intarsia or Inl.id Surfaces, comprising every important
Product of Clay employed in Architecture, Engineering, the

Blast Furnace, fur Ke'orts, etc.. with a tlistory and the Ac-

tual Processes in H»ndling, Di-iniegr tii g, T mperinis and

Moulding theClav into the Shape, Drying Naturally and ArliB-

cially. Setting. Burning wiih Coal, Naiuial Gas and Crude Oil

Fuels, Enamelling in Polychrome Colors, Cointrosition and

Applicati n of Gla/es. etc., including Full Det iled Dtscript-
ions (f the Most Modern Ma bines, Tools. Kilns, and Kiln

Roofs U'cd. By Charles 1 homaa Davis. Second Edition.

Thoroughl.\ Kevi's d. Illustrated by -217 engravings, 501 p gen,

8 vo.

Price $5.C0, by mail, free o/postaffe to any aildrem in the world.

CONTENTS.—Cinl-TFR I The
Uistorj-

of Bricks. II. Gen-

erl Rem rksconcerninw Bricks, their Siz , Strength and other

qualities, Ornami ntal Bricks, Archi' ecturalTerra-C< tta, Blue

bricks, Saltpetre Exudations upon Brick Work. III. Enam-

elling, Glazing, »nd Ornamenting Bricks and Tiles, Earthen-

ware, etc. IV Selecting Clays for Various Kinds of Bricks—
The Different Vuricties of Clay- The Characteristics, equalities,

and Loclities—How lo color Bricks Ked- Kaolin—Terra-Cotta
Clavs- Fire Cla\s -Exploring Digging, and Marketing Fire

Clays- Waslpiig Clais. V. Making and Kiiriiing a Kiln of

Hand-Made Bricks.
'

VI. Ma ufactur. of Dry Clay Bricks.

VII. The .Mariufttci ure of Tempered Clay Bricks, including a

description of the most Moderi. Machinery bmployed. VIII.

Kilns. IX. The Manufacture of Pressed and Ornamental
Bricks. .\ The Manut cture of Fire Bricks. XI. The Manu-
facture of Drain Tiles. XII. The Manufacture of Sewer Pipes.

XIII. The Manufacti.re of Hoofing Tiles. XIV. The Manufac-

cure of of Architectural Terra Ci.tta. XV. Ornamental Tiles,

etc Index.
tS'A cirevlar o/ 11 panes quarto, riivnil the full Table 0/

Conteiltg of thin imiorlant Book, with upecimens of the iU\l»-

irations, will be sent free of postage to any one in any part of
the irorld who toill furnish his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publishers, Booksellers and Importers.

.<i10 n'llllllil Si.. I'hillllli-Ij.hiil. I'll , f. ."! *.

"IT IS ALMOST HUMAN."

The lorloii

DOOE CHECK and SPEIHG
Renders Slamming of Doors an Impossibility.

FRANK D. MORRELL,
824 Market St., nr. Front, San Franclago.

E.STAJtl.ISHED 1872 INCOltl'OB ATJSDZ18SS

TELEPHONE NO. 198L

Sterling* Furniture^Co.
(GILBERT & M ..ORE,)

—^4-«-

Mantels, % Office and &ol Desks, ^i- Bank Fittings.

Hardwood Interiors % Fine Cabinet Work.

BARGAINS IN FURNITURE AND CARPETS

1039-1041 Market street

Factory—Corner Seventeenth and Folsom Sts
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THOMAS DAY & CO.,
XillVriTDEJD,

222 SUTTER ST., Above Kearny

Agents the

PERFECTION

RIDIITOR,

The BEST in the

World.

Call for it,

Specify it

Insist upon it,

Haue it,

And you will ever

BLESS IT.

Agents the

WALWORTH

-AND-

SPRINGFIELD

Better than Elec-

^ trifdty and cheaper

thati Coal Oil.

CAS FIXTURES AND ELECTROLIERS,

Brass Work for Churches, Theaters, Banks and Offices.

SEE THEM MADE ON THE PREMISES.

The Finest and the Cheapest Do not Fail to Investigate.

RACUSE.N.Y

I
You Name on tlus Pencil S tamp, 25o.

_fwlthlndialnk,a^-stenns& outfit ftee

PArts. areseningliiinclredsofthesest'ps.
ThalmanMf'^.Co., Baltimore, Md.,U.S.l.

L«Mjinxlmport«rs Sc WhOl««9l«StarnpH*u««.

W. T. Y.
MANIJFACTUKKii OF

SCHENCK'S PATENT

j^"Paraeon" Hose Heel,

And 8<ile Agent (or Pacific CoMt (or
the Celbraled "Kureka Mill"

( ott-in Itubber-Liiied

FIRE HOSE
Mills, Factories, Hotels and Public Buildings, and

General Inside Fire Protection,

SafCf Reliable, Alwaf/s lleailif for Datyt and
Itedaretf Insurance*

jt-3*iN0TE~In oriier to protect owners, arohitfct? an-i innurunce companies a^tnst in-

ferior equipments, wu will not uell those Heels except w ith the hose ,the couphngs and the
hose pipe complete.

Beware of jmltatititf infringements manufactured by irresponsible partieH, as alt th se
connected with the use, sale or manu(.>cturo are individuiilly risponsible, anil will be pro-
secuted accordinifly.

222 & 224 MARKET ST., SAN FRANGISCO.
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List of Members of the Builders'

Association of California

330 PINE STEEET, BOOMS 11 & 12.

Aokersoii, C. H.,
Adams, J. G.
Audeisou Bros.,

Bateman Bros.,

Binet, Jos. L.

Blake, John,
Bowles, C,
Bray, Henry T.,
Breniiaii Bros.,

Bruce, John,
Burpee & Judson,
Cliisliolni, Chris,

Chisholni, Dan,
Criclitou, P.

Christy, Chas.,
Classen, J. i'j.,

Coady, Chas.,

Cogswell, J. B.,

Collins, J. P. & Son,

Coniniary, Win. T.,

Conrad, H A.

Chandler, K. O.,

Currie, Robl.,

Dav, J. G.

Day, Thos. H.,

Doyle, R..and Son,

Dreyt'r, Berfiaril,

Dunn, J. J.,

Dunshee, C. E.,

Edwards, E. W.,
Elani, Thomas,
Ellis, B. F.,

Farnum, Geo. W.,
Farrell & Bell,

328 Kearny.
407 Broderick.
1209 Market.

S. W. Post and Scott.

325 Fair Oaks.
1138 17th.

306 D'Farrell.

1133 Shotwell.
618 Eddy.

2407i Howard.
836 29th street Oakland.

330 Pine.
110 Chattanooga.

109 Baker, bet Page Oak.
828 Kirkham Oakland.

232 Francisco.

2927 Mission.

Alameda.
534 Fifteenth.

804 Hayes.
625 California.

1210 Pierce.

1308 Grove.
717 Franklyn.

1012 Devisadero.
2810 Howard
CoUingwood,

615 Jessie.

417 Ridley.
116 Langton.
511 Sanchez.

999 Chestnut.

505J Natoma.
1810 Green.

Fish, J. W.,
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D. HATB9. .lAMKB SPIERS. I>. I!. IIINCKLKY

FULTON IRON WORKS
Fremont, Howard and Beale Streets

HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES
Manufacturers o all kinds of

MACHINERY AND BOILERS,

.Agents for the Pacific Coast for the DEAN STEAM
PUMP.

BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILERS.

Office:—220 Front Street, - - - San Francisco

i; 8CHRADKR,
H. KAKTKNS.

A. ANDERSON
ilBANY.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY,
CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Our Specialties are MACHINERY, STOVE PLATE, ORNA

MENTAL ANU PLUMBERS' CASTINGS ETC. Orders
promptly attended to.

Foundry and Office. 140-142 Folsom Street.
H. SHKADER MANAGER

Martin O'Connill, Oscar Lswis

ARCHITECTURAL IRON WORKS,
O'CONNELL & LEWIS, Prop's

XX&OKT Z-OX73Nri>Z3X&S
And Manufacturers of Architectural

Iron Work,

230 to 236 Steuart St., Bet. Howard & Folaoni, S.F.

EAGLE IRON^FOUNDRY
0. A. NOLTE,

MANUFACTURER OF

ALL KINDS OF CASTINGS
PINE CASTINGS,

WASHERS,
DZTMB BELLS,

I

Horse Weights and Sash Weights
A Specialty.

135 BEALE STREET.

HOUSE AT YORK HARBOR, MAINE, STAINED WITH

m •*i
- «

'•^*%Tr't.T""*^'.-k'Si*-r''flr'''"'*' *;-"' Ui'- V .

•^i-^

CABOT'S CREOSOTE SHINGLE STAINS ON REDWOOD.

For Shingles, Fences, Clapboards, Etc. These Stains have been in use since i88i, have
proved themselves durable and artistic and are without doubt the most satisfactory coloring for

shingles. Our Stains contains NO WATER, and are the only Exterior Stains not ADUL-
TERATED with Kerosene. Cheaper than Paint and more easy to apply.

Prices are 55c., 75c. and 90c., According to Color,—F. 0. B. San Francisco

T. J. BASS & CO., 14 Ellis St., are Agents and have these Stains in Stock.
SAMUEL CABO T, Sole M.iuufacturer, 70 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.

PAINTERS, DECORATORS, WHITENERS and PAPER HANGERS.

REESE Llewellyn,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY
SANSOME ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

BET. GREENWICH AND LOMBARD.

Manufacturer of House Froyits and

Machinery Castings of All Kinds.

SHIP WORK OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

,GLADDING,McBEANSCO.
t\ SEWER S CHIMNEY P1PE,\
^ DRAIN TILE,
8 ARCHITECTURALTERRA COTTA Eic

^/I358-I360 MARKET ST.S.'fCy

^MANUFACTORY AT LINCOLN CAL.

Fine Carpetings, Rich Furniture,

Elegant Upholstery.

CHAS. M. PLUM & CO.,

UPHOLSTERY CO.,
^301 to 1809 Market St. Corner Ninth, S. F

G. ORSI,
House, Sign and Ornamental

PAINTEK & PAPER-HANGER
Dealer in Paints, Oils, Glass, Varnishes, Etc.

25 Montgomery Avenue. Bet Jickson and Washington Sts.

Orders Promptly Attended to. Terms Reas-^nable.

Americany French and English Paper-Hangings.

SPANTON & CO.

Painters, Whiteners,
AND DECORATORS

532 GEARY STREET,
Near Jones, San Francisco.

WEST & REINFELD,
House and Sign Painters,

Plain and Decorative Paper-Hanging,

WHITENING* AND * TINTING.

J. L. CAH ILL,
Painter <fe Decorator

Rooms Decorated in Gold Gomjlete for $15.00.

932 Mission St., Near Market

DBALEim IK

Wall Paper, Paints, Oils, Etc.

Jobbing Promptly Attended To.

1024 LARKIN ST.,

J. M. Sindlinger
PRACTICAL painter*^

AND

-^PAPER HANGER.
DEALER IN

Wall Paper, Paints, Glass
1533 POLK STREET,

Between California and Sacramento.

J. F. SULLIVAN

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER,
Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

510 MARKET STREET.

Near Sutter
SAN FRAN 01 SCO.

NORMAN & ECKLER,
HOUSE, SIGN & ORNAMENTAL PAINTERS

H HITENING AND TINTING A SPECIALTY.

All work promptli' attended to.

122 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.

THE FIRST IN AMERICA!
We will hereafter make all our corrugfated

sheets to cover 24 inches exactly. Usually

corrugated sheets vary in width accordini;

tc thicknes.s, etc., so it is extremely difficult

to estimate amount required.

When you want to estimate amount of our

corrugated sheets to cover any space re-

member that each sheet covers two feet.

THE CINCINNATI CORRUGATING CO

July ist, 1889.
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iCH»\OT \>BE.\. I.XSVA CO . S P .
RDOM 60I MARKET ST., CarSECOND, b/^ano hotel.

COMMERCIAL
Insurance Company of California,

FIRE AND MARINE.

Friiclial once, 139 Callfonila street, Safe Deposit Billdlns;,

San Francisco.

JOHN H. WISE, Pre»ident.

CHAS. A. LAWTON, Secretary.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Manufacturers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Drumm Street,
Between Clay and Washinifton, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. Box 1042.

THACY BROS. & CO.

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CHIMNEY PIPE & CHIMNEY TOPS,
20 & 22 Eighth St., San Francisco.

SACK'S AUTOMATIC SELF-DISCHARGING

WATER CLOSET-
EGonomji! Gisanliness!

HEALTH
Persons engaged in Sanitary En-

terprises

ArcliilBcls Cofltraclors

AND BUILDERS

Are especially invited to ex-

amine the pi-actical

workings of

SACK'S

AUTOMATIC WATER -
CLOSET.

The only Self-Acting, Tight-Seal Water-
Closet in the World,

A written guarantee is

given with each Closet

that money will be re-

turned, after six months

trial, and any other

closet substituted in its

place if this closet is not

in the fullest sense,

EVERYTHING that is

claimed for it.

Address:—SANITARY PLUMBING MANUFACTURING CO.. 910 Webster St, Oahland.

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
-^ CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the following parts : A amok*

flue A, of Are clay, in t feet lengths, with rebated Jointf and

galvanized iron bands o,er each joint. These bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a galvanited iron exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other for foul air . The outside pipe is put up in two feet

lengths also, and the whole is bound together and secured to

the studding by iron bands C every four feet

WM. E. STEVENS,
MASON AND BUII^BKR,

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three inch conductor D
extending to outside of wall for fresh air, which, passing up,
becomes heated, and can be introduced to any nx>m above by
a register E, near the f1cK>r. The ventilation of rooms U
effected by means of an opening F, with register near the

ceiling, by which the foul air escapes and is coiiducte 1 in the

air space around the flue to the roof. In a^ldition to thii, c an
be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass thnmirh
and between the Joists tu conduct by a small conductor G with

the above mentioned air space.

The lightest and safest patent chimney manufactured.

Approved by the Board of Supervisors.

WAREROOMS,

"S. £. Comer of Larkin and Market StrMtii
SAN FRANCISCO, CAU
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J. F. KENNEDY, Pres D. RUTHERFORD, Vice-Pres A. W. KENNEDY, Treas. GEO T SHAW, Secy

AGENTS GIG HARBOR LUMBER CO., (PINE) TAGOMA, WASHINGTON TER.

THE KENNEDY AND SHAW LUMBER CO.
4th, Clianiiel and Berry Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

AGENTS CENTRAL CAL. LUMBER CO., (REDWOOD) MENDOCINO CO., CAL.

OFFICE, 840 FOURTH STREET. BRANCH OFFICE, 5 POST STREET.

SAN FRANCISCO LUMBER CCMPANY.

LUMBER DEALERS
PRINCIPAL, OFFICE—PIER IS, STEUART STREET

Yards—At Pier 12, Steuart Street Third and Berry Streets

Pier 3, Steuart Street,

THOS. RICHARDSON,
Manager. .1

C. A. BARKER, r
Accrom.NT ManagersWALTER DICKINS,

^ assistant iviANAGERs.

JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS

WITH TEAP. The Golden Gate Plug Closet. WITH OF r SET.

43 FREMONT STREET, SAJST FRA.NCISCO. CA.L.

GOLDEN GATE

FLiSIll MILLS
216 and 217 Main Street,

Iletween Howard ami Folsom, SAN IKANCISCO.

Manufacturers cf

<»- CALCINED PLASTER. iE»

( PLASTER OK PARIS. )

Marble Dust, Land Plaster, and Terra Alba.

CALIFORNIA

Glass Bending
AND

Cutting Works,
39i Fremont Street,

Comer <.f Mission,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Hopper & Schroeder.

It is intended to make the advertising

columns of this Journal a perfect

Directory for Architects.

We want the business cards of Carpenttrs,

Painters, Plumbers, Plasterers, Decorators

and all others whose business is connected

with the building interests. Nearly 200

Architects on this Coast are subscribers to

this Journal, and patrons will readily see

that by having their cards in the proper place^

the attention of Aichitects will be called to their names as they look over the advertis-

ing pages. For Remember, that as many take a Class Journal for the

information contained in the advertisements, as they do for that

gleaned from its reading matter.
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CONTRACTORS—CARPENTERS-STAIR BUILDERS

THOS. MERRY,
Carpenter & Builder^

109 JACKSON ST..
Between Davis and Drumm, SAN FKANCISCO CAL

Stores and Offii-es fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing
promptly attended to.

J. O. Mecredy. F A. Mecredy

MECREDY BROS.,
CAKPENTERS and BUILDERS,

Shof, No. 3 Jessie Street,

•'^^ar First St., San Francisco,

D. JORDAN,
MASON AND BUILDER,

911 WEBSTER STREET.

Box No. 59 Mason's Exchange.

M. H. MULLINS J. W. MULLINS

MULLINS BROS.

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS

Hotels, Stores, Cffioes and Saloons

fitted up at Beatonable Hates.

807 Folsom Street, near Fourth, San Francisco.

C. p. MOORE,
Sld GoURh street.

G. M. MOORE,
297 Linden Ave

MOORE BROS.,
CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

15 Van Ness Ave.
JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Residence, 615 Jessie St.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER & BUILDER,
Order Box, 516 Kearny St.

GEO. Ri JESSE,
Formerly JESSE & DREW,

STAIR BUILDBR,
EXCELSIOR MILL,

Bryant Street, near 5th, SAN FRANCISCO.

Constantly on hand and made to order

Stair Rail, Posts, Baiusters, E c.

J. L. SMITH,
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER,

FRESNO, CAL.
ROOM 12, MARTIN BLOCK, I ST.

Contracts Taken, Plans and Estimates Furnished

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

P08T0FFICE BOX 489.

CARPENTER
AND BUILDER,

343 Third St. Cor. Silver

BAN FRANCISCO.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

1138 Seventeenth St, S. F.

DAVID PERRY,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER

714 Waller Street,

Near Scott, SAN FRANCISCO
All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

N. P. LANGLAND,

STIIR BUILDER INO WOOD TDRNER,

407 Mission St, San Francisco.

Mechanic' Mill, Second Floor.

PLUMBERS—GAS FITTERS—METAL WORKERS

Wm. S. snook & SON,
CONTRACTORS FOR

GAS AND STEAM FITTING,
554 Clay Street, Cor. Montgomery.

J. D. WELCH,
Practical Plumber^
GAS AND STEAM FITTER,

Cor. Fillmorn and Golden Gate Ave.

JOBBING Promptly Attciiclo.1 To. .MI work warranted.

MBTAL ROOFSR^
All kiinl-«<'f Till, Copper, and Sheut-Ir'Mi lioofinir, (Jalvanized

Iron Gutters and Chimney tops. ^S;'K0O<!s repaired and
pain'ed.

ALL JOBBINC PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

510 Bush St., above Dupont, San Francisco.

Telephone No. 14-78.

Nine-tenths of tJie Architects on tlie

Coast subscribe for this Journal.

Every Artisan should insert his

card so that his name may be seen by

those who require his services.

W. D. HOBRO,
PLUMBER AND GAS FITTER,

728 Washington St. Opposite the Plaza,
SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly at
tended to Residence 2t'ls Clay St., 1 et. .Steiner and Pierce,

G. & E. SNOOK,
PLUMBERS & GAS FITTERS,

METAL ROOFING.
JOBBING WORK A SPECIALTY.

G30 Sacra nionto Street.

^w, onoisr^isr
(SuoccBsora toCEONAN & DnNBAR)

METAL ROOFERS
1213-1215 Market St, bel. Sth and 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron
Work of every description. Roofs r* paired, etc.

All work done by me guaranteed.

LYONS & DALLAMORE,

Practical a Plumbers,
GAS AND STEAM FITTERS,

Between California and Sacramento Streets.

SANITARV PLUMBING and 'sEWERAGE VENTILATION
A SPECHLTY.

t^ We personally i,uperintend alt of oxir work.'^^i.

Smith & McLaughlin,

Sanitary Plum"bing,
Tin, Copper, Zinc and Sheet Iron Work

a Specialty.

1386 MARKET STREET.
(Near N. w City ll»ll.)

TTH^r.i'iKiyK jvo. :viOi-

THOMAS DAY & CO,
Limited.

IMI'OUTEUS OK

Gas Fixtures and
PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES

222 SUTTER STREET.

E. WOLFE,

PLUMBING, GAS-FITTING
Roofing, and Tin and Slieet Iron Work,

General Jol)l>ing Promptly attended to.

632 Geary Street, Near Leavenworth

SAN FRANCISCO.

JOHN T. GRAY,
^30 Sutter Street,

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS

And Steam Fitter.
Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and

tfitarantced.
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Incorporated A. D. 1819

j/Etna ilnsurarice £0.

OF HARTFORD.

Cash Assets * 9,780,751.63

Pacific Branch

§12j. California ^t.
- ^an ^ranaisao

GEO. C. BOARDMAX, General Agt.

T. E. POPE, As.s'f, General Agent.

* STAR *

Too/ and Machine Works,
F. KEAJEWSKI, Proprietor.

5 20 and 52 2 FUTH ST.
San Franci8C0.

WOOD-WORKING,
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Hail I!olt«, Brackets, Newel Rods, etc., for Stair Work

:e3. Xj. sso-iesxjXj
Manufacturers' Agent

Cienega Lime
FROM SANTA CRUZ RANGE.

Also Dealer in

JLath, Hair, Mails, Plaster and Cement
lOOvi and 1004. Ittarliet »<t.

MILLER & CO.

East Oariii PlaiiDg Mills.
Manufacturers and Dealers in

DOORS, BUNDS, MOULDINGS,

BRACKETS, FRAMES, Etc., Etc.

Cor. East Twelfth Street and
Fourteenth Ave.,

EAST OAKLAND. GAL.

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap,

BEST IN USE.
Recommended b^ all the Aichitecta

in California.

Offlce-1901 BROADWAY, OAKLAND.
For Sal* >t Pldhbiu,

DIXON'S
Graphite Paint

will cover twice the gnrfitce of I

White Lead. Two coats will
[

last oil a till or metal roof ten I

yearfl, and on a boiler front I

three years. [

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND
|

TESTIMONIALS.
Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.

JERSEY CITY, N.J.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
.MANUFACTURERS OF

DECORATIONS.
Plastering Sepaired and Whitened.

28 Ellis St. San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St., Oakland.

Pacific Coast Planing
A. KENDALL,

Corner Grove and Second Sts., Oakland.

Moldings, Brackets, Frames
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

Water Tanks, Ornamental Fences.

Book Cases and Mantles to Order

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY,

COUNTRY ORDERS SOLICITED.

beale street mill.
W. J- THOMSON

Manufacturers of

Frames, Sash and Blinds,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS

308 Mission Street.

Made to Order, all kinds of Ontside and Inside Finish and

Mouldings Brackets and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning in

all tlieir branclies, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

Sierra lumber Company
Mannfactnrers and Dealers in

DOORS, WIDOWS, BLINDS, SUGAR PINE,

YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE AND

FIR LUMBER.

Corner Fourth nnd Channel Streets, San Francisco.

Dyckerhoff Portland Cement
OF UNRIVALED STRENGTH, FINENESS

AND RELIABILITY

Best a^rid. Cheapest
For FouTidatiotis, Cellars, Floors^ Walh% ArtifidaX

Stmie, Etc.

These extraordinary qualities permit an unusually larf^e

addition of sanH, etc., (25 to 50 per cent, more than other
well-known Portland Cement) and will produce the strontfeat
most reliable and durable work.

Selling at no higher fiirure than ordinary good brands of

I'urthnd Cement, it is therefore much the cheapest to use.

DyckerhofF's Portland (Vment is always uniform, unal-
terable in volume, and will not crack.

Pamphlets containing directions and testimonials isnt
free.

CHAS. DUISENBERG & CO.,

5/4 Sacramento Streety San Francisco, Caf.

Sole Agents fo- the Pacific Coast.

B. McMahon & Son,
Wharf, Bridge and Trestle- Work

OOIM:B I IsT^^TI OltTS,
AND

Iron Briflges, Railroads and Pile Fonndatious.

PiLKS ASD Lumber Consta.ntlt on IUso.

OFFICE, NO 22 HOWARD STREET.
San Fr.iticisco.

RMATHEW KELLEHER,

House Mover and Raiser,
101 & 103 JUNIPER ST.,

Between lOth and 11 ih, Harrison and Bryant Sts,

[]^^ We can supply any book,

Architectural, Mechanical, or other-

wise, at publisher's prices, mailed to

any address upon receipt of the pub-
lisher's price. If not to be had in

this city, we have direct communica-
tion with all the leading Eastern pub-
lishers, and parties ordering books

can be assured at receiving them in

the shortest possible time.

JOHN F. BYXBEE,
Commission
dealer in LUMBER,
Manufacturer and

Pacific Coast Agent of the popular Byrkit-Hall Sheath-

ing Lath, (Patented). A valuable invention, but recently

used on this Coast. Architects and Builders are particularly

requested to send for Samples, Circulars, etc.

42 MARKET STREET, ROOM 2, San Francisco.

Furnishing heavy Redwood for ground work a specialy.
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DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & HAYDE^4 CO.

BUILDERS' Hardware.
COMPLETE LINE OF

Hopkins & Dickinson
MANUFACTUEING CO.'S

Artistic Selection and Arrangement of

Interior Hardware a Specialty.

BRONZE "ART ROOM"
17 and 19 Beale Street

The only Secure Hanging

for Heavy Sash, that

will not ivear out

or break.

—DEALERS IN-

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

!ios. 17 and 19 Beale St., 18,20.

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

o:f:fice ideskis
Bank and School Furniture,

Andrews' Upright Cabinet Folding Beds

Thintrr initl f'hui'ch Chairs.

C. F WEBER & CO.
Post and Stoclctoti Sts 'Saii Tfratiriscr

The Leading Electricians,
Estimates f^iven on all class of

]ell Hanging, Burglar and Fire Alarms, Speaking Tubes
Door Openers & Lock Smithing.

Special attention given to Repair Work.-
-J J-

-Electric Supplies Sold at Lowest Rates.

Phelan Block, 818 and 820 Market St.; 15, 17, 19, 2! and 23 O'Farrell St„ San Francisco.
FACTORY: 30 FIRST STREET.

PICTURESQUE CALIFORNIA HOMES
There are TWO VOLUMES—Nos. I and 2. Sent to any address upon receipt of price.

E. E. Eyre, Pres. G. M. PiNCKARD, Sec.

J. H. Graham, Vice Pres. and Manager.

VULCAN IRON WORKS
Successors to SAVAGE, SON & CO.

135 to 145 FREMONT ST.

ARCHITECTURAL IRON WORKS.
Columns, Pilasters, Lintels, Etc.

MANTEL GRATES,

SOIL PIPE AND FITTINGS.

HOT-HOUSE PIPE AND FITTINGS,

STABLE FIXTURES,

Feed Boxes, Hay Racks,

Stable Guards, Etc., Etc.

VENTILATOR PLATS.
Flower Vases, Fountains,

Garden Rollers, Hitching Posts,

Letter Boxes, Lamp Posts,

Rings and Covers, Hydrants,
French Ranges, Tampers,

Heater Screens, Hoppers, Etc.

LIGHT AND ORNAMEMTAL CASTINGS.

[iNaNNATI

^JTENNIAL

K<posrnoN

iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiim'i

A. W. YOUNG, - Agent 305 Kearnv St., San Francisco.

G. H. VAN HOUTEN. - " - 165 4th St., Portland. Or.
S, E. BARR, - •' - 3 John St., Seattle, W. T.

D. D. McDougall, - - "13 E. Sprague St., Spokane Falls. W. T ,

Information will be furnitthed at thin Office and Orderit taken for Blindit.
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ALLEN & HIGGINS,
LUMBER COMPANY.

Hard Wood Lumber
FLOORING AND VENEERS.

Furniture Comp'y
L & E. EMANUEL, Props.,
ARE PREPARED TO FILI, ORDERS FOR

Wooden IVIantels^
rUENiTURE, UPHOLSTERY AND BEDDINli,

At Lcvest Prices and Shortest Notice

A Hagnificent Stock constantly on liand and in process of

mannfacturc.

43a & 434- yoiirth Street.

HARDWOOD LUMBER,
Kiln-Dried Hardwood Flooring,
JOHN TWIGMORE & SQN,

139 to lJf7 Spear Street, S. F.,— AND —

IS and, lo S. Los Angeles Street.
LOS ANGEI.ES, rAL.

FR. H. ROSENBAUM & UU.
DEPOT OF

Plate and Window Glass
MANUFACTORY OF MIRRORS.

(C^uicksilver and Patent Rack).

ORNAMENTAL CUTTING AND BEVELLING.

No» 567 Market St., opp, Sansome
TELUl'iroyK Xo. 936

RANSOME'S

CONCRETE
Apparatus.

508 California Street.

Western Iron Works.
SIMS & MORRIS,

(Successors to Jons R. Sims & Son)
MANITACTURRRS OP

Fire and Burglar-Proof Doors,

SHUTTERS, BANK VAULTS,
Jail Work, Wro«ght-Iron Girders, Beam Anchors, and Tie

Bunds, and all kinds of Iron Work. S le Manu-
facturers and Proprietors of the

Champion MetalicWheelbarrow.
Iron Roofs and Gasometers Manufactured

to Order.

123 AND 125 BEALE STREET,
Sa:< FsAKascx), between Mission and Howard..

i*jg.i:iff^rs

"^<^™s^
258 MARKET STREET.

Glass Staining and Embossing Works.

CUT, STAINED, AND GROUND CLASS.

I

Glass Cuttinir Works,
19 l-'reinmit Street.

Stained Gla'^s Worko,
ViVS & 1-215 Howard St.

TATRVrKK AND MaSL'FACTURKR OP

(SchiUinifer's I'ateiit)

In all of Its Branches.

SIDEWALK AND GARDEN WALK A SPECIALITY.

307 Montgomery Street,
III

Nevada Block. SAN FRANCISCO.

White Brothers, wzwr^^
—•IMTORTRRS AND DKALRRR IN—

HARD WOOD LUMBER,
Ship Plank and Oak Timber, Cabinet Woods, Veneers, Walnut, Prini-

evera Oak, Hickory, Ash, Mahogany, Cherry, Spanish Cedar,

Poplar, Maple, Etc., Etc., Etc.

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESS~408 CALIFORNIA STREET—NEXT TO THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA.
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JOSEPH BUDDE'S
PATENT

WATER
CLOSETS
The Golden Gate Plug ClosetWITH TKAl. WITH OF r SET.

43 FREMONT STREET, SAJST FRA.NCISCO. CA_L
1853. 1883

HENRY F. STIVERS & SON,
LUMBER INSPECTORS.

3 CALiFORNrA St. I ,ROOM 3. 104 Market St. i
Junction

HUGH B. JONKS. MATTHEW HARUIS.

HARRIS & JONES,
Uealbrs in

•ALL KINDS OF LUMBER
Doors, Sash and Blinds

Sngar Pine, Yellow Pine and WMte Cedar
A SPECIALTY.

BRYANT STREET
Cor. Oak Grove Ave. Bet. 5th. and 6tli Sts.

TELEPHONE No. .3OS0,

Aspha/tum and Roofing Felt,

RED METAUG ROOFING PAINT,

TAR OIL and COAL TAR.
N. 0. WALTON, 219 Mission St.

THOS. LYTLE,
Manufacturer of Latest Improved

WEATHER STRIPS,
6il Mission Street, - S. F.

PROOF POSITIVE
5,000 References and 50 Million square Feet of the Genuine

Taylor "OLD STYLE" Brand
of Extra Heavy Coated Roofing Tin, Used Without a

Single Complaint.

N. & G. Taylor Co., of Philadelphia, have just issued a book

of sortie 250 pages, profusely illustrated, on

ROOFING TIN.
It also gJA^es a short history of the rise of this important branch

of trade, what brands of Tin to use, how to detect
"
imitations,"

something about Paint, Solders, Eoofing Felt, etc.

The book should be in the hands of every Architect, Property

Owner and Tin Roofer. MAILED FREE.

Kftahlished IStO—SOth Year PHILi^DELPHI^.

Pacific Rolling Mill Company.
S.A.M-

t^^
.IM-CISCO,

RAILROAD
.MANUFACTURERS OF

— AND —

I
MERCHANT IRON,

.J^ ROLLKJJ BKAMS,
Angle, Channel and T Iron, Bridge

and Machine Bolts,

Lag Screws, Washers, Nuts, Ship and Boat Spikes, Boiler

Rivets, Coil Chain, Harrow Teeth, Tire Rivets and

Burs, Tumbuckles, Etc., Etc.

LSTEAMBOAT SHAFTS. CRANKS, PISTONS.

CONNECTING. RODS. ETC.

Hitfhest I*r1cc Paid for Scrap Iron. Car and Locomoiirtt
Axles anU Franteit, and Hammerod Irou o£

Fver>- Description,

CAST STEEL CASTINGS
And Steel For^in^?^,

dp to 50,000 ft»s. Weijtht, true to jwitterii and eu|)crior in
^

V *tt.reu«tli, tou;^'hneKa and durability ln<.V*'t or Wruujrht

]
Iron in any i>OBition, or for any service.

Gbarinqs, SnoKH, IMkh, Camm, TArrKTw, Pihton-Hkads, Hailroau
Asu Maciiinkuy Castinoh of kvrhy dkscriitios. Also,

IIOMOOENKOIJS STKEL,
Soft and Ductile. Superior to Iron for Locomotive, Mining

and Marine Forgings.
Almi, Sto<I Roils fr.)m '4 to 8 inch ili inotcr, and Flats from 1 to

8 liuh, Aiiirlus, Tce», Channels, and otlicr Mhapos ; .stcfl WaRon,
liuiii;.v aim 'I'niclt T roi, I'low Steel Stamp IStcits, Cam .Shafts, Piston

Uods,' Machinery, and Siwcial Sliajw Steel to siza and lenj^th.

Strki, Rails Fkom 12 to ib Vm-sm run Yakii.

IRON AND STEEL BRIDGE, ROOF AND RAILROAD

CAR WORK A SPECIALTY.

Hitihest price paid tur Scrap Steel. Orders will have

prompt attentiun Snd tor catalogues.

PACIFIC ROULINO MILL CO.,
20s Market Stkbbu Sam Frascwco.±
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SELBY
Smelting and Lead Co.,

—Manufacturers of—

LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD

LEAD SASH WEIGHTS
,

LEAD TRAPS,
SHOT, BAR LEAD,

PIG LEAD, SOLDER,
ANTI-FRICTION METAL,

BLUE STONE,
BLOCK TIN PIPE, Etc.

Also Machine Loaded Shot Gun Cartrids:es.

OPHOE.

NO. 416 MONTGOMERY STREET, S. F. CAL.

Refiners of Gold and Silver Bars and Lead Bullion. Lead

and Silver Ores Purchased.

THE DUNNING PATENT WROUQHT-IRON BOILER
JVitli Self'Feeiling Coal Magazine

18 TUB BB8T FOR

Low Pressure Steam or

Hot Water Heating
And insures a warm house, night and day. Over 14,000in use.

Keeps steam up constantly, Also Steam Engine saad Boilers of

II kinds and Machinery generally.

MANUFACTURED AT THC

tkade:makk lew YorK central Iron WorKs, 95 Exchange St,
, Geaeya, N, Y,

Send tor Illustrated Catalogue with (uU description and price-list. Agents wanted. N. B.—Correspondence solic-

ited from Arehetects and pernor g building.

IMPORTANT TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.
We are manufacturlnt; all kinds of Window Bars (or Show Windows, Window Rails, Rods, and Guards, also Counter.

Rails and Brackets, finished in the metal, or plated with Gold, Silver or Nickel, as well as Door Numbers, and every

description of Door and Name Plates and metal Signs tor private houses, offices, etc

Every description ot new and old metal goods, plated with Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, etc

Wo also minufaoture SILVER-PLATED AMALGAMATING PLATES lor saving Gold in Quartz, Gravel and Placer

Mining.

Our work i« inuse all over the J*acifi,c Coast, and has proved first-class in every particufur

E. Of. iDE3srisriST03sr
Proprietor San Francisco Gold, liver attd Nickel Plating Works.

653-655 MISSION ST. San Francisco, Cal.

Made in representation of Ancient and Mod
dern Mai-bles, and Woods of all kinds, Lau-

rel, Black Walnut, Rosewood, etc.

Handsomer, More Durable, and Cost

Less than Marble, Slate, or Wood.

ENAMELED. POLISHED.— AND
NICKEL-PLATED

GRATES.
BRASS AND NICKEL-PLATED

FENDEBS

Tiles I Tiles!
ARTISTIC DESIGNS.

EncaUvStic, Plain,

Art Painted, Glazed,

and Majolica Tiles,

FOR

Mosaic Flooring, Fireplaces, Mantel Facings,

Paving, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Vestibules,

Hearths, Conservatories, Walls, and other

Architectural Decorations,

Imported Direct from the Celebrated

IMPROVED PATTERNS. English Tile Works, Stoke-Upon-Trent

WrW. MONTAGUE & CO..
^°"

^°l'iL^j.i^llL°k^^,
^^^

Hot Water ANDSteam Heating
For all Classes of Buildings.

I have introduced this system in over •100 houses on this Coast where it

is now in operation. All work Guaranteed.

RANGES
French (set in brick), Portable and

Wrought Iron, all sizes, latest

and mast

Sole lUanaftictnrer of

HARVEY'S HOT WATER RADIATOR AND BOILER,
Sole Aeent ftor

BUNDY'S PATENT STEAM AND HOT WATER RADIATOR.
Also Agent for

Gold's Improved Sectional Boiler for Low Pressure Steam

Office, 28 New Montgomery Street, under Palace Hotel

Illustrated Circular furnished on application.

O. D. HARVEY
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-IISTIDEX: TO JLD'VEI^TISEie.S.

ACADEMY OF ARCHITECTURE—
Mnack, H

Page No.

... . 140

ARCHITECTS—
Arinitagc, Wm. H XIV
Babson, Seth XIV
Besior, H. T XIV
Bugbce, M. G XIV
Curlett& Cuthberteon XIV
Curtis, John .M XIV
Pevlin.-Charles J. I XIV
OeilfusB, H XIV
Hatfield, S XIV
Havens, I has. J XIV
Hume & Everett XIV
Kidd, ohnT XIV
Marquis, J XIV
McDouKall & Son XIV
Mitchell, Harold D XIV
Newsom, Samuel XIV
Pissis & Moore XIV
Ried Bros XIV
Voelkel George E XIV
Welsh, M.J XIV
WelBh.T J XIV
Weston, E. J XIV
White, R. H XIV
Wilson, Chas. R. & J. M XIV
Wolle, James E XIV
Wright & Saunders XIV

ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA—
Unit in Pressed Brick and Terra Cotta Co 138

ARTIFICIAL STONE—
Goodman, Geo I

ASPHALTUM ROOFING—
Waton,N. c II

BLUE PRINTS—
Smvthe.W.H I

BRONZE HARDWARR-
Dunham, Harriiran & Hayden Co , ... XV

BUILDERS -
(See under Carpente'sand Contractors.)

BUILDEkS' ASSOCIATION—
Of California VIII

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS—
Blake, John XII
K'att F XII

Lynch , M . C XII

McCreedy Bros XII

Merry, Thos XII
Moore Bros XII
Mullens Bros XII

Perrv, David XII
CEMENT—

Dulsenberg. Chas XIII
CHIMNEYS, PATENT—

Browell,J V
Stevens, W. E X

CONCRETE—
Ransome, E. L 1

CONTRACT' iRS—
Acker, F.V XII

Smith, J. L XII

DOOR CHECKS—
M rrell,F. D

DOOR HANGERS -

Stearns, E. C. & Co

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS—
California Electrical Works
Will& Fink

ELECTROLIERS—
(See under Gas Fixtures.)

ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR—
Chas. S. Tllton VIII

FIRE HOSE—
Schenck, W. T. Y VU

FUBNIUURE AND UPHOLSTERY—
Kreeling, F. W 189

Plum, Chas. M IX
Sloane, V*'. J. & Co VI
Sterling Furniture Co 140

Weber.O. F XV
w est Coast Furniture Co 1

140

VII

VI
XV

FOUNDRYS—
Columbia— LI wellvn, Reese.

Eagle— Nolte, C. A
Enterprise—Schrader, H

GAS FITTERS—
(See under Plumbers )

GAS FIXTURES-
Day,Tho9.&Cn VIII

N>e,A.F.SCo X
GLASS—

Bending—H' pp' r & Schroeder XT
Ground—John Mallon I

Plate— Fr. H. Rosenbaum I

HARDWARE-
Dunham, Carrigfln & Hayden C'l XV

HOT MATER HEATING-
Haivey, C. D Ill

T»y, (jeo. H IV
HOrSE MOVKR-

Kelleher, Ma t XIII

INSURANCE—
^,tna XIII
Commerc al X

INSULATED Wl E—
C«lifornia Electrical Works VI

IRON SHEETING—
Ci- cm- ati Corrugati- gCo IX

IRON WORKS—
Architectural Iron Works—r>'ConiielI & Lewis IX
City Ir. n Workt-J. Hendy VI
Fulton iron Work-*— Hinckley, Spears & Hayes IX
Vulcan Iron Works '... XV
Webster Iron Works-Sims & Morris I

LIME-
Davis & Cowell X
Small, E. L XlIX

LUMBER—
Byxbee, JohnF XIII
Harris & JO'-es II

Kennedy, Shaw Lumber Co XI
San Fr»nci8co Lumber Co. XI
S. E. Slade Lumber Co VI
Sierra Lumber Co XIII

HARDWOOD—
Albro, E D VIII
Allen & Higgins. 1

White Bros I

Wigmore, John & Son I

INSPECTOR.S-
Stivers & Son Henry F II

MANTELS
Montague, W. W Ill

MASON AND BUILDER —
Brarly, O. E VI
Jordan, D XII

METAL ROOFERS—
Cronan, W XII
Pink. E XII

MILLS—
PLANING-
Beale street—Thompson, W.J XIII
E. Oakland—Miller & Co XIII

PLASTER-
Lucas & Co XI

ROLLING—
Pacific Ri,llingMill Co II

PAPERHANGERS—
(See under painters)

PAINT—
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co

PAINTERS—
Cahill.J. L
Orsi, G
Norman & Eckler

Sitdlinger, J. M
Span' on A: Co
Sullivan, J. F
West* Reinfleld

XIII

IX
IX
IX
IX
IX
IX
IX

PENCIL STAMP—
Thalmare Manufacturing Co VII

PIANOS
B. Purtez & So- VI

PLA8TKR DKCORATIONS—
Kellett k, McMurray XIII

PLUMBERS AND OA FITTERS—
Day, Thfb. & Co XII

Gray, John T XII
H.bro, W. D Xn
Lyons k Dallanior XII
Smith& McLaughlin XII

Snook, G S; E XII
Snook, W S. &. Son XIl

Welch, J. D XII

Wolfe, E XII

PRESSED BRICK-
Union Prei-sed Brick and Terra Cotta 138

PUBLISHERS—
Bai'rf, H. C 140

PULLEYS—
Morris C. Sidmy V
Stover Mfg. Co XII

RADIATORS—
Day, Ihomas&Co VII

Harvey, C. D HI
RANGES—

Ill8,JohnO V
Montague. W. W HI
Tay. Geo H IV

RUBRER TOPPEEiS—
The W. Powell Co VI

SANDSTONE—
Brady, O. E VI

SASH I.OCKS-
Ives, H. B. & Co VI

SASH CHAINS-
Duiihani, <! vrigant ilavdi n Co XV

SEWER PIPKS—
Clark, N. & Son VI

Gladdinit, M.Uean & Co IX
Tr ce\ Rros X

SEWER TRAP—
Garland Trap Co XIII

SHINGLK ST INS—
Ba^s.T. J. &Co. (Cabots) IX

SILVER AND KNICKKL PLATING—
Dennist'.n. E G HI

SLIDING BLINDS-
Willer, William XV

SMELTING-
Pelby Smelting Works HI

STAIR BUILDERS—
Jesse, GeirgeR XII

Langland, N. P XIII

TIN ROOFING-
N. &. O. T»y!or Co H
Merchant Co *

TOOL MACHINE WORKS-
Krajewski, F XHI

VARNISH WORKS—
Hucter B-os X

VE\TILATORS ABRAUAMSON'S-
Montague, W. W VIII

WATER CI-0S8TS—
Bud e, J

WEATHER STRIPS—
Bradstrcet, A. B V
Lytic, Thos II

WHARF COMBINATION---
McMahon. B. &. Son....— XIII

WIRE WORKS—
Wass, D D VHI

WOOD CARPET—
Boughton J XIV
CooksBros VI

Reynolds* Ad>ms 189

WOODWORK DKCORATIVE-
Rau, O XIV

II

HOT WATER HEATING.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

For Heating Public Buildings and Private Dwdlings liy the Most Approved

HOT -WATER SYSTEM.
We Guarantee Perfect Heating, with Unequalc(3 Economy of Fuel.

Our work iu this lino has given perfect satisfaction i:i every instance, ami we will take pleaaum
in exhibiting its praotior.l operation.

We also desire to call a' tention to our

HOT AIR SUNSET FURNACES,
FRENCH RANGES,

"^ SUNSET RANGES.
GEO. H. TAY & CO.

^ 614 to 618 Battery Street, SAN FRANCISCQ.
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Sroiveirs
PATENT CHIMNEYS

tUV/Tioi) ef fw£fI/C6

Endorsed by the Board of Supervisors ar-d recommended for

general use by Fii-p Warde ris,In8urance Agents and Architects.

Only Patent Heating and Ventilating Chimneys
In the Market.

Vitrified Iron Stone Sewer Pipe, Traps.

Connections, Etc.

Terra-Cotta Chimney Tops, Pipes,
and Flue Linings.

i^r Orders for the above filled at short notice. "^

J. BliOTV^ELL,
Contractor and Builder,

727 MONTGOMERY STREET.

»

PROPERTY OWNERS
desirous of protecting themselves against the inferior roofing

tin now in use, will be assisted by the informa-

tion contained in our pamphlet entitled

* A TIN ROOF *

This book will be furnished by us free of cost on application,

and fully explains how to select a good tin roof; the

manner of laying and painting same, etc.

MERCHANT & CO,
PHILADELPHIA. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. LONDON.

JOHN G. ILS & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

French* Cooking* Ranges
AND BROILERS.

Stoves, Tinware, Kitchen and Bakery Outfits.

814-816 KEARNY ST.

BRADSTREETS

^ XLVWeatlier Strips

Excludes Dust, Wind, Rain and Noise of the

Street and Prevents Rattling of Windows
All Work Warranted.

A. B. BRADSTREET
1323 Ellis Street

NORRIS PULLEY
'W^e make our Pulleys ANTI-

FRICTION, GUN METAL PIN',

Bronze Metal Wheel, and any

quality ^wanted, from

18 cents Per Dozen to $36. Per Dozen,

WE HAVE OVER 1600 DIFFERENT QUALITIES.

No.KMOliFate Cktalofftt*

We have over

500 different qual-

ities of Chai»

Wheel Pulleys.

SIDNEY NORRIS & CO.,

Baltimore, - - Md,
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CAILFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS
PIONEER ELECTRICIANS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Electical Machiney and Supplies of all Kinds.

Sole Agents for the Celebrated Okonite Insulated Wires.

House Work a Specialty; Fire and Burglar Alarms, Annunciators, Push Buttons,

Speaking Tubes, Electric Gas Lighting, Etc.

Special attention given to Wiring Residences and Business House.

Office and Works: 35 Market Street^
SAN FRANCISCO.

W. & J. SLOANE & CO.,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

1

PERSIAN, INDIAN, TURKISH
AND OTHEU

Sil/i and Lace Curtains, Portieres, Window Shades,

and Sash Curtain Goods.

DESIGNS FURNISHED FDR DRAPERIES AND LAMBREQUINS.

FURNITURE DEPARTMENT CONTAINS ONLY NEIV GOODS

Next Above Palace Hotel.

PERFECTION ATTAINEDAT lAST.

cMETALCORED ^?^''M ^^^^.

S.y^B^^Tl STOPPERS., r,

li'f^E^lOR ^__l... I

ANYTHING WMF^4 FULLYM£3mm
I5Q PERCENT,

AS THE EmWffl^H NEW LISTS
ALL BRASs.HeiaiaaiHo"'' discounts

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
NOBRftSSSTUDTOBE PULLED OUTOFTHE RUBBER.
WONTINJURETHEMOoT FRAGILE EARTHEN BASIN

CANT BE FLOATED OUT OF ITS SOCKET.

•:•:• MANUFACTURED ONLY BY •:•;

THE WM.POWELLCo. ClNCINNATI.O.

SANDSTONE.
Arizona Red and Pink Sandstone, which

for strength and uniformity of color

cannot be excelled, can be furnished

in quantity and sizes to suit.

Prices reasonable.

0. E. BRADY,
Mason and Builder,

Room 11, box a. 14 MONTGOMERY ST.

822 VALENCIA ST.

Fort <* Temple, Los Angeles

S. F,

S.E.SLADE LUMBER GO.
PIER 14, STEUART STREET.

YARDS: Howard-Street Wharf and Steuart Street, opp. Office

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

CARaOES FURNISHED AND LUMBER SAWED TO ORDER.

TELEPHONE 982. Mills CM Gray's Harbor, Washington Ter

CITY IRON WORKS
Kearny bet. Bay and Francisco sts.

Architectural Iron Work,

Light and Heavy Castings,

"Deevy" Wheeled Scrapers.

Manufacturers of NEW and dealers in SECOND
HAND

BOILERS, ENGINES, PUMPS
AND

Machinery of Every Description.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS
No. 51 Fremont St., San Prancisco, Cal.

N. CLARK & SONS,
MANUFACTURER8 OF AND DRALKB8 IN

Water Pipe, Chimney Pipe,

CAPS AND TOPS,
FIRE BRICK AND FIRE CLAY.

106 Market stkeet,
San Francisco.

VOSE & SONS' PIANOS
Everybody's Favorite.

THEY COMBINE

ELEGANCE,

DURABILITY, AND

MODERATE PRICES.

Compotition Bewildered
Customers Delighted

Every Instrument Guaranteed

Sold oh Acooiimodatino Trrhs bt

BENJ. CURTAZ & SON,
Warerooms; 20 O'Farrell Street,

NEAR MARKET, SAN FRANCISCO
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The question is one of special interest to us at the present

time, as our new post office building has become such an absolute

necessity that some definite action cannot long be deferred, and

what could be more appropriate than that it should embody the

conceptions of some of our architects, of whom there are many
worthy and capable of erecting a structure at once an ornament

to the city and a credit to themselves.

Undoubtedly the change from the present method of proceed-

ing would occasion difficulties at first and disarrange to a certain

extent the present method, but the advantages to be gained

would, we think, amply compensate for any trouble it would

cause.

As an exemplification of tliepresent method, take the Appraiser's,

building in this city. The structure is substantial, and no doubt

well adapted for the purpose, yet who will claim for it the least

pretension to architectural beauty.
It is not necessary that the external finish of a building should

be elaborate to produce an imposing effect, for skillful massing
will produce almost as striking effects without as with the aid of

ornamentation, and we venture to assert that a much more

attractive building could in this instance have been produced at

a very little greater expense, a building that would have

been emblematic of the aims and purposes it serves, and

typical of the people in whose midst and for whose use and

convenience it was constructed.

i>E PUBLISH in another column the experience of

several English towns in the use of salt water for

sprinkling streets and flushing sewers. The claim that

salt water is more effective than fresh, for street sprinkling is

undoubtedly well founded, owing to the well known affinity of

moisture for salt, which would tend to prevent the rapid

evaporation of the water. One of the objections urged against

the use of salt water for sprinkling is that the dust arising from

streets that have been repeatedly watered is so strongly impreg-

nated with salt as to become injurious.

W. VON SCHMIDT has made a proposition on
® behalf of himself and partners, known as the Lake

Tahoe and San Francisco Water Works, to furnish

San Francisco with water from Lake Tahoe, to the extent o^

thirty to sixty million gallons of water daily. The proposition is a

good one, as the people are longing for the fulfillment of a dream

which has haunted their waking hours for years; but will any
sane man think it will be realized just now? We think not.

Mr. Von Schmidt says it will cost $15,000,000, and that the

city should pay for it and become the owner. That is another

good idea, but our "lawmakers," who never get up to the top

story of a reasonable thought, will not permit Spring Valley to

be flooded out with 60,000,000 gallons daily of pure crystal

water from the mountains. You will never drink of Tahoe as

long as there is any Spring Valley or AlamecLi County pasture

drainage to give. Von Schmidt says Tahoe tan supply 1.35,-

000,000 gallons daily, and not be lowered a foot in a year. J ust

think of it—and keep on in your reverie. You will have Tahoe

nightmare and Spring Valley jimjams a great many times before

your disgusted stomach is soothed and cooled by the transparent

liquid from the Sierra mountain-sides. We wish Mr. Von

Schmidt God speed in his undertaking, but the side doors and open

hatchways of law and politics are so numerous that his scheme

will probably be lost sight of, though the thought will still be

sweet in the memory of his friends.

i'O THE fraternity of architects in California, Oregon,

Washington and elsewhere on the Pacific Coast, we send

this greeting: This journal being owned and published

by many architects, there is no longer any personality about it—
it is

(t/"
all and ybr all. We have fitted up the apartments at -108

California street, San Francisco, in such a manner that we are

not ashamed to invite you to visit us. We extend to you all a

cordial invitation to call at our rooms and partake of the benefits.

Should any of you desire to make our rooms a place of appoint-

ment to meet business men, do so; that is what they are for.

Here you will find all the current literature of our profession,

and we will always Vje cheerful in rendering you any assistance.

If there is any information we can furnish you by letter, do not

fail to write us, for we shall be pleased to serve you.

i>0 OUR SUBSCRIBERS we wish to say this: We
desire to present you a journal of which you may be

pleased to speak in complimentary terms, and as you pay

your $2 each year consider that you have received more than

your mon'y's worth. That is our ambition and our purpose.

To do this will tike time, and your further assistance during the

coming year. We shall furnish you with more and better

representations of buildings and other architecture of importance,

but do not expect to get fairly into line until our January, 1890,

number. To this end we ask your encouragement by continu-

ing your own subscriptions and getting your neighbors to do

likewise.

^NE word to our advertising friends who have patronized

this journal so faithfully in the past
—Remember that it

is under the direct control of architects, and is to be

sustained by them. It is subscrilied for by architects, contractors

and builders, and will be distributed to and among that profession

and calling throughout this Coast. We do not ask you to

advertise unless you think it may benefit you—do not do so for

"sweet charity's sake," but send us your advertisement in a busi-

ness like manner, expecting to be pecuniarly rewarded through

the circulation of the journal. Keep your wares directly

before the people who use them and you will sell them.

eLASS
journals are a necessity. In these days of rush and

push it becomes important to have some method, or con-

fusion, waste of time and energy will follow. Merchants

locate their stores among others of the same class, professional

men congregate in nearly the same locality, while bankers and

insurance men select another spot, leaving the lumber and

machine interests to go off by themselves. It is thus with news-

papers and journals
— the field is divided, each plowing in his

own quarter and each reaping his own harvest. We were

prompted to this thought by looking over our city files and seeing

Industry, conducted by John Richards, a man not unknown to

the scientific world; Wood and Iron, under tlie able manage-

ment of Samuel Everett; Pacific Lumberman, Contractor and

Electrician, guidi-d by the skillful hands of W. L. and H. D.

Peet; the patriarch of all, Dewey's Mining and Scientific Press,

and our youngest contemporary, Smith &. Young's Building

Advertiser. Each has his work to do, and each is doing it well

We again invite all architects or persons interested in archi-

tecture to visit our rooms and take advantage of the numerous

publications on our tables.

A few days ago a ma.ss of brick work o.er the .-ntrance of a

Court room in the Old City Hall, was precipitated to the floor,

owing to the breaking of the rotten wooden lintel fhat supported

it. Fortunately nobody was injured.
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Use of Salt Water in Cities and Towns.

An enormous saving in water would be eftected if sea water

were used in all cases where fresh water is not absolutely indis-

pensable, and especially for such purposes as the flushing of sew-

ers and the watering of streets. The advantages to be derived

from sea water for such municipal purposes as the above have

frequently struck engineers, and are set forth in a paper read by
Mr. S. H. Terry before the Civil and Mechanical Engineers'

Society. There have not been wanting schemes for supplying
sea water even to inland towns, but hitherto it has been objected
that sea water, though so abundant, was an expensive commod-

ity to supply to towns, and it Ikis even been asserted that the

effect of sea water, on pivi'im-nu, for instance, was anything but

beneficial. These idc.is, however, have now been exploded.
A gallon of sea wator contains about 2,500 grains of saline

matter, of which about 1,890 grains are common salt—chloride of

sodium—the remaining 610 grains being composed of other salts;

and it is due to the deliquescent character of one of these salts,

chloride of magnesium, that any material having once been

moistened by sea water, remains moist for a considerable period.

But, after storms, there is also present in sea water taken from

near the shore in the vicinity of weed covered rocks, a consider-

able amount of organic matter from the destruction of seaweed,

and the consequent mixture of its glutinous sap with the water.

It is believed that it is to this glutinous material that the forma-

tion and endurance of the bubbles of sea-scum, which occasion-

ally, in gales, are driven some distance inland, is due. As,

roughly speaking, about eighty pounds' weight of various salts

are present in every water cart containing 224 gallons
—one ton

—of sea water, it will be seen that much material, which may or

may not be injurious, is, in the course of a few weeks, spread
"over the streets of a town by the water-cart. This fact had cre-

ated a feeling that the use of sea water for streets might not be

without its dangers, and Mr. E. Buckham, M. Inst. C. K,

Borough Engineer of Ipswich, was so much impressed with it

that he instituted inquiries on the subject, and requested infor-

mation from the engineers of thirty-five coast towns which had

used sea water for watering the streets. Twenty three of the

engineers written to replied that they were no longer using sea

water, as they had no works for that purpose; twelve stated that

they were using sea water, some with suitable works, and some

by merely filling the carts by hand; and two that they were about

to have works.

The engineers of two towns; Ramsgate and Folkestone, spoke

adversely of sea water, and stated that it destroyed all kinds of

road material except wood. Some advised its use for sewer

flushing, if a suflBcient volume was employed; others, again, were

of opinion that sea water tended to produce gas when brought
into contact with sewage, and should not be used for sewer-flush-

ing except in large volumes. But it is probable that sea water

only produces objectionable effects in sewers when these are par-

ticularly foul, and the influx of sea water stirs up the decompos-

ing matter deposited in them. With regard to the efliciency of

sea water as a means of preventing dust on roads formed of flint,

gravel or granite, the testimony of those who have used it is

almost entirely in its favor. Indeed, the Borough engineer of

Berwick-on-Tweed goes so far as to say that persons having con-

trol of street-watering should use sea water, where it can be had,

for reasons of economy, as well as for the comfort of the inhabit-

ants. In his district he finds that one cart of sea-water is equal

to two carts of fresh water, and gives more lasting and beneficial

results. He states that the macadamized roads that are watered

with salt water are a pleasure to drive upon in the summer sea-

son, as compared with those watered with fresh water, and they

never seem to have a loose stone upon them.

In answer to Mr. Buckham's question, whether sea water occa-

sions any offensive decay of street refuse, and if so, whether this

is greater than would be occasioned by rain or fresh water, the

pithy reply was; "No
;
when the scavenging of the town has

been properly attended to." Without enumerating all the favor-

able answers that were received, it will suffice to state that the

following important seaside resorts reported in favor of sea

water: Portsmouth, Tynemouth, Great Grimsby, Great Yar-

mouth, Hastings and Littlehampton. Hastings, which has a

population of 42,258, and a rateable value of £309,219, has

erected extensixe works at a cost of £9,000 for sea-watering,

which means a charge of about 3>d per head of the population, or

)jd on the rateable value. Great Yarmouth, with a population

of 46,159, and a rateable value of £133,658, has completed
works for salt-watering at a cost of £4,500. Here an 8-horse-

power Otto Orossley gas engine has been erected, with a 12-inch

pump, engine-house, tower and tank, containing 22,000 gallons,
settling-tank and suction-pipe, fixed to the jetty. There are

about 9,000 yards of main, ranging from eight feet to three

inches, oast-iron socketed pipes, lead jointed, forty stand posts,
twelve automatic flushing siphons

— Field's— each connected to

tanks holding 2,000 gallons of sewer-flushing.
The total expenses, including interest and capital, repayment

of loan in twenty years, depreciation of wages, gas, oil, etc., are

under £500 per annum. For this amount some 30,000,000 gal-

lons are raised forty-four feet at a cost of id per 1,000 gallons.

Of this volume about 5,000,000 gallons are used for street-water-

ing, and 25,000,000 gallons for sewer flushing. Before these

works were constructed, the cost of water for street-watering alone

was £404 on an average of eai'li seven years, ending 1883. In
1885 it was as much as £552. To keep the automatic tanks of

the size mentioned properly going the cost would have been £700

per annum. The cliarge for water at Yarmouth at that time

was one shilling per 1,000 gallons. The cost of watering
for street watering and sewer-flushing, including all items men-
tioned above, is less than three pence per head per annum, and

sometimes under one penny in the pound. At Oosport a similar

experiment has iieen made, with highly satisfactory results. The
facts speak eloquently for themselves, and require no further

comment. In some cases, however, the water comtianies offtr a

very strenuous opposition to the introduction of sea water, and
Mr. Terry instances the case of Kirkhallerton, near Redcar, on
the Yorkshire coast, where a very neat scheme was got out for

the supply of sea water for street-watering, and it was also

intended to supply sea water for bathers to the houses, and but

for this intention the scheme would probably have been carried.

The law here stepped in, and showed that inasmuch as the dis-

trict was within the limits of supply of the Stockton and Mid-

dlesbrough Waterworks, a loan for such works of propo.sed sup-

ply would be illegal.

The discussion which followed Mr. Terry's paper was nearly
all in favor of sea water. Its employment for the watering of

streets, at any rate, is a perfectly practicable idea, and one that

can be adopted with economy and success. The increasing size

of our towns makes adequate supply of water annually a ques-
tion of greater and greater difficulty, especially when we remem-
ber that with the spread of the scientific spirit of the age clean-

linfcss may be said to be advancing at quite an alarming ratio,

and that the demands made on our water-supply for municipal

purposes are growing almost daily. In London this is felt very

appreciably, and it would be interesting to see an experiment
tried on a large scale of flushing our enormous sewers, and water-

ing our interminable streets with sea water. For this purpose
London is more favorably situated than any other capital in

Europe almost, Constantinople and Lisbon perhaps alone excepted.
At any rate, there|is a strong feeling that something must be

done, and that speedily, and Mr. Terry's paper may, therefore, be

received as containing what, at least, appears to be a very prac-
tical suggestion, and possessing, moreover, the merit of being, as

far as we know, the first attempt to bring together in an accessi-

ble form all t\io pros and cons, and experience and practice con-

nected with the subject. The moderate cost of the pipes neces-

sary for supplying even a large town places the proposal very

easily within the reach of realization.—Etigitieering.

The Grant Monument Committee of New York find it

impossible to get its members together to consider the designs
that were invited nearly two years ago.

The newspapers of other cities are casting slurs on New York

for its dilatory proceedings in this matter, and point to Chicago,
where a handsome monument to the memory of our famous

general has not only been projected but executed as well. How-

ever, we are in no position to cast a stone at Yew York, for we

also are to have a monument some of these days, (though to

commemorate a different event) for which the late Mr. Lick

most generously provided funds, yet we are no further on the

road to its realization, than is New York with its Grant monu-

ment.

We are always pleased to see a member of the Technical or

Astronomical Society of the Pacific walk into their rooms

adjoining the apartments of this journal. They are always

open, and heaps of information lie there, subject to inspection.
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Chapter Meeting. Our Illustrations.

The regular monthly meeting of the San Francisco Chapter,
A. I. A. was held Friday evening Oct. 11th.

There were present Messrs. Saunders, Babson, Pissis, Percy,
J. E. Wolfe, Curtis, Gash, G. H. Wolfe, Bestorand Everett.

The principal business of the evening was the installation of

the officers elected at the previous meeting. The retiring officers

were tendered a vote of thanks for their past services and the

incoming officers duly installed. J. B. Whitteraore was elected

an honorary member.
The speeches of the retiring and incoming presidents were or-

dered printed in full in the official organ of the Chapter.

Owing to lack of space in this issue they will appear in our

next number.

Headquarters Cincinnati Architectural Club, I

Cincinnati, October 7, 1889.
)

Editor California Architect and Building News—Dear
Sir : I herewith send you copies of circulars, etc., issued in

connection with the National Exhibition of Architectural Draw-

ings and Sketches to be held in this city in November next and

contemporaneously with the Joint Convention of the American
Institute and Western Association of Architects. The distance

that is between us makes it somewhat difficult to create an in-

terest in an undertaking of this kind among our local architects

and designers. However, if suoii a thing were possible it must
come through the efforts of the architectural press and so to you
we would intrust the task of wakening up your professional men
to attempt at collecting an exhibit for the occasion. As you
will see by our circular, we have tried to reduce the trouble and

expense to our contributors to a minimum. We have arranged
to bear cost of transportation both ways, to insure drawings, etc.

while in our possession, and to take every care of contributions

while in our charge; all this only leaves to shippers the trouble

of packing and delivering into the charge of an express company
I would like very much to write directly to some of your

prominent architects and draughtsmen, and so if you would

kindly send me a few such names I would take much pleasure in

sending them direct invitations to contribute. I hope you may
be able to do something for us. We are receiving notifications

from almost every other part of the country and so we are natur-

ally anxious to complete the representation by having something
sent us from California. Our eastern cities will be well repres-

ented,and so far we have received assurances from Chicago, Min-

neapolis, St. Paul and Denver.

Yours very truly,
G. W. E. Field

Pres. 0. A. C.

This exhibition will embrace the work of all Sketch Clubs and

prominent draughtsmen in America and Canada. The following
statement is made:
Works Exhibited.—Water color studies, India ink, pen and

ink sketches, perspectives.
When TO SEND,— ^ill exhibits must be in Cincinnati by not

later than Nov. 10th.

How TO send.—All sketches must be properly packed, and
sent by express.

Prizes,—Hinkle Gold Medal, (A. Howard Hinkle, Esq.,) for

best exhibit of club work. Anderson Silver Medal, (Larz An-

derson,Esq.,) for best individual work among club members. The
Builder's Exchange will offer a medal for best Water Color per-

spective.
Jury.—Three prominent architects will act in this capacity.
Time and Place.—The exhibition opens Nov. 10th, continu-

ing one week, and will be held in Pike's Opera House.

Further information will be cheerfully given, and all letters of

inquiry are to be addressed to John Zettle, Secretary, Room 81,

227 Main street, Cincinnati.

The above communication was received at the last minute before

going to press. Though the time is short, we hope the architects

of this coast will not neglect this opportunity to contribute and

make a creditable display at the exhibition.—[Editor.]

North- Western Lumberman—The mammoth Pacific Coast

edition of this Journal, for Sept. covering one hundred and forty

pages of reading matter and advertising has been laid on our

table. It is full of lumber matters foreign and local, and under

the management of that worthy jounalist J. B. Judson, of

Chicago may be pronounced a success. Terms, $4.00 yearly:

The new management of this journal desires to extend a

cordial invitation to all architects on this coast and elsewhere to

contribute designs for publication. Drawings should be made
with perfectly black lines on a smooth white surface. The merits of

all designs submitted will be passed on by the Board of Directors,

and those chosen will be published in the journal without charge.
All drawings will be returned to their authors, who must bear

express charges both ways.

Page 1 34—Residence designed by T. H. Cole, a Los Angeles
A rchitect.

Page 130—Residence erected on Scott street San Francisco,
and designed by Wilcox, architect.

The plan and elevation of the Hibernia Savings and Loan

Society's new bank building, now in course of construction on the

northwest corner of McAllister and Jones street, Messrs. Pissis

and Moore, architects.

The building will be entirely detached, and will be constructed

of granite, gray for the portion below the watertable, and white

Rocklin granite for the superstructure.
On the corner facing Market street will be the domed rotunda

leading to the banking rooms situated on Jones street, and the

rooms of the officers of the bank in the first story, and to the

attorney's office on the second story of the McAllister street front.

The banking room will be 68 feet square and the full heighth of

the building. The ceiling will be panneled and the center portion
will have adorned ceiling light. The banking room will have in

addition to the main entrance in the rotunda, a separate entrance

with lobby on the upper end of the Jones street front.

At rear of banking room will be the vaults, one burglar proof
and two fire proof,each to be 8x28 feet. There will be a basement
under the whole structure 12 feet high.
The building will be completely fire proof. The total cost

including vaults and fixtures will be about $400,000.

PERSONALS.
Charles D. Austin, "resident" architect of the Leland Stanford,

Jr., University, visited the apartments of this journal a few

days since.

Hans L. Schultz, civil engineer and naval architect of Phila-

delphia, who has concluded to make San Francisco his home,

paid us a visit.

We have been pleased to find several situations for draughts-
men this month.

Burglars attempted to effect an entrance to the residence of

brother B. E. Henrikson, one evening when he and his wife were

attending the fair. The burglers were captured while trying to

escape.

The new Chronicle building has now reached its full heighth.
Mechanics are at work on the main cornices and tower.

K. Shimoda, a young Japanese architect from Tokio with
the intention of learning American style of building is in town
and visited our sanctum and desires a position in some local office.

Mr. E. J. Weston, the well-known architect of this city has

gone to Puget Sound on business relating to the profession. He
may decide to locate there permanently.

Those of our subscribers desiring the books mentioned in this

journal, or any other architectural work, can have the same sup-

plied through this office. Please make a note of this.

There is nothing like holding up your assertions with "facts."

When a man or a firm can do that, all controversy as to his or

their position must end. We are led up to this thought by the

evidence placed before us in a new book just published by N. G.

Taylor & Co., Philadelphia, as to the standing of their "Old

Style" tin plate. They prove that they have laid the "Old Style"
tin on 5,000 buildings, and that 50,000,000 square feet have
been used without a single complaint. Such "positive proof

"
as

they present will not go unheeded. "Facts" are stubborn things.

We solicit from architects throughout the Coast items of inter-

est to the profession or the public. Our columns are open to the

profession, and if thereby we can help them, or add to our use-

fulness, shall be doubly pleased. Remember that this is an
architects' journal, and if you want to know what is going on
here give us a chance to tell what is being done where you are.
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Put the Wires Underground.

Tlie National Association of Fire Engineers at Kansas city

adopted resolutions concerning electric wires: Wo (juote in

part the conclusion.

Resolved,—That we earnestly call upon all municipal and

legislative bodies, and urge the necessity of suitable legislation
etc.

Resolved,—That we emphatically assert that the only safe

method for currents is undcjrgiound, and place our unequivocal
condemnation on all overhead or suspended wires, etc.

It is said Chicago has 3,200 arc lights and eveiy inch of the

wire connecting the.se lights is underground. The potentiality
of the current is 3,500 volts, and they work all right. It may
cost more, l)ut it is safe.

Validity of Contracts.

In the suit of Thomas Richardson vs. Tiie College of Notre

Dame, the annexed opinion was recently filed by Judge Spencer.
This is an action by the assignee of one Binet to recover the

unpaid Vjalance of the contract price for tfie erection of certain

buildings for the defendant and for the value of extra work.
It is alleged in the complaint that on the 6th day of April,

1888, said Binet entered into a written contract with the defend-

ant for the construction of certain buildings for the latter on its

lands at iSanta Clara, California.

That said contract was fully performed, the structure therein

provided to be erected was completed by said Binet and accepted
by defendant on the 29th of Novend)er, 1888.

That there is yet an unpaid balance of the contract price of

$4,300.
That said written contract nor any memorandum thereof was

never recorded in the office of the Recorder of the county where
said premises are situated.

That no mechanics' or contractors' lien upon the property upon
which said buildings were erected has ever been filed and the

time for the filing of said lien has e.xpired.
It is further averred that the contractor, Binet, did certain

extra work on said buildings, at the instance of defendant, of the

value of 1^1,170, which remains unpaid, and that no lien has ever

been filed in relation thereto.

The prayer is for a money judgment for the sum due on the

contract and the value of the extra work.

The complaint is demurred to on the ground that it does not

state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action, and the

specific point urged in support of the demurrer is that by the

Amendment of March 15, 1887, to Section 1183, C. C. P., the

contract sued on is void, and that no action can be maintained

thereon.

The provision referred to in the cited section is as follows:
" In case of a contract between the reputed owner and his con-

tractor, the lien shall extend to the entire contract price, and
such contract shall operate as a lien in favor of all persons except
the contractor to the extent of the whole contract price, and

after all such liens are satisfied, then as a lien for any balance of

the contract price in favor of the contractor. All such contracts

shall be in writing when the amount agreed to be paid thereunder

exceeds f 1,000, and shall be subscribed by the parties thereto,
and the said contract, or a memorandum thereof. * *

shall,

before the work is commenced, be filed in tif office of the

County Recorder of the county or city and county, where the

property is situated,
* * * otherwise they shall be wholly

void, and no recovery shall be had thereon by either party
thereto."

If our attention be exclusively confined to the provisions

cited, and no njgard paid to the context or subject matter of the

leijislation tlnirein dealt with, the question presented would be of

easy solution in favor of the demurrant. But in the same chap-
ter a subsequent section is found, which provides that "nothing
contained in this chapter shall be construed to impair or affect

the right of any person to whom any debt may be due for work
done or materials furnished to maintain a personal action to

recover said debt against the person liable therefor." Section

1197.

This section has remained substantially the same since the

adoption of the codes, with the exception that the original sec-

tion in addition authorized the issuance of an attachment, not-

withstanding the existing lien and without impairing it.

It is insisted on behalf of the defendant that the provisions of

the two sections are inconsistent with each other, and so wholly
irreconcilable that they cannot stand together and both be given
effect; and that section 1183, as amended, being the later enact-

ment (the first amendment, containing the nullifying provision,
was passed March 18, 1885,) repeals l)y implication the original
Section 1197 and its amendment of March -'4, 1874.

t)n the other hand the plaintiff" contends that:

First—Section 1197, being the higher numl)er, must prevail
over the lower numbered Section 1183, in conformity with the

rule prescribed in Section 4484 of the Political Code, and
Second—That the entire Chapter 2 of Title IV., in which the

several provisions under consideration are found, deals exclus

ively with the sulyect of mechanics' liens and their enforcement,
and that th;' proper construction to be given to the language
found in Section 1183 is that the contract "shall be wholly void',

us the basis of a lieti "and no recovery shall be had th(!reon" in

an acticn to enforce a lien.

In support of this contention he calls attention to the he.id-

notes to the chapter in question and insists that the entire scope
of the chapter is in relation to liens, and cites decisions by the

Supreme Courts of this and other States to the effect that the

title of an act, although no part of the body, may be referred to

as teniling to explain the intention when the language is doubt-

ful, and tliat the headnotes to subdivisions of an act indicating
the particular subjects treated of in the several chapters are

entitled to ever, more consideration for that purpose. (Barnes vs.

Jones, 51 Cal. 3u6; ex-parte Koser, 60 Cal., 198.)
The headnotes of this chapter indicate that it is devoted to

"Liens of Mechanics and Other's Upon Real Property,' and the

whole scheme and spirit of the entire chapter is manifestly
devoted to that subject, but a careful perusal of all its provisions

clearly demonstrates that the Legislature was specially solicitous

in the first inst-ance to protect sub-con ti-actors, laborers and

material men who might be employed by or furnish materials at

the instance of the oi'iginal contractor, and as one ot the means
for affording them protection against the fraud or negligent con-

duct of both the contractor and the owner, provision was made
for grving at least constructive notice of the terms of the con-

tract by requiring it to be in wi-iting and placed of record.

This requirement is reasonable and just arrd in order to nrake such

provision effecti.e it is competent for the Legislature to provide
such penalty for its non-observance as it may deem proper,

including that of declaring the contract void and prohibiting any
recovery upon it.

It further occurs to me that construction contended for by the

plaintiff is insufficient to satisfy all of the conditions in which

the parties would be placed thereby.
If the provision was that the contract should not be enforced

against the owner, it nright possibly be harnronized with the con-

struction contended for by the plaintiff, but the declaration is

that "No recovery shall be had thereon by either party thereto."

That is, that not only the contractor shall not recover the con-

tract price but the owner shall not he allowed to recover

thereon for any damages he may sustain by reason of a breach

on the part of the contractor.

It will be further observed that, pursuing the controlling idea,

the Code provides that notwithstanding the fact that the contr-act

was made void for failui-e to record it, the subcontractors, mater-

ial, men, etc., are protected by allowing them to treat the dere-

lict owner as their employer in place of the contractor who may
have in fact employed them, and then give them a lien upon
the property for the work preformed by them.

The right to thus hold and enforce liens by material men
aL'ainst the premises was recognized in the case of the Giant
Powder Co vs. San Diego Flume Co., 20 Pacific Reporter, 420, a

and it irray not be improper to advert to the fact that Justice

Thornton in dr^livering the opinion of the court in that case, in

speaking of the effect of the failure to record tlie contract, says:
"The section of the Statues which declares such contracts wiiolly

void, declares how far it is void" citing Section 1138. "The
statute only declares the contract void as detween the parties
to it."

Although the rights of the contractor and owner as between
tlremselves were not the subject of direct inquiry in that case,

yet the validity of the contract was collaterally in questioir arrd a

neces.sary subject for consideration, for if tlie couti-act had been

held valid and enforceable no question could have arisen as to the

lights of the material men thereurrder in their dealings with the

contractor.

I do not deem it necessary to consider the question whether
or not Section 1197 supercedes Section 1183, for the reason that
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I am of the opinion that the two sections can be harmonized and
stand together.
As I have already indicated, Section 1183 should be construed

as declaring that the unrecorded contract is absolulely void.

Being void, it creatps no liability, no debt or other obligation, it

is nudem pactum.
Section 1197 speaks of a debt due for work done or material

furnished and declares that "Nothing contained in this chapter
shall be construed to impair or affect the right" to maintain an
action to recover such debt.

But it is obvious that if the contract and its performance does

not create a debt, we must look elsewhere for the subject of the

action preserved by the last cited section.

This. 1 think, is readily fo\iiid in the implied agreement arising
from the performance of in- labor by the builder or so-called

contractor, and the .ici:.|.taiice of such labor by the owner.

I think it is r. ;iaonable and just to hold that the contract

being void and not enforcible by either party, that there should

be no obstiacle to the operation of the implied contract to pay;
not a specific sum for a specified labor, but to pay the reasonable

value of the services rendered by one party and accepted and

enjoyed by the other.

I am therefore of the opinion that the second count which
sets forth a claim for extra work, outside the written contract,
and seeks to recover the reasonable value thereof, states a good
cause of action, and that the demurrer thereto should be over-

ruled.

For the reasons already indicated, I think the demurrer to the

first count should be sustained, and it is so ordered, with leave

to plaintiff to amend his complaint and count on a quantim
tneridt for the labor performed in the erection ef the buildings it

he shall so elect.

The Annual Meeting op the Stockholders of the Cali-

fornia Architectural Publishing Company will be held in the

rooms of the company at No. 408 California street on Tuesd.iy,
November 6th, 1889, at 10 a. m., to hear the report of officers,

elect directors for the ensuiug year and transact such other busi-

ness as may properly come before the meeting.
W. P. Moore, President. Oliver Everett, Secretarv.

San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 12, 1889.

WASHINGTON ITEMS.

On account of the heavy rain on the latter days of September,
the brickyards of Washington Territory are quite all shut down
and the making of bricks cannot be commenced until near May
1st, 1890. The price offered now for bricks, is now about $14,
and a manufacturer near Seattle refused $14 for 200,000

although he had 2,500,000 on hand, but he needed those for

contracts made in Seattle at less prices.

Already 1,000,000 bricks have been used on the new Denny
hotel in the basement, and 2,000,000 more will be required.
The basement walls of this hotel, if placed in a straight line, it is

said, would reach nearly a mile in length.
The Rainer hotel at Seattle is nearly roofed in, and Diller's

hotel is up to the first story.
At EUensbrugli, eighty-four new brick stores are going up

and a stone banking house.

Speaking of brick, we understand several of the manufacturers

will put in dry kilns before the next season coniraences so that

nature may not compel them to stop on October 1st, of every

year.
The Builders Material Company, is putting a new pressed

brick machine on Vashon Island, which will turnout 20,000
bricks a day and they have a plain brick machine already in

operation

Building in Seattle and Spokane is going on at a lively rate,

some 600 to 800 dwellings being in construction at the present
time at Seattle. These houses will cost all the way from

$1,000 to 12,000, and seldom over $4,000,
We would infer from the newspapers of Seattle thut the ar-

chitects who competed for the plans of a new courthouse tor

King county were not fully alive to the peculiar necessities of

such an institution,and that a Board of Commissioners had been
found up there who knew just what King county wanted.

Something like sixteen plans were submited in competition with

estimated cost running from $175,000 to $200,000 and all were

rejected
—

rejected because the plans were not suitable for King

county. The motion to reject was certainly not very compli-
mentary to the architects engaged, but then, the Board may
have desired to show what they know about architecture.

Query: Is it possible that sixteen different architects, or

firms, were each and all so deficient in the knowledge of what
was required of them that it takes the plans of the sixteen to

make an acceptable design.

We think this emphasizes what we have sometimes said, that
it would be far better to place the acceptance or rejection of

designs for public work in the hands of a competient committee
of duly qualified architects. When this shall be the rule there
will be a great advance in these buildings.

As a result, architect W. A. Ritchie is set to work miiking
plans from the rejected "Greek" plans, changing it from a two-

story and basement to a three story and basement building. The
appearance of the new courthouse will suggest the Ionic style as

intended.
' The basement will be of cut stone and the first and

second stories of brick with stone trimmings. Seattle

is looking forward to an imposing structure, that will be
known the moment you look at it, and be taken for a real genu-
ine courthouse as well as one that will not burn up on the slight-
est provocation.

REVIEWS.

We have received from Wm. T. Comstock, Pait IX of his

architectural studies, (city houses). This number illustrates the
best designes submitted in a competition given by Building, for

the planing of a home for a professional literateitr, and con-

tains several excellent solutions of the problem. Price, one

dollar, postage paid.

The Brickmaker a semi monthly publication at Chicago.
Price, $1 per year. As the name indicates, its columns will be

entirely in the interest of the brickmaker and his bricks. In
this connection we notice one very sensible article on the
"Nomenclature of Bricks" and the suggestion that the matter be
settled at the convention to be held in Philadelphia next
December.

The Canadian Architect Mid Builder publishes a very
caustic criticism on the "abuse" of the inverted arch. The
criticism, though written in an "inverted" style of composition, is

nevertheless effective in pointing out the possible failure of such
an arch when not constructed on scientific principles, and the

supervising architect is not fully alive to the importance of its

use.

Preliminary Notice.

The joint Convention of the American Institute of Architects
will be held in Cincinnati, opening on Wednesday, 20th of Novem-
ber next, at 10 a. m.

The annual reports to and of each organization shall be read,
and the Constitution and By-laws recommended for the reorgani-
zed Institute by the joint Committee on Consolidation, appointed
by the two bodies, will be submitted for the final action neces-

sary to consummate unification.

This will be followed by the reading and discussson of profes-
sional papers.

An exhibition of architectural illustrations, under the direc-

tion of the Cincinnati Architectural Club, will occur simulta-

neously with the Convention, viz: Tuesday, November 19th, to

which all the members of both existing organizations are cordi-

ally invited.

Before the close of the convention, opportunities will be

afforded for the inspection of the prominent and interesting
structures of the city, finished or in process of erection.

Members of either existing organization, having communica
tions or papers of interest to the professsion, which they propose
to submit to the joint Convention, should forward them to the

appropriate Secretary before the 1st Novenil)er ensuing.

Full particulars will be forwarded, in due course, to the mem-
bers, alike of the existing Western Association of Architects

and American Institute of Architects.

Joint Committee of Arrangements: E. H. Kendall, Chas.

Crapsey, N. S. Patton, Secretary W. A. A., 44 Montauk Block,

Chicago. A. J. Bloor, Secretary A. I. A., 18 Broadway, N. Y.

September 19th, 1889.
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CITY BUILDING NEWS.
^ustnn and Gough. Owner, Alice Kennedy; architect,

James K. Wolfe; contrajtora. Gray & Stover; s'jf'ied Sep-
tembiT 26; fil. d Sept' mber 27; cost, ^5 600; grading,
artificial StDiie pavement; payments, gl.fiou, piers are done;

$276, conipl ted; $ '2^y, 35 days.

/Iroderick, between Haight and Waller. Owner, W. E.

Oennison; contractor. F. W. Kern; surety, Behrend Joost;

sifTied sept. 18; filed Sept. 20; cost, §4,855. 100 days: 2-8tory
frame: pa\ nients, 81 200 ready for lathing; $1 200 hard fin-

ished; «l,200, completed; *1,255, 35 days.

Broadway and Goujjh. Owner, Amelia h, Leszynsky: archi-

t"ct, J. Marqui?; contractor, C, Coady: s'gned Sept. 12: filad

Sept, 21; cost, S4,525; to build; pj,yment8, $000, fr:imed;

$800, floors laid; S:900, brown-coated ; $1,075, completed,
$1,150, 35 days.

Bash aid Baker. Owner, Chas. W. Kenitzer; architect,
Kenitzer & Kollofrath; contractor, A. Miller; sureties,
('has. V. Dee and John C. Roberts, $3,000; signed Septem-
ber 24; fill d, September -^5; cost, $6,(150; December 20,

1S89; Two-story frame; payments, 31,000 framed; $2,000,
roofed; $1,600 'ready to paint; $400, completed; $1,660,
35 days.

jRroderick and Haight- Owner, \Vm. W, Bishop; architects,
Townsend and VVyneken; contractor, K. O. Chandler;
signed, September 24; filed Septe nber 26; cost, $5,477;

painting; payments, $500, outside first coat and iniside

second coat is on; $500, outside second coat and inside last

coat is on; $750, accepted.

/frine, betweeti Howard and Folsom. Owner, John Wyhs
and wife; architect, Kred Weinoehl; contractor, Fred Wein-
oehl; signed, Sept. 4; filed, Sept. 4; cost, $3,950, 00 days,

carpenter work: payments. $500 framed; $300 under roof,

etc; $400 brown mortared; $70C white mortared ; $560 50

completed; $987 50, 35 days.

Wluxome, between Fourth and Fifth. Owner, Mrs. M. F.

S. Searles; architects, Schulze & Meeker; contractor,
.lohn T. Grant; cost, $1,175; signed, September 7; filed,

September, 11; 25 days complete a stable; payments, $881,

completed; $294, 35 days.

f'laraLanc, bet. Bush and Butt?. Owner, F. Lemme; ar-

chitect, P. R. Schmidt; contractor. C. Chi^holal; sureties,
James Conlin and J. J. McKinnnn; signed, Sept. 28; filed.

Sept 30; cost, $11,700; 95 dayf, 3-8tory brick; $2,200 second

story joists laid; $2, 2(.X) topped; $2,200 baaement floor laid;

$2,100 completed; $3,000, 35 days.

California and Broderick. Owner, Mrs. M. B. Healey; archi-
t ct. C. C. Morehouse; contractor. James Campbell: signed
Sept. 30; filed Oct. 5; cost, $4,230: Jan. ), '90; to build;

payments, S900, roof-boards en; $I,02O, sasles set; $1,250.
complettd; $1,060, 35 days.

day and Hyde.. Owner, Martha McL. Ewer; architect, Clin-
ton l)ay; contractor, GeorgeV. Hussey; signed Oct. 1: filed

Oct. 2; cost. $7,900; to build; $1,100 sheathed; $1,400 chim-
neys built: $900, prime coat of paint on; $1,000, inside ready
for painter; $1,526, completed; $1,975, 35 days.

Clinton Park and Dolores street. Owners, Henry Preggeand
wife; architect, Bernard Dreytr; contractor, Bernard
Dreyer; signed Oct. 1; filed Oct. 2; cost, $5,600; 90 days;
2-story frame; payments, $1,376, framed; $1,376, brown
mortar on. $1,375, white mortar on; $1,37.*>, completed.

Church and Army. Owner, F. F. Speckman; architects, John
&Bilczvnski; contractors, Schutt & Krecker; signed Sept.
28; filed Oct. 2; cost, §4,665: 2-story frame and stable; pay-
ments, $800, framed; $800, partitions set; $1,000, outside
finish on; $900. inside ready to paint; $1,165,35 days.

Cor Baker and Vallejo. Owner, H. R. Hopps; contractor, J.
A. R- mmel; sureties, F. and M. Marcuse, $1,500; s gned,
Aug. 29; filed -ept. 14; c st, $2,250; Jan. 15, '90; to build;

p yn ents, $562 50, framed; $562.50, brown coated; $562.-50

completed; $562.50, 35 days.

C pp, between 22d and 23d. <^'wner, Mary E. Von Schroder
architect T. J. Welch; contractors, Brennan & Fladung.
signed September 27th; filed September 2&; cost $6,100; 24

days ;payrafnts Painting, &c; 75 per cent, as work progresses
balance.

Clayton,near Page. Owner, Frederick Bryan and wife; ar-

chitecs, John T. Kidd; contractor; John Bruce; signed,
Sc; t. 4; fih'd, Sept. 4; cost, $2,145, 70days payments, $600
framed; $500 plastered; $300 white coated, etc; '$209 com-
pleted; $536, 35 days.

Church near 2l8t. Owner, S Stemmer; architect, Wm.
Mfioser; contractor, A. C. Rogers; sureties, C S. Holmes
and H. C. Simmers, $2,500; signed September 14; filed,

September 23; cost, $3,900; frame building; payments, 76

percent as work progn-sses; balance, 35 days.

Kddy, bet. Fillmore and Steiner. Owner, S. F. Laundry
Ass'n; architect, Percy*: Hamilton; contractor, Richordson
&;Gale; signed, Sept. 26; filed, Oct. 1; cost, $1,'95; chimney
100 feet high; 75 per cent, on completion; bal. 35 days.

Klisand Levenworth. Owner, A. C. Heinken; architects,
Townsend & Uyneken; contractors, The Grny A. S. P. Co.;
signed, September 24; filed September 26; cost,
$2,500; two dwellings; payments, $900, enclosed;
$1,000, water pipes in; $1,000 inside hard finished; $1,000,

completed; $1,300, 35 days.

Kills and Polk. Owner, P M. Flood, architect, Wm. F.
Smith; cnntractor, F. W. Kerr; cost. $0,880; signed Sept.
4; fil.d Sept, 13; $1,290 framed; $1,290 ready for plaster-
ing, $1,290 ready for painting; $1,290 completed; $1,720, 35

days.

Kddyand Larkin. Ownsr; Sacred Heart College; architects,
John J. Clark; contractor, Georee Goodman; signed, Aug.
22; filed, Aug. 31; cost, $200, artificial stone sidewalk, etc:

payments, 75 per cent, as work (»rogres8es, balance, 35

days.

Kddy and Lagum. Owner, Maurice Getz; architect; John
Gash; co- tractors, Rohling& Crawford; sureties, F. Joost
aud Humboldt Mill Co.; cost, $7,600; signed Sept. 6; filed

Sept. 11; two houses; piyments, $1,500 frame); $1,000 brown
mortared; 81,100 white mortared; 81,110 outside finish on;
$1,100 completed; $1,900, 35 days.

Eighteenth street, marClover Alley Owner.Johaniie Petsoh

contractor, .1. C. Brown; signed, Sept. 7; filed, Sept. 7

cftst, $1,010; payments, $260 framed; $300 all frames set

$250 white coat plaster; $210 completed.

J-'i-urth and Townsend. Owner, Mary K. Knoll; architect, M.

J. Walsh; contractor, M. C. Lyrch; signed, Sept. 19; filed,

Sept. 30; cost, $13,858; to build; $3,464 50 roofed, $;^,464 50

first coat of mortar is on; $8,464 50 completed; $3,464 50,

35 days.

|fV)l!jom and Caroline. Owner, John Tamoung; architects,

Townsend & Wyneken; contractors C. A. Naherty; cost,

SS,780; signed Sept. 11; filei Sept. 12; 3-8tnry frune; pay-

ments, $1,400 framed; $1,780 brown-coated; $1,700 white-

coated; $1,700 completed; $2,200, 35 days.

_Folsom near 11th. Owner,Cha8. Bogan; atchitect, James P.

Chadwick; contractor, Mav«ier & Green; sureties, Mat-

thew Harris and Hugh B. Jones. $4,0nu; signed, Septem-
23; filed, September 24; cost, $6,700; 90 days, four flats;

$1,256.25, roofed; $1,256.25, brown coated; $1,256.25,
outside finish on; $1,256,25, completed; $1,675, 36 taye.

I.5th. near Castro Owner, John Dolan; contractor, A. J.

McKee; signed, Aug. 15; filed, Sept. 4; cost, $2,400. Nov.

20, '89, two story house; payments, $700 inclosed; $700
brown coated; $1 000 completed.

J-'oIsom atid 23d. Owner, P. H. Bielenberg; architct, W.

Winterhalter; contractor, George W. Farnum; sureties. F.

Joost and W. Thyarks; cost, $5,600; signed Sept. 13; filed

Sept. 13; 90 da3s; 2-story frame; payments, $1,200 enclosed;

$1,000 brown-mortared; $1,000 hard finish on; $1,000 com-

pleted; $1,400, 35 days.

Folsom, corner of 2nd and Dow Place. Owners, Boyd &
Davis; architect. Jno. M. Curtis; contractor, H. W.

Hannemann; sureties, Chas. Schroth and M. Shotwell.

$2,000; signed. Sept- niber 26; filed September 23; cost,

$2,868; to build; payments, 75 per cent, as work pro-

gress; balance, 35 days.

JPoIsom, between 13th and 14th. Owner, Geo. Schafer;con;
tractor, F. L. Hansen; signed Sept. 13; filed Sept. 17, cost,

$7,875; two 2-story frames; payments, $1,500 framed; $1,000

tnclosed; $1,500 rough mortared; $1,875 white mortared-

$2,000, 35 days.

Greenwich aiid Taylor. Owni r, Maiia San Pedro; architect
B. E. Henriksen; contractor, Krbert Currie; sign< d Sept
16; filed Sept. 17; cost, $9,100; three 2-8fory frames; pay
ments, $1,705 roofed; $1;705 brown coated; $1,705 white-

coated; $1,705 trimming on; $2,280, 35 days.

Geary and Octavia. Owner, Francisca E. de Los M de

Smith; contractor, Geo. E. Voelke; contractor, F. Klatt;

sureties, Bthrend Joost and J. K. Kennedy, $8,000; signed
Sept. 14;fded Sept. 19; cost, $11,340; 2-8tory frame; pay-
ments, $500 first-story jnistgare on; $l,70n, plumbing iione;

$2,500 brown coated; $2,50 second coat of plaster is on;
$1,200 accepttd; $2,840, 35 da^s.

Geary and Devisadero. Owner, August ,Brune; architect,
Emil John; contractors, Schutt & Krecker; cost, $4321;

signed Sept. 6; filed Sept. 10; 2-story frame; $800 framed;
$700 enclosed; $800 white coated, $921 completed; $1,100,35
da\8.

Green ai>d Octavia. Owner, C. M. Symmd-; architect, S.

C. Warden; contractoi, R. Rechenbaeh; et al;sureties, A. '.

Turner and Fridolin Ott,S2,0f'0; signed, Sept. 7: filed, Aug.
31; cost, $2 142, Nov. 14. '89—To Build; payments. $.500 en-

closed;$500 brown coated; $500 compl ted; $642, 35 days.

//arrison, between 23d and 24th. Own r, L. M. Kennedy;
contractor, F. Nelson; signed, Sept. 4; filed, Sept. 5; ooit,

$1,^80, one-story cottage; $700 first coat of mortar is on;

$680, 35 drtys.

.Wayes, between Gough and Octavia. Owner, G. Hilde-

brindt; architect, G. Hildebr<ndt; contractor, Chas. Quinn;
signed, Sept. 4; filed, Sept. 4;co8t; $i;,950, 100 days, three-

story frame; payments, $1,850 brick work done; $1,8.S0,

brown coated; $1,850 white coated; $1,900 completed;
$2,500, 36 days.

Jfoward, between 22nd and 23d. Owner, Mar> E, Von
Schroeder; architect, T. J. Welch; contractor, JamcB Mcln-

cry; sureties, Preston & McKinnon, $25,000; si^jii'-d Sept.
14; filed Sept. 17; cost, $76,887; 6months; brick and carpen-
ter work for two 3-8tory buildings; pa.\me ts, 75 per cent,

monthly as work progresses, balance, 35 days.

Jfoward. between 22nd and 23d. Owner, Mary E. Von
Schroeder; architect, T. J. Welch; contractors, Duffy Bros.;

Hureties, Wm. Cronan and M. H. De Young, $5,000; signed

Sept. 14; filed Sept. 17; cost, $16,276; plumbing and gas fit-

ting; payments, 75 per cent, per month as work progresses;
balance, 35 days.

/Toward, between 22nd and 23d. Owner, Mary E. Von
Schroeder; architect, T. J. Welch; contractor. James W.
Smith; snretiei, John Coop and B. Joost, $25,000; signed
Sept. 14; filed S-pt. 17; cost, $64,477; 5 months; plastcrnig
and electric work; payments monthly, 75 jwr cent, of value
of work done; nalance, 36 days.

J/oward, between 22nd and 23d. Owner, Mary E. Von
Schroedei ; architect, T. J. Welch; contractor, Wm. CronaT,
sureties, Geo. Duffy and W, H. Mahoney, $1, .500; signed
Sept. 14; filed Sept. 17; cost, $6,995; tin work; payments, 75

per cent, as work progresses; balance, 35 days.

Tfoward, bttw«;n 22nd and 23d. Owner, Mary E. Von
Schrceder; architect, T. J. Welch; contractor, Bernard

Bradley:8urety, A. Bernard, $2,500; signed Sept. 14; filed

Sept. 17; cost, $10,290; piinting and v.irniahing; payments,
75per cent, as work progresses; balance, 35 days.

jffyde, between Green and Union. Owner. Julius Kanngei-
ser; architect, Geo. R. Bowles; contractor, Geo. R. Bowles;
signed Sept. 18; filed Sept. 19; cost, $3,100; 2-8tory house;
payments, $600 framed; $600 ready for lathing; $600 plas-
tered; $600, ready fjr painting; $700, completed.

Hermann and Webster. Owner, Mathias Jobst; r.rchitect, R.

Zimmerman; contractors, Fuchs and Bucher;) signed Get. 1;

filed Oct 1; cost. $7,593; Jan. 15, '90; 2-8tory frame: pay-
ments, $1,425, framed; $1,425, partitions set; $1,425, ready
for painting; $1,425, accepted; $1,893, 35 days.

Koward, bet. 3d and 4th. Owner, Mary J. Morrow; archi-

tect, W. n. Armit^ge; contractor, Jas. R. Whalen, signed

Oct. 1; filed Oct. 1; cost, $5,.50O; 80 days; S-storv frame;

payments, $1,000 frimied; $1,125, brown-coated; $1,000,

white-coated; $1,OOU completed; $1,375, 35 days.

Hermann street, and Elgin Park, Owner, Emil Woenne;
architetrt, R. Zimmermann; contractor, Brennan Flad-

ung; signed, September 18; filed, September 26; cost,

$1,650; brickwork for four 3-8tory frameb; $850 foundation

in; $B00, chimney tops set; $800, 35 days.

/ferrnann street near Elgin Park. Owner, Kmil Woen«e;
architect, R. Zimmermann; contractor, F. V. Steinmann;

signed Septtmber 18; filed September 25; cost, $19,400;
brick and carpenter work; four 3-8tory frames; $1,000 first

floor joists laid; $1,000 first story frame up; $1,000 sec nd
and third story frames up; $1,000.

Herrmann str et, near Elgin Park. Owner, Emil Woenne;
architect, R. Zimmermann; contractor. Chas. M. I'epew;

signed September 18; filed September 25; ccst. $4,25r;

roofed; $1,500 floors laid; §2.4P0 outside fi.dsh on; $2,000,

glazed, etc.; $2,000 accepted; $5,600, 35 days.

Herrmann street, near Elgin Park. Owner, Emil Woenne;
architect, R. Zimmermann; contractor, Louis Hufschmidt
& Bros.; signed September 18; fi ed September 25; cost,

$2,162; mill work; $800 outside finish ia on; $80ii i::sid<-

finish is on; $800 blinds hung; $800 accepted; $l,0.-)0, 35

days.

Herrmann strf-et near Eltrin Park, Owner. Emil Woenne;
architect 11. Zimmerman; contractor. August Fick; signed

September 18; filed September 25; cost, $1,750; plumbing,
etc.; $800. first certificate is delivered; $800. second certifi

cate is delivered; $562 accepted.

Howard near 17th. Owner, Ulrich Remensperger; architect,
v\ . W interholter; contractor, Th o Von Borsttl; sureties,
F. Joost and D. VVoerncr; signed, S pt. 3; filed. Sept, 4;

est, $5 149; payments, $1,200 enclosed; $1,200 brown
coated; $1,000 hard finish is on; $1200 completed; $1,549,
35 d ys,

Zvy avenue, between Buchanan and Web-ter, Owner, F.

Sicfke; architect, P. R. Schmidt; contrac'or, J. O'Connell;

sureties, J W. Leahy and J. Molony; signed, September
16; filed, September 25; cost, $3,700; 80 days; two-story
frame; payments, $925, rough plumbing done; $925 hard
finished; .$925 completed; .$925, 35 days.

Jackson and Larkin. Owner, Mary H. Barrington; architect,
Geo. Barringtop; contractor, James C. Bassett; sureties;
A. Kendall and James I McKir'uon, $3,000; signed^ Sept.'
6; fi ed, Sept. 7; cost, $5,700, 9" days to build; paimcnts
$1,068 76 framed; $1,068 75 brown coated; $1,068 75 outside
is tainted; $1,068 75 completed; $1,425, 35 days.

Kearny and Pine. Owner, Moses Rosenbaum; architect,
Salfield and Kohlberg; crntractor, Richardson & Gale-
signed. Aug. 29; filed, Sept. 4; cost. $2,500. 90 days, car-

penter work; payments, $2,500 completed,

Kearny and Wa'-hington, Owner, Louis Achultz; architect,
Wm. Mooser; contractor, Wm. H. Birch & Co.; siyned
September 6; filed S' ptember 23; cost, $1,720; elevator;
payments, 75 per cent as work is done; ba'ance, 36 days.

Xaguna and Lumbard . Owner, G. Filipelli ; architect.
Emile Depierre; contr ctor, J. G. Chase; surety, A. Ben-
n<^tt, $800; signed September 21; filed September 23; cost,
^1.585; 60 dajs frame buildir g; payments, 75 per cent, as
work progiesses; bal nee, 35 days.

Xyon near McAUis-e". Owner, Adolph Goehifg; architect,
John & Balrzynski; conti actor, Fuchs & Bucher; signed
Sept. 2; filed, Sept. 4; cost. $4,000, twc cot ages; payments".
$800 framed; $600 enclosed, etc; $800 white coated; $S0O
completed; $1,000, Soda^s.

Xarkin and Pii.e. Owner, A. Frowning; architects, Ken-
itzer & KoPofrath; contractor, C. F. Ruppell; sureties.
Christian Helwig and William Muche, $.^,000; signed Sept
.30; filed Oct. 4; cost, $9,922; Jan. 30, '90; two 2-«"torv

f>ames; payments, $1,500, framed; $1,500, roofed; $1,500.
first co.it of plaster is on; $1,200, plastering finished; |I,742,
completed; $2,480, 35 days.

JUapleand California. Owner, ( hildrens* Hrppital; auhi-
tects. B. McDougall & Son; contractor, A. Jackson; signed
Oct. 2; filed Oct. 2; cost;$^.075; l-story frame; payments,
$1,000, brown mortar on; $556.25, completed; $51*8.75, 35
days.

*fain, bet Mission and Howard. Owner, The Pelton Water
Wheel Co; archirect, Percy & H milton; contractors, Ran-
some& Gushing; signed, Sep(. 27;filed, Sept. 30: cost, $770;
concrete work; 75 per cent, as work progressts; bal. on com-
pletion.

ilfcAllister, between Fillmore and Steiner. Owner, E. F.
Baruth; architect, P. 11. Schmidt; contract* r, A. McKay;
sureties, Henry Goetze a' d C. A. Betuiett; signed Sept. 18*

filed Sept. 19; cost, $6,200; Dec. 14, '89; 2-8tory frame: pav!
ments, $1,150, framed: $1,150, rough plumbing in; $l.lGo-
hard finished; $1,200, completed; $1,5.50, 36 days. ,

JIfcAllister and Jones. Owner, Hibernia Savings and Loan
Society; architects, Pissis & Moore; contractor, O. E
Brady; cost, $177,009; signed Aug. 31; filed Sept. 13; ato- e-

work of new bank building; payments in InKtallroents on
the Ist and 15th of month as work progresses, in sums
equal to 75 ner cent of work done; baltnce, 25 percent,
when work is completed.

Jtfason. Owner, E. Betg r; architect, E. Belger; contractor,
J. P. Hansen; signed Aug. 13; filed Sept. 14; cost, $1,800:
60 days; to build; payments, $45f> framed; $400 first coat of

plaster is on; $500 completed; $450, 35 days.

JVatoma, between 11th and 12th. Owner, Wm. Schehr and
wife; contractor, A. C. Rogers; sureties. C. S. Holmes,
$2 GOO; signed, Sept. 5; filid. Sept. 6; cost. ^4,500, three-
8tx)rv frame; payments, $1 f 00 framed; $1,000 brown coated,
$1,000 hard finish is on; $1,000, 35 days.
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Owner, S. S. & N. P. R'way Co.; contractors, Hinckl y.

Spiers & Hiyes; cost; ST9,900; signed Sept. 6, filed Sept. 10;

9 munth2; macliinery for steamer; payments, 75 per cent,

to be paid as work is done; balance, 25 per cent., 35 days
after completion.

Owner, S, F, & N. P. R'wav Co,; contractors. Dickey Bros.;

cost, $15,260; sijfned Sept. 6; filed Sept. 10; 6 months to

build steamer; payments, 20 per cent, boit is in frame;
20 per cent, keels on, etc. ;

20 per c nt deck is in, 15 pi r

cent iJick is laid. 25 per cent, 35 days.

Oak, between i'"ranklin and Gousrh. Owner. F. Hofleiji:

archit'--ct, P. R. Schmidt; contr.actor, Wm. T. Commerj';
sureties, E. II. GreenwaM and M. (.'ohen; signed Sept. 10;

filed Sept. 20; cost, *2:i,836; 120 days; 3 story f anie; pay-

ments, «2,836, first story up; $3,000, enclosed; $3,000;

resdy to lath; $3,000, b-own-ooated; $3,000, hard-fin-

ished; $3,000, oompleteJ; $6,000, 35 days.

Oak a'>d Steiner. Owner, P. Tillaux; a'chiteet, M. J*

Welch; cont'actor, R. P-'-rkcr; cost. $4 350; signed Sept. 12:

filed Sept. 12; to bui'd; payments, $1,087.50 framed;

$1,08^.50 brown mortar is on; $l,0S7.5O completed;
$1,087.60, 35 days.

Owner, .John Talfourti: contractors, Mnllins Bros. : sureties,

ames Alexander $9.'i0; s-gncd Sept. 2(i; filed 'let. 5; cost,

1950; Nov. 28, '89; addititins: payments, $3.^,0, framed: $250,

plastered; balance in instalUnei.ts of $30 until all payments
are made.

Page near Pierc^. Owner, John H. Brun-'ings; architect,

Chas. I. Hav ns; contrictor, F. W. Kern; signetl, Septem-
ber 24; filed September 28; cost, $6,200; 2-stiry fiame;

payments 25 per cant, framed; partitions set; 25 percent,
inside fini.'»h complete; 25 percent., 35 days.

J^e, near Scott. Owner, Robert V. Lucy; architects. John
& Balczynski; contractors White Bros.; signed Sept. 13;

filed Sept. 17; co.rt; S5.360; 3-story frame; pa.Mnents, $1,200
framed; $1,500 rough mortared; $1,320 completed; $1,340,
35 days.

Po t and Octavia. Owner, W. H. Adams; architect, Wm.
H. Armitage; contractor; O. K. White; sureties, Chas. F.

and H'rank P. Doe, $10,OC0; cost, $18,000; signed Sept. 3;

filed Sept.. 11; 100 days, two 2-story fr.im.s; payments,
$2.5 )0 framed: $'i.500 brown-coated; $2,250 white-coat-id;

$2,500 finished; $3,260, 35 days.

Perrin and Steiner. Owner, Mnry F. Kennedy; contractor,
J. P. Shopard; signed. Sept. 8; filed Sept. 4; cost t2 400;

75 days, to liuila; $fiOOenelosed; ^$600 brown mortared;

$600 completed ; $000. 85 days.

pacific and Octavia. Owner, B. J. Hoflfarker; architect, John

JbBalrzynski; contractor, Wm. Pluns; signed. Aug. 31;

filed, Sept. 4; cost $8 970; paj-nients; $2,000 framed; $1,600

enclosed; $1,500 white co itcd; $1,720 completed, $2 250, 35

days.

Page near Scott. Owner, J. Peters'in; architect, R. H.

White; cont'a-tor, w. Pluns; sureties. F. Jooat atjd D.
v oer..er, $4,0tM); sig ed, Sept. 4;fllen. Sept. 5; cost, $.5,690,

90 days; $900 fnmed; $700 enclos..d; $700 brown coated; $800

standing finish is on;$u90 completed; $2,000, 35 days.

Pacifi'", near Steiner. Owner, James Stewart: architect.

Wm. F. Smith; contr cto , iehard Kic :; signed Oct '; filed

(let. 2; cost, $2,665; plumbing; payments, $960.50, rough
plumbing in; $960.50, comp et'd: $644,35 da^s.

Prosper near 16th. Owner, Brusa Aschile; contractor, L.

Ouneo. etal; sig-ied, Sept. 2"; filed, Sept. 30; cost, $1,676;

1-st-iry frame; $418 75framed; $418 75 brown coated; $418-
76 fiidshed; $418 76.35 days.

Pacific, near steiner. Owner, .lames St wart; architect, Wm
F. Smith; contractor. F. W Kim; siirned Oct. 1; filed

Oct. 2; cost, $19,270; three dwellings; pavraenis,

$2,890.50, framed; $-J,890.60, shingled; $2,890.60, br.iwn-

coated; 2,890.50, sta diug finish is up; $2,890.50, completed;
81,817.50, 35 days

PaclBoand Laguna. Owner, IX F. w»lker; architect, » m.
F. Smith; contractor, James H. O'Brien; signed Oct. 2;

filed Oct. 2; cost, $1 790; 25 days; grading a lot; pavments,
first payment, $671.25; second, .$671.26; tl ird, $4'47.50.

J*ine and Devisadero. Owner, w. c. Hildebrandt; architects,
J. J. and T. D. Newsom; contractor, F. 0. Adams; sureties,
Wm. Van Noordcn and M. P. How , $4,000; signed Oct. 1;

filed Oct 3; cost, $4 958, Jan. 1, '89; to build; payments,

$929.50, flamed; $929.60, chimneys built, etc.; $800 stable

built, e:c.; 81,059, completed; balance, 35 days.

/fitch k Folsom. Owner, O; Moimicot; contractor, A.

McKay; sureties. A. J. Turner & f . Gill, $2,0UO; cOot,

$,4,000; signed Sept. U; filed Sept. 12; ^ v. 1, '90; 2-story
frame: pa.vmente, $600 first floor of joists are on; $600
framed; $600 brown-coated; $tiuO ready to paint; $600 com-

pleted; $1,000, 36 days.

(Seventh and King. Owner, Kagle Oil Refining Co.; con-

tractors, Riley A Loane; signed, Sept. 13; filed Sept. 14;
cost $1,500; 15 days; warehouse; payments, $1,125 com-

pleted ; $376, 6u days.

iWixth and Stevenson. Owner, Ma garetha Schewrdt; con-

tractor, J. S. Ecker; signed, Sept. 14: filed .Sept. 16; cost,

$1,025; foundation wail; payments, the first two imymtnts
as work progresses; bala ce when completed.

Stenart & Mifls'on. Owner, Ernest Brand; architect, H.

Oeilfuss; contractors, Schutt&Krec er;c08t. $9,983; signed
Sept. 7; filed Sept. 11; S-story brick; payments, $1280 frst-
8t rj' Joists laid; $1,870 fire walls topped; $1,870 brown
coated; $1,873 completed; $2,600, 35 ilays.

Sanchez and 16th. Owner, Hannah Donlan; architect, Pat-
rick Dolan; contractor, Kohl'ng & Crawford; cost, $4,825:

signed Sept. 10; filed Sept. 11; 9i) days; 3-8tory frame, pay-
ments, $900 framed; $9ll0 ready for plastering; $900 win-
dows In; $950 completed; $1,226, 35 days.

5cott and Vallejo. Owner, Stanley Forbes; architect, Fred
E. Wilcox; contractor. Lord & Boynton; signed; Sept 4;
filed Sept 5; cost, $4,775, to build; payments, $1,200
framed; $1,200 brown coated; $1,181 25 completed; $1,193-

76, 86 days.

Steuart ana Xission. Owner, J. O'SuUivan; architect. H.
Oeilfuss; contractors. Schutt & Krecker; cost, $4,383; siu'ned

Sept. 7; hied >ept. 13; excavation, brick and stonework;
payme ts, $1,400 first-storv joists are laid; $1,400 fire walls painted; SI 700 35 (lavs
ate topped out; $486 completed; $1,11,0, 85 days.

' ' •"

Pacific avenue, between Oak and Walaut street,

Alameda. Owner, Mrs. Henrietta Brand; archi'

teot, Chas. S. Shauer; couractor, D. S. Bre-
haut and J. C. Diamond; sureties, Huber Crowe,
J. R. Bigles and J. H. Cory, 1$.3,00; signed Oct.

5tli; 105 days; payments $1,275 sheathing on;
$1,275, roof on; i?l,275 brown mortar on; $1,275,

(Sixth and Berry. Owners, Pacific Woodware a- 'd CO'»perage
Co.; arehitec*, James E. Wolfe; contractor, I,. D. Frich-

ette; signed Oct. 1; fi td Oct. 2; cost, $5,675; to build new,
and raise and remove old buildings; payments, 75 per
cetit. as work progresses; balance, 35 days.

Second Ave., bet, Pt. Lobos Ave. and A street. Owner, Wm*
Ensburv; architect, Ch.is. J. I. Devlit.; contractor, Thos.
Elani; sureties, W. A. Meeker and Fr nk P. Doe, $1,000;

signed, Aug. 21; filed. Oct. 1; cost, $l,6-'0; 60 days, 1-st iry
f ame; $260 framed; $565 roof complete; $400 completed;
$405, 36 days.

.Shotwell. a'd 21st. Owner, Wilhelniina 11. Becker; architect,

M. J. Walsh; contr.ictor, R. O. Davis; signed Sept. 26; filed

Oct. 1; cost, $3,950; to build; payments, 89S7.50, framed;
^87.50, brown-coated: $987.50, completed: $987.50, 35 days.

ShotweP, near 14th. Owner, J. W. Stanley; architect, M J.

Walsh: contractor, Ovid Hrault; signed Sept. 28: filed Oct.

1; cost, $3,235; to build: payme- ts, $808.76, framed: $h08.75

brown-coated; $808.76, completed; $808.75, 36 d j'f.

Twe' ty-first and Valencia. Owner, E. A. Schumacher; arch-

itectj Chas. I. Havens; contractor, C. E DunsheC; s gned
Oct. a; filed net. 3: cost. $4,890; 2-story fiame; payments,
$900, enclosed; $900, brown-coated, etc.; $900, hard fin-

ished; $965, completed, $1,226, 35 d'lys.

ifennesseo near Butte Owner, David Brady; architect, M.
". Welsh; contractor, K. O. Davis; signed, Sept. 2: filed.

Sept 7; cost, $1,257, additiorjal story; paymeiits, $314 86

framed; $3 14 25 brown mortared; $314 26 comp.cted; $314,

25, 35 days.

Failcjc, nearBnchan'n. Owner. P. M Mawk: contracto-. J.

A. Owen; signed Aug. 12; fi ed Oct. 2; cost, $l,0LO t" giade
a 60-varalot; pay i.ents, 1-8 if tot -I sum upon completion
of 1-3 of the work; 1-8 upon completion of 2-8 of the work;
balance on completion.

Fallejo and Webster. Owner, E. H. Moore; architect. t"'ope"
land & Pierc ; co-tractor. Healing & Kretzel; sureties,.!. ,hn
Murra\ and -'a e Healing; signed, Aug 29; filed, Sept. 6;

cost, $5,462, 100 days, two-story frime; payments, $6,000
brick work done;.4'9.000framd: $l,OiXI brown co.teti; $700
white coated; $896 .50 completed ; $1 365 .50, 35 days.

Owner, William H. McDonald; contractor,
Oakland Iron Works; signed October, 5; filed

October 5; cost, $.3,500; November 1, '89; fouii-

dry and machine shop and water tank; §2,0(X);

completed; Sl,.500, 35 days.

Lot 10, Block I, 50 Associates Tract, Kast O.ik-

land; owner, Samuel Rawson; architect, A. U.
Denke; contractor, J. H. Styles; signed, Septemtier
17tli; filed, September 20th, cost, 12,400; Decem-
ber 31, '89; cottage; p;iymenl9, |;600, framed;
$000, brown mortar on; $000, completed; $600, 35
days.

Southwest corner of Tenth and Chestnut streets,
Oakland; owner, Cliarles T. Rodolph; architect,
H. H. Adams; contractor, H. H. Aelams; signed,
September 18th; filed, September •20th; cost,
$2,900; December IS, '89; two-story frame; pay-
ments, §580, roof on; $.580, brown mortar on; $580,
white mortar , on J580; completed; $580, 35 days.

Park street. Alameda, owner, George L.

Lewis; architect, A. K. Dcnke; contractor, J. H
Young; signed, September 19th; filed, September
21st; cost, $3,675; December 24, '88, twn-atory
frame; payments, f,500, framed; |400, shingU'd;
$900, two coats of phister on; $900, tinislied; $975,'
35 days.

Lot 5, Peralto Park, Oakland Township, owner;
Miss Anita Fallon; architect, Fred K. Wilco.v,
contractors. Lord & Boynton; sisned, Scptemlicr
17tli; filed, September 21st; cost, 3, .500; two-story
frame; payments, $875, frame; $875, first coat of
mortar on; $875, completed; $875, 35 days.

Lot 5, Block B, 50 Asso. VV., Kast Oakland;
owner. John ^felson; architect, Fred E. Wilcox-

Kallejo, 168, near Po'k. Owner, Th^.mas Y. Knipe; architect, contractor, J. A. Kastman; signed, .Septembei'
17th; filed, September 2.3d; cost, $1,.375; 50 davs;

B. E. Henriksen; contrictor, K. H. Thornton: sureties;
Harris & Jones, $1,600; signed, Sept. 3; filed. Sept. 6; cost,

$6,000, two-storv frame; paymt^nts, $1,125 rough plumbing
done; $1,125 br wn co ted; $1,125 white coated; $1,1'25

varnishing completed; $1,500. 35da>8.

Fal'ejo near Buchanan. Owner, F. W. Kern; architect, H.

Geilfnss; contractor, Fred'd Wagner; signed September 18;
filed September 23; cost. $1,208: brick work; payments,
$450, framed: $458, chimneys topped out; $300, 85 days.

Fallejo and Buchanan. Owner, Cajsar Berthcau; architect, -,- . j.__., „- ,

H Gcilfuss: contrac'or, r. W. Ker
; sign d Sent 18: filed p'etcfl; fi)oU, .to days.

Sept. 21; cost' $7,400. payments, $1,110. framcl; $1,110 r. -i i a, i ,. ..
floors laid; $1,110, brown-coated. $1,110, whitc-coited: Railroad avenue, Alameda; owner, Mrs. Maiy
81,110, ready for painting; $1,850, .•15 days. White; architect, G. A. Benseman; conlractor, G.

„ „ . . „ ^ , „ . U-. 1 u -A^- Benseman; signed, September 4th. filed, Sen-
Fallejo and Sansome. Owner, Ann Price; architect, J hn . , oo i T oi pi\i\ 7-1 ' F
T. Kidd; contractor, C.Peterson; sureties, Frank P. I.alson

temoer AW; cost, »il,tOU, to (lays payments;
and A. W. starbird; co^t, $-2,680; signed Sept 11; filed $400, frame up; $400, brown mortar on; .$400, coni-
Sept. 13; 2-story frame; pavments, $600 framed; $600 pleted^ $400, 35 days.
brown-coated; $400 white-coated; $335 complete I; $645, 85

'

Lots 8, 9, 10, Block M, Kennedy,

frame; payments, f.343, closed in; f343, brown
mortar on; $343, white coat on; $346, '25 davs.

Lot 17, Block K, Taylor and Page Tract, Ala-
meda; owner, J. A. Kemmel, architecl

; Fred E.
Wilcox; contractor, George A. Benseman; signed,
September 2Ut; Hied Saptember 2 id, cost, $1,6.50;

payments, $.550 brown mortar on; JS5.50 corn-

days. 10, Block M, Kennedy, W. Knowles
and Potter Subdivisions; owner, Mrs. Jane and
L. J. Rector; architect, G. A. Benseman; con

tractor, J. A. Eastman, signeil, September 23d;
filed, September 23d; cost, $1,400; November 9,

'89, one-story frame; payments, $350, enclosed;
Washingt"!! and Broderick. Owner, Julia R. Eastman, ar- $350, Inown mortar on;|3>50 completed; $3,")0. ,35„l:^-_- ,-l.. .t, i.-:j.,. „ „i—*„- .,

p.-tersoH ; sureties, days.

Falencia and 26th. Owner, O. F. Von Rhein; architect,
H. Geilfnss; contractor, F. *\. Kern; signed, Sept. 3; filed,

4; cost, *6.240, 30 days, alterations; payments, $93t!
framed; $9i6 end sjd; $93ii brown coated: 1^938 white
coated; $936 completed; $1,660, 35 days.

chitect, John T. Kidd; c.mtiactor, C.
Starbird & Goldsto-e and F. P. Latson; signed, Sept. 4;

filed, sept. 6; est, $3,.5fiO, 100 days; payments, $665 framed;
$roo brown coated; $600 white co ted; $697 c mpleted; $888,
86 d.iys.

Waller and Broderick. Owner. W. A. Von der Nienberg;
architect, M. J. Welch; contracior, J. F. Logan; sigi.cd

Sept. 14;fil d Sept. 18; cost, $4,026; to build; payments,
$1,000 framed; $1,000 brown mortar is on; $1,026, com-
pleted; $1,000, 35 days.

Twenty-third avenue, between East Fifteenth
and East Sixteenth streets. East Oakland; owner,
Alexander McBain; architect, G. A. Benseuuin;
contractor, J. A. Eastman; signed, ,Septeniber23d;
cost, |2,050; November 15, '89; payments, $1,500,
completed; iJ515, 35 days,

Clinton avenue, near Grand street, Alameda:
Owner, Genevieve Bancroft ct al; owner, A. Dalton Harrison; architect, A. W.Washington and Baker,

architect, Sam'l Newsom; contraLtor, W. H. Wickersham;
sureties, C. S. Holmes and Fian!. P. Latson, $4,000; signed
Sept. 14; filed Sept. 19; cost, $3,620; S-story frame; pay-
ments, 76 per cent, on the 16th of e ich m •nth as work pro-

;
bal noe, 85 days.

COUNTRY BUILDING NEWS.
(Special to this Journal.)

OAKLAND AND VICINITY.

Pattiani & Co.; contractor, A. W. Pattianiit Co.,
signed, September 17th; filed, September 27tli;

coat, $2,060; payments, |550, chimney built; $500;
brown mortar on; $495, completed; $515, 35 days.

Bancroft W.ay, near Anderson street, Berkeley;
owner, M. E. Rickard; architect, A. W. Pattiani
& Co.; contractor, A. \V. Pattiani & Co.; signed,

September 21st; filed, September 27lh; cost,

$3,267: payments, $900, chimney built; $900,
brown mortar on; $660, completed; $817, 35 days.

/Sixteenth &, Sanchez;
E. Voclk'l; contractor,

Lot 4. Levy W. Brk. Tp. Owner, Miranda Kim-
ball, architect, C. K. Hill & Co.; contractor,
Norman R. Turner; sureties. Wood and M. L. - .

Own-ir, I), Meyer; i rehitect. Ceo Broadwell, $1,250; signed, September .30; filed contractors, B. D. Thurston and T. R. notli;

F. Klitt: 'sureties', F. Joost and September 30; Cost, $2,615; December 15, 1889, signed. September 30th; filed, September 27th;
. •, ,_,... ... «.. ^ . —

^^^ cost, $3,1.32; payments, December 19, '89, $783,
roof on; $783, brown mortar on; $783, wiiite

Eighth avenue, in Block 119, Ea,st Oakland;
owner, Henry Saxtorph; architect, T. R. Goth;

Goth:

?""J^,VV^"'^''*"'''2?'™fH'*'T%'", Si!''n ^; "i'"'' 2.«tory frame; payments, 75 per cent, as w
Sept. 11 3-8tory frame; $1,000 framed; $1,000 first plas-

''

\. 1 •-...-
tered; $1,500 pli8tored;»l,8008ecoiid coat of paint is on; progresses every two weeks; remammg 25

$900 a ccpted; $3,100, 36 days. cent. 35 days after completiou.
per

mortar on; $783, completed; $783, 35 days.
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Corner Main and C streets, Haywards; owner.
Native Sons' Hall Asoociatini; aroliilects, Shea &
Shea; contractor, John A. H.iar; sureties. D. Pest-

'
dorf and Fred Fallen; signed September 18th;
liled September 'ilst; cost, 13,0.33; four months;
payments, $1,200, first story joists in place;
$1,144, frame up; $2,144, rustic on; $2,144, brown
mortar on; $2,14(5, completed; $3,200, 35 days.

Schilber, between Kiiilroad avenue and Pacific

avenues, Alameda; owner, A. Rouniiy; architect,
Charles S. Shaner; contractor, G. A. Bcuseman;
Sureties, ; Signed, September 16th,

Fded; September 18th; cost, $2,437; 105 days;
three cottages; payments, $1,359 25, sheating on;

$1,359 25, brown mortar on; $1,359 25, com-

pleted; 1*1,359 2.">, 36 days.

Southwest corner of Eleventh and Castro

streets, Oakland; owner, L. H. Long; architect,
Salslii;ld & Kohlberg; contractors, Marius Jonas
and Wolf Drossener; sureties, .John W. Arm-
slroni;, $4,000; signed, September I8th; filed, Sep
tember I9th; cost, $9,496; 110 days; $1,000
franieil; if 1,500 floors laid; $1,500 brown mortar

on; $1,322 doors hum;; $1,500 completed; $2,274,
35 days.

Park street, Alameda; owner, Wm. McFarland
Greer; architect, A. R. Dunke; contractor, A. R.

Denke; signeil, September lUli; filed, .September
20th; cost, f2,30S; November 10, '89; one story
frame. $000; enclosed, $600; plastered, $508; fin-

ished, $600; 35 days.

Claremont avenue; owner, .JoIn Hoppe; archi-

tect, Chas. Man; contractor, W. N. Concannon;
cost, $6.1.50; signed, August 28th; tiled Septem-
ber 2d; 125 days; payments

—
$1,5.37-50, i material

furnished and J work done; $2,537.50, § material

furnished and J work done; $3,537.50, completed,
$4,537.50, 35 days.

Lots 13 and 14, Block "C," Berkeley Homestead;
owner, Jeanie S. Campbell; architects, A. W. Pat-

tiani & Co. ; contractors, A. W. Pattiani & Co. ;

cost, $2,8.50; signed, August 29th; filed, Septem-
ber 3d; 60 days; one-story frame; payments $800,
chimney built; $700, brown mortar on; $635, com-

pleted;' $71.5, 35 days.

Dwight Way, Berkeley; owner, Jos. M.
Namara; architect, Georj

" "
George _

A. Embu

vner, jos. .vi. Mc-
A. Embury; con-

iry; cost, $1,1.50;tractor, George A. Embury; cost, $1,1.50;

signed, September 4th; filed, September 4th;

Septeml)er .3, '89; payments—75 per cent, as work

progresses, viz.: 25 per cent., frame up; 25 per
cent., inclosed; 25 per cent., completed; 25 per
cent., 53 days.

Sixteenth street, near Telegraph avenue; owner,
Edward A. Bushnell; architect, Chas. Mau; con-

tractor, VVm. McDonald; cost, $2,630; siL'ued, Sep-
tember 4th; filed, September 10th; November 1,

1889; one stoty cottage; payments—$657.50, j
material furnished and 4 work done; $657.50,

§ material furnished and g work done; $657.50,

completed; $657.50, 35 days.

Railroad avenue, between Walnut and Willow;

owner, Chas. Lauberheimer; architect, Fred P.

Fischer; contractors, D. Stranb & .Son; cost,

$3,320; signed, September 5th; filed, September
10th; payments—$900, frame up; $900, brown
mortar on ; $690, jilastered ; i|^8.30, completed.

Berkeley; owners, J. F. and C. M. Luttrell;

architect, Ira L. Boynton; contractors. Lord &
Boynton; cost, $2,000; signed, August 28th; filed,

September 2d; Oecember 1, 1889; payments— $500,
frame up; $.500, brown mortar on; $500, completed;
$500, 35 days.

Butler avenue, Klinknerville Tract; owner, C. A.

Klinkner; architects, John J. & Thomas D. New-
som; contractor, Thos. H. Bassett; cost, $2,070;

signed, September 5th; filed, September 10th;

payments
—$500, frame up; $500, framed; $500,

completed; $.570, 35 days.

Dublin; owner, John Green; architect, John J.

Clark; contractor, Wm. Dahl; sureties, N. McCon-
aghy, $4,000; cost, $4,.341; signed, September 5th;

filed, September 10th; three months; payments—
$1,075, inclosed; $1,075, brown mortar on; $1,075,

completed; $1,116, 35 days.

Hirschfield Tract; owner, J. A. Remmel; archi-

tect, John J. Boyle; contractor, ,Tohn J. Boyle;
sureties, H. M. Weed and Alex. Johnson, $1,000;
cost, $1,650; signed, August 19th; filed, September
12th; January 1, 1889; payments—$550, brown
coated; $550, completed; $550, 35 days.

Block "B," Mastick Prop.; owner, Mrs. Dieder-

ike Kuh; architect and contractor, H. M. Allen;

cost, $1,500; signed, .September 12th; filed, Septem-
ber 12th; 100 days; payments—$500, building in-

closed; $1,000 on March 1, 1890.

Bancroft Way, near Audubon B. ; owner, Edward
J. Wickson; architects, Schulze & Meeker; con-

tractor, Robert Smilie; sureties, Alex. Campbell
and P. H. McGrew, $1,850; cost, $5,550; signed,

September 6th; filed, September 14th; December 31,

1889; payments
—

$650, frame up; $1,170, ready for

lathing; $1,171, first coat of mortar on; $1,171,

completed; $1,388, 35 days.

Fourth avenue, near Eleventh street; owner,
Levens N. Cobbledick; architects, John J. and
T. D. Newsom; contractor, W. N. Concannon;
cost, $1,865; signed, August 4th; filed, August
26th; October 20, 1889; one story frame; payments—

$466.25, frame up; $466.25, brown mortar on;

$460.25, completed; $466.25,[.35 days.

Ward avenue, San Leandro; owner, A. D. Cary;
architect, Chas, Mau; contractor, Myron H. Haok-

ett; cost, $3,190; signed ; August 26th ; filed. August
26th; November .30, 1889; payments, $797.30, J
material furnished and and J work done; $797.50,

§ material furnished andj work done; $797.20, 35

days after completion.

King's avenue, Alameda; owner, James R.

Lynch; .architect, George A. Bodwell; contractor,
W. G. Reese; cost, $2,788; signed, August 27l!i;

filed, August 27th; payments—$697, frame up;

$697, plaster on; $697, finished; $697, 35 days.

Block A, Adeline tract, O. Tp; owner, W. H
Goddard; architect and contrac.or, W. E. Batlan!

cost, $1600; signed August 27; liled August 27;

one-story cottage; $400 frame up; $100 brown
mo' tared ; $400 completed ; $400, 35 days.

East Twenty-first street and Twelfth avenue;

owner, S. H. Nourse; architects, .1. J. and T. D.

Newsom; contractor, Tho'*. H. p.issett; surety;
M. L. Broadwell, $1500; tost, $3,500; signed .Aug-

ust 27; liled August 80; December 1, 1889; pay-
ments, $500 frame uj); $.500 chimney built; $500

plumbing done; $-500 plastering done; $624 com-

pleted ; $876, 35 days.

Block "C," Patterson lid., Berkeley Tp. ; owner,
C. Thomp.son and W. S. Thorn p.son; architect, J.

D. Spr.ague;c(mtraetor, J. D. Sprague; cost, $3,500;

signed, August 27; filed August 29; two dwelling
houses; payments, 1-3, ready for plastering, 1-3,

plastering completed, 1-3, completed and accepted.

JLOS GATOS.

Queen Anne residence for C. A. Bronaiigh of

Los Gatos. C. F. Scammon is the contractor and
the cost will ha about $2,000.

LOS ANGELES.

Residence. E. F. C. Klokke, owner; architect,

J. C. Newsom; cost, $8,000.

Brick building. C. Raphael, owner; architect,

R. B. Young; cost, $18,000.

Residences. N. &. C. Jacoby, owners; A. M.

Edelman, architect; $8,500 each.

Three-story brick. Owner, E. McLaughlin;
architect, F. J. Capitam.

Brick building. Owner, Martin Anderson,

architect, ; cost, $22,506.

Residence. Owner, L. .1. Rose; architects,

Curlett, Eisen & Cuthberts(Ui; cost, $60,000.

Lodging house. A. M. Hough, owner; aicl.i-

tects, Doane & Slocum; cost, $17,000.

Zahn Block. Plans by W. 0. Merilhew; prob-
able cost, $150,000.

Brick building. Owner, Martin Anilerson; archi-

tect, J. Lyfert, cost, $80,000.

Residence. J. Schlessinijer, owner; A. M. Edel-

man, architect; cost, $4,000.

Residence. C. H. Sessions, owner; architect,
J. C. Newsom; cost, $8,000.

Residence. M. Hughes, owner; Curlett, Eisen
& Cuthbertson, architects; cost, $8,000.

Residence. W. H. Rodes, owner; Doane &,

Slocum, architects; cost, $3,000.

Residence. Owner, F. Bates; architects, Doane

& Slocum. Also warehouse; Baker & Myers;
cost, $8,000.

JOHN H. WISE,
Presideni.

UNION

H. T. SCOTT,
Vice-President.

CHAS. II. FROST,
General Manager.

C. S. PREBLE,
Secretary.

PRESSED BRICK

AND TERRA GOTTA GO.
WORKS: VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA. GENERAL OFFICE: ROOM 31, FLOOD BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

-MANUFACTURE THE FINEST QUALITY OF ^-o

Plain, ^ Moulded « and « Ornamental « Pressed ^ Brick,

ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA,
FIRE-PROOFING, PAVING TILE.

ALSO RED, BROWN AND BLACK MORTAR.
WS-SEND FOR CATALOGUE.-m.
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Residence. M. W. Connor, owner; architect,
J. J. Newsoni; cost, S'25,000. Same architect-
residence; E. Hildreth; owner, cost, $14,000.
M. Rudilick, owner; cost, $12,000. Krick house;
E. Chauvin, owner; co8t, .$18,000. Geo. Shatte,
owner; cost; $30,000. J. Brian; cost of additions,
$26,000.

Miscellaneous.—Con^jregational Church; cost,
$13,500. A. M. Rawson; Brick building; cost,

$10,000. Lutheran Church; cost, $12,000. Resi-

dence; A. Wartz; cost, $3,000. Cottage; E. A.

Miller; $5,000. Cottage; E. C. Hodgman; cost,

$3,000. Brick stores; S. Hellman, owner; cost,

$7,700. Brick building; Maria Howes; cost,

$10,000. G. Kneckt; residence; cost, ?(5,2(>0. H.

Lindley; brick dwelling; $5,750. G. C. Perrett;
brick building; cost, $15,500. Franklin Block;
cost, $19,900. Presbyterian Church, to cost

$5,000. Orphan asylum; cost, $125,000. \V. H.
Joy; block; $8,000.

Courthouse. Architects, Curlett, Eisen & Cuth-

bertson; cost, $410,000. Same architects have

Garvey Block; cost, $65,000. Residence for Wni.
Curlett; $8,000, and Cable Co. 'a engine-house, fin-

ished; cost, $195,000.

LOIilN.
Mark Ashley, residence, Ashbury avenue, On

Mason street, eight-room cottage. Pattiani & Co.,
three cottages on Newbury Tract.

NEIVBUBY.
L. E. White, four frame dwellings on Waril

street.

SAN LUIS OBISPO.
Residence, near Oso Flaeo. Owner, Mr. Fox;

contractor, Smith.

PASO liOBLKS.
Two warehouses—one by the Soulhern Pacific

Mill Co., and the other by the Grangers. Also a
now hotel.

nABM SPRINGS.
3. L. Beard, additions to winery. S. Peaison,

residence, soon to be finished.

LI VERMOBE.
A. Weymouth, brick work fiuished, two-story

frame ou Chestnut street.

AGNEWS.
R. Summers, contractor with trustees Agnews

Insane Asylum, to erect administration building
and ward building No. 3.

TEMESCAL,
Block of stores on Telegraph avenue, terminus

of car stables.

STOCKTON.
Central M. E. Church; contractor, Robt. Powell;

cost, $50, 120.

PLEASANTON.
Mr. S. E. Jackson is building a new house on

his recently-purchased property of A. AV. Brodt.

SANTA CLARA.
John Dibble has secured the contract for putting

the roofing on the large winery at I lawrence. It

will require sixty-three sheets of
tin, being 101x63

feet.

SAN JOSE.

Two cottages on Fox avenue for Mrs. R. G.

Woods; architect, J. O. McKee; cost, 1 1500.

Two-story residence on Second near Empire
street; architect, J. O. McKee; contractors,
Irish & West; cost, |4000.

Modern cottage for Mrs. Cordell on Delmas
avenue; contractor, Ed Basse; architect, J. 0.

McKee; cost, $1400.
Modern cottage on Seventh street for S. N.

Johnston; architect, J. O. McKee; cost, $2000.

Two-story residence for Professor Allen near

Wrights station; day's work; architect, J. O.

Mckee; cost, |2500,

Cottage for X. E. Burns on San Francisco road;

architect, J. 0. McKee; cost, |2000.

Cottage on Ninth and Siin Carlos streets for

James Farney; contractor, P. R. Wells; architect,

G. W. Page; cost, |3000.

Cottage, corner of Sixteenth and St. .lohn

streets, for R. D. Pease; W. S. Boyles, contractor:

J. 0. McKee, architect; cost, $3,500.

Livery stable for M. M. Tinkham on Bassett

street; J. 0. MoKee, architect; Mr. Kelsey, con-

tractor; coft, $4,000.

Emanuel Baptist Church, corner of East and
Crandall streets; H. T. Hite, architect and con-

tro;cost, $1,700.

Cottage for E. B. Saunders on Cottage tirove

Tract; cost, |1,200.

Cottage for S. L. Nugent ou Cottage Grove

Tract; cost, fl,,500.

Fifty modern cottaseg on Cottage Grove Tract;
I. G. Hazzaid contractor and architect; average
cost, $1,500.

Cottage for .Jay K. Smith on Prevost street;
I. G. Hazzard architect and contractor; cost, f 1,300.

Two-story cottage on the Stevens' Creek road
for S. A. Mattson; J. 0. McKee architect; H.
Kaler contractor; cost, fSO 0.

Two-story residence for Ed Younger on North
First street; B. H. Vincent architect and con-

tractor; cost, |3500.

The Archer building on Second, near Santa
(^lara street; R. M. Summers contractor; Jacob
Lenzen & Son architects; cost, $20,000.

The New Franklin Engine House; Theodore
Lenzen architect; Mabury & Phillips contractors;

cost, 17000

Two-story residence for W. W. Collins on Sec-

ond street; J. M. Ware contractor and architect;
cost, 13700.

Modern cottage on William, west of Market
street; .T. S. Wheeler architect and contractor;

cost, f1600.

Cottage <m South Eleventh street, near San
Carlos street; J. H. Lenzen & Sou architects; J.

E. Forgrave contractor; cost, $\ 800.

Ryland building on South First street; J. Len-
zen & Son architects; R. Sunnners contractor;

cost, 140,000.

Bank of Hollister building, in Hollialcr; J. Len-
zen & Son architects; .lacobDorne contractor; cost,

$20,000.

Cottage for Mr. Neale on South Tenth street:

Frank Davis contractor; mill plans; cost, $2200.

CiiMa^-' f' I .1. K. Harris on Thirteenth, near

St. Jiuiic.-i ...[I-,:, t-; E. A. Van Dalsem contractor;
mill plans; cost, $1500.

Cottage for Chan Chan on San Fern m lo nrir
River street; A. C. Bates contractor; mill plaus;

cost, $1300.

Two-story residence on North Second street for

Dr. Pratt; Irish & West contractors; J. 0. McKee
architect; cost, $4000.

Cottage for J. Colombet on Sixth street near

St. John; contractors, Talbot & ScheriMckc; archi-

tect, J. 0. McKee; cost, $3000.

Brick building for C. .S. Crydenwise on Fount-
ain alley; H. Clifton contractor; J. 0. McKee
architect; cost, $5500.

Cottage on Second street, near Hensely avenue
for W. Judah; day's work; .1. 0. McKee, arch-

teot; cost, $2800

REYNOLDS & ADAMS,

547 Brannan Street,

Hardwood Flooring,

Parquetrji floors,

Wood Carpets,

-AND-

ENGLISH TILE FLOORS.

Designs and Estimates furnished

on application.

Manufacturers ot Elegant

PARLOR and CHAMBER SETS,
DINING-ROOM.'BANK AND OFFICE FURNITURE,

Rich Upholstery, Draperies, Bedding, Ktc
SOLE OWNERS OF THE

SQUARE & OCTAGON TURNING MACHINES.
For Balusters, Newel Posts, Etc., Etc.,

WAREROOMS: FACTORY:
B34 and 536 MARKET STREET. 318-329 GUERRERO STREET.

Telephone 3192. Telephone 6113.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Arcliitecture and Building
3066 South Ninth Street,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

An Institute for Theoretical and Practical Education foi

Buildintc Tr desnien. Completed within three uuurHes.

T rms beifin Septoinber, Deceinl)er and March. Studenw

n»ay enter in any one of these terms. The Ac'ad< iii> will

always assist its graduates in obtaining positions as DrauK^itB-

men," Supe-intynd. nU, Fnrtincn, etc. Send for Prospectus.

H. MAACK, Principal.

Retail Price List of Lumber.

PINE, FIR AND SPRUCE.
Per

I,00O ft.

Rough Pine, m'cautable to 40 ft inclusive.$20 cx3
" "

41 to 50
" "

21 00
" '* "

51 to 60 " "
23 00

" " " 61 to 70
" "

27 00
" " "

1x3, fencing 22 00
" " "

1x4,
"

21 00
" "

1x3, 1x4 and ix6,odd lengths 19 00
" "

secoudqualit}' 17 00
" "selected 2500
" " clear except for flooring 31 00
';

" "
for flooring less than

flooring i 00

Clear V. G. No. i Flooring,when ordered,
extra 5 00

Fire Wood 11 00

Dressed Pine, flooring. No. i, 1x6 32 00

1x4 34 00
" " "

i^x 4, iXx;6 and odd
sizes 37 00

'• " "
all sizes. No. 2 27 00

" "
Stepping, No. i 43 00

" 2 33 00

Ship Timber & Pl'k. rough selected] 27 00
•' " selec'd pl'nd, i sd I av 29 00
" " " "

2
"

1 40ft 31 00
" " "

3
"

33 50
" " "

4 "J 35 00

Deck Plank, rough \ 35 00
" " dressed J average 35 feet 4000

Pickets, rough, B. M 20 00
"

^xi<4 "—4 ft. long per M.... 5 00
"

'A^iyi "—4'A ft- long 6 00
"

'A^i'A "—5 ft- long 7 00
'•

'Ayii'A "—6 ft- long 8 50
"

'A^i'A "—7 ft. long 10 00
"

'A^i'A "—& ft. long II 50

Furring, 1x2 per lineal ft 01

Lath, I'X 4 ft per M 2 75
"

I'A 4ft
" -- 300

Spruce, rough
"

.... 19 00
"

dressed, shelving 36 00
"

yi inch 36 00
" clear 33 00

Rough dunnage, delivered 20 00

REDWOOD.
Rough Redwood, nienchantable 19 00

" " second quality 16 00
"

'! selected 2500
" • clear 34 00

Dressed " merchantable boards 21 00
" "

}4 inch surfaced 31 00
" " No. I do 34 00
" " No. 2 do 25 00
•' " T & G, 1x6,12 ft. and

over. No. i 34 00
" " " other sizes, No. i 37 50
" " "

7 to II, No. 1 25 00
" ' " under 7

"
..».. 22 00

" "
Rustic, No. 1 35 00

" " " "
2 31 00

T&Gb'ded 12 ft. and
over. No. i 34 00

" " " other sizes,No. i 37 50
" " '•

7 to II
"

.. 25 00
" " " under 7

"
.. 22 00

" "
Sliding, yi inch 25 00

Casing Stock, 1,1X and i>|Rough 7 to 11 25 00
" "

1x3, 4x6, Clear, under 7... 22 00
Tank Stock, 2 and 3 inches, clear, (sur-

faced or rough,) under 12 ft 27 00

Pickets, (fancy), 4 ft., B M 25 00
"

(rough, pointed), B M 18 00
"

(

"
square), B M 16 00

Battens,Xx3 per lineal ft 01

Shingles per M 2 25"
fancy

"
3 50

Posts, split 17

Shakes, split per M.... 11 00
'' sawed "

.... 13 00
Lumber delivered on board cars will be

charged {i per M extra. Lumber delivered

along side of vessel or wharf, 50 cents per M
extra. Scale of credit not to exceed 60 days
without interest being added.

Tongued and grooved beaded on two sides

$2 50 extra.

Davis's Bricks, Tiles and Terra-Colla

A NEW EDITION.
A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture o( Bricks, Tiles.

Terra-Cotta, etc.; includintr Hand-Made, Dry Clay, Tempered
Clay, Soft Mud and StifT Clay Bricks, alsoKiont, Hand Pressed,

Steaui Pressed, Ke-1'rcsscd, Ornamentally Shaped and Enam-
elled Brick", Drain Tiles, Strait and Curved Sewer and Water

Pipes, Fire Clays, Fire Bricks, Glass Pots. Terra-Cotta, Roofing

Tiles, Floori g I iles, Art Tilts, M sale Plates, and Imitation

of Intarsia or InUid Surfaces, comprising every important
Product of Clay employed in Architecture, Enginrering, the

Blast Furnace, for Ke orts, etc., with a History and the Ac-

tual Processes in [landlmg, Di^integr ting, T mperiiu and

Moidding theCIav into the Shape, Drying Naturally and AriH-

ciaily, Setting Burning wiih Coal, Naiuial Gas and C'llde nil

Fuels, Enamelling in Polj chrome Colors, Coinpositio - and

Applicati n of Gla/es. etc., including Full Dft ikd Disci i|.t-

ions (f the Most Modern Ma hines, Tools. Kilns, and Kiln

Roofs u»ed. By Charles Thiin.as Davis. Second Edition.

Thoroughly Revis d. Illustrated by 217 engravings, 601 p ges,

8 vo.

Price $^.0(i,by mail,free ofpostage to any addrexH in the world,

CONTENTS.—CiiAlTFR 1 The
Historj'

of Bricks. II. Gc"-

er»l Rem rks concemin.: Bricks, their Siz , Strength and other

qualities. Ornamental Bricks, Architectural Terra-Cctta, Blue

hricks, Saltpetie Exudations upon Brick Work. III. Enatn-

ellit.g, Glazing, »nd Ornamentitig Bricks and Tiles, Earthen-

ware, etc. IV. Seltcting Clays forVrious Kinds of Bricks—
The DillereMt Varieties of Clay -The Characti ristics. Qualities,
and Loc lities—How to color Bricks Red -Kaolin - Terra-Cotta

Clays- Fire Clajs --Exploring Digging, and Marketing Fire

Clays -Wash tig Clats. V. Making and Knrt'ing a Kil" of

Hai'id-Made Bricks.
'

VI, Ma ufactur.- of Diy Clay Bricks.

VII. The Maimfaciureuf Tempered Clay Bricks, including a

descriptio', < f the most .Modern Machinery hmployed. VIII.

Kilns. IX. The M nntacture of Pressed and Ornamental
Bricks. X The Manuf eture of Fire Bricks. .XI. The Manu-
facture of Drain Tiles. XII. The Manufactn e of Sewer Pipes.
XIII. The Manufact re of Hoofing Tiles. XIV. 'I he Mannfac-
lureof of Aichitcctnral Terra C-tta. XV. Ornamental Tiles,

etc. Index
XS'A circular of 6 paf/es quarto, fnv ntj the full Table of

Contents of this important Hook, tcith specimens of the illus-

trations, will Ije sent free ofpostaf/e to any one in any part of
the world who will furnish h's address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publishers, Booksellers and Importers.

SIO llalliiit St., I'hilaililphiil, I'ti., U. S. A.

"IT IS ALMOST HUMAN."

The lortos

DOOR CHECK and SPEIHG
Renders Slamming of Doors an Impossibility.

FRANK D. MORRELL,
384 Market St., nr. Front, San Franclseo.

ESTABLJSBED 1879 INCOBrOBATED 18*5

TELEPHONE NO. 1981.

Sterling*Furniture*Co.
(GILBERT & M ;.ORE,)

Mantels, % OfiiGG and %z\m\ Desks, % Sank Fittings.

Hardwood Interiors % Fine (Cabinet Work.

->t < 00 » i<-

BARGAINS IN FURNITURE AND CARPETS

1039-1041 Market street

Factory-Corner Seventeenth and Folsom Sts
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THOMAS DAY & CO.,
XillvriTEilD.

222 SUTTER ST., Above Kearny

Agents the

WALWORTH

—AND-

SPRINGFIELD

GAS MACHINES

Better than Elec-

tricity and cheapei'

than Coal Oil.

GAS FIXTURES AND ELEGTROLIERS,

Brass Work for Churches, Theaters, Banks and Offices.

SEE THEM MADE ON THE PREMISES.

The Finest and the Cheapest Do not Fail to Investigate.

±iA/^NEKSSLIDINS

HA* OUTLIVED

IMITATIONa.
ENDOBOEDBT

1,200 ASCHITECTB
i NO TRACK ON

\ TMt FLOOd.

NO CUTTIMQ

Of CAHMT*.
A0JU8TAILI

TO MTTLtN*.

HACUSE-N.V:

(\ YourName on this Pencil Stamp, 25a

irith Indiaink, agt'«terms& outfitfVee
9. are selllnjf hnndreds ofthese st'p.i.
lolman 1I&. Co., Baltimore,Md.,n.B. A.

LMdlnElmporT«r><iWhol«i>l*SUmpH>uM,

W. T. Y,
MANUFACTURER OF

SCHENCK'S PATENT
''"

Paragon" Hose Reel.

And Sole Agent for Pacific Coast tor

the Celebrated "Eureka Mill"

Cotton Rubber-Lined.

FIRE HOSE
Mills, Factories, Hotels and Public Buildings, and

General Inside Fire Protection.

SafCf Meltable, Always Ready for Duty^ and
Reduces Insurance,

iC^NOTE—In '>rder to protect owners, architcots and insurance compAnies aK&inst in-

ferior equiptments, we will not sell these Heels except with the hose, the couplTnga, anJ
the ho8e pipe complete.

Beware of itnitatinu;- infringements manufactured by irr(>9pon8ible parties, as all these
connected witn the use, sale or manufacture are individually respoiiBlble, and will be pro-
iecut d accordingly.

222 & 224 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO.
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List of Members of the Builders'

Association of California

330 PINE STREET, ROOMS 11 & 12,

Ackerson, C. H 328 Kearny.
Adams, J. G 407 Broderick.

Anderson Bios. 1209 Market.

Bassett, J. C 765 20th street Oakland.

Bateman Bros., S. W. Pout and Scott.

Binet, Jos. I, 325 Fair Oaks.

Blake, John 1138 17th.

Bowles, G 306 O'Farrell.

Brennan Bros 618 Eddy.
Bruce, John 2407i Howard.

Burpee & Judson, 836 29th street Oakland.

Canipliell, James 320 Golden Gate Ave.

Chisholm, Chris, 330 Pine.

Chieholm, Dan, 110 Chattanooga.
Crichton, P 109 Baker, bet Page Oak.

Christy, Chaa., 828 Kirkham Oakland.

Classen, J. C, 232 Francisco.

Coady, Chas 2927 Mission.

Cogswell, J. B Alameda.

Collins, J. P. * Son, 534 Fifteenth.

Oomniarv, Wm. T 804 Hayes.
Conrad, HA 62-^ California.

Chandler, R. 1210 Pierce.

Currie, Eobt 1308 Grove.

Dav, J. G 717 Franklin.

Day, Thos. H., 1012 Devisadero.

Doyle, R. and Son, 2810 Howard

Dreyer, Bernard 4 CoUingwood.
Dunn, J. J., 615 Jessie.

Dunshee, C. E . . .417 Ridley.

Elam, Thomas 511 Sanchez.

Ellis, B. F., 999 Chestnut.

Farnum, Geo. W 505J Natoma.

Farrell & Bell 1810 Green.

Fish, J. W., 836 Valley.

Fitzpatrick, A. G 411 Twenty-second.

Fletcher, W. M 607 Broderick.

Furness, John, 5 Steiner.

Geary, James 2324 Sutter.

Gillespie, G. 1503 Devisadero.

Gonyeau, J. B., 124 Seventh A'e.

Gorman, M. J., 527 Octavia.

Grant, John T 420 Bartlett.

Gray * Stover, 1310 21st.

Greene, S. T 919 Webster.

Green, 0. B. 34 Hawthorne.

Griffin, P. F., 6 Hayes.
Hoffmann, Victor, Jr., 515J 4th.

Houston, Geo., 2068 Market.

Hatch, H. E., 1717 Chase, Oakland.

Hurlbut, R. P 539 541 Braunda.

Hyde, E. W 330J Sanchez

Irwin. James 908 16th.

Ingerson it Gore 971 Broadway, Oakland.

.Jackson, A 12 Middle.

Keenan, Hugh, 219 Scott.

Kent, S. H 711 Leavenworth.

Kennedy, Joseph, 1634 Eddy.
Kern, F. W., 1 18 Fair Oaks.

Klahn, Aug., 5 Chenery.

Klatt, F., 814 Twenty-first.

Klein, Jacob 24 Lilly Avenue.

Kreger, Wm. B., 801 Guerrero.

Laherty, C. A 515 Sixth.

Lang, Geo. R., E. 14th St. * 14th Ave., Oakland.

Leonard, Jos. A., Alameda.

Lanystaff, Wm 617 Jessie.

T.ogan, J. F 922 Minna.

Lynch, M. C 28 Stanley Place.

Lynch, Patrick F.
,

21 Ninth.

Mahony Bros 307 Van Ness.

Maher, J. W., 105 Precita Avenue.

MacDonald, Allen 1303 Buchanan.
Martin & Maguire, 13:i Gough.
Mason, CM 235 Seventh.

Mayder, J. W., 124 Sixth.

McCann & Riddell, 217 Waller.

McCarty, T., 229i Langton.

McEIroy, A 373 Jessie.

Mclnerny, James, Hancock and Noe.

McKay, Jas. H 124 Main.

Mecredy Bro Church, bet 17th and 18th.

Miller, Adam 516 Kearney.

Moar, T. A 338 Golden Gate Ave.

Moore Bros 297 Linden avenue.

Norton, A 1331 Ellis.

Norton & Perry 616 California.

Parker, R 527 Grove.

Peterson, Chris West End P. 0., Alameda.

Pluns, Wm 3109 Sacramento.

Plummer, A. H 415 Oak.

Quinn, Charles, 1.33 Oak.

Reiohley & Vierhus 1910 Market

Robertson, C. F 116 Jones.

Robertson, John M., : 434 Minna.

Rogers, A. C 961 Folsom.

Rohling & Crawford, Palmer, opp. Sanchez.

Rountrce Bros., 919i Oap.
Sanches, R. P., 653 Cap.
Steinman, F. V 423 Bush.

Simpson, R. F., 326 Telegraph Ave., Oakland.

Sinnott, Richard, 1321 Guerrero.

Smilie, Robt., . ..1125 E. Third Av. East Oakland.

Smith, Chas. N., 20 Lynch,
Smith, James W., 1220 Eddy.
Sullivan, Timothy, 20 Laskie.

Tegeler & Muller,' 915 Eighteenth.
Terrill, Chas. C, 617 Seventeenth.

Thaler. K 18 Sharon.

Thompson, H. C, 7.30 Seventeenth.

Thornton, R. R 26 Montgomery.
Von Borstel & Conrad, 1628 Eddy.
Wells & Joslin 1642 Mission.

Wharff, Wm. H., Green and Laguna.
Wheeler, Alex J 568 Folsom.

White, 0. E., 879 Seventeenth.
White Bros 1208 Page.
Wickersham, W. H 1125 York.
Wilcox J. R. 608 Willow Av.

Williams, F. A 545 Natoma.
Willis, A. A 30 Diamond.
Worden, S. G 1013 Valencia.

Zwierlein Casper, 417 Gough.

•VENTILATION*
TSIE:

ABRAHAMSON VENTILATOR.
W. W. MONTAGUE & CO.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES.

Address, Peter Abrahamson,
309 TO 317 MARKET ST., San Francisco

For Circular and Models.

WIRE WORKS,
D. D, WASS, 141 & 143 FIRST ST.

Wire Windows, Guards, Office Screens,
Wire Fencing, Wire Gates,

RoofCresting and Ornamental Work.

This Journal is Only $? per Year

The e (7 Albro Co
lMfORjtl\S?-

iHAHUFA^-RjREf

Aarpwoop^LOmber-anp ®

POMESTK&FOREIQN

Full Lime op ^FA5ori5.D6r6^K K^'-'-HiMgHNATi-OHio

CHA.S. 8. TILTON,

ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.

Surveys Made . Plans and Specifications

rurnished. Special Attention Giveii to Lines

and Grades for Street Work.

Twcnty-;hree Years' Experience in the County Surveyor's*
Office.

Charges Moderate, and all Work Ovaranteed.

420 MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
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FULTON IRON WORKS
Fremont, Howard and Buale Strei'ts

HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES
Manufacturers o all kinds of

MACHINERY AND BOILERS,
Aj^ents for the Pacific Coast for the DRAN STEAM

PUMP.

BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILERS.

Office:—220 Front Street, - - - San Francisco

(J BCHRADBR^
n. UARTBNS.

A. ANDRRSON
IIBANY.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY,
CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Our Specialties are MACHINERY, STOVE PLATE, ORNAMENTAL AND PLUMBERS' CASTINGS ETC. Orders

promptly attended to.

Foundry and OfBoe. 140-142 Folsom Street.
ILSHKADER MANAGER

Martin O'Coknell, Oscar Lbwis

ARCHITECTURAL IRON WORKS,
O'CONNELL i LEWIS, Prop's

xx&ona' z"oxTziiri>3E;zcjss
And Manufacturers of Architectural

Iron Work,

230 to 2.36 Steuart St., Bet. Howard & Folsom, S.F.

EAGLE IROpUNDRY
C. A. NOLTE,

MA.NUF.^CTl'HKR OK

[ALL
KIND8 OF CASTINGS

FINE CASTINGS,
JFASHERS,

DUMB BELLS,
I

Horse Ifeiffhts and Sasli, Weights
A Specialty.

135 BEALE STREET.

Reese Llewellyn,

COLUMBIA FOUNDRY
SANSOME ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

BET. GREENWICH AND LOMBARD.

Manufacturer of House Fronts and

Machinery Castings of All Kinds.

HOUSE AT YORK HARBOR, MAINE, STAINED WITH

i«(M«M.t>«PM**v«a.

CABOT'S CREOSOTE SHINGLE STAINS ON REOWOOD.

For Shingles, Fences, Clapboards, Etc. These Stains have been in use since i88i, have
proved themselves durable and artistic and are without doubt the most satisfactory coloring for
shingles. Our Stains contains NO WATER, and are the only E.xterior Stains not ADUL-
TERATED with Kerosene. Cheaper than Paint and more easy to apply.

Prices are 55c., 75c. and 90c., According to Color,—F. 0. B. San Francisco

T. J. BASS & CO., 14 Ellis St., are Agents and have these Stains in Stock.
SAMUEL CABO T, Sole Mauufacturer, 70 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.

PAINTERS, DECORATORS, WHITENERS and PAPER HANGERS.

SHIP WORK OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

,GLADDING,McBEANXCO.
£ SEWER 5 CHIMNEY PIPE, \

^ DRAIN TILE,
g ARCHITECTURALTERRACOTTA Etc

/3^/l358-l360 MARKET ST.S.'K /

" MANUFACTORY AT LINCOLN CAL.

Fine Carpetings, Rich Furniture,

Kllegant Upholstery.

CHAS. M. PLUM & CO.,
UPHOLSTERY CO.,

taoi to 1809 Market St. Corner Ninth, S. F

G. ORSI,
House, Sign and Ornamental

PANTEIR & PAPER-HANGER
Dealer in Paints. Oils, Rlass, Varnishes, Etc.

'iT) Montgomo'y Avenue. Bet Jackson and Washington St$.

Orders Promptly Attended to. Terms Reas nable.

Americayi, French and Engliah Paper-Havgmtjs.

SPANTON & CO.

Painters, Whiteners,
AND DECORATORS

5 32 GEARY STREET,
Near Jones, San Francisco.

WEST & REINFELD,
House and Sign Painters,

Plain and Decorative Paper-Hanging,

WHITENING* AND TINTING.
DEALERS IN

Wall Paper, Paints, Oils, Etc.

Jobbing Promptly Attended To.

1024 LARKIN ST.,
Ne.rSutter

J. L. CAH ILL,
Painter & Decorator

Rooms Decorated In Bold Complete for $15.00.

932 Mission St., Near Market

J. M. Sindlinger
PRACTICAL PAINTERi*-

AND

-*tPAPER HANGER.
DEALER IN

Wall Paper, Paints, Glass
1533 POLK STREET,

Between California and Sacramento.

J. F. SULLIVAN

HOUSE & FRESCO PAINTER,
Plain and Decorative Paper Hanging.

510 MARKET STREET.

NORMAN & ECKLER,
HOUSE, SIGN &ORNAiyiENTAL PAINTERS

WHITENING AND XINTINO A SPECIALTY.

All work promptly attended to.
isear outcer

SANFRANcisco. X^^'Z Goldeti Gate Ave., San Fruncisco.

The Cincinnati Corrugating Co.

Superior Iron and Steel Roofing, Patent

Edge Corrugatins, Ornamental Ceilings,

Substantial Arches, Improved Lath, Greatly

Enlaiged Facilities, their own Rolling Mills,

no chance lor poor Material, everything

guaranteed the best

THE CINCINNATI CORRUGATING CO

PIQUA, OHIO.
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COMMERCIAL
Insurance Company of California,

FIRE AND MARINE.

PrlacUal Olce, 439 Calirorala street, Safe Deposit Bnlliling,

San Francisco.

JOHN H. WISE, President.

CHAS. A. LAWTON, Secretary.

DAVIS & COWELL,
Jlanufacturers of

Importers of

Cement, Plaster, Hair, Marble Dust, Fire Tile,

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, etc.

211 & 213 Dr^min Street,
Between Clay and Washinifton, SAN FKANCISCO.

P O. Box 1042.

TRACY BROS. & CO.

Manufacturers and Dealers In

CHIMNEY PIPE & CHIMNEY TOPS,
20 & 22 Eighth St., San Francisco.

GAS FIXTURES
-AND-

ELECTROLIERS.
New Goods, just receved, all Original Designs

and Latest Finish.

SOLE A&EISJTS FOR TME

Springfield Gas Machine.
-ALSO-

The Mitchell Vance Company Gas and

Electric Light Fixtures.

OUR OFFER

FREE

A. F. NYS iSc CO.,
18 and 20 Sutter Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Two Months'
SUBSCRIPTION

1!o TctrxiXA/Xr^r 1, 1800

AND A NEW BOOK, ENTITLEO

AG0SFH0fflll,H(lffIlWa8Bllll

BY FRANK E. SIVIITH.

ILLUSTEATED

STEVEN'S PATENT CHIMNEY.
— CONSTRUCTION.

This Chimney consists of the following p*rt8 : A smoke

flue A, of fire clay, in ! feet lengths, with rebated Joints and

galvanized iron bands o.er each Joint. Th'^se bands with pro-

jections, will also keep in position a gal\ anized iron exterior

pipe B, forming an air space around the smoke flue, which

may be divided into two apartments—the one for fresh, the

other for foul air . The outside pipe is put up in two feet

lengthjt also, and the whole is bound together and secured to

the Btuddin<,^ by iron bands C every four feet

WIWI. E. STEVENS,

VENTILATION, ETC.

At the back of exterior pipe is a three inch conductor D

extending to outside of wall for fresh air, which, passing up.

becomes heated, and can be introduced to any room aliove by

a register E, near the flior. The ventilation of rooms is

effected by means of an opening F, with register near the

ceiling, by which the foul air escapes and is conducte 1 In tl.o

air space around the flue to the roof. In addition to thU, . an

be a perforated center piece, letting the foul air pass thr"UL'h

and between the Joists to conduct by a SBiall conductor G will,

the above mentioued air space.

The lightest and safest patent chimney manufactured.

Approved by the Board of Supervisors.

WAREROOMS,

N. E. Comer of Larkin and Market Streatii

SAN FRANCISCO, CAU

'UotttalcfntMKt
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CONTRACTORS—CARPENTERS-STAIR BUILDERS

THOS. MERRY,
Carpenter & Builder^

109 JACKSON ST.,
Between Davis and Drumm, SAN FRANCISCO CAL

Stores ai]<l Offices fitted up. All kinds of Jobbing
promptly attended to.

J. O. Mecredy. F A. Mecredy

MECREDY BROS.,
CARPENTERS and BUILDERS,

Shop, No. 3 Jessie Street,

F. V. ACKER,

GONTRAGTOR& BUILDER

1207 POLK STREET.

C. p. MOORE,
310 OouRh Street.

G. M. MOORE,
297 Linden Ave

v^ffl/. First St.. S«tH Fraticisco.

J. J. DUNN,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,

Residence, 615 Jessie St.

D. JORDAN,
MASON AND BUILDER,

911 WEBSTER STREET.
Box No. 59 Mason's Exchange.

MOORE BROS.,
CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

15 Van Ness Ave.
JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

F. KLATT,

CARPENTER & BUILDER,
Order Box, 516 Kearny St.

M. H. MULLINS J. W. MULLINS

MULLINS BROS.
CARPENTERS and BUILDERS

Hotels, Stores, Ofaoes and Saloons

Fitted up at Jteaaonable Jiatea.

807 Folsom Street, near Fourth, San Francisco.

CARPENTER
AND BUILDER,

343 Third St. Cor. Silver

BAN FRANCISCO.

DRAUGHTSMEN
Out of employment should leave

their address at this office.

408 California Street.

GEO. R. JESSE,
Formerly JESSE & DREW,STAIR BUILDBR,

EXCELSIOR MILL,
Bryant Street, near 5th, SAN FRANCISCO.

Constantly on hand and made to order

Stair Rail. Posts, Balusters, E c.

J. L. SMITH,
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER,

FRESNO, CAL.
ROOM 12, MARTIN BLOCK, I ST.

Contracts Taken, Plans and Estimates Furnished

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

P08T0FFICE BOX 489.

JOHN BLAKE,

CARPENTER AND BUILDER,

1138 Seventeenth St, S. F.

DAVID PERRY,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER

714 Waller Street,

Near Scott, SAN FRANCISCO
All Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

N. P. LANGLAND,

im BUILDERm WOOD TUDNEII,

407 Mission St., San Francisco.

Mechanic' Mill, Second Floor.

PLUMBERS—GAS FITTERS—METAL WORKERS

Wm. S. snook & SON,
CONTRACTORS FOR

I* Xi TJ 3M: DB I I^ C3^ ,

GAS AND STEAM FITTING,
554 Clay Street, Cor. Montgomery.

J. D. WELCH,
Practical Plumber^
GAS AND STEAM FITTER,

Cor, Fillmore and Golden Gate Aue.
JOBBING Promptly Attended To. All work warranted.

mbtaiji roofer.
All kindaof Tin, Oopper.and Sheot-lnin Roolint, Galvanized

Iron Outtersand Chimney tops. tkTlWOta repaired and
pani*ed.

ALL JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

510 Bush St., above Dupont, San Francisco.

Telephone No. 14-78.

Nine-tenths of the Architects on the

Coast subscribe for this Journal.

Every Artisan should insert his

card so that his name may be seen by

those who require his services.

W. D. HOBRO,
PLUMBER AND GAS FITTER

728 Washington St. Opposite the Plaza,
SAN FRANCISCO.

Work done at Reasonable Rates. All orders promptly al
tended to. Residence 2til3 Clay St., Iict. Steiner and Pierce.

G. & E. SNOOK,
PLUMBERS & GAS FITTERS,

METAL ROOFING.
JOBBING WORK A SPECIALTY.

030 Sacramento Street.

(Successors to Cronan & Diinhar)

METAL ROOFERS
1273-1216 Marhet St., bet. 8th and 9th.

Galvanized Iron Cornices. Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron
Work of every description. Roofs n paired, etc.

All work dune bv me guaranteed.

LYONS & DALLAMORE,

Practical .^^ Plumbers,
GAS AND STEAM FITTERS,

Between California and Sacramento btreets.

SANITARV PLUMBING and SEWERAGE VENTILATION
A SPECIALTY.

tF We personally tuperintend all of our wnrk.'^^

Smith & McLaughlin,

Sanitary Plumbing^
Tin, Copper, Zinc and Sheet Iron Work

a Specialty.

1386 MARKET STREET.
(Near New City H«ll.)

TKTjKPIIOXP: ffn. 3i!Ol.

THOMAS DAY & CO,
Limited.

IMPORTERS OF

Gas Fixtures and
PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES

222 SUTTER STREET.

E. WOLFE,

PLUMBING, GAS-FITTING
Roofing, and Tin and Sheet Iron Work,

General Jobbing Promptly attended to.

632 Geary Street, Near Leavenworth

SAN FRANCISCO.

JOHN T GRAY,
230 Sutter Street,

PRACTICAL PLUMBER, GAS

And Steam Fitter.
Bad plumbing and sanitary defects thoroughly repaired and

tfuaranteed.
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Incorporated A. D. 1819

j/Etna ilnsurauce (Lq.

OF HARTFORD.

Cash Assets * 9,780.751,63

Pacific Branch

SlJji California ^t. • ^an ^ranaisao

GEO. C. BOARDMAX, General Agt.

T. n. t'OPE, Ass't General Agent.

* STAR *

Tool and Machine Works,
Y. KEAJEWSKI, Proprietor.

520 and 532 FIPTH ST.
San Francisco.

WOOD-WORKINQ,
MACHINERY AND TOOLS,

Rai! nolts. Brackets, Newel Rods, etc., for Stair Work

JES. Hm. S n^O- :E3 Xj Xj
Manufacturers' Agent

Ciexiega Liixxie
FROM SANTA CRUZ RANGE.

Also Dealer in

Lath, Hair, Nails, Plaster and Cement
l<(0:;j tind IO«»4 »ln,rl*ot f-ii.

MILLER & CO.

East OallaJil Plaili Hills,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

DOORS, BUNDS, MOULDINGS,

BRACKETS, FRAMES, Etc., Etc.

Cor. East Twelfth Street and
Fourteenth Ave.,

EAST OAKLAND, GAL.

Sierra Umlier Companji
Mannfactnrera and Dealers in

ODORS, WIDOWS, BLINDS, SUGAR PINE,

YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE AND

FIR LUMBER.

Corner Fourth .nnrl Chnnnc! Streets. San Francisco.

DIXON'S
Graphite Paint

"Win cover twice the surface of I

White licad. Two coats will 1

last on a tin or metal roof ten

years, and im a l>oller IVont
three years,
SEND FOR riRCrLAB AUD

TE.STI.IIONIALS.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.
JERSEY CITY, N.J.

KELLETT & McMURRAY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DKCORATIONS.
Plastering Eepairod and Whitened.

28 Ellis St. San Francisco. 470 Eleventh St.. Oakland.

Ideal 2-Hole Sash Pulley.

Makes its own mortise with perfect fit. No chisel

or screws required. No time lost in apply-
ing. Cheapest, simplest and best.

t ree samples and prices by mail.

STOVER MANFG. CO.
Freeport, III.

GARLAND
Sewer Gas Trap,

BEST IN USE.
lEecommended by all the Arcbitects

in California.

[Offlce-1901 BROADWAY, OAKLAND,
For Salb by Plumbers,

IVES'

PATENT

SASH
LOCK
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O

s
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Dyckerhoff Portland Cement
OF UNRIVALED STRENGTH, FINENESS

AND RELIABILITY

Best an<l Cheapest
For Foundations, Cellars, Floors, Walks, ArtificicU

iSVowc, Etc.

Tbese extraordinary qualities permit an unusually large
addition of san-l, etc., (-25 to 50 per cent, more tiian other
well known Portland Cement) and will produce tiie stronEest
most rclial)le and duriiile work.

Selling at no highir fii^ure than ordinary good hrands of

Portlind Cement, it is therefore niuih the cheapest to use.

Dyckerhoff'a Portland Oment is always uniform, unal-

teraljle in volume, and will not crack.

Pamphlets eontainint; directions and t stimonials ssnt

free.

CHAS. DUISENBERG & CO.,

814 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, Cat*

Sole Agents lo' the Pacific Coast.

B. McMahoii & Son,
Wharf, Bridije and Trestle- Work

ooim:B I isT^TI oisrs,
AND ——

Iron BridEes, Railroads anil Pile Foundations,

Piles and Lumdkr Constantly on Hand.

OFFICE, NO 22 HOWARD STREET,
San Kmiiciscu.

H.B.IVES&C0.^^NwBiT8B,Ct
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST.

MATHEW KELLEHER,

House Mover and Raiser,
101 & 103 JUNIPER ST.,

Between lOth and 11. h, Harrison and Bryant Sts,

BEALE STREET MILL,
W. J- THOMSON

Manufacturers of

Frames, Sash and Blinds,
DOORS AND SHUTTERS

308 Mission Street.

Made to Order, nil kinds of Outside and Inside Finish ftnd

MouldinL's Brackets and Scroll Sawing and Wood Turning in

all their branches, done with dispatch.

JOBBING A SPECIALTY.

JOHN F. BYXBEE,
Commission
dealer in LUMBER,
Manufacturer and

Pacific Coast Agent of the popular Byrkit-Hall Sheath-

ING Lath, (Patented). A valuable invention, but recently

used on this Coast. Architects and Builders are particularly

requested to send for Samples, Circulars, etc.

42 MARKET STREET, ROOM 2, San Francisco.

Furnishing heavy BedtVood for ground work a specialty.
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DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & HAYDEN CO.

BUILDERS' Hardware.
COMPLETE LINE OP

Hopkins & Dickinson
MANUFACTUKING CO.'S

Artistic Selection and Arrangement of

Interior Hardware a Specialty.

BRONZE "ART ROOM"
17 and 19 Beale Street

The only Secure Hanging

for Heavy Sash, that

ivill not ivear out

or break.

— nEALICliS I>—

HARDWARE,
IRON, STEEL,
Etc., Etc.

. 17 and 19 Beale St.. 18,20.

22 and 24 Main St., S. F.

Bank and School Furniture
Andrews' Upright Cabinet Folding Beds

Theatre and Church Chairs,

C. F WEBER & CO.
Post and StocVtoti «<^c San "Pranrisioi

The Leading Electricians,
Estimates fjiven on all class of •

]ell Hanging, Burglar and Fire Alarms, Speaking Tubes
Door Openers & Lock Smithing.

Special attention given to Repair Work.-
-J J-

-Electric Supplies Sold at Lowest Rates.

Pheian Block, 818 and 820 Market St.; 15, 17, 19, 21 and 23 O'Farrell St., San Francisco.
FACTORY: 30 FIRST STREET.

PICTURESQUE CALIFORNIA HOMES
There are TWO VOLUMES—Nos. i and 2. Sent to any address upon receipt of price.

E. E. Eyre, Pres. G. M. PiNCKARD, Sec.

J. H. Graham, Vice Pres. and Manager.

VULCAN IRON WORKS
Successors to SAVAUE, SON d CO.

135 to 145 FREMONT ST.

ARCHITECTURAL IRON WORKS.
Columns, Pilasters, Lintels, Etc.

MANTEL GRATES,

SOIL PIPE AND FITTINGS.

HOT-HOUSE PIPE AND FITTINGS,

STABLE FIXTURES,
Feed Boxes, Hay Racks,

Stable Guards, Etc., Etc.

VENTILATOR PLATS .

Flower Vasies, Fountains,

Garden Rollers, Hitching Posts,

Letter Boxes, I^ainp Posts,

Rings and Covers, Hydrants,
French Ranges, Tampers,

Heater Screens, Hoppers, Etc.

LIGHT AND ORNAMENTAL CASTINGS.

uniiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiniijiiiiiiiiiiijiiini[nii(>

[iNaNNATI

^TENNIAL

"^POSITION

A. W. YOUNG. - Agent, 305 Kearny St., San Francisco.
G. H. VAN HOUTEN, - " - 165 4th St., Portland. Or.
S. E. BARR, - " - 3 John St., Seattle, W. T.

D. D. McDougall, - - "13 E.SpragueSt,, Spokane Falls, W. T.

Information will he furnished at thin Office and Orders taken for Blinds.




